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Welcome to BuildersCAD

WELCOME TO BUILDER SCAD
Welcome to the Sigma Design Computer-Aided-Design family of software products.
Our family of products are designed and developed for the Architectural, Design, Building and Facilities Management Communities.

Using this Book
This document has been designed as a resource for all levels of BuildersCAD
users. The information is presented as a multi-level instructional reference. It is
not intended to be used as a training tool for a beginner to BuildersCAD or to
any of the product line.
If you are a first time user you should start with the BuildersCAD Learning
Guide. For all other products refer to the specific User Guide.
The document is organized alphabetically and is broken into key concept, command and menu topics. Each topic is tagged to identify it as a menu or concept.
Where appropriate each menu topic will have its corresponding
menu button appear as a tab at the beginning of the discussion.
All other conceptual or cross-referencing topics will have the following tab at the beginning of the discussion:
Keyboard and Mouse Conventions
This document uses concise conventions to represent keyboard and mouse
input. The following explains these conventions:
Esc

Press the Escape key on the keyboard.

Ctrl R

Hold down Control and press the letter r on the keyboard.

F1

Press Function Key 1 on the keyboard.

SF1

Hold down the Shift and press Function Key 1 on the keyboard.

<Enter>

Press the Enter key on the keyboard.

B2

Press the middle mouse button on a three button mouse.

System Requirements
BuildersCAD 9.5 runs on all major Microsoft Windows platforms including
Windows 8/7/Vista/XP.
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A
ACCOUNTING
Accounting is a function for tracking specific project activities. There are 2 tracking features available in BuildersCAD: Time Accounting and Plot Accounting.

Time Accounting
This background feature keeps track of the minutes spent on a drawing or sheet.
The information is stored in an accounting text file (.ac) located in the project
directory, which can be read by Sirgen.
When the project time accounting feature is turned on, an entry is added to the
accounting text file during the following actions:

• Opening a drawing/sheet
• Saving a drawing/sheet
• Exiting BuildersCAD
Activate/Deactivate Accounting
To activate the project’s time accounting feature, type the following mnemonic
command from the BuildersCAD prompt line:
:acct

This will toggle the time accounting feature on or off. When accounting is activated a file is created to record events. The user is prompted for the file name. If
the file name is not specified with a full path, it will default to the standards (std:)
directory.
Saving a Drawing/Sheet
While project accounting is on, each time a drawing or sheet is saved (see Save),
then the following prompt will be displayed:
% complete + comment>

This allows a single-line comment to be attached to the save record in the
accounting file, and is completely optional. The "% complete" is simply a
reminder that the estimated completion percentage for the sheet or drawing can
be included as part of the comment. Enter the desired comment, or press <Enter>
to skip adding a comment altogether.
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Sample project time accounting file:
@#;acct;/proj/9712.pj/plans.db;floor1.dr;bill;Oct 13
1997;08:47:54; ;
@#;save;/proj/9712.pj/plans.db;floor1.dr;bill;Oct 13
1997;12:07:25; 209; 05% ext walls
@#;load;/proj/9712.pj/site.db;master.dr;sally;Oct 13
1997;14:13:56;;
@#;save;/proj/9712.pj/site.db;master.dr;sally;Oct 13
1997;16:34:58;141;
@#;load;/proj/9712.pj/plans.db;floor1.dr;bill;Oct 13
1997;16:35:18;;
@#;save;/proj/9712.pj/plans.db;floor1.dr;bill;Oct 13
1997;17:27:20;52; 10% add equip

A typical record has the following format:
@#;<action>;<database dir>; <dr/sht name>; <user>;
<date>; <time>; <elapsed minutes>; <comment>;

Each record in the project accounting file consists of nine semicolon-separated
fields as described below.
Field 1: This is a record identifier and is always the two-character string "@#".
Field 2: This is the operation responsible for generating the record and is one of:

•
•
•
•

acct - Indicates when accounting was activated.
load - Indicates when the specified drawing or sheet was opened.
save - Indicates when the specified drawing or sheet was saved.
bye - Indicates when ARRIS was exited.

Field 3: Indicates the full pathname of the applicable database directory.
Field 4: Indicates the name of the applicable drawing or sheet.
Field 5: Indicates the user responsible for generating the record.
Field 6: Indicates the date when the record was generated.
Field 7: Indicates the time when the record was generated, in HH:MM:SS format where HH is the hour (24-hour clock), MM the minutes and SS the
seconds.
Field 8: This field applies only to save records and indicates the number of minutes since the specified drawing or sheet was last loaded or saved.
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Field 9: This field applies only to save records and displays the optional usersupplied comment entered when the specified drawing or sheet was
saved.
After recording this accounting information in the file, BuildersCAD does
nothing further with the data. The contents may be manually inspected or processed into a report by another program.
Note 1: To check the current status of project accounting, look at the user
parameter status report. See Query for additional information.
Note 2: Project time accounting is off by default and must be turned on when
required. If accounting is always desired and a fixed accounting filename is acceptable, it can be started automatically by adding the line:
:acct;='on';='<filename>'

to the user start-up sigmac :ustart
Be sure to substitute the desired filename in the appropriate location in
the above command. See Start up for more information.

Plot Accounting
This function is executed automatically whenever any plot (CURRENT DRAWING, FROM DISK, PLOT FILE, or BATCH PLOT) command is executed from
the PLOT pull-down menu amd the environment variable GPLOTACCT is set.
The plot accounting information is stored in a text file named "plotacct.tx"
located in the standards (GRSTD) directory and has an associated "plotacct.fd" field descriptor file which may be used by the report designer to generate plotting activity summary reports. This data may also be imported into a
spreadsheet or database (DBMS) application for other purposes.
Sample plot accounting file:
*@;971010;11:00:34;bill;/proj;9712.pj;plans.db;floor1.dr;normal;1.0;36.000;24.000; ;cc1040;apollo;cc1040;;;
*@;971013;12:15:57;bill;/proj;9712.pj;plans.db;floor1.dr;normal;1.0;36.000;24.000;;cc1040;apollo;cc1040;;;
*@;971013;17:36:02;sally;/proj;9712.pj;site.db;master.dr;none;1;11.000;8.500;pscript.pm;pscript;apollo;ps;;;
*@;971013;17:47:45;bill;/
proj;9712.pj;plans.db;floor2.dr;none;1.0;11.000;8.500;user.pm;cc1
040;apollo;cc1040;;;
*@;971014;10:09:56;bill;/proj;9712.pj;plans.db;floor1.dr;none;-

In the example above, long lines have been split for clarity. A typical record has
the following format:
BuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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*@;<date>; <time>;<user>; <pathname>; <project directory>;
<database directory>; <drawing/sheet name>; <view>; <scale>;
<width>; <height>; <penmap>; <plotter >; <host system>;
<plot queue>; <user1>; <user2>; <user3>

Each record in the plot accounting file consists of nineteen semicolon-separated
fields as described below.
Field 1: This is a Sirgen identifier key field and is always the two-character
string "*@".
Field 2: Indicates the date when the plot was executed in YYMMDD format where
YY is the year, MM the month and DD the day.
Field 3: Indicates the time when the plot was executed, in HH:MM:SS format
where HH is the hour (24-hour clock), MM the minutes and SS the seconds.
Field 4: Indicates the user responsible for executing the plot.
Field 5: Indicates the pathname to the applicable project directory( .pj). This will
be an empty (null) field when plotting from a plot file (.pl).
Field 6: Indicates the applicable project directory (.pj). This will be an empty
(null) field when plotting from a plot file (.pl).
Field 7: Indicates the applicable database directory (.db). This will read "FILE"
when plotting from a plot file (.pl).
Field 8: Indicates the applicable drawing (.dr), sheet (.sht), or the name of the
plot file (.pl) being plotted.
Field 9: Indicates the applicable view file (.vw) if specified.

• When plotting a CURRENT DRAWING (foreground plotting), this
field will read "normal" if the plot type is set to NORMAL or will
read "screen" for all other plot types.

• When plotting FROM DISK (background plotting), this field will
read "none"

• When plotting from a plot file (.pl), this field will be empty (null).
Field 10:Indicates the plotting scale. This will be -1 if the plot is to be scaled to
fit the paper.
Field 11:Indicates the width of the plotter medium in inches or millimeters.
Field 12:Indicates the height of the plotter medium in inches or millimeters.
Field 13:Indicates the penmap (.pm) to be used in plotting. This field will be
empty (null) if the standard default penmap is selected.
Field 14:Indicates the type of device used to make the plot. This will read
6
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"FILE" when plotting from a plot file (.pl).
Field 15:Indicates the network node name of the computer hosting the plotting
device.
Field 16:Indicates the name of the plotter queue where the plot is being directed
or if specified, the name of the plot output file.
Field 17:-19: These 3 fields are reserved for user data and are typically empty
(null).
Note 1: Over time, the file "plotacct.tx" will continue to grow as more plot
records are written to it. Periodically, this file may need to be truncated
or removed.

See Also
Load, Plot, Save, Reports and Environment Variables.

ALPINE UTILITY
The Alpine Utility will generate an extract, or external ascii text file, which includes
framing information about BuildersCAD Walls that can be utilized by automated
saws manufactured by Alpine Engineered Products Inc.
The Alpine Utility is accessed by selecting the Export button on the FILE pull down
menu, then selecting the BCAD to Alpine button. This invokes the ALPINE EXTRACT
pop up menu.

BuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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Properties
NUMBER OF WALLS: Indicates the number of BuildersCAD Walls
which are included in the indicated levels and wall type searches set below.

SEARCH WALL LEVEL: Indicates which levels are to be searched for Walls
to be included in the Alpine export.

SEARCH FOR WALL TYPE: Indicates which wall types are to be included
in the export data. Choices include 2x4, 2x6, 2x8, and All.
OUTPUT FILE: Indicates the name of the extract file to which the extract data
is written. The default location for the file is inside the current database, and the
default name is the same as the current database. The file extension for the
extract file is .lst
RUN FRAMER: Indicates whether the BuildersCAD Framer is to be run
first before the extract file is generated. The framer must be run if wall framing
data has not been generated on the project, or if the walls have changed since the
framer was last run. Choices are Yes and No.

DISPLAY PANEL: Indicates whether the wall panel symbol or number is to
be displayed in the file.
Commands
CREATE EXTRACT FILE: The extract file to be used by the Alpine saw is
created per the parameter settings on the menu.
See Also
Framing and Walls.

AMBIENT LIGHT
See Infinite Lights, and Color for more information.

APPLICATIONS
See Plug-ins for more information.
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ARCS
See Circles for more information.

ATTRIBUTES
An attribute is non-graphic information which is associated with, and stored with a predefined Repeated Item. Sets of attributes are stored in a file which has the same base
name as the Repeated Item and the .at extension. The attribute file is archived in the
Repeated Item library along with the RI. The attributes are placed in the drawing automatically when the Repeated Item is placed.

Properties
NAME: The attribute name is an identifier or description (31 maximum characters) for the type of information stored. The name becomes the column heading
in the Report Designer.

TYPE: The attribute type describes the attribute value. The type is either Constant or Variable.
Constant - the value is static (the same) for each placement.
Variable - the value is dynamic for each placement. If the attribute’s value is
dynamic, an attributal prompt is specified to present to the user when this
attribute is placed. Along with the attributal prompt, a default value may be
specified for the prompt. If the user presses the Enter key at the prompt, the
defaut value is used for the attributal value.

VALUE: The attribute value is the information describing the particular
attribute. The value may be either a constant or a variable as noted above.

PROMPT: The prompt is the prompt BuildersCAD will give for a variable
type attribute value when placing the attribute Repeated Item.
DISPLAY : There are 4 attributal text display options:
•
•
•
•

None - hides the attribute’s name and value
Name - display the attribute’s name only
Value - display the attribute’s value only
Both - display both the attribute’s name and value, separated by a colon(:).

BuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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SIZE: This is the text size for the attribute Type and Name if displayed. When
placing an attribute, the Type and Name assume the current text properties.
LOCATION: This is the location for the Type and Name if displayed.
ROTATION: This is the text rotation for the attribute Type and Name if displayed. When placing an attribute, the Type and Name assume the current text
properties.
Make An Attributal RI
An attributal repeated item is created using the Draw/Edit Repeated Item menu.
Note that the graphic Repeated Item itself must be created first. Open the Draw /
Edit Repeated Item menu by selecting the Draw / Edit RI button under the Create heading on the Repeated Item application sub-menu. Select the Repeated
Item you wish to add attributes to. The Attribute functions found under the
Attributes heading on the left side of the Draw / Edit Repeated Items menu are
discussed here. For a description of the remainder of this menu, as well as more
information on creating and using Repeated Items, refer to the Repeated Items
topic.
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The Attributes Heading

DEFINE: The Define button brings up the ATTRIBUTE DEFINITION Pop-up
menu.

To add an attribute definition to the selected Repeated Item, select the Add
button at the bottom of the Attribute Definition menu. Follow the prompts to
input all of the attribute parameters, including Type, Name, Default Value (if
the Type is Variable), Prompt (if the Type is Variable), and Display. If the
attribute is displayable, the text Size / Location and Rotation may be set to be
either Fixed or Scaled with the Repeated Item when it is placed. More than
one attribute may be defined for a Repeated Item. When finished defining
attributes, be sure to select the Save button at the bottom of the Attribute
Definition menu to save your attributes. Select the Exit button at the bottom
of the menu to clear it and return to the Draw / Edit Repeated Item menu. If
any of your attributes are displayable, BuildersCAD will give an error
message that the display location has not been set. This is just a reminder for
the next step, as the attributes are not fully created until displayable
attributes have been placed in the RI.

BuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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PLACE: Places the Name and Value display in their
relative location to the repeated item. When the Place
button is selected, the Place Attributes pop-up menu
will display listing the defined attributes for the current
Repeated Item. Select the attribute to be placed. BuildersCAD will prompt for the display location which
may be selected on the RI display using the F1 key. The
display location is consistent relative to the Repeated
Item origin. This display may be moved, however the
attribute and Repeated Item definition must be re-saved
after doing so. The Name / Value display assumes the
current text properties of Font, Justification, Size, and
Rotation, as well as Pen and Color. See Text for more
information. After all displayable attributes have been
placed in the Repeated Item, be sure to select the Save
button under the Attributes heading on the Draw / Edit
Repeated Items menu to save the attribute display locations. Also be sure to select the Save button under the
Save heading on the Draw / Edit Repeated Items menu
to re-save the Repeated Item with the modified
attributes.
SAVE: Saves the current attributes as well as the Name and Value Placement
location.

Place An Attributal RI
Attributal Repeated Items are placed in the same manner as a normal Repeated
Item. The Repeated item is selected from the Repeated Item Select Menu and
placed in the drawing. When the selected Repeated Item in the Repeated Item
Select menu is an attributal RI, the word "ATTRIBUTAL" will appear next to the
Repeated Item name at the top of the menu. Also, when the current Repeated
Item is an attributal RI, The button next to the Repeated Item name on the
Repeated Item Status menu will show "ATTR".

12
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Selecting the ATTR button next
to the RI name on the Repeated
Item Status menu will display
the Set Attribute Values For RI
pop-up menu.
On this menu you may set the
value of a Variable type
attribute for the current
Attribute Repeated Item. before
it is placed. Constant type
attributes are also listed in this
menu in light gray, and may not
be edited. On the Set Attribute
Values For RI menu you may also choose to suppress the placement of attributes
with the next Repeated Item placement.
Remember that attributes are only associated with the Repeated Item, not embedded within.When placing an attributal RI, the current RI properties are used.
Note 1: Do not use mnemonic commands (:dlp, ::mvp, ::mva, etc.) to edit attributal RIs, these commands behave inconsistently and may lose the associativity between the Repeated Item and its attributes. Use the menu
edits (scissor icon) located on the EDIT pulldown menu.

Attribute Edits
REGEN ATTRIBUTES: This command regenerates the attribute display on
the selected Repeated Item to reflect the current text parameters.

COUNT ITEMS: This command counts all Repeated Items in a specified area.
ARRIS will prompt to include attributes in the count. BuildersCAD will
next prompt for the file name for the count results. This count file (.tx) and field
descriptor file (.fd) are located in the current working directory and are used in
the Report Designer to format a counting report.
Warning: This command does not prevent an existing file by the same
name from being overwritten.
BuildersCAD will then prompt for the fence points to define the area within
which to count Repeated Items.

See Also
Repeated Items, Text, Labels, and Report Designer.
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AUTHORIZATION
The Authorization code is a security code given by Sigma Design at the time of purchase. It consists of an Application Code and an Authorization Code. There is one set of
codes for the ARRIS Cad engine, one set for BuildersCAD, and if purchased, one
set for the Intelliframer. Additional plug-ins such as the DWG/DXF Translator also
require additional codes. Without the authorization codes, BuildersCAD will run
only in Demonstration Mode, which disables the Save and Plotting functions.

Authorization Code Manager
Authorization codes are entered in the BuildersCAD Authorization Code
Manager. This menu is accessed by selecting the CUSTOMIZATION pull down
menu and then selecting the Authorize button. It may also be acessed by selecting
Help on the Windows Menu Bar and then Authorize BuildersCAD on the drop
down menu.

The BUILDERSCAD AUTHORIZATION MANAGER menu displays information
about your system, including the date and the location in your computer file system of your BuildersCAD installation. If your Sigma Design customer ID
number can be determined from the stored ARRIS Application code, this
number is also shown in the menu. The primary parts of the menu are a section
for identifying your Host ID, and a section for displaying and entering your
authorization codes.
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Host Identification Data
BuildersCAD is licensed on your computer 1 of 2 ways - either on a USB
hardware key which provides BuildersCAD with a unique ID number, or
in some special cases on a Softlock, which gets a unique identification number from the computer itself. All commercial licenses of BuildersCAD
use the hardware key.

KEY TYPE: The current key type setting is displayed in this box. Selecting
this box will allow you to set the key type. The default is SafeNet USB Key
which is the setting for most users and all new seats. For Softlock authorizations, select Softlock.

KEY OR SOFTLOCK ID NUMBER: The current host identification number
will be displayed in this box, and will depend on the Key Type setting. For
SafeNet USB keys, the key number will be displayed. This number is a letter
followed by a 4 or 5 digit number. If this box displays A-0 for these settings,
this means that BuildersCAD is not reading the key. For Softlock key
types, this box will display the computer softlock ID number which is similar to a key number - a letter followed by 6 or more numbers. This number is
required by Sigma Design to issue a softlock authorization.

INSTALL KEY DRIVER: Selection of this box will execute the install program for the SafeNet Sentinel Key Driver. This driver must be installed
before ever attaching a SafeNet USB key to your computer. The driver is
used for all keys used by BuildersCAD. The executable file is located in
your BuildersCAD installation at $ARRIS\perms\rainbow\Sentinel Protection Installer 7.4.2.exe.
BuildersCAD A u t h o r i z a t i o n C o d e s
Your BuildersCAD authorization codes are entered and displayed in this
part of the menu. Each set of codes is shown on a line, along with other
information about the authorization.
For each set of Application and Authorization codes stored in BuildersCAD, the Authorization Codes portion of the Authcode Manager menu
will display the Application Code, Authorization Code, and other information including the Module the codes are for, the Version of BuildersCAD,
the Type of code (Permanent, Timed, or Dealer), and the Status of the authorization - either Valid or Invalid.

ENTER APPLICATION CODE: To enter your authorization codes, start by
selecting this box and entering the Application Code. For BuildersCAD
codes, the Application code is a 12 character code starting with a number,
then a letter, followed by 10 numbers (Example: 1W0001600001). Build-
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ersCAD will determine what type of code is entered and will display it in
the proper box in the list of authorizations. If there is a problem with the
application code, such as a code entered for the wrong version of BuildersCAD, or an invalid number, the error will be displayed in the box to the
right of the Application code entry. If a valid Application code is entered,
BuildersCAD will display the Application code in the menu, highlight
the Authorization code box next to it, and prompt for the corresponding
authorization code. Authorization codes for BuildersCAD are 10 digit
numbers. To change an authorization code which is already stored, select the
box where the authorization code to change is displayed.
Plug-in Authorization Codes from
Expert Infocad
The BuildersCAD Authorization Manager menu is also used to enter
codes provided for Plug-In modules from Expert Infocad such as the DWG/
DXF Translator. The Application Code from Expert Infocad is a 12 digit
number. The Authorization code is a 24 character alpha-numeric code. Follow the same procedure as for the BuildersCAD codes to enter these
authorizations. Note that the Status box on the menu will remain blank (not
show "Valid" or "Invalid") for 3rd party Plug-In authorization codes as the
validity of these codes cannot be determined by BuildersCAD.
Error Checking
The BuildersCAD Authorization Manager is designed to check for most
common errors in entering authorizations.
As the Application Code is entered, BuildersCAD will check it for the
Module, the correct Version of software, the Type of code, and for other
things such as if the code is timed, the expiration of the code. If a valid application code is entered, it will be displayed in the correct line of the Authorization Codes menu. Errors will be displayed in red in the box next to where
the code is entered. When the Authorization code is entered, BuildersCAD will check to see if it is valid. When information is changed, the
Authorization Manager will recheck the codes it has stored. For example, if
a valid code is entered but then the key type is changed, the code will then be
shown as invalid since the code that is stored would not be valid for the
changed key type.
Commands
There are other commands provided in the BuildersCAD Authorization
Manager to help facilitate easy authorization of your software.

CLR: On the right end of each row where the Application and Authorization
codes are displayed, there is a Clear button which will clear the authorization
16
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entry.

EXIT: Selecting this button will exit the BuildersCAD Authorization Manager. The program will first check for unsaved changes and prompt to save
if any changes have been made.

APPLY: The authorizations for BuildersCAD are stored in a text file
($ARRIS\perms\authcode.txt). When the Apply button is selected, the
authorizations as shown in the menu are written to the authcodes text file and
the Host ID information is written to the Environment Defaults (arris.ini)
file. This button must be selected for changes to be saved. When a change
has been made in the menu, the bar on the left end of the Apply button will
illuminate in yellow indicating you have unsaved changes. If user permissions are set to not allow changes, the bar will illuminate in red and the
Apply functions will be disabled. See the discussion on Permissions below.

CREATE AUTHCODES AND DEFAULTS BACKUP FILES: Selecting
this button will create backup copies of your authcode file
($ARRIS\perms\authcode.txt)
and
Environment
Defaults
file
($ARRIS\etc\arris.ini). These files are located in the same respective directories and are named "authcode.bak" and "arrisini.bak".

RESTORE AUTHCODES AND DEFAULTS FROM BACKUP: Selecting this button will read the data from the backup copies of your authcode
and environment defaults files (created with the button described above) if
they exist into the Authorization Manager. The "Apply" button must be
selected to save these changes and make the restoration permanent.

CREATE DIAGNOSTIC FILE: Selecting this button will create a text file in

your BuildersCAD installation ($ARRIS\perms\diagnostic.txt). This file
will contain the contents of your environment defaults file and your authcode.txt file as well as other system information. Should you have authorization problems, this file should be created and attached to an e-mail to Sigma
Design technical support in order to help diagnose the problem.

EXTERNAL ARRIS AUTHCODE MANAGER: Selecting this button will

execute the External BuildersCAD Authcode Manager program. This
program was used to authorize BuildersCAD versions prior to BuildersCAD 9.1.

EXPERT INFOCAD AUTHCODE MANAGER: Selecting this button will
execute the Expert Infocad Authcode Manager program. This program is
provided by Expert Infocad to be used with their products, such as the DWG/
DXF Translator. This program may be used to authorize Expert Infocad
BuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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products if for some reason there is a problem authorizing in the BuildersCAD Authorization Manager.
File Permissions
Access to add, change, or delete authorization codes can be limited to specific users. The BuildersCAD Authorization manager uses the BuildersCAD file permissions system. Refer to the Permissions topic. The
blockname for the BuildersCAD Authorization Manager is "Authcode".

See Also
Plug-Ins, Permissions.

AUTOCAD
See Translation for more information.

AUTOSAVE
When a drawing or sheet is opened, an empty autosave file is created for each read/write
layer loaded. These autosave files have the same base name as their corresponding layer
files (.ly), except with a “.sv” extension and are located in autosave.dir inside the database.
These autosave files serve 2 purposes:

• Layer Locking - as long as an autosave file exists, its corresponding layer file
(.ly) can not be loaded by anyone else. Lock files (.lk) also perform this function by protecting a drawing from being loaded read/write by more than one
user.

• Layer Backup - each layer loaded in the current drawing/sheet is saved (in background) every X number of minutes. Everytime the user manually saves the
current drawing/sheet, these autosave files are cleared to zero - this helps in
tracking the most recently saved data.
When another drawing or sheet is opened (or BuildersCAD is exited properly) these
autosave files are removed, releasing the previously loaded layers.

Parameters
AUTOSAVE INTERVAL: The interval setting is defines how often the current
18
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drawing is backed up.
Note 1: Backing up a project while someone has a drawing/sheet loaded, causes
the autosave files to be included in the backup. This may cause unexpected concern.
Autosave can be turned OFF through the PREFERENCE menu by setting it to 0 (zero). The.sv files will then be deleted the next time the
drawing/sheet is saved.

Commands
RECOVER: If BuildersCAD is not exited properly (such as if the computer goes off in a power failure), the autosave and lock files for the drawing
open at the time of the exit will remain. When an attempt is made to reopen the
drawing or sheet that contains a lock file, BuildersCAD will prompt the user
to Load the Drawing Read Only, Unlock and Load the drawing, or Cancel the
load attempt. If the drawing is in use by someone else on the network, it may be
loaded read only for reference. If the lock is a result of an abnormal exit, and no
one else actually has the drawing loaded, you may choose the Unlock and Load
option to remove the lock file and load the drawing. Selecting Cancel will cancel
the opening of the drawing.
Note 1: Choose the Unlock and Load option ONLY if no one else actually has
the drawing loaded. Removing lock files and loading a drawing while
someone else has it loaded will cause corruption and loss of data for
both users who have the drawing loaded!
If the Unlock and Load option is selected, BuildersCAD will assume the
drawing is being loaded after an abnormal exit. If autosave files (.sv files) are
present for any of the layers in the drawing, BuildersCAD will prompt to
recover from these autosave files. Selecting the option to recover (yes) from
autosave will load the autosave data. Choosing not to recover from autosave
causes the autosave files (sv) to be cleared, and the data from the last saved layers
will be loaded.
Note 1: Depending on the autosave interval setting and when the user last saved
will determine where the most recent data (.sv or .ly) resides.
For example, if the autosave interval is 10 minutes and it last executed 5
minutes ago, and the user saved manually 3 minutes ago - then the most
recent data exist in the layer files(.ly), not the autosave files (.sv).
To verify where the most recent data resides, in the O/S file manager,
check the time stamp for both files. Use the file with the most recent
time stamp.
Note 2: The user must manually save the current drawing/sheet regularly.
Autosave files can only be recovered if BuildersCAD was impropBuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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erly exited.

CLEAR LOCKS: Autosave (.sv) and lock (.lk) files can be removed by the
user through the Clear Locks button located in the FILE > TOOLS pop-up menu.
See Also
Lock Files, Preferences and Save.

AXIS
See Coordinate System for more information.
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BATCH
A batch is a group or collection of items. Batch processing refers to the automatic processing of a group of items. BuildersCAD can batch process plots and DWG/DXF
translations. This activity is sometimes done overnight to save processing time.

Processes
PLOTS: Groups of plots (drawing/sheets) can be processed automatically.
Parameters for a plot (drawing, scale, offset, plot name, etc.,) are saved as a style.
Selecting from a list of plot styles creates a batch plot group that can then be processed. A particular batch plot group can be saved and reloaded at a later time.

TRANSLATIONS: A grouping of DWG/DXF translations can be processed
automatically. The grouping of translations can be mixed to include both import
and export of different files.
See Also
Plot and Translations.

BLOCK
Menu Selection Action
A block in BuildersCAD is a menu selection action. See Layer modes for
more information.

Group of Objects
A block is also an AutoCAD entity that is analagous to a BuildersCAD
repeated item (RI). It is a collection or set of objects (e.g. lines, curves, text, etc.)
that have been grouped into a single object.
The major difference between blocks and RIs is that blocks can be distributed
across multiple layers, while RIs are limited to a single layer.

See Also
BuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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Repeated Items.

BRIEFCASE
The Briefcase feature assembles a copy of a drawing or sheet and all associated referenced files for archiving, distribution, or remote work. Files included in this feature
other than the database/drawing/sheet itself will vary depending on the current drawing
or sheet as well as selections defined by the user but may include files referenced in the
drawing such as repeated item libraries, .sc files used in Raster entities, viewport cuts,
text fonts, view and layer styles, markup files, penmaps, colormaps, and other catalog
and configuration files.
The Briefcase feature has a single function, Take Out. The Take Out function makes a
copy of the current drawing or sheet and associated files for distribution or archive purposes.
An example of the use of this feature would be creating a Take Out copy of a database
or drawing from a desktop computer to a laptop computer for travel, or to a disk or networked hard drive for backup or archiving.

Ta k e O u t
The BRIEFCASE - TAKE OUT Menu is found in several different ways. To Take
Out the currently loaded drawing or sheet, select Briefcase - Take Out on the
SAVE Pull-down menu selected from the MAIN Menu. It may also be selected on
the SAVE AS menu selected from the FILE Pull Down Menu. A drawing or sheet
which is not currently loaded may also be selected for Take Out by selecting it on
the PROJECT PAGE / DATABASE/DRAWING/SHEET SELECT menu and then
selecting the Briefcase button at the bottom of the menu.
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Briefcase Directories are user defined locations where copies of the current database and all referenced files are made. There are three key locations for files referenced in a BuildersCAD drawing or sheet - the Project or Working
directory, the User Home directory, and the Standards directory. Briefcase - Take
Out allows the user to define a "Briefcase Directory" for each of these three key
directories. During the Take Out process, files which are located in these three
key directories are copied to their corresponding Briefcase directories.
Note 1: The Take Out copy made is a COPY. In the Take Out feature, if changes
are made to either the original database/drawing/sheet or the Take Out
copy, administrative care should be taken to keep track of which of the
two contains the most current or correct data.

PROJECT DIRECTORY: This directory reflects the current project / working
directory of the active database.

DRAWING OR SHEET: This path reflects the current database and the open
drawing or sheet.
For master.dr the following associated files in the database will be included for
take out:

BuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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•
•
•
•
•
•

All .dr and .sht files - including sheet templates
All .ly files
All thumbnails in thumbnail.dir
All .wl files in wallpars.dir
All .tx and .fd files - sheet information
Raster entity .sc files which have been placed on a layer referenced in
master.dr

For non-master drawings or any sheets the following associated files will be
included:

•
•
•
•
•
•

master.dr
For specified drawing/sheet the .dr or .sht file
All referenced .ly files
For sheets the referenced sheet template .she and .ly files
All .tx and .fd files - includes sheet information
Raster entity .sc files which have been placed on a layer referenced in the
drawing or sheet.

BRIEFCASE DIRECTORIES: Take out simulates the working environment
and will copy files into three appropriate locations - The Project / Working directory, the User Home directory, and the Standards directory. Selecting each of
these boxes allows for changing the target locations.

OVERWRITE EXISTING FILES IN BRIEFCASE: This setting determines
whether the Briefcase Directories are to be cleared of any pre-existing files in the
directory. YES will overwrite all files, deleting any files in the Briefcase Directories. NO will add the new files to the target directory overwriting duplicates, but
leave all other files in the directory.

STRIP DATA FOR V7.0 COMPATABILITY: The normal sub-directory

location for some referenced files changed between BuildersCAD versions
7.0 and 8.0. This setting allows a Take Out copy to be loaded in BuildersCAD
version 7.0. YES will strip data which has moved from the copy. NO will leave
data in its normal BuildersCAD 8.0 and above location.

OPTIONAL FILES: Each of the file types listed in this section are optional
and may be selected or de-selected by the user for inclusion in the Take Out/
Check Out copy.
For master.dr:
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• All display list files
For other drawings and sheets:

• All referenced display list files
For all drawings and sheets:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Referenced BuildersCAD catalog
All files in database markup.dir
All files in database sections.dir
All files in database viewports.dir
All views and layer styles
All referenced text font (.lt) files except those under the BuildersCAD
system directory.

The All of the Above button selects all of the optional files for inclusion in the
Briefcase - Take Out. The None of the Above button deselects all of the optional
files so that none will be included in the Briefcase - Take Out.

REPEATED ITEMS: Repeated items and RI libraries referenced in the drawing or sheet may be ignored or copied in one of two ways:
Do not copy

• Ignore al Repeated Item libraries
Copy libraries

• Copy all referenced libraries except those found under the BuildersCAD system directory

Create archive.ri

• Create a new repeated item library inside the database called archive.ri
which will contain a copy of only the Repeated Items referenced in the
drawing or sheet. If the database already contains an archive.ri, copies of
the repeated items will be added to it, overwriting any repeated items of
the same name in the library.

SUPPORT FILES: Catalog and configuration files:
•
•
•
•

user.sm, file.sm, and user.ml located in the standards directory (std:)
All .sp files located in the project / working and standards directories
All files under styles.dir located in the standards directory (std:)
All files in config.dir located in the project/working and standards directo-
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ries - toolbars and winports.

COLORMAP AND PENMAP FILES:
• All penmap (.pm) files located in the project / working and standards (std:)
directories

• All colormap (.cm) files located in the project / working and standards
(std:) directories

OK: Creates the Briefcase - Take Out copies of the current drawing / sheet and
all support files as specified in the menu to the Briefcase directories.
CANCEL: Cancels the Briefcase - Take Out configuration and dismisses the
pop-up menu.

See Also
Database, Drawing, Sheet, Lock Files, and Files.

BROWSE
BuildersCAD 8.1 and beyond on MS Windows platforms uses a Windows standard
Browse menu for locating files. This allows a more standard interface in locating files
within the file system, and incorporates added features such as a thumbnail window for
identifying raster image files.
The windows Browse menus generally replace the BuildersCAD browse menus
when the browse (MENU choice) is used for selecting a file. If the browse is to select a
directory such as selecting a database, or with certain functions in the Project List Manager and Project Page List Manager features, the traditional BuildersCAD browse
menu is still used since the Windows Browse does not select a directory (folder) as the
target of the browse.
For Sigmac programmers, the Windows Browse feature is controlled by an BuildersCAD flag setting #vno_browser. If the flag #vno_browser (read by the $getvar utility
and set by the $setvar utility) is set to #true, the Windows Browse feature is turned off
and the traditional BuildersCAD browse menus (:mn_getfil menu) will be used.

See Also
Files.

BUTTONS
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In BuildersCAD, buttons refer to menu boxes and mouse buttons (B1, B2, B3).
See Menu, Mouse or Customize for more information.

BuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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C
CARTESIAN
See Coordinate System for more information.

CATALOG
A catalog is a primary tool in BuildersCAD which allows for setting up office standard or project specific parameter settings for various entities. These definitions are
stored in various places depending on the entity involved. There are four types of catalogs in BuildersCAD - Entity Styles Catalogs, Repeated Item Catalogs, Notes Catalogs, and BuildersCAD Designer Catalogs.

Entity Styles Catalog
Entity Styles catalogs contain parameter set up data for the Line, Circle,
Polyline, Text, Dimension, and Pattern entities. Parameter settings
which describe a given entity may be
saved as a named style. The styles
collectively are stored in a catalog.
Each entity styles catalog may contain a number of named styles for
each of the six entity types listed
above. The data for entity styles catalogs is stored in a directory *.prj
where "*" represents the catalog
name. This directory is found under
the styles.dir sub-directory of either
the current project (wrk:) or standards (std:). Each company project
may have it’s own catalog or there
can be one master catalog for all
projects. BuildersCAD will automatically create a .prj directory in
styles.dir when creating a new catalog. There is a default entity styles
catalog called arris.prj. It contains
generic lines, circles, polylines, text,
BuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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dimensions, and patterns which may be used as is, or as the basis for creating
custom lines, circles, polylines, text, dimensions, and patterns in a user generated
catalog. The arris.prj catalog shows in the menus as the BuildersCAD Styles
Catalog and may not be edited.
Create a New Entity Styles Catalog
A new entity styles catalog may be created by selecting the Catalog button in the
Create section of either the LINES, CIRCLES, POLYLINES, TEXT, DIMENSIONS, or PATTERNS Application Sub-Menu. The ENTITY STYLES CATALOG
Menu is invoked, showing the current list of entity styles catalogs in the current
project (working) and standards directories, as well as the BuildersCAD
default catalog. Select the New button at the bottom of the menu to create a new
catalog. BuildersCAD will prompt for the new catalog name (8 characters
max), and whether to store the catalog in the current project (working) or standards directories. The new catalog is created and becomes the currently selected
entity styles catalog.
Select the Current Entity Styles
Catalog
Only one Entity Styles catalog may be current at a time. BuildersCAD Entity
Styles catalogs may be loaded by selecting the Catalog button on the Create section of the LINES, CIRCLES, POLYLINES, TEXT, DIMENSIONS, and PATTERNS Application Sub-Menus. The ENTITY STYLES CATALOGS menu is
invoked, showing the current list of Entity Styles catalogs in the current project
(working) and standard (std:) directories. Select the desired catalog by clicking
on it with B1. The current catalog is highlighted. The catalog may also be
selected in the LINES, CIRCLES, POLYLINES, TEXT, DIMENSIONS, or PATTERNS SELECT Menus. The current catalog is shown on the left side of the
menu near the top and is highlighted in the list which appears on the left side of
the menu. Select the desired catalog from the list to make it the current catalog.
See Select for more information.
Delete an Existing Entity Styles
Catalog
BuildersCAD Entity Styles catalogs may be deleted by selecting the Catalog
button on the Create section of the LINES, CIRCLES, POLYLINES, TEXT,
DIMENSIONS, and PATTERNS Application Sub-Menus. The ENTITY STYLES
CATALOGS menu is invoked, showing the current list of Entity Styles catalogs in
the current project (working) and standard (std:) directories. Select the Delete
button at the bottom of the menu, then select the catalog to be deleted by clicking
on it with B1. The selected catalog will be deleted along with all line, circle, text,
dimension, and pattern styles saved within it.
Note 1: Deletion of an Entity Styles catalog will delete the saved setups in the
catalog only. Any entity which has been placed in the drawing using an
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entity style from a catalog contains the parameters current at the time of
placement regardless of how they were set, therefore they are not
affected by deleting the catalog.
Entity Styles Catalog Permissions
Access to add, change, or delete entity style catalogs can be limited to specific
users. BuildersCAD will check inside the catalog (.prj) directory (located
under the styles.dir directory in either the user home directory or standards directory) for a text file named "users_rw.txt". If it exists, the file is read and the users
found within are compared to the current computer login user. If the current user
is on the list, permission is granted and the catalog may be edited. If the user is
not on the list, BuildersCAD will generate an error message when the edit
attempt is made. If the file does not exist, permissions are open to everyone. The
file is a simple ascii text file with one user per line which can be created with any
text editor. Note that BuildersCAD system and plug-in catalogs may not be
saved or altered by any user.

Repeated Item Catalogs
Repeated Item catalogs are an organization tool for repeated items which allows
quick and easy location and selection of the desired item. Within a repeated item
catalog, ri’s are organized in a heirarchy of Category, Heading, and Item. Categories may be created which have one or more headings within them, which in turn
may have one or more repeated items listed in them, along with description data
about the repeated item. The catalog itself does not contain the repeated items,
but is a text file which contains the organization data. The repeated items are contained in libraries. See Repeated Item for more information. A given repeated
item may be listed in a catalog more than once, and a catalog may have repeated
items which are contained in more than one library. The catalog is given a name
which has a ".ct" extension. It is stored in "ricat.dir" which is a sub-directory in
the current project (working) directory or the standards (std:) directory. Repeated
Items may be selected either from its library, or from catalogs. See Select for
more information.
Repeated Item Catalogs are created and edited using the REPEATED ITEM CATALOG MANAGER, which is reached by selecting the Create / Edit Catalog button
on the REPEATED ITEM application sub-menu. Refer to the Repeated Item Catalog Manager topic for more information.

Notes Catalog
Notes Catalogs are used to organize and select standard notes in the BuildersCAD Notes feature. Refer to the Notes topic for more information.

BuildersCAD Designer Catalog
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Catalog
BuildersCAD Designer catalogs are named such because they contain
parameter style data for functions found in BuildersCAD Designer such as
walls, openings, stairs and roofs. The data for BuildersCAD Designer catalogs is stored in various places depending on the entity. A BuildersCAD
Designer catalog is automatically created for each project and contains default
entity parameter settings. It may also be edited to add user defined entity parameter styles. A BuildersCAD Designer catalog may be created within each
individual database by selecting the Load From button on the Wall Select popup menu to toggle the selection to Job.
Wa l l Ty p e s
Wall type definitions are saved in a files located in the pn_std.wf directory under
the project directory. All custom line files associated with any of these walls are
located under the global.icg sub-directory. For more information on BuildersCAD Designer walls see Walls.
Note 1: When a new BuildersCAD Designer catalog is created the
generic walls from the default catalog are incorporated into it and can be
used as a starting point for creating custom walls.
Doors & Windows
All door and window types are considered openings and their definitions are
saved in a file in the pn_std.wf directory under the project directory. For more
information on BuildersCAD doors & windows see Openings.
Note 1: When a new BuildersCAD Designer catalog is created the
generic openings from the default catalog are incorporated into it and
can be used as a starting point for creating custom openings.
Delete an Existing BuildersCAD
Designer Catalog
There is no method of deleting a BuildersCAD Designer catalog directly
within BuildersCAD. The catalog is a simple text file in the locations
described above, and may be removed from the disk using the general operating
system commands such as the "delete" button in Windows Explorer on MS Windows platforms or the "rm" command directly from the command line on Unix
platforms.
Note 1: Caution must be taken in deleting BuildersCAD Designer catalogs as the Walls, Doors, Windows, Stairs and Roofs which reference
the catalog will be left without the supporting data carried in the catalog.

See Also
Files, Select, Styles, Line, Circle, Polyline, Text, Dimension, Pattern, Walls,
Openings, Stairs, Roofs, Repeated Items, Repeated Item Catalog Manager,
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Notes, and Reports.

CATEGORY
A Category is an organizational tool used to subdivide a Repeated Item Catalog, Notes
Catalog, Project List, Project Page List or Stock File. Refer to the Catalog, Repeated
Item Catalog Manager, Notes, Project List Manager, Project Page List Manager, Open,
and Stock File topics for more information.

CHAIN EDGE
See Floor Edge and Floor Framing for more information.

CHASE
There are many operations within BuildersCAD which allow a length or the boundary of an area to be automatically traced by a procedure known as chasing. A chase can
be conducted on one or more connected objects.

What Can be Chased?
Lines, walls and curves (arcs or circles) can be chased. All double line types (not
BuildersCAD walls) are chased along their centerline. There is more information on BuildersCAD walls at the end of this topic.
To chase from one object to the next, the objects must share the same data (end)
point.

• A common problem occurs when objects which appear on the screen to be
connected, but in fact do not share the same data point. To minimize this
problem, use the F3 input key to locate existing data points when connecting objects together.

• Another common problem occurs when two lines, walls or arcs overlap
but do not actually share a data point. The chase routine will simply pass
over these intersections.

The Chase
There are 2 types of chasing: a linear chase and a circuit (loop) chase. A linear
chase does not close (i.e. the start and end points are different). A circuit chase
does close (i.e. the start and end points are the same).
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START POINT: Select an existing line/wall/curve segment near one of its data
points. This determines the start point of the chase. The chase will begin at the
selected point and run towards the opposite point. The selected start point may
not be critical for a circuit chase, but is important for a linear chase.
Examples: If point p1 is selected, then a simple chase to the end of the perimeter

will result in a value of 55. However, if point p2 were chosen - the result would
be 40 or if point p3 were specified - the result would be 10.
10

10

10

p1
25

34

p3

5

20

p2
25
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DIRECTION: The direction of the chase is determined by entering a point near
the proper side of the first segment. If the left side is selected, the chase will bear
left at intersections and if the right side of the segment is selected, the chase will
bear right.
Example: A chase initiated by selecting p1, will result in a length of 47, selecting

p2 will result in a length of 57.
10

p1
7

5

15

p2

15
7

15

15
15

The exception to the left/right hand rule is when the chase
reaches
an
intersection
which
contains
both
lines/walls
and
curves. If this occurs, the chase will first search for a line or wall to follow. If
there is no line or wall at the intersection point, then the appropriate curve will be
used.
Example:

A chase initiated by selecting p1, will result in a
length of 41. Although the first segment was selected on
the righthand side, the chase bears left at the intersection. If the line with the
length of 14 were removed, then the arc would have been used and the resulting
total would be 37.
14

17

7

3

10

p1

B u i l d e r s C A D Wa l l s
BuildersCAD walls may contain doors, windows, and/or openings which will
be ignored in the chase. In addition, BuildersCAD walls are chased on their
justification line, regardless of where the justification line is relative to the display lines of the wall.
Certain functions in BuildersCAD will automatically perform a chase of particular BuildersCAD walls. An example is that exterior load-bearing walls
can be chased automatically when determining the perimeter for a roof. In this
case, the exterior face of the wall is chased, regardless of the wall justification.

See Also
Circles, Function Keys, Lines, Walls, and Roofs.
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CHROMA
Chroma describes a hue’s whiteness. See Color for more information.

CIRCLES (CIRCLES, ARCS, ELLIPSES,
POLYGONS)
The Circle menu includes all Circles, Arcs, Ellipses, and Polygons. is inclusive of all circles and arcs. The circle, arc, and polygon objects are basic entities in BuildersCAD. All circles are
defined by 3 non-collinear data points. The Ellipse is an entity on
a single point located at the center of the ellipse. It contains within
it a Polyline which defines the ellipse.
In every case except for the radial circle, these 3 points form the
perimeter of the circle. In the case of the radial circle, there is a
center point and 2 points on the perimeter. In the radial, diameter,
and semi-circle commands, only 2 input points are required to
draw them. In these cases, the third data point is automatically calculated and added to the drawing. This third point is as valid as the
first two points, if it is deleted or moved - the circle/arc is deleted
or stretched.

Properties
When creating a circle, curve, arc, or ellipse it will assume
all of the current line properties. Refer to the Lines topic for more information. In
addition to the line properties, Circles also have the following properties:

CENTER POINT SYMBOL [CEN]: Specify the circle/arc/polygon center
point symbol from symbol table 0 (zero).

CENTER POINT SIZE [PT SZ]: This is the size of the center point symbol.
The size is measured in paper units.
Parameters
DIRECTION [DIR]: This determines the direction in which BuildersCAD
constructs an arc, a partial polygon, or a partial ellipse. The contruction is rotated
around the center point in either a clockwise(CW) or counter-clockwise(CCW)
direction.

POLYGON SIDES [POL]: Specifies the number (minimum: 3) of sides in a
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full polygon or ellipse.
Note 1: When a full circle or polygon is frozen (freeze), this value will determine the number of line segments used to replace the circle. If an arc is
frozen, only a proportional number of line segments will replace the arc.
Note 2: When an Ellipse is frozen, the result will be a Polyline which contains a
number segments equal to the number of Polygon Sides that were set at
the time the ellipse was drawn (minimum 72).

CIRCLE DISPLAY SIDES: This setting determines the display (smoothness)
of circles. The visual representation of a curve is determined by both the line type
and the Circle Display Sides setting. See Preferences for more information.
If in plan view, the object will display as a true circle. In any other view, the
object will be displayed with the number of Circle Display Sides.

Create
LINE: This button brings up the LINE/CURVE CREATE menu.

From this menu, the various parameters for Lines and Curves may be set. The
may also be saved here as Styles in an Entity Styles Catalog. Refer to the Catalog
topic for more information. The entity styles (line/curve parameter settings)
saved by name may be selected for placement using the Circle Select menu.
Refer to the Select topic for more information.
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CATALOG: This button brings up the

STYLES CATALOGS

menu. From this menu the current Entity Styles Catalog may be
selected, or a new one created. Refer to the Catalog topic for more
information.

Circle / Arc / Ellipse / Polygon Placement Commands
RADIAL CIRCLE: This command adds a circle by specifying 2
points, the center and a radius point on the circle.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the center point of the circle.
Select the desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key, or by typing coordinates. The cursor will form a rubber band circle to visually aid in selecting the
next point.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for a point on the radius of the circle. Select
the desired point similar to above. The circle will be drawn using the current
parameters.

p2
p1

Note 1: The third data point on the perimeter is automatically calculated 90
degrees counter-clockwise from the second input point (p2).
Note 2: This is the only circle type which is defined by a center data point and 2
data points on the perimeter.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another circle center
point. An <Enter> or F10 input at this prompt will exit the command.

DIAMETER CIRCLE: This command adds a circle by specifying 2
points on the circle which form the diameter.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the first diameter point on the
perimeter of the circle. Select the desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key,
or by typing coordinates. The cursor will form a rubber band circle to visually aid
in selecting the next point.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the opposite (diameter) perimeter point of
the circle. Select the desired point similar to above. The circle will be drawn
using the current parameters.
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p2

p1

Note 1: The third data point on the perimeter is automatically calculated 90
degrees counter-clockwise from the second point (p2).
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another circle first
diameter point. An <Enter> or F10 input at this prompt will exit the command.

3 POINT CIRCLE: This command adds a circle by specifying 3
non-collinear data points.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the first perimeter point on the
circle. Select the desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key, or by typing
coordinates.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the second perimeter point on the circle.
Select the desired point similar to the first. The cursor will form a rubber band
circle to visually aid in selecting the next point.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the third perimeter point of the circle.
Select the desired point similar to above. The circle will be drawn using the current parameters.
p2

p1

p3

Note 1: The arc direction is determined by the third perimeter point selection
(p3).
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another circle first
perimeter point. An <Enter> or F10 input at this prompt will exit the command.

180 DEGREE ARC: This command adds a 180 degree arc by
specifying the 2 end points on the arc which form the diameter.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the first diameter point on the
perimeter of the arc. Select the desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key, or
by typing coordinates. The cursor will form a rubber band arc to visually aid in
selecting the next point.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the opposite (diameter) perimeter point of
the arc. Select the desired point similar to above. The arc will be drawn using the
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current parameters.

p2

p1

Note 1: The arc direction (clockwise or counter-clockwise) is determined by the
arc direcrtion (DIR) parameter setting on the Circle STATUS menu.
Note 2: The third data point is automatically added at mid-arc.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another arc first
diameter point. An <Enter> or F10 input at this prompt will exit the command.

3 POINT ARC - CENTER, START, & END: This command
adds an arc by specifying 3 points - the center point, the start point, and
the end point, of the arc.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the center point of the arc. Select the
desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key, or by typing coordinates.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the start point on the perimeter of the arc.
Select the desired point similar to the first. The cursor will form a rubber band arc
to visually aid in selecting the next point.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the end point on the perimeter of the arc.
Select the desired point similar to above. The arc will be drawn using the current
parameters.

p2

p1
p3

Note 1: The arc direction (clockwise or counter-clockwise) is determined by the
arc direction (DIR) parameter setting on the Circle STATUS menu.
Note 2: The center point (p1) is not one of the arc’s data points. The third data
point is automatically added at mid-arc.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another arc center
point. An <Enter> or F10 input at this prompt will exit the command.

3 POINT ARC - START, RIM, END: This command adds an arc
by specifying 3 non-collinear data points - The start point, a point
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along the arc (rim point), and the end point, in that order.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the start point on the perimeter of the arc.
Select the desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key, or by typing coordinates.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for a rim point on the perimeter of the arc.
Select the desired point similar to the first. The cursor will form a rubber band arc
to visually aid in selecting the next point.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the end point on the perimeter of the arc.
Select the desired point similar to above. The arc will be drawn using the current
parameters.
p2
p1
p3

Note 1: The arc direction is determined by the end point selection (p3).
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another arc start
point. An <Enter> or F10 input at this prompt will exit the command.

SWEEP ANGLE ARC: This command adds an arc by specifying a
2 point radius and a sweep angle.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the center point of the arc. Select
the desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key, or by typing coordinates.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the start point on the perimeter of the arc.
Select the desired point similar to the first.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the sweep angle (in degrees) of the arc.
The arc will be drawn using the current parameters.

p2

p1 r1

Note 1: The sweep angle (r1) is measured in degrees from a vector p1-p2 forming the zero baseline.
Note 2: The direction (clockwise or counter-clockwise) is determined by the arc
direction (DIR) parameter setting on the Circle STATUS menu.
Note 3: The center point (p1) is not one of the arc’s data points. The third data
point is automatically added at mid-arc.
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This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another arc center
point. An <Enter> or F10 input at this prompt will exit the command.

3 POINT ARC - START, END, RIM: This command adds an arc
by specifying 3 non-collinear data points - the start point, the end
point, and a point along the arc (rim point), in that order.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the start point on the perimeter of the arc.
Select the desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key, or by typing coordinates.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the end point on the perimeter of the arc.
Select the desired point similar to the first. The cursor will form a rubber band arc
to visually aid in selecting the next point.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for a rim point on the perimeter of the arc.
Select the desired point similar to above. The arc will be drawn using the current
parameters.
p3
p1
p2

Note 1: The arc direction is determined by the rim point selection (p3).
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another arc start
point. An <Enter> or F10 input at this prompt will exit the command.

OFFSET LINE/ARC: This command adds a line or curve segment
by specifying an offset distance and selecting an existing line/curve.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the offset distance. The last 5
offset distances which have been used in the current BuildersCAD session
will be given on the choice menu of the prompt, with the last offset distance used
as the default. Select the desired offset distance or enter it at the keyboard.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for a point near the circle/arc/line to be offset.
Select a point near the offset circle/arc/line desired on the side of the circle/arc/
line where the new offset circle/arc/line is to occur. The circle, arc, or line
(depending on the entity from which the offset is placed) will be drawn using the
current parameters. This prompt will repeat allowing multiple offset circles/arcs/
lines to be placed using the same offset distance. An <Enter> or F10 input at this
prompt will return the command to the first prompt to allow another offset distance to be specified.
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p1
p1

Note 1: The offset distance (r1) is measured in geometry units. The direction is
determined by which side of the line/curve segment is selected.
Note 2: On inside arc offsets only: If the offset distance (r1) is greater than the
radius distance of the selected arc, the new arc will be placed inverted.
Radius = 10

Offset = 15

This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for an offset distance and
offset placement points until the Escape <esc> key or another command is
selected.

FULL ELLIPSE - 3 POINT INPUT: This command adds an
ellipse entity by specifying the two endpoints of one axis and one endpoint of the second axis.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the first axis point of the ellipse. Select the
desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key, or by typing coordinates.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the second axis point of the ellipse. Select
the desired point similar to the first. The two points (p1, p2) define a line which
may be either the long or short axis of the ellipse.
The 3rd prompt is for a point which is one of the two endpoints of the other axis
(the one not defined in the first two prompts) of the ellipse.
The full ellipse will be drawn from the first point entered in the direction of the
3rd point. The reference point of the ellipse will be the center point.
Note 1: BuildersCAD creates the ellipse as a Polyline within the Ellipse
entity. The number of segments in the Polyline is set by the Polygon
Sides (POLY SIDES) setting on the STATUS menu and represents the
total number of segments used for a full ellipse with a minimum of 72.
Partial ellipses use a proportionally reduced number of segments. The
Polyline within the Ellipse entity is placed with the Spline parameter set
to On to facilitate a smoother curve in the ellipse. Refer to the Polyline
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topic for more information.

FULL ELLIPSE - RECTANGLE INPUT: This command adds an
ellipse entity by specifying the two opposite corners of a rectangle
which contains the ellipse.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the first and second points of the rectangle,
which are opposite corners. The cursor will form a box which aids in visualizing
the rectangle placement. The full ellipse is drawn within the given rectangle
where the 4 axis points on the ellipse are the midpoints of the 4 sides of the rectangle. The reference point of the ellipse will be the center point.

FULL ELLIPSE - LONG AXIS AND ROTATION ANGLE
INPUT: This command adds an ellipse entity by specifying the two
endpoints of the log axis of the ellipse, and a rotation angle.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the first axis point of the ellipse. Select the
desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key, or by typing coordinates.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the second axis point of the ellipse. Select
the desired point similar to the first. The two points (p1, p2) define a line which is
the long axis of the ellipse.
The third prompt is for a rotation angle. This represents the angle of rotation in
degrees the plane containing a full circle is rotated relative to the current view in
order to get the desired ellipse, where a rotation of 0 is a full circle (seen in plan
view), and 90 is a straight line (the circle rotated 90 degrees and seen on-edge.
The command accepts angles 0-90 exclusive.
The full ellipse is drawn from the first point entered and represents the ellipse
that would be seen if a circle were rotated the given angle about the long axis.
The reference point of the ellipse will be the center point.

1/2 ELLIPSE - 3 POINT INPUT: This command adds an ellipse
entity by specifying the two endpoints of one axis and one endpoint of
the second axis.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the first axis point of the ellipse. Select the
desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key, or by typing coordinates.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the second axis point of the ellipse. Select
the desired point similar to the first. The two points (p1, p2) define a line which
may be either the long or short axis of the ellipse.
The 3rd prompt is for a point which is one of the two endpoints of the other axis
(the one not defined in the first two prompts) of the ellipse.
The 1/2 ellipse will be drawn from the first point to the 2nd point entered, passing
through the 3rd point. The reference point of the ellipse will be the center point.
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1/4 ELLIPSE - 3 POINT INPUT: This command adds an ellipse
entity by specifying the two endpoints of one axis and one endpoint of
the second axis.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the first axis point of the ellipse. Select the
desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key, or by typing coordinates.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the second axis point of the ellipse. Select
the desired point similar to the first. The two points (p1, p2) define a line which
may be either the long or short axis of the ellipse.
The 3rd prompt is for a point which is one of the two endpoints of the other axis
(the one not defined in the first two prompts) of the ellipse.
The 1/4 ellipse will be drawn from the first point to the 3rd point entered. The
reference point of the ellipse will be the center point.

PARTIAL ELLIPSE - 3 POINT INPUT: This command adds an
ellipse entity by specifying the two endpoints of one axis and one endpoint of the second axis.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the first axis point of the ellipse. Select the
desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key, or by typing coordinates.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the second axis point of the ellipse. Select
the desired point similar to the first. The two points (p1, p2) define a line which
may be either the long or short axis of the ellipse.
The 3rd prompt is for a point which is one of the two endpoints of the other axis
(the one not defined in the first two prompts) of the ellipse.
BuildersCAD will then prompt for the sweep angle of the ellipse. This is the
angle in degrees from the start point (first point) to the end point of the partial
ellipse (where 360 degrees is a full ellipse). For example a sweep angle of 90 is a
1/4 ellipse, 270 is 3/4 ellipse.
The partial ellipse will be drawn from the first point in the direction of the 3rd
point entered and will extend the sweep angle given. The reference point of the
ellipse will be the center point.

FULL ELLIPSE (OLD LINE SEGMENT COMMAND): This command adds a series of line segments in the form of an ellipse. It may be
found as the default right click of the Full Ellipse - 3 Point Input button
on the CIRCLES and LINE/CURVE TOOLS menus.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the first axis point of the ellipse. Select the
desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key, or by typing coordinates.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the second axis point of the ellipse. Select
the desired point similar to the first. The two points (p1, p2) define a line which is
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either the long or short axis of the ellipse. An <Enter> or F10 input at this prompt
will restart the command at the first prompt.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for a point on the ellipse. Select the desired
point similar to above. This point (p3) may be any point along the ellipse. It is
common for this point to be one of the two points on the opposite axis of the
ellipse from the one defined in the first two prompts since they are relatively easy
to calculate precisely, but this is not required. The full ellipse will be drawn using
the current line parameters, and will contain the number of segments set in the
Polygon Sides property.

p3
p1

p2

Note 1: There are not any specific data points (p1,p2,p3) for a line segment
ellipse. Each individual line segment of the ellipse has 2 data points.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another ellipse first
axis point. An <Enter> (Enter key) or F10 input at this prompt will exit the command.

PARTIAL ELLIPSE (OLD LINE SEGMENT COMMAND): This
command adds a series of line segments in the form of a partial ellipse.
It may be found as the default right click of the Partial Ellipse - 3 Point
Input button on the CIRCLES and LINE/CURVE TOOLS menus.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the first axis point of the ellipse. Select the
desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key, or by typing coordinates.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the second axis point of the ellipse. Select
the desired point similar to the first. The two points (p1, p2) define a line which is
either the long or short axis of the ellipse. An <Enter> or F10 input at this prompt
will restart the command at the first prompt.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for a point on the ellipse. Select the desired
point similar to above. This point (p3) may be any point along the ellipse. It is
common for this point to be one of the two points on the opposite axis of the
ellipse from the one defined in the first two prompts since they are relatively easy
to calculate precisely, but this is not required.
The next prompt is for the starting angle (in degrees) for the partial ellipse. This
angle (r1) is measured from the vector of the center of the ellipse and the first
point entered (p1) as a baseline, along the ellipse in the direction (clockwise or
counter-clockwise) shown in the DIR paramter setting on the Circle STATUS
menu.
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The final prompt is for the Relative sweep angle (in degrees) of the partial
ellipse. This angle (r2) is measured relative from the vector of the center of the
ellipse and the start point of the partial ellipse (as it is determined from the previous prompt) as a baseline, along the ellipse in the direction (clockwise or
counter-clockwise) shown in the DIR setting on the Circle STATUS menu. If the
Relative angle is prefixed with an uppercase "A", it will be measured absolute
from the vector of the center of the ellipse and the first point entered (p1) as a
baseline.
The partial ellipse will be drawn using the current line parameters, and will contain a proportional number of segments to the setting in the Polygon Sides property. For example if the partial ellipse is 180 degrees (half of a 360 degree ellipse)
and the Polygon Sides property is set to 40 sides, the partial ellipse will contain
20 (half of 40) segments. It will be drawn in the direction of the current Circle
Direction setting.

r1
p1
p3

r2
p2

Note 1: There are not any specific data points (p1,p2,p3) for an ellipse. Each
individual line segment in the ellipse has 2 data points.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another ellipse first
axis point. An <Enter> or F10 input at this prompt will exit the command.

POLYGON - CIRCUMSCRIBED: This command adds a new
polygon by specifying 2 points which form the radius of a circumscribed circle. The 2 points are the center of the polygon and the center
of one of the sides.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the center point of the polygon. Select the
desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key, or by typing coordinates. The cursor will form a rubber band line to visually aid in selecting the next point.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for a point which is the center of one of the
sides of the polygon. Select the desired point similar to above. The polygon will
be drawn using the current parameters.
Note 1: The number of vertices or sides is determined by the polygon sides
(POLY SIDES) property which can be found on the Circle STATUS
menu.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another polygon center point. An <Enter> or F10 input at this prompt will exit the command.
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POLYGON - INSCRIBED: This command adds a new polygon by
specifying 2 points which form the radius of an incribed circle. The 2
points are the center of the polygon and a vertex (intersection of 2
sides).
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the center point of the polygon. Select the
desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key, or by typing coordinates. The cursor will form a rubber band line to visually aid in selecting the next point.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for a point which is a vertex (intersection of 2
of the sides) on the radius of the polygon. Select the desired point similar to
above. The polygon will be drawn using the current parameters.

p2
p1

Note 1: The number of vertices or sides is determined by the Polygon Sides
(POLY SIDES) property which can be found on the Circle STATUS
menu. In the example figure above the Polygon Sides is set to 6.
Note 2: The third data point is automatically generated.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another polygon center point. An <Enter> or F10 input at this prompt will exit the command.

TRIM / EXTEND LINE / CURVE: This command edits existing
line / arc segments by trimming or extending to another existing line /
curve. Refer to the Trim / Extend command in Construction Tools
Menu section of the Lines topic for more information.

BREAK LINE / CURVE: This command is the same as the Break
Or Divide command. Refer to the Break Or Divide command in the
Line Placement Commands section of the Lines topic.

FILLET CORNER: This command edits 2 existing line / arc segments by rounding the corner. Refer to the Fillet Corner command in
the Lines topic for more information.

C o n s t r u c t i o n To o l s M e n u
In addition to the commands found on the CIRCLE Application Submenu, there are more Line/Circle commands found on the LINE/
CURVE TOOLS menu. This menu is displayed by selecting the
Tools (Compass / T Square / Protractor) icon below the CIRCLE application sub-
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menu. Note that all placement commands found on the LINE and CIRCLES
Application sub-menus are duplicated on the LINE/CURVE TOOLS menu. Refer
to the Construction Tools Menu heading in the Lines topic for more information.

PLACE LINES
Refer to the Construction Tools Menu section of the Lines topic for placement
commands for Lines.
PLACE CURVES

RADIAL CIRCLE: Refer to the Radial Circle command in the Circle/Arc/Ellipse/Polygon Placement Commands section of this topic.

DIAMETER CIRCLE: Refer to the Diameter Circle command in the
Circle/Arc/Ellipse/Polygon Placement Commands section of this
topic.
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3 POINT CIRCLE: Refer to the 3 Point Circle command in the Circle/Arc/Ellipse/Polygon Placement Commands section of this topic.

180 DEGREE ARC: Refer to the 180 Degree Arc command in the
Circle/Arc/Ellipse/Polygon Placement Commands section of this
topic.
3 POINT ARC - CENTER, START, & END: Refer to the 3
Point Arc - Center, Start & End command in the Circle/Arc/Ellipse/
Polygon Placement Commands section of this topic.

3 POINT ARC - START, RIM, END: Refer to the 3 Point Arc Start, Rim, End command in the Circle/Arc/Ellipse/Polygon Placement Commands section of this topic.

SWEEP ANGLE ARC: Refer to the Sweep Angle Arc command in
the Circle/Arc/Ellipse/Polygon Placement Commands section of this
topic.

3 POINT ARC - START, END, RIM: Refer to the 3 Point Arc Start, End, Rim command in the Circle/Arc/Ellipse/Polygon Placement Commands section of this topic.

OFFSET LINE/ARC: Refer to the Offset Line/Arc command in the
Circle/Arc/Ellipse/Polygon Placement Commands section of this
topic.
FILLET CORNER: Refer to the Fillet Corner command in the
Lines topic.
POLYGON - CIRCUMSCRIBED: Refer to the Polygon - Circumscribed command in the Circle/Arc/Ellipse/Polygon Placement Commands section of this topic.

POLYGON - INSCRIBED: Refer to the Polygon - Inscribed command in the Circle/Arc/Ellipse/Polygon Placement Commands section
of this topic.

FULL ELLIPSE - 3 POINT INPUT: Refer to the Full Ellipse - 3
Point Input command in the Circle/Arc/Ellipse/Polygon Placement
Commands section of this topic.
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FULL ELLIPSE - RECTANGLE INPUT: Refer to the Full Ellipse
- Rectangle Input command in the Circle/Arc/Ellipse/Polygon Placement Commands section of this topic.

FULL ELLIPSE - LONG AXIS AND ROTATION ANGLE
INPUT: Refer to the Full Ellipse - Long Axis And Rotation Angle
Input command in the Circle/Arc/Ellipse/Polygon Placement Commands section of this topic.

1/2 ELLIPSE - 3 POINT INPUT: Refer to the 1/2 Ellipse - 3
Point Input command in the Circle/Arc/Ellipse/Polygon Placement
Commands section of this topic.

1/4 ELLIPSE - 3 POINT INPUT: Refer to the 1/4 Ellipse - 3
Point Input command in the Circle/Arc/Ellipse/Polygon Placement
Commands section of this topic.

PARTIAL ELLIPSE - 3 POINT INPUT: Refer to the Partial
Ellipse - 3 Point Input command in the Circle/Arc/Ellipse/Polygon
Placement Commands section of this topic.

ADD TANGENT: This command adds a tangent arc to the database
beginning at the endpoint of an existing line/wall/curve.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the existing line/wall/curve to
which the new tangent is to be attached. Select the desired line/wall/curve using
the F1 or F5 key. Selection of the existing line/wall/arc should be made near the
end to which the tangent arc is to be connected. If the existing entity selected is a
line or wall, the cursor will form a rubber band arc to visually aid in input of the
next point.
If the entity selected at this prompt is a curve, BuildersCAD will prompt
to input whether the tangent is to be a line or curve. If the desired tangent to
be a line to an existing curve see note 1 below.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the End Point of the arc. Input the desired
point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 keys or by entering coordinates at the keyboard. A new arc will be drawn using the current line parameters connecting the
End Point selected and the end of the existing line/wall/arc selected, tangent to
the existing line/wall/arc.
If an F10 is input at the End Point prompt, BuildersCAD will place the arc
using further parameters input from the user.
The first parameter prompt is for the Degrees of Arc. Enter the number of
degrees for the sweep of the new arc at the keyboard. A positive degree numBuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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ber indicates counter-clockwise direction and a negative degree number indicates clockwise direction for the sweep.
BuildersCAD will then prompt for a Known Value type for the arc either Radius, Tangent, or Arc Length. Input the type of known value to be
supplied.
The next prompt is for the actual value of the Known Value type indicated in
the previous prompt. Input this value at the keyboard. The new Arc will be
drawn using the current line parameters and the values entered, tangent to
the existing line/wall/curve selected.
Note 1: If the existing entity selected is a curve, and the tangent entity is to be a
line, BuildersCAD will prompt for the Endpoint of the new line. An
F10 input at this prompt will allow the user to specify the length of the
line (in geometry units). In either case, the new line will be drawn using
the current line parameters, tangent to the existing arc selected, to the
given point or length.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for a new line/wall/curve
to add a tangent to. An F10 selection or <Enter> input at the first prompt will exit
the command.

TANGENT - 2 LINES: This command edits 2 existing line segments by trimming or extending the nearest end points (p1-p2) to a
new arc segment which is tangent to the 2 selected existing line segments.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the First Line/Wall to connect. Select the
existing line or wall using the F1 or F5 key, near the end of the line/wall to connect.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the Second Line/Wall to connect. Select
the existing line or wall as above.
BuildersCAD will now prompt for a Known Value to use in calculating the
new endpoints of the selected lines/walls, and the tangent arc. Options for the
Known Value are Radius, Tangent, Arc Length, Center, and None.
If the Known Value selection is Radius, BuildersCAD will prompt for the
Radius. Enter the radius value (in database units) at the keyboard. The endpoints
of the selected lines/walls to connect will be trimmed or extended as necessary
and a tangent arc of the given radius will be drawn to connect them.
If the Known Value selection is Tangent, BuildersCAD will prompt for the
Tangent value. The tangent is the distance from the end of the each line to the
point where the lines would intersect. Enter the Tangent value (in database units)
at the keyboard. The endpoints of the selected lines/walls to connect will be
trimmed or extended as necessary to the tangent value and a tangent arc will be
drawn to connect them.
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If the Known Value selection is Arc Length, ARRIS will prompt for the Arc
Length. The arc length is the circumference length of the arc between the two
tangent points. Enter the Arc Length value (in database units) at the keyboard.
The endpoints of the selected lines/walls to connect will be trimmed or extended
as necessary and a tangent arc of the given length will be drawn to connect them.
If the Known Value selection is Center, BuildersCAD will prompt for the center point of the tangent arc to be drawn. Input this point using the F1 key. The
endpoints of the selected lines/walls will not be moved, and a semicircle arc will
be drawn between the two current endpoints.

p1
p2

Note 1: In the examples below, the dashed line/arc indicates the Known values :
Radius

Tangent

Arc Length

Center

Note 2: On completion, the calculated radius and tangent is displayed on the
message line of the screen.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another First Line/
Wall to Connect. Exit the command by pressing the <Esc> key at the keyboard or
by selecting another command.

TANGENT - OGEE: This command adds 2 new connected arc segments which are tangent to each other and 2 existing line segments.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the First line/wall to Connect.
Select the desired line/wall near the end to be connected using the F1 or F5 key.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the Second line/wall to Connect. Select the
desired line/wall as above. BuildersCAD will connect the two selected lines/
walls by adding 2 connected arc segments which are tangent to each other and to
the 2 selected line/wall segments. The two new arc segments are added using the
currently set line parameters.
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p1

p2

Note 1: Tangent calculations:

Divide p1-p2 into 4
segments.
p2

p3-pc is perpendicular to p1-p3. p1-pc is
perpendicular to line
p1.

p1

Intersection pc is the
center point.

pc
p3
p1

pc

This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another First Line/
Wall to Connect. Exit the command by pressing the <Esc> key at the keyboard or
by selecting another command.

SPLINE LINE: This command adds connected spline line segments.
Each spline line segment is defined by 3 points.\
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the Spline Tension. The Spline
Tension indicates how tight the resulting curves will be. The usable range for the
Spline Tension factor is from 0.1 to 1.0, with the lower values (0.1) producing
tighter curves and the higher values (1.0) producing looser curves.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the First Point of the spline line. Select this
point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key, or by entering coordinates at the keyboard.
BuildersCAD will now prompt for the Next point of the spline line. Select this
point similar to the first point.
BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for a Next point of the spline line.
When the 3rd point is entered, a line segment will be drawn between the first two
points entered using the current line paramters. The third point (and the Spline
Tension) will determine the curve of the segment between the first two points. As
each new point is entered, a spline line segment is entered between the previous
two points. An <Enter> or F10 input at this prompt will restart the line placement
with a new line.
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p3
p1

p2

p1

p2

Note 1: The first 2 points define the end points of the spline line segment, while
the third point determines the curve direction. For the next segment, p2
and p3 are shifted to p1 and p2 respectively and a new p3 is specified.
Note 2: To complete a closed loop, reselect the first point.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for spline
line points until the Escape <esc> key or another command is selected.
Spline lines as a Line entity are independent line segments. BuildersCAD
looks at these adjoining segments and calculates the curve of the spline line as
best it can. Spline lines may also be created using the Polyline function. The
Polyline Spline Line function gives much better results as the Polyline is seen as
one entity, and is the preferred method for placing Spline Lines. Refer to the
Polylines topic for more information.

SPLINE LINE CONVERSION: This command converts continuous line segments into a spline line.
BuildersCAD will prompt for a fence to define an area within
which to search for continuous line segments lines to convert. All continuous line
segments found within the search area will be converted to a spline line.

p1

p2

Note 1: Prompt: 1st fence point (F10: options): (p1) - For the F10 option, see
special fence types for more information.
Note 2: The selected line segments must have been entered continuously.
Note 3: A continous line that closes in a loop will not clean up the start/end
point as a spline line. Use the spline line placement command for this.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another fence within
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which to search for continuous lines to convert. Exit the command by pressing
the <Esc> key at the keyboard or by selecting another command.
Spline lines as a Line entity are independent line segments. BuildersCAD
looks at these adjoining segments and calculates the curve of the spline line as
best it can. Spline lines may also be created using the Polyline function. The
Polyline Spline Line function gives much better results as the Polyline is seen as
one entity, and is the preferred method for placing Spline Lines. Refer to the
Polylines topic for more information.
INSERT POINTS
Refer to the Construction Tools Menu section of the Lines topic for point insertion commands.
MISCELLANEOUS

DATA POINTS: Refer to the Data Points command in the Utilities
section of the Lines topic.

DISPLAY REFERENCE: Refer to the Display Reference command in the Utilities section of the Lines topic.
DISPLAY XY: Refer to the Display XY command in the Utilities
section of the Lines topic.

POLYGON -- ARC/CIRCLE CONVERSION: This

command

converts:

• an existing circle/arc to a polygon.
• an existing polygon to a circle/arc.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Circle / Arc / Polygon to convert. Select the
desired Circle / Arc / Polygon using the F1 key. If a circle or arc is selected, it
will be converted to a full or partial polygon. If a full or partial polygon is
selected, it will be converted to a circle or arc.

Note 1: If an existing arc is selected, the number of polygon sides specified in
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the Polygon Sides parameter is for a full polygon. The arc’s length will
determine how many polygon sides will actually be displayed in the
new partial polygon. The ratio of the number of sides displayed to the
Polygon Sides set in the parameter will equal the ratio of degrees of the
arc to a full circle (360).
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another Circle / Arc /
Polygon to convert. An <Enter> key or F10 input at this prompt will exit the
command.

AFFIX POINTS: Refer to the Affix Points command under Miscellaneous in the Construction Tools Menu section of the Lines topic.

HEAL LINES: Refer to the Heal Lines command under Miscellaneous in the Construction Tools Menu section of the Lines topic.
SINGLE TRIM / EXTEND
Refer to the Construction Tools Menu section of the Lines topic for Single Trim /
Extend commands.
M U LT I P L E T R I M / E X T E N D
Refer to the Construction Tools Menu section of the Lines topic for Multiple
Trim / Extend commands.

Special Edits
There are 3 Special Edits for each entity type, found on the EDIT pull
down menu at the bottom of the menu. As the entity type is selected under the
Entity Filter heading, the 3 Special Edit buttons at the bottom of the menu will
change, reflecting edits appropriate for the new Entity Filter selected. Refer to the
Edit and Entity Filters topics for more information.
Refer to the Special Edits heading in the Lines topic for more information.

Shortcuts
A B3 (right mouse button) selection on the Circle button (circle icon) on the
DRAW application menu invokes a fly-out menu with common circle/curve commands. Selection of a command from this menu will automatically display the
CIRCLES application sub-menu and Circle STATUS menu.
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A B3 (right mouse button) selection on one of the placement commands under
the Place heading on the CIRCLES application sub-menu invokes a fly-out menu
with common Find tools. Refer to the Object Snap topic in this Encyclopedia.

See Also
Lines, Catalog, Edit, Entity Filters, Object Snap, and Select.

CLIPBOARD
A Clipboard is a temporary storage place for data. In BuildersCAD there are 4 functions which use a clipboard - the BuildersCAD Clipboard used for copying entities
between databases or BuildersCAD sessions, the Repeated Item Catalog Manager
Clipboard, used for cutting, copying and pasting Repeated Item entries in a Repeated
Item Catalog, the Repeated Item Library Manager Clipboard, used for cutting copying
and pasting Repeated Items between Libraries, and the Note Catalog Manager Clipboard, used for cutting, copying and pasting Note entries in a Note Catalog. These three
are all independant functions, each not related to the other, and none of the three are
related or functional with the MS Windows clipboard.

BuildersCAD Clipboard
The BuildersCAD Clipboard may be used to copy data from the currently
loaded drawing and paste it to a subsequently loaded drawing or from a drawing
in one BuildersCAD session to one loaded in another concurrent BuildersCAD session. The Clipboard is computer and login host-unique, including
remote xterm display hosts. Data is saved to a temporary database named by
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computer hostname and login user name located in the computer swap directory.
Refer to the Copy Actions topic for more information.

Repeated Item Catalog Manager Clipboard
The Repeated Item Catalog Manager Clipboard features allow the user to Cut,
Copy, and Paste Repeated Item entries from one portion of the Repeated Item
Catalog to another. Refer to the RI Catalog Manager Clipboard portion of the
Repeated Item Catalog Manager topic for more information.

Repeated Item Library Manager Clipboard
The Repeated Item Library Manager Clipboard features allow the user to Cut,
Copy, and Paste Repeated Items from one Repeated Item Library to another.
Refer to the RI Library Manager Clipboard portion of the Repeated Item Library
Manager topic for more information.

Notes Catalog Manager Clipboard
The Notes Catalog Manager Clipboard features allow the user to Cut, Copy, and
Paste Notes from one portion of the Note Catalog to another. Refer to the Note
Clipboard portion of the Notes topic for more information.

See Also
Copy Actions, Notes, Repeated Item Library Manager, and Repeated Item Catalog
Manager.

CLOSURE
Closure is a property which determines the generation of surfaces. Closure also refers to
an option in the input of walls, placement of Patterns, or definition of Special Fences,
where when invoked the area or fence is closed by adding a segment of the boundary
from the current reference point to the beginning of the boundary.

See Also
Walls, Surfaces, Patterns, Search Methods, and Polylines.

COLOR
In BuildersCAD, color is a basic property of all objects. Color is defined by 3 comBuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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ponents: red, green, & blue (RGB) values, each ranging from 0 to 255. These 3 values
determines the hue of the color, with {0,0,0} = black and {255,255,255} = white.

Definitions
PHYSICAL COLORS: since each color has 3 components (RGB), each with a
range of 256 - we can quickly calculate the total number of possible color combinations:
256 x 256 x 256 = 16,777,216

LOGICAL COLOR NUMBER: The Logical Color Number is an ID number
in the BuildersCAD Colormap from 0 to 255 that stores the RGB values of a
physical color. All entities in BuildersCAD have a color parameter associated
with them. These 256 mapped color ID numbers are stored as a colormap. Refer
to the Colormap topic for more information.
COLOR NONE: Along with a color number 0-255, the current logical color
can also be set to none (#fnone), this allows:

• Repeated Items (RI) colors - Any object within an RI with its color property set to none will assume the current color property at the time of the RI
placement. See Repeated Items for more information.

• Layer Default Colors - Any object placed on a layer with the layer default
color defined will assume the layer default color. See Layers for more
information.

LAYER DISPLAY COLORS: objects may be temporary displayed in userspecified colors associated with their corresponding layer mode (ESD). See Layers for more information.
MENU COLORS: See Colormap and Color Mix for more information.
Properties
HUE: is the combined RGB (primary colors) values, which represents the
color’s position in the color spectrum. The dominant primary color is the color or
colors with the highest value(s). The remaining primary colors are referred to as
minor colors.
For the purpose of further discussion, one dominant color is presumed.

CHROMA: describes a hue’s whiteness. It is the ratio of the minor primary colors to the dominant primary color and is measured as a percentage, with the value
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of the dominant color equaling 100%.
Modifying the chroma of a logical color will change the minor primary colors
proportionately to the dominant color and the dominant primary colors remains
unchanged.

INTENSITY: describes a hue’s brightness. It is the ratio of the dominant primary color to its maximum value of 255, where a value of 255 has an intensity of
100%.
Modifying the intensity of a logical color will change the dominant primary color
proportionately to 255 and the minor primary colors proportionately to the dominant primary color.

INTENSITY: is a parameter on the 3D CONSTRUCTION SETUP pop-up menu.
This intensity is measured from 0-1000, where 0 represents the darkest shade
(black) and 1000 represents the brightest shade (the RGB value) of the color.
As a rendered surface fades away from the light source, BuildersCAD blends
shades of the logical colors used in the 3D model from brightest to darkest. Typically, if the Intensity = 1000, the brightest shade of the color is used to begin the
shading. If the 3D intensity = 500, then 50% of the RGB values in a High Color
colormap, or the 5th shade in the Shadable Band in a Shadable Band colormap is
used to begin the shading.

Commands

SET LOGICAL COLOR: there are 3 methods for setting the current logical
color. All 3 methods are available from the top half of the COLOR pulldown
menu on the MAIN menu (color wheel icon).

• by menu - specify a logical color by selecting it from the color bar on the
SELECT DESIRED COLOR pop-up menu.

• by number - specify a valid logical color number by typing it in from the
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keyboard. Valid logical color numbers in a High Color Colormap are
#fnone and 1-255. Valid logical colors in a Shaded Band Colormap are:
#fnone, 1-31 & 33-63 (odd numbers only).

• from screen - specify a logical color by selecting it from the display window. This returns the logical color from the selected pixel location.
The [COL] color button on the STATUS menu displays the current logical color.

COLOR MIX MENU: Selection of the Color Mix icon invokes the

COLOR
MIX pop-up menu for full control of the color palette. Refer to the Color Mix

topic for more information.

Shortcuts
• A right click on the color button (color wheel icon) on the MAIN menu
loads the system colormap.

• A right click on the [COL] color button on the STATUS menu invokes the
SET PENMAP pop-up menu.

• A right click on the [COLOR MIX] button on the COLOR pull down menu
invokes the COLOR MIX pop-up menu with the Colormap Files sub-menu
displayed.

See Also
Colormap, Color Mix, RGB, Penmap, Layers, and Repeated Items.

COLOR MIX
The BuildersCAD Color Mix program is a one stop shop that allows you to define
colors in a BuildersCAD colormap, load colormaps, and set colormaps as defaults
for the User and for individual drawings.
The BuildersCAD Color Mix program is started by selecting the Color icon on the
DESKTOP menu, and then the Color Mix button on the COLOR Pull-down menu. A
secondary startup may be used by right-clicking the Color Mix button on the COLOR
pull down menu. This variation starts the Color Mix program with the Colormap Files
sub-menu displayed instead of the Colormap Colors sub-menu.
Note 1: The COLOR MIX Pop-up menu is very large. If your BuildersCAD display
is in standard aspect ratio (4x3), the COLOR MIX Pop-up menu will cover the
Application and Application Sub-menus. If the BuildersCAD display is in
Widescreen mode and/or if the menu size has been reduced, the COLOR MIX
Pop-up menu will be shifted out to the left and up to be clear of the Application
and Application Sub-menus.
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The COLOR MIX Pop-up menu is divided into several parts. Each is documented below.

General Commands
EXIT: Selection of this button exits the Color Mix program and clears the menu
from the screen.
COLORMAP COLORS: When this button is highlighted, the

CURRENT
COLORMAP COLORS sub-menu is shown on the right side of the COLOR MIX

menu. This sub-menu displays the 256 colors in the current colormap (numbers
0-255), the Color Blend Bar, the Selected Color display, and the Stored Colors
display. Selection of this button displays the Current Colormap Colors. See further documentation below.

MENU COLORS: When this button is highlighted, the

CURRENT COLORMAP MENU COLORS sub-menu is shown on the right side of the COLOR MIX

menu. This sub-menu displays the 33 colors in the current colormap used specifically for BuildersCAD menus, the Color Blend Bar, the Selected Color display, and the Stored Colors display. Selection of this button displays the Current
Colormap Menu Colors. See further documentation below.

COLOR SAMPLE: When this button is highlighted, the

COLOR SAMPLE
CUBE sub-menu is shown on the right side of the COLOR MIX menu. This sub-
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menu displays a sample of colors which may be used for adding to the colormap,
blending, storage, etc. Selection of this button displays the Color Sample Cube.
See further documentation below.

COLORMAP FILES: When this button is highlighted, the

COLORMAP
FILES sub-menu is shown on the right side of the COLOR MIX menu. This sub-

menu displays a list of colormap files for each of the 5 typical locations in
BuildersCAD for colormaps. It allows for creation, loading, and deletion of a
colormap file, and for setting of user and drawing default colormap files. Selection of this button displays the Colormap Files. See further documentation below.

Current Colormap File
This box is located at the bottom of the COLOR MIX menu and displays the name
of the currently loaded colormap file.

SAVE COLORMAP: Selection of this button saves the current color configurations as shown in the COLOR MIX menu to the current colormap file. Note that
BuildersCAD system colormaps may not be altered.

Working Color
The "Working Color" in the Color Mix program is the color that is currently
selected to be edited using the RGB Element graph. It is shown on the lower portion of the left side of the COLOR MIX menu with a large sample box. The color
number (and range for special ranges such as "Menu") are shown in the Working
Color title bar. Note that this color is not necessarily the current color in
ARRIS which is used when drawing. If no other color is currently set - such
as when starting the Color Mix function for the first time - the BuildersCAD
current color is set as the Working Color in Color Mix.
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Selection of the Working Color sample box allows you to set the Working Color.
Color Mix will prompt for the Working Color which may be entered at the keyboard by number or picked from the Current Colormap Colors or Current Colormap Menu Colors using a left click.

SET WORKING COLOR TO ARRIS CURRENT: Selection of this button sets the working color (number) as the current BuildersCAD color for
drawing.
Working Color Elements
In the upper left portion of the COLOR MIX menu is the Working Color Elements. This portion of the menu shows the color Red, Green, and Blue (RGB)
elements for the current Working Color broken down and displayed in a graph. It
also shows the color Intensity which is described as a percentage of the "brightest" a given hue can be.

Working Color Element Va lues
Above each bar in the Working Color Elements graph is a box which displays the numerical value of each element (RGB). The numerical value of
each element is an integer from 0 to 255. The numerical value of the color
intensity is a percentage value from 0 to 100. Selection on this box allows
you to input the color element/intensity numberical value directly (or select
from choices on the Choice menu). When a color element value is changed,
the Working Color sample and Working Color Elements bar graph are
adjusted accordingly.
Scrolling the mouse scroll wheel up or down while the cursor is over a
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Working Color Element / Intensity Value box will increment the Working
Color Element value or intensity up or down by 1 for each click of the mouse
scroll wheel.
Working Color Element Up Arrow
Above each bar in the Working Color Elements graph and below the Element Numerical Value box is a box with an Up arrow. A left click selection
of this box adjusts the value of the Working Color Element (or Intensity) up
by 1. A right click selection of this box adjusts the value of the Working
Color Element selected up by 8 (up by 10 for the Intensity value). When a
color element value is changed, the Working Color sample and Working
Color Elements bar graph iare adjusted accordingly.
Scrolling the mouse scroll wheel up or down while the cursor is over a Color
Element Up Arrow box will increment the Working Color Element (or Intensity) up or down by 1 for each click of the mouse scroll wheel.
Working Color Element Down Arrow
Below each bar in the Working Color Elements graph is a box with a Down
arrow. A left click selection of this box adjusts the value of the Working
Color Element (or Intensity) down by 1. A right click selection of this box
adjusts the value of the Working Color Element selected down by 8 (down
by 10 for the Intensity value). When a color element value is changed, the
Working Color sample and Working Color Elements bar graph are adjusted
accordingly.
Scrolling the mouse scroll wheel up or down while the cursor is over a Color
Element Down Arrow box will increment the Working Color Element (or
Intensity) up or down by 1 for each click of the mouse scroll wheel.
Working Color Graph Bar
The Working Color Element graph bars display graphically the value of the
Red, Green, and Blue elements and the Color Intensity of the Working Color.
Selection on a Working Color Element Graph Bar allows you to change the
numerical value of the selected element similar to selecting the Element
Numerical Value box above. When a color element value is changed, the
Working Color Sample and Working Color Elements bar graph are adjusted
accordingly.
Scrolling the mouse scroll wheel up or down while the cursor is over a
Working Color Element graph bar will increment the Working Color Element (or Intensity) up or down by 1 for each click of the mouse scroll wheel.

Selected Color
When either the Colormap Colors button or the Menu Colors button is selected at
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the bottom of the COLOR MIX menu, The Selected Color box is shown on the
right side of the COLOR MIX menu. When a color is selected in either the Current
Colormap Colors, Current Colormap Menu Colors, Color Blend Bar, or Stored
Colors section of the menu a sample of the color selected is shown in the
Selected Color box and the color number is displayed below it. When a Selected
Color is shown, a selection in the Current Colormap Colors, Current Colormap
Menu Colors, Color Blend Bar (ends), or Stored Colors will "paste" the selected
color to the location selected and the Selected Color will clear. This allows a simple "Copy / Paste" process for manipulating colors within the colormap.

CLEAR: Selection of the Clear button next to the color number in the Selected
Color box will clear the Selected Color.

Current Colormap Colors
When the Colormap Colors button is selected at the bottom of the COLOR MIX
menu, The Current Colormap Colors box is shown on the right side of the
COLOR MIX menu. The Current Colormap Colors box shows a sample of all 256
colors in the current BuildersCAD colormap. The color number in the colormap is shown below each color sample.

Selection actions on the Current Colormap Colors sample boxes are as follows:
Left Click - No Selected Color
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If there is no color currently selected (shown in the Selected Color box
below), a left click selection of a color box will select the color you pick and
display a sample and the color number in the Selected Color box.
Left Click - Selected Color Present
If there a color is currently selected (shown in the Selected Color box
below), a left click selection of a color box will "paste" the selected color
into the color number in the Current Colormap Colors you pick and clear the
Selected Color.
Right Click
This will set the color selected as the Working Color. The Working Color
sample and Working Color Elements displays will update and any selected
color will clear.

Current Colormap Menu Colors
When the Menu Colors button is selected at the bottom of the COLOR MIX menu,
The Current Colormap Menu Colors box is shown on the right side of the
COLOR MIX menu. The Current Colormap Menu Colors box shows a sample of
the 33 colors in the current BuildersCAD reserved specifically for use in
BuildersCAD menus. The color number in the colormap is shown below each
color sample. For those colors that are designated for a specific use in menus, a
description is also noted below the color sample. Note that the colors are independent of the 256 colors in the BuildersCAD colormap for general use, and
are numbered in an extended range above 256.

Selection actions on the Current Colormap Menu Colors sample boxes are as follows:
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Left Click - No Selected Color
If there is no color currently selected (shown in the Selected Color box
below), a left click selection of a color box will select the color you pick and
display a sample and the color number in the Selected Color box.
Left Click - Selected Color Present
If there a color is currently selected (shown in the Selected Color box
below), a left click selection of a color box will "paste" the selected color
into the color number in the Current Colormap Menu Colors you pick and
clear the Selected Color.
Right Click
This will set the color selected as the Working Color. The Working Color
sample and Working Color Elements displays will update and any selected
color will clear.

Color Blend Bar
The Color Blend Bar is displayed when either the Colormap Colors or the Menu
Colors buttons are selected at the bottom of the COLOR MIX menu. The Color
Blend Bar consists of a blend color box at each end of the bar, and the blend bar
consisting of 30 blend values in the center. When a selected color is "pasted" into
a blend color box at either end of the blend bar by selecting the box with a left
click, the two blend colors (one at each end of the bar) are blended and the results
are shown in the bar. The blend is created by taking the Red, Green, and Blue elements of each blend color independently and comparing them. As the blend goes
from color 1 to color 2, the red in blend slot 1 is 1/30th the difference between the
red element of blend color 1 and blend color 2, blend slot 2 is 2/30ths of the difference between the red elements, and so on. Once two colors are blended, the
results may be selected along the bar for placement elsewhere in the colormap (or
stored) by left clicking on the bar at the blend desired.

CLEAR BLEND BAR: Selection of the Clear Blend Bar button below the
Blend Bar will clear both of the blend colors to black and update the Blend Bar
display.

Stored Colors
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The Stored Colors box is displayed when either the Colormap Colors or the
Menu Colors buttons are selected at the bottom of the COLOR MIX menu. The
Stored Colors box consists of 12 boxes where colors may be stored. When a
Selected Color is "pasted" into a Stored color box by left clicking on the box, a
sample of the color is displayed. The stored color is not saved anywhere in the
current colormap and does not have a color number. The RGB values which
make up the color are stored and saved in the Stored Colors for the current
BuildersCAD session. A Stored Color may be selected for "pasting" elsewhere in the colormap similar to the Colormap Colors, Colormap Menu Colors,
and Color Blend Bar.

CLEAR: Selection of a Clear button below a Stored Color box will clear the
color stored in the box above it to black. A right click selection of a Clear box
below a Stored Color box will clear all 12 Stored Colors to black.

Color Sample Cube
The Color Sample Cube is displayed when the Color Sample button is selected at
the bottom of the COLOR MIX menu. The Color Sample Cube is designed as a
visual aid to creating a color. It graphically represents the 3 color elements (Red,
Green, Blue) allowing easy visual selection of a color hue.
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In BuildersCAD, there are 16,777,216 possible colors - 3 color elements with
256 possible values for each or 256 to the 3rd power.
If you imagine a cube with the 3 color elements Red, Green, and Blue each
assigned to an axis (X,Y,Z) of the cube, every possible color could be graphically
represented by a point location in the cube. If Blue were assigned to the X axis,
Green assigned to the Y axis and Red assigned to the Z axis, a point value of
(0,0,0) would be black (RGB 0,0,0). A point value of 255,0,0 would be pure blue,
0,255,0 would be green, 0,0,255 would be red, and 255,255,255 would be pure
white.
The Color Sample Cube displays a grid which represents the X and Y axis of the
cube. Since a BuildersCAD menu is a 2 dimensional medium, we can only
show 2 of the axes at a time. The Z axis is represented by a bar to the left of the
grid. Next to the Z axis is a highlight box which shows the "level" of the Z color.
If our cube were a building, the grid would be a floor plan and the Z axis bar
would be a section of the elevator. As the elevator goes higher, the floor plan
updates for the "floor" of the Z color. At the bottom setting, the Z color (red in
our example) is 0, thus the grid shows a range of colors mixing blue and green.
As a higher position is selected on the Z color bar, more of the Z color is added to
the mix.
Changing one of the RGB color elements by a value of 1 is a very subtle change.
For sample purposes, each element along the X, Y, and Z axis has 33 samples BuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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thus the color element is incremented by a value of 8 for each box in the cube. In
this way, the Color Mix Sample Cube gives a uniform sampling of 35,937 colors,
shown in the grid 1089 colors at a time.
Selection actions in the Color Sample Cube are as follows:
Left Click on a box in the Z Color
Bar
Selection of a box on the Z Color Bar sets the Z color level to the box
selected. The grid displaying the X and Y axis is updated accordingly.
Left Click on a box in the X Y Color
Grid
Selection of a box in the X Y Color Grid selects the color RGB. The right
side of the COLOR MIX menu shifts to the Colormap Colors sub-menu and
the selected hue from the Color Sample is shown in the Selected Color box.
From here it may be pasted to a Colormap Color, Colormap Menu Color, the
Blend Bar, a Stored Color box, or the Working Color.
Right Click on a box in the X Y
Color Grid
A right click selection of a box in the X Y Color Grid selects the color RGB
and pastes the hue to the current Working Color.
Selection of an Axis Definition Bar
Selection of one of the Axis Definition Bars showing the Red, Green, or
Blue solid color assigned to that axis (X,Y,Z) allows you to set the color
assigned to the axis in the Color Sample Cube. The selected color will be
assigned to the axis, the previous color for that axis will be assigned to the
axis vacated by the selected color. The Color Selection Cube grid display
will be updated accordingly.
Mouse Scroll Wheel
Scrolling the mouse scroll wheel up or down while the cursor is over the Z
axis bar or the XY Grid in the Color Sample Cube will increment the Z axis
color up or down by 1 sample box (element value of 8). The display of the Z
axis bar and the XY Grid colors will update accordingly.

Colormap File List
The Colormap Files List is displayed when the Colormap Files button is selected
at the bottom of the COLOR MIX menu. This list box provides a list of files found
in typical disk locations for BuildersCAD colormaps. The locations are
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BuildersCAD System, the Standards Directory, the Current Project Directory,
the Current Database directory, and the User Home directory. Each of these locations are represented by a button above the list. The highlighted button indicates
the location currently shown on the list.

Selection actions are as follows:
Colormap File List Button
Selection of a button above the Colormap list changes the location and redisplays the list for the selected location.
Colormap File List Selection
Selection of a colormap displayed in a box in the list selects it for further
action. The selected colormap box will be highlighted. A second left click on
a selected box will load the selected colormap as if the Load button below
had been selected.

LOAD SELECTED COLORMAP FILE: Selection of this button will load
the selected colormap on the list above.

DELETE: Selection of this button will delete the selected colormap on the list
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above from the disk.

BROWSE: Selection of this button allows you to browse your computer file
system for colormaps. The colormap selected in the browse is loaded.

Save New Colormap File
The Save New Colormap File box is displayed when the Colormap Files button
is selected at the bottom of the COLOR MIX menu. This box displays the name
that will be given to a new colormap file that is created.

New Colormap File Selection
Selection of the New Colormap File Name box allows you to set the new
colormap file name. The New Colormap File Name must be set before a new
colormap may be created.

SAVE CURRENT COLOR DEFINITIONS AS NEW COLORMAP
FILE: Selection of this button will save the current color configurations to the
new colormap file name shown in the box above. The file will be placed in the
directory as set for the Colormap Files list to the right. The Colormap File List
will update to show the new colormap file addition.

User Default Colormap File
The User Default Colormap File box is displayed when the Colormap Files button is selected at the bottom of the COLOR MIX menu. This box displays the
name of a colormap that will be loaded each time a new drawing is loaded in
BuildersCAD. If no User Default is specified, the BuildersCAD System
Colormap will be loaded.
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User Default Colormap File Selection
Selection of the User Default Colormap File Name box will set the User
Default Colormap File name to the colormap file currently selected in the
Colormap File List. A colormap must be selected in the Colormap File List
first.

LOAD: Selection of this button will load the colormap currently named as the
User Default Colormap File. A User Default Colormap File must be defined in
order for it to be loaded from this button.
CLEAR: Selection of this button will clear the User Default Colormap File to
<None>.

SET SELECTED COLORMAP AS CURRENT USER DEFAULT:
Selection of this button will set the User Default Colormap File name to the colormap file currently selected in the Colormap File List. A colormap must be
selected in the Colormap File List first.

Drawing Default Colormap File
The Drawing Default Colormap File box is displayed when the Colormap Files
button is selected at the bottom of the COLOR MIX menu. This box displays the
name of a colormap that will be loaded each time the currently loaded drawing is
loaded in BuildersCAD. If no Drawing Default is specified, User Default Colormap File will be loaded.

Drawing Default Colormap File
Selection
Selection of the Drawing Default Colormap File Name box will set the
Drawing Default Colormap File name to the colormap file currently selected
in the Colormap File List. A colormap must be selected in the Colormap File
List first.

LOAD: Selection of this button will load the colormap currently named as the
Drawing Default Colormap File. A Drawing Default Colormap File must be
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defined in order for it to be loaded from this button.

CLEAR: Selection of this button will clear the Drawing Default Colormap File
to <None>.

SET SELECTED COLORMAP AS CURRENT DRAWING DEFAULT:
Selection of this button will set the Drawing Default Colormap File name to the
colormap file currently selected in the Colormap File List. A colormap must be
selected in the Colormap File List first.

See Also
Color, Colormap, and RGB.

COLORMAP
BuildersCAD addresses 256 colors at one time, each of which is mapped to a color
from the system’s video palette of 256 to 16,777,216 colors. These 256 colors are
stored as a colormap.
There are 2 basic types of colormaps - the High color map and the 256 color Shaded
Band color map. The High color map is available in BuildersCAD versions 8.1 and
higher. All versions previous to BuildersCAD 8.1 use the 256 color Shaded Band
colormap.
Colormaps are saved as a file using the .cm extension.

High Color Colormap
The High Color map is the default standard in BuildersCAD 8.1 and above.
In the high color map, all 256 colors are addressable to be used in drawing and
modeling. All 256 colors are shadable when rendered. Unlike the 256 color
Shaded Band colormap, the high color colormap does not use a portion of the
colormap for determining rendered shades. BuildersCAD renders in high
color, shading each color independant of the colormap.
The screen background color is number 0 in the colormap and is addressable,
meaning it may be customized by setting the RGB value in the COLOR MIX
menu. The default color is black. Refer to the Color Mix topic for more information on defining colors.
Menu colors in the High Color map are stored outside the 256 color range under
numbers 256 - 287. These colors are used in the menus for menu background,
title bars, data field color, etc. The highlight and cursor colors also fall into this
range. Some of these colors are addressable in the COLOR MIX menu, allowing
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the user to customize the menu colors on the screen.

256 Color Shaded Band Colormap
The 256 color Shaded Band colormap is the only type available in BuildersCAD versions prior to 8.1. It is still available and usable in BuildersCAD
8.1 (and beyond). Old custom colormaps which were created before BuildersCAD 8.1 will be of this type.
In the 256 color Shaded Band colormap, the 256 colors are divided into 4 basic
ranges - Non Shadable, Shadable, Shaded Bands, and Menu.
Colors 0-31 are non-shadable colors. These are useful for normal drafting tasks.
This range contains color 0 which is the screen background color.
Colors 32-63 are the Shadable colors. These 32 colors are divided into 16 ambient pairs. Each ambient pair represents a color which will be shaded and is
addressed by the odd numbered color of the pair. These colors are used for 3D
modeling.
Colors 64-113 and 142-251 are the Shaded Bands. These colors are not addressable directly. This range contains a band of 10 colors for each of the 16 ambient
pairs. The band is divided into 10 equal steps or shades of color between the dark
(even number) and light (odd number) colors of the corresponding ambient pair
in the Shadable color range. When BuildersCAD renders, as a rendered surface fades away from the light source, BuildersCAD blends the 10 logical colors in the shaded band from brightest to darkest.
Colors 114-141 and 252-255 are the Menu colors. These colors are used in the
menus for menu background, title bars, data field color, etc. The highlight and
cursor colors also fall into this range. Some of these colors are addressable in the
Define Colors menu, allowing the user to customize the menu colors on the
screen.

Table C:1

256 Color Shaded Band Colormap Color Number Functions

COLOR

COLOR FUNCTION

NUMBERS

0

Background color

1-31

Non-shadable colors

32-63

Shadable colors, Ambient pairs, referred to by odd numbers only.
Each shadable color represents a band of 10 shades.

114-131
252-255

Reserved Colors for Menus & Cursor.
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Table C:1

256 Color Shaded Band Colormap Color Number Functions

64-113
142-251

Reserved Colors for Shaded Bands

Commands
LOAD COLORMAP: Loads a colormap configuration from the
specified file into the current colormap.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the name of the colormap file to load. BuildersCAD will display several default colormaps available on the Choice menu
at the prompt line. The System Standard colormap is the default High color map
and may be loaded by selecting SYSTEM. If SYSTEM256 is selected, BuildersCAD will load the System standard 256 Shaded Band colormap. This is the
standard colormap in versions prior to 8.1. If AUTOCAD is selected, a high color
map is loaded with colors set to correspond to the standard colormap in
AutoCAD.
If MENU is selected, a browse menu is displayed allowing you to browse for a
custom colormap. If a custom colormap file is not in the current project (working) directory, the full path name to the colormap file must be given. The ".cm"
extension is assumed. The colormap specified will be loaded.

SAVE COLORMAP: Saves the current colormap to a colormap file. BuildersCAD will prompt for the colormap file name. The ".cm" extension is
assumed if not specified.

DELETE COLORMAP: Invokes the File Manager to select a colormap file to
delete from the hard drive.

:CLRC: This mnemonic command (executed by typing the command at the
keyboard) will display all 256 colors of the current colormap as a pixel mask on
the screen. A redisplay will clear the color display and restore the screen.
Shortcuts
• A B3 (right click) selection on the Color icon on the Desktop menu resets
the current colormap to the system standard colormap.

See Also
Color and Color Mix.
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COMMAND ALIAS
The Command Alias feature allows you to create one or two letter aliases for common
BuildersCAD commands. These aliases are executed at the keyboard by typing the
alias followed by either a space or the Enter key. For example the single line command
:mn_line;=’s’ may be aliased to the letter "l". Typing "l" followed by a space or Enter
will execute the single line command.
Note 1: Case is ignored. Entering "l" or "L" would run the same command.
Note 2: Aliases may be only one or two characters.
Note 3: Characters may be any character on the keyboard however you should be careful of using special characters such as "/" or "\" that may have other meanings
in BuildersCAD or the operating system.

Command Alias File
Command Aliases are stored in a text file and may be customized. The system
default command alias file is located in the BuildersCAD program directory
in $ARRIS/lib/sys_aliases_bc.st. If the file aliases.st exists in the user home
directory (usr:) this file is read instead of the system default. To customize command aliases, copy the system default command alias file into your user home
directory, rename it aliases.st, and make any modifications desired. Only one file
will be read so if you create a custom command alias file, be sure to include any
system default aliases you wish to keep in your file.
In the command alias file the aliases are listed one per line using four fields. Each
field is separated by a semi-colon (;). The first field is the keyword ALIAS. The
second field is the one or two letter alias you wish to define. The third field is a
description. The fourth field is the BuildersCAD command to be executed
when the alias is given. Each ALIAS line must contain all four fields. The last
line of the file is the keyword END. Lines which begin with the pound symbol (#)
are comment lines and are ignored when the file is read. When modifying the
command alias file, be very careful to maintain the format of the file keeping all
fields and semi-colon separators in place and saving it as a pure ascii text file.
The system default command alias file is listed below:
#sys_aliases.st - standard aliases for ARRIS
#the user version is called alias.st and stored in your user folder
#ALIAS;letters;description;command
ALIAS;l;SINGLE LINE;:mn__main;=’LINE’;:mn_line;=’s’
ALIAS;c;COPY;smn_ent1=’ALL;smn_wntp=’v’;imn_wuse=#walin;:mn_c
opy;=’norm’
ALIAS;e;ERASE;smn_ent1=’ALL’;smn_wntp=’s’;:mn_ederase;=’ed’
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ALIAS;m;MOVE;smn_ent1=’ALL’;smn_wntp=’v’;imn_wuse=#walin;:mn
_edmove;=’ed’;=’move’
ALIAS;a;ARC;:mn__main;=’CIRCLE’;$setvar(#ucmode,14);:mn_arc
ALIAS;me;MEASURE DISTANCE;:mn_dist;=’two’
ALIAS;o;OFFSET;:mn_offset
ALIAS;r;ROTATE;smn_ent1=’ALL’;smn_wntp=’v’;imn_wuse=#walin;:mn
_edmove;=’ed’;=’sc/rot move’
ALIAS;ri;REPEATED ITEM;:mn__main;=’REPITM’;:mn_riselect;=’setup’
ALIAS;t;TEXT;:mn__main;=’TEXT’;:mn_dstx
ALIAS;z;ZOOM;:mn_zoomw
ALIAS;ci;CIRCLE;:mn__main;=’CIRCLE’;$setvar(#ucmode,1);imn_circ=1;:mn_circle
ALIAS;bh;CROSSHATCH;:mn__main;=’XHATCH’;:mn_xhatch;=’l’
END
Note 4: When customizing a command alias file, be careful not to use a two
character alias which is the same as an BuildersCAD mnemonic
command, such as :da. To check for this with no other command running, type the proposed two character alias at the keyboard followed by
the Enter key. If you get a "Command Not Found" error, the alias is safe
to use.
Tip 1: The best candidates for commands to alias using the command alias feature are
generally the simple commands which you use repeatedly.

See Also
Mnemonics.

COORDINATE DISPLAY
The Coordiante Display tracks and displays the coordinate (XYZ) location of the
graphic cursor. The coordinates displayed reflects the distance relative (REL) mode
and output units (display formats). Selecting the Coordinate display bar brings up the
SCREEN MODES Menu. The 3 options for coordinate display are found on this menu.
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Coordinate Display three options:
Table C:2

OPTIONS

Display Coordinate Options

DISTANCE
RELATIVE

RESULTING DISPLAY

ON

Last displayed coordinates, not useful.

OFF

Last displayed coordinates, not useful.

ON

Dynamic coordinates of the graphic cursor
relative to the current reference point.

OFF

Dynamic coordinates of the graphic cursor
relative to the database origin.

ON

Only the coordinates of the last point input
relative to the previous reference point.

OFF

Only the coordinates of the last point input
absolute to the database origin.

OFF

CONTINUOUS

POINT
INPUT

Shortcuts
• B3 on the coordinate display bar invokes the OUTPUT FORMAT pop-up
menu.

See Also
Coordinate System and Units.

COORDINATE SYSTEM
BuildersCAD uses a 3 dimensional Cartesian coordinate system to locate all points
in space. This system is defined by 3 mutually perpendicular lines or axes which intersect at the drawing origin.
When seen in a normal plan view; the positive X-axis extends to the right, the positive
Y-axis extends up (towards the top of the screen), and the positive Z-axis extends
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straight out of the screen towards the viewer.
+Y

+Z
+X

+Y
Origin
Origin
-X

+X

-Z

Plan View
Figure C-1:

-Y

-X

-Y

Isometric View

Coordinate System - Plan & Isometric Views

Each point is defined by 3 real numbers, the coordinates along the (X, Y, Z) axes. For
example, the point (6.25,-80.3,12) would be; 6.25 units to the right of the origin on
the X-axis, 80.3 units down (negative direction) from the origin on the Y-axis, and 12
units out from the origin (towards the viewer) on the Z-axis
Each object placed must have one or more points specified in order to define its location
in a drawing. These coordinates may be entered either numerically from the keyboard or
graphically using the mouse. The method chosen will depend upon the drawing task and
the level of accuracy desired.

Coordinate Notation
Before entering any coordinates, it is important to check the Distance Relative mode
(discussed later in this topic).

CARTESIAN NOTATION: These coordinates consist of 1-3 comma-separated real numbers representing distances along their corresponding axis (x,y,z).
• Single dimensional coordinates may be preceded by a key character X, Y
or Z to specify the axis.

• Parenthesis are optional.
• White space is ignored.
• Missing axes values will be treated as zero, however, unnecessary trailing
commas will result in an error.
Examples: In the following, all expressions on the same line are equivalent:
Table C:3 Cartesian Coordinate Expressions
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2,8,10

(2,8,10)

(2,8,10)

12.5,25,.6

(12.5,25,.6)

12.5,25.0,0.6

12.5,0,-7.5

(12.5,0,-7.5)

2.5,,-7.5
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Table C:3 Cartesian Coordinate Expressions
0,-2.5,-4

(0,-2.5,-4)

,-2.5,-4

14.3, 0, 0

(14.3)

14.3

X14.3

0, -4.2, 0

(0,-4.2)

,-4.2

Y-4.2

0, 0, 6

(0,0,6)

,,6

Z6

3.6, 5,

ERROR: Cannot specify a trailing comma

y12.5

ERROR: Axis notation must be a capital letter

POLAR NOTATION: These coordinates consist of a distance , an axis of rotation, and an angle of rotation to determine where the point is to be located, relative to the current work plane.
+Y

New Point

3D
Distance
Angle of Rotation
Axis of
Rotation
Origin

Figure C-1:

+X

Polar Coordinates - Plan View

Polar coordinate notation begin with the key-character P, followed by a distance
and an axis/angle of rotation separated by a comma: P30,Z45

• Distance - A real number specifying the distance in geometry units for the
new point.

• Axis of Rotation - the angle of rotation (discussed next) will be calculated
relative to the specified axis.

• the optional key-characters (X, Y or Z) which specifies the axis of
rotation. If omitted, it defaults to the last axis specified or, if no polar
axis was previously specified, it defaults to the Z-axis.

• the optional key-character L may be specified which denotes the last
line entered to be the specified axis.

• Angle of Rotation - a real number (degrees) specifying the sweep
angle (counter-clockwise direction) about the specified axis of rotation. For example, if the rotation is about the Z-axis, it will be measured in a counter-clockwise direction starting from the positive Xaxis.
The direction of rotation can be determined for any axis using the
“right-hand rule of rotation”. Using your right hand, point the thumb
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in the positive direction along the axis of rotation. Your fingers will
then curl in the direction of the positive sweep angle.
Examples: In the following all expressions on the same line are equivalent:
Table C:4 Polar Coordinate Expressions
P16.2,Z0

P16.2,0

P10,Z45

P10, 45

P16.2

[Z as last axis of rotation]

[Z as last axis of rotation]

P15,Y125

[Rotation about Y-axis]

P65,L20

[20-degrees from the last line]

P13Z45

ERROR: Missing comma before Z

P13,Z

ERROR: Missing angle of rotation

p13z45

ERROR: Polar and Axis notation must be capital letters

SPHERICAL POLAR NOTATION: These coordinates are similar to standard
polar coordinates with the addition of a comma followed by a real number
(degrees) specifying the angle of rotation about the current work plane.
New Point
+Z
work plane

3D Distance
2nd Angle (30) of
Rotation above the
work plane

+Y

1st Angle (60) of
Rotation about the
Z-axis

Origin

Figure C-1:

+X

Spherical Polar Coordinates

The spherical polar coordinate is interpreted in 2 steps, example: P10,Z60,30
1.

The 1st angle of rotation (Z60) is measured on the current work plane
about the specified axis (Z).

2.

Next, the 2nd angle of rotation (30) is measured relative to the work plane.
A positive value rotates above the work plane, while a negative rotates
below.

Examples: In the following all expressions on the same line are equivalent:
Table C:5 Spherical Polar Coordinate Expressions
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P16.2, Z0, 23.5

[Rotate up 23.5 degrees]

P10, Z45, -80

[Rotate down 80 degrees]
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Survey Units
Survey units express distance and direction on a site and are commonly used in
site plans and in site data provided by a surveyor. Distance is usually expressed in
feet or meters with fractions expressed as a decimal of the base unit. Direction is
expressed as an angle either East or West of either the North or South compass
point. Angles are expressed using degrees, minutes (1/60 of a degree), and seconds (1/60 of a minute).
Polar coordinates may also be used to enter bearings in survey units by substituting the survey unit bearing in place of the angle. The location 234.34 feet, North
12 degrees, 15 minutes, 30 seconds East would be entered like this:
P234.34,N 12 15 30 E
Note that the compass points N and E are entered as upper case letters, and that
the compass points and the degrees minutes and seconds are each separated by a
space.

Distance Relative Mode
When entering coordinate points, BuildersCAD operates in either absolute or
relative mode. Located near the left end of the STATUS menu is a box titled
[REL] which stands for Distance Relative mode. Selecting this box causes the
lower display to toggle between ON (relative) and OFF (absolute).

ABSOLUTE MODE: When the Distance Relative mode is set to off, all coordinates entered are treated as absolute, meaning that they are interpreted as distances measured from the drawing origin.
When in absolute mode, the coordinate Y6.5 would always be exactly 6.5 units
up (along the Y-axis) from the drawing origin.

RELATIVE MODE: When the Distance Relative mode is set to on, all coordinates entered are treated as relative, meaning that they are interpreted as distances measured from the current reference point (typically the last point
entered). In other words, the current reference point is a temporary origin of the
Cartesian coordinate system. Usually the reference point is marked on the screen
by a small white “X” to indicate its position.
When in relative mode, the coordinate X-4.5 would be exactly 4.5 units left
(along the X-axis) from the current reference point - which might be anywhere in
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relation to the database origin.
+Y Absolute

+Y Relative
Relative (current reference point) Origin
+X Relative

+X Absolute
Absolute (drawing) Origin

Figure C-1:

Absolute/Relative Coordinates - Plan View

OVER-RIDE NOTATION: Occasionally when entering a coordinate, it may
be desirable to temporarily override the current Distance Relative (REL) setting
and force the next coordinate to be interpreted by the opposite mode. This can be
accomplished by preceding the coordinate with a capital letter A or R. If more
than one axis value is specified, then the parenthesis surrounding the coordinate
specification are required.
Examples: In the following, all expressions on the same line are equivalent:
Table C:6 Override Absolute/Relative Coordinate Expressions
A(2, 8, 10)
A(14.5,0,0)

AX14.5

A(Y-28.3)

AY-28.3

A(Z7)

AZ7

A(14.5)

A14.5

A2, 8, 10

ERROR: Parenthesis are required for multiple axes

a(14.25)

ERROR: Absolute notation must be capital letters

R(2, 8, 10)
R(X14.25)

R(14.25)

R(Y-28.3)

RY-28.3

R(Z7)

RZ7

RX14.25

R14.25

R2,8,10

ERROR: Parens are required for multiple axes

r(14.25)

ERROR: Absolute notation must be capital letters

Shortcuts
• The keyboard may be used as a calculator. Any arithmetic (+ add, - subtract, * multiply, / divide, ** exponential) equations may be typed in lieu
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of a single numeric value. Parenthesis may be used to change the order of
evaluation.
Enter next point? (4*5,(144/12),((3+4)*6))

The above example actually enters a coordinate of (20,12,42). By preceding the arithmetic equations with a exclamation symbol ( ! ), the answer is
returned on the message line.
Make selection: !((144/12)-((3+4)*6)))

The above example will display -30.000 on the message line.

• When entering a coordinates from the keyboard, it may be followed by an
ampersand (@) and a number from 0 through 9 to indicate that the coordinate should be treated as though it had been entered using the specified
function key F1 through F10 (where 0 indicates F10).
Example: X6.2@9 - Move 6.2 units in the positive X direction and

set a new reference point (F9).
Example: (2,-5)@3 - Move 2 units to the right, 5 units down and

locate the closest existing point (F3).

See Also
Keyboard, Origins, Point, Reference Points, Units, View, and Work Plane.

COPY
BuildersCAD offers a comprehensive set of tools for duplicating graphic objects.
Copy functions are found on the COPY and SELECT ENTITY menus.

Copy Menu
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The COPY pull-down menu is
divided into 3 steps, the first 2
of which define the scope of
the copy operation.
1.

Entity Filters - defines
the type of objects to
be copied. This filter
may
be
further
restricted by specifying specific objects
parameters, including
pen and/or color.

2.

Search Methods defines the selection
method or search area
(fence).

3.

Copy Actions - indicate the type of copying operation to be
performed.

Typically, only objects on layers with their layer mode set to a minimum of
search will be included in the copy.

Parameters
LAYER RETAIN [LY RETN] MODE: Toggles between on and off, it controls the target layer(s) which recieves the copied objects.
• On - each object will be placed on the same layer as its original. The copy
action will be restricted to objects on editable layers only.

• Off - all copies will be placed on the current work layer. The copy action
will be restricted to objects on searchable layers.
If there is no matching layer in the current drawing, BuildersCAD will
automatically create it, prompting for the new number to assign to the
layer.
Layer retain can not be used with grid or circular array copy actions. See command: Existing Layer(s) under Copy Actions for more information.

CURSOR DRAG MODE: Toggles on (depressed) and off.
• On - redefines the graphic cursor to an approximation of the selected
objects. Curves will be represented by broken lines and very small curves
will not be modeled at all.
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• Off - does not redefine the graphic cursor. This may speed up the display
when copying/editing multiple or complex objects.

HIGHLIGHT [HILITE] MODE: Toggles on (depressed) and off.
• On - highlight all selected objects in the highlight color (#254), verifying
that all of the intended objects, and only the intended objects, have been
identified. When the copying/editing operation is completed, the objects
will be redisplayed in their original colors.

• Off - does not highlight selected objects. This may speed up the display
when copying/editing multiple or complex objects.
Note 1: Highlighting does not apply to the EXISTING LAYER(s) operation.

SCALE: Each selected objects (size) is multiplied by the specified scale factor
as they are copied using the Scale/Rotate or Existing Layer(s) copy actions. The
scale factor is a multiplier. For example a scale factor of [.25] would decrease
objects to one fourth their current size, while a factor of [2] would double them.
ROTATION: Indicates the rotation in degrees to be used in Scale/Rotate copies. The direction of rotation is affected by the next Direction parameter discussed below. With the Direction parameter set to [ccw] (Counter Clockwise),
positive rotation rotates the object counter-clockwise and vice versa. For example, a factor of [45] and a Direction of [ccw] would cause the entities to be
rotated clockwise 45 degrees around the reference point.
• The [Menu] option produces a pop-up menu with a selection of standard
rotation values. This menu also offers the TWO POINT and EXISTING
LINE options for setting the rotation angle either by specifying two graphical points or by selecting an existing line. The angle indicated by either of
these methods, as measured relative to the positive X axis, will be the new
rotation setting.

DIRECTION: Toggles between cw (clockwise) and ccw (counter-clockwise),
indicating the direction used in the copy actions.

DATABASE [DB]: Specifies the database directory to be used in the Existing
Layer(s) copy actions.

LAYER [LY]: Specifies the layer(s) to be copied using the Existing Layer(s)
copy actions. From here, 3 options are available:
• All Layers - copy all layers in the specified database directory onto the
current work layer.
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• Drawings - copy only the layers listed in drawing file (.dr) onto the current
work layer.

• Layer - copy only the specified layer onto the current work layer.
Commands
See Copy Actions for more information.

Shortcuts
• B3 invokes the COPY SHORT pull-down menu. This menu presents an
abbreviated set of choices to make selection simpler and quicker. The
Entity Filter is automatically set to the last one used, with ANY as the only
other choice.
If the desired selection is not available from this menu, select [MORE
OPTIONS] to display the full COPY pull-down menu.

Select Entity Menu
Copy functions are duplicated on the SELECT ENTITY Menu. Refer to Select
Entity for more information.

Restrictions
Certain copies of specific entity types in BuildersCAD, particularly those
dealing with framing such as walls, may be restricted in the COPY menu. For
these cases BuildersCAD will give a warning message. Some copy functions
including those restricted on the COPY menu are duplicated on the CYCLE menu
or within the specific application menu for the entity to be copied.

See Also
Copy Actions, Cycle Menu, Entity Filters, Search Methods, and Select Entity.

COPY ACTIONS
Copy Actions are found on the COPY pull-down menu. All copy action commands
listed here require a general understanding of Copy, Entity Filters, and Search Methods.
The following commands will assume the objects to be copied have been selected via
one of the Entity Filters and Search Methods, also found on the COPY pull down menu,
and that any necessary parameters have been set. Refer to the Copy topic of this encyclopedia for copy parameters, the Entity Filter topic for Entity Filters, and the Search
Methods topic for Search Methods.
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Commands
COPY TO CLIPBOARD: The BuildersCAD Clipboard
may be used to copy data from the currently loaded drawing
and paste it to a subsequently loaded drawing or from a drawing in one BuildersCAD session to one loaded in another concurrent BuildersCAD session. The Clipboard is computer and login host-unique, including
remote xterm display hosts. Data is saved to a temporary database named by
computer hostname and login user name located in the computer swap directory.
Copy To Clipboard uses the current Entity Filters and Search Method as set on
the COPY menu. Layer information of the copy is saved regardless of the current
Layer Retain setting.
When this command is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the entities to
copy depending on the Search Method. Select the desired entities. BuildersCAD will then prompt to verify the selection.
The next prompt is for the Reference Point for the copy. The default is the layer
(database) origin point. This point will be used as the reference point when pasting the entities copied. Select the desired reference point using the F1, F2, F3, or
F11 key.
The selected entities will be copied to the BuildersCAD Clipboard with the
selected Reference Point as the origin.
Note 1: The BuildersCAD Clipboard works solely within BuildersCAD
and is not tied in any way to the MS Windows Clipboard. Data which is
copied to the BuildersCAD Clipboard may not be pasted in other
software applications and data which is copied to the MS Windows
Clipboard in other applications may not be pasted in BuildersCAD.

PASTE FROM CLIPBOARD: The Paste From Clipboard
function will paste whatever data is located in the BuildersCAD Clipboard to the drawing using the current setting for
Layer Retain.
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When this command is selected, the cursor will form the entities currently on the
BuildersCAD clipboard as a visual aid for placement.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Location to Paste. Select the desired point
using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key, or by entering coordinates at the keyboard. The
entities currently on the BuildersCAD Clipboard will be placed in the database at the selected location. If Layer Retain is off, the entities will be placed on
the current work layer. This prompt repeats, allowing the entities on the clipboard
to be placed multiple times. An F10 selection or <Enter> input at this prompt will
exit the command.
Note 1: The BuildersCAD Clipboard works solely within BuildersCAD
and is not tied in any way to the MS Windows Clipboard. Data which is
copied to the BuildersCAD Clipboard may not be pasted in other
software applications and data which is copied to the MS Windows
Clipboard in other applications may not be pasted in BuildersCAD.
Note 2: During the Location To Paste prompt, the Clipboard entities may be
rotated for placement using the square bracket [ and ] keys. The Entities
(and cursor) are rotated incrementally the number of degrees set in the
cursor rotation increment for each press of the bracket key. The cursor
rotation increment may be set by selecting the Cursor Rotation box on
the Preferences menu. The left bracket [ key rotates the cursor and
Repeated Item counter-clockwise, and the right bracket ] key rotates the
cursor and Repeated Item clockwise.

COPY NORMAL: Copys the selected objects without any modifications.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the entities to copy depending on
the Search Method. Select the desired entities. The selected entities will highlight
on the screen.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the Reference Point for the copy. The
default is the current reference point. This point will be used as the placement
point when locating the new copy of the selected entities. Select the desired reference point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key. The cursor will form the entities
selected as a visual aid in placing the copy.
The next prompt is for the New Location for the Reference Point. Select the
desired location point for the copy using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key, or by entering coordinates at the keyboard. A copy of the selected entities will be placed in
the database at the selected location. All properties of the copied entities will be
the same as their original counterparts. If Layer Retain is off, the entities will be
placed on the current work layer. This prompt repeats, allowing the selected entities to be copied multiple times. An F10 selection or <Enter> input at this prompt
will restart the command allowing you to reselect new entities to copy. Select the
<esc> key on the keyboard or select a new command to exit this command.
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Note 1: During the New Location prompt, the selected entities may be rotated
for copy placement using the square bracket [ and ] keys. The Entities
(and cursor) are rotated incrementally the number of degrees set in the
cursor rotation increment for each press of the bracket key. The cursor
rotation increment may be set by selecting the Cursor Rotation box on
the Preferences menu. The left bracket [ key rotates the cursor and
Repeated Item counter-clockwise, and the right bracket ] key rotates the
cursor and Repeated Item clockwise.

COPY MIRRORED ABOUT THE X AXIS: Copys the selected
objects, mirroring them about the X (horizontal) axis.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the entities to copy depending on
the Search Method. Select the desired entities. The selected entities will highlight
on the screen.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the Reference Point for the copy. The
default is the current reference point. This point will be used as the placement
point when locating the new copy of the selected entities. Select the desired reference point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key. The cursor will form a rubber band
line to visually aid in selection of the new location.
The next prompt is for the New Location for the Reference Point. Select the
desired location point for the copy using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key, or by entering coordinates at the keyboard. A mirrored copy about the X axis of the selected
entities will be placed in the database at the selected location. All properties of
the copied entities will be the same as their original counterparts. If Layer Retain
is off, the entities will be placed on the current work layer. This prompt repeats,
allowing the selected entities to be copied multiple times. An F10 selection or
<Enter> input at this prompt will restart the command allowing you to reselect
new entities to copy. Select the <esc> key on the keyboard or select a new command to exit this command.
Note 1: The position of text objects will mirror, but the actual text (characters)
will not.

COPY MIRRORED ABOUT THE Y AXIS: Copys the selected
objects, mirroring them about the Y (vertical) axis.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the entities to copy depending on
the Search Method. Select the desired entities. The selected entities will highlight
on the screen.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the Reference Point for the copy. The
default is the current reference point. This point will be used as the placement
point when locating the new copy of the selected entities. Select the desired reference point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key. The cursor will form a rubber band
line to visually aid in selection of the new location.
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The next prompt is for the New Location for the Reference Point. Select the
desired location point for the copy using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key, or by entering coordinates at the keyboard. A mirrored copy about the Y axis of the selected
entities will be placed in the database at the selected location. All properties of
the copied entities will be the same as their original counterparts. If Layer Retain
is off, the entities will be placed on the current work layer. This prompt repeats,
allowing the selected entities to be copied multiple times. An F10 selection or
<Enter> input at this prompt will restart the command allowing you to reselect
new entities to copy. Select the <esc> key on the keyboard or select a new command to exit this command.
Note 1: The position of text objects will mirror, but the actual text (characters)
will not.

COPY MIRRORED ABOUT THE X AND Y AXIS: Copys the
selected objects, mirroring them about both the X (horizontal) and Y
(vertical) axis.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the entities to copy depending on the Search
Method. Select the desired entities. The selected entities will highlight on the
screen.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the Reference Point for the copy. The
default is the current reference point. This point will be used as the placement
point when locating the new copy of the selected entities. Select the desired reference point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key. The cursor will form a rubber band
line to visually aid in selection of the new location.
The next prompt is for the New Location for the Reference Point. Select the
desired location point for the copy using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key, or by entering coordinates at the keyboard. A mirrored copy about both the X and Y axis of
the selected entities will be placed in the database at the selected location. All
properties of the copied entities will be the same as their original counterparts. If
Layer Retain is off, the entities will be placed on the current work layer. This
prompt repeats, allowing the selected entities to be copied multiple times. An
F10 selection or <Enter> input at this prompt will restart the command allowing
you to reselect new entities to copy. Select the <esc> key on the keyboard or
select a new command to exit this command.
Note 1: The position of text objects will mirror, but the actual text (characters)
will not.

COPY SCALE AND ROTATE: Copys the selected objects,
applying the specified scale and rotation factors to the new copies.
Before initiating this command, the Scale, Rotation, and Direction
parameters must be set on the COPY menu. Refer to the Copy topic for more
information.
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BuildersCAD will prompt for the entities to copy depending on the Search
Method. Select the desired entities. The selected entities will highlight on the
screen.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the Reference Point for the copy. The
default is the current reference point. This point will be used as the placement
point when locating the new copy of the selected entities. Select the desired reference point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key. The cursor will form a rubber band
line to visually aid in selection of the new location.
The next prompt is for the New Location for the Reference Point. Select the
desired location point for the copy using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key, or by entering coordinates at the keyboard. A copy of the selected entities altered by the
Scale and/or Rotation factors shown on the COPY menu will be placed in the
database at the selected location. All properties of the copied entities will be the
same as their original counterparts. If Layer Retain is off, the entities will be
placed on the current work layer. This prompt repeats, allowing the selected entities to be copied multiple times. An F10 selection or <Enter> input at this prompt
will restart the command allowing you to reselect new entities to copy. Select the
<esc> key on the keyboard or select a new command to exit this command.

COPY GRID: Makes multiple copies of the selected objects laid
out in either a line or a grid.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the entities to copy depending on
the Search Method. Select the desired entities. The selected entities will highlight
on the screen.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the Reference Point for the copy. The
default is the current reference point. This point will be used as the placement
point when locating the new copy of the selected entities. Select the desired reference point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key. The cursor will form a rubber band
line to visually aid in selection of the new location.
The next prompt is for the New Location for the Reference Point. Select the
desired location point for the copy using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key, or by entering coordinates at the keyboard. A single copy of the selected entities will be
placed in the database at the selected location. All properties of the copied entities will be the same as their original counterparts. If Layer Retain is off, the entities will be placed on the current work layer.
BuildersCAD will then prompt for the Total Number of Copies to be placed in
the row. The total number of copies in the row includes the original entites
selected in the database. Select the desired number from the Choice menu at the
prompt line, or enter it at the keyboard. The remaining copies in the row will be
placed, spaced apart the distance and direction defined by the relation of the first
New Location point entered and the selected Reference Point. If Reselect is
selected at the Prompt Line Choice menu, the single copy in the row will be
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retained and the command will restart with the prompt to Select Entities to be
copied.
The next prompt is for the New Location in the Next Row for the Reference
Point. Select the desired location point for the copy using the F1, F2, F3, or F11
key, or by entering coordinates at the keyboard.
BuildersCAD will then prompt for the Total Number of Rows to be placed.
The total number of rows includes the first row already placed, including the
original entites selected in the database. Select the desired number from the
Choice menu at the prompt line, or enter it at the keyboard. The remaining row(s)
of copies will be placed, spaced apart the distance and direction defined by the
relation of the second New Location point entered and the selected Reference
Point. All properties of the copied entities will be the same as their original counterparts. If Layer Retain is off, the entities will be placed on the current work
layer. If Reselect is selected at the Prompt Line Choice menu, the single row
already placed will be retained and the command will restart with the prompt to
Select Entities to be copied.

p3
p1

p2

i1 = 4

i2 = 3

i2 = 3

Note 1: Both points p2 and p3 determine the interval spacing relative to the reference point (p1).
This command repeats, returning to the first prompt to select entities to copy.
Select the <esc> key on the keyboard or select a new command to exit this command.

COPY CIRCULAR ARRAY - FIXED: This command copies the
selected object group laid out in a circular fixed array on the current
work layer. The copies retain the same rotation as the original object
group. Before initiating this command, the Direction parameter must be set on
the COPY menu. Refer to the Copy topic for more information.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the entities to copy depending on the
Search Method. Select the desired entities. The selected entities will highlight on
the screen.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the center point of the circle around which
the copied entities are to be placed. Select the desired point using the F1, F2, F3,
or F11 key, or by entering coordinates at the keyboard.
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BuildersCAD will next prompt for the Reference Point for the copy. The
default is the current reference point. This point will be used as the placement
point when locating the new copy of the selected entities. Select the desired reference point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key.
The next prompt defines the placement of the copied entities with choices of
Even, Chord Length, Angle, Arc Length, or Point On Arc. This prompt is asking
how to divide a full 360 degree circle into multiple sweep angles. Select the
method by which you will define the placement of copies around the center point.
The following prompt for this command will vary depending on the choice you
make for defining the placement.

• Even Specify the desired number of segments in a full circle. Example: if 8 were specified, a 45 degree sweep angle would be calculated.

• Chord Length Specify the length of a chord in geometry units and it
will be converted into the sweep angle. A chord is a straight line joining two end points on an arc.

• Angle Specify the sweep angle in degrees between each copy.
• Arc Length Specify a distance measured in geometry units along the
perimeter of an arc and it will be converted to the sweep angle.

• Point on Arc This is a graphical means of defining the sweep angle. A
rubber band cursor attached to the center point will be displayed.
Swing it around until the desired angular position is achieved and
click B1 to register the angle.
Based on the definition of placement, the first copy of the selected objects will
then be placed in the drawing.
The final prompt is for the Total Number of Copies. Enter the desired total by
selecting at the prompt choice menu or by entering the total at the keyboard. The
total number of copies includes the original objects selected in the database, and
the first copy of the selected objects. The remaining copies will be placed in the
database. All properties of the copied entities will be the same as their original
counterparts. If Layer Retain is off, the entities will be placed on the current work
layer.

s1
s2
p2

p1

p1

p1

This command repeats, returning to the first prompt to select entities to copy.
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Select the <esc> key on the keyboard or select a new command to exit this command.

COPY CIRCULAR ARRAY - RADIAL: This command copies
the selected object group laid out in a circular radial array on the current work layer. The copies are rotated relative to the specified center
point. Before initiating this command, the Direction parameter must be set on the
COPY menu. Refer to the Copy topic for more information.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the entities to copy depending on the
Search Method. Select the desired entities. The selected entities will highlight on
the screen.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the center point of the circle around which
the copied entities are to be placed. Select the desired point using the F1, F2, F3,
or F11 key, or by entering coordinates at the keyboard.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the Reference Point for the copy. The
default is the current reference point. This point will be used as the placement
point when locating the new copy of the selected entities. Select the desired reference point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key.
The next prompt defines the placement of the copied entities with choices of
Even, Chord Length, Angle, Arc Length, or Point On Arc. This prompt is asking
how to divide a full 360 degree circle into multiple sweep angles. Select the
method by which you will define the placement of copies around the center point.
The following prompt for this command will vary depending on the choice you
make for defining the placement.

• Even Specify the desired number of segments in a full circle. Example: if 8 were specified, a 45 degree sweep angle would be calculated.

• Chord Length Specify the length of a chord in geometry units and it
will be converted into the sweep angle. A chord is a straight line joining two end points on an arc.

• Angle Specify the sweep angle in degrees between each copy.
• Arc Length Specify a distance measured in geometry units along the
perimeter of an arc and it will be converted to the sweep angle.

• Point on Arc This is a graphical means of defining the sweep angle. A
rubber band cursor attached to the center point will be displayed.
Swing it around until the desired angular position is achieved and
click B1 to register the angle.
Based on the definition of placement, the first copy of the selected objects will
then be placed in the drawing.
The final prompt is for the Total Number of Copies. Enter the desired total by
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selecting at the prompt choice menu or by entering the total at the keyboard. The
total number of copies includes the original objects selected in the database, and
the first copy of the selected objects. The remaining copies will be placed in the
database. All properties of the copied entities will be the same as their original
counterparts. If Layer Retain is off, the entities will be placed on the current work
layer.

l
s1
s2
p2

p1

p1

p1

This command repeats, returning to the first prompt to select entities to copy.
Select the <esc> key on the keyboard or select a new command to exit this command.

COPY EXISTING LAYER(S): Copys the complete contents of
one or more source layers from any drawing or sheet to the target
layer(s) in the current drawing. All source layer use their drawing
origin as their reference point for copy.
The only prompt: Location to load drawing: is asking for the location to place
the source layer’s drawing origin.
Note 1: Before initiating this command, set/define the layer retain, scale, rotation, direction, Database (DB) name, and Layer (LY) name parameters
on the COPY menu. See Copy for more information.
Note 2: If Layer Retain [LY RETN] is on, the content of the source layer will be
copied to the target layer by the same layer name (if any), regardless
whether the layer numbers are the same.

• If there is no matching target layer name and the source layer number
is not used by the current drawing, the target layer is created and
assigned the layer number from the source layer.

• If there is no matching target layer name and the source layer number
is in use by the current drawing, the target layer is created and
prompts for a layer number to assign.
Note 3: To insure alignment with the origin of the current drawing, enter A0
(absolute zero) at the Location to Load Drawing prompt.

See Also
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Copy, Entity Filter, Clipboard, and Search Methods.

COUNT
BuildersCAD can count Repeated Items and Attributes.
Utilizing the basic BuildersCAD engine functionality to count Repeated Items is not
the same as utilizing the Parts Application to place Repeated Items that are linked to the
Materials Application. See Parts and Materials Report for more information on these
functions.

Objects
REPEATED ITEMS: The total for each RI in the search fence is written to the
text file in the following format:
*@riname ;<riname>;total#

Where the first 2 fields specify the RI name and the 3rd field is the total count.
See Repeated Items for more information.

ATTRIBUTES: can be counted individually or only those associated with an
RI. See Attributes for more information.
Files and Reports
This information is saved to a file (.tx) in the user’s home directory. A field format file (.fd) is also created for Sirgen.
These files can be formatted in the Report Designer.

Shortcuts
None

See Also
Attributes, Repeated Items, Report Designer, Sirgen, Parts, and Materials Report.

COVERAGE
See Estimating Formula for more information.
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CREATE
Before entities are placed in BuildersCAD, they require parameters to be set to
desired values. This is done in the CREATE Menu for the specific entity. the CREATE
Menus are invoked from the CREATE <Entity> button on each of the respective entity
Application Sub-menus.

Create Menus
All entity CREATE menus consist of 2 main groups:

• Parameter Settings - all parameters associated with the current entity type
are available here. A display window displays a sample of the entity with
the current parameters.

• Catalog - all parameters associated with the current entity type are stored
as a style in a catalog file for recall. Entity styles within the current user
created catalog may be created (make), updated (remake), loaded, or
deleted in this area. The current style catalog may also be selected from
here. Catalogs containing saved entity styles are used in the selection pagers. See Select for more information.

See Also
Parameter, Catalog, Select, and Styles.

CROSSHAIRS
See Cursor for more information.

CROSSHATCH
See Patterns for more information.

CURSOR
The cursor is the crosshairs or pointer for the BuildersCAD system or the screen
counterpart of the hardware pointing device (mouse). The cursor has a direct relationship with the movement of the mouse.

C u r s o r Ty p e s
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MENU CURSOR: When the cursor is positioned over a BuildersCAD
menu, it changes to the native cursor (typically an arrow pointer).
The functionality of the mouse buttons are specific to menu operations (selection
(B1), help (B2), & shortcuts (B3)).

GRAPHIC CURSOR: When the cursor is positioned over a BuildersCAD
display window, it changes to crosshairs. A small blip is placed on the positive Xaxis for easy orientation.
The functionality of the mouse buttons are specific to drawing operations (point
input, object selection, etc.) and can be mapped to any of the function key operations.
Note 1: Holding down the middle or right mouse button and dragging the
graphic cursor across the screen (trailing square dots) will execute the
Motion Command Interpreter (MCI) command.
Note 2: Holding down the left mouse button and dragging the graphic cursor
across the screen will execute the Select Entity - Area command.

Parameters
For information on setting the following cursor parameters, see Preferences.

DRAG MODE: If the drag mode is on, allows cursor rubber-banding (lines,
circles, etc.) and the redefinition of the graphic cursor into the current repeated
item or selected objects for edit commands.

CURSOR PREFERENCE: The crosshairs can be either normal or full, where
both XY axes extend to the edges of the display window.
Normal

Full

WORK PLANE CURSOR MODE: If the work plane cursor mode is ON, in
isometric and perspective views, the cursor will display the XY-axes relative to
the perspective points and the Z-axis as dashed. In elevation (front, rear, right, &
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left) views, the Z-axis is solid. The default is ON.
ON

OFF

If the work plane cursor mode is off, the graphic cursor is a cross.

CURSOR RESOLUTION: Depending on the total number of strokes in the
cursor definition (e.g. repeated item or edit), increasing the cursor resolution factor will decrease the number of strokes displayed.
CURSOR (CROSSHAIR) STOP: This option is not available in Windows
or X11 environments. Normally, the cursor stops at the edge of the screen, if cursor stop mode is OFF, the cursor will wrap to the opposite edge of the screen.

JUMP CURSOR: This option automatically positions the cursor to the top
title bar on pop-up menus.

CURSOR ROTATION: Refer to cursor incremental rotation under the Rotation topic.

Shortcuts
See Motion Command Interpreter.

See Also
Mouse, Preferences, and Select Entity.

CURVES
See Circles for more information.

CUSTOMIZE
There are many ways to customize the BuildersCAD working environment to suit
the needs of the individual user. Selecting the customize button on the DESKTOP menu
calls the CUSTOMIZE pull-down menu.
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This menu contains the BuildersCAD environment customization tools as follows:

Commands
USER PREFERENCES: There are many environmental parameters that
affect the behavior of BuildersCAD. Selecting this tool allows modification
of these parameters which are set automatically on BuildersCAD startup. See
Preferences for more information. The USER PREFERENCES menu also has a
category which allows assignment of any of the BuildersCAD function keys
(F1-F22) to the buttons on a mouse. See the Mouse topic for more information.
Note 1: A right-click selection of the Customize button on the DESKTOP menu
will open the USER PREFERENCES menu directly.

SHORTCUTS (B3): A right-click over a menu button usually has a default
action such as bringing up a secondary menu or executing a command. Selecting
this tool allows assignment of a different right-click action to a menu button. See
Shortcuts for more information.
USER TOOLBAR: The USER TOOLBAR menu is located across the bottom
of the BuildersCAD window just below the Drawing display area and contains
boxes that can be defined by the user to contain commonly used commands.
Selecting this button opens the User Toolbar Manager which allows the user to
create, load, save, or display the USER TOOLBAR menu. See User Toolbar and
Cycle Menu for more information.

FUNCTION KEYS: allows reassignment of the function keys to different
actions. The new function key mapping can be saved to a file. See Function Keys
for more information.

MOTION COMMAND INTERPRETER (MCI): associates an executable
command(s) with mouse drag gestures. See Motion Command Interpreter for
more information.
AUTHCODE MANAGER: This button brings up the BuildersCAD Authorization Manager. From this menu you may set the BuildersCAD Key Type
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and enter the authorization codes necessary to run BuildersCAD. Refer to the
Authorization topic for more information.

ENVIRONMENT DEFAULTS MANAGER: This button brings up the
ARRIS Environment Defaults Manager. From this menu you may set val-

ues for various variables which define your BuildersCAD environment. These
variables are read on BuildersCAD startup. Refer to the Environment
Defaults Manager topic for more information.

General Notes
Note 1: Customized Preferences and Mouse Buttons are saved to the userpref.txt
file in the User Home\Config.dir directory.
Note 2: Use Ctrl-R at the keyboard to find out the name of the command(s) last
executed. This information can be useful when customizing the Toolbar
or Shortcuts.

Shortcuts
• A B3 the customize button (check list icon) from the DESKTOP menu
invokes the PREFERENCE pop-up menu.

See Also
Preferences, Mouse, Function Keys, Motion Command Interpreter, Shortcuts,
Special Keys, Toolbar, User Toolbar, Authorization, and Environment Defaults
Manager.

CUT
See Viewports for more information. See also Slabs and Solids (cut opening).

CUTTING REPORT
See Materials Report for more information.

CYCLE MENU
The CYCLE MENU is a combination of 2 special USER TOOLBAR menus in BuildersCAD. BuildersCAD adds several additional features to the right end of a standard
USER TOOLBAR menu. Each time the CYCLE button is pressed or the mouse scroll
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wheel is scrolled while the cursor is over the User Toolbar, the USER TOOLBAR cycles
and the CYCLE items on the menu change. There are two sets of these commands that
"cycle" as you press the CYCLE button, therefore the USER TOOLBAR menu is often
called the CYCLE menu when using BuildersCAD. Refer to the User Toolbar topic
for more information.
The CYCLE menu provides convenient access to frequently used commands such as
mouse button toggles, display functions, new and double reference points, distance queries, and even a builder’s calculator.

The First Cycle Menu

Commands available on the first CYCLE menu include:

MOVE AREA: Performs the same functions as the Move Area command
accessable through the EDIT menu. In BuildersCAD Designer there are
instances when using the general Edit commands can cause problems or corruption in the database, particularly with framing functions. It is preferable to use the
Move Area function from the CYCLE menu rather than the general EDIT menu.
MOVE POINT: Performs the same functions as the Move Point command
accessible through the EDIT menu. It is preferable to use the Move Point command found on the CYCLE menu to that found on the general EDIT menu as
noted in the Move Area discussion above.
ERASE AREA: Performs the same function as the Area Erase function accessible on the main EDIT menu.
ERASE POINT: Performs the same function as the Erase Single Point function on the main EDIT menu.

VERIFY: The ON setting will cause BuildersCAD to prompt for verification
before executing most commands. OFF will disable this function. This function
is particularly useful while using the Roof Editing Tools and during Part Placement and selection.
QUERY XYZ: Allows the user to select a point in the database and Builder-

sCAD will report the X, Y, and Z coordinates in space of that point. This function is also found on the QUERY menu. Refer to Query for more information.
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QUERY DISTANCE: Allows the user to select two points in the database and
BuildersCAD will report the 3D distance between them, as well as the distance between along the X and Y axis. This function is also found on the QUERY
menu. Refer to Query for more information.

REFERENCE NEW: Allows the user to relocate the current Reference Point.
The command prompts for the new reference point location. Refer to Reference
Points for more information.

REFERENCE DBL: The Reference DBL or Double Reference Point function
allows the user to define an existing point in the database with which a new point
being placed is aligned along the X or Y axis. The point to align the new point
with is called the Double Reference Point. Refer to Reference Points for more
information.

CALC: Brings up the CALCULATOR menu. The BuildersCAD Calculator
is capable of doing all geometric calculations. The user may also import the
result to the screen. If a BuildersCAD function is prompting for a numeric
value, the user may bring up the Calculator, do the calculations, and pass on the
results to answer the prompt.
FIND: Displays the POINT INPUT pop-up menu. On this menu under Object
Snap the user can use teh commands for locating specific points, for example the
midpoint between two points. See the Object Snap and Point Input Menu topics
for more information.
DISP: Displays the DISPLAY pop-up menu. This menu offers 3 choices - Center, 3D Features, and Isometric. The Center command will prompt for a new
view center point. Use the left mouse button to pick a point on the screen. The
view will shift so that the selected point is at the center of the new view. The 3D
Features command brings up the 3D FEATURES / BUILDERSCAD LEVELS popup menu, which allows the user to turn all 3D features layers on and off. The Isometric command changes the current display to isometric view.

WORK: Displays the number of the current work layer. The name of the layer
is displayed on the DESKTOP menu at the top of the screen.

BUTTON: Below this button in three boxes are the current settings for the 3
mouse buttons. Typically the left button is set to 1 (F1), the middle button is set
to 10 (F10), and the right button is set to 11 (F11). Selection of the boxes for the
middle and right buttons will toggle between the possible settings for the middle
and right mouse buttons. Selection of the Button box will bring up the BUTTON
TOGGLE pop-up menu which displays the possible toggle settings for the buttons. Refer to the Mouse topic for more information.
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The Second Cycle Menu

Commands available on the second CYCLE menu include:

MODES AND MATCH: Selection of the Modes And Match button on the
CYCLE menu will display the MODE AND MATCH pop-up menu which contains

several functions for manipulating layer modes and entity flags.
The Layer Mode section offers two choices, Save and Restore. These functions
are useful when when you want to turn some layers on or off to make changes or
examine certain features and then want to return to the previous layer modes settings.

SAVE: Will store all current layer mode settings for Search, Edit, and Display.
RESTORE: Will restore the settings saved using Save. Restore will only work
if you have previously selected Save. Once the layer modes have been restored,
Save must be selected again for Restore to become functional again, otherwise
BuildersCAD gives the error message "Layer Modes Not Saved". See Modes
in the Properties portion of the Layer topic for more information.
Entity Layer
The Entity Layer section provides 2 novel ways of controlling layer modes
through the selection of database entities.

ENTITY LAYER ON: Allows the display of one layer only for whatever
entity is selected from the entity selection prompt. Once an entity type is selected
from the list, select an entity in the database with the F1 key. The layer for that
entity is kept on for Search, Edit, and Display and all other layers are turned off.
This isolates the layer a particular entity is on for display or editing purposes.
ENTITY LAYER OFF: Allows the user to quickly turn off a single layer by
selection of an entity on that layer. The Off feature prompts for the entity type.
Once this is selected, select the entity in the database. The layer on which the
selected entity resides is turned off for Search, Edit, and Display.
Entity Parameters
The Entity Parameters section offers two options, one to set entity parameters by
selecting an entity in the database, and one to change the entity properties of an
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entity in the database. Both options will prompt for the entity type to be selected
and then the entity in the database.

ENTITY PARAMETER SELECT : This feature will set all current parameter
settings to match those of the selected entity. The relevant Application Sub-menu
for that entity is loaded, and the layer that the entity occupies will also become
the current work layer. This utility provides a quick method for setting the current
parameters and work layer to add an entity which matches one already in the
database.

ENTITY PARAMETER CHANGE: This feature will set all properties of the
selected entity to match the current parameter settings. The layer on which the
entity resides is also changed to the current work layer.
Te x t U t i l i t i e s

UTILITIES - TEXT: This brings up the TEXT UTILITIES pop-up menu which
has several functions for placing and editing text.

PLACE TEXT DYNAMIC: Gives the ability to key in a text string to place in
the database. The cursor will become a rectangle to show the text size when
placed. The program prompts for a location to place the text. If an F10 is used,
the user is given the opportunity to change the size of the text being placed.

CHANGE TEXT TO
area to upper case.

UPPER: Changes either a single text string or all in an

COPY / ROTATE TEXT DYNAMIC: Can be used to select a text string in
the database and copy or copy/rotate it in the database dynamically. Rotation is
set by rotating the cursor using the bracket ( [ and ] ) keys.
APPEND TEXT LINES: Appends one existing string of text in the database to
the end of another. Both text strings are selected using the F1 key. This function
first prompts for the text to append to, then for the text to append. The final
prompt is to add a space between the two. If yes is selected at this prompt a space
will be added, and if No the text will be joined as is. This function repeats automatically.
Line Utilities

UTILITIES - LINE: This brings up the LINE UTILITIES pop-up menu which
has various line editing and input utilities.
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COPY LINE SINGLE: Works similarly to the general Copy Line Offset function. Refer to Copy Actions for more information.
COPY LINE MULTIPLE: Also works similarly to the general Copy Line Offset function except that you can continue the copy numerous times for multiple
parallel lines of the same distance. The user is first prompted for for a point on
the correct side of the line to be copied. This determines the line to be copied and
the direction of the copy. Next the user is prompted for the distance, which is an
offset distance and should be entered as a positive number. Next the program
prompts for another line, Yes or No. Selecting Yes will place another line in the
same direction as the first, with the same offset distance off of the first copy.
Selecting No will will return to the correct side of line prompt. An F10 selection
at this point will exit the function.

TRIM / EXTEND LINE MULTIPLE: Gives the ability to trim or extend multiple lines at one time. Selection of this function will display the prompt "Begin
Intersection Point". After selecting a point on the screen, a rubberbanding cursor
will appear and the user is prompted for "End Intersection Point". The objective
of this function is to define an imaginary line intersecting across a group of lines
closer to one end of those lines. The lines which have been intersected by the
defined two points will highlight. The function will prompt for one of the options
CANCEL, AUTO-EXTEND, AUTO-TRIM, EXTEND TO LINE, DBL-REF,
and DIST. CANCEL will cancel the function. AUTO-EXTEND will automatically extend each line in the database intersected from the closest end point to the
closest line that the extension will intersect in the database. If no line intersects
the extension, the line is not altered. The function repeats from the "Begin Intersection Point" prompt. The last option selected will be the one repeatedly used
unless a new one is specified by entering an F10 selection and selecting a new
option. AUTO-TRIM will automatically trim the selected end-points back to a
line that intersects those lines between the 2 line endpoints. EXTEND TO LINE
will allow the user to select a line to extend all line endpoints to. DBL-REF will
allow the user to select a point in the database with which all selected line endpoints will align. DIST. will prompt the user to key in a distance to trim or extend
the lines. A positive distance will cause the line endpoints to be extended out
from their current position a positive distance. A negative distance will cause the
line to be trimmed back the specified distance. An important thing to remember
when using the Auto Trim / Extend Multiple functions is that the imaginary line
defined by selecting the two endpoints should intersect the multiple lines being
trimmed or extended closest to the endpoints to be moved.

TRIM / EXTEND LINE SINGLE: Works in a similar fashion to Multiple
except that each line to be trimmed or extended must be individually selected by
input of a point closest to the endpoint to be moved. Single has the same options
as Multiple with the addition of DBL-INT (Double Intersect). This option allows
the user to select two lines which will form a corner at their prospective intersec110
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tion point.
When using line options to trim or extend with both Single and Multiple, the
lines must be at some angle to each other. If the lines are collinear or parallel to
each other, an error message will be displayed.

GAP: Will prompt for a 1st and 2nd window point. This defines an area within
which to gap lines. All lines to be affected by the gap function should be
included. The next prompt will be for the line to be gapped. The function looks
from the point along the line selected until it crosses another line to determine the
gap. If the point selected is between two lines, the segment of the selected line
between the two crossing lines will be removed. If the portion of the line selected
is intersected by only 1 line, the portion of the line selected up to the intersection
will be removed.
BREAK LINE: Allows the user to cut out or erase a portion of a line, wall, or
curve. When the Break Line icon is selected, the user is prompted to select the
line/wall/curve to break. The selected line/wall/curve is highlighted and the user
is then prompted to select the first and second break points. Select the points
along the entity using the F1 key. The portion of the line, wall, or curve between
the two points will be deleted. Refer to Lines for more information.
CHAINED ARC: Allows the user to place arc lines similar to electrical con-

nector lines. BuildersCAD will prompt for three points to place the arc. The
first point defines the start point of the arc. An F10 entry at this point ends the
Chained Arc function. The second point defines the curvature of the arc as it will
pass through this point. An F10 entry for this point will stop the entry and allow
the user to redefine the first point. The third point defines the end point of the arc.
When the third point is entered, BuildersCAD will draw an arc from the first
point to the third point passing through the second point. Refer to Circles for
more information.

REMOVE DUPLICATE LINES: This function will remove "stacked" or
duplicate lines from a drawing. Particularly when a 3D hidden line drawing is
produced, the process may leave duplicate lines that unnecessarily increase the
database size and can cause duplicate lines to be plotted. The program will
prompt for the layer on which to remove duplicate lines. Enter the layer number.
When the process is complete, BuildersCAD will display the number of lines
that were removed on the message line. Note that this process may take some
time on large drawings.
Dim (Dimension) Utilities

UTILITIES - DIM (DIMENSION): Selection of this button brings up the
GLOBAL WALL DIMENSIONING pop-up menu. Refer to the Global Wall
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Dimension portion of the Dimension topic.

MULTIPLE OFFSET LINES: This function gives the ability to define a set of
lines that are offset from each other a specified distance and store that definition.
The definition may be recalled at any time to draw multiple lines in running line
fashion. Multiple Offset Line definitions may be created with an infinite number
of lines and line styles. All lines are drawn as individual lines and may easily be
edited with the standard line edit tools.
When selected the Multiple Offset Lines function prompts for an option: Styles
Menu, Setup Menu, Use Current Settings, and Cancel.
Cancel will cancel the program.
Use Current Settings will place a running Multiple Offset Lines using the current
definition settings.
Styles Menu brings up the OFFSET LINE STYLES menu which contains stored
names of style definitions created by the user.
Setup Menu gives the ability to create a new multi-line definition for storage purposes, load an existing definition, alter an existing definition, or purge a definition. The MULTIPLE OFFSET LINES setup menu has a window which will
display the multi-line definition with the beginning point as Pt 1 and the end
point as Pt 2. Selection of Load from the Styles Menu. The Offset Line Setups
portion of the menu contains the following parameters.
Distance To Offset shows the distance to the next line from the current line
or from the line pt1-pt2 if there is no current line.
Add New Line will add a line at the current offset distance from the current
line. If the distance is positive the new line will be placed below the current
line (to the right in the direction of travel). If the distance is negative, the
new line will be above the current line (to the left in the direction of travel).
The new line will carry the line parameters which are current at the time it is
added, such as line type, dash lengths, pen, and color. Refer to Lines for
more information on line parameters. These are the parameter settings which
will be used when the line is placed as a part of a Multiple Offset Line placement.
Query Line Offset will allow the user to query a line from the pop-up window to determine the offset distance from the previous line.
Change Line Offset gives the ability to change the line offset distance from
the previous line.
Remove Single will remove a single line from the multi-line definition. The
line’s offset is also removed from the definition and the remaining lines are
adjusted accordingly.
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Remove All removes all lines from the current multi-line definition.
Change Line Flags allows the user to select a line in the definition. The line
properties of the selected line will change to what ever the current line
parameter settings happen to be. This affects the properties of line type, dash
lengths, space lengths, pen, and color. Refer to Lines for more information
on line parameters. Always use this utility to change the parameters for a
multiple line definition. If the general edit utilities are used to change line
parameters of the lines in the pop-up window, the changes will be ignored
when storing or placing the multiple offset lines.
The Offset Line Styles portion of the menu contains the following settings.
Load along with the selection of a style name will load the selected style and
display the multiple line in the top portion of the menu.
Make will prompt for a new style name. The current multi-line definition
will be saved and added to the list.
Remake along with the selection of a style name will remake the multi-line
definition of the selected style to the current definition as shown in the menu
and resave it.
Purge along with the selection of a style name will remove the selected style
from the list.
Place will dismiss the pop-up menu and begin the placement of the current multiple offset line definition.

SITE TOOL: This feature facilitates drawing site plan property lines using the
distance and bearing (metes and bounds) information provided by a surveyor.
When selected the program prompts for a direction, Clockwise or Counterclockwise for the survey lines. Next the program will prompt for a start point. Note
that for this program, north is considered to be straight up toward the top of the
screen. The SITE PLAN LINE INPUT menu will be displayed. The program
prompts for the length of the line segment in feet and the degrees, minutes, and
seconds for the direction of the segment. These settings are shown on the SITE
PLAN LINE INPUT menu. Also on the menu are 4 arrows. Select one of the
arrows to show one of 8 directions - north to west, west to north, north to east,
east to north, south to west, west to south, south to east, and east to south. When
the length and direction information is entered, select Place Line to place the
specified line in the drawing. It will appear on the screen along with text along
the line showing the length, degrees, minutes, seconds, and an arrow showing
direction of travel. The function will prompt to input another site boundary line.
Select Yes to continue placing another line running in the same direction and
starting from the end point of the line just placed. Note that to enter a line running
directly along one of the cardinal directions of the compass, for example directly
north, select either one of the two direction arrows for the direction needed. In
this example this would be either North to West or North to East. In addition set
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the degree value to zero (0). Use a similar method to specify due east, west, or
south.

WALL LEVELS: This function will display the WALL CREATION / MANIPULATION pop-up menu. This menu is used to turn wall levels on or off, and also to
set or edit wall level elevations.

3D MODEL: When selected this button brings up the BuildersCAD LEVELS menu for 3D features. This menu allows the various layers for 3D data on

the various levels to be turned on and off, and for the selection of a 3D view to
display the data. The 3D Model function also offers two other options that deal
with the BuildersCAD 3D model, hidden line and shadow.

HLINE (HIDDEN LINE): This button invokes a routine which generates a
hidden line drawing of the 3D model. The drawing will use the current view and
will include 3D elements on layers which are currently on. The user is prompted
to select a layer on which to place the hidden line drawing. Refer to Hidden Lines
for more information.
CYCLE SETUP: The Cycle Setup button brings up the

CYCLE USER
MENUS pop-up menu which enables the user to add custom Toolbar menus
which have already been created and saved to the CYCLE menu. Instead of two

cycle menus there will be three, the third being the user’s custom menu. Refer to
Toolbar Menu for more information.

WORK: Displays the number of the current work layer. The name of the layer
is displayed on the DESKTOP menu at the top of the screen.

BUTTON: Below this button in three boxes are the current settings for the 3
mouse buttons. Typically the left button is set to 1 (F1), the middle button is set
to 10 (F10), and the right button is set to 11 (F11). Selection of the boxes for the
middle and right buttons will toggle between the possible settings for the middle
and right mouse buttons. Selection of the Button box will bring up the BUTTON
TOGGLE pop-up menu which displays the possible toggle settings for the buttons. Refer to the Mouse topic for more information.

See Also
Circles, Copy Actions, Dimension, Edit Actions, Hidden Lines, Layer, Lines,
Mouse, Object Snap, Point Input Menu, Query, Reference Points, Text, Toolbar,
User Toolbar, and Walls.
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DATABASE
A database is a directory with a ".db" extension, which is used to collect together a set
of related BuildersCAD files. These files include layers (.ly), drawings (.dr), sheets
(.sht), styles (.st) and a variety of other information used to manage a project. In BuildersCAD a database is also sometimes referred to as a JOB.
At its core, a database is a set of layer files which all share a common unit system and
increment value (not necessarily scale). These layers can be grouped together in various
ways to form drawings and sheets. The master.dr is a drawing register file that maintains a master list of all layers.
A group of related databases is known as a project.

Default Database
Each user must have a default template database named noname.db in their home
(GRUSR) directory. This template is used as the basis for creating new, empty
databases and its existence is required in order for the BuildersCAD basic
graphics program to run.
This noname.db template should never be deleted and it is strongly recommended that it not be modified in any way. Should the template become corrupted or lost, a new copy may be retrieved from the /arris_usr sub directory
under the BuildersCAD program directory.
BuildersCAD also has the default template database pn_std.db which is used
by the Designer, Framer, and Materials modules. A master copy of the pn_std.db
database is created by BuildersCAD in the user home directory.

Loading a Database
See Drawing Register Files or Sheet Register Files for loading information.

Deleting an Existing Database
To delete an existing database,
select the FILE (flat file icon) button on the DESKTOP Menu.
Next, select the delete (red X icon)
button to bring up the DELETE pop-up menu and select the above icon.
Enter the name of the database to be removed, or use the MENU option to search
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for the exact location. A second prompt will ask for confirmation that the indicated database is to be removed. Answering yes will erase the database directory
and all of its files from the disk.
Note 1: Deleting a database is a permanent operation and cannot be undone, so
be sure that this is the desired result prior to executing this command.
See Delete for more information.

Creating a New Database
To create a new database, select the
File (flat file icon) button on the DESKTOP menu. Next, select the new folder
(folder with star icon) button to bring up the NEW pop-up menu and select DATABASE.

A new database may also be created by saving one of the templates or a current
database under a new name. This option is found on the SAVE AS menu found by
selecting Save As on the FILE pull down menu, or by selecting Save As on the
SAVE pull down menu. This option creates a new database in the current project
directory by making a copy of the currently loaded drawing. Copies of all currently loaded layers are included in the new database.

Commands
Note 1: Prompt: Lose Active Job? (s2) is a verification for any un-saved work. If
you have saved your work, select yes, if you are unsure select no to cancel the command.
Note 2: Most individuals or firms have certain standards which need to be
repeated from database to database. Rather than go through a lengthy
set-up process each time a new database is required, consider creating
one or more personalized template databases which may be copied
whenever a new database is needed. The template database could be set
to the desired unit system, increments, scale, and output display units
used most often. Specialized fonts and repeated item libraries that are
typically required could be loaded, and the user preferences could be
pre-set. Any layers typically required for a project could be created and
default sheets could be created with office standard borders and preassigned fields. When all of the desired standards have been set, save
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the database.

See Also
Delete, Drawings, Files, Layers, Open, Projects, Sheets, and Units.

DATALINKS
Datalinks is a feature within Smart Repeated Items. This feature allows you to place
links in the Smart RI data which allow you to open non-BuildersCAD files outside
of BuildersCAD which may relate to the Repeated Item. An example would be a .jpg
image file which is an image of the object represented by the Repeated Item, or a
Microsoft Word document or PDF file which may contain specifications on the RI
object.
There are currently 11 types of datalinks as follows:
WEB - A World Wide Web URL.
PDF - A .PDF (Portable Document Format) file.
TEXT - An ascii text file (.txt, .tx).
BCAD - A BuildersCAD drawing (.db/.dr).
WORD - A Microsoft Word file (.doc, .docx, .rtf).
EXCEL - A Microsoft Excel file (.xls, .xlsx, .csv).
IMAGE - A raster image file (.jpg, .bmp, .tga, .tiff).
VIDEO - A video file such as a .avi, .wmv, or .mp4.
AUDIO - An audio file such as an .mp3 or .wav.
SKP - A SketchUp model file (.skp).
WEBSQL - A Query call to a Web based SQL Database.
For each type of Datalink, the file is opened in a default program outside of BuildersCAD that is appropriate for the link type. For example a TEXT datalink would be
opened in a text editor. A WORD datalink would be opened in Microsoft Word or other
program (such as Open Office) that can read a .doc file. A program to read the file type
given in the link must be installed on your computer. Refer to the discussion on default
link programs below.
You may have as many datalinks of each type as desired on any given Smart Repeated
Item.

Defining Datalinks On A Smart
BuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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Repeated Item
Smart Repeated Item Data Menu
Datalinks are defined in the Datalinks section of the SMART REPEATED ITEM
DATA menu. This menu is reached by left clicking the Create/Edit button in the
Smart RI Data box in the Repeated Item Library Manager. Refer to the Smart
Repeated Items topic for more information.

Datalinks have 3 components:
Datalink Type - This is one of the 11 types of Datalinks as described above.
The Datalink Type must be in all upper case.
Datalink Description - This is a user defined description of the linked file
which appears in Datalink selection menus to better identify the Datalink.
Datalink URL/File Path/SQL Database Query - For WEB types of
Datalinks this is the World Wide Web URL. For WEBSQL types of
Datalinks this is the Query that is passed to the Web based SQL Database as
defined in User Preferences. For all other types of Datalinks this is the computer file system path to the external file to be opened when the Datalink is
executed. The file must match the Datalink Type defined, for example in an
IMAGE Datalink, the file defined must be a file type supported by the
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default external image viewer.
Note 3: The BuildersCAD shortcuts such as STD: and WRK: may be used in
the Datalink File Path.
Note 4: The Datalink File (path) must exist on your computer at the time the
datalink is read (when the RI is Queried), or the Datalink will not appear
on the list of Datalinks for selection.
Note 5: A WEBSQL Database Query must be able to be executed in the SQL
Database defined in User Preferences. In addition the Web based SQL
Databasel must be defined in User Preferences, along with a valid database User Login and Password.
Each Datalink defined for the Repeated Item is listed on 1 line of the Datalinks
list. Each line shows the Datalink Type, Datalink Description, and the Datalink
URL/File Path/WEBSQL Database Query.
Selection of a box containing a Datalink Type, Datalink Description, or
Datalink URL/File Path/SQL Database Query allows you to edit the item
selected. Prompts for the items are similar to those for adding a new Datalink
documented below.
Note 1: If the Datalink type is one that uses a file path and the Datalink File Path
set appears on a green background, this indicates that the linked file
exists on the computer (a valid file path). If the Datalink File Path set
appears on a red background, this indicates that the linked file does not
exist or that the path is not valid. Non valid Datalink File Paths may be
added as Datalinks in anticipation of the linked file being added later.
The link must be valid at the time the Repeated Item is queried or the
Datalink will not appear on the list for view/selection in the Selection
menu, even though the Datalink is in the Smart RI Data.
Note 2: A Right-Click Selection of the Type, Description, or URL/File Path/
SQL Database Query box brings up a Choice menu with options to
Delete, Move, Execute, or View String. The Delete, Move, and Execute
options duplicate the commands documented below. The View String
option will open the LONG TEXT STRING DISPLAY menu with the
string displayed in this menu. This is useful in cases where the text
string may be too long to be legibly displayed in the SMART
REPEATED ITEM DATA menu.
Commands

NEW DATALINK: Selection of this button brings up the

NEW SMART

REPEATED ITEM DATALINK pop-up menu.
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This menu contains 3 settings corresponding to the 3 items needed for a
Datalink depending on the Datalink Type - the Datalink Type, Datalink
Description, and the Datalink Web URL (for WEB type Datalinks), Datalink
File Path, (for PDF, Text, ARRIS, Word, Excel, Image, Video, Audio,
and SKP type Datalinks) and Datalink SQL Database Query (for WEBSQL
type Datalinks.
Datalink Type - Selection of this box allows you to set the Type for the new
Datalink. The Datalink Type is one of the 11 types of datalinks - WEB, PDF,
TEXT, ARRIS, WORD, EXCEL, IMAGE, VIDEO, AUDIO, SKP, and
WEBSQL
Datalink Description - Selection of this box allows you to set the Description for the new Datalink. The description is 1 line of text and may be anything the user finds descriptive.
Datalink Web URL - This setting applies to the WEB Datalink type only
and is the URL address on the World Wide Web that the Datalink is to open
in the defined Web browser. Example: www.arriscad.com. Selection of this
box allows you to set the Web URL. URL addresses for WEB Datalink
Types appear in the standard selection color box
Datalink File Path - This setting applies to the PDF, TEXT, ARRIS,
WORD, EXCEL, IMAGE, VIDEO, AUDIO and SKP Datalink types. Selection of this box allows you to set the File Path for the new Datalink. The file
path may be entered at the keyboard or the BROWSE option may be selected
to browse for the file on your computer file system. If the Datalink File Path
set appears on a green background, this indicates that the linked file exists on
the computer (a valid file path). If the Datalink File Path set appears on a red
background, this indicates that the linked file does not exist or that the path
is not valid. Non valid Datalink File Paths may be added as Datalinks in
anticipation of the linked file being added later. The link must be valid at the
time the Repeated Item is queried or the Datalink will not appear on the list
for view/selection in the Selection menu, even though the Datalink is in the
Smart RI Data.
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Datalink SQL Database Query - This setting applies to the WEBSQL
Datalink type. Selection of this box allows you to enter the Database Query
String that will be passed to the defined WEBSQL Database at the keyboard.
Note 1: The BuildersCAD shortcuts such as STD: and WRK: may be used in
the Datalink File Path.
Note 2: For WEBSQL Datalinks, the WEBSQL Database URL, the Database
User Login, and the Database User Password must be set in the WEBSQL section of the USER PREFERENCES menu. Refer to the Preferences topic for more information.
CLEAR - Selection of this button clears the New Datalink settings boxes.
ADD DATALINK - Selection of this button adds the new Datalink defined
on the NEW SMART REPEATED ITEM DATALINK menu to the list and
clears the menu from the screen.
CANCEL - Selection of this button cancels the addition of a new Datalink
and clears the NEW SMART REPEATED ITEM DATALINK menu from the
screen.

MOVE DATALINK: Selection of this button allows you to move a Datalink

listing up or down on the list. BuildersCAD will prompt for the Datalink to
move and then for the new location on the list. These selections may be made
anywhere on the line where the Datalink appears / is to go. The order in which
the Datalinks appear on this list is also the order in which they will appear when
Queried / Selected.

DELETE DATALINK: Selection of this button allows you to delete a Datalink
from the list. BuildersCAD will prompt for the Datalink to delete. Select the
desired Datalink anywhere on the line where it appears.
EXECUTE DATALINK: Selection of this button executes the link. Builder-

sCAD will prompt for the Datalink to execute. Select the desired Datalink anywhere on the line where it appears. This function is useful for testing the link as it
will be executed in exactly the same way as if the link were selected on the Query
/ Selection menu.

RETURN: Selection of this button toggles the menu back to the Smart
Repeated Item Data Attributes. Refer to the Smart Repeated Items topic for more
information.
When a Datalink is added or edited in the Datalinks section of the SMART
REPEATED ITEM DATA menu the bar on the left side of the APPLY button will
turn yellow indicating that a change has been made. Be sure to Select the APPLY
button to permanently save your changes. Refer to the Smart Repeated Items
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topic for more information.

Smart RI Attributes Dialog
Datalinks may also be defined in the SMART RI ATTRIBUTES Dialog. This dialog is reached by right-click selecting the Create/Edit button in the Smart RI Data
box in the Repeated Item Library Manager. Refer to the Smart Repeated Items
topic for more information.

The Datalinks attribute is found at the bottom of the SMART RI ATTRIBUTES
dialog under the other 4 user defined attributes. To add or edit a Datalink, click
into the Datalinks Attribute box.
Within the Datalinks attribute each datalink is defined on 1 line in the attribute
data field. Each datalink line consists of 3 fields, each separated by a semi-colon
(;).
The first field is the Datalink Type. The second field is the Datalink Descripion. The third field is the WEB URL, The Datalink File Path, or the WEBSQL
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Database Query.
Note 1: The BuildersCAD shortcuts such as STD: and WRK: may be used in
the Datalink Path.
Note 2: Datalinks are read only from the Datalink attribute. Information other
than Datalinks may not appear in the Datalink attribute.
Examples:
For a TEXT type of datalink with the Datalink Description of "Project Log"
where the path to the file to be linked is "C:\my
projects\201201.pj\datalinks\projectlog.txt", the line in the attribute field of
the Datalinks: category would be:
TEXT;Project Log;C:\my projects\201201.pj\datalinks\projectljog.txt
For a WEB type of datalink with the Datalink Description of "ARRIS Web
Site" where the URL to be linked is "www.arriscad.com", the line in the
attribute field of the Datalinks: category would be:
WEB;ARRIS Web Site;www.arriscad.com
For an IMAGE type of datalink with the Datalink Description of "Site
Photo"
where
the
file
to
be
linked
is
"C:\my
projects\201201.pj\datalinks\site.jpg", and assuming the working directory
is "C:\my projects\201201.pj", the line in the attribute field of the Datalinks:
category would be:
IMAGE;Site Photo;WRK:datalinks\site.jpg
For a WEBSQL type of datalink with the Datalink Description of "Equipment Maintenence Record" where the Database Query to be executed is
"Read from Equipment", the line in the attribute field of the Datalinks: category would be:
WEBSQL;Equipment Maintenence Record;Read from Equipment

Executing Datalinks
When a Smart Repeated Item is Queried, either in the Select Entity process or
directly using the Smart Repeated Item Select function, The SMART REPEATED
ITEM Selection menu is displayed. If one or more Datalinks have been assigned
to the selected Smart Repeated Item in the SMART RI ATTRIBUTES Dialog, the
center portion of the SMART REPEATED ITEM Selection menu will show a list
of the datalinks assigned. The list shows the Datalink Description as defined by
the user in the SMART RI ATTRIBUTES dialog, and the Datalink Type.
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DATALINK SELECT: If the datalink on the list is selected with a mouse left
click, the datalink is executed. The Datalink File path as defined in the datalink is
passed to the default link program for the Datalink Type selected. The program
will open (if not open already) and the file will be loaded. If the datalink on the
list is selected with a mouse right click the datalink on the list is highlighted and
the Datalink File path is displayed on the message line of the BuildersCAD
screen. The link is not executed in the external program.
Refer to the Smart Repeated Items topic for other functions of the SMART
REPEATED ITEM Selection menu.

Default Link Programs
When a Datalink is executed in BuildersCAD, the path defined in the
Datalink is passed to a default link program for the Datalink Type of the link executed. A default program which can read the type of file in the link must be
installed on your computer for the Datalink to be executed.
BuildersCAD determines the default link program in one of 2 ways:
The default link program may be specified explicitly for each of the datalink
types by setting an environment variable in the Environment Defaults file. The
environment variable is defined by adding a line in the Environment Defaults file
giving the variable followed by an equal sign (=) followed by the full path to the
program executable to be used on your computer. Examples:
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GRIMAGE=C:\Program Files\Irfanview\i_view32.exe
GRPDF=C:\Program Files\Adobe\Reader 10.0\Reader\AcroRd32.exe
GRMSWORD=C:\Program Files\Microsoft Office\Office\WINWORD.exe
GRSQLDB=C:\Program Files\Microsoft Office\Office\MSACCESS.exe
The Environment Variables for the various Datalink Types are as follows:
Datalink Type

Environment Variable

WEB

GRBROWSER

PDF

GRPDF

TEXT

GEDCOM

BCAD

<Not Needed>

WORD

GRMSWORD

EXCEL

GRMSEXCEL

IMAGE

GRIMAGE

VIDEO

GRVIDEO

AUDIO

GRAUDIO

SKP

GRSKETCHUP

Refer to the Environment Defaults Manager topic for more information.
In addition the WEB based SQL Database .php file used in the WEBSQL type if
datalink must be set in the USER PREFERENCES menu. Refer to the Preferences topic for more information.
If no default program is set for the given file type in the Environment Defaults
file, BuildersCAD will try to use the program as defined for the given file
type in the computer registry.
Note 1: While using the computer registry defined program for the given
datalink file type will work in most cases, explicitly defining the program in the Environment Defaults file is much more foolproof and is the
preferred method of defining the program to be used.
Note 2: For WEBSQL Datalinks, the web based SQL Database .php file must
be defined in the USER PREFERENCES menu or the Datalink will not
work.

See Also
Repeated Items, Smart Repeated Items, Environment Defaults Manager, and
Preferences.
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DATESTAMP
See Plot and Fields for more information.

DECK HANDRAIL
The Deck Handrail feature will allow you to set parameters and generate handrails for
the perimeter of floor systems.
The Deck Handrail icon is located on the FLOORS Application
Sub-menu. Select the icon to display the RAILING & POSTS
Application Sub-menu. This sub-menu will allow you to either
set parameters for railing including type of newel, balusters, etc.,
place railing, or clear railing.
Also on the RAILING & POSTS Application Sub-menu is a selection to set parameters for deck posts, posts which when generated
extend downward from the floor plane, used to place support
posts for exterior decks or other wood framed floor systems.

Generating Railing
Select Railing Parameters on the RAILING & POSTS Application Sub-menu to
display the DECK RAILING PARAMETERS pop-up menu. Here you can define
parameters for Deck Railing. Deck Railing runs horizontally and is placed on a
floor plane.
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Parameters for Deck Railing include the following:
Baluster Parameters

NAME: The Name of the baluster selected for the current railing. Select on the
box next to Name and select Menu from the prompt to display the Available Balusters pop-up menu. You can scroll through the list of balusters te select one for
the current railing.

START: The dimension from the Newel Post to the center of the first baluster.
PEN: The plotter pen number that will be assigned to the balusters.
EDGE OFFSET: The dimension from the edge of the floor plane to the center
of the baluster.
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SPACING: The dimension measured from center to center between the balusters.

COLOR: The color that will be used to display the balusters on the screen.
HEIGHT: The height of the balusters measured from the top of the Z offset.
Z OFFSET: The dimension from the floor plane surface tot he bottom of the
balusters.
PART #: The link to the

MATERIALS APPLICATION. See the Materials
Application topic, particularly the Counted Materials section for more information.

Newel Parameters

NAME: The name of the newel selected for the current railing.
COLOR: The color that will be used to display the Newels on the screen.
SIZE: The dimensional width and depth of the Newels for the current railing. It
is assumed that the newels will be square.
Z OFFSET: The dimension measured from the floor plane to the bottom of the
Newel Post.

HEIGHT: The height of the Newel Post measured from the Z Offset.
PEN: The plotter pen number that will be assigned to the Newels.
EDGE OFFSET: The dimension from the edge of the floor plane to the center
of the Newel.

PART #: The link to the

MATERIALS APPLICATION. See the Materials
Application topic, particularly the Counted Materials section for more information.

Handrail Parameters

CURRENT RAIL NO. You may choose to have one, two, or more runs of
handrail for the current railing. For example a railing with 2 Rails would have a
top and bottom rail. The number displayed here indicates which rail in the
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"stack" the other paramters apply to. Rail number one (1) is the closest to the
floor plane surface. When you select on the box next to Current Rail No., BuildersCAD prompts to select an option, either Define New Rail, Edit Existing,
Delete Rail, or Cancel. To add a new run of railing select Define New Rail. You
will get a message in the upper left corner of the screen that "New Rail #2 Has
Been Added", assuming that originally you had one rail. To modify the handrail
parameters for one of the existing rails select Edit Existing. A prompt will ask to
enter the Rail Number to edit. Enter the rail number of the desired rail to edit and
that number will display in the Current Rail No. box. To delete one run of the rail
select Delete Rail. A prompt will ask to verify the deletion of the highest rail
number. BuildersCAD will always delete the top rail (highest number) first.

HANDRAIL OFFSET: The dimension measured from the center of the Newel
Post to the center of the handrail. A negative number goes out (away from the
center of the floor plane) and a positive number goes in (toward the center of the
floor plane).
HANDRAIL DEPTH: The depth measured vertically of the handrail.
HANDRAIL COLOR: The color that will be used to display the handrail on
the screen.

TOTAL NO. RAILS: The total number of handrails, of the current style rail.
HANDRAIL
view.

WIDTH: The measured width of the handrail, visible in plan

HANDRAIL HEIGHT: The measured distance from the floor plane to the top
of the handrail.
HANDRAIL
rail.

PEN: The plotter pen number that will be assigned to the hand-

PART NUMBER: The link to the MATERIALS APPLICATION. See the Materials Application topic, particularly the Counted Materials section for more information.

RAIL TYPE: Selections adjacent to this box are Post To Post or Over The Post.
The handrail will be run between the Newels or over the top of the Newels.
Place Railing
After Baluster, Newel, and Handrail parameters are set, you are ready to
place the railing in the drawing. Select the Place Railing button which is
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found either near the bottom left corner of the DECK RAILING PARAMETERS pop-up menu, or on the RAILING & POSTS Application Sub-menu.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the floor plane edge. Select the floor plane
edge that the railing is to run along. BuildersCAD will next prompt for
the Newel position. Select a point on the floor plane for the first Newel Post.
Again BuildersCAD will prompt for a Newel position. After the point for
the second Newel Post is entered, the handrail will be generated. If an F10 is
entered at the "Select Newel Position" prompt, BuildersCAD will prompt
for an option Change Post Type, Select New Edge, Continue Existing, Undo,
and Cancel. Change Post Type will display the AVAILABLE NEWEL POSTS
pop-up menu. From this menu you may select a different Newel Post type to
place. Select Select New Edge if you have inadvertantly selected the wrong
floor plane edge and you wish to select another one. Select Continue Existing if you wish to continue an existing run of railing. BuildersCAD will
prompt for an existing Newel Post and then a second point to continue the
railing. Undo will delete the last railing entered and Cancel will exit the
Place Railing function.
Refer to the Floors Application topic for more information on Floor Planes and
Floor Edges.
Clear Railing
Selecting the Clear Railing button on the RAILINGS & POSTS Application
Sub-menu will clear the railing on the current level.

Placing Deck Posts
Deck Posts can be placed and displayed in plan view for exterior deck support or
interior wood floor system support. These Posts will also display in 3D and will
generate as a part of the exterior elevation. See the Elevations Application topic
for more information. Deck Posts can also be linked to the MATERIALS APPLICATION so that a take-off of the Deck Posts will be included in the Material
Report. See the Materials Application topic for more information.
Select Deck Posts Parameters from the RAILINGS & POSTS Application Submenu to display the DECK POSTS pop-up menu.
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Select either the round or square shape below the Post Type heading to select
either a round or square post type.
Post Parameters
Below the Post Parameters heading are the following settings:

POST DIAMETER: The cross section dimension of the Post.
POST LENGTH: The overall length (or height) of the post.
POST OFFSET: The offset from the floor plane to the top of the Deck Post
POST COLOR: The screen display color.
POST PEN: The plotter pen that will be used to plot the post.
PART NUMBER: A link to a specific Stock Item number or an Estimating
Formula. Refer to the Materials Application topic for more information.
Placing Deck Posts
After the Post parameters are set select Place Posts found either at the bottom of the DECK POSTS pop-up menu or on the RAILING & POSTS Application Sub-menu. BuildersCAD will prompt for the placement option
Floor Edge, Floor Plane, or Cancel.

FLOOR EDGE: Places a post along the Floor Plane Edge.
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FLOOR PLANE: Places a post in reference to a floor plane edge using New
Reference point. Refer to Reference Points for more information.

CANCEL: Cancels the Deck Post placement.
Clear Posts
Found on the RAILING & POSTS Application Sub-menu, selecting the Clear
Posts button will clear all posts on the current Floor Level.
Display
At the very bottom of the RAILING & POSTS Application Sub-menu, below
the Display heading is the 3D Layers button. Selection of this button brings
up the 3D Features pop-up menu.

Using this menu you can turn 3D feature layers on and off for display.

See Also
Floors Application, Stairs, and Materials Application.
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DEFAULT FILES
BuildersCAD maintains a default file named master.df for each database. This file
saves the current values for such things as the drawing scale, units and increments, pen,
color number, rounding mode, line parameters, and so on. The default file values are
updated each time the drawing/sheet is saved.

File Format
AAAA;;USER DEFAULTS FILE
UPAR;1; #fpen;
4;
#
UPAR;1; #fcol;
29;
#
UPAR;1; #fsysz; 0.0629882812;#
UPAR;1; #ftxsz; 0.0799967448;#
UPAR;1; #fmask; a;
#
UPAR;1; #fdshtp; absolute; #
UPAR;1; #fdash1; 2;
#
UPAR;1; #fdash2; 0.5;
#
UPAR;1; #fdash3; 0.0632324219;#
UPAR;1; #fdash4; 0.0632324219;#
UPAR;1; #fwidth; 1.5;
#
UPAR1;1;#penmap; 0;
#PEN MAP
...
WPAR;4; #wlripen;1;
#
WPAR;4; #wlricol;1;
#
WPAR;4; #wlriline;1;
#
WPAR;4; #wlrijust;1;
#
DPAR;4; #dmtxoffx;4;
#
DPAR;4; #dmtxoffy;0.319986979;#
DPAR;4; #dmtxcol;29;
#
DPAR;4; #dmtxpen;4;
#
DPAR;4; #dmmkcol;29;
#
DPAR;4; #dmmkpen;4;
#
DPAR;4; #dmdmcol;29;
#
DPAR;4; #dmdmpen;4;
#
DPAR;4; #dmwtcol;29;
#
DPAR;4; #dmwtpen;4;
#
DPAR;4; #dmlnextn;0.0400390625;#

Each line in the default file (after the header line) defines a line type and format
(e.g., UPAR;1;), followed by the BuildersCAD internal parameter name (e.g.,
#fpen;), followed by the parameter value (e.g., 4;), followed by an optional comment descriptor (e.g., #).
See the Sigmac User Guide for more information on BuildersCAD internal
parameter name (e.g., #fpen;).

Commands
SAVE DEFAULTS: Under special circumstances, it might be desirable to
save a custom set of defaults which can be recalled at any time. This is accomBuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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plished by making all of the desired adjustments within BuildersCAD and
then typing:
:sdf

The current default values will be saved to the specified file in the current project
directory, which will be given a “.df” extension.

LOAD DEFAULT FILE: To recall these values, type:
:ldf

and indicate the appropriate filename.

See Also
Preferences.

DELETE
The delete functions performs various actions depending on their context. Delete can be
used to remove either a directory or a file from the hard drive.
There are several delete options available by selecting the delete button from the Files
pull-down menu:
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Commands
OBJECTS (ENTITIES): Removes all objects from all layers in the current
drawing (memory), leaving the current layer structure intact.
Note 1: All layers must be set to edit (no read-only layers), otherwise an error
message will be generated and no layers will be cleared.
Note 2: Changes become permanent when the current drawing is saved. To undo
this delete action, either execute BuildersCAD’s UNDO command
or reload the current drawing without saving.
Note 3: Removing all objects in an individual layer can be performed from the
LAYER MODES and LAYER TOOLS pop-up menus.

REMOVE LAYER(S) FROM MEMORY: Removes from memory, all layers
from the current drawing (does not work for sheets). This does not delete the layers from the hard drive. Other drawings that reference these layers will be
untouched.
Removing individual layers from a drawing register file without deleting them
from the hard drive, can be performed from the LAYER MANAGER and LAYER
TOOLS pop-up menus.
Note 1: Changes become permanent when the current drawing is saved. To undo
this delete action, reload the current drawing without saving.

DELETE DRAWING: Permanently deletes a drawing register file from the
hard drive. This does not delete the layers that were referenced by the drawing
register file.
Note 1: There is no undo for this command. Changes take effect upon completion of command.

DELETE SHEET: Permanently deletes a sheet register file from the hard
drive. This does not delete the layers that were referenced by the sheet register
file.
Note 1: There is no undo for this command. Changes take effect upon completion of command.

DELETE LAYER FROM HARD DRIVE: Permanently deletes a layer from
the hard drive. References to this layer in drawing/sheet register files within the
database are removed. The layer 0 (0.ly) can not be deleted with this command.
Note 1: There is no undo for this command. Changes take effect upon completion of command.
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DELETE DATABASE: Permanently deletes a database . This deletes the database (plus, all subdirectories and files within) from the hard drive. The database,
noname.db can not be deleted using this command.
Note 1: There is no undo for this command. Changes take effect upon completion of command.

See Also
Drawing Register File, Edit, Files, Layers, and Sheet Register File.

DETAILS
The BuildersCAD Details plug-in contains menus for using standard detail libraries,
creating details using standard construction materials, and tools for creating user details
and libraries.

DIMENSIONS
The dimension and witness line objects are basic entities in
BuildersCAD.
A dimension consists of a dimension line, dimension text, and
dimension marks. A dimension line measures the distance
between 2 points. A dimension line is defined by 2 data points.
The optional witness lines are perpendicular to the dimension line,
intersecting the dimension line at the dimension marks. A witness
line is defined by 2 data points.
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dimension line

dimension text

22’ - 3 1/2”
dimension mark
witness line
measure point

Figure D-1:

Dimension Structure

Properties
When creating a dimension, it will assume some of the current line and text properties along with the dimension properties documented below. Properties may be
viewed and set on the DIMENSION STATUS menu.
The DIMENSION STATUS menu shown below is used for Single, Running,
Stacked, Angular, Diameter, Radius, and Auto Wall Dimensions.

The DIMENSION STATUS menu shown below is used for Leader Dimensions.

The DIMENSION STATUS menu shown below is used for One and Two Circle
Centerlines.

Many of the Dimension parameters, particularly for Text and Lines, rely on the
Output Display Format for how they are displayed and set. Refer to the Output
Units topic for more information on the Output Display Format. DIMENSION
STATUS menus are context sensitive for the type of dimension being entered.
Not all Dimension properties appear on the DIMENSION STATUS menu. Some
Dimension properties appear only on the DIMENSION CREATE menu. Refer to
the documentation on the DIMENSION CREATE menu below.

PENS & COLORS [COL]: Dimension lines, dimension text, dimension
marks, and witness lines have their own unique pen and color properties. These
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can only be set from the DIMENSION CREATE pop-up menu. Refer to the discussion of the DIMENSION CREATE menu below.

DIMENSION LINE SCALE FACTOR: This factor will be multiplied by the
actual measured (geometry) distance. The dimension text string will display the
new factored value.

DIMENSION LINE LOCATION: Toggles the dimension line between inside
or outside of the witness lines.

Inside

Outside

DIMENSION LINE EXTENSION: Specified in paper
units, this is the portion of the dimension line which extends
beyond the witness line.

extension

Note 1: This property should be set to 0.0 (zero) when the
dimension line location is set to outside.

WITNESS LINE PLACEMENT MODE: Toggles the witness line placement
mode between auto, fixed, or none.

• Auto - each witness line is a relative distance between the dimension line
and its measuring point.

• Fixed - each witness line is a fixed length relative to the dimension line.
• None - no witness lines are placed.

Auto

Fixed

None

WITNESS LINE OFFSET: Specified in paper units, it determines the length
of the witness line from the dimension line to the measururing point, depending
on the witness line placement mode or command.
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Mode:
Auto

Mode:
Fixed

Radial & Diameter
Commands
6” R

offset

offset
offset

Note 1: Radial and diameter dimension commands: the offset not only determines the length of the line, but also determines the spacing from the
end of the line to the dimension text.

WITNESS LINE EXTENSION: Specified in paper units, this is the portion of
the witness line which extends beyond the dimension line.

extension
6” R

extension

Note 1: Radial and diameter dimension commands: the extension also determines the portion of the dimension line which extends beyond the
selected circle.

WITNESS LINE TYPE: This parameter specifies the line type to be used for
witness lines. See Lines for more information.

DIMENSION MARK TYPE: Specifies the dimension mark from symbol font
0 (zero) which will be added to the ends of the dimension line. These symbols are
assigned an integer from 0 to 39 in symbol font 0.

DIMENSION MARK SIZE: Specified in paper units, this parameter determines the size of the dimension marks.
DIMENSION TEXT MODE: Toggles the associativity mode between auto
and manual.

• Auto - Associative dimensions. If the dimension line is trimmed or
extended, the dimension text will update automatically.

• Manual - Non-associative dimensions. The user is prompted for a literal
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text string.
Note 1: The default option is the actual measurement and if selected, will revert
the dimension string back to associative.
Note 2: An associative dimension may be imbedded in a manual dimension
string by typing the characters &l in the string at the point where the
associative dimension is to occur. If the dimension line is trimmed or
extended, the associative dimension text will update automatically,
while the manual dimension text remains the same. For example in a
10’-0” dimension which is set to Manual, typing the string &l, TYPICAL will yield the string 10’-0”, TYPICAL on the dimension line. If the
dimension is trimmed by 1 foot, the dimension string will automatically
update to 9’-0”, TYPICAL.
Note 3: A caret symbol (^) in the manual dimension text will break the text into
two lines. The second line of text will be placed below the dimension
line.
Manual Dimension User Defined
Prompt Choices
Additional user defined prompt choices may be added when using the manual
dimensions setting. To add user defined prompt choices, copy the file
mn_mandim.tx located in the \lib directory of your BuildersCAD installation
and place it in the config.dir subdirectory in either your Standards (std:) directory
or User Home (usr:) directory.
The mn_mandim.tx file may be edited to include up to 12 user defined prompt
choices - 1 on each line. Lines which begin with a # are comments and are
ignored. The choices are presented in the Choice menu. User defined choices
have the same features and follow the same rules as text entered at the keyboard i.e. a &l in your custom choice will add the associative dimension to the dimension string when selected, and a caret will break the manual dimension text into 2
lines. The Associative and Manual prompt options are always presented, followed by any custom prompt choices.
The dimension placement command will look for the mn_mandim.tx User
Defined Prompt Choices file first in the User Home config.dir directory, then the
Standards config.dir directory, then the BuildersCAD library directory. The
first one found will be used. If no User Defined Prompt Choices file is found, no
additional user defined prompts will be added to the choice list at the manual
dimension text prompt.

DIMENSION TEXT ORIENTATION: Toggles the dimension text string orientation between horizontal, vertical, or parallel.

• Horizontal or vertical - the dimension text’s orientation is forced respectively, without regard to the orientation of the dimension line. This is hori140
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zontal or vertical to the current work plane.

• Parallel - the dimension text’s orientation is parallel to the orientation of
the dimension line.

DIMENSION TEXT LOCATION: This determines the placement of the
dimension text string relative to the dimension line. There are 2 options, prompt
and default.
• If set to prompt, an additional prompt is added when a dimension segment
is placed.

• If set to default:
a)

If dimension line location is set to outside:
There are 2 default options, left or right.

b) If dimension line location is set to inside:
There are 9 default options, as follows:
Table D:1 Default Dimension Text Locations for Inside Dimension Lines

LEFT
LA

ABOVE

1’-0”

1’-0”

A

RA

C

1’-0”

RC

1’-0”

LB

BELOW

RIGHT

1’-0”

LC

CENTER

CENTER

1’-0”

B
1’-0”

1’-0”

RB
1’-0”

DIMENSION TEXT SIZE: This determines the size of the dimension text
string in paper units. Refer to Text for more information.

DIMENSION TEXT SLANT: This determines the slant angle of the dimension text string. Refer to Text for more information.
DIMENSION TEXT FONT: This determines the text font to be used for the
dimension text string. Refer to Text for more information.
DIMENSION TEXT UNDERLINE: This determines whether or not the
dimension text string is to be underlined. Refer to Text for more information.

Placement Parameters
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ALIGN MODE: Toggles the align mode between on and off.
• Off - the dimension line is relative to the work plane.
• On - the dimension line is parallel to the 2 measure points.

Off

On

Create
DIMENSION: This button brings up the

DIMENSION CREATE

menu.
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From this menu, the various parameters for Dimensions may be set. The dimension parameters may also be saved here as Styles in an Entity Styles Catalog.
Refer to the Catalog topic for more information. The entity styles (dimension
parameter settings) saved by name may be selected for placement using the
DIMENSION SELECT menu. Refer to the Select topic for more information.

CATALOG: This button brings up the

STYLES CATALOGS

menu. From this menu the current Entity Styles Catalog may be
selected, or a new one created. Refer to the Catalog topic for more
information.

Dimension Placement Commands
SINGLE DIMENSION SEGMENT: This command adds an individual dimension segment by specifying 3 points.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the First point to dimension. Select the
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desired existing point in the database on the object to be dimensioned using the
F3 or F11 key.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the End point for the dimension. Select the
desired existing point as above. The graphic cursor will be positioned over the
first point again for input of the next point.
The next prompt is for the Dimension Line Location. Move the cursor to the
desired location for the dimension line and select using the F1 key.
If the Dimension Mode is Automatic (Auto), the associative dimension will
be placed using the current dimension parameters.
If the Dimension Mode is Manual, BuildersCAD will prompt for the
Manual Dimension Text to be placed. The actual dimension length will be
given on the Prompt Choice menu as the default. The dimension segment
will be placed using the current dimension parameters.

11’-6”

p3
p1

p2

Note 1: During the process of selecting dimension points, if a window or door is
selected using the F8 key, the window or door will be dimensioned automatically. The horizontal dimension will be to the jambs, and the vertical dimension of the window or door will appear below the horizontal
dimension.
Note 2: If the Dimension Text Location parameter is set to Prompt, BuildersCAD will prompt for the dimension text location after the dimension
line segment has been placed in the drawing. Select the desired location
for the dimension text using the F1 key. The text will then be placed.
Note that even though the text may be located away from the dimension
line, the dimension text is still associated with the individual dimension
line segment.
This command repeats. An <Enter> key or F10 input at the First Dimension Point
prompt will exit the command.

RUNNING DIMENSION SEGMENTS: This command adds a series
of dimension segments. If align mode in off, this series will be a continuous linear string. If align mode in on, this series will be individual segments.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the First point to dimension. Select the
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desired existing point in the database on the object to be dimensioned using the
F3 or F11 key.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the Next Point for the Dimension. Select
the desired existing point as above. The graphic cursor will be positioned over
the first point again for input of the next point.
The next prompt is for the Dimension Line Location. Move the cursor to the
desired location for the dimension line and select using the F1 key.
If the Dimension Mode is Automatic (Auto), the associative dimension first
dimension segment will be placed using the current dimension parameters.
If the Dimension Mode is Manual, BuildersCAD will prompt for the
Manual Dimension Text to be placed. The actual dimension length will be
given on the Prompt Choice menu as the default. The first dimension segment will be placed using the current dimension parameters.
BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for the Next Point for the Dimension.
Select the desired point(s) similar to the first two. As each dimension point is
selected, the dimension segment will be placed from the previous point to the
point selected using the current dimension parameters. If the Dimension Mode is
Manual, BuildersCAD will prompt for the Manual Dimension Text for each
segment as it is placed. An F10 selection or <Enter> input at this prompt will
send the command back to the First Dimension Point prompt, allowing you to
start another running dimension string.

5’-0”

p3
p2

5’-0”

6’-0”

p4

p1

Note 1: By selecting an existing dimension string with the F4 key in the First
dimension point: prompt (p1), it will continue the selected string using
the existing dimension line location and its nearest measure point.
Note 2: During the process of selecting dimension points, if a window or door is
selected using the F8 key, the window or door will be dimensioned automatically. The horizontal dimension will be to the jambs, and the vertical dimension of the window or door will appear below the horizontal
dimension.
Note 3: After the first dimension segment is placed, only 1 leader line will be
added per segment, unless the align mode is set to on.
Note 4: If the Dimension Text Location parameter is set to Prompt, BuilderBuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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sCAD will prompt for the dimension text location after the dimension
line segment has been placed in the drawing. Select the desired location
for the dimension text using the F1 key. The text will then be placed.
Note that even though the text may be located away from the dimension
line, the dimension text is still associated with the individual dimension
line segment.

Off

On

This command repeats. An <Enter> key or F10 input at the First Dimension Point
prompt will exit the command.

STACKED DIMENSION SEGMENTS: This command adds a series
of stacked dimension segments sharing the same first measure point.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the First point to dimension. Select the
desired existing point in the database on the object to be dimensioned using the
F3 or F11 key.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the Next Point for the Dimension. Select
the desired existing point as above. The graphic cursor will be positioned over
the first point again for input of the next point.
The next prompt is for the Dimension Line Location. Move the cursor to the
desired location for the dimension line and select using the F1 key.
If the Dimension Mode is Automatic (Auto), the associative dimension first
dimension segment will be placed using the current dimension parameters.
If the Dimension Mode is Manual, BuildersCAD will prompt for the
Manual Dimension Text to be placed. The actual dimension length will be
given on the Prompt Choice menu as the default. The first dimension segment will be placed using the current dimension parameters.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the Next Dimension Line Location. This
point will determine the relative distance apart for the stacked dimension segments as they are placed. Select the desired point using the F1 key or by entering
coordinates at the keyboard.
The next prompt is for the Next Dimension Point. Select the desired dimension
point similar to the first and second ponits. The second dimension segment will
be placed from the first point selected to the point selected in this prompt, with
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the dimension line located as selected in the previous prompt. If the Dimension
Mode is Manual, BuildersCAD will promt for the Manual Dimension Text.
BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for the Next Dimension Point. Select
the desired point(s) similar to above. As each dimension point is selected, the
dimension segment will be placed from the first point to the point selected using
the current dimension parameters. The dimension line will be located the same
relative distance from the last dimension line as the distance between the first
two dimension lines. If the Dimension Mode is Manual, BuildersCAD will
prompt for the Manual Dimension Text for each segment as it is placed. An F10
selection or <cr> (Enter) input at this prompt will send the command back to the
First Dimension Point prompt, allowing you to start another set of stacked
dimensions.

p4
p3

5’-0”
p2

p1

11’-0”
6’-0”

6’-0”
5’-0”
p5

5’-0”
p6

Note 1: During the process of selecting dimension points, if a window or door is
selected using the F8 key, the window or door will be dimensioned automatically. The horizontal dimension will be to the jambs, and the vertical dimension of the window or door will appear below the horizontal
dimension.
Note 2: If align mode in on, this series of dimension segments rotate around the
first measure point.
Note 3: If the Dimension Text Location parameter is set to Prompt, BuildersCAD will prompt for the dimension text location after the dimension
line segment has been placed in the drawing. Select the desired location
for the dimension text using the F1 key. The text will then be placed.
Note that even though the text may be located away from the dimension
line, the dimension text is still associated with the individual dimension
line segment.
This command repeats. An <Enter> key or F10 input at the First Dimension Point
prompt will exit the command.

ANGULAR DIMENSION ARC: This command adds an angular
dimension arc for the 2 specified lines.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the First Line for the Dimension. Select the
desired existing line in the database using the F1 or F5 key.
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BuildersCAD will next prompt for the Second Line for the Dimension. Select
the desired existing line as above.
The next prompt is for the Position of the Dimension Arc. Select a point along
one of the two lines using the F1 key.
If the Dimension Mode is Automatic (Auto), the dimension arc will be
placed using the current dimension parameters. The word "DEG" will be
appended to the end of the calculated angle between the two lines (in
degrees).
If the Dimension Mode is Manual, BuildersCAD will prompt for the
Manual Dimension Text to be placed. The calculated angle between the two
lines will be given on the Prompt Choice menu as the default. The dimension
arc will be placed using the current dimension parameters and the specified
dimension text.

p2
p3

0
45.

G
DE

p1

Note 1: If the dimension text orientation parameter is set to parallel, the dimension text will be rotated relative to the common center point of the 2
selected line segments. Otherwise, it will be fixed horizontally or vertically.
This command repeats. An <Enter> key or F10 input at the First Line for Dimension prompt will exit the command.

DIAMETER DIMENSION: This command adds an diameter dimension segment for the specified circle (no arcs).
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the Circle to Dimension. Select the desired
existing circle in the database using the F1 key.
If the Dimension Mode is Automatic (Auto), the diameter dimension will be
placed parallel to the X axis through the center of the circle using the current
dimension parameters. The letter "D" will be appended to the diameter distance calculated.
If the Dimension Mode is Manual, BuildersCAD will highlight the
selected circle and prompt for the Manual Dimension Text to be placed. The
actual diameter calculated will be given on the Prompt Choice menu as the
default. The diameter dimension will be placed parallel to the X axis through
the center of the circle using the current dimension parameters.
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If an F10 input is given at the Circle to Dimension prompt BuildersCAD
will prompt for the two diameter dimension endpoints. These points will be
input without respect to the circle. Use Object Snap to locate the circle.

8’-0” D
p1

Note 1: If the align parameter is set to off, the diameter dimension line segment
will be added parallel to the X-axis of the current work plane. Otherwise, the dimension line segment will be added at the point used to
specify the circle, extending through the center of the circle, to the
opposite side.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for Circles to
Dimension until the Escape <esc> key or another command is selected.

RADIAL DIMENSION: This command adds an radial dimension segment for the specified circle or arc.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the Circle or Arc to Dimension. Select the
desired existing circle or arc in the database using the F1 key. The selected circle
or arc will highlight.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the Radial Dimension Leader/Text Reference Point. Select the desired point using the F1 or F2 key.
If the Dimension Mode is Automatic (Auto), the radius dimension will be
placed parallel to the X axis from the center of the circle or arc using the current dimension parameters. The letter "R" will be appended to the radius distance calculated.
If the Dimension Mode is Manual, BuildersCAD will highlight the
selected circle/arc and prompt for the Manual Dimension Text to be placed.
The actual radius calculated will be given on the Prompt Choice menu as the
default. The radius dimension will be placed parallel to the X axis from the
center of the circle/arc using the current dimension parameters.
If an F10 input is given at the Circle to Dimension prompt BuildersCAD
will prompt for the center point and rim point of the circle/arc to dimension.
These points will be input without respect to the circle. Use Object Snap to
locate the circle.
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p2

6” R

p1

Note 1: If the align parameter is set to off, the diameter dimension line segment
will be added parallel to the X-axis of the current work plane. Otherwise, the dimension line segment will be from the center of the circle/
arc to the rim point used to specify the circle.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for Circles/
Arcs to Dimension until the Escape <esc> key or another command is selected.

LEADER: This command adds a leader line to an existing dimension
string.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the Leader Position at the Pointer. This is
the end of the leader which is at the dimension line. Select the desired point using
the F1 or F2 key.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the Leader Position at the Dimension Text.
Select the desired point similar to above. The cursor will become a rubber band
line anchored at both points input above to visually aid in selecting the next
point.
BuildersCAD will now prompt for the leader bend point. Select this point
using the F1 or F10 key. The leader will be drawn using the current line parameters, with the current dimension symbol as the leader pointer symbol. If the bend
point was entered using the F1 key, the leader will be a 2 segment line from the
leader point at the pointer near the dimension line, to the bend point, to the leader
point near the dimension text. If the bend point was entered using the F10 key,
the bend point is omitted and the leader line is a single segment from the leader
point at the pointer near the dimension line to the leader point near the dimension
text.

p3

0’-9”
p2

0’-9”

p1

This command repeats. An <Enter> key or F10 input at the Leader Position at
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Pointer (first) prompt will exit the command.

AUTO-WALL DIMENSIONS: This command adds a continuous
dimension string projected from the specified cut-line across perpendicular walls.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the First Cut Line Point. The cut line is an
imaginary line which will be used to determine walls to be automatically dimensioned. Select the desired point using the F1 key.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the Next Cut Line Point. Select the desired
point similar to above. A temporary line will be drawn from the first point to the
second point selected. This prompt will repeat allowing you to input a continuous
running line for the cut line which jogs around wall segments which are not to be
dimensioned. An F10 input at this prompt will end the cut line input.
When the cut line input is finished, BuildersCAD will prompt for the Dimension Line Location. When selecting this location, keep in mind that the dimension line will be parallel to the cut line entered above. Select this point using the
F1, F2, F3 or F11 key.
If the Dimension Mode is Automatic (Auto), the string of associative dimension segments will be placed using the current dimension parameters.
If the Dimension Mode is Manual, BuildersCAD will prompt for the
Manual Dimension Text to be placed for each segment of the dimension
string determined by the cut line. The actual dimension length will be given
on the Prompt Choice menu as the default for each segment. Each dimension
string segment will be placed using the current dimension parameters.

p3

p1

3’-0”

11’-0”

p2

Note 1: The wall being crossed by the cut line must be perpendicular to the
dimension line, not necessarily the cut line, in order to be dimensioned.
Note 2: Both sides of a perpendicular wall will be dimensioned.
Centerlines
Additional Dimension commands for adding centerline indications may be found
on the Centerlines pop-up menu. This menu is displayed by selecting the Centerlines button under the Place heading on the DIMENSIONS application sub-menu.
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CIRCLE CENTERLINES: This dimensional aid adds 2 dashed line
segments perpendicular to one another through the center of the
selected circle. The centerlines are on the X and Y axis relative to the current
work plane.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Circle to Place the Centerline. Select the
desired existing circle using the F1 key. The two centerlines will be placed using
the current pen and color parameters. This prompt repeats allowing you to place
centerlines on multiple circles. An F10 selection or <Enter> input at this prompt
will exit the command.

offset
extension

Note 1: The Witness Line Extension value determines the portion of the
crosshairs extending beyond the circle. The Witness Line Offset value
determines the space in the dashed lines.

CIRCLES CENTERLINES: This dimensional aid adds 2 dashed
line segments through the center of the selected circles, relative to the
angle formed by both center points.
BuildersCAD will first prompt to Connect the Two Circle Centerlines. Select
Yes if the centerline along the axis common to the two circle centers is to be connected. Select No if the common axis centerline is not to be connected.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the First Circle to Place the Centerline.
Select the desired existing circle using the F1 key.
The next prompt is for the Second Circle to Place the Centerline. Select the
desired existing circle similar to above.
Two centerlines will be placed on each of the two circles using the current pen
and color parameters. On each of the two circles, one centerline will be parallel
to a line connecting the two center points of the circles, the other centerline will
be perpendicular to the first. If you answered Yes to the Connect Two Centerlines
(first) prompt, a colinear line segment will be added between the colinear centerlines of the two circles.
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Note 1: The Witness Line Extension value determines the portion of the
crosshairs extending beyond the circle. The Witness Line Offset value
determines the space in the dashed lines.
This command repeats. BuildersCAD will again prompt for the First Circle to
Place Centerline. An <Enter> key or F10 input at this prompt will exit the command.

Utilities
REMAKE WITNESS LINES: This command edits the properties of an existing witness line to the current property settings.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Dimension to Fix the Witness
Line. Select the desired existing dimension line nearest the end where the witness
line to be remade occurs. The witness line at that end of the dimension will be
remade to the current parameter setting, either Auto, Fixed, or None. This prompt
repeats allowing you to remake multiple dimension witness lines. An F10 selection or <Enter> input at this prompt will exit the command.

ASSOCIATIVITY CLEANUP: This command edits an existing
dimension segment with non-perpendicular witness lines (the measure point has been moved). The dimension end point is moved to
align with the measure point.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Dimension to Fix. Select the desired existing dimension line using the F1 key. The dimension line endpoints will be moved
to align perpendicular with the measure point (the point at the opposite end of the
witness line). Associative dimension text will be updated to reflect the new
dimension length. This prompt repeats allowing you to clean up multiple dimension lines. An F10 selection or <Enter> input at this prompt will exit the command.
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(Moved)

0’-9”

1’-0”

EDIT TEXT LOCATION: This command edits the location of
the text string relative to the dimension line. Refer to the discussion
of Change Text Location in the Special Edits section below.
EDIT TEXT STRING: This command edits the text string in a
dimension. Refer to the discussion of Change Text String in the Special Edits section below.
Special Edits
There are 3 Special Edits for each entity type, found on the EDIT pull
down menu at the bottom of the menu. As the entity type is selected under the
Entity Filter heading, the 3 Special Edit buttons at the bottom of the menu will
change, reflecting edits appropriate for the new Entity Filter selected. Refer to the
Edit and Entity Filters topics for more information.

CHANGE TEXT STRING: Edits the text string in a dimension.
Depending on the Search Method set, BuildersCAD will prompt for the
dimension(s) to change the text string.
BuildersCAD will then prompt for the Old String to Change and the New Text
String. Choices in the New Text String prompt allow you to change a manual
dimension to an auto (associative) dimension and vice versa, or to change a manual dimension text string. This prompt repeats allowing you to change multiple
dimension text strings. In Single Entity selection move, an F10 selection or
<Enter> input at the Dimension to Change Text String prompt will exit the command.

CHANGE TEXT LOCATION: Changes the location of the text string relative
to the dimension line.
Depending on the Search Method set, BuildersCAD will prompt for the
dimension(s) to change the text location.
BuildersCAD will then prompt for the New Text Location. Select the desired
point using the F1 key. The text will be re-placed. Note that even though the text
may be located away from the dimension line, the dimension text is still associ154
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ated with the individual dimension line segment.
This command repeats allowing you to move multiple dimension text strings. In
Single Entity selection mode, an F10 selection or <Enter> input at the Dimension to Move Text prompt will exit the command.

CHANGE TEXT PLANE: This command updates the dimension text to the
correct rotation for dimension strings which have been moved or copied with
rotation.

Shortcuts
A B3 (right mouse button) selection on the Dimensions button (dimension icon)
on the DRAW application menu invokes a fly-out menu with common dimension
commands. Selection of a command from this menu will automatically display
the dimensions Status menu.

Global Wall Dimen sion
The BuildersCAD Global Wall Dimension feature allows the user to define
the way a wall is to be dimensioned and then automatically apply that style of
dimensioning to every wall, groups of walls, or single walls in the database. The
Global Wall Dimension feature is found by selecting Global under the Dimension
heading on the DRAWING TOOLS menu, and is also found under Utilities on the
second CYCLE menu. The Global Wall Dimensioning utility is a very powerful
function with a great deal of flexibility that can dimension floor plans in a more
consistent manner. It is also a great time saving tool which takes a lot of the
monotony out of dimensioning floor plans.
There are several things to keep in mind in using this utility. It is written to be
used with BuildersCAD Walls only and will only place dimensions on the
preset wall dimension layer for each level. It will not allow manual dimensions
or prompted dimension text location as described in the general dimensioning
section. All other dimension parameters are allowed and will be used with this
utility. Indeed you may get unexpected results if your general dimension parameters are set strangely. For the most part the best results are achieved if the text and
line locations ar set to Inside. It may be helpful to experiment with some of the
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different settings in order to determine which settings work best for your individual application.
Wall endpoints also influence how well Global Wall Dimensioning works. Best
results are achieved if all wall intersections directly intersect into the wall being
dimensioned. The Display Wall Intersects utility found under Wall Utilities will
show if walls intersect properly. Poorly created walls and wall intersections can
create problems and may result in inconsistent dimension output if the walls are
not formed properly in the database. The Wall Laps must be turned to On to use
this utility.

The GLOBAL WALL DIMENSIONING pop-up menu is divided into two parts,
Place and Edit. The Place commands allow the user to globally place dimensions.
The Edit commands give the flexability to edit dimensions which have already
been placed. All of the commands which are associated with Global Dimensions
will automatically bring back the GLOBAL WALL DIMENSIONING menu when
exited using either F10 or Cancel.
Global Wall Dimensioning Place

SETUP GLOBAL DMN (DIMENSION):
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The GLOBAL WALL DIMENSIONING setup menu has a large graphic display at
the top portion which is a diagram of the wall points that may be selected for global dimensioning. It dictates how dimensioning points will be applied to beginning intersecting walls, openings, interior intersecting walls, and end intersecting
walls. When the buttons below the wall are depressed the point referenced by the
button will receive a dimension point when global dimensioning is applied to the
wall.
The Dimension Side section shows the options Inside and Outside. These options
refer to which side of the wall automatic dimensions are to be placed. To determine the orientation of the wall refer to the BuildersCAD wall label utility or
use the Wall Direction utility discussed below. The wall label utility always displays the label and wall number on the outside of the wall.
Dimension Offset refers to the distance from the running dimension line to the
wall.
Over-All Dimensions displays Yes or No and indicates whether or not to dimension the overall length of the wall
Overall Dimension Offset is the distance between the first running dimension
line and the overall dimension line. This must be indicated if Overall Dimensions
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is set to Yes.
Offset Dimension Text That Doesn’t Fit refers to automatically offsetting dimension text which does not fit between the witness lines.
Override Offset For Manual Wall Placement allows the user to override the
Dimension Offset to manually place the dimension lines at variable distances
from the wall edges. The user is prompted to indicate the dimension offset during
placement when this option is in effect.
Omit Dimension @ Indicated Length will allow the user to specify a dimension
length below which dimension text is not displayed. This option is useful for
omitting the width of an intersecting wall, or any narrow area which is not to be
dimensioned.
Replace Existing Dimension displays Yes or No. This feature will force the function to automatically replace a wall dimension already associated with a wall
when placing a new dimension string. This function will not replace dimensions
placed through the general dimension functions, only those place with the Global
Dimension utilities.
Three placement modes are available - Single, Area, and Level. When Single is
selected, walls are dimensioned one at a time by selecting the wall with the F1
key. When Area is selected, walls within a defined area or fence are dimensioned.
Level causes all walls on the current level to be dimensioned.
Search Wall Type is a filter which allows the user to specify the wall type (or all)
to search for when using the Area or Level placement modes.
Verify displays Yes or No. This feature will cause the program to stop and verify
the placement of dimensions for each wall encountered in the database.
The Global Dimensioning Styles section gives the ability to save current dimensioning parameters to a named style file, and recall those parameters for later use.
All parameters set in the GLOBAL WALL DIMENSIONING pop-up menu will be
saved as a style through selection of Make from the menu. This section provides
the ability to load a style name as the current style through the selection of Load.
Remake gives the ability to modify an existing style. Purge will remove an existing dimensioning style from the disk.
Create will execute the automatic dimensioning per the parameters which have
been set on the menu.

LEVEL: This button executes the Global Wall Dimensioning function without
bringing up the GLOBAL WALL DIMENSIONING SETUPS pop-up menu. All of
the current parameter settings displayed and set on the GLOBAL WALL DIMENSIONING SETUPS menu are used to place the dimension strings using the Level
placement mode. Refer to the Setup Global Dimension command documentation
above.
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AREA: This button executes the Global Wall Dimensioning function without
bringing up the GLOBAL WALL DIMENSIONING SETUPS pop-up menu. All of
the current parameter settings displayed and set on the GLOBAL WALL DIMENSIONING SETUPS menu are used to place the dimension strings using the Area
placement mode. Refer to the Setup Global Dimension command documentation
above.

SINGLE: This button executes the Global Wall Dimensioning function without
bringing up the GLOBAL WALL DIMENSIONING SETUPS pop-up menu. All of
the current parameter settings displayed and set on the GLOBAL WALL DIMENSIONING SETUPS menu are used to place the dimension strings using the Single
placement mode. Refer to the Setup Global Dimension command documentation
above.
SETUP INTERIOR DMN (DIMENSION): This button brings up the

AUTOMATIC DIMENSION SETUPS menu. This feature is used primarily to place

strings of interior wall dimensions. Five parameters affect how the dimensions
are placed.

Automatic Dimension To All Wall Edges will place a dimension string which
dimensions to the edges of walls.
Automatic Dimension To All Wall Centerlines will place a dimension string
which dimensions to the centerline of walls.
Offset Dimension Text That Doesn’t Fit will cause dimensions that don’t fit
between witness lines to be offset in order to be more readable.
Use Preset Standard Dimension Parameters determines whether the dimension
string placed will have the same attributes as the current dimension setup or will
use the default Drawing Tools dimension parameters.
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Automatic Dimension Omission Width will allow the user to specify a dimension
length below which dimension text is not displayed. This option is useful for
omitting the width of an intersecting wall, or any narrow area which is not to be
dimensioned.
Create will place the automatic dimension per the parameters set on the menu.
The user is prompted to select a Left End of Auto Dimensions and then a Right
End of Auto Dimensions. The next prompt is whether the dimension string is to
be horizontal, vertical, or angled. Next the program prompts to select an intersection point for the dimension. The walls intersected by this "line" will be dimensioned. The final prompt will be for the location of the dimension string. The
dimension string will be placed at the location selected.

CREATE: This utility will place automatic dimensions per the parameters set
on the SETUP INTERIOR DIMENSIONS menu. Refer to the Setup Interior
Dimensions command documentation above.
Global Wall Dimensioning Edit
The Edit functions on the GLOBAL WALL DIMENSIONING menu give a great
deal of flexibility when editing all dimensions. Note that the edit functions found
on this portion of the menu will work on all dimensions, including standard
dimensions, not just on those placed using the Global Wall Dimensioning functions described above.

FLIP SIDE: This function will "flip" the dimension string associated with the
wall to the opposite side of the wall.
MERGE: This function combines two adjacent dimensions in a dimension
string into one dimension. It will automatically remove the witness line between
the two dimensions.

INSERT: This function will break an existing dimension in the database into
two adjacent dimensions. Select the dimension line to be broken and then the feature point to be dimensioned. The existing dimension line will automatically be
replaced with two dimensions separated by a witness line.
WITNESS OFFSET: This feature gives the ability to change the offset of a
witness line. The two options available are Single and Line Intersect.
Single will change the offset to a specified point on the witness line.
Line Intersect will change the offset of a group of witness lines based on an imaginary line input across the witness lines.

ALIGN: This function will align a string of wall dimensions with another string
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of wall dimensions or with a Double Reference Point. Select the option Existing
Dimension or Dbl Ref Pnt followed by the dimension to change position, then the
dimension or point to align with. The entire set of dimensions that are associated
with the wall will be moved to be aligned with the new point. Refer to the Reference Points topic for more information on Double Reference Point.

SHOW WALL DIRECTION: This utility will show the orientation of a wall
by displaying on the screen the start and the end points of the wall and indicating
the outside direction of the wall. The program will prompt for the wall to show
direction, which is selected using the F1 key.
See Also
Catalog, Select, Object Snap, Lines, Text, Reference Points, and Walls Application.

DIRECTORIES
See Files for more information.

DISPLAY
In BuildersCAD, display refers to the image in the display window.

Ty p e s o f D i s p l a y
There are 2 basic types of displays, raster and vector.

RASTER: A raster display consists of painted pixels only. These image files
(.sc and .bmp) can be saved, loaded, or deleted from the VIEW menu.

VECTOR: A vector display consists of the objects in the current drawing. This
display image can be rotated, panned, or zoomed.
The current view affects the rotation of the current display (XYZ axes orientation).
Note 1: The term image is used in the BuildersCAD menus to refer to raster
files.

View Control Bar
The View Control Bar is located in the lower-right corner of the display window
and contains commands to change the view of the drawing. See View Control
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Bar for more information

V i e w C o n t r o l To o l b a r
The View Control Toolbar is located by default at the top of the BuildersCAD
window. This toolbar duplicates the view control functions of the View Control
Bar in a dockable MS Windows toolbar. See the Windows Toolbars topic for
more information

Special Display Commands

The Special Display commands are available from the VIEW pop-up menu
accessed from the View Control Bar and do not affect the data in the current
drawing or the current view angles.
Special Display

DISPLAY LAYER: Displays all entities in a specific layer in the current view.
This does not affect the current layer mode configuration.
DISPLAY PEN: Displays all entities having the pen property set to the specified pen value.

DISPLAY RI: Displays all repeated items (RI) with the specified name.
CLEAR & REDRAW ALL WINPORTS: clears the display window of all
images and repaints the current vector displays for all winports.

DISPLAY DATA POINTS: Displays temporary ghost blips (‘X’) at all data
points. These blips will be cleared the next time the display window is redrawn.

REDRAW (SCREEN RETAIN): repaints the current vector display without
clearing the display window first.

CLEAR SCREEN: clears the display window of all images.
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Screen Image

LOAD IMAGE FILE: loads the specified raster file into the display window.
Once loaded, they can not be rotated, panned, or zoomed and if the display window is redrawn the image will be lost. Note that this is simply painting the screen
with the specified image and is not the same as placing a Raster Entity.

SAVE IMAGE FILE: saves the current image in the display window to the
specified raster file.

DELETE IMAGE
be undone.

FILE: deletes a raster file from the hard disk. This can not

See Also
Color, Display Window, Images, View, View Control Bar, Raster Entity, Raster
Background, Windows Toolbars, and Winports.

DISPLAY COORDINATES
See Coordinate Display for more information.

DISPLAY LIST
The display list enables BuildersCAD to display faster by maintaining information
on how to generate graphic objects from layer data.

Display List Files
Each layer (.ly) file in a database has its own corresponding display list (.dl) file.
Where as the layer file stores the important data (object type, data points, and
properties), the display list file stores the stroking data. Stroking data is the individual strokes to display a repeated item (RI), text, or pattern (etc.).
Display list files are non-critical files, they can be regenerated from their layer
counterpart. Due to their larger file size, they may be omitted/removed from
project backups/archives. If removed, they are automatically regenerated when
their corresponding layer is loaded.

PLOTTING: Since BuildersCAD plots from the display list files, active
projects should not remove them.
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Display List Points
At the end of each stroked segment in the display list is a display list point. These
points can be snapped to with the F11 point input key.

Commands
It is recommended to work with the display list on for increased performance.

DISPLAY LIST ON/OFF: toggles on or off from the PREFERENCE pop-up
menu:

• On - as objects are added to the layer, they are also added to the display
list. As objects are redisplayed on the screen, they are read from the display list.

• Off - as objects are added to the layer, they are not added to the display list.
The 2 corresponding files become out of sync. As objects are redisplayed
on the screen, they are read from the layer data

REGENERATE DISPLAY LIST: If the display list file becomes out of sync
with their corresponding layer file. Objects on the screen become un-selectable
or objects are plotted which do not show up on the screen. Then you must regenerate the display list.
There are two locations for accessing this function: FILE > TOOLS and LAYER
TOOLS menus.

BuildersCAD will prompt for the Layer Name or Number to Regenerate the
Display list. The Choice menu above the prompt line will display the following
options: EXIT, WORK, ALL, ALL RW, ALL DISP, RI, and PATTERN. Select
the desired option or enter the desired layer name or number at the keyboard and
Enter.
If the Regenerate Display List Option is EXIT, the command will terminate without updating any Display List files.
If the Regenerate Display List Option is WORK, the Display List will be regenerated for the current work layer only.
If the Regenerate Display List Option is ALL, the Display List will be regenerated for all read/write layers in the current drawing.
If the Regenerate Display List Option is ALL RW, the Display List will be regenerated for all read/write layers in the current drawing.
If the Regenerate Display List Option is ALL DISP, the Display List will be
regenerated for all layer that are on for display in the current drawing.
If the Regenerate Display List Option is RI, the Display List will be regenerated
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for all editable Repeated Items in the current drawing.
If the Regenerate Display List Option is PATTERN, the Display List will be
regenerated for all editable Patterns (crosshatch) in the current drawing.
If a Layer Name or Number is entered at the Option prompt, the Display List will
be regenerated for the specified layer only.
Mnemonic
The Regenerate Display List command may also be exectued from the mnemonic
command :dlcr. This command recreates the Display List on all layers.

See Also
Layer and Preferences.

DISPLAY OUTPUT
See Output Units for more information.

DISPLAY WINDOW
The display window is the drawing area of the BuildersCAD menu system. The display window can be divided up into multiple winports.

See Also
Winports.

DISTANCE ABSOLUTE
See Coordinate System for more information.

DOORS
See Openings and the Wall Opening Placement section of the Walls Application topic
for more information.

DORMER
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See Roofs Application for more information.

DOT GRID
See Screen for more information.

DOUBLE REFERENCE POINT
See Reference Points for more information.

DRAG MODE
In BuildersCAD the behavior of the cursor can be set to assist the user in drawing
and editing or copying objects. When drag is on the cursor will visually reflect the
action being performed. There are two parameters which differentiate the action to be
affected and each can be set separately.

CURSOR WINDOW DRAG: Drawing lines, rectangles, circles, arc and placing repeated items. If drag is set on the cursor will attempt to reflect the object
while executing the command. This can be set in the PREFERENCES pop-up
REPEATED ITEM SETUP menu.
CURSOR ENTITY DRAG: Executing edit moves and copy actions. If drag is
set on the cursor will reflect the action being performed on the object as the command is performed. This parameter can be set in the PREFERENCES pop-up
menu and in both the EDIT and COPY menus.
See Also
Copy, Cursor, Edit, Preferences, and Repeated Item.

DRAWINGS
In the architectural sense of the word, a drawing is a floor plan, reflected ceiling plan,
building section, detail, etc.

Organization
Unlike other CAD systems where a drawing is organized as a single file and layers are sub-divisions within that file - a BuildersCAD drawing is organized as
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a collection of layer files. It is the principal means for opening multiple layers in
BuildersCAD.
Since each layer is an individual file in BuildersCAD, it allows a layer to be
shared among multiple drawings. When a layer file is shared, the first opened
drawing has read-write access to those shared layers. If another drawing with the
same shared layers in use it will have read-only permissions for those layers.
A drawing accesses only the layer files required to formulate an architectural
drawing, leaving the remaining layers not shared in the drawing available for use
modification.
Every database has at least one drawing - master.dr. This is the default drawing
for all layers in the database. In BuildersCAD, because the layer management is done automatically, the program must have access to all layers. BuildersCAD will automatically access, and create layers as needed. For this reason
work in BuildersCAD must be done with the default master drawing master.dr loaded. While other drawing files which may contain only some of the layers of the database may be created with BuildersCAD for reasons such as
plotting, all drawing and framing functions must be done in the master.dr.

Drawing Register File
In the technical sense, a drawing is a text file, which lists the layer files in a
drawing. This text file is called a drawing register file and is designated with a
“.dr” extension. Master.dr is a reserved drawing register file, it contains the list
of all model layers in the database. Other drawings may be created which include
only a portion of this layer list.
See Drawing Register File for more informatiom.

Commands
CREATING/EDITING A DRAWING REGISTER: See Drawing Manager
menu for more information.

OPENING A DRAWING: Drawings may be opened by selecting the project
or project page bar on the DESKTOP menu. This opens the PROJECT PAGE /
DATABASE DRAWING / SHEET SELECT Menu, the configuration of which
depends on the Project Mode setting. The desired drawing may then be opened
from the SELECT menu.

The Select menus may also be reached by selecting FILE > OPEN. If the desired
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drawing is listed in the most-recently-used list, it may be opened from this list by
selecting it. See Open for more information.
When a drawing is opened, the following prompt will appear:
Unload active {drawing,sheet}?
[yes] [no] [save/unload]

Select [yes] to unload the current drawing or sheet, or select [no] to cancel the
operation. If the current drawing or sheet has been modified, the [save/
unload] option will be presented and may be selected to save the changes prior
to unloading.

DELETING AN EXISTING DRAWING: To delete an existing drawing,

select the file button (flat file icon) on the DESKTOP menu to invoke the FILE
pull-down menu. Select the delete button (red X icon) to invoke the DELETE popup menu, select the delete drawing register button (3rd from the top).
Database name for drawing?
[<name>.db] [MENU] [OTHER]

Enter the name of the parent database for the drawing to be deleted. The current
database name is displayed and may be selected, or the [MENU] option may be
used to search for the desired database.
Drawing to remove?
[EXIT] [MENU] [OTHER]

Enter the name of the drawing to be deleted or use the [MENU] option to search
for the desired sheet. (Note that a current drawing cannot be removed and will
need to be unloaded before attempting to delete it.)
Remove <name>.dr?
[def: YES] [yes] [no]

BuildersCAD asks for confirmation before actually deleting the drawing. To
continue, select [yes]. The drawing will then be erased from the disk.
Important: Deleting a drawing is a permanent operation and cannot be undone, so
be sure that this is the desired result prior to executing this command. However,
as the DELETE menu indicates, this operation erases only the “.dr” drawing registry file and leaves all layer files intact.

See Also
Database, Drawing Register File, Drawing Manager, Files, Layers, Model Space,
Open, Project Page, and Sheets.
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DRAWING MANAGER
The Drawing Manager allows you to manage all aspects of drawings, including creating
new drawings, deleting existing drawings, and determining which layers in the database
are included in each drawing, and the read-write permissions of those layers within the
drawing.
The Drawing Manager also allows you to create, rename, and delete layers within the
database. Layers may be renumbered in order to determine their display (and plot) order
within each drawing.
In BuildersCAD, because the layer management is done automatically, the program
must have access to all layers. BuildersCAD will automatically access, and create
layers as needed. For this reason work in BuildersCAD must be done with the
default master drawing master.dr loaded, and with all layers within master.dr having
read/write permissions. While other drawing files which may contain only some of the
layers of the database may be created with BuildersCAD for reasons such as plotting, all drawing and framing functions must be done in the master.dr.
This function is recommended for advanced users only! It is not available on the BuildersCAD menus. To create a new, or edit an existing drawing, type the mnemonic command mn_drmgr;init at the keyboard and press Enter.
When the Drawing Manager is started, it will prompt for the database in which to manage drawings. Enter the database in the current Project Directory (working directory) to
manage, or select it from the Browse menu. Note that the database and all drawings in it
must not be in use or currently loaded. This is because the Drawing Manager manipulates all drawing files within the database at once.
Once a database is selected, the DRAWING MANAGER menu will display.
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General Commands
The general commands are found at the lower right corner of the menu.

EXIT: Selection of this button exits the DRAWING MANAGER menu and clears
the menu from the screen.
APPLY: Selection of this button applies any changes made to the Drawings /
Layers and writes all drawing files in the database to the disk. No changes are
saved until this button is selected. In addition to saving all drawings in the database, when the Apply button is selected, any other changes are made including
new layers added to the disk, layer files renamed, deleted layer files removed
from the disk, new drawing files added, and deleted drawing files removed from
the disk.
If changes have been made to any of the drawings, the bar on the left side of the
Apply button will be illuminated in yellow, warning that there are unsaved
changes. If write permission is denied for the Drawing Manager (see the Permissions section below) or if any drawing in the database is currently in use (loaded),
the bar on the left side of the Apply button will be illuminated in red, indicating
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that changes are not allowed.

Database
This box displays the database name of the database being worked on in the
Drawing Manager. This database should not be active (loaded) by the current
user or any other user on a network.
Selection of this box will clear the DRAWING MANAGER menu from the screen
and prompt for another database to manage. Note that if there are unsaved
changes for the database being managed currently, BuildersCAD will prompt
to save the changes before prompting for a new database selection.

Drawing / Layer Grid
The Drawing Manager main grid menu displays all layers in the database along
the left side, and all drawings in the database (other than master.dr) across the
top. The layers are read from the master drawing, and the numbers shown for
them are from master.dr. The layers are sorted in numerical order. Drawings are
displayed left to right alphabetically by drawing name. The grid displays the
inclusion and read/write status of each layer (row) within each drawing (column).
All databases must have a master drawing (master.dr). The master drawing
should contain all layers which are in the database.
Layer List Fields

NUMBER: A number that represents BuildersCAD‘s internal identification
of the layer. The maximum number of model layers is 99,999,999, which, in
addition to layer 0, makes a total of 100 million layers.
NAME: The name of the layer, which is also the layer file name (.ly).
Note 1: Changing the layer name affects all drawings and sheets in any database
which reference that layer.
Layer List Fields Selection:
Left click on a layer Number, or Name:

Selects and highlights the selection for further action using the Layer commands below. If the selected layer is already highlighted, a left click selection de-selects the layer.
Right click on a layer Number, or Name:

Selects and highlights the layer and executes the Layer Renumber command
or Layer Rename command, depending on the specific box selected. See the
description of the Layer Renumber and Layer Rename commands below.
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Layer List Slidebar and the Mouse
Scroll Wheel
If the number of layers in the database exceeds 18 layers, the layer list slidebar is invoked. The slidebar is located to the right of the layer/drawing grid
and displays the size and location of the portion of the layer list displayed in
the menu relative to the entire list. Similar to other slidebars in BuildersCAD, a left click on the up or down arrow on the slidebar pages the layer
list and layer/drawing grid up or down 1 line. A right click on the up or down
arrow on the slidebar pages the layer list and layer/drawing grid up or down
1 page - 18 lines in this case. Selection on the slidebar pages the layer list
and layer/drawing grid to the portion of the list selected. Scrolling the mouse
scroll wheel up or down while the cursor is over the layer list or layer slidebar will page the layer list and layer/drawing grid up or down 1 line for each
click of the mouse scroll wheel.
Drawing List Fields

NAME: The name of the drawing, which is also the layer file name (.dr).
Drawing List Selection:
Left click on a drawing Name:

Selects and highlights the selection for further action using the Drawing
commands below. If the selected drawing is already highlighted, a left click
selection de-selects the drawing.
Right click on a drawing Name:

Selects and highlights the drawing and executes the Drawing Preview command. See the description of the Drawing Preview command below.
Drawing List Slidebar and the
Mouse Scroll Wheel
If the number of drawings in the database exceeds 10 drawings, the drawing
list slidebar is invoked. The slidebar is located below the layer/drawing grid
and displays the size and location of the portion of the drawing list displayed
in the menu relative to the entire list. Similar to other slidebars in BuildersCAD, a left click on the left or right arrow on the slidebar pages the drawing list and layer/drawing grid left or right 1 line. A right click on the left or
right arrow on the slidebar pages the drawing list and layer/drawing grid left
or right 1 page - 10 lines in this case. Selection on the slidebar pages the
drawing list and layer/drawing grid to the portion of the list selected. Scrolling the mouse scroll wheel up or down while the cursor is over the drawing
list or drawing slidebar will page the drawing list and layer/drawing grid left
(scroll up) or right (scroll down) 1 line for each click of the mouse scroll
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wheel.
Layer / Drawing Grid
The Layer / Drawing Grid displays the inclusion and read-write status for
each layer and drawing in the database. If the box for a given layer (row) and
drawing (column) is green with "RW" in it, the layer is included in the drawing with read-write status. If the box is red with "RO" in it, the layer is
included in the drawing read-only. If the box is gray with no text, the layer is
not included in the drawing.
Layer / Drawing Grid Selection:
Left click on a Layer / Drawing Grid box:

Toggles the inclusion status of the layer (row) in the drawing (column). If the
layer is currently included in the drawing and the permission for the layer
(read-write or read-only) is the same as the current Inclusion Permission setting, selecting it will exclude it from the drawing. If the layer is not currently
included or the permission for the layer is different from the Inclusion Permission setting, selecting the box will include the layer using the permission
as set by the Inclusion Permission setting found just below the Layer / Drawing Grid.
Right click or <Shift> - click on a Layer / Drawing Grid box:

Invokes a Block selection. This allows you to include or exclude a group
(block) of layers in a drawing all at once. The first right click or <Shift>
click selection sets the first layer in the block. The display will show the box
in black. The second right click or <Shift> click selects the last layer in the
block and also determines the function - either inclusion or exclusion and the
read-write permissions. If the layer for the second box selected is currently
in the drawing and the read/write status of the layer is the same as the Inclusion Permission setting, the entire block of layers (first selection to second
selection inclusive) will be excluded from the drawing. If the layer for the
second box selected is included but the read-write status of the layer is different than the Inclusion Permission setting, the permissions for the entire
block will be changed to the permission indicated by the Inclusion Permission setting. If the layer for the second box selected is not included in the
drawing, the entire block of layers will be included in the drawing with permissons set as indicated by the Inclusion Permission setting.
Block selection is currently limited to including a group of layers in a single
drawing (selection in a column). If a box is selected using a right click or
<Shift> click for the second selection and is in a different column (drawing)
than the first block selection, the first selection is cleared and the selected
box becomes the first selection for another block. If a box is selected using a
left-click after a first block selection, the block selection is cleared and the
function for the left click selection is executed as described above.
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Layer / Drawing Grid Mouse Scroll
Wheel
Scrolling the mouse scroll wheel up or down while the cursor is over the
Layer / Drawing Grid will page the layer list and layer/drawing grid up or
down 1 line for each click of the mouse scroll wheel.

INCLUSION PERMISSION: This box displays the Inclusion Permission setting which may be either Read/Write (displayed in green) or Read Only (displayed in red) This setting is used to set the permissions of included layers in a
drawing. In the Layer/Drawing Grid if a layer is not included in a drawing,
selecting the box for that layer will include it in the drawing with permissions as
indicated by this setting. This setting is also used to determine the read/write permission of new layers created in the Drawing Manager Layer Add function.
Selection of this box toggles the Inclusion Permission between Read Write and
Read Only.

Master Drawing Commands
The Master Drawing commands are found in the lower left portion of the DRAWING MANAGER menu.

SYNCHRONIZE ALL DRAWING LAYER NUMBERS TO MASTER.DR: The number assigned to a given layer is done by drawing. A given
layer may have different layer numbers in different drawings in which it is
included. The number given a layer within a drawing must be unique within that
drawing. Since display and plot order is by layer number, this allows you to vary
the order of layers in different drawings. Selection of this button will synchronize
the numbering for a given layer in all drawings, setting the number assigned to
the layer in master.dr as the number for the layer in any drawing in which it is
included. If the number happens to be in use by another layer in a given drawing,
by an external database layer (since all layers within the database will sync with
master.dr), the external database layer will be given the next available number
within that drawing.

UPDATE MASTER.DR LAYERS FROM DISK: The master drawing
should contain a reference to all model layers in the database. In some cases it is
possible for a layer to be added to a database without it being included in the
master.dr, or for a layer to be in the master drawing list that is not actually in the
database. Selection of this button will read the master drawing list and check to
be sure each layer is actually on the disk in teh database. It will subtract any layers from the master drawing list that it does not find on the disk. It will then
check the disk for any layers that are not included in the master drawing and add
them to the list. The next available number in master.dr will be assigned to each
layer added. The Layer list and Layer / Drawing Grid will redisplay to show the
new layers. The function will also give a summary message indicating how many
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layers were subtracted and added from the master drawing list.
Note 1: Sheet layer are excluded from the master drawing and are handled separately.

PREVIEW: Selection of this button will invoke the Drawing Preview function
with the Master Drawing as the drawing being previewed.
Layer Commands
The Layer commands are found at the bottom of the DRAWING MANAGER
menu.

NEW: Selection of the Layer New button will bring up the DRAWING MANAGER LAYER ADD menu which allows you to add a new layer to the database.

LAYER NUMBER (master.dr) - This box displays the layer number that will
be used for the new layer. Selecting the box allows you to set the njmber.
The default <NEXT> will use the next available number in the master drawing. Note that the layer number must be unique in master.dr.
LAYER NAME - This box displays the layer name that will be used for the

new layer. Selecting the box allows you to set the name. The default <NUMBER> will use the layer number as the name. Note that the layer name is
also the file name for the layer on disk. Each layer name in a database must
be unique in that database.
LAYER DESCRIPTION - This box displays the layer description that will be

used for the new layer. Selecting the box allows you to set the description.
The default is <NONE>. The layer description is an optional user defined
text string used to further describe the contents of the layer. Use of layer
descriptions is highly recommended.
RESET DEFAULT VALUES - Selection of this button resets the default val-
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ues for layer number, name, and description. The layer number is set to
<NEXT>, the layer name is set to <NUMBER>, and the layer description is
set to <NONE>.
ADD LAYER - Selection of this button adds the new layer to the database
using the parameters specified above.

Note 1: If the <NEXT> option is used for the layer number, the Drawing Manager checks for the next available number in the master drawing.
Note 2: The new layer name, whether explicitly set or determined by using the
<NUMBER> setting, must be available (unused in the database) or the
new layer creation wil generate an error and the new layer will not be
added.
Note 3: The new layer will be added to the master drawing with permissions
(Read Only or Read Write) as determined by the Inclusion Permission
setting.
Note 4: To create manu layers quickly, you can accept the defaults and select the
Add New Layer To Database button multiple times to create a series of
consecutive layers. You can then rename and/or renumber them on the
Drawing Manager menu.
Note 5: New layers are added to the layer list, however since the database is not
currently loaded, the new layer(s) is/are not actually created on the disk
until the Apply button is selected.
EXIT - Selection of this button clears the DRAWING MANAGER LAYER
ADD pop-up menu from the screen.

DELETE: Selection of the Layer Delete button allows you to delete a layer
from the database. A layer must be selected on the layer list before this button is
selected.
WARNING: Selection of this button will delete the layer (including anything
drawn on it) from the disk. This is permanent! The layer reference will be
removed from the master drawing and any other drawing where it was included.
Note 1: Deleted layers are removed from the layer list, however since the database is not currently loaded, the layer(s) is/are not actually deleted from
the disk until the Apply button is selected.

RENUMBER: Selection of the Layer Renumber button allows you to change
the layer number in the master drawing for the selected layer. A layer must be
selected on the layer list before this button is selected. BuildersCAD will
prompt for the new layer number. Note that the new number must be unique in
the master drawing.
Note 1: If the Renumber Layer button is selected using a left click, the layer
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number is changed to the new number given in the master drawing only.
If the Renumber Layer button is selected using a right click, the layer
number is changed to the new number given in the master drawing and
in all drawings in which the layer is included. If the Drawing Manager is
changing the layer number across all drawings and in a given drawing,
the new number is in use, the new number is assigned to the selected
layer and the layer which previously had the number is assigned the next
available number in the drawing.

RENAME: Selection of the Layer Rename button allows you to change the
layer name in the database. A layer must be selected on the layer list before this
button is selected. BuildersCAD will prompt for the new layer name. Note
that the new name must be unique in the database.
Note 1: The layer name is changed in all drawings within the database where the
layer is referenced since the reference is to the same actual layer.
Note 2: When a layer is renamed, if the layer is referenced in a drawing outside
of the database in which the layer resides, the layer name is Not changed
in this drawing. Loading a drawing which references a layer that does
not exist will give a non-fatal error during the load.
Note 3: Renamed layers are changed on the layer list, however since the database is not currently loaded, the layer(s) is/are not actually changed on
the disk until the Apply button is selected.

SEARCH: Selection of the Layer Search button allows you to search for a

known layer name in the database. BuildersCAD will prompt for the layer
name to search. If found, the layer list will page to display the layer and it will be
selected and highlighted.

Drawing Commands
The Drawing commands are found at the bottom of the DRAWING MANAGER
menu.

NEW: Selection of the Drawing New button allows you to add a new drawing
to the database. BuildersCAD will prompt for the new drawing name. The
drawing name given must be unique to the database. The new drawing will be
added to the Drawing list across the top of the Drawing Manager Layer/Drawing
grid, sorted alphabetically. The Drawing List and Layer/Drawing Grid will redisplay with the new drawing selected and highlighted.
Note 1: New drawings are added to the drawing list, however since the database
is not currently loaded, the drawing(s) is/are not actually added to the
disk until the Apply button is selected.
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DELETE: Selection of the Drawing Delete button allows you to delete a drawing from the database. A drawing must be selected on the drawing list before this
button is selected.
Note 1: When a drawing is deleted, only the drawing reference file is removed.
Any layers referenced in the deleted drawing are not removed and still
exist in the database.
Note 2: Deleted drawings are removed from the drawing list, however since the
database is not currently loaded, the drawing(s) is/are not actually
deleted from the disk until the Apply button is selected.
Note 3: The master drawing (master.dr) may not be deleted.

RENAME: Selection of the Drawing Rename button allows you to change the
drawing name in the database. A drawing must be selected on the drawing list
before this button is selected. BuildersCAD will prompt for the new drawing
name. Note that the new name must be unique in the database. The Drawing List
and Layer/Drawing Grid will be resorted alphabetically to reflect the new drawing name and the Drawing List and Layer/Drawing Grid will be redisplayed with
the renamed drawing selected and highlighted.
Note 1: Renamed drawings are changed on the drawing list, however since the
database is not currently loaded, the drawing(s) is/are not actually
changed on the disk until the Apply button is selected.
Note 2: The master drawing (master.dr) may not be renamed.

DUPLICATE: Selection of the Drawing Duplicate button allows you to copy
the list of layers included and their read-write status from one drawing to another.
A drawing must be selected on the drawing list before this button is selected.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the drawing to be duplicated and give a choice
of up to the first 10 drawings in the database. The choice list will include master.dr, but will not include the selected drawing (since a drawing cannot duplicate
itself) If the desired drawing to duplicate is in the database but not on the choice
menu, it may be entered manually at the keyboard. The layers included and their
read-write status will be duplicated from the given drawing to the selected drawing on the Drawing list. The Layer/Drawing Grid will be redisplayed to show the
updated layer inclusions.
Note 1: The layers included the master drawing (master.dr) may not be duplicated from another drawing. The master drawing by definition includes
all layers in the database.

PREVIEW: Selection of the Drawing Preview button will invoke the Drawing
Preview function with the selected drawing as the drawing being previewed. A
drawing must be selected on the drawing list before this button is selected.
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Note 1: This function may also be invoked by selecting the drawing on the
drawing list using a right click.

Drawing Preview
Either the master drawing or a selected drawing on the Drawing list may be previewed by selecting the Preview button under the Master Drawing or Drawing
Commands heading respectively. The DRAWING MANAGER menu will change
to Preview mode which displays a list of layers included the selected drawing.
Only the one selected drawing is displayed. This menu has additional functions
for manipulating the selected drawing.

DATABASE: This box displays the database name of the database being
worked on in the Drawing Manager. This database should not be active (loaded)
by the current user or any other user on a network.
Selection of this box will clear the DRAWING MANAGER menu from the screen
and prompt for another database to manage. Note that if there are unsaved
changes for the database being managed currently, BuildersCAD will prompt
to save the changes before prompting for a new database selection.

DRAWING NAME: This box displays the name of the drawing being preBuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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viewed. Selection of the box allows you to change the drawing name. BuildersCAD will prompt for the new drawing name. Note that the new name must be
unique in the database.
Note 1: Renamed drawings are changed on the drawing list, however since the
database is not currently loaded, the drawing(s) is/are not actually
changed on the disk until the Apply button is selected.
Note 2: The master drawing (master.dr) may not be renamed.

DRAWING DESCRIPTION: This box displays the description of the drawing
being previewed. A drawing description is a user defined text string that can be
used to describe the contents or purpose of the drawing - for example "First Floor
Plan". Selection of the box allows you to change the drawing description.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the new description.
PREVIEWED DRAWING LAYER LIST: This portion of the menu displays
a list of the layers included in the previewed drawing. The list includes the layer
number for the drawing, the layer name, the layer description, the layer read/
write status, and if the layer is from an external database, the name of that database.
Previewed Drawing Layer List
Fields

NUMBER: The boxes in this column display the number that represents
BuildersCAD‘s internal identification of the layer for the previewed drawing.
Selection of a box allows you to change the layer number for the previewed
drawing only. A right click selection in the Layer Number column will toggle the
DRAWING MANAGER menu back to the Layer/Drawing Grid .
Note 1: If the drawing being previewed is the master drawing (master.dr) and
the layer number box is selected with a right click, the number for the
layer will be changed to the given number for the master drawing and all
drawings in which the selected layer is included.

NAME: The boxes in this column display the name of the layer, which is also
the layer file name (.ly). Selection of the box allows you to change the layer
name. A right click selection in the Layer Name column will toggle the DRAWING MANAGER menu back to the Layer/Drawing Grid .
Note 1: Changing the layer name affects all drawings and sheets in any database
which reference that layer.
Note 2: If the layer is from an external database, the layer name may not be
changed.
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DESCRIPTION: The boxes in this column display the layer description. A
layer description is a user defined text string that can be used to describe the contents of the layer. The layer description is the same for a given layer in all drawings in which the layer is included. Selection of the box allows you to change the
layer description. A right click selection in the Layer Description column will
toggle the DRAWING MANAGER menu back to the Layer/Drawing Grid .
Note 1: If the layer is from an external database, the layer description may not
be changed.

PERMISSIONS: The boxes in this column display the layer permissions for
the layers in the previewed drawing. The layer may be included in the drawing
either Read-Write (box displayed in green with "RW") or Read-Only (box displayed in red with "RO"). Selection of a box toggles the permissions for the layer
in the previewed drawing between Read-Write and Read-Only. A right click or
<Shift> click selection in a permissions box invokes a block selection. This
allows you to change the Read/Write permissions of a group (block) of layers in
the drawing all at once. The first right click or <Shift> click selection sets the
first layer in the block. The display will show the permissions box in black. The
second right click or <Shift> click selects the last layer in the block and also
determines whether the block is set to read-write or read-only. If the layer for the
second box selected is currently read-write, the entire block (from first box to
second box selected inclusive) is set to read-only. If the layer for the second box
selected is read-only, the entire block is set to read-write. If a box is selected
using a left click after the first block selection, the block is cleared and just the
selected permissions box is toggled.
EXTERNAL DATABASE: The boxes in this column display the external
database name for a layer if the layer comes from a database other than the one
being managed in the Drawing Manager. If the layer comes from the currently
managed database, the box is blank. Selection on a box with a database name will
allow you to drop the layer from the currently previewed drawing. The layer is
not deleted from the disk, but only the reference to it is dropped from the drawing. A right click selection in the External Database column will toggle the
DRAWING MANAGER menu back to the Layer/Drawing Grid .
Note 1: The master drawing should not contain any external layers. By definition, the master drawing includes all layers in the given database, and
only layers in that database.
Note 2: The Drawing Manager only allows you to view external layers in a
drawing, change their number in a given drawing, or drop them from the
drawing. Layers from external databases may not be added to a drawing
using the Drawing Manager.

Drawing Preview Commands
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The Drawing Preview commands are found at the bottom of the DRAWING
MANAGER PREVIEW menu.

LOAD DRAWING: Selection of this button will exit the Drawing Manager,
clear the menu from the screen, and load the drawing that was being previewed.
If there are unsaved changes, the Drawing Manager will prompt to save them
before exiting.
Note 1: The drawing is loaded in File mode, even if Select By Project is set.

SYNCHRONIZE LAYER NUMBERS TO MASTER DRAWING: Selection of this button synchronizes all layer numbers in the previewed drawing to
those found in the master drawing for the same layers. If a number being changed
happens to be otherwise in use by an external layer in the drawing (since nonexternal layers will sync with master.dr) the in-database layer will be given the
number from master.dr and the external database layer will be given the next
available number within the drawing. Otherwise external layer numbers will
remain unchanged.
LIST DRAWING DATA TO FILE: Selection of this button writes working
database name, the previewed drawing name, and the drawing descripton to a
text file. Below this for all layers in the previewed drawing the layer number,
layer name, layer description, layer permissions, and layer external database data
are listed. The file is then opened in the default external text editor (the default is
Notepad). From here the file may be viewed, saved, or printed as needed.
PREVIOUS DRAWING: Selection of this button will preview the previous
drawing (alphabetically) on the Drawing list. If the first drawing on the list is
being previewed, selecting this button will preview the master drawing. If the
master drawing is being previewed, selecting the button will preview the last
drawing on the list.

NEXT DRAWING: Selection of this button will preview the next drawing
(alphabetically) on the Drawing list. If the last drawing on the list is being previewed, selecting this button will preview the master drawing. If the master
drawing is being previewed, selecting the button will preview the first drawing
on the list.

RETURN TO LAYER/DRAWING GRID: Selection of this button will
return the Drawing Manager display to the Layer/Drawing Grid.
Note 1: A right click selection in the Number, Name, Description, or External
Layer columns of the Drawing Manager Preview menu will also return
the Drawing Manager display to the Layer/Drawing Grid.
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Permissions
The Drawing Manager uses the BuildersCAD user permissions system in
which access to changing drawings may be restricted to specific users. The
Drawing Manager uses the block name "Drawing Manager" for permissions.
Refer to the Permissions topic for more information.

See Also
Drawing Register File, Layer, Lock Files, Sheet Register File, and Permissions.

DRAWING REGISTER FILE
A drawing register is a text file with a “.dr” extension that lists a set of layer and
library information associated with a particular drawing. When a drawing is opened, the
information contained within the drawing register is read and executed depending on
the record type.

Drawing Register Format
The following sample was extracted from “a21.dr”:
*@*dw
*@*ac
*@ly
*@ly
*@ly
*@ly
*@ly
*@ly
*@ly
*@ly
*@ly
*@ly
*@*wk
*@sy
*@sy
*@lt
*@lt
*@lt
*@ri
*@ri
*@ri
*@ri

;a21.dr;*dw;;a21.dr;Windows 2000/NT ;MMSW
sp#158;1st Floor Plan
0.00;a21.dr;*ac;0.00;;1;jlb Jun 29 2001
10:50:31;586
0;a21.dr;ly;0;common.ly;rw;none;COMMON LAYER
11;a21.dr;ly;11;pa1pch.ly;rw;sd;PLAN A2.1 POCHE
12;a21.dr;ly;12;pa1wal.ly;rw;sd;PLAN A2.1 WALLS
13;a21.dr;ly;13;pa1fxt.ly;rw;sd;PLAN A2.1 FIXTURES
14;a21.dr;ly;14;pa1pln.ly;rw;sd;PLAN A2.1 PLAN
15;a21.dr;ly;15;pa1dim.ly;rw;sd;PLAN A2.1 DIMENSIONS
16;a21.dr;ly;16;pa1key.ly;rw;sd;PLAN A2.1 KEYS
17;a21.dr;ly;17;pa1not.ly;rw;sd;PLAN A2.1 NOTES
18;a21.dr;ly;18;pa1rmn.ly;rw;sd;PLAN A2.1 ROOM
NAMES
19;a21.dr;ly;19;pa1grd.ly;rw;sd;PLAN A2.1
STRUCTURAL GRID
;a21.dr;*wk;;common.ly;12288;;
r;a21.dr;sy;r;fpln:y_fpln.sy;l;;
z;a21.dr;sy;z;comm:z_comm.sy;l;;
h;a21.dr;lt;h;hlc.lt;l;0;
i;a21.dr;lt;i;block+.lt;l;0;
z;a21.dr;lt;z;globe.lt;l;0;
5;a21.dr;ri;5;comm:z_comm.ri;l;;
6;a21.dr;ri;6;util:j_util.ri;l;;
7;a21.dr;ri;7;rilib.sys;l;;
8;a21.dr;ri;8;qsys:qsys.ri;l;;
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*@ri
*@ri
*@ri
*@ri
*@ri
*@ri
*@ri
*@ri
*@df
*@***

12;a21.dr;ri;12;util:j_arris.ri;l;;
15;a21.dr;ri;15;sys:mnlib.ri;l;;
16;a21.dr;ri;16;fpln:y_std.ri;l;;
17;a21.dr;ri;17;fpln:y_fpln.ri;l;;
18;a21.dr;ri;18;fpln:y_arris.ri;l;;
21;a21.dr;ri;21;fpln:y_std3d.ri;l;;
22;a21.dr;ri;22;detail:dt_detl.ri;l;;
23;a21.dr;ri;23;wrk:96008.ri;l;;
;a21.dr;df;;master.df;b;;
;a21.dr;***;;;;;

The drawing register file has a very specific format conforming to the Sirgen
database syntax, easily identified by the “*@” character sequence at the start of
each line. Each line is known as a record with individual fields separated by a
semi-colon.
The “*@” notation is a part of the key located in field #0. The key identified the
type of record on that particular line. As can be seen above, all records in the file
indicate the name of the drawing plan.dr in field #1. Field #2 repeats the key
identifier. The remainder of the fields, (#3 through #7) contain the remaining
record data.
Note 1: Although it is not generally recommended, the drawing register file can
be manually edited. However, ARRIS expects each record in the file
to adhere to a very specific format. Careless errors, as simple as including one too few or one too many semi-colons, can cause serious problems.

Register Records
The following discussion takes a closer look at the various types of records found
in these files.
Drawing Identification
*@*dw

;a21.dr;*dw;;a21.dr;Windows 2000/NT ;MMSW
sp#158;1st Floor Plan

This drawing identification record tracks the operating system (Windows
2000/NT), the type of machine (MMSW) and the specific spin number of
BuildersCAD used (sp#158) when the drawing was last saved. The last
field (Floor Plan) is an optional drawing descriptor which displays when
loading, to help identify the drawing.
Accounting Information
*@*ac

0.00;a21.dr;*ac;0.00;;1;jlb Jun 29 2001
10:50:31;586

This accounting record tracks the user who last saved the drawing ($GRUSR),
the date and time of the last save (Jun 29 2001 10:50:31), and the total
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number of minutes (586) the drawing has been opened.
Layer List
*@ly

12;a21.dr;ly;12;pa1wal.ly;rw;sd;PLAN A2.1 WALLS

This layer record specifies a layer to open and its layer number (12), the
layer name (pa1wal.ly), the permission status (rw for read-write, ro for
read-only), the search/edit/display layer modes (sed), and the layer description (PLAN A2.1 WALLS).
Display Masks
*@dm

0;a21.dr;dm;0;;-49153;-1;masks

This display-mask record encodes information concerning the 16 available
sublayer masks (-49153) and the repeated item mask (-1) followed by the
identifier (masks).
The only 2 generally useful sublayer masks pertain to the display of smart
labels and custom lines, both of which can be set on the LAYER pop-up
menu.
Work Layer & Drawing Scale
*@*wk

;a21.dr;*wk;;common.ly;12288;;

This work record indicates which layer will be designated as the work layer
(common.ly) and the internal representation of the drawing scale (12288).
S y m b o l Ta b l e s
*@sy

r;a21.dr;sy;r;fpln:y_fpln.sy;l;;

This symbol table record indicates that the position (r) is occupied by the
specified symbol table (fpln:y_fpln.sy) and tagged for loading (l).
Te x t F o n t L i b r a r i e s
*@lt

h;a21.dr;lt;h;hlc.lt;l;0;

This text font record indicates that the position (h) is occupied by the specified text font (hlc.lt) and is tagged for loading (l).
Default File
*@df

;a21.dr;df;;master.df;b;;

This is a defaults file record indicating that the specified defaults file (master.df) and tagged for both (b) loading and saving.

Repeated Item Libraries
*@ri

5;a21.dr;ri;5;comm:z_comm.ri;l;;
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This repeated item library record indicates the position (5) is occupied by the
specified repeated item library (comm:z_comm.ri) and tagged for loading
(l).
End of File
*@***

;a21.dr;***;;;;;

This is an end-of-file marker record instructing BuildersCAD that no
additional information follows this point.

See Also
Drawings, Files, Layers, and Sheet Register File.

D R A W I N G TO O L S
DRAWING TOOLS refers to a set of CAD tools including Lines,
Circles, Text, Dimensions, Patterns, Repeated Items, Solids, and
Notes. These are basic entities in BuildersCAD. These entities
may be placed using the functions on the BuildersCAD
DRAW Application menu, or from the DRAWING TOOLS menu
which is accessed by selecting the Drawing Tools button found
on each of the BuildersCAD Designer Application Main
Menus.
BuildersCAD Designer helps you keep the database organized
by managing layers for you. It will assign work within each
Designer Application, including Walls, Roofs, Floors, Parts, etc.
to a pre-assigned set of layers. This kind of management enables
you to display only the layers with the database entities (walls,
dimensions, text, etc.) you want for work, plotting or printing.
Because you may want to have different dimensions, text, or
notes for each application, BuildersCAD has a separate set of
layers assigned to the Drawing Tools for each Designer application. Some Designer applications even have separate sets of layers assigned for Drawing Tools for different parts of the
application. For example, there is a set of layers pre-assigned to
carry Drawing Tools entities for the Walls Application. Another
set of layers is assigned to carry Drawing Tools entities for Foundations within the
Walls Application. Although the entities found in Drawing Tools may be placed from
the BuildersCAD DRAW menu, the automatic layer management of BuildersCAD Designer is used ONLY when the Drawing Tools functions are selected from the
DRAWING TOOLS menu initiated from the Designer Applications.

S e t t i n g U p t h e D r a w i n g To o l s
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Defaults
BuildersCAD enables the user to set default parameter values for each of the
categories of Drawing Tools. The default parameter values are the values that
will first appear on the STATUS menu when a specific Drawing Tool is selected.
For example if you are working in the Walls Application and need to dimension a
wall layout, select the dimension icon from the DRAWING TOOLS pop-up menu.
The dimension parameter values which appear on the Dimension STATUS menu
each time after making this selection are the values that will be assigned in this
setup process.
To setup default parameters for Drawing Tools, select Startup from the BuildersCAD Main Application Sub-menu. Next select Drawing Tools Defaults
from the STARTUP pop-up menu. The CATEGORY SELECTION / DRAWING
TOOL DEFAULTS menu is brought up on the screen.

The CATEGORY SELECTION / DRAWING TOOL DEFAULTS menu is divided
into two sections - Category Selection and Drawing Tools Defaults.
Categories
Drawing Tool default parameter values may be set up for each category including
Walls, Foundations (within the Walls Application), Roof 2D Layout, Floor 2D
Layout, Elevations, and Sections. There is also a category for each of the Part
types - Appliance, Cabinets, Electrical, HVAC, Miscellaneous, and Plumbing.
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The Drawing Tool Defaults section of the menu has buttons which allow the user
to either Set or Display the parameter defaults for one of four Drawing Tool entities - Dimensions, Text, Lines, and Circles.
To display the current parameter default settings, select Display on the CATEGORY SELECTION / DRAWING TOOL DEFAULTS pop-up menu. Next select
the category desired, for example Walls. Finally, select either Dimension, Text,
Line, or Circle. The current pop-up menu will be replaced with a pop-up menu
containing the user definable parameters and their values for the Drawing Tool
selected.
The tools may be displayed for only one category at a time, however one, several,
or all categories may be set to the same values at one time. Select Set from the
pop-up menu. Next select the category or categories you wish to set. To set a
Drawing Tool parameters default to the same value for all categories select the
All button from the bottom of the category list. Finally select the Drawing Tool to
modify. On the parameters menu for the selected Drawing Tool entity, make the
desired changes and then select the pop-up menu title bar. This will save the
changes made and return to the CATEGORY SELECTION / DRAWING TOOL
DEFAULTS pop-up menu.
User Definable Parameters - Dimensions
The portions of the Dimensions Drawing Tool which have user definable parameters include Mark, Text, Witness, and Dimension. The Mark is the slash or arrow
at the intersection of the dimension and witness line. Mark parameters include
color, pen, dimension symbol, and size. Text portion parameters include color,
pen, size, font, location (text location relative to the dimension line), orientation
(also relative to the dimension line), slant, and underline. Parameters for the Witness Line are color, pen, witness line, and offset size. Finally, parameters to set
for the Dimension Line are color, pen, extension, line type, location, tolerance,
align, and scale.
U s e r D e f i n a b l e P a r a m e t e r s - Te x t
Selection of the Text Drawing Tool brings up a pop-up menu that displays the
parameters and their values for text including color, pen, font library, text size,
rotation angle, text slant, text justification, and text underline.
User Definable Parameters - Lines
Selection of the Line Drawing Tool brings up a pop-up menu that displays the
parameters and their values for lines including color, pen, line class, line type,
dash 1, space 1, dash 2, space 2, dash type, line width, spline tension, line word,
word spacing, text size, and text font library.
User Definable Parameters - Cir188
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cles
Selection of the Circle Drawing Tool brings up a pop-up menu that displays the
parameters and their values for circles including color, pen, line class, line type,
direction, symbol size, center symbol, and polygon sides.

See Also
Lines, Circles, Text, Dimensions, Repeated Items, Patterns, Solids, and Notes.

DWG
See Import, Export, and Expert Translator for more information.

DXF
See Import, Export, and Expert Translator for more information.

DYNAMIC VIEW
See View for more information.
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E
EDIT
BuildersCAD offers a comprehensive set of tools for editing
graphic objects. The EDIT pull-down
menu is divided into 3 steps, the first
2 of which define the scope of the
edit operation.
1.

Entity Filters - defines the
type of objects to be edited.
This filter may be further
restricted by specifying specific objects parameters,
including pen and/or color.

2.

Search Methods - defines the
selection method or search
area (fence).

3.

Edit Actions - indicate the
type of editing operation to be
performed.

Only objects on layers with their layer mode set to edit will be included in the edit.

Parameters
CURSOR DRAG MODE: Toggles on (depressed) and off.
• On - redefines the graphic cursor to an approximation of the selected
objects. Curves will be represented by broken lines and very small curves
will not be modeled at all.

• Off - does not redefine the graphic cursor. This may speed up the display
when copying/editing multiple or complex objects.

HIGHLIGHT [HILITE] MODE: Toggles on (depressed) and off.
• On - highlight all selected objects in the highlight color (#254), verifying
that all of the intended objects, and only the intended objects, have been
identified. When the copying/editing operation is completed, the objects
will be redisplayed in their original colors.
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• Off - does not highlight selected objects. This may speed up the display
when copying/editing multiple or complex objects.
Note 1: Highlighting does not apply to one-step editing operations such as
ERASE or CHANGE COLOR.

SCALE: Indicates the scale factor to be used in Scale/Rotate moves. The scale
factor is a multiplier. For example a scale factor of [.25] would decrease objects
to one fourth their current size, while a factor of [2] would double them.
ROTATION: Indicates the rotation in degrees to be used in Scale/Rotate
moves. The direction of rotation is affected by the next Direction parameter discussed below. With the Direction parameter set to [ccw] (Counter Clockwise),
positive rotation rotates the object counter-clockwise and vice versa. For example, a factor of [45] and a Direction of [ccw] would cause the entities to be
rotated clockwise 45 degrees around the reference point.

• The [Menu] option produces a pop-up menu with a selection of standard
rotation values. This menu also offers the TWO POINT and EXISTING
LINE options for setting the rotation angle either by specifying two graphical points or by selecting an existing line. The angle indicated by either of
these methods, as measured relative to the positive X axis, will be the new
rotation setting.

DIRECTION: Toggles between cw (clockwise) and ccw (counter-clockwise),
indicating the direction used in the rotation edit actions.

Commands
See Edit Action for more information.

Shortcuts
• Invokes the EDIT SHORT pull-down menu. This menu presents an abbreviated set of choices to make selection simpler and quicker. The Entity Filter is automatically set to the last one used, with ANY as the only other
choice.
If the desired selection is not available from this menu, select [MORE
OPTIONS] to display the full EDIT pull-down menu.

Restrictions
Certain edits of specific entity types in BuildersCAD, particularly those dealing with framing such as walls, may be restricted in the EDIT menu. For these
cases BuildersCAD will give a warning message. Some edit functions including those restricted on the EDIT menu are duplicated on the CYCLE menu or
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within the specific application menu for the entity to be edited.

See Also
Edit Actions, Entity Filters, and Search Methods.

EDIT ACTIONS
All edit action commands listed here require a general understanding of edit, entity filters, and search methods. The following commands will assume the objects to be edited
have been selected via one of the search methods.

Commands
ERASE: Delete the selected objects from the current sheet or drawing.
FREEZE: Break the selected objects down into their constituent
parts. In general, most entities will be transformed into a series of line
segments.
• Dashed line objects will be transformed to individual line segments, while
filled-lines will be transformed into unfilled rectangles (i.e., four line segments).

• Circle objects will be transformed into the number of line segments specified by the POL (Polygon Sides) setting on the STATUS menu.

• Repeated items (RI) will prompt the user to freeze either 1 or all levels.
Freezing 1 level will break the RI into the set of objects (circles, patterns,
text, etc.) that existed when the RI was created. Freezing all levels will
continue to break those objects down into their individual line segments.

• Solid objects cannot be frozen and the freeze operator will not work while
the entity filter is selected to ANY.
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• Polyline objects will be frozen to individual line or arc segments. The
Entity Filter must be set to POLYLINES and the Search Method must be
SINGLE.
Move Actions

MOVE: Move the selected objects to a new location. Once the
objects have been identified, select a reference point that will be used
as a handle for the move followed by a new location for that handle
point. All objects will then be repositioned to their new location.
MOVE RELATIVE: Move the selected objects a specified distance. Once the objects have been identified, enter the relative distance for the move. For example, entering [13.5] would move the
objects 13.5 (geometry) units to the right along the X-axis.

STRETCH: Stretch the selected objects. Using a fence, define an
area to be stretched. This is followed by specifying a reference point
that will be used as a handle and then a new location for that point
handle. All of the object points within the fence will be repositioned.
Note 1: It is important to remember that a MOVE operation selects whole objects
while STRETCH selects individual object points. For objects that are
completely within the fence, a STRETCH operation is identical to a
MOVE since all of the object points will be moved the same relative distance. However, objects having only some of their points within the
fence will be stretched as those points are relocated while the points outside the fence remain stationary.
Note 2: Text and Repeated Item objects are defined by a single insertion or origin point. Thus, they can be moved but not stretched (unless first frozen).
Note 3: Pattern objects are fully associative. This means that when the boundary
is stretched, the pattern will automatically update within the new boundary area.
Note 4: When stretching Dimension objects, be sure to include the entire witness line along with the dimension object point within the fence. The
associative dimension will then be automatically updated after the
stretch.
Note 5: Be careful when stretching Circle objects only partially contained
within the fence. If one of the circle's data points is moved, the circle
may change location and scale in unexpected ways.
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STRETCH RELATIVE: Stretch the selected objects a specified
distance. Once the object points have been identified using a fence,
enter the relative distance to move those points. For additional information, see MOVE REL and STRETCH above.

MOVE SCALE/ROTATE: Move the selected objects, applying a
specified scale factor and/or rotation. Just as with a normal MOVE,
once the objects have been identified, select a reference point that
will be used as a handle for the move followed by a new location for that handle
point. The selected objects will be moved with the Scale and Rotation parameters
as displayed on the EDIT pull down menu applied.
The Scale Factor parameter is a multiplier. For example, a setting of [.25]
would decrease the objects to one fourth their current size, while a setting of [2]
would double them.
The Rotation parameter is expressed in degrees of rotation. Positive angles cause
rotation in the direction shown by the Direction parameter. Negative angles cause
rotation in the direction opposite that shown by the Direction parameter. For
example, a factor of [45] and a Direction of [ccw] will cause the entities to be
rotated counter-clockwise 45-degrees around the reference point.
Property Actions
When editing properties for any object, it is important to keep in mind that
BuildersCAD uses a "set-then-edit" model. This means that the desired property value is first set (made current), and then the editing change is performed.
For example, to change a group of existing text strings to color 19:
1.

Set the desired color on the STATUS menu.

2.

Select the scissors icon to invoke the EDIT menu and set:
a)

Entity Filter = Text

b) Search Method = Area-In
c)
3.

Edit Action = Change Color

Indicate the area on the screen that contains the text to be changed.

As the property is modified, the individual text strings will change color.

CHANGE LAYER: Moves the selected objects to a different layer.
Once the objects have been identified, the following prompt is displayed:
Change to which layer?
[cur: < cur_layer>] [OTHER]

The current layer will be displayed as the default and can be accepted by pressing
the <Enter> key. If this is not the correct layer, enter the desired layer number or
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name.

CHANGE COLOR/PEN: Changes the color/pen of the
selected objects to the current color/pen number.
Note 1: When editing dimension objects, the selected dimension components will be changed to the current colors/pens set on the
DIMENSION CREATE menu, and the color/pen indicated on the STATUS menu is ignored.
Note 2: To change the color and the pen at the same time, select either of these
icons using B3 (right-click).

CHANGE ALL PARAMETERS: Remake the selected objects,
modifying all associated properties to match the current settings.
Note 1: This option may only be used with individual object types
and will display an error message if ANY is selected.

CHANGE SOME PARAMETERS: Interactively change various
properties for the selected objects.
Note 1: Depending upon the type of object which has been specified, a pop-up menu will be displayed which lists that object's properties
along with the environment’s current settings.
Note 2: This option may only be used with individual entity types and will display an error message if ANY is selected.
Special Actions
The editing options in these 3 boxes change depending upon the object type specified in the Entity Filter. For a discussion of these various options, see the individual topics for each object type.

See Also
Edit, Entity Filters, and Entity Types.

ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS
See the Electrical portion of Parts for more information.

ELEVATIONS
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An elevation, in the drafting world, is a side view of the object being drawn. In BuildersCAD, since the database occupies a true three-dimensional coordinate system, any
object from a simple line to a 3D model can be viewed and manipulated in side elevation.

Views
There are four elevation views available. They can be accessed by selecting the
View button on the View Control Bar menu.
Table E:1

Elevation Views

VIEW

LOOK DIRECTION

Front

Positive Y

Back

Negative Y

Left

Positive X

Right

Negative X

Note 1: The look direction for these views is absolute, meaning the front view
will always look in the positive Y direction. However, the positive Y an
elevation view looks at, either the one oriented to the default database
plan (standard and fixed) or the one oriented relative to the current work
plane, is dependent upon which work plane the view mode is set to reference.
Note 2: View a plan drawing in one of the elevation views if strange behaviors
begin to occur, especially regarding line intersections. It should look
like a thin horizontal line with no entities above or below the Z-axis. If
not, the stray entities will need to be brought back to zero in the Z-axis.

Work Plane
The default work plane is set to the database plan. When a model is viewed in
elevation the work plane is undefined and no work or entity selection can be performed. Any selection in the view will result in an error message.
The work plane for an elevation view can be defined by selecting the Work Plane
button on the DESKTOP menu.
Commands that can be used are:

• Left Side
• Right Side
• Set to Current View
Note 1: When an elevation view is defined as a work plane that view and its
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opposite will be defined but the other two will not i.e. if the front elevation is defined the back elevation will be defined as well; the left and
right will remain undefined.

See Also
Coordinate System.

ELEVATIONS APPLICATION
The BuildersCAD Elevations Application can automatically
generate the construction lines and some of the symbols needed
for elevation drawings based on the building wall and roof layout.
BuildersCAD actually uses a 3D model of the building design
to create elevation drawings.

Ve r s i o n s a n d R e v i s i o n s
Elevation drawings are grouped by type: front, back, left
and right. Each elevation can have up to four versions,
which are completely independant of each other. Only one
version may be displayed or edited at a time. Each version
can have up to four revisions, in addition to a base revision. What ever details are drawn on the base revision are
common to each of the four revisions for the particular version. Revisions a, b, c, and d are mutually exclusive; when
revision b is selected for example, details drawn in revisions a, c, and d are not displayed. The Base Revision
however is always displayed, regardless of which revision
is selected.

Creating an Elevation
To Create an elevation, first select one of the buttons Front,
Back, Left, or Right on the ELEVATIONS Application
menu. You will automatically be set to create or edit the
Base Revision of Version 1 of the particular elevation
selected. If an elevation has been drawn previously, it will
be displayed at this time. To create an elevation for a different version, select Version on the STATUS menu. You
may type a new version number or select one from the
prompt line. Once the version to create has been selected,
select Level Select from the Application Sub-menu. This
brings up the ELEVATION CREATION pop-up menu.
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The Elevation Creation Menu
From the Elevation Creation menu, you can select to include Wall Surfaces,
Wall Openings, Roof Surfaces, Roof Framing, Floor Framing, Stairs, and
Railing in the elevation. You can turn on specific levels or all levels for generating the elevation.

To turn on All Levels select the ON box that under All Levels. Each selection along the Wall Surfaces, Wall Openings, etc. headings will alternately
highlight or unhighlight the selected level. When a level is highlighted, it
will be included in the elevation drawing. If it is not highlighted, it will not
be included. If ALL is selected next to Wall Surfaces, then Wall Surfaces on
all levels will be included in the elevation.
When all desired features and levels are selected for inclusion, select Create
Elevation from the ELEVATION CREATION menu. If this is not the first elevation created since the current database was loaded, BuildersCAD will
prompt to recrecreate wall extrusions. The wall extrusions used by the elevations module are on a separate layer from those created by the Walls 3D Display function. Answering Yes to this prompt will have BuildersCAD
recreate the wall extrusions used for generating elevations. By selecting No,
the existing wall extrusions will be used again.
Note 1: If the wall layout is changed in any way, you should recreate the wall
extrusions so that the changes will be included in the elevations.
Including Additional Layers
Once the wall extrusions are created, BuildersCAD will prompt to create
the selected elevation, all elevations, or to add an additional surface layer. At
this time the user may create only the elevation selected, all elevations, or
may specify additional layers which contain 3D data to be included in creating the elevations. To add additional layers, select this option and enter the
layer names one at a time. For example, if a 3D porch rail is to be included in
the elevation, type the name of the layer containing the rail at this prompt.
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When finished entering additional layer names, press Enter on the keyboard.
Note 2: Creating an elevation deletes and replaces any existing Base revision for
the selected version. BuildersCAD will begin the hidden line generation process. Depending on the complexity of the design and speed of
the computer, this process may take several minutes. When it is completed, the drawing will be a "shell" of an elevation, showing walls, roof
lines, and openings.
If Wall Openings is turned on when generating the elevation, BuildersCAD will substitute a 2D version of the default 3D symbol library and
include it in the elevation. The window and door symbols will be included in
the elevation created by BuildersCAD.
If you have created a custom repeated item (RI) library, you may substitute
the custom library for the default. Select on Substitute Opening Library on
the ELEVATION CREATION menu to display the RI LIBRARY SUBSTITUTION pop-up menu. Here you can select to substitute the default 3D opening
RI library with an RI Library other than the default 2D version
(walls:cb_2dopen.ri).

Editing Elevations
Once an elevation is created, it will usually require additional work. You will
likely want to add opening symbols, crosshatch patterns for siding, shingles, etc.,
and additional drawing objects. Before choosing an editing tool to use, you
should decide whether you want to add details to your Base Revision or to Revisions a, b, c, or d. Keep in mind that everything added to the Base Revision will
be included as a part of revisions a, b, c, and d.

Selecting a Revision
You may edit only one Revision at a time. To choose the Revision to edit, select
Revision from the STATUS menu, then select a revision from the prompt line. If
the Base Revision is selected, all details from revisions a, b, c, and d will not be
displayed. If revision a, b, c, or d is selected, all other revisions will be turned off
except for the Base Revision, which is always displayed. Although you can see
Base Revision, you will only be able to edit the entities that are a part of the
selected revision.

D r a w i n g To o l s
Drawing Tools for drawing Lines, Circles, Text, Dimensions, Patterns, and placing Repeated Items are available on the DRAWING TOOLS menu by selecting the
Drawing Tools button. Refer to the Drawing Tools topic for more information.

C u s t o m To o l s
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The Custom Tools allow additional editing features beyond those of the Standard
Tools. The Custom Tools are as follows:

DOORS: Allows placement of door symbols (Repeated Items).
WINDOWS: jAllows placement of window symbols (Repeated Items).
SURFACE: Allows placement of shingle and siding patterns.
OTHER: Allows placement of landscape and architectural symbols (Repeated
Items).
Using Doors and Windows
When Doors or Windows is selected from the Custom Tools portion of the
Elevations Application menu, the application sub-menu will change to offer
the Select, Place, and Erase icons. Left click the Select icon to display the
pager pop-up menu with either the standard Door or Window repeated items.
To place a Door or Window, select the appropriate repeated item from the
pager pop-up menu and then either select Place or select the highlighted item
again. BuildersCAD will prompt for the lower left and upper right corner
locations for the item on your drawing. BuildersCAD will place the
repeated item, automatically scaling it to fit the area specified with the two
points entered. At any time you may select another opening from the pager
pop-up menu by first selecting Door or Window, followed by the Select icon,
followed by the Door or Window item from the pop-up menu.
Place Mode
One of three placement modes may be set by selecting Place Mode from the
Status Menu. With each pick of Place Mode, the selected value will cycle
through the next available option. The available options are described below.

• Window: When the placement mode is set to WINDOW, Builder-

sCAD will display a rubber-band cursor window during placement.
After the lower left corner point is entered, the window cursor will be
displayed to indicate the location and size of the item that will be
placed.

• Dynamic: When the placement mode is set to DYNAMIC, BuildersCAD will dynamically scale the selected item during placement.
After the lower left corner point is entered, the selected item will be
drawn from the first corner point to the current cursor position. As
you move the mouse, the item will be redrawn.

• Freestyle: When the placement mode is set to FREESTYLE, BuildersCAD allows you to enter both corner points without any on-
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screen display of the item size. This method allows the fastest cursor
movement.
Using Surface
The Surface Tool allows the user to place patterns representing surface materials such as stone, siding, brick, and shingles in the elevation drawing. The
available patterns are grouped as follows:

•
•
•
•

Side 1: Contains several stone and wood siding patterns.
Side 2: Contains brick, block, and stucco patterns.
Roof: Contains roof shingle patterns.
Misc: Contains concrete and tile patterns.

When one of the above groups is selected, the Application sub-menu will
change to display the patterns available in that group.
Placing Surface Patterns
When a pattern icon is selected from the Application sub-menu, the pattern
placement is automatically started. You may also select Place from the Utilities section of the Application sub-menu. BuildersCAD will prompt for
placement differently depending on the surface group selected.

• Side 1 - If Siding is selected from the SIDE 1 group, BuildersCAD
will prompt for the width. Type a width or select one from the prompt
line. BuildersCAD will scale the siding pattern so that it is drawn
the indicated width between "boards" of the siding. This prompt
appears only with the Siding selection.

• Side 2 - If Stucco is selected from the SIDE 2 group, BuildersCAD
will prompt for the density. Type a density or select one from the
prompt line. BuildersCAD will scale the stucco pattern according
to the selected density. Values less than 1 will produce a higher density stucco pattern; values greater than 1 will produce a more widely
spaced pattern.

• Roof - If Shingle or Roof Tile is selected from the ROOF group,

BuildersCAD will prompt for the Roof Slope. Type the slope or
select one from the prompt line. BuildersCAD will adjust the vertical scale of the selected pattern to indicate the roof pitch.

• Misc - If Concrete is selected from the MISC group, BuildersCAD
will prompt for the density. Type a density or select one from the
prompt line. The higher the density value, the larger the concrete pattern elements will appear when placed. Some experimentation may be
necessary to find a value that appears natural to you. BuildersCAD will scale the pattern according to the selected density.
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• Boundary Method - For all Surface selections, BuildersCAD will
prompt for the boundary indicating the area where the pattern is to be
placed. There are three boundary methods for indicating the area of
the pattern.

• Box - Allows the user to enter 2 points which define opposite
•
•

corners of a rectangle. The area inside the rectangle will be filled
with the selected pattern.
Point to Point - Allows the user to enter a complex boundary
using a series of point entries. BuildersCAD will outline the
area as the points are placed.
End - Ends the outline process and fills the outlined area. If no
outline is specified, nothing will happen. After outlining an area,
BuildersCAD will return to the Boundary Method prompt.
You may define another area, or select END to fill the defined
area. If two areas overlap, the common area will not be filled. For
example, if you wanted to place a pattern around some windows,
you would outline the wall, then outline each window. The area
outside the windows in the wall outline would be filled and the
area inside the window outline would not.

Erasing Surface Patterns
Previously placed patterns may be erased by selecting Erase from the Utilities section of the Application sub-menu. BuildersCAD will prompt for a
crosshatch point. Select a pattern boundary point or a line of the pattern
itself. BuildersCAD will highlight the pattern and prompt to delete the
crosshatch. Selecting Yes will delete the pattern. Selecting No will retain the
pattern and BuildersCAD will return to the Crosshatch Point prompt,
where the user may select another pattern or press F10 to quit.
Changing Surface Patterns
Previously placed patterns may be changed by selecting Change from the
Utilities section of the Application sub-menu. BuildersCAD will prompt for
a crosshatch point. Select a pattern boundary point or a line of the pattern
itself. BuildersCAD will replace the selected pattern with the most recently
placed pattern. To ensure that the replacement pattern is the one desired, follow these steps:
1. Select the pattern group desired.
2. Select the pattern icon desired.
3. Select End from the prompt line.
4. Select Change from the Application sub-menu.
5. Select the pattern area to be changed.
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Using Other
The Other tool allows placement of landscape repeated items and columns.
When Other is selected from the Custom Tools area of the ELEVATIONS
Application menu, the Application sub-menu will change to offer the Select,
Place and Erase icons. Pick the Select icon to display the SELECT pop-up
menu with Landscape, Architectural, and Miscellaneous groups of repeated
items.

• Landscape: Contains 3D trees, grass, and bushes.
• Architectural: Contains 2D columns.
• Miscellaneous: Contains additional miscellaneous items.
When a pattern icon is selected from the Application sub-menu, the pattern
placement is automatically started. You may also select Place from the Utilities section of the Application sub-menu. BuildersCAD will prompt for
the lower left and upper right corners of the area. The type of cursor window
used will depend on the current Place Mode. See the Place Mode section
above. At any time the user may select another item from the SELECT popup menu.

Elevations Setup
When Setup is selected on the ELEVATIONS Application menu, BuildersCAD will display the SETUP Application sub-menu. The SETUP Application
sub-menu contains the three functions Copy Revision, Colors and Pens, and Create/Edit RI Catalog which are described below.
Copy Revision
The layers of one Revision may be copied to another using the Copy Revision function from the ELEVATIONS SETUP menu. The process works as
follows:
4.

Select the elevation type, such as front, rear, etc. and the Version that conatins the Revision to be copied.

5.

Select Setup from the ELEVATION Application menu.

6.

Select Copy Revision from the ELEVATION SETUP Application submenu. BuildersCAD will prompt for the old revision - a, b, c, d, or
Exit.

7.

Select the Revision to be copied from, or select Exit to abort the copy
function.

8.

Select the Revision to be copied to. Note that if a revision already exists
by the selected name, it will be replaced.
The designated "from" Revision will be copied to the specified "to" revision.
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Color and Pen Setup
The default pens and colors that will
be assigned to elevation entities may
be defined by accessing the COLOR
AND PEN SETUP menu.
To access the COLOR AND PEN
SETUP menu, select Setup from the
ELEVATIONS Application menu,
then select Colors and Pens from the
SETUP Application sub-menu. This
will bring up the COLOR AND PEN
SETUP pop-up menu. The default

pen and color may be defined here
for a variety of elevation tools.
These values may be overridden by
selecting the Pen or Col button on
the STATUS menu.
The color and pen may be set for the
following tools:

• DOORS: Repeated items
placed with the Doors Custom Tool.

• WINDOWS: Repeated Items placed with the Windows Custom Tool.
• OTHER: Repeated Items placed with the Other Custom Tool.
• OUTLINE: Wall extrusions that are used during the hidden line generation.

• XHATCH: Crosshatch Pattern entities placed with the Pattern Standard Tool.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SYMRI: Repeated Items placed with the Repeated Items Tools.
BRICK: Brick patterns in the SIDE 2 surface group.
SIDING: Siding patterns in the SIDE 1 surface group.
SHINGLE: Shingle pattern in the ROOF surface group.
ROOF TILE: Roof Tile pattern in the ROOF surface group.
CONCRETE: Concrete pattern in the MISC surface group.
STUCCO: Stucco pattern in the SIDE 2 surface group.
STONE: Stone patterns in the SIDE 1 surface group.
WOOD: Wood patterns in the SIDE 1 surface group.
SHAKE: Shake patterns in the ROOF surface group.
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• TILE: Tile patterns in the MISC surface group.
• BLOCK: Block pattern in the SIDE 2 surface group.
• B&B: Board and Batten pattern in the SIDE 1 surface group.
Repeated Item Catalog Manager
Selection of this button starts the REPEATED ITEM CATALOG MANAGER.
For more information see the Repeated Items, Catalogs, and Repeated Item
Catalog Manager topics.

The Elevation Layers Menu
The ELEVATION LAYERS menu provides a means for selectively displaying
all or some of the layers for the current
elevation Version and Revision. To
access the ELEVATION LAYERS menu,
select the Layer icon from the ELEVATIONS Application menu.
The ELEVATION LAYERS menu is
divided into two columns. The left-hand
column contains a list of the layers which
compose the current Base elevation. The
right-hand column contains a list of the
layers that compose the currently
selected Revision. If the current Revision
is the Base Revision, the right-hand column will be empty.
You may selectively turn layers on and
off by highlighting those layers whose
status you wish to change. Each time you select a layer name, it will alternately
highlight or un-highlight. You can highlight all the layers of a column by selecting ALL at the bottom of the column.
The functions section of the ELEVATION LAYERS menu determines what action
is to be taken on the highlighted layers. One of the following choices may be
selected:

• Display On: Turns the highlighted layers on. Other layers are not affected.
• Display Off: Turns the highlighted layers off. Other layers are not affected.
• Clear Layer: Clears the highlighted layers.
The selected function will not be executed until the Execute button at the bottom
of the ELEVATION LAYERS menu is selected.
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See Also
Elevations, Drawing Tools, Patterns, Repeated Items, Catalogs, Repeated Item
Catalog Manager, and Layers.

ELLIPSES
Ellipse placement commands are found on the CIRCLES application sub-menu. Refer to
the Circles topic for more information.

See Also
Lines, Circles, Catalog, Edit, Entity Filters, and Select.

ENTITY FILTERS
Entity (object) Filters, the 1st section in the EDIT and COPY menus, is used to determine
which object(s) are to be manipulated by the edit/copy actions

.
Table E:2

Object Filters

OBJECT

DESCRIPTION

ANY

Match any object type. All objects, regardless of their
type will be selected

LINES & CURVES

Match only lines and curves as described below

LINES

Match only lines. This includes standard ellipses,
lines, sketch lines, splines, walls, curved walls, and
pattern/zone boundaries

CURVES

Match only curves. Curves consist of circles and arcs

POLYLINES

Match only Polylines.
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Table E:2

Object Filters

OBJECT

DESCRIPTION

REPEATED ITEMS

Match only Repeated Items. This includes any
attributes which are attached to the repeated items

SOLIDS

Match only solids. This includes 2 and 3-dimensional
solids as well as slabs.

WALLS

Match only walls.
This includes straight and curved walls

DOORS
& WINDOWS

Match doors and windows only.
This includes openings

DOORS

Match doors only

WINDOWS

Match windows only

TEXT

Match text only. This includes single and paragraph
text and all associated text components such as
paragraph leaders, paragraph lines (borders) and
paragraph repeated items (e.g., target symbols)

DIMENSIONS

Match only dimension lines

PATTERNS

Match only patterns

ZONES

Match only zones

Note 1: When performing single edits on a sub-component of paragraph text,
dimensions, or solids, use F2 key to selected the individual component.

Specific Filters
In addition, specific filtering based on object properties such as pen and/or color
can be used to further restrict the object filter.

PROPERTY: This property depends upon the object type selected. When a
object type is selected which does not have a valid property, the property field
will display N/A (not applicable).
Table E:3
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Object Filter Properties

OBJECT

SPECIFIC PROPERTY

LINES & CURVES

The line type may be specified

REPEATED ITEMS

The Repeated Item name may be specified

TEXT

The text font may be specified
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Object Filter Properties

OBJECT

SPECIFIC PROPERTY

PATTERN

May be set to ALL or MATCH (select to match). ALL
matches all patterns while MATCH prompts for a particular pattern to be selected from the screen which is
to be matched.

SOLIDS

Translucency may be specified. This can be set to
ALL (any translucency), SOLID, TRANSP (transparent), or any numeric percentage translucency
between

PEN: Many objects can be selected based upon their current pen number
assignment. (This will not work with complex object types which may have more
than one pen assigned to them.) If the pen field is set to ALL, then objects with
any pen number will match. For objects which allow it, this field may be changed
to any valid pen number between 0 and 127.
COLOR [COL]: Many objects can be selected based upon their current color
number assignment. (This will not work with complex object types which may
have more than one color assigned to them.) If the color field is set to ALL, then
objects with any color number will match. For objects which allow it, this field
may be changed to any valid color number between 0 and 255.

CLEARING SPECIFIC FILTER [C]: If values have been assigned to the
property, pen and/or color fields, they may be quickly reset to the default values
by selecting the C (clear) button located to the left of these fields. This will
immediately reset the fields to ALL (or the PROPERTY field to N/A if appropriate).
See Also
Copy, Curves, Dimensions, Doors, Edit, Entity Types, Lines, Patterns, Repeated,
Items, Search Methods, Solids, Text, Walls, Windows, Attributes, and Zones.

E N T I T Y TY P E S
Entities are the basic building blocks of BuildersCAD. An entity can have one or
more data points. Entities are defined by their data point(s) which contain information
about a host of various parameters like pen, color, coordinate location, line type, special
attributes, etc. Generally speaking, if just one data point for a particular entity is deleted
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ENTITIES

DEFINITION

Attributes

An attribute is a non-graphical entity consisting of a
single data point that contains information about its
name and value. Attributes can be used to store
information such as color, material, location, etc. and
are typically associated with a Repeated Item.

Curves

The curve entity includes complete circles and arcs
and can be drawn with single and double lines.
- Circles and arcs drawn using a wall is not a true
curve and is made up of small wall segments.
- The ellipse is not a true curve object and is actually
made up of many small lines.

Dimensions

A dimension is a single complex entity although it
appears to be a collection of lines and text. It has
intelligence about the distance between its data
points and automatically updates its dimension text to
reflect any changes made.

Lines

The line is the most basic entity type of all the entities. When a complex entity is frozen or broken down
into its component parts it usually becomes a grouping of many, many lines. Lines can be single, double,
dashed or contain words.
- A double line is not the same entity as a wall
although they appear to be similar. The most
important difference being that doors/windows
cannot be placed into a double line.

Luminaire

The luminaire entity is similar to a repeated item,
however along with the graphic data, a luminaire also
carries the photometric properties of a light. It is
designed to represent a light fixture model in BuildersCAD and passes the photometric data to Lightscape when exported.

Notes

A Note entity is actually a collection of basic entities
which are made into a single entity, similar to a
Repeated Item. The Note origin point is located at the
lower left point of the first line of text in the Note. A
Note entity may contain text, leader lines, lines, keynote symbol (RI), or a masking solid fill pattern,
depending on the specific note. The Note entity also
contains all text and keynote mark data associated
with the Note.
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ENTITIES

DEFINITION

Paint

A BuildersCAD Paint entity is a raster entity
which displays over any other data in the layer. While
contained within the layer and displaying per the current layer modes, the Paint entities always display
last, over any other entities in the layer.

Patterns

A pattern is a complex entity. It maintains important
information about its boundaries and the type of pattern used. Different patterns can be easily swapped
in and out of a complex boundary shape and the
boundary itself can be easily stretched to accommodate size changes.

Polylines

A polyline is a complex entity. It is a series of line and/
or curve segments that are seen as a single continuous group. A Polyline may be either open or closed.
A closed Polyline displays a segment from the last
vertex to the first, creating a closed boundary.

Raster

The raster entity is a single point entity which serves
as the insertion and reference point to a raster image
file. The point also carries scale and rotation information for the display of the raster image. The image is
referenced to the original raster file for display in
BuildersCAD, not copied into the database. If the
original file is moved or deleted, BuildersCAD will
not display the raster entity.

Repeated Items

A Repeated Item (RI) is a collection of entities that
are made into a single entity. RI’s are archived into an
RI Library where they can be retrieved for continual
use. They are given an origin point at the time of creation and it is this single data point that contains the
RI’s graphic and library information

Doors/Windows

Doors and Windows are part of BuildersCAD
Designer and are special Repeated Items. They can
store information like cost, fire rating, manufacturer,
etc. which can be used to generate reports and
schedules. When placed, Doors and Windows automatically create the correct break in the wall and correctly "heal" it.
- BuildersCAD Doors and Windows are different
from generic doors and windows in their ability to
be framed and included in materials reports and
schedules.
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ENTITIES

DEFINITION

Surfaces

The Surface object is the basic entity type for Solids.
Surface entities are flat and composed of triangles.
They form the skin that gives shape to a solid. Round
solids like spheres are not truly round but are composed of many Surface entities. The greater the number of surfaces used to describe a sphere the
smoother the appearance.

Symbols

A Symbol is a single point entity that is assigned a
number. This number resides in a symbol table and is
associated with a particular graphic object such as an
arrowhead or solid filled dot.

Text

Text is a one or two-point entity. A single text entity is
defined as one line of text that can contain one or
several words. Text is associated with a font that
determines its appearance. It can be justified, slanted
or underlined and be inserted one line at a time or in
whole paragraphs.

User Defined Entity

A User Defined Entity (UDE) is a collection of other
entities which are made into a single entity with a single database reference point, similar to a Repeated
Item. Unlike Repeated Items, a User Defined Entity is
stored in the database, and not in an external library.

Viewports

The Viewport entity in BuildersCAD is used to
compose sheets that contain drawings of different
scales and different views. It is a window into a drawing that stores information about the view such as the
layer list and scale factor.

Walls

The Wall entity behaves like a complex line. Drawing
commands and tools for walls are very similar to
those for Lines. Unlike lines, however, walls can have
door and window entities inserted into them. Walls
with common end points will “clean up” properly if the
closure parameter is set correctly.
- Walls in BuildersCAD can store framing and
other information which can be used to generate
materials reports and schedules. In addition,
BuildersCAD can be customized to contain a
fill or poche pattern.
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ENTITIES

DEFINITION

Zones

A Zone is very similar to the Pattern entity. It maintains information about its boundaries, which can be
stretched as needed. Zones also store two attributes,
type and name, which are can be displayed as text
when zones are placed.

See Also
Closure, Justification, Parameters, Properties, Points, and Sheets.

ENVIRONMENT DEFAULTS MANAGER
The BuildersCAD Environment Defaults Manager menu is designed to help easily
manage the Environment Variables found in the Environment Defaults File. This file
read by BuildersCAD when it starts up to set various aspects of your BuildersCAD environment. The file itself is named arris.ini and is found in your BuildersCAD installation in the $ARRIS\etc directory.
The Environment Defaults Manager menu allows you to set some of the more common environment variables directly. It also displays and allows you to edit the environment defaults file itself for less common variables.
The Environment Defaults Manager menu is found by selecting the Environment Defaults icon on the Customization pull-down menu.
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Commands
EXIT: Exits the Environment Defaults Manager and closes the menu. If there
are unsaved changes, BuildersCAD will prompt to save them.
APPLY: Selecting this button will save any changes you have made to the
environment variables to the Environment Defaults file on the disk. If the bar on
the left end of the APPLY button is illuminated in yellow, this indicates that
changes have been made to one or more environment variables that have not been
saved to the disk. If the bar on the left side of the APPLY button is illuminated in
red, then user permissions are denied and changes are not allowed. See the File
Permissions discussion below.

RESTART ARRIS: Selecting this button will close the current BuildersCAD session and restart the program. Most environment variables will be reset
when the APPLY button is selected, however there are a few that require that
BuildersCAD be restarted. Be careful that any data has been saved before
214
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selecting this button.

CREATE BACKUP: Selecting this button will create a backup copy of your
Environment Defaults file ($ARRIS\etc\arris.ini). The backup file is located in
the same directory and is named "arrisini.bak".
RESTORE FROM BACKUP: Selecting this button will read the data from
the backup copy of your environment defaults file (created with the button
described above) if it exists into the Environment Defaults Manager. The
"Apply" button must be selected to save these changes and make the restoration permanent.

ENVIRONMENT VARIABLES: Selecting this button will display the Environment Variables sub-menu in the Environment Defaults Manager. These
variables may be changed individually as described in the Environment Variables section below.

ENVIRONMENT DEFAULTS FILE: Selecting this button will display the
Environment Defaults File sub-menu in the Environment Defaults Manager. This sub-menu displays the actual contents of the environment defaults
(arris.ini) file. Line numbers shown in red in this menu indicate that the corresponding line in the environment defaults file is a comment line.
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ARRIS.INI TEXT EDIT: Selecting this button will launch the environment
defaults (arris.ini) file into the default text editor where it may be altered
manually. When saved, the changes are brought back and displayed in the
Environment Defaults File sub-menu.

E n v i r o n m e n t Va r i a b l e s
The following environment variables may be set directly in the ENVIRONMENT
VARIABLES sub-menu of the Environment Defaults Manager.

STANDARDS DIRECTORY: Selecting this button will allow you to set the
location of the Standards Directory on your computer. Refer to the Standards
Directory topic for more information. BuildersCAD will prompt for the
full path to the Standards Directory. Enter the path at the keyboard, or select
BROWSE to browse for the directory in your file system.
Note 1: The environment variable being set is GRSTD.

USER HOME PARENT DIRECTORY: Selecting this button will allow you
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to set the location of the User Home Parent Directory on your computer. This
directory is the directory level above where the User Home directories for
each user on the computer are located. BuildersCAD will prompt for the
full path to the User Home Parent Directory. Enter the path at the keyboard,
or select BROWSE to browse for the directory in your file system. The
default location for this directory is C:\arris_users.
Note 1: The environment variable being set is GRUSRS.

START IN DIRECTORY: Selecting this button will allow you to set the location of the directory which is to be the current Working directory when
BuildersCAD starts. BuildersCAD will prompt for the directory.
Enter the full path at the keyboard or select BROWSE to browse for the
desired directory in your file system.
Note 1: The environment variable being set is GSTARTWRK.

MOUSE BUTTONS: Selecting this button will allow you to set the number of
buttons that BuildersCAD will recognize on your mouse. The default is
3.

Note 1: The environment variable being set is GNBUTTON.

STARTUP WINDOW SIZE: Selecting this button will allow you to set the

size of the BuildersCAD windows at startup on MS Windows computers.
The size is expressed in pixels and represents the number of pixels ( width x
height) on the screen that the BuildersCAD window covers. The default
is 800 x 600. BuildersCAD will prompt for the width in pixels and then
the height in pixels.

Note 1: The environment variable being set is GWINSIZE.

MENU SIZE: Selecting this button will allow you to set the size of the menus

within the BuildersCAD window. The size is expressed as a percentage
of full size. The default is 100. BuildersCAD will prompt for the menu
size percentage. Since the BuildersCAD menus are scaled to the overall
BuildersCAD window, on large monitors such as 21" or above the size of
the menus may be larger than necessary. In these cases, the menu size can be
reduced, giving more space to the drawing window. Refer to the Menus topic
for more information.

Note 1: The environment variable being set is GMENU_SIZE.

CAP LOCK AT STARTUP: Selecting this button will allow you to set the

internal Caps Lock feature in BuildersCAD to the setting desired when
BuildersCAD starts. The setting toggles between ON and OFF. The
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default is ON. The internal Caps Lock feature is used to force text to upper
case in the Text, Notes, and Labels features without using the Caps Lock on
the keyboard.
Note 1: The environment variable being set is GCAPLOCKOFF.

ALLOW CUSTOMIZATION: Selecting this button will allow you to allow or
disallow the use of customization in BuildersCAD. The setting toggles
between Allowed and Not Allowed. The default is Allowed. If customization is not allowed, BuildersCAD will not allow the loading of custom
Sigmac or Menu libraries.

Note 1: The environment variable being set is GNOCUSTOMIZATION.
External Software
The Environment Defaults found in the External Software section of the Environment Defaults Manager menu set the computer file path location of external
software programs that are called from BuildersCAD. These are primarily
used by the Datalinks feature of the Smart Repeated Items function, but may also
be used elsewhere in BuildersCAD. Refer to the Smart Repeated Items and
Datalinks topics.
Note 1: If the program specified for a particular Environment Default setting in
this section is a standard known program (for example Microsoft Word
for the Word Processor), BuildersCAD will display only the program
name in the menu box, and not the full path. The full path may be
viewed by selecting the box displaying the external software name with
a right-click. The exception is the SketchUp setting which will always
show the full path to the SketchUp executable if SketchUp is installed
and this variable is set.

DEFAULT TEXT EDITOR: Selecting this button will allow you to set the

location of the text editor you want to use when BuildersCAD calls an
external text editor to alter text files. BuildersCAD will prompt for the
full path to the text editor executable. Enter the path at the keyboard, or
select BROWSE to browse for the program in your file system. The default
program used on MS Windows systems is Notepad. If the default editor is
not set, this is the program that will be used for external text editing. Other
editors that you might choose to use are Wordpad or VI Editor (if installed
on your computer).

Note 1: The environment variable being set is GEDCOM.

DEFAULT WEB BROWSER: This box displays the web browser on your

computer that BuildersCAD will use to display given URL addresses.
Selecting this box allows you to set the web browser by typing in the full
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path to the program executable at the keyboard, or by selecting BROWSE to
browse for the program in your computer file system.
Note 1: The environment variable being set is GRBROWSER.

DEFAULT PDF VIEWER: This box displays the PDF viewing program on
your computer that BuildersCAD will use to display given .pdf files.
Selecting this box allows you to set the PDF viewing software by typing in
the full path to the program executable at the keyboard, or by selecting
BROWSE to browse for the program in your computer file system. The normal PDF viewing software used is Adobe Reader, but the Default PDF
Viewer may be any PDF software installed on your computer.

Note 1: The environment variable being set is GRPDF.

DEFAULT IMAGE VIEWER/EDITOR: This box displays the raster image

viewing/editing program on your computer that BuildersCAD will use to
display given raster format files. Selecting this box allows you to set the
image viewing/editing software by typing in the full path to the program
executable at the keyboard, or by selecting BROWSE to browse for the program in your computer file system. The Default Image Viewer/Editor may
be any software that supports the given raster file types - such as .jpg, .bmp,
.gif, .tga, .tiff, etc.

Note 1: The environment variable being set is GRIMAGE.

SKETCHUP: This box displays the path to the SketchUp program executable
if installed on your computer and set. Selecting this box allows you to set the
path to the SketchUp program on your computer by typing in the full path to
the program executable at the keyboard, or by selecting BROWSE to browse
for the program in your computer file system.
Note 1: The environment variable being set is GRSKETCHUP.

DEFAULT WORD PROCESSOR: This box displays the word processing

program on your computer that BuildersCAD will use to display given
word processing format files. Selecting this box allows you to set the default
word processing software by typing in the full path to the program executable at the keyboard, or by selecting BROWSE to browse for the program in
your computer file system. The normal word processing software used is
Microsoft Word, but the Default Word Processor may be any word processing software installed on your computer. Any file types sent to it (such as
.doc, .docx, .rtf, etc.) must be supported by the specified software.

Note 1: The environment variable being set is GRMSWORD.

DEFAULT SPREADSHEET PROGRAM: This box displays the spreadsheet
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program on your computer that BuildersCAD will use to display given
spreadsheet format files. Selecting this box allows you to set the default
spreadsheet software by typing in the full path to the program executable at
the keyboard, or by selecting BROWSE to browse for the program in your
computer file system. The normal spreadsheet software used is Microsoft
Excel, but the Default Spreadsheet Program may be any spreadsheet software installed on your computer. Any file types sent to it (such as .xls, .xlsx,
etc.) must be supported by the specified software.
Note 1: The environment variable being set is GRMSEXCEL.

DEFAULT SQL DATABASE SOFTWARE: This box displays the SQL

Database program on your computer that BuildersCAD will use to display given database format files and macros. Selecting this box allows you to
set the default SQL Database software by typing in the full path to the program executable at the keyboard, or by selecting BROWSE to browse for the
program in your computer file system. The normal SQL Database software
used is Microsoft Access, but the Default SQL Database Software may be
any database software installed on your computer. Any file types sent to it
(such as .mdb) must be supported by the specified software.

Note 1: The environment variable being set is GRSQLDB.

DEFAULT VIDEO PLAYER: This box displays the video viewing/editing

program on your computer that BuildersCAD will use to display given
video format files. Selecting this box allows you to set the video viewing/
editing software by typing in the full path to the program executable at the
keyboard, or by selecting BROWSE to browse for the program in your computer file system. The Default Video Player may be any software that supports the given video file types - such as .mp4, .wmv, etc.

Note 1: The environment variable being set is GRVIDEO.

DEFAULT AUDIO PLAYER: This box displays the audio player/editing program on your computer that BuildersCAD will use to play given audio
format files. Selecting this box allows you to set the audio player/editing
software by typing in the full path to the program executable at the keyboard,
or by selecting BROWSE to browse for the program in your computer file
system. The Default Audio Player may be any software that supports the
given audio file types - such as .mp3, .wav, etc.

Note 1: The environment variable being set is GRAUDIO.

File Permissions
Access to add, change, or delete environment variables can be limited to specific
users. The BuildersCAD Environment Defaults Manager uses the Builder220
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sCAD file permissions system. Refer to the Permissions topic. The blockname
for the BuildersCAD Environment Defaults Manager is "Environment
Defaults".

See Also
Environment Variables, Permissions, Menus, Standards Directory, Smart
Repeated Items, and Datalinks.

E N V I R O N M E N T VA R I A B L E S
Environment Variables are variables set to shape the computer’s environment for
BuildersCAD and control its function and relation to the computer and external
devices. Some environment variables are hardware platform or operating system specific, while others apply universally to BuildersCAD. Some environment variables
are set automatically by BuildersCAD, and others are set in different places, depending on the operating system.
Environment variables not automatically set by BuildersCAD are set in MS Windows systems in the arris.ini file which is found under the BuildersCAD program
directory in the \etc subdirectory. This file is a simple text file which is read when
BuildersCAD is started. The format for setting the variable is "VARIABLE=VALUE", with each variable on a separate line of the file.
Environment variables which are changed may be updated in the current BuildersCAD session by using the $resetenv utility. This causes BuildersCAD to re-read
the arris.ini file for environment variable values.
The user is cautioned not to change environment variable values unless you are sure of
the function and value of the variable.
A list of BuildersCAD Environment Variables, their function, and the applicable
platforms is presented below.
Table E:5

ENV. VARIABLE

DESCRIPTION

PLATFORM

ARRIS

BuildersCAD program directory path

Unix, Windows

GALPH

Alpha Numeric output

Unix, Windows

GBIGTEXT

If set to "yes", menu text will be 1.3 times
larger. Used for better display of Asian font
characters.

Unix, Windows

GBOLDPROMPT

If set to "yes", BuildersCAD will use Bold Face
text in the prompt for easier vision.

Unix, Windows
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ENV. VARIABLE

DESCRIPTION

PLATFORM

GBUILD

Set and used for BuildersCAD

Unix, Windows

GCAPLOCKOFF

If set to "yes", BuildersCAD will start with the
text cap lock default "off" instead of the ususal
"on".

Unix, Windows

GCASESENSITIVE

If set, allows file names to be both upper and
lower case. Otherwise all file names are forced
to lower case. Set by adding the entry: GCASESENSITIVE=yes

Unix

GCMDECIMAL

If set, dimensions in centimeter units will use
standard decimal notation. Otherwise, decimals will be displayed as superscript.

Unix, Windows

GDLP

If set to "none", BuildersCAD is initialized with
the display list off.

Unix, Windows

GEDCOM

Default external Text Editor.

Unix, Windows

GKBDDEV

Keyboard Device

Unix

GMACHINE

Current Machine Type

Unix, Windows

GMENU

Menu type

Unix, Windows

GMENU_SIZE

Sets the size of the BuildersCAD menus within
the BuildersCAD window. The value of the
variable represents a percentage of full size.
The default is 100 (%).

Windows

GNBUTTON

Number of Mouse Buttons

Windows

GNOREGISTRYOPEN

If set, a drawing or sheet may not be opened
by double clicking on it in Windows Explorer.

Windows

GPDEST

Default Plotter Name (if different than GPLOT)

Unix

GPDEV

Default Plotter Device

Unix

GPLOT

Default Plotter Type

Unix

GPRINT

Default Printer Device

Unix

GPRINTERFONT

Printer Type Face. If not set, defaults to
Lucinda Console

Windows

GPSYS

Plotter host system

Unix

GROSDIR

Directory for npipe server ’os_npipe’. If not set,
defaults to $ARRIS/lib.

Unix
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ENV. VARIABLE

DESCRIPTION

PLATFORM

GRPATH

BuildersCAD Search Paths

Unix, Windows

GRPTERR

If set, error messages are echoed to the console window.

Unix

GRSH

Remote shell executable (eg. ’/usr/bsd/rsh’)

Unix

GRSTD

Standards Directory

Unix, Windows

GRUSRS

Login User Home Directory

Unix, Windows

GRBROWSER

Default Web Browser (Datalinks)

Windows

GRPDF

Default PDF Viewer (Datalinks)

Windows

GRMSWORD

Default Word Processor (Datalinks)

Windows

GRMSEXCEL

Default Spreadsheet Program (Datalinks)

Windows

GRSQLDB

Default SQL Database Program (Datalinks)

Windows

GRSKETCHUP

SketchUp Program Location (Datalinks)

Windows

GRIMAGE

Default Image View/Edit Program (Datalinks)

Windows

GRVIDEO

Default Video Player (Datalinks)

Windows

GRAUDIO

Default Audio Player (Datalinks)

Windows

GSWAP

Swap Directory (No longer used)

Unix, Windows

GSYSTEM

Operating System Type (BSD or SYSV)

Unix

GTERM

Terminal Type

Unix

GWINPOS

Beginning Window Position. The position is in
pixels expressed XXX,YYY to the right and
down from the top left corner of the screen.

Windows

GWINSIZE

Beginning Window Size. The window size is in
pixels expressed XXX,YYY.

Windows

KEYTYPE

Security Key Device Type

Windows

MAXPLOTWAIT

Maximum wait time in seconds for "Plot Current" to complete. If not set, defaults to 180
seconds (3 minutes).

Unix, Windows

USE_SYSTEM_C
OLORMAP

If set, BuildersCAD will inherit part of the colormap used by the operating System. This is
used to avoid the "flickering" behavior which
appears on certain Sun displays.

Unix
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See Also
Environment Defaults Manager, Datalinks.

ENVIRONMENTAL MODES
BuildersCAD operates in 2 environmental modes: sheet space and model space. The
current environmental mode status in indicated in the project information area on the
DESKTOP menu.

SHEET SPACE: is a special environment when a sheet (.sht) is opened.
• Once a sheet is opened, the word “SHEET” will be displayed in the project
information area.

MODEL SPACE: is the normal environment when any drawing (.dr) or viewport (which is a portion of a drawing) is opened.

• Once a drawing is opened, the word “MODEL” will be displayed in the
project information area. It is not possible to switch directly to sheet
space, and selecting the SPACE box will display a message to that effect.

• When a viewport is opened, the current viewport name will be displayed in
environmental mode box in the project information area.

Characteristics
Table E:6

Environmental Mode Characteristics

MODEL SPACE

SHEET SPACE

Work is limited to the model layers.
These are layers which have positive
layer numbers between 0 and
99,999,999.

Work is limited to sheet layers. These
are layers which have negative layer
numbers (e.g., -100, -10)

The scale may be set to any desired
value

The scale is fixed to full size (1:1) and
cannot be changed

The environment is fully 3-dimensional and may be viewed in any orientation

The environment is 2-dimensional
and may only be viewed in plan view

Commands
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SHEETS AND VIEWPORTS: If a sheet (.sht) is opened, the environmental
mode box in the project information area on the DESKTOP menu functions as a
toggle between the opened sheet (sheet space) and one of its viewports (model
space) contained within. If switching to a viewport, you will be prompted to
selected one of the viewport on the sheet.
DRAWINGS: If a drawing (.dr) is opened, the environmental mode box in the
project information area does not toggle.
See Also
Layers, Lock Files, Sheets, and Viewports.

ERASE
Erasing an object and deleting it are the same thing. An object can be removed from a
drawing or sheet and a file can be removed from the hard drive. BuildersCAD contains commands that will delete files and databases. To erase/delete an object see Edit.
Note 1: Erasing an object from the database can usually be undone. A file erased from
the disk, depending on the operating system being used, may not be recoverable.

See Also
Delete and Edit.

ERRORS
BuildersCAD errors are reported to the message line, which is located directly
below the prompt line on the BuildersCAD User Interface. When an error is encountered, a short error message is displayed and the menu box to the left turns red.

Error Status Window
To display more information on the current error, select the message line with the mouse
or type in the command :err and <Enter>. A Windows dialogue menu will appear listing
the current error and the 1 error previous.
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The error listing contains information including the date and time, the last input from
the user, and an error trace back, which is a listing of BuildersCAD commands and
utilities being called including line numbers. This is especially helpful in tracking down
software discrepancies.
Error Status Window Commands

COPY TO CLIPBOARD: The Copy To Clipboard button will copy the contents of the error window to the MS Windows clip board. This is useful for pasting the error to an e-mail to report problems or discrepancies to Sigma Design.
LOG ERRORS: When this button is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt
for a file name to save the error log to. This will be a text file and will contain all
errors for the current BuildersCAD session.
CANCEL: This button will close the ERROR STATUS menu.
Preferences
BuildersCAD may be set to show all fatal errors in the OS Dialog Window
automatically. This is set on the PREFERENCES menu. Refer to the Preferences
topic for more information.

See Also
Preferences.
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ESTIMATING FORMULA
See Materials Application for more information.

EXIT
Exiting the BuildersCAD program will close all files and quit the program.

EXIT: Located on the FILE pull-down menu.
Confirmation is requested as a safeguard and allows a second chance to save any
open or changed files. This includes styles, drawing/sheet register files, layer
files, parameter files, custom toolbar file, view files, colormaps, etc.
If the active drawing/sheet has been worked on since the last save the prompt line
indicates that all changes will be lost. If changes need to be saved select no from
the options and save the drawing/sheet.
The mnemonic command to exit BuildersCAD is :bye. Type the command at
the keyboard followed by the Enter key. BuildersCAD will prompt for confirmation as noted above.
BuildersCAD may also be exited in MS Windows by selecting the “X” box in
the top right corner of the BuildersCAD window.

E X P E R T TR A N S L A T O R
The Expert Infocad translator plug-in may be used to import and export your BuildersCAD drawings from/to DWG or DXF format. This third party plug-in may be purchased separately either from your BuildersCAD dealer, Sigma Design or directly
from Expert Infocad Inc. Refer also to the documentation from Expert Infocad for the
Expert DWG/DXF Translator.
The translation requires that the other CAD system can read, or write to either DXF or
DWG file formats. As in any translation between languages or CAD systems, however,
items in one system may not have exact equivalents in the other, nor are items common
to both systems necessarily expressed identically. To handle these natural differences,
the Expert Infocad Translator for BuildersCAD has built-in default settings which
replicate most requirements for the average architectural office. These settings can be
edited and saved as a configuration file in ASCII text format.

Compatibility
The translation routines convert CAD entities, repeated item/Block definitions, It
associated files and tables. The entity maps for the 7.3 version of the Expert
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Translator support the following version formats:
Table E:7

Translation Format Versions

FORMAT
Import to BuildersCAD
Export to AutoCAD

VERSION OPTIONS SUPPORTED
BuildersCAD 7.0, BuildersCAD 8.0, 8.1, 8.2,
8.3, 9.1, 9.4, 9.5
AutoCAD V2.5, 2.6; R9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,
2000, 2004, 2005, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010

DXF
The exchange of drawings between BuildersCAD and other CAD systems
requires that the drawings first be converted into an intermediary format such as
DXF (data exchange format) or translated directly into a native CAD format.
DXF is a generic file format developed by AutoDesk, Inc. for translating other
CAD system’s drawings into and out of AutoCAD. Although DXF and DWG
translations work reasonably well for converting drawings between BuildersCAD and many other CAD systems, these file formats cannot account for all
the special entity types or conventions that are part of most CAD systems.
BuildersCAD has entities and performance-enhancing features that set it apart
from other CAD products. Non-graphic data such as framing information and
material take-offs will not translate. Nonetheless, translating graphic data in
BuildersCAD has been adapted to handle most differences.

C u s t o m i z i n g D X F a n d D W G Tr a n s l a t i o n
The BuildersCAD translation routines are designed to run efficiently and
accurately with either a minimum of customization or with a very high degree of
customization. To customize the translator for optimal use there are various tools
available.

CONFIGURATION FILE: The configuration file sets the parameters for the
translation process. If no explicit input for these parameters is defined, the
configuration file sets them automatically to meet the most common requirements for architects and builders in the U.S. You can tell when the standard
or default settings are in effect because you will encounter the system standard configuration whenever the built-in configuration file is used.
Configuration files for BuildersCAD exported to DXF or DWG are identified
by the extension .ocf. These should be placed in the directory trans.dir located
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inside the standards directory.
Table E:8

Translation Default Parameters - Export

TRANSLATION PARAMETERS

DXF/DWG DEFAULT
VALUES

DXF or DWG Output Precision

6

New Acad_DWG_Units

NO CHANGE

Linetype Library Filename

NONE

Overwrite any Existing DXF or DWG Files

NO

Overwrite any Existing lin Files

YES

Match Col by (RGB/User_colmap/penmap

RGB

Color Map file

STANDARD_MATCH

User Layer_name Map File

STANDARD_MATCH

User RI/block_name Map File

STANDARD_MATCH

Translate Displayable Layer Only

NO

Translate Linked_layers

YES

Use_Old_Entity_Mask

NO

Translate all Patterns

YES

Translate RI Patterns

YES

Translate custom_lines

YES

Translate Dimension

YES

Translate Wall Height to ACAD thickness

NO

Translate RI to XREF block

NO

Translate ARRIS Xhatch to ACAD 14
hatch

NO

Filter Out File

NONE
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Table E:8

Translation Default Parameters - Export

Apply Filter to RI (Indepth/Whole/Both

BOTH

Recover boundary from damaged XH &
Zone

YES

Styles Catalog name

NONE

Configuration files for DXF or DWG imported to BuildersCAD are identified by the extension.icf. These should be placed in the directory trans.dir
located inside the standards directory.
Table E:9

Translation Default Parameters - Import

TRANSLATION PARAMETERS
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DEFAULT SETTINGS FOR
ARRIS

Autocad Units

DEFAULT

BuildersCAD Geometry Units

DEFAULT

BuildersCAD Output Units

DEFAULT

BuildersCAD Unit Increments

DEFAULT

BuildersCAD Drawing Scale

DEFAULT

Origin Offset

0,0,0

Match Color by (RGB/
USER_COLORMAP)

RGB

Colormap File

STANDARD_MATCH

Penmap File

STANDARD_MATCH

User Layer Map File

STANDARD_MATCH

User RI/block_name Map File

STANDARD_MATCH

User Font Map File

STANDARD_MATCH

Translate Dimension

YES

Translate Patterns

YES

Translate Turned_off Layer

YES
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Table E:9

Translation Default Parameters - Import
Translate Frozen Layers

YES

Translate Dimension as Repeated Items

NO

Overwrite LTSCALE (0.0 for No Change)

0.0

Filter-Out FIle

NONE

Flatten and Set Z-Value to 0.0

NO

Custom izing Translation Se tting s
Lines beginning with ‘#’ are comments and are not used by the translator.
Each line in the file represents the name and value for one and only one setting and has the following format:
SETTING_NAME = SETTING_VALUE
SETTING_NAME is a key word and must not be changed.
SETTING_VALUE can be edited.
SETTING_VALUE is either a value for the variable defined by
SETTING_NAME or it is a filename that stores a list of values (i.e. a table).

When SETTING_VALUE is a list, it is called a Translation Table.
If a setting is not found in the configuration file or in a table, the translator
will use the default value from SYS STD CONFIG (the system standard configuration file).
A sample of an export configuration file sample.ocf is shown below:
#

ARRIS2DWG CONFIGURATION FILE

DXF OUTPUT PRECISION

= 6

NEW ACAD_DWG_UNITS

= NO CHANGE

LINETYPE library file name

= NONE

Overwrite any existing dxf files

= NO

Overwrite any existing lin files

= YES

MATCH COL BY (RGB/User_colmap/Penmap)

= RGB

COLOR MAP FILE

= STANDARD_MATCH

USER LAYER_NAME MAP FILE

= STANDARD_MATCH

USER RI/BLOCK_NAME MAP FILE

= STANDARD_MATCH
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TRANSLATE DISPLAYABLE LAYER ONLY

= NO

TRANSLATE LINKED_LAYERS

= YES

TRANSLATE DISPLAYABLE LAYER_MASK ONLY

= YES

USE_OLD_ENTITY_MASK

= NO

TRANSLATE ALL PATTERNS

= YES

TRANSLATE RI PATTERNS

= YES

TRANSLATE CUSTOM_LINES

= YES

TRANSLATE DIMENSION

= YES

TRANSLATE WALLHEIGHT TO ACAD THICKNESS = NO
TRANSLATE RI TO XREF BLOCK

= NO

Translate ARRIS Xhatch to Acad14 Hatch = NO
FILTER-OUT FILE

= NONE

APPLY FILTER TO RI(Indepth/Whole/Both) = Both
Recover boundary from damaged XH & ZN

= YES

STYLES CATALOG NAME

= NONE

A sample of an import configuration file sample.icf is shown below:
# SAMPLE DWG2ARRIS CONFIGURATION FILE
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AUTOCAD UNITS

= DEFAULT

ARRIS GEOMETRY UNITS

= DEFAULT

ARRIS OUTPUT UNITS

= DEFAULT

ARRIS UNIT INCREMENTS

= DEFAULT

ARRIS DRAWING SCALE

= DEFAULT

ORIGIN OFFSET

= 0,0,0

MATCH COLOR BY (RGB/User_colmap)

= RGB

COLORMAP FILE

= STANDARD_MATCH

PENMAP FILE

= STANDARD_MATCH

USER LAYER MAP FILE

= STANDARD_MATCH

USER RI/BLOCK_NAME MAP FILE

= STANDARD_MATCH

USER FONT MAP FILE

= STANDARD_MATCH

TRANSLATE DIMENSION

= YES

TRANSLATE PATTERNS

= YES

TRANSLATE TURNED_OFF LAYERS

= YES

TRANSLATE FROZEN LAYERS

= NO
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TRANSLATE DIMENSION AS REPEATED ITEMS

= NO

OVERWRITE LTSCALE (0.0 for No change)

= 0.0

FILTER-OUT FILE

= NONE

FLATTEN AND SET Z-VALUE TO 0.0

= NO

Tr a n s l a t i o n Ta b l e s
There are six configuration file settings which reference the translation
tables:
Color Mapping Table

.clm extension

RI/Block Mapping Table

.rim extension

Layer Name Mapping Table

.lym extension

Font Mapping Table

.ltm extension

LineType Mapping Table

.lin extension

BuildersCAD Pen to ACAD Color Table.pnm extension
These tables are text files which store the parameters which map color numbers, RI/Block names, layer names, text/lettering fonts, line types and pen
numbers during the conversion. The Translation Tables define how names or
color values in the DWG or DXF files are converted to their BuildersCAD equivalents, and vice-versa. They should be placed in the directory
trans.dir under the standards directory. The translation tables follow these
rules:

• A key word record located at the top of each table tells the translator
which format to use:
ARRIS = AutoCAD means to use format 1
AutoCAD = ARRIS means to use format 2

• Two columns of values.
• Two formats for the values in these two columns:
VALUE_IN_ARRIS = VALUE_IN_AUTOCAD is format 1
VALUE_IN_ AUTOCAD = VALUE_IN_ ARRIS is format 2

If a value is not mentioned in the table, the default value will be drawn from
the system standard configuration file, SYS STD CONFIG. (This rule allows
you to create a small color table containing only the color mappings you
want to customize, or a small layer table with just the custom entries.)
A sample color mapping table is shown below. The other translation tables
follow the same format.
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# sample.clm
ARRIS=AutoCAD
20=1
18=2
12=3
5=4
24=5
9=6
30=7
3=8

Export Parameters
To preserve some of the graphic intelligence and detail of the original BuildersCAD database through its conversion to DXF or DWG format, there are 24
customizable parameters. You can set all of the parameters, or only a subset.
Whether you customize the configuration settings for a single session or save
them to a file for future use, default values will be used for those parameters that
you do not modify. Review the earlier section on the customization process and
see the table above for a listing of the default settings. The menu to customize
export parameters is invoked by selecting the uparrow icon in the top right corner
of the Import/Export Translator Menu.

Dxf Or Dwg Output Precision
This parameter controls the precision you require for all floating point numbers in the DXF or DWG output file. The precision of a floating point number corresponds to the number of decimal places used to express the number.
The greater the value you choose, the more accurate the output will be. Values range between 0 and 16. The default is 6.
New Acad_dwg_units
Modifying this parameter changes the units during the conversion so that the
units of the output file are different from those of the BuildersCAD file.
For example, if the BuildersCAD units are feet, but you want the
exported drawing in meters, just enter ‘meter’ or ‘m’ for this parameter and
all linear units will be converted from feet to meters. If you want the output
file to use the same unit measurement as the input file, enter the keyword NO
CHANGE. The valid choices for unit measurement are:
mm, millimeter, cm, centimeter, m, meter, km, kilometer, mil, mils, in, inch,
ft, feet, mi, miles
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Linetype Library Filename
You can use this parameter to create a library of the linetypes used in the
BuildersCAD drawing and save it in a file with the extension .lin. To
have the translator create the library during conversion, you should enter a
valid filename without its extension. Otherwise, enter the keyword NONE to
disable this option.
Overwrite Existing DXF or DWG Files
The translator checks to see if a DXF or DWG file with the same filename as
the output DXF or DWG file about to be created already exists on disk.
Enter YES to overwrite the existing DXF or DWG file with the new file.
Enter NO to stop the translation and exit if the DXF or DWG file already
exists. The default is NO.
Overwrite Existing .lin Files
The translator checks to see if a line type library file with the same filename
as the .lin file about to be created already exists on disk. Enter YES to overwrite the existing .lin file. Enter NO to stop the translation and exit, if the lin
file exists.
Match Col By (Rgb/user_colmap/rgb)
BuildersCAD allows you to create custom colormaps or use the system
colormap as a default. The colormap, called “colormap.cm” is saved with the
drawing file under the key “@cm”. The default colormap is located in the
directory $ARRIS/lib under the filename “colmap.sys”.
This parameter controls the method by which the translator converts the colors in the colormap used by the BuildersCAD drawing to their equivalents in the destination CAD system. You can have the translator match
colors by their RGB value, by using a Translation Table (standard or custom)
that explicitly matches BuildersCAD colors to AutoCAD colors, or by
using a Translation Table (standard or custom) that explicitly matches
BuildersCAD pen numbers to AutoCAD colors.

RGB: Enter the keyword RGB (Red/Green/Blue) to match the colors
mathematically by their RGB values. The closest AutoCAD color number is
calculated from the BuildersCAD color number by matching the value of
the Red, Green and Blue components of the color. You can save the table
produced by this method to a file.
USER_COLMAP: Enter the keyword User_colmap to use a color Translation Table to control the color conversion process. The name of the color
Translation Table (whether standard or custom) is entered later. (See COLBuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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ORMAP FILE below.)

PENMAP: Enter the keyword Penmap to use a Translation Table (standard
or custom) to map BuildersCAD pen numbers to AutoCAD color numbers. The filename for the penmap Translation Table is set in the COLORMAP FILE parameter described below.

Colormap File
Use this setting if you selected option 2 (User_colmap) or option 3 (Penmap) for the MATCH COL BY parameter above. Enter a valid filename
([type].clm) containing the customized color Translation Table. Otherwise,
if you selected option 2 (User_colmap), you can also enter the keyword
STANDARD_MATCH to invoke the default Translation Table. If you
selected option 3 (Penmap), you can also enter the keyword STANDARD
MATCH instead of a filename in which case the default mapping ACAD
Color = ARRIS Pen is used.
Note that if you use a custom color or penmap file that has entries for only a
subset of the total colormap, the translator will complete the custom Translation Table using standard values.
User Layer_name Map File
You can customize the mapping of layer names between BuildersCAD
and AutoCAD by creating a Translation Table to handle the conversion item
by item. If you want the translator to use your custom layer name Translation
Table, enter the filename (<filename>.lym) to set this parameter. Otherwise,
enter the keyword STANDARD MATCH to use the default method for converting layer names in BuildersCAD to their equivalent in the destination
CAD system.
Default Layer Name Conversion Method
The default method converts the BuildersCAD layer name to upper case
to form the new layer name. The new name is compared with the DXF/DWG
layer list. If a duplicate layer name is found, a suffix _A, _B, _C or _D... is
appended to the new layer name to create a unique name.
User Ri/block_name Map File
You can customize the mapping of BuildersCAD repeated item names to
AutoCAD block names by creating a Translation Table to handle the conversion item by item. If you want the translator to use your custom RI/Block
name Translation Table, enter the filename (<filename>.rim) to set this
parameter. Otherwise, enter the keyword STANDARD_MATCH to use the
default method for converting RI names in BuildersCAD to their equivalent in AutoCAD.
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D e f a u l t R i To B l o c k C o n v e r s i o n M e t h o d
The default method converts the BuildersCAD RI name to upper case to
form the AutoCAD block name. The new name is matched with the
AutoCAD block list. If a duplicate block name is found, a suffix _A, _B, _C
or _D. is appended to the new AutoCAD block name to create a unique
name.
Tr ans late Disp lay able L ay ers Only
Entering YES tells the translator to ignore the BuildersCAD layers that
are turned OFF. The default is NO, which will result in the translation of all
layers.
Tr ans late L inke d_la yers
NO tells the translator to skip the BuildersCAD layers that are linked to

another BuildersCAD database. Linked layers are those with key equal to
@ln in the drawing file. The default is YES, which will result in the translation of all layers.

Tr ans late Disp lay able L ay er_ ma sk On ly
The BuildersCAD entity-layer-mask feature lets you hide some entity
types on a certain layer. For example, you can hide all arcs and circles on a
specified layer. Entering NO causes the entity mask to be ignored and to
translate all entities. The default is YES, which will result in the translation
of only what is visible in BuildersCAD.
Use_old_entity_mask
The BuildersCAD display-mask feature lets you hide Labels and/or Custom Lines on a certain layer. For example, you can hide all Labels on a specified layer. Entering YES translates only what is currently displayed in
BuildersCAD. Entering NO causes the mask to be ignored. The default is
NO, which produces a complete translation including hidden Custom Lines
and/or Labels.
Tr ans late All Patt ern s
YES translates BuildersCAD Pattern (XHATCH) entities. Since each
XHATCH entity is saved as an AutoCAD block, not translating all Patterns
entities produces a smaller DXF or DWG file.

Tr ans late RI Patt ern s
YES translates all the BuildersCAD RI-XHATCH entities. Since Patterns
are saved as an AutoCAD block, selecting NO produces a smaller DXF or
DWG file. The default is YES.
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Tr ans late Cu sto m_ lines
YES translates all BuildersCAD Custom-Lines. The default is YES.

Tr ans late Dimen sion
YES translates all the BuildersCAD Dimension entities. The default
selection is YES.

Tr a n s l a t e Wa l l H e i g h t To A u t o c a d T h i c k n e s s
YES will convert the BuildersCAD Wall Height to AutoCAD thickness.
If you select YES, the wall will appear extruded in AutoCAD. The default
selection is NO which tells the translator to convert Wall Height to zero

thickness in AutoCAD.
Tr ans late RI to Xref Blo ck
The default is NO.
Tr anslate ARRIS X Hatch to ACAD
14 Hatch
Tells the translator whether to translate BuildersCAD patterns as crosshatch patterns in AutoCAD 14 (which does not support origin offset), or to
translate as pre- AutoCAD 14 hatch which are stored as inserts of blocks
containing the entities composing the hatch pattern.
Filter Out File
Sets the saved output filter file to use during the export translation.
Apply Filter to RI (Indepth/Whole/
Both)
When exporting using a color filter, this option tells the translator how to
treat color in RI’s. Indepth looks only at the color setting of the entities
within the repeated item. Whole looks only at the color setting of the RI as a
whole. Both (the default) looks at the color setting of the entities first, and if
set to "none", then looks at the color setting of the RI as a whole.
Recover Boundary From Damaged X
Hatch and Zones
The default is YES.
Styles Catalog Name
The default is none. If the Styles Catalog Name is set to anything other than
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none, the catalog is read for Line and Dimension styles and these are created
in AutoCAD with the same name as used in the BuildersCAD Catalog,
even if the drawing does not have any line or dimension entities in it. The
translator then looks at the entities properties/parameters and matches those
with something it finds in the catalog. Only if not found will it create a new
style in AutoCAD with a generic name. If the option is set to none, the translator will create a generic name.

Import Parameters
To preserve the intelligence and graphic detail of the original CAD drawing
through its conversion to a BuildersCAD database, the translator uses 20 customizable parameters. This section cover the individual parameters in detail. You
can set all of the parameters, or only a subset. The default values will be used for
any parameter have not modified.
AutoCAD Units
This parameter defines how the translator should interpret the linear units of
the incoming DXF OR DWG file. The available values are:
mm, millimeter, cm, centimeter, m, meter, km, kilometer, mil, mils, in, inch,
ft, feet, mi, miles
You can also enter the keyword DEFAULT which tells the translator to set the
AutoCAD units according to the setting for the AutoCAD system variable
“LUNITS” (linear units). If you select DEFAULT, the setting on the left of
the list below defines the unit value on the right:
scientific

millimeter

decimal

meter

engineering

inch

architectural

inch

fractional

meter

all others

inch

ARRIS Geometry Units
This parameter sets the unit measurement for the output BuildersCAD
database. Entering a value from the list of valid choices below tells the translator to convert the old units to their new value in the output BuildersCAD database:
mm, millimeter, cm, centimeter, m, meter, km, kilometer, mil, mils, in, inch,
ft, feet, mi, miles
If you want no unit conversion between the input and output files, you can
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enter the keyword DEFAULT which sets the BuildersCAD database units
equal to the unit setting of the source file.
ARRIS Output Units
You can use this parameter to specify the value of the Format Units for the
output BuildersCAD database. The legal values are:
mm, millimeter, cm, centimeter, m, kilometer or miles, km, kilometer, mil,
mils, in, inch, ft, feet, mi, miles, ft in, feet inch
You can also enter the keyword DEFAULT which tells the translator to set the
BuildersCAD format units according to the setting for the AutoCAD system variable “LUNITS” (linear units). If you select DEFAULT, the setting
on the left of the list below defines the format unit value on the right:
engineering

feet/inch

architectural

feet/inch

all others

(see settings under AutoCAD UNITS above)

ARRIS Unit Increments
This parameter sets the increment value for the new BuildersCAD database. Specify a numeric value, or enter the keyword DEFAULT. It you
choose the DEFAULT setting, the Translator sets the increment value to correspond to the AutoCAD units as follows:
Table E:10 Translation Increment Defaults

AUTOCAD UNITS

ARRIS INCREMENTS

kilometer or miles

100000

meter

10000

centimeter

50

millimeter

10

feet

3072

inch

3072

mils

10

others

3072

Note 1: The increments value will be checked and possibly corrected by the
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translator. The increments must be set so that X, Y or Z extents multiplied by the increments do not exceed +/- 2,147,483,647. A warning
will be issued if a correction is made.
If you still want to use larger increments for greater accuracy, you have the
option of decreasing the drawing extents by shifting the origin of the drawing. Please see ORIGIN OFFSET below.
ARRIS Drawing Scale
This parameter sets the scale for the new BuildersCAD database. Specify
a numeric value or enter the keyword DEFAULT. If the BuildersCAD
database units are metric, the DEFAULT scale setting is 1:100. Otherwise,
the DEFAULT scale setting is 1:96.
Origin Offset
This parameter sets the distance (expressed in three dimensions) by which to
shift every point in the BuildersCAD database during the translation. The
setting takes the form (x, y, z) where the values for x, y, and z have the same
units as the input DXF or DWG file. The DEFAULT setting is
(0.0000,0.0000,0.0000).
Match Color By (RGB/USER_COLMAP)
This parameter controls the method by which the translator converts the colors in the input drawing to their equivalents in BuildersCAD. You can
have the Translator match colors by their RGB values, or by using a Translation Table (standard or custom) that explicitly matches AutoCAD colors to
BuildersCAD colors.

RGB: Entering the keyword RGB (Red/Green/Blue) matches the colors
mathematically by their RGB values. The closest BuildersCAD color
number is calculated from the AutoCAD color number by matching the values of the Red, Green and Blue components of the color. You can save the
table produced by this method to a file. The BuildersCAD system colormap is located in the directory $ARRIS/lib under the filename colmap.sys.
USER_COLMAP: Enter the keyword User_colmap to use a color Translation Table to control the color conversion process. The name of the color
Translation Table (whether standard or custom) is entered under the setting
COLORMAP FILE described below.
Colormap File
The file [filename].clm contains the custom color table. Otherwise, the keyword STANDARD_MATCH to used as the default color table.
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Note 1:If you use a custom color table with entries for only a subset of the
total colormap, the translator will complete the custom table using
default values.
Penmap File
The file [filename].pnm contains the custom pen/color table. Otherwise, the
keyword STANDARD_MATCH to used as the default color table.
Note 1:If you use a custom pen/color table with entries for only a subset of
the total pen/colormap, the translator will complete the custom
table using default values.
User Layer Map File
This table handles the conversion between AutoCAD and BuildersCAD
layers item by item. If you want the translator to use your custom layer name
Translation Table, enter the filename (<filename>.lym) to set this parameter.
Otherwise, enter the keyword STANDARD_MATCH to use the default
method for converting layer names to their equivalent in BuildersCAD.
D e f a u l t S TA N D A R D _ M AT C H m e t h o d
The default method converts the AutoCAD layer name to lower case form to
the BuildersCAD layer name. The new name is stripped of any illegal
characters and matched with the BuildersCAD layer list. If a duplicate
layer name is found, a suffix from the list _A, _B, _C or _D... is appended to
the new layer name until a unique name is created. Multiple AutoCAD layers may be mapped to the same BuildersCAD layer name.
Note 1: Automatic layer control in BuildersCAD is based on a very specific
layer naming and numbering convention. It is recommended that data
which is translated in from other CAD systems NOT be placed on standard BuildersCAD layers, and be used only for reference. BuildersCAD entities which contain intelligent data for framing or materials
take offs must be created in BuildersCAD.
USER RI/BLOCK_NAME Map File
Mapping of AutoCAD block names to BuildersCAD repeated item
names is done by creating a Translation Table to handle conversion item by
item. The custom Block/RI name Translation Table is (<filename>.rim).
Otherwise, the keyword STANDARD_MATCH is use as the default method
for converting block names to their RI equivalent in BuildersCAD.
D e f a u l t S TA N D A R D _ M AT C H m e t h o d
The default method converts the AutoCAD block name to lower case to
form the BuildersCAD RI name. The new name is matched with the
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BuildersCAD RI list. If a duplicate RI name is found, a suffix from the
list _A, _B, _C or _D. is appended to the new RI name until a unique name is
created.
User Font Map File
Customizing the mapping of an AutoCAD font filename to a BuildersCAD font library. Enter the filename (<filename>.ltm) to set this parameter.
Tr ans late Dimen sion
NO ignores all the AutoCAD Dimension entities. The default is YES.

Tr ans late Patt ern s
NO ignores all the AutoCAD XHATCH entities. The default is YES, which
results in the translation of all AutoCAD XHATCH entities.

Tr anslate TURNED_OFF Layers
NO ignores all the AutoCAD layers that are turned OFF. The default is YES.

Tr ans late F ro zen L aye rs
NO ignores the AutoCAD layers that are Frozen. The default is NO.

Tr ans late Dimen sion As Rep eate d Ite ms
This parameter has two methods for translating AutoCAD Dimensions:

TRANSLATE AS ARRIS DIMENSION: This produces a more intelligent drawing which is easier to edit in BuildersCAD.
TRANSLATE AS ARRIS RI: This produces a less intelligent drawing

which is difficult to edit in BuildersCAD, but may be closer to the graphics of the original drawing.

YES converts AutoCAD Dimensions to BuildersCAD Repeated Items.
NO converts AutoCAD Dimensions to BuildersCAD Dimensions. The
default is NO.

Overwrite Ltscale (0.0 for No change)
This parameter overwrites the text scale by the named factor. The default is
0.0.
Filter-Out File
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This sets the input filter file.
Flatten and Set Z-Value to 0.0
If set to yes, this parameter sets all Z values of points to 0, flattening out the
drawing to 2 dimensions. The default is NO.

Entity Mapping between BuildersCAD and DXF/
DWG
Some types of entities are equivalent in the two systems and undergo straightforward conversion with no loss of data or intelligence. Other types of entities in
BuildersCAD have a counterpart in AutoCAD, but not an exact equivalent;
repeated items in BuildersCAD and blocks in AutoCAD, for example, are
counterparts, but not equivalents. Sometimes entities common to the two systems, like dimensions, are expressed differently in the two applications and are
therefore susceptible to alternative conversions. Finally, in a few cases, entities in
BuildersCAD have no counterpart at all in AutoCAD; complex entities like
custom lines in BuildersCAD have no equivalent at all in AutoCAD. All types
of non-equivalent entities require special handling so that they can be represented
at least graphically in the output format, even if not with their original identity or
intelligence. The translator attempts to map these source entities to their closest
equivalents in the output format, but may have no alternative but to convert them
to their lowest common denominator, i.e their component segments. To convert a
BuildersCAD custom line, for example, the translator decomposes the line
into hundreds of small line segments. These line segments represent the original
custom line graphically, but have lost their intelligence and are nearly impossible
to edit in AutoCAD. Their presence in an AutoCAD drawing makes it harder
even to edit any other intelligent entity in the vicinity of that custom line.
For the most part, you cannot modify the way in which the translator handles
entity conversion. But if you know how each entity is translated you are better
equipped to understand the results of your translation, and even to predict how
different entities will behave in their new context.
Export Entity Mapping (ARRIS to DXF/DWG)
Please note that the entity maps below apply equally to AutoCAD, DWG,
and to DXF. Since DXF and DWG are AutoCAD file formats, the parameter
settings and mappings are identical for AutoCAD, DWG, and DXF. The
resulting AutoCAD drawings, DWG and DXF files are compatible with
Releases 12, 13, 14 and 2000 of AutoCAD.
Table E:11 Translation - BuildersCAD Entities to AutoCAD Entities

BUILDERSCAD ENTITY
Simple Line/3D Line
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Table E:11 Translation - BuildersCAD Entities to AutoCAD Entities
Wall Line

Decomposed into line segments

Custom Line

Inserted as a block. The block definition
contains the Custom Line Decomposed
into line segments.

User Line

Inserted as a block. The block definition
contains the User Line Decomposed
into line segments.

Word Line

Decomposed into text and line segments.

Radius Line

Decomposed into arc and line segments

SpLine

Decomposed into line segments

Circle

Circle

Arc
Symbol

Arc
Inserted as a block and a block definition, renamed as “ARxxSYMyy” where
xx is the font number and yy is the symbol number

Symbols from AutoCAD Point

Point

Text

Text

Parametric Text

Text

RI Occurrence

Inserted as a block and a block definition.

Fixed scale RI occurrence

Inserted as a block and different block
definitions for each scale factor. Block
name has a unique number suffix

Attributal RI

Inserted as an attributed block and a
block definition

Wall Label

Inserted as an attributed block and a
block definition

Door/Window Label

Inserted as an attributed block and a
block definition

Parametric RI

Inserted as an attributed block and a
block definition

Attribute
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Table E:11 Translation - BuildersCAD Entities to AutoCAD Entities
Attribute definition in text file

Attribute definition. ATTDEF

Triangle

3Dface

Pattern

Block

RI XHATCH

Crosshatch Block. The block definition
contains the full Pattern RI occurrence
except when it intersects with the borders where it is exploded to simple entities

Zone

2D polyline. Zone name and type (if displayable) will be converted as text

Dimension

Dimension and a dim block definition.
Moreover, a DIMSTYLE is created for
each similar group of dimensions to
facilitate editing the dimension

User Entities

Inserted as a block and a block definition. The block definition contains the
components of the User entity

Color is defined in the currently
loaded color map

Converted to AutoCAD equivalent color
number based on the RGB values. Or
optionally, a custom color translation
table or a custom ARRIS pen to
AutoCAD color translation can be used

Pen

Optional: can be mapped to AutoCAD
color number using a user defined table

Line font, line type, dash flags
and other line type properties

Each similar group is saved in LTYPE
Table under a unique name. If an
ARRIS line style exists, it is also translated to the LTYPE table. The LTYPE
table can be saved in a line type file
(“.lin”)

Text font
Dimension flags

Similar groups are saved in STYLE
table under similar font name
Each similar group is saved in DIMSTYLE table under a unique name. If an
ARRIS dim style file exists, it is also
translated and used in DIMSTYLE table

Tr anslation - BuildersCAD Support File to
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Table E:12

Translate - BuildersCAD Support Files to AutoCAD

BUILDERSCAD SUPPORT
FILES
Lt font file - binary ([filename].lt)

AUTOCAD EQUIVALENT
AutoCAD shape files - Converted separately
using lt2shp conversion program. The output
“.shp” file has to be compiled using the
AutoCAD “Compile” command before being
used in a drawing session

Repeated Item (RI) Library

The RIs used in the drawing are converted
and saved in the Block definition section

Symbol files ([filename].sy)

The symbols used in the drawing are converted, saved in the Block definition section
and renamed as “ARxxSYMyy” where xx is
the font number and yy is the symbol number

Line style files ([filename].st)

Translated into the LTYPE table. The styles
and names are used in LTYPE. They can
also be saved in a line type file (<filename>.lin)

Dim style files

Translated to the DIMSTYLE table. The
styles and names are used in DIMSTYLE

Wall catalog files

Translated into the equivalent line type

Custom line files

Translated into the equivalent line type

AutoCAD Entity to BuildersCAD
Entity
The entity maps below apply equally to AutoCAD, DWG and DXF. Since DWG
and DXF are AutoCAD file formats, the parameter settings and mappings to a
BuildersCAD database are identical for AutoCAD, DWG, and DXF. The
resulting BuildersCAD database is compatible with either with BuildersCAD 7 (ARRIS 7.0/2001), BuildersCAD 8 (ARRIS 8.08.3) or BuildersCAD 9 (ARRIS 9.0-9.4) depending on which version you
select for output. The default is ARRIS 9.4.
Table E:13

Translation - AutoCAD Entity to BuildersCAD Entity

AUTOCAD ENTITY

BUILDERSCAD ENTITY

Line

Line
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Table E:13

Translation - AutoCAD Entity to BuildersCAD Entity

Circle

Circle

Arc

Arc

Point

Symbol

Text

Text

Trace

Lines on the boundaries of the figure

Solid

Lines on the boundaries of the figure

3Dface

Triangles

Block definition

RI in a separate RI library

Insert

RI occurrence

Attribute definition

Attribute definition in a text file

Attribute

Attribute

Dimension

Dimension [or optional RI]

Polyline…Vertex…Sequend
2D polyline closed

Zone with non-displayable zone name as “AutoCAD
polyline”

2D polyline opened

Zone as above but opened

3D polyline

Decomposed into line segments

Polygon mesh

Decomposed into triangles

Polyface mesh

Decomposed into line segments

Curve fit

Decomposed into line segments

Spline

Decomposed into line segments

ViewPort

ViewPort

Shape

Text string having the same name as the original
shape with the same parameters (size, angle, location, color, etc.)

AutoCAD 13 Entity to BuildersCAD
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Table E:14

Translation - AutoCAD 13 Entities to BuildersCAD Entities

AUTOCAD RELEASE
13 ENTITY

BUILDERSCAD ENTITY

Ray

long finite line within the extents of the drawing

Xline

long finite line up to the extents of the drawing

Ellipse
Elliptic arc

decomposed into line segments
composed into line segments

Body

ignored

OLEframe

ignored

3Dsolid

ignored

Leader

Not yet supported

Mline

Not yet supported

Tolerance
Region
Mtext
SPLine (NURBS)
Zombie_Entity

ignored
Not yet supported
Text
Not yet supported
ignored

AutoCAD Property to BuildersCAD Equivalent
Table E:15

Translation - AutoCAD 13 Entities to BuildersCAD Entities

AUTOCAD PROPERTY

BUILDERSCAD EQUIVALENT

Extrusion of 2D Entities

Decomposed to triangles

Elevation of 2D Entities

Merged in the Z coordinates

Paper Space
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Table E:15

Translation - AutoCAD 13 Entities to BuildersCAD Entities
Color

Converted to BuildersCAD equivalent color number
(RGB value). Or optionally, a user defined translation table is used

EXPLODE
The BuildersCAD 3D explode utility allows separating the display of different layers of a 3D model to highlight different components of a design. You can perform normal editing while the layer display is exploded and you can use any of the
BuildersCAD 3D commands to create a final image. The layers remain exploded
until they are restored to their original relationship.
The layer exploding option works by temporarily moving single or all layer origins.
When a layer origin is moved, the display of that layer is automatically shifted with
respect to the display of all other layers.

SINGLE LAYER: Select this option to shift individual layers by varying distances. The user is prompted for a layer number and an X,Y,Z distance to shift the
layer display.
Note 2: The current work layer cannot be exploded.

ALL LAYERS: Prompts the user for an X.Y,Z vector (distance) to shift the
display of layers. The layers are moved in incremental distances along the X,Y,Z
vector specified. For example, if a distance of 0,0,10' is entered, then the first
layer is offset 10 feet along the Z axis, the second 20 feet from its original location, the third 30 feet away and so forth.
Note 1: The work layer cannot be exploded, but will remain in its original position. Therefore, for best results when exploding a view, the work layer
should be the first layer in the drawing. It will remain in its original
location and the other layers will be shifted away from it by equal increments.

RESTORE LAYER: Returns all layers to their original positions. It is not possible to restore a single layer; however, it can be exploded back to its original
location. This option will restore all layers back to their original locations,
regardless of the number of explodes that have been performed.
LAYER ORIGIN: Layers can be exploded at different times, and you can
explode a layer more than once before restoring the display. The layer origin
option allows attaching datum symbols to the layer’s origin. This can be done
before or after the layers have been exploded. The datum symbols will be
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removed when the layers are restored.

See Also
Layer, Origins, and Point.

EXPORT
BuildersCAD has the capablility to export files to file
formats used by other CAD systems, modeling programs,
and viewers.

E x p o r t BuildersCAD To D W G
Exports a BuildersCAD database/drawing to the
.dwg file format. This function requires the purchase
of the Expert Infocad DWG/DXF Translator module.
Selection of this button brings up the Expert Infocad
ARRIS TO DWG EXPORT menu if the DWG/DXF
Translator from Expert Infocad is installed. Refer to
the Expert Translator topic for more information.

E x p o r t BuildersCAD To D X F
Exports an BuildersCAD database/drawing to the
.dxf file format. This function requires the purchase
of the Expert Infocad DWG/DXF Translator module.
Selection of this button brings up the Expert Infocad
ARRIS TO DXF EXPORT menu if the DWG/DXF
Translator from Expert Infocad is installed. Refer to
the Expert Translator topic for more information.

E x p o r t BuildersCAD 3 D To S K P
Exports the current BuildersCAD 3D model to a SketchUp .skp file.SketchUp
is a 3D design and modeling tool from Google. Refer to the SketchUp topic for
more information.

E x p o r t BuildersCAD 3 D To GT F
Exports the current BuildersCAD 3D model to a .gtf file. This file format may
be read by eZ.

E x p o r t BuildersCAD 3 D To S T L
Exports the current BuildersCAD 3D model to a 3D Stereolithography .stl
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file. This file format may be read by eZ.

E x p o r t BuildersCAD 2 D To O B J
Exports the current BuildersCAD drawing to a WaveFront .obj file.

E x p o r t BuildersCAD 2 D To H P G
Exports the current BuildersCAD drawing to an .hpg plot file. This function
uses the internal BuildersCAD hpg filter. Refer to the Plot topic for more
information.
Data Extract

E x p o r t BuildersCAD To Te e l o k
Creates an extract file of BuildersCAD data to be used with Teelok.

E x p o r t BuildersCAD To A l p i n e
Creates an extract file of BuildersCAD data to be used with an Alpine saw.
Font Conversion

E x p o r t BuildersCAD LT To S H P
Exports a BuildersCAD .lt text font to an AutoCAD shape .shp file. This
function requires the purchase of the Expert Infocad Translator module for
BuildersCAD. Refer to the Expert Translator topic for more information.
Sigma Quick DWG

Quick 2D DWG
Exports the currently loaded BuildersCAD 2D drawing to .dwg file format.
This was added to facilitate launching the drawing to eZ. Quick 2D DWG creates
a DWG output by "plotting" to DWG.
The output is very good for viewing and plotting applications which can read
.dwg files. It is not as useful for loading the drawing into AutoCAD in order to
make modifications. This is because many of the BuildersCAD entities are
converted to line segments, and have lost intelligence as an entity. For example
dimensioning in Quick 2D DWG is exported as text and lines and AutoCAD will
not recognize it as dimensioning.
Quick 2D DWG is a fast and capable method of creating a .dwg file for clients or
consultants who want to view or plot a drawing and do not have BuildersCAD
or eZ, but do have AutoCAD or an AutoCAD viewer. It is also useful for plotting
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services who can plot .dwg drawings but not BuildersCAD drawings.

Quick 3D DWG
Exports the currently loaded BuildersCAD 3D model to .dwg file format.
Quick 3D DWG exports only the 3D entities that it finds.
BuildersCAD surfaces such as wall faces or roofs are converted into
AutoCAD polyfaces which make them easier to process and manipulate. These
polyfaces are treated as a single entity by AutoCAD, SketchUP, or other applications.
Note 1: Although the triangle to polyface feature is implemented, it only works
for objects drawn with contiguous triangles. Many items such as walls
with openings or roof planes are not drawn in a way which allows them
to be converted to polyfaces.

See Also:
Expert Translator, PDF, Plot, Font, SketchUp, and eZ.

EXTENTS
The extents mode provides a means for limiting the area where objects may be placed
on a sheet or drawing. When on, BuildersCAD will not allow objects to be placed
outside of this region. Any attempt to do so will result in an error message.
The extents boundary is rectangular. At any time the extents may be turned on, off, or
reset to a new region.

Commands
EXTENTS: To access the extents mode, select the file button (flat file icon) on
the MAIN menu to invoke the FILE pull-down menu. Select the settings button
(clipboard icon) to invoke the SETTINGS pop-up menu, select the Extents button.
The current status of the extents is displayed here. To change this setting, select
the Extents button and the following prompt is displayed.
Select one of the following options:
[on] [off] [set]

• On - Turn on extents, coordinates set to value displayed on the message
line.

• Off - Turn off the use of extents.
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• Set - Set a new extents region by specifying the lower-left and upper-right
corner points of the extents boundary.

DRAW SHEET OUTLINE: The

SHEET SIZE menu is invoked. Select the
desired sheet size and a solid border outline will be drawn using the current color
and pen, starting at the drawing origin. This will be followed by a prompt allowing the extents to be set to the sheet outline dimensions.

See Also
Sheet Outline.

EXTERNAL LAYER
See Layer Manager for more information.

EXTRUSIONS
BuildersCAD contains two different extrusion functions: Extrusion of Walls and 3D
Extrusion Along a Path.

E x t r u s i o n o f Wa l l s
The Wall Extrude functions
are found by selecting the 3D
Walls button on the PLACE
WALLS Application SubMenu. This invokes the 3D
WALL EXTRUSIONS PopUp Menu.
From this menu, BuildersCAD Walls which have
been placed in the drawing
may be extruded into 3
dimensions, thus automatically creating a model of the spaces defined by the
walls. The wall heights in 3D are determined from the height parameter of the
BuildersCAD wall. BuildersCAD Doors and Windows which are placed
in the walls are also modeled in 3 dimensions, based on the parameters set for
these entities.
Wall Extrusion Search Modes
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SINGLE: Only a single specified BuildersCAD Wall will be extruded when
the extrusion command is executed.
AREA: All BuildersCAD Walls within a specified area or fence will be
extruded when the extrusion command is executed.

LEVEL: All BuildersCAD Walls on the current Level will be extruded
when the extrusion command is executed.
ALL: All BuildersCAD Walls in the current database will be extruded when
the extrusion command is executed.
Wall Extrusion Parameters

CLEAR LAYER: Yes will clear the extrusion layer before the extruded 3D surfaces are added to it.

COLOR TO USE: There are 2 options - Database and Current. Database will
extrude the wall surfaces using the colors of the 2D BuildersCAD Wall as
they are saved in the database. Current will model the wall surfaces using the
current color.
Wall Extrusion Command

CREATE 3D WALL EXTRUSIONS: Extrudes BuildersCAD Walls contained on the Wall Layer(s), and included within the search mode specified.
3D Extrusion Along A Path
The 3D Extrusion Along A Path feature is found in BuildersCAD
3D on the SLABS & PATHS Application Sub-Menu. This feature
allows the user to extrude one of three section types - Rectangle, Tube,
and Repeated Item, along a defined path creating solid surfaces. The
Repeated Item option uses a 2D repeated item made with lines as a profile which
is drawn along the path. The parameters for the extrusion are set on the PATH
STATUS menu which is invoked when the Path button is selected.

Path Status Menu

EXTRUDE MODE: Displays and sets the Extrude Mode, which applies to
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extrusion of Repeated Items. This setting determines the orientation of the
repeated item as it is extruded along the path. The choices are Vertical, Normal,
and Normal/Warp.

SECTION TYPE: Displays and sets the type of section to be extruded. The
choices are Rectangle, Tube, and Repeated Item. The choice of section type also
determines which of the other parameter settings apply to the extrusion.
RI NAME: Displays and sets the current Repeated Item name, which is used
for the extrusion when the Section Type is Repeated Item.

RECTANGLE WIDTH: Displays and sets the width of the rectangle extruded
when the Section Type is set to Rectangle.

RECTANGLE DEPTH: Displays and sets the depth of the rectangle extruded
when the Section Type is set to Rectangle.

TUBE DIAMETER: Displays and sets the diameter of the tube extruded when
the Section Type is set to Tube.

TUBE SIDES: Displays and sets the number of surfaces extruded around the
diameter of the tube when the Section Type is set to Tube.

POLYGON SIDES: Displays the current Polygon Sides setting. This parameter is not used for extrusions.
Extrusion Command
When selected the Extrude Along A Path command begins prompting for points
which will be used to define the path. Trace the path to be followed by the extrusion, using the appropriate Function Keys to define the points desired. When the
desired path is completed, enter a point using the F10 key to end the path entry.
BuildersCAD will prompt to generate the extrusion. BuildersCAD will
then prompt for an offset (horizontal, vertical). If the extrusion is to occur offset
from the path line entered, input the X and Y offset values. An <Enter> input
with no values defaults to 0 offset. The Section Type set, with relavent parameter
settings will be extruded along the defined path creating solid surfaces in the current pen and color and placed on the current work layer.
Extrusion Edits
There are two edit commands which modify path extrusions. Both are found on
the SLAB & PATH Application Sub-Menu.
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REMAKE PATH: Re-extrudes the 3D surfaces of the selected path using the
parameters stored with the path at the time it was created. This function can be
used if the path or any of the points included in it have been moved. The 3D surfaces will be re-created to reflect the move.
REGEN PATH: Re-extrudes the 3D surfaces of the selected path using the
parameters which are currently set. This function can be used to re-create the
extruded 3D surfaces to reflect new parameter settings such as new tube diameter, new rectangle size, or a different Repeated Item profile.

See Also
Walls, Doors, Windows, Repeated Items, Solids, and Surfaces.

EZ
eZ is a family of 2D and 3D viewing, review, sketch, design, communication and collaboration products by Sigma Design. eZ allows collaboration on multiple files across a
local network or over the internet, and may also be used as a stand-alone viewer. It supports numerous raster image, Microsoft Office, and CAD file types and may be
launched directly from within BuildersCAD. See the eZ users guide for more information.

See Also
Markup and View Control Bar.
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F
FACTOR
See the Estimating Formula portion of Materials Application for more information.

FENCES
See Search Methods for more information.

FIELDS
BuildersCAD provides a set of tools to manage field data on sheets. Sheet-specific
information such as titles, sheet number, scale, revision lists, etc. are defined as fields
and placed on sheet templates. The fields are copied to individual working sheets when
they are created, and the data assigned to these fields is then accessed through menus
where it can be easily managed.
Fields are actually a special set of attributes which are automatically updated whenever
a sheet is loaded or plotted. This provides a method for generating a date and/or timestamp for all plots or for easily tracking the total amount of time that the current sheet has
been loaded.
There are 3 steps involved in using fields effectively:
1.

Setup: Create and place the fields on the sheet template(s).

2.

Define: Edit the field data to define the actual textural content to be displayed.

3.

Display: Load/update the field data for display on the working sheets.

To access all of the field-related functions,
select the FILE icon to display the FILE
MENU and then select the SHEET INFO button to display the SHEET INFO / TITLE
BLOCK LAYOUT MENU.
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Te m p l a t e S e t u p
All fields must first be defined and then placed on the viewport layer (-10) of the
sheet template. Field definition should be done once, at the time when the initial
template is created. Although it is possible to add additional fields at a later time,
modifications made to the fields list run the risk of corrupting the existing field
data and is therefore strongly discouraged.
Note 1: It is not necessary to place every field on every sheet template. Therefore, it is best to initially define all of the fields that might be required,
and place them when and where necessary. Unused fields will cause no
problems.

DRAW OUTLINE: This command automatically draws a rectangular outline
of a specified size on a sheet. All dimensions are specified in inches while A0
through A4 match standard metric sizes. If the desired size is not shown, select
Other and BuildersCAD will prompt for the length and width in inches/mm
desired. A solid sheet outline will be drawn in the current pen and color, with the
lower left corner at the database origin.
BuildersCAD will then prompt to set extents. Selecting Yes will set the extents
to on limiting the drawing area to the outline just defined. See Extents for more
information. The default is No.

DEFINE FIELDS: Enter the name of the database for which the fields are to be
created.
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As seen in the accompanying diagram, BuildersCAD provides a set of predefined fields. The first six (displayed in gray) are permanent and cannot be
edited. These include two sheet numbers, three sheet title lines and scale. The
remaining two fields (displayed in light blue) are optional and may be changed or
deleted. Up to ten additional custom fields may be added.
ADD FIELD
New field (max. 8 chars)?

EXIT

New prompt for <field name> (max. 16 chars)>

Enter a unique field name followed by a short prompt which is displayed on
the EDIT FIELDS menu (discussed below). The new field will then be added
to the list. If any errors were made, select the incorrect items and re-enter
that proper name or prompt.
DELETE FIELD
To remove a field altogether, select DELETE FIELD and then select the field
to be deleted. BuildersCAD will prompt for confirmation prior to removing the entry.
S AV E
When all entries and modifications have been made to the list select SAVE to
store the fields to the disk file _sht.fd, and dismiss the menu by selecting the
title bar.

PLACE FIELDS: Once the fields have been defined, load the appropriate
sheet template, select the viewport layer (-10), and then select PLACE FIELDS.
The PLACE FIELDS ON TEMPLATE menu will be displayed.
All of the fields previously defined are listed. To place a specific field, select it
from the menu and then locate it on the template layer using all of the current text
parameters (color, pen, font, size, justification, etc.). The TEXT STATUS menu is
displayed to allow these parameters to be easily adjusted. When placed on the
layer, the field name is shown surrounded by hash marks (e.g., #num1#, #title1#,
#scale#, etc.). These placeholders in the template will be replaced by actual field
data in the working sheets.
There are 2 additional special fields: REVISIONS and DATESTAMP.
Revisions
This defines a drawing revisions list. Each entry in the list consists of an
optional revision number, a revision date and a short description of the revision. When selected, the following prompts are displayed:
Number of revision lines:
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Specify the maximum number of revision lines to place on the drawing.
Unused revision lines will not display on the working sheets. For example,
specify 12 to support a total of 12 future revision entries.
Location for first number (F10: skip):

Use the mouse to locate the position for the first revision number (#01#).
Display of the revision number is optional and may be skipped by pressing
F10 (or <CR>).
Location for the first date:

Use the mouse to locate the position for the first revision date (#RD01#).
Typically this will be in a horizontal or vertical alignment with respect to the
revision number.
Location for the first description:

Use the mouse to position the first revision description (#REVISION01#). At
this point a complete set of revision entries (based upon the number entered
at the first prompt) will be placed on the layer.
Datestamp
This provides a current time/date/id stamp for sheets which will be automatically updated each time the sheet is loaded or plotted. When selected, the
following prompts are displayed:
Format for date?

def: YMD

ymd

mdy

dmy

long

Specify the type of date string to include. Assuming the current date was
August 29, 2001, these options would produce the following results:
Table F:1 Field Date Formats

DATE FORMAT

RESULTING OUTPUT

ymd

010829

mdy

8/29/01

dmy

29/8/01

long

Aug 29 2001

Show time?

def: YES

yes

no

Indicate whether the time should be included in the field. If yes is specified,
the time will be included in 24-hour notation as HH:MM (hour:minutes). For
example, 4:35 PM would be expressed as 16:35.
Show sheet name?

def: YES

yes

no

Indicate whether the sheet name should be included in the field.
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Show db name? def: FULL

full name

name only

no

Indicate whether the database component should be included in the field.
Selecting full name causes the full pathname to be specified while name only
displays the database directory name only. In either case, specifying the
database automatically includes the sheet name, regardless of how the previous prompt was answered.
Depending upon the components specified, the resulting field is displayed as
follows:
<database path>/<sheet name>

<date>-<hour>

Note 1: When all fields have been placed, remember to save the sheet template.

Edit Sheet Info
Once the fields have been placed on the template(s), the edit menus may be used
to assign the specific textural data which is actually displayed on the working
sheets in these field locations.
Note 1: Field data can be defined and revised at any time, before or after the creation of the working sheets to which they are (will be) assigned. For
example, field assignments could be made for sheets A1, A2, A3, etc.
before the actual sheets were created, and then updated as information
changed during the course of the project.

EDIT FIELDS: To enter or modify the text assigned to the standard fields,
select EDIT FIELD and when prompted, enter the name of the database for which
the fields are to be edited. The SHEET DATA menu is then displayed.
The SHEET FILE entry indicates the key or identifier used to associate a particular set of field data with a specific working sheet and must be the name of the
sheet minus the leading underscore and suffix. For example, the “plans” key
would associate the accompanying set of field data (record) with the _plans.sht
working sheet.
Locating an Existing Record
If existing field data was previously defined, the up and down arrow keys
may be used to step through these records one-by-one. To quickly locate a
particular key, select the SRCH button and enter the desired search string at
the prompt. If the matching record is located, it will be immediately displayed. Note that search works only on the SHEET FILE entries. It is not
possible to search for strings in any of the other field locations.
Editing an Existing Record
When a record is displayed, the data in any of the fields may be changed by
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selecting the incorrect field and entering new data at the prompt. To clear a
field, select it and then choose the #NULL# option at the prompt. When all
editing changes have been made, select SAVE to store the changes to the
record.
Creating a New Record
If there is an existing record which is similar to the desired new record, display that existing record, select COPY, and enter the new key name at the
prompt. The record will be created with a copy of all of the field data. Edit
the data as required to accommodate the requirements of the new record and
then SAVE the results.
To create a new record from scratch, select the SHEET FILE box and the following prompts are displayed:
KEY: SHEET FILE?

<current>

Enter a new, unique key identifier that matches (or will match) a sheet name.
Create new record for <name>?
no

def: YES

yes

Assuming that no mistakes were made, select yes, or enter <CR> to accept
the default. BuildersCAD will then begin to sequentially prompt for data
for each of the fields. Enter the desired information or select the #NULL#
option to leave the field empty. When a complete set of data has been
entered, SAVE the results in the file _sht.tx.
Deleting an Existing Record
To delete an existing record, display the record to be erased and then select
the DEL button. BuildersCAD will prompt for confirmation prior to actually deleting the record.
When finished, dismiss the SHEET DATA menu by selecting the title bar.

EDIT REVISIONS: Editing revisions is a two-step process. The revision(s) are
first added to a master list in sequential order, and then the specific revision(s) are
assigned to the applicable sheets.
Select EDIT REVISIONS and when prompted, enter the name of the database to
which the revisions apply. The REVISION MASTER LIST menu is then displayed.
Creating New Revisions
Revisions are automatically assigned sequential revision numbers beginning with #1.
Thus, if there are four existing revisions, the next revision entered will be assigned
the number 5. To add a new revision to the master list, select ADD REVISION.
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The following prompts are displayed:
Date for rev. # >

Enter the revision date. This is a simple string and may be entered in any
desired format.
Description for rev. # >

Enter a short description for the revision.
Reference code for rev. # >

This optional field is never displayed on the sheets, but is provided for office
tracking or accounting purposes. For example, this field might be used to
store the initials of the person responsible for entering the revision.
When all prompts have been answered, the new revision is added to the list.
Select SAVE to store the revised list to the _revmstr.tx file.
Assigning Revisions to All Applicable
Sheets
Once a revision has been entered to the master list, select ASSIGN TO
SHEET(S). At the prompt, enter the revision number which is to be assigned
(or select the appropriate revision using the mouse). The REVISION SHEET
ASSIGNMENT will be displayed.
This menu presents a scrolling list of all existing sheets (as defined by the
EDIT FIELDS operation) with the selected revision shown at the top of the
menu. To assign the revision to one or more sheets, select the sheet names to
highlight them. To remove an assignment, reselect the sheet name to unhighlight it. When all appropriate sheets have been tagged for the indicated revision, select SAVE SHEET ASSIGNMENT to store the results in the _rev.tx
file.
Select the title bar to dismiss the menu or select RETURN TO MASTER LIST
to return to the previous menu and select another revision for sheet assignment.

GENERATE SHEET LIST: This command automatically generates a list of
sheets for a specified database. The list may be placed on a sheet or drawing or
may be loaded into the Report Designer for custom formatting.
BuildersCAD prompts for the database for which the sheet list will be produced. Type the database name or select Menu to search for it with the menu
option. The current database is the default.
BuildersCAD will then prompt for the method of output for the sheet list either Place on Drawing or Use Report Generator. Place on Drawing is the
default.
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If Place on Drawing is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the sheet number location. Select the point where the first line in the sheet list is to be located.
The sheet list text will then be automatically generated and placed on the drawing
with left justification, using the current pen, color, text font, and text size values.
Each entry on the list consists of five fields; the two sheet numbers followed by
the three title lines. Empty fields are simply left blank.
The default output format may not be suitable for all purposes. For example there
may be other (possibly customized) fields which should be included in the list, or
the order of the output may need to be changed. These requirements may be met
by selecting the Use Report Designer option noted above. See Report Designer
for additional information on how it may be used to produce a customized list.
The output from the report generator needs to be saved to a file and then
imported and placed on the drawing in the desired location using the Text Files
load option.

Display Sheet Info
The following tools are used to actually display the desired field data on the
working sheets.

LOAD FIELDS: To display field data on a working sheet, the fields must be
loaded onto the sheet from the template. Select LOAD FIELDS to copy all fields
from the template to the current sheet and to automatically update their display.
If changes in the layout of the fields is required, these modification should be
performed on the sheet template and then this tool should be used to reload all
fields onto each working sheet. This will insure consistency among all sheets in a
project.

UPDATE FIELDS: All fields are automatically updated whenever a working
sheet is loaded or plotted. If changes have recently been made to the assigned
field data, UPDATE FIELDS may be used to manually update the display to
reflect all modifications.

DISPLAY NAMES: Selecting DISPLAY NAMES causes all field data to be
replaced by the field names. In other words, the sheet number(s) would be
replaced by #num1# (or #num2#), the first title line by #title1#, and so on. This can
be useful to verify the actual field placements and assignments. To restore the
original field data, select the UPDATE FIELDS button discussed above.
See Also
Attributes, Sheet Space, and Sheets.
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Computers store information in files. The information stored in these files can be of 2
general types; either ascii text, which is in a human-readable format, or binary data,
which is an unreadable computer format. BuildersCAD uses both types of files to
store things such as drawings (graphics), reports, screen images, style information, user
preferences, an so on.
Directories (often called folders), are used to organize or store groups of related files.
Directories can also hold other directories (called nesting), and these directories in turn
may hold other files or directories.
Both files and directories are identified by their names. These names must be unique in
the directory in which they reside.

File Naming Conventions
BuildersCAD 9.1 and above allows long file names. This feature is primarily
for compatability with other software in translations. Long file names should be
used with caution in BuildersCAD. The BuildersCAD file types listed
below have a maximum length of 64 characters (not including slashes or the path
to the file):
.db

Database

.dr

Drawing

.ly

Layer

.ml

Menu Library

.mt

Menu Source File

.ri

Repeated Item Library

.ri_

Repeated Item (extracted from a library)

.sht

Sheet register

.st

Style file

.vp

Viewport Definition

All other BuildersCAD file types have a maximum lenght of 128 characters.
Spaces are allowed in file names but are not recommended. Support of spaces in
file names is dependant on your operating system. If you are using a Unix server
on a network, spaces should not be used in file names. Dots other than the one
separating the name from the file extension are not allowed.
BuildersCAD 8.3 and previous restricts some file base names to 11 alphanumeric characters, with only the (_) underscore allowed as a special character.
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Also, spaces are not allowed in any file names in BuildersCAD 8.3 and previous.

FILE NAME.EXT: In order to make identification easier, BuildersCAD has
adopted a extension-based naming convention where file and directory basenames are followed by a period and either a 2 or 3 character extensions.
Table F:2
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SUFFIX

TYPE

FORMAT

DESCRIPTION

APPLICATION

.ap
.at
.cgm
.clm
.cm
.ct
.db
.dc
.df
.dir
.dl
.dr
.dt
.dwg
.dxf
.ez
.fd
.ff
.fr
.gg
.hc
.hpg
.icf
.in
.lin
.lk
.log
.lp
.lt
.ltm
.ly
.lym
.md
.mh
.ml
.ms
.mt
.nc
.obj
.ocf

Directory
File
File
File
File
File
Directory
File
File
Directory
File
File
File
File
File
File
File
File
File
File
File
File
File
File
File
File
File
File
File
File
File
File
File
File
File
File
File
File
File
File

---Text
Binary
Text
Binary
Text
---Text
Text
---Binary
Text
Text
Binary
Text
Binary
Text
Text
Text
Binary
Binary
Text
Text
Binary
Text
Text
Text
Binary
Binary
Text
Binary
Text
Binary
Text
Binary
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text

Application (stores application files)
Attributes which are attached to RIs
eZ section data for import to BuildersCAD
Colormap translation table
Colormap
Repeated Item Catalog
Database (stores files for a database)
Documentation
Default settings (pen, color, scale, etc.)
Directory
Display list
Drawing register
Detail
Native import/export exchange format
Universal import/export format
eZ Markup Composite File
File descriptor - field format of a data file
SIGMAC source code
Report format - defines report fields
Compiled SIGMAC (from *.ff file)
Hardcopy device output
Hewlett Packard Plot file
Import configuration settings
Index keys
Line type translation table
Lock layer (when layer is in use)
Import/export translation log
Lightscape preparation file
Font library
User font translation table
Layer (stores graphical content)
Layer name translation table
Compiled screen menu file (from *.mt file)
Screen menu help library
Screen menu library (utilizes mnar)
Menu help description source
Screen menu source
Notes Catalog
Wavefront 3D model description
Export configuration settings

All
BuildersCAD
All
Translator
BuildersCAD
BuildersCAD
BuildersCAD
BuildersCAD
BuildersCAD
All
BuildersCAD
BuildersCAD
Details
Translator
Translator
eZ
Sirgen
SIGMAC
Sirgen
SIGMAC
BuildersCAD
BuildersCAD
Translator
Sirgen
Translator
BuildersCAD
Translator
Lightscape
BuildersCAD
Translator
BuildersCAD
Translator
BuildersCAD
BuildersCAD
BuildersCAD
BuildersCAD
BuildersCAD
BuildersCAD
BuildersCAD
Translator
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.op
.pb
.pj
.pl
.pm
.prj
.rb
.rd
.ri
.ri_
.rim
.rp
.sc
.sf
.shp
.sht
.shx
.sm
.sp
.sri
.srr
.srs
.st
.stl
.sv
.sy
.sys
.tmp
.ttf
.tx
.txt
.vn
.vp
.vw

File
File
Directory
File
File
Directory
File
File
File
File
Rile
File
File
File
File
File
FIle
File
File
File
File
File
File
File
File
File
File
File
File
File
File
Directory
File
File

Text
Text
---Text
Text
---Binary
Text
Binary
Binary
Text
Text
Binary
Text
Text
Text
Binary
Binary
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Text
Binary
Text
Both
Both
Binary
Text
Text
---Text
Binary

Field options
Plot batch
Project (stores database directories)
Plot (individual and merged)
Penmap
Application Style Catalogs
Compiled report from *.rd source
Report descriptor - Sirgen program source
Repeated Item library (utilizes riar)
Repeated Item (extracted from a library)
RI-to-Block translation table
Report output
Screen image
User customizations (with associated *.in)
AutoCad "shape" font
Sheet register
Compiled Autocad “shape” font
SIGMAC library (utilizes smar)
User preferences
Smart Repeated Items Library
Smart Repeated Items PDF Report Style
Smart Repeated Items Data
Style (used for a variety of purposes)
StereoLithography 3D model discription
Layer autosave
Symbols
BuildersCAD system file
Temporary file
True type font (text)
Generic text-based data (System Used)
Generic text-based data (Operator Used)
Vendor (stores vendor applications)
Viewport definition
View

.vws

File

Text

Screen image frame sequence

.wl

File

Text

Wall definitions

Sirgen
BuildersCAD
BuildersCAD
BuildersCAD
BuildersCAD
BuildersCAD
Sirgen
Sirgen
BuildersCAD
BuildersCAD
Translator
Sirgen
BuildersCAD
Sirgen
Translator
BuildersCAD
Translator
SIGMAC
BuildersCAD
BuildersCAD
BuildersCAD
BuildersCAD
BuildersCAD
BuildersCAD
BuildersCAD
BuildersCAD
BuildersCAD
All
All
BuildersCAD
BuildersCAD
All
BuildersCAD
BuildersCAD
Vantage
Point
Architect

Note 1: The .prj extension is used for BuildersCAD Catalogs.
BuildersCAD
catalogs
were
previously
known as project libraries. This terminology is no longer used but the
extension remains for compatibility.

Pathname Abbreviations
To locate a file, it is sometimes necessary to specify the full
directory path to that file.
For example, the location of the
standard repeated item library in the BuildersCAD Designer plug-in would be
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specified as:
C:\Bcad80\ap\icg.vn\bcad.ap\bc_main.ri

However, with pathname abbreviation, this can be simplified to:
bcad:bc_main.ri

An abbreviation is a short character string followed by a colon. As shown in the
following table, BuildersCAD supports abbreviations for certain well known
pathnames, including all Sigma Design plug-ins.
Table F:3

Pathname Abbreviations

ABBREVIATION

DESCRIPTION

db:

The current database directory

wrk:

The working or Project directory

usr:

The user's home directory ($GRUSR)

std:

The Standards directory ($GRSTD)

sys:

The BuildersCAD system library directory
($ARRIS\lib)

arris:

The BuildersCAD system styles directory
($ARRIS\styles.dir)

comm:

Common application

util:

Utility Application plug-in

dbms:

Sirgen database plug-in

smac:

Sigmac compiler plug-in

bcad:

BuildersCAD Designer plug-in

3d:

Modeling & Rendering plug-in

stsu:

Site Design plug-in

detail:

Details plug-in

wall:

Walls Application

fonted:

Font Editor plug-in

floor:

Floor Application

roof:

Roofs Application

Note 1: Case
is
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above table we show all abbreviations as lowercase only.
For third-party applications, the vendor code followed by a
period must be prepended to the application abbreviation as in the following
example for the translator module for BuildersCAD.
Table F:4

Pathname Abbreviations - 3rd Party

ABBREVIATION

DESCRIPTION

infocad.dwg:

Expert Translator’s DXF/DWG application

File Searches
If a filename is entered without specifying the full path, BuildersCAD will
attempt to locate it by searching the first five directories in the order shown. In
other words, it will first examine the current database directory (db:) to see if the
file resides there, followed by wrk:, usr:, std: and finally sys:.

Application Directories
When any of the plug-ins require a directory to store custom application files, a
directory will be created under the standards (std:) or the user’s home (usr:)
directory. This directory will be named using the application code followed by a
".dir" extension.
For example, the floor application creates the directory "floor.dir" while the Site
Design application uses "stsu.dir".

Style Catalogs
BuildersCAD supports a concept known as style catalogs. These catalogs are
a group of related files stored in a directory with a ".prj" extension which define a
set of user preferences for some aspect of the drawing. These preferences can be
conveniently changed from project to project simply by selecting a different style
catalog. There will always be a default style catalog available.
Style Catalogs can be protected from modification by some
users while allowing others to make changes, through the use
of a permissions file. To implement this for a given catalog, create a text file
named "user_rw" within the directory where the catalog is located and add the
names of the computer login users, one per line, who are allowed to modify the
catalogs within that directory. Users not listed in this file will still be allowed to
read and use the styles, but will be prohibited from changing them.

BuildersCAD Directory Structure
This is
(tree).

the

basic

$ARRIS
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was installed on the computer system.
Table F:5

BuildersCAD Directory Structure

$ARRIS
ap
bin
infocad.vn
dwg.ap
sdi.vn
3d.ap
comm.ap
dbms.ap
detail.ap
fonted.ap
stsu.ap
util.ap
vpoint.ap
icg.vn
bcad.ap
demo.ap
floor.ap
frame.ap
icg.ap
icge.ap
icgu1.ap
isect.ap
merlin.ap
parts.ap
roof.ap
walls.ap
<name>.vn
arris_usr
noname.db
bin
cfg
doc
etc
ez
hc
lib
perms
authcodes
pl
share
samples
99001.pj
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BuildersCAD installed directory
Applications directory
Binaries (application executables)
Expert Infocad Corp. (vendor)
Translator application
Sigma Design (vendor)
Modeling & Rendering application
Common application
Sirgen database application
Details application
Font editor application
Site Design application
Architect element design application
Vantage Point application
BuildersCAD (vendor)
BuildersCAD Designer application
Demonstration application
BuildersCAD Floors application
Wall Framing application
General background utilities
BuildersCAD Elevation application
Cycle Bar and general utilities
BuildersCAD Sections application
BuildersCAD Materials application
BuildersCAD Parts application
BuildersCAD Roof application
BuildersCAD Walls application
Other vendors
Template for new user directories
Template database
Binaries (system executables)
Configuration files
Documentation
Administration and support files
eZ Application Directory
Hardcopy printer drivers (Unix Only)
Libraries (fonts, styles, menus, sigmacs, etc)
Permissions
software authorization codes
Plotter drivers (Unix Only)
Third-party shared tools (optional, unsupported)
Sample files directory
BuildersCAD Sample House
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BuildersCAD Directory Structure
01001.pj
samples.pj

sdr
styles
tmp
util

BuildersCAD Sample House
Sample databases
Software Discrepancy Reports
BuildersCAD Style Catalog directory
Temporary directory (must be world writeable)
Test utilities

Standards Directory Structure
Std: (GRSTD) is the Standards directory which may be shared by multiple users. If
GRSTD is not defined specifically in the arris.ini file (Windows), the following
directory structure will be located under the user’s home directory (GRUSR).

This table refers to the basic Cad engine, not to the Designer, Framer, or Materials applications.
Table F:6

Standard’s Directory Structure

std:
arrisdat.dir
projlist.tx
projlist_rw.txt
pagelist.tx
pagelist_rw.txt
config.dir
cf_plotters.tx
<name>.utb
detail.dir
default.prj
dt_lastv.tx
dt_lbusr.tx
dt_sydef.tx
plotacct.{fd,tx}
stsu.dir
st_lines.tx
st_misc.ri
styles.dir
<name>.prj
mn_dm[n].{in,sf}
mn_label.st
mn_lite[n].{in,sf}
mn_ln[n].{in,sf}
mn_map[n].{in,sf}
mn_tx[n].{in,sf}
mn_xh[n].{in,sf}
user_rw
ri_<name>.ct
sheetlib
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STANDARDS Directory
BuildersCAD Data Directory
Project List
Project List Read/Write file
Project Page List
Project Page List Read/Write file
Site configuration directory
Local plotter definitions
User Toolbar files
Details application user data directory
Details default style library directory
application support file
application support file
application support file
Plotting accounting files
Site Design application user data directory
Line type attribute text
Line type attribute repeated items
User-defined styles directory
Style catalog directory
Dimension styles
Label styles
Infinite light styles (3D)
Word-line styles
Site location map styles (3D)
Text styles
Pattern styles
Permissions file
Repeated item catalog
Sheet template library directory
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_brd<name>.dl
_brd<name>.ly
_sht<name>.dl
_sht<name>.fd
_sht<name>.ly
_sht<name>.sht
<name>.prj
user_rw
trans.dir
<name>.dir
<name>.prj
<name>.ri
<name>.lt

Sheet border layer display list
Sheet border layer(layer -100)
Sheet viewport layer display list
Sheet descriptor file
Sheet viewport layer(layer -10)
Sheet register
Other style library directories
Permissions file
Translator application user data directory
User directories for other applications
Project directories (recommended location)
Repeated item libraries
Custom font files

User Home Directory Structure
usr: (GRUSR) is the user's Home directory. This directory is created automatically

by BuildersCAD and the following directory structure will always be located
under GRUSR. This table refers to the basic CAD engine directory structure and
not to the Designer, Framer, or Materials Applications.
Table F:7

Home Directory Structure

usr:
config.dir
<name>.utb
mnlib.rc
mousebut.tx
undo.tx
wn_<name>.st
db_hist.tx
dg_user.st
file.sm
noname.db
0.ly
master.df
master.dr
masterm.df
tbuttons.tx
user.cm
user.mh
user.ml
user.pm
user.ri
user.sm
user.sp
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User's HOME directory
User configuration files
User Toolbar files
Menu system user customizations
Mouse button customizations
Undo system customizations
Winport styles
List of recently loaded projects
Default user mouse motion commands
Alternate user SIGMACs library (see user.sm)
Startup template database
Layer 0
Database default values (imperial units)
Drawing register
Database default values (metric units)
Default tablet button assignments
Default user custom colormap
Default user custom menu help library
Default user custom menu library
Default user custom penmap file
Default user repeated item library
Default user SIGMACs library (see file.sm)
Default user preferences
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Home Directory Structure

ustart.tx
<name>.pj

Text based user startup commands
PROJECT directories (alternate location)

Project Directory Structure
The Project directory is used to group together a set of related databases.
Table F:8

Project Directory Structure

<name>.pj
arrisdat.dir
pagelist.tx
pagelist_rw.txt
<name>.db
autosave.dir
<name>.sv
<name>.lk
markup.dir
<name>.hpg
<name>.ez
sections.dir
thumbnail.dir
<name>.sc
views.dir
<name>.vw
r_snames.tx
vport.dir
<name>.vp
wallpars.dir
<name>.wl
_bdr.ly
_sht.ly
_sht.sht
_bdr<name>.ly
_sht<name>.ly
_sht<name>.sht
_sht.fd
_sht.in
_sht.tx
_rev.tx
_revmstr.tx
_<name>.ly
_<name>.sht
<name>.dl
<name>.dr
<name>.ly
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PROJECT directory
BuildersCAD data directory
Project Page List file
Project Page List Read/Write file
Database directory
Save and lock file directory
Layer save files
Layer lock files
eZ markup files directory
eZ hpg plot file
eZ composite markup file
eZ section files directory
Thumbnail files directory
Thumbnail screen save
View files directory
View files
Solid surface names
Viewport directory
Viewport definition files
Wall paramters directory
Wall definition files
Default sheet template border layer
Default sheet template viewport layer
Default sheet template register
Named sheet template border layers
Named sheet template viewport layers
Named sheet template border registers
Sheet template field descriptors
Sheet template field data index (Sirgen)
Sheet template field data
Sheet revisions: sheet assignments
Sheet revisions: master records
Actual sheet viewport layer (layer -10)s
Actual sheet register
Display list files
Drawing registers
Layer files
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Project Directory Structure

ly_<name>.st
master.df
master.dr
master.wl
penmap.pm
wk_<name>.st
<name>.ri
<name...>.db
roof.dir
stair.dir
plot.dir
pl_param.st
<name>.pb
<name>.pl
styles.dir
<name>.prj
<name>.sf
ricat.dir
<name>.ct
<name>.ri

Layer style files
Master database defaults file
Master drawing register
Master wall definition file
Default database penmap definition
Workplane style file
Database-specific RI libraries
Additional database directories
Roof Design Directory
Stair Design Directory
Plot management directory
Plot styles
Batch plot files
Plot files
Style Catalog directory
BuildersCAD Styles Catalog
Style files
Repeated Item Catalog directory
Repeated Item Catalog
Project-specific RI libraries

See Also
Environment, Environment Variables, Lock Files, Save Files, and Text Files.

FIND
See Object Snap for more information.

FINITE LIGHTS
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Floor Edge
In 3D modeling there are two possible light source types, Infinite
Lights and Finite Lights. Infinite Lights are used to define general
lighting of a model. Finite lights are a BuildersCAD 3D rendering tool to place a point light source at any drawing location inside or
outside the extents of a 3D model. Parameters are used to define
these lights to achieve a higher degree of realism. Both lighting types
are found in the 3D plug-in on the LIGHTS Application sub-menu.
Finite Lights are placed in BuildersCAD in the form of Luminaire
Repeated Items. See Luminaire for more information.

See Also
Infinite Lights and Luminaire.

FLOOR EDGE
See Floors Application for more information.

FLOOR FRAMING
See the 2D Framing and 3D Framing section of the Floors Application topic for more
information.

FLOOR PLANE
See Floors Application for more information.

FLOOR SURFACE
See Floors Application for more information.

FLOORS APPLICATION
Introduction
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Floors Application
With the BuildersCAD Floors Application you can:

• Define a 3D floor layout.
• Refine the floor layout for even the most complicated
designs.

• Simulate floor joist layout using automated crosshatch pattern filling.

• Design and generate 2D and 3D stairs and railing. (See the
Stairs, Railing, and Deck Railing topics of this manual.)
With the optional BuildersCAD Framer you can:

• Frame the floor system including exterior decks.
• Automatically label board type, dimensions, and location.
• Include floor materials requirements with the take-off
reports generated by the Materials Application.
The Floors Application topic is divided into the following sections:
Working with Floors: An Overview - Provides instructions for
using the Floor Application functions.
Creating Floor Surfaces - Includes detailed instruction on using
the Floor editing tools for creating and editing floor layouts.
Framing Floors in 2D - Explains how to generate 2D (graphic
only) floor framing.
Framing Floors in 3D - Explains how to generate floor framing,
label floor framing plans, and report floor framing materials.

Working with Floors: An Overview
Designing a floor system with BuildersCAD consists of
the following steps:
1.

Create one or more floor planes to represent the location and geometry of
the floor system.

2.

Use the Floors editing tools to add openings and refine the floor plane layout.

3.

If you have the BuildersCAD Framing module, you can frame the floor
system and have the results included in materials reports. Otherwise, use
the Floors 2D framing tools to draw the joist layout.

F l o o r s Te r m i n o l o g y
Plane - A single flat surface that is part of the floor.
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Edge - A boundary for a plane.
Surface - Another word for a plane.
Floor Level - A set of planes grouped by elevation or location.
Chain - A set of edges which are "linked" together and treated as a single,
long edge.
Crosshatch - A repeating pattern, usually consisting of parallel lines, used to
fill an area of the database.
Freeze - Converts complex graphics entities into simple lines.
Creating Floor Planes
Any portion of the design that will require a framed floor system will have to
be part of one or more floor planes. A floor plane can be as simple as a rectangle or as complex as the footprint of the entire building design.
Floor planes may be used to limit the length of lumber used for floor joists
since floor framing will not automatically cross floor plane boundaries. In
addition, floor joist direction can be fixed to a specific angle based on the
floor plane orientation.
Each floor plane is created in one of three ways: by outlining a rectangular
"box", by defining a "run" of lines which determine the perimeter, or by letting BuildersCAD trace the exterior of a wall layout. Each floor plane can
have it’s own orientation and elevation.
Editing Floor Planes
The floor plane editor allows you to completely redefine the boundaries of a
plane, including the addition of rough openings and additional edges.
Additional editing features include chaining, which allows you to have a
series of co-linear plane edges framed as a single, long edge.
Floor plane edges can be assigned one of several types which can be
changed easily with the Floors editor.
Floor Framing
Using the Floors Application, you can generate simple 2D joist layouts to
help clarify your floor system design. With the optional BuildersCAD
Framer, you can generate and edit 3D floor boards, label the floor framing
plan, and include the materials requirements in your Materials reports.
Note 1: You cannot use the Undo function while adding or editing floor planes.
If you attempt to use Undo, you will get a warning pop-up menu which
alerts you to the fact that the Undo function has been disabled.
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Creating Floor Surfaces
The first step in modeling your floor system is to organize your floor into one or
more floor levels. Each level can have its own set of floor planes. The floor
planes model the actual location of the floors in your building design. Each plane
can have its own color and Z-axis elevation. Floor plane geometry can be as simple or as complex as your needs require.
Selecting or Creating a Floor Level
BuildersCAD allows you to organize your floor systems by level. The
floor level does not have to correspond to a particular wall level; for example
you can have floors on levels A, B, and C even if you have only one wall
level.
Before any floor editing can begin, you must first select which floor level
you wish to edit. Any editing done while in the Floors Application applies to
the currently selected level only.
To specify a floor level for editing, select the Layer
Modes icon from the FLOORS Application menu. This
brings up the FLOOR LEVEL CREATION/MANIPULATION menu.
The Floor Level Creation / Manipulation Menu
From the FLOOR
LEVEL
CREATION / MANIPULATION
menu,

you can select a
level to edit or display, individually
select which layers
of a floor level are
visible, and create
a new floor level.
The
functions
available on the
FLOOR
LEVEL
CREATION
/
MANIPULATION

menu
are
described below:
Description
Selecting a button from the Description column does one of two things. If
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you have selected the Description field for an existing floor level, you will
be prompted to enter a new floor level description. If you have selected the
Description field for a non-existing floor level, a new level will be created
when you enter a Floor Level description.
Lvl
Selecting a button in the LVL column makes that level the current floor
level. All floor editing will apply to the newly selected level until another is
selected. When a selection is made from the LVL column, all levels except
the one selected will be turned off.
Layers
All of the layers of a particular floor level may be toggled off by selecting
the appropriate button in the LAYERS column. With each selection, the displayed value will toggle between on and off. If set to ON, all layers for the
selected floor level will be visible. If set to OFF, none of the layers for the
selected floor level will be visible.
Level Layers
When LEVEL LAYERS is selected from the bottom of the FLOOR LEVEL
CREATION / MANIPULATION menu, the pop-up menu will change to the
CURRENT FLOOR LEVEL / LAYER MODES menu. From this menu, you
can manipulate the layers of the current floor level as follows:
Description
When a description is selected from this column, BuildersCAD
will prompt to clear the layer. Select CLEAR from the prompt line
to clear all work from the selected layer. Otherwise select CANCEL.
Modes
You can control the editing modes of individual layers by selecting
the appropriate buttons in the MODES section of the menu. The
modes are as follows:
E - Allows the layer to be edited, searched, and displayed. You can
add, change, and delete work from an editable layer.
S - Allows the layer to be searched and displayed, but not edited.
Searchable layers can have work copied from them, but no changes
made to them.
D - Allows the layer to be displayed, but not searched or edited. A
layer with only display permission cannot have work copied from
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it, nor can any work be added or changed.
OFF - Does not allow a layer to be edited, searched, or displayed.
See Layers for more information.
Select Level
Clears the CURRENT FLOOR LEVEL / LAYER MODES menu and
returns to the FLOOR LEVEL CREATION / MANIPULATION menu.
All Layers
Brings up the Layer Modes menu from which you can manipulate
all layers for the entire database.
All On
Turns all layers for the currently selected floor level to on.
All Off
Turns all layers for the currently selected floor level to off.
Clear Layer
Prompts for the layer to clear. Select a layer under the descriptions
column of the menu.
Exit
Clears the menu from the screen. Select EXIT from the bottom of
the menu when you are finished with layer manipulation.
All Layers
When ALL LAYERS is selected from the bottom of the FLOOR LEVEL
CREATION / MANIPULATION menu, the LAYER MANAGER will pop-up.
From this menu you can manipulate all layers for the entire database. See
Layer Manager for more information.
Clear Level
Clear level will clear work from all layers of the currently selected floor
level. BuildersCAD will prompt to clear the current level layers. Select
PROCEED to clear all work from the current floor level layers, or CANCEL
if you do not want to clear the current floor level.
Exit
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Clears the FLOOR LEVEL CREATION / MANIPULATION menu from the
screen. Select EXIT from the bottom of the menu when you are finished creating or manipulating floor levels.
The Floors Status Menu

When you enter the Floors Application, the STATUS menu at the bottom of
the screen will change to provide several Floor-related functions. These
Functions are as follows:
Job
The current job (database) name will be displayed in the JOB portion of the
STATUS menu. Selecting JOB from the menu brings up the FILE pull-down

menu, from which several job related functions such as saving, setups, and
opening a new database may be performed.
Floor Level
The current floor level will be displayed under FLOOR LEVEL on the STATUS menu. Selecting FLOOR LEVEL brings up the FLOOR LEVEL CREATION / MANIPULATION menu described above.
Level Description
The description of the current floor level will be displayed under LEVEL
DESCRIPTION on the STATUS menu. Selecting LEVEL DESCRIPTION
brings up the FLOOR LEVEL CREATION / MANIPULATION menu described
above.
Wall Level
The current wall level is displayed under WALL LEVEL on the STATUS
menu. The current wall level and floor level do not have to be the same. If
WALL LEVEL is selected, the WALL LEVEL CRATION / MANIPULATION
menu will appear. See the Walls Application topic for more information.
Walls
The WALLS button on the STATUS menu allows you to control whether or
not the walls on the current Wall Level will be displayed. Setting this value
to ON allows the walls to be displayed, setting to OFF prevents the walls
from being displayed. To change the value select WALLS on the STATUS
menu. The setting will toggle between On and Off.
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Creating and Editing Planes
Once you have selected a Floor Level, you can begin to create the floor
planes. A floor plane defines a particular area where you will be constructing
a floor. Once a floor plane is defined, you can attach framing to it or use it in
the Materials Application to help determine quantities of you floor covering
and floor materials.
The Add Plane Menu
To add a floor plane to the current
floor level, select ADD PLANE
from the FLOOR GEOMETRY
Application Sub-menu (If this menu
is not already displayed, select the
Floor Geometry button at the top of
the FLOORS Application menu).
The ADD PLANE pop-up menu will
appear. From this menu, you may
specify several parameters for the
next floor plane that will be added, as follows:
Plane
The value displayed next to PLANE defines a number for the next plane that
will be added. Although BuildersCAD will allow you to choose a new
value for a plane, it is best to use the default that BuildersCAD presents
to you.
Pitch
The PITCH parameter allows you to specify a pitch for a floor plane. The
default value is HORIZ, for a horizontal plane.
Base Elev
The BASE ELEV parameter defines the Z-axis elevation of the floor plane.
For example, if you are laying out a floor system for the second level of a
building, you might set this value to 8’-11 1/8", which places the top of the
floor system above the ground, allowing for an 8’-1 1/8" wall plus a 10"
floor system.
Note 1: If you are going to frame the floor plane the floor framing material will
"generate down" from the floor plane. The floor plane elevation is typically the elevation of the top of the floor decking.
For a pitched floor system, the Base Elevation determines the elevation of
the base line that defines the plane’s orientation. The base line is discussed in
the Adding Planes section below. To specify a new base elevation, select
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BASE ELEV from the menu. Type the new base elevation at the prompt, or
select the current value from the prompt line.
Color
The COLOR parameter determines the screen display color for a floor plane.
This color is used for both the plane outline and for shading the plane. To use
a different color with a plane, select COLOR from the Add Plane menu. The
Color pop-up menu will appear from which you may select a color or type a
color number.
Adding Planes
Once you have specified the parameters for the next plane you want to add,
you can add a plane using one of three methods.:
1.

The RUN method, where you define the edges of a plane using a run of
lines.

2.

The BOX method, where you define a rectangular plane using two points
at opposite corners.

3.

The TRACE method, where BuildersCAD will automatically trace the
outside of the exterior load bearing walls to define the edges of a plane.
Each method is described below:
Adding Planes by RUN
Select the RUN icon from the ADD PLANES menu. BuildersCAD will
prompt for the first point of the boundary. Use the F1 key to pick a point or
the F11 key to "grab" the corner of a wall (as the first point of the floor plane
boundary). BuildersCAD will then prompt for the next point of the
boundary. As you move the mouse pointer, a rubber-band line cursor will
show on the screen from the previous point to the current cursor position.
With each successive point you place, BuildersCAD will draw a line that
represents the outline of the plane you are defining. To complete the plane,
either select a point by snapping to the first point of the boundary or press
the F10 key. If the F10 key is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt to create closure and add the floor plane. Confirm completion of the floor plane
boundary by selecting yes to this prompt. Selecting redraw will return you to
the "First point of boundary" prompt to redraw the plane. Selecting exit will
abort the Add Plane function.
The next prompt from BuildersCAD is for the edge perpendicular to the
framing. Select an edge which is perpendicular to the desired direction of the
floor joists. After the edge is selected, you will see an arrow icon appear
pointing in the direction of the floor joists.
Adding Planes by BOX
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Select the BOX icon from the ADD PLANES menu. BuildersCAD will
prompt for the first point of the rectangular plane boundary. Pick the first
point of the plane. BuildersCAD will then prompt for the second point of
the box. As you move the cursor, a rubber-band box will be shown from the
first point selected to the current cursor position. To complete the plane,
answer the second prompt by either selecting another point using the F1 or
F11 keys or type in an X and Y distance from the first point to the second
point of the box. BuildersCAD will prompt to create closure and add the
plane. Confirm the creation of the plane by answering yes to this prompt.
Selecting redraw at the final prompt will return you to the "First Point of
Box" prompt where you can begin drawing the plane again. Selecting exit
will abort the Add Plane function.
Adding Planes by TRACE
The TRACE function will use the exterior load bearing walls of the building
to define a single floor plane. If you use TRACE, as part of the process
BuildersCAD will clear any existing floor planes from the current level.
Select the TRACE icon from the ADD PLANES menu. BuildersCAD will
prompt to clear the current floor level. Select yes to continue. BuildersCAD will create an outline, tracing the exterior load bearing walls.
The next prompt from BuildersCAD is for the edge perpendicular to the
framing. Select an edge which is perpendicular to the desired direction of the
floor joists. After the edge is selected, you will see an arrow icon appear
pointing in the direction of the floor joists.
Adding Edges
The Add Edge function is used to
add edges to existing floor planes.
Before you can use the Add Edge
function, you must create one floor
plane using the Add Plane function
as described above.
When ADD EDGE is selected from
the FLOOR GEOMETRY Application Sub-menu, the ADD EDGE popup menu will appear. From this
menu you can specify the edge type
and placement method for the next
edge you wish to place. You may specify several parameters for the edge that
will be added as follows:
Ref Number
The value displayed next to the Ref Number box on the ADD EDGE menu
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displays the system-defined number for the edge. This number is used internally by BuildersCAD and cannot be changed.
Ty p e
The value displayed next to the TYPE box is the edge type that will be
assigned to the edge when placed. Valid types are rim, end, lap, rough opening, and undefined. Rim edges are perpendicular to the floor joists. End
edges are either parallel or not perpendicular to the floor joists. Lap edges
are edges shared by two floor planes. Rough Opening edges are edges that
surround a rough opening such as a hole in the floor for a stairway. Undefined edges are edges that do not belong to one of the above types. To select
a different edge type, select TYPE from the ADD EDGE menu then the
desired edge type from the EDGE TYPES pop-up menu.
Plane 1
The value displayed next to the Plane 1 box indicates to which plane the new
edge will "belong". The edge will assume the default color for the plane, and
its elevation will be derived from the elevation and pitch of the selected
plane. To change the Plane 1 value, select Plane 1 from the ADD EDGE
menu. BuildersCAD will prompt for the plane number or to select the
plane from the screen. Type or select the new plane number or select FROM
SCREEN to select the desired plane from the screen by moving the cursor
inside the boundaries of the plane you wish to add an edge to and pressing
the F1 button to select the plane.
Plane 2
An edge may be shared by two planes. If you want the new edge to belong to
only one plane, set the value for PLANE 2 to zero. If you want the new edge
to be shared by two planes, select the PLANE 2 button on the ADD EDGE
menu. BuildersCAD will prompt for the Plane 2 number or to select the
plane from the screen. Type or select the number or select FROM SCREEN
to select the desired plane from the screen by moving the cursor inside the
boundaries of the plane you wish to an edge to and pressing the F1 button to
select the plane.
Single Plane
The Single Plane option on the ADD EDGE menu allows you to add a new
edge using the parameters of a single existing plane. Before selecting Single
Plane, set up the edge parameters as described above. When SINGLE
PLANE is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the first point of the
edge. Move your cursor to the position where the new edge should begin and
pick there with an F1, F3, or F11. You can also type a point value from the
keyboard. When the first point has been entered, BuildersCAD will
show a "rubber band" line on the screen from the first point to the cursor
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location.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the end point of the edge. Move the
cursor to the location where the edge is to end and pick there with F1, F3, or
F11, or you may also type a point value from the keyboard. At any time during point entry, you may press F10 to cancel the Add Edge function.
When both points have been entered BuildersCAD will prompt to elevate
to Plane: n where n is the valued of Plane 1 as displayed on the ADD EDGE
menu. If you select yes or press the enter key, the end points of the newly
added edge will be recalculated to match the elevation and slope of the
selected floor plane. If you select no, the end points of the edge will remain
exactly as you placed them.
BuildersCAD will then prompt to add another edge. Selecting yes will
return to the Add Edge menu. If no is selected the Add Edge function will
terminate.
Plane and Line
The PLANE AND LINE function on the ADD EDGE menu allows you to
place a new edge by "snapping" to an existing line using the parameters of
an existing plane. The line used for snapping may be a wall line or any other
line entity. Before using the PLANE AND LINE function, set up the edge
parameters as described above. When PLANE AND LINE is selected,
BuildersCAD will prompt for the type of line to intersect with - line or
wall. Selecting Line allows you to snap to an existing line. Selecting Wall
allows you to snap to one side of a wall. Selecting Cancel ends the Add Edge
function.
Snapping to a Line
BuildersCAD will prompt for the line to intersect. Select the
desired line using F1. BuildersCAD will draw a red line across
the screen along the selected line indicating where the new edge
may be placed.
The next prompt is for the first point of the edge. When you enter a
point, BuildersCAD will "project" the selected point to where it
would be on the line. BuildersCAD will draw a "rubber band"
line from the first point to the current cursor location.
The next prompt is for the end point of the edge. Enter another
point. As with the first point, BuildersCAD will promect the
entered point to the line.
The final prompt is to add another edge. If YES is selected, the program will return to the ADD EDGE menu. Selecting NO terminates
the Add Edge function.
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Snapping to a Wall
When Wall is selected from the prompt line, BuildersCAD will
prompt for the wall side to trim/extend to. Move the cursor to the
desired side of the wall and pick with an F1. BuildersCAD will
highlight the side of the wall closest to your pick and ask if this is
the correct side. Select YES if the desired side is highlighted,
OTHER SIDE to highlight the other side of the wall, or ANOTHER
WALL to select another wall.
When the desired side of the wall is confirmed, BuildersCAD
will draw a red line across the screen along the selected wall indicating where the new edge may be placed.
The next prompt is for the first point of the edge. When you enter a
point, BuildersCAD will "project" the selected point to where it
would be on the line. BuildersCAD will draw a "rubber band"
line from the first point to the current cursor location.
The next prompt is for the end point of the edge. Enter another
point. As with the first point, BuildersCAD will promect the
entered point to the line.
The final prompt is to add another edge. If YES is selected, the program will return to the ADD EDGE menu. Selecting NO terminates
the Add Edge function.
Editing Floor Planes
The Floor Plane edit tools provide the ability to add rough openings to floor
planes, change a plane’s elevation, and remake a plane once its edges have
been changed. These functions are located on the FLOOR GEOMETRY
Application Sub-menu under Edit Plane.
Querying Floor Planes
The QUERY function displays the following information about a floor
plane:

• The system-defined plane number
• The pitch of the floor surface
When the Query (Question Mark) icon is selected, BuildersCAD will
prompt for the floor plane to query. Select the desired plane by moving the
cursor within the boundaries of the floor plane and picking with F1. BuildersCAD will display a small pop-up menu with the above information. Whe
the pop-up menu is active, you can move the cursor and pick another plane
without having to clear the menu first. Press F10 or the Stop Sign icon on the
User Toolbar to end the query function.
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Placing Openings in Floor
Planes
Openings or holes in floor planes (such as for stairs) may be placed using the
Place Opening function, located on the Floor Geometry Application Submenu. When PLACE OPENG is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for
the plane in which to place the opening. Move the cursor within the boundaries of the desired floor plane and select using F1. If VERIFY on the
CYCLE menu is on, BuildersCAD will highlight the selected plane and
prompt for confirmation. If the correct floor plane has been highlighted,
select Yes or press the Enter key. If there is another plane in the same location, select Find Next Stacked Plane. BuildersCAD will find another
plane and return to the confirmation prompt. If you wish to pick another
plane location, select No and the program will prompt for a new plane location.
Once the correct plane has been
confirmed, BuildersCAD will
display the PLACE OPENING
pop-up menu. You may add the
opening in one of three ways.
1.

With a Run of lines.

2.

With a Box

3.

With the Surface Relative method.
The Run Method
If the opening has an irregular shape or is not an X-Y axis aligned
rectangle, select RUN from the PLACE OPENING menu. BuildersCAD will prompt for the first point of the boundary, and then
for each successive point. As you move the cursor, a "rubber band"
line will be drawn from the last point entered to the current cursor
location. As the points are entered, BuildersCAD will outline
the floor opening. Press F10 when finished entering points. BuildersCAD will prompt to project the opening. If Yes is selected,
BuildersCAD will close the outline and remake the floor plane
in which the opening was placed. If Redraw is selected, the program will return to the point entry prompts to re-enter the opening
boundary. If Exit is selected, the Place Opening function will terminate.
The Box Method
If the opening is a rectangle with edges parallel to the X-Y axis you
can use the Box method to simplify the placement of an opening.
Select BOX from the PLACE OPENING menu. BuildersCAD will
prompt for the first point of the boundary, and then for the second
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point which is the opposite corner of the rectangular opening. After
the second point is entered BuildersCAD will prompt to project
the opening. If Yes is selected, BuildersCAD will close the outline and remake the floor plane in which the opening was placed. If
Redraw is selected, the program will return to the point entry
prompts to re-enter the opening boundary. If Exit is selected, the
Place Opening function will terminate.
The Surface Relative Method
The Surface Relative method is most useful for pitched floor
planes. Since most floor planes will be horizontal, you may never
need to use this function. The Surface Relative method allows you
to "paste" an X-Y coordinate system onto a pitched floor plane. If
you need to place an opening of an exact size on a pitched plane, it
would be difficult to do using the projection methods. The Surface
Relative method allows you to use simple X and Y distances without having to consider the 3D location and pitch of the floor plane.
When Surface Relative is selected from the PLACE OPENING
menu, BuildersCAD will prompt to select a floor plane. The
next prompt will be for the Plane reference location. The point
selected here becomes the origin of the "new" X-Y coordinate system. The X axis will be parallel to the base line specified when adding the plane. The positive direction on the new X axis will always
be in the same direction as from the first point to the second point
of the base line.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the Beginning (X,Y) offset in
the plane. Type an offset from the reference point entered above to
the first boundary point of the rough opening. Keep in mind that the
X and Y coordinate system will be dependent on the orientation of
the floor plane. Once you have entered an offset, BuildersCAD
will flash an "X" symbol at the location within the plane where the
opening outline will begin. You may then outline the opening by
typing additional X,Y offsets or moving the cursor and selecting
using F1. Press F10 to close the outline and add the opening to the
floor plane.
Remaking Floor Planes
When you have changed, added, or removed floor plane edges, you will need
to remake the floor plane outlined by the edited edges. Keep in mind that
each floor surface has a set of edges and a plane that represents the surface.
Changing the edges does not automatically update the surface.
When the boundaries of a floor plane have been finalized, select REMAKE
from the Edit Surface portion of the FLOOR GEOMETRY Application SubBuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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menu. BuildersCAD will prompt for the floor plane to remake. Move the
cursor inside the boundaries of the desired floor plane and pick using F1. If
VERIFY on the CYCLE menu is on, BuildersCAD will highlight the
selected plane and prompt for confirmation. If the correct floor plane has
been highlighted, select Yes or press the Enter key. If there is another plane
in the same location, select Find Next Stacked Plane. BuildersCAD will
find another plane and return to the confirmation prompt. If you wish to pick
another plane location, select No and the program will prompt for a new
plane location.
Once the desired floor plane has been selected, BuildersCAD will prompt
to verify each edge. If Yes is selected, BuildersCAD will individually
highlight each edge on the plane, You will have to press the Enter key after
each edge is highlighted to verify the edge is correct. Once all edges are verified, BuildersCAD will remake the plane. If No is selected, BuildersCAD will remake the floor plane using the new edge information.
After a floor plane is remade, the program will return to the Select Plane to
remake prompt. Press F10 when finished remaking planes to exit the function.
Changing Floor Plane Elevations
To alter the elevation of a floor plane, select Elev from the FLOOR GEOMETRY Application Sub-menu. BuildersCAD will prompt for the floor
plane to elevate. Move the cursor within the boundaries of the desired floor
plane and pick using F1. BuildersCAD will next prompt for the relative
distance to elevate the plane. Type the distance in feet you wish to move the
plane. Positive numbers will move the plane in the positive (+) direction or
"up" on the Z axis and negative numbers will move the plane in the negative
(-) direction or "down" on the Z axis.
Displaying Floor Planes
The Display function will individually highlight each floor plane and will
display the level and plane number below the prompt line. While the display
function is active, BuildersCAD will prompt to continue. With each
selection of Yes, BuildersCAD will highlight another floor plane until all
planes have been highlighted. Selecting No will terminate the Display function.
Erasing Floor Planes
To erase a floor plane, select the Erase icon under the Edit Plane
section of the FLOOR GEOMETRY Application Sub-menu.
BuildersCAD will prompt to erase floor construction by
Level, From Screen, by Plane Number or to Cancel the function.
Select the desired option. Each option functions as follows:
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• Level - BuildersCAD will erase the entire floor level, including all
framing information.

• From Screen - BuildersCAD will prompt for an individual floor
plane to be selected on the screen and then erase the selected plane
and all associated framing information.

• Plane Number - Type a floor plane number to erase a floor plane. The
plane and all associated framing information will be erased.

• Cancel - The Erase Floor Plane function will terminate.
Editing Plane Edges
BuildersCAD provides several functions by which you can edit existing
floor plane edges. If you want to add edges, select ADD EDGE from the
FLOOR GEOMETRY Application Sub-menu. The Add Edge function is
described earlier in this topic.
Editing edges does not update the floor surface information. When ever
plane edges are modified, you will need to use the REMAKE function from
the Edit Surface section of the FLOOR GEOMETRY Application Sub-menu
as described above to update the floor planes.
Each of the Edit Edge functions is described below:
Query Plane Edges
You can obtain and change information about a specific edge
from the QUERY EDGE menu. This menu pops-up when the
Query Edge (question mark) icon under the Edit Edge section of
the FLOOR GEOMETRY Application Sub-menu is selected. The Query Edge
function displays the following information about a floor plane edge:
REF NUMBER
The REF NUMBER field on the QUERY EDGE menu displays the
system-assigned reference number for the selected edge. You may
not change the reference number for an edge.
TYPE
The TYPE field on the QUERY EDGE menu displays the edge type
for the selected edge. To change the edge type for the edge, select
TYPE from the QUERY EDGE menu. BuildersCAD will provide you with a pop-up menu from which you may select a new
edge type. Floor edge types are discussed in the Adding Edges portion of this topic. Once a new edge type has been selected, tye program will return to the QUERY EDGE menu.
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Plane 1
The Plane 1 field indicates to which plane the selected edge
belongs. An edge will assume the color of the plane specified in this
field. To change the plane to which an edge belongs, select PLANE
1 from the QUERY EDIT menu. BuildersCAD will prompt to
select a new plane. You may pick a plane from the screen or enter
the plane number for the new plane.
When an edge is added using the Add Edge function, the edge
assumes the color, pitch, and elevation of its Plane 1 value. Changing the Plane 1 value from the QUERY EDGE menu does not update
an edge’s elevation or pitch.
Plane 2
The Plane 2 field indicates a second plane to which the selected
edge can belong. An edge may be a part of as many as two planes.
If an edge belongs to only one plane, it’s Plane 2 value will be zero.
To change the Plane 2 value for an edge, select PLANE 2 from the

QUERY EDGE menu. BuildersCAD will prompt to select a new

plane. You may pick a plane from the screen or enter the plane
number for the new plane.
Update Edge
When Update Edge is selected, the values currently displayed in the
QUERY EDGE menu will be assigned to the selected edge. Any
changes made from the QUERY EDGE menu will not take effect
until Update Edge is selected.
Exit No Update
To exit the QUERY EDGE menu without changing the parameters
of the selected edge, choose Exit No Update from the QUERY
EDGE menu. Any changes from the QUERY EDGE menu will not
be retained and the selected edge will remain unchanged.
Tr imming And Extending Edges
You can trim and extend edges by selecting the Trim/Extend
icon under the Edit Edge section of the FLOOR GEOMETRY
Application Sub-menu. BuildersCAD provides several
methods for trimming or extending floor lengths as described
below. When the Trim / Extend icon is selected, BuildersCAD will
prompt for the edge to trim or extend. Select the floor edge to be modified.
The end of the edge closest to the F1 pick on the screen will be the end that is
updated. After the floor plane edge is selected, the Trim/Extend pop-up
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menu will display. From here you may select one of three methods for trimming or extending the edge.
By Distance
Type the distance in feet you wish to trim or extend the edge. If a
positive distance is entered, the edge will be exended by that
amount. If a negative distance is entered, the edge will be trimmed
by that amount.
To E d g e
If you choose to trim or extend to an edge, BuildersCAD will
prompt for the edge to trim/extend to. Select an edge using F1. The
endpoint of the first edge selected will be trimmed or extended to
where it would intersect the second edge. Edges do not have to
physically intersect for the Trim/Extend to Edge function to work.
To Wa l l
If you choose to trim or extend to a wall, BuildersCAD will display the walls of the currently selected wall level and prompt for
the wall side to trim/extend to. Pick the wall to trim or extend the
edge to using F1. Based on where the pick is made, BuildersCAD will highlight one side of the selected wall and prompt to
verify this is the correct side.
If the correct side is displayed, select Yes or press the Enter key.
The floor plane edge will be extended to the selected side of the
wall. A wall and the selected edge to not actually have to intersect
for the trim/extend function to work.
If you wish to trim or extend to the other side of the wall, select
Other Side from the prompt line. BuildersCAD will highlight
the other side of the selected wall and return to the "Correct side"
prompt.
If the wrong wall is highlighted, select Another Wall from the
prompt line. BuildersCAD will return to the "Enter Wall Side"
prompt.
Breaking Edges
A floor plane edge may be broken into two edges by selecting
the Break icon under the Edit Edge section of the Floor Geometry Application Sub-menu. When the Break icon is selected,
BuildersCAD will prompt for the edge to break. Select the
desired edge using F1. BuildersCAD will next prompt for the first break
point on the edge. Select a point on the edge where the break is to occur. The
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next prompt is for the second break point or to divide the edge. If you press
the enter key at this point, the selected edge will be broken into two edges at
the selected point. If you input a second break point, the segment of the
selected edge between the two points will be removed. After breaking an
edge, the program will return to the "Edge To Break" prompt. Press F10 to
terminate the Breaking Edges function.
Chaining Edges
When the floor layout contains collinear edges that are members of different planes, you can chain the edges so that the
Floor Framer treats them as a single edge. When Chain Edge is
selected from the Edit Edge section of the Floor Geometry
Application Sub-menu, BuildersCAD will prompt to select an option
Chain Edge, Drop Chain, Display Chained Edges, or Cancel. These options
are described below.
Chain Edge
The Chain Edge option allows you to chain edges. For edges to be
chained they must be collinear, meaning that they could be drawn
as a single line without affectiong the floor plane geometry, and
they must be of the same type. When Chain Edge is selected,
BuildersCAD prompts for the edge to chain. Select the edges to
be chained using F1. Edges must be selected in linear order, meaning that you cannot "skip over" an edge and come back to it later. If
the edges are not collinear, BuildersCAD will tell you and the
edges will not be chained. Once the edges are selected, the chain
becomes effective immediately. Press F10 when finished selecting
edges to chain.
Drop Chain
The Drop Chain function allows you to remove a chain. All edges
in the selected chain become unchained. To unchain floor edges,
select Drop Chain from the Chaining Edges Options prompt.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the edge to drop. Move the cursor
to an edge which is part of the chain to be dropped and select using
F1. The chain is dropped immediately and the program will return
to the Chaining Edges Options prompt.
Display Chained Edges
When Display Chained Edges is selected, BuildersCAD will
highlight all the chained edges on the current floor level. It will then
prompt to restore the display. Answering Yes to this prompt will
redraw the screen and return to the Chaining Edges Options
prompt. A No answer will leave the display with the highlighted
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edges intact and will terminate the Chain function.
Cancel
Selecting Cancel at the Chaining Edges Options prompt will terminate the Chain function and retain what ever changes were made
with it.
Displaying Plane Edges
BuildersCAD will display edges of a selectd type if you
select Display under the Edit Edge section of the Floor Geometry Application Sub-menu. When Display is selected, the Display Edges pop-up menu will appear. From this menu you can
select the desired edge type function. BuildersCAD will highlight all
edges of the selected type and prompt to display other edges. If Yes is
selected, you will return to the EDGE DISPLAY pop-up menu. Selecting No
ends the Display Edges function. The Edge Display function will display the
following edge types:

•
•
•
•

Rim Edges - Parallel to the floor joists.
End Edges - Perpendicular to the floor joists.
Lap Edges - Edges shared by two planes.
Rough Opening Edges - Edges which outline a rough opening in a
floor plane.

• Undefined Edges - Have no type.
• Chained Edges - Treated as a single edge by the Framer.
• Duplicate Edges
Erasing Edges
Select the Erase icon under the Edit Edge section of the FLOOR
GEOMETRY Application Sub-menu to erase floor plane edges.

When the Erase icon is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt
for the edge to erase. Pick the desired edge using F1. When the
edge is erased, the program will return to the "Edge to Erase" prompt. Press
F10 when finished to terminate the Erase Edge function.

Framing Floors in 2D
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The 2D framing function of the Floors Application allows
you to make simple floor joist layouts using crosshatch patterns and your floor plane geometry. The output of the 2D
framing functions cannot be used in materials take-offs.
The 3D framer is required for including floor materials in
materials take-offs. See the section on Framing Floors in
3D later in this topic for instructions on using the 3D framing tools.
Surface Layout
The Surface Layout tools extract the 3D floor layout,
producing a 2D projection of the floor planes. You can
then fill the 2D outline with crosshatch patterns that
represent floor framing.
Floor Extraction
Before a floor can be framed, the floor surface information must be extracted. First select FLOOR
EXTRACT on the 2D BOARD LAYOUT Application
Sub-menu. BuildersCAD will prompt to extract the floor. Select Yes to
automatically create the necessary information for the 2D framer.
2D Floor Outline
After extracting the floor surface information, you can automatically generate a floor outline by selecting Create 2D Floor. When this function is
selected BuildersCAD will present you with the 2D FLOOR SURFACE
pop-up menu. From this menu, you can select the color, pen, and line type
for the lines of the floor outline.
Color
The value in the Color field determines the color of the floor outline. To
change the color, select Color, then select a new color from the SELECT
DESIRED COLOR pop-up menu.
Pen
The value in the Pen field determines the plotter pen that will be used for the
floor outline. To change the pen, select Pen, then type a new pen number or
select one from the prompt line.
Line
The value in the Line field determines what line type BuildersCAD will
use to draw the floor outline. There are a variety of line types available. You
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may select a new line type by selecting Line and then choosing a line type
from the 2D LINE STYLES pop-up menu. Some line types may require that
you specify a board width.
Execute
Select Create 2D Floor to generate the floor outline using the current line
type parameters as shown on the the CREATE 2D FLOOR menu.
The 2D Framing Functions
There are two methods for generating 2D floor framing. With the AutoFrame method BuildersCAD frames the floor level for you plane by
plane, utilizing user-defined settings. The other method, Manual Frame,
allows you to outline or define an area (whether or not the area coincides
with a floor plane), fill the area with crosshatch "framing", and specify individual joist spacing and orientation for each area.
Auto Frame
Select Auto-Frame under the 2D Framing heading on the 2D BOARD LAYOUT Application Sub-menu. This will display the 2D AUTOMATIC FLOOR
FRAMING pop-up menu. Here you establish the criteria that BuildersCAD will use to create the 2D floor framing layout. The parameters displayed and set on the 2D AUTOMATIC FLOOR FRAMING pop-up menu are
as follows:

• COLOR - The color BuildersCAD will use to display the crosshatch pattern.

• PEN - The pen BuildersCAD will use to draw the crosshatch pattern.

• OFFSET - The distance from the plane or surface corner point to the
first crosshatch pattern line.

• LINE - The line type used in the crosshatch pattern. There are a number of line styles available from the 2D LINE TYPES pop-up menu
which is displayed when Line is selected. Some line types may
require that you specify a board width.

• SPACING - The distance between crosshatch pattern lines. For example if you want a crosshatch pattern which will create a layout for a
rafter system with rafters 16" O.C. you should enter a spacing of 1’4".

• ANGLE - May be specified however the setting is ignored. BuildersCAD will always run the crosshatch pattern perpendicular to the
base line drawn when the floor plane was created.

Select Create X-Hatch Framing and BuildersCAD will prompt for the
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plane to be hatched. After the plane is selected, BuildersCAD will
prompt for the point to start the crosshatch pattern. After this point is
selected, BuildersCAD will prompt to verify the selection. Selecting Yes
will cause the plane to be filled with the specified crosshatch pattern beginning at the specified offset point. The program will loop back to the "Select
Plane" prompt so that you may proceed "framing" the level plane by plane.
Manual Frame
The Manual Frame function allows you to specify crosshatch patterns on an
area by area basis. You can define the areas with either a box or point-topoint (manually outlining an area) method. When you select MANUAL
FRAMING the 2D MANUAL FLOOR FRAMING pop-up menu will appear.
From this menu you can select the following parameters:
Color
The Color field specifies the screen display color used for the
crosshatch pattern. To select a new color, pick Color from the popup menu then select a new color from the SELECT COLOR pop-up
menu.
Pen
The Pen field specifies which plotter pen will be used to draw the
framing crosshatch pattern. To select a new pen, pick Pen from the
pop-up menu then type a new pen number or select one from the
prompt line.
Offset
The Offset determines the distance from the lower left corner of the
plane to the centerline of the first framing member in the crosshatch
pattern. Setting different offsets in different planes allows you to
align the floor joists as needed. To specify a new offset, select Offset from the pop-up menu. Type the new offset desired or select one
from the prompt line.
Line
The Line field determines the line type used to represent floor
joists. You can specify a different line type by selecting Line on the
pop-up menu and then choosing a line type from the 2D LINE
STYLES pop-up menu. Some line types may require that you specify a board width.
Spacing
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The Spacing field determines the distance from centerline to centerline of the 2D crosshatch pattern. To specify a different spacing
select Spacing from the pop-up menu. You can type a new value or
select from the choices on the prompt line.
Angle
The Angle field determines the angle of the floor joist pattern. An
angle of 0 degrees or 180 degrees will place joists horizonal on the
screen, where an angle of 90 degrees or 270 degrees will place
joists vertically on the screen. To specify a new angle, select Angle
from the pop-up menu. The FRAMING ANGLE pop-up menu will
appear. From this menu you may select one of the arrow icons that
indicates the angle you want, or you can select ROT or ANGLE and
type a value from the keyboard.
Create X-Hatch Framing
When Create X-Hatch Framing is selected, BuildersCAD will
prompt for the boundary method to be used in creating the pattern.

• Box - Outlines the area to fill with a two-point box
• Point To Point - Outlines the area using a series of points for
•

defining the pattern perimeter
End - Fills the boundary with the crosshatch pattern. BuildersCAD will prompt to place the pattern as shown. Yes will accept
the crosshatch pattern, No will reject it. More than one method
may be used to define the boundary for the crosshatch pattern.
The boundary will not be filled until End is selected.

Erase Framing X-Hatch
You can delete the crosshatch patterns by selecting Erase Framing X-Hatch
on the 2D BOARD LAYOUT Application Sub-menu. BuildersCAD will
prompt for a corner of the crosshatch pattern to delete. Select a pattern corner using F3. BuildersCAD will erase the pattern from the screen and
prompt to confirm the deletion. A Yes answer will erase the pattern; No will
retain it.
Freeze Framing X-Hatch
The Freeze Framing X-Hatch function allows you to convert a crosshatch
pattern into a group of lines. Once a crosshatch pattern is frozen, you can use
the line editing tools to edit the floor joist pattern. When this function is
selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for a corner of the framing crosshatch
pattern. Pick a corner of the pattern using F1. BuildersCAD will erase the
pattern and prompt to confirm the conversion. A Yes answer will freeze the
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pattern into lines. No will retain the crosshatch pattern.
Extract Dashed Walls
Frequently it is helpful to show the wall layout along with the floor system
layout. BuildersCAD provides the ability to include "dashed" walls with
the floor framing layout. Selecting Extract Dashed Walls on the FLOOR
LAYOUT Application sub-menu brings up the MAKE DASHED WALLS popup menu. From this menu you can determine how BuildersCAD will generate the dashed walls.
Color
The Color field determines the screen display color for the dashed
wall lines. To specify a new color, select Color from the MAKE
DASHED WALLS menu then select a new color from the SELECT
DESIRED COLOR pop-up menu.
Pen
The Pen field determines the plotter pen to be used when plotting
the dashed walls. To specify a new pen, select Pen from the Make
Dashed Walls menu. Type a new pen value or select one from the
prompt line.
Search
The Search field determines which walls will be included in the
dashed wall outline. This value can be set to either Bearing or All.
If set to Bearing, only load-bearing walls will be extracted. If set to
All, all walls on the selected wall level will be extracted. To change
the search parameter select Search from the MAKE DASHED
WALLS menu. BuildersCAD will prompt for the walls to search
for - Bearing Walls or All Walls. Select the desired search value.
Level
The Level field determines which wall level BuildersCAD will
search when creating dashed walls. To specify a level, select Level
from the MAKE DASHED WALLS menu. At the prompt select the
wall level you wish search when extracting dashed walls.
Create Dashed Walls
Select Create Dashed Walls to extract dashed walls for the 2D floor
framing layout. If dashed walls have previously been extracted,
they will be replaced automatically.
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Display 2D Levels
BuildersCAD automatically places floor information on a variety of layers. You may find that there are times when you do not want a particular
layer or set of layers to be displayed or editable. BuildersCAD provides
the 2D FLOOR LAYERS menu for this purpose. From this menu you may
individually select which layers are on and off for the current floor level.
Select the Display 2D Levels button on the FLOOR LAYOUT Application
Sub-menu to bring up the 2D FLOOR LAYERS menu. This menu has two
sections - the Layers section and the Functions section.
The Layers Section
From the Layers section you can determine which layers will be
affected by the function you choose to execute. If a particular layer
is highlighted, it will be affected by the chosen function. If a layer is
not highlighted, it will not be affected. To highlight or unhighlight a
layer, simply select that layer on the menu. With each pick, the chosen layer will alternate between highlighted and unhighlighted. To
quickly highlight or unhighlight all layers, select All from the bottom of the Layers section. Each pick of All will alternately highlight and unhighlight all layers. The Level field of the 2D FLOOR
LAYERS menu displays the current floor level. This value cannot
be changed from the 2D FLOOR LAYERS menu.
The Functions Section
The Functions section determines what action is taken on the highlighted layers. There may be only one function executed at a time.
The available functions are:

• Display On - Allows the highlighted layers to be displayed
and edited.

• Display Off - Prevents the highlighted layers from being displayed and edited.

• Clear Layer - Removes all information from the highlighted
layers. The Clear Layer function cannot clear layers that are
not turned on for editing. You must use the Display On function first.
When you choose a function from the 2D FLOOR LAYERS menu,
the function name is highlighted. You make multiple picks from the
Functions section, but only one function name will be highlighed at
a time. To turn layers on or off, or to clear highlighted layers, select
the Execute button.

Framing Floors in 3D
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The BuildersCAD Framer allows you to "frame" floors in your building
design. When BuildersCAD frames floors it models every board in the floor
to an exact width, depth, and length. To do this the Framer utilizes the criteria
entered in the BOARD TYPE and PIECE SPECIFICATION menus.
Functioning as framing rules, with each Piece Specification, you have the opportunity do designate many aspects of how a floor is framed. You use Piece Specs
(utilized in a Board Spec) to "frame" the edge of floor planes and the floor plane
area. For plane edges a Piece Spec can specify the board size and quantity, and
location relative to the floor edge. For plane surfaces a Piece Spec (as utilized in
a Surface Marker) can "fill" a surface with boards of a designated size at a specific on-center spacing.
Similar to framing rules for walls, Piece spcifications are set up inside the Floors
Application with each Piece Spec designated by name. The Piece Spec can be
assigned to a Floor Edge or Surface via the 3D BOARDS menu called from the
FLOORS Application menu. With BuildersCAD when you create a plane, you
are creating the surface with edges. You apply Floor Board or Surface Specifications and generate the boards to "frame" the floor.
Floor Framing Rules
Floor Framing rules consist of four instruction sets: Board Type, Piece Specification, Floor Board Specification, and Floor Surface Marker Specification.
Board type is the most basic component of the floor framing rules. In Board
Type, a name, default size, repeat length, and a user defined label is given to
every type of board you will use in framing floors. A Piece Specification is a
set of characteristics attached to a name. This name can be assigned to a
floor plane edge or utilized in a surface marker to determine how a floor
plane will be framed. You can assign Piece Specs to floor plane edges using
the FLOOR BOARD SPECIFICATIONS menu. The fourth instruction set is
accessible through the FLOOR SURFACE MARKER SPECIFICATION
menu. This menu allows you to utilize a Piece Specification in generating
floor joists to fill a floor plane surface.
B o a r d Ty p e
Every Board you need to frame floors must be set up and saved in the
BOARD TYPE DEFINITION menu. Here you create Board Types assigning
names and characteristics that you will use to help identify boards in floor
framing output and labeled framing drawings. To create or review existing
Board Types, select Board Edit under 3D Boards on the FLOORS Application menu. When you select Board Edit, the STATUS menu will change at
the bottom of the menu. On the left end of the STATUS menu will be the
Board Type. When Board Type is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for
the Board Type name. Select Menu to display the BOARD TYPE DEFINI304
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TION menu.

The left side of the menu displays the Board Parameters of the board last
selected. The right side of the menu displays a list of the Board Types
already created. The parameters included in a board type include:
B o a r d Ty p e
In this case Board Type refers to a name. When you select on Board
Type, BuildersCAD will prompt for a board type name. The name
may be up to 12 characters long and either lower or upper case letters, but may not have any spaces. For example if you wanted to
call a board type "Edge Board", you would enter the name as
"EdgeBoard". This name will be displayed under the heading
NAME on the right side of the BOARD TYPE DEFINITION menu.
Description
The description is descriptive text you can enter that will display on
the right side of the BOARD TYPE DEFINITION menu along with
the Name. If Description is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt
for a new board description.
Width
Width refers to the default width of the board (Board Type). The
width can always be modified either from the STATUS menu or
from the PIECE SPECIFICATION menu.
Depth
Depth refers to the default depth of the board (Board Type). The
depth can always be modified either from the STATUS menu or
from the PIECE SPECIFICATION menu.
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Repeat Length
This is the standard length for the Board Type. If you create a board
Type Blocking with a repeat length of 14’-0" and you add a board
that is 31’-0" long, BuildersCAD will create the board as 2
boards 14’-0" long and 1 board 3’-0" long.
Color
Color is a user defined parameter. When you draw or add this board
to the database it will be displayed in the color selected here. Select
on Color to display the SELECT DESIRED COLOR pop-up menu.
You can select any color although it is advised to select a shadable
color for 3D display purposes.
User Label
This is a user defined 2 character designation. This label will be
used by BuildersCAD to label this Board Type when you generate a floor framing plan with member list.
After the parameters are set up to your preference, select the Save button on
the bottom right of the menu. To delete a board type, select it to make it the
current type and then select Delete.
Piece Specification
Piece Specifications are the core of the floor framing rules. In a Piece Specification you associate a Board Type and specific characteristics with a Piece
Specification name. There are two types of Piece Specifications - Piece Type
Floor and sheathing. Using other BuildersCAD menus the floor Type
Piece Specification can be assigned - to a floor plane edge for example, causing a board or boards with the assigned characteristics to be generated along
that floor plane edge. The sheathing Type Piece Specification can be
assigned to a floor surface and used to generate floor decking.
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The characteristics associated with the floor type, Piece Specifications are
listed below. The first four simply indicate the current Piece Spec. selection.
Name
The name of the Piece Specification. It is by this name that you will
recognize the Piece Spec. For example, you can create a Specification using the Board Type "EndJoist",and use it to generate the
board at the end of a run of floor joists. You may want to create several sizes with different names, such as "ej06", "ej08", and "ej10" to
designate 2x6, 2x8, and 2x10 end joists.
P i e c e Ty p e
Indicates whether the displayed Piece Specifications are floor type
or sheathing type.
B o a r d To U s e
This refers to the Board Type associated with the Piece Spec. Every
Piece Spec. is associated with a Board Type and when a framing
drawing is generated, boards will be labeled based on their Board
Type.
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Desc.
This is a description that will display along side the Piece Spec.
names on the Piece Specification list (Existing Pieces). It is user
definable up to 20 characters including spaces.
Piece characteristics are different for the two different types of Piece Specifications. The following are displayed under the heading Piece Characteristics
for the floor type Piece Specification:
Width
This is the width of the board or individual boards if more than one.
Depth
This is the depthof the board or individual boards if more than one.
Repeat Length
This is the longest length board that will be generated by the Piece
Spec. For example, if the Repeat Length of the Piece Spec. is 16 ft.
and it is assigned to a floor plane edge that is 20 ft., when the
boards are generated you will get one board 16 ft. and one board 4
ft. in length.
Board Count
This is the number of bards associated with the Piece Spec. For
example, if the board count is 2 and the Spec. is assigned to a floor
plane edge that is 20 ft. long, when the boards are generated the
Framer will generate 2 boards 20 ft. long (assuming the Repeat
Length is 20 ft.)
Gap Between
This is a gap that will be created between the graphic display of the
boards in 2D or 3D displays. This characteristic is not relevant if
the board count is not 2 or more.
Start No. 1 (3)
This is the distance from the end of the edge to the starting point of
the first board (assuming the Board Count is more than 1). This
characteristic along with Start No. 2 (4) allows you to create staggered lap, mult-piece beams.
Start No. 2 (4)
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See Start No. 1 (3)
Extend Bearing
This can be set to Yes, No, Lengthen to Nominal, or Distance. Yes
will cause the board that is generated (if perpendicular to a load
bearing member) to extend to the far side of the bearing member.
Bearing Member
Toggles from Yes to No. Select Yes if the board you want to generate with the Piece Spec. is a load bearing member and No if it is not
a load bearing member.
End Cut
Toggles from Plumb to Square. Because floor planes may be sloped
you have the option to create a display of the floor boards with
either a square end cut (a cut perpendicular to the length of the
board) or a plumb end cut (a cut perpendicular to the "ground").
R e l a t i v e E l e v.
The elevation relative to the floor plane, at which the board(s) will
be generated. For floor boards the relative elevation will be the elevation of the top of the board. When you select Relative Elev. you
are prompted to enter the relative elevation in inches. A negative
elevation will generate the boards below the floor plane and a positive elevation will generate the boards above the floor plane.
Move Sideways
This parameter causes the board to shift sideways relative to the
plane edge. When Move Sideways is selected, you are prompted to
enter a distance for the sideways move.
Behavior
Dictates how the board(s) behave regarding the plane edge. When
Behavior is selected, a pop-up menu displays with the options none,
centered, inside, outside, hip, ridge, fascia, and stacked. Only none,
centered, inside, outside, and stacked are relevant to floor boards.
Stacked will cause the board to "stack" below another board if two
piece specs. are assigned to one floor plane edge.
End 1 Cut Bk
Causes the end of a board to be cut back or extended by the value
entered here. Negative values cause the board to be cut back and
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positive values cause the board to be extended.
End 2 Cut Bk
Causes the end of a board to be cut back or extended by the value
entered here. Negative values cause the board to be cut back and
positive values cause the board to be extended.
Collision
Toggles from Yes to No. When set to Yes, the board will break automatically when it crosses another board. For example, if you
assigned this Piece Spec. to an edge that crossed floor joists the
board generated would break into lengths, running between the
floor joists.
Color
When Color is selected, BuildersCAD will display the SELECT
DESIRED COLOR pop-up menu. The color selected will be used to
display the Piece Spec. marker.
Floor Spec.
The Floor Spec. button is used to toggle between the PIECE SPECIFICATION menu and the FLOOR BOARD SPECIFICATION menu.
The Piece Characteristics for sheathing type Piece Specifications may be
reached by selecting the box next to Piece Type in the top middle of the
Piece Specification pop-up menu and then selecting Sheathing at the
prompt. The Piece Characteristics for Sheathing are as follows:
Orient to Bds
This toggles from Parallel to Perpendicular. If it is set to Perpendicular the length of the flooring sheet will be applied and run perpendicular to the floor joists. If set to Parallel, the length of the
sheet will run parallel to the floor joists.
Stagger
This is a user definable distance measured from the edge of a sheet
to the edge of the next sheet in the next row.
Board Width
The width of the sheet of floor decking or sheathing.
Board Length
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The length of the sheet of floor decking or sheathing.
Board Thickness
The thickness of the floor decking or sheathing. The top of the floor
deck is generated flush with the floor plane surface.
Color
When Color is selected, BuildersCAD will display the SELECT
DESIRED COLOR pop-up menu. The color selected will be used to
display the Piece Spec. marker.
Under the heading Operational Commands, reading horizonally is a list of
commands:
New
This command generates a new Specification. BuildersCAD
will prompt for the new Piece Specification name.
Save
After you have selected the Board Type and have the other characteristics set correctly, select Save to save the new Piece Specification.
Clear
This will clear the Name and Description settings and allow you to
select a Surface Marker from the list to select a different Piece
Specification.
Remove
To delete a Piece Specification, select it so that displays as the current Specification then select Remove. You will be prompted to
confirm that you want to delete the selected Spec.
Floor Board Specification
BuildersCAD utilizes the FLOOR BOARD SPECIFICATION menu to
assign Piece Specifications to floor plane edges. Typically floor plane edges
occur on the outer edge of a floor (above a foundation wall), or in the interior
of a floor system above an interior load bearing wall or a beam. On the outer
edge of a floor system you would want to genrate (or frame) an end or rim
joist. You might want to generate a flush beam or a drop beam on a plane
edge that occurs in the interior of a floor system. Piece Specifications allow
you to specify the size and number of boards to generate. The FLOOR
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BOARD SPECIFICATION menu gives you the means to assign a Piece Spec-

ification to a floor plane edge.

To access the menu select Edges under the 3D Boards heading on the
FLOORS Application menu. This will display the EDGE BOARDS Application Sub-menu. Select Assign Markers under Markers to display the FLOOR
BOARD SPECIFICATION pop-up menu The menu consists of six sections -

Available Boards, Floor Edge Type for Selected Boards, Selected Boards,
Overrides, Parameters, and Edit Function/Execute.
Available Boards
Under Available Boards is a list of the Piece Specifications. Under
the column heading Entry is a list of the Piece Spec names and
descriptions. Floor Piece Specifications begin with an f. For example, an name for a 2x10 end joist could be f.ej10.
F l o o r E d g e Ty p e f o r S e l e c t e d
Boards
Before you select a Piece Spec select a type of floor plane edge
from the row of edge types under the heading Floor Edge Type for
Selected Boards. Here are the plane edge types in boxes reading
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horizontally across the menu. The selection here is the floor plane
edge types that you are able to assign Piece Specs to, including Any
Type (that is to all types), Rim, End, and Rough Opening.
Selected Boards
When a Piece Spec is then selected, it will display under the
Selected Boards heading in a column beneath the selected (highlighted) floor edge type. There is room for four (4) entries here. You
can assign up to 4 Piece Specs to one plane edge.
Overrides
Overrides allow you to modify Behavior relative to the plane edge.
You can also modify the amount the board is "cut back" from the
end of the plane edge with End 1 CT B or End 2 CT B. Selecting
End 1 or End 2 will generate a prompt asking how much to cut back
the board in inches.
Parameters
Parameters include Text Size, Pen and Color, in this case referring
to the Floor Board Specification Marker. After the Specification is
assigned in the drawing, the drawing will include a Marker pointing
to the floor edge. The Marker will display the Piece Spec and
pointer to the floor plane edge.
Piece Specification
This button allows you to conveniently flip to the PIECE SPECIFICATION menu to review a setup or modify a Spec.

Edit Function
The Edit Functions allow you to select whether to assign Specifications to either the entire Level, a single Plane, a user defined Area
or to a Single plane edge.
Your selection under Execute determines whether you are going to
PLACE or ERASE Specs, to the Level, Plane, Area, or a Single
plane edge. If you have selected Floor Edge Type for Selected
Boards of Rim, and the Edit Function of Plane, and you select Place
under Execute, then the framer will assign the Spec you have
selected to the Rim edges of the Plane you select.
Floor Surface Marker Specification
The FLOOR SURFACE MARKER SPECIFICATION menu allows you to
select a Piece Spec (and the board(s) that it specifies) and create an instrucBuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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tion set that will generate the boards as directed by the Piece Spec at a user
defined spacing and with a user defined floor decking. You may also choose
not to generate floor decking. Access the menu by selecting Surfs under the
3D Boards section of the FLOORS Application Sub-menu. This will bring
up the SURFACES Application Sub-menu. Select Assign Markers to display
the FLOOR SURFACE MARKER SPECIFICATION pop-up menu.

To the right side under Marker Specifications is a list of the Surface Markers
with descriptions, already created. To the left of the list is a menu section
that displays the current Floor Surface Marker characteristics including:
Name
The name of the Surface Marker
Desc.
A description of the Surface Marker.
J o i s t To U s e
Displays the floor type Piece Specification which determines the
board(s) that will be generated to fill the plane surface.
Spacing
The dimension measured from center to center of the boards.
Joist Offset
The offset from the starting layout point to the first joist, measured
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in inches.
Boards Offset
Not implemented for the current version of BuildersCAD.
Sheathing Spec
Displays the sheathing type Piece Specification that is the decking
that will be generated to cover the floor surface.
Te x t S i z e
The size of the text in the Surface Marker.
Color
The color of the Surface Marker.
Pen
The pen number that will be used when the Surface Marker is plotted.
Under the Operational Commands heading are the following list of commands:
New
Select New to create a new Surface Marker. Selecting New will
generate a prompt asking for the new Surface Marker name.
Save
After you have selected the Piece Specification and have the other
parameters set correctly, select Save to save the new Surface
Marker.
Clear
If you wish to select a different Surface Marker (other than the one
currently displayed), select Clear. This will clear the Name and
Description settings and allow you to select a Surface Marker from
the list.
Remove
If you wish to delete a Surface Marker, select it so that it displays as
the current marker, then select Remove. You will be prompted to
confirm that you want to delete the selected Marker.
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Place
When you have selected the correct Marker and are ready to place
the Marker on a floor plane select Place. This action will cause the
FLOOR SURFACE MARKER SPECIFICATION menu to disappear
and generate a prompt asking for the position for the Surface
Marker. You should position the marker somewhere within the surface of the plane, inside the plane edges.
Framing Floors
The floor framing system for a house can be simple or very complex. It can
be a rectangle with joists running in a single direction, perpendicular to the
long leg of the rectangle. A floor system can also consist of multi-faceted
floor planes, on multiple levels with floor joists running in all directions.
The Framer allows you to frame a floor of any degree of complexity. It
allows you to utilize a number of different strategies in accomplishing the
task of framing a floor system. No particular strategy is right or wrong.
For each floor plane you create you are given the opportunity to select an
edge perpendicular to framing and thereby determine the direction of the
floor joists. When you frame a floor plane, assign a Surface Marker and generate floor joists, the joists will be generated perpendicular to the edge you
select. Keep this in mind when you lay out and create floor planes for a
house. You will probably want to create different floor planes for each section of floor joists, particularly if the direction of the floor joists is going to
be different.
Generally the floor plane edges line up on top of load bearing walls or
beams. You assign Piece Specs, utilizing floor plane edges, to create the rim
and end joists or the beams. Next you place Floor Surface Markers that will
determine the size and spacing of the floor joists, and fill the floor plane surface with joists.
For some floor planes yo may want to generate a crosshatch of floor boards,
such as an exterior deck. With a deck, floor joists run perpendicular to the
floor decking boards. To accomplish this BuildersCAD allows you to edit
or re-enter the baseline after you have generated edge boards and surface
boards. You may then generate a second set of surface boards running perpendicular or at angles to the first set of boards.
Framing A Floor System
You begin framing a floor system by assigning Piece Specifications to the
plane edges. Then you generate the edge boards. Next you place a Surface
Marker Specification that will determine joist size and spacing, and generate
the joists. Then you use board-editing tools to add, trim, extend, etc. boards
to finalize the floor framing system.
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We will assume here that the floor planes are already created and you are
ready to begin framing. See the Creating Floor Surfaces section of this topic
for information on creating floor planes. Select Edges under the 3D Boards
heading on the Floors Application menu. This will call up the EDGE
BOARDS Application Sub-menu.
To assign Piece Specifications to floor plane edges select Assign Markers
from the EDGE BOARDS Application Sub-menu. This will generate the
FLOOR BOARD SPECIFICATION pop-up menu. First select Floor Edge
Type under the heading Floor Edge Type for Selected Boards. The Edge
Types include:
A n y Ty p e
Any Type can be used to assign Floor Board Specifications to any
type of plane edge.
Rim
The Rim edges are the plane edges created perpendicular to the
floor baseline.
End
End edges are those parallel to the floor baseline.
Lap
Lap edges are created when two planes are generated with one edge
from each lying exactly on top of the other. The edges must be the
same exact length.
Rough Opening
Rough Opening plane edges are created when you cut an opening in
a floor plane.
After a Floor Edge Type is selected, scroll down the Available Boards list to
find the Piece Spec you wish to assign to the various plane edges. Select the
Piece Spec and you will see it appear in the column under the selected Floor
Edge Type. You can assign multiple Piece Specs to each Floor Edge Type.
Continue in turn selecting each Floor Edge Type you wish to frame and the
Piece Specs you wish to assign to each type.
Next, select one of the options under Edit Function:
Level
Assigns Piece Specs to the entire floor level.
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Plane
You will be prompted to select a plane and will assign Piece Specs
to the selected plane.
Area
You will be prompted for the two points of a two point window
(fence). Piece Specs will be assigned to the edges inside the fence.
Single
You will be prompted to pick a single edge
After you have selected an option under Edit Function, Select Place under
Execute to assign the Piece Specs. You may also select Erase to delete Piece
Specs according to the Edit Function you selected.
You will see edge markers appear. The marker is a Piece Spec name pointing
to a plane edge.
Below Assign Markers on the EDGE BOARDS Application Sub-menu you can select buttons that enable you to
Edit Markers, replacing one Piece Spec with another, Flip
Markers, or Erase Markers.
After all edge markers have been assigned, select Generate Edge Boards
under the Boards heading on the EDGE BOARDS Application Sub-menu.
BuildersCAD will generate 2D "boards" on the display window, according to the criteria set up in the Piece Specs.
If you want to erase edge boards, select the Erase icon and
then select to delete all edge boards on the Level, edge
boards for a single Plane, or a Single edge board.
After edge boards have been generated, select Surf’s under the 3D Boards
heading on the FLOORS Application menu. This will bring up the SURFACES Application Sub-menu. Select Assign Markers on the SURFACES
Application Sub-menu to bring up the FLOOR SURFACE MARKER SPECIFICATION pop-up menu. Select the Marker Specification you wish to use to
generate the size floor joists at the correct spacing. Select Place under Operational Commands on the pop-up menu and use the F1 button to "place" the
Marker on the floor plane. Now you are ready to generate the joists.
Select Generate Boards under Boards on the SURFACES Application Submenu. BuildersCAD will prompt for the surfaces to fill, offering the
choices of Level, Single, Area, or Cancel.
Level
If Level is selected, BuildersCAD Framer will use the surface
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markers placed on all floor planes on the level to generate a system
determined offset from the floor plane ends.
Single
If Single is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the desired
surface marker. When the marker is selected, BuildersCAD will
generate all of the floor joists for the plane selected.
Area
If Area is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the desired
surface marker, and then a point within the boundary to begin. You
can select a point on the outer edge or corner or you can select a
point somewhere in the interior of the plane. After the point is
selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the beginning offset in
inches. This is the offset from the point selected to the center of the
first floor joist. Next BuildersCAD will prompt for the point
within the boundary to end. Again the point may be on the outer
edge or corner or can be within the interior of the plane. After this
point is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the ending offset, which is the distance from the ending point entered to the center
of the last joist. The Framer will now generate the floor joists
between the beginning and ending points.
Cancel
Selecting Cancel aborts the framing of floor planes.
After surface boards are generated, you can use features on the Surfaces
Application Sub-menu to trim/extend or erase surface boards.
Tr im / Extend
When the Trim / Extend icon is selected, BuildersCAD will
prompt for the method to trim or extend joists and offer the
choices Multiple, Single, and Cancel. When Multiple is
selected, you will be prompted to draw a line across the joists
you wish to trim or extend. When Single is selected, BuildersCAD will
prompt for the single joist to trim or extend. Selecting Cancel will terminate
the Trim/Extend function.
Erase
When the Erase icon is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt
for the method to erase joists and offer the choices Level, Single,
Area, and Cancel. When Level is selected, all joists on the current floor level will be erased. When Single is selected, BuildersCAD
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will prompt for the single surface marker to erase floor joists in the floor
plane. When Area is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the two point
area to erase floor joists. Joists which are defined by a surface marker within
the area will be erased. Selecting Cancel will terminat the Erase function.
After generating surface boards you can generate the floor decking (assuming the Surface Marker you placed included a Sheathing Spec). Select Generate Sheathing near the bottom of the SURFACES Application Sub-menu
under the Sheathing heading. BuildersCAD will prompt for the surface
fill method and give the choices Edge Location, Single, Level, and Cancel.
Edge Location
If Edge Location is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt to select
the desired surface marker. The next prompt is for the board to
locate the edge. Which ever board you select, the Framer will start a
decking layout there with a full sheet, beginning on the "arrow"
side of the plane and laying out decking in both directions.
Single
If Single is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the desired
surface marker. Once selected, the Framer will generate floor decking for the plane.
Level
If Level is selected, the BuildersCAD Framer will use the surface markers placed on all floor planes on the current Level to generate all floor decking (sheathing) at a system determined offset
from the floor plane ends.
Cancel
If Cancel is selected, the floor deck framing command is terminated.
Change Orientation
If after you generate floor joists you decide you want to change the orientation of the joists or you want to generate an additional set of floor boards on
top of the existing (as for an exterior deck), you can use the Change Orientation feature. After you Change Orientation you can place a second surface
marker to generate a second set of floor boards or you can delete and regenerate floor joists using the existing surface marker.
To change the orientation, select Change Orientation from the bottom of the
Surfaces Application Sub-menu. BuildersCAD will prompt for one of
the options Select New Edge or Use Custom Angle.
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To change the orientation utilizing an existing plane edge select Select New
Edge. You will be prompted for the plane to change orientation. Once the
plane is selected, you will be prompted for an edge perpendicular to the
framing. After this edge is selected, the arrow that appeared when selecting
an edge while first generating the plane will disappear and regenerate on the
new edge you selected.
If Use Custom Angle is selected BuildersCAD will prompt for the plane
to change orientation. After this plane is selected, you will be prompted for
an edge perpendicular to the framing, and then for an angle (0-360). After
the angle is entered, the arrow which appeared when selecting an edge while
first generating the plane will disappear and regenerate on the angle entered.
Any joists generated from this point on will be generated parallel to the
direction indicated by the arrow.
Conclusion
No matter how large or complex the floor system, you will follow much the
same process to frame the floor. You will most likely frame one floor plane
after another using the frame Single or Area commands to generate the floor
joists.
Editing Floor Framing
After the floor system has been framed, there are several ways to edit the
framing. With the editing tools you can modify the boards already generated,
or add and delete boards. Editing tools are available on the FLOORS Application menu under 3D Boards, Edges, Surf’s, and Board Edit.
After you have completed editing it’s a good idea to view the boards in 3D to
confirm that correct board specifications were assigned and all boards have
been generated at the correct elevation. Viewing options are available on the
3D BOARDS Application Sub-menu found by selecting the 3D view button
on the FLOORS Application menu.
Warning: You should never use the general editing commands such as
Move Area, Copy Area, Undo, or recover from Autosave while working on
floor boards. Using editing tools other than those available under FLOORS,
Board Edit will likely cause corruption in the Board Extract File making
floor board output unreliable. BuildersCAD will prevent you from using
the basic CAD edit tools with a warning that requires you to turn off the
board layers.
Edit Edge Boards
Select Edges under the 3D Boards heading on the FLOORS Application
menu to display the EDGE BOARDS Application Sub-menu. Below the
Boards heading, select the Erase icon. BuildersCAD will prompt to erase
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the edge joists by Level, Plane, Single, or Cancel. Here you can select to
erase the edge boards on the entire level, single plane, or you can erase a single joist.
Edit Surface Boards
Erase Joists
Select Surf’s under the 3D Boards heading on the Floors Application menu to display the Surfaces Application Sub-menu.
Select the Erase Boards icon below Generate Boards to erase
floor joists. BuildersCAD will prompt to erase joists by Level,
Single, Area, or Cancel.
Level
If Level is selected, all of the floor joists on the current level will be
erased immediately. You also lose any editing that has been done on
floor joists.
Single
If Single is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt to select the Surface Marker for joist erase. When a single Surface Marker is
selected, all of the joists in that single floor plane will be erased.
Area
If Area is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the beginning
point and end point of a line intersecting all of the joists you wish to
erase.
Cancel
If Cancel is selected, BuildersCAD will exit the Erase Joists
function.
Tr im / Extend Joists
You can use the Trim/Extend Joists function to trim or extend
either one or multiple floor joists. Select the Trim/Extend icon.
BuildersCAD will prompt to trim/extend joists by Multiple,
Single, or Cancel.
Multiple
When Multiple is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the
beginning location of an intersect line. Place the cursor near the end
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of the joists to be trimmed or extended and select a point with an F1
or F11. You will then be able to see a "rubber band" line connecting
this point to the crosshair. Stretch this line across the joists to be
trimmed or extended and select an end point. The boards which
intersect this line will be highlighted and BuildersCAD will
prompt for the type of trim or extend - Board, Dist, Dbl Ref, Length,
and Cancel.
Selecting Board allows you to trim or extend all of the joists intersected to a board you select. Selecting Dist allows you to trim or
extend the joists by entering a negative or positive distance. For
example to trim the joists by 2 feet, select Dist and enter -2’. If Dbl
Ref is selected you will be able to trim or extend the joists to a double reference point you select. Refer to Reference Points for more
information. If Length is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for
the new board length. You can select or enter the nominal length of
lumber you want to use and all of the joists will trim or extend to
the specified length. Select Cancel to exit the Multiple Trim/Extend
routine.
Single
When Single is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the
board to trim or extend. Select near the end of the desired board to
be trimmed or extended using the F1 key. BuildersCAD will
prompt for the type of trim or extend similar to Multiple as
described above. The various choices work in a similar fashion on
the single joist selected.
Erase Sheathing
Below the Sheathing heading on the SURFACES Application Sub-menu, you will find the Erase Sheathing icon.
Select this icon and BuildersCAD will prompt for the
type of erase to perform Level, Single, or Cancel.
Level
If Level is selected, all of the sheathing on the current floor level
will be erased immediately. You will also lose any editing that has
been done on sheathing.
Single
If Single is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the Surface
Marker for the plane to be erased. When the marker is selected, all
sheathing on that single floor plane will be erased.
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Cancel
Selecting Cancel will exit the Erase Sheathing routine.
Board Edit
Under the 3D Boards heading of the FLOORS Application menu, select
Board Edit. This will call up the BOARD SETUP Application Sub-menu.
Through this menu under the Add and Edit headings you can add a board of
any Type. You can also perform a number of edits to existing boards.
Add Board
To add a board, first select Board Type on the STATUS menu and select
Menu from the prompt choices. Choose the type of board you wish to add
from the BOARD TYPE DEFINITION pop-up menu. You can then change
other characteristics of the board before you add it to the floor plane. The
width, depth, and relative elevation of the board can be modified on the STATUS menu. You can also select Square or Plumb cut for the board you add
(only relevant if the plane is sloped). The last characteristic you can set on
the STATUS menu is whether Break is On or Off for the board you add. If
Break is On and you draw a board that crosses one or several other boards,
the board you add will automatically "break" at each board you cross, essentially putting in blocking.
After the board type to be added is selected, select Add Board under the Add
heading on the BOARD SETUP Application Sub-menu. You will be
prompted to select the plane for the board. After the plane is selected, you
will be prompted to pick the first point of the board. You can do this using F1
or F11, or you can use the New Reference Point tool. Next you will be
prompted for the second point of the board. You may not cross more than 4
existing boards. After the board is added, the program will return to the
"Select Plane for Board" prompt. You can either continue and add another
board or select F10 to exit.
Edit Boards
Under Edit on the BOARD SETUP Application Sub-menu, you will find the
following ten functions.
Ty p e
When Type is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the board
to change type.The board you select will be changed to the current
Board Type.
Depth
When Depth is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the board
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to change depth. After selecting the board, BuildersCAD will
prompt for the board depth in inches. The current board type depth
will be the depth of the Board Type that is currently displayed on
the STATUS menu. You can either use the current depth or enter the
depth you want for the board you have selected. The board will
remain at the current elevation (top) and the bottom of the board
will adjust up or down to the new depth.
Thick
Select here to change the Thickness of the board. The thickness is
the width of the board on the face that is parallel to the floor plane
(this is the width you see looking at the board in plan view). When
Thick is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the board to
change thickness. After a board is selected the program will prompt
for the board width in inches. You may either select a width from
the choices at the prompt line or enter the width. The centerline of
the board will not move. The outside edges of the board will either
expand or contract to the new width.
Copy
This function allows you to copy an existing board to a new location. When Copy is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for a
board to copy. Next you will be prompted for a reference point for
the copy and then a new reference point to place the board.
Move
Use this function to move or relocate an existing board. When
Move is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the board to
move. After the board is selected, you will be prompted for a reference point and then a new reference point to position the board.
Split
This function may be used to "split" or divide a board
into two sections. When Split is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the board to split. After the
board is selected, you will be prompted for a distance
from the reference point, shown as an "X" located at one end of the
board, in feet to the split, or to select the Measure option. If Measure is selected, you can select two other points anywhere on the
floor level. The distance between these two points will be used as
the distance from the reference point to the point where the split is
to occur on the board.
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Merge
Use the Merge function to join two separate boards that
are in line and adjoining. When Merge is selected you
will be prompted to select the board to merge. When a
board is selected, this board and the collinear board that will be
merged with it will both highlight.Confirm the merge by selecting
Yes at the confirm prompt.
Tr im / Extend
Use Trim/Extend to trim and/or extend existing
boards. When the Trim/Extend icon is selected, you
will be prompted to select the board end to be
trimmed or extended. When selected the board will
highlight and a reference point "X" will appear near the end
selected. You will be prompted to Trim/Extend to Board, Dist, Dbl
Ref, Length, or Cancel. Selecting Board allows you to trim the
selected board to another board you select. Selecting Dist will allow
you to trim or extend the board by entering a negative or positive
distance. For example trim the board 2 feet by selecting Dist and
entering -2’. If you select Dbl Ref you will be able to trim or extend
the board to a double reference point you select. Refer to Reference
Points for more information. If Length is selected, BuildersCAD
will prompt for the new board length. You may select or enter the
nominal length of lumber you wish to use and the board will trim or
extend to the specified nominal length. Select Cancel to end the
Trim/Extend routine.
Erase Board
Erase a board by selecting the Erase Board icon. You
will be prompted for the board to erase. When selected,
the board will be immediately erased without asking for
confirmation.
Note 1: If you turn Verify (located on the CYCLE menu) to On, the functions
described above will behave differently, specifically the system will
usually ask to verify an action or selection before the action is executed.
Viewing Boards in 3D
To view the boards in 3D go to the FLOORS Application menu and select
3D View under the 3D Boards heading. The 3D BOARDS Application Submenu will come up. You may wish to change the screen display view to isometric. Select Create on the 3D BOARDS Applictation Sub-menu to generate the 3D boards. They will be generated at an elevation based on the plane
elevation assigned by the Piece Specs. If the boards or the elevation of any of
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the boards does not look correct, you may want to go back into Board Edit,
Edge Board Edit or Surface Board Edit to regenerate the board in question.
Floor Framing Output
Floor Framing output may come from inside the Floors Application or from
inside the Materials Application. Available reports include Floor Board
Report (a list of the boards by board type and length), a Pull List of the nominal lengths of lumber needed to frame the floor, and a Cutting Report that
shows how the BuildersCAD Framer is cutting the pull list to frame the
floor. Graphic output includes a Floor Framing Plan with piece marks and
cut list and a Floor Decking Plan with piece marks and cut list.
Floor Framing Plans
When you "framed" the floor with BuildersCAD you created "boards"
that are stored on specific layers in the database. First floor (Level A) edge
boards are stored on layer number 1207, floor joists are on 1208 and user
boards are on 1209. You have the ability to generate labels for all of the
boards on a given level and a cut list of the exact length of all the boards on
that level.
To generate a labeled Floor Framing Plan select Reports under the 3D
Boards heading on the FLOORS Application menu. Next select Label
Boards under the Labeling heading on the REPORTS Application Submenu. This will bring up the BOARD LABEL SETUP pop-up menu

The right side of this menu contains settings that affect the appearance of a
drawing either plotted or on the screen. Reviewing from top to bottom:
Label Planes
The boards that have been generated belong to specific floor planes.
The cut list also indicates which plane or planes a board belongs to.
The function toggles from Yes to No. If Yes is selected, each plane
will be labeled with it’s plane number. If No is selected, the planes
will not be labeled.
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Pen
Pen indicates the pen number that BuildersCAD will use to
draw the labels. You can change the Pen number by selecting on the
box adjacent and answering the prompt.
Te x t S i z e
Text Size indicates the size of the text that the system will use to
generate labeled text. You can change the Text Size by selecting the
box adjacent and answering the prompt. See Text for more information about the Text Size parameter.
Color
Color indicates the color that BuildersCAD will use to display
the board labels and cut list. You can change the Pen number by
selecting on the box adjacent and answering the prompt.
Floor Level
Floor Level indicates the current Floor Level. This cannot be
changed on the BOARD LABEL SETUP menu. To change the Floor
Level, exit the BOARD LABEL SETUP menu and select Level from
the FLOORS menu.
The left side of the BOARD LABEL SETUP menu controls where the board
labels and member list are displayed or saved. Starting at the top of the
menu:
Place Board Labels
Place Board Labels toggles from Yes to No and determines whether
or not board labels will be generated and displayed on the screen.
Place Member List
This parameter toggles from Yes to No. If set to Yes, it will cause
the system to generate a Floor Member List (a cut list). All floor
boards will be identified with a label (determined in the BOARD
TYPE SETUP menu), the quantity of boards on the level, the Piece
Spec and board size, the exact cut length, and the floor plane(s)
where you will find the board. BuildersCAD will prompt you to
place the Floor Member List on the plan.
Print Member List
Print Member List toggles from Yes to No. If set to Yes, it will
cause the system to generate the same Floor Member List described
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above and send it to the printer.
Save Member List
Save Member List toggles from Yes to No. If set to Yes, it will cause
the system to generate the Floor Member List described above and
save it to disk as a text file. The file is saved on the hard drive in the
current database directory. The text file name for floor boards on
Level A would be fl_Amlst.tx.
After the parameters on the BOARD LABEL SETUP pop-up menu are set,
select Create Board Labels.
Also located under Labeling on the REPORTS Application Sub-menu, is the
selection Display Labels. After you have generated the labeled floor framing
drawing you can turn the labels (layer number 1228 for Level A board
labels) on for display by selecting Display Labels.
Floor Board Report
A Floor Board Report is a list of all the boards in a Floor Level listed by
Board Type, length, board width and depth, and quantity. You have the ability to create a report format with a title block, headers and footers (text headers and footers that show up on the report). You can also determine whether
the report will be sent to the printer, to a file, or to the screen.
Report Style
To set up a report style select Reports under the 3D Boards heading on the
FLOORS Application menu. At the top of the Application Sub-menu is the
heading Reports. To set up the style of the report select Header & Footer to
display the REPORT HEADERS pop-up menu. Anywhere a text string is
entered, you may enter any alpha-numeric string.
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The top section of the menu, titled Header allows you to enter the "Header"
that will be displayed on the Left, Center or Right at the top of the report
page. Select Left, Center, or Right and enter a text string for the header.
The center section of the menu allows you to enter up to 6 lines of text to be
included in the Title Block. The lower portion of the menu allows you to
enter text to be displayed on the bottom left, center, or right of the page as a
Footer.
Across the bottom of the REPORT HEADERS pop-up menu is a section
titled Commands. Each of these commands may be used to enter data in any
of the menu sections for the Header, Title Block, or Footer.
New Data
New Data may be selected before or after you select a line to enter a
new text string.
A p p e n d To D a ta
If you wish to add text to an existing line select the line first then
select Append To Data. This allows you to add to an existing line.
Clear
When Clear is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt to clear All,
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Header, Title Block, Footer, or Cancel. Using this command you
are able to clear all lines from the Header, Title Block, Footer, or all
three.
Use Page
If you wish to insert a page number for a Header or Footer, select
the line and then select Use Page from the command line.
Use Date
If you wish to insert the date for a Header or Footer, select the line
and then select Use Date from the command line.
Use Project
Select Use Project if you want to use a header or footer Project Level, where the word will be followed by the letter level designation for the boards you are reporting. For example if you are reporting the boards on Level A and you select Use Project, the text
Project A will be inserted.
Report Output
After you have set up the style, you can further control the output of the
report by selecting Report Output on the REPORTS Application Sub-menu.
This brings up the REPORT OUTPUT pop-up menu.

At the top of the REPORT OUTPUT pop-up menu you can control board
length rounding by selecting Round Boards To. The system will prompt for
the board increments in inches and give the choices Actual, 3, 6, 12, and
Other. Actual will cause the boards to be reported by actual length. Input of
the specific inch-rounding factor will cause the boards to be rounded to the
nearest 3 or 6, etc. inches.
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The next section of the menu Output To deals with where the output is going.
You can choose to send the output to either the Printer, File, or Screen. If
you select the button next to Printer, BuildersCAD will prompt for the
printer device with the choices of Queued, /dev/lp0, and Other. Selecting
Queued will send the report to the default printer. If there is a printer on
another port, you can enter the destination here.
Next to File is a selection indicating the file name by which the report will be
saved to disk. When selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for an output file
name. The default name is rpoput88e. When the report is output to a file, it
will be saved using the name given and stored in the database directory.
At the bottom of the REPORT OUTPUT pop-up menu is a selection under
the heading Format. Under Format you can specify the number of Lines Per
Page and the Spacing, either Single or Double. You can also specify the starting page number and ending page number.
Generate Report
After you have completed setup through the REPORT HEADERS and
REPORT OUTPUT menus, select Generate Report on the REPORTS Appli-

cation Sub-menu. BuildersCAD will prompt to create the report for the
Current Level, All Levels, or Cancel. Determine whether the Floor Board
Report is to be for the entire database or for just the current floor level.
Pull List

A Pull List is a list of the nominal lengths of lumber needed to frame the
floor. Floor Board Report, discussed above gives you a list of the cut floor
boards. The Member List, generated as part of the floor framing drawing, is a
list of the exact length boards needed to frame the floor. The Pull List is a list
of the nominal (stock lengths to be purchased) lengths needed to provide
enough material to cut all of the boards needed to frame the floor.
To generate a Pull List select Materials from the BuildersCAD main
menu. This will display the MATERIALS menu.
Pull List Setup
Before it may be generated, the Pull List must be set up. Select Setup at the
top of the MATERIALS Application menu to display the SETUP Application
Sub-menu. At the bottom of the Sub-menu, select Pull List under the Framer
heading. This will bring up the PULL LIST SETUP pop-up menu.
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The first task is to select a Cutting Class of lumber for each application,
(Floors, Roofs, Ceilings, and Walls), for each Level (A, B, C, etc.). BuildersCAD default setups include only one cutting class of boards called
Standard. The Cutting Class determines what grade of lumber will be
selected for the different Board Types or wall Piece Names. It also determines what lengths of lumber the Framer will have to choose from when
generating the Pull List. Cutting Classes are set up using the Piece Usage
Table. Setup of the Piece Usage Table is covered in the Materials Application topic. For now we will assume you have selected a Cutting Class for
each Level and Application.
Next you determine how the boards will be grouped in the Pull List report.
Near the bottom of the PULL LIST SETUP pop-up menu is a box labeled
Group By with another box adjacent. By selecting on the adjacent box you
can toggle from All to Category, to Level, or to Level/Category. The selection here determines whether the boards in the Pull List will be grouped by
either Category (Walls, Roofs, Ceilings, Floors) or Level (A, B, C, etc.) or by
Category and Level. By selecting All you can also choose to report all framing lumber in one big group. In choosing the All method of reporting however, you will not know if for example, the 2x10x16 is being used in the
Wall, Floor or Roof system.
The Scrap Length must be determined when setting up the Pull List. When
BuildersCAD "cuts" nominal lengths of lumber into the boards for the
cut lists, you determine at what length the Framer can discard the waste. If
you set the Scrap Length to 1’-0", then you will never have a board of less
than 1’-0" in length in the Walls, Roofs, Floors, etc. unless the framing conditions call for it. For example if an opening is placed in a wall and the location of the sill dictates that 8" cripples be used, then you will have 8" long
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boards cut by the Framer.
When you have completed setup of the Pull List, save the settings and dismiss the PULL LIST SETUP pop-up menu by selecting the menu title bar.
Running The Pull List
To run the Pull List select Materials under the Reports heading on the MATERIALS Application menu. This will bring up the MATERIALS REPORTS
Application Sub-menu. Select Pull List from this menu. BuildersCAD
will prompt for the destination for the report, either to Screen, External Editor, Disk File, or to the Printer. You also have the option to Cancel the
report. After the destination is selected, BuildersCAD will generate and
send the Pull List.
The Cutting Report
The Cutting Report will tell you how BuildersCAD is cutting the material
reported on the Pull List into the material shown on the Member List or in
the Floor Board Report. To run the report you again need to go into the
MATERIALS Application menu from the BuildersCAD main menu.
Select Materials under the Reports heading on the MATERIALS Application
menu. This will bring up the REPORTS MATERIALS Application Submenu. Select Cutting Report from this menu. BuildersCAD will prompt
for the destination for the report, either to Screen, External Editor, Disk File,
or to the Printer. You also have the option to Cancel the report. After the
destination is selected, BuildersCAD will generate and send the Cutting
Report.
The Cutting Report groups boards by Category (Walls, Floors, etc.) An entry
on a line giving a nominal length size and quantity of boards is followed by
an entry on several lines indicating the type of board (Floor Board Type,
Wall Piece Name, etc.), the cut length, and where the board is used, for
example which Level and Floor Plane.
The nominal length line entry lists the Stock Item number, a Description
(Lumber Subcategory), the size of board (e.g. 2x4x10), the quantity used, the
quantity cost, the unit cost, and the total cost.
The Cutting Direction entries include the quantity of the board, the usage (if
the board is used in wall framing the Piece Name will be indicated), the cut
length of the board, and the area (where the board is used). If a board is cut
into more than one piece, several Piece Names might be listed under usage.

See Also
Lines, Layers, Stairs, Railing, Deck Railing, Patterns, and Materials Application.
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FONT
Font is a BuildersCAD property for all text tools. Fonts are the characters used in
BuildersCAD text, attributes, dimensions, notes and annotations. These include letters, numbers, punctuation, symbols and special marks. Fonts are maintained in font
libraries for easy access and sharing by users as well as database independence.
Fonts are stored and managed for use with BuildersCAD in font libraries. Font
libraries are sets of characters of similar characteristics and format.
BuildersCAD supports two formats:

STROKED: A native BuildersCAD font characterized by polygonal shapes.
See Font Editor for a discussion on creating and editing stroked characters.

TRUE TYPE: An industry-wide format based on outline shapes calculated and
created by a mathematical formula.
BuildersCAD utilizes Stroked or True Type fonts simultaneously. These libraries are
managed from the TEXT CREATE menu.

Libraries
Font libraries are opened for use by loading one of the libraries installed on the
hard disk. A scroll list of available libraries on the computer hard disk is displayed in the TEXT CREATE menu. Libraries are opened for use by loading
them.
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The font text property points to the appropriate library in order for text on the
screen to appear and output correctly. Only one of the loaded libraries can be the
current font. A library is made current by picking its name from the available
selection of loaded libraries.
Note 1: All font libraries, stroked *.lt and truetype tt_*.lt are installed by placing
them in the BCAD80/lib (sys:) directory, the Standards (std:) directory,
the User Home (usr:) directory, or the current Project (wrk:) directory.
The font must be in one of these directories in order to be seen and used
by BuildersCAD.
Note 2: The library sysmenu (_) is of particular importance. This library is utilized for text on menus and therefore cannot be unloaded.

CURRENT FONT: A loaded and picked library which will be assigned to any
new or remade text.

PICK: Select a loaded library and made the current font.
SHOW: Display and preview sample characters from a library whose name is
selected from the scroll list.
UNLOAD: Close and remove from active memory a font library.
Commands
ASSIGN TRUE TYPE FONTS: This command is found on the TEXT CREATE menu and also on the TEXT TOOLS menu, accessed by selecting the
Tools button on the TEXT application sub-menu. The Assign True Type

Fonts command imports True Type fonts, creating a corresponding .lt font
file for use in BuildersCAD. Selecting the Assign True Type Fonts button
brings up the ASSIGN TRUE TYPE FONTS menu.
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All True Type font files currently defined are listed in this menu.
To create a new BuildersCAD font by importing a True Type font, select
the New button on the ASSIGN TRUE TYPE FONTS menu. BuildersCAD will prompt for the new .lt font file name. Type the name and
[Enter].
Note 1: The BuildersCAD font name must begin with the characters "tt_" for
fonts which are imported True Type fonts.
BuildersCAD will now prompt for the True Type font to import into the .lt
file. A list of all True Type fonts loaded on your computer is shown on the
Prompt Choice menu. Select the True Type font to be imported.
Note 2: The True Type font must be loaded on the computer which is being used
to create the BuildersCAD .lt font file. Once the BuildersCAD .lt
file is created, it may be copied or accessed across a network and used
by computers running BuildersCAD, even if the original True Type
font is not present.
The final prompt is for the Face Weight of the font. Select the desired face
weight from the Prompt Choice menu. The BuildersCAD .lt font file and
corresponding True Type font will be added to the font list on the ASSIGN
TRUE TYPE FONTS menu. Note that the BuildersCAD .lt font file has
not yet been made. You may repeat the process for another font by selecting
the New button again.
When all desired True Type fonts have been assigned for creation, select the
Accept button on the ASSIGN TRUE TYPE FONTS menu. New .lt font files
which have been assigned will be created in the current working (Project)
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directory. Selecting the Cancel button will cancel the assignment without
creating the .lt files.
True Type font assignments may be deleted by selecting the BuildersCAD font name on the ASSIGN TRUE TYPE FONTS menu and then
selecting the Delete Entry choice at the .lt Font Name prompt. The BuildersCAD .lt font will be removed from the list. Select the Accept button to
accept the list and clear the menu.
Note 3: The .lt font name will be removed from the True Type font assign list in
BuildersCAD, however, the font itself (.lt file) will not be removed
from the disk. The BuildersCAD .lt font will still be available for use
if it is correctly located in one of the 4 standard font locations listed in
the Libraries section of this topic above. Font files may be deleted manually by deleting the .lt file in the operating system. Use extreme caution
in doing this as any text placed in BuildersCAD using the removed
font will no longer have this font available. In this case the font will
revert to a standard system font and the look of the text will change.

See Also
Import, Load, and Text.

FORMULA NAME
See the Estimating Formula section of the Materials Application topic for more information.

FOUNDATIONS
See the Foundations section of the Walls Application topic for more information.

FRAMING
Framing refers to data generated by, and functions related to the BuildersCAD
Framer. See the Framing portions of the Walls Application and Roofs Application topics and the 2D Framing and 3D Framing sections of the Floors Application topic for
more information.

FUNCTION KEYS
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The function keys (Fkeys) are preprogrammed to perform specific actions in BuildersCAD.

Menus
If the cursor is positioned over a menu, the first 3 Fkeys (F1-F3) perform menu
related tasks:
Table F:9

KEY

Function Key over Menus

ACTIONS

F1

Makes a menu selection.

F2

Invokes the context sensitive help popup menu.

F3

Makes a shortcut menu selection
(Not all menu buttons have a shortcut defined).

Display Window
If the cursor is positioned over the display window, the Fkeys perform object
related tasks.

EDIT, MATCH OR QUERY PROPERTIES: If there is no graphic command being executed and the prompt line is displaying Make selection:, the
Fkeys will edit, match or query properties for the selected object.
Table F:10

KEY

Function Key Actions over the Display Window - Properties

ACTIONS

F1

Edit, Match or Query any object.

F2

Query any object.

Note 1: F3-8 and F10-12 perform the same function as F1.

POINT INPUT: If there is a command being executed requiring point input,
the Fkeys will:

Table F:11

KEY
F1

Function Key over the Display Window - Point Input

ACTIONS
Draw Commands: Position a new point with respect to XY forcing.
Edit Commands: Selects the nearest entity or point.
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Table F:11

KEY

Function Key over the Display Window - Point Input

ACTIONS

F2

Position a new point, but ignores XY forcing.

F3

Snaps to an existing data point.

F4

When a command is prompting for point input, this will find the
entity displayed nearest to the crosshair, and then snap to that
entity’s nearest database point.

F5

Snaps to the nearest existing line. The point identified is not its
data point, but calculated perpendicular from the cursor to the
line, depending on the XY Forcing mode.

F6

Snaps to the insertion point for the line of text that is closest to
the crosshair.

F7

Snaps to the intersection of lines.

F8

Snaps to the nearest repeated item insertion point.

F9

Resets the current reference point to the existing data point that
is closest to the crosshair.

F10

Draw commands: Stops the function
Edit commands: Provides additional fencing options
Looping commands: Special functions
In most of these cases, a carriage return <CR> will function the
same as an F10. Other Fkeys may perform this same function,
depending on the program.
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F11

Snaps to display list points or to arc endpoints.

F12

Snaps to the nearest repeated item node point.

F13

Snaps to the existing point inside a repeated item nearest the
crosshairs.

F14

Finds the nearest displayed entity.

F15

Snaps to the nearest existing line within a repeated item. The
point identified on the line is determined by the XY Forcing mode.

F16

Snaps to the insertion point for the line of text that is closest to
the crosshair within a repeated item.

F17

Snaps to the location of two intersecting lines within a repeated
item.

F18

Snaps to the nearest repeated item insertion point within a
nested repeated item.
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Table F:11

Function Key over the Display Window - Point Input

KEY

ACTIONS

F19

Resets the current Reference Point to the existing data point
nearest the crosshairs within a repeated item.

F20

Activates the Point Input pop-up menu.

F21

Sets the current reference point to the nearest display list point.

F22

Snaps to a repeated item node in a nested repeated item.

In addition to performing the actions listed in the previous table, by holding
down the shift key plus the appropriate Fkey, the function is expanded to search
inside an existing Repeated Item (RI):
Table F:12

Function Key over the Display Window - RI Enabled

KEY

ACTIONS

SF1

Snaps to display list points or to arc endpoints.

SF2

Snaps to the nearest repeated item node point.

SF3

Snaps to the existing point inside a repeated item nearest the
crosshairs.

SF4

Finds the nearest displayed entity.

SF5

Snaps to the nearest existing line within a repeated item. The
point identified on the line is determined by the XY Forcing mode.

SF6

Snaps to the insertion point for the line of text that is closest to
the crosshair within a repeated item.

SF7

Snaps to the location of two intersecting lines within a repeated
item.

SF8

Snaps to the nearest repeated item insertion point within a
nested repeated item.

SF9

Resets the current Reference Point to the existing data point
nearest the crosshairs within a repeated item.

SF11

Sets the current reference point to the nearest display list point.

SF12

Snaps to a repeated item node in a nested repeated item.

Customize
Fkeys may be remapped (not reprogrammed) via the customize menu button on
the DESKTOP menu. The custom Fkey remapping is saved in a file with the
“.sp” extension in the user’s home directory, the default file is user.sp.
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G
GEOMETRY UNITS
Every BuildersCAD database has an underlying format consisting of of Geometry
Units and an Increment value, both of which are set at the time the database is created.
Once graphical information is placed in the database, these values cannot be altered.
The Geometry Units also interprets a distance entered without unit designation via the
keyboard. Example: If the Geometry Units is set to Feet and a user types in 22 in
response to a prompt requiring a distance or point location, it is interpreted as 22 feet. If
the distance has a unit designation (e.g. 22”), it will be taken literally (22 inches) regardless of the Geometry Units setting.
To set the Geometry Units and Increments, select the FILE button (flat file icon) on the
MAIN menu to display the FILE pull-down menu. Select the SETTINGS button (clipboard icon) to invoke the SETTINGS menu.

The current status of the Geometry Units settings is displayed here. To change these settings for a new empty database, select the Database Settings clipboard icon and the
DATABASE FORMAT menu will be displayed.
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Database Geometry Units
Under the Database Units heading, select the desired Geometry Units. The top 4
choices indicate the Imperial units of Mils (thousandths of an inch), Inches, Feet
or Miles, while the bottom four choices are the metric units of Millimeters, Centimeters, Meters or Kilometers.
Example: Selecting Feet means that one geometry unit represents one foot
while selecting KM means that one geometry unit represents one kilometer.

The choice made here determines what one unit in the database will represent in
real-world dimensions (i.e., paper units). A default Database Increment value
will also be set when the Database Geometry Units are set. The specific Database
Increment value is determined by the units selected.

Database Increments per Unit
The Increment value determines the resolution (smallest measurable value) of
certain parameters in the database by sub-dividing the geometry unit.
Based upon the Database Geometry Units selected, ARRIS will automatically
specify a recommended Increment value which is appropriate under normal circumstances and should not be changed without a thorough understanding of the
technical subjects discussed later.
Example: Given a database in geometry units of Feet with an increment value

of 3072, means there are 3072 increments per foot.

Drawing Scale
The Drawing Scale value indicates the relationship of the Database Units to the
real world units. Refer to the Scale topic for more information.
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Cross-Database Compatibility
If reference layers are to be shared between multiple databases or if a sheet contains viewports into drawings from a different database, each of these databases,
including the sheet's database, must share the same Geometry Units and Increment values. Otherwise, the layers and viewports will fail to align properly when
viewed or plotted.

Te c h n i c a l D i s c u s s i o n
This discussion explores some of the more technical aspects of Geometry Units
for those who are interested in a fuller understanding of the subject. BuildersCAD defaults to the proper Increment value, so the typical user does not have
to understand the following discussions.
Distances in BuildersCAD and the X, Y, and Z coordinate locations of points
in space are parameters which are affected by the Database Increment setting discussed below.
Increments are used by certain parameters in BuildersCAD which represent
distance, for example the height of a wall. BuildersCAD uses the database
Increment setting to translate the integer value of the parameter into a distance.

INTEGERS: BuildersCAD parameters use an integer based system, representing values as 32-bit integers. The largest value that can be stored in 32 bits
32

(binary digits) is 2 or 4,294,967,296. However, half of this range is used to represent negative numbers and one position is occupied by zero. This means that
31

31

the total numerical range for integer values extends from -(2 ) to (2 - 1) or
from -2,147,483,648 to 2,147,483,647.
It is important to note that these values do not indicate total parameter distances,
but the total number of increments which can be stored.

MINIMUM PARAMETER DISTANCE: The increment value determines the
smallest measurable parameter distance which can be entered in a database.
Example: Given a database in geometry units of feet with an increment value

of 3072, the minimum parameter distance which can be represented (i.e., the
size of one increment) would be 1/3072 of a foot or 1/256 of an inch. Doubling the increment value to 6144 means that there are now 6144 increments
per foot, so the smallest distance would then be 1/512 of an inch. In general,
the larger the increment value, the smaller the number which can be represented and the better the resolution.

MAXIMUM PARAMETER DISTANCE: The increment value also determines the largest parameter distance which can be represented in a database.
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Example: A database in geometry units of feet with an increment value of
3072, the total number of possible increments (2,147,483,647) divided by
the increments per unit (3072) results in 699,050'-8". Doubling the increment value to 6144 cuts this maximum value in half to 349,525'-4". Therefore, increasing the increment value reduces the size of the largest parameter
distance which can be represented.

CALCULATING SHEET SIZE: Another interesting piece of information
may be found by calculating the overall real-world or sheet dimensions available
for a drawing that will be plotted at a specific scale.
Example: A database in geometry units of feet with an increment value of
6144 can represent a maximum dimension of 349,525’-4". If plotted at 1/
16"=1’-0", this means (349,525’/(15*12)) which could represent a drawing
over 1820 feet in length!

UNIT ROUNDING ERROR: Since parameter distances can be specified in
either base 10 (1/10” or .1”) or base 12 (1/8” or .125”), unit rounding error occurs
when a specified coordinate cannot be represented exactly.
Example: A database in geometry units of feet with the default 3072 increments, there are 3072 increments per foot or 256 increments per inch. To
represent a parameter distance such as 1/10" would require 256/10 or 25.6
increments. However, since BuildersCAD parameters can only store integer values, it must round this value up to 26 increments. The error is therefore 0.4 * 1/256" or roughly 0.0016". If the increment value is increased
to 6144 (512 increments per inch), then 1/10" would be 51.2 increments
rounded down to 51 and the error would be 0.2 * 1/512" or 0.0004". In
general, the higher the increments, the smaller the rounding error.
Note 1: By specifying an increment value which is both base 10 and base 12 for
imperial databases, there will be no rounding errors for parameter distances specified in base 10 or base 12.

SELECTING THE CORRECT INCREMENT VALUE: There is very little
reason to vary from the default increment setting. If a different increment value is
desired, it is important to have an understanding of the particular task to be
accomplished. First look at the largest parameter dimension that will need to be
represented. Then consider the minimum resolution required. Will reference
layer links be required to/from other databases or will viewports from this database be incorporated onto a sheet with viewports from another database? If so,
this may determine the required increments. In any case, when working with
geometry units of feet or inches it is highly recommended that the increment
value be kept to a multiple of 12.
Example: Consider a full-size (1:1) metric drawing done in Meter geometry
units with an increment value set to 10,000. This results in a geometry data-
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base resolution of (10,000 increments per meter) or 10 increments per millimeter (10,000/1,000).
If the plotter resolution operates at 720 dots/inch, this translates to (720/
25.4) or roughly 28 dots/mm. The default increment value will not match the
capabilities of the plotter. Increasing the increment value to 30,000 results in
a geometry database resolution of 30 increments/mm which is a better match
for the plotter resolution. This increased value still allows for a maximum
geometry database value of (2,147,483,647/30,000) or 71,582 meters.

Table G:1
UNITS

IMPERIAL

mils

inch

feet

miles

METRIC

mm

cm

m

km

BuildersCAD Default Increment Values
SCALE
CLASS
Detail
Drawing
Mapping
Detail
Drawing
Mapping
Detail
Drawing
Mapping
Detail
Drawing
Mapping
Detail
Drawing
Mapping
Detail
Drawing
Mapping
Detail
Drawing
Mapping
Detail
Drawing
Mapping

ARRIS DEFAULT

INCREMENTS
10
10
1
1,000
1,000
10
3,072
3,072
200
1,000,000
1,000,000
200,000
10
10
1
100
100
1
10,000
10,000
1,000
1,000,000
1,000,000
100,000

MINIMUM
DB VALUE

MAXIMUM
DB VALUE

0.0001in
3.4mi
0.0001in
3.4mi
0.001in
33.9mi
0.001in
33.9mi
0.001in
33.9mi
0.1in
3,389.3mi
0.0039in
132.4mi
0.0039in
132.4mi
0.06in
2,033.6mi
0.0634in
2,147.5mi
0.0634in
2,147.5mi
0.3168in 10,737.4mi
0.1mm
214.7km
0.1mm
214.7km
1.0mm 2,147.5km
0.1mm
214.7km
0.1mm
214.7km
10.0mm 21,474.8km
0.1mm
214.7km
0.1mm
214.7km
1.0mm 2,147.5km
1.0mm 2,147.5km
1.0mm 2,147.5km
10.0mm 21,474.8km

MAX. ROUNDING
ERROR
0.00005in
0.00005in
0.0005in
0.0005in
0.0005in
0.05in
0.002in
0.002in
0.03in
0.032in
0.032in
0.158in
0.05mm
0.05mm
0.5mm
0.05mm
0.05mm
5.0mm
0.05mm
0.05mm
0.5mm
0.5mm
0.5mm
5.0mm

See Also
Database, Output Units, and Scale.

GRAPHICS
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The BuildersCAD program environment is also referred to as graphics.

GRIDS
Grids are drawing aids used for various input situations in BuildersCAD.

DOT GRID: This screen aid is an array of dots on the display window that are
arranged a specified distance apart in both in the X- and Y-axis.
SNAP ROUNDING: This screen aid causes manually entered points to be
placed on the intersection of an invisible grid on the display window.

See Also
Screen.

GROUP
See the Estimating Formula section of the Materials Application topic for more information.

GUI
GUI or Graphical User Interface is a generic window environment term. See Menus for
more information.
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H
HANDRAILS
BuildersCAD has parametric routines which automatically generate 2D and 3D
handrails. See Stairs for more information.

HEADERS
Headers refers to the wall framing over door and window openings. In BuildersCAD, the header framing to use for a particular wall type may be defined in the framing rules for that wall type. Refer to Wall Framing Rules for more information.

HELP
BuildersCAD Menu Help provides additional information about a specified menu
button/command. To initiate the on-line help, position the cursor over the desired menu
button and select either the middle mouse button or the F2 function key. This invokes
the MENU HELP popup menu. Information about the selected button and the command(s) called when that button is selected are is displayed in the Menu Help menu.
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Menu Help
The selected menu button command title is displayed at the top of the MENU
HELP menu along with the icon or text which appears in the calling menu box.
Note 1: Not all menu buttons have help associated with them. Dynamic menu
buttons whose commands vary depending on some other mode particularly may not have any help associated with them.
Source Menu
The Source Menu box displays the name of the BuildersCAD menu on
which the selected button is located.
Menu Library
The Menu Library box displays the name of the BuildersCAD menu
library within which the menu containing the selected button is archived.
Command Description
If one is available, a description of the command executed by the selected
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menu box is displayed in the Command Description box. If the description is
longer than 12 lines, the user may scroll through the description using the
BuildersCAD slidebar to the right of the description. Refer to the Slidebars topic for more information on slidebars.
Left Click Command String
This box displays the mnemonic command line string which is executed
when the menu box is selected using a left click (or F1). If <None> is displayed, the box either does not have a command string associated with it, or
BuildersCAD was not able to determine the command.

ADD TO TOOLBAR: Selecting this box will allow you to add the Left Click
Command String to a box on the USER TOOLBAR Menu. When selected, the
User Toolbar buttons will highlight. Select the User Toolbar box where you want
the command to be placed. The menu button text string or icon will be placed on
the toolbar and the left click command string will now be executed when that
toolbar button is selected. Be sure to save your user toolbar since it has now been
altered. Refer to the User Toolbar topic for more information.
RUN: Selecting this box will clear the MENU HELP menu from the screen and
execute the Left Click Command string as if the menu button for which help was
displayed were selected.
Default Right Click Command
String
This box displays the default mnemonic command line string which is executed when the menu box is selected using a right click (or F3). If <None> is
displayed, the box either does not have a command string associated with it,
or BuildersCAD was not able to determine the command. On many menu
boxes, the Default right click command is the same as the Left Click Command String.

ADD TO TOOLBAR: Selecting this box will allow you to add the Default
Right Click Command String to a box on the USER TOOLBAR Menu. When
selected, the User Toolbar buttons will highlight. Select the User Toolbar box
where you want the command to be placed. The menu button text string or icon
will be placed on the toolbar and the right click command string will now be executed when that toolbar button is selected. Be sure to save your user toolbar since
it has now been altered. Refer to the User Toolbar topic for more information.
RUN: Selecting this box will clear the MENU HELP menu from the screen and
execute the Default Right Click Command string as if the menu button for which
help was displayed were selected.
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USER DEFINED RIGHT CLICK COMMAND SETUP: Selecting this box
will clear the MENU HELP menu from the screen and bring up the RIGHT CLICK
COMMAND SETUP Menu. From this menu, the command executed when the
right mouse button (or F3) is used to select the menu button may be customized.
Note 1: Right Click customization must be enabled on the menu button in order
to set up a user defined right click command. Not all menu buttons
allow a the right click command to be user customized.
OK
Selection of this button will clear the MENU HELP menu from the screen. In
some menus, a help return function has been defined which will redisplay
the calling menu where appropriate, such as with Pop-Up menus.

See Also
Slidebars, User Toolbar.

HIDDEN LINES
3D Hidden Lines
Hidden lines is a BuildersCAD 3D function for creating flat (2D) representation of a 3D models. Surface edges in solid objects are evaluated in relation to the
current view in the display window. All edges behind surfaces are hiddened or
dashed
.
Table H:1
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PARAMETER

OPTION

DECRIPTION

Visible Line
Layer

Current or
user
assigned

Layer that stores the lines of the object
visible in the current view.

Hidden Line
Layer

None or
user
assigned

Layer that stores the lines of the object not
visible in the current view.

Screen Image
Name

None or
user
assigned

File used to store the screen save; used if
hidden lines are stored on a layer.

Sigma Design

Hue
Table H:1

Hidden Line Parameters

Shading Method

Shadow,
None,
Opaque

Method used to shade the object.

Line Display
Color

Black,
White,
Shading
Color

Color used to display the edges of the
object if hidden lines are stored on a layer.

OpenGL Hidden Line Display
Hidden Line Display is an OpenGL option on for displaying a 3D model with
surface edges only. With OpenGL on and the Hidden Line option selected, edges
which are hidden behind surfaces which are in front of them in the current view
are not displayed. Rever to the OpenGL topic for more information.

See Also
Layers and OpenGL.

HUE
Hue is the combined RGB values, which represents the color’s position in the color
spectrum.
See Properties under Color for more information.
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I
ICONS
Icons are graphic representations assigned to menu buttons. BuildersCAD uses text
and icons to label menu buttons. There are a few standardized specific cross-functional
BuildersCAD icons.
Note 1: Icons are Repeated Items and can be created and used to customize the Toolbar.

To o l b a r
The BuildersCAD User Toolbar allows the user to place BuildersCAD
icons or user created icons on the Toolbar buttons through the B3 feature. For
assigning icons and commands refer to the User Toolbar topic.

W i n d o w s To o l b a r s
BuildersCAD also uses Microsoft Windows based toolbars. These toolbars
use bitmap icons which are .png files created specially for this purpose. They are
stored in the $ARRIS\lib\tbar_images directory in your BuildersCAD installation.

See Also
Buttons, Toolbar, Repeated Items, Windows Toolbars, and User Toolbar.

IMAGES
The image displayed in the current display window can be saved and retrieved for later
viewing. The image or screen save .sc is a “snap shot” of the display window frozen in
time. It will not reflect any changes made after the image was saved.

Parameters
COLORMAPS: A colormap .cm is a file that defines how a color is to be displayed. It saves information about RGB values, intensity and chroma. See Colormaps for more information.
Note 1: The image will reflect the current colormap when it is loaded. If the colBuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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ormap was modified from the system colormap when the image was
created a user-defined colormap needs to be saved.

WINPORT SIZE: Winport size comes into play both when an image is saved
and when it is loaded. See Winports for more information.
•

Save - Only objects visible in the current winport will be saved using the
FULL option. Specifying a view fence (window) around an area, using the
PARTIAL option will save that area to a screen file.

•

Load - A saved image can be displayed on the screen either at its original
size or scaled to fit into a defined view window.

EXPORT FORMAT: An image can be saved as a raster file in one of several
common raster formats. BuildersCAD 8.1 and beyond support Windows Bitmap, (.bmp), Jpeg (.jpg), TIFF (.tif), PNG (.png), Targa (.tga), GIF (.gif), and
Sun Raster (.rs) file types, as well as the BuildersCAD screen save (.sc), both
new high color and old 256 color formats.
FILENAME: A series of images can be viewed if the starting characters are the
same (view1.sc, view2.sc, view3.sc etc.)
Commands
Image commands are found by selecting the VIEW button
on the VIEW CONTROL BAR.

LOAD: loads to the display window either a

single

screen save, multiple, a sequence of screen saves at user
defined intervals, or imports a raster file.

SAVE: Saves the image as a BuildersCAD screen save or exports the image
to a supported raster format.

DELETE: Deletes a selected screen save from the hard disk. Other raster file
types must be deleted through the operating system.
EXPORT: Converts the image to a supported raster file.
See Also
Color, Colormaps, Display, Raster Entity, Raster Background, View, and Winport.
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IMPORT
BuildersCAD has the capablility to import files from
other CAD systems and modeling programs, as well as the
ability to create BuildersCAD .lt text fonts from
AutoCAD .shp and .shx files and Windows True Type
Fonts.

I m p o r t D W G To BCAD
Imports a .dwg file into a BuildersCAD database.
This function requires the purchase of the Expert
Infocad Translator module for BuildersCAD.
Refer to the Expert Translator topic for more information.

I m p o r t D X F To BCAD
Imports a .dxf file into a BuildersCAD database. This function requires the
purchase of the Expert Infocad Translator module for BuildersCAD. Refer to
the Expert Translator topic for more information.

I m p o r t S K P To BCAD
Imports a SketchUp .skp file into a BuildersCAD database. SketchUp is a 3D
design and modeling tool from Google. Refer to the SketchUp topic for more
information.
Font Conversions

I m p o r t S H X To A BuildersCAD F o n t
Imports an AutoCAD .shx file into a BuildersCAD .lt text font. This function
requires the purchase of the Expert Infocad Translator module for BuildersCAD. Refer to the Expert Translator topic for more information.

I m p o r t S H P To A BuildersCAD F o n t
Imports an AutoCAD shape .shp file into a BuildersCAD .lt text font. This
function requires the purchase of the Expert Infocad Translator module for
BuildersCAD. Refer to the Expert Translator topic for more information.

I m p o r t T T F To A BuildersCAD F o n t
Imports a Windows True Type Font .ttf file into a BuildersCAD .lt text font.
Refer to the Font topic for more information.
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See Also:
Expert Translator, Font, SketchUp.

INCREMENTS
The database’s increment value is used by some entity prameters which store a size or
distance. It is a sub-division of the database unit which determines the smallest measurable distance for the parameter. For example, the BuildersCAD default increment
value of 3072 for the units feet means that the smallest distance BuildersCAD can
use for the parameter values that use increments is 1/3072 ft. or 1/256 inch. Any size or
distance smaller than this is seen as 0.
Prior to BuildersCAD 9.1 increments were used to store coordinate data - the X, Y,
and Z coordinate locations in space. For BuildersCAD 9.1 and beyond, point coordinate data is stored as double precision floating point real numbers and the increment
system is not used.
See Geometry Units for more information.

INFINITE LIGHTS
The infinite light settings control the light sources used to shade and render a model in
BuildersCAD 3D. Infinite Lights are set on the INFINITE LIGHTS menu found by
selecting the Infinite Lights icon on the LIGHT application sub-menu in the BuildersCAD 3D plug-in. The primary, or shadow light, will produce the shadows in the
drawing. The secondary lights produce ambient light on the surfaces which they face.
The shadow light is displayed on the INFINITE LIGHTS menu in white, light sources
above the horizon are displayedon the menu in blue, and light sources below the horizon
are displayed on the menu in red.

Parameters
Table I:1
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Infinite Lights Parameters

PARAMETER

DESCRIPTION

Ambient Light Factor

background illumination, expressed as a value
between 0 and 100, with 30 the default setting. The
ambient light affects the intensity of light on all surfaces equally

Intensity

brightness of the light source, expressed as a decimal value between 0 and 2

Shadow Light

invokes the shadow light pop-up menu
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Infinite Lights
Table I:1

Infinite Lights Parameters

PARAMETER

DESCRIPTION

Altitude

displays the altitude (angular height) of the shadow
light source

Azimuth

displays the azimuth (horizontal angular distance) of
the shadow light source

Date/Time

date and time of the sun position (The month can be
displayed in numeric or name format, the time in 24
hour or AM/PM mode, and the hours and minutes in
decimal or hour / minute format. The time can also be
set to local or apparent (real earth) time)

Longitude/Latitude

latitude and longitude location of the model (The display format can be in decimals or as degrees, minutes, and seconds)

Note 1: Only one light in the drawing can be used as a shadow source.
Note 2: For model locations in the middle of a time zone, apparent and local
time will produce the same shadows.
Note 3: The map can be used to select a location in the U.S., Canada or Mexico,
but it is not as accurate as entering in the latitude and longitude.
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Commands
ADD LIGHT : Add a light to the INFINITE LIGHTS pop-up menu, and enter its
intensity value.

REMOVE LIGHT: Select a light to remove from the INFINITE LIGHTS pop-up
menu

To o l s
ABOVE/BELOW
horizon line.

HORIZON: Choose to have the lights above or below the

ALL OFF : Turns all light sources off.
CHANGE LIGHT: Change the intensity of a selected light.
MOVE LIGHT: Move the location of a selected light.
SET AMBIENT LIGHT FACTOR: Sets the ambient light of the drawing
STANDARD ON: Resets the light configuration to the default setting. This is
calculated ideally for isometric views.
STYLES: Save and load light configurations.
See Also
Finite Lights, Luminaire and Styles.

INPUT
BuildersCAD needs input from the user to function. Input is data provided by the
user so that BuildersCAD can initiate or complete commands. It can take on several
forms from point input with a mouse to keyboard entry of measurements.

Device
An input device is any peripheral device that is used to provide input to a computer. Typical devices would be a keyboard or mouse.

Points
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Point input refers to the selection of new and existing points in the database. For
example, point input is requested when using a reference command or when creating a new entity. Typically a mouse, with its buttons programmed to specific
function keys, is used.

Te x t
Text input is used to create new text entities or to modify existing text. It is also
used to respond to command prompts; a common usage is when an object or
property needs to be named. For example, requests for a repeated item name, a
drawing name or a material call out. The keyboard is typically used for text input.

Menus
BuildersCAD is a menu driven program so menu input is used frequently.
Menu selection is made with a mouse. Menus are used to initiate commands and
to set up complex entities like crosshatch patterns or walls. Menu input can also
be requested from the prompt line through the use of prompt menus.

Units
Unit entry is based on the unit measurement system used by the current database.
There are two systems:
Imperial: Input typically uses foot/inch combination. For example, 12’6”.
Metric: Input typically takes on decimal form of the database unit (millimeter, meter, etc.). For example, 1.75.

The keyboard is typically used for unit input.

See Also
Coordinate Systems, Function Keys, Geometry Units, Menus, Points, and Text.

INPUT UNITS
See Geometry Units for more information.

INSTALL
BuildersCAD is very simple to install, the process being much like other MS Windows applications.

System Requirements/
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BuildersCAD runs on the Microsoft Windows 8/7/Vista/XP operating systems.
Personal computer hardware requirements include Pentium 4 processor or higher,
and 256 MB of RAM. A minimum of 1 GB of RAM is recommended. The hard
drive space recommended depends on the amount of data to be stored. The
BuildersCAD program directory requires approximately 250 MB of hard disk
space when installed. A 3 button mouse is not required, but is highly recommended.

Installing BuildersCAD
If you downloaded BuildersCAD from the builderscad.com web site, the
download is a zip file which contains a file Setup.exe. Extract the Setup.exe file
from the zip. Navigate to the setup file using Windows Explorer and double click
on it to begin the setup.
If you have the installation on a CD, start by placing the CD in your CD ROM
drive. The BuildersCAD setup program should start automatically. If it does
not, you may start it manually by clicking on Start -> Run -> and browsing to
Setup.exe on your CD drive.
The Install Shield wizard will begin the setup process. Read and follow the directions on each dialog screen to complete the installation. The BuildersCAD
setup program will first allow you to read and accept the BuildersCAD Software License Agreement. Refer to the License Agreement topic for more information.
The BuildersCAD Setup program will next allow you to select the directory
location on your computer where BuildersCAD is to be installed. The default
is C:\Program Files\BCAD XX where XX is the version number of BuildersCAD. Each BuildersCAD version is a separate installation.
Note 4: On Windows 7 and Vista, BuildersCAD should be installed directly
under the C: drive (i.e. C:\BCAD95). This is to avoid permissions problems caused by Windows 7 and Vista being more restrictive on programs writing into the \Program Files directory.
In addition to the program directory, BuildersCAD automatically creates a
new directory for data called BCAD under the same drive as the software installation. It also creates a directory arris_users and a directory below arris_users
which is the user home directory. This directory will automatically be named the
same as the login user name of the current computer login user.

Installing BuildersCAD Updates
Periodically, updates to BuildersCAD are provided to add enhancements and
to correct software discrepancies reported since the last update. It is very important that the latest update for your version of BuildersCAD be installed.
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Updates are available for downloading free of charge on the BuildersCAD
web site - www.builderscad.com in the Support section. Updates are distinguished by the "Spin" number which is noted after the version number - for
example BCAD 9.5 Spin 501. The higher the spin number, the more recent the
update.
Updates are included in the full install download. The full install download file
includes the version and spin number in the name. The Full install will always
contain the latest updates, and may be used to either install new or update your
BuildersCAD installation.

Authorizing BuildersCAD
Once BuildersCAD is installed, it must be authorized. Refer to the Authorization topic.

See Also
License Agreement, Plug Ins, and Authorization.

INTENSITY
Intensity describes a hue’s brightness. See Properties under Color for more information.

ITEM NUMBER
See the Stock File section of the Materials Application for more information.
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J
JUSTIFICATION
Justification is a parameter that applies to text.

Te x t
Justification determines how text will be displayed in relation to its data point(s).
For example, if justification is set to center, each line in a paragraph of text will
be centered in relation to the other lines.

See Also
Text.
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K
KEYBOARD
Entering commands, responses and data from the keyboard is an alternate method for
communicating with BuildersCAD. All characters typed will appear on the prompt
line except for special keys and function keys.
Coordinates entered via the keyboard are expressed in the X,Y,Z order. Coordinates can
also be entered with absolute and relative origins as well as polar coordinates. (see
Coordinate Systems for more info.)

Extended Character Set
To access extended characters that do not appear on the keyboard use the Ctrl-E.
A pop-up menu will appear with standard drafting characters for insertion in a
text string.

An alternate method is to type 2 percent symbols (%%) and the ascii value of the
extended character. In fact, if a text object containing an extended character is
queried, it will display in the QUERY menu as %%###, ### is the ascii value.

Shortcuts
• The keyboard may be used as a calculator. Any arithmetic (+ add, - subtract, * multiply, / divide, ** exponential) equations may be typed in lieu
of a single numeric value. Parenthesis may be used to change the order of
evaluation.
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Enter next point? (4*5,(144/12),((3+4)*6))

The above example actually enters a coordinate of (20,12,42). By preceding the arithmetic equations with a exclamation symbol ( ! ), the answer is
returned on the message line.
Make selection: !((144/12)-((3+4)*6)))

The above example will display -30.000 on the message line.

• When entering a coordinates from the keyboard, it may be followed by an
ampersand (@) and a number from 0 through 9 to indicate that the coordinate should be treated as though it had been entered using the specified
function key F1 through F10 (where 0 indicates F10).
Example: X6.2@9 - Move 6.2 units in the positive X direction and

set a new reference point (F9).
Example: (2,-5)@3 - Move 2 units to the right, 5 units down and

locate the closest existing point (F3).

See Also
Coordinate System, Function Keys, and Special Keys.
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L
LABELS
Label Markers
Notation Label Markers are used to annotate a drawing or sheet. The objects that comprise a label vary depending on the type of label. The LABELS - MARKERS menu is
accessed by selecting the Labels - Markers icon on the DRAW or DRAWING TOOLS
menus.

Properties
Labels which have a text associated with them use attributal repeated items and
the parameters for each label type can be saved. Otherwise, the non-attribute
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labels will assume current pen, color, and text properties.
Table L:1

Label Properties

PROPERTY

DESCRIPTION

Color

set to either current or a specific color

Pen

set to either current or a specific pen

Text

attribute text attached to labels will assume typical
text properties from the saved label styles

Text 1 Size

size of the first text in the label (plot units)

Text 2 Size

size of the second text in the label (plot units)

Label Type Name

labels with attributes attached will have a label type
name. Different parameters for each label are saved
under this name

Symbol Size

size of the label repeated item (plot units)

Ty p e s

COLUMN MARKERS: Places column grid bubbles. This label is an Attributal
Repeated Item.
Note 1: The line that is drawn with the column marker always defaults to the
current pen, color, and line type “0” which is a solid line. These parameters cannot be modified.

LEVEL MARKERS: Places elevation level markers. This label is an Attributal
Repeated Item.

MISCELLANEOUS LABELS: Places a variety of labels, some with attached
attributes. Others are regular repeated items or line and text objects.

REFERENCE MARKERS: Places a variety of reference markers such as section and detail bubbles. These labels are comprised of lines, and attributal
repeated items.
Reference Marker labels when placed assume the general label properties as they
are saved along with the following reference specific properties.
Reference Setups
There are two setups that govern the appearance of the reference marker and the
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amount of information is will display.
Table L:2

Reference Marker Settings

SETTINGS

DESCRIPTION

Arrow Pointer Type

toggles shaded and non-shaded arrow

Number of Text Locations

number of text labels (1-3)

ROOM LABELS: Places the room label markers. There are three types of
room labels.
A room name is an attribute which can be placed relative to the room label. A
room name label assumes general label properties along with the following location parameter:
Table L:3

Room Label Name Parameter

LOCATION

DESCRIPTION

Above

places name above room label

Below

places name below room label

Prompt

places name at location specified by user

LOAD PARAMS: Loads the label style file.
SAVE PARAMS: Saves properties into the label style file.
Label Parameters
Styles
Properties for labels with attribute information are saved in the file styles.dir/
default.prj/mn_label.st.

LOAD PARAMETERS: Loads the label style file.
SAVE PARAMETERS: Saves properties into the label style file.
LABEL SETUPS: Opens the LABEL SETUP Menu. From this menu, individual parameters for labels including size, text font, pen, and color may be set and
saved to a style file.
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See Also
Attributes, Column Grids, Repeated Items, and Styles.

LAPS
See the Layout portion of the Walls Application topic for more information.

LAYER
A layer is a level in a drawing or sheet, which contains the information. In BuildersCAD, a layer is an individual file (.ly) within a database. Layers are analogous to the
pin-bar drafting technique, where different layers of information are combined to make
up a drawing or sheet.
When working in the BuildersCAD Designer module, most of the layer manipulation is done by the program automatically. BuildersCAD will create layers and turn
them on and off as necessary for a selected function. Because of this feature, BuildersCAD adheres to a strict layer naming and numbering convention. Layer numbers from
1001 up are reserved for use by BuildersCAD, and layers are named according to
Level, and the type of data to be stored there. The layer convention is flexable as layer
numbers below 1000 may be created and used for any purpose without conflict.

L a y e r Ty p e s
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MODEL LAYERS: have full 3D capability and has a model space environment. These are assigned positive layer numbers and are the most commonly
used.
External Layers
These are links to model layers in another database residing in the same
project directory.
Te m p o r a r y L a y e r s
These are temporary model layers that cannot be saved. Temporary layers
are shown as gray in the LAYER menu.

SHEET LAYERS: are limited to 2D capability and has a sheet space environment. These are assigned negative layer numbers. The layer names have an
underline (_) as a prefix. Each sheet has 2 sheet layers.
Layer Manager
Layers are maniuplated in BuildersCAD using the LAYER MANAGER menu.
Refer to the Layer Manager topic for more information.

L a y e r To o l s
The LAYER TOOLS pop-up menu provides additional tools for working with layers. Refer to the Layer Manager topic for more information.

See Also
Drawing, Drawing Register File, Sheets, Sheet Register File, Layer Manager, and
Files.

LAYER GROUP
See Roofs for more information.

LAYER MANAGER
The Layer Manager menu allows you to manage all aspects of layers, including turning
them on and off, setting modes, permissions, and sub-layers, creating new layers, clearing and deleting layers, and renaming and renumbering them. The Layer Manager is
started by selecting the Layer box on the DESKTOP menu.
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General Commands
The general commands are found at the lower right corner of the menu.

EXIT: Selection of this button exits the LAYER MANAGER menu without redisplaying the screen.
EXIT & DISPLAY: Selection of this button exits the

LAYER MANAGER

menu, and re-displays the drawing.

LAYER TOOLS: Selection of this button clears the LAYER MANAGER menu
and displays the LAYER TOOLS menu. Refer to the Layer Tools menu documentation below.
LAYER STYLES: Selection of this button displays the LAYER STYLES pop
up menu over the Layer Manager. Refer to the Layer Styles discussion in this
topic below.
QUICK REPORT: Selection of this button allows you to generate a Quick
Report of the layers in the current drawing. The Quick Report includes the layer
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number, layer name, layer description, entity count, and layer read/write status.
The Quick Report may be output as either a text file or a .csv file for spreadsheets
and may be saved, printed, or just viewed and closed as required. Refer to the
Quick Report topic.

READ ONLY UPDATE: Selection of this button updates all layers that have
Read Only permissions from the disk. Each Read Only layer is reloaded from the
hard drive, updating any changes which may have been made to it by others since
it was last loaded. This allows you to refresh the contents of the Read Only layer
in the case where the layer is being worked on elsewhere.

Layer List
Displays the list of layers currently loaded in the current drawing or sheet.
Layer List Fields
The layer name, number, description, and entity count information is displayed in the standard BuildersCAD selectable color. Blank lines in the
menu are displayed in dark gray indicating they are not selectable. If a Sheet
is currently loaded, Viewport layers are displayed in light gray indicating
they are not selectable.

NUMBER: A number that represents BuildersCAD‘s internal identification
of the layer. The maximum number of model layers is 99,999,999, which, in
addition to layer 0, makes a total of 100 million layers.
NAME: The name of the layer, which is also the layer file name (.ly).
Note 1: Changing the layer name affects all drawings and sheets in any database
which reference that layer.

DESCRIPTION : A user defined description of the layer. Selecting this field
changes the layer description. The use of Descriptions is important because it
helps other people working in your database to quickly see what is on the layer.

ENTITIES (OBJECTS): Reflects the number of entities on the layer. This column cannot be edited.
Layer List Fields Selection:
Left click on a layer Number, Name, or Description:

Allows you to change the item selected. The selection is highlighted and you
are prompted for the new number, name, or description.
Right click on a layer Number, Name, Description or Entities:
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Selects the entire layer for either the Clear or Remove function. The Layer
Manager will prompt to Cancel (the command), Clear, or Remove the layer.
<CTRL> Click on a layer Number, Name, Description or Entities:

Selects the entire layer for either the Clear or Remove function. Any previous selections are left selected. If the layer selected was previously selected,
<CTRL> Click unselects it. Once the desired layer(s) are selected, the Clear
or Remove function may be invoked by selecting the button in the Layer
Management Section of the menu below.
<SHIFT> Click on a layer Number, Name, Description or Entities:

This invokes a Block selection. <SHIFT> click on the start layer of a desired
block. The layer line will display with a black background to indicate a block
selection is in progress. <SHIFT> click the end layer of the desired blcok.
The entire block - all layers from the first pick to the second pick inclusive
will be selected or unselected based on the previous status of the second
pick. If the second pick was not previously selected, all layers in the block
will be selected. If the second pick was previously selected, all layers in the
block will be unselected. Block selection of layers is allowed for the Clear
and Remove functions under the Layer Management heading in the menu
below, which allow multiple layers to be cleared or removed at once.
Layer List Selection Box
The Selection Box is located below the Layer list under the Number column.
This box displays the number of layers selected. If the number is greater than 0,
the display is in the highlight color. This display is handy for multiple selections,
particularly when some of the selected layers are not in the portion of the layer
list currently displayed in the menu.
Layer List Sorting
The layer list may be sorted in several different ways. The list may be sorted by
number ascending (1,2,3) which is the default, by layer number descending
(3,2,1), alphabetically by layer name ascending (a-z), alphabetically by layer
name descending (z-a), by layer entity count descending, or by layer entity count
ascending. The current sort method is shown in the Layer List Sort box under the
layer list. This box may be selected to set the layer list sort method, or the layer
list may be sorted by selecting the "Number", "Name", or "Entities" title boxes at
the top of the layer list. Selection of the title box will sort by that parameter, using
the default for the given parameter first. A second selection of the title bar will
reverse the list using the same parameter. Example: Selecting the Number title
bar will sort the list by layer number ascending (1,2,3). Selecting the Number
title bar again will re-sort the list by layer number descending (3,2,1).
Note 1: Layer List Sorting is not available if a Sheet is loaded. It is not necessary since there are only 2 layers in a given Sheet.
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Layer List Slidebar and the Mouse
Scroll Wheel
If the number of layers in the drawing exceeds 20 layers, the layer list slidebar is
invoked. The slidebar displays the size and location of the portion of the layer list
displayed in the menu relative to the entire list. Similar to other slidebars in
BuildersCAD, a left click on the up or down arrow on the slidebar pages the
layer list up or down 1 line. A right click on the up or down arrow on the slidebar
pages the layer list up or down 1 page - 20 lines in this case. Selection on the
slidebar pages the layer list to the portion of the list selected. Scrolling the mouse
scroll wheel up or down will page the layer list up or down 1 line for each click
of the mouse scroll wheel.

Layer Properties
Layer Properties are additional information about each layer which is displayed
to the right of the basic information of layer name, number, description, and
entity count.

MODES: Displays the Layer modes, work layer and permissions of the layers
in the list. Layer modes are the On / Off status of the layer. The Work Layer
designation indicates which layer on the list is the current work layer.
Note 1: Selections using the <CTRL> and <SHIFT> click work similarly to
selections in the Number, Name, Description, and Entity Count columns
for multiple and block selections. One difference is that a Right-Click
selection may be used in Layer Modes for block selection, similar to a
<SHIFT> click.
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MODES: The layer mode buttons are toggled between on (box highlighed) and
off (box unhighlighted)
<LIGHT BULB> (On/Off) - The On / Off status of the layer. If any of the

layer modes - Edit, Search, or Display shown to the right are on, the layer is
considered on.
WORK - The current work layer. There can only be one work layer at a time

in the drawing. This is the layer on which all new objects are placed. A layer
cannot be removed while it is the current work layer. Read-only layers cannot be the work layer.
EDIT (Editable) - The layer can be edited. Editable layers are automatically

Searchable and Displayable. Read-only layers are never editable.
SRCH (Searchable) - The layer can be selected for querying and copying,

but cannot be edited. Searchable layers are automatically Displayable, and
data points are recognized on these layers.
DISP (Displayable) - The layer is displayed on the screen, but cannot be

edited or selected. Display list points can be selected via the F11 function
key.
ALL LAYERS - The All Layers function at the bottom of the layer list turns
all layers on/off to editable (EDIT), searchable (SRCH), or displayable
(DISP).

PERMS : Displays the permissions of the layer. Selecting this box allows the
permissions of the layer to be changed.
Read / Write (rw) (green color) - Allows for reading and writing to the layer.
Read Only (ro) (red color) - Allows for reading only of the layer.
Temporary (tmp) (blue color) - Sets the layer to a temporary setting, where
the layer can be written to and read, but will not be saved to the disk or into
the current drawing register.

Note 1: If the layer permission is set to Read Only, the permission display is
shown in red. The Modes Edit and Work boxes for the layer are also
blanked out in red to indicate that these settings are not available for
read only layers.

COLOR DISPLAY OVERRIDE: The Color Display Override is found below
the Layer Modes list on the menu. This function overrides the color settings to
display each layer by the specified color according to the layer’s mode. The
default (DB) is to display the layer in the colors in which the individual entities
are drawn. The work layer is always shown with its normal colors (DB). The
Color Display Overrides are a BuildersCAD environment setting (User Preference) and are not specific to the current database. Color Display Override set378
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tings are remembered when they are set and are reset to the saved setting on
BuildersCAD startup.

SUB LAYER: Displays the Sub-Layer status for each layer. Sub-layers are
special display properties for certain types of entities - Labels and Custom Lines.

Label - Toggles on / off the labels for the layer. (See Labels)
Cust. Line (Custom Line) - Toggles on /off the custom lines for the layer.
All On / All Off - Toggles sub-layer settings for all layers on/off.

PEN/COLOR DEFAULTS / WALL GROUPS: Pen / Color defaults allow
you to set a pen and / or color that is used to display all entities on a layer. Wall
groups allow walls, doors, and windows on different layers to clean up together
as if they were on the same layer.
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Pen - All objects on the layer default to the pen number set in this box. The

status menu setting is ignored.
Color - All objects on the layer default to the color set in this box.The status

menu setting is ignored.
All Pens - Set all layers to a default pen.
All Colors - Set all layers to a default color.
Reset All - Reset all layers to default pen/color to 1.

Note 1: The objects on the layer must be set to color/pen none for this feature to
work.
Note 2: Associating a default pen with a default color can make it easier to see
which objects are set to each pen.
WALL GROUP - Walls, Doors, and Windows may be placed on separate lay-

ers and still clean up together as if they were on the same layer if the layers
have the same wall group name. The Wall Group name can be any combination of characters as long as the layers which need to be cleaned up together
have the same wall group name. This column displays the wall group name.
Selection of a box allows you to set the Wall Group name for the layer.
Set All - Set all layers to a wall group name.
Clear All - Clear all layers of wall group names.

EXTERNAL DATABASE: Layers which have been loaded from a database
other than the database containing the currently loaded drawing will have the
source database location shown here. Also, in a Sheet if a viewport was created
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in a database other than the one currently loaded, the originating database of the
viewport layer is shown.

Layer Management
The Layer Management functions allow you to add new layers, load additional
existing layers (adding them to the current drawing), copy layers from the current
or other databases, clear layer(s), or remove layer(s) from the current drawing.

NEW: Selection of this button brings up the ADD NEW LAYER pop-up menu:

LAYER NUMBER - This box displays the layer number that will be used for

the new layer. Selecting the box allows you to set the number. The default
<NEXT> will use the next available number in the current database. Note
that the layer number must be unique to the drawing.
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LAYER NAME - This box displays the layer name that will be used for the

new layer. Selecting the box allows you to set the name. The default <NUMBER) will use the layer number as the name. Note that the layer name is also
the file name for the layer on the disk. Each layer name in a database must be
unique to that database.
LAYER DESCRIPTION - This box displays the layer description that will be

used for the new layer. Selecting the box allows you to set the description.
The default is <NONE>. The layer description is an optional user defined
text string used to further describe the contents of the layer. Use of layer
descriptions is highly recommended to
LAYER PERMISSION - This box displays the permission setting that will be
used for the new layer. Selection of the box toggles between Read-Write and
Temporary layer permissions. The default is Read-Write.
RESET DEFAULT VALUES - Selection of this button resets the default val-

ues for layer number, name, description, and permission. The layer number
is set to <NEXT>, layer name is set to <NUMBER>, layer description is set
to <NONE>, and layer permission is set to Read-Write.
OK - Selection of this button creates the new layer using the parameters

specified above.
Note 1: If the current database is not noname.db, you are in a drawing, and the
new layer permission is Read/Write, the layer reference is added to the
master.dr automatically and the new layer is written to the disk as soon
as it is created.
Note 2: If the <NEXT> option is used for the layer number, the Layer Manager
checks for the next available number. The layer number must be available in both the master.dr (since the reference to the layer is added to it)
and in the current drawing.
Note 3: The new layer name, whether explicitly set or determined by using the
<NUMBER> setting, must be available (unused in the database) or the
new layer creation will generate an error and the new layer will not be
created.
Note 4: To create many layers quickly, you can accept the defaults and select
OK multiple times to create a series of consecutive layers. You can then
rename and/or renumber them on the LAYER MANAGER menu.
CANCEL - Selection of this button clears the ADD NEW LAYER pop-up
menu from the screen.

LOAD: Selection of this button brings up the LOAD LAYER(S) pop-up menu.
This menu allows you to load one or more model layers from the current or
another database in the same project directory to the current drawing. The
layer(s) is/are loaded Read-only (ro) by default but may be later changed to Read/
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Write or Temporary. See Layer Types.

LOAD FROM PROJECT DIRECTORY - This box displays the current

project directory. Layers to be loaded into the current database must come
from this directory.
DATABASES - This portion of the menu displays a list of databases in the

current project directory. The currently loaded database is selected and highlighted by default. Selection of a database on this list will display the layers
(or drawings) contained within the database on the right side of the LOAD
LAYER(S) pop-up menu for selection. The standard slidebar and scroll wheel
functions apply for this portion of the menu.
Note 1: The layer list for loading is read from the master drawing of the database selected. If a layer is in the database but for some reason is not
included in the master drawing (master.dr), it will not be included on the
list of layers to load.
LAYER RETAIN - The Layer Retain setting is not used for layer loads.
LIST TYPE - This box displays the type of files within the selected database
listed on the right side of the LOAD LAYER(S) pop-up menu - either Layers

or Drawings. The default setting is Layers. Selecting the box toggles
between Layers and Drawings.
LAYERS / DRAWINGS LIST - This portion of the LOAD LAYER(S) pop-up

menu displays a list of layers (or drawings) within the selected database.
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One or more of the layers may be selected to be loaded into the current database/drawing. Both the layer name and layer number (from the master.dr of
the selected database) are shown in the menu. The standard slidebar and
mouse scroll wheel functions apply for this portion of the menu.
The list of layers has been filtered to exclude Sheet layers (those layers
beginning with the underscore ("_") character) and all layers that are currently already loaded (if the database selected is the current database). These
layers are not eligible for loading.
Layers may be selected using the left mouse button. Multiple selections and
de-selections may be made by holding down the <CTRL> key and left click
selecting. Block selections may be made by either a right-click or a
<SHIFT> left click on both the beginning and ending layer on the list for the
block. For layers the title bar of the Layers / Drawings list will display the
number of layers selected out of the total number of layers on the list.
If the Layers / Drawings List type is set to Drawings, all drawings in the
selected database are displayed. Note that multiple and block selections do
not apply for selecting drawings. When a drawing is selected, the list toggles
back to Layers and all layers contained within the selected drawing are highlighted and ready to load. The Layer list will be paged to show the first layer
on the list that is selected (highlighted) - which would be the first layer on
the list that is included in the drawing selected. At this point, the list may still
be modified by selecting additional layers or de-selecting layers.
LOAD LAYER(S) - Selection of this button loads the selected layers to the
current database/drawing. If the selected database for the layer load is the
currently loaded database, the Layer Manager will check the master.dr drawing file for a layer number for each of the layer(s) being loaded. If the number is available in the current drawing, that number is used for the layer. If
the number is already in use in the current drawing, the next available number is used for the layer. If the database selected for layer load is not the currently loaded database, the next available layer number is used for the
layer(s) being loaded. Note that layer numbers may be changed if desired
once the layer(s) is/are loaded. All layer(s) are loaded with the default permission of Read Only. If the layer is not in use elsewhere, the permission
may be made Read/Write after the layer is loaded.
SEARCH LAYER - Selection of this button allows you to input a layer name
to search on the layer list. If the given layer is found, the list will page to display the layer on the list and it will be highlighted. This is particularly useful
to find an individual known layer in a database with a large number of layers.
CANCEL - Selection of this button clears the LOAD LAYER(S) pop-up menu
from the screen.
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COPY: Selection of this button brings up the COPY LAYER(S) pop-up menu.
This menu allows you to copy one or more model layers from the current database or any other database on your computer. The results of the copy will vary
greatly depending on the Layer Retain status and the location of the origin layer
being copied.

COPY FROM PROJECT DIRECTORY - This box displays the project direc-

tory which contains the database containing the layer to be copied. Selecting
this box allows you to enter or browse for the desired project directory. The
default is the current project directory (directory containing the currently
loaded database).
DATABASES - This portion of the menu displays a list of databases in the

"Copy From" project directory. Selection of a database on this list will display the layers (or drawings) contained within the database on the right side
of the COPY LAYER(S) pop-up menu for selection. The standard slidebar
and scroll wheel functions apply for this portion of the menu.
Note 1: The layer list for copying is read from the master drawing of the database selected. If a layer is in the database but for some reason is not
included in the master drawing (master.dr), it will not be included on the
list of layers to copy.
LAYER RETAIN - This box displays the current Layer Retain setting. If
Layer Retain is Off, all entities in the selected "Copy From" layer(s) will be
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copied to the current work layer. If Layer Retain is On, the Layer Manager
will attempt to copy entities in the selected "Copy From" layer to a layer of
the same name. Refer to the Copy Layer(s) discussion below for the specific
behaviors in the various Layer retain and layer scenarios possible.
LIST TYPE - This box displays the type of files within the selected database
listed on the right side of the COPY LAYER(S) pop-up menu - either Layers

or Drawings. The default setting is Layers. Selecting the box toggles
between Layers and Drawings.
LAYERS / DRAWINGS LIST - This portion of the COPY LAYER(S) pop-up

menu displays a list of layers (or drawings) within the selected database. One
or more of the layers may be selected to be loaded into the current database/
drawing. Both the layer name and layer number (from the master.dr of the
selected database) are shown in the menu. The standard slidebar and mouse
scroll wheel functions apply for this portion of the menu.
The list of layers has been filtered to exclude Sheet layers (those layers
beginning with the underscore ("_") character) and all layers that are currently already loaded (if the database selected is the current database). These
layers are not eligible for layer copy.
Layers may be selected using the left mouse button. Multiple selections and
de-selections may be made by holding down the <CTRL> key and left click
selecting. Block selections may be made by either a right-click or a
<SHIFT> left click on both the beginning and ending layer on the list for the
block. For layers the title bar of the Layers / Drawings list will display the
number of layers selected out of the total number of layers on the list.
If the Layers / Drawings List type is set to Drawings, all drawings in the
selected database are displayed. Note that multiple and block selections do
not apply for selecting drawings. When a drawing is selected, the list toggles
back to Layers and all layers contained within the selected drawing are highlighted and ready to load. The Layer list will be paged to show the first layer
on the list that is selected (highlighted) - which would be the first layer on
the list that is included in the drawing selected. At this point, the list may still
be modified by selecting additional layers or de-selecting layers.
COPY LAYER(S) - Selection of this button copies the selected layers to the

current database/drawing. Depending on the Layer Retain setting and the
name and location of the "Copy From" layer in relation to the current database/drawing, the results of the copy can vary greatly. The various scenarios
are outlined as follows:
Case 1: Layer Retain is set to Off:
The selected layer(s) is/are copied (appended) to the current work
layer.
Case 2: Layer Retain is set to On and the selected "Copy From" database is
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the currently loaded database:
The selected layers already exist in the current database and are
loaded (read only). No other copy function is performed. This situation is exactly like Layer Load.
Case 3: Layer Retain is set to On, the selected "Copy From" database is not
the currently loaded database, and the selected "Copy From" layer name
matches a currently loaded layer name.
The contents of the selected "Copy From" layer are copied
(appended) to the loaded layer of the same name. The currently
loaded layer must not be Read Only or the copy is not performed.
Case 4: Layer Retain is set to On, the selected "Copy From" database is not
the currently loaded database, and the selected "Copy From" layer name
matches a layer name in the current database that is not currently loaded:
The layer in the current database is loaded and the contents of the
selected "Copy From" layer is copied (appended) to it. The layer
number used for the layer is the layer number for the layer in the
master.dr of the current database if this number is available in the
currently loaded drawing. If this number is in use, the next available layer number is used. The layer being loaded must not be in
use (locked) or the copy is not performed.
Case 5: Layer Retain is set to On, the selected "Copy From" database is not
the currently loaded database, and the selected "Copy From" layer name
does not exist in the current database:
A layer of the same name as the "Copy From" layer is created in the
current database and the contents of the selected layer are copied
(appended) to it. The layer number used for the new layer is the
layer number for the layer from the master.dr of the "Copy From"
database, if this number is available in the current database (master.dr and currently loaded drawing). If this number is in use in the
current database, the next available number is used. The new layer
is added to the master.dr of the current database and written to disk
if the current database is not noname.db and you are currently in a
drawing other than master.dr. The master.dr in the current database
must not be in use (loaded elsewhere) and the new layer must create
as read/write in the current database/drawing with no errors or the
copy is not performed.
SEARCH LAYER - Selection of this button allows you to input a layer name
to search on the layer list. If the given layer is found, the list will page to display the layer on the list and it will be highlighted. This is particularly useful
to find an individual known layer in a database with a large number of layers.
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CANCEL - Selection of this button clears the COPY LAYER(S) pop-up menu
from the screen.

CLEAR: Selection of this button clears the specified layer(s) of all objects. One
or more layers must be selected before this function is executed. Similar to an
object being drawn on the layer or deleted from the layer, the clearing of the layer
is not permanent until the current drawing is saved.

REMOVE: Selection of this button removes the specified layer(s) from the
drawing register only (the layer file remains on the hard drive) of the current
drawing. One or more layers must be selected before this function is executed.
The layer(s) is/are immediately cleared from active memeory and removed from
the Layer Manager list. The removal of the layer from the current drawing is not
permanent until the current drawing is saved.

Layer Styles
A layer style file (*.st) contains layer mode configurations for the current drawing/sheet. The LAYER STYLES pop-up menu allows you to load, save, and delete
layer style files. The LAYER STYLES menu is accessed by selecting the Layer
Styles button on the LAYER MANAGER menu.

LAYER STYLE FILE LIST - This portion of the menu displays the list of

layer style files available for the current database. The files are listed by
name, and also a view file indicates (Yes or No) whether a View file is associated with the named layer style. Selection of Layer Style highlights it. A
second selection of a highlighted Layer Style opens it as if the Open com388
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mand (discussed below) were selected.
The standard slidebar and scroll wheel functions apply for this portion of the
menu. Multiple selections and de-selections may be made by holding down
the <CTRL> key and left click selecting. Block selections may be made by
either a right-click or a <SHIFT> left click on both the beginning and ending
layer on the list for the block. Note that multiple selections are valid for the
Delete Layer Style function only.
NEW LAYER STYLE NAME - This box displays the name for the layer style
that will be used when a new style is created using the Save Layer Style
function. Selection of the box allows you to enter a new Layer Style name. If
the new style is the same as an existing Layer Style, the previous Layer Style
is overwritten when the new Layer Style is created.
NEW LAYER STYLE VIEW - This box displays the View file status for new

Layer Styles. Selection of the box toggles the setting between Yes and No. If
the New Layer Style View is set to Yes when a new Layer Style is created, a
View file (of the same name) containing the current view is also created to
go along with it. If the New Layer Style View is set to No, a view file is not
created for the Layer Style.
OPEN LAYER STYLE - Selection of this button clears the LAYER STYLE

pop-up menu from the screen, reads the selected layer style file, and sets the
current layer modes to the settings saved in the file. If the selected Layer
Style has a View file associated with it, the user is prompted to set the view
also.
SAVE LAYER STYLE - Selection of this button saves the current layer mode

settings to a Layer Style file as named in the New Layer Style box above. If
the View setting in the New Layer Style box is set to Yes, the current view is
also saved to a file. If the New Layer Style Name is set to <None> and one
(and only 1) item is selected on the Layer Styles list, the Layer Manager will
re-save the selected Layer Style. The Layer Manager will prompt to overwrite the previous Layer Style.
DELETE LAYER STYLE - Selection of this button deletes the selected Layer
Style(s) from the disk. For this function, more than one Layer Style may be
selected.
OK - Selection of this button clears the LAYER STYLE pop-up menu from

the screen.

L a y e r To o l s
The LAYER TOOLS pop-up menu contains
additional functions for modifying and manipulating layers. It can be accessed by
selecting the Layer Tools button on the LAYER MANAGER menu, and also by
selecting the Layer button with a mouse right click (B3).
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PACK DATA : Packs a specified layer. (See Pack)
REGENERATE DISPLAY LIST : Creates/recreates the display list for a
specified editable layer. (See Display List)
WORK: Sets the current work layer.
MATCH WORK: Matches the selected objects’ parameters and/or layer
modes.

ON: Turns on a specified layer to editable (E) mode.
OFF: Turns off all modes on a specified layer.
SELECT OFF: Turns off all modes on one or more layers by selecting an
entity on the layer.

NEW: Creates a new layer in the current drawing.
LOAD: Loads a specified layer into the current drawing.
COPY: Copies a specified layer into the current drawing.
APPEND: Adds a specified layer’s objects into the current work layer.
CLEAR: Clear the objects from a layer.
REMOVE: Removes a layer from the current drawing. The layer is not deleted
from the hard drive.
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RENAME: Renames a specified layer.
RENUMBER: Renumbers a specified layer.
ALLOW NEW / RENAME:
Any Drawing or Sheet - Allows the creation of a new layer or renaming of a
layer in any drawing or sheet.
Master.dr Only- Allows the creation of a new layer or renaming of a layer in

the master drawing only.

LAYER DISPLAY:
Status - Displays the status of the current layer configuration
Display - Displays a specified layer. The screen can be cleared before the

display is performed.
Hilite - Highlights (in white) a specified layer.

•
•
•
•
•
•

First - the first layer in the current drawing
Next - the next layer after the current work layer
Work - the current work layer
First Disp - the first displayable layer
Next Disp - the next displayable layer
Exit - exits the highlight routine

See Also
Drawing, Drawing Register File, Sheets, Sheet Register File, Layer, Files and
Quick Report.

LAYER STYLE
See Layer Manager for more information.

LIBRARIES
Certain files which store a group of related information are known as libraries. BuildersCAD provides tools for manipulating the contents of these libraries as discussed
below.
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Font Libraries
Font libraries (also known as lettering fonts) are stored in files having a “.lt” suffix. Each library file contains descriptions for all of the characters within a font
family (see Fonts and Text). Existing fonts may be edited or new fonts created
using the Font Editor and new BuildersCAD fonts may be created by translating an existing AutoCad shape file or Windows TrueType font (see Import).

Menu Libraries
Menu libraries are typically maintained in files having a “.ml” suffix. These
libraries store a set of compiled menu definitions (<name>.md) which are used
by BuildersCAD to display menus on the screen. Custom menus may be created and archived to a library from within BuildersCAD using the :menld
command (see Menus).

Repeated Item Libraries
Repeated Item libraries are typically maintained in files having a “.ri” suffix.
These libraries store a set of Repeated Items which can be created and archived
to the library from within BuildersCAD (see Repeated Items). These libraries
may also be manipulated using the Repeated Item Library Manager. See the
Repeated Item Library Manager topic for more information.
Note 1: When individual repeated items are archived in a library, they are also
assigned a “.ri” suffix. However, if a repeated item is extracted from a
library, it will be given a “.ri_” suffix to distinguish it from a library.
That suffix will be automatically converted back to “.ri” when the
repeated item is archived back into a library.

Smart Repeated Item Libraries
Smart Repeated Item libraries are typically maintained in files having a “.sri”
suffix. These libraries store Smart Repeated Item data or attributes for Repeated
Items which are in a corresponding Repeated Item library. These libraries are created automatically when data is added to them. The Smart RI data may be manipulated using the Repeated Item Library Manager. See the Smart Repeated Items
and Repeated Item Library Manager topics for more information.

Sigmac Libraries
Sigmac libraries are typically maintained in files having a “.sm” suffix. These
libraries store compiled versions of sigmac commands (<name>.gg) which can
be executed from within BuildersCAD (see Sigmac).

See Also
Fonts, Import, Menus, Repeated Items, Repeated Item Library Manager, Smart
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Repeated Items, Sigmac, and Text.

LICENSE AGREEMENT
The BuildersCAD license agreement is generally viewed and accepted when you
install the software. It is duplicated here for reference purposes.
Read this license agreement carefully. It contains the terms and conditions of your software license agreement. By installing the program you indicate your acceptance of the
terms and conditions of this agreement. If you do not agree with these conditions, you
should promptly contact your supplier or Sigma Design.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Sigma Design licenses the use of the BuildersCAD software program ("THE
SOFTWARE") to you on the terms and conditions stated herein. You assume
responsibility for the selection of the SOFTWARE to achieve your intended
results, and for the installation and use made of the SOFTWARE, as well as the
results obtained from the SOFTWARE. BuildersCAD software is licensed
and not sold, and title in and to it is retained by Sigma Design.
1. GRANT OF LICENSE
Sigma Design grants you a non-exclusive, non-transferable license to use
one copy of the BuildersCAD software program on a single terminal
connected to a single computer. [The SOFTWARE is "in use" on a computer when it is loaded in temporary memory or installed into the permanent
memory (e.g., hard disk drive, CD-ROM, or other storage device) of that
computer.] You may not network the SOFTWARE or otherwise use it on
more than one computer or computer terminal at the same time unless such
right has been specifically granted by Sigma Design.
2.

COPYRIGHT
The SOFTWARE is owned by Sigma Design or its suppliers and is protected
by United States copyright laws and international treaty provisions. You may
not copy or otherwise reproduce the accompanying written material. The
SOFTWARE must be treated like all other copyrighted material except that
you may either:
a. Make one copy of the SOFTWARE solely for backup or archival purposes, or
b. Transfer the SOFTWARE to a single hard disk or other storage device
provided you keep the original solely for backup or archival purposes.

3.

OTHER RESTRICTIONS
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You may not sell, rent, lease, sub-license, assign, give, or distribute the
SOFTWARE to third parties. You may not reverse engineer, decompile, or
disassemble the SOFTWARE. You may not transfer the SOFTWARE and
any accompanying written materials except with the prior written consent of
Sigma Design, and then only on a permanent basis, provided that you retain
no copies, the recipient agree to the terms of this license, and all requirements of Sigma Design’s License Transfer Program are met.

L I M I T E D WA R R A N T Y
The SOFTWARE, including instructions for its use and installation is provided
AS IS. Sigma Design does not warrant that the SOFTWARE will meet your
requirements or that the operation of the SOFTWARE will be uninterrupted or
error free.
Sigma Design warrants to the original licensed end-user that the media on which
the SOFTWARE is recorded will be free, under normal use, from defects in
material and workmanship appearing and reported to Sigma Design within thirty
(30) days from the date of delivery to the original licensed end-user. Sigma
Design’s sole obligation, and your exclusive remedy, shall be to replace without
charge any media not meeting this warranty. No supplier of this software is
authorized to modify or extend this warranty.

D I S C L A I M E R O F WA R R A N T I E S
The foregoing warranty is in lieu of all other warranties, whether oral, written,
express, implied, or statutory. Sigma Design further disclaims without limitation
any implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. The
entire risk arising out of the use or performance of the software remains with you.
In no event shall Sigma Design, its authors or anyone else involved in the creation, production, or delivery of the SOFTWARE be liable for any consequential,
special, incidental or exemplary damages whatsoever including without limitation damages for loss of business profits or loss of savings, business interruption,
loss of business information, or other pecuniary loss arising out of your use or
inability to use the SOFTWARE, even if Sigma Design has been advised of the
possibility of such damages, or for any other claim by any other party from your
use of the SOFTWARE.

LIGHTSCAPE
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Lightscape is a high-end rendering software which allows the user to
render photorealistic images. The BuildersCAD 3D plug-in
includes one of the most sophisticated Lightscape interfaces. This
interface enables the user to prepare an BuildersCAD 3D model
for use in Lightscape, including checking and modifying surface orientations, mapping surfaces, and placing luminaires with attached
photometrics. All of this preparation is saved with the BuildersCAD model and can be sent to Lightscape automatically.
The Lightscape preparation functions are found on the LIGHTSCAPE Application Sub-Menu. Functions include mapping materials to surfaces by color, definition and orientation of single sided
triangles, definition and placement of luminaires, and exporting the
BuildersCAD model directly to a Lightscape .lp file. These functions greatly speed up the process of preparing a Lightscape model
for rendering. By performing these tasks in BuildersCAD instead
of the Lightscape .lp file, models are more easily updated, and the process of preparation is handled as the building is modeled instead of all at once as a separate step. If you
are unfamiliar with these processes, refer to the documentation for Lightscape.

Edit Material Map
From this menu, the user can map material names to be used in Lightscape by
color and transparancy value. The material map may be saved.

CURRENT MAP: Shows the currently loaded material map.
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SURFACES: Allows the selection of the surface transparancy value. Options
are Solid, Transparant, and Translucent. Separate materials may be mapped to the
same color based on the surface transparancy.
LOAD (FILE FOLDER ICON): Loads a material map. The loaded material
map name will be displayed in the current map box.
SAVE (DISK ICON): Saves the current material map to disk.
PURGE
disk.

(RED X PAGE ICON): Deletes the named material map from the

Materials are mapped in BuildersCAD by color, using odd number colors 1
through 63. The color box in the EDIT MATERIAL MAP Menu shows the current
color assigned to the color number. The material name is the name of the material, which will be assigned to any surface of that color and transparancy value
when translated to Lightscape.

Create LP File
This button creates a Lightscape preparation file on the disk from the currently
loaded BuildersCAD model. The command prompts for the .lp file name to
use. Lightscape retains the same layer structure as the BuildersCAD model,
and will assign materials to surfaces based on the currently loaded material map.

Orientation
This portion of the Lightscape menu provides tools for the definition of 1 or 2
sided surfaces and the orientation of 1-sided surfaces. The top 6 buttons specify
the type of search for the orientation commands. These search types are the same
as those used in the EDIT Menu. See Search Methods for more information. One
of the search options must be selected before executing any of the orientation
commands.

SINGLE: A single surface is selected. The single surface may be selected using
the F1 key to select a surface, the F2 key to select a single triangle, or F3 key to
select the surface by a corner point. If the point selected on the screen falls in
more than one surface for the current view, BuildersCAD will cycle through
all of the possible surfaces allowing the user to specify which one is desired.
GROUP: Selects a group of surfaces.
ALL: Selects all editable surfaces.
AREA ALL IN: Selects all editable surfaces which are completely within a
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specified area.

AREA SOME IN: Selects all editable surfaces which are all or partially within
a specified area.
AREA INSIDE 3D FENCE: Selects all editable surfaces which are within a
defined 3 dimensional area.
The orientation commands control the value of a sides’ surfaces (1 or 2). When a
surface is 1 sided, these commands will determine which direction the surface
faces.

SINGLE SIDED: Sets all editable surfaces in the selected search pattern to be
single sided. Single sided surfaces are only visible from 1 side. In a standard
opaqued view, single sided surfaces which face away from the viewer will not
appear.
DOUBLE SIDED: Sets all editable surfaces in the selected search pattern to be
double sided. Double sided surfaces are visible from both sides. As surfaces are
created in BuildersCAD they are double sided by default.
Note 1: If single sided surfaces that are oriented a specific direction are changed
to double sided, then back to single sided, the orientation will be lost.

FLIP: Reverses the orientation of editable single sided surfaces in the selected
search pattern.
TO VIEWER: Orients editable single sided surfaces in the selected search pattern toward the viewer in the current view.

TO POINT: Orients editable single sided surfaces in the selected search pattern
toward a specified point in the database.

FROM POINT: Orients editable single sided surfaces in the selected search
pattern away from a specified point in the database.
DISPLAY: Redisplays the screen showing the orientation of surfaces relative
to the current view. The front side of single sided surfaces are shown in the color
of the surface as modeled. Back faces are shown in green, similar to this function
in Lightscape. Double-sided surfaces are shown in the modeled color on both
sides.
Status Menu
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The STATUS Menu which accompanies the LIGHTSCAPE Application SubMenu contains 3 setups used in the exporting of a BuildersCAD model to
Lightscape.

LIGHTING MODE: Sets the type of lighting used in Lightscape. Choices are
Indoor Day, Indoor Night, Outdoor Day, and Outdoor Night.
AREA TO EXPORT: Allows the user to select how much of the Builder-

sCAD model is exported to Lightscape. Choices are All which exports the entire
model and Fence which allows the user to define an area to export.

MATERIAL MAP: Selects the current matrial map file to be used in exporting
the BuildersCAD model.
See Also
Color, Edit, Luminaire, Search Methods, Solids, and Surfaces.

LINES
The line entity is a basic entity type in BuildersCAD. A line
segment is defined by 2 data points and it’s properties.

Properties
PEN & COLOR [COL]: The pen and color properties
are common to all objects.

Line parameters are displayed and may be set on the LINE
STATUS menu. The LINE STATUS menu is context sensitive and will display only the parameters which apply to the
currently set Line Class and Type. Line parameters may
also be set on the LINE/CURVE CREATE menu. A few of
the line parameters listed below are displayed and may be
set only on the LINE/CURVE CREATE menu. Refer to the
Create section of this topic below.
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LINE CLASS: The Line Class setting roughly corresponds to the internal Line
Font and is the general definition of the line to be drawn. There are 6 basic Line
Classes.
Normal - A single line.
Radius - A single line with the additional parameter of a radius edge. The
radius edge is used where two Radius class lines meet to fillet the two lines.
Radius lines placed in a continuous running line will have their intersections
rounded, with the arc radius using the current radius edge setting.
Double - A double line consisting of two parallel lines a given distance
apart.
Fill - A single line with a given width and a solid infill.
Word - A single line which is broken by a given text string at a given
repeated distance along the line.
User - A user defined line. The line is defined by a user created Repeated
Item which is repeated between the two line endpoints to form the line.
The Line Class together with the Line Type parameter below determine what the
line looks like in the drawing, and which parameters listed below are relevant.
Note 1: BuildersCAD Walls are also a separate class of line and are handled separately. Refer to the Walls topic for more information.
Note 2: In addition to the Line Classes listed above, there is a Radius class. This
class is not listed in the Line Class Choice menu however may be set at
the Line Class prompt by entering "Radius" or just "R". The Radius
class is a single line similar to the Normal line with the additional
parameter of a Radius Edge. The Radius Edge is used where two
Radius class lines meet to fillet the two lines. Radius class lines placed
in a continuous running line will have their intersections rounded, with
the arc radius using the current radius edge setting. Note that the Radius
class line is not used very often and the display of the radius intersections is not always stable.

LINE TYPE: The Line Type further defines the line within the Line Class.
Available Line Types will vary depending on the Line Class.
For the Normal, Double, Word, and Radius line classes the line types are:
Solid - A solid line
Dash 1 - A dashed line using a single dash length setting and space between
the dash setting.
Dash 12 - A dashed line using 2 alternating dash lengths and spaces between
the dashes. The dashes within the line are drawn in the pattern Dash 1, Space
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1, Dash 2, Space 2, which then repeats.
Dash 122 - A dashed line using 2 dash lengths and spaces between the
dashes. The second dash length and space setting is repeated in the dash pattern. The pattern drawn is Dash 1, Space 1, Dash 2, Space 2, Dash 2, Space
2, which then repeats.
The Double line class also has the additional line types:
Center 1 - A solid double line with a dashed centerline in the pattern Dash 1,
Space 1, which then repeats.
Center 12 - A solid double line with a dashed centerline in the pattern Dash
1, Space 1, Dash 2, Space 2, which then repeats.
The Fill line class is a solid line only
In the User line class, the Line Type is an integer. When set, the line drawn will
be generated by repeating a pre-defined Repeated Item (RI) along the line. The
Repeated Item name must be "ud" followed by the integer (i.e. ud0, ud1, ud2,
etc.). When the integer is set as the Line Type in the User line class, the corresponding RI will be used in the line.

DASHES & SPACES: The Dash 1, Space 1, Dash 2, and Space 2 parameters specify the dash and space lengths (in paper units) for all dash lines. If the
Output Display Format Units are Imperial and the Output Format is Fractional,
the Dash and Space parameters are expressed in fractions of an inch. If the Output Display Format Units are Imperial and the Output Format is Decimal, the
Dash and Space parameters are expressed in decimal inches. If the Output Display Format Units are Metric the Dash and Space parameters are expressed in
decimal millimeters. The following table specifies the dash/space parameter
sequence for different types of lines.
Table L:4

SAMPLE

Dash and Space Specifications

LINE TYPES

REPEATING SEQUENCE

Dash 1

DASH1-SPACE1

Dash 12

DASH1-SPACE1-DASH2-SPACE2

Dash 122

DASH1-SPACE1-DASH2-SPACE2-DASH2SPACE2

The first dash in the line segment may be a partial or full dash, depending on the
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dash mode.

DASH MODE: The Dash Mode parameter refers to the ending dash of a
dashed line segment and applies to dashed line types only.
Table L:5

Dash Mode Options

OPTION

DESCRIPTION

Running

Begins with a full-length ‘dash1’ at the beginning of the line.
At the other end of the line the pattern is truncated at the end
point, without regard to where this occurs within the pattern of
dashes and spaces. When placed consecutively, the pattern
of dashes and spaces 'run around' the corners. The pattern of
dashes and spaces for each segment in the sequence starts
at the exact location in the pattern where the previous segment ended. As a result, corners may be encountered where
no dash exists.

Normal

The dash and space values are adjusted such that exactly
one-half of a dash1 begins and ends the line.

Absolute

Same as normal.

Extended

A first dash1 is centered at each end of the line, as with “normal” broken lines; however, the 'first dash' is displayed in its
full length, so that it extends past the end point of the line.

USER DEFINED LINE MODE: The User Defined Line Mode parameter is
used in User class lines only. It is similar to the Dash Mode and is used to determine how a Repeated Item (RI) will generate the User class line with respect to
the line end points. There are two options - Running and Stretch..
Table L:6

Dash Mode Options for User Defined Lines

OPTION

DESCRIPTION

Running

This will create the line by stringing together the RIs end-toend, starting at the first line end point and truncating the last
RI in the row at the line end point.

Stretch

This will create the line by using a single RI for the entire line,
stretching the RI as necessary to fit between the first and last
line point. The line width remains the same while the RI is
stretched lengthwise.

LINE WIDTH: The Line Width parameter is used in Double and Fill class
lines. The Line Width is measured in paper units. If the Output Display Format
Units are Imperial and the Output Format is Fractional, the Line Width will be
expressed in fractions of an inch. If the Output Display Format Units are Imperial
and the Output Format is Decimal, the Line Width will be expressed in decimal
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inches. If the Output Display Format Units are Metric, the Line Width will be
expressed in decimal millimeters. When the Line Width is 0, this property setting will contain the word <NONE>, which will place similar to a Normal line.
Any Double or Fill class line will be generated with its width dimension parallel
to the current work plane.

LINE CLOSURE: The Closure parameter is used in the Double and User
class lines and determines how to display the first and last end conditions in a
single or continuous series of Double or User class lines. The Closure parameter
indicates which end, if any, is to be displayed open or closed.
Table L:7

Double Line Closure Options

CODE

DESCRIPTION

C-C

Closed on both the beginning and final ends

O-C

Open on the beginning end and closed on the final end

C-O

Closed on the beginning end and open on the final end

O-O

Open on both the beginning and final ends

Closed-Closed

Opened-Closed

Open-Open

P4
P1

Note 1: The rectangle and circle commands ignore this setting, drawing all ends
open. The continuous line command makes all intermediate ends open
and uses the current closure setting only for the first (beginning) and last
(final) end conditions. For user defined lines, the closure setting is only
meaningful for lines that are defined with two horizontal outside lines as
part of the repeated item definition.
Note 2: In User class lines, while the Line Closure parameter is available, it
does affect the look of the line and thus does not need to be used.

LINE WORD: The Line Word parameter is used in Word class lines only and
specifies a text string word to be spaced along the line. The text string may be a
maximum of 8 characters. The individual occurrance of the specified word in the
line is not a text object.
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LINE WORD SPACING: The Line Word Spacing parameter is used in
Word class lines only and specifies the distance between each word placement
along the line within each line segment. The distance is expressed in paper units.
If the Output Display Format Units are Imperial and the Output Format is Fractional, the Line Word Spacing will be expressed in fractions of an inch. If the
Output Display Format Units are Imperial and the Output Format is Decimal, the
Line Word Spacing will be expressed in decimal inches. If the Output Display
Format Units are Metric, the Line Word Spacing will be expressed in decimal
millimeters.
The first occurrance of the specified word is one-half the remainder after dividing total distance of the line segment by the word spacing distance.
1/2 (REM)

word spacing (WS)

W

1/2 (REM)

W

If the remainder is less than 1/2 of the word spacing, than the specified word
spacing distance is added to the remainder and one-half of this value is used.

LINE WORD TEXT SIZE: The Line Word Text Size parameter is used in
Word class lines and is the height of the text characters specified in paper units.
In the example below, the height of each character is equal to the text size property.

Lp
The Text Size property is used for the text strings in Word class lines. For more
information refer to the Text topic in this Encyclopedia.

LINE WORD TEXT FONT: The Line Word Text Font parameter uses the
same Text Font parameter used for Text. The Text Font is an individual character
set stored in a library file. Multiple library files may be loaded, but only one font
is current at any one time. For more information refer to the Fonts, Text, and
Notes topics in this Encyclopedia.

LINE WORD TEXT PEN: The Line Word Text Pen parameter is used in
Word class lines only and is the pen in which the Word text string is drawn. The
pen used for the Word text string may be different than the one used for the line
itself. If set to <CURRENT>, the pen which is currently set at the time the line is
drawn will be used for the Word text string - the same as for the line itself. If the
Line Word Text Pen is set to <NONE>, the pen value used will be the layer
default. This parameter is displayed and set on the LINE/CURVE CREATE menu
only.
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LINE WORD TEXT COLOR: The Line Word Text Color parameter is used
in Word class lines only and is the color in which the Word text string is drawn.
The color used for the Word text string may be different than the one used for the
line itself. If set to <CURRENT>, the color which is currently set at the time the
line is drawn will be used for the Word text string - the same as for the line itself.
If the Line Word Text Color is set to <NONE>, the color value used will be the
layer default. This parameter is displayed and set on the LINE/CURVE CREATE
menu only.
LINE WORD TEXT SLANT: The Line Word Text Slant parameter uses the
same Text Slant parameter used for Text. The Text Slant parameter deforms the
text string by leaning the chacracters. For more information refer to the Text
topic in this Encyclopedia. This parameter is displayed and set on the LINE/
CURVE CREATE menu only.

LINE WORD TEXT UNDERLINE: The Line Word Text Underline parameter uses the same Text Underline parameter used for Text. The Text Underline
parameter determines whether or not a line is drawn under the string of text. For
more information refer to the Text topic in this Encyclopedia. This parameter is
displayed and set on the LINE/CURVE CREATE menu only.
Create
LINE: This button brings up the LINE/CURVE CREATE menu.
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From this menu, the various parameters for Lines and Curves may be set. The
line parameters may also be saved here as Styles in an Entity Styles Catalog.
Refer to the Catalog topic for more information. The entity styles (line/curve
parameter settings) saved by name may be selected for placement using the LINE,
CIRCLE, or POLYLINE SELECT menu. Refer to the Select topic for more information.

CATALOG: This button brings up the

STYLES CATALOGS

menu. From this menu the current Entity Styles Catalog may be
selected, or a new one created. Refer to the Catalog topic for more
information.

Line Placement Commands
SINGLE LINE: This command adds an individual line segment by
specifying both (2) end points.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the First Point of the line. Select the
desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key, or by typing coordinates. The cursor will form a rubber band line to visually aid in selecting the next point.
Note 1: If the XY Forcing mode is ON, the rubber band line cursor will be
locked to either the X or Y axis, which ever is closer to the crosshair.
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This indicates that the line being input will be forced to either the X or
Y axis. Refer to the XY Forcing topic of this Encyclopedia.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the Second Point of the line. Select the
desired point similar to above. The line will be drawn from the first point to the
second point using the current line parameters. An <Enter> or F10 selection at
the Second Point prompt will restart the line input at the First Point prompt.

p2

p1

p1

p2

Note 2: Use the continuous line command for a string of connected line segments. It will reduce the number of data points by half.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another First Line
End Point. An <Enter> or F10 input at this prompt will exit the command.

CONTINUOUS (RUNNING) LINE: This command adds connected line segments by specifying consectutive points.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the First Point of the line. Select the
desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key, or by typing coordinates. The cursor will form a rubber band line to visually aid in selecting the next point.
Note 1: If the XY Forcing mode is ON, the rubber band line cursor will be
locked to either the X or Y axis, which ever is closer to the crosshair.
This indicates that the line being input will be forced to either the X or
Y axis. Refer to the XY Forcing topic of this Encyclopedia.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Next Point of the line. Select the desired
point similar to above. The line will be drawn from the first point to the second
point using the current line parameters. An <Enter> or F10 selection at the Next
Point prompt will restart the line input at the First Point prompt. BuildersCAD
will continue to prompt for the next point, adding each line segment from the previous point as the next point is placed.

p2

pn

pn
pn

p1

Note 2: The first line segment consists of 2 data points (p1-p2), subsequent line
segments only add 1 data point (pn) that connects to the previously
placed point.
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This command repeats. An <Enter> or F10 input at the First Point prompt will
exit the command.

RECTANGLE: This command adds four new continuous line segments in the form of a rectangle.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the First Diagonal Point of the Rectangle. Select the desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key, or by typing coordinates. The cursor will form a rubber band rectangle to visually aid in selecting
the next point.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the Second Diagonal Point of the Rectangle. Select the desired point similar to above. The rectangle will be drawn with
the first point and second point as opposite corners using the current line parameters. An <Enter> or F10 selection at the Second Point prompt will restart the rectangle input at the First Point prompt.
p2

p1

Note 1: A rectangle is four connected line segments, not a BuildersCAD
object. The remaining two data points are automatically generated based
on the first and second point XY components.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another First rectangle Point. An <Enter> or F10 input at this prompt will exit the command.

MULTIPLE LINE ARRAY: This command adds multiple line segments by specifying a length, a spacing, and a total number of lines.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the First Point of the First line. Select
the desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key, or by typing coordinates. The
cursor will form a rubber band line to visually aid in selecting the next point.
Note 1: If the XY Forcing mode is ON, the rubber band line cursor will be
locked to either the X or Y axis, which ever is closer to the crosshair.
This indicates that the line being input will be forced to either the X or
Y axis. Refer to the XY Forcing topic of this Encyclopedia.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the End Point of the First line. Select the
desired point similar to above. The first line segment will be drawn from the first
point to the end point using the current line parameters. An <Enter> or F10 selection at the End Point prompt will exit the command.
BuildersCAD next prompts for the First Point in the next line. Select the
desired point similar to the first two points. The second line segment will be
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drawn from this point, the same length and direction as the first segment, using
the current line parameters.

p2

length

The final prompt is for the Total Number of Lines. Enter the desired number of
lines for the array at the keyboard and <Enter>. The remaining line segments up
to the total number entered will be drawn using the current line parameters.

p1

offset
p1

p3

Note 1: The first two points (p1-p2) determines the length of all line segments in
the array.
Note 2: The third point (p3) determines the spacing between line segments. This
point is relative to the first point (p1). This spacing can be 2 dimensional (X & Y).
Note 3: The total number of line segments entered in the final prompt includes
the first line (p1-p2) drawn in the array, and the line drawn after the First
Point in the Next line prompt (p3). In the example above, number
entered at the Total Number of Lines prompt is 4.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another First Point in
the First Line. An <Enter> or F10 input at this prompt will exit the command.

PERPENDICULAR LINE: This command adds a line segment perpendicular to an existing line.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Point to drop from. This is the
endpoint of the line being drawn which is not on the existing line. Select the
desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key, or by typing coordinates.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the existing line to which it should draw a
perpendicular line. Select the existing line using the F1 or F5 key. The perpendicular line will be drawn from the drop point to the line selected, perpendicular to
the existing line, using the current line parameters.
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p1

p1
px
px
p2

p2

Note 1: The perpendicular intersection point (px) may or may not fall on the
existing line segment.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another Point to Drop
from. An <Enter> or F10 input at this prompt will exit the command.

ANGLED LINE: This command adds a line segment which meets
an existing line segment at the specified angle relative to the existing
line segment.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the existing line (or wall) which the new
line is to be angled from. Select the existing line using the F1, F3, F5, or F11 key.
When selecting the existing line, note that the nearest end point is where the new
line will meet the existing line.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the length of the new line. The length of
the existing line segment selected is given as the default. You may select this
length or enter a new length (in geometry units) for the new line at the keyboard.
The next prompt is for the angle for the new line, relative to the existing line. The
angle is expressed in degrees and is calculated from the existing line. Positive
angles indicate counter-clockwise rotation, negative angles indicate clockwise
rotation. Rotation is from the existing line around the endpoint nearest the point
selected in the first prompt. The new line will be placed using the current line
parameters, intersecting the existing line at the point determined in the first
prompt, of the length indicated in the second prompt, and at the angle indicated
in the third prompt.
BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for a rotation angle. Each new line will
be drawn intersecting at the same point, at the angle indicated, relative to the last
line drawn. Input of 0 (zero) at this prompt will restart the command.

r2

r1
p1

This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for an existing line to
draw the angled line from until the Escape <esc> key or another command is
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selected.

OFFSET LINE/ARC: This command adds a line or curve segment
by specifying an offset distance and selecting an existing line/curve.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the offset distance. The last 5
offset distances which have been used in the current BuildersCAD session
will be given on the choice menu of the prompt, with the last offset distance used
as the default. Select the desired offset distance or enter it at the keyboard.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for a point near the line/circle/arc to be offset.
Select a point near the offset line/circle/arc desired on the side of the line/circle/
arc where the new offset line/circle/arc is to occur. The line, circle, or arc
(depending on the entity from which the offset is placed) will be drawn using the
current line parameters. This prompt will repeat allowing multiple offset lines/
circles/arcs to be placed using the same offset distance. An <Enter> or F10 input
at this prompt will return the command to the first prompt to allow another offset
distance to be specified.

p1
p1

Note 1: The offset distance (r1) is measured in geometry units. The direction is
determined by which side of the line/curve segment is selected.
Note 2: On inside arc offsets only: If the offset distance (r1) is greater than the
radius distance of the selected arc, the new arc will be placed inverted.
Radius = 10

Offset = 15

This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for an offset distance and
offet placement points until the Escape <esc> key or another command is
selected.

PARALLEL LINE: This command adds a line segment based on the
rotation of an existing line segment.
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BuildersCAD will first prompt for the existing line (or wall) which the new
line is to be parallel to. Select the existing line using the F1, F3, F5, or F11 key.
When selecting the existing line, the nearest end point determines the placement
handle of the new line segment when it is placed.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the length of the new line. The length of
the existing line segment selected is given as the default. You may select this
length or enter a new length (in geometry units) for the new line at the keyboard.
The cursor will form a ghost line of the new line to be placed to visually aid in
it’s placement. The end of the line which is the placement handle (the end corresponding to the closest end of the existing line selected) is indicated with a +.
The next prompt is for the end point for the new line. Place the new line using the
F1, F2, F3, or F11 key. The new line will be placed using the current line parameters, and will be parallel (at the same angle) to the existing line selected in the
first prompt, and the length input in the second prompt. This prompt will repeat
allowing you to place multiple parallel lines. An F10 input will end the line
placement and restart the command.

p1

p2

This command repeats. An <Enter> or F10 input at the first prompt will exit the
command.

RUNNING OFFSET: (Chase with Offset) This command adds line
and/or curve segments by tracing or chasing existing lines and curves.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the offset distance. The offset
distance is specified in geometry units and is the distance between the existing
boundary lines/curves traced and the new offset lines/curves placed. A positive
offset distance is to the right of the existing lines/curves, and a negative offset
distance is to the left. The right and left offset is relative to the direction of travel
as the existing lines/curves are traced. The last offset distance used in the current
BuildersCAD session will be given on the choice menu of the prompt as the
default. Select the desired offset distance or enter it at the keyboard.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the First Boundary Point. Select the first
point along the path which is to be copied by the offset lines/curves using the F3
or F11 key.
BuildersCAD will then prompt for the Next Boundary Point. Select the next
point along the path which is to be copied by the offset lines/curves as above.
This prompt will repeat until an F10 input is given to end the boundary input. The
new lines/curves will be placed using the current line parameters at an offset disBuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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tance from the boundary traced (or chased) as specified in the first prompt.

p2
px3

px3

px2
p1

px2
p1
r1

-r1

p1/F4
r1

Note 1: Chase: The existing lines/curves to be traced for the offset may be
chased. At the First bndry pt (p1) prompt, select the first line/curve segment with the F4 key nearest the end point of the segment desired for
the start point of the chase. The side of the line selected is important to
the chase. BuildersCAD will then prompt to select the end point for
the chase. Select the desired point using the F3 or F11 key. By selecting
using the F10 key at this prompt, you can have BuildersCAD autochase, or chase along the lines/curves until it reaches a point where it
cannot go further. If the chase reaches an intersection where there are
two possible directions of travel, the chase will bear left or right,
depending on the side of the line originally selected with the F4 key at
the first prompt.
This command repeats. If an <Enter> or F10 is input at the First Boundary Point
prompt, the command will restart with the Offset Distance prompt. Selecting the
Exit option at this prompt will exit the command.
NSERT POINT: This command inserts a new point into an existing
line, breaking the line into two segments.

BuildersCAD will prompt for the Line , Wall, or Arc position to
place the break point. Select the desired point using the F1, F2, F5, or F11 key, or
by entering coordinates at the keyboard. The existing Line, Wall, or Arc will be
broken into two segments at the point placed.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for a break
point position. An <Enter> or F10 input at this prompt will exit the command.

BREAK OR DIVIDE: (Gap) This command edits an existing single
line or curve segment by breaking the segment into 2 or 3 segments. If
3 segments, the middle segment is deleted.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the Line / Wall / Curve to break. Select the
existing line or curve using the F1, F3, F5, or F11 key. The line / wall / curve
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selected will highlight.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the First Break Point on the line / curve.
Select this point using the F1 key or by typing coordinates at the keyboard.
BuildersCAD will insert this point on the line or curve, breaking it into 2 segments.
The third prompt is for the Second Break Point on the line or curve. Select this
point similar to the First Break Point above. BuildersCAD will insert this
point on the line or curve, again breaking the segment. The remaining segment
between the First Break Point and the Second Break Point will be removed. If an
<Enter> or F10 is entered at this prompt, the line will be left broken at only the
First Break Point, and the command will restart with the Line / Wall / Curve to
break prompt.

p1
p2

p3

Note 1: Breaking a full circle: relative to point p2, if the point p3 is specified:
Counter-clockwise
p3

Clockwise

p2

p1

p2

p3

p1

The segment between p2-p3 is deleted.

The segment outside of p2-p3 is deleted.

Note 2: The p3 prompt does not offer the F10 option to divide a full circle. An
F10 key will perform exactly as an F1 key.
This command repeats. An <Enter> or F10 input at the first prompt will exit the
command.

INSERT INTERSECTION: This command inserts a point in the
database at the intersection of two lines. Both lines are broken into two
segments each, connecting at the new point.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Intersection to Insert the point. Select the
desired existing line intersection using the F1 or F7 key. Both of the intersecting
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lines will be broken at the point where they intersect.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for Intersections to insert points. An F10 selection or <Enter> input at this prompt will exit
the command.

TRIM OR EXTEND: This command edits existing line/arc segments by trimming or extending to another existing line/curve segment. Refer to the Trim / Extend command in the Single Trim Extend
portion of the Line / Curve Construction Tools section below.

CHAMFER CORNER: This command edits 2 existing line segments by trimming or extending a distance from the projected point of
intersection. A new line segment is added connecting the revised end
points of the 2 selected line segments.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the First Chamfer Distance. This is the distance
measured in geometry units from the projected point of intersection of the two
lines to be chamfered towards or along the first line specified.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the Second Chamfer Distance. This is the
distance measured in geometry units from the projected point of intersection for
the two lines to be chamfered towards or along the second line specified.
BuildersCAD will now prompt for the First Line to be chamfered. Select the
desired line using the F1 key, nearest the endpoint of the line which is to be
chamfered.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the Second Line to be chamfered. Select
the desired line as above. The two lines will be trimmed or extended as necessary
so that the endpoint nearest the selection of each of the two lines is the respective
Chamfer Distance (entered in the first two prompts) from the projected intersection of the two lines. BuildersCAD will then add a line segment between the
two endpoints.

r2
r1

p_int
p2
p1

Note 1: Select the two lines to be chamfered near the desired end points of each
existing line. These end points determine the projected point of intersection (pint).
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Note 2: The 2 specified line segments may or may not share a common end
point.
r2

p_int
p2

r1

p1

Note 3: The new added line segment (the chamfer) assumes the line properties
of the first line segment (p1) selected.
This command repeats. If an <Enter> or F10 is input at the First Line/Curve to
Chamfer prompt, the command will restart with the First Chamfer Distance
prompt. Selecting the Exit option at this prompt will exit the command.

FILLET CORNER: This command edits 2 existing line/arc segments by rounding the corner. The 2 line/arc segments are trimmed or
extended a distance from the projected point of intersection. A new arc
segment assumes the properties of the 1st line selected (p1) and is added connecting the revised end points of the 2 existing line/arc segments
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the Fillet Radius. This is the radius of the
curve in geometry units which is to connect the two existing line/curve segments.
The previously used Fillet Radius is given on the prompt choice menu as the
default. Select the default radius or enter a new one at the keyboard.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the First Line / Curve segment to fillet.
Select the desired line or curve using the F1 key. The actual point of selection is
very important. The endpoint of the existing line / curve nearest the point of
selection is the endpoint which will be used in the fillet. The fillet curve direction
is determined by which side of the existing line / curve the selection point is
located.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the Second Line / Curve segment to fillet.
Select the desired line or curve as above. The two lines / arcs will be trimmed or
extended as necessary so that the endpoint nearest the selection of each of the
two lines/arcs is the Fillet Radius Distance (entered in the first prompt) from the
projected intersection of the two lines/arcs. BuildersCAD will then add a
curve segment of the specified radius between the two endpoints.
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p_int

p2
r1

p1

Note 1: Select near the desired end points of each existing line/arc segment.
These end points determine the projected point of intersection (p_int).
Note 2: Select on the proper side (typically inside) of each existing line/arc segment. This determines the direction of the new arc segment.
Note 3: The 2 specified line/arc segments may or may not share a common end
point.

p_int
p2
p1

r1
r1

Note 4: The 2 specified existing line/arc segments can not be parallel.
Note 5: The new added curve segment (the fillet) assumes the line properties of
the first line/curve segment (p1) selected.
Note 6: This command can be used to join 2 line segments at the point of intersection (p_int) by specifying 0 (zero) for the radius (r1).
This command repeats. If an <Enter> or F10 is input at the First Line/Curve to
Fillet prompt, the command will restart with the Fillet Radius prompt. Selecting
the Exit option at this prompt will exit the command.

Utilities
The Utilities functions are commands which aid in placing lines.

DATA POINTS: This command displays all data points in the database on the screen by showing a small white X at each point. Data
Points are the actual points in the database which carry information.
The data point display is cleared the next time the screen is redisplayed.
Note 1: When BuildersCAD displays data points, a question mark (?) will be
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displayed for points which are Repeated Item origins for which there is
no library loaded.

DISPLAY REFERENCE: This command displays the current reference point by flashing it on the screen.
DISPLAY XY: This command displays the X and Y coordinates of
a selected point. The XY coordinate display is shown to the right of the
point and is a screen pixel display only. It is cleared the next time the
screen is redisplayed.

C o n s t r u c t i o n To o l s M e n u
In addition to the commands found on the LINE Application Submenu, there are more Line/Circle commands found on the LINE/
CURVE TOOLS Menu. This menu is displayed by selecting the
Tools (Compass / T Square / Protractor) icon below the LINE Application submenu. Note that all placement commands on the LINE and CIRCLE Application
sub-menus are duplicated on the LINE/CURVE TOOLS Menu.
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PLACE LINES

SINGLE LINE: Refer to the Single Line command in the Line
Placement Commands section of this topic.

CONTINUOUS (RUNNING) LINE: Refer to the Continuous Line
command in the Line Placement Commands section of this topic.

RECTANGLE: Refer to the Rectangle command in the Line Placement Commands section of this topic.

MULTIPLE LINE ARRAY: Refer to the Multiple Line Array command in the Line Placement Commands section of this topic.
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PERPENDICULAR LINE: Refer to the Perpendicular Line command in the Line Placement Commands section of this topic.
FREEHAND: This command adds multiple continuous line segments as you drag the cursor in the BuildersCAD display window.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the Record Increment in Pixels.
This determines how many pixels the cursor must travel (dragged) before the
next line segment is generated.
The next prompt is for the Start Point of the freehand line. Select this point using
the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key, or by typing coordinates. This starts the line. As the
cursor is moved across the screen, BuildersCAD will input continuous running line segments using the current line parameters. The line segments will continue to be input until another point (F1) is input, ending the running freehand
line.
p2

p1

Note 1: The first point input (p1) performs the action of ‘putting the pencil down
on paper’ and the second (p2), performs the action of ‘lifting it up’.
Note 2: Any valid point input Fkey (see function keys) can be used to initiate
(p1) or halt (p2) a freehand line.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another Start Point to
draw another freehand line. An <Enter> or F10 input at this prompt will exit the
command.

OFFSET LINE/ARC: Refer to the Offset Line/Arc command in the
Line Placement Commands section of this topic.

PARALLEL LINE: Refer to the Parallel Line command in the Line
Placement Commands section of this topic.

RUNNING OFFSET: Refer to the Running Offset command in the
Line Placement Commands section of this topic.

ANGLED LINE: Refer to the Angled Line command in the Line
Placement Commands section of this topic.
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TANGENT - POINT TO CURVE: This command adds a new line
segment from a specified point to the tangent of a selected existing circle/arc.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the Point (not on the curve) from which to
draw the tangent line. Select the desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the Circle/Arc for the tangent. Select the
desired circle or arc using the F1 key. When selecting the circle or arc, select on
the side of the curve to which the tangent line is to attach. BuildersCAD will
ad a line using the current line parameters from the specified point to a point on
the side of the selected curve which is tangent to the curve.
p2

p1

This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another Point from
which to draw a tangent line. Exit the command by pressing the <Esc> key at the
keyboard or by selecting another command.

TANGENT - 2 CURVES: This command adds a new line segment
which is tangent between the 2 selected existing curves.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the First Circle/Arc for Tangent.
Select the desired existing circle or arc using the F1 key. When selecting the circle or arc, select on the side of the curve to which the tangent line is to attach.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the Second Circle/Arc for Tangent. Select
the desired existing circle or arc as above. BuildersCAD will ad a line using
the current line parameters which is tangent to the two selected circles/arcs.
p2

p1

This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt again for First Circle/Arc
for Tangent. An <Enter> or F10 input at this prompt will exit the command.

CHAMFER CORNER: Refer to the Chamfer Corner command in
the Line Placement Commands section of this topic.
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BREAK MULTIPLE LINES AND CONNECT: This

command
edits multiple line segments by specifying a break line. Where this
break line crosses an existing line segment, the existing line segment is
divided into 2 line segments. In addition, a new connecting line segment is added
between each pair of break points.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the First Point of the break line. Select the
desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key, or by entering coordinates at the
keyboard. The cursor will form a rubber band line to visually aid in selecting the
next point.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the Second Point of the break line. Select
the desired point as above. Any line which is crossed by the line defined will be
broken at the intersection point. In addition, new line segments will be drawn
between each pair of break points using the current line parameters.

p2
p1

Note 1: To only break the existing line segments without the new connecting
line segments, use Break Multiple Lines command discussed below.
Note 2: No line segment is added from p1 to the first break point or from p2 to
the last break point.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt again for First Point of
the break line. An <Enter> or F10 input at this prompt will exit the command.

PERPENDICULAR LINES/SURFACES TO A PLANE: This
command projects points perpendicular to a plane as defined by the
specified surface. It will add line segments to the plane and/or a continuous line on the plane, or continuous surfaces to the plane.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the Draw mode. This determines what
BuildersCAD will actually add to the database. The options are Lines To Surface, Lines On Surface, Both, and Surfaces. Select the desired Draw Function.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the Surface to Draw To. This surface
defines the plane to which the new lines/surfaces are drawn, and the plane which
the new lines/surfaces are perpendicular to. Select the desired surface using the
F1 key. BuildersCAD will prompt to verify the selected surface.
The next prompt is for the First Point To Project. Select the desired point using
the F1, F3, or F11 key, or by entering coordinates at the keyboard. An F10 input
at this prompt will back the command up to the previous prompt and allow the
user to reselect another Surface to Draw To.
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If the Draw mode selected in the first prompt is Lines To Surface or Both, a
line will be drawn using the current parameters from the selected point, perpendicular to the selected plane to the point of intersection with the selected
plane.
BuildersCAD will then prompt for the Next Point To Project. Select the
desired point as above. An F10 input at this prompt will back the command up to
the First Point To Project prompt, allowing the user to start another line/surface
projected along the surface of the plane.
If the Draw mode selected in the first prompt is Lines To Surface or Both, a
line will be drawn using the current line parameters from the selected point,
perpendicular to the selected plane to the point of intersection with the
selected plane.
If the Draw mode selected in the first prompt is Lines On Surface or Both, a
line will be drawn using the current line parameters on the selected plane
from the first (or previous) projected intersection point to the next projected
intersection point determined at this prompt.
If the Draw mode selected in the first prompt is Surface, A new perpendicular surface will be drawn to the plane selected in the second prompt. The
corners of the new surface will be the First (or previous) point selected, the
First (or previous) point projected to the plane, the point input by this
prompt, and the projected intersection point on the plane of the point input at
this prompt.

p2

p2

p2
p6

p1

p1

p6
p1

Note 1: The selected surface (p1) defines the projection plane, which extends
beyond the edges of the actual surface selected. Therefore the projected
points do not have to fall on the selected surface.
The prompts in this command repeat to allow placement of continuous lines/surfaces. Exit the command by pressing the <Esc> key at the keyboard or by selecting another command.

VERTICAL LINES/SURFACES TO A PLANE: This command
projects points vertical to a plane as defined by the specified surface. It
will add line segments to the plane and/or a continuous line on the
plane, or continuous surfaces to the plane.
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BuildersCAD will first prompt for the Draw mode. This determines what
BuildersCAD will actually add to the database. The options are Lines To Surface, Lines On Surface, Both, and Surfaces. Select the desired Draw Function.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the Surface to Draw To. This surface
defines the plane to which the new vertical lines/surfaces are drawn. Select the
desired surface using the F1 key. BuildersCAD will prompt to verify the
selected surface.
The next prompt is for the First Point To Project. Select the desired point using
the F1, F3, or F11 key, or by entering coordinates at the keyboard. An F10 input
at this prompt will back the command up to the previous prompt and allow the
user to reselect another Surface to Draw To.
If the Draw mode selected in the first prompt is Lines To Surface or Both, a
line will be drawn using the current parameters from the selected point, vertically to the point of intersection with the selected plane.
BuildersCAD will then prompt for the Next Point To Project. Select the
desired point as above. An F10 input at this prompt will back the command up to
the First Point To Project prompt, allowing the user to start another line/surface
projected along the surface of the plane.
If the Draw mode selected in the first prompt is Lines To Surface or Both, a
line will be drawn using the current line parameters from the selected point,
vertically to the point of intersection with the selected plane.
If the Draw mode selected in the first prompt is Lines On Surface or Both, a
line will be drawn using the current line parameters on the selected plane
from the first (or previous) projected intersection point to the next projected
intersection point determined at this prompt.
If the Draw mode selected in the first prompt is Surface, A new vertical surface will be drawn to the plane selected in the second prompt. The corners of
the new surface will be the First (or previous) point selected, the First (or
previous) point projected to the plane, the point input by this prompt, and the
projected intersection point on the plane of the point input at this prompt.

p2

p2

p2
p6

p6
p1

p1

p1

Note 1: The selected surface (p1) defines the projection plane, which extends
beyond the edges of the actual surface selected. Therefore the projected
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points do not have to fall on the selected surface.
The prompts in this command repeat to allow placement of continuous lines/surfaces. Exit the command by pressing the <Esc> key at the keyboard or by selecting another command.

LINE SEGMENTS AT Z-VALUE: This command adds a continuous line at the specified Z height.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the Z value. Enter the desired
absolute Z height for the lines to be input at the keyboard.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the First Point of the line to be drawn.
Select the desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key or by entering coordinates at the keyboard. An F10 selection or <Enter> input at this prompt will back
the command up to the first prompt allowing the user to input a new Z value.
BuildersCAD will then prompt for the Next Point of the line to be drawn.
Select the desired point similar to above. A new line segment will be drawn using
the current line parameters from the first (or previous) point projected to the
specified Z value, to the Next point point projected to the specified Z value. An
F10 selection or <Enter> input at this prompt will back the command up to the
First Point prompt allowing the user to start a new line.

pn

pn

pn
pn

p1

Note 1: The X and Y point coordinates for the endpoints of the line segments
drawn are determined by the points input at the prompts. The Z point
coordinates for all points is determined by the Z value input at the first
prompt. The Z height of the line segments drawn is absolute, not relative to the points input.
This command repeats. If an <Enter> or F10 is input at either of the two point
input prompts, the command will back up to the previous prompt. Selecting the
Exit option at the Z value (first) prompt will exit the command.
PLACE CURVES
Refer to the Construction Tools Menu section of the Circles topic for placement
commands for Circles, Arcs, Ellipses, and Polygons.
INSERT POINTS
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NSERT POINT: Refer to the Insert Point command in the Line
Placement Commands section of this topic.

BREAK OR DIVIDE: Refer to the Break Or Divide command in the
Line Placement Commands section of this topic.
INSERT INTERSECTION: Refer to the Insert Intersection command in the Line Placement Commands section of this topic.
SEGMENT LINE/CURVE : This command edits an existing line/
curve by dividing it into multiple segments.
BuildersCAD first prompts for the Line / Wall / Curve to segment.
Select the desired existing line / wall / curve using the F1 or F5 key. The selected
line / wall / curve will highlight.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the spacing. There are two choices - Even
and Length. Selecting Even will allow you to break the selected line/wall/curve
into a specified number of even segments. Selecting Length will allow you to
break the selected line/wall/curve into segments of a specified length.
If the Spacing selected is Even, BuildersCAD will prompt for the Number of
Even Segments to divide the specified line/wall/curve. The valid number of even
segments is 2 to 254. BuildersCAD will then prompt for the Number of
Spaces to Draw, with the default the number of even segments specified in the
previous prompt. The Number of Even Segments prompt determines the length
of each of the resulting line segments. The Number of Segments to Draw prompt
determines how many of these even segments are actually broken into the
selected line/wall/curve. The selected line/wall/curve will be broken into the
number of segments specified, with segments of the length determined by the
even spacing. A white X will be shown on the screen at each of the newly
inserted break points along the line/wall/curve. For example if the existing line is
100 ft. long, the Number of Even Segments is 4 and the Number of Segments to
Draw is 3, the existing line will be broken into 3 segments beginning at the endpoint of the original line closest to where it was selected. The first two segments
will be 25 ft. long each (1/4 of 100) and the 3rd segment will be the remaining 50
ft. of the line.
If the Spacing selected is Length, BuildersCAD will prompt for the Length of
the Segments (in geometry units), with the length of the selected line as the maximum. BuildersCAD will then prompt for the Number of Spaces to Draw. The
selected line/wall/curve will be broken into the number of segments specified, of
the length specified. A white X will be shown on the screen at each of the newly
inserted break points along the line/wall/curve. For example if the existing line is
100 ft. long, the Length of the segments is 10 ft. and the Number of Segments to
Draw is 5, the existing line will be broken into 5 segments beginning at the endpoint of the original line closest to where it was selected. The first four segments
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will be 10 ft. long each and the 5th segment will be the remaining 60 ft. of the
line.

p1

This command repeats so BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for a new
line/wall/curve to segment. An <Enter> or F10 input at this prompt will exit the
command.

BREAK MULTIPLE LINES: This command edits multiple line
segments by specifying a break line. Where this break line crosses an
existing line segment, the existing line segment is divided into 2 line
segments.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the First Point of the break line. Select the
desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key, or by entering coordinates at the
keyboard. The cursor will form a rubber band line to visually aid in selecting the
next point.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the Second Point of the break line. Select
the desired point as above. Any line which is crossed by the line defined will be
broken at the intersection point.

p2
p1

Note 1: To add new connecting line segments between the break points, use the
Break Multiple Lines and Connect command discussed above.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt again for First Point of
the break line. An <Enter> or F10 input at this prompt will exit the command.

BREAK LINE / CURVE: This command is the same as the Break
Or Divide command. Refer to the Break Or Divide command in the
Line Placement Commands section of this topic.
MISCELLANEOUS
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DATA POINTS: Refer to the Data Points command in the Utilities
section of this topic.

DISPLAY REFERENCE: Refer to the Display Reference command in the Utilities section of this topic.
DISPLAY XY: Refer to the Display XY command in the Utilities
section of this topic.

POLYGON -- ARC/CIRCLE CONVERSION: This

command

converts:

• an existing circle/arc to a polygon.
• an existing polygon to a circle/arc.
Refer to the Polygon - Arc/Circle Conversion command under Miscellaneous in
Construction Tools Menu section of the Circles topic.

AFFIX POINTS: This command adds points along an existing line/
curve without dividing the line/curve into multiple segments. This
command works exactly the same as the Segment Line/Curve command discussed above except the Line or Curve is not broken (segmented). A
null Repeated Item "sy00" is added along the line as specified. These null
Repeated Item points are selectable database points and may subsequently be
used as reference points.
HEAL LINES: This command combines existing collinear line segments into a single line segment.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for a fence to define an area within
which to search for collinear lines to heal.
For each intersection point of two collinear lines found within the defined area,
BuildersCAD will display a white X blip at the point and will prompt to combine the lines at the indicated point. If Yes is selected at this prompt, the two lines
will be combined into a single line. If No is selected at this prompt, the point
indicated by the blip will become the first point in the next combined line segment (if any). The line parameters of the combined line will be those of the first
line segment found in the database (the first drawn of the two combined segments).
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p2

p1

This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another fence within
which to search for collinear lines to heal. Exit the command by pressing the
<Esc> key at the keyboard or by selecting another command.
SINGLE TRIM / EXTEND
There are several variations of Trim / Extend commands in BuildersCAD.
The specific one to use will depend on the specific drawing need. Trim / Extend
commands trim or extend existing lines or arcs a given distance or to another
existing Line, Curve, Polyline, or Pattern/Zone boundary segment.

TRIM OR EXTEND: This command edits existing line/arc segments by trimming or extending one line/arc endpoint to another existing line/curve segment.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the Line/Curve/Polyline/Boundary to trim
or extend to. This line or curve segment forms the base or "backstop" to which
the endpoints of the lines/arcs to be trimmed or extended will be projected. Select
the desired existing line or arc using the F1 or F5 key.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the line/arc to be trimmed or extended.
Select the desired existing line or arc as above. Be sure to select the line or arc
nearest the end which is to be trimmed or extended. The endpoint of the selected
line or arc nearest the selection point will be moved to align with the existing
Line, Curve, Polyline, or Pattern/Zone boundary segment selected in the first
prompt, thus trimming or extending the line/arc (depending on the relative location of the Line/Curve/Polyline/Boundary being trimmed/extended to). This
prompt will repeat allowing the user to select multiple lines or arcs to trim or
extend to the same base Line, Curve, Polyline, or Boundary segment. An F10
selection or <Enter> input at this prompt will cause the command to go back to
the Line/Curve/Polyline/Boundary To Trim To (first) prompt, allowing the user
to select another base or "backstop" entity to trim/extend to.
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p1

p2+

p1

p2

p2

Note 1: The "backstop" base Line, Curve, Polyline segment, or Pattern/Zone
Boundary segment to be trimmed/extended to is considered to extend
infinitely in both directions for the purposes of the trim or extension.
The line or arc being trimmed or extended will not necessarily intersect
with the base Line/Curve/Polyline/Boundary.
Note 2: A "backstop" base line and a line being trimmed or extended may not be
parallel.
Note 3: When trimming or extending a line inside an curve,
select the curve (p1) near the end of the line (p2) to
be trimmed/extended:
p2

p1
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will continue to
prompt for lines to trim/extend. An F10 selection or <Enter>
input at the Line/Curve/Polyline/Boundary to Trim/Extend To (first) prompt will
exit the command.

TRIM OR EXTEND DISTANCE: This command edits existing
line/arc segments by trimming or extending a specified distance.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the line or arc to trim or extend.
Select the desired existing line/arc using the F1 or F5 key. Be sure to select the
line or arc nearest the end which is to be trimmed or extended.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the relative distance to be trimmed or
extend. Enter the desired distance at the keyboard. The distance value is in geometry units. A positive distance value indicates the line/arc is to be extended the
specified distance. A negative distance value indicates the line is to be trimmed
the specified distance.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for lines to
trim/extend. An F10 selection or <Enter> input at the Line/Curve to Trim/Extend
(first) prompt will exit the command.

TRIM OR EXTEND TO DOUBLE REFERENCE POINT: This
command trims or extends the selected line/curve segment to align
with a selected double reference point. The line/curve segment is
trimmed or extended along the line or curve to align with the double reference
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point, perpendicular to the selected line/curve.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the line or arc to trim or extend. Select the
desired existing line/arc using the F1 or F5 key. Be sure to select the line or arc
nearest the end which is to be trimmed or extended.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the Double Reference Point. Select the
desired point using the F1, F2, F3 or F11 key. The nearest end point of the existing line/curve selected will be moved along the length of the line/curve to a point
which aligns with the double reference point, perpendicular to the selected line/
curve, thus trimming or extending the line/curve, depending on the relative location of the double reference point.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for lines/
curves to trim/extend. An F10 selection or <Enter> input at the Line/Curve to
Trim/Extend (first) prompt will exit the command.

TRIM OR EXTEND TO INTERSECTION: This command trims or
extends two selected existing line/curve segments so that the resulting
new endpoints are at the intersection of the lines/curves.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the first line or arc to trim or extend. Select
the desired existing line/arc using the F1 or F5 key. Be sure to select the line or
arc nearest the end which is to be trimmed or extended.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the second line or arc to trim or extend.
Select the desired existing line/arc as above. Again, be sure to select the line or
arc nearest the end which is to be trimmed or extended. The end points both of
the selected lines/arcs will be moved along the length of their respective line/
curve to a point where the two lines/curves intersect. Whether a line or curve is
trimmed or extended depends on the location of the endpoint selected relative to
the other line/curve selected.
Note 1: Two lines being trimmed/extended may not be parallel.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for lines/
curves to trim/extend. An F10 selection or <Enter> input at the First Line/Curve
to Trim/Extend (first) prompt will exit the command.

AUTO TRIM: This command trims the selected line or curve segment to the nearest intersecting line or curve.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the line or arc to trim. Select the
desired existing line/arc using the F1 or F5 key. Be sure to select the line or arc
nearest the end which is to be trimmed. The endpoint of the line/arc nearest the
point selected will be moved back along the length of the line or arc (trimmed)
until an intersecting line or arc is found. The new endpoint location will be at the
intersection of the crossing line or arc.
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Note 1: The line or arc being trimmed to must actually cross the line/arc being
trimmed. Lines or Arcs which only meet the line/arc being trimmed will
not be reliably found.
Note 2: If no intersecting line or arc is found, the endpoint is not moved, thus the
line will not be trimmed.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for lines/
curves to trim. An F10 selection or <Enter> input at the Line/Curve to Trim
prompt will exit the command.

AUTO EXTEND: This command extends the selected line or curve
segment to the nearest intersecting line or curve.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the line or arc to extend. Select the
desired existing line/arc using the F1 or F5 key. Be sure to select the line or arc
nearest the end which is to be extended. The endpoint of the line/arc nearest the
point selected will be moved out along the direction of the line or arc (extended)
until an intersecting line or arc is found. The new endpoint location will be at the
intersection of the crossing line or arc.
Note 1: The line or arc being extended to must actually cross the line/arc being
extended. Lines or Arcs which only meet the line/arc being extended
will not be reliably found.
Note 2: If no intersecting line or arc is found, the endpoint is not moved, thus the
line will not be extended. BuildersCAD will search all searchable
layers in the current database for the intersecting line/arc.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for lines/
curves to extend. An F10 selection or <Enter> input at the Line/Curve to Extend
prompt will exit the command.
M U LT I P L E T R I M / E X T E N D
The Multiple Trim / Extend options function similar to their Single counterparts
as documented above, except they perform the Trim / Extend function on multiple line /curve segments at once. The lines / curves to be Trimmed or Extended
are selected using a Line - Thru Fence. Refer to the Search Methods topic for
more information.

Special Edits
There are 3 Special Edits for each entity type, found on the EDIT pull
down menu at the bottom of the menu. As the entity type is selected under the
Entity Filter heading, the 3 Special Edit buttons at the bottom of the menu will
change, reflecting edits appropriate for the new Entity Filter selected. Refer to the
Edit and Entity Filters topics for more information.
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MOVE AT SINGLE POINT: This command relocates any existing data
(lines, circle, text, RI, etc.) point to a new specified location.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the existing point to move. Select the desired
existing point using the F3 key.
BuildersCAD will then prompt for the new location for the point. Select the
desired new location using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key, or by entering coordinates
at the keyboard. The selected point will be moved to the new location.
Note 1: If the selected point is common to multiple objects, all objects will be
moved or altered.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another existing point
to move. An F10 selection or <Enter> input at this prompt will exit the command.

ERASE AT SINGLE POINT: This command erases (deletes) any data (lines,
circle, text, RI, etc.) point.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the existing point to delete. Select the desired
existing point using the F3 key. The selected point will be deleted.
Note 1: For objects which are defined by more than 1 data point. If only 1 data
point of a multi-point object (line, dimension, triangle, etc.) is erased,
the whole object is erased. This does not apply to Paragraph Text.
Note 2: If the selected point is common to multiple objects, all objects will be
erased.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another existing point
to delete. An F10 selection or <Enter> input at this prompt will exit the command.

REGEN DISPLAY AT CORNER: This command regenerates the display of
line/wall intersections. It is particularly useful for cleaning up the display of wall
intersections.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the point to fix. Select the desired point using
the F3 key. The display of all lines/walls which intersect at the selected point is
regenerated and displayed on the screen.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another existing point
to fix. An F10 selection or <Enter> input at this prompt will exit the command.
ANY Entity Filter
The following command appears as a Special Edit when the Entity Filter on the
Edit pull down menu is set to ANY.
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TRIM TO FENCE: Trims entites to the edge of a defined Fence. All editable
entites outside the fence are deleted.
BuildersCAD will prompt for a fence to define an area. Refer to the Search
Methods topic for more information on fences. Any line, wall, or curve entity
will be broken at the point where it intersects a boundary of the fence. BuildersCAD will then delete all editable entities outside the area defined by the fence.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another fence to trim
to. Exit the command by pressing the <Esc> key at the keyboard or by selecting
another command.

Shortcuts
A B3 (right mouse button) selection on the Lines button (lines icon) on the
DRAW application menu invokes a fly-out menu with common line commands.
Selection of a command from this menu will automatically display the LINES
application sub-menu and Lines STATUS menu.

A B3 (right mouse button) selection on one of the placement commands under
the Place heading on the LINES application sub-menu invokes a fly-out menu
with common Find tools. Refer to the Object Snap topic in this Encyclopedia.

See Also
Circles, Polylines, Entity Types, Entity Filters, Search Methods, Edit, Repeated
Item, Font, Geometry Units, XY Forcing, Object Snap, and Function Keys.
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L I N E TY P E S
Line Types refers to the way a line will look when drawn, i.e. solid vs dashed, etc. Refer
to the Lines topic for more information.
User defined Line Types in BuildersCAD may also be linked to Estimating Formulas. See Materials Application for more information.

LOAD
Load refers to opening a drawing, sheet, style, or file. The BuildersCAD file manager may assist in locating the desired file to open.
See Open for more information.

LOCK FILES
To protect against the corruption or loss of graphic data which can arise when a layer is

modified by more than one person at a time, BuildersCAD places lock files a subdirectory called autosave.dir under the database directories. These files have a “.lk” suffix
and are created whenever a sheet or drawing is initially loaded. Should a second user
attempt to access the same sheet or drawing, BuildersCAD notes the presence of the
lock file and offers the opportunity to load that sheet or drawing “read only”. This
means that person may review (read) the contents, but will prohibited from editing the
layers or overwriting the sheet or drawing with any changes. When the original person
unloads the sheet or drawing, the lock file will be removed and another user may then
load it for editing.
In the case of sheets the user has the option of placing lock files for viewport layers at
the time the sheet is loaded, or at the time the viewport is accessed. For the Sheet option
locks are placed on all layers in all viewports on the sheet. In the Viewport option locks
are placed only on the layers in the viewport accessed.
If a BuildersCAD session is interrupted abnormally, stray lock files may inadvertently be left behind. This would make it impossible for anyone to load the locked sheet
or drawing for editing. To handle this situation, BuildersCAD provides 2 methods
for clearing them manually as shown below. Clear the locks ONLY if you are sure no
one else is currently using the specified sheet or drawing.
Note 1: Never override a lock or remove a lock file unless you are sure that no one else
on your computer or network is accessing the desired sheet or database. Failure
to do so could result in the loss of work for all parties involved as well as corruption to the graphic database.
Method 1: In the PROJECT PAGE SELECT or DATABASE DRAWING/SHEET
SELECT menu the drawing name should be shown in red indicating that lock files are
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present. Select the drawing in the menu and then select the Preview function. The
PROJECT PAGE / DATABASE DRAWING/SHEET SELECT PREVIEW menu will indicate that the drawing is in use and show the User and Computer Name that have the
drawing locked. Below this box select the Clear Locks button. All autosave (.sv) and
lock (.lk) files for the drawing will be cleared.
Method 2: Select the [FILE] button (flat file icon) on the DESKTOP menu to invoke
the FILE pull-down menu. Select the [TOOLS] button (clipboard icon) to invoke the
PROJECT / DATABASE TOOLS pop-up menu, and then select the [CLEAR LOCKS]
button. The following prompts are displayed:
Database name for unlock?
[EXIT]
[MENU]
[OTHER]

Enter the database or use the [MENU] option to search for the proper name.
Delete lock and save files for?
[drawing]
[ sheet]
[entire database]

Indicate which locks are to be removed. Only remove the necessary locks. In other
words, to access a drawing, remove the locks just for that drawing, not the sheet or
entire database.
Remove all lock and save files from {drawing, sheet,
database}?
[yes]
[no]

Confirm the removal of the locks by selecting [yes]. The lock and save files will be
cleared and the drawing or sheet may then be loaded with read-write permissions.
Note 2: Stray lock files may also be manually deleted from the file system by
the system administrator.
Note 3: BuildersCAD will also provide an opportunity to remove a lock file
when an attempt is made to open the drawing or sheet that contains one.
BuildersCAD will prompt the user to Load the Drawing Read Only,
Unlock and Load the drawing, or Cancel the load attempt. If the drawing is in use by someone else on the network, it may be loaded read only
for reference as noted above. If the lock is a result of an abnormal exit,
and no one else actually has the drawing loaded, you may choose the
Unlock and Load option to remove the lock file and load the drawing.
Selecting Cancel will cancel the opening of the drawing. Refer to the
Autosave topic for more information.

See Also
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Logging Coordinates
Autosave, Drawings, Files, Save Files, and Sheets.

LOGGING COORDINATES
See Display Coordinates for more information.

LT
See Fonts and Translations for more information.

LUMINAIRE
Luminaires are light sources found in Lightscape. Luminaires may be placed and edited
as BuildersCAD Repeated Items under the LIGHTS Menu of the BuildersCAD
3D Plug-In . On this menu are tools to create, define, and place special luminaire
repeated items which will translate to Lightscape luminaires. A luminaire repeated item
carries the photometric properties of the light along with the graphic representation of
the light fixture.

Luminaires
The first 4 buttons on the LIGHTS Sub-Menu allow for the placement of luminaire repeated items. They are Place Single RI, Place RI’s in Rectangular Array,
Place RI’s in Circular Array, and Place RI’s Rotated in Circular Array. These buttons function exactly the same as found in the REPEATED ITEMS Sub-Menus

Photometrics
The PHOTOMETRICS Pop-up menu is available if the current repeated item is a
luminaire RI. If the current repeated item is not a luminaire, BuildersCAD
will prompt the user to make it one and call up the PHOTOMETRICS Pop-up
menu.

Block toRILIB
This option creates a BuildersCAD repeated item library from a Lightscape
blocks file.

Luminaire Photometric Properties
The LUMINAIRE PHOTOMETRICS PROPERTIES Pop-up menu allows the user
to specify the photometric properties which will be used by Lightscape, and will
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be attached to a luminaire repeated item. The parameters will vary depending on
the type of light specified.

LUMINAIRE RI: Specifies the current luminaire Repeated Item.
SOURCE TYPE: Defines the type of light pattern. Choices are Area, Point,
and Linear.
LAMP COLOR: Defines the type, color, and quality of the lamp. There are
several combinations of choices that include incandescent, flourescent, metal
halide, mercury vapor, and warm and cool colors.

FLUX (LUMENS): Indicates the intensity of the light in lumens.
DISTRIBUTION: Indicates the diffusion pattern of the light. The distribution
pattern options will depend on the type of light. In all cases a Photometric Web
may be specified if the specific pattern of the fixture is known by importing an
IES file.
BEAM ANGLE AND FIELD ANGLE: May be set if appropriate to the
source and type of light.

SET SOURCE LOCATION: Allows the user to pinpoint the specific light
source location within the light fixture luminaire Repeated Item.
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SOURCE ROTATIONS: Sets the light source rotation within the light fixture
repeated item.

OK: Saves the luminaire photometrics properties attached to the luminaire
Repeated Items.
CANCEL: Returns the luminaire photometric properties to their last saved status and clears the pop-up menu.

Status Menu
The STATUS menu which accompanies the LIGHTS Application Sub-Menu contains the following setups:

RENDERER: Displays and sets the external rendering application to be used.
The choices are Lightscape and Render Plus. The following parameters appear
when Lightscape is selected as the external renderer.

LUMINAIRE RI: Sets the current Repeated Item name to the given luminaire
Repeated Item.

TYPE: Shows the Source Type from the PHOTOMETRIC PROPERTIES Menu
of the current luminaire repeated item. Selecting this button will bring up the
PHOTOMETRIC PROPERTIES Menu and display the properties for the current

luminaire Repeated Item.

RI SCALE(S): Displays and sets the current repeated item X, Y, and Z scale
factors.
RI ROTATION(S): Displays and sets the current repeated item X, Y, and Z
rotation factors.
Standard Luminaire Repeated Items
BuildersCAD contains a repeated item library lscape:ls_lum.ri. This library
contains standard Lightscape luminaires as BuildersCAD Repeated Items.
When these Repeated Items are placed in a model and translated to Lightscape,
the associated Lightscape standard luminaire and all associated photometric
properties will be used in the Lightscape model. Note that luminaire properties
from the standard Lightscape luminaires cannot be edited in the PHOTOMETRIC
PROPERTIES Pop-up menu.

See Also
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M
MACROS
On occasion, there will be a series of tasks which need to be performed repeatedly. For
example, whenever a new drawing is created, there might be a long sequence of setup
steps required in order to prepare the drawing for work in accordance with office standards (e.g., set a particular scale, draw a rectangular outline of a known size, load certain
font and repeated item libraries, and so on). To aid in tasks such as this, BuildersCAD provides a macro capability which can record a set of steps and then play them
back (i.e., execute them) whenever they are required.

Recording a Macro
1.

When recording a macro, the first thing to be done is to carefully plan the
series of steps intended to be recorded. If necessary, practice the sequence
to insure that it can be smoothly executed. Avoid any unnecessary button
or mouse selections. If one of the steps recorded in the macro file produces
an error, this will cause the macro to terminate prematurely during execution. When necessary, don't forget to include common steps such as setting
the desired color, pen or line type. If graphics are to be drawn, it may be
necessary to set XYF and REL to off to insure that they are placed in the
proper locations. Also, remember to include steps which restore the system to the desired state, such as resetting XYF and REL, and so on.

2.

When ready to begin recording, type in the command:
$ctrc('<filename>')

inserting the desired filename between the single quote marks. The macro
file will be created in the $GRUSR directory unless a fully-qualified pathname to an alternate location is specified.
If the specified file already exists, the new steps will be appended to the
existing contents. To replace the contents of an existing file, be sure to
delete the file before beginning the new recording.
3.

Carefully execute the desired steps one after another. A record of all
actions will be stored in the specified file.

4.

To terminate the recording session, enter the command:
$ctrc('')

specifying the null (empty) string between the single quote marks. No
additional steps will be stored in the file after this command is executed.
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Executing a Macro
Once a macro file has been created, it may be executed at any time by entering
the command:
$flin('<filename>')

inserting the appropriate filename between the single quote marks. All of the
steps recorded in the macro file will be automatically executed in sequence.

Editing a Macro
If the macro command sequence does not operate exactly as desired, the file's
contents may be edited using a standard text editor and modified as required. To
perform this task, proficiency with Sigmac programming is required.

Shortcuts
To automate the macro process for repetitive sequences which need to be performed for only a short time, consider assigning the following commands to buttons on the Toolbar. Note that these commands use a fixed macro filename, so
each time a new macro is recorded, the previous macro definition will be lost.
Table M:1

Macro Customization

BUTTON TITLE

COMMAND SEQUENCE

MACRO|RECORD

$unlink('macro.tmp') ; $ctrc('macro.tmp')

MACRO|STOP

$ctrc('')

MACRO|PLAY

$flin('macro.tmp')

See Also
Sigmac and Toolbar.

MARKUP
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BuildersCAD 2D drawings may be sent
directly to eZ, a communication, collaboration, redline, and markup program also by
Sigma Design. Redline data from eZ may
also be brought in to BuildersCAD.
These functions are accomplished from the
EXPORT CURRENT DRAWING/SHEET TO
eZ Menu, which is accessed by selecting the
File button (flat file icon) on the DESKTOP
Menu to invoke the FILE Menu, then select-

ing the Markup button.

Commands
EXIT: Selection of this button
clears

the EXPORT CURRENT
DRAWING/SHEET TO eZ menu from the screen.

OPEN CURRENT 2D DRAWING IN EZ 2D HPG: Selection of this button sends the currently loaded drawing or sheet to eZ if it is installed on your system by creating a .hpg of the file and launching it into eZ. The .hpg file is a plot
file so the current penmap is used in creating it. See Penmaps for more information. The .hpg file is created in the markups.dir sub-directory inside the current
database and is given the same base name as the current drawing or sheet. If a
previous .hpg file of the same name exists it is overwritten.
Note 1: This function may also be performed by clicking the redline pencil icon
on the View Control Bar. See View Control Bar for more information.

OPEN CURRENT 2D DRAWING IN EZ 2D DWG: Selection of this
button sends the currently loaded drawing or sheet to eZ if it is installed on your
system by creating a Quick .dwg of the file and launching it into eZ. The current
penmap is used in creating the dwg for colors. See Penmaps for more information. The .dwg file is created in the markups.dir sub-directory inside the current
database and is given the same base name as the current drawing or sheet. If a
previous .dwg file of the same name exists it is overwritten. The advantage of
using .dwg to send your BuildersCAD data into eZ is that the layer information is retained in eZ, and layers may be turned on and off.
Note 1: This function may also be performed by clicking the redline pencil icon
on the View Control Bar. See View Control Bar for more information.

OPEN CURRENT 3D MODEL IN EZ 3D: Selection of this button sends
the currently loaded 3D model to eZ if it is installed on your system. BuildersCAD creates a .cgm file of the current model which is then opened in eZ. The
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.cgm file is created in the markups.dir sub-directory inside the current database
and is given the same base name as the current drawing or sheet. If a previous
.cgm file of the same name exists it is overwritten.

LOAD MARKUP (.CGM): Selection of this button loads a markup created in
eZ into BuildersCAD. The markup is saved on the disk from eZ as a .cgm file.
The user may browse the disk for this file with the default directory being markups.dir inside the current database. The markup data is brought into the BuildersCAD drawing on a new read only layer numbered 100000000.

VIEW MARKUP (.EZ): Selection of this button launches the selected .ez file
into the eZ program if it is installed on your system. The user may browse the
disk for this file with the default directory being the markups.dir sub-directory
inside the current database.

Penmap
Penmaps are used in the creation of .hpg files in the Open Current 2D Drawing in
eZ 2D command. The current penmap is displayed in this box and may be set by
selecting it. See Penmaps for more information.

See Also
eZ, File Types, Penmaps, View Control Bar, and Plot.

MASK
Area Masking within a viewport allow the user to mask off or hide content from the
plotter and from view. See Viewport for more information.
Mask is also a term sometimes used for a Sub-Layer. See Layer for more information.

MATCH ENTITY
See Select Entity for more information.

MATERIALS
See the SketchUp, Lightscape, and Materials Application topics for more information.
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MATERIALS APPLICATION
The Materials Application topic is divided into the following sections:
Introducing Materials: Introduces you to BuildersCAD concepts and terminology.
Materials Setup: Explains how to create or edit a Stock File, Estimating Formula, and
Template, and also how to used User Defined Lines and Wall Types in the Materials
Application
Applied Materials: Explains how to use the BuildersCAD Materials Application,
applied materials module to generate a material takeoff.
Counted Materials: Explains how to use the BuildersCAD Parts Application to takeoff materials.
Modeled Materials: Explains how to use the BuildersCAD Framer Application ot
takeoff materials.
Reporting Materials: Explains what types of material reports you can generate and how
to generate them.
Implementing Materials: Presents a discussion of how to use BuildersCAD to takeoff materials.

Introducing Materials
The BuildersCAD Materials Application eneables you to generate a
complete material takeoff based on a design you have created with BuildersCAD. The level of detail can vary and is controlled by the decisions you make
when setting up your materials data. In some respects BuildersCAD generates
a takeoff the same way you would manually only much faster and more accurately. In other respects the takeoff is much more detailed than you could possibly generate manually, for example you can model every board in framed walls
based on a set of rules.
The first step in implementing materials is to determine the most efficient way to
utilize the program. Based on the volume and complexity of your construction
work, how can you get the most out of the program with the least amount of
effort? The most efficient way to produce a complete bill of materials may be to
use a combination of computer generated and manual takeoffs.
The following is an introduction to the Materials Application.
What is a Bill of Materials?
First let’s review what is in a complete "bill of materials". Typical categories
include:
Soft Costs (utilities, construction loan interest, etc.)
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Site Costs (costs that relate directly to the site such as grading costs, fill dirt,
and landscaping.
Foundation Materials (slab materials, block, rebar, etc.)
Framing Materials (framing lumber including sheathing and decking.)
Windows and Doors (interior and exterior)
Exterior Finish Materials (cornice materials, siding, brick, mortar, sand, etc.)
Electric, HVAC, and Plumbing systems.
Interior Finish Materials (drywall, trim, finish floor, and labor to install these
materials)
Cabinets (including kitchen, vanities, and counter tops.)
Appliances
Included in each of these categories is the subcontract labor needed for that
phase of construction.
How Does BuildersCAD Generate a
Ta k e o f f ?
BuildersCAD has a method for dealing with each of these materials and
labor costs. It can take off materials by:
1.

Applying your formulas to recognized geometry, such as wall length or
roof surface area.

2.

Counting the symbols on the drawing placed through the Parts Application.

3.

Analyzing lumber modeled by the Framer.

Applied Materials
The majority of the materials in a house can be taken off as applied materials. You can enter Estimating Formulas that the program can use to generate
a material takeoff. The formulas use the length, width, or height of a wall or
roof surface or some other part of the house that the program recognizes.
BuildersCAD recognizes the geometry of:

•
•
•
•
•
•
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Walls (2x4, 2x6, and custom)
Interior wall surfaces
Exterior wall surfaces
Interior and exterior corners
Openings (windows and doors)
Roof surfaces
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• Roof edges (ridge, hip, valley, eve, and gable)
• Floor surfaces and edges
• User defined lines (line styles you can create and use for takeoffs)
As an example, you can direct the program to use your formula for calculating brick quantities (e.g. 7 brick per square foot) and apply that formula to
the total exterior wall surface area. When you generate a meterials report the
program will report the quantity of brick in the purchase order you designated in the Estimating Formula. Since the majority of the materials in a
house relate in some way to the geometry (length, width, height, etc.) of the
house, most items can be handled in this way.
Counted Items
Many of the BuildersCAD Parts (represented by a symbol on the drawing) are counted by the Materials Application. Examples of these include
appliances, cabinets and possibly electrical parts. You might include a symbol for the stove or cook top in your plan. This symbol can be linked to the
Materials Application so that when you place the cook top symbol in the
plan, the program will take off a cook top and add exhaust duct to the HVAC
subcontractors purchase order.
If your electrical contract price depends on how many switches and duplex
outlets you have, you could perform an electrical takeoff from Parts placed
in your plan. You would set up the electrical symbol Part RI’s to be counted
to generate a takeoff including the number of switches, outlets, and other
electrical symbols on the drawing.
In many situations, it is not that useful to include soft costs, site costs, and
lump sum bids in your BuildersCAD takeoff. It is easier just to include
them in your purchasing system. However, if you choose to include these
costs in your BuildersCAD takeoffs, you can use counted items to do so.
Since Estimating Formulas can be linked to a Part, you can create and place
simple Part RI’s that visually represent various soft costs, site costs, and
lump sums. The Estimating Formula associated with these Parts can call out
the various soft, site, and lump sum costs to be included in your takeoff.
Framing
The BuildersCAD Framer will generate most of the framing materials.
Based on a set of framing rules, the lumber is modeled including studs, headers, floor joists, and rafters. Part of the Material Application program uses a
Piece Usage Table to consider the modeled lumber and determine how many
standard length pieces you need to frame the structure. It also enables you to
decide what length and grade lumber to use for various framing members.
For example the Piece Usage Table will be used to determine how many
2x10x16’s you will need to cut all of the headers in the load bearing walls.
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When you generate a material report the Framer knows how many of each
size and length lumber you need for each floor, wall, or roof level.
If you are not using the Framer, you can still take-off framing lumber using
applied materials, described above. For example, you can create an Estimating Formula that calculates stud estimates based on linear feet of wall.
What are Stock Items, Estimating
F o r m u l a s , a n d Te m p l a t e s ?
The Materials Application is able to generate takeoffs by utilizing intelligent
tools in the program, some of which we have already mentioned. The most
basic component is the Stock File. Everything that goes into construction of
a building is in the Stock File. That includes everything from a 2x4x8 #2
Spruce to a pound of 16d nails to units of labor cost.
Estimating Formulas are similar to the takeoff formulas you are probably
using for manual estimates now. For example you may have a formula to
apply 1 square foot (.03125 sheets) of plywood decking per 1 square foot of
roof surface area.
Templates are the link between Estimating Formulas and the building structure. When you build a Template you assign an Estimating Formula or group
of formulas to recognized building geometry. For example you might build a
Template that links a formula for shingle takeoff to a roof surface area.
We will explore Stock, Estimating Formulas, and Templates in more detail
later in this topic.

See Also
The remainder of this topic is forthcoming. Please refer to the BuildersCAD web site
at www.builderscad.com for the latest update of the BuildersCAD Encyclopedia.
Updated documentation may be downloaded free of charge from the BuildersCAD
web site.

MATERIALS REPORT
Refer to the Materials Application topic for more information.

MCI
See Motion Command Interpreter for more information.
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MEASURE
BuildersCAD provides a set of tools for performing various types of
measurements of entities located on a sheet or drawing. These tools are
located on the QUERY pulldown menu which is accessed by selecting the
QUERY icon from the DESKTOP menu.
All of the measurement tools are grouped on the left side of the QUERY
menu under the heading MEASURE and each is discussed below.

Commands
XYZ: This command temporarily displays the X, Y and Z coordinates for selected point.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the point for which the X, Y, and Z coordinates
are to be displayed. Select the desired point using the F3 key. The X, Y, and Z
coordinates will be displayed in ghost text on the screen.
The manner in which the coordinates are displayed varies depending upon the
current REL setting. If REL is set to off, then all coordinates are interpreted as
absolute (measured from the database origin) and will be displayed in the color
white with a leading letter A. If REL is set to on, then all coordinates are relative
(relative to the current reference point) and will be displayed in the color red with
a leading letter R. See Coordinate System for additional information on the use of
REL.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for points to
display coordinates. An F10 selection or <Enter> input at this prompt will exit
the command.

DISTANCE: This command measures various distances and angles between
two points and displays them on a pop-up menu.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the first point for the distance measure. Select
the desired point using the F3 or F11 key.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the second point for the distance measure.
Select the desired point as above. A pop-up menu will display at the bottom of
the screen which displays the following:

• 3D Distance - The 3 dimensional straight line distance between the 2
points.

• Angle A - The angle within the X Y plane (around the Z axis) from the
first point to the second point.

• Angle B - The angle between the line defined by the two points and the X
Y plane.
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• Delta X - The X coordinate difference between the two points.
• Delta Y - The Y coordinate difference between the two points.
• Delta Z - The Z coordinate difference between the two points.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for points to
measure distance. An F10 selection or <Enter> input at either point input prompt
will exit the command.

ANGLE: This command measures the angle between 3 points.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the first angle measure point. This point
should be along one of the legs of the angle. Select the desired point using the F3
or F11 key.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the midpoint of the angle measure. This
point is the vertex of the angle. Select the desired point as above.
The final prompt is for the third angle measure point. This point should be along
the opposite leg of the angle from the first point. BuildersCAD will display
the angle in degrees defined by the three points entered.
Note 1: The angle displayed by this command lies within the plane defined by
the 3 points entered.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for points to
measure an angle. An F10 selection or <Enter> input at the First Point prompt
will exit the command.

AREA: This menu allows you to calculate the two-dimensional area of one or
more boundaries. A boundary must consist of three or more segments. A Total
Area may be calculated by addition / subtraction of multiple boundaries.

Parameters
Te x t U n i ts
The Text Units parameter determines whether or not units are
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shown in the Total Area display, and when an area text is placed
using the Place Text button.

• <Default> - The units as set in the Area Output Units setting are
shown. This is the default.

• <None> - No units are shown.
Slope
The Slope Factor setting is a real number that will be used when
calculating the given area. If the area being queried in the drawing
(drawn flat in the XY plane) represents a sloped surface (such as a
roof), the actual area of the sloped surface may be reported by setting the slope factor. This factor is a real number which is the rise
for a run of 12. The slope factor may also be expressed as an angle
in degrees. The default Slope Factor is 0 (flat horizontal surface).
Example: A slope factor of 6 (6/12) represents a surface which has
a vertical rise of 6 units for every 12 units of horizontal run. A slope
factor of 30 D represents a surface that is tilted up 30 degrees from
the horizontal plane. The program calculates a multiplier and multiplies the defined horizontal area by this number to report the actual
sloped area represented.
Note 1: When setting the Slope Factor, entering the factor as a positive number
will set it as a vertical rise over 12. Entering the factor as a negative
number will set the Slope Factor as an angle in degrees.
Boundary
The method by which area boundaries are input is displayed in this
box. The method may be changed by selecting the box.

• Points - The area boundary will be input by selecting points.

•

•
•

BuildersCAD will prompt for the first point, then the next
point and so on until the first point is selected again or an F10 is
input to close the boundary. Note that the boundary must contain
at least 3 segments.
Rectangle - The area boundary will be input by selecting two
opposite corners of a rectangle. BuildersCAD will prompt for
the first area point. The crosshairs will form a drag box and
BuildersCAD will prompt for the second area point.
Pattern - The area boundary will be input by selecting an existing
Pattern in the database. BuildersCAD will prompt to select the
Pattern. See the Patterns topic for more information.
Polyline - The area boundary will be input by selecting an existing Polyline in the database. BuildersCAD will prompt for the
desired Polyline. See the Polylines topic for more information.
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• Zone - The area boundary will be input by selecting an existing

•

Zone in the database. BuildersCAD will prompt to select the
zone by display point, boundary line, or Type / Name, and then
prompt for the Zone. See the Zones topic for more information.
Chase - The area boundary will be input by chasing an existing
closed loop of lines and arcs in the database. The chase follows
very specific rules about how lines and arcs are chased. BuildersCAD will prompt for a chase begin point. Enter a point next
to an existing line on the boundary to be chased using the F1 key.
BuildersCAD will begin the chase at the end point of the line
nearest the point input. It will then follow the line to the opposite
end point. From there the chase will follow a connected line segment (or arc) until the beginning point is reached. In a case where
there is more than 1 connecting line segment at a point (where the
chase would have to make a choice which line to follow), the
chase will go to the left or right (relative to the direction of travel)
depending on which side of the first line segment the original
selection point was placed. If the point was on the right side (relative to the direction of travel of the chase), the chase will bear
right at intersections. If it was on the left side, the chase will bear
left. The initial point should be selected near a point on the inside
of the boundary to properly chase. All boundary segments must
meet on a common point, and the chase must be able to complete
a closed loop in order to correctly report an area for the boundary.
See Chase for additional information.

Area Output Units
This box displays the output units used for the area. The output
units may be changed by selecting the box. Available output units
are Square Feet, Square Inches, Square Yards, Acres, Square Miles,
Square Millimeters, Square Centimeters, Square Meters, Hectares,
and Square Kilometers. The output units displayed are completely
independent of the database units or database output units. If an
area is displayed and the units are changed, the area will be converted and redisplayed in the selected units.
Decimal
This box displays the number of places to the right of the decimal
point (precision) displayed in the area. The number of decimal
places may be set by selecting the box. The choices are 0-12 (Maximum). Note that the number of decimal places will need to be set
high in order to display a very small area using very large units
(such as square miles). BuildersCAD will round the area to the
decimal indicated.
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Commands
Exit
Selecting this box will exit the Area Query program and clear the
menu from the screen.
New Area
Selecting this box will clear the area display to 0, and then prompt
for a boundary according to the current Boundary parameter setting. The area of the boundary will be displayed in the Total Area
box in the units set in the Output Units parameter.
Add Boundary
Selecting this box will add the area of a boundary to the previously
displayed Total Area. BuildersCAD will prompt for a boundary
according to the current Boundary parameter setting. The area of
the boundary will then be added to the previous Total Area, and the
new total will be displayed in the Total Area box in the units set in
the Output Units parameter.
Subtract Boundary
Selecting this box will subtract the area of a boundary from the previously displayed Total Area. BuildersCAD will prompt for a
boundary according to the current Boundary parameter setting. The
area of the boundary will then be subtracted from the previous Total
Area, and the new total will be displayed in the Total Area box in
the units set in the Output Units parameter.
Clear Area
Selecting this box will clear the Total Area display to 0.
P l a c e Te x t
Selecting this box will place the total area as displayed in the Total
Area box as text in the database. The cursor will form a box the size
of the text BuildersCAD will prompt for the text location. The
text will be placed using the current text parameters as set on the
TEXT STATUS Menu.

PERIMETER: This menu allows you to calculate the total perimeter of one or
more boundaries. A boundary must consist of three or more segments. A Total
Perimeter may be calculated by addition / subtraction of multiple boundaries
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Parameters
Boundary
The method by which area boundaries are input is displayed in this
box. The method may be changed by selecting the box.

• Points - The perimeter boundary will be input by selecting points.

•

•
•

•

•
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BuildersCAD will prompt for the first point, then the next
point and so on until the first point is selected again or an F10 is
input to close the boundary. Note that the boundary must contain
at least 3 segments.
Rectangle - The perimeter boundary will be input by selecting
two opposite corners of a rectangle. BuildersCAD will prompt
for the first perimeter point. The crosshairs will form a drag box
and BuildersCAD will prompt for the second perimeter point.
Pattern - The perimeter boundary will be input by selecting an
existing Pattern in the database. BuildersCAD will prompt to
select the Pattern. See the Patterns topic for more information.
Polyline - The perimeter boundary will be input by selecting an
existing Polyline in the database. BuildersCAD will prompt
for the desired Polyline. See the Polylines topic for more information.
Zone - The perimeter boundary will be input by selecting an
existing Zone in the database. BuildersCAD will prompt to
select the zone by display point, boundary line, or Type / Name,
and then prompt for the Zone. See the Zones topic for more information.
Chase - The perimeter boundary will be input by chasing an
existing closed loop of lines and arcs in the database. The chase
follows very specific rules about how lines and arcs are chased.
BuildersCAD will prompt for a chase begin point. Enter a
point next to an existing line on the boundary to be chased using
the F1 key. BuildersCAD will begin the chase at the end point
of the line nearest the point input. It will then follow the line to
the opposite end point. From there the chase will follow a conSigma Design
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nected line segment (or arc) until the beginning point is reached.
In a case where there is more than 1 connecting line segment at a
point (where the chase would have to make a choice which line to
follow), the chase will go to the left or right (relative to the direction of travel) depending on which side of the first line segment
the original selection point was placed. If the point was on the
right side (relative to the direction of travel of the chase), the
chase will bear right at intersections. If it was on the left side, the
chase will bear left. The initial point should be selected near a
point on the inside of the boundary to properly chase. All boundary segments must meet on a common point, and the chase must
be able to complete a closed loop in order to correctly report an
area for the boundary. See the Chase topic for additional information.
Perimeter Output Units
This box displays the output units used for the perimeter. The output units may be changed by selecting the box. Available output
units are Feet/Inches (the default), Feet, Inches, Yards, Miles, Millimeters, Centimeters, Decimeters, Meters, Kilometers, Rods,
Chains, and Furlongs. The output units displayed are completely
independent of the database units or database output units. If a
perimeter is displayed and the units are changed, the perimeter will
be converted and redisplayed in the selected units.
Decimal
This box displays the number of places to the right of the decimal
point (precision) displayed in the perimeter. The number of decimal
places may be set by selecting the box. The choices are 0-12 (Maximum). Note that the number of decimal places will need to be set
high in order to display a very small perimeter using very large
units (such as miles). BuildersCAD will round the perimeter
length to the decimal indicated. The Decimal fucntion is disabled if
Feet/Inches are selected as the Perimeter Output Units. In this case
the output is fractional and rounded to the 32nd of an inch.
Commands
Exit
Selecting this box will exit the Query Perimeter program and clear
the menu from the screen.
New Perimeter
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Selecting this box will clear the perimeter display to 0, and then
prompt for a boundary according to the current Boundary parameter setting. The perimeter of the boundary will be displayed in the
Total Distance box in the units set in the Distance Output Units
parameter.
Add Boundary
Selecting this box will add the perimeter of a boundary to the previously displayed Total Distance. BuildersCAD will prompt for a
boundary according to the current Boundary parameter setting. The
perimeter of the boundary will then be added to the previous Total
Distance, and the new total will be displayed in the Total Distance
box in the units set in the Distance Output Units parameter.
Subtract Boundary
Selecting this box will subtract the perimeter of a boundary from
the previously displayed Total Distance. BuildersCAD will
prompt for a boundary according to the current Boundary parameter setting. The perimeter of the boundary will then be subtracted
from the previous Total Distance, and the new total will be displayed in the Total Distance box in the units set in the Distance
Output Units parameter.
Clear Distance
Selecting this box will clear the Total Distance display to 0.
P l a c e Te x t
Selecting this box will place the total distance as displayed in the
Total Distance box as text in the database. The cursor will form a
box the size of the text BuildersCAD will prompt for the text
location. The text will be placed using the current text parameters
as set on the Text Status Menu.

See Also
Chase, Coordinate System, Polylines, and Zones.

MENUS
BuildersCAD is a menu-driven system. From the various menus, commands may be
executed by selecting appropriate buttons or icons (e.g., from the DESKTOP or TOOLBAR menus) and information may be displayed in boxes (e.g., on the STATUS menu).
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Menu Display
It is possible to turn off the display of the entire BuildersCAD menu system
by executing the :mnoff command. To restore the menus to their normal display
mode, enter the command :mnon.

Menu Customizations
The existing BuildersCAD menus may be modified in various ways. The
TOOLBAR menu is designed to be fully customizable, allowing any sequence of
commands to be assigned to each of the buttons (see Toolbar). The B3 (rightclick) commands for many of the buttons on other menus can be changed through
the Help system. Finally, the menu colors may be altered (see Color).
Menu Size
The size of the BuildersCAD menus relative to the drawing window may
be altered by setting an Environment Variable. This variable is "GMENUSIZE" and represents a percentage of full size. The default is 100. For example a setting "GMENUSIZE=50 would make the BuildersCAD menus
50% of their original size. Refer to the Environment Variables topic for more
information.
Wide Screen Monitors
The BuildersCAD menu system is designed for a standard monitor aspect
ratio of 4x3. It may be adjusted for wide screen monitors (wide aspect ratio)
by the "Wide Screen Menu Adjust" setting in the PREFERENCES menu.
Refer to the Preferences topic for more information. When this preference is
set, as the BuildersCAD window is adjusted to a wider proportion, the
menu system will shift to the wide screen mode, allowing more space in the
drawing window and maintaining the proper proportions of the menus themselves.

Menu Creation
It is possible to create new menus and add them to the BuildersCAD system.
A menu is described in a text file having a “.mt” suffix. Using the :menld command, this description is then compiled into a menu definition file (with a “.md”
suffix), and is then archived into a menu library which has a “.ml” suffix (see
Libraries). When the menu library is loaded into BuildersCAD, the new
menus contained in the library are available for use. For comprehensive information on creating and using custom menus, see the software developer's documentation.

Microsoft Windows Menus
BuildersCAD uses a typical MS Windows Menu Bar located at the top of the
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BuildersCAD Window. This menu bar is optional and may be turned off on
the PREFERENCES menu. Refer to the Windows Menu Bar topic for more
information.
BuildersCAD uses several MS Windows Toolbars. The DESKTOP TOOLBAR duplicates most of the functions found on the BuildersCAD DESKTOP
menu. The VIEW CONTROL TOOLBAR duplicates the functions found on the
BuildersCAD VIEW CONTROL BAR. The DYNAMIC VIEW TOOLBAR
duplicates the Dynamic View functions found on the BuildersCAD VIEW
menu. The OPENGL TOOLBAR duplicates the OpenGL functions found on the
BuildersCAD VIEW menu. These toolbars are optional and may be turned off
completely on the PREFERENCES menu, or may be turned on and off individually from the Toolbars pull down on the Windows Menu Bar. Refer to the Windows Toolbars topic for more information.

See Also
Color, Help, Libraries, Environment Variables, Preferences, Sigmac, Toolbar,
Windows Menu Bar, and Windows Toolbars.

MESSAGES
Most BuildersCAD messages are displayed on the message line, which is located
directly below the prompt line in the BuildersCAD menu system. Some command
prompts display additional information.
Also refer to Errors for more information.

MNEMONICS
Mnemonics refers to typed commands. BuildersCAD is a mnemonic based system.
When menu buttons are selected, the corresponding mnemonic command is passed to
the command buffer. See Menus, Sigmac, and the ARRIS Mnemonic Command
Reference for more information.

MODEL SPACE
BuildersCAD operates in 2 environments: sheet space and model space. See Environmental Modes for more information.

MODELING
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See Surfaces for more information.

MODES
See Environmental Modes, Preferences and Layer for more information.

MOST RECENTLY USED LIST
See Recent Documents for more information.

MOTION COMMAND INTERPRETER
The Motion Command Interpreter (MCI) is a customization tool for assigning commands to 16 mouse motions. It is one of the most timesaving and easy tools available
for performing common and repeatative commands. This feature is always available and
changable.
These commands are activated with the cursor in the display window by holding down
the middle (B2) or right (B3) mouse button , dragging it in the direction(s) for the specific command desired, and releasing. The graphic cursor will leave a trail of white dots
indicating the gesture being executed. When the mouse button is released, the command
mapped to the gesture performed will be executed.

Menu Interface
The MOUSE MCI Menu is found by selecting the Customization button (checklist
icon) to invoke the CUSTOMIZATION Pull-down menu, then selecting the MCI
button (dashed arrow icon). This menu displays the 16 mouse gestures and the
command which is currently mapped to each. Each of the 16 gestures can be
reassigned a command chosen by the user.
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ICON BOXES: Selecting an icon that represents the motion will show the current command string assigned on the message line and will prompt for a new
command sequence.
To find the keyboard command equivalent for a menu item: Execute any menu
item and then enter Ctrl R. This will display the last executed command on the
message line.

TEXT BOXES: Selecting a text box below the icon gives the user the ability to
label what command has been assigned to the motion. Any text may be inserted
in this button.
This text string is displayed on the message line upon execution of the MCI command.

SAVE: Saves the current MCI assignments to a style file with the “dg_<filename>.st” prefix and extensions.

LOAD: Loads an existing MCI style file. The default file “dg_user.st” opens
automatically when a BuildersCAD session is started.
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BCAD STANDARD: Loads the BuildersCAD default 2D MCI style file.
3D STANDARD: Loads the BuildersCAD default 3D MCI style file.
See Also:
Cursor, Mouse and Special Keys.

MOUSE
The mouse is a pointing device that controls the movement of the cursor on the screen.
Typically, a mouse has 2 or 3 buttons, BuildersCAD defaults to a 3 button mouse.
BuildersCAD supports up to 16 buttons.

Buttons
Through out this document, mouse buttons are referred to as B1, B2, and B3.

• B1 is the left button.
• B2 is the middle button (if available).
• B3 is the right button.
Note 1: For Windows users using a 3 button mouse, the middle button setting found in
the mouse driver PROPERTIES Menu should be set to “Middle Button” for
most BuildersCAD mouse functions to work properly. This is usually
accessed in Windows by selecting My Computer > Control Panel > Mouse.
See the documentation for your computer hardware or mouse.
Depending on location of the cursor in the BuildersCAD window, the mouse button
performs different actions:
Menu Events
If the cursor is positioned over a menu, selecting any button will either
invoke another menu or execute a command string.
Table M:2

Mouse Button Menu Events

BUTTON

FKEY

ACTION

CUSTOMIZABLE

Left
(B1)

F1

Menu Selection

No

Middle
(B2)

F2

Help System

No
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Table M:2

Mouse Button Menu Events

BUTTON

FKEY

ACTION

CUSTOMIZABLE

Right
(B3)

F3

Menus

Shortcut

Yes

F3

Toolbar

Customize

No

The right mouse (B3) button can be customized to perform shortcut actions
when clicked over most menu buttons.
With a 2 button mouse the help system is activated using the F2 function key.
If the F2 key is reassigned through Function Keys customization menu the
help system will be unavailable.
Scroll Wheel
If the mouse has a scroll wheel as the middle button, pressing the
wheel down acts as a middle button selection and will activate the
Help System. On some BuildersCAD menus containing lists of
items with a slidebar, the mouse scroll wheel can be used to scroll
the list. Place the cursor over the list or over the slidebar and scroll
the mouse scroll wheel up or down. The list will be scrolled up or
down 1 line for each click of the mouse scroll wheel.
Graphic Events
If the cursor is positioned over the display window, the buttons are used for
selecting objects and inserting points into the drawing.
Each mouse button can be assigned the functionality of a function key in the
Mouse Buttons category of the USER PREFERENCES menu. The default
assignments are:
Table M:3

Mouse Button - Default Function Key Assignments

BUTTON

PRIMARY
ACTION

SECONDARY
ACTION

Left (B1)

F1

Select Entity
Window

Yes

Middle (B2)

F11

MCI

Yes - both

Right (B3)

F3

MCI

Yes - both

CUSTOMIZABLE

The primary action is clicking (press & release) and the secondary action is
draging (press, drag, release). The left mouse button (B1) has a secondary
action of defining a fence for the select entity function. The middle mouse
button (B2) and right mouse button (B3) have a secondary action of execut-
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ing a command from the motion command interpreter.
Scroll Wheel
If the mouse has a scroll wheel as the middle button, pressing the
wheel down acts as a middle button selection. If the cursor is positioned over the display window and the scroll wheel is rotated up or
down, the display will zoom in (wheel up) or zoom out (wheel
down) with the center of the new display positioned at the cursor.
Note 1: The middle mouse button (pressing the mouse scroll wheel) may be disabled by setting the Disable Middle Mouse Click setting on the PREFERENCES menu. Refer to the Preferences topic for more information.
This feature is added for users who are accustomed to using the mouse
scroll wheel zoom function and prevents the inadvertant input of points
by pressing too hard on the scroll wheel while scrolling.

See Also
Customize, Function Keys, Help, Motion Command Interpreter, Preferences,
Select Entity, Slidebars, and Shortcuts.

MOVE
See Edit Actions for more information.
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N
NEW
BuildersCAD is made up of various files and directories. Creating new items is
dependent on the type of file/directory.
At the core of a project are the database directory, drawings
and sheets. These must exist to begin working in BuildersCAD. All of these are created with the NEW pop-up
menu which is accessed by selecting the File button on the
DESKTOP menu, then selecting New on the FILE Pulldown menu.

Job/Database
Creates a new Database with the extension “.db”. For more information see
Database. Unless otherwise specified the database will be created in the current
project / working directory.

Layers
When a new drawing register file is created new layers can be made. For more
information see Layers. There are various locations available for creating new
layers:

• Selecting the [ADD

NEW LAYER] button on the DRAWING MANAGER

pop-up menu.

• Selecting the [NEW] button in the LAYER MANAGER menu.
• Selecting the [NEW] button on the LAYER TOOLS pop-up menu.
Sheet
Allows creation of a new sheet register file. For more information see Sheet.

Libraries
Libraries are repositories for frequently used items. For more information see Librar-
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ies. There are a number of BuildersCAD libraries that can be created as new.
Table N:1

New Libraries

LIBRARY
TYPE

EXTENSION OR
DIRECTORY

Font

.lt

Created by the Font Editor plug-in module.
Created by selecting the Save button in the
application menu.

Repeated
Item

.ri

Option to create new library given when a
repeated item is made and archived into a ri
library that does not exist.

Menu

.ml

Option to create new library given when a
menu is compiled into a menu library that
does not exist.

Sheet

styles.dir/sheetlib

Created when a template sheet is archived.
Option to archive given when template sheet
is saved.

Sigmac

.sm

Created by the ARRIS Developer Environment (ADE) application when New Project
command is selected.

CREATION METHOD

Note 1: Use alphanumeric characters, and the under-bar “_” when naming new files.
The use of special characters will result in an error message.

See Also
Database, Drawing, Sheet, Files, Layer Manager, Libraries, and Project Directory.

NEW REFERENCE POINT
See Reference Point for more information.

NODE
A node is a specially defined point within a Repeated Item which allows the user to snap
to it while placing other Repeated Items. A Repeated Item may have any number of
node points. The Repeated Item origin is considered a node point. See Repeated Item
for more information.
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NOTES
The BuildersCAD Notes feature allows the user to manage,
place, and edit notes in a drawing. The Notes Feature is intended
to enhance and enforce office standards by centralizing and standardizing the parameter settings and catalogs used for the placement of notes. There are several advantages to using the Notes
feature for placement of notes in the drawing instead of using
basic text.
There are two types of notes- Text notes and Key notes. Each are
comprised of several components. Text notes are comprised of
one or more lines of text, an optional Frame or "box" around the
text, an optional Mask behind the text (to mask out other data
below the note such as a crosshatch pattern), and optional Leaders
on both the left and right side of the note. Key notes are comprised
of a Key Symbol containing a single short line of text, an optional
Mask as part of the key symbol, and optional Leaders on both the
left and right side of the key symbol. These components are
described further in the General Parameters section below.
Notes may be placed in one of three ways- from a catalog of pre-defined notes, entered
manually from the keyboard, or as a copy of an existing note in the database. Existing
notes may also be edited and then either remade in the existing location, or replaced in a
new location.
The Note entity uses the BuildersCAD User Defined Entity for the actual note. This
entity allows the various individual entity components of the note including Text,
Repeated Item, Crosshatch, Lines, and Leader Line to be grouped together as a single
entity, referenced on a single point, similar to a Repeated Item. The Note entity carries
all of the data of both the Keynote Mark and lines of text, regardless of which type is
placed in the database. The Note entity also carries the a Datalink Keyword as data for
use in linking notes to other programs outside BuildersCAD using the Datalinks feature. The Notes feature also allows you to place a note as paragraph text (with separate
leader) or as a "frozen" keynote, with the keynote symbol, text, and leaders as separate,
independent entities. If the note is not placed as a Note entity, only the information
which is seen with the drawn note (lines of text with a paragraph or the keynote mark
with a frozen keynote) is used.

General Parameters
There are 5 general parameters shown on the Notes STATUS menu.
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CAPS: The Caps parameter determines whether note text entered either from
the keyboard or edited using a text editor is all upper case (ON) or as entered
(OFF). Refer to the Text topic for more information.

FRAME: The Frame parameter determines whether or not a box or "frame" is
drawn around a text note as it is placed. The frame is drawn using the Frame/
Key pen and color as set in either the Note Parameters Menu, or the Note
Catalog Manager. It is a rectangle extending 1/16" (when plotted) above the
top line, 1/16" below the bottom line, 1/16" to the left of the text, and 1/16"
to the right of the longest line of text in the note.

MASK: The Mask parameter determines whether or not a Mask is placed
behind the Text note or Keynote Symbol to mask off other entites. If the note
type is Text, a Pen 0, Color 0 solid fill crosshatch pattern is placed below the
text. Any entity which is on a lower numbered layer or on the same layer
placed before the note will be "masked" off or covered. This feature provides
for easier legibility of the note text, particularly if it is placed above a pattern
or other "busy" area of the drawing. The Mask on a text note is rectangular,
covering the same area as the Frame described above. If the note type is a
Key, the Mask is integral with the Key Symbol Repeated Item, and corresponds to it’s shape. Note that for each Key Symbol Repeated Item available, there are actually 2 repeated items- one without the mask, and one with
it.

NOTE TYPE: The Note Type parameter determines which type of note is
placed. The options are Text Note, Keynote, Paragraph Text, and Frozen
Key. The Text Note and Keynote options use the Note entity. With these two
options, the note is placed as a special User Defined Entity and is considered
all one entity. Edits such as Move and Delete will affect the entire note
including optional parts of the note such as Masks, Frames, and Leaders. The
Paragraph Text option places the text portion of the note as a Paragraph Text
and other optional parts of the note including Masks, Frames, and Leaders
parametrically as separate entities. Edit functions such as Move and Delete
will affect only the portion of the note selected, and not the entire note. The
Frozen Key option places a keynote parametrically as separate entites
including a repeated item for the keynote symbol, text for the keynote mark,
and optional leader lines. The Frozen Key is "unbundled" and does not use
the special User Defined Entity. Edit functions such as Move and Delete will
affect only the portion of the keynote selected, and not the entire note. The
Keynote Legend feature as documented below will work only on notes
placed as Keynotes and not on a Frozen Key.

LEADERS: The Leader settings are divided into Left and Right. These settings
determine the type of leader placed on the left and right side of the note
respectively. On the left side of the note, leaders extend from the top line of
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text or from the middle left side of the Key Symbol. On the right side of the
note, the leader may extend from either the top or bottom line of text in a
Text note, or will extend from the middle right side of the Key Symbol of a
Keynote. There are 5 types of leader possible for each side of the note. They
are:
NONE - No leader is placed on this side of the note.
1 Segment - A single line leader is placed extending from the side
of the note. BuildersCAD prompts for the arrow location.
2 Segment - A 2 segment straight line leader is placed extending
from the side of the note to a bend point, then to the arrow point.
BuildersCAD prompts first for the bend point, then for the
arrow location.
Multiple - A straight line leader is placed extending from the side
of the note to a bend point, then to multiple arrow points. BuildersCAD prompts first for the bend point, then for arrow locations, placing an arrow from the bend point to each. F10 or <cr> is
used to stop the multiple leader arrow placement.
Curved - A curved line leader is placed extending from the side of
the note. BuildersCAD prompts first for the bend point, then for
the arrow location.
As the note is placed, BuildersCAD will prompt for leader
points first for the left side, then for the right side, as required to place the
leaders as indicated on the status menu.
On the left side of the note, the starting point of the leader is anchored to the
left of the top line of text or the left of the Keynote symbol centered vertically. On the right side of the note, if there is more than 1 line of text in a text
note, BuildersCAD will prompt for the starting point of the leader. Select
using the F1 key. The leader will begin to the right of either the top or bottom line of text, which ever is closer to the start point selection. If there is
only 1 line of text or if the Note type is Key, the starting point for a right
leader is anchored to the right of the line of text or the Keynote symbol, centered vertially. BuildersCAD uses a rubber band cursor as it prompts for
leaders.
The leader parameters may be changed at any time during the process of
placing notes. The leader settings used for a given note are those set at the
time the note point is actually entered.
Note 1: If the <Enter> key or F10 is pressed at the first Leader Point prompt,
BuildersCAD will skip the input of that specific (left or right) leader
for the current note placement only. The leader setting on the STATUS
menu will not change. This allows the user to override either the left,
right, or both leader inputs to NONE, regardless of the STATUS menu
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setting.
Slidebars
The menu slidebars contained within the CATALOG NOTE PLACEMENT
Menus, The MANUAL NOTE PLACEMENT Menu, the NOTE CATALOG
MANAGER Menus, and the EDIT NOTE Menu allow the user to quickly
browse through lists of Categories, Notes, or Lines of a note when the list is
longer than the menu available to display it. These slidebars are located on
the menu on the right side of the list for which they function. A slidebar consists of an up arrow at the top, a down arrow at the bottom and a slidebar in
between. The slidebar shows the proportion of, and relative location within
the entire list of the portion of the list currently displayed in the menu. See
the Slidebars topic for more information. Slidebar commands are as follows:

UP ARROW: A left click selection on the Up Arrow moves the display of the
list up 1 item. A right click selection on the Up Arrow moves the display of
the list up 1 menu page.

DOWN ARROW: A left click selection on the Down Arrow moves the display
of the list down 1 item. A right click selection on the Down Arrow moves
the display of the list down 1 menu page.

SLIDEBAR: Selecting on the Slidebar moves the portion of the list displayed
in the menu to the relative position of the selection on the slidebar.

SCROLL WHEEL: When the cursor is over the list or the slidebar, scrolling
the mouse scroll wheel up or down will scroll the list up or down 1 line for
each click of the mouse scroll wheel.

Catalog Notes
The Catalog Notes feature allows the user to place pre-defined notes stored in a
catalog onto their drawing. Notes placed from catalogs have several advantages
to the user:

• The note does not need to be typed each time it is placed, saving time and
guaranteeing accuracy.

• The wording of a given note is consistent, even though the note may be
placed several times on a project or in several projects, by many different
people. The wording of the note may be coordinated with the project specifications.
The Note Catalogs are created and manipulated as described in the Note Catalog
Manager section of this topic below.
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To place a note from a catalog, select the SELECT button on the NOTES Application Sub-menu. The CATALOG NOTE PLACEMENT Menu will display on the
screen.

The functions of the CATALOG NOTE PLACEMENT Menu are as follows:
General Commands

EXIT: Exits the CATALOG NOTE PLACEMENT Menu and clears it from the
screen.

PLACE NOTE: Places the currently selected note. When this function is
selected, the CATALOG NOTE PLACEMENT Menu will clear from the
screen and the cursor will form boxes outlining the lines of text in the note
for a Text Note or Paragraph Text type note, or will form the outline of the
Keynote Symbol for a Keynote or Frozen Key type note, depending on the
Note Type setting on the STATUS Menu. BuildersCAD will prompt for
the note location. Place the note using the F1 or F2 key. The note text or
Keynote Mark will be placed using either the default parameters set in the
NOTE PARAMETERS Menu, or the Catalog Parameters as set in the Catalog
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Parameters portion of the NOTE CATALOG MANAGER. Refer to the Note
Parameter Manager and Note Catalog Manager sections below. The note
will also be placed according to the Frame and Mask settings set on the STATUS Menu, and the placement point will be placed in accordance with the
current XY Focing setting. BuildersCAD will then prompt for the leaders
as currently set on the STATUS menu. Refer to the General Parameters section above. A current catalog note must be selected before the Place Note
function is executed.
The Place Note function is also executed if the currently selected (highlighted) note is selected again on the Catalog Notes list on the right side of
the CATALOG NOTE PLACEMENT Menu, or if the Current Note display
shown in Preview Mode is selected.
If the SELECT button on the NOTES Application Sub-menu used to bring
up the CATALOG NOTE PLACEMENT Menu is selected using a right-click,
the CATALOG NOTE PLACEMENT Menu will be redisplayed after each
note is placed, allowing the user to select another note for placement. Selecting Exit on the CATALOG NOTE PLACEMENT Menu will clear this looping
function.

PREVIEW NOTE: Displays the current note on the right side of the

CATALOG NOTE PLACEMENT menu, displaying the entire note, by line as it will

appear when placed. The preview menu also displays the Keynote Mark and
Datalink Keyword. The Preview Note button will highlight when the PREVIEW menu is displayed. Selecting The Preview Note button while the PREVIEW menu is displayed will toggle the menu back to the NOTE LIST submenu. Note that a right click selection on a Note in the NOTE LIST submenu will make the selection the current note and toggle the right side of the
CATALOG NOTE PLACEMENT menu to the PREVIEW sub-menu.

MANUAL NOTE: Copies the currently selected catalog note into the

MANUAL NOTE PLACEMENT menu where it may be altered before it is placed.

Refer to the Manual Notes section below.

CLEAR MENU: Unselects the current note catalog Category and Note. The
CATALOG NOTE PLACEMENT menu is displayed with no Category high-

lighted and no notes shown.

SEARCH NOTES: Searches all notes in the current note catalog for a speci-

fied text string. BuildersCAD will prompt for the text string to be
searched. Notes which contain the specified text string will be made the current Category and Note and displayed on the CATALOG NOTE PLACEMENT Menu in Preview mode. The catalog is searched in order by Category
and Note. Multiple notes which contain the specified text string will be displayed in this order, with a notation "x of y" on the message line of the
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graphics screen where "x" is the number on the list of matching notes currently shown and "y" is the total number of matching notes. BuildersCAD will prompt to continue on to the next matching note on the list until
all notes are shown, or until Stop is selected at the prompt.
Note Preview Functions

RETURN: Returns the right side of the NOTE CATALOG PLACEMENT Menu
display from Preview mode to the Catalog Note list.

NEXT NOTE: Displays the Next Note in the current catalog Category in Preview mode. From the last note in the category the display will cycle to the
first note in the current category.

PREVIOUS NOTE: Displays the Previous Note in the current catalog Category in Preview mode. From the first note in the category the display will
cycle to the last note in the current category.
Note Catalog Commands
These commands allow you to open other note catalogs for note selection.

CURRENT NOTE CATALOG: The current note catalog is displayed here. If
this button is selected, the Available Note Catalogs list is displayed on the
left side of the CATALOG NOTE PLACEMENT Menu. The current note cataBuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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log will be highlighted on this list.

OPEN SELECTED CATALOG: Opens the currently selected note catalog on
the Available Note Catalogs list on the left side of the CATALOG NOTE
PLACEMENT Menu. If the currently selected (highlighted) note catalog on
the list is selected again, the catalog will open as if this button were selected.

Manual Notes
The Manual Notes function allows the user to place notes which are entered manually, not selected from a catalog. While selecting from a Note Catalog is much
easier, there will always be non-standard conditions in the Architectural project
which must be noted.
To place a Manual note, select the Manual Note button under the Place heading
on the NOTES Application Sub-menu. The MANUAL NOTE PLACEMENT Menu
will display on the screen.
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The functions of the MANUAL NOTE PLACEMENT Menu are as follows:
General Commands

EXIT: Exits the

MANUAL NOTE PLACEMENT Menu and clears it from the

screen.

PLACE NOTE: Places the Manual Note. When this function is selected, the
MANUAL NOTE PLACEMENT Menu will clear from the screen and the cursor will form boxes outlining the lines of text in the note for a Text Note or
Paragraph Text type of note, or will form the outline of the Keynote Symbol
for a Keynote or Frozen Key type of note, depending on the Note Type setting on the STATUS Menu. BuildersCAD will prompt for the note location. Place the note using the F1 or F2 key. The note text or Keynote Mark
will be placed using the default note parameters as set in the NOTE PARAMETERS Menu. Refer to the Note Parameter Manager section below. The
note will also be placed according to the Frame and Mask settings set on the
Status Menu, and the placement point will be placed in accordance with the
current XY Forcing setting. BuildersCAD will then prompt for the leaders
as currently set on the STATUS menu. Refer to the General Parameters section above. A Manual note must be entered using either the Input Text function below or as a copy sent from the CATALOG NOTE PLACEMENT menu
using the Manual Note function (described in the Catalog Notes section
above) before the Place Note function may be used.

The Place Note function is also executed if the Manual Note display portion
of the MANUAL NOTE PLACEMENT Menu is selected.
If the Manual Note button on the NOTES Application Sub-menu used to
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bring up the MANUAL NOTE PLACEMENT Menu is selected using a rightclick, the MANUAL NOTE PLACEMENT Menu will be redisplayed after the
note is placed, and the Input Note function described below will be activated
allowing the user to immediately input another note for placement. Selecting
Exit on the MANUAL NOTE PLACEMENT Menu will clear this looping
function.

INPUT TEXT: Inputs text for the Manual Note from the keyboard. If a Manual
Note is shown in the menu, it will be cleared and the new input will overwrite it. The program will prompt repeatedly for the lines of the note. A
blank <cr> or <Enter> will finish the note. The note will be shown on the
menu after each line is entered, and will be entered according to the Caps
parameter shown on the STATUS menu.
Note 1: This function is started automatically when the Manual Note function is
started.

CLEAR NOTE: Clears the Manual note. The note Text, Keynote Mark, and
Datalink Keyword are cleared.

REVISE TEXT: Launches the Manual note to an External Text Editor for editing. Refer to the Text Editor topic for more information on External Text
Editors. When the External Text Editor is closed, the edited Manual note is
redisplayed in the MANUAL NOTE PLACEMENT Menu. If the Caps parameter shown on the STATUS Menu is set to ON, the Manual note will be converted to upper case as it is brought back in from the External Text Editor.

KEYNOTE MARK: This box displays the Keynote Mark for the Manual note.
A Keynote Mark is a short text string (usually a number) which will be
placed inside the Keynote Symbol when a Key type note is placed. The Keynote Mark may be set or changed by selecting this box. The default value is
<None>.

Copy Notes
Notes may be easily copied and placed in other locations on the drawing. This
function copies the essence of the note to be placed in a new location, not the
actual note entity. When copying Text Note and Keynote types of notes, the text,
key, and parameter data of the note to be copied is read and is used to place the
new note. When copying a Paragraph Text type of note, the text of the note and
the text parameters are read and used in the copy. All other parameters affecting
the note placement are read from the default parameter settings. A Frozen Key
type of note is not seen as a note and therefore may not be copied using the Copy
Notes function.
To copy an existing note in the database, Select the Copy Note button on the
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NOTES Application Sub-menu.

Copy Note Function
When the Copy Note function is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt to
Select the note to be copied. Select the desired note in the database using the
F3 key.
The cursor will form boxes outlining the lines of text in the note for a Text
Note or Paragraph Text type of note, or will form the outline of the Keynote
Symbol for a Keynote type of note, depending on the Note Type of the note
selected to be copied. The setting on the STATUS Menu will change to
reflect this Note Type. BuildersCAD will prompt for the new note location.
Place the note using the F1 or F2 key. The note text or Keynote Mark will be
placed using the same parameters found in the note selected for copy. The
note will also be placed according to the Frame and Mask settings found on
the note selected for copy, and the placement point will be placed in accordance with the current XY Focing setting. BuildersCAD will then prompt
for the leaders as currently set on the STATUS menu. Refer to the General
Parameters section above.
If the Copy Note function was started by selecting the Copy Note button
using a right-click, BuildersCAD will loop back and prompt for another
note to be copied. An F10 point entry or pressing the <cr> or <Enter> key at
this prompt will exit the Copy Note function.

Leader Only
A leader that is used with Notes Feature may be placed independent of a note by
using the Leader Only function. When the Leader Only button is selected, the
portion of the Status menu which shows the left leader settings will be relabeled
for Independent Leader and all other functions will gray out.
Leader Only Function
When the Leader Only function is selected, the portion of the NOTE STATUS menu which shows the Left Leader settings will be re-labeled for Independent Leader and all other functions will gray out. BuildersCAD will
prompt for the first point of the leader. Select the desired point using the F1
or F2 key. BuildersCAD will then prompt for the rest of the leader as
currently set on the STATUS menu similar to when placing a leader in a note.
Refer to the General Parameters section above. The leader will be placed
using the default leader parameters as set using the Note Parameter Manager
as documented below. The Leader Only function will place one leader (not
both a left and right leader) however the one leader may be placed in either
direction.
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If the Leader Only function was started by selecting the Leader Only button
using a right-click, BuildersCAD will loop back and prompt for the first
point of another leader. An F10 point entry or pressing the <Enter> key at
this prompt will exit the Leader Only function.

Note Parameter Manager
Since Notes is intended as an office standard feature, default note parameters are
set and maintained for all users in your office in a single location. It is very
important that these parameters are set to your office standards and saved using
the Note Parameter Manager before placing notes in your drawings. The Notes
feature uses 17 parameters which are preset and saved in a file in the standards
directory. These parameters are set from the NOTE PARAMETERS menu. This
function is accessed by selecting the Note Param button under the Create heading
on the NOTES Application Sub-menu.

General Commands
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EXIT: Exits the

NOTE PARAMETER Menu and clears it from the screen. If
there are any unsaved changes and changes are allowed, the Note Parameter
Manager will prompt to save these changes. You have the choice of Saving
the changes and exiting, Continuing to exit without saving the changes, or
Stop the exit command.

APPLY: Applies any changes made to the Note Parameters and writes them to
disk. No changes are saved until this button is selected. If changes have been
made to the note parameters, the bar on the left end of the APPLY button
will be illuminated in yellow, warning that there are unsaved changes. If
write permission is denied on the note parameters (see the Permissions heading in the Note Catalog Manager section below), the bar on the left end of
the APPLY button will be illuminated in red, indicating that changes are not
allowed. Note parameters are saved in a text file "notepmtr.tx" located in the
std:arrisdat.dir directory.
Parameters

KEY/FRAME PEN: The pen used for the Keynote Symbol in a Key type note,
or the optional Frame in a Text type note. Valid pen values are 0-127,
"<None>", and "<Current>". If "<None>" is used, the pen setting for the
Keynote Symbol or Frame will be set to none, allowing the use of layer pen
defaults. If "<Current>" is set, the general pen value currently set at the time
the note is placed will be used.

KEY/FRAME COLOR: The color used for the Keynote Symbol in a Key type
note, or the optional Frame in a Text type note. Valid color values are 0-255,
"<None>", and "<Current>". If "<None>" is used, the color setting for the
Keynote Symbol or Frame will be set to none, allowing the use of layer color
defaults. If "<Current>" is set, the general color value currently set at the
time the note is placed will be used. If "Menu" is selected at the prompt, the
Key/Frame Color may be selected from the COLOR SELECT Menu.

KEYNOTE SYMBOL SIZE: The size of the Keynote Symbol expressed in
paper units. If the database units are Imperial and the Output Display format
is set to Fractional, the Keynote Symbol Size is expressed in fractions of an
inch. If the database units are Imperial and the Output Display format is set
to Decimal, the Keynote Symbol Size is expressed in decimal inches. If the
database units are Metric, the Keynote Symbol Size is expressed in decimal
millimeters. The default size for Keynote Symbols is 3/8" (.375 inch, or 9
mm).

KEYNOTE SYMBOL REPEATED ITEM: The Repeated Item name used for
the Keynote Symbol. There are 10 valid repeated item names available for
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Keynote Symbols. These are "z_keynt01" through "z_keynt10". BuildersCAD provides the first six of these, located in the BuildersCAD system
z_comm.ri repeated item libaray. These choices are:
Square (z_keynt01). This is the default.

Rectangle (z_keynt02)

Rectangle, rounded corners (z_keynt03)

Hexagon (z_keynt04)

Circle (z_keynt05)

Diamond (z_keynt06)

If a custom Keynote Symbol is desired, simply create a repeated item named
using one of the 4 remaining valid names z_keynt07 - z_keynt10. If this
repeated item is stored in a repeated item library which is loaded, it will display in the NOTE PARAMETERS menu as a valid choice, and will be used
when placing a note. If creating a custom Keynote Symbol repeated item, it
is important that the R.I. be created with the following conditions:

• Created in a full scale database using the default increment setting of
3072.

• Drawn with the Pen and Color flags set to NONE.
• The R.I. is 3/8" wide at the center (9 mm for metric units), along the
X axis even with the repeated item origin. This is so that the scaling
and leader placement will work correctly.

• The R.I. should be created with the origin in the center.
A second repeated item name is reserved for each of the valid Keynote Symbol names. These repeated items are "z_keynt01m" - "z_keynt10m" and are
used for masking. If they exist for the current Keynote Symbol, these
repeated items are placed as the Keynote Symbol when the Mask paramter is
set to ON. They are an exact copy of the Keynote Symbol repeated item
except that they have a Pen 0, Color 0 solid fill crosshatch pattern which is
the shape of the symbol drawn "under" it. If creating mask repeated item for
a custom Keynote Symbol, remember that the masking crosshatch pattern
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must be drawn first with the line defining the symbol on top.

KEYNOTE LEGEND TITLE PEN: The pen used for the text in a Keynote
Legend title. Refer to the Keynote Legend section below. Valid pen values
are 0-127, "<None>", and "<Current>". If "<None>" is used, the pen setting
for the text will be set to none, allowing the use of layer pen defaults. If
"<Current>" is set, the general pen value currently set at the time the Keynote Legend is placed will be used.

KEYNOTE LEGEND TITLE COLOR: The color used for the text in a Keynote Legend title. Refer to the Keynote Legend section below. Valid color
values are 0-255, "<None>", and "<Current>". If "<None>" is used, the
color setting for the text will be set to none, allowing the use of layer color
defaults. If "<Current>" is set, the general color value currently set at the
time the Keynote Legend is placed will be used. If "Menu" is selected at the
prompt, the Keynote Legend Title Color may be selected from the COLOR
SELECT Menu.

KEYNOTE LEGEND TITLE FONT: The text font used for placing the title
text in a Keynote Legend. Refer to the Keynote Legend section below. Refer
to the Text topic for more information on Fonts. If "Current" is set, the text
font which is current at the time the Keynote Legend is placed will be used.

KEYNOTE LEGEND TITLE SIZE: The height of the text expressed in paper
units for text in a Keynote Legend title. Refer to the Keynote Legend section
below.

TEXT PEN: The pen used for the text in a Text type note, or the keynote mark
in a Key type note. Valid pen values are 0-127, "<None>", and "<Current>".
If "<None>" is used, the pen setting for the text will be set to none, allowing
the use of layer pen defaults. If "<Current>" is set, the general pen value currently set at the time the note is placed will be used.

TEXT COLOR: The color used for the text in a Text type note, or the keynote
mark in a Key type note. Valid color values are 0-255, "<None>", and "<Current>". If "<None>" is used, the color setting for the text will be set to none,
allowing the use of layer color defaults. If "<Current>" is set, the general
color value currently set at the time the note is placed will be used. If
"Menu" is selected at the prompt, the Text Color may be selected from the
COLOR SELECT Menu.

TEXT FONT: The text font used for placing lines of text in a Text type note, or
the keynote mark in a Key type note. Refer to the Text topic for more information on Fonts. If "<Current>" is set, the text font which is current at the
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time the note is placed will be used.

TEXT SIZE: The height of the text expressed in paper units for text in a Text
type note or the keynote mark in a Key type note. If the database units are
Imperial and the Output Display Format is set to Fractional, the Text Size is
expressed in fractions of an inch. If the database units are Imperial and the
Output Display Format is set to Decimal, the Text Size is expressed in decimal inches. If the database units are Metric, the Text Size is expressed in
decimal millimeters.

TEXT SPACING: The spacing used between lines of text in a Text type note.
Text Spacing is expressed as a multiplier of the Text Size. Example: if the
Text Size is 1/8" (.125) and the Text Spacing is 1.5, the lines of text will be
3/16" from bottom of text to bottom of text. Spacing of 1.5 indicates that a
space of 1/2 the Text Size will be used between the bottom of a line of text
and the top of the next line.

LEADER PEN: The pen used for the leader lines and leader pointer symbol in
a note. Valid pen values are 0-127, "<None>", and "<Current>". If
"<None>" is used, the pen setting for the leaders will be set to none, allowing the use of layer pen defaults. If "<Current>" is set, the general pen value
currently set at the time the note is placed will be used.

LEADER COLOR: The color used for the leader lines and leader pointer symbol in a note. Valid color values are 0-255, "<None>", and "<Current>". If
"<None>" is used, the color setting for the leaders will be set to none, allowing the use of layer color defaults. If "<Current>" is set, the general color
value currently set at the time the note is placed will be used. If "Menu" is
selected at the prompt, the Leader Color may be selected from the COLOR
SELECT Menu.

LEADER SYMBOL SIZE: The size of the pointer symbol at the end of a
leader expressed in paper units. If the database units are Imperial and the
Output Display Format is set to Fractional, the Leader Symbol Size is
expressed in fractions of an inch. If the database units are Imperial and the
Output Display Format is set to Decimal, the Leader Symbol Size is
expressed in decimal inches. If the database units are Metric, the Leader
Symbol Size is expressed in decimal millimeters.

LEADER SYMBOL: The pointer symbol to be used at the end of a leader line.
The choices are:
Small Filled (symbol 33). This is the default.
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Small Open (symbol 32).

Dot (symbol 36).

Large Filled (symbol 35).

Large Open (symbol 39).
90 Degree Open (symbol 31).

Wide Open (symbol 30).

MASKING PEN: The pen used for the mask in a note. Valid pen values are 0127. The default pen is 0, which normally does not plot but is used to mask
other entities in a solid fill pattern. Other pens may also be mapped to
255,255,255 (pure white) in the penmap and used for this purpose.

MASKING COLOR: The color used for the mask in a note. Valid color values
are 0-255. The default color is 0 - the screen background.
The remaining Text parameters, not listed above are not user definable for Notes.
They are as follows:

•
•
•
•

Text Justification - Left
Text Rotation - 0
Text Slant - 0
Text Underline - Off

Refer to the Text topic for more information.
The Permissions restrictions available for Note Catalogs also apply to the NOTE
PARAMETERS menu. Refer to the Permissions heading in the Note Catalog
Manager section below.

Note Catalog Manager
The Note Catalog Manager provides tools for creating, renaming, and deleting
note catalogs, as well as adding, deleting, and manipulating categories and notes
within a catalog, and setting Catalog Note parameters which will override the
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default parameters.
Note catalogs may be found in 4 places. These are Project Note Catalogs, Standard Note Catalogs, Plug-In Note Catalogs and the System or BuildersCAD
Note Catalog.
The BuildersCAD and Plug-In note catalogs are distributed with BuildersCAD and the individual Plug-Ins. They may not be altered. While they may be
used, these catalogs are primarily intended as examples or templates of a note
catalog, from which you can create your own. Notes are usually specifically
worded for use in a given company and are therefore best defined by the user.
The note catalogs found in Standard and Project directories are user created and
defined. There may be as many Standard and/or Project note catalogs as you
wish. A Standard or Project Note Catalog is stored in a user-named file with a
".nc" extension and is saved in the arrisdat.dir sub-directory under the standards
(std:) or current project directory.
To access the Note Catalog Manager, select the Note Catalog button under the
Create heading on the NOTES Application Sub-menu. The NOTE CATALOG
MANAGER Menu will display on the screen.

Note Catalog Commands
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These commands allow you to open, create, delete, or rename note catalogs.

OPEN SELECTED CATALOG: Opens the currently selected note catalog on
the Available Note Catalogs list on the left side of the NOTE CATALOG
MANAGER Menu. If the currently selected (highlighted) note catalog on the
list is selected again, the catalog will open as if this button were selected.

NEW CATALOG: Creates a new note catalog using the name set in the New
Catalog Name box, placed in either the Standard or Project directory as
shown in the Save New Catalog To box. A new catalog name must be specified in the New Catalog Name box before this function is executed. The new
note catalog will display in the appropriate location on the Available Note
Catalogs list on the left side of the NOTE CATALOG MANAGER Menu and
be highlighted as the current selection.

SAVE CATALOG AS NEW: Creates a new note catalog using the name set
in the New Catalog Name box, placed in either the Standard or Project
directory as shown in the Save New Catalog To box. The new note catalog
created is a copy of the currently selected note catalog on the Available Note
Catalogs list on the left side of the NOTE CATALOG MANAGER Menu. A
new catalog name must be specified in the New Catalog Name box, and a
catalog must be selected in the Available Note Catalogs list before this function is executed. The new note catalog will display in the appropriate location on the Available Note Catalogs list on the left side of the NOTE
CATALOG MANAGER Menu and be highlighted as the current selection.

DELETE CATALOG: Deletes the currently selected Standard or Project note
catalog on the Available Note Catalogs list on the left side of the NOTE CATALOG MANAGER Menu from the disk. BuildersCAD will prompt to verify the deletion. System and Plug-In note catalogs may not be deleted.

RENAME CATALOG: Renames the currently selected Standard or Project
note catalog on the Available Note Catalogs list on the left side of the NOTE
CATALOG MANAGER Menu. The catalog is renamed to the name set in the
New Catalog Name box, and is placed in the Standard or Project directory as
shown in the Save New Catalog To box. If the Save New Catalog To setting
is different than the current location of the catalog, it will be moved as it is
renamed. A new catalog name must be specified in the New Catalog Name
box, and a catalog must be selected in the Available Note Catalogs list before
this function is executed. System and Plug-In note catalogs may not be
renamed.

SAVE NEW CATALOG TO: Note catalogs may be saved to either the Standards (std:) or Current Project directories. The current setting is displayed in
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this box. Select the box to toggle between the two settings.

NEW CATALOG NAME: Select this box to enter a name for a new note catalog. Note catalogs must end in a .nc suffix. The New Catalog Name must be
set before using the New Catalog, Save Catalog As New, or Rename Catalog
functions.
When a Catalog is opened, The NOTE CATALOG MANAGER Menu will change
to display the Catalog Categories and Notes within it, and also display the commands with which you may manipulate the notes in the catalog.

General Commands
Categories on the Catalog Category list, Notes on the Catalog Notes list, and
Note Catalogs on the Available Note Catalogs list in the menus are selected or
made current by selecting the box in which they are displayed. The current Category, Note, or Note Catalog is highlighed in the menu. A Note which is displayed
in Preview mode on the menu is the current note. In some cases, selecting the
current (highlighed) Category, Note, or Note Catalog, or a right-click selection
on these lists will perform a separate function. These are described with the function they perform.
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EXIT: Exits the Note Catalog Manager and clears the menu from the screen. If
there are any unsaved changes and changes are allowed, the Note Catalog
Manager will prompt to save these changes. You have the choice of Saving
the changes and exiting, Continuing to exit without saving the changes, or
Stop the exit command.

APPLY: Applies any changes made to the list and writes the Note Catalog to
disk. No changes are saved until this button is selected. If changes have been
made to the current note catalog, the bar on the left end of the APPLY button
will be illuminated in yellow, warning that there are unsaved changes. If the
current Note Catalog is either a System or Plug-In catalog, or if write permission is denied on the catalog (see the Permissions section below), the bar
on the left end of the APPLY button will be illuminated in red, indicating
that changes are not allowed.

PREVIEW: Displays the current note on the right side of the NOTE CATALOG
MANAGER menu, displaying the entire note, by line as it will appear when
placed. The preview menu also displays the Keynote Mark. The Preview button will highlight when the PREVIEW menu is displayed. Selecting The Preview button while the PREVIEW menu is displayed will toggle the menu
back to the NOTE LIST sub-menu. Note that a right click selection on a Note
in the NOTE LIST sub-menu will make the selection the current note and
toggle the right side of the NOTE CATALOG MANAGER menu to the PREVIEW sub-menu. Note Preview functions are described below.

CATALOG NOTE PARAMETERS: The default parameters as defined in the
NOTE PARAMETER MANAGER may be overridden for notes placed from a
catalog. Selecting this button changes the NOTE CATALOG MANAGER

menu to show the Catalog Note Parameters. Refer to the Catalog Note
Parameters functions described below.

CURRENT NOTE CATALOG: The current note catalog is displayed here. If
this button is selected, the NOTE CATALOG MANAGER Menu will show the
Available Note Catalogs list and Note Catalog Commands as described
above. The current note catalog will be highlighted on the Available Note
Catalogs list.
Category

ADD: Adds a category to the Note Catalog. The user is prompted for the location on the Catalog Categories list to add the category. The new category is
inserted in front of the category selected. Pressing the <Enter> key, or selecting a position on the menu Category List display beyond the end of the list
will add the new category to the end of the list. BuildersCAD will then
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prompt for the new category name.

DELETE: Deletes the currently selected category from the Note Catalog. A
catalog category must be selected first. All notes within the category are also
deleted.
Note 1: This command deletes the category and notes contained within from the
currently loaded catalog only. It does not affect any other catalogs, or
any graphic data in the database.

RENAME: Renames the currently selected category. A catalog category must
be selected first. The user is prompted for the new category name.

MOVE: Moves the currently selected category from one location on the list to
another. A catalog category must be selected first. The user is prompted for
the new location. The selected category is inserted at the new location in
front of the category shown in the box selected. All notes contained within
the category are moved along with the category.
Note Clipboard
The Note Clipboard features allow the user to Cut, Copy, and Paste notes
from one portion of the Notes Catalog to another. One note is allowed on the
Note Clipboard at any given time. All data of the note including the Keynote
Mark and all lines of Text are remembered in the clipboard, although only
the Keynote Mark and first 40 characters of Text are shown on the NOTE
CATALOG MANAGER Menu. Note that the Note Clipboard is a feature completely contained within the Note Catalog Manager and is not tied in to
either the BuildersCAD Clipboard feature (used for cutting & pasting
drawing data), or the MS Windows Clipboard.

CUT: Cuts (removes) the currently selected Note from the Catalog Notes list
and places it in the Note Catalog Manager Clipboard. A note must be
selected before this function is used. Any note previously stored in the Note
Catalog Manager Clipboard is overwritten.

COPY: Copies the currently selected Note on the Catalog Notes list into the
Note Catalog Manager Clipboard. A note must be selected before this function is used. Any note previously stored in the Note Catalog Manager Clipboard is overwritten.

PASTE: Pastes (copies) the note stored in the Note Catalog Manager Clip-

board to a selected position in the Catalog Notes list. BuildersCAD will
prompt for the Catalog Note list location. The note will be inserted in front
of the note contained in the line selected. The Note Catalog Manager Clip-
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board must contain a note before this function may be used.

CLEAR: Clears the Note Catalog Manager Clipboard.
Notes

ADD: Adds a note to the Notes Catalog. The user is prompted for the location
on the Catalog Notes list within the current category to add the note. The
new note is inserted in front of the note contained in the line selected. An
<Enter> input at this prompt, or selecting a line beyond the end of the Catalog Notes list adds the note at the end of the list. When the note is added, the
Note Catalog Manager will toggle to Preview mode. This command places a
blank note in the catalog. The actual text of the note must be added in a separate step using the Keyboard Input or Database Input functions as described
below.

DELETE: Deletes the currently selected note from the catalog. A catalog note
must be selected first.
Note 1: This command deletes the note from the current catalog category only.
It does not affect any notes in any other categories, any other catalogs or
any graphic data in the database.

KEYBOARD INPUT: Inputs text for the current catalog note from the keyboard. If the existing current note in the catalog is not blank, the program
will prompt to overwrite it. The NOTE CATALOG MANAGER menu will
display the note in Preview mode and prompt repeatedly for the lines of the
note. A blank <Enter> input will finish the note. The note will be shown on
the menu after each line is entered, and will be entered according to the Caps
parameter shown on the STATUS menu.

DATABASE INPUT: Inputs text and keynote mark to the current note in the
catalog by selecting an existing note in the database. If the existing current
note in the catalog is not blank, the program will prompt to overwrite it. The
NOTE CATALOG MANAGER menu will clear from the screen and the program will prompt for the existing note to "read in" to the catalog. Select an
existing note using the F1 key. ARRIS will prompt to verify the selection
and then the NOTE CATALOG MANAGER menu will redisplay showing the
note in Preview mode.
Paragraph Text which has been entered via the TEXT menu from previous
versions of BuildersCAD will be read if selected in the Database Input
function. Only the text of the paragraph will be read. The Keynote Mark and
Datalink Keyword will be set to <None> since Paragraph Text from previous
versions does not contain these elements. In this fashion, legacy notes from
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Pre- BuildersCAD 8 drawings may be "read in" to Note Catalogs.

TEXT EDITOR: Launches the currently selected note to an External Text Editor for editing. Refer to the Text Editor topic for more information on External Text Editors. When the External Text Editor is closed, the edited current
note is redisplayed in the NOTE CATALOG MANAGER Menu in Preview
mode. If the Caps parameter shown on the STATUS Menu is set to ON, the
current note will be converted to upper case as it is brought back in from the
External Text Editor.

CLEAR: Clears the currently selected note. The note Text and Keynote Mark
are cleared. The blank note is not deleted from the catalog.

SEARCH NOTES: Searches all notes in the current note catalog for a speci-

fied text string. BuildersCAD will prompt for the text string to be
searched. Notes which contain the specified text string will be made the current Category and Note and displayed on the NOTE CATALOG MANAGER
Menu in Preview mode. The catalog is searched in order by Category and
Note. Multiple notes which contain the specified text string will be displayed
in this order, with a notation "x of y" on the message line of the graphics
screen where "x" is the number on the list of matching notes currently shown
and "y" is the total number of matching notes. BuildersCAD will prompt
to continue on to the next matching note on the list until all notes are shown,
or until Stop is selected at the prompt.

Note Preview Functions
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KEYNOTE MARK: This box displays the Keynote Mark for the current note.
A Keynote Mark is a short text string (usually a number) which will be
placed inside the Keynote Symbol when a Key type note is placed. The Keynote Mark may be set or changed by selecting this box. The default value is
<None>. The Keynote Mark is also displayed in the box to the left of the
note text in the Catalog Note list on the NOTE CATALOG MANAGER Menu.

RETURN: Returns the right side of the

NOTE CATALOG MANAGER Menu

display from Preview mode to the Catalog Note list.

NEXT NOTE: Displays the Next Note in the current catalog Category in Preview mode. From the last note in the category the display will cycle to the
first note in the current category.

PREVIOUS NOTE: Displays the Previous Note in the current catalog Category in Preview mode. From the first note in the category the display will
cycle to the last note in the current category.
Catalog Note Parameter Functions
The Default Note Parameters as defined in the NOTE PARAMETER MANAGER may be overridden for notes placed from a catalog. This allows for
notes of a different type - such as demolition notes for example, to be placed
on the drawing using a different color, or text font. Only the 13 parameters
associated with the Note itself (not those associated with Keynote Legends)
may be overridden. The Catalog Note Parameters are used only when the
note is placed from the catalog, and only if overriding Catalog Note Parameters have been defined for the current catalog. If the note is subsequently
edited, remade, or copied, the current Default Note Parameters are used in
the edit, remake, or copy.
When the Catalog Note Parameters button is pressed, the NOTE CATALOG
MANAGER Menu will display the Default Note Parameters as set in the
NOTE PARAMETER MANAGER at the top of the menu, and the overriding
Catalog Note Parameters for the current catalog below. The Default Note
Parameters are displayed in this menu to show their current setting only.
They may not be edited from here, but must be edited using the NOTE
PARAMETER MANAGER. See the Note Parameter Manager section of this
topic above.
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RETURN TO CATALOG: Returns the

NOTE CATALOG MANAGER Menu

to display the Catalog Categories and Notes.

SET ALL PARAMETERS TO DEFAULT: Sets all of the Catalog Note
Parameters to <Default>. With this setting, all notes placed from this catalog
will use the Default Note Parameters as set in the NOTE PARAMETER
MANAGER.
The 13 Catalog Note Parameters which may be set, overriding the Defaults
are:
Key / Frame Pen
Key / Frame Color
Key Symbol Size
Keynote Symbol Repeated Item.
Text Pen
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Text Color
Text Font
Text Size
Text Spacing
Leader Pen
Leader Color
Leader Symbol Size
Leader Symbol
Refer to the Parameters heading in the Note Parameter Manager Section of
this topic for the options available for each parameter. In addition to the settings available for Default Note Parameters, all Catalog Note Parameters
have the additional setting of "<Default>", which reverts the Catalog Parameter back to the setting as indicated in the Default Note Parameters.
"<Default>" is the default setting for all Catalog Note Parameters.
Permissions
Access to add, change, or delete note catalogs can be limited to specific
users. When the APPLY button is selected, the program checks the User Permissions file and if permission is granted for the current login user, the note
catalog ".nc" file is saved. If premission is denied, an error message "Catalog
Write Permission Is Denied" is displayed and the catalog is not saved. Note
that BuildersCAD system and plug-in note catalogs may not be saved or
altered by any user. The Blockname used by the User Permissions system is
the Note Catalog name.
The permissions described here also apply to the NOTE PARAMETERS
menu. The User Permissions system blockname for Note Parameters is
"Note Parameters".
Refer to the Permissions topic for more information.

Edit Notes
The Edit Notes functions allow the user to edit the Text and Keynote Mark of a
Text Note or Keynote type Note in the database, as well as the change the General
Parameters - Frame, Mask, Note Type and Leaders of a note.
To edit a note in the database, select the Edit Note button under the Utilities heading on the NOTES Application Sub-menu. BuildersCAD will prompt for the
note to edit. Select the desired note using either the F1 or F3 key. The selected
Note will highlight in white and the EDIT NOTE Menu will display on the screen
with the selected Note displayed. Selecting using an F10 or <Enter> at the
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prompt will exit the Edit Note functions.

The functions of the EDIT NOTE Menu are as follows:
General Commands

EXIT: Exits the EDIT NOTE Menu and clears it from the screen.
REMAKE NOTE: Remakes the edited note in the same location. When this
function is selected, the EDIT NOTE Menu will clear from the screen and the
edited note text or Keynote Mark will be remade at the same location point
using the parameters set in the NOTE PARAMETERS Menu. Refer to the
Note Parameter Manager section below. The note will also be remade
according to the Frame and Mask settings set on the STATUS Menu. BuildersCAD will then prompt for the leaders as set on the STATUS menu.
Refer to the General Parameters section above. When the Remake Note
function is used, the leaders for the note are always replaced, prompting the
user acording to the left and right leader settings currently shown on the
STATUS Menu at the time of the remake.

REPLACE NOTE: Replaces the edited note in a new location. When this
function is selected, the EDIT NOTE Menu will clear from the screen and the
cursor will form boxes outlining the lines of text in the note for a Text type
note, or will form the outline of the Keynote Symbol for a Key type note,
depending on the Note Type setting on the STATUS Menu. BuildersCAD
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will prompt for the new note location. Place the note using the F1 or F2 key.
The note will be erased from it’s old location in the database and the edited
note text or Keynote Mark will be replaced in the new location using the
parameters set in the NOTE PARAMETERS Menu. Refer to the Note Parameter Manager section below. The note will also be replaced according to the
Frame and Mask settings set on the STATUS Menu. BuildersCAD will
then prompt for the leaders as set on the STATUS menu. Refer to the General
Parameters section above. When the Replace Note function is used, the
leaders for the note are always replaced, prompting the user acording to the
left and right leader settings currently shown on the STATUS Menu at the
time of replacement.

REVISE TEXT: Launches the Note to be edited to an External Text Editor for
editing. Refer to the Text Editor topic for more information on External Text
Editors. When the External Text Editor is closed, the edited note is redisplayed in the EDIT NOTE Menu and the Note in the database is immediately
updated. If the Caps parameter shown on the STATUS Menu is set to ON, the
edited note will be converted to upper case as it is brought back in from the
External Text Editor.
Note 1: The Revise Text function is also executed if the Edit Note display portion of the EDIT NOTE Menu is selected
Note 2: The text of a Keynote may be edited in this fashion, even though the text
of a Keynote does not display on the screen.
Note 3: A right click selection of this button or on the Note text display will
refresh the highlight of the Note selected for edit in the database. This is
sometimes necessary particularly if the External Text Editor is used to
revise the text or the screen is redisplayed.

MOVE LEADER POINT: Allows you to move only a single leader point in
the Note being edited without having to Remake or Replace the entire Note.
This function was designed to allow you to quickly and easily move Note
leader arrow points.
The EDIT NOTE pop-up menu will clear and BuildersCAD will prompt
for the Leader Point to Move on the Note. Select the desired point using the
F11 key. The cursor will become a rubber band anchored at the opposite end
of the leader line from the point selected. BuildersCAD will then prompt
for the new Leader Point location. Select the desired point using the F1 or F2
key. The Note will be updated on the screen.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt again for the Note
Leader Point to Move. An F10 or <Enter> Key input at this prompt will end
the Move Leader Point function and the EDIT NOTE pop-up menu will
return to the screen.
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KEYNOTE MARK: This box displays the Keynote Mark for the note to be
edited. A Keynote Mark is a short text string (usually a number) which will
be placed inside the Keynote Symbol when a Key type note is placed. The
Keynote Mark may be changed by selecting this box. The default value is
<None>.

Delete Note
This function deletes an existing Note Entity in the database. A Note Entity is a
note that was placed as either a Text Note or a Keynote type of note.
Delete Note Function
When the Delete Note function is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt to
Select the Note to be deleted. Select the desired note in the database using
the F3 key. The Text Note or Keynote selected will be deleted.
BuildersCAD will loop back and prompt for another note to be deleted.
An F10 point entry or pressing the <Enter> key at this prompt will exit the
Delete Note function.

Freeze Note
This function freezes an existing Note Entity in the database into it’s basic entity
parts. A Text Note is frozen as follows:

• Mask Crosshatch Pattern (Pen 0, Color 0 solid fill crosshatch), if present.
• Frame lines - 4 individual lines forming a box around the text note, if
present.

• Individual lines of single text.
• Individual Leader line segments if present. The leader lines containing the
pointer arrow are Leader line type and the line segments not containing a
pointer are the standard solid line type.
A Keynote is frozen as follows:

• Keynote Symbol Repeated Item. The RI contains the masking if the Mask
parameter was on at the time of placement.

• Keynote Mark text. This is single text placed with middle-center justification on the same point as the Keynote Symbol repeated item.

• Individual Leader line segments if present. The leader lines containing the
pointer arrow are Leader line type and the line segments not containing a
pointer are the standard solid line type.
To Freeze a Note Entity, select the Freeze Note button on the NOTES Application
Sub-menu.
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Freeze Note Function
When the Freeze Note function is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt to
Select the note to be frozen. Select the desired note in the database using the
F3 key. The Text Note or Keynote selected will be frozen into individual
basic entities as outlined above.
BuildersCAD will loop back and prompt for another note to be frozen.
An F10 point entry or pressing the <Enter> key at this prompt will exit the
Freeze Note function.

Keynote Legend
The Keynote Legend function reads all Keynotes on searchable layers in a given
area and compiles a legend containing the keynote symbol with marker text, and
the text of the note associated with it for placement in the database. The legend
consists of a single keynote symbol and text for each of the unique keynotes it
finds within the search area. The keynote symbol may have been placed using
any of the note placement functions described in this topic - from catalog, manually or copied.
To place a Keynote Legend, select the Keynote Legend button under the Utilities
Heading on the NOTES Application Sub-menu.
Keynote Legend Function
When the Keynote Legend function is selected, BuildersCAD will
prompt for a fence within which to search for keynotes. When the search
area has been defined, the crosshairs will form a box which is the size of the
Keynote Legend, and prompt for it’s location. Place the Keynote Legend
using the F1, F2, or F3 key.
The Keynote Legend will be placed on the current layer using the Default
Note Parameters as described in the Note Parameter Manager section of this
topic above. The individual notes are spaced 1/2" (paper scale) apart from
text point to text point (to allow room for the keynote symbols on single line
notes with symbols of the default size). The lines of text in the note are maximum 3" wide (paper scale), therefore the note may not be broken into individual lines in the legend the same way it would be if placed as a text note or
in a catalog.
Note 1: Only notes placed as a Keynote type will be read for the Keynote Legend function. Notes which were placed using the Frozen Key type are
not seen as Note entities and do not contain the text data of the note
needed to create the legend.
Note 2: The Keynote Legend function will use the current Default Note Parameters as described in the Note Parameter Manager section of this topic
above for generating the Keynote Symbol and Text in the legend,
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regardless of the parameters used for the placement of the note.
Note 3: A Keynote Legend may be placed on a Sheet, however if this is done,
the Notes from which it is generated must also be placed on the Sheet.
The Keynote Legend function cannot read Notes within one or more
Viewports to place the legend on a Sheet, as entities within a Viewports
in BuildersCAD are not searchable from the Sheet.

Cleanup Notes
The Cleanup Notes function reads all Note entities (notes placed using the Text
Note or Keynote type) on editible layers in a given area and resets scale and rotation flags on the entity to default values required by the Note entity. These scale
and rotation flags may be set to odd values during mirror copies about the X and
/ orY axis, causing the note to read backwards in mirror image. Executing the
Cleanup Notes function will clean up these values and flip the note to read correctly.

See Also
Text, Repeated Items, Units, Symbols, Select Entity, Slidebars, Clipboard, Catalogs, and Permissions.
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A .obj file is a Wavefront 3D model description file. BuildersCAD has the ability to
export a 3D model to this file type. This feature is found on the EXPORT menu which is
accessed by selecting File from the DESKTOP menu then selecting Export from the
FILE Pull-down menu. Select 3D > OBJ. The program prompts for the Wavefront object
file name. All 3D surfaces will be translated.

OBJECT
See Entity Types for more information.

OBJECT SNAP
Object Snap is a set of tools to assist in the precise location of points on the drawing.

Parameters
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SNAP TOLERANCE (LOCATE FACTOR): Defines the radar radius around
the graphic cursor where points can be found. This value can be specified in
either geometry units or by screen pixels. If a value has been specified in pixel
units, the cursor will display a circle showing the extent of the snap tolerance.
Snap Cursor

Single Snap Commands
With Single Snap Commands the object snap will apply only to the next point
entered and will then be automatically deactivated. Once the tolerance has been
defined, select one of the following object snap methods. One point to keep in
mind is that unless otherwise noted below, these methods do not search inside
Repeated Items.

ENTITY (OBJECT) POINT: Snap to the nearest data point on the
object closest to the cursor. This will locate a data point anywhere
along a line, circle, wall or dimension; on the boundary edge of a pattern, zone or
slab; at the insertion point of an attribute or text; or at the origin point of a
repeated item. It will not locate doors, windows or solids.

RI NODE POINT: Snap to a node in a Repeated Item. This will
fail if there are no nodes in the selected RI.
RI ORIGIN OR TEXT POINT: Snap to a Repeated Item origin
(insertion) point or Text point.

2-POINT MIDPOINT: Snap to the calculated midpoint between 2
specified points. (This method works in single mode only)
DATA POINT: Snap to a data point, which defines an object. For
example, a center-justified wall is defined by 2 data points on the
centerline. The outer lines which designate the faces of the wall exist
of display points, which will not be found with this method.

PROJECTED INTERSECTION: Snap to the projected intersection of 2 converging lines and/or walls. BuildersCAD will calculate where they would intersect and snap to that point. (This method works in
single mode only)
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DISTANCE FROM END: Snap to a point which is a given distance from the end of a line or wall. Select the line or wall near the
desired end and then enter the distance (geometry units). A positive
value is always in the direction of the line (no matter how it is oriented on the
screen), while a negative value will be away from the line. (This method works in
single mode only)

CURVE/LINE ENDPOINT: Snap to the endpoint of an existing
lines, walls, and arcs.
LINE MIDPOINT: Snap to the calculated midpoint of an existing
line or wall.

DISPLAY LIST POINT: Snap to a display list point. A display list
point is any point which defines an object displayed on the screen,
and may or may not correspond to an actual data point in the drawing. (This
method works in single mode only)
LINE INTERSECTION: Snap to the intersection of two lines and/
or walls.

Z-HEIGHT: Snap to a point with a specified Z-axis height. First,
select a point which will define the location in the X-Y plane. Then
enter a value for the height above (positive value) or below (negative
value) the plane. (This method works in single mode only)
POINT IN VIEWPORT: Snap to a display list point within a viewport window. This does not work in model space. (This method
works in single mode only)

PERPENDICULAR LINE: Snap to the point which is the perpendicular intersection from the current reference point to an existing
line, wall, arc or circle. In other words, the point located on the
selected entity will form a perpendicular (90 degrees) between the entity and the
current reference point.
WALL CENTERLINE: Snap to the endpoint of a wall centerline.
This is useful for locating the center of a wall when the wall’s reference (construction) line was not center-justified. (This method works
in single mode only)
CURVE TANGENT: Snap to the closest arc or circle tangent point.
Select the desired arc/circle and BuildersCAD will locate the
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point on the curve which forms a tangent line to the current reference point.

CURVE QUADRANT: Snap to the nearest quadrant point on an
arc/circle. The four quadrant points are located at 0, 90, 180 and 270
degrees relative to the current work plane.

CURVE CENTER: Snap to the center point of an arc/circle.
CURVE/LINE INTERSECTION: Snap to the intersection of
a curve with either another curve or a line. Select the 2 objects
and BuildersCAD will automatically locate the intersection
point. (This method works in single mode only.)

Continuous Snap Commands
With Continuous Snap Commands the object snap will apply to all points entered
until it is manually deactivated. Once the tolerance has been defined, select one
of the following object snap methods. One point to keep in mind is that unless
otherwise noted below, these methods do not search inside Repeated Items.
Note 1: When operating in continuous mode, the object snap button (magnifying
glass icon) on the DESKTOP menu will remain highlighted (depressed)
as an indicator.

ENTITY (OBJECT) POINT: Snap to the nearest data point on the
object closest to the cursor. This will locate a data point anywhere
along a line, circle, wall or dimension; on the boundary edge of a pattern, zone or
slab; at the insertion point of an attribute or text; or at the origin point of a
repeated item. It will not locate doors, windows or solids.

RI NODE POINT: Snap to a node in a Repeated Item. This will
fail if there are no nodes in the selected RI.
RI ORIGIN OR TEXT POINT: Snap to a Repeated Item origin
(insertion) point or Text point.

CURVE/LINE ENDPOINT: Snap to the endpoint of an existing
lines, walls, and arcs.
DATA POINT: Snap to a data point, which defines an object. For
example, a center-justified wall is defined by 2 data points on the
centerline. The outer lines which designate the faces of the wall exist
of display points, which will not be found with this method.
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CURVE TANGENT: Snap to the closest arc or circle tangent point.
Select the desired arc/circle and BuildersCAD will locate the
point on the curve which forms a tangent line to the current reference point.
CURVE QUADRANT: Snap to the nearest quadrant point on an
arc/circle. The four quadrant points are located at 0, 90, 180 and 270
degrees relative to the current work plane.

CURVE CENTER: Snap to the center point of an arc/circle.
LINE MIDPOINT: Snap to the calculated midpoint of an existing
line or wall.

LINE INTERSECTION: Snap to the intersection of two lines and/
or walls.

Reference Points
NEW REFERENCE POINT: Selection of this button allows you to set a new
location for the Current Reference Point. When the Distance Relative mode is set
to On, the last point entered is used as the current reference point. This floating
reference point is the origin of the relative coordinate system. Any specified distances will be measured from this point. If the Show Reference Blip mode is on
in the user Preferences, the Current Reference Point will be indicated by a small
white ghost blip (x). Refer to the Reference Points topic for more information.
Note 1: The Current Reference Point may also be moved by selecting any existing data point with the F9 function key.

DOUBLE REFERENCE POINT: Selection of this button allows you to set
the Double Reference Point. The Double Reference Point is used in conjunction
with the Current Reference Point. Using the X or Y component of the double reference point and current reference point, a new third point may be defined that is
aligned with both. After the double reference point is set, the next point entered
will align with both the Current Reference Point and the Double Reference Point.
Refer to the Reference Points topic for more information.
Note 1: The Double Reference Point may also be defined when a point input is
expected by moving the cursor in either the X or Y direction away from
the Current Reference Point pressing the <TAB> key. This locks the
cursor along the X or Y axis. Next select the desired point to be used as
the double reference point. The point being prompted for is entered
automatically and will be the point which aligns with both the locked
axis from the Current Reference Point and the opposite axis from the
Double Reference Point
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Screen Modes
The SCREEN MODES Menu is invoked by selecting this button. See
Screen for more information.

Shortcuts
• Selecting the object snap button (magnifying glass over point icon) on the
DESKTOP menu with B3 sets the object snap mode to continuous.

• Whenever object snap is active, it may be canceled by re-selecting the
object snap button (magnifying glass over point icon) on the DESKTOP
menu.

• It is possible to attach a special POINT INPUT menu to a mouse button
(typically B2) which gives quick access to a number of input tools including all of the object snap methods. See Point Input for additional information on how to use this feature.

See Also
Point, Point Input, Preferences, Reference Points, and Screen.

OFFSETS
Offset parameters are used in in lines, circles, patterns,and Repeated Items. Refer to
these topics for more information.
X and Y Offsets are also parameters of Plots. Refer to the Plot topic for more information.

OPAQUE
Opaque is a function which creates a shaded image from surfaces in the display window. This is a basic function which differs from the OpenGL shaded displays. Refer to
the OpenGL topic for more information.
BuildersCAD offers the basic opaque command on the VIEW CONTROL BAR as a
Right Click of the Redisplay button. BuildersCAD 3D gives more advanced features for shading and controlling the image quality.

Note 1: The surface colors must be shadable - either all colors on a High Color colormap or shadable colors (33-63, odd) on a 256 color shadable band colormap to
show shading in advanced opaque. See Colors for more information.
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Opaque

BuildersCAD basic opaque

BuildersCAD 3D advanaced opaque

Parameters

Table O:1

Opaque Parameters

PARAMETER

SETTINGS

DESCRIPTION

0-16

sets the image dither for all surfaces
regardless of the setting when they
were placed - lower value gives less
gradation

DB values

surfaces will display with the image
dither set when the object was placed

None

no image dithering

Shadow Buffer

.5x-30x

multiplier value - the larger the multiplier, the more detailed the rendering

Shadow Float

1,2,4,8,16,
32,64

shadow float value

Screen
area

only objects within the current view will
cast shadows

Full database

all objects will cast shadows

Band shift

changes the display hue of surfaces
behind a transparent surface by a
specified number of shadable color
bands. Negative band shift values
change the rendered color of a surface
seen through a transparent surface to
the next shadable color in the negative
X direction of the spectrum, and vice
versa.

Percent
Shift

changes the display color value of surfaces seen behind a transparent surface. to a different percentage value of
the same color. Negative percentages
result in darker shifts and vice versa.

Image Dither

Shadow extents

Transparency Shift
Mode
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Table O:1

Opaque Parameters

PARAMETER

SETTINGS

DESCRIPTION

Retain

opaques without clearing the display
window

No Retain

clears display window before opaquing

Screen Mode

IMAGE DITHER: This controls the graduated shading across a surface to give
a rendered image a smoother appearance. When an object is shaded, the part of
the surface farthest away will appear darker than the nearer part. The brightness
differences are achieved by displaying parts of the surface in different intensities
of the same shadable color band. Dithering can be set either at the time the object
is placed or at the time of the rendering.
Note 1: For faster rendering time when dithering is not critical, set the value to
0.
Note 2: Image dither is used only in 256 color shadable band colormaps. High
color shading uses high color to perform gradiations instead of dither.

SHADOW BUFFER: This controls the level of detail for shadows.
Note 1: The greater Shadow Buffer multiplier value, the longer the rendering
time for the screen image.

SHADOW FLOAT: This adjusts the position of the shadow relative to the
location of the object casting the shadows. Under certain oblique view conditions, shadows may appear to float away from the objects that cast them, making
them appear to hover above the ground. Lowering the shadow float factor will
cause the shadow to appear closer to the object.
Note 1: Entering a value too low can cause objects to cast shadows upon themselves.

SHADOW EXTENTS: This defines the area to be calculated when renderings
are generated.
Note 1: For images that do not require all the objects to be shaded, use screen
area to speed up the rendering time.

TRANSPARENCY SHIFT MODE: The transparency shift settings control
how transparent surfaces are rendered. Transparent surfaces are not opaqued in
shaded and shadowed displays, but are visible because of the effect they have on
surfaces viewed through them.
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Commands
CREATE SHADED IMAGE: Renders a shaded image of the surfaces without shadows.

CREATE SHADED IMAGE WITH SHADOWS : Renders

a

shaded image of the surfaces with shadows.

See Also
Color, Infinite Lights, OpenGL, Render, Shadows, Solids, and Surfaces.

OPEN
Open activates a file by copying the file’s data from the hard drive into memory. It is
sometimes referred to as Load. The opening of drawings and sheets is discussed under
this topic below. All other file types are discussed in their respective sections of the documentation.
There are 2 basic methods for accessing and opening drawings and sheets - Select by
File and Select by Project. The method used is controlled by the File Selection Mode
setting which is displayed and set at the top of the FILE Pull-Down Menu and on the
PROJECT PAGE / DATABASE DRAWING/SHEET/THUMBNAIL SELECT menus.
Select the File (flat file icon) button at the top left of the DESKTOP menu to access the
FILE Pull-Down Menu.
Database Drawings / Sheets may be opened using either method by selecting the File
(flat file icon) button on the DESKTOP Menu invoking the FILE Pull-Down Menu, then
selecting the Open button, or by selecting the Project / File Information portion of the
DESKTOP Menu. Note that the Project / File Information portion of the DESKTOP
Menu will differ slightly in the information it presents depending on the File Selection
Mode. See the discussion below.
There are several functions available once the Drawing or Sheet (File mode) or Project
Page (Project Mode) is selected. These commands are the same regardless of the selection mode and are discussed in this topic after the selection modes.

Select By File
In Select by File mode, BuildersCAD displays
databases, drawings and sheets by file, or the actual
file names and directory structure on the computer.
The Project / File Information portion of
the DESKTOP menu displays the full
path to the current project (working)
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directory on the top bar, and the currently loaded database/drawing or database/
sheet on the bottom bar. Selecting either bar invokes the DATABASE DRAWING/
SHEET/THUMBNAIL SELECT Menu.
Database Drawing/Sheet/Thumbnail Select Menu
The DATABASE DRAWING/SHEET/THUMBNAIL SELECT Menu displays a list
of databases in the current project (working) directory on the left side of the
menu. The right side of the menu contains either graphic thumbnails or a list of
the drawings, sheets or layer style thumbnails available for selection. The term
Thumbnail is used to refer to both the graphic image of the drawing seen in the
menu, and a user defined collection of layers within the master drawing which
comprises a plotted drawing or particular group of information. Refer to Thumbnails for more information. The bottom of the menu contains action buttons
which tell BuildersCAD what to do with the selected file. These command
buttons are discussed later in this topic.

Directory Browse
The left side of the DATABASE DRAWING/SHEET/THUMBNAIL SELECT Menu
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shows a list of databases and other directories in the current project (working)
directory. Databases are shown with a blue "DB" folder icon. The current directory is shown at the top of the menu above the list. The currently selected database is highlighted on the list. The user may navigate through the computer’s file
system by selecting the Current Directory box. Selecting the box immediately to
the right of the Current Directory box changes the current directory up one level
in the file system. Selecting a database directory on the list will highlight that
database and the menu will display the drawings/thumbnails and / or sheets
within the selected database on the right side of the menu. Selecting a directory
which is not a database on the list will change the current directory to the selected
directory and directories and databases within it will be displayed on the list.
There is a slide bar to the right of the list to page through lists which are larger
than the number of menu boxes.
In File Mode, if the currently loaded database appears on the list of databases on
the left side of the menu, it is highlighted by default when the menu comes up.
Drawings and/or Sheets within the current database will be displayed on the right
side of the menu.
Graphic Thumbnails / List
The Drawing/Sheet/Thumbnail files contained in the selected database are shown
on the right side of the DATABASE DRAWING/SHEET/THUMBNAIL SELECT
Menu. The files are displayed in one of 2 ways - either with graphic thumbnails
with the drawing/sheet/thumbnail name below, or as a list of drawings/sheets/
thumbnail. The display is controlled by the two buttons above the icons/list at the
top of the menu which are discussed later in this topic.

Select By Project
The Select by Project mode is designed to make the
selection of a project directory and the opening of a
database/drawing/sheet more intuitive and user
friendly. The features found in this method of opening a drawing or sheet provide for a user defined "alias" for both the project
directory and the databases/drawing/sheet files within them. This method has two
parts - Projects and Project Pages with a Selection Menu for each.
The Project / File Information portion of
the DESKTOP menu displays the current
Project information on the top bar, and
the current Project Page information on
the bottom bar. Selecting the top bar invokes the PROJECT SELECT Menu from
which a new Project may be selected. Selecting the bottom bar invokes the
PROJECT PAGE SELECT Menu from which a new Project Page within the current project may be selected.
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Project Select Menu
The PROJECT SELECT Menu displays a list of projects which are have been
created on your computer. Projects are created and maintained using the Project
List Manager. See Project List Manager for more information. The left side of
the PROJECT SELECT Menu contains a list of Categories. The right side of the
menu contains a list of projects and their descriptions within the selected category. The bottom of the menu contains command buttons which tell BuildersCAD what to do with the selected project. These command buttons are
discussed below.

Project Categories
The left side of the PROJECT SELECT Menu shows a list of project Categories
as defined in the project list. Each category may contain one or more projects.
Selection of a category displays the projects contained within the category on the
right side of the menu. The selected category is highlighted.
Project List
Projects which are listed in the selected category are displayed on the right side
of the PROJECT SELECT Menu. The project description as defined in the
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Project List is also displayed. Select the desired project. The current selection is
highlighted.
Project Select Commands

EXIT: Selection of this button cancels the open process and clears the menu
from the screen. No new Project or Project Page is opened.
SELECT PROJECT: Selection of this button confirms the current project
selection as the one desired and clears the menu. Once the project is selected, the
PROJECT PAGE SELECT menu is invoked. See PROJECT PAGE SELECT

MENU below. The selection of a project determines which directory on the computer is the current project or working directory. Note that even though this directory is determined by the selection in this menu, It does not actually become the
current project (working) directory until a project page (database/drawing or
database/sheet) from within it is opened.
Note 1: Selecting the highlighted project on the list again confirms the project
selection as if the SELECT PROJECT button had been selected. In this
way a "double click" on the desired project will select and confirm it in
one quick sequence.

SET PROJECT DIRECTORY: Selection of this button sets the currently
selected project as the current project or working directory only. It does not bring
up the PROJECT PAGE SELECT menu in order to continue the selection of a
particular Project Page in the Project. The currently loaded Project Page or Database Drawing/Sheet is not affected.

PROJECT LIST MANAGER: Selection of this button invokes the PROJECT
LIST MANAGER Menu from which the Project List is maintained. With this
menu, projects and categories may be added to, deleted from, and moved within
the list. See Project List Manager for more information. Note that a single project
list is kept for all projects on the computer or network.
Project Page Select Menu
The PROJECT PAGE SELECT Menu displays a list of Project Pages which are
have been created on your computer. Projects Pages are created and maintained
using the Project Page List Manager. See Project Page List Manager for more
information. The left side of the PROJECT PAGE SELECT Menu contains a list
of Categories. The right side of the menu contains a list of Project Pages and
their descriptions within the selected category. The bottom of the menu contains
command buttons which tell BuildersCAD what to do with the selected
project page. These commands are discussed later in this topic.
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Project Page Categories
The left side of the PROJECT PAGE SELECT Menu shows a list of project page
Categories as defined in the project page list for the selected project. Each Category may contain one or more Project Pages. Selection of a Category displays
the Project Pages contained within the category on the right side of the menu.
The selected category is highlighted and the name is displayed above the list at
the top of the menu.
Project Page Thumbnails / List
The project pages contained within the selected category are shown on the right
side of the PROJECT PAGE SELECT Menu. The pages are displayed in one of 2
ways - either with graphic thumbnails with the project page name below, or as a
list of project pages and their descriptions. The display is controlled by the two
buttons above the icons/list at the top of the menu which are discussed later in
this topic.

Icon / List Buttons
The Icon / List buttons are found at the top of the PROJECT PAGE / DATABASE
DRAWING/SHEET/THUMBNAIL SELECT menu. They determine the display of
the Project Pages or Drawings / Sheets / Thumbnails on the right side of the
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menu.

ICON MODE: This button is highlighted when Icon Mode is in effect.
When in Icon Mode, the Project Pages / Drawings / Sheets / Thumbnails
are shown on the right side of the menu with graphic thumbnails. The
name of the Page, or Drawing / Sheet / Thumbnail is shown below the image.
LIST MODE: This button is highlighted when List Mode is in effect.
When in List Mode, the Project Pages / Drawings / Sheets / Thumbnails
are shown on the right side of the menu in a list form by Drawing, Sheet,
or Thumbnail name.

Selected Page/Drawing/Sheet
The two boxes at the top of the PROJECT PAGE / DATABASE DRAWING/
SHEET/THUMBNAIL SELECT Menu labeled PAGE/FILE and DESCRIPTION
display the Page and Description (Project Mode) or File and Description (File
Mode) of the currently selected Page/Drawing/Sheet/Thumbnail (or last selected
if multiple items are selected) on the right side of the PROJECT PAGE / DATABASE DRAWING/SHEET/THUMBNAIL SELECT Menu.

Drawing / Sheet Filter
The Drawing / Sheet Filter buttons are found in the top right corner
of the PROJECT PAGE / DATABASE DRAWING/SHEET/THUMBNAIL SELECT menu.
If the Drawing Filter button is shown in light green, Drawing files (File Mode) or
Project Pages which refer to a Drawing file (Project Mode), or Thumbnails will
be displayed on the right side of the PROJECT PAGE / DATABASE DRAWING/
SHEET/THUMBNAIL SELECT menu. If the Drawing Filter button is shown gray,
Drawing files, Project Pages referencing a Drawing file, and Thumbnails will be
filtered out and not shown.
If the Sheet Filter button is shown in rust, Sheet files (File Mode) or Project
Pages which refer to a Sheet file (Project Mode) will be displayed on the right
side of the PROJECT PAGE / DATABASE DRAWING/SHEET/THUMBNAIL
SELECT menu. If the Sheet Filter button is shown gray, Sheet files or Project
Pages referencing a Sheet file will be filtered out and not shown.
Note 1: Note that the colors referred to are based on a standard colormap. Custom colormaps may have these colors altered. The colors used for
Drawings and Sheets correspond to the colors for these file types used
on the right side of the menu in Select By File mode.

Recent Documents Mode
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The current Recent Documents Mode is indicated on the
left side of the PROJECT PAGE / DATABASE DRAWING/
SHEET/THUMBNAIL SELECT menu. Refer to the discussion on Recent Documents at the end of this topic.

Project Mode
The current Project Mode is indicated on the left side
of the PROJECT PAGE / DATABASE DRAWING/
SHEET/THUMBNAIL SELECT menu. This section of
the menu consists of two buttons - FILE and
PROJECT. The highlighted (colored) button indicates the current mode. Selection of the respective buttons will change the mode and shift the menu between
the PROJECT PAGE SELECT menu for Project mode and the DATABASE
DRAWING/SHEET/THUMBNAIL SELECT menu for File mode.

Viewport Layer Lock
The current Viewport Layer Lock setting is indicated on
the left side of the PROJECT PAGE / DATABASE DRAWING/SHEET/THUMBNAIL SELECT menu. The available
settings are Lock By Sheet and Lock By Viewport. The
current setting is highlighted. Selection of the respective button sets the Viewport
Layer Lock.

LOCK BY SHEET: In this mode when a Sheet is loaded, all layers contained
in the sheet as well as all viewports on the sheet are locked. This denies read/
write access to anyone else on the network.

LOCK BY VIEWPORT: In this mode when a Sheet is loaded, all layers contained in the sheet are loaded. Layers in individual viewports are not locked until
the viewport itself is accessed.

Project Page / Drawing / Sheet /
Thumbnail Selection
The right side of the PROJECT PAGE / DATABASE DRAWING/SHEET/THUMBNAIL SELECT menu displays the Project Pages in the currently selected Category (Project Mode) or the Drawings / Sheets / Thumbnails in the currently
selected database (File Mode) in either Icon or List mode depending on the current setting.
Icon Mode
The Project Pages / Drawings / Sheets / Thumbnails are displayed
with a graphic thumbnail of the drawing if one is available. Below
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the thumbnail is the Project Page or Drawing/Sheet/Thumbnail
name. If the name box is red this indicates that the given Project
Page / Drawing / Sheet / Thumbnail is currently in use by another
user and may be only loaded read only. If the name box is dark blue
(Project Mode) the Project Page is available. If the box is light
green (File Mode) the file is a Drawing and is available. If the box
is rust (File Mode) the file is a Sheet and is available. If the box is
violet (File Mode) the file is a Thumbnail and is available. If the
icon border (Icon Mode) is bright green this indicates that the
Project Page / Drawing / Sheet / Thumbnail is selected for further
action.
Note 1: Note that the colors referred to are based on a standard colormap. Custom colormaps may have these colors altered.
List Mode
The Project Pages / Drawings / Sheets / Thumbnails are displayed
in a list with the Page / File name and Description. If the name and
description box is red, this indicates that the given Project Page /
Drawing / Sheet / Thumbnail is currently in use by another user and
may be only loaded read only. If the name and description box is
dark blue (Project Mode) the Project Page is available. If the box is
light green (File Mode) the file is a Drawing and is available. If the
box is rust (File Mode) the file is a Sheet and is available. If the box
is violet (File Mode) the file is a Thumbnail and is available. If the
Name and Description boxes are bright green, this indicates that the
Project Page / Drawing / Sheet / Thumbnail is selected for further
action.
Note 1: Note that the colors referred to are based on a standard colormap. Custom colormaps may have these colors altered.
Selection of the desired Project Page or Drawing/Sheet/Thumbnail may be done
in several ways and will depend on the function to be executed after the selection.
Multiple selections are allowed for some functions.
Left Click Selection
Selecting the box with a left click (B1) will select the Project Page /
Drawing / Sheet / Thumbnail and highlight the box. All other previous selections will be cleared.
A second left click selection on a highlighted box will execute the
Open function as if the Open button had been selected. Refer to the
discussion on the Open below.
Right Click Selection
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Selecting the box with a right click (B3) will select the Project Page
/ Drawing / Sheet / Thumbnail and shift the display to Preview
mode. All other previous selections will be cleared. Refer to the
discussion on Preview below.
<CTRL> Left Click Selection
Selecting the box by holding the <Control> key down and left click
(B1) will select the Project Page / Drawing / Sheet / Thumbnail and
highlight the box if it was previously not selected. This selection
will unselect the box and unhighlight it if it was previously
selected. All other current selections are left unchanged.
<Shift> Left Click Selection
Selecting the box by holding the <Shift> key down and left click
(B1) will select and highlight all of the Project Page / Drawing /
Sheet / Thumbnail boxes between the last selection and the current
selection inclusive. This allows for block selection.
For multiple selections the number of items currently
selected is indicated in the Items Selected box on the
left side of the menu. If the number of selected items
is 0 the box is gray. If items are selected number is
indicated and the box is green.
Select All
A Left Click Selection of this box will select all of the Project
Pages in the currently selected Category (Project Mode) or all of
the Drawings / Sheets / Thumbnails in the currently selected Database (File Mode). A Right Click Selection has the additional functionality in Project Mode of selecting all of the Project Pages in all
Categories.
Select None
A Left Click Selection of this box will unselect all of the Project
Pages in the currently selected Category (Project Mode) or all of
the Drawings / Sheets / Thumbnails in the currently selected Database (File Mode). A Right Click Selection has the additional functionality in Project Mode of unselecting all of the Project Pages in
all Categories.
Slidebars
The slidebars contained in the PROJECT SELECT and PROJECT PAGE /
DATABASE DRAWING/SHEET/THUMBNAIL SELECT menus allow the
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user to quickly browse through the Project, Project Page, Directory Browse,
and Drawing/Sheet/Thumbnail lists when the list is longer than the menu
boxes available to display it. These slidebars are on the right side of the list
for which they function. A slidebar consists of an up arrow at the top, a down
arrow at the bottom, and a slidebar in between. The slidebar shows size and
location of the portion of the list currently displayed in the menu relative to
the entire list. Refer to the Slidebars topic for more information. Slidebar
commands are as follows:

UP ARROW: A left click selection on the Up Arrow moves the display of the
list up 1 item. A right click selection on the Up Arrow moves the display of
the list up 1 menu page.

DOWN ARROW: A left click selection on the Down Arrow moves the display
of the list down 1 item. A right click selection on the Down Arrow moves
the display of the list down 1 menu page.

SLIDEBAR: Selecting on the Slidebar moves the portion of the list displayed
in the menu to the relative position of the selection on the slidebar.

MOUSE SCROLL WHEEL: While the cursor is over the list of items in the
menu or over the slidebar, scrolling the mouse scroll wheel up or down will
page the list up or down 1 line for each click of the mouse scroll wheel.

Project Page / Database Drawing/
Sheet/Thumbnail Select Menu Commands
EXIT: Selection of this button cancels the open process and clears the menu
from the screen. No new file is opened.
PREVIEW: Selection of this button turns the right side of the PROJECT PAGE
/ DATABASE DRAWING/SHEET/THUMBNAIL SELECT menu to Preview mode.
The preview shows a larger thumbnail of the selected drawing or sheet on the
right side of the menu. A second click on the Preview button returns the right side
of the menu to the icons or list.

Note 1: Selecting the thumbnail or name on the icons or list with a right-click
(B3) invokes the Preview function as if the Preview button had been
selected. A right-click (B3) on the preview image returns the display to
the icons or list.
Note 2: Only one Project Page / Database Drawing/Sheet/Thumbnail may be
selected for Preview.
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Project Page / Database Drawing/
Sheet/Thumbnail Preview menu

RETURN
Selecting the Return button will turn the Preview mode off and
return the menu to display the Icon or List views of the Project
Pages / Database Drawings/Sheets/Thumbnails.
PREVIOUS
Selecting the Previous button will display the previous Project Page
/ Database Drawing/Sheet/Thumbnail on the list.
NEXT
Selecting the Next button will display the next Project Page / Database Drawing/Sheet/Thumbnail on the list.
Below the Preview showing the graphic thumbnail of the Project Page /
Database Drawing/Sheet/Thumbnail is a box which displays the Page /
Drawing / Sheet / Thumbnail name. If the Page / Drawing / Sheet Thumbnail
is in use, the box displays in red and the includes user and computer name
which have the Page / Drawing / Sheet / Thumbnail in use.
CLEAR LOCKS
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Selecting the Clear Locks button will clear any drawing lock and
layer autosave files for the Page / Drawing / Sheet / Thumbnail
being previewed. This function is provided in case lock or autosave
files are left behind by an abnormal exit from the drawing/sheet.
Warning: Locks and Autosave files should never be cleared if the
drawing or sheet is actually in use by another user. This could
result in the loss of data.

OPEN: Selection of this button opens the selected Project Page / Database
Drawing/Sheet/Thumbnail.
Note 1: A Project Page / Database Drawing/Sheet/Thumbnail must be selected
in order to use the Open function. Only one Project Page / Database
Drawing/Sheet/Thumbnail may be selected for opening.
Note 2: A left click selection of a highlighted thumbnail or name on the Thumbnails / List portion of the menu opens the selected Project Page / Database Drawing/Sheet/Thumbnail as if the Open button had been selected.
In this way a "double click" on the desired thumbnail or name will select
and open it in one quick sequence.

OPEN READ ONLY: Selection of this button opens the selected Project Page
/ Database Drawing/Sheet/Thumbnail with Read Only permissions. No lock files
will be placed on the drawing, leaving it open for access by other users. The
Drawing/Sheet/Thumbnail will not be able to be saved.
Note 1: A Project Page / Database Drawing/Sheet/Thumbnail must be selected
in order to use the Open Read Only function. Only one Project Page /
Database Drawing/Sheet/Thumbnail may be selected for opening read
only.

OPEN IN NEW SESSION: Selection of this button opens the selected

Project Page / Database Drawing/Sheet/Thumbnail in a new session of BuildersCAD. The new session of BuildersCAD is launched and then the
selected Project Page / Database Drawing/Sheet is opened in it.
Note 1: A Project Page / Database Drawing/Sheet must be selected in order to
use the Open In New Session function. Only one Project Page / Database Drawing/Sheet/Thumbnail may be selected for opening in the new
session.
Note 2: A Thumbnail may not be selected for opening in a new session.

PLOT: Selection of this button will plot all of the selected Project Pages / Database Drawings/Sheets/Thumbnails from the disk. A left click selection brings up
the PLOT PROJECT PAGES menu for verifcation of the desired Plot parameters.
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A right click selection of this button plots the selected Pages / Drawings / Sheets
/ Thumbnails immediately using what ever plot parameters are currently set.
Refer to the Plot topic for more information.

PDF: Selection of this button will export all of the selected Project Pages /
Database Drawings/Sheets from the disk to PDF. A left click selection brings up
the EXPORT PROJECT PAGES TO PDF menu for verifcation of the desired
PDF parameters. A right click selection of this button exports the selected Pages /
Drawings / Sheets / Thumbnails immediately to PDF using what ever PDF
parameters are currently set. Refer to the PDF topic for more information.
EZ: Selection of this button allows you to export all of the selected Project
Pages / Database Drawings/Sheets/Thumbnails to Sigma Design’s eZ if eZ is
installed on your computer. A left click selection brings up the EXPORT
PROJECT PAGES TO eZ menu which allows you to verify or set the current
penmap and then select the process used to send the 2D drawing(s) to eZ - either
by .hpg or by .dwg. A right click selection of this button launches the selected
Pages / Drawings / Sheets / Thumbnails directly to eZ using .hpg. Refer to the eZ
and Markup topics for more information.

PLOT FILE: Selection of this button allows you to plot all of the selected
Project Pages / Database Drawings/Sheets to files on the disk. The plot file types
supported are BuildersCAD .pl, .hpg, .plt, .png, .jpg, and .bmp. A left click
selection of this button brings up the PLOT PROJECT PAGE(S) TO FILE menu
for verification of the desired plot parameters. A right click selection of this button plots the selected Pages / Drawings / Sheets immediately using what ever plot
parameters are currently set. Refer to the Plot topic for more information.
DWG: Selection of this button allows you to export the selected Project
Page(s) / Database Drawing(s)/Sheet(s)/Thumbnail(s) to the .dwg format. The
DWG/DXF Translator Plug-In from Expert Infocad must be installed and authorized in order to use this function. A left click selection will open the IMPORT/
EXPORT TRANSLATOR menu with the selected drawing/sheet filled in the Input
File section. This allows you to set the desired output file name and Config file
before executing the translation. Only 1 item may be selected for translation
using this method. A right click selection will export all selected Project Pages /
Database Drawings/Sheets/Thumbnails to .dwg directly using default naming
and the current translation configuration. The .dwg files are named the same as
the drawing/sheet and placed in the Project directory. Refer to the Expert Translator topic for more information.
Note 1: A Project Page / Database Drawing/Sheet/Thumbnail must be selected
in order to use the DWG function. Only one Project Page / Database
Drawing/Sheet/Thumbnail may be selected for export to DWG when
using the left click option.
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DR/SHT LIST FILE: Selection of this button will write data from the
PROJECT PAGE / DATABASE DRAWING/SHEET/THUMBNAIL SELECT menu

to a text file which is then opened in the default text editor. From this point the
file may be read, saved, or printed as needed. The Default Text Editor is defined
in an Environment Variable and for most computers is MS Notepad by default.
Refer to the Environment Variables topic.
If the current Project Mode is Select By File, the text file lists the Project Path
(Working directory), and Database name of the database currently selected in the
DATABASE DRAWING/SHEET/THUMBNAIL SELECT menu at the top. Below
this is listed the file name and description of each Drawing, Sheet, and Thumbnail in the selected database.
If the current Project Mode is Select By Project, the text file lists the Project
Number, Project Name, Project Path (full computer path to the project directory),
and the Date and Time at the top of the file. Below this is listed each Project Page
in the Project broken down by Category. Each Project Page listing includes the
Project Page Number/Name, the description, and the file (database/drawing or
database/sheet) that the Project Page references.
If the current Recent Documents Mode is On, the text file lists the Date and Time
at the top. Below this is listed the last 12 Project Pages (Project Mode) or Drawings/Sheets/Thumbnails (File Mode) opened by the user in the Project Mode format in which they were opened. For Project Mode the listing includes the Project
Number, Project Name, Project Page, Page Description, and File Path. For File
Mode the listing includes the File Path, Database, Drawing/Sheet, and Description. Refer to the discussion on Recent Documents in this topic below.

BRIEFCASE CHECK IN: Selection of this button invokes the Briefcase
Check In function for the selected Project Page / Database Drawing/Sheet/
Thumbnail. Refer to the Briefcase topic for more information.
Note 1: A Project Page / Database Drawing/Sheet must be selected in order to
use the Briefcase Check In function. Only one Project Page / Database
Drawing/Sheet/Thumbnail may be selected for Briefcase Check In.

PAGE LIST MANAGER: Selection of this button invokes the PROJECT
PAGE LIST MANAGER Menu from which the Project Page List for the selected
project is maintained. With this menu, project pages and categories may be added
to, deleted from, and moved within the list. See Project Page List Manager for
more information. Note that a separate project page list is kept for each project.

Recent Documents
BuildersCAD remembers up to the last 12 Drawings, Sheets, or Thumbnails
opened. These may be displayed for selection as a group using the RECENT
DOCUMENTS SELECT menu. The Pages / Drawings / Sheets / Thumbnails are
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presented in the menu in the format in which they were previously selected.
The Recent Documents are listed in numerical order (1-12) with the last loaded or
most recently opened document shown first on the list. The second most recently
opened document is listed second, and so on. When a Drawing or Sheet file is
opened - either as a Project Page from the PROJECT PAGE SELECT menu, as a
Drawing or Sheet from the DATABASE DRAWING / SHEET SELECT menu, or
as a Recent Document from the RECENT DOCUMENTS menu, the file is added
to the top of the Recent Documents list. When a file is added, if was previously
on the list, it is moved to the top and each item moves down 1 spot until the file’s
previous list spot is reached. If it was not previously on the list, it is added at the
top, each item is moved down 1 spot on the list and the 12th item falls off the list.
After BuildersCAD is initially installed or if the Recent Documents list is
cleared, the list starts with no entries and builds until a maximum of 12 is
reached. The Recent Documents list can contain both Drawings and Sheets and is
not filtered, regardless of the Drawing/Sheet filter setting. Refer to the discussion
of the Drawing / Sheet filter earlier in this topic.
Note 1: BuildersCAD checks the Recent Documents list for the existence of
the files on the list each time the Recent Documents list is read. Database/Drawings, Database/Sheets, or Project Pages which have been
deleted will be removed from the Recent Documents List.
Note 2: Recent Documents functions prior to BuildersCAD 9.4 are obsolete. Items which may have been on Recent Documents lists prior to
BuildersCAD 9.4 will not appear on the new Recent Documents
list.
The RECENT DOCUMENTS SELECT menu is displayed by selecting the Recent
Documents button on the FILE pull-down menu. It may also be displayed by a
right click selection of the File (flat file) icon on the DESKTOP menu. A third
way of displaying this menu is to select the On button under the Recent Documents heading of the PROJECT PAGE / DATABASE DRAWING/SHEET/
THUMBNAIL SELECT menu.
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In the RECENT DOCUMENTS SELECT menu, all of the functions are similar to
the PROJECT PAGE SELECT or DATABASE DRAWING/SHEET/THUMBNAIL
SELECT menus described above with a few exceptions as noted below.
Recent Documents Mode
The current Recent Documents Mode is indicated as
ON on the left side of the RECENT DOCUMENTS
SELECT menu. The Recent Documents mode may be
turned off and the menu returned to the PROJECT
PAGE SELECT or DATABASE DRAWING/SHEET SELECT menu (depending on the current Project Mode) by selecting the OFF button.
A Right Click selection of either the Recent Documents OFF or ON button
on the RECENT DOCUMENTS SELECT menu allows you to clear the
Recent Documents list. BuildersCAD will prompt to verify the Recent
Documents List clear.
Project Mode
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The Project Mode boxes are blank in the
RECENT DOCUMENTS SELECT menu. This
setting is not applicable in Recent Documents
mode as the documents are displayed in the
Project Mode that was current when they were last selected. Selection of the
boxes does nothing.
Recent Documents Project Path
The left side of the RECENT DOCUMENTS SELECT menu shows either the
Project Number and Project Name if the document was last loaded from
Project Mode, or the full path to the database containing the drawing, sheet,
or Thumbnail if the document was last loaded from File Mode. The documents are listed with a number to the left 1-12, which corresponds to the
number shown for the Page / Drawing / Sheet / Thumbnail file on the right
side of the menu. The color of the box in which each document is listed is
the same as the color of the title box on the right side of the menu for the
document and corresponds to the file type - dark blue for Project Pages, light
green for Drawings, rust for Sheets, and violet for Thumbnails. If the document is currently in use (loaded by any user), the box for the listing is red.
Current selections from the right side of the menu are highlighted on the left
side also.
If the length of the Recent Documents Project Path entry is longer than 33
characters, the entry is truncated at 30 characters and 3 dots ("...") are added
to indicate that the entry display has been truncated. Project Page entries are
truncated at the end as the most significant text would be at the beginning of
the entry. Drawing/Sheet/Thumbnail entries are truncated at the beginning as
the most significant text would be at the end of the entry.
Project Path List Document
Selection
In the RECENT DOCUMENTS SELECT menu, a left click selection on the
Recent Documents Project Path list on the left side of the menu selects and
opens the selection immediately. This is designed as a quick short cut to
open recent files. The selection process on the right side of the menu is the
same as for the PROJECT PAGE / DATABASE DRAWING/SHEET/THUMBNAIL SELECT menus noted above.
Slidebars
In the RECENT DOCUMENTS SELECT menu, the slidebars are shown with
the bar covering the full list. The Slidebars are not used as the maximum
number of documents is 12 which is within the full menu display.

See Also
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Project List Manager, Project Page List Manager, Lock Files, eZ, Briefcase, Colormap, Drawing, Image, Plot, PDF, Plug-in, Repeated Item, Sheet, Style, Text,
View, Viewport, and Winport.

OPENGL
BuildersCAD supports rendering using the OpenGL rendering engine found in the
operating system. OpenGL is a 3D graphics language developed by Silicon Graphics.
Microsoft OpenGL is built into MS Windows and is designed to improve performance
on hardware that supports the OpenGL standard. OpenGL allows BuildersCAD to
display rendered images quickly, to pan, zoom, place items and perform edits in rendered image mode in real time. BuildersCAD OpenGL also supports textures. Refer
to the Textures topic for more information.
The OpenGL settings are found on the VIEW menu. This menu is accessed by selecting
the camera icon on the VIEW CONTROL BAR. Refer to the View and View Control Bar
topics.

Commands
OpenGL Modes

OFF: This turns the OpenGL rendering in BuildersCAD off. 3D surfaces
will be displayed in normal wire-frame. Other BuildersCAD rendering commands such as Opaque and Opaque With Shadows will work.
SOLID: This turns the OpenGL rendering in BuildersCAD on for solids,
rendering surfaces in solid shades of color. 3D surfaces will be displayed as a
solid surface in the assigned color.
Note 1: Surfaces that are single sided will render both sides in OpenGL.

EDGE HIGHLIGHT: This turns the OpenGL rendering in BuildersCAD on
for Edge Highlight, rendering 3D surfaces in solid shades of the assigned color
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with the surface edges highlighted in the Edge Highlight Color as set in the Edge
Color Parameter box below.

WIRE FRAME: This turns the OpenGL rendering in BuildersCAD on for
Wire Frame, displaying the 3D surface edges only in the Edge Highlight Color as
set in the Edge Color Parameter box below.
HIDDEN LINE: This turns the OpenGL rendering in BuildersCAD on for
Hidden Line, displaying the 3D surface edges only in the Edge Highlight Color
as set in the Edge Color Parameter box below. Edges which are hidden behind
surfaces which are in front of them in the current view are not displayed.
Edge Color
The Edge Highlight Color setting determines which color is used to display
the 3D surface edges in OpenGL when the Edge Highlight, Wire Frame, and
Hidden Line OpenGL modes are used. The options are Black, White, Face,
and Select. Black or White display all surface edges in black or white lines.
The Face option will display the surface edges in the color assigned to the
surface - the same color as the face would be displayed in. The Select option
allows the user to select the color 0-255 from the BuildersCAD colormap
with which to display all 3D surface edges. Click on the Edge Color box to
select the Edge Highlight Color desired.
Note 1: When using Black or White as the Edge Highlight color, be consious of
the screen background color, especially if the Wire Frame or Hidden
Line OpenGL modes are used. If the Edge Highlight color is the same as
the screen background, the model will seem to disappear. The BuildersCAD :colswap mnemonic command may be used to swap the
BuildersCAD colormap colors 0 and 1 (normally 0 is black and 1 is
white) to toggle the screen background from black to white.
Background Color
The OpenGL Background Color feature is not yet active in BuildersCAD.
Lines
This box displays the OpenGL Lines status. OpenGL Lines will display
BuildersCAD lines in addition to solid surfaces. This parameter applies
to all OpenGL display modes. The lines are displayed in the Edge Highlight
Color as described above. Selection of the box will toggle the OpenGL Lines
display On and Off.
Note 1: The lines OpenGL display will display BuildersCAD line entities
only. It will not display Circles, Patterns, or other BuildersCAD enti526
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ties. It will however display lines contained within Repeated Items.
Shadows
The OpenGL Shadows feature is not yet active in BuildersCAD.
Reflection
The OpenGL Reflection feature is not yet active in BuildersCAD.
Te x t u r e s
This box displays the OpenGL Textures status. This parameter applies to the
Solid and Edge Highlight OpenGL modes. With OpenGL Textures on, surfaces which have a texture assigned to them will be displayed with that texture. If no texture is assigned, the 3D surface is rendered in solid shades of
the assigned color. Refer to the Textures topic for more information on Textures and assigning textures to a surface. Selection of the box will toggle the
OpenGL Texture display On and Off.
General

ASSIGN TEXTURES: Selecting this button brings up the

ASSIGN TEXTURES Menu. Refer to the Textures topic for more information on Textures and

assigning textures to a surface.

TOOLBAR: Selecting this button turns on the OpenGL Windows Toolbar. This
toolbar duplicates most of the functions described above in a MS Windows standard floating toolbar that may be docked as desired in the BuildersCAD window. Refer to OpenGL Windows Toolbar discussion below and the Windows
Toolbars topic for more information.
O p e n G L W i n d o w s To o l b a r
The OpenGL Windows Toolbar contains the
OpenGL functions in a MS Windows standard toolbar that may be docked as desired in the BuildersCAD window. These functions are duplicated in
the BuildersCAD VIEW menu.
The Modes section of the OpenGL Windows Toolbar contains 5 buttons on the
left - from left to right Off, Solid, Edge Highlight, Wire Frame, and Hidden Line.
These functions are the same as those found on the VIEW menu and are described
in the OpenGL Modes section above.
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The Settings button brings up the MS Windows
OpenGL SETUP Dialog which duplicates the OpenGL
settings found on the BuildersCAD VIEW menu.

These settings are documented in this topic above.

See Also
View, View Control Bar, Windows Toolbars, and Textures.

OPENINGS
An opening is a general term used to refer to doors and windows. BuildersCAD has
two types of openings - BuildersCAD openings and generic openings. The generic
openings are found in the basic BuildersCAD menu differ greatly from the BuildersCAD openings found in the BuildersCAD Designer Plug-in. The generic
openings typically have limited customization capabilities and don’t store a large array
of attribute data. They should be used only for very simple quick studies where framing
an material take-off data is not needed.
Generic and BuildersCAD Openings share a few simple common behaviors since
they are both considered to be Door/Window entities. When placed they will automatically segment the wall and create an appropriate break. When they are removed they
will heal the wall back to one segment.
BuildersCAD Designer openings have much greater functionality than the
generic doors and windows, and are defined by a larger number of properties. They also
function with the wall in which they are placed to provide framing data to the BuildersCAD Framer. BuildersCAD openings are placed using the Place Opening menus
found in the BuildersCAD Walls Application. For more information on Openings in
BuildersCAD walls, refer to the Wall Opening Placement section of the Walls Application topic.

Generic Opening Parameters
Generic Door and Window placement tools are found on the basic Cad menu.
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They are placed with the current pen and color. In addition, the user must define
the following parameters:
Table O:2

Opening Parameters

PARAMETER

Type

Width

OPTION

DESCRIPTION

Window

Places a special window RI and
breaks the wall.

Opening

Places a break in the wall.

Door

Places a special door RI and breaks
the wall.

Value

Defines the size of the opening.

Note 1: An existing opening can have its width changed. However, only the
break in the wall will change dimension. The door or window object
will remain the same size.

See Also
Walls Application.

OPTIONS
Refer to Options under the Prompt Line topic.

ORIGINS
An origin is a special reference point used by BuildersCAD to manage some aspect
of the drawing. This could be a control point for a complex object or a reference point
for a coordinate grid. Various types of origins are discussed below.

General Origins
DATABASE ORIGIN: is absolute (0,0,0) origin of the database coordinate
system. It is never relocated without extreme caution. Every database has an origin point. This is the (0,0,0) location from which the (X,Y,Z) axes of the Cartesian coordinate system originate and all objects in the database are located
absolute to this origin point.
Note 1: It is not recommended to change the database origin. Changing the origin for the current drawing changes the origin for all editable layers registered to that drawing. If reference layers are loaded between different
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databases, or if a database drawing is displayed on a sheet through a
viewport, changing the database origin will cause the layers for that
database to become misaligned with the other database or sheet layers.
In these cases, caution must be used when relocating the origin to avoid
unfortunate surprises at a later time.
To reset the origin, select the file button (flat file icon) on the DESKTOP menu to
invoke the FILE pull-down menu. Select the tools button to invoke the PROJECT/
DATABASE TOOLS pop-up menu and then select the RESET ORIGIN button.
The following prompt is displayed:
New db origin for current space (F10:show exist):

Press F10 (or <Enter>) to flash the database origin on the screen (if within the
current view).
To assign a new database origin, enter a coordinate or select a point on the screen.
BuildersCAD will ask for confirmation of the change. Answering yes to the
prompt will make a permanent change to the database origin location.

LAYER ORIGIN: Each layer has an origin point which is aligned with the
database origin. However, it is possible to temporarily change the location of one
or more layer origins to achieve a different alignment or spacing of the graphic
material.
See Explode for more information.

WORK PLANE ORIGIN: A Work Plan Origin is a temporary (0,0,0) origin
of the coordinate system. While working on a 3D model in a drawing, it is sometimes convenient to temporarily change one's orientation with respect to the
work. This is accomplished by defining a temporary coordinate system known as
the work plane.
A work plane is defined by a secondary origin point (which may differ, but does
not effect the location of the primary database origin point) and a rotation of the
coordinate system.
When the distance relative mode is off, this origin is used for subsequent distance/coordinate inputs. Graphic work may be performed in relation to this new
temporarily coordinate system and BuildersCAD will automatically translate
the coordinates entered on the work plane to the primary database coordinate system.

RELATIVE ORIGIN: When the distance relative (coordinate system) mode is
set to on, the current reference point is a temporary origin for the next distance/
coordinate input.
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PLOT ORIGIN: When plotting a sheet or drawing, the plot origin is the point
which gets matched to the origin on the physical plotting device (usually the
lower-left corner of the plotted sheet). The BuildersCAD plot routines provide the ability to set the plot origin to either the database origin (default), the
lower-left corner of the screen, or any other arbitrary reference point.

Entity Origins
PATTERN ORIGIN: When a pattern is placed on a drawing, the first point
used to define the boundary is typically treated as the pattern origin. This defines
a control point from which the pattern is generated. Once the pattern is placed, it
is possible to move this origin point to another location and have the pattern automatically regenerated.

REPEATED ITEM (ENTITY) ORIGIN: When a Repeated Item is created, a
single RI origin point is defined. This point becomes the handle for the repeated
item and is used to insert and locate the entity within the database.
VIEWPORT (ENTITY) ORIGIN: When a viewport is located on a sheet, the
lower-left corner of the rectangular region is used as the origin (i.e., insertion)
point to define the position of the viewport within the database.
RASTER (ENTITY) ORIGIN: When a raster entity is placed, the origin point
is defined as the lower left corner of the raster image. This point becomes the
handle for the raster entity and is used to locate the entity within the database.

NOTE (ENTITY) ORIGIN: When a note entity is placed, the origin point is
defined as the lower left corner of the first line of text in the note if it is a text
note, or the center of the keynote symbol if it is a keynote. This point becomes
the handle for the note entity and is used to locate the entity within the database.

See Also
Coordinate System, Explode, Patterns, Plot, Point, Raster Entity, Reference
Points, Repeated Items, Notes, Viewports, and Work Plane.

ORTHOGONAL
See XY Forcing for more information.

OUTPUT UNITS
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Regardless of the underlying geometry unit system of the database (see Input Units),
BuildersCAD offers great flexibility in the way in which numerical values are presented. Setting the output format determines how dimension strings, coordinate point
tracking and query results are displayed. These settings may be changed at any time during the course of work without affecting numbers which have already been placed.
There are two ways to
access the OUTPUT
FORMAT menu. The
first method is to
select the File icon to
display the FILE
MENU. Then select
the Settings button to
bring up the SETTINGS menu.
The
current
status of the output units are shown on this menu. Clicking on this field causes
the OUTPUT FORMAT menu to be displayed (shown above).
The second access method involves making a B3 selection on the SCALE field of
the DESKTOP menu to display the DATABASE FORMAT menu. Selecting the
Set Output Display Format button also causes the OUTPUT FORMAT menu to be
displayed.
As various display parameters are modified, the OUTPUT SAMPLE window will
show an example of the effect that the changes will have on numerical display.

OUTPUT UNITS: Select the unit system in which numeric values are to be
displayed.
Table O:3
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OPTION

OUTPUT DISPLAY UNITS

mils

mils (1/1000 ")

inches

inches

feet

feet

ft in

feet & inches

miles

miles

mm

millimeters

cm

centimeters

m

meters
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Table O:3

Output Units
km

kilometers

FORMAT: Specify whether fractions or decimals will be used to display values
less than one.
ROUNDING: Indicate the minimum unit amount to which all values are to be
rounded for display. Note that this only affects the display of the numbers. The
actual numeric values stored within a drawing always retain their full precision.
• Fractional: Specify the smallest fractional value to be displayed. If the
required value is not shown, select OTHER and enter the desired denominator value (between 1 and 128) at the prompt. For example, to set rounding to 1/64, select OTHER and enter 64 (or 1 / 64) at the prompt.

• Decimal: Specify the maximum number of decimal places to be displayed.
If the required number of places is not shown, select OTHER and enter the
desired number (between 0 and 7) at the prompt. Selecting 0 (zero) produces integral output with no decimal point.
Note 1: When working in Imperial units, if it is desired to round the display of
all values to whole inches, select decimal format with 0 (zero) decimal
places. DO NOT enter a fractional format of 1 (or 1/1) as this will cause
displayed values to be truncated rather than rounded, generating inaccurate results. For example, a value of 1'-4 7/8" would get truncated to 1'4" rather than rounded up to 1'-5".
Note 2: If the goal is to produce dimensionally accurate drawings, then selecting
a very small rounding value will insure that drafting errors are not accidentally hidden. For example, when working on a drawing for a piece of
furniture where all dimensions are intended to be to the nearest 1/16",
with rounding set to 1/16", a dimension might read 1'-3 1/2", which
looks fine. However, lowering rounding to 1/32" might reveal that the
actual dimension is 1'-3 17/32". Upon seeing this value, the drawing
could be modified to correct the mistake.
Note 3: Design work can be performed with one rounding value and then this
may be easily modified prior to distribution. For example, while drafting, four decimal places might be used to monitor for errors as discussed
above. When the drawing is ready for plotting, the rounding could be
changed to two decimal places and then all dimension could be edited at
once to change the OUTPUT FORMAT. (See Dimensions and Edit for
additional information

DISPLAY MARKS: Indicate whether the following unit marks are to be displayed as part of the numeric string. This may be set to either Off, On or Both.
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ON and BOTH are identical for all marks except feet & inches where ON means
display foot-marks only while BOTH means to use both foot and inch marks.

Table O:4

Output Display Marks

OUTPUT DISPLAY UNITS

MARK(S)

mils (1/1000 ")

ml

inches

"

feet

'

feet & inches

' "

miles

mi

millimeters

mm

centimeters

cm

meters

M

kilometers

Km

LEADING FIELD: This is an integer value which indicates the minimum number of character spaces to reserve for the numeric value to the left of the decimal
place (decimal format) or for the first whole number (fractional format). Spaces
are used to pad out the field to the required number of characters if the number is
smaller than the field width. This has no limiting effect on numbers which are
larger (have more digits) than the field width.
Example:Given a leading field width of 5, the number -23.75 would be padded
out with two leading spaces, the number 1'-6 1/8" would be padded out with four
leading spaces, and the number 146558.2 would be displayed as-is, with no padding since it exceeded the field width.
Note 1: Leading fields are typically used for tabular data where numbers need to
be vertically aligned and right justified. To achieve the intended results,
an equal-spaced font (such as eqsp.lt) should also be specified.

SUPPRESS LEADING 0'S:
• Fractional: For Imperial units, do not display unnecessary 0 (zero) inch
values. For example, a normal value of 8'-0 3/4" would display as 8'-3/4"
when this option is set to YES.

• Decimal: Leading 0s (zeros) to the left of the decimal point are not displayed. For example, a normal value of 0.125 would be displayed as .125
when this option is set to YES.
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SUPPRESS TRAILING 0'S:
• Fractional: For Imperial units, this option performs identically to the previous description.

• Decimal: Extra trailing 0s (zeros) to the right of the decimal point are not
displayed. For example, if rounding was set to four decimal places, a normal value of 0.2000 would be displayed as 0.2 when this option is set to
YES.

SUPPRESS 0 FIELD: This applies only to Imperial units when set to display
in feet & inches, and suppresses the display of 0 (zero) feet when a dimension is
less than a foot in length. For example, a normal value of 0'-4 1/2" would display
as 4 1/2" when this option is set to YES.
SEPARATORS: This applies only to Imperial units when set to display in feet
& inches, and determines whether a short dash will display between the feet and
inches portion of a value. For example, a normal value of 12' 7" would display as
12'-7" if this option is set to YES.

See Also
Geometry Units.
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PACK
Pack is a general layer maintenance and project troubleshooting tool. It searches a layer
for any data points that are no longer associated with an entity and removes them.
Note 1: Pack, used in conjunction with recreating the display list, is often used as the
first step in solving anomalous behaviors in a drawing/sheet.
There are two locations for accessing this command:

• File > Tools > Pack Layers
• Layer > Tools > Pack Data
Note 2: Pack will not clean up a read-only layer.

See Also
Display List, Layer, and Points.

PACKAGE
Refer to the Estimating Formulas section of the Materials Application topic for more
information.

PAGER
Pager is a term sometimes used for the Open and Select Menus because of their ability
to scroll throught multiple pages of thumbnails representing the items to choose from.
See Open and Select for more information.

PALETTE
See Penmaps for more information.

PAN
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Panning is the ability to shift the current view display in any direction. This does not
move the drawing’s data, only the current view. Refer to the Dynamic View portion of
the View topic.

See Also
View.

PAPER UNITS
The paper unit is used in documentation referring to distances measured in either inches
(imperial) or millimeters (metric) on the plotted paper.
See Environmental Modes, Sheets and Units for more information.

PARAGRAPHS
See Text for more information.

PARAMETERS
All entities require the process of defining parameters to affect the look one way or
another. Some parameters become properties of the object once placed.
See the documentation for the individual entity type for more information.

PARTS
This topic is forthcoming. Please refer to the BuildersCAD web site at www.builderscad.com for the latest update of the BuildersCAD Encyclopedia. Updated documentation may be downloaded free of charge from the BuildersCAD web site.

PARTS PLACE
Refer to the Parts topic for more information.

PATTERNS
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A pattern (crosshatch) entity is a unique entity in BuildersCAD. Patterns are defined by one origin point, at least one
boundary circuit, and a fill pattern.
The origin point is the handle for each pattern object, it is used for
aligning separate patterns with one another or with another object.
Typically, the origin point is placed over the first boundary point
in the first circuit. The origin point can be relocated.
A boundary circuit is a closed loop consisting of multiple linear
segments (minimum 3). One pattern object may consist of multiple boundary circuits, which will automatically align the fill pattern amongst themselves. Boundary circuits which overlap or are
completely within another boundary circuit will have a negating
effect with the fill pattern.

The fill pattern defines the pattern as Lines, tiled Repeated Items, or a Solid color.

Properties
Pattern properties are displayed and set on the PATTERN STATUS menu.
When creating a pattern, it will assume all of the current line properties along
with the following pattern properties.

PEN & COLOR [COL]: The pen and color properties are common to all
objects.
The boundary circuit has its own distinct pen and color properties, as does the fill
pattern.

PATTERN TYPE: There are three possible Patterns types- Line, Repeated
Item Fill, and Solid Fill, each having different properties associated with them.
The Pattern Type may be set by selecting the PATTERN TYPE box on the PATTERN STATUS menu. A right-click selection of the PATTERN TYPE box toggles through the Pattern Types. Scrolling the mouse scroll wheel up or down
while the cursor is over the PATTERN TYPE box will scroll through the available Pattern Types.
Line Fill Pattern
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The Line fill pattern may be defined with up to 4 lines. The specified lines
are repeated in the boundary circuit to create a pattern (insulation, steel,
etc.). Each line has the following properties:

• Spacing - specified in paper units.
• Angle - with absolute rotation zero at 3 o’clock and continues counterclockwise to 360 degrees.

• Offset - specified in paper units. The offset property must be less than
spacing property.

• Line type - dashes and spaces (no double/triple lines)
The number of Line Fills for a Line fill Pattern is displayed on the PATTERN
STATUS menu when the PATTERN TYPE property is set to LINE. The
number of Line Patterns may be set by selecting the LINE PATTERNS box
on the PATTERN STATUS menu. A right click selection of the LINE PATTERNS box sets the number of line fills to the default of 1. Scrolling the
mouse scroll wheel up or down while the cursor is over the LINE PATTERNS box will toggle through the line fills 1-4.
Repeated Item Fill Pattern

The Repeated Item Fill Pattern is be defined with a pre-defined Repeated
Item (RI). The current RI is tiled in the boundary circuit to create a pattern
(tile, brick, earth, etc.). Properties include:

• RI Name
• RI Scale
• RI Rotation
The Repeated Item Name, Scale, and Rotation are displayed on the PATTERN STATUS menu when the PATTERN TYPE property is set to RI FILL.
These properties may be set by selecting the respective boxes on the PATTERN STATUS menu.
Solid Fill Pattern
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The Solid Fill Pattern is defined with a solid pen and color. The current pen
and color will fill the boundary circuit.

LINE PATTERN LINES: The Line Pattern Lines property determines the
number of different lines from 1 to 4 within a Line Pattern. Each of the different
line setups may have a different Spacing between the lines, rotation (angle of the
lines), and Offset from the Pattern origin. The number of line setups in a Line
Pattern may be set on the STATUS menu or on the LINE CREATE menu.

LINE PATTERN LINE UNITS: The Line Pattern Line Units property determines the how the Line Pattern Line Spacing and Offset parameters are displayed
and input - either in Paper units (i.e. fractions of an inch when plotted on paper)
or in Geometry units (i.e. database geometry feet and inches). The Line Pattern
Line Units parameter is displayed and set on the LINE CREATE menu.
LINE PATTERN LINE SPACING: The Line Pattern Line Spacing property
determines the how far apart a the individual lines in a pattern are drawn. There is
a Line Pattern Line Spacing setting for each of the 4 possible lines in a Line
Pattern. The Line Pattern Line Spacing may be viewed and set using either
Paper or Geometry units. See the Line Pattern Line Units parameter above. The
Line Pattern Line Spacing parameter is displayed and set on the LINE CREATE
menu.

LINE PATTERN LINE ROTATION: The Line Pattern Line Rotation property determines the angle at which the individual lines in a pattern are drawn.
There is a Line Pattern Line Rotation setting (in degrees) for each of the 4 possible lines in a Line Pattern. The Line Pattern Line Rotation parameter is displayed and set on the LINE CREATE menu.

LINE PATTERN LINE OFFSET: The Line Pattern Line Offset property
determines the how far offset from the Pattern origin the first line in a line pattern
begins. There is a Line Pattern Line Offset setting for each of the 4 possible
lines in a Line Pattern. The Line Pattern Line Offset may be viewed and set
using either Paper or Geometry units. See the Line Pattern Line Units parameter above. The Line Pattern Line Offset parameter is displayed and set on the
LINE CREATE menu. Note that the Line Pattern Line Offset parameter value
must be smaller than the Line Pattern Line Spacing parameter value for the
given line in a Line Pattern.

LINE PATTERN LINE TYPE: The Line Pattern Line Type property deterBuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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mines the type of line used for the lines within a Line Pattern - Solid or one of the
Dashed types. The Line Type parameter used is the same as for Normal class
lines. Refer to the Lines topic for more information. The Line Pattern Line
Type parameter may be viewed and set on the LINE CREATE menu.

LINE PATTERN LINE DASH PARAMETERS: The Line Pattern Line
Dash Parameters determine the length of dashes and spaces within dashed type
lines within a Line Pattern. The Line Pattern Line Dash parameters used are the
same as for Normal class Dashed type lines. Refer to the Lines topic for more
information. The Line Pattern Line Dash parameters may be viewed and set on
the LINE CREATE menu.
REPEATED ITEM PATTERN REPEATED ITEM NAME: The Repeated
Item Pattern Repeated Item Name determines the Repeated Item which will be
used to create the Pattern fill in a Repeated Item type Pattern. The Repeated
Item Pattern RI Name is the same parameter used for naming and placing a
Repeated Item. Refer to the Repeated Items topic for more information. The
Repeated Item Pattern RI Name may be viewed and set on both the LINE STATUS and LINE CREATE menus.

REPEATED ITEM PATTERN REPEATED ITEM SCALE: The Repeated
Item Pattern Repeated Item Scale determines the size of the Repeated Item which
will be used to create the Pattern fill in a Repeated Item type Pattern. The
Repeated Item Pattern RI Scale is the same parameter used for scaling a normal Repeated Item. Refer to the Repeated Items topic for more information. The
Repeated Item Pattern RI Scale parameter may be viewed and set on both the
LINE STATUS and LINE CREATE menus.

REPEATED ITEM PATTERN REPEATED ITEM ROTATION(S): The
Repeated Item Pattern Repeated Item Rotation(s) determines the rotation of the
Repeated Item which will be used to create the Pattern fill in a Repeated Item
type Pattern. The Repeated Item Pattern RI Rotation(s) is the same parameter
used for rotating a normal Repeated Item. Refer to the Repeated Items topic for
more information. The Repeated Item Pattern RI Rotation(s) parameter may
be viewed and set on both the LINE STATUS and LINE CREATE menus.
PATTERN ORIGIN: The Pattern Origin property determines how the Pattern
Origin is input when a Line or Repeated Item type Pattern is placed. The Pattern
Origin is a reference point which determines the origin of a Line or Repeated
Item Pattern within the boundary.
If the Pattern Origin is set to BOUNDARY, the Boundary origin is used for the
Pattern Origin. If the Pattern Origin is set to PROMPT, BuildersCAD will
prompt for the Pattern Origin with each Pattern placement. If the Pattern Origin
is set to DATUM, the previous Pattern Origin is used. This is useful for placing
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multiple Pattern placements where the patterns within the individual boundaries
need to align.

DISPLAY ORDER: The Display Order property determines where in the current work layer the Pattern is placed. If the Display Order property is set to
FRONT, Patterns will be added to the end of the work layer and will thus display
"in front" or "on top" of other entities in the layer. If the Display Order property
is set to BACK, Patterns will be added to the beginning of the work layer and will
thus display "in back of" or "below" other entities on the layer. Selection of the
DISPLAY ORDER box or scrolling the mouse scroll wheel up or down while the
cursor is over the DISPLAY ORDER box toggles the Display Order property
between FRONT and BACK.
RE-DISPLAY: The Re-Display property determines whether or not the

BuildersCAD screen is redisplayed when Patterns are placed or edited. If the
RE-DISPLAY property is set to ON (the default), the screen will refresh each
time a Pattern is placed or edited using the edits on the PATTERN GEOMETRY
EDIT menu. If the RE-DISPLAY property is OFF, the screen will not refresh with
Pattern placement or edits. Selection of the RE-DISPLAY box or scrolling the
mouse scroll wheel up or down while the cursor is over the RE-DISPLAY box
toggles the Re-Display property between ON and OFF.
BuildersCAD screen redisplays are often needed after a Pattern placement or
edit to properly show the Pattern’s context with other entities in the drawing. This
property allows the user to turn the automatic redisplay in the placement and edit
commands off in cases where there is a large amount of data shown and a redisplay takes more time.

BOUNDARY RETAIN: The Boundary Retain property displays or hides the
boundary segments in the the primary boundary and any sub-boundaries of the
Pattern. Selection of the BOUNDARY box or scrolling the mouse scroll wheel
up or down while the cursor is over the BOUNDARY box toggles the Boundary
Retain property ON (display) or OFF (don’t display). If displayed, the boundaries
will also plot.
POLYGON SIDES: The Polygon Sides property is used to determine the
number of sides or boundary segments in a circular or curved boundary. The
higher the number of Polygon Sides, the finer the "resolution" of the circle or
curve. The number of sides displayed represents the number of segments that will
be used for a full circle. For curves or arcs less than a full circle the number of
segments used to form the curve is proportional to the setting as the curve is to a
full circle. For example a 180 degree arc (half circle) will be formed using 20
segments if the Polygon Sides property is set to 40 (full circle). Selection of the
POLY SIDES box allows you to set the number of Polygon Sides. Scrolling the
mouse scroll wheel up or down while the cursor is over the POLYGON SIDES
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box increments the number of sides up or down 1 for each click of the mouse
scroll wheel.

Create
PATTERN: This command brings up the

PATTERN CREATE

menu.

From this menu, the various parameters for Patterns may be set. The crosshatch
pattern parameters may also be saved here as Styles in an Entity Styles Catalog.
Refer to the Catalog topic for more information. The entity styles (crosshatch
pattern settings) saved by name may be selected for placement using the PATTERN SELECT menu. Refer to the Select topic for more information.

CATALOG: This button brings up the

STYLES CATALOGS

menu. From this menu the current Entity Styles Catalog may be
selected, or a new one created. Refer to the Catalog topic for more
information.

Pattern Placement Commands
DEFINE PATTERN BOUNDARY BY POINTS: This command
adds continuous boundary segments, point by point.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the first Pattern boundary point.
Select the desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key. The cursor will form a
rubber band line to visually aid in selecting the next point.
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BuildersCAD will next prompt for the next Pattern boundary point. Select the
desired point as above. This prompt will repeat, allowing you to enter each successive boundary point. As points are selected each will be highlighted in white
on the screen along with the boundary line segment. Remember that a crosshatch
pattern boundary must have at least 3 segments. This prompt will continue until
the first boundary point is selected again, thus closing the boundary, or an F10
input is given at this prompt causing the boundary to close from the last point
input to the first point.
When the boundary is closed, BuildersCAD will prompt to Define the Boundary Further, with options of End Boundary Input and Fill, Continue Boundary
Input, or Cancel.
If End Boundary Input and Fill is selected, the boundary definition is finished and the current crosshatch pattern is filled into the defined boundary
area(s). Refer to the Fill Boundaries discussion below.
If Continue Boundary Input is selected, the program will prompt for another
first boundary point, allowing you to input another closed boundary area as
above, which will be included in the single crosshatch pattern occurrance.
If Cancel is selected, the boundary definition is deleted and the command
ends.

p6
p7
p8/p1

p5
p3

p4

p2

Note 1: When the crosshatch pattern is filled, if the boundary line parameter is
set to Off, the boundary line displayed for each boundary segment will
be erased and only the pattern itself will be placed. If the boundary line
parameter is set to On, the boundary line segments will be left displayed.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for Boundary
Points. An F10 selection or <Enter> input at the First Boundary Point prompt
will exit the command.

DEFINE PATTERN BOUNDARY BY RECTANGLE: This command adds 4 boundary segments in a rectangular shape by specifying 2
diagonal points.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the first Pattern boundary point. Select the
desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key. The cursor will form a rubber band
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box to visually aid in selecting the next point.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the second Pattern boundary point. Select
the desired point as above. The boundary rectangle will be drawn on the screen.
BuildersCAD will now prompt to Define the Boundary Further, with options
of End Boundary Input and Fill, Continue Boundary Input, or Cancel.
If End Boundary Input and Fill is selected, the boundary definition is finished and the current crosshatch pattern is filled into the defined boundary
area(s). Refer to the Fill Boundaries discussion below.
If Continue Boundary Input is selected, the program will prompt for another
first boundary point, allowing you to input another closed boundary area as
above, which will be included in the single crosshatch pattern occurrance.
If Cancel is selected, the boundary definition is deleted and the command
ends.

p2
p1

p1
p2

Note 1: When the crosshatch pattern is filled, if the boundary line parameter is
set to Off, the boundary line displayed for each boundary segment will
be erased and only the pattern itself will be placed. If the boundary line
parameter is set to On, the boundary line segments will be left displayed.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for Boundary
Points. An F10 selection or <Enter> input at the First Boundary Point prompt
will exit the command.

DEFINE PATTERN BOUNDARY BY CIRCLE: This command
adds a series of boundary segments in a circular shape by specifying 2
points, the center and a radius point of a circle. The number of boundary line segments used to define the circle is set by the Polygon Sides parameter
which may be set on the STATUS menu.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the center point of the circle. Select the
center point of the circular area desired using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key. The cursor will form a rubber band box to visually aid in selecting the next point.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the radius point of the circle. Select a point
on the radius of the circle similar to above. The boundary circle will be drawn on
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the screen. Regardless of the Polygon Sides setting, a boundary point will always
align with the radius point given.
BuildersCAD will now prompt to Define the Boundary Further, with options
of End Boundary Input and Fill, Continue Boundary Input, or Cancel.
If End Boundary Input and Fill is selected, the boundary definition is finished and the current crosshatch pattern is filled into the defined boundary
area(s). Refer to the Fill Boundaries discussion below.
If Continue Boundary Input is selected, the program will prompt for another
first boundary point, allowing you to input another closed boundary area as
above, which will be included in the single crosshatch pattern occurrance.
If Cancel is selected, the boundary definition is deleted and the command
ends.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for Boundary
Points. An F10 selection or <Enter> input at the First Boundary Point prompt
will exit the command.

DEFINE PATTERN BOUNDARY BY EXISTING 2D POLYLINE: This command adds boundary segments by tracing a previously placed 2D Polyline. Refer to the Polylines topic for more information.
BuildersCAD will prompt to select the Polyline for Pattern placement. Select
an existing Polyline using the F1 key. The Polyline will be read and the new pattern boundary will be highlighted on the screen.
Note 1: If the Polyline is not closed, a closing segment will be added from the
last Polyline point to the first for the purposes of the Pattern since a Pattern must have a closed boundary.
Note 2: If a Repeated Item is selected, the RI will be checked and if it contains a
Polyline, the first Polyline found inside the Repeated Item will be
selected as the boundary.
BuildersCAD will now prompt to Define the Boundary Further, with options
of End Boundary Input and Fill, Continue Boundary Input, or Cancel.
If End Boundary Input and Fill is selected, the boundary definition is finished and the current crosshatch pattern is filled into the defined boundary
area(s). Refer to the Fill Boundaries discussion below.
If Continue Boundary Input is selected, the program will prompt for another
Polyline allowing you to input another closed boundary area as above, which
will be included in the single crosshatch pattern occurrance.
If Cancel is selected, the boundary definition is deleted and the command
ends.
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This command repeats so BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for Polylines
to define a boundary. An F10 selection or <Enter> input at the Polyline for Pattern placement prompt will exit the command.
Note 1: If a Repeated Item is selected at the Existing Polyline prompt, BuildersCAD will check inside the Repeated Item for a Polyline entity. If
one is found, the first Polyline found will be used as the selected Polyline.
Note 2: If an Ellipse entity is selected at the Existing Polyline prompt. BuildersCAD will find and use the Polyline inside the Ellipse as the
selected Polyline.

DEFINE PATTERN BOUNDARY BY EXISTING ZONE: This
command adds boundary segments by tracing a previously placed
zone. Refer to the Zones topic for more information.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the zone search method. The options are to
select the existing zone by Boundary Point, Display Point, Type:Name, and Exit.
If the zone search method is Boundary Point, BuildersCAD will prompt
for the Zone boundary point. Select one boundary point of the desired existing zone using the F1 key.
If the zone search method is Display Point, BuildersCAD will prompt for
the Zone display point. Select the desired existing zone display point (if any)
or origin point using the F3 key.
If the zone search method is Type:Name, BuildersCAD will prompt for
the Zone type, and then the zone name of the existing zones to be filled with
the crosshatch pattern.
BuildersCAD will now prompt to Define the Boundary Further, with options
of End Boundary Input and Fill, Continue Boundary Input, or Cancel.
If End Boundary Input and Fill is selected, the boundary definition is finished and the current crosshatch pattern is filled into the defined boundary
area(s). Refer to the Fill Boundaries discussion below.
If Continue Boundary Input is selected, the program will prompt for another
Zone, allowing you to input another closed boundary area as above, which
will be included in the single crosshatch pattern occurrance.
If Cancel is selected, the boundary definition is deleted and the command
ends.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for Zones to
define a boundary. Selecting Exit at the Zone Search Method prompt will exit
the command.
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DEFINE PATTERN BOUNDARY BY EXISTING CIRCLE/
ARC/ELLIPSE/POLYGON: This command adds a series of
boundary segments by tracing an existing Circle, Arc, Ellipse, or Polygon. For Circles and Arcs, the number of boundary line segments used to define
the Pattern boundary is set by the Polygon Sides parameter which may be set on
the STATUS menu. For Ellipses, the number of boundary line segments used to
define the Pattern boundary is the number of segments in the Ellipse, which is the
Polygon Sides setting at the time the Ellipse was placed (minimum 72). For Polygons the number of boundary line segments used to define the Pattern boundary
is the same as the selected Polygon. If an Arc is selected, the boundary is closed
with a line segment which is the chord of the arc from the end point back to the
beginning of the arc sweep.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the existing Circle / Arc / Ellipse / Polygon
to define the Pattern boundary. Select the Circle, Arc, Ellipse, or Polygon desired
using the F1, or F11 key. The boundary will be drawn on the screen with the segments and vertex points highlighted. A Pattern boundary point will always align
with at least one of the principal entity points of a Circle.
BuildersCAD will now prompt to Define the Boundary Further, with options
of End Boundary Input and Fill, Continue Boundary Input, or Cancel.
If End Boundary Input and Fill is selected, the boundary definition is finished and the current crosshatch pattern is filled into the defined boundary
area(s). Refer to the Fill Boundaries discussion below.
If Continue Boundary Input is selected, the program will prompt for another
Circle / Arc / Polygon, allowing you to input another closed boundary area
as above, which will be included in the single crosshatch pattern occurrance.
If Cancel is selected, the boundary definition is deleted and the command
ends.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for a Circle/
Arc/Ellipse/Polygon to define boundary points. An F10 selection or <Enter>
input at the Existing Circle/Arc/Ellipse/Polygon prompt will exit the command.

DEFINE PATTERN BOUNDARY BY CHASING EXISTING
LINES/ARCS: This command adds boundary segments by tracing
existing line/arc segments which are connected.
BuildersCAD will first prompt to select the first existing line/curve segment
for the boundary definition. Select the desired point using the F1 or F2 key.
Note 1: Select the beginning line/curve segment nearest the end with the desired
beginning point. Selecting the line/curve segment slightly to one side or
the other is important as this determines which direction the chase will
follow if it encounters an intersection with more than one connecting
line/curve segment. If the line/curve is selected to the right (in the direcBuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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tion of travel) side of the line, the chase will bear right at a multi-segment intersection. If the line/curve is selected to the left (in the direction
of travel) side of the line, the chase will bear left at a multi-segment
intersection.
Note 2: All existing line/arc segments must close (come together) on a single
point.
Note 3: Pattern boundaries are defined by all linear segments. When an arc is
chased, it is broken down into linear segments using the Polygon Sides
setting to determine the number of segments used to define the arc.
BuildersCAD will auto-chase the boundary until it finds the closure point.
This option will work if the existing lines/curves form a simple boundary.
BuildersCAD will now prompt to Define the Boundary Further, with options
of End Boundary Input and Fill, Continue Boundary Input, or Cancel.
If End Boundary Input and Fill is selected, the boundary definition is finished and the current crosshatch pattern is filled into the defined boundary
area(s). Refer to the Fill Boundaries discussion below.
If Continue Boundary Input is selected, the program will prompt for another
chase beginning line/curve segment, allowing you to input another closed
boundary area as above, which will be included in the single crosshatch pattern occurrance.
If Cancel is selected, the boundary definition is deleted and the command
ends.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for beginning
line/curve segments to define a boundary. An F10 selection or <Enter> input at
the First Line or Curve Segment for Chase prompt will exit the command.

BACK 1 POINT: This command is used to undo a single point
placement while placing a Pattern boundary. Selecting the Undo button
on the DESKTOP menu while placing a Pattern boundary will also
undo the last Pattern boundary point placed.
Note 1: You cannot undo the first point of a Pattern boundary. Use the Cancel
button instead to cancel and restart the Pattern boundary placement.

FILL BOUNDARIES: This command fills all unfilled boundary
circuit(s) which exist.
Two or more of the boundary definition commands above may be used together
to define a complex crosshatch Pattern occurance. Once a boundary circuit has
been closed using one method of boundary definition, another may be selected to
define another boundary circuit. For example a rectangular boundary may be
defined using the Rectangular Boundary command. Once the rectangular bound550
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ary is input (but before selecting the Fill option at the Define Boundary Further
prompt), you may select the Point Boundary command to input an irregular shape
boundary that is to be a part of the same crosshatch Pattern occurance in the database. Once that boundary is defined, select Fill Boundaries to end the boundary
definition and fill both crosshatch boundary areas that have been defined using
the current crosshatch Pattern parameters.
If the Pattern type is Line or Repeated Item, BuildersCAD will prompt for the
Pattern Origin point. This point determines the exact location of the pattern fill
within the boundary. Place this point as desired using the F1, F2, F3 or F11 key.
Pressing F10 or the <Enter> key at this prompt will locate the Pattern Origin at
the boundary origin point. The Pattern Origin point does not necessarily need to
be within the Pattern boundary. This function makes it possible for Patterns from
two separate Pattern placements to align by placing their respective Pattern Origin points at the same location. BuildersCAD will not prompt for the Pattern
Origin point when the Pattern type is Solid Fill as with this type the location does
not matter. The Pattern Origin for Solid Fill patterns is automatically located at
the boundary origin point.

CANCEL BOUNDARIES: This command removes any unfilled
boundary circuit(s) placed and exits the command.
Note 1: Always cancel any unfilled boundaries or unexpected Pattern fills may
result.

Geometry Edit
Selection of the Geometry Edit button
brings up the PATTERN GEOMETRY
EDIT menu. The functions on this menu
allow you to edit Patterns, Pattern
Boundaries, and Pattern Sub-Boundaries.
PAT T E R N S E L E C T I O N
The Pattern Selection box displays
the selection method for Patterns.
Existing Patterns may be selected
in the drawing either by selecting a
point inside the pattern area using
the F1 key, or by selecting a point
along a Pattern boundary line using
the F1 key. This setting is used in
all Pattern Geometry Edit commands where an existing pattern
must be selected. The default setBuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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ting is Boundary Line. Selection of the Pattern Selection box toggles the Pattern Selection setting between Point In Pattern and Boundary Line.
PAT T E R N E D I T

DELETE PATTERN: Selection of this button allows you to delete
an existing Pattern from the drawing.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Pattern to delete. The selected Pattern
will be highlighted so that you can confirm the delete.

MOVE PATTERN: Selection of this button allows you to move an
existing Pattern from one location in the drawing to another.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Pattern to move. The next prompt will
be for a reference point for the move. The selected Pattern boundary will
then be placed on the cursor and BuildersCAD will prompt for a new reference location for the move.

COPY PATTERN: Selection of this button allows you to copy an
existing Pattern.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Pattern to copy. The next prompt will
be for a reference point for the copy. The selected Pattern boundary will then
be placed on the cursor and BuildersCAD will prompt for a new reference location for the copy.

DISPLAY IN FRONT: Selection of this button allows you
change the order of the Pattern within the layer, moving it to the
end of the layer so that it displays after or "in front" of other entities.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Pattern to Move to Front. The selected
Pattern boundary will highlight and BuildersCAD will prompt to verify
the change. The layer order of the Pattern will be changed and if the REDISPLAY parameter is set to ON, the screen will refresh.

DISPLAY IN BACK: Selection of this button allows you
change the order of the Pattern within the layer, moving it to
the beginning of the layer so that it displays before or "in
back" of other entities.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Pattern to Move to Back. The selected
Pattern boundary will highlight and BuildersCAD will prompt to verify
the change. The layer order of the Pattern will be changed and if the REDISPLAY parameter is set to ON, the screen will refresh.
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CHANGE PATTERN: Selection of this button allows you
change the Pattern fill on a selected Pattern by changing it to
the current Pattern Type.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Pattern to Change. The selected Pattern
boundary will highlight and BuildersCAD will prompt to verify the
change. The Pattern will be changed to reflect the current Pattern parameter
settings as shown on the PATTERN STATUS menu and if the RE-DISPLAY
parameter is set to ON, the screen will refresh.
Note 1: This command does not change the existing Pattern’s boundary display.
This may be changed by using the Change Boundary Display command
documented under the Special Edits section below.
Note 2: This command does not change the existing Pattern’s pen or color.
Note 3: If changing to solid fill color, each selected Pattern will change to the
color stored in the Pattern’s color property.
PAT T E R N B O U N D A RY

ADD VERTEX: Selection of this button allows you to add a vertex to an existing Pattern boundary.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Pattern in which to add the boundary
vertex. Select the desired pattern by selecting a Pattern boundary line or a
point in the Pattern - depending on the current Pattern Selection method setting. An <Enter> key or F10 entry at this prompt will exit the Pattern Geometry Edit. The selected Pattern will highlight.
BuildersCAD will then prompt for the boundary line within the pattern to
break with the new vertex. Select the boundary line using the F1 key. The
cursor will change to a rubber-band anchored to the adjoining vertex points
and BuildersCAD will prompt for the new vertex location. Select the
desired new location.
BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for boundary lines to break and
new vertex locations allowing you to add multiple vertices on teh 1 selected
Pattern. An <Enter> key or F10 entry at the Boundary Line To Break prompt
will take the program back to the Pattern To Add Boundary Vertex prompt.

DELETE VERTEX: Selection of this button allows you to
delete a vertex from an existing Pattern boundary.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Pattern in which to delete the boundary
vertex. Select the desired Pattern by selecting a Pattern boundary line or
point in the Pattern - depending on the current Pattern Selection method setting. An <Enter> key or F10 entry at this prompt will exit the Pattern Geometry Edit. The selected Pattern will highlight.
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BuildersCAD will then prompt for the boundary vertex within the pattern
to delete. Select the desired vertex using the F3 key. The vertex will be
deleted and the boundary will heal to the new configuration.
BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for Vertices to Delete allowing you
to delete multiple vertices on the 1 selected Pattern. An <Enter> key or F10
entry at the Vertex prompt will take the program back to the Pattern To
Delete Boundary Vertex prompt.
Note 1: A Pattern boundary or sub-boundary must have at least 3 sides (3 vertices). This command will generate an error if you try to delete a vertex
within a boundary that has only 3 vertices.

MOVE VERTEX: Selection of this button allows you to move a
vertex in an existing Pattern boundary from one location to
another.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Pattern in which to move the boundary
vertex. Select the desired Pattern by selecting a Pattern boundary line or
point in the Pattern - depending on the current Pattern Selection method setting. An <Enter> key or F10 entry at this prompt will exit the Pattern Geometry Edit. The selected Pattern boundary will highlight.
BuildersCAD will then prompt for the boundary Vertex within the Pattern to move. Select the desired vertex using the F3 key. The cursor will
change to a rubber-band anchored to the adjoining vertex points and BuildersCAD will prompt for the new vertex location. Select the new location.
BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for Vertices to Move allowing you
to move multiple vertices on the 1 selected Pattern. An <Enter> key or F10
entry at the Vertex prompt will take the program back to the Pattern To Move
Boundary Vertex prompt.

MERGE 2 PATTERNS: Selection of this button allows you to
merge two existing Patterns in the drawing into a single Pattern.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Pattern to merge a second pattern into.
The next prompt is for the Pattern to merge into the first.

DIVIDE PATTERN BOUNDARY BY POINT INPUT: Selection of this button allows you to divide an existing Pattern into
two Patterns by drawing the division line using point input.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Pattern to divide. Next BuildersCAD will prompt for the first point of the division line. BuildersCAD
will then continue to prompt for points which define a running line dividing
the Pattern boundary. An F10 input ends the division line input and the Pat554
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tern will be divided into 2 separate patterns along the division line.

MOVE PATTERN ORIGIN POINT: Selection of this button
allows you to move the pattern origin point to a new location.
This function is used to align line or Repeated Item patterns to
another pattern or point.
The pattern origin point is the point which determines how the pattern is displayed within the pattern boundary. It is important in line and Repeated Item
types of patterns to determine where the line or item patterns fall within the
boundary. The pattern origin point may be anywhere - not necessarily on the
boundary or within it. Patterns which share the same pattern definition and
origin point will align with one another.
BuildersCAD will first prompt to select a point on the pattern boundary
to move the origin. Select the desired existing pattern near a boundary using
the F1 key.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the new origin point. Select the
desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key. The origin of the pattern will
be moved to the selected point.
Note 1: Typically when the pattern is created, the pattern’s origin point is
located over the first boundary point in the first circuit.
Note 2: The pattern origin does not have to be located on the pattern boundary
or within the pattern itself. It may be located anywhere. Separate crosshatch patterns may be aligned to one another by locating their origins on
the same point.
Note 3: This function is particularly useful for aligning patterns where precision
in the location of the actual pattern elements is important. For example a
brick pattern may be aligned so that the coursing is displayed accurately.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will again prompt to select a pattern boundary to move the origin. An F10 selection or <Enter> input at this
prompt will exit the command.
PAT T E R N S U B - B O U N D A RY

APPEND SUB-BOUNDARY: Selection of this button
allows you to add a sub-boundary to an existing Pattern.
If the sub-boundary is within the existing Pattern boundary, the area within the sub-boundary is subtracted from the Pattern. If the
sub-boundary is outside the existing Pattern boundary, the area within the
sub-boundary is added to the Pattern. The Pattern sub-boundary may be
added by specifying either point to point input, a rectangular area, or an
existing Pattern boundary.
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DELETE SUB-BOUNDARY: Selection of this button
allows you to delete a sub-boundary from an existing Pattern. If the sub-boundary is outside the main Pattern
boundary, the area of the sub-boundary is subtracted from the Pattern. If the
sub-boundary is within the main Pattern boundary, the area of the subboundary is added to the Pattern.

MOVE SUB-BOUNDARY: Selection of this button allows
you to move a sub-boundary within an existing Pattern. If
the sub-boundary position relative to being inside or outside the main boundary is changed, the display of the Pattern will be
affected. Sub-boundary areas outside the main Pattern boundary are added
and sub-boundary areas inside the main Pattern boundary are subtracted.

DETACH SUB-BOUNDARY: Selection of this button
allows you to detach a sub-boundary within an existing
Pattern, making the sub-boundary it’s own separate pattern. The same pattern parameters including Pattern Type is maintained.
GENERAL

EDIT: Selection of the Scissors Icon button on the

PATTERN
GEOMETRY EDIT menu brings up the BuildersCAD EDIT

menu with the Entity Filter pre-set to Patterns. This allows you to
edit Pattern parameters.

HIGHLIGHT PATTERN: Selection of this button allows you to
select a Pattern to highlight the pattern boundary lines and vertices. It is particularly useful in locating the boundary vertex
points where boundary lines are colinear and their intersection is not immediately apparent.

REPAIR PATTERN: Selection of this button allows you to repair
an existing Pattern by remaking it.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Pattern to repair. The selected pattern
will be highlighted on the screen and BuildersCAD will prompt to verify
the selection. The selected Pattern will be deleted and replaced using the
original pattern parameters.
This command is particularly useful to replace patterns which have a corrupt
pattern or boundary.

Utilities
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UPDATE DISPLAY: This command updates the fill pattern display after boundary circuit segments are moved.
A pattern boundary point may be moved using the standard move
point or move area commands. When this happens, the pattern display of the
affected crosshatch pattern may not update to the new boundaries.
BuildersCAD will first prompt to update a Single pattern or All editable patterns.
If Single is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt to select a point on the pattern
boundary to be updated. Select the desired existing pattern near a boundary using
the F1 key. The selected crosshatch pattern display will update to the new boundaries. This command repeats so BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for
existing boundaries to update. An F10 selection or <Enter> input at this prompt
will exit the command.
If All is selected, all editable crosshatch pattern displays will be updated to their
current boundries.

Move Boundary

Update Display

move bndry

Note 1: If the pattern’s origin point is positioned over a segment which is
moved, the pattern will update automatically during the move.
Note 2: If the Geometry Edit commands docuemented above are used, the Pattern will automatically update when the edit is complete.

CHANGE PATTERN: Selection of this button allows you
change the Pattern fill on a selected Pattern by changing it to the
current Pattern Type. This function also appears on the Geometry
Edit menu and is documented in the Geometry Edit section above.
QUICK REPORT: Selection of this button allows you generate a
Quick Report of Patterns either within an area or individually. The
Quick Report includes the Pattern Type, the number of lines in a
Line pattern or RI name in a Repeated Item pattern, the pattern area, and the
length of the pattern boundary perimeter. The Quick Report may be output as
either a text file or a .csv file for spreadsheets and may be saved, printed, or just
viewed and closed as required. In text outputs, areas and perimeters of Line Patterns of the same number of hatch lines, Repeated Item Patterns using the same
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RI, and Solid Fill Patterns are subtotaled on the report and a grand total of all Pattern areas and perimeters is given at the end of the report. Refer to the Quick
Report topic.

REPAIR PATTERNS: This command repairs existing pattern(s)

by remaking them. When this button is selected BuildersCAD
will search all editable layers. When a crosshatch pattern is found,
the pattern will be read, the old pattern deleted, and a new pattern placed using
the same parameters as found on the old pattern.
This command is useful as a clean up tool to delete and replace crosshatch patterns that may have become corrupted.

Special Edits
There are 3 Special Edits for each entity type, found on the EDIT pull
down menu at the bottom of the menu. As the entity type is selected under the
Entity Filter heading, the 3 Special Edit buttons at the bottom of the menu will
change, reflecting edits appropriate for the new Entity Filter selected. Refer to the
Edit and Entity Filters topics for more information.

CHANGE BOUNDARY DISPLAY: This command edits an existing pattern(s) by modifying the display of the boundary circuit to the current Boundary
Retain mode.
BuildersCAD will prompt for a point on the existing pattern to change boundary display. Select the desired existing pattern near a boundary using the F1 key.
The pattern boundary of the selected pattern will change to reflect the current pattern Boundary Display settings.
This command repeates so BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for points
on an existing pattern to change boundary display. An F10 selection or <Enter>
input at this prompt will exit the command.

CHANGE PATTERN: Refer to the Change Pattern command discussion
above.

CHANGE PLANE: This command edits an existing pattern by changing the
pattern display to align with the current workplane. Refer to the Workplane topic
for more information.
BuildersCAD will prompt for a point on the existing pattern to change plane.
Select the desired existing pattern near a boundary using the F1 key. The pattern
display of the selected pattern will change to reflect the current workplane.
Note 1: This command is useful particularly with Line and Repeated Item pattern types. For example, when a line pattern type is placed the display of
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the angled lines in the pattern are determined relative to the current
workplane at that time. If the workplane is changed, the display of the
pattern line angles may be updated to be calculated relative to the
changed workplane using this command.
This command repeates so BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for points
on an existing pattern to change plane. An F10 selection or <Enter> input at this
prompt will exit the command.

Shortcuts
A B3 (right mouse button) selection on the Patterns
button (pattern icon) on the DRAW application
menu invokes a fly-out menu with common pattern
commands.

See Also
Lines, Repeated Items, Workplane, Select, Search Methods and Quick Report.

PDF
PDF refers to the Portable Document Fomat from Adobe Systems. It is a commonly
used read-only electronic output format for documents which is easily sent to others and
easily read using the free Adobe Reader. It is also easily read by Sigma Design’s eZ.
PDF files are named using the .pdf extension.
A .pdf file may be created in BuildersCAD directly in four different ways - from the
EXPORT TO PDF menu, from the PROJECT PAGE SELECT or DATABASE DRAWING/SHEET SELECT menu, from the RenderPlus PDF Wizard, or from the PLOT menu
with an external PDF Writer (print driver) installed on your computer.
A .pdf file may also be placed in your drawing. This is done in the RASTER ENTITY
menu similar to other raster file types such as .jpg by selecting .pdf as the desired file
type. Refer to the Raster Entity topic for more information.

E x p o r t To P D F
The BuildersCAD EXPORT TO PDF menu is accessed either by selecting the
PDF Create button on the PLOT menu, a right click selection of the Plot icon on
the DESKTOP menu, or by selecting ARRIS TO PDF on the EXPORT menu.
This will bring up the EXPORT TO PDF menu. Note that the export to PDF using
this menu is of the currently loaded drawing only.
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Parameters

PDF PAGE SIZE: This box displays the page size of the PDF file. While the
plot is electronic to a file where page size does not matter, if the .pdf file itself is
subsequently printed this is the page size that will be used. Selection of this box
allows you to set the PDF page size.
ORIENTATION: This box displays the proportions of the page size. Portrait
sets the page so that the long dimension of the page is vertical. Landscape sets the
page so that the long dimension is horizontal. The highlighted button is the current Orientation. Selection of the respective buttons sets the orientation.

PDF PAGE MARGINS: The PDF Page Margins boxes display the margins
or distance from the printable area to the edge of the page for all 4 sides of the
page. The margins are set for each side of the page individually. Selection of the
respective box allows you to set the margin for that side of the page. A right click
selection of any of the Page Margin boxes clears the settings of all 4 boxes to 0.
SCALING: This box displays the current scaling parameter - either Scale Factor or Fit To Page. The current setting is highlighted.
Scale Factor sets the scale factor of the plot to a fixed size. A scale factor of 1.0
plots the data at the specified database scale. For example if the database scale is
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1/4"=1’-0" and the output units are feet, when the drawing is plotted, 1/4" on the
plotted paper will represent 1’-0" of the geometry drawn. The current scale factor
setting is shown in the box below. Selection of that box allows you to set the specific scale factor. There are also two buttons below the scale factor box that set
the scale factor to the common defaults of 1.0 and 0.5.
Fit To Page sets the scale factor of the plot to fit a specified size of paper. The
size of paper used is the size set in the PDF Page Size parameter above.

X OFFSET: This box displays the offset distance of the plot on the paper in
the X (horizontal) direction. A positive distance moves the plot to the right, a
negative distance moves the plot to the left on the paper. Selection of the box
allows you to set the X Offset distance desired. A right click selection of this box
clears both the X and Y Offsets to 0.
Y OFFSET: This box displays the offset distance of the plot on the paper in
the Y (vertical) direction. A positive distance moves the plot up, a negative distance moves the plot down on the paper. Selection of the box allows you to set
the Y Offset distance desired. A right click selection of this box clears both the X
and Y Offsets to 0.
ROTATION: This box displays the plot rotation angle. The plot may be rotated
90 degrees on the paper. Selecting this box toggles the rotation between 90
degrees and 0.
PENMAP FILE: This box displays the current penmap file name. Each entity

in BuildersCAD has a logical pen number associated with it as one of its
properties. A penmap (*.pm) is a data file which tells a plotter how to plot that
logical pen number to a specific physical pen on a plotter. The desired penmap
file may be set by selecting this box. For more information see Penmaps, Pens,
and Viewports.

WINDOW TYPE: This parameter determines what in the current drawing or
sheet is to be plotted. The highlighted button is the current setting. The choices
are as follows:
NORMAL: Plots the entire drawing or sheet which is loaded into memory.
SCREEN: Plots only the portion of the drawing or sheet which is currently displayed on the screen.
TWO POINT: Plots only the portion of the drawing or sheet which the user
defines by input of the two opposite corners of a window. The resulting plot window may be any size.
SHEET: Plots the area which falls within a defined sheet size. The sheet size is
displayed and set in the box below when this option is invoked. The sheet winBuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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dow is shown on the cursor and may be placed by the user to determine the exact
area to be plotted.

LOWER LEFT CORNER: This setting determines where the lower left corner of the plotted page is in relation to the plot area defined. The highlighted button is the current setting. The choices are:
DATABASE ORIGIN: The lower left corner of the plotted page will be at the
database origin, or absolute coordinate 0,0,0. See Coordinate System for more
information.
SCREEN ORIGIN: The lower left corner of the plotted page will correspond to
the lower left corner of the view or screen in the current display.
REFERENCE POINT: The lower left corner of the plotted page will correspond
to a point in the database which is defined by the user. The Define Reference
Point box invokes the PLOT REFERENCE Pop-up Menu which contains tools to
view and set the plot reference point and the plot view.

LAYER PAGES: This setting allows you to specify that different layers be
plotted to different pages in a .pdf file. This setting also works in conjunction
with the Layer Name Filter to plot groups of layers to the same page. The highlighted button is the current setting.
NO: All layers in the BuildersCAD drawing are plotted to a single page in
the .pdf.
YES: , Layer Name Filter set to None: Plots each layer of the drawing to a different page in the .pdf. This works if you have created details or panel drawings and
each layer contains everything needed for a page.
YES: , Layer Name Filter set to a layer name prefix. All layers which contain
named prefix in the layer name will be plotted to a single page in the .pdf. This
allows multiple groups with multiple layers to be plotted with each group plotted
to a single page in the .pdf.
Example: To plot all layers which have the same floor number in the layer
name to the same page of the .pdf, you could set the filter to "flr_#_*’
1.

All layers which start with "flr_" will be combined into pages.

2.

The "#" means that one or more digits are checked to make the pages.

3.

The "*" means that the digits and underscore can be followed by 0 or more
additional characters in the layer name.
In the example the following layers would be combined in the plot as follows:
flr_1_plan
-Page 1flr_1_electrical -Page 1flr_1_ceiling
-Page 1-
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flr_2_plan
- Page 2flr_2_electrical - Page 2flr_2_ceiling
- Page 2flr_11_plan
- Page 3flr_11_electrical - Page 3flr_11_ceiling - Page 3-

Note 1: Layers combined on a page must follow each other in numerical order in
the layer list.
Special characters in the Layer Name Filter:

• Pound Sign (#) - Means 1 or more digits. When a digit changes, a new
page will be started in the .pdf plot.

• Dot (.) - Means a single character. When the single character changes,
a new page will be started in the .pdf plot.

• Asterisk (*) - Means 0 or more characters which can change. When
the characters change, no new page is started in the .pdf plot.

• Special (.*) - Means 0 or more characters which can change. When
any character changes, a new page is started in the .pdf plot.

AUTO LOAD: This setting determines whether or not the .pdf file is launched
into Adobe Reader when BuildersCAD finishes creating it. The highlighted
button is the current setting.

SHOW LAYERS: This setting determines whether or not the .pdf file contains
the layer information from the BuildersCAD drawing. Note that layer control
requires Adobe Reader 6.0 and above. The highlighted button is the current setting.
EMBED FONTS: This setting determines whether or not the text fonts used in
the BuildersCAD drawing are embedded into the .pdf file. If set to Yes the
fonts are embedded, which guarantees the text will display properly regardless of
where the .pdf file is sent and whether or not the fonts are otherwise available. If
set to No the fonts are not embedded in the .pdf file. Note that if fonts are embedded, the resulting .pdf file is larger. The highlighted button is the current setting.
AUTO NAME: This setting determines whether or not BuildersCAD automatically names the output .pdf file. If set to Yes the .pdf file will be named the
same as the current drawing and written to the current project (working) directory. If set to No the directory path and name for the .pdf file may be specified in
the box below. The highlighted button is the current setting.
OUTPUT TO: This box displays the path and file name of the .pdf file that is
written. If the Auto Name parameter above is set to Yes, Selecting this box will
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not change the name as the automatic name output will override. If the Auto
Name parameter above is set to No, selecting the box allows you to set the path
and name. If the MENU option is chosen, BuildersCAD will allow you to
browse for an existing file name or location. If an existing file is chosen, BuildersCAD will prompt to overwrite the file as the .pdf is being created.
Commands

CREATE PDF: Selecting this button will create the .pdf file using the parameters as they are set on the EXPORT TO PDF menu.
LOAD PDF: Selecting this button will load the designated .pdf file in the
default PDF reader, such as Adobe Reader. Note that a PDF reader must be
installed on your computer. BuildersCAD will prompt for the .pdf file to be
loaded. Select the MENU option to browse for the desired .pdf file.

EXIT: Selecting this button will clear the EXPORT TO PDF menu from the
screen.
E x p o r t To P D F f r o m t h e O p e n M e n u s
PDF files may be made from drawings using the "Open" menus - the PROJECT
PAGE SELECT or DATABASE DRAWING/SHEET/THUMBNAIL SELECT
menus depending on the current Project Selection mode. In this process the PDF
is exported from the drawing directly from disk (as it was last saved) instead of
from active memory so the drawing does not need to be loaded. Refer to the
Open topic for more information.
One or more Pages / Drawings / Sheets / Thumbnails are selected in the
PROJECT PAGE SELECT or DATABASE DRAWING/SHEET/THUMBNAIL
SELECT menus. Once the Pages/Drawings/Sheets/Thumbnails are selected, pick
the PDF button to output the selected drawings to PDF. This brings up the
EXPORT PROJECT PAGES TO PDF menu.
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Most of the parameters on this menu are similar to those described above for the
EXPORT TO PDF menu.

Parameters

SIZE: This box displays the page size of the PDF file. While the plot is electronic to a file where page size does not matter, if the .pdf file itself is subsequently printed this is the page size that will be used. Selection of this box allows
you to set the PDF page size.

ORIENTATION: This box displays the proportions of the page size. Portrait
sets the page so that the long dimension of the page is vertical. Landscape sets the
page so that the long dimension is horizontal. Selection of the box toggles the setting between Portrait and Landscape.

MARGINS: The PDF Page Margins boxes display the margins or distance from
the printable area to the edge of the page for all 4 sides of the page. The margins
are set for each side of the page individually. Selection of the respective box
allows you to set the margin for that side of the page. A right click selection of
any of the margin boxes clears all 4 margin settings to 0.
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SCALE: This box displays the current scale factor. The scale factor of the plot
determines the scale of the plot relative to the database scale of the drawing/
sheet. A scale factor of 1.0 plots the data at the specified database scale. For
example if the database scale is 1/4"=1’-0" and the output units are feet, when the
drawing is plotted 1/4" on the plotted paper will represent 1’-0" of the geometry
drawn. Selection of the scale factor box allows you to set the specific scale factor.
There are also three buttons below the scale factor box that set the scale factor to
the common settings of 1.0, 0.5, and 2.0.
Scale Pen Widths - This setting determines whether or not pen widths are scaled
as well as the geometry if the scale factor setting is other than 1.0. For example if
the scale factor is 2.0 and the line width is set in the penmap at 0.5mm, if the
Scale Pen Widths setting is Yes, the line itself will be plotted 1.0mm wide (0.5 X
2). Selection of the box toggles the setting between Yes and No.

X OFFSET: This box displays the offset distance of the plot on the paper in
the X (horizontal) direction. A positive distance moves the plot to the right, a
negative distance moves the plot to the left on the paper. Selection of the box
allows you to set the X Offset distance desired. A right click selection of this box
clears both the X and Y Offsets to 0.
Y OFFSET: This box displays the offset distance of the plot on the paper in
the Y (vertical) direction. A positive distance moves the plot up, a negative distance moves the plot down on the paper. Selection of the box allows you to set
the Y Offset distance desired. A right click selection of this box clears both the X
and Y Offsets to 0.
ROTATION: This box displays the plot rotation angle. The plot may be rotated
90 degrees on the paper. Selecting this box toggles the rotation between 90
degrees and 0.
PENMAP: This box displays the current penmap file name. Each entity in
BuildersCAD has a logical pen number associated with it as one of its properties. A penmap (*.pm) is a data file which tells a plotter how to plot that logical
pen number to a specific physical pen on a plotter. The desired penmap file may
be set by selecting this box. For more information see Penmaps, Pens, and
Viewports.
SETUP - This button brings up the DEFINE PENMAP menu which allows you to
create or edit the penmap. Refer to the Penmap topic for more information.

OUTPUT FOR MULTIPLE SELECTIONS: This box displays the current
multiple selection output setting. When more than one Page / Drawing / Sheet is
selected, they may be output to either a separate PDF file for each Page / Drawing / Sheet or to one PDF file with a separate page in the PDF file for each Page /
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Drawing / Sheet. Selection of the box toggles the setting between Multiple PDF
Files and 1 PDF File - Multiple Pages.

OUTPUT DIRECTORY: This box displays the directory on your computer
file system where the PDF files created will be placed. The default is the current
Project Directory. Selection of the box allows you to set the desired directory.
Default choices are the current Project Directory, a \PDF sub-directory of the current Project Directory (which will be created if it does not exist when the PDF
files are created), or a BROWSE option which allows you to browse your computer file system for the desired output directory.
OUTPUT FILE NAME: This box displays the name of the PDF file that will
be created. If the Output For Multiple Selections setting is set to Multiple PDF
Files, the output file name for each PDF created will be the same as the Project
Page / Drawing / Sheet name with a .pdf extension and the output file name is not
selectable. If the Output For Multiple Selections setting is set to 1 PDF File Multiple Pages, only a single file will be created so the file name may be set by
selecting the box.

LAYER PAGES: This box displays the Layer Pages setting. this setting
allows you to specify that different layers be plotted to different pages in a .pdf
file.
NO: All layers in the BuildersCAD drawing are plotted to a single page in
the .pdf.
YES: Plots each layer of the drawing to a different page in the .pdf. This is useful
if you have created details or panel drawings and each layer contains everything
needed for a page.

SHOW LAYERS: This box displays the Show Layers setting - Yes or No.
This setting determines whether or not the .pdf file contains the layer information
from the ARRIS drawing. Note that layer control requires Adobe Reader 6.0
and above. Selection of the box toggles the setting between Yes and No.
AUTO LOAD: This box displays the Auto Load setting - Yes or No. This setting determines whether or not the .pdf file is launched into Adobe Reader when
BuildersCAD finishes creating it. Selection of the box toggles the setting
between Yes and No.
EMBED FONTS: This box displays the Embed Fonts setting - Yes or No.
This setting determines whether or not the text fonts used in the BuildersCAD
drawing are embedded into the .pdf file. If set to Yes the fonts are embedded,
which guarantees the text will display properly regardless of where the .pdf file is
sent and whether or not the fonts are otherwise available. If set to No the fonts are
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not embedded in the .pdf file. Note that if fonts are embedded, the resulting .pdf
file is larger. Selection of the box toggles the setting between Yes and No.

SELECTED PROJECT PAGE(S): This box displays the number of items
(Project Pages / Drawings / Sheets) that were selected for export to PDF on the
PROJECT PAGE / DATABASE DRAWING/SHEET/THUMBNAIL SELECT

menu. This box is not selectable.
Commands

EXPORT SELECTED PAGE(S) TO PDF: Selecting this button will create the .pdf file(s) using the parameters as they are set on the EXPORT PROJECT
PAGES TO PDF menu.
CANCEL: Selecting this button will cancel the PDF export, clear the EXPORT
PROJECT PAGES TO PDF menu from the screen, and return to the PROJECT
PAGE SELECT or DATABASE DRAWING / SHEET / THUMBNAIL SELECT

menu (depending on the Project Mode setting).

RenderPlus PDF Wizard
The BuildersCAD PDF Wizard is accessed by selecting the RenderPlus PDF
button on the Plug-Ins pull down menu. This will bring up the CREATE PDF
FILE dialog menu.

This menu creates a .pdf file using a saved Plot Style from BuildersCAD. A
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Plot Style must be saved first before using this feature. Refer to the Plot topic for
more information on Plot Styles.
Commands

SELECT PLOT STYLE: A list of plot styles in the current project directory is
listed in the center portion of the menu. Select a desired plot style to be plotted to .pdf and then select the Select Plot Style button. The plot style will be
shown in the box titled PDF Pages. All plot styles listed here will be
included when the .pdf file(s) is created.

DATABASE DIRECTORY: The current project directory is shown here. Plot
styles which are saved in the plot.dir subdirectory under the project directory
shown here will be listed as available in the Select Plot Style box. The directory may be changed by selecting the Open icon.

SELECTED PAGE OVERRIDES: The Page Size, Rotation, X and Y offsets,
Scale Factor, and Penmap settings may be overridden from the values contained in the Plot Style for the selected plot style in this section of the PDF
menu. Bookmark settings may also be set for the selected Plot Style.

PDF FILE: The output .pdf file name is set in this portion of the menu. Select
the desired .pdf file name. There are also check box settings to create multiple .pdf files when more than one Plot Style is included, and to increment the
.pdf file name if more than one file is created in a batch. The default is to create a single .pdf file when more than one Plot Style is included, with each
Plot Style printed as a separate page in the .pdf file.

BATCH OVERRIDES: When the .pdf is created, settings in this portion of the
menu will override the settings in the Plot Style for all Plot Styles included in
the batch. The parameters which may be overridden are Page Size, X and Y
Offsets, Scale Factor, and Penmap. There is also a check box to factor the
pen weights in the penmap to the Scale Factor setting.

CREATE: Selection of this button creates the .pdf file named using the parameters as set in the menu and the Plot Style(s) selected. If the Open PDF File
After Create check box is checked, the resulting .pdf file will be opened in
your default .pdf reader software.

CANCEL: Selection of this button cancels the .pdf creation process and clears
the CREATE PDF FILE menu from the screen.

P l o t To . p d f
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A .pdf file may be created by plotting the drawing using a .pdf print driver which
is purchased from Adobe or other 3rd party selected as the current plotter. Refer
to the Plot topic for more information.

See Also
Export, Open, Penmap, Plot, and Raster Entity.

PEN
The pen assignment is a basic property to all BuildersCAD entities. An entity is
assigned a logical pen number which corresponds to a physical pen on an output device.
Pen assignments control the graphical quality of a drawing when placed on physical
media. Pen assignments control the line-weight, color and patterns that individual lines
on paper will show. A good combination weight, color and pattern will improve substantially the readability of a drawing.

Logical Pens
Logical pen number assignment is one of many properties that BuildersCAD
entities retain. Every BuildersCAD entity has a logical pen number property
associated with it. The logical pen value is assigned when the entity is drawn and
can be changed at any time before plotting.
Selecting the pen button on the STATUS menu, prompts:
Logical Pen number (0-127 or #fnone)?:

This button always reflects the current logical pen number. The valid range for
logical pens is from 0 to 127 or “none”. None means that the object will take on
the default logical pen value of the layer it resides on (if defined).
Logical pen number 0 in particular is very unique. Objects that are assigned pen 0
never appear on the hard-copy output.
Note 1: There is a special exception in BuildersCAD for the pen 0 "no plot"
function. A solild fill Pattern (Crosshatch) that is placed in pen 0 and
color 0 will function as a "mask", blocking out any entity which is plotted below it.
The user indicates either by menu selection or keyboard entry the logical pen
number to be associated with all future objects entered in the database. Also, the
new pen number entered can be used to re-assign the pen property for existing
objects.
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Physical Pen
An ink jet, laser, electrostatic, or pen, plotter has a finite number of physical pen
slots or programmable line weights it supports. Older pen plotters use physical
pens in a carousel. Raster plotters define a thickness and dot screen patterns to
achieve the desired graphics quality (Refer to your output device’s user manual).
Note 1: In Unix installations the number of physical pens available for a plotter
is defined when BuildersCAD was installed and configured. The
value is stored in the $ARRIS/etc/gplotcap file in the following
field:
:np#X - where X represents the maximum number of pens.

Note 2: Extreme caution should be exercised in modifying parameters in this
and similar BuildersCAD system files. This information is provided
to advanced users only.

Pen Display
Before plotting, it is a good idea to check the pen values of all the entities in the
drawing. Select PEN from the VIEW (Camera icon) pop-up menu. This function
allows you to display the drawing or sheet by logical pen number.

See Also
Plot, Penmap, Color, Layer, Query, and Edit.

PENMAPS
Penmaps are styles for defining the relationship between BuildersCAD logical pens
or colors and physical pens on an output device. Correlating logical pens and colors to
physical pens maximizes the flexibility of BuildersCAD to the constraints of a variety of physical output devices in order to enhance graphical information. The penmap
configuration or style is saved to disk as a penmap (.pm) file.
The current penmap file may be set in any of several locations including the PLOT /
PRINT menu, the PLOT PROJECT PAGES menu, the EXPORT TO PDF menu, the
EXPORT PROJECT PAGES TO PDF menu, and the EXPORT CURRENT DRAWING/
SHEET TO eZ menu.

P l o t a n d E x p o r t To P D F M e n u s
The current penmap is displayed on the
PLOT and EXPORT TO PDF menus
below the Penmap title. BuildersCAD has a penmap assignment
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STANDARD which is used unless another penmap is specified. Selection of this
box allows you to set the penmap file.
Scaling plots to smaller sizes usually requires re-mapping logical pens to smaller
pen thicknesses for the purpose of clarity. The APPLY SCALING TO PEN
WIDTHS feature allows the use of a single pen map for any plot scale factor.
When this feature is selected and a plot scale factor other than 1.0 is set, the pen
widths defined in the current penmap are scaled up or down proportinately for
the plot.
Note 1: There must be a penmap active (Not BuildersCAD STANDARD) for
this feature to be active.

SETUP: Selection of this button brings up the DEFINE PENMAPS menu
which allows you to create or edit penmaps.
Plot Project Pages, Export Project Pages to
P D F, a n d E x p o r t C u r r e n t D r a w i n g / S h e e t To e Z
Menus
The current penmap is displayed in the
Penmap box. Selection of the box
allows you to set the penmap file.

SETUP: Selection of this button
brings up the DEFINE PENMAPS menu which allows you to create or edit penmaps.

Defining Penmaps
Selecting the SETUP button in the Penmap section of the PLOT/PRINT, PLOT
PROJECT PAGES, EXPORT TO PDF, EXPORT PROJECT PAGES TO PDF, or
EXPORT CURRENT DRAWING/SHEET TO eZ menus activates the DEFINE
PENMAP Menu, which contains tools to configure and save penmaps.
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CURRENT PENMAP FILE: This box displays the current penmap file name.
Any changes made will be to this file. Selection of this box allows you to load
another existing penmap or create a new penmap.

PALETTE: This box displays the Palette setting. The palette refers to the plotter or printer specifications. It can be set to either software or plotter. This determines how the Penmap Type - Map by Pen or Map by Color will correlate with
the parameters of the output device. Selection of this box toggles the Palette setting between Software and Plotter.
The Software palette is used with plotters or printers that support explicit software assignments of RGB values and line widths. If the device supports this feature, plotting with software palette is much faster. Almost all new plotters
support this feature.
The Plotter palette is used with plotters - particularly older plotters - where the
plotter has physical pens, or if you wish to define the line weights and colors of
the plotted pens on the plotter instead of from the software and your plotter supports this function.

PENMAP TYPE: When the Palette is Software, this box displays the Penmap
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Type parameter. The penmap type may be either Pen, Color, or Screen. Selection
of this box allows you to set the Penmap Type.
Map By Pen
Mapping by Pen will use the BuildersCAD entity pen property in the database
to determine the assignment to the palette. Up to 128 pens may be used. The
DEFINE PENMAP menu will display the logical pen numbers 0-127 and their
corresponding line width in millimeters and RGB plot color with a sample.
Note 1: The Plot RGB color is not the same as the color shown on the screen.
This is the color of the entities as they will be printed on paper from the
plotter - which may be very different than colors shown on the screen.
Note 2: A Plot RGB of (0,0,0) is pure black. A Plot RGB of (255,255,255) is
pure white, which is an effective "no plot" on white paper.
Map by Color
Mapping by Color will ignore the pen property of the BuildersCAD entities in
the database and will use the color properties for assignment to the palette. Up to
128 colors may be used. The DEFINE PENMAP menu will display the logical
color numbers 0-127 and their corresponding line width in millimeters and RGB
plot color with a sample.
Note 1: The Plot RGB color is not the same as the color shown on the screen.
This is the color of the entities as they will be printed on paper from the
plotter - which may be very different than colors shown on the screen.
Note 2: A Plot RGB of (0,0,0) is pure black. A Plot RGB of (255,255,255) is
pure white, which is an effective "no plot" on white paper.
Note 3: Only 128 colors of the 256 color numbers (0-127) may be used for plotting. Any entities with a color number above 127 will not plot in a Color
Penmap Type penmap. This is because BuildersCAD is limited to
plotting 128 pens.
Map by Screen
Mapping by Screen will use the pen property of the BuildersCAD entities in
the database for the pen weight or line width, and will use the color properties of
the entities for the color of the entity in the plot. Up to 128 pens may be used. The
color for each pen is determined by the RGB found in the corresponding color in
the current colormap. The DEFINE PENMAP menu will display the logical pen
number 0-127 and their corresponding line width in millimeters and RGB plot
color with a sample.

PLOTTER PENS: When the Palette is Plotter, this box displays the Plotter
Pens parameter. The plotter pens may be set to either 8, 16, 64, or 128 pens. This
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setting should be set to the number of physical pens supported by your plotter.
Selection of the box allows you to set the desired number of pens. The DEFINE
PENMAP menu will show a column of logical pens 0-N where N is the number
of pens set in the Plotter Pens parameter. To the right of each logical pen is the
physical pen on the plotter or plotter pen definition that you wish to assign to the
BuildersCAD logical pen number.

PLOT BLACK LAST: This box displays the Plot Black Last parameter either Off or On. Selection of the box toggles the Plot Black Last parameter on
and off.
When Plot Black Last is Off, the BuildersCAD entities are plotted in order by
layer number in the drawing, and in the order they were drawn within each layer,
regardless of pen or Plot RGB setting. The Off setting is a true "What you see is
what you get" plot as it is displayed on the screen. It allows masking and color
fills to properly cover other data in the plot.
When Plot Black Last is On the BuildersCAD plot function makes 2 passes
through the drawing, plotting all entities that are drawn with pens/colors mapped
to a Plot RGB color other than black first, and then plotting all entities that are
drawn with pens/colors mapped to solid black (Plot RGB 0,0,0) over the top. The
On setting guarantees that black lines will not be "broken" by color or "halftone"
lines.

SAVE COLORMAP: This box displays the Save Colormap parameter - either
Off or On. Selection of the box toggles the Save Colormap parameter on and off.
With a Software Palette when BuildersCAD uses the current colormap, particularly with either the Color or Screen penmap types it is helpful to save the colormap which goes along with the current penmap. If the Save Colormap parameter
is On, when the penmap is written to the disk using the APPLY button the current
colormap as altered for use with the penmap is saved in the same location as the
penmap using the same base name with the .cm extension.
If the Palette is set to Plotter, this setting is not used and the display is blank.

WIDTH: In Software Palettes, the boxes in this column display the line width in
millimeters that is used is for the corresponding Pen/Color in the plot. Selection
of a box allows you to set the line width.

PLOT RGB: In Software Palettes, the boxes in this column display the RGB
values and a sample color that is used is for the corresponding Pen/Color in the
RGB value. This is the color of the lines etc. that will be drawn on the paper by
the plotter. The RGB value is a series of three numbers, one for each of the color
elements (Red, Green Blue in that order). The value of each of the elements may
be from 0-255. Refer to the Color and RGB topics for more information. Selection of a box allows you to set the Plot RGB value. There are several default setBuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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tings presented in the Choice menu at the prompt for black (0,0,0), white
(255,255,255), various shades of gray, red (255,0,0), green (0,255,0), and blue
(0,0,255). You can also set the RGB by input of the element values in order Red,
Green, Blue each separated by a comma. The <MENU> choice allows you to
input the RGB visually from a menu.
Note 1: The Plot RGB color is not the same as the color shown on the screen.
This is the color of the entities as they will be printed on paper from the
plotter - which may be very different than colors shown on the screen.
Note 2: A Plot RGB of (0,0,0) is pure black. A Plot RGB of (255,255,255) is
pure white, which is an effective "no plot" on white paper.
Slidebar
The slidebar contained in the DEFINE PENMAP menu allows the user to
quickly browse through the list of Pens / Colors and their corresponding line
widths and RGB settings. The slidebar is on the right side of the list. The
slidebar consists of an up arrow at the top, a down arrow at the bottom, and a
slidebar in between. The slidebar shows size and location of the portion of
the list currently displayed relative to the entire list. Refer to the Slidebars
topic for more information. Slidebar commands are as follows:

UP ARROW: A left click selection on the Up Arrow moves the display of the
list up 1 item. A right click selection on the Up Arrow moves the display of
the list up 1 menu page.

DOWN ARROW: A left click selection on the Down Arrow moves the display
of the list down 1 item. A right click selection on the Down Arrow moves
the display of the list down 1 menu page.

SLIDEBAR: Selecting on the Slidebar moves the portion of the list displayed
in the menu to the relative position of the selection on the slidebar.

MOUSE SCROLL WHEEL: While the cursor is over the list of items in the
menu or over the slidebar, scrolling the mouse scroll wheel up or down will
page the list up or down 1 line for each click of the mouse scroll wheel.

APPLY: Selection of this button will apply all changes and save the current
penmap file to disk. Penmaps are generally saved in either the Project / Working
directory or in the Standards directory. The penmap file itself is saved with a .pm
extension.
If the bar on the left side of the APPLY button is illuminated in yellow, this indicates that changes have been made to the current penmap definition that have not
been saved to disk. If the bar on the left side of the APPLY button is illuminated
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in red, this indicates that the user does not have permission to save the penmap
and the APPLY button will not function. Refer to the Permissions topic of this
Encyclopedia.
Note 1: If a penmap is saved with the name "default.pm" and stored in either the
standards directory or the user home directory, it will be set as the current penmap by default when BuildersCAD is started.

EXIT: Selection of this button will exit the penmap definition and clear the
DEFINE PENMAP menu from the screen. If the DEFINE PENMAP menu was
called from another menu, BuildersCAD will return to the calling menu.

See Also
Color, Colormap, Display, Layer, Markup, Pen, Plot, PDF, Query, and RGB.

PERMISSIONS
Permissions determine the ability of a file to be edited or saved. On your computer, permissions for a file are generally handled by the operating system. BuildersCAD provides capability to place permission restrictions on layers and on certain other files in
addition to (or instead of) using operating system permissions.

Layer Permissions
BuildersCAD layers have 3 permissions modes - read/write, read only, and
temporary. A read/write layer may be edited and saved. A read only layer may
not be edited or saved. A temporary layer may be edited but may not be saved.
See Layer and Layer Manager for more information.

File Permissions
BuildersCAD has the capability to allow the user or system administrator to
place permissions on certain files, restricting access to only named users.
File permissions are stored in a text file named "users_rw.tx" which is located in
the arrisdat.dir subdirectory of the Standards directory. This file is created by the
user and is a simple ascii text file which may be created and edited using any text
editor. The syntax of the users_rw.tx file is shown below. The USER PERMISSION LIST entry in brackets must be the first line of the file. Below that on each
line of the file is a blockname followed by an equal sign (=) followed by a list of
user names who are granted permission for that blockname, each separated by a
comma (,). There should be no spaces before or after the equal sign (=) or comma
(,), however spaces may be used otherwise in the blockname or the usernames.
The user name used is the user login name.
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[USER PERMISSION LIST]
blockname1=user1,user2,user3,user4
blockname2=none
blockname3=
blockname4=all
In the example above, only user1, user2, user3, and user4 will be granted permission for "blockname1". Nobody is given permission for "blockname2" (none).
Everybody is given permission for "blockname3" (listed but no users). Everybody is given permission for "blockname4" (all). Everybody is given permission
for "blockname5" (not listed).
The following functions in BuildersCAD use the User Permissions system.
Each program is listed along with the Blockname used for that function.
BuildersCAD Authcode Manager
Blockname = "Authcodes"
Project List Manager
Blockname = "Project List"
Project Page List Manager
Blockname = "Project "+<Project Number>
Environment Defaults Manager
Blockname = "Environment Defaults"
Drawing Manager
Blockname = <Drawing File Name>
Repeated Item Library Manager
Blockname = <Repeated Item Library Name>
Repeated Item Catalog Manager
Blockname = <Repeated Item Catalog Name>
Smart Repeated Item Edit
Blockname = "SRI Data"
Define Penmap
Blockname = <Penmap File Name>
Note Catalog Manager
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Blockname = <Note Catalog Name>
Note Parameter Manager
Blockname = "Note Parameters"

See Also
Layer, Layer Manager, Catalog, Notes, Repeated Item Catalog Manager, Repeated Item
Library Manager, Schedule Parameters, Project List Manager, Project Page List Manager, and Drawing Manager.

PHONG
Phong shading is a method used in BuildersCAD 3D and other advanced rendering
plug-ins for rendering polygons to continuous, smooth surfaces. Phong shading creates
surfaces which appear curved with fewer polygons than standard opaquing techniques.

See Also
Rendering and Surfaces.

P I E C E U S A G E TA B L E
See the Materials Application topic, Modeled Materials section for more information.

PIXELS
Pixels are the screen’s unit of measurement. A screen resolution of 1024x768 indicates
the overall screen real estate is 1024 pixels from side to side and 768 pixels from top to
bottom.

PLACEMENT REFERENCE
See Reference Points for more information.

PLAN
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A plan is a top view of the object being drawn. In BuildersCAD, it also refers to the
default view and work plane for a typical drawing.

Views
The plan view is the default view. Since most drawing activity takes place along
the X and Y-axis, the plan view will display these entities normally. An elevation
view of these objects should appear as a thin horizontal line since they have no
dimension in the Z-axis.
Table P:1

Plan View Setting

VIEW

LOOK DIRECTION

Plan

Negative Z

Note 1: The look direction is absolute, meaning the plan view will always look
in the negative Z direction. However, the negative Z the plan view looks
at, either the one oriented to the default database plan (standard and
fixed) or the one oriented relative to the current work plane, is dependent upon which work plane the view mode is set to reference.

Work Plane
The plan work plane is the default work plane. When a database is created the X,
Y, and Z-axes are oriented to this work plane, which follows the familiar Cartesian coordinate system. In normal PLAN view the axes are seen as follows:
Table P:2

Plan Work Plane Settings

AXIS

NEGATIVE

POSITIVE

X-axis

Extends to the Left

Extends to the Right

Y-axis

Extends up to top of the display window

Extends down to bottom of the
display window

Z-axis

Recedes straight back away
from the display window

Extends straight forward from the
display window

Even though the work plane can be infinitely manipulated, when it is set back to
the default, it will be reset to the plan work plane.

See Also
Coordinate System.

PLOT
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A plot is a hard copy print of a drawing or a sheet. It can be a plot of the entire drawing
or a portion thereof. There are 2 basic methods of plotting - either from the PLOT /
PRINT menu or from the "Open" menus - the PROJECT PAGE SELECT or DATABASE
DRAWING/SHEET/THUMBNAIL SELECT menu. There are a number of different plot
methods and options to be aware of when plotting a drawing/sheet.

Plot / Print Menu
The PLOT / PRINT menu is accessed either by selecting Plot (pen icon) on the
DESKTOP menu or by selecting File to invoke the FILE Pull-down menu, then
selecting Plot/Print.

The plotting tools are logically grouped into three modes: Current, Saved, and
Batch. Selecting any of these three modes will change the options available on
the menu to reflect the features available for the mode selected.
Note 1: Plotting is a display function. Layers which are turned off for display will not
plot. The plot is generated from the display list (.dl) file which corresponds to
the layer. See Display List for more information.
Parameters
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PLOTTER: This box displays the currently selected plot device, an output
device that prints drawings on large format paper such as D (36x24) and E
(48x36) size sheets. The plot device may be changed by selecting it the box
In MS Windows, the plotter may be any Windows print device which has been
installed on your system. Selection of this button calls up the Windows Print
Manager for selection of the device and it’s properties.

PLOT PRESETS: Selection of this button brings up the Plot Presets Select
Windows Dialog. Refer to the Plot Presets topic for more information.

SCALING: This box displays the current scaling parameter - either Scale Factor or Fit To Page. The current setting is highlighted.
Scale Factor sets the scale factor of the plot to a fixed size. A scale factor of 1.0
plots the data at the specified database scale. For example if the database scale is
1/4"=1’-0" and the output units are feet, when the drawing is plotted, 1/4" on the
plotted paper will represent 1’-0" of the geometry drawn. The current scale factor
setting is shown in the box below. Selection of that box allows you to set the specific scale factor. There are also two buttons below the scale factor box that set
the scale factor to the common defaults of 1.0 and 0.5.
Fit To Page sets the scale factor of the plot to fit a specified size of paper. The
size of paper used is shown in the box below the Fit To Page Button. Selecting
the paper size box allows you to set the page size.

X OFFSET: This box displays the offset distance of the plot on the paper in
the X (horizontal) direction. A positive distance moves the plot to the right, a
negative distance moves the plot to the left on the paper. Selection of the box
allows you to set the X Offset distance desired. A right click selection of this box
will clear both X and Y Offsets to 0.
Y OFFSET: This box displays the offset distance of the plot on the paper in
the Y (vertical) direction. A positive distance moves the plot up, a negative distance moves the plot down on the paper. Selection of the box allows you to set
the Y Offset distance desired. A right click selection of this box will clear both X
and Y Offsets to 0.
ROTATION: This box displays the plot rotation angle. The plot may be rotated
90 degrees on the paper. Selecting this box toggles the rotation between 90
degrees and 0.
PENMAP FILE: This box displays the current penmap file name. Each entity

in BuildersCAD has a logical pen number associated with it as one of its
properties. A penmap (*.pm) is a data file which tells a plotter how to plot that
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logical pen number to a specific physical pen on a plotter. The desired penmap
file may be set by selecting this box. For more information see Penmaps, Pens,
and Viewports.
Selection of the Apply Scaling To Pen Widths button allows you to apply the current plot Scale Factor to the size of the pen widths as they are defined in the current Penmap. If a pen line width is defined as .5mm and the current plot scale
factor is .5, selecting the Apply Scaling To Pen Widths button will cause the line
to be plotted at .25mm wide (.5 x .5).
Selection of the SETUP button under the Penmap File heading will bring up the
DEFINE PENMAP menu. Refer to the Penmaps topic for more information.

OUTPUT TO: This portion of the

PLOT menu allows you to select how the
plot is to be output, either to the plotter or to a file on the disk. The file type
choices are PL (.pl) which is the BuildersCAD plot file type, HPG (.hpg)
which is a filtered hpgl2 plot, RASTER which plots to a raster format file, and
OTHER which creates a .plt file. When Other is selected, the plot will be generated using the driver for the plotter selected in the Plotter parameter. See the
description of Plotter above. If a file type (PL, HP, Raster, or Other) is selected,
the specific file name is displayed and may be set in the box below. The default
file name is the name of the current drawing plus the appropriate extension. If the
output is to a Raster file, the bitmap resolution (dots per inch) is plotted as set in
the "Plot To Raster Resolution" setting in the PREFERENCES menu. Refer to the
Preferences topic for more information. The default extension when Other File is
selected is .plt, which is a generic extension for plot files.

PL FILES: BuildersCAD .pl plot files which have been previously created
may be plotted from the disk.
PLOT - Plots the named .pl file. When plotted, the output in the OUTPUT TO
section described above is taken into consideration.
MERGE - Selection of this button brings up the PLOT FILE MERGE UTILITY
menu. From this menu plot files may be merged into a single plot file.

ACCOUNTING: Plot accounting allows the user to create and view custom
plot accounting reports using the BuildersCAD Report Designer. This
accounting feature must be turned on by setting the GPLOTACCT environment
variable. In MS Windows this is set in the arris.ini file by adding the entry:
GPLOTACCT=<path>
In the example above, <path> represents the full path to the accounting text file.
BuildersCAD path shortcuts such as std: or usr: may be used. See Environment Variables for more information.
Plot Modes
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CURRENT: Plots the current work in active memory. The plot will be processed in the foreground. This means that no additional work can be done on the
drawing until the spooling process is complete.

SAVED: Plots a drawing or sheet from the saved version on the hard disk. If
the drawing or sheet is currently loaded any work done that has not been saved
will not appear on the plot.
BATCH: Groups of plots can be processed at one time. There are a number of
steps to follow in order to set up the batch plotting routines.
Plot Current

WINDOW TYPE: Determines what in the current drawing or sheet is to be
plotted. The choices are as follows:
NORMAL: Plots the entire drawing or sheet which is loaded into memory.
SCREEN: Plots only the portion of the drawing or sheet which is currently displayed on the screen.
TWO POINT: Plots only the portion of the drawing or sheet which the user
defines by input of the two opposite corners of a window. The resulting plot window may be any size.
SHEET: Plots the area which falls within a defined sheet size. The sheet size is
displayed and set in the box below when this option is invoked. The sheet window is shown on the cursor and may be placed by the user to determine the exact
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area to be plotted.

LOWER LEFT CORNER: This setting determines where the lower left corner of the plotted page is in relation to the plot area defined. The choices are:
DATABASE ORIGIN: The lower left corner of the plotted page will be at the
database origin, or absolute coordinate 0,0,0. See Coordinate System for more
information.
SCREEN ORIGIN: The lower left corner of the plotted page will correspond to
the lower left corner of the view or screen in the current display.
REFERENCE POINT: The lower left corner of the plotted page will correspond
to a point in the database which is defined by the user. The Define Reference
Point box invokes the PLOT REFERENCE Pop-up Menu which contains tools to
view and set the plot reference point and the plot view.
Plot Saved

DATABASE: Displays the database which contains the saved drawing or sheet
to be plotted. The desired database may be set by selecting this box.

DRAWING OR SHEET: Displays the saved drawing or sheet to be plotted.
The desired drawing or sheet may be set by selecting this box.
VIEW FILE: Displays the view file to be used when plotting or none if plotting
in standard plan view. The view file contains information which determines a
particular view of the drawing or sheet. See View for more information.
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SUB-LAYER DISPLAY: Sub-Layers affect the display of Labels and Custom
line Smart Wall poche. These two elements may each be turned on or off for the
plot, and this setting applied either globally to all layers, or only to those in a particular layer style. See Layer Manager for more information.

LOWER LEFT CORNER: This setting determines where the lower left corner of the plotted page is in relation to the plot area defined. The choices are:
DATABASE ORIGIN: The lower left corner of the plotted page will be at the
database origin, or absolute coordinate 0,0,0. See Coordinate System for more
information.
SCREEN ORIGIN: The lower left corner of the plotted page will correspond to
the lower left corner of the view specified. This option is only available for a
saved plot if a view file is specified.
REFERENCE POINT: The lower left corner of the plotted page will correspond
to a point in the database which is defined by the user. This option is only available for a saved plot if a view file is specified. The Define Reference Point box
invokes the PLOT REFERENCE Pop-up Menu which contains tools to view and
set the plot reference point and the plot view.

PLOT STYLES: A plot style is a file which saves all of the plot parameter settings. Different situations may require different types of plots and plot parameter
settings. For each different situation, these settings may be pre-set and saved as a
plot style on the disk to be recalled when needed. Note that the saved database
and drawing or sheet are part of the parameters saved with a plot style. Saving a
Plot as a Plot Style is required to use the PDF Wizard. Refer to the PDF topic.
OPEN: Allows the user to browse for a saved plot style and open it, setting all of
the plot settings to those saved with that style.
SAVE: Saves the current parameter settings to a named plot style. The user is
prompted for a style name which may be up to 12 characters.
DELETE: Deletes a plot style from the disk.
Plot styles are saved in the file pl_param.st which is in the plot.dir directory of
the current project.
Plot Batch
A plot batch file is a collection of Plot Styles which may be plotted as a group.
Individual plots must be saved as a named plot style.
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DIRECTORY: The project directory for the batch plot and databases within it
is shown here. The directory may be set by selecting this box.
BATCH FILE: The current batch file and all plot styles within it are shown
here. Selecting a box with a plot style will allow the user to move the style’s location in the batch, thus changing the plot order, or delete it.

SELECT PLOT STYLE TO ADD: All saved plot styles in the current
project are shown here. Clicking on a box with a plot style adds it to the end of
the batch list.
OVERRIDES: The plot parameters of Scaling, Offsets, and ,Penmap are saved
as a part of the plot style for each plot. When Batch Plot is selected, the portions
of the PLOT / PRINT Menu which control these parameters are grayed out. These
parameters may be overridden for all plot styles in a batch. As each of the overrides Scaling, Offsets, and Penmap are selected they remain highlighted and the
portion of the PLOT / PRINT Menu which sets these parameters becomes active.
The current settings for the parameters selected for override will be used in the
batch plot, overriding the parameter settings saved with the plot styles in the
batch.

BATCH FILES:
OPEN: Allows the user to browse for a saved plot batch file and open it.
SAVE: Saves the list of plot styles to a named plot batch file. The user is
prompted for a batch file name which may be up to 11 characters.
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DELETE: Deletes a plot batch file from the disk.
Plot batch files are saved in the file <name>.pb which is in the plot.dir directory
of the current project.
Commands

EXECUTE PLOT: Selection of this button executes the plot based on the current plot mode and the parameters which have been set.
EXECUTE PREVIEW: Selection of this
button executes a plot preview based on the
current plot mode and the parameters
which have been set. This feature uses the
Windows Print Preview function and menu.
This feature is particularly useful for
checking your plot settings for page size, X
and Y offsets, and penmap.
Print
BuildersCAD will print a graphic image to the specified graphic printer, or a
text file to the specified text printer. BuildersCAD will remember which
devices have been specified as the Plotter, Graphic Printer, and Text Printer.

IMAGE PRINTER: The print device specified as the image printer is displayed
here and may be changed by selecting the box.

TEXT PRINTER: The print device specified as the text printer is displayed
here and may be changed by selecting the box.

PRINT CURRENT IMAGE: Prints the current image in the BuildersCAD
display window to the specified Image Printer. The user is prompted for the colormap and pixel scale factor to use. The image may also be output to a .bmp file.

PRINT SAVED IMAGE: Prints a saved image from the disk to the specified
Image Printer. The saved image is a BuildersCAD .sc file. The user is
prompted for the colormap and pixel scale factor to use. The image may also be
output to a .bmp file.

PRINT TEXT FILE: Prints a text file from the disk to the specified Text
Printer. The user may browse for the text file desired, beginning in the current
project/working directory. The default file type searched is .txt, but this may also
be changed.
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Presets
This section of the menu provides functions which allows you to Create New,
Edit, and Select Plot Presets. Refer to the Plot Presets topic for more information.
PDF MENU
Selection of this button will bring up the EXPORT TO PDF menu. This menu
allows you to set the plotting parameters, and to create a .pdf (Portable Document
Format) file plot of your current drawing on the disk. Refer to the PDF topic of
this encyclopedia for more information.

Plot From Project Page Select / Database Drawing/Sheet Select Menu
The PLOT PROJECT PAGE menu is accessed by selecting the PLOT button on
either the PROJECT PAGE SELECT or DATABASE DRAWING/SHEET SELECT
menu.

This menu is an abbreviated form of the PLOT menu and allows you to set plot
parameters. Because plotting from the PROJECT PAGE SELECT and DATABASE DRAWING/SHEET SELECT ("Open") menus allows multiple selections,
the plot is by definition from the disk. This is similar to the "SAVED" plot mode
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described in the discussion of the PLOT menu above. Only the pertinent parameters for a "Saved" plot are displayed and set on this menu.

PLOTTER: This box displays the currently selected plot device, an output
device that prints drawings on large format paper such as D (36x24) and E
(48x36) size sheets. The plot device may be changed by selecting it the box
In MS Windows, the plotter may be any Windows print device which has been
installed on your system. Selection of this button calls up the Windows Print
Manager for selection of the device and it’s properties.

PLOT PRESETS: Selection of this button brings up the Plot Presets Select
Windows Dialog. Refer to the Plot Presets topic for more information.

SCALE: This box displays the current scale factor. The scale factor of the plot
determines the scale of the plot relative to the database scale of the drawing/
sheet. A scale factor of 1.0 plots the data at the specified database scale. For
example if the database scale is 1/4"=1’-0" and the output units are feet, when the
drawing is plotted 1/4" on the plotted paper will represent 1’-0" of the geometry
drawn. Selection of the scale factor box allows you to set the specific scale factor.
There are also three buttons below the scale factor box that set the scale factor to
the common settings of 1.0, 0.5, and 2.0.
Scale Pen Widths - This setting determines whether or not pen widths are scaled
as well as the geometry if the scale factor setting is other than 1.0. For example if
the scale factor is 2.0 and the line width is set in the penmap at 0.5mm, if the
Scale Pen Widths setting is Yes, the line itself will be plotted 1.0mm wide (0.5 X
2). Selection of the box toggles the setting between Yes and No.

X OFFSET: This box displays the offset distance of the plot on the paper in
the X (horizontal) direction. A positive distance moves the plot to the right, a
negative distance moves the plot to the left on the paper. Selection of the box
allows you to set the X Offset distance desired. A right click selection of the box
clears both the X and Y Offsets to 0.
Y OFFSET: This box displays the offset distance of the plot on the paper in
the Y (vertical) direction. A positive distance moves the plot up, a negative distance moves the plot down on the paper. Selection of the box allows you to set
the Y Offset distance desired. A right click selection of the box clears both the X
and Y Offsets to 0.
ROTATION: This box displays the plot rotation angle. The plot may be rotated
90 degrees on the paper. Selecting this box toggles the rotation between 90
degrees and 0.
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PENMAP: This box displays the current penmap file name. Each entity in
BuildersCAD has a logical pen number associated with it as one of its properties. A penmap (*.pm) is a data file which tells a plotter how to plot that logical
pen number to a specific physical pen on a plotter. The desired penmap file may
be set by selecting this box. For more information see Penmaps, Pens, and
Viewports.
SETUP - This button brings up the DEFINE PENMAP menu which allows you to
create or edit the penmap. Refer to the Penmap topic for more information.

SELECTED PROJECT PAGE(S): This box displays the number of items
(Project Pages / Drawings / Sheets) that were selected to plot on the PROJECT
PAGE / DATABASE DRAWING/SHEET SELECT menu. This box is not selectable.
Commands

PLOT PREVIEW: Selection of this button executes a plot preview based on the
current plot mode and the parameters
which have been set. This feature uses the
Windows Print Preview function and menu.
This feature is particularly useful for
checking your plot settings for page size, X
and Y offsets, and penmap.
PLOT SELECTED PAGES: Selection of this button executes the plot of the
selected Pages / Drawings / Sheets from the disk based on the parameters which
have been set.

CANCEL: Selecting this button will cancel the plot, clear the PLOT PROJECT
PAGES menu from the screen, and return to the PROJECT PAGE SELECT or
DATABASE DRAWING / SHEET SELECT menu (depending on the Project Mode

setting).

Plot from the Operating System W i n d o w s V i s t a , X P 2 0 0 0 , N T, M E , 9 8 ,
95
BuildersCAD includes a stand alone plotting and printing application for
Windows operating systems. To access this program either select the shortcut
from the Windows desktop or choose it from the BuildersCAD program
group in the Windows Start system.
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The setup options duplicate the options available within BuildersCAD from
the PLOT/PRINT pop-up menu with two exceptions:
4.

As a standalone application the ability to track plotting and printing activity through the Accounting Log is not available. To utilize plot tracking all
plots need to be run through the BuildersCAD PLOT/PRINT pop-up
menu.

5.

Printing BuildersCAD image files or text files is only available within
BuildersCAD from the PLOT/PRINT pop-up menu.

Plotting sheets and drawings uses the last saved display list (.dl) files.

See Also
Drawing, Fields, Layer, Open, Pen, Penmaps, Points, PDF, Plot Presets, Preferences, Sheets, and Styles.

PLOT PRESETS
The Plot Presets function allows you to save and store preset parameters for a given
plotter and plotting method. The Plot Preset will capture all of your current BuildersCAD Plot parameters as well as the specific plotter to be used and the Windows plot
driver settings for the particular plot sequence. These settings are saved as a style or
"preset" for faster access.
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Plot Presets are saved and grouped by Plotter (or printer) name so that different setting
combinations (i.e. paper size, penmap, window type, scale, etc.) can be saved to a single
output device. Presets can be stored as "read only" in the Standards directory for multiuser access or as "read/write" in the user Home directory for highly personalized individual user presets.

Creating a Plot Preset
Because a Plot Preset is specific to individual plotters, BuildersCAD does not
come with any pre-defined Plot Presets. You will need to create a new Plot Preset
before it can be selected for use.
To create a Plot Preset, first select the plotter you wish to use on the BuildersCAD PLOT menu.

The second step is to define any settings desired in the Windows Plotter Properties dialog such as paper size and Portrait/Landscape.
Next define all settings desired in the BuildersCAD PLOT menu such as
Scale, Offset, Rotation, Penmap, etc.
The Plot Preset is created by selecting the New button next to the Presets heading
on the PLOT menu.

This brings up the PLOT PRESET SETTINGS dialog. This dialog displays and
allows you to set the specific plotter selected as well as a list of items to preset.
Plot Preset Settings
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DESCRIPTION: Fill in a description for the plotter. The description must be
unique (within the same Plotter) and is required.

COMMENT: The comment field is optional. It is a comment that is presented
to the user as the plotter is selected. Comments might include things like location, special instructions, etc.
DEFINE PLOTTER: Selection of this button allows you to check or alter the
settings on the plotter, or to select a different plotter.
ITEMS TO PRESET: When a Plot Preset is selected, BuildersCAD plot
parameters may be set automatically as a part of the preset. Select each BuildersCAD plot parameter to be included in the preset by checking the box next to
it.
CUSTOM COMMANDS: Selection of this button allows you to set other global variables or run custom commands when the Plot Preset is selected.

OK: Selection of this button saves the new Plot Preset for the set plotter.
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CANCEL: Selection of this button cancels the Plot Preset function and clears
the dialog from the screen..
Plot Presets Edit Dialog
The BuildersCAD PLOT PRESETS dialog appears when editing a Plot
Preset. It will also appear which allows you to confirm the Plot Preset settings. Buttons on this dialog allow you to go back and change any settings
desired

SELECT PLOTTER FOR EDIT: Selection of this button allows you to select
a new Plot Preset to edit. The SELECT PLOT PRESET dialog is displayed
allowing you to select the Plot Preset.

NEW PLOTTER: Selection of this button allows you to create a new Plot Preset. The Plot Preset Settings dialog is displayed. Refer to the discussion on
creating a new Plot Preset above.

OPTIONS: Selection of this button brings up the

PLOT PRESET OPTIONS

dialog. The settings on this dialog allow you to choose to expand the Plot
Presets Plotter/File tree when loading the PLOT PRESET SELECT dialog
and to warn the user when selecting a Plotter.

DONE: Selection of this button will save the changed Plot Preset.
Plot Preset Data
New Plot preset files are always saved in the User Home directory in a
Plot_Presets sub-directory which is created automatically. The Plot Preset
file is named for the plotter and has a .pdv extension.
Plot Presets may also be located in the Standards directory, also in a
Plot_Presets sub-directory. Plot Presets that are located here will be available
for use to all users. In order to locate a Plot Preset in the Standards directory,
it should be created in the User Home directory first and then manually
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moved or copied to the Standards directory. This is generally a system
administrator task.

Selecting a Plot Preset
Because a Plot Preset is specific to individual plotters, BuildersCAD does not
come with any pre-defined Plot Presets. You will need to create a new Plot Preset
before it can be selected for use.
A plot preset is selected by selecting the PRESETS button which is located with
the PLOTTER parameter on both the BuildersCAD PLOT menu and the
PLOT PROJECT PAGES menu.

BuildersCAD PLOT menu.

BuildersCAD PLOT PROJECT PAGES menu.
Selection of the PRESETS button brings up the SELECT PLOT PRESET dialog.

The Plot Presets are presented in an indented list tree in two sections:
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USER - Plot Presets defined by the user.
STANDARDS - Plot Presets stored in the Standards directory.
In each section, plotters are listed with their Windows plotter name. This name is
defined when the plotter is installed so it is important that in network situations,
plotters be installed with the same name on each client machine.
Under each plotter are one or more Plot Presets - each defined by its description.
When a Plot Preset is selected the comments for the plotter are displayed on the
right.
Plot Preset Selection

SELECT: Selection of this button selects the highlighted Plot Preset. The Plot
Preset .pdv (plot device) file and settings are loaded into BuildersCAD and
the calling BuildersCAD Plot menu (either the PLOT menu or the PLOT
PROJECT PAGES menu) is loaded with the Plot Preset settings.

CANCEL: Selection of this button cancels the Plot Preset function. The
SELECT PLOT PRESET dialog is cleared from the screen.

Plot Preset Edit

EDIT: Selection of this button allows you to edit the selected Plot Preset. The
PLOT PRESET SETTINGS dialog is displayed. See the discussion on creating a

Plot Preset above.
Note 1: Plot Presets saved in the Standards directory may not be edited.

REMOVE: Selection of this button allows you to remove the selected Plot Preset from the disk. BuildersCAD will prompt to verify the removal.
Note 1: Plot Presets saved in the Standards directory may not be removed.

SAVE AS NEW: Selection of this button allows you to create a new Plot Preset by saving the currently selected preset as a new name. The PLOT PRESET
SETTINGS dialog is displayed. See the discussion on creating a Plot Preset
above.
Note 1: Any new Plot Presets saved will be saved in the User Home directory.

See Also
Plot, and Penmap.
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PLUG-IN
n order to work with BuildersCAD
add-ons or third-party modules each needs
to be loaded in memory. When a BuildersCAD session is started the BuildersCAD core application and the
BuildersCAD Designer modules
are loaded. If BuildersCAD Framer
and Materials is installed, the functions
in these modules are active also. Any
other module must be loaded individually
to have access to the functions, libraries,
and files associated with that module.

All application menus appear on the right side of the BuildersCAD window. Only
one application menu along with the BuildersCAD DRAW menu can be active at any
given moment. At the top of the active application menu the alternate plug-in menu
name will be displayed. Selecting this button will toggle DRAW and the alternate module to the application menu area.
The plug-in icon on the DESKTOP menu invokes the menu list of all installed and
authorized applications. Selecting a plug-in either loads, unloads or activates a module.

LOAD: Select an unchecked module anywhere on the line.
UNLOAD: Select a loaded module’s checked box.
SELECT: Select a loaded plug-in module anywhere on the line except in the
checked box.

Short Cut
Selecting the Plug-in icon with B3 invokes a menu of loaded plug-in modules.

POCHE
See Patterns for more information.

POINTS
A point is defined by 3 real numbers describing its position on the database coordinate
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system.

Origin Points
Origin points are specific point location on the database coordinate system,
which are used as one end of the measuring stick when inputting distances.
See Origins for more information.

Graphic Points
DATA POINT: define the basic geometry for entities, which can be defined in
terms of one or more data points. A data point is the most basic type of entity in
BuildersCAD.
Data points may be specified graphically using the mouse in conjunction with
the Function Keys or Object Snap. Or they may be specified from the keyboard
by entering the appropriate coordinates (see Coordinate Systems). The method
used will depend upon the task at hand.
When manipulating an object, it is the data points which are most significant. To
erase objects within a defined fence, it would be necessary to include at least one
data point(s) within the fence in order for those objects to be removed. Even
though a portion of a circle, text string, or repeated item falls within the fence
(including display points) - the object will not be removed unless at least one data
point was captured.

DISPLAY POINT: is a point in the display list (*.dl files) used to describe the
visible graphical objects as represented on the screen. Display points may or may
not correspond to data points.
Examples: A dashed line consist of 2 data points, the endpoint of the line. It con-

tains multple display points, the endpoints of each dash. At least one display
point in the first and last dash are also data points for the line.

See Also
Coordinate Display, Coordinate Systems, Display Lists, Layers, Origins, Reference Points, and Symbols.

POINT INPUT MENU
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The POINT INPUT menu is a pop-up menu which consolidates commands available for entering points in a
drawing or sheet. It is also sometimes referred to as the
"Find" menu.
This POINT INPUT pop-up menu is not accessible from
a standard button in the BuildersCAD menu system.
You can access the menu by typing <FIND followed by
the <Enter> key at the keyboard. This command line
sequence may be mapped to a User Toolbar button or
Mouse Gesture. See the Motion Command Interpreter,
User Toolbar, and Customize topics for more information.

Commands
DATA POINT: Selection of this button will
interpret the next point input as an F3 (existing
database point) input regardless of the function key or mouse button used to input
it.

DLIST POINT: Selection of this button will interpret the next point input as an
F11 (existing display list point) input regardless of the function key or mouse
button used to input it.
F10 KEY: Selection of this button will interpret the next point input as an F10
input regardless of the function key or mouse button used to input it.

ESC: Selection of this button Exits the current command gracefully - the same
as using the ESC key.
NEW REFERENCE POINT and DOUBLE
REFERENCE POINT
Referencing an existing object or point when entering a new object or point is
extremely useful for locating exact placement. There are two primary reference
tools:
1.

New Reference Point - resets the current reference point from the relative
or absolute point to a new point selectable by the user.

2.

Double Reference Point - defines a second point to be used as a double
reference point in conjunction with the current reference point. XY Forcing must be on to utilize this tool.

For each of these tools the following options of available:
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SNAP: Invokes the reference command and leaves the POINT INPUT pop-up
allowing the user to select an OBJECT SNAP mode.
FKEY: Invokes the reference command and the closes the

POINT INPUT

menu.
Note 1: F9 will also activate the new reference point command.

DLIST POINT: Assigns reference location on a display list point.
Note 1: F14 will activate the new reference point command and snap to a display list point.

SHOW CUR: Shows current reference or double reference location.
OFFSET DOUBLE REF POINT: Snaps to a preliminary double reference
point, then gives a dimension to the actual double reference point.
Example: Allow drawing a line to an exact distance past the end of an existing
line.

Object Snap
For information all the snap features see Object Snap.

See Also
Customize, Function Keys, Object Snap, Points, and XY Forcing.

POLYGONS
The polygon object is a basic entity in BuildersCAD. Similar to a circle, all polygons
are defined by 3 data points. Polygon placement commands are found on the CIRCLES
application sub-menu. Refer to the Circles topic for more information.

See Also
Lines, Circles, Catalog, and Select.

POLYGON SIDES
The polygon sides value determines the total number of sides in a full polygon or
ellipse, a partial polygon or ellipse will only use a proportional number of sides. Valid
settings are in the range from 3 to 256.
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BuildersCAD uses the polygon sides property to:

•
•
•
•
•

generate polygons
generate an ellipse or partial ellipse
generate solid cylinders with a polygonal base.
edit a circle or arc into line segments when freezing
chase a circle or arc

Valid settings are in the range from 3 to 256. A larger number, such as 256, makes the
polygon appear to be a circle.

See Also
Edit, Ellipses, and Polygons.

POLYLINES
The polyline entity is a special entity type in BuildersCAD. A
polyline is defined by a series of vertices forming at least 1 segment (2 vertices), the polyline entity, and it’s properties. A
polyline segment may be either a line or an arc.

Properties
PEN & COLOR [COL]: The pen and color properties
are common to all objects.
LINE / ARC: Each individual segment within a Polyline
may be either a line or an arc. The Line/Arc parameter is
used while placing a polyline and determines whether the
next point placed is the endpoint of a line or of an arc.
Selection of the Line/Arc box toggles the setting between
Line and Arc.

CLOSURE: The Closure parameter determines whether or not the Polyline is a
closed boundary or not. If Closure is set to yes, the Polyline is displayed with a
segment closing it from the last vertex to the first.

ARC TANGENT: If the Arc Tangent parameter is set to On, when placing an
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arc as a Polyline segment, the arc will be tangent to any adjoining straight line
segments.

START ANGLE: The default start angle for Polyline arc segments is 0.
SPLINE DISPLAY: If the Spline Display parameter is set to On, Polylines
Spline Polylines will be displayed with the spline curves. If the Spline Display
parameter is set to Off, all Polylines will be displayed normally (non-spline) even
if they are placed with the Spline setting on. Selection of the box toggles the
spline display on and off. Note that when the Spline Display is turned on or off,
the display list is recreated.
SPLINE: If the Spline parameter is set to On, the Polyline will be placed as a
spline line. Segments will be rounded to one another forming a fluid curve. If the
Spline parameter is set to Off, the Polyline will be placed using standard line or
curve segments. Selection of the box toggles the Spline setting on and off.

SPLINE TENSION: The Spline Tension setting determines how tight the
curves are in a Spline line. The usable range for the Spline Tension factor is from
0.1 to 1.0, with the lower values (0.1) producing tighter curves and the higher
values (1.0) producing looser curves.

DISPLAY SIDES: The Display Sides parameter specifies the number (minimum 3) of sides in a full circle. When used with an arc, the number of sides is
reduced proportionally by the ratio of the arc to a full circle.
Note 1: When a Polyline is frozen, the Display Sides value will determine the
number of line segments used to replace the arc portion of the Polyline.
Only a proportional number of line segments (arc/full circle = replacement segments/display sides) will replace the arc segment.
Refer to the Circles topic for more information.

START WIDTH: A Polyline may have thickness. This parameter determines
the width of the line at the beginning segment. Note that if the Start Width and
End Width are different, the Polyline will taper.

END WIDTH: A Polyline may have thickness. This parameter determines the
width of the line at the ending segment. Note that if the Start Width and End
Width are different, the Polyline will taper.
LINE CLASS: The Line Class parameter determines the type of line used. For
Polylines, the line class is always "Normal". This box is not selectable.
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LINE TYPES: The line type defines the generated appearance of the Polyline.
All segments within a polyline are of the same line type. Available line types for
Polylines are:
Solid - A solid line.
Dash 1 - A dashed line using a single dash length and space between the
dash setting.
Dash 12 - A dashed line using 2 alternating dash lengths and spaces between
the dashes. The dashes within the line are drawn in the pattern Dash 1, Space
1, Dash 2, Space 2, which then repeats.
Dash 122 - A dashed line using 2 dash lengths and spaces between the
dashes. The second dash length and space setting is repeated in the dash pattern. The pattern drawn is Dash 1, Space 1, Dash 2, Space 2, Dash 2, Space
2, which then repeats.
Refer to the Line topic for more information.

DASH MODE: Dash mode refers to the ending dash of a dashed line segment
and applys to dashed line types. If the Line Type is not a dashed line, this box is
blank and is not selectable. Refer to the Line topic for more information.
DASHES [DSH] & SPACES [SPC]: Specifies the dash and space lengths
(paper units) for all dashed line types. If the Line Type is not a dashed line, these
boxes are blank and are not selectable. Refer to the Line topic for more information.
Polyline Select
POLYLINE SELECT: Selection of the Polyline Select button brings up the Polyline Select menu. From this menu you
may select the line entity style to be used in the Polyline. Once
the selection is made, the Polyline may be placed with the parameters selected
using any of the Polyline placement commands.
Polyline Placement Commands
SINGLE 2D POLYINE: This command adds a single Polyline by
specifying a series of vertices.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the First Point of the Polyline.
Select the desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key, or by typing coordinates. The cursor will form a rubber band line to visually aid in selecting the
next point.
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Note 1: If the XY Forcing mode is ON, the rubber band line cursor will be
locked to either the X or Y axis, which ever is closer to the crosshair.
This indicates that the line being input will be forced to either the X or
Y axis. Refer to the XY Forcing topic of this Encyclopedia.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Next Point of the Polyline. Select the
desired point similar to above. The line will be drawn on the screen from the
first point to the second point in a white highlight.
BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for points (vertices), adding a
white highlight for each line or arc segment from the previous point as the
next point is placed. An <Enter> or F10 selection at the Next Point prompt
will end the placement of the Polyline and draw it on the screen. BuildersCAD will restart the Polyline input at the First Point prompt.

p2

pn

pn
pn

p1

Note 1: The Line/Arc setting may be toggled during the placement of Polyline
segments. The next segment placed will be a line or arc depending on
the Line/Arc setting.
Note 2: The Polyline is not actually entered in the database until the placement
is ended. The parameter settings, including line type and Spline status is
determined at the end of the placement process at the time Polyline is
entered in the database.
This command repeats. An <Enter> or F10 input at the First Point prompt will
exit the command.

RECTANGLE: This command adds a 4 segment Polyline in the
shape of a rectangle.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the First Diagonal Point of the
Polyline Rectangle. Select the desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key,
or by typing coordinates. The cursor will form a rubber band rectangle to
visually aid in selecting the next point.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the Second Diagonal Point of the
Polyline Rectangle. Select the desired point similar to above. The rectangle
will be drawn with the first point and second point as opposite corners using
the current line parameters.
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p2

p1

Note 1: The remaining two vertices are automatically generated based on the
first and second point XY components.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another First
Diagonal point for Polyline Rectangle. An <Enter> or F10 input at this
prompt will exit the command.

CIRCLE: This command adds a Polyline in the shape of a circle. The
number of segments in the circle is determined by the Polyline
Sides parameter which is set on the STATUS menu.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Center Point of the circular Polyline.
Select the desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key, or by typing coordinates. The cursor will form a rubber band circle to visually aid in selecting
the next point.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the Rim Point of the circular Polyline.
Select the desired point similar to above. The circular Polyline will be drawn
using the current line parameters and the number of sides as set on the STATUS menu. Regardless of the Polyline Sides setting, a boundary point will
always align with the radius point given.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another center
point for circular Polyline. An <Enter> or F10 input at this prompt will exit
the command.

TRIANGLE: This command adds a 3 segment Polyline in the shape
of a triangle.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the First Point of the triangular
Polyline. Select the desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key, or by typing coordinates. The cursor will form a rubber band line to visually aid in
selecting the next point.
Note 1: If the XY Forcing mode is ON, the rubber band line cursor will be
locked to either the X or Y axis, which ever is closer to the crosshair.
This indicates that the line being input will be forced to either the X or
Y axis. Refer to the XY Forcing topic of this Encyclopedia.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Next Point of the Polyline. Select the
desired point similar to above. The line will be drawn on the screen from the
first point to the second point in a white highlight.
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BuildersCAD will then prompt for the 3rd point (vertex). When this point
is placed, BuildersCAD will end the Polyline placement, add the new
Polyline to the database, and draw it on the screen. BuildersCAD will
restart the Polyline input at the First Point prompt.

OFFSET: This command adds a Polyline by offsetting a given distance from an existing Polyline in the database.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the existing Polyline. Select the
desired Polyline using the F1 key. The Polyline and vertices will highlight in
white on the screen.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the offset. The offset distance is in
database units. A positive number will offset the new Polyline to the right of
the existing Polyline as you travel from the first point to the end point. A
negative number will offset the new Polyline to the left of the existing Polyline as you travel from the first point to the end point.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another existing
Polyline to offset. An <Enter> or F10 input at this prompt will exit the command.

DEFINE POLYLINE FROM EXISTING CIRCLE/ARC/
ELLIPSE/POLYGON: This command adds a Polyline in the shape
of an existing Circle, Arc, Ellipse, or Polygon. The Polyline is
added using linear segments only (no arcs). For existing Circles and Arcs,
the number of segments used to define the Polyline is set by the Polyline
Sides setting on the STATUS menu. For Ellipses, the number of Polyline segments used is the number of segments in the Ellipse, which is the Polygon
Sides setting at the time the Ellipse was placed (minimum 72). For Polygons,
the number of Polyline segments is the same as the selected Polygon. If a
Circle, Ellipse, or Polygon is selected, the Polyline Closure setting is set to
"ON" automatically. If an Arc is selected, the Polyline is closed with a line
segment which is the chord of the arc from the end point back to the beginning of the arc sweep, or not, depending on the current Polyline Closure setting.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the existing Circle/Arc/Ellipse/Polygon to define the Polyline. Select the Circle, Arc, Ellipse, or Polygon desired
using the F1, or F11 key. The Polyline will be drawn on the screen with the
segments and vertex points highlighted. A Polyline vertex will always align
with at least one of the principal entity points of a Circle.
BuildersCAD will next prompt to verify the Polyline. Select Continue to
place the Polyline.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another existing
Circle/Arc/Ellipse/Polygon to define a Polyline. An <Enter> or F10 input at
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this prompt will exit the command.

CHASE: This command adds a Polyline by chasing a given series of
existing line/arc segments in the database.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the firsts line/arc segment. Select
the desired line/arc using the F1 or F2 key.
Note 1: Select the beginning line/curve segment nearest the end with the desired
beginning point. Selecting the line/curve segment slightly to one side or
the other is important as this determines which direction the chase will
follow if it encounters an intersection with more than one connecting
line/curve segment. If the line/curve is selected to the right (in the direction of travel) side of the line, the chase will bear right at a multi-segment intersection. If the line/curve is selected to the left (in the direction
of travel) side of the line, the chase will bear left at a multi-segment
intersection.
Note 2: All existing line/arc segments must close (come together) on a single
point.
BuildersCAD will draw the new Polyline in white highlight on the screen
and prompt to verify the Polyline. Selecting Continue at this prompt will
place the Polyline in the new database. Selecting Stop will clear it from the
screen.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another existing
line/curve segment to chase. An <Enter> or F10 input at this prompt will exit
the command.

BACK 1 POINT: This command is used to undo a single point
placement while placing a Polyline boundary. Selecting the Undo button on the DESKTOP menu while placing a Polyline boundary will
also undo the last Polyline boundary point placed.
Note 1: You cannot undo the first point of a Polyline boundary. Use the Cancel
button instead to cancel and restart the Polyline boundary placement.

PLACE: This command places the Polyline from any current
placement boundary circuit that exists. Selecting this button
will end the Polyline boundary definition at this point and place
the Polyline.

CANCEL BOUNDARIES: This command removes any temporary unplaced Polylines and clears the white boundary highlight
from the screen.
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Create
LINE: This button brings up the

LINE/CURVE CREATE menu.
From this menu, line styles may be created and saved to the current
Entity Styles Catalog. Refer to the Lines topic for more information.

CATALOG: This button brings up the

STYLES CATALOGS

menu. From this menu the current Entity Styles Catalog may be
selected, or a new one created. Refer to the Catalog topic for more
information.

Geometry Edit
Selection of the Geometry Edit button brings up the POLYLINE GEOMETRY
EDIT menu.

Polyline Edits

DELETE POLYLINE: Selection of this button allows you to
delete a Polyline from the drawing.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Polyline to delete. The selected Polyline will be highlighted so that you can confirm the delete.

MOVE POLYLINE: Selection of this button allows you move an
existing Polyline from one location in the drawing to another.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Polyline to move. The next prompt will
be for a reference point for the move. The selected Polyline will then be
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placed on the cursor and BuildersCAD will prompt for a new reference
location for the move.

COPY POLYLINE: Selection of this button allows you to copy
an existing Polyline.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Polyline to copy. The next prompt will
be for a reference point for the copy. The selected Polyline will then be
placed on the cursor and BuildersCAD will prompt for a new reference
location for the copy.

MERGE 2 POLYLINES: Selection of this button allows you to
merge 2 existing Polylines into a single Polyline.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the first Polyline to merge. Select the
desired Polyline using the F1 key. The Polyline will highlight in white and
BuildersCAD will prompt to verify the selected Polyline. After selecting
Continue, the first Polyline will highlight in red and BuildersCAD will
then prompt for the second Polyline to merge. Select the second Polyline in a
similar fashion to the first. The second Polyline will highlight in white and
BuildersCAD will prompt to verify the second Polyline selection. When
Continue is selected, the two original Polylines will be deleted from the database and the combined Polyline will be placed. The parameters of the new
Polyline will be from the first original Polyline selected.

DIVIDE POLYLINE: Selection of this button allows you to divide
an existing Polyline into 2 Polylines.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Polyline to divide. Select the desired
Polyline using the F1 key. The Polyline will highlight in white and BuildersCAD will prompt to verify the selected Polyline. After selecting Continue, BuildersCAD will then prompt for the vertex point to break the
Polyline. Select this point using the F3 or F11 key. The portion of the Polyline that will comprise the first divided Polyline will highlight in white and
the rest of the original Polyline will highlight in red. BuildersCAD will
prompt to verify the first new Polyline. When Continue is selected, the highlights will reverse and the portion of the original Polyline that will comprise
the second new Polyline will highlight in white. Again, BuildersCAD
will prompt to verify the second Polyline. When Continue is selected at this
prompt, the original Polyline will be deleted from the database and the two
new (divided) Polylines will be placed. The parameters of the new Polylines
will be the same as the original Polyline selected.

REVERSE POLYLINE: Selection of this button allows you to
reverse the polarity of an existing Polyline. Polylines have a
beginning and an ending vertex based on how they were origi610
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nally drawn in the database. This function allows you to reverse the Polyline
so that it begins a the end and vice-versa. The function is useful when combining Polylines where one or both Polylines need to reverse in order to
combine properly.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Polyline to reverse. Select the desired
Polyline using the F1 key. The Polyline will highlight in white and BuildersCAD will prompt to verify the selected Polyline. After selecting Continue, BuildersCAD will delete the Polyline and replace it with one where
the order of the vertices is reversed. All other parameters will be the same as
the original Polyline. Any arc segments in the original Polyline will be
reversed so that the replaced Polyline appears exactly the same as the original.

TOGGLE CLOSURE: Selection of this button allows you to toggle the Closure property of an existing Polyline.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Polyline to toggle Closure. Select the
desired Polyline using the F1 key. If the Closure on the selected Polyline is
set to Closed (visible segment from the last vertex to the first), the Closure
will change to Open and the linear segment from the last vertex to the first
vertex will disappear. If the Closure on the selected Polyline is set to Open,
(no segment between the last vertex and first vertex of the Polyline), the Closure will change to Closed and the closing linear segment from the last vertex to the first vertex will appear.

TOGGLE SPLINE: Selection of this button allows you to toggle
the Spline property of an existing Polyline.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Polyline to toggle Spline. Select the
desired Polyline using the F1 key. If the Spline property on the selected
Polyline is set to On (Polyline segments appear as a continuous spline
curve), the Spline will change to Off and the Polyline will appear in standard
line and/or arc segments. If the Spline property on the selected Polyline is set
to Off, (normal line/arc segments), the Spline will change to On and the segments of the Polyline will appear as a continuous spline curve.
Polyline Segments

ADD VERTEX: Selection of this button allows you to add a vertex to an existing Polyline.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Polyline in which to add the new vertex. Select the desired Polyline using the F1 key. An <Enter> key or F10
entry at this prompt will exit the Polyline Geometry Edit. The selected Polyline will highlight.
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BuildersCAD will then prompt for the line segment within the Polyline
to break with the new vertex. The cursor will change to a rubber-band
anchored to the adjoining vertex points and BuildersCAD will prompt for
the new vertex location. Select the desired location.
BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for segments to break and new vertex locations allowing you to add multiple vertices on the 1 selected Polyline. An <Enter> key or F10 entry at the Segment To Break prompt will take
the program back to the Polyline To Add Vertex prompt.

DELETE VERTEX: Selection of this button allows you to delete
a vertex from an existing Polyline.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Polyline in which to delete the vertex.
Select the desired Polyline using the F1 key. An <Enter> key or F10 entry at
this prompt will exit the Polyline Geometry Edit. The selected Polyline will
highlight.
BuildersCAD will then prompt for the vertex within the Polyline to
delete. Select the desired vertex using the F3 key. The vertex will be deleted
and the Polyline will heal to the new configuration.
BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for Vertices to Delete allowing you
to delete multiple vertices on the 1 selected Polyline. An <Enter> key or F10
entry at the Vertex prompt will take the program back to the Polyline To
Delete Vertex prompt.
Note 1: A Polyline must have at least 1 segment (2 vertices). This command will
generate an error if you try to delete a vertex on a Polyline that has only
2 vertices.

MOVE VERTEX: Selection of this button allows you to move a
vertex in an existing Polyline from one location to another.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Polyline in which to move the vertex.
Select the Polyline usting the F1 key. An <Enter> key or F10 entry at this
prompt will exit the Polyline Geometry Edit. The selected Polyline will
highlight.
BuildersCAD will then prompt for the vertex within the Polyline to
move. Select the desired vertex using the F3 key. The cursor will change to a
rubber-band anchored to the adjoining vertex points and BuildersCAD
will prompt for the new vertex location. Input the new location using the F1,
F2, F3, or F11 key. The Polyline display will update to reflect the new vertex
location.
BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for Vertices to Move allowing you
to move multiple vertices on the 1 selected Polyline. An <Enter> key or F10
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entry at the Vertex prompt will take the program back to the Polyline To
Move Vertex prompt.

SEGMENT TO LINEAR: Selection of this button allows you to
change an existing Polyline segment from an arc to a line.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Polyline in which to change a segment.
The selected Polyline will highlight in white and BuildersCAD will
prompt to verify the selection. BuildersCAD will then prompt for the
segment to change from arc to linear. Select the desired segment using the F1
key. The Polyline display will update to reflect the new configuration.

SEGMENT TO ARC: Selection of this button allows you to
change an existing Polyline segment from a line to an arc.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Polyline in which to change a segment.
The selected Polyline will highlight in white and BuildersCAD will
prompt to verify the selection. BuildersCAD will then prompt for the
segment to change from arc to linear. Select the desired segment using the F1
key. The cursor will change to a rubber-band anchored to the adjoining vertex points and BuildersCAD will prompt for a point to define the arc in
the segment. Input this point using the F1 key. The Polyline display will
update to reflect the new configuration.
General

FREEZE TO LINES / ARCS: Selection of this button allows you to freeze
an existing Polyline into corresponding separate line and arc segments.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Polyline to freeze. Select the desired
Polyline using the F1 key. The selected Polyline will highlight in white and
BuildersCAD will prompt to verify the selection. When Continue is
selected, the Polyline will be deleted from the database and be replaced by
simple line and/or arc entities which correspond to the selected Polyline segments.

HIGHLIGHT POLYLINE BOUNDARY AND VERTICES: Selection of this
button allows you to select a Polyline to highlight the Polyline boundary and
vertices. BuildersCAD will prompt for the Polyline to highlight. Select
the desired Polyline using the F1 key. The segments and vertices of the
selected Polyline will highlight in white. This function is particularly useful
in locating the boundary vertex points where boundary lines are colinear and
their intersection is not immediately apparent.

POLYLINE PARAMETER EDIT: Selection of this button brings up the genBuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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eral Edit menu with Polylines pre-selected as the Entity Filter.

Special Edits
There are 3 Special Edits for each entity type, found on the EDIT pull
down menu at the bottom of the menu. As the entity type is selected under the
Entity Filter heading, the 3 Special Edit buttons at the bottom of the menu will
change, reflecting edits appropriate for the new Entity Filter selected. Refer to the
Edit and Entity Filters topics for more information.

CHANGE CLOSURE: This command changes the Closure setting on the
selected Polyline(s) to the current Closure setting as shown on the 2D Polylines
Status menu.
CHANGE SPLINE: This command changes the Spline setting on the selected
Polyline(s) to the current Spline setting as shown on the 2D Polylines Status
menu.
SPECIAL EDIT: The third Special Edit button for Polylines is blank. This
buttion is reserved for a future enhancement.
See Also
Lines, Circles, Entity Types, Entity Filters, Search Methods, Edit, Repeated Item,
Font, Geometry Units, XY Forcing, Object Snap, and Function Keys.

PREFERENCES
The BuildersCAD work environment can be customized to reflect each user’s personal preferences. Everything can be controlled from how the cursor appears on the display window to whether window slidebars are displayed. The settings are accessed in
the USER PREFERENCE SETTINGS pop-up menu. These settings are loaded when
BuildersCAD starts up and remain during the entire design session. They do not
change when different drawings or sheets are opened .
Note 1: Changes made to these settings are not affected by the Undo/Redo commands.
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Commands
OK: Selection of this button clears the USER PREFERENCE SETTINGS menu
from the screen.
Note 1: BuildersCAD automatically saves the User Preferences when they
are set.
Note 2: Selecting the title bar at the top of the USER PREFERENCE SETTINGS
pop-up menu will also clear the menu from the screen.

SET ALL CURRENT TO PREFERENCES: Selection of this button resets
the active current value of all preference system flag and variable settings to the
value set in the USER PREFERENCE SETTINGS menu.

USER P r e f e r e n c e S e t t i n g s
User Preference Settings are divided into 8 categories. Selection of a category
box will highlight that category and display the User Preference Settings under it
on the right side of the menu. For each preference the menu displays a description and the value. Selection of the description or value box allows you to set the
desired preference value. User Preference Settings are as follows:

GENERAL
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AUTOSAVE: The number of minutes between autosaves. The number entered
here is the number of minutes between these file updates. Setting this number to
'0' will disable these file updates. The default is 10 minutes.
DISPLAY LIST: This setting enables fast redraws, pans and zooms. When display lists are not being used, BuildersCAD must read all of the information
contained on each displayable layer to generate the display for each redraw.
• ON - BuildersCAD will use display list files for faster redisplays. With
this setting, if a layer is loaded that doesn’t have a corresponding display
list file on the disk BuildersCAD will create the display list file automatically. This is the default setting.

• OFF - BuildersCAD will not use display list files. If Display List is set
to OFF before saving, the display list files will be removed from the disk.
Also note that the drawing will not plot with Display List set to OFF as the
display list files are used for plotting.

CIRCLE DISPLAY SIDES: This setting controls the appearance of circles
and arcs. The greater the number of sides, the smoother the circles and arcs will
appear. The setting is an integer which is the number of sides used to display a
full circle. The actual number of sides displayed varies with the circumference of
the circle or arc. The effect of the circle display sides also varies depending upon
the line type used to draw the circle or arc.
Table P:3

Circle Display Sides Setting

Paramater

Result

Line Type 0
with Width OFF

Circle Display Sides represents the number of sides used
for the display plotting of circles and arcs in views other
than plan view. In plan view, the circle display sides setting
is not used and they are displayed as smooth curves.

Line Types 1 & 2
with
Width OFF

Circle Display Sides represents the number of sides used
for the display of circles and arcs in all views.

Lines Types with
width,
User defined
lines & Word
lines

Circle Display Sides setting is not used. Circles and arcs
are displayed using the Polygon Sides setting.

Note 1: This effects the display of all arcs and circles. After changing this value,
new arcs and circles will be displayed using this new setting. Existing
arcs and circles will be displayed using this new setting only after you
update the display list.
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Note 2: When a circle or arc is frozen it will use the current Polygon Sides setting when broken into line segments.
Note 3: For smooth arcs and circles drawn with dashed lines, set circle display
sides to 120 - 256.

FREEZE RI PEN / COLOR <NONE> TO: This setting determines how
entities within Repeated Items are frozen.
When creating a Repeated Item each of the entities which make up the Repeated
Item definition have a Pen and Color assignment. If these settings are set to any
value other than none, when the RI is placed it will maintain the setting. If they
are set to none then when the RI is placed it will take on the current pen / color as
indicated on the status line. If the pen / color is also set to none then it will take
on the default pen / color assigned to the layer on which it is placed.
When a Repeated Item is frozen, breaking it into its component parts, the value
of this User Preference Setting will determine the pen or color for the entities
within the RI that are set to pen or color none.

• Current - When frozen the entities within the RI will maintain the pen/
color settings that they are currently using. Entities within the RI that were
assigned to pen NONE or color NONE will assume the pen or color that
was current when the RI was placed.

• NONE - When frozen the entities within the RI that were assigned to pen
NONE or color NONE will revert back to pen NONE or color NONE and
take on the pen or color assigned as the default for the layer they are on.
The default setting is CURRENT.

SOUND: This setting enables or disables the use of sound files called from

within BuildersCAD. These files are intended for use in the HELP system as
audio help (not yet implemented). The sound file type which may be used in this
feature is .wav in MS Windows. The default Sound setting is ON.

MS WINDOWS CONTROL KEY MAPPING: BuildersCAD provides a
basic set and an alternate set of functions mapped to the Control keys. The alternate set corresponds as closely as possible to the functions found in Microsoft
Windows. See Special Keys for more information.
• ON - Maps the Control Key functions to the alternate MS Windows set.
• OFF - Maps the Control Key functions to the standard BuildersCAD
set.

MIDDLE MOUSE BUTTON: This setting sets the middle mouse button functionality. The middle mouse button may be disabled or set to be the Dynamic Pan
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function instead of the normal defined point input. Refer to the Dynamic Views
section of the View topic for more information on Dynamic Pan. The default setting is Normal.

• Normal - Set the middle button of the mouse to be mapped for point input
(default F3).

• Disable - Disables the middle button of the mouse
• Pan - Set the middle button of the mouse to be the Dynamic Pan function.
GENERATE ERROR LOG: This setting enables error log generation.
• YES - Saves all error messages for each graphic session to a log file. The
file is called “errtrc_XXX.tx” and is created in the temp directory. The
XXX reflects the system process id. This file is a text file and may be
opened with any text editing or word processing program. It is recommended that this feature be deactivated unless required since if on, the file
will continue to record and hence increase in size. This is the default

• NO - Disables the error message save.

SCREEN

ENTITY HIGHLIGHT: This setting changes the color of selected entities.
When Entity Highlight is ON, any entity(s) selected for edit or copy will temporarily change color to show they have been selected. The default is ON.
• ON - Highlight selected entities.
• OFF - Do not highlight selected entities.
Note 1: Highlighting can also be turned on/off on the Edit and Copy menus.
Note 2: The highlight color can be changed with the Color Mix menu.

DOUBLE BUFFER DISPLAY: Double Buffering is used for certain functions that require redisplay of portions of the screen. The default setting is NO.

• YES - Double buffer the BuildersCAD screen.
• NO - Do not double buffer the BuildersCAD screen.
REFERENCE POINT BLIP: The Reference Point Blip marks the last point
input. The reference blip is a marker appearing as a small white "X" on the screen
which identifys the location of the current reference point, which is usually the
last point entered. The default setting is ON.
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• ON - Display a reference blip at the current reference point.
• OFF - Do not display a reference blip at the current reference point.
SCREEN ZOOM LIMIT: This setting controls how far the BuildersCAD
screen may be zoomed in. The allowable zoom is influenced by the database
scale, units, and increments. The setting is an integer with the default of 2. Setting to 50 allows zooming very close, particularly on Sheets (full scale).

MENU

DISPLAY WINDOW SLIDE BARS: This setting adds Display Window
slide bars along the bottom and right hand side of the display window. These
slide bars may be used to pan the display window. In the horizontal and vertical
slide bar menu boxes, the size of the bar within the box to the total size of the box
represents the ratio of the displayed area on the screen to the total displayable
area. The default setting is OFF.

• ON - Display the Display Window Slide Bars.
• OFF - Do not display the Display Window Slide Bars.
WIDE SCREEN MENU ADJUST: The standard BuildersCAD menu
system is designed for a screen aspect ratio of 4x3. For wide screen monitors, the
menus within the BuildersCAD Window may be adjusted when the BuildersCAD window is altered to a wider proportion, such as 16x9. This allows
BuildersCAD to keep the proper proportion of the menus, while adding extra
width to the Display Window. The default setting is YES.
• YES - Allow the menus to adjust for wide aspect ratios. When the proportions of the BuildersCAD window reach 1.5 to 1, the menus shift to
wide format giving a wider display window.

• NO - Do not allow the menus to adjust for wide aspect ratios.
POINT COORDINATE DISPLAY: The Point Coordinate Display setting displays the cursor coordinates in the Coordinate Display box in the menus to the
right of the Message line.
• OFF - BuildersCAD displays no coordinates.
• ON - INPUT - BuildersCAD updates the coordinate display only on
point input. This is the default.

• ON - CONTINUOUS - BuildersCAD displays the coordinates of the
current cursor location continuously. The coordinates are updated as the
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cursor moves across the screen.
Note 1: The Point Coordinate Display setting can also be changed by selecting
the Coordinate Display window.

WINDOWS MENU BAR: On MS Windows platforms, the BuildersCAD
menus contain a standard Windows Menu bar across the top of the screen. This
menu bar duplicates many of the BuildersCAD DESKTOP menu functions,
only in a standard MS Windows format. The Windows Menu bar may be customized or turned off if desired. Refer to the Windows Menu Bar topic. The default
setting is ON.
• ON - Display the MS Windows Menu Bar across the top of the BuildersCAD display window.

• OFF - Do not display the MS Windows Menu Bar across the top of the
BuildersCAD display window.

WINDOWS TOOLBARS: On MS Windows platforms, the BuildersCAD
window has several standard Windows Toolbars on the screen. These toolbars
duplicate the BuildersCAD DESKTOP menu and the VIEW CONTROL BAR,
as well as provide easy access to the DYNAMIC VIEW and OPENGL functions in
a standard MS Windows format. The Windows Toolbars may be customized or
turned off if desired. Refer to the Windows Toolbar topic. The default setting is
ON.

• ON - Display the MS Windows Toolbars across the top of the BuildersCAD display window.

• OFF - Do not display the MS Windows Toolbars across the top of the
BuildersCAD display window.

USE OS DIALOG BOX TO BROWSE: When BuildersCAD browses
for files to open, save, or select for some other reason, a standard browse dialog
menu from the operating system may be used. The default setting is YES.
• YES Uses an OS dialog box to browse.
Note 1: Some commands in BuildersCAD override this setting and use an
BuildersCAD pop-up menu. This is usually to select a directory in
BuildersCAD as opposed to a file, which the Windows browse menu
does not do.

• NO Does not use an OS dialog box to browse. A BuildersCAD pop-up
menu is used to select the file or directory.

OPEN DATABASE BY PROJECT / FILE: This setting is the Project
Selection mode which determines how drawings are opened - either by Project or
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by File. The default setting is File.

• Project - The PROJECT PAGE SELECT menu is used to open drawings
using the Projects feature. Refer to the Projects topic.

• File - The DATABASE DRAWING / SHEET SELECT menu is used to open
drawings by navigating the computer file system for database / drawing /
sheet files.

OPEN MENU DRAWING / SHEET DISPLAY: This setting sets the Drawing / Sheet filter used to display Project Pages / Database Drawings/Sheets for
opening in the PROJECT PAGE / DATABASE DRAWING/SHEET SELECT
menu. The default setting is Both.
• Drawing - Display only drawing files in the PROJECT PAGE / DATABASE DRAWING/SHEET SELECT menu.

• Sheet - Display only sheet files in the PROJECT PAGE / DATABASE
DRAWING/SHEET SELECT menu.

• Both - Display both drawing and sheet files in the PROJECT PAGE /
DATABASE DRAWING/SHEET SELECT menu.

OPEN MENU ICON/LIST DISPLAY: This setting sets the Icon / List display setting used to display Project Pages / Database Drawings/Sheets for opening in the PROJECT PAGE / DATABASE DRAWING/SHEET SELECT menu.
The default setting is Icon.
• Icon - Display the Project Pages / Drawings/Sheets using thumbnail icons
in the menu.

• List - Display the Project Pages / Drawings/Sheets using a text only list in
the menu.

SELECT MENU ICON/LIST DISPLAY: This setting sets the Icon / List display setting used in the Entity Select menus to display the various entity styles or
Repeated Items. The default setting is Icon.
• Icon - Display the entity styles or RIs using thumbnail icons in the menu.
• List - Display the entity styles or RIs using a text only list in the menu.
RI SELECT MENU MODE: This setting sets Catalog / Library mode setting
used in the REPEATED ITEM SELECT menu. A Repeated Item Catalog is an
organization tool which allows you to organize Repeated Items by user defined
Categories, Headings within a Category, and Items within a Heading. The
Repeated Item Catalog also has a provision for a description of each RI. The
default setting is Catalog.
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• Catalog - Display the contents of the current Repeated Item Catalog in the
menu. Repeated Items are displayed organized according to defined Categories, Headings, and Items.

• Library - Display the contents of the current Repeated Item Library in the
menu. Repeated Items are displayed alphabetically by name.

STARTUP USER TOOLBAR BASE NAME: This setting is the base name
for a User Toolbar that will be loaded automatically when BuildersCAD
starts. On startup BuildersCAD will look under the USR:config.dir directory,
and then the STD:config.dir directory. for a User Toolbar file (.utb) with either
the set name, the set name plus the number "1", or the set name plus a space and
the number "1". The User Toolbar does not have to exist for this setting, but it
must exist to be loaded on startup. The default setting is <USER> which indicates that the base name will be the same as the User Login name. Selection of
the box allows you to set the default User Toolbar base name by entering the
name at the keyboard or by selecting one of the choices at the prompt. The
choices given are existing toolbar base names found under the \config.dir subdirectory in the User and Standards directories. Refer to the User Toolbar topic for
more information.

CROSSHAIR / CURSOR

CROSSHAIR PREFERENCE: This setting determines whether the crosshair
in the Display Window is a normal "L" shape XY axis or a Full screen crosshair.
The default is NORMAL.

• NORMAL - Set the crosshair to a normal "L" shape showing the X and Y
axis with the positive axis on the longer leg.

• FULL - Set the crosshair to extend horizontally and vertically across the
fill size of the display window. In Full mode the crosshair extends across
the full window regardless of the current view.

CROSSHAIR ROTATION: This setting allows dynamic rotation of Build-

ersCAD objects during placement. When placing an object, this setting rotates
the crosshair. Pressing the '[' (left bracket) key rotates the cursor counter-clockwise. Pressing the ']' (right bracket) key rotates the cursor clockwise. The number
of degrees that it rotates at a time is the Crosshair Rotation Increment. When cursor rotation is off, rotation of the placed object will be based on the current rotation setting. When cursor rotation is on, rotation of the placed object starts at the
current rotation setting and will be incremented by the crosshair rotation value.

• OFF - Does not allow crosshair rotation with the bracket keys.
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• Increment - Crosshair rotation is allowed with the bracket ( [ or ] ) keys.
The rotation increment is the number of degrees the crosshair rotates with
1 press of a bracket key.

CROSSHAIR SNAP TOLERANCE: This setting sets the search radius for
finding points. The snap tolerance is a value for the radius around the cursor
location when using Object Snap. BuildersCAD will search only within this
radius. This value is expressed in either database units or in pixels. Example: If
set to 10 pixels, the locate factor will be a radius of 10 pixels around the cursor
location. If set to 10 database units, and the database unit is set to feet, then the
locate factor will be a radius of 10 feet (in the scale of the database) around the
cursor location. BuildersCAD will prompt for the units and then the search
distance.

SHOW INPUT LENGTH ON CROSSHAIR: This setting enables the display of the line length from the current reference point to the crosshair in a box
next to the crosshair during Rubber Band cursor input.
• ON - The line length is displayed in a box next to the crosshair during
Rubber Band cursor input.

• OFF - The line length is not displayed in a box next to the crosshair during
Rubber Band cursor input.
When the Show Input Length feature is ON, and BuildersCAD is requesting
a point input with the Rubber Band cursor displayed, the point may be entered
manually at the keyboard by inputting the letter "L" and the distance in database
units. This will place the point the given distance from the current reference point
in the direction indicated by the crosshair. This input respects the current XY
Forcing setting.
Note 1: Unlike entering the distance using coordinates, the Show Input Length
distance entry is always a positive number and is only 1 distance, not
separate X and Y coordinate distances. The direction is determined by
the crosshair location relative to the current reference point (the anchor
point of the Rubber Band cursor). For example if the crosshair is to the
left of the current reference point and L10’6" is input at the keyboard,
the point input will be 10 feet 6 inches to the left of the current reference
point (respecting the current XY Forcing setting). The same point may
be entered as -10’6" using coordinate entry.

SHOW PROMPT ON CROSSHAIR: This setting enables the display of the
current prompt in a box next to the crosshair during Rubber Band Cursor input.

• ON - The current prompt is displayed in a box next to the crosshair during
Rubber Band cursor input.

• OFF - The current prompt is not displayed in a box next to the crosshair
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during Rubber Band cursor input.

CURSOR JUMP TO MENUS: This setting enables the cursor jump feature.
When a pop-up menu in BuildersCAD appears, the cursor jump feature will
move the cursor to the top title bar of the menu automatically in anticipation of a
selection on that menu. The default setting is ON.
• ON - The cursor will jump to the top title bar of a new menu when it
appears.

• OFF - The cursor will not jump to the top title bar of a new menu when it
appears. It will only move when you move it with the mouse.

CURSOR ENTITY DRAG: This setting allows the dynamic dragging of entities. When moving or copying entities, or placing Repeated Items the cursor will
change to an image of the entity(s) being moved, copied, or placed. This allows
the entity(s) to be dynamically dragged on the screen so that they may be visually
placed. The default setting is ON.

• ON - The cursor will change to an image of the entity(s) being moved,
copied, or placed.

• OFF - The cursor will not change to an image of the entity(s) being
moved, copied, or placed.

CURSOR WINDOW DRAG: This setting enables rubber-banding. The Cursor Window Drag function shows an object before it is drawn. After placing the
first point, the other end of the line (arc, box etc.) is dynamically sized as if it
were attached to your cursor as it is moved. The default setting is ON.
• ON - Enable cursor drag.
• OFF - Disable cursor drag.
WORKPLANE CURSOR: This setting sets the workplane cursor. With the
Workplane Cursor on and the crosshair preference set to full screen the cursor
extends in the X and Y directions of the current work plane, regardless of the current view rotation, to the edge of the display window. The cursor settings for the
various combinations of Crosshair Preference and Workplane setting are shown
in the table below.
Table P:4

Work Plane Cursor Setting

Setting
Cursor
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OFF
Full

ON
Normal

Full
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Table P:4

Work Plane Cursor Setting

Plan
View

ISO
View

x

x

x

x

x

x

D R AW I N G

DRAWING EXTENTS: This setting enables and sets drawing boundaries.
Extents are two-dimensional points that represent a lower-left and upper-right
maximum drawing area. You cannot impose extents on the Z direction.
Extents (when ON) specifies the range of coordinates you can enter without
receiving the error message “Entry would exceed database extents”.

• OFF - Allows point input anywhere, including outside any defined
extents. This is the default.

• ON - Restricts point input to the defined extents.
• SET - Sets the drawing extents, prompting for a lower left and upper right
corner of the extents area.

THUMBNAIL SAVE MODE: This setting controls how thumbnail images of
drawings used in the PROJECT PAGE SELECT and DATABASE DRAWING/
SHEET SELECT menus are saved and updated.
• ZOOM ALL - Automatically saves the drawing thumbnail every time the
drawing is saved, zooming the view of the thumbnail to show all entities
currently displayable at the time of the save. Note that entities on layers
which are turned off for display will not be shown. This is the default.

• CURRENT VIEW - Automatically saves the drawing thumbnail every
time the drawing is saved, using the current view at the time of the save.
Note that entities on layers which are turned off for display will not be
shown.

• MANUAL - Saves the drawing thumbnail only when done manually
through the Save Drawing Thumbnail button on the SAVE Pull down
menu. Selection of the Save Drawing Thumbnail button saves the current
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screen as the thumbnail. See Save for more information.

DRAWING OPEN DISPLAY MODE: This setting controls the view automatically displayed at the time a drawing is opened.
• ZOOM ALL - Displays the newly opened drawing zooming the view to
show all displayable entities on layers turned on for display. Note that the
layer status on a drawing as it is opened is the same as when it was last
saved. This is the default.

• CURRENT VIEW - Displays the newly opened drawing using the current
view. This view is carried over from the last drawing opened, or if this is
the first drawing opened in a BuildersCAD session, uses a default view
set on startup.

VIEWPORT LAYER LOCK MODE: This setting controls how and when
lock files are placed when opening a Sheet or Viewport.

• SHEET- Places lock files on the sheet layers and all model layers in all
viewports placed on the sheet at the time the Sheet is opened.

• VIEWPORT - Places lock files only on the sheet layers at the time the
Sheet is opened. Lock files are placed on the model layers contained in a
Viewport only when the Viewport is entered or selected for work. This is
the default.
This setting is also available on all of the menus which open a Sheet.

PATTERN DISPLAY ORDER: This setting controls how Patterns are placed
in a layer. The setting is also found on the Patterns STATUS menu.
• FRONT- Places the Pattern at the end of the layer, thus causing it to display in "front" of all entities on the layer placed before it. This is the
default.

• BACK- Places the Pattern at the beginning of the layer, thus causing it to
display in "back" of all other entities on the layer.

XY FORCING: This setting forces point input to be aligned with the current
reference point in either the X or Y axis, which ever is closer to the cursor position.

• ON - BuildersCAD will force points input using the cursor to align
with the current reference point on either the X or Y axis, which ever is
closer to the current cursor location. This is the default setting.

• OFF - BuildersCAD will input points placed using the cursor directly
at the cursor location.
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SMART WALL
The Smart Wall Preferences apply to ARRIS walls, placed with the
ARRIS Architect module only. They have no effect on BuildersCAD Walls.

AUTOMATIC WALL CLEANUP: This setting determines whether Smart
Wall intersections are cleaned up automatically each time they are placed or
edited.
• ON - Walls will clean up with other walls, columns, doors, and windows
with which it has common end points and a common wall group designation, each time the wall is placed or edited. This is the default.

• OFF - Walls will not clean up with other walls, columns, doors or windows with which it has common end points until manually commanded to
do so using the Manual Cleanup commands on the WALL TOOLS menu.

CHECK LAYER EXTREMA: This setting restricts the area ARRIS
searches for walls to within the layer extrema.

• YES - Restrict the wall search to within the extrema of the layer. This is
the default.

• NO - Do not restrict the wall search.
Note 1: If the default setting yes is maintained, program speed is significantly
increased. There is no disadvantages with this setting. The no option
should be used only for troubleshooting purposes.

CHECK WALL
have walls.

MASK: This setting restricts a wall search to layers which

• YES - Restrict the wall search to layers with walls. This is the default.
• NO - Do not restrict the wall search.
Note 1: If the default setting yes is maintained, program speed is significantly
increased. There is no disadvantages with this setting. The no option
should be used only for troubleshooting purposes.

CLEAN UP SMART COLUMNS: This setting enables smart wall to smart
column intersection cleanup.

• YES - Smart walls will clean up intersections with smart columns. This
setting is automatically set to YES when the first smart column is placed
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in the drawing. This is the default.

• NO - Smart walls will not clean up intersections with smart columns. If
smart columns are not used or if the cleaning up between walls and columns is not desired, this setting will increase program speed.

3D / RASTER / PLOT

IMAGE DITHER MODE: This setting sets the shading method and dither
value used in the legacy BuildersCAD opaque process.
• ALL - Uses the current image dither value. This is the default.
• DB VALUE - Uses the dither value assigned to each surface in the model.
Although not presented on the menu, different dither values can be
assigned to each surface by setting the #fshdith system variable before
drawing the surface. Example: to set the dither factor to 8 (for model creation purposes) at the "Make Selection" prompt type: $setvar(#fshdith,8).

• NONE - No dither. Shaded values transition with no smoothing.
IMAGE DITHER FACTOR: This setting sets the current dither value. This

affects the appearance of 3D surfaces when displayed using the legacy BuildersCAD shade command. To enhance the perception of depth in the model,
BuildersCAD transitions color values from the foreground to the background.
Objects in the background will appear darker than similar objects in the foreground. BuildersCAD transitions color values across single surfaces as well.
This transition of color values, from bright to dark, is controlled by the dither factor.

• 0 - No dither. Shaded values transition with no smoothing.
• 2 - Little overall smoothing. The transition occurs more often across surfaces.

•
•
•
•

4 - The first hint of smoothing.
8 - Produces a special effect, making surfaces appear textured.
16 - Smoother transition of values.
32 - The smoothest transition of values. This results in the smoothest transition across surfaces. This is the default.

DIRECT BITMAPS: This setting allows BuildersCAD to display raster
image files directly. The default setting is YES.
• YES - BuildersCAD will display raster image file types suppported in
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BuildersCAD 8.1 and up.

• NO - BuildersCAD will display only 256 color .sc raster files.
PLOT TO RASTER RESOLUTION: When BuildersCAD plots to a raster file, the resolution of the raster file (dots per inch) will use this setting. Refer
to the Plot topic. For lower resolution to be used on screen or web sites, 75 dots
per inch is sufficient. For reasonable resolution, 150 dots per inch is a good setting. For very high print quality, use 300 dpi.

EMBEDDED DOCUMENT SCREEN WIDTH (PIXELS): Embedded documents such as PDF files placed in BuildersCAD are converted to a raster
image. This setting determines the horizontal number of dots (pixels) BuildersCAD uses to display the document on the screen. The vertical number of dots
used is proportional with the document. The default is 600 pixels
EMBEDDED DOCUMENT PRINT WIDTH (PIXELS): Embedded documents such as PDF files placed in BuildersCADS are converted to a raster

image. This setting determines the horizontal number of dots (pixels) BuildersCAD uses to plot/print the document on paper. The vertical number of dots
used is proportional with the document. The default is 1200 pixels.

PDF COMPRESSION: This setting determines whether or not PDF files cre-

ated in BuildersCAD are compressed. Compressing the files makes them
much smaller on the disk.

• YES - Compress PDF files created by BuildersCAD. This is the
default.

• NO - Do not compress PDF files created by BuildersCAD.

S R I W E B S Q L D ATA L I N K S

SRI WEBSQL PHP FILE: This setting is the .php file stored on a web
server that is read and used for Smart Repeated Item WEBSQL types of
Datalinks. Selection of the box allows you to enter the web .php file URL at the
keyboard. Refer to the Smart Repeated Items and Datalinks topics for more information.

SRI WEBSQL LOGIN USER: This setting is the Login User for a database from which queries are made using Smart Repeated Item WEBSQL types
of Datalinks. Selectiion of the box allows you to enter the login setting at the keyboard. Refer to the Smart Repeated Items and Datalinks topics for more informaBuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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tion.

SRI WEBSQL LOGIN PASSWORD: This setting is the Login Password
for a database from which queries are made using Smart Repeated Item WEBSQL types of Datalinks. Selection of the box allows you to enter the password
setting at the keyboard. Refer to the Smart Repeated Items and Datalinks topics
for more information.
SRI WEBSQL CONNECTION TYPE: This setting is the connection type
used for Smart Repeated Item WEBSQL types of Datalinks. The two settings are
"GLOBAL" and "DATABASE". Selection of the box toggles the setting. Refer to
the Smart Repeated Items and Datalinks topics for more information.

MOUSE BUTTONS
The Mouse Buttons settings determine the Function Key setting used for
each mouse button when the mouse button is clicked in the drawing area of
the screen. The typical mouse has 3 buttons - left, middle (clicking the scroll
wheel), and right. Some specialty mice may have more - as many as 4 or 5
buttons. Although there are 16 possible mouse buttons in BuildersCAD,
only the first 8 are shown on the menu. Refer to the Function Keys topic for
more information.

MOUSE BUTTON 1 (LEFT): This setting determines the function key setting used when Mouse Button 1 (left mouse button) is clicked in the drawing area
of the screen. The default is F1.
MOUSE BUTTON 2 (MIDDLE): This setting determines the function key
setting used when Mouse Button 2 (middle mouse button) is clicked in the drawing area of the screen. The default is F11.

MOUSE BUTTON 3 (RIGHT): This setting determines the function key setting used when Mouse Button 3 (right mouse button) is clicked in the drawing
area of the screen. The default is F3.
MOUSE BUTTON 4: This setting determines the function key setting used
when Mouse Button 4 is clicked in the drawing area of the screen. The default is
F10.

MOUSE BUTTON 5: This setting determines the function key setting used
when Mouse Button 5 is clicked in the drawing area of the screen. The default is
F1.
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MOUSE BUTTON 6: This setting determines the function key setting used
when Mouse Button 6 is clicked in the drawing area of the screen. The default is
F1.

MOUSE BUTTON 7: This setting determines the function key setting used
when Mouse Button 7 is clicked in the drawing area of the screen. The default is
F1.

MOUSE BUTTON 8: This setting determines the function key setting used
when Mouse Button 8 is clicked in the drawing area of the screen. The default is
F1.

See Also
Autosave, Display List, Polygon Sides, Special Keys, Error, Edit, Copy, Define
Colors, Coordinate Display, Display Window, Windows Menu Bar, View, Object
Snap, Extents, Save, and Plot.

PRINT
Printing of graphics and text. See Plot for more information.

PROJECTS
The term project is used in BuildersCAD to describe the directory (or "folder") in
your computer file system where one or more databases and other files related to a particular architectural project are grouped together. Refer to the Project Directory topic for
more information.
The term Projects also refers tot he method by which BuildersCAD drawings or
sheets are selected and opened. If the Project Selection mode is set to Project, BuildersCAD drawings are selected using the PROJECT SELECT and PROJECT PAGE
SELECT menus. The architectural Projects and the "Pages" (Drawings and Sheets)
within them are organized using the PROJECT LIST MANAGER and PROJECT PAGE
LIST MANAGER. Refer to the Project List Manager and Project Page List Manager topics in this Encyclopedia.

See Also
Project Directory, Project List Manager, and Project Page List Manager.
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PROJECT DIRECTORY
A project is a directory which is used to group together a set of related databases and
other files that are associated with a particular office project. These directories are identified by a ".pj" suffix. For a complete picture of the files and sub-directories which are
typically located in a project directory, see Files.

Creating a New Project Directory:
To create a new project directory, select the File icon to display the FILE Menu.
Select the Create New icon to bring up the NEW menu and select Project Directory.
At this point the following prompt is displayed:
New project directory name?
[MENU]

Enter the name of the project directory which will be created in the current working directory with the ".pj" suffix automatically added. To place the directory in
another area, use the [MENU] option to navigate to the proper location.

See Also
Drawings, Files, and Sheets.

PROJECT LIST MANAGER
The Project List Manager allows the user to create and manage an office Project List - a
list of Architectural projects on their system. This list is used when opening a drawing
or sheet in BuildersCAD to select the current project desired in a user-friendly way,
without having to browse the computer file system for the various files needed. When
the Project Selection variable is set to Select By Project, Projects are presented on the
PROJECT SELECT menu in familiar terms including the Project Number and a user
assigned Project Name, instead of cryptic computer folder (directory) & file names. The
Project List is subdivided into one or more categories. The information saved about
each project on the list is as follows:

• Project Number - Most architecture firms and builders identify their projects by
number. This field is a completely user defined text string and may be any combination of alphanumeric characters. It is designed to be relatively short. Example
"00001".

• Project Name - This field is an alphanumeric text string and is designed to be a
more verbose name for the project. Example: "West High School".

• Project Directory Path Prefix - This field is common to all projects on the project
list, and is optional. It is the first portion of the full computer file system path to
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the project directory, which is shared by all projects on the Project List. Example:
"C:\projects".

• Project Parent Directory Path - This field is the computer file system path from
the end of the Project Directory Path Prefix (if used) to the directory just above
the project directory (i.e. the "parent" directory), and is optional. Example:
"schools".

• Project Directory - This field is the directory name where all data for the particular project will be stored. It typically has a .pj extension, however this is not
required. Example: "00001.pj".
The Project Directory Path Prefix (if used), the Project Parent Directory Path (if used),
and the Project Directory together comprise the full path to the project directory on your
computer file system. In the example above the full path to the project directory is
"C:\projects\schools\00001.pj".
The project list file is called "projlist.tx" and is saved in the arrisdat.dir sub-directory
under the standards (STD:) directory.
The Project List Manager is found in the PROJECT/DATABASE TOOLS menu which is
found by selecting Tools on the FILE Pull Down menu.

The PROJECT LIST MANAGER Menu displays the Project Categories on the left side
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of the menu, and the Projects contained in the currently selected (highlighted) category
on the right side of the menu. Tools for manipulating Categories and Projects on the
project list are found at the bottom of the menu.

General Commands
EXIT: Selection of this button will exit the Project List Manager and clears the
menu from the screen. If there are any unsaved changes and changes are allowed,
the Project List Manager will prompt to save these changes. You have the choice
of Saving the changes and exiting, Continuing to exit without saving the changes,
or Stop the exit command.
Note 1: Selecting the PROJECT LIST MANAGER menu title bar or the "X" icon
at the right end of the title bar will also exit the Project List Manager.
Note 2: The Project List Manager must be exited normally, using the Exit button
or by selecting the Title Bar or "X" icon in order to check and prompt
for unsaved changes. Selecting another command in BuildersCAD
before exiting the Project List Manager will cause unsaved changes to
be lost.

APPLY: Selection of this button applies any changes made to the Project List
and writes it to disk. No changes are saved until this button is selected. If changes
have been made to the Project List, the bar on the left end of the APPLY button
will be illuminated in yellow, warning that there are unsaved changes. If write
permission is denied on the catalog (see the Permissions section below), the bar
on the left end of the APPLY button is illuminated in red, indicating that changes
are not allowed.

PROJ PAGE LIST MGR: Selection of this button opens the Project Page
List for the currently selected project in the Project Page List Manager. Refer to
the Project Page List Manager topic. A project must be currently selected (highlighted) first.

DETAILS: Selection of this button displays the currently selected Project entry
in the PROJECT DATA sub-menu on the right side of the PROJECT LIST MANAGER menu. Refer to the Project Data section below.
Menu List Selections
Categories on the Categories list and Projects on the Project List in the
menus are selected or made current by selecting the box in which they are
displayed. The current Category and Project are highlighted in the menu. A
Project which is displayed in Detail mode on the menu is the current list
Project. In some cases, selecting the current highlighted Category or Project,
or a right click selection on these lists will perform a separate function.
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These are described with the function they perform.
Note 1: The reference to the "Current Project" in this topic refers to the entry on
the Project List which is currently selected or highlighted. This is not
necesarily the current project within BuildersCAD defined as the
project directory (.pj) containing the currently loaded database.
Slidebars
The menu slidebars contained within the PROJECT LIST MANAGER Menu
allow the user to quickly browse through lists of Categories and Projects
when the list is longer than the menu available to display it. These slidebars
are located on the menu on the right side of the list for which they function.
A slidebar consists of an up arrow at the top, a down arrow at the bottom,
and a slidebar in between. The slidebar shows the proportion of, and relative
location within the entire list of the portion of the list currently displayed in
the menu. Refer to the Slidebars topic for more information. Slidebar commands are as follows:

UP ARROW: A left click selection on the Up Arrow moves the display of the
list up 1 item. A right click selection on the Up Arrow moves the display of
the list up 1 menu page.

DOWN ARROW: A left click selection on the Down Arrow moves the display
of the list down 1 item. A right click selection on the Down Arrow moves
the display of the list down 1 menu page.

SLIDEBAR: Selecting on the Slidebar moves the portion of the list displayed
in the menu to the relative position of the selection on the slidebar.

MOUSE SCROLL WHEEL: Scrolling the mouse scroll wheel up or down
while the cursor is over the slidebar or the list it supports will scroll the list
up or down 1 line for each click of the mouse scroll wheel.
Permissions
Access to add, change, or delete projects on the project list can be limited to
specific users. The Project List Manager uses the BuildersCAD file permissions system. Refer to the Permissions topic. The blockname for the
Project List Manager is "Project List".

Category Commands
ADD: Selection of this button allows you to add a category to the Project List.
The user is prompted for the location on the Categories List to add the category.
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The new category is inserted in front of the category selected. Pressing the
<Enter> key, or selecting a position on the menu Categories List display beyond
the end of the list will add the new category to the end of the list. BuildersCAD will then prompt for the new category name.

DELETE: Selection of this button deletes the currently selected Category from
the Project List. A Category must be selected first. All project references listed
within the category are also deleted.
Note 1: This command deletes the reference to the projects on the project list
only. It does not affect the project directory itself or any graphic data.

RENAME: Selection of this button allows you to rename the currently selected
Category. A Category must be selected first. The user is prompted for the new
Category name.
MOVE: Selection of this button allows you to move the currently selected Category from one location on the list to another. A Category must be selected first.
The user is prompted for the new location. The selected Category is inserted at
the new location in front of the category shown in the box selected. If a position
beyond the end of the list is selected, or if the <Enter> key is pressed at the New
Location prompt, the Category is moved to the end of the list. All Projects on the
list contained within the category are moved on the list with the Category.

Project Commands
ADD: Selection of this button allows you to add a project to the Project List.
The user is prompted for the location on the list to add the project. The new
project is inserted in front of the project contained on the line selected. Pressing
the <Enter> key at this prompt, or selecting a line beyond the end of the Project
List will add the Project entry to the end of the list. When the Project entry is
added, the PROJECT LIST MANAGER will toggle to Detail mode. Refer to the
Project Data section below. From here the specific data relating to the Project
Entry must be added. The Project Number, Project Name, and the Parent Directory Path which corresponds to your computer type will be prompted for automatically when a new Project entry is added.

DELETE: Selection of this button deletes the currently selected project entry
from the Project List. A project entry must be selected first.
Note 1: This command deletes the reference to the project on the project list
only. It does not affect the project directory itself or any graphic data.

AUTO ADD: The Auto Add function searches the Default Parent Directory
and compiles a list of .pj directories found. Refer to the Default Parent Directory
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commands under Current Project Commands below. Auto Add then compares
the list of .pj directories found to the Project List and drops any duplicates. The
remaining .pj directories are then added to the Project List in a new Category
called "Auto Add Projects". The newly added project entries are now ready to be
edited for project number and name, and may be moved to other appropriate Categories that you may have set up. This function allows multiple new projects
which have been created on the disk to be very quickly added to the Project List.

MOVE: Selection of this button allows you to move the currently selected
project entry from one location on the Project List to another. A Project entry
must be selected first. The user is prompted for the new location. The project
entry is inserted at the new location in front of the project shown in the box
selected. Pressing the <Enter> key at this prompt, or selecting a line beyond the
end of the Project List will move the Project entry to the end of the list.

Project Data
When the Details
button is selected,
the right side of the
PROJECT
MANAGER

toggles
PROJECT

LIST

Menu
to
the
DATA

sub-menu and more
detailed data on the
current Project entry
is displayed. This
menu may also be
reached by a right
click selection on a
Project entry on the
Project List.

Current Project Commands

PROJECT NUMBER: Selection of this box allows the user to edit the Project
Number for this project entry. The Project Number is simple user defined
text, and although there is no limit to the number of characters which may be
used, it is designed to be relatively short.
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PROJECT NAME: Selection of this box allows the user to change the Project
Name of the currently selected Project entry. The Project Name is simple
user defined text. There is no specific limit to the number of characters
which may be used.

PROJECT PARENT DIRECTORY PATH: This box displays the computer
path from the Path Prefix (set below) if used, to the directory (folder) immediately above the project directory (folder) on your computer. Selection of
this box allows the user to set this path. ARRIS will prompt for the path
to the Parent Directory. Selecting the "Browse" option allows the user to
select the path desired from menus. Note that the full path to the project
directory consists of the Path Prefix (if used) plus the Project Parent Directory Path (if used) plus the Project Directory. If the Project Parent Directory
Path is set to "<NONE>", the full path to the project is the Path Prefix plus
the Project Directory.
Note 1: If the Project Parent Directory Path begins with a drive specification
(i.e. "C:") the Path Prefix is ignored for this entry even if it exists and
the path to the project will consist of the Project Parent Directory Path
plus the Project Directory.

PROJECT DIRECTORY: This box displays the project directory (folder)
name as it appears in your computer file system. Selection of this box allows
the user to set this directory name. ARRIS will prompt for the project
directory. Selecting the "Browse" option allows the user to select the project
directory desired from menus. The Path Prefix (set below) and the Project
Parent Directory Path (set above) should be set first, before the project directory is set, allowing the "Browse" feature to properly search for the project
directory. Note that the full path to the project directory consists of the Path
Prefix (if used) plus the Project Parent Directory Path (if used) plus the
Project Directory.

FULL PATH TO PROJECT DIRECTORY: This box displays the full path
to the project directory as set by the Path Prefix, Project Parent Directory
Path, and Project Directory settings. If the full path to the project directory as
set exists on the computer, the path is shown in the box with a brown background. If the full path as set does not exist on the computer, the path is
shown in the box with a red background. The box is not selectable.

PATH PREFIX: This box displays the Path Prefix. The Path Prefix is the portion of the full path to the project directory that is common to all projects on
the project list. For example if all projects are stored under C:\my projects,
then the Path Prefix may be set to "C:\my projects". Since all projects are
normally stored under a common directory, this alleviates having to enter
this portion of the path for all projects on the list. It is also very useful in sit638
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uations where the path may change, such as on a laptop computer going from
a network environment in the office to a local environment while travelling.
Selection of this box allows you to set the Path Prefix. Selecting the
"Browse" option allows you to select the Path Prefix (first portion of the
path) from menus.
It is important to remember that the Path Prefix setting is a single parameter
common to all projects in the project list, even though it appears (and may be
set) in the Preview menu for each project.
Note 1: If the Project Parent Directory Path for a given entry begins with a drive
specification (i.e. "C:") the Path Prefix is ignored for that entry even if it
exists. The path to the project for that specific entry will consist of the
Project Parent Directory Path plus the Project Directory.

RETURN: Selection of this button returns the menu display on the right side of
the PROJECT LIST MANAGER Menu to the Project Number/Name list.

NEXT: Selection of this button displays the Next Project Entry in the current
Category in Detail Mode. From the last Project entry in the Category, the
display will cycle to the first Project entry in the current Category.

PREVIOUS: Selection of this button displays the Previous Project Entry in the
current Category in Detail Mode. From the first Project entry in the Category, the display will cycle to the last Project entry in the current Category.
Note 1: Scrolling the mouse scroll wheel up or down while the cursor is over a parameter display box in the PROJECT DATA portion of the menu will page the
Project Data up or down through the projects in the currently selected Category
as if the Next or Previous button had been selected.

See Also
Project Directory, Open, Slidebars, Project Page List Manager, and Permissions.

PROJECT PAGE LIST MANAGER
The Project Page List Manager allows the user to create and manage a Project Page List
- a list of Architectural Drawing Set pages for each project on their system. This list is
used when opening a drawing or sheet in BuildersCAD to select the current project
page desired in a user-friendly way, without having to browse the computer file system
for the various files needed. When the Project Selection variable is set to Select By
Project, Project Pages are presented on the PROJECT PAGE SELECT menu in familiar
terms including the Page Number and a user assigned Page Name, instead of cryptic
computer folder (directory) & file names. The Project Page List is subdivided into one
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or more categories. The information saved about each project page on the list is as follows:

• Number - Most architecture firms identify pages of the drawing set using a numbering system. This field is a completely user defined text string and may be any
combination of alphanumeric characters. It is designed to be relatively short.
Example "A1" or "A1.2".

• Name - This field is an alphanumeric text string and is designed to be a more verbose name for the page of the drawing set. Example: "First Floor Plan".

• Database - This field is a database name within the project directory. Example:
"plans.db"

• Drawing / Sheet / Thumbnail File - This field is either a drawing, sheet, or
thumbnail (drawing + layer style) file within the database named above. Example: "a01.dr", "_a01.sht" or "a01.thb".
For each Project page, either a drawing, sheet, or thumbnail may be specified. In the
Page selection process in the PROJECT PAGE SELECT Menu, there is the option to see
pages of only drawings + thumbnails, of only sheets, or of all three. The Database +
Drawing/Sheet/Thumbnail file defined in the Project Page List for a given page is what
will be opened when a page is selected during the page selection process in the
PROJECT PAGE SELECT Menu. See the Open topic for more information.
The Project Page list file is called "pagelist.tx" and is saved in the arrisdat.dir subdirectory under the project (wrk:) directory.
The Project Page List Manager is found in the PROJECT/DATABASE TOOLS menu
which is found by selecting Tools on the FILE Pull Down menu.
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The PROJECT PAGE LIST MANAGER Menu displays the Project Page Categories on
the left side of the menu, and the Project Pages contained in the currently selected (highlighted) category on the right side of the menu. Tools for manipulating Categories and
Project Pages on the project page list are found at the bottom of the menu.

General Commands
EXIT: Selection of this button will exit the Project Page List Manager and clear
the menu from the screen. If there are any unsaved changes and changes are
allowed, the Project Page List Manager will prompt to save these changes. You
have the choice of Saving the changes and exiting, Continuing to exit without
saving the changes, or Stop the exit command.
Note 1: Selecting the PROJECT PAGE LIST MANAGER menu title bar or the
"X" icon at the right end of the title bar will also exit the Project Page
List Manager.
Note 2: The Project Page List Manager must be exited normally, using the Exit
button or by selecting the Title Bar or "X" icon in order to check and
prompt for unsaved changes. Selecting another command in BuildersCAD before exiting the Project Page List Manager will cause unsaved
changes to be lost.
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APPLY: Selection of this button applies any changes made to the Project Page
List and writes it to disk. No changes are saved until this button is selected. If
changes have been made to the Project Page List, the bar on the left end of the
APPLY button is illuminated in yellow, warning that there are unsaved changes.
If write permission is denied on the catalog (see the Permissions section below),
the bar on the left end of the APPLY button is illuminated in red, indicating that
changes are not allowed.
PROJECT LIST MGR: Selection of this button opens the Project List in the
Project List Manager. Refer to the Project List Manager topic.

DETAILS: Selection of this button displays the currently selected Project Page
entry in the PROJECT PAGE DATA sub-menu on the right side of the PROJECT
PAGE LIST MANAGER menu. Refer to the Project Page Data section below.
Menu List Selections
Categories on the Categories list and Project Pages on the Project Page List
in the menus are selected or made current by selecting the box in which they
are displayed. The current Category and Project Page are highlighted in the
menu. A Project Page which is displayed in Detail mode on the menu is the
current list Project Page. In some cases, selecting the current highlighted
Category or Project Page, or a right click selection on these lists will perform a separate function. These are described with the function they perform.
Note 1: The reference to the "Current Project Page" in this topic refers to the
entry on the Project Page List which is currently selected or highlighted.
This is not necesarily the current project page within BuildersCAD
defined as the currently loaded database/drawing or database/sheet.
Slidebars
The menu slidebars contained within the PROJECT PAGE LIST MANAGER
Menu allow the user to quickly browse through lists of Categories and
Project Pages when the list is longer than the menu available to display it.
These slidebars are located on the menu on the right side of the list for which
they function. A slidebar consists of an up arrow at the top, a down arrow at
the bottom, and a slidebar in between. The slidebar shows the proportion of,
and relative location within the entire list of the portion of the list currently
displayed in the menu. Refer to the Slidebars topic for more information.
Slidebar commands are as follows:

UP ARROW: A left click selection on the Up Arrow moves the display of the
list up 1 item. A right click selection on the Up Arrow moves the display of
the list up 1 menu page.
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DOWN ARROW: A left click selection on the Down Arrow moves the display
of the list down 1 item. A right click selection on the Down Arrow moves
the display of the list down 1 menu page.

SLIDEBAR: Selecting on the Slidebar moves the portion of the list displayed
in the menu to the relative position of the selection on the slidebar.

MOUSE SCROLL WHEEL: Scrolling the mouse scroll wheel up or down
while the cursor is over the slidebar or the list it supports will scroll the list
up or down 1 line for each click of the mouse scroll wheel.
Permissions
Access to add, change, or delete Project Pages on the Project Page List can
be limited to specific users. The Project Page List Manager uses the BuildersCAD file permissions system. Refer to the Permissions topic. The
blockname for the Project Page List Manager is "Project" plus the project
number of the current project.

Category Commands
ADD: selection of this button allows you to add a category to the Project Page
List. The user is prompted for the location on the Categories List to add the category. The new category is inserted in front of the category selected. Pressing the
<Enter> key, or selecting a position on the menu Categories List display beyond
the end of the list will add the new category to the end of the list. BuildersCAD will then prompt for the new category name.

DELETE: Selection of this button deletes the currently selected Category from
the Project Page List. A Category must be selected first. All project page references listed within the category are also deleted.
Note 1: This command deletes the reference to the Project Pages on the Project
Page list only. It does not affect the project directory itself, any databases, drawings or sheets, or any graphic data.

RENAME: Selection of this button allows you to rename the currently selected
Category. A Category must be selected first. The user is prompted for the new
Category name.
MOVE: Selection of this button allows you to move the currently selected Category from one location on the list to another. A Category must be selected first.
The user is prompted for the new location. The selected Category is inserted at
the new location in front of the category shown in the box selected. If a position
beyond the end of the list is selected, or if the <Enter> key is pressed at the New
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Location prompt, the Category is moved to the end of the list. All Project Pages
on the list contained within the category are moved on the list with the Category.

Project Page Commands
ADD: Selection of this button allows you to add a project page to the Project
Page List. The user is prompted for the location on the list to add the project
page. The new project page is inserted in front of the project page contained on
the line selected. Pressing the <Enter> key at this prompt, or selecting a line
beyond the end of the Project Page List will add the Project Page entry to the end
of the list. When the Project Page entry is added, the PROJECT PAGE LIST
MANAGER will toggle to Detail mode. Refer to the Project Page Data section
below. From here the specific data relating to the Project Page Entry must be
added. The Project Page Number, and the Project Page Name will be prompted
for automatically when a new Project Page entry is added.

DELETE: Selection of this button deletes the currently selected project page
entry from the Project Page List. A project page entry must be selected first.
Note 1: This command deletes the reference to the Project Page on the Project
Page list only. It does not affect the project directory itself, any databases, drawings, or sheets, or any graphic data.

AUTO ADD: The Auto Add function searches the Project Directory of the
project of the currently open Project Page List for all Drawings, Sheets, and
Thumbnails contained in all Databases within the project. Auto Add then compares the list of drawings, sheets and thumbnails found to the Project Page List
and drops any which are already referenced in a Project Page entry. Auto Add
also filters out any master.dr or _sht.sht files from it’s list. The remaining drawings / sheets / thumbnails are then added to the Project Page List in a new Category called "New Project Pages". The newly added Project Page entries are now
ready to be edited for page number and name, and may be moved to other appropriate Categories that you may have set up. If the "New Project Pages" category
already exists, the new Project Pages are added to it. If it does not exist, it is automatically created. This function allows multiple new database/drawings, database/sheets, and thumbnails which have been created on the disk to be very
quickly referenced and added to the Project Page List as Project Pages.
MOVE: Selection of this button allows you to move the currently selected
Project Page entry from one location on the Project Page List to another. A
Project Page entry must be selected first. The user is prompted for the new location. The Project Page entry is inserted at the new location in front of the Project
Page shown in the box selected. Pressing the <Enter> key at this prompt, or
selecting a line beyond the end of the Project Page List will move the Project
Page entry to the end of the list.
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Project Page Data
When the Details button
is selected, the right side
of the PROJECT PAGE
LIST MANAGER Menu
toggles to the PROJECT
PAGE DATA sub-menu
and more detailed data on
the current Project Page
entry is displayed. This
menu may also be
reached by a right click
selection on a Project
Page entry on the Project
Page List.

Current Project Page Commands

PAGE NUMBER: Selection of this box allows the user to edit the Project Page
Number for this Project Page entry. The Project Page Number is simple user
defined text, and although there is no limit to the number of characters which
may be used, it is designed to be relatively short.

PROJECT PAGE NAME: Selection of this box allows the user to change the
Project Page Name of the currently selected Project Page entry. The Project
Page Name is simple user defined text. There is no specific limit to the number of characters which may be used.

PAGE TYPE: This box displays the file type of the drawing, sheet, or thumbnail file referenced by this Project Page entry. Selecting the box toggles the
file type between Drawing, Sheet and Thumbnail. Note that as the file type is
changed, the file extension of the Page File shown below changes. The Page
Type is initially determined by the file extension of the Page File as it is
saved in the Project Page List.

PAGE DATABASE: This box displays the Database which contains the
Drawing, Sheet, or Thumbnail file referenced by the current Project Page
entry. Selecting this box allows the user to set the database name. BuildersCAD will prompt for the database name. Selecting the "Browse" option
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allows the user to select the database desired from a menu. If the Page Database name box is red, this indicates the database shown in the box does not
exist on the disk. This is possible as some firms may use a standard page list
for projects which contains the reference for the project page, but the database for the page has not yet been created.

PAGE FILE: This box displays the Drawing, Sheet or Thumbnail file referenced by the current project page entry. Selection of this box allows the user
to set this file name. BuildersCAD will prompt for the file name. Selecting the "Browse" option allows the user to select the drawing, sheet or
thumbnail file desired from menus. The Page File Type and Page Database
should be set first, before the Page File is set, allowing the "Browse" feature
to search the correct database for the correct file type. Thumbnails are
defined by the .thb file stored under the database in the thumbuser.dir subdirectory. The .thb file stores the thumbnail description as well as information
on the appropriate BuildersCAD application and menu settings to be set
when the thumbnail is opened. If a .thb of a given name is selected, the corresponding drawing, layer style, and view file are used when the Project
Page is opened. If the Page File name box is red, this indicates the drawing,
sheet or thumbnail file shown in the box does not exist on the disk. This is
possible as some firms may use a standard page list for projects which contains the reference for the project page, but the drawing, sheet, or thumbnail
file for the page has not yet been created.

RETURN: Returns the menu display on the right side of the PROJECT PAGE
LIST MANAGER Menu to the Project Page Number/Name list.

NEXT: Displays the Next Project Page Entry in the current Category in Detail
Mode. From the last Project Page entry in the Category, the display will
cycle to the first Project Page entry in the current Category.

PREVIOUS: Displays the Previous Project Page Entry in the current Category
in Detail Mode. From the first Project Page entry in the Category, the display
will cycle to the last Project Page entry in the current Category.

See Also
Project Directory, Open, Slidebars, Thumbnails, Project List Manager, and Permissions.

PROMPT LINE
See Menus for more information.
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PROPERTIES
Properties are parameters that are stored with the object in the drawing. These include
pen, color, layer, and entity specific settings.

See Also
Select and Select Entity.

PULL LIST
See the Materials Application topic, Modeled Materials and Reporting Materials sections for more information.
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Q
QUANTITIES REPORT
See the Materials Application topic, Reporting Materials section for more information.

QUERY
Query returns graphical and BuildersCAD environmental information. To make a query, select the
[QUERY] button (question mark icon) on the DESKTOP
menu to invoke the QUERY pull-down menu. Select
from either:

ARRIS BOOKSHELF: Selection of this button opens the BuildersCAD Bookshelf PDF in
Adobe Reader. This PDF contains links to the
various BuildersCAD documentation PDF
documents including the BuildersCAD Encyclopedia, BuildersCAD Learning Guide, and
BuildersCAD Tutorial.
MEASURE: Routines for querying various
measurements in a drawing or sheet are located under this heading. See Measure
for more information.
ENTITIES: Selection of a button under this heading allows the user to filter an
inquiry to a specific entity. From the QUERY/EDIT pop-up menu, properties for a
selected entity can be retrieved and loaded into the current parameters. See Entity
Types for more information.
The QUERY/EDIT pop-up menu for the selected object is then invoked. This displays information about the selected object, and allows for the following editing
functions:

•
•
•

All - select all parameters in the entity/current column
None - deselect all parameters in the entity/current column
Store Selected - set the current parameters to the parameters selected in

the entity/current columns
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•

Change Selected - change the selected entity to the current parameters
selected in the entity/current columns

•

Match Entity - set the current parameters to match the parameters of the

entity selected, including the work layer and active entity menu.

•
•

Delete - delete the selected entity
Remake - remake the selected entity to match the current parameters

Note 1: Additional functions are available depending on the queried object.

MATCH ENTITY: Selection of this button allows the user to select existing
objects and set the current parameters to match those settings. See Select Entity
for more information.
ABOUT BUILDERSCAD: Selection of this button displays a pop-up menu
with copyright and other information about Sigma Design and the installed version of BuildersCAD.

STATUS MENUS: Selection of this button brings up the

STATUS MENUS

menu.

Selections on this menu allow you to display the status of the following items:

• Layer Info - current layer number, name, and description.
• Layer Status - current layer mode settings.
• Color Map - type of colors, data about the current colormap, and the current color.

• Plug-In Modules - plug-in modules loaded, and database information.
• Text Fonts - text font libraries loaded.
• Symbol Fonts - symbol font tables loaded.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Text files - text files loaded.
Work plane - current workplane mode.
Win port - current winports.
Cur Flags - current BuildersCAD flags, entity parameter settings.
User flag - user flag definitions.
Preferences - user preference list and the current settings.
$DB Files - database files loaded.
Multi pipe - current multiple pipes
Sigmac Libs - Sigmac libraries loaded
RI Libs - Repeated item libraries loaded, and the current repeated item
Menu Libs - menu libraries loaded, and the current menus displayed.

The Query Entity Menu
The QUERY ENTITY pop-up menu is reached by either selecting the QUERY pull
down menu and then selecting an entity type and an entity in the drawing, or by
selecting an entity using Entity Select and then selecting the Query function
(question mark icon) on the ENTITY SELECT menu.
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The QUERY ENTITY menu displays information about the entity selected in the
drawing. The menu will display the entity type selected, and the layer on which
the entity is found. Additional information about the entity displayed will vary
depending on the entity, but is generally in 3 categories - Points, Special Properties, and Parameters.
Points
The Points section of the menu gives the X, Y, and Z point coordinate locations for all of the points associated with the entity. This will be for 1, 2, or 3
points, depending on the entity. For example a line has 2 points associated
with it (the 2 endpoints).
When one of the boxes showing the X, Y, and Z coordinates is selected, the
program will briefly clear the QUERY ENTITY menu and flash the selected
point location on the screen. This allows you to see the location on the
screen, for example which end of the line is End 1 or 2 in our Line example.
Special Properties
The Special Properties section of the menu gives up to 3 special properties
of the selected entity. The information given in this section varies greatly
depending on the entity.
The Special Properties given for the various entities are as follows:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Point - None.
Line - Line Length, Line Angle.
Wall - Wall Length, Wall Angle.
Circle - Circle Diameter, Circle Circumference, Circle Area.
Arc - Arc Radius, Arc Angle, Arc Length.
Polygon - None.
Ellipse - None.
Polyline - None.
Door - Door Repeated Item Name.
Window - Window Repeated Item Name.
Repeated Item - RI Name, RI Library, Smart Repeated Item.
Surface - None.
Text - String, Paragraph Line X of Y.
Dimension - Dimension Length, Manual Dimension String if Manual.

• Pattern - Boundary Segments, Pattern Area, Pattern Perimeter.
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•
•
•
•

Zone - Boundary Segments, Zone Area, Zone Perimeter.
Note - None.
User Defined Entity - None.
Raster Image - Raster Image File, Image Width (X), Image Height
(Y).

• Viewport - Viewport Name.
Parameters
The Parameters section of the menu shows the name and 2 values of all
parameters which apply to the selected entity. The number of parameters
shown and what those parameters are will vary depending on the type of
entity selected. The 2 parameter values shown are in 2 columns and are are
the value of the parameter on the entity itself, and the current value setting
for that paramter in BuildersCAD. The number of parameters for the
given entity is shown in the Parameters title box. The parameters list has a
slide bar to the right of the list to aid in navigating the entire list. Note that
scrolling the mouse scroll wheel up or down while the cursor is over any
portion of the list or the slide bar will scroll the list up or down in the menu.
The Entity Parameter value column shows the value of each parameter for
the selected entity as it is set on the entity (normally the value that was set at
the time the entity was placed). Not all parameters which are carried on the
entity are relevant to the particular instance of the entity. Those that are relevant to the particular instance or placement of the entity are shown with a
blue background. Those parameters that are not relevant to the particular
instance or placement of the entity are shown with a gray background. For
example, if the entity is a Line, and the Line Type is Solid, the Line Type
parameter is displayed as Solid. This has a blue background since the Line
Type parameter is relevant to the particular selected line in your drawing.
The menu also shows the dash parameters - Dash Line 1, Dash Space 1,
Dash Line 2, and Dash Space 2. These parameters are carried on the line and
have a value, however they are displayed in the column with a gray background because the dash parameters are not relevant to a Solid line. If the
Line Type were changed to Dashed, the dash parameters would then be displayed with a blue background because they have become relevant to that
particular line.
The Current Paramter value column shows the value of each parameter for
the selected entity as it is currently set in BuildersCAD. Not all parameters which are carried on the entity are relevant, depending on other parameter settings. Those that are relevant based on the current settings are shown
with a green background. Thosse parameters that are not relevant given other
settings are shown with a gray background. For example if the selected
entity is a Line, and the current Line Type setting is Solid, the Line Type
parameter is displayed as Solid. This has a green background since the Line
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Type paramter is relevant. The menu also shows the dash parameters - Dash
Line 1, Dash Space 1, Dash Line 2, and Dash Space 2. These parameters are
displayed with a gray background since the dash parameters are not relevant
to a Solid line.

MATCH CURRENT ENTITY PARAMETER SETTING: The

Current
parameter setting may be changed to match the value on the selected entity
by selecting the arrow box to the right of the parameter value in the Entity
column. This "moves the value to the right" over to the Current parameter
setting column. The value of the parameter on the entity does not change.

EDIT ENTITY PARAMETER SETTING: The Entity parameter value may
be edited to match the value of the current setting by selecting the arrow box
to the left of the parameter value in the Current column. This "moves the
value to the left" over to the Entity parameter setting column. The current
value of the parameter does not change. Note that not all entity parameters
may be edited in this fashion. If no arrow appears in the box to the left of the
Current parameter value, that particular parameter may not be edited on the
selected entity from this menu. You will need to edit the parameter from the
Edit or other menu, depending on the parameter.
Commands
There are additional Query Entity menu commands across the bottom of the
menu.

OK: Selection of this button clears the QUERY ENTITY menu from the screen.
STATUS MENU: Selection of this button brings up the Application SubMenu and Status menu for the entity type being queried. This allows you to
change current parameter settings if needed.

MATCH ALL PARAMETERS: Selection of this button will set all of
the current parameter settings for parameters associated with the selected
entity, to match the values on the selected entity. This allows you to place
additional entities using the same settings as the one selected.

REMAKE ENTITY PARAMETERS: Selection of this button will edit
all of the parameter values on the selected entity to the values as set in the
Current settings. Note that on some entities, not all parameters may be
changed in this fashion from this menu. See the Edit Entity Parameter Setting section above.

REFRESH MENU: Selection of this button will refresh the
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ENTITY menu for the currently selected entity. The program should update
the QUERY ENTITY menu if it is on the screen and a parameter is changed
(via the STATUS menu). If for some reason a parameter is not updated,

selecting this button causes the current entity to be re-surveyed and the current parameter values to be re-checked and the display updated.

Short Cut
If the “Make selection:” is the current prompt, selecting any existing object from
the display window with the F1 (or B1) will invokes the Select Entity command.
Using F2 (or B2) will invoke the QUERY/EDIT pop-up menu.

See Also
Select Entity and Measure.

QUICK REPORT
The Quick Report function in BuildersCAD allows you to generate reports on
selected entities or layer lists in the current drawing. There are currently 4 types of
Quick Report - Repeated Items, Patterns, Zones, and Layers. Quick Reports are defined
and executed from the Quick Report menu which is reached by selecting the Quick
Report button on the Repeated Items, Patterns, and Zones Application Sub-Menu, or the
Layer Manager menu respectively.

Settings
The Repeated Item, Pattern, and Zone Quick Report menus are all similar and
contain all of the following settings. The Layer Quick Report menu contains all
settings except the Entity Search.
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ENTITY SEARCH: This box shows the search type for the Repeated Items,
Patterns, or Zones to be included in the report. The search type may be either
Area or Single. Selection of the box toggles the setting between Area and Single.
When the Quick Report is generated if the Entity Search is set to Area (the
default), BuildersCAD will prompt for opposite corners of a search window.
All Repeated Items, Patterns, or Zones completely within the given area will be
included in the report. If set to Single, BuildersCAD will prompt for the individual Repeated Item, Pattern, or Zone to report.

OUTPUT FORMAT: This box shows the output format for the Repeated
Items, Patterns, Zones, or Layer report. The Output Format may be either Text or
CSV. Selection of the box toggles the setting between Text and CSV.
When the Quick Report is generated if the Output Format is set to Text (the
default), BuildersCAD will generate the report as a specially formatted text
file. If set to CSV, the Quick Report will be generated as a comma delimited .csv
file for use in spreadsheet programs such as Microsoft Excel. Depending on the
Output File and Output Display settings, the file will be saved on the disk and
displayed in the default text editor/spreadsheet program or not. See the Generate
Quick Report section below.

OUTPUT TO: This box shows the Output To setting for the Repeated Items,
Patterns, Zones, or Layer report. The Output To may be either Screen or Disk.
Selection of the box toggles the setting between Screen and Disk.
When the Quick Report is generated if the Output Display is set to Screen (the
default), BuildersCAD will generate the report in the location given and then
open the report in either the default text editor or default spreadsheet program
depending on the Output Format setting. If the Output Display is set to Disk, the
report file will be generated on the disk in the location set in the Output Location
and File setting below, but will not be opened.
Note 1: The Default Text Editor and Default Spreadsheet Program are external
(outside of BuildersCAD) programs installed on your computer
which display and edit these types of files. The specific program to be
used should be set in the Environment Defaults Manager before generating Quick Reports. Refer to the Environment Defaults Manager topic.

OUTPUT FILE: This box shows the Output File directory location and file
name for the Repeated Items, Patterns, Zones, or Layer report.
The Output Location is shown on the left side of the setting and is either TEMP
(Temporary directory), one of the standard BuildersCAD shortcut directory
locations (USR:, STD:, WRK:, DB:), or PATH (full path). Selecting the location
box allows you to set the location. A right click selection of the box sets the location to the default for the currently set Output Format.
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If the Output Location is not TEMP, the Output File is displayed to the right of
the location and may be set by selecting the box. This is the file name. For a
BuildersCAD shortcut location, just the file name should be given. If the Output Location is PATH, the full path name to the file should be given.
When the Quick Report is generated if the Output Location is set to TEMP (the
default), BuildersCAD will generate the report as a temporary file located in
the user temp directory. If a file location and name is set, the report will be generated using the given file name and location.
Note 1: The file extension used in a given file name (.txt or .csv) will automatically be set according to the Output Format.
Note 2: If the Output To setting is SCREEN, the default Output File Location is
TEMP. If the Output To setting is DISK, the default Output File Location is USR:.

General Commands
EXIT: Selection of this button exits the QUICK REPORT menu. No report will
be generated.

GENERATE RI / PATTERN / ZONE / LAYER QUICK REPORT:
Selection of this button generates the Quick Report of the given type, per the settings as currently set on the QUICK REPORT menu.
If the Output Format is Text, the report is generated as a specially formatted text
file. The format depends on the Quick Report type. Text Quick Reports contain a
title at the top, a line showing the current drawing from which the report was generated, and the date and time the report was generated.
Repeated Item Text Quick Reports contain the Quantity of each RI found, the RI
name, and the RI Description if the given RI is a Smart Repeated Item.
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Pattern Text Quick Reports contain the Pattern Type (Line, RI, Solid Fill), the
number of hatch lines in the pattern for Line types or the RI name used for RI
Types, the Area (in database units) included within the Pattern, and the Perimeter
length (in database units) of the Pattern boundary. Areas and Perimeters for Pattern Types of different number of hatch lines or different RI names are subtotaled, and a grand total is given at the end of the report.
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Zone Text Quick Reports contain the Zone Type, Zone Name, the Area (in database units) included within the Zone, and the Perimeter length (in database units)
of the Zone boundary. Areas and Perimeters for each Zone type are subtotaled,
and a grand total is given at the end of the report.
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Layer Text Quick Reports contain the Layer Number, Layer Name, Layer
Description, Layer Entity Count, and Layer Read/Write Status for each layer in
the current drawing. The layer list in the report is sorted according to the current
sort order in the Layer Manager.
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CSV type Quick Reports contain the same data described in text reports above in
the same order. Each field of data for the given entity is separated by a comma in
the file (comma delimited). The first line of the report contains a simple heading
for each field. The Area and Perimeter fields for Pattern and Zone entities are not
subtotaled or totaled in CSV type Quick Reports. This type of report is intended
to be imported into a spreadsheet program for further processing there.
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See Also
Repeated Items, Patterns, Zones, Layer Manager and Environment Defaults
Manager.

QUICK ROOF
Refer to the Quick Roof portion of the Roofs Application topic for more information.
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R
RAILING
See the 2D Handrails and 3D Handrails sections of Stairs for more information.

RASTER BACKGROUND
The Raster Background function in
BuildersCAD allows you to
place a raster image as a screen
background. It is NOT an entity in
BuildersCAD. Note that this
feature is different from a Raster
Entity in that a Raster Background
is a single image is used as a
screen background only. Refer to
the Raster Entity topic for more
information on raster images
placed as entities in the database.
Examples of use of the Raster
Background feature are an arial
photograph of a site which is may be used in the development of a site plan, or a
scanned image of a floor plan which may be used to trace over to input a rough plan.
While the Raster Background image may be scale registered to the database using two
points on the raster image which are a known distance apart, be aware that a raster
image is not precise, but screen pixels only. This feature should only be used where
approximate accuracy is acceptable.
All operations involved with the Raster Background are found on the RASTER BACKGROUND Windows Dialog menu. This menu is accessed by selecting the RASTER
BACKGROUND button located at the bottom of the RASTER Application Sub-Menu.
The various raster image file types supported for a Raster Background include:

•
•
•
•

BuildersCAD Screen (.sc) - Both high color and old 256 color formats.
Windows Bitmap (.bmp)
JPEG Bitmap (.jpg)
GIF Images (.gif)
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•
•
•
•

PNG Images (.png)
TIFF Images (.tif)
TARGA Images (.tga)
Sun Raster Images (.rs)

Parameters
The following parameters are set by checking the appropriate box on the Raster
Background Dialog Menu.

INVERT IMAGE: The Invert Image parameter inverts the colors of the raster
background image when displayed in BuildersCAD, making it similar to a
film negative.

INVERT PLOT: The Invert Plot option inverts the colors of the raster imageimage when plotted from BuildersCAD, making it similar to a film negative.
ROTATION: The Rotation buttons on the

RASTER BACKGROUND dialog menu rotate the raster image left and right

respectively in increments of 90 degrees. The default rotation is 0.

HIDE: The Hide parameter turns off the display of the named Raster Background image in BuildersCAD. The image reference and database registration
information is kept so that the image display may be turned back on.
Commands
The
RASTER
BACKGROUND
menu varies
depending on whether there
are any entities in the
BuildersCAD database.
If there are no entities in the
BuildersCAD database.
The steps outlined in the
RASTER

BACKGROUND

menu are:
1. Browse for the
desired raster image
2. Set a known database
unit distance.
3. Identify Image Points by selecting 2 points in the raster background image
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which are the named database unit distance apart horizontally.
If the BuildersCAD
database contains entities,
the Raster Background
image may be registered to
the database by defining
two registration points in
the image and two corresponding points in the
BuildersCAD drawing.
1. Browse for the
desired raster image.
2. Select Image Points
in the raster image to be
used in registering the
background to the drawing.
3. Identify Drawing points by selecting 2 points in the drawing which correspond to the selected image points.
Note 1: The 2 registration image points and also the corresponding 2 database
points must be horizontal to one another, i.e. the registration points form
a straight horizontal line.
Note 2: The Raster Background is saved with the database. Note that it is not an
entity on any layer. It will be present in all drawings within the database,
and may be placed, deleted, or hidden from any drawing in the database.
The image itself may not be altered in BuildersCAD.
Note 3: When a Raster Background is placed in the database, it is a reference to
the selected raster file on your computer, not a copy of it. For this reason
the raster file (.sc, .bmp, .jpg, etc.) must remain on your computer and
be able to be found by BuildersCAD. If the raster file is moved or
removed from your computer, the Raster Background in the BuildersCAD database will be lost. For this reason it is highly recommended
that a copy of any raster file used for a Raster Background be stored
inside the database and placed from there. This way, the necessary raster
file will go with the database if it is moved or copied.
Note 4: The Raster Background is located on the normal X - Y plane. It is limited to viewing in plan and isometric views.

BROWSE FOR IMAGE: Selection of this button
allows the user to set the raster file to be used as the
Raster Background. A Browse menu is displayed
allowing the user to search the file system for the desired raster image type and
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file.

HORIZONTAL DISTANCE: (Empty Database).
This box allows the user to input a known distance
which will correspond to two points identified in the
Raster Image.
IDENTIFY IMAGE POINTS: (Empty

Database)
Selection of this button allows the user to select two
points (must be horizontal from one another) which
correspond to the horizontal distance shown on the menu. The Raster Background image will be scaled and registered to the database such that the first
image point given will be at A0 (absolute 0) and the second image point given
will be the indicated distance in the X direction.

SELECT IMAGE POINTS: (Database Containing
Data) Selection of this button allows the user to select
two points (must be horizontal from one another)
which will correspond to two points selected in the database. The Raster Background image will be scaled and registered to the database such that the first
image point given will be at A0 (absolute 0) and the second image point given
will be the indicated distance in the X direction.
IDENTIFY DRAWING POINTS: (Database Containing Data) Selection of this button allows the user to
select two points (must be horizontal from one another)
in the database which correspond to the two image points selected in the previous
step. The Raster Background image will be scaled and registered to the database
such as the first image point will correspond to the first database point given and
the second image point will correspond to the second database point given.
REMOVE: Selection of this button removes the Raster
Background image from the drawing. The Raster Background image is cleared and the RASTER BACKGROUND menu is dismissed from the screen.

HELP: Selection of this button invokes the Help function.
OK: Selection of this button confirms the actions of
the current Raster Background session and removes the
RASTER BACKGROUND menu from the screen.
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CANCEL: Selection of this button cancels the current
Raster Background function and clears the RASTER
BACKGROUND menu from the screen.

See Also
Color, Files, Screen, and Raster Entity.

RASTER ENTITY
A Raster Entity is a basic entity type in BuildersCAD. It consists of a single data point in the BuildersCAD database, and
references an external raster image file. All operations involved
with the Raster Entity are located on the RASTER ENTITY Application Sub-menu.
The various raster image file types supported include:

• BuildersCAD Screen (.sc) - Both high color and
old 256 color formats.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Windows Bitmap (.bmp)
JPEG Bitmap (.jpg)
GIF Images (.gif)
PNG Images (.png)
TIFF Images (.tif)
TARGA Images (.tga)
Sun Raster Images (.rs)

The Raster Entity function also supports the Adobe PDF format.

• Adobe PDF "Portable Document Format" (.pdf)
Parameters
Three parameters are shown and set on the STATUS Menu.

RASTER FILE: This box displays the raster image file that will be used at
placement. Selection of this button allows the user to set the raster file to be used.
The desired file name including extension (to determine raster file type) may be
typed in at the keyboard or may be searched for using the Browse option.
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INVERSION: This box displays the Inversion parameter which inverts the colors of the raster image, making it similar to a film negative. There are 4 inversion
mode options - None, Screen, Plot, and Both. The Screen option inverts the image
on the BuildersCAD display screen. The Plot option inverts the image when
plotted. The Both option inverts the image in both screen display and plotting.
The None option (default) displays and plots the raster image in it’s normal colors. Selection of the box allows you to set the Inversion parameter.

PRE-ROTATION: This box displays the Pre-Rotation parameter which allows
the raster image to be placed at 0, 90, 180, or 270 degree angles from the way the
image is stored in the raster file. The default is 0 (no Pre-Rotation). This parameter allows an image where the correct view of the image is not the way it is stored
in the file, to be placed in BuildersCAD at it’s correct orientation without having to edit the image first in a raster editing program. An example of this might
be a digital photograph where the camera was turned 90 degrees to make the picture vertically proportioned instead of horizontal. Selection of the box allows you
to set the Pre-Rotation parameter.
Note 1: The pre-rotation degrees of rotation follow the BuildersCAD standard right-hand rule. Positive rotation is counter-clockwise around the Z
axis, so a pre-rotation of 90 degrees rotates the image 90 degrees
counter-clockwise. A pre-rotation of 270 is 270 degrees counter-clockwise (90 degrees clockwise).

Commands
SELECT: Selection of this button allows the user to set the
raster file to be used. The desired file name including extension (to determine raster file type) may be typed in at the keyboard or may be searched for using the Browse option.
Placement Commands
The commands below are used to place a Raster Entity in the drawing.
Note 1: When a raster entity is placed in the database, it is a reference to the raster file on your computer, not a copy of it. For this reason the raster file
(.sc, .bmp, .jpg, etc.) must remain on your computer and be able to be
found by BuildersCAD. If the raster file is moved or removed from
your computer, BuildersCAD will display "Raster File Not Found"
in the database when it is displayed. For this reason it is highly recommended that a copy of any raster file used for a raster entity be stored
inside the database and placed from there. This way, the necessary raster
file will go with the database if it is moved or copied.
Note 2: Raster Entities must be placed in the standard X-Y plane. They may be
pre-rotated using the pre-rotation parameter, or the rotation changed
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within the X-Y plane using the Rotate or Align Utilities described
below.
Note 3: A Raster Entity may be included inside a Repeated Item, however the
Raster image will not rotate if the Repeated Item is rotated.

PLACE RASTER ENTITY (LINEAR 2 POINT): Places a Raster Entity using the current raster file and parameters. BuildersCAD will prompt for the lower left and lower right corner points
for the raster image. The image contained in the named raster file will be placed
using the currently set inversion and pre-rotation parameters. The Raster Entity is
scaled according to the two points given, maintaining the proportions of the original raster image.
PLACE RASTER ENTITY (BOX): Selection of this button
allows you to place a Raster Entity by input of two opposite corners
of a rectangle. BuildersCAD will prompt for the lower left and
upper right corner points for the raster image. The image contained in the named
raster file will be placed using the currently set inversion and pre-rotation parameters. The Raster Entity will be scaled to fit within the rectangle defined, maintaining the proportions of the original raster image. It will be scaled to fit within
the width of the rectangle input, or within the height of the rectangle input, which
ever is more restrictive.
Create

SAVE SCREEN AS RASTER FILE: This

function
saves the current BuildersCAD screen as a raster image
file. When this box is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt
for the directory in which the raster file is to be placed, and allow a MENU option.
If MENU is selected, the SCREEN SAVE dialog menu is displayed allowing you
to set the directory in which the file is to be saved, the raster image file name, and
the file type. Select Save on this menu to save the screen.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the area to be saved, either Full Screen, Full
Screen with the Menus, or Partial Screen. If Partial Screen is chosen, BuildersCAD will prompt for two opposite corner points of the area of the screen to be
saved.
Utilities

ERASE: Selection of this button allows you to erase the selected
Raster Entity. BuildersCAD will prompt for the Raster Entity to
delete. Select the desired raster entity using the F1 key, near the lower
left corner of the image. The image will highlight using the negative of the colors
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in it. BuildersCAD will prompt to verify the deletion and if confirmed, the
selected Raster Entity will then be deleted. This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another Raster Entity to delete. Pressing the <Enter> key
or an F10 selection at this prompt will end the Erase function.

MOVE: Selection of this button allows you to move the selected

Raster Entity. BuildersCAD will prompt for the Raster Entity to
move. Select the desired Raster Entity using the F1 key near the lower
left corner of the image. The image will highlight using the negative of the colors
in it. BuildersCAD will prompt to verify the entity selected and if confirmed,
BuildersCAD will next prompt for a reference point for the move. Select the
desired point using the F3 or F11 key. Finally, BuildersCAD will prompt for
the new location. This is a point which corresponds to the new location of the reference point selected in the previous prompt. Select this point using the F1, F2,
F3, or F11 key. The Raster Entity will be moved accordingly. This command
repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another Raster Entity to move. Pressing the <Enter> key or an F10 selection at this prompt will end the Move function.

ROTATE: Selection of this button allows you to rotate the selected

Raster Entity. BuildersCAD will prompt for the Raster Entity to
rotate. Select the desired Raster Entity using the F1 key near the lower
left corner of the image. The image will highlight using the negative of the colors
in it. BuildersCAD will prompt to verify the entity selected and if confirmed,
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the new absolute rotation value. The rotation value is expressed in real numbers about the X, Y, and Z axis, each separated
by commas, similar to Repeated Item rotation. See Repeated Item for more information. A single rotation value is assumed to be about the Z axis. The Raster
Entity will be rotated to the new value given. This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another Raster Entity to rotate. Pressing the <Enter>
key or an F10 selection at this prompt will end the Rotate function.
Note 1: Currently, the Raster Entity is restricted to the standard X-Y plane. You
will get unpredictable display results if the entity is rotated around either
the X or Y axis out of the X-Y plane. For this reason only use a single
rotation value (assumed around the Z axis) for rotating Raster Entities.

RESIZE: Selection of this button resizes the selected Raster Entity.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Raster Entity to resize. Select the
desired Raster Entity using the F1 key near the lower left corner of the
image. The image will highlight using the negative of the colors in it. BuildersCAD will prompt to verify the entity selected and if confirmed, BuildersCAD will next prompt for the resize method - either Scale Factor or X Axis
Dimension.
If Scale Factor is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the desired
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Scale Factor. This is a number which indicates a size relative to the current
size of the Raster Entity, such as .5 (half as big) or 2 (twice as big).
If X Axis Dimension is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the length
in database units along the X axis (bottom) of the Raster image.
The Raster Entity will be resized to the new value given. This command repeats
so BuildersCAD will prompt for another Raster Entity to resize. Pressing the
<Enter> key or an F10 selection at this prompt will end the Resize function.

SWAP IMAGE: Selection of this button allows you to swap the raster image on the entity by replacing the referenced file of the selected
Raster Entity to the current raster file setting. The new raster file name
must be set first. Refer to the Raster File discussion under Parameters above.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Raster Entity to swap image. Select the
desired Raster Entity using the F1 key near the lower left corner of the image.
The image will highlight using the negative of the colors in it. BuildersCAD
will prompt to verify the entity selected and if confirmed, BuildersCAD will
change the selected image to the current file set as shown on the STATUS Menu.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another Raster Entity
to swap. Pressing the <Enter> key or an F10 selection at this prompt will end the
Swap Image function.

ALIGN: Selection of this button allows you to align the selected Raster Entity (resize and rotate) by aligning two selected points on the raster entity to two selected points in the database. BuildersCAD will
prompt for the Raster Entity to align. Select the desired Raster Entity using the
F1 key near the lower left corner of the image. The image will highlight using the
negative of the colors in it. BuildersCAD will prompt to verify the entity
selected and if confirmed, BuildersCAD will next prompt for the First reference point. This is a point to be referenced on the Raster entity. The default is the
lower left corner (origin point) of the Raster Entity. Select this point using the F1
key. BuildersCAD will next prompt for the Second reference point. The
default for this point is the lower right corner of the Raster Entity. Select this
point similar to the first one. BuildersCAD will now prompt for a new point
which corresponds to the First Reference Point, followed by a new point which
corresponds to the Second Reference Point. These are points in the database and
may be selected using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key. The Raster Entity will be
resized and rotated such that the first and second reference points correspond to
the first and second new points respectively. This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another Raster Entity to align. Pressing the <Enter> key
or an F10 selection at this prompt will end the Align function.
Note 1: When selecting the first two reference points in this function, points
may be selected within the raster image using the F1 or F2 key. Keep in
mind that these are approximations, since there are no actual addressable points in a raster image (it is screen pixels only). The second two
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(new) reference points are generally two known database points, but
may be any point desired.

CHANGE INVERSION: Selection of this button allows you to
change the Color Inversion Mode of the selected Raster Entity to the
current setting. The Inversion parameter must be set first. Refer to the
Inversion discussion under Parameters above. BuildersCAD will prompt for
the Raster Entity to change inversion. Select the desired Raster Entity using the
F1 key near the lower left corner of the image. The image will highlight using the
negative of the colors in it. BuildersCAD will prompt to verify the entity
selected and if confirmed, will change the Inversion Mode to the setting as shown
on the STATUS Menu. This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt
for another Raster Entity to change inversion. Pressing the <Enter> key or an F10
selection at this prompt will end the Change Inversion function.
CHANGE PRE-ROTATION: Selection of this button allows you to
change the Pre-Rotation property on the selected Raster Entity to the
current setting. The Pre-Rotation parameter must be set first. Refer to
the Pre-Rotation discussion under Parameters above. BuildersCAD will
prompt for the Raster Entity to change the pre-rotation. Select the desired Raster
Entity using the F1 key near the lower left corner of the image. The image will
highlight using the negative of the colors in it. BuildersCAD will prompt to
verify the entity selected and if confirmed, will change the Pre-Rotation Mode to
the setting as shown on the STATUS Menu. This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another Raster Entity to change pre-rotation. Pressing the
<Enter> key or an F10 selection at this prompt will end the Pre-Rotation function.

QUERY: Selection of this button allows you to display information
about the selected Raster Entity including the origin point, layer, and
raster file name. BuildersCAD will prompt for the Raster Entity to
query. Select the desired Raster Entity using the F1 key near the lower left corner
of the image. The image will highlight using the negative of the colors in it.
BuildersCAD will prompt to verify the entity selected and if confirmed, will
display the RASTER QUERY/EDIT Menu with the data on the selected Raster
Entity fille in. This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for
another Raster Entity to query. Pressing the <Enter> key or an F10 selection at
this prompt will end the Query function.

RASTER BACKGROUND: Selection of this button
will display the RASTER BACKGROUND dialog menu.
Refer to the Raster Background topic for more information.

PDF Placement
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PDF (Adobe "Portable Document Format") files may be placed in BuildersCAD using the Raster Entity functions. To place a .pdf file in your BuildersCAD drawing, select the .pdf file as you would a raster file type in the Select or
Raster File parameter setting. Refer to the Raster File Parameter and Select discussions above.
Note 1: PDF files may be easily selected in the FILE FOR RASTER ENTITY
Browse dialog during the Raster Entity File selection process by selecting the "Files of type" box and setting the search file type to .pdf.
The placement of the .pdf is the same as for raster file types.
Note 1: For placement in BuildersCAD, the PDF file is converted into 2 raster images. One is used for screen display and the other is used for plotting. There are 2 images stored so that they may be sized differently.
Generally a smaller size is sufficient for screen display while a larger
size is used for plotting. The dpi (dots per inch) size for screen and plotting of embedded documents is set in the 3D / High Color / Raster section of the PREFERENCES menu. Refer to the Preferences topic for
more information.
Note 2: Unlike raster images that are placed in drawings, PDF files are embedded in the BuildersCAD database, not linked to an external file.

See Also
Color, Files, Screen, Preferences, PDF, and Raster Background.

RECENT DOCUMENTS
BuildersCAD maintains a list of up to the 12 most recently opened documents.
These documents may be selected for re-opening or one of several other functions using
the RECENT DOCUMENT SELECT menu.
Refer to the Recent Documents section of the Open topic for more information.

See Also
Open, Database, Drawings,and Sheet.

REDO
See Undo/Redo for more information.
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REFERENCE POINTS
A reference point is best defined as “one end of the measuring stick” when inputting
distances/coordinates. There are several types of reference points in BuildersCAD.

Ty p e s
ORIGIN POINTS: When the distance relative mode is set to off, the database
origin point or the work plane origin point is used as the reference point. See Origins and Coordinate System for more information.

CURRENT REFERENCE: When the distance relative mode is set to on, the
last point entered is used as the current reference point. This floating reference
point is the origin of the relative coordinate system, any specified distances will
be measured from this point.
This current reference point can be reassigned to a new position by selecting any
existing data point with the F9 function key or by selecting the New Reference
button on the OBJECT SNAP menu, or by typing the following command:
:nrf <Enter>
New reference point:

Select any existing data point (F3) or display point (F11) to
be the new reference point. If Show Reference Blip mode is
on in the PREFERENCE pop-up menu, the current reference point will be indicated by a small white ghost blip (x).
Note 1:

If the New Reference Point command is executed
while placing a boundary for a Pattern, Zone, or
Polyline, previous boundary vertices (ghosted on the screen in white)
may be selected as the new reference point using the F1 key (left mouse
button), even though there is no actual point at the selected vertex location.

DOUBLE REFERENCE: The

double
reference
point
is
used in conjunction wth the Current Reference Point discussed above. Using the X or Y component of the Current
Reference Point and the opposite (X or Y) component of the double reference
point, a new third point is defined that is aligned with both.
The Double Reference Point may be assigned by selecting
the Double Reference Point button on the OBJECT SNAP
menu, or by typing the following command:
:drp <cr>
Double reference point:
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Select any existing data point (F3) or display point (F11) to be the new Double
Reference Point.
The Double Reference Point may also be invoked while in a command looking
for point input by moving the graphic cursor in either the X or Y direction away
from the current reference point and pressing the [TAB] key. This locks the cursor along the X or Y axis. Next select the desired point to be used as the Double
Reference Point. The point being prompted for will be entered automatically and
will be the point which aligns with both the locked axis (X or Y) from the Current Reference Point and the opposite axis (X or Y) from the Double Reference
Point.
Note 1: If the Double Reference Point command is executed while placing a
boundary for a Pattern, Zone, or Polyline, previous boundary vertices
(ghosted on the screen in white) may be selected as the double reference
point using the F1 key (left mouse button), even though there is no
actual point at the selected vertex location.

See Also
Origins, Object Snap, Point Input, Points, Preferences, and XY-Forcing.

REPEATED ITEMS
A Repeated Item (RI) entity is a grouping of individual 2D/3D
entities combined into a larger single entity. RIs can be inserted
into a drawing several times over, without having to redraw the
defined entities again from scratch. If it becomes necassary to edit
the RI, BuildersCAD requires only the original RI definition to
be modified and all existing RIs will be updated.
RI definitions are saved as a unique name in an external library.
RIs are defined by 1 data point (origin) and may be rotated and/or
scaled in all 3 dimensions (X,Y,Z). RIs may also contain intelligence via Smart Repeated Item data or attributes and they may
also contain node points.

• Smart Repeated Items are Repeated Items that have external data associated with the RI that is stored in an external
library.

• Attributes are legacy non-graphic information associated
with a Repeated Item.

• Node points allow the user to place an RI relative to an existing RI in the drawing. Using the Place by Node command, any node point in the new RI can snap to
any node point in an existing RI. The RI’s origin point is considered a node point.
An example of this is laying out connected office panels on a floorplan.
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Multi-Layer Repeated Items are similar to standard Repeated Items except they have
special flags to display portions of the RI across more than 1 layer. See the discussion
on Multi-Layer RIs below.

Creating a Repeated Item
There are 4 methods of creating a Repeated Item:
1.

Use the Make RI command to fence in existing objects. This will create a
new Repeated Item in the specified library as well as replace the selected
existing objects with the newly created RI.

2.

Use the Edit RI menu to edit an existing RI or draw new objects from
scratch. This will only create a new Repeated Item in the specified library.

3.

Use the :rim (Repeated Item Make) mnemonic command. This works very
similar to the Make RI menu command in that you fence in existing
objects to create a Repeated Item of a given name, stored in a given
library. The selected existing objects are replaced by the newly created RI.

4.

Use the CREATE MULTI-LAYER RI menu to create Multi-Layer Repeated
Items.

The first three creation process are described in more detail in the Create section
of this topic. Multi-Layer RI creation is described in the Multi-Layer RI section
of this topic.
Repeated items may contain other RIs (of different names). This is referred to as
nesting RIs.

Specifying an RI to Place
The appropriate RI library must be loaded prior to placing a Repeated Item. The
RI library and the Repeated Item within the library may both be selected using
the REPEATED ITEM SELECT menu.
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See Select for more information. If the library and RI names are known, the RI
library and RI name may also be specified by selecting the appropriate boxes on
the RI STATUS Menu and typing the names at the prompt.
Repeated Items may also be organized in, and selected from a Catalog.
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A Repeated Item Catalog organizes the RI’s in user friendly, user defined categories and headings allowing the user to find the desired RI very rapidly. The RI
catalog also allows the user to select RI’s which are stored in more than 1 library.
See the Catalog and Repeated Item Catalog Manager topics for more information.
Repeated items may also be specified for placement using the Select Entity function. By selecting an existing Repeated Item on the screen with no other command running, then selecting Match Entity Parameters, the selected RI becomes
current. It may then be placed using any of the placement commands on the
REPEATED ITEM Application Sub-menu. See Select Entity for more information.

Properties
Repeated Item Properties are displayed and set on the RI STATUS menu.

PEN: The pen property is not basic to all RI objects. Each original entity within
the RI will have its own pen property value. If any of the original entities within
the RI were drawn with their pen property set to none, they will assume the current pen property value when the RI is placed.

COLOR: The color property is not basic to all RI objects. Each original entity
within the RI will have its own color property value. If any of the original entities
within the RI were drawn with their color property set to none, they will assume
the current color property value when the RI is placed.
RI LIBRARY: RI libraries are files which store multiple RI definitions. This
file is stored outside of the drawing, allowing it to be shared between multiple
drawings. Multiple libraries (up to 128) may be loaded sequentially into a drawing, but only one is current at any one time. A Repeated Item library file uses the
.ri extension. They are generally stored in one of 4 locations, depending on the
type of Repeated Items stored inside them. BuildersCAD default Repeated
Item libraries such as the BuildersCAD Repeated Item library are stored in the
BuildersCAD program directory. Plug-In libraries such as the bc.ri RI library
are stored in the application. These libraries come with BuildersCAD and
should not be altered. User created libraries should be stored in the Standards
directory or Project directory. Libraries which contain office standard Repeated
Items designed to be used by all projects should be stored in the Standards directory. Libraries which contain Repeated Items specific to a particular project
should be stored in the Project directory. Project Repeated Item libraries may
also stored inside the database directory. This is a good idea if the Repeated Items
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contained in the library are specific to the particular database, such as with a 3D
model. In this way the RI library stays with the database if it is moved. The
REPEATED ITEM SELECT menu will search for Repeated Item libraries in the
above four locations and display them for selection.
If an RI definition name is found in multiple RI libraries, then the specified RI
object will be generated from the current RI library, If the definition name is not
contained in the current RI library, BuildersCAD will look in the next most
recently loaded library, and so on. If the definition is not found in any loaded
libraries, BuildersCAD will look to the entity to determine the RI library
name from which the Repeated Item was originally placed. That library will be
loaded automatically if it can be found.

RI NAME: Each Repeated Item has a unique definition name (maximum 64
characters) within its library file. A thumbnail image of the current Repeated
Item is shown to the left of the Repeated Item name. Selection of either the
thumbnail image or the RI Name box allows you to set the current Repeated
Item.
There are 4 RI types:

•
•
•
•

Standard - contains only graphic entities, no attributes.
Smart - contains graphic entities and external non-graphic data.
Legacy Attributal - contains graphic entities and attributes.
Luminaire - contains graphic entities and photometric properties.

If the current Repeated Item is a legacy Attributal RI, the small box to the right of
the RI name will contain an "A" in a red background. This indicates the RI has
attributes. Selection of the box allows you to view the attributes associated with
the RI and set any that are variable.
If the current Repeated Item is a Smart Repeated Item, the small box to the right
of the RI name will contain an "S" in a green background. This indicates the RI
has Smart RI Data associated with it. Selection of the box allows you to view the
Smart Repeated Item data associated with the RI. Refer to the Smart Repeated
Items topic for more information.
If the current Repeated Item is neither a Legacy Attributal RI or a Smart
Repeated Item, the small box to the right of the RI name will be blank and is not
selectable.

SRI: If the current Repeated Item is a Smart Repeated Item, the SRI box will
be active. This setting allows you to set how Smart Repeated Items are placed in
the drawing.

• Lib- The Smart Repeated Item data comes from the SRI library.
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• Tag - The Smart Repeated Item is tagged as unique and the SRI data
comes from a unique tag file in the database.

• Edit - The Smart Repeated Item is tagged as unique and the SRI data
comes from a unique tag file in the database. The user will be given the
opportunity to edit the Smart Repeated Item data as the individual RI is
placed.
If the current Repeated Item is not a Smart RI, this box is blank and is not selectable. Refer to the Smart Repeated Items topic for more information.

SCALE/SIZE: There are 3 methods to size an RI. Each method can be toggled
on the RI STATUS menu by selecting the left arrow box under the RI SCALE
FACTOR Heading.

• RI Scale Factor is a multiplication factor of the original RI size (.5x, 2x,
etc.).

• Paper Size is a scaling method in paper units. This determines the actual
plot size of the RI.

• Geometry Size is a scaling method in geometry units. This determines the
actual model size of the RI.
The =1 button

resets the RI scale back to its original size.

PROPORTIONAL [PROP]: Toggles XYZ proportional mode on and off.
• Off - all three methods can modify any or all of the XYZ-axes, by separating the XYZ input values with commas (X,Y,Z).

• On - the value specified is for the X-axis only and YZ-axes are defined
proportionately.

ROTATION: The Repeated Item Rotation parameter determines the absolute
angle of rotation relative to the current work plane. Angle 0 (zero) begins on the
positive X-axis and increments in a counter-clockwise direction. Negative values
may be specified for a clockwise rotation.
The =0

button resets the RI rotation back to its original rotation.

OFFSETS: Typically, RIs are inserted by their origin points. By temporarily
defining an RI offset point, the RI can be placed by a new handle. Setting origin
offsets does not redefine the RI’s origin.
The Set button on the Repeated Item STATUS Menu brings up the RI ORIGIN
OFFSETS Pop-up menu.
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The X, Y, and Z Repeated Item origin offsets may be set on this menu. The C
(Clear) button under the OFFSETS heading on the Repeated Item STATUS menu
clears the X, Y, and Z origin offset values to 0.
The RI offset point may also be set in the RI Origin Offsets and Place Relative to
Existing RI commands (discussed later in this topic).

CURSOR INCREMENT: Repeated Items may be dynamically rotated (around
the Z axis) on the cursor during the placement process. The RI rotation may be
adjusted relative to the current RI rotation value by rotating the graphic cursor
incrementally with the square bracket keys. Pressing the left bracket key "["
rotates the cursor and RI counter-clockwise and pressing the right bracket key "]"
rotates the cursor and RI clockwise. The cursor rotation increment value is the
increment amount the cursor is rotated in degrees.
DRAG: Toggles cursor drag on and off. This function redefines the graphic cursor into the current RI. Turning drag off, may speed up the RI placement when
working with complex Repeated Items.
Placement Commands
SINGLE: This command adds a single Repeated Item to the current work layer. The current Repeated Item will be shown on the cursor (unless the Drag setting is off). BuildersCAD will prompt for
the Repeated Item location point. Place the Repeated Item using the F1, F2, F3,
F11 key or by entering coordinates (depending on the location desired). The
Repeated Item of the current name will be placed with its origin at the point
selected, using the current scale and rotation factors. This command loops so,
BuildersCAD will prompt for another Repeated Item location point after the
previous RI is placed. Select the point or press the F10 or <Enter> key to exit the
command.
Note 1: During the RI location prompt, the Repeated Item may be rotated for
placement using the square bracket [ and ] keys. The Repeated Item
(and cursor) is rotated incrementally the number of degrees set in the
cursor rotation increment for each press of the bracket key. The cursor
rotation increment may be set by selecting the CUR INC box on the
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Repeated Item STATUS menu. The left bracket [ key rotates the cursor
and Repeated Item counter-clockwise, and the right bracket ] key rotates
the cursor and Repeated Item clockwise.
Note 2: This command is also invoked when the Place button (or highlighted
Repeated Item) is selected in the REPEATED ITEM SELECT menu.
Note 3: The following commands (discussed later) also place a single Repeated
Item:
a)

The Place by Node command.

b) The scale/rotate commands; 2 Point Fit, 2 Point Area Fit, and 2
Point Volume Fit.
c)

The Place Relative to Existing RI command.

MULTIPLE REPEATED ITEMS: This command adds a 2 dimensional array of Repeated Items to the current work layer based on the
spacing and totals specified. The current Repeated Item as shown on
the Repeated Item STATUS menu is placed. BuildersCAD first prompts for
the location of the first Repeated Item. Place the RI using either the F1, F2, F3,
F11 key or coordinates. The next prompt is for the next RI location in the first
row. Place the second RI in a similar fashion to the first. BuildersCAD will
then prompt for the total number of RI’s in each row. BuildersCAD will place
the remaining Repeated Items (of the same current Repeated Item name) in the
row spaced the to total the number given. BuildersCAD will next prompt for
the first Repeated Item in the next row. Place this item using either the F1, F2,
F3, F11 key or coordinates. BuildersCAD will place the entire second row
using the number of items per row you have just entered. The final prompt is for
the total number of rows. BuildersCAD will place the number of rows of
Repeated Items given, each containing the number of Repeated Items per row
given. This command loops so, BuildersCAD will prompt for another 1st
Repeated Item location point after the previous RI array is placed. Select the 1st
Repeated Item point using the F10 key or press the <Enter> key to exit the command.
Note 1: During the 1st RI location prompt, the Repeated Item may be rotated for
placement using the square bracket [ and ] keys. The Repeated Item
(and cursor) is rotated incrementally the number of degrees set in the
cursor rotation increment for each press of the bracket key. The cursor
rotation increment may be set by selecting the CUR INC box on the
Repeated Item STATUS menu. The left bracket [ key rotates the cursor
and Repeated Item counter-clockwise, and the right bracket ] key rotates
the cursor and Repeated Item clockwise.
Note 2: The space between the first two points (p1-p2) determines the spacing
of individual RIs in a row.
Note 3: The space between the first and third point (p1-p3) determines the spac682
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ing or offset between rows of RIs.

FIXED CIRCULAR ARRAY OF REPEATED ITEMS: This
command adds a fixed circular array of RIs to the current work layer.
The current Repeated Item as shown on the Repeated Item STATUS
menu is placed. The Repeated Items are all placed at the same rotation angle as the first RI placed, either as set on the Repeated Item STATUS
menu, or as rotated with the cursor using the bracket [ ] keys. BuildersCAD
first prompts for the location of the first Repeated Item. Place the RI using either
the F1, F2, F3, F11 key or coordinates. BuildersCAD will next prompt for the
center point of the circle of RI’s to be placed. The next prompt defines the placement of Repeated Items with choices of Full Circle, Angle, Arc Length, Chord
Length, or Point On Arc. The remaining prompts for this command will vary
depending on the choices you make for defining the placement. This command
loops so, BuildersCAD will prompt for another 1st Repeated Item location
point after the previous RI array is placed. Pressing the F10 key or <Enter> key at
this prompt will exit the command.
Note 1: During the 1st RI location prompt, the Repeated Item may be rotated for
placement using the square bracket [ and ] keys. The Repeated Item
(and cursor) is rotated incrementally the number of degrees set in the
cursor rotation increment for each press of the bracket key. The cursor
rotation increment may be set by selecting the CUR INC box on the
Repeated Item STATUS menu. The left bracket [ key rotates the cursor
and Repeated Item counter-clockwise, and the right bracket ] key rotates
the cursor and Repeated Item clockwise.
Note 2: In the Spacing prompt, only the even option will assure the placement of
an RI at both ends of the Total span of arc. Other options in the Spacing
prompt may or may not. No RI will ever be placed outside the Total
span of arc.

RADIAL CIRCULAR ARRAY OF REPEATED ITEMS: This
command adds a radial circular array of RIs to the current work layer.
The current Repeated Item as shown on the Repeated Item STATUS
menu is placed. The rotation of the Repeated Items placed in the circular pattern is adjusted to "face" the center of the circle, using the 1st RI placed
as the baseline rotation. BuildersCAD first prompts for the location of the first
Repeated Item. Place the RI using either the F1, F2, F3, F11 key or coordinates.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the center point of the circle of RI’s to be
placed. The next prompt defines the placement of Repeated Items with choices of
Full Circle, Angle, Arc Length, Chord Length, or Point On Arc. The remaining
prompts for this command will vary depending on the choices you make for
defining the placement. This command loops so, BuildersCAD will prompt
for another 1st Repeated Item location point after the previous RI array is placed.
Pressing the F10 key or <Enter> key at this prompt will exit the command.
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Note 1: During the 1st RI location prompt, the Repeated Item may be rotated for
placement using the square bracket [ and ] keys. The Repeated Item
(and cursor) is rotated incrementally the number of degrees set in the
cursor rotation increment for each press of the bracket key. The cursor
rotation increment may be set by selecting the CUR INC box on the
Repeated Item STATUS menu. The left bracket [ key rotates the cursor
and Repeated Item counter-clockwise, and the right bracket ] key rotates
the cursor and Repeated Item clockwise.
Note 2: In the Spacing prompt, only the even option will assure the placement of
an RI at both ends of the Total span of arc. Other options in the Spacing
prompt may or may not. No RI will ever be placed outside the Total
span of arc.

More Commands
The following Repeated Item placement commands are
found on the PLACE RI pop-up menu which is reached by
selecting More on the REPEATED ITEM application submenu.

2 POINT LINE (FORCE FIT): This command determines
the X-scale and Z rotation for the current RI based on the specified line (p1-p2) and then adds an RI to the current work layer.
BuildersCAD will prompt for two points (p1 and p2). The distance between
these two points will define the scale (X direction) of the Repeated Item to be
placed. The angle between the two points entered will determine the Z rotation
setting for the Repeated Item to be placed. BuildersCAD will then prompt for
the new Repeated Item location.
Note 1: During the RI location prompt, the Repeated Item may be rotated for
placement using the square bracket [ and ] keys, overriding the rotation
determined by the angle defined by the first two points entered. The
Repeated Item (and cursor) is rotated incrementally the number of
degrees set in the cursor rotation increment for each press of the bracket
key. The cursor rotation increment may be set by selecting the CUR
INC box on the Repeated Item STATUS menu. The left bracket [ key
rotates the cursor and Repeated Item counter-clockwise, and the right
bracket ] key rotates the cursor and Repeated Item clockwise.
Note 2: The Y and Z scales are defined proportional to the X-dimension.
Note 3: If the F10 key is used for the Position for RI location prompt, the RI is
placed at the midpoint between the first two points entered (p1 and p2).
Note 4: Also see the 2 Point Area and 2 Point Volume commands.
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2 POINT AREA (FORCE FIT): This command determines
the X and Y scale (no rotation) for the current RI based on the
XY dimensions of the user defined area and then adds an RI to
the current work layer. BuildersCAD will prompt for two points (p1 and p2).
The X component distance between these two points will define the X direction
scale factor of the Repeated Item to be placed. The Y component distance
between the two points entered will define the Y direction scale factor of the
Repeated Item to be placed. BuildersCAD will then prompt for the new
Repeated Item location.
Note 1: During the RI location prompt, the Repeated Item may be rotated for
placement using the square bracket [ and ] keys. The Repeated Item
(and cursor) is rotated incrementally the number of degrees set in the
cursor rotation increment for each press of the bracket key. The cursor
rotation increment may be set by selecting the CUR INC box on the
Repeated Item STATUS menu. The left bracket [ key rotates the cursor
and Repeated Item counter-clockwise, and the right bracket ] key rotates
the cursor and Repeated Item clockwise.
Note 2: If the F10 key is used for the Position for RI location prompt, the RI is
placed at the midpoint between the first two points entered (p1 and p2).
Note 3: Use the 2 Point Volume command for 3D RIs.

2 POINT VOLUME (FORCE FIT): This command determines the X, Y, and Z scale for the current 3D RI based on the
XYZ dimensions of the user defined volume and then adds an RI
to the current work layer. BuildersCAD will prompt for two points (p1 and
p2). The X component distance between these two points will define the X direction scale factor of the Repeated Item to be placed. The Y component distance
between the two points entered will define the Y direction scale factor of the
Repeated Item to be placed. The Z component distance between the two points
entered will define the Z direction scale factor of the Repeated Item to be placed.
BuildersCAD will then prompt for the new Repeated Item location.
Note 1: During the RI location prompt, the Repeated Item may be rotated for
placement using the square bracket [ and ] keys. The Repeated Item
(and cursor) is rotated incrementally the number of degrees set in the
cursor rotation increment for each press of the bracket key. The cursor
rotation increment may be set by selecting the CUR INC box on the
Repeated Item STATUS menu. The left bracket [ key rotates the cursor
and Repeated Item counter-clockwise, and the right bracket ] key rotates
the cursor and Repeated Item clockwise.
Note 2: If the F10 key is used for the Position for RI location prompt, the RI is
placed at the midpoint between the first two points entered (p1 and p2).
Note 3: Use the 2 Point Area command for 2D RIs.
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ORIGIN OFFSET: This command invokes the

RI ORIGIN
OFFSET pop-up menu displaying the current RI. There are 3

buttons which define the offset point or handle point. The
[RESET] buttons returns the offset point back to the RI origin. The other 2 buttons defines the offset point via:
1.

Offset - type in any XYZ coordinate.

2.

Graphic - select a point with either the F1, F3, or F11 keys. Do not type in
XYZ coordinates from this prompt.

The RI origin offset is reset to 0 (the RI origin) at the beginning of this command.

NODE SNAP: This command adds an RI to the current work
layer by snapping the nearest node point (or origin) in the new RI
to an existing node point in an existing RI in the database. The
command works very similar to the Place Single method of placing a Repeated
Item. After selecting the command, with the Repeated Item shown on the cursor,
move the cursor to the desired location in the drawing with a node point on the
Repeated Item being placed close to a node point on an existing Repeated Item in
the database. Place the Repeated Item using the F1 key. The Repeated Item location will snap the node point on the Repeated Item being placed to the closest
node point of the existing Repeated Item.
Note 1: The existing RI in the database must have pre-defined node points. See
Edit RI command for placing nodes in RIs.
Nodes may be defined on Repeated Items using the DRAW / EDIT REPEATED
ITEM menu. Refer to the Draw / Edit RI discussion in the Create section of this
topic below. Nodes may be displayed on the existing Repeated Items in the database, and on Repeated Items in the REPEATED ITEM SELECT menu by turning
the node display on. This function is found on the REPEATED ITEM TOOLS
menu, which is displayed by selecting the Tools (T-Square, Compass, Triangle)
icon at the bottom of the REPEATED ITEMS application sub-menu.

PLACE RELATIVE

TO

EXISTING RI (RELATIVE

TO

EXIST):

This command adds a new RI relative to an existing RI by setting RI offsets. BuildersCAD will prompt for the existing
Repeated Item to use as a base location. The PLACE RELATIVE
TO EXISTING RI pop up menu is then displayed.
This popup menu is divided into 2 columns:
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1.

The left column displays the existing RI’s name, rotation, and reference
point location. Only the reference point location can be modified.

2.

The right column displays the new RI’s name, rotation, and handle point.
The rotation and the handle point can be modified.
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There are 3 buttons in each column. The [RESET] buttons return the reference/
handle points back to their respective RI origins. The other 2 buttons define the
reference/handle point locations:
1.

Keyboard [KEYBRD] - type in any XYZ coordinate.

2.

Graphically [GRAPH] - select a point with either the F1, F3, of F11 keys.
Do not type in XYZ coordinates from this prompt.

In the display window, the existing RI is displayed on the left and the new RI, on
the right. Two small ghost squares will appear over both RIs representing the reference/handle point locations.
The reference/handle point locations are relative to one another, separated by the
[RELATIVE LOCATION] distance. This is specified as an XYZ coordinate.
The [PLACE AS SHOWN] button clears the pop-up menu and adds the new RI
relative to the existing RI.
The [EXIT - NO PLACE] button clears the pop-up menu.

Create
MAKE RI: This command defines a new Repeated Item from multiple existing objects on the current work layer and stores it in a library
file.
The first step is to draw what will become your Repeated Item on the work layer.
Repeated Items may contain any other BuildersCAD entities, such as lines,
circles, text, and even other Repeated Items. While complex entities such as patterns or walls may be used within a Repeated Item, the best results are generally
obtained when the Repeated Item does not contain other complex entities. To create the Repeated Item, select the RI button under the Create heading on the
Repeated Item application sub-menu.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the first and second point of a window
(fence) which defines the extent of your Repeated Item. Select points that will
completely enclose the entities you wish to include in your Repeated Item. All
entities on the current work layer that are completely within the fence will be a
part of the new RI.
BuildersCAD will then prompt for the Repeated Item Origin point. This is the
point by which the RI will be placed and selected in the database. This is usually
an existing point on an entity within the RI selected using the F3 key. The origin
point may be any point however, within or outside the collection of entities comprising the Repeated Item, and may be selected based on a logical location for
when the RI is placed.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the Repeated Item Name. Enter a unique
name for the Repeated Item at the keyboard. The RI name may be comprised of
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alpha-numeric characters (a-z, 1-0) and the underscore (_) character, and is limited to 64 characters in length. While spaces in the name are allowed, the are not
recommended. Upper case alpha charagers are also allowed but again are not
generally recommended.
The final prompt in the RI Create process is for the Repeated Item Library. Enter
the Repeated Item Library name at the keyboard. The current Repeated Item
library is given on the prompt as the default. If an existing RI library is selected,
the new Repeated Item will be added to this library. If the RI library does not
exist, a new library with the given name will be created with the single new
Repeated Item inside. If the Repeated Item name given exists within the specified
library, the old RI definition is replaced with the new one you have just created.
Be careful in naming your Repeated Items because BuildersCAD will overwrite an existing RI name in the library, changing it’s definition.
Note 1: For additional options to the 1st fence point for new RI prompt (p1),
refer to special fence types in the Search Methods topic.
Note 2: The original entites drawn and included within the Repeated Item will
be replaced in the database with the new Repeated Item.

MULTI-LAYER: Selection of this button brings up the

CREATE
MULTI-LAYER RI menu which allows you to set the parameters neces-

sary for creating a Multi-Layer Repeated Item. Refer to the discussion
of Multi-Layer RIs below.

EDIT RI: Selection of this button brings up the

DRAW / EDIT RI

menu which provides a temporary workspace to edit an existing
Repeated Item or create a new RI. With this menu, objects can be
added, edited, or deleted from an RI. In addition, the origin may be relocated or
nodes can be added to facilitate snapping together RIs.
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The Button functions in the DRAW / EDIT REPEATED ITEM menu are as follows:
Start Heading
Create New - Creates a new Repeated Item in the DRAW / EDIT REPEATED
ITEM menu.

Load Existing - Loads an existing Repeated Item into the DRAW / EDIT
REPEATED ITEM menu for editing. This function places the RI at the coordinate location A(0,0,0) on a temporary work layer and freezes it into its
individual entities.
Modify Heading
Scale - Scales all objects in the display window. This is a relative scale, not
absolute.
Rotation - Rotates all objects in the display window. This is a relative rotation, adding the specified rotational value to the current rotation of the
objects.
Node Heading
Place - Adds a node marker at the specified point to the objects in the display
window.
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Erase - Removes an existing node marker from the objects in the display
window.
Resize - Resizes an existing node marker in the display window.
Move - Relocates an existing node marker in the display window.
Origin Heading
Place - Adds an origin marker at the coordinate location A(0,0,0) in the display window. This does not add a new origin, only a new marker. There is
only one origin for a Repeated Item, and thus there can be only one origin
marker.
Erase - Removes the existing origin marker from the objects in the display
window. This only erases the origin marker, not the Repeated Item’s origin.
All Repeated Items must have an origin.
Resize - Resizes the existing origin marker in the display window.
Move - Relocates the existing origin marker for the objects in the display
window, thus relocating the origin for the Repeated Item. The origin marker
must be placed before attempting to relocate it.
Save Heading
Save - Saves the collection of the current objects in the display window as a
Repeated Item using the current Repeated Item name.
Save As - Saves the collection of the current objects in the display window
as a Repeated Item using a different name from the current Repeated Item.
Attributes Heading
Define - Displays the ATTRIBUTE DEFINITION menu. This menu displays
defined attributes which are associated with the Repeated Item, and provides
tools to Add, Delete and modify attributes. Refer to the Attributes topic for
more information.
Place - Places attributes which are displayable in the Repeated Item. If a
defined attribute is displayable, it’s display location must be placed within
the Repeated Item. Refer to the Attributes topic for more information.
Save - Saves attribute definition and display locations. If the Repeated Item
has attributes which have been added or modified, this Save button must be
used to save the attribute definitions before the Save button under the Save
heading is used to save the Repeated Item itself.
General Commands
Current Lib: - Sets the current Repeated Item Library. Repeated Items saved
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using the DRAW / EDIT REPEATED ITEM menu will be saved to the library
displayed here.
Current RI: - Sets the current Repeated Item name. Repeated Items saved
using the DRAW / EDIT REPEATED ITEM menu will be saved using the
Repeated Item name displayed here.
Clear Work - Erases all graphic objects in the display window.
Exit - Removes the temporary work layer associated with the DRAW / EDIT
REPEATED ITEM pop-up menu and closes the menu.

LIBRARY MANAGER: This command starts the Repeated Item
Library Manager. Refer to the Repeated Item Library Manager topic
for more information.

CATALOG MANAGER: This command starts the Repeated
Item Catalog Manager. Refer to the Repeated Item Catalog Manager topic for more information.
Multi-Layer Repeated Items
Multi-Layer Repeated Items allow a single Repeated Item to display
geometry which can be turned on and off with one or more layers. You
can place geometry which you only want to see if certain layers are
turned on within a single RI, and toggle the display of the geometry by turning on
and off the proper layers.
Features
A Multi-Layer Repeated Item is the same as any other Repeated Item except that
it contains layer information as flags for the entities contained within it. It is
stored in a library and placed using the REPEATED ITEM SELECT menu (or RI
placement mnemonics), just like any other Repeated Item. It can be included in a
Repeated Item Catalog. A Multi-Layer RI may be placed on any layer.
Note 1: A Multi-Layer Repeated Item is still a single entity which is placed on a
single layer. When a Multi-Layer RI is created, the layer name where
each entity included within the RI is drawn is stored within the RI.
Note 2: Entities in Multi-Layer RIs (and other Multi-Layer functions) will operate with a set of flags that comprise a 64 character layer name. This is
the maximum length for a layer name.
Note 3: Extrema will not check for layer modes. An Unzoom will zoom to the
entire Repeated Item, even if some layers to display a portion of the RI
are turned off.
Note 4: Edits are performed in the placement layer only. If you delete the RI, or
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move the RI, the entire RI is deleted or moved, including parts which
display in layers that are turned off and are thus not currently visible.
Note 5: Searches will check the display layers. If you are searching for the display list of a point such as the endpoint of a line within the RI, the point
or line must be in a layer that is currently visible.
There are two basic types of Multi-Layer Repeated Items - Fixed Layer and Variable Layer. With Fixed Layer Multi-Layer RIs, the display layer names for entities within the RI are fixed to specific layer names. The entities will only display
when the specific layer name is present and turned on. Relative Layer MultiLayer RIs store a portion of the layer name at the time the RI is created and
append it to a portion of the placement layer name to determine the display layer
name for specific entities within the RI. More information is found in the Variable Layer Names discussion below.
Create A Multi-Layer Repeated Item
Creating a Multi-Layer Repeated Item is similar to creating a standard
RI. You must first draw the item. In the case of the Multi-Layer RI, the
geometry to be included in the RI may be drawn across multiple layers. Geometry which is drawn in layer "0" will be included in the RI as nonMulti-Layer data.
To create the Multi-Layer Repeated Item,
select the Multi-Layer button under the Create heading on the REPEATED ITEM Application Sub-menu. This brings up the
CREATE MULTI-LAYER REPEATED ITEM

pop-up menu. The parameter settings and
commands on this menu are as follows:

REPEATED ITEM LIBRARY: This box displays the current Repeated Item
Library - the library where the new Multi-Layer RI will be stored. Selection of
this box allows you to set the current library.

REPEATED ITEM NAME: This box displays the name that will be used for
the new Multi-Layer Repeated Item. Selection of this box allows you to set the
RI name.

MULTI-LAYER PREFIX (CREATION ONLY): This parameter is a layer
group "prefix" which is used for creating Multi-Layer Repeated Items that will be
placed in a Variable layer set. The prefix is the first (common) portion of the
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layer name for layers where geometry to be included in the RI is drawn. As the
RI is created, this portion of the RI name is dropped and only the remainder
(unique) portion of the display layer name is retained. When the RI is placed, the
remaining portion of the layer name is appended to the placement layer "group"
portion of the layer name. This enables the RI to be placed in various groups of
layers and still have the portions of the RI display on the correct specific layer for
the placement group.

CREATE MULT-LAYER REPEATED ITEM: This command creates the
Multi-Layer RI. The actual creation is similar to creating a normal RI using the
RI Create command. The Create Multi-Layer Repeated Item menu will clear
from the screen.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the first and second point of a window
(fence) which defines the extent of your Repeated Item. Select points that will
completely enclose the entities you wish to include in your Repeated Item. All
entities on all layers that are completely within the fence will be a part of the new
RI.
BuildersCAD will then prompt for the Repeated Item Origin point. This is the
point by which the RI will be placed and selected in the database. This is usually
an existing point on an entity within the RI selected using the F3 key. The origin
point may be any point however, within or outside the collection of entities comprising the Repeated Item, and may be selected based on a logical location for
when the RI is placed.
The name of the Repeated Item created and the RI Library into which it is placed
are as they are set on the CREATE MULTI-LAYER REPEATED ITEM menu.

EXIT: This command clears the

CREATE MULTI-LAYER REPEATED ITEM

menu from the screen. The Multi-Layer RI is not created.
Place a Multi-Layer Repeated Item
A Multi-Layer Repeated Item is placed using any of the placement commands or menus, just like any other Repeated Item. The RI may be placed on
any layer, either a display layer for entities contained in the RI or any other
layer.
1.

The layer where the RI is placed must be on for display or none of the RI
will display, even if other layers named on the flags for entities in the RI
are on. Because of this, Multi-Layer RIs should be placed on a master
layer (such as "xxx_ribase") which can remain on, giving display control
to the other layers carried on the flags within the RI. Alternately the RI
should be placed on a layer which is always on if the Multi-Layer features
are desired.

• Example: The RI could be placed on a "furniture" layer, and use
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multi-layers for labels such as part number and description. The
"labels" may be turned off separately from the main "furniture" layer
but the labels cannot be turned on unless the main "furniture" layer is
on.
2.

Once placed, the entities within the RI will display according to the layer
modes of the layer named on the flag in the entity (the layer the entity was
on when the RI was created).

• Example: Say you have lines drawn on layer "one", "two", and
"three", and create a Multi-Layer RI containing these lines. If the RI is
placed on layer "base", then layer "base" must be on for display or
none of the RI will display. Assuming layer "base" is on, the lines
originally in layer "one" when the RI was created will display if layer
"one" is on for display, the lines originally in layer "two" will display
if layer "two" is on for display, and so on. If the layer is off, the portion of the Multi-Layer RI for that layer will not display.
3.

Layer "0" (layer name "0", not layer number 0) is ignored for Multi-Layer
definitions. Geometry which is on layer "0" at the time the Multi-Layer RI
is created is treated as non-Multi-Layer geometry. This geometry will display with the layer in which the RI is placed, similar to a normal RI.

4.

If the display layer for a portion of the Multi-Layer Repeated Item does
not exist in the currently loaded drawing, that portion of the RI will not
display. The layer is not automatically loaded if it exists, or automatically
created if it does not exist.

5.

For "order of display", the Multi-Layer RI will be displayed when its
occurrence is found on the layer where the RI is actually placed. All portions of the RI are displayed at this time, regardless of the order of the display layers contained on entities within the RI.

Va riab le L ayer Names
When a Multi-Layer Repeated Item is created, a prefix may be designated which
indicates a portion of the layer name for entities within the RI that is dropped
during creation of the RI. When the RI is placed, a special layer name ending in
"ribase" is used for the placement layer that allows the portion of the placement
layer name before "ribase" to be substituted for the prefix that was dropped during RI creation. This feature allows placement of Multi-Layer Repeated Items in
different layer "groups" such as first floor, second floor, etc. using the same
Repeated Item. In order to use this feature you must have a well designed layer
standard and naming convention.
1.

The layer where the RI is placed must be named using a layer "group" designation plus "ribase".

• Example: Create a Multi-Layer Repeated Item which will display
using 5 layers which are in a variable group. Assume you have the
layers p01wall, p01fixt, p01poch, p01keys, and p01note. Draw the
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various parts of the RI in the various layers - walls in layer "p01wall",
fixtures in layer "p01fixt", poche in layer "p01poch", and so on. When
the Multi-Layer Repeated Item is created, designate the Multi-Layer
Prefix as "p01". When the RI is placed on a layer "p01ribase" and this
layer is on for display, the walls will display on layer "p01wall", the
fixtures will display on layer "p01fixt", the poche on layer "p01poch"
and so on. When the RI is placed on a layer "p02ribase" and this layer
is on for display, the walls will display with layer "p02wall", the fixtures with layer "p02fixt", the poche with layer "p02poch" and so on.
The portion of the base layer name before "ribase" (such as "p02") is
substituted for the prefix designated when the RI was created ("p01"
in our example) in the original display layer name.
2.

Layer names are used for Variable layer names in Multi-Layer Repeated
Items instead of layer numbers (+1, +2, etc.) because layer numbers in
BuildersCAD are not necessarily consistent across drawings. The same
layer may have 2 different numbers in 2 different drawings.

Nested Repeated Items
Multi-Layer Repeated Items may be nested (RI placed inside another RI). The
layer of the nested RI will need to be "0" so it is treated as the same layer as the
base RI, or the nested RI will need to be on a special layer which is on when you
want the layers in the nested RI to display, otherwise the nested part of the RI will
not display.
Multi-Layer Attributes and Other
Entities
The same multi-layer flags may be placed on attributes which are placed in the
same base layer as the RI occurrence but will display on other layers. There is not
currently a command in BuildersCAD which places Multi-Layer Attributes
on an RI. The same multi-layer flags and logic may be used to create other entities which are placed on a base layer but displayed with other layers. The core
capability is in place for those who wish to create custom commands to use
multi-layer features on Attributes and other entities.
DWG/DXF Tr an slatio n
The Expert Translator from Expert Infocad is able to convert Multi-Layer
Repeated Items to an AutoCAD DWG file. There are some differences between
AutoCAD and BuildersCAD which are summarized below to clarify and prevent confusion.
1.

The RI insertion layer must be turned on in BuildersCAD for the
Multi-Layer RI to display properly. This is not the case in AutoCAD.

2.

AutoCAD multi-layer blocks translated into BuildersCAD should
work fine.
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3.

The block layers in AutoCAD are absolute and are not related at all to the
layer where the block is placed. This is similar to the Fixed Layer placement in BuildersCAD. The exception in AutoCAD is geometry created
in layer 0 which will occur and display on the layer where the block is
placed. This is similar to BuildersCAD where geometry in layer "0"
when the RI is created will occur and display on the layer where the RI is
placed.

4.

The Variable layer placement will not work in AutoCAD since it only supports the fixed layer structure per block.

In a simple example, creating a Multi-Layer RI (block) in both softwares with
entities on layers 0, 1, and 2, then placing the RI (block) on Layer 3, the difference is as follows:

• In AutoCAD:
Turning layer 0 off will do nothing.
Turning layer 1 off will not display entities on layer 1.
Turning layer 2 off will not display entities on layer 2.
Turning layer 3 off will not display entities on layer 0.

• In BuildersCAD:
Turning layer 0 off will do nothing.
Turning layer 1 off will not display entities on layer 1.
Turning layer 2 off will not display entities on layer 2.
Turning layer 3 off will not display any entities in the RI at all.

Utilities
SMART REPEATED ITEM: Selection of this button brings up
the SMART REPEATED ITEMS menu. This menu allows you to
query Repeated Items for Smart RI Data and to select Datalinks if
they are present on a Smart RI. Refer to the Smart Repeated Items and Datalinks
topics.
SRI REPORT: Selection of this button brings up the SMART
REPEATED ITEM REPORT menu. This menu allows you to generate reports on Smart Repeated Items and SRI data in the drawing.
Refer to the Smart Repeated Items topic.
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REMAKE RI: Selection of this button allows you to remake a
selected Repeated Item using the currently set Pen, Color, RI Scale,
and RI Rotation parameters. BuildersCAD will prompt for the
Repeated Item to remake.

QUICK REPORT: Selection of this button allows you to generate a Quick Report on Repeated Items in the drawing either within
an area or individually. The Quick Report includes the quantity of
each Repeated Item found, the Repeated Item name, and the Description if the RI
is a Smart Repeated Item. The Quick Report may be output as either a text file or
a .csv file for spreadsheets and may be saved, printed, or just viewed and closed
as required. Refer to the Quick Report topic.

REGEN ATTRIBUTES: Selection of this button brings
up the REGENERATE ATTRIBUTES pop-up menu. From
this menu the legacy Attribute data on a given Repeated
Item containing legacy Attributes may be regenerated.

Special Edits
There are 3 Special Edits for each entity type, found on the EDIT pull
down menu at the bottom of the menu. As the entity type is selected under the
Entity Filter heading, the 3 Special Edit buttons at the bottom of the menu will
change, reflecting edits appropriate for the new Entity Filter selected. Refer to the
Edit and Entity Filters topics for more information.

DYNAMIC ROTATION: Dynamically rotates an existing Repeated Item per
the cursor rotation increment.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Repeated Item to dynamically rotate. Select
the Repeated Item using the F1 or F3 key. The cursor will be changed to a box on
the screen representing the Repeated Item. Dynamically rotate the box by moving the cursor around the anchored Repeated Item origin point. End the rotation
by a point input (F1, F3, F5, etc.). The existing Repeated Item will be repositioned to the new rotation.
Note 1: The cursor rotation increment can be set under CUR INC on the
Repeated Item STATUS menu.

SWAP NAMES: Replace existing Repeated Items with the current RI.
Depending on the Search Method selected, one or more Repeated Items will be
replaced by the current Repeated Item. If the Search Method is not Single, and
thus the search could contain more than one Repeated Item, BuildersCAD
will prompt for the existing RI name to swap, with a default of All.
Note 1: When the current RI is swapped with the existing RI, the new RI will
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maintain the existing RI rotation and scale.
The REPEATED ITEM SELECT menu also contains a Swap button, which functions the same as Swap Names with a Single Search Method. After selecting the
Swap function, select a Repeated Item to be changed. The selected Repeated Item
will change to the current Repeated Item. This function loops and will continue
to prompt for a Repeated Item to swap until an F10 input is given to terminate the
command.

SWAP FULL/ABBREVIATED: For very large repeated items, it is sometimes useful to have 2 different versions- a full version which contains all graphic
entities in the RI, and an abbreviated version which shows only enough to get the
general idea. Placing the abbreviated version in the database speeds display and
search times since BuildersCAD has less data to work through. When the
final version is needed for rendering or plotting, the full version of the repeated
item may be swapped for the abbreviated one.
To facilitate this command, the abbreviated version of the Repeated Item must
have the same name as the full version, followed by "_c".
Example: For a Repeated Item of a tree with the full version named "tree1",
the abbreviated version should be named "tree1_c".
The command prompts for the direction of the swap - to full or abbreviated, the
name of the RI to swap or all, and a fence containing the RI’s to be swapped.

See Also
Repeated Item Library Manager, Repeated Item Catalog Manager, Catalog,
Search Methods, Edit, Entity Filters, Attributes, Smart Repeated Items, Datalinks
and Quick Report.

REPEATED ITEM CATALOG MANAGER
Repeated Item Catalogs are an organization tool for Repeated Items which allows quick
and easy location and selection of the desired item. Within a repeated item catalog,
R.I.’s are organized in a heirarchy of Category, Heading, and Item. Categories may be
created which have one or more Headings within them, which in turn may have one or
more Repeated Items listed in them, along with description data about the Repeated
Item. The catalog itself does not contain the Repeated Items, but is a text file which contains the organization data. The Repeated Items are are stored in libraries. See the
Repeated Item topic for more information. All three levels of organization are required,
i.e. a Repeated Item entry must be within a Heading which is within a Category. For any
given catalog there must be at least one Category, and each Category must contain at
least one Heading in order to store a Repeated Item entry. A given Repeated Item may
be listed in a catalog more than once, and a catalog may have Repeated Items which are
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stored in more than one library. A Repeated Item may be selected for placement from
either its library, or from catalogs.
The Repeated Item Catalog Manager provides tools for creating, renaming, and deleting Repeated Item Catalogs, as well as tools for adding, deleting, and manipulating categories, headings and item entries within a catalog.
Repeated Item catalogs may be found in 4 places. These are Project RI Catalogs, Standard RI Catalogs, Plug-In RI Catalogs and System or BuildersCAD RI Catalogs.
The BuildersCAD and Plug-In Repeated Item catalogs are distributed with BuildersCAD and the individual Plug-Ins. They may not be altered. While they may be
used, these catalogs are primarily intended as examples or templates of a Repeated Item
catalog, from which you can create your own. The Repeated Items created or used most
often will vary from company to company or user to user and are therefore best defined
by the user.
The Repeated Item catalogs found in Standard and Project directories are user created
and defined. There may be as many Standard and/or Project RI catalogs as you wish. A
Standard or Project RI Catalog is stored in a user-named file with a ".ct" extension and
is saved in the ricat.dir sub-directory under the standards (std:) or current project directory.
The Repeated Item Catalog Manager may be accessed by selecting the Catalog button
located under the Create heading on the REPEATED ITEMS Application Sub-menu. The
REPEATED ITEM CATALOG MANAGER pop-up menu will appear on the screen.

Catalog Select
When the Repeated Item Catalog Manager feature is first opened, or when the
current Repeated Item Catalog name display is selected, the Catalog Select functions are displayed in the REPEATED ITEM CATALOG MANAGER menu.
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A Repeated Item catalog is selected by left clicking on the box in which the
desired catalog is displayed. Selecting one of the 4 location titles will expand or
collapse the list of RI catalogs shown under that title.
New Catalog Parameters
The New Catalog Parameter settings are shown on the right side of the
REPEATED ITEM CATALOG MANAGER menu. These settings are used
when creating new or renaming existing Repeated Item Catalogs.

SAVE NEW CATALOG TO: Repeated Item catalogs may be saved to either
the Standards (std:) or Current Project directories. The current setting is displayed in this box. Select the box to toggle between the two settings.

NEW CATALOG NAME: Select this box to enter a name for a new Repeated
Item catalog. RI catalogs must end in a .ct suffix. The New Catalog Name
must be set before using the New Catalog, Save As Catalog, or Rename Catalog functions.
R I Catalog Commands
These commands allow you to create new catalogs, rename or delete existing
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catalogs, or open repeated item catalogs for editing.

EXPAND ALL: Expands all RI Catalog locations on the RI Catalog Select list.
All available catalogs are now viewable on the list.

COLLAPSE ALL: Collapses all RI Catalog locations on the RI Catalog Select
list. Only the RI Catalog location titles and the current RI Catalog are now
viewable on the list.

NEW CATALOG: Creates a new RI catalog using the name set in the New
Catalog Name box, placed in either the Standard or Project directory as
shown in the Save New Catalog To box. A new catalog name must be specified in the New Catalog Name box before this function is executed. The new
RI catalog will display in the appropriate location on the RI Catalog Select
list in the center portion of the REPEATED ITEM CATALOG MANAGER
Menu and be highlighted as the current selection.

SAVE AS CATALOG: Creates a new Repeated Item catalog using the name
set in the New Catalog Name box, placed in either the Standard or Project
directory as shown in the Save New Catalog To box. The new Repeated Item
catalog created is a copy of the currently selected Repeated Item catalog on
the RI Catalog Select list in the center portion of the REPEATED ITEM CATALOG MANAGER Menu. A new catalog name must be specified in the New
Catalog Name box, and a catalog must be selected in the RI Catalog Select
list before this function is executed. The new RI catalog will display in the
appropriate location on the RI Catalog Select list in the center portion of the
REPEATED ITEM CATALOG MANAGER Menu and be highlighted as the
current selection.

OPEN SELECTED CATALOG: Opens the currently selected Repeated Item
catalog on the RI Catalog Select list in the center portion of the REPEATED
ITEM CATALOG MANAGER Menu. If the currently selected (highlighted)
RI catalog on the list is selected again, the catalog will open as if this button
were selected. When the selected catalog is opened, the CATALOG CATEGORIES / HEADINGS and the CATALOG REPEATED ITEMS will display in
the REPEATED ITEM CATALOG MANAGER Menu. Refer to the Catalog
Categories / Headings and the Catalog Repeated Items sections of this topic
below.

DELETE CATALOG: Deletes the currently selected Standard or Project
Repeated Item catalog on the RI Catalog Select list in the center portion of
the REPEATED ITEM CATALOG MANAGER Menu from the disk. BuildersCAD will prompt to verify the deletion. BuildersCAD System and
Plug-In RI Catalogs catalogs may not be deleted.
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RENAME CATALOG: Renames the currently selected Standard or Project
Repeated Item catalog on the RI Catalog Select list in the center portion of
the REPEATED ITEM CATALOG MANAGER Menu. The catalog is renamed
to the name set in the New Catalog Name box, and is placed in the Standard
or Project directory as shown in the Save New Catalog To box. If the Save
New Catalog To setting is different than the current location of the catalog, it
will be moved as it is renamed. A new catalog name must be specified in the
New Catalog Name box, and a catalog must be selected in the RI Catalog
Select list before this function is executed. BuildersCAD System and
Plug-In RI catalogs may not be renamed.

General Commands
When a Repeated Item Catalog is opened, the REPEATED ITEM CATALOG
MANAGER pop-up menu will change to show the contents of the catalog including Categories, Headings, and Items, as well as the currently loaded Repeated
Item Library. The menu is divided into two main sections. The left portion is
devoted to the Repeated Item Library / Catalog Manager Clipboard, and the center and right portion is devoted to the Repeated Item Catalog. The Manager functions which allow the user to edit the Catalog are included at the bottom of the
menu.
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General Commands
The general commands found at the bottom right portion of the REPEATED
ITEM CATALOG MANAGER menu perform overall tasks relating to the currently open Repeated Item catalog.

EXIT: Selection of this button exits the Repeated Item Catalog Manager and
clears the menu from the screen. If there are any unsaved changes and
changes are allowed, the Repeated Item Catalog Manager will prompt to
save these changes. You have the choice of Saving the changes and exiting,
Continuing to exit without saving the changes, or Stop the exit command.
Note 1: Selecting the REPEATED ITEM CATALOG MANAGER menu title bar or
the "X" icon at the right end of the title bar will also exit the RI Catalog
Manager.
Note 2: The Repeated Item Catalog Manager must be exited normally, using the
Exit button, or by selecting the Title Bar or "X" icon in order to check
and prompt for unsaved changes. Selecting another command in
BuildersCAD before exiting the Repeated Item Catalog Manager
will cause unsaved changes to be lost.
Note 3: The Repeated Item Catalog Manager will check for unsaved changes
and prompt to save those changes when an editable currently loaded catalog is exited by selecting the Repeated Item Catalog box.

APPLY: Selection of this button applies any changes made to the RI Catalog
and writes the RI Catalog to disk. No changes are saved until this button is
selected. If changes have been made to the currently open RI catalog, the bar
on the left end of the APPLY button is illuminated in yellow, warning that
there are unsaved changes. If the current RI Catalog is either an BuildersCAD System or Plug-In catalog, or if write permission is denied on the
catalog (see the Permissions section below), the bar on the left end of the
APPLY button is illuminated in red, indicating that changes are not allowed.

PREVIEW: Selection of this button displays the currently selected Repeated
Item entry in the CURRENT CATALOG ITEM sub-menu on the right side of
the REPEATED ITEM CATALOG MANAGER menu. Refer to the Preview
functions in the Catalog Repeated Items portion of this topic below.
Repeated Item Sample Views
Plan View
Displays all Repeated Items in display boxes in
the REPEATED ITEM CATALOG MANAGER
menus in plan view. The display of all repeated items currently shown in the
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Repeated Item Catalog Manager is updated when this box is selected.
Iso View
Displays all Repeated Items in display boxes in
the REPEATED ITEM CATALOG MANAGER
menus in isometric view. This function is particularly useful with 3 dimensional repeated items. The display of all repeated items currently shown in
the Repeated Item Catalog Manager is updated when this box is selected.
Repeated Item Catalog
The current Repeated Item catalog name is displayed here. If this button is
selected, the REPEATED ITEM CATALOG MANAGER Menu toggles to Catalog selection mode and the RI Catalog Select list is displayed. Refer to the
Catalog Select portion of this topic above.
Current RI Library
The current Repeated Item library name is displayed here. If this button is
selected, the RI LIBRARY SELECT sub-menu is displayed. Refer to the RI
Library Select portion of this topic below.
Menu List Selections
Categories and Headings on the Catalog Categories / Headings list, Items on
the Catalog Repeated Items list, RI Catalogs on the RI Catalog Select list, RI
Libraries on the RI Library Select list, and Repeated Items on the Current RI
Library list in the menus are selected or made current by selecting the box in
which they are displayed. The current Category, Heading, Item, RI Catalog,
RI Library, or Library RI is highlighed in the menu. An Item which is displayed in Preview mode on the menu is the current catalog item. In some
cases, selecting the current (highlighed) Category, Heading, Item, RI Catalog, RI Library, or Library RI, or a right-click selection on these lists will
perform a separate function. These are described with the function they perform.
Slidebars
The menu slidebars contained within the REPEATED ITEM CATALOG
MANAGER Menus allow the user to quickly browse through lists of Catalogs, Categories, Headings, or Items when the list is longer than the menu
available to display it. These slidebars are located on the menu on the right
side of the list for which they function. A slidebar consists of an up arrow at
the top, a down arrow at the bottom and a slidebar in between. The slidebar
shows the proportion of, and relative location within the entire list of the portion of the list currently displayed in the menu. Refer to the Slidebars topic
for more information. Slidebar commands are as follows:
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UP ARROW: A left click selection on the Up Arrow moves the display of the
list up 1 item. A right click selection on the Up Arrow moves the display of
the list up 1 menu page.

DOWN ARROW: A left click selection on the Down Arrow moves the display
of the list down 1 item. A right click selection on the Down Arrow moves
the display of the list down 1 menu page.

SLIDEBAR: Selecting on the Slidebar moves the portion of the list displayed
in the menu to the relative position of the selection on the slidebar.

MOUSE SCROLL WHEEL: Scrolling the mouse scroll wheel up or down
while the cursor is over the slidebar or the list will page the list up or down 1
line for each click of the mouse scroll wheel.
Permissions
Access to add, change, or delete Repeated Item catalogs can be limited to
specific users. The Repeated Item Catalog manager uses the BuildersCAD User Permissions system. The Repeated Item Catalog name is used
by the Repeated Item Catalog Manager as the block name in the User Permissions system. Refer to the Permissions topic for more information. Note
that ARRIS system and plug-in RI catalogs may not be saved or altered
by any user. If write permission is not allowed, the bar on the left end of the
APPLY button will be illuminated in red.

Catalog Categories / Headings
Categories and Headings within the currently opened Repeated Item Catalog are
displayed on the Catalog Categories / Headings list , in the center portion of the
REPEATED ITEM CATALOG MANAGER menu.
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Categories are displayed in dark blue (system colormap) with a "+" or "-" symbol
in front of the Category name. The "+" or "-" symbol indicates the expansion status of the Category. The "-" symbol indicates that the category is expanded, displaying all headings contained within the category below it. The "+" symbol
indicates that the category is collapsed, displaying only the Category name, and
the currently selected heading below (highlighted) if it occurs in that category.
The currently selected category is highlighted in Bright Blue (system colormap).
Selecting on the category name will toggle the expansion status of the category,
expanding or collapsing it. A right-click selection of the Category name will
clear the current Category/Heading selection and select the Category picked as
current.
Headings are displayed below the category in which they occur, with the Heading name indented. The currently selected Heading is highlighted in Bright Green
(system colormap). Selecting on the heading name will make the selected Heading and the Category in which it occurs current. The Catalog Categories / Headings list will redisplay showing the newly selected current Category and
Heading. The list of Repeated Item entries contained within the selected Heading
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will display on the CATALOG REPEATED ITEMS sub-menu on the right side of
the REPEATED ITEM CATALOG MANAGER menu.
Category Commands

EXPAND ALL: Selection of this button expands all Categories on the Catalog
Categories / Headings list to show the Headings contained within them. The
Catalog Categories / Headings list display on the REPEATED ITEM CATALOG MANAGER Menu is updated.

COLLAPSE ALL: Selection of this button collapses all Categories on the Catalog Categories / Headings list to show only the Category titles. The Category containing the current Heading will display the current Heading only
below it, with both the Category and Heading highlighted. The Catalog Categories / Headings list display on the REPEATED ITEM CATALOG MANAGER Menu is updated.

ADD: Selection of this button allows you to add a Category to the Repeated
Item Catalog. The user is prompted for the location on the Catalog Categories / Headings list to add the category. The new category is inserted in front
of the category selected. Pressing the <Enter> key, or selecting a position on
the menu Catalog Categories / Headings List display beyond the end of the
list will add the new category to the end of the list. BuildersCAD will
then prompt for the new Category name.

DELETE: Selection of this button deletes the currently selected category from
the Repeated Item Catalog. A catalog Category must be selected first. All
Headings and Item entries within the category are also deleted.
Note 1: This command deletes the Category and all Headings and Item entries
contained within from the currently open catalog only. It does not affect
any other catalogs, or any graphic data in the database.

RENAME: Selection of this button allows you to rename the currently selected
Category. A catalog Category must be selected first. The user is prompted
for the new Category name.

MOVE: Selection of this button allows you to move the currently selected Category from one location on the Catalog Categories / Headings list to another.
A catalog Category must be selected first. The user is prompted for the new
location. The selected Category is inserted at the new location in front of the
category shown in the box selected. If a position beyond the end of the list is
selected, or if the <Enter> key is pressed at the New Location prompt, the
category is moved to the end of the list. All Headings and Item entries contained within the category are moved along with the Category.
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Heading Commands

ADD: Selection of this button allows you to add a Heading to the Repeated
Item Catalog. The user is prompted for the location on the Catalog Categories / Headings list to add the heading. The new Heading is inserted in front
of the heading selected in the same category as the selected location heading.
Selecting a Category name on the list will add the new Heading to the end of
the selected Category. Pressing the <Enter> key will add the new Heading to
the end of the current Category if one is highlighted. BuildersCAD will
then prompt for the new Heading name.

DELETE: Selection of this button deletes the currently selected heading from
the Repeated Item Catalog. A catalog Heading must be selected first. All
Item entries within the Heading are also deleted.
Note 1: This command deletes the Heading and all Item entries contained within
from the currently open catalog only. It does not affect any other catalogs, or any graphic data in the database.

RENAME: Selection of this button allows you to rename the currently selected
Heading. A catalog Heading must be selected first. The user is prompted for
the new Heading name.

MOVE: Selection of this button allows you to move the currently selected
Heading from one location on the Catalog Categories / Headings list to
another. A catalog Heading must be selected first. The user is prompted for
the new location. The selected Heading is inserted at the new location within
the Category and in front of the Heading shown in the box selected. If a Category name is selected, the Heading is moved to the end of the selected Category. If the <Enter> key is pressed at the New Location prompt, the
Heading is moved to the end of the same Category in which it is located. All
Item entries contained within the Heading are moved along with the Heading.

Catalog Repeated Items
When a Catalog Category and Heading are selected as current, the Repeated Item
entries within the Heading are displayed on the CATALOG ITEMS list Sub-menu
on the right side of the REPEATED ITEM CATALOG MANAGER menu. This display shows a picture of the Repeated Item, along with a Description if one has
been entered, the Repeated Item Name, and the Repeated Item Library where the
Repeated Item is stored. The Repeated Item Description may be edited from the
CURRENT CATALOG ITEM menu described below. The Repeated Item Name
and Library are displayed for information only and may not be edited. An individual Repeated Item entry is made current by selecting it on this menu. The
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selected current entry will highlight. If a Repeated Item entry is selected using a
right click, the entry is made current and the menu is toggled to the CURRENT
CATALOG ITEM Preview menu, as if the Preview button had been selected also.
Current Catalog Item Menu
The CURRENT CATALOG
ITEM Preview menu displays the Repeated Item
Name,
Repeated
Item
Description and Repeated
Item Library. There is also
a bar which indicates if the
Repeated Item is a Smart
Repeated Item ("Smart
Repeated Item" illuminated in green) or not
(blank gray). The Preview
button will highlight when
the CURRENT CATALOG
ITEM Preview menu is displayed. Selecting The Preview button while the
CURRENT
CATALOG
ITEM Preview menu is dis-

played will toggle the menu
back to the CATALOG
ITEMS list sub-menu. A
right click selection on the
Repeated Item display in the CURRENT CATALOG ITEM Preview Submenu will toggle the display back to the CATALOG REPEATED ITEMS Submenu.
Current Catalog Item Commands

REPEATED ITEM NAME: This box displays the Name of the Repeated Item.
This is the actual name of the Repeated Item as it is stored in the RI Library.
This box is not selectable as the Repeated Item name cannot be changed in
the REPEATED ITEM CATALOG MANAGER.

REPEATED ITEM DESCRIPTION: This box displays the Description of the
Repeated Item. A description is a user defined text string, descriptive of
what the Repeated Item is. The description is displayed during the placement
process in the REPEATED ITEM SELECT Menu, as an aid in selecting the
desired Repeated Item. The Repeated Item Description may be set or
changed by selecting this box. If the Repeated Item is a Smart RI, the default
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description for the catalog is the description contained in the Smart Repeated
Item data for the RI. If the Repeated Item is not a Smart RI, the default
description is <None>.

REPEATED ITEM LIBRARY: This box displays the Library where the
Repeated Item itself is stored. The Repeated Itme Library entry is automatically set when the RI is added to the catalog. Selection of the box allows you
to change the Repeated Item library reference.
Note 1: The Repeated Item Library is saved with the catalog so that it may be
loaded when the RI is placed from the catalog. The Repeated Item must
exist in the library. Be very careful about changing the Repeated Item
library entry for the RI. Changing this entry does not move the Repeated
Item from one library to another.

RETURN: Selection of this button returns the menu display on the right side of
the REPEATED ITEM CATALOG MANAGER to the CATALOG ITEMS list
sub-menu.

NEXT: Selection of this button displays the Next Repeated Item entry in the
current Catalog Heading in Preview mode. From the last Repeated Item
entry in the Heading, the display will cycle to the first Repeated Item entry
in the current Heading.

PREVIOUS: Selection of this button displays the Previous Repeated Item entry
in the current Catalog Heading in Preview mode. From the first Repeated
Item entry in the Heading, the display will cycle to the last Repeated Item
entry in the current Heading.

DELETE FROM CATALOG: Selection of this button deletes the current
Repeated Item Entry from the current Catalog Heading. The Display on the
right side of the REPEATED ITEM CATALOG MANAGER Menu will return
to the CATALOG ITEMS list sub-menu.
Note 1: The Repeated Item Entry is removed from the current catalog Category
and Heading only. It does affect any other listing in the current catalog,
or any other catalogs. It does not delete the repeated item from from the
library in which it is stored, or affect any data placed in the database in
any way.

ADDING A REPEATED ITEM TO THE CATALOG: A Repeated Item is
added to the catalog by selecting the desired Repeated Item on the current RI
Library list and using the Add RI To Catalog button. See the Current
Repeated Item Library section below.
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Current Repeated Item Library
The current Repeated Item library is shown on
the left side of the REPEATED ITEM CATALOG MANAGER Menu. This is to aid in
selecting Repeated Items for addition to the
catalog.
The current Repeated Item library name is
displayed at the top left of the REPEATED
ITEM CATALOG MANAGER menu. Selecting
on the name allows you to change the current
RI Library. See the Repeated Item Library
Select section below.
The contents of the current Repeated Item
library are displayed on the left side of the
REPEATED ITEM CATALOG MANAGER

Menu, below the current RI library name. The
Repeated Items in the current library may be
displayed either in icon mode, which displays
the Repeated Item graphics and the names, or
list mode, which displays the Repeated Item
names only.
A library repeated item is made "current" in
the Repeated Item Catalog Manager by
selecting the box in which it is shown. The
current library Repeated Item is is highlighted in the display
Note 1: A right click selection of a Repeated Item will make the selected RI the
current library Repeated Item and add it to the RI catalog as if the Add
RI To Catalog button had been selected. Refer to the discussion on the
Add RI To Catalog button below.
Current RI Library Commands
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ICON MODE: Selection of this button displays the contents of the current Repeated
Item library, showing the Repeated Item
graphics, and the names. The Repeated
Items are shown on the menu 6 at a time,
with a slidebar.

LIST MODE: Selection of this button displays the contents of the current Repeated
Item library, showing the Repeated Item
names only. The Repeated Items are
shown on the menu 21 at a time, with a
slidebar.

RI

CATALOG MANAGER CLIPBOARD: Selection of this button displays
the contents of the Repeated Item Catalog
Manager Clipboard. Refer to the RI Catalog Manager Clipboard section below.

ADD RI TO CATALOG: Selection of this
button adds the currently selected library
Repeated Item to the Currently open
Repeated Item Catalog. A Repeated Item in the current library must be
selected first. The user is prompted for the location (Category / Heading) to
add the Repeated Item to the catalog. The location is selected by selecting a
box on the CATALOG ITEMS List sub-menu on the right side of the
REPEATED ITEM CATALOG MANAGER Menu, selecting the RI display on
the CURRENT CATALOG ITEM Preview sub-menu on the right side of the
REPEATED ITEM CATALOG MANAGER Menu, selecting a Heading box in
the Catalog Categories / Headings List in the center of the REPEATED ITEM
CATALOG MANAGER Menu, or by pressing the <Enter> key on the keyboard.
If a box on the CATALOG ITEMS List sub-menu is selected, the currently
selected library Repeated Item is inserted at this point on the list of items in
the current Category and Heading of the Catalog in front of the entry shown.
If the selected box is beyond the end of the list of items in the current heading, the RI is added to the end of the Heading.
If the Repeated Item display on the CURRENT CATALOG ITEM Preview
sub-menu is selected, the RI is inserted in front of the current item entry
shown in the current Category and Heading.
If a Heading is selected on the Catalog Categories / Headings list, the
Repeated Item is added to the catalog at the end of the selected heading. The
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Heading selected and the Category in which it occurs will become the current Category and Heading and the CATALOG ITEMS List sub-menu will
display the Repeated Item entries in the selected Heading.
If the <Enter> key is pressed, the current library Repeated Item will be
added to the end of the list in the current Heading. A Catalog Category and
Heading must be selected first for this option.
When the RI is added to the catalog, The RI Name and the current RI library
are set in the parameters for the RI entry. If the Repeated Item is a Smart
Repeated Item, the description parameter for the RI in the catalog is also set
to the description found in the Smart Repeated Item data.

LIBRARY SHORT LIST: This box displays the Library Short List setting. If
the RI Library Short List is Off, the entire contents of the current Repeated
Item library is shown in the list. If the RI Library Short List is On, the list is
filtered to show only the Repeated Items in the current RI library that are not
already in the current RI Catalog. Selection of the box toggles the Library
Short List setting On and Off.

Repeated Item Library Select
This function of the Repeated Item Catalog
Manager allows the user to load and unload
Repeated Item libraries and select which RI
library is current. When the Current RI
Library name display is selected in the top left
portion of the REPEATED ITEM CATALOG
MANAGER Menu, the left side of the menu
will display the RI LIBRARY SELECT submenu. This listing displays all Repeated Item
libraries found in the BuildersCAD system
directory, in BuildersCAD Plug-ins, in the
Standards directory, in the current Project
directory, and any library which is currently
loaded and is not located in one of the four
locations above. Each of these 5 categories
may be expanded and collapsed to show/not
show the RI libraries contained there. To the
left of each RI library is a checkbox. An "X"
in the box indicates that the library is currently loaded. The current Repeated Item
library is highlighted.
Selecting on a library in this menu will load
the Repeated Item library and make it the current RI Library. Selecting on the checkbox
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containing the "X" on a loaded RI library will unload the library.
RI Library Select Commands

EXPAND ALL: Selection of this button expands the display of all RI Library
Select location categories to show all Repeated Item Libraries contained in
them on the menu.

COLLAPSE ALL: Selection of this button collapses the display of all RI
Library Select location categories to show only the Categories on the menu.
The BuildersCAD RI Library and the current RI Library are always
shown regardless of the expansion status of the RI Selection Category.

OPEN: Selection of this button allows the user to browse the computer file system to locate and load a Repeated Item library not found in one of the 4 standard locations.

OK: Selection of this button returns the Repeated Item Catalog Manager to the
Current RI Library display on the left side of the REPEATED ITEM CATALOG MANAGER Menu. The display will return to either Icon or List mode,
or the RI Catalog Manager Clipboard, which ever was current at the time the
RI Library Select was entered.

R I Catalog Manager Clipboard
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The Repeated Item Catalog Manager Clipboard features allow the user to Cut, Copy,
and Paste Repeated Item entries from one portion of the RI Catalog to another. One
Repeated Item entry is allowed on the RI Catalog Manager Clipboard at any given time.
All catalog data of the RI entry including the
RI Name, Description, and the RI Library in
which the RI is stored are remembered and
displayed in the clipboard. Note that the
Repeated Item Catalog Manager Clipboard is
a feature completely contained within the
Repeated Item Catalog Manager and is not
tied in to either the BuildersCAD Clipboard feature (used for cutting & pasting
drawing data), or the MS Windows Clipboard.
This feature is accessed by selecting the Clipboard Icon in the Current RI Library/
Repeated Item Catalog Manager Clipboard
section on the left side of the REPEATED
ITEM CATALOG MANAGER Menu.
RI Catalog Manager Clipboard Commands

CUT FROM CATALOG: Selection of this button cuts (removes) the currently
selected Repeated Item entry from the Current Category and Heading Catalog Items list and places it in the Repeated Item Catalog Manager Clipboard.
An Item must be selected before this function is used. Any RI entry previously stored in the Repeated Item Catalog Manager Clipboard is overwritten.

COPY FROM CATALOG: Selection of this button copies the currently
selected Repeated Item entry on the Current Category and Heading Catalog
Items list into the Repeated Item Catalog Manager Clipboard. An Item must
be selected before this function is used. Any RI entry previously stored in the
Repeated Item Catalog Manager Clipboard is overwritten.

PASTE TO CATALOG: Selection of this button pastes (copies) the Repeated
Item entry stored in the Repeated Item Catalog Manager Clipboard to a
selected position in the current Category and Heading Catalog Items list.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Catalog Items list location. The
Repeated Item entry will be placed in the current Catalog Category and
Heading, inserted in front of the Item entry contained in the line selected. If
a Heading is selected on the Category/Heading list, a position beyond the
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end of the Item list is selected, or the <Enter> key is pressed at the location
prompt, the item entry will be added to the end of the list in the current Category and Heading. Refer to the Add RI To Catalog discussion in the Current
Repeated Item Library section above. The Repeated Item Catalog Manager
Clipboard must contain a Repeated Item entry before this function may be
used.

CLEAR CLIPBOARD: Selection of this button clears the Repeated Item Catalog Manager Clipboard.

See Also
Repeated Items, Catalogs, Slidebars, Clipboard, Smart Repeated Items, and Permissions.

REPEATED ITEM LIBRARY MANAGER
Repeated Item Libraries are special files where Repeated Items are stored. It is an
archive file which contains the Repeated Items, and any associated Attributes.
The Repeated Item Library Manager provides tools for creating, renaming, and deleting
Repeated Items within the current library, and also provides a Library Manager Clipboard which may be used to store Repeated Items, and move them from one library to
another. Any associated legacy Attributes stored in the library are moved or deleted
along with the Repeated Item. Repeated Items may also be archived to and extracted
from libraries directly from/to the disk. The Repeated Item Library Manager also provides tools which allow you to load and unload Repeated Item libraries, select the current library. It may also be used to create, rename, and delete Repeated Item libraries.
Refer to the Repeated Items topic for more information about Repeated Items and
Libraries.
While a Repeated Item library may be loaded from anywhere on your system, they are
generally found in one of four places - The current Project directory, the Standards
directory, BuildersCAD Plug-in libraries, and BuildersCAD system libraries. A
Repeated Item library uses the .ri extension.
The BuildersCAD and BuildersCAD Plug-In Repeated Item libraries are distributed with BuildersCAD and the individual Plug-Ins. They may not be altered using
this program. The Repeated Item libraries found in Standard and Project directories are
user created and defined. There may be as many Standard and/or Project RI libraries as
you wish.
The Repeated Item Library Manager may be accessed by selecting the Library Mgr.
button located under the Create heading on the REPEATED ITEMS Application Submenu. The REPEATED ITEM LIBRARY MANAGER pop-up menu will appear on the
screen.
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Display And Selection
The REPEATED ITEM LIBRARY MANAGER menu is divided into two main sections. The left portion is devoted to the Repeated Item Library Manager Clipboard / Disk List, and the center and right portion is devoted to the current
Repeated Item Library. The Repeated Items within the current RI library, Clipboard, and Disk List are shown in alphabetical order by RI name. The Manager
functions for the RI Library and Clipboard/Disk are found grouped below the
Library and Clipboard/Disk displays. General functions are found at the bottom
of the menu.
Repeated Item Display Mode
Icon Mode
Displays the contents of the current Repeated
Item library and clipboard showing the
Repeated Item graphics. The name of the RI is also shown to the right of the
thumbnail image. If the RI is a Smart Repeated Item and has a description,
the description is shown below the name. If the RI is a Smart Repeated Item,
the Smart RI status is indicated by "Smart RI" in a green bar below the
description. The current library Repeated Items are shown on the menu 10 at
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a time with a slidebar, and the Clipboard Repeated Items are shown on the
menu 5 at a time with a slidebar.
List Mode
Displays the contents of the current Repeated
Item library and clipboard showing the
Repeated Item names only. If the RI is a Smart Repeated Item, the Smart RI
status is indicated by "SRI" in a green bar to the right of the Repeated Item
name. The current library Repeated Items are shown on the menu 36 at a
time with a slidebar, and the Clipboard Repeated Items are shown on the
menu 18 at a time with a slidebar.
Repeated Item Sample Views
Plan View
Displays all Repeated Items in display boxes in
the REPEATED ITEM LIBRARY MANAGER
menus in plan view. The display of all repeated items currently shown in the
Repeated Item Library Manager is updated when this box is selected.
Iso View
Displays all Repeated Items in display boxes in
the REPEATED ITEM LIBRARY MANAGER
menus in isometric view. This function is particularly useful with 3 dimensional repeated items. The display of all repeated items currently shown in
the Repeated Item Library Manager is updated when this box is selected.
Repeated Item Clipboard / Disk
Mode
Repeated Item Library
Manager Clipboard
If this button is highlighted, the left side of the
REPEATED ITEM LIBRARY MANAGER menu
displays the contents of the RI clipboard showing the Repeated Item graphics and names 5 at a time with a slidebar in Icon mode, or RI names only 18
at a time with a slidebar in List mode. Selection of this button toggles the left
side of the REPEATED ITEM LIBRARY MANAGER menu to RI Library
Manager Clipboard mode. Refer to the RI Library Manager Clipboard portion of this topic below.
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Repeated Item Library
Manager Disk List
If this button is highlighted, the left side of the
REPEATED ITEM LIBRARY MANAGER menu displays un-archived
Repeated Item files (RI’s which are not archived in a library) in the currently
selected disk directory location. The un-archived Repeated Items are shown
on the menu by name only, 18 at a time with a slidebar. Selection of this button toggles the left side of the REPEATED ITEM LIBRARY MANAGER
menu to Disk mode. Refer to the RI Library Manager Disk List portion of
this topic below.
Menu List Selections
Repeated Items on the Current RI Library list, the RI Clipboard list, and the
RI Disk list, and RI Libraries on the RI Library Select list in the menus are
selected or made current by selecting the box in which they are displayed.
The current Library, Clipboard, or Disk RI or Library Select RI Library is
highlighed in the menu. A Repeated Item which is displayed in Preview
mode from either the Current RI Library or RI Clipboard list is considered
selected. In some cases, selecting the current (highlighed) Library, Clipboard
or Disk RI, or RI Library Select list Library, or a right-click selection on
these lists will perform a separate function. These are described with the
function they perform.
If the displayed Repeated Item has legacy attributes associated with it, a blue
Attributes indication will be displayed in the menu box along with the RI
and /or RI name.
The REPEATED ITEM LIBRARY MANAGER allows multiple selections in
the Repeated Item lists. The various types of selections are as follows:
Left Click - Selects the item picked and de-selects all other items on
the list.
<Shift> Left Click - If the item picked is not highlighted, it is
selected and highlighted. If the item picked is highlighted, it is
unselected and unhighlighted. Any other selections are left
unchanged.
<Control> Left Click - Selects the item picked and all items on the
list between the current item and the last item picked. This allows
for Block selections of multiple items.
Right Click - Selects the item picked, de-selects all other items on
the list, and shifts the display to Preview mode as if the PREVIEW
LIBRARY RI button had been selected. Refer to the Preview discussion below.
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Slidebars
The menu slidebars contained within the REPEATED ITEM LIBRARY MANAGER Menus allow the user to quickly browse through the lists Repeated
Items or RI Libraries when the list is longer than the menu available to display it. These slidebars are located on the menu on the right side of the list
for which they function. A slidebar consists of an up arrow at the top, a down
arrow at the bottom and a slidebar in between. The slidebar shows the proportion of, and relative location within the entire list of the portion of the list
currently displayed in the menu. Refer to the Slidebars topic for more information. Slidebar commands are as follows:

UP ARROW: A left click selection on the Up Arrow moves the display of the
list up 1 item. A right click selection on the Up Arrow moves the display of
the list up 1 menu page.

DOWN ARROW: A left click selection on the Down Arrow moves the display
of the list down 1 item. A right click selection on the Down Arrow moves
the display of the list down 1 menu page.

SLIDEBAR: Selecting on the Slidebar moves the portion of the list displayed
in the menu to the relative position of the selection on the slidebar.

MOUSE SCROLL WHEEL: Scrolling the mouse scroll wheel up or down
while the cursor is over the slidebar or the list will page the list up or down 1
line for each click of the mouse scroll wheel.
Permissions
The Repeated Item Library Manager uses the BuildersCAD User Permissions system in which access to changing RI libraries may be restricted to
specific users. The Repeated Item Library Manager uses the RI library name
for the block name in the permissions system. Refer to the Permissions topic
for more information. BuildersCAD system and Plug-In RI libraries may
not be saved or altered. If the current Repeated Item library has restricted
permissions or is a BuildersCAD system or Plug-In library, the buttons
which edit the library or any Repeated Items within it are blanked out and
not active.

General Commands
The general commands found at the bottom right portion of the REPEATED
ITEM CATALOG MANAGER menu perform overall tasks which relate to all portions of the program.
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EXIT: Selection of this button will exit the REPEATED ITEM LIBRARY MANAGER and clears the menu from the screen.

Note 1: Selecting the REPEATED ITEM LIBRARY MANAGER menu title bar or
the "X" icon at the right end of the title bar will also exit the RI Library
Manager.

CREATE NEW RI: This function duplicates the Create RI function on the
REPEATED ITEMS Application Sub-menu. When this button is selected,

BuildersCAD will prompt for the new Repeated Item name. Enter the
name as desired. Remember that the name is limited to 64 alpha-numeric
(plus underscore) characters. The REPEATED ITEM LIBRARY MANAGER
menu will clear from the screen and the command will prompt for the first
and second fence points of an area on the screen which contains the new
Repeated Item. BuildersCAD will then prompt for the Repeated Item origin. The REPEATED ITEM LIBRARY MANAGER menu will return to the
screen and the new Repeated Item will be added to the current RI library, and
shown on the Repeated Item Library Manager list. Refer to the Repeated
Items topic for further description of creating a Repeated Item.
Note 1: The entities which will be contained within the new Repeated Item must
be already drawn and on a searchable layer(s) when the Create New RI
function within the Repeated Item Library Manager is invoked.

RI LIST FILE: Selection of this button will create a text file which contains
the Repeated Item Library name, a count of the items it contains, and a listing of all of the Repeated Item names in the library. This file is opened in the
default text editor where it may be saved to disk or printed as needed.

SEARCH LIBRARY: Selection of this button allows you to search the current

Repeated Item library for a specific Repeated Item name. BuildersCAD
will prompt for the RI name to search. If found, the searched Repeated Item
will be selected and the display will show the Repeated Item on the menu
highlighted.

PREVIEW LIBRARY RI: Selection of this button will display the currently
selected Repeated Item in Preview mode. Refer to the discussion on Preview
mode below.

RI LIBRARY SELECT: Selecting this button toggles the Repeated Item
Library Manager to RI Library Select mode. This allows you to select a new
Repeated Item Library as current, or to access one of the library management
functions. Refer to the Library Select portion of this topic below.

Current Repeated Item Library
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Repeated Item Library
The current Repeated
Item library name is
displayed at the top of
the Library Repeated
Item list. If this button
is
selected,
the
REPEATED
ITEM
LIBRARY MANAGER

Menu
toggles
to
Library selection mode
and the RI Library
Select list is displayed. Refer to the
Library Select portion
of this topic below.
This box also displays
the range of Repeated
Items
within
the
library displayed on the menu below, and the total number of Repeated Items
in the library.
The highlighted box containing a number to the right of the current Repeated
Item Library name indicates the number of items within the current RI
library that are selected. This is particularly useful in Icon display mode if
the current RI library contains more than 10 Repeated Items, or in List display mode if the current RI library contains more than 36 Repeated Items
since in these cases not all Repeated Items in the library are shown on the
menu at one time. A library Repeated Item may be selected, even if it is not
in the portion of the library displayed on the menu.
Library RI Commands

SELECT ALL: Selection of this button selects and highlights all Repeated
Items in the Current Repeated Item Library list.

UNSELECT ALL: Selection of this button unselects and unhighlights all
Repeated Items in the Current Repeated Item Library list.

RENAME: Selection of this button allows you to rename the currently selected
Library Repeated Item. A single current library RI must be selected first.
The user is prompted for the new Repeated Item name. Any Smart Repeated
Item data or legacy attributes associated with a renamed Repeated Item will
remain associated with that item.
Note 1: This box is blank if permissions are denied on the current Repeated Item
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library. See the Permissions discussion in this topic.

DELETE: Selection of this button deletes the currently selected library
Repeated Item(s). At least one current library RI must be selected first.
BuildersCAD will prompt to verify the deletion. All selected Repeated
Items will be deleted from the current RI library. Any Smart Repeated Item
data or legacy attributes associated with a Repeated Item will be deleted
along with the RI.
Note 1: This box is blank if permissions are denied on the current Repeated Item
library. See the Permissions discussion in this topic.
Note 2: WARNING! Deleting a Repeated Item from a library has far reaching
consequences. If the Repeated Item has been placed in a drawing and no
Repeated Item of that name is found in an available RI library, any
action which touches the display list of the drawing will cause the display of that Repeated Item to disappear, even though the entity itself
remains in the database. The deletion of a Repeated Item should be well
thought out and not taken lightly.

COPY TO CLIPBOARD / DISK: Selection of this button copies the currently selected library Repeated Item(s) from the current RI library to either
the RI Library Manager Clipboard, or to the currently set Disk location,
depending on the current Clipboard/Disk mode. At least one current library
RI must be selected first. The selected Repeated Items are copied and thus
not removed from the current Repeated Item library. Any Smart Repeated
Item data or legacy attributes associated with a Repeated Item will be copied
along with the RI.
Note 1: This box is blank if permissions are denied on the current Repeated Item
library. See the Permissions discussion in this topic.

MOVE TO CLIPBOARD / DISK: Selection of this button moves the currently selected library Repeated Item(s) from the current RI library to either
the RI Library Manager Clipboard, or to the currently set Disk location,
depending on the current Clipboard/Disk mode. At least one current library
RI must be selected first. Any Smart Repeated Item data or legacy attributes
associated with a Repeated Item will be moved along with the RI.
Note 1: This box is blank if permissions are denied on the current Repeated Item
library. See the Permissions discussion in this topic.

LIBRARY RI SEARCH: Selection of this button allows you to search the current Repeated Item library for a particular RI by name. This is especially
useful for determining if a given RI name is used in the library, or to move
the display to a particular RI within a large library. BuildersCAD will
prompt for the Repeated Item name to search. Type the RI name and
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<Enter>. If an RI by the given name is contained within the current library,
the current RI Library display will scroll to show the given RI and it will be
selected and highlighted on the menu. If no RI within the current library has
the given name, BuildersCAD will give a "Not Found" message.

LIBRARY RI PREVIEW: Selection of this button displays the currently
selected library Repeated Item in the LIBRARY RI PREVIEW sub-menu on
the right side of the REPEATED ITEM LIBRARY MANAGER menu. Refer to
the Library RI Preview portion of this topic below. This button remains highlighted while in Library RI Preview mode. Selection of this button when in
Preview mode will toggle the display back to the Current Library RI list.
Note 1: A single Repeated Item must be selected (highlighted) in order to preview.
Note 2: A right click selection of a Repeated Item on the Current Library RI list
will unselect any selected Repeated Items on the list, Select the RI
picked, and toggle to Library RI Preview mode.

L I B R A RY R I P R E V I E W
In Library RI Preview
mode, the one currently selected library
RI is displayed in a
large box on the right
portion
of
the
REPEATED
ITEM
LIBRARY MANAGER

menu. The name of the
RI is displayed below
the graphic. If the
Repeated Item has
Smart Repeated Item
data
or
legacy
Attributes associated
with it, this is displayed as well.
The description box below the Name display displays the RI description if the
Repeated Item is a Smart RI and has a Description assigned to it. A description
may be also assigned to a Repeated Item when it is listed in a Catalog.
RI Library Preview Commands

NEXT: Selection of this button displays the next Repeated Item in the current
Repeated Item library list in Preview mode. From the last RI in the library,
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the display will cycle to the first RI in the library.

PREVIOUS: Selection of this button displays the previous Repeated Item in
the current Repeated Item library list in Preview mode. From the first RI in
the library, the display will cycle to the last RI in the library.

RETURN: Selection of this button returns the Repeated Item Library Manager
current RI Library display from Preview mode to the full current library RI
list. Selection within the Repeated Item menu display itself will also execute
this function.
Repeated Item Origin/Node Display
RI Origin Display
The RI Origin display box shows the RI Origin Display Status (On or Off). If
the RI Origin Display is On, the origin point of the previewed Repeated Item
is displayed in the Preview window as a rectangle in the color shown in the
RI Origin Display Color box below. Selection of the RI Origin Display box
toggles the RI Origin display mode On and Off. Selection of the RI Origin
Display Color box below the RI Origin Display mode allows you to set the
color (by number) with which the origin point is shown.
RI Node Display
The RI Node display box shows the RI Node Display Status (On or Off). If
the RI Node Display is On, any node points of the previewed Repeated Item
are displayed in the Preview window as an "X" in the color shown in the RI
Node Display Color box below. Selection of the RI Node Display box toggles the RI Node display mode On and Off. Selection of the RI Node Display
Color box below the RI Node Display mode allows you to set the color (by
number) with which the node points are shown.
Node points are reference points in the Repeated Item which may be
snapped to for input. They are added to the RI in the RI Edit menu. Refer to
the Repeated Items topic for more information.
Repeated Item Attributes
If the previewed Repeated Item has legacy Attributes associated with it, the
box in the ATTRIBUTES section of the LIBRARY RI PREVIEW menu will
display "ATTRIBUTES" with a dark blue background.

ATTRIBUTE DELETE: If the previewed Repeated Item has legacy attributes,

selecting this button will delete them. BuildersCAD will prompt to verify
the deletion.
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Smart Repeated Item Data
If the previewed Repeated Item has Smart Repeated Item data associated
with it, the box in the SMART RI DATA section of the LIBRARY RI PREVIEW menu will display "SMART RI" with a green background. Refer to the
Smart Repeated Item topic for more information.

SMART RI DATA CREATE/EDIT: ISelection of this button will bring up
the Smart Repeated Item Data Create/Edit dialog. This allows you to create
new or edit existing Smart Repeated Item data for the previewed Repeated
Item. Refer to the Smart Repeated Item topic for more information.

SMART RI DELETE: If the previewed Repeated Item has Smart Repeated

Item data, selecting this button will delete it. BuildersCAD will prompt to
verify the deletion. Refer to the Smart Repeated Item topic for more information.

RI Library Manager Clipboard
The Repeated Item Library Manager Clipboard is used as a temporary holding point
while moving Repeated Items from one
library to another, or as a "reservoir" for
storage of Repeated Items not currently in
use. Note that the Repeated Item Library
Manager Clipboard is a feature completely
contained within the Repeated Item
Library Manager and is not tied in to
either the BuildersCAD Clipboard feature (used for cutting & pasting drawing
data), the Repeated Item Catalog Manager
Clipboard, or the MS Windows Clipboard.
The Repeated Item Library Manager Clipboard is actually a special Repeated Item
library "clipboard.ri" which is stored in the
user home directory. This library is automatically loaded and unloaded as needed
for function of the clipboard. It is not
intended to be generally available as a
Repeated Item library in BuildersCAD.
Because it is stored in the user home directory, the RI clipboard will be unique for
each login user, and will have network availability depending on the availability
of the user home directory.
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Clipboard RI Commands

SELECT ALL: Selection of this button selects and highlights all Repeated
Items in the RI Clipboard list.

UNSELECT ALL: Selection of this button unselects and unhighlights all
Repeated Items in the RI Clipboard list.

RENAME: Selection of this button allows you to rename the currently selected
Clipboard Repeated Item. A single clipboard RI must be selected first. The
user is prompted for the new Repeated Item name. Any Smart Repeated Item
data or legacy attributes associated with a renamed Repeated Item will
remain associated with that item.

DELETE: Selection of this button deletes the currently selected clipboard

Repeated Item(s). At least one clipboard RI must be selected first. BuildersCAD will prompt to verify the deletion. All selected Repeated Items will
be deleted from the RI Library Manager clipboard. Any Smart Repeated
Item data or legacy attributes associated with a Repeated Item will be
deleted along with the RI.

COPY TO LIBRARY: Selection of this button copies the currently selected
Repeated Item(s) from the RI clipboard to the current Repeated Item library.
At least one clipboard RI must be selected first. The selected Repeated Items
are copied and thus not removed from the Repeated Item Library Manager
clipboard. Any Smart Repeated Item data or legacy attributes associated
with a Repeated Item will be copied along with the RI.
Note 1: This box is blank if permissions are denied on the current Repeated Item
library. See the Permissions discussion in this topic.

MOVE TO LIBRARY: Selection of this button moves the currently selected
Repeated Item(s) from the RI clipboard to the current Repeated Item library.
At least one clipboard RI must be selected first. Any Smart Repeated Item
data or legacy attributes associated with a Repeated Item will be moved
along with the RI.
Note 1: This box is blank if permissions are denied on the current Repeated Item
library. See the Permissions discussion in this topic.

RI CLIPBOARD SEARCH: Selection of this button allows you to search the
Repeated Item Library Manager Clipboard for a particular RI by name. This
is especially useful for determining if a given RI name is contained in the
clipboard, or to move the display to a particular RI if there are a lot of RIs
stored in the clipboard. BuildersCAD will prompt for the Repeated Item
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name to search. Type the RI name and <Enter>. If an RI by the given name is
contained within the RI clipboard, the RI Library Manager Clipboard display
will scroll to show the given RI and it will be selected and highlighted on the
menu. If no RI within the RI clipboard has the given name, BuildersCAD
will give a "Not Found" message.

CLIPBOARD RI PREVIEW: Selection of this button displays the currently
selected Clipboard Repeated Item in the CLIPBOARD RI PREVIEW submenu on the left side of the REPEATED ITEM LIBRARY MANAGER menu.
Refer to the Clipboard RI Preview portion of this topic below. This button
remains highlighted while in Clipboard RI Preview mode. Selection of this
button when in Preview mode will toggle the display back to the full RI clipboard list.
Note 1: A single Repeated Item must be selected (highlighted) in order to preview.
Note 2: A right click selection of a Repeated Item on the RI clipboard list will
unselect any selected Repeated Items on the list, Select the RI picked,
and toggle to Clipboard RI Preview mode.

Clipboard RI Preview
In Clipboard RI Preview mode, the one
currently selected clipboard RI is displayed in a large box on the left portion of the REPEATED ITEM
LIBRARY MANAGER menu. The
name of the RI is displayed below the
graphic. The description box below the
Name display contains the RI description if the RI is a Smart Repeated Item
and has a description assigned to it. A
description may also be assigned to a
Repeated Item when it is listed in a
Catalog.

Clipboard RI Preview Commands

NEXT: Selection of this button displays the next Repeated Item in the Repeated
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Item Clipboard list in Preview mode. From the last RI in the clipboard, the
display will cycle to the first RI in the clipboard.

PREVIOUS: Selection of this button displays the previous Repeated Item in
the Repeated Item Clipboard list in Preview mode. From the first RI in the
clipboard, the display will cycle to the last RI in the clipboard.

RETURN: Selection of this button returns the Repeated Item Library Manager
RI Clipboard display from Preview mode to the full RI clipboard list. Selection within the Repeated Item menu display itself will also execute this function.
Clipboard Repeated Item Origin/
Node Display
RI Origin Display
The RI Origin display box shows the RI Origin Display Status (On or Off). If
the RI Origin Display is On, the origin point of the previewed Clipboard
Repeated Item is displayed in the Clipboard RI Preview window as a rectangle in the Origin preview color. Selection of the RI Origin Display box toggles the RI Origin display mode On and Off. The RI Origin Display color
may be set on the Library RI Preview menu. Refer to the discussion of
Library RI Preview above.
RI Node Display
The RI Node display box shows the RI Node Display Status (On or Off). If
the RI Node Display is On, any node points of the previewed Clipboard
Repeated Item are displayed in the Preview window as an "X" in the Node
preview color. Selection of the RI Node Display box toggles the RI Node
display mode On and Off. The RI Node Display color may be set on the
Library RI Preview menu. Refer to the discussion of the Library RI Preview
above.
Node points are reference points in the Repeated Item which may be
snapped to for input. They are added to the RI in the RI Edit menu. Refer to
the Repeated Items topic for more information.
Clipboard RI Preview Attributes
If the Clipboard Repeated Item being previewed has Legacy Attributes the
ATTRIBUTES box will indicate this by displaying the word ATTRIBUTES
with a dark blue background.

ATTRIBUTE DELETE: If the previewed Repeated Item has legacy attributes,

selecting this button will delete them. BuildersCAD will prompt to verify
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the deletion.
Clipboard RI Preview Smart
Repeated Item Data
If the Clipboard Repeated Item being previewed has Smart Repeated Item
data associated with it, the box in the SMART RI section of the CLIPBOARD RI PREVIEW menu will display "SRI" with a green background.
Refer to the Smart Repeated Item topic for more information.

SMART RI DATA CREATE/EDIT: ISelection of this button will bring up
the Smart Repeated Item Data Create/Edit dialog. This allows you to create
new or edit existing Smart Repeated Item data for the previewed Repeated
Item. Refer to the Smart Repeated Item topic for more information.

SMART RI DELETE: If the previewed Repeated Item has Smart Repeated

Item data, selecting this button will delete it. BuildersCAD will prompt to
verify the deletion. Refer to the Smart Repeated Item topic for more information.

RI Library Manager Disk List
The Repeated Item Library Manager Disk
List displays un-archived Repeated Item
(and Smart Repeated Item Data and legacy
attribute) files within a specified directory
on your computer. These Repeated Item
files are the individual Repeated Items
which have been extracted from a
Repeated Item library. The extracted RI
files have a .ri_ extension.
The current disk list location is displayed
on the menu at the top of the list. Selection
of this box allows you to browse for the
current disk list directory. See the Directory Browse command discussion belowl
Note 1: Repeated Items which are not
archived in an RI library are not
usable in BuildersCAD. They
may not be displayed, selected,
placed in a drawing, or otherwise
addressed. The ability to archive
and
unarchive
individual
Repeated Items is provided in the
Repeated Item Library Manager
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as a way to be able to move a Repeated Item from one library to another,
or to store unused Repeated Items.
RI Disk List Commands

SELECT ALL: Selection of this button selects and highlights all Repeated
Items in the RI Disk list.

UNSELECT ALL: Selection of this button unselects and unhighlights all
Repeated Items in the RI Disk list.

RENAME: Selection of this button allows you to rename the currently selected
Disk Repeated Item. A single disk RI must be selected first. The user is
prompted for the new Repeated Item name. Any extracted Smart Repeated
Item data or legacy attribute file in the same disk directory which contains
the same base name as the RI will also be renamed, thus Smart RI Data or
legacy attributes associated with a renamed Repeated Item will remain associated with that item.

DELETE: Selection of this button deletes the currently selected disk Repeated

Item file(s). At least one clipboard RI must be selected first. BuildersCAD will prompt to verify the deletion. All selected Repeated Items will
be deleted from the Disk List directory. Any Smart Repeated Item data or
legacy attributes associated with a Repeated Item will be deleted along with
the RI.

COPY TO LIBRARY: Selection of this button copies (or archives) the currently selected Repeated Item(s) from the disk to the current Repeated Item
library. At least one disk list RI must be selected first. The selected Repeated
Items are archived to the current RI library and the un-archived RI file(s)
will remain in the directory. Any Smart Repeated Item data or legacy
attributes associated with a Repeated Item will also be archived along with
the RI.
Note 1: This box is blank if permissions are denied on the current Repeated Item
library. See the Permissions discussion in this topic.

MOVE TO LIBRARY: Selection of this button moves (or archives) the currently selected Repeated Item(s) from the disk to the current Repeated Item
library. At least one clipboard RI must be selected first. The selected
Repeated Items are archived to the current RI library and the un-archived RI
file(s) will be removed from the directory. Any Smart Repeated Item data or
legacy attributes associated with a Repeated Item will also be archived and
deleted from the directory along with the RI.
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Note 1: This box is blank if permissions are denied on the current Repeated Item
library. See the Permissions discussion in this topic.

SEARCH DISK: Selection of this button allows you to search the Repeated
Item Library Manager current disk directory for a particular RI by name.
This is especially useful for determining if a given RI name is contained in
the directory, or to move the display to a particular RI if there are a lot of RIs
stored in the directory. BuildersCAD will prompt for the Repeated Item
name to search. Type the RI name and <Enter>. If an un-archived RI by the
given name is contained in the current disk RI directory, the RI Library Manager Disk List display will scroll to show the given RI and it will be selected
and highlighted on the menu. If no RI within the directory has the given
name, BuildersCAD will give a "Not Found" message.

SET DISK DIRECTORY: Selection of this button allows you to set the directory in the computer file system which is displayed for un-archived Repeated
Items on the disk. Selecting this button brings up the BuildersCAD
browse pop-up menu with which you can navigate to the desired directory.
The current Disk List directory location is displayed at the top of the UNARCHIVED REPEATED ITEMS ON DISK menu.

Library Select
When the RI Library Select button or the current Repeated Item Library name
display is selected, the Repeated Item Library Manager toggles to Library Select
mode and the Library Select functions are displayed in the REPEATED ITEM
LIBRARY MANAGER menu.
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The current Repeated Item Library is selected by left clicking on the box in
which the desired library is displayed. Selecting one of the 4 location titles will
expand or collapse the list of RI libraries shown under that title.
New Library Parameters
The New Library Parameter settings are shown on the right side of the
REPEATED ITEM LIBRARY MANAGER menu. These settings are used
when creating new or renaming existing Repeated Item libraries.

SAVE NEW LIBRARY TO: This box displays the location where new
Repeated Item Libraries will be saved. Repeated Item Libraries may be
saved to either the Standards (std:) or Current Project directories. Selection
of the box will toggle between the Standard and Current Project settings.

NEW LIBRARY NAME: This box displays the name that will be used for a
new or renamed Repeated Item Library. Selection of this box allows you to
input the new new Repeated Item library name. RI libraries must end in a .ri
suffix. The New Library Name must be set before using the New Library,
Save As Library, or Rename Library functions.
R I Library Select Commands
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These commands allow you to create new RI libraries, rename or delete
existing RI libraries, or select a Repeated Item library as current.

EXPAND ALL: Selection of this button expands all standard RI library locations on the RI Library Select list. All available RI libraries are now viewable on the list.

COLLAPSE ALL: Selection of this button collapses all standard RI library
locations on the RI Library Select list. Only the RI library location titles and
the BuildersCAD RI Library and current RI library are now viewable on
the list.

NEW LIBRARY: Selection of this button will create a new RI library using the
name set in the New Library Name box, placed in either the Standard or
Project directory as shown in the Save New Library To box. A new library
name must be specified in the New Library Name box before this function is
executed. The new RI library will display in the appropriate location on the
RI Library Select list in the center portion of the REPEATED ITEM
LIBRARY MANAGER Menu and be highlighted and set as the current RI
library.

SAVE AS NEW LIBRARY: Selection of this button will create a new RI
library using the name set in the New Library Name box, placed in either the
Standard or Project directory as shown in the Save New Library To box. A
new library name must be specified in the New Library Name box before
this function is executed. The new RI library will be created as a copy of the
selected RI Library in the RI Library Select list. The new RI library will display in the appropriate location on the RI Library Select list in the center
portion of the REPEATED ITEM LIBRARY MANAGER Menu and be highlighted and set as the current RI library.

LIBRARY BROWSE: Selection of this button brings up a browse pop-up
menu which allows you to find and select as current, a Repeated Item library
which is not located in one of the standard locations (Current Project, Standards, Loaded Plug-In, or BuildersCAD). The newly loaded library will
appear on the RI Library Select list at the bottom under the Other heading.
As an example, this allows you to find and load an RI library which is in a
project directory other than the current project.

OK: Selection of this button toggles the

REPEATED ITEM LIBRARY MANAGER back to the current RI library display. The highlighted RI library on

the RI Library Select list is the current library and the contents of this library
will be displayed on the menu. A second selection of the highlighted current
library on the list will toggle the menu as if the OK button were selected.
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DELETE LIBRARY: Selection of this button deletes the currently selected
Standard or Project Repeated Item library on the RI Library Select list in the
center portion of the REPEATED ITEM LIBRARY MANAGER Menu from
the disk. BuildersCAD will prompt to verify the deletion. If the library
has an associated Smart Repeated Item Data library, it will also be deleted.
The BuildersCAD RI Library will be set as current after the selected
library is deleted. BuildersCAD System and Plug-In RI libraries may not
be deleted.
Note 1: WARNING! Deleting a Repeated Item library should be done with
extreme caution. Repeated Items within the library are also deleted. If a
Repeated Item in an deleted library has been used in a drawing, the item
will no longer be available for reference or display, even though the
entity will still exist in the database.

RENAME LIBRARY: Selection of this button renames the currently selected
Standard or Project Repeated Item library on the RI Library Select list in the
center portion of the REPEATED ITEM LIBRARY MANAGER Menu. The
library is renamed to the name set in the New Library Name box, and is
placed in the Standard or Project directory as shown in the Save New
Library To box. If the Save New Library To setting is different than the current location of the library, it will be moved as it is renamed. A new library
name must be specified in the New Library Name box, and a library must be
selected in the RI Library Select list before this function is executed. If the
library has an associated Smart Repeated Item Data library, it will also be
renamed. BuildersCAD System and Plug-In RI libraries may not be
renamed.

EXIT: Selection of this button will exit the REPEATED ITEM LIBRARY MANAGER and clear the menu from the screen.

Note 1: Selecting the REPEATED ITEM LIBRARY MANAGER menu title bar or
the "X" icon at the right end of the title bar will also exit the RI Library
Manager.

See Also
Repeated Items, Catalogs, Repeated Item Catalog Manager, Slidebars, Clipboard,
Smart Repeated Items, and Permissions.

REPORTS
The general entities of Attributes, Repeated Items, and Zones in BuildersCAD contain data that can be used in reports. These are separate from BuildersCAD
Designer entities such as walls and openings which also have their own reporting
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capabilities.
A general entity report can be generated in two ways. It can automatically be created as
part of a counting or cost command, or the data can be written to a file, which is then
used by the Report Designer to create the report
The report designer offers greater flexibility in creating a report. Data fields can be chosen and placed in any desired order. They can be sorted and totaled. Once created a format can be saved to a file .fr.
A report may be output in several ways.

•
•
•

file: The report is created as an ASCII text file and saved to the hard disk.
printer: The report is sent directly to the printer.
screen: The report is sent to the monitor screen for viewing. This is temporary
and nothing is saved to the hard disk.

Attributes
To create an attribute report a count must first be made. A count creates two files:
1.

count text file (*.tx): Contains the values of the attribute data of each

unique repeated item.
2.

field descriptor file (*.fd): Contains information that describes the available data fields in a repeated item.

There are two methods for counting attributes.
1.

Single by Zone: Counts a single attribute located within a single zone

type.
2.

Attribute RI by Fence: Counts attributes attached to repeated items that
are within a user defined search fence.

If the search yields different repeated items a unique text file and field descriptor
file will be created for each different RI. For example, if there were 3 different
RI’s with attributes found in the search and a basename of “data” is used for saving purposes, the text files created would be data0.tx, data1.tx, and data2.tx. The
field descriptor files would be data0.fd, data1.fd, and data2.fd.
Along with the attributes a user attaches to a repeated item, the following information is included in the field descriptor file:
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•

Number/Record: Sequential numbers given to each occurrence of a
unique RI with unique attribute values.

•
•
•

RI Name: Name of the repeated item.
Color: Color of the repeated item.
Pen: Pen of the repeated item.
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•

Quantity: The quantity of each occurrence of a unique RI with unique
attribute values.

Once a count has been completed, that information can then be used to create a
report using the report designer.

Repeated Items
Repeated Items are counted and reported in the same manner as attributes. The
attribute fields available are:

•
•

Name: The name of each unique RI.
Quantity: The total number of each RI.

Zones
Within the Zones sub-menu, attribute count and report commands identical to
those found in the Attributes Submenu, can be found. Lists of zones can also be
created. The criteria for creating a list are:
Table R:1

Zones Report Criteria

CRITERIA

RESULT

All

Lists all available zones

Type

List zones by the type value

Name

List zones by the name value

Type & Name

List zones with the same type and name value

Window

List zones within a given search window

See Also
Count, Fields, and Report Designer.

REPORT DESIGNER
Report Designer is a menu-driven tool to aid in the production of formatted reports of
non-graphical data - typically attribute information which has been attached to repeated
items. The Report Designer may be used for reports of data in the basic BuildersCAD entities of Attributes, Repeated Items, and Zones. Before it can be used, the
appropriate field descriptor .fd and count data .tx files must first be generated. See
Count and Reports for additional information.
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The Report Designer can be accessed using the REPORT button from the NOTATION
portion of the BuildersCAD DRAW Application menu, the REPORT button on
either the Attribute or the Zone sub-menus as well as from various other plug-in applications. When selected, the following prompt is displayed:
Mode?
[def: create]
[new]
[load existing]
[continue last]
[exit]

CREATE NEW: Select this option to create a new report. At the subsequent
prompt, indicate the desired field descriptor file .fd.
LOAD EXISTING: Select this option to load an existing report format which
was saved during a previous session with the Report Designer. At the subsequent
prompt, indicate the desired format file .fr.
CONTINUE LAST: Select this option to continue working with the last report
loaded into the Report Designer during the current BuildersCAD session.
EXIT: Select this option to terminate the command.

Once the desired selection has been made, the REPORT DESIGNER menu is displayed.
The central rectangular area is a display window which shows the current layout of the
report body or header. Report setup parameters and data are located above the window,
while various controls are located near the bottom.

Setup
The first step in defining a report is setting the following parameters:

FIELD DESCRIPTOR FILE: A field descriptor .fd file indicates the name,
number, type, size, title and other field attributes, and is generated by executing a
count operation. This file should be filled in based upon the response to the initial prompt discussed above, but may be changed at any time. When the filename
box is selected the following prompt is displayed:
Fd

filename?
[MENU]
[EXIT]
[OTHER]

Enter the name of the appropriate descriptor file or select the [MENU] option to
search for the desired name. Selecting the down-arrow icon adjacent to the name
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box is a shortcut to the [MENU] option.

NUMBER OF COLUMNS: This indicates the number of columns used to format the report. The typical values of 80 or 132 may be set by choosing the appropriate button. To enter another value, select the display box to the left and the
following prompt is displayed:
Report width - columns?
[cur: <name>]
[80]
[132]
[OTHER]

Enter the required width of the report by specifying the number of columns to be
used. As this value is changed, the central display window will be redrawn to
show a layout ruler where every vertical tick mark represents two character positions.

NUMBER OF LINES PER PAGE: This indicates the number of printed
lines per page and is usually less than the total page height so as to allow for a top
and bottom margin. The typical value of 60 (for an 8 1/2 x 11", 66-line page)
may be set by choosing the button. To enter another value or for special formatting options, select the display box to the left and the following prompt is displayed:
Number of lines per page?
[cur: <value>]

Enter the desired number of lines.
The FLAT FILE options are intended to format the output to be saved a file, which
can then be imported into another program such as a wordprocessor or spreadsheet. In this case, only the field titles and field data will be generated; the report
title and page headers are suppressed. The FIXED WIDTH option produces a
report which honors the specified field widths (discussed below) while the other
options produce a compressed format where the field data is separated by the
indicated character (i.e., comma, semicolon, space or tab). Select the option
which produces the results required for the intended application.

Editing Field Formats
The next step in producing a report is to prepare the fields for placement. Make
sure that the BODY button is pressed to display the various fields in the scrolling
list located in the upper-right corner of the menu. Each field title is listed followed by its justification (L for left or R for right), its field width, and for
numeric fields, the number of decimal places to be shown. To modify any of
these parameters, select the EDIT FIELD FORMAT button and select the field
which is to be changed. The following prompts are then displayed:
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Field header?
[cur: <title>]

The field header is the column title which will be displayed on the final report.
Enter a new title string or select the current value to leave it unchanged.
Justification for field (<title>)?
[cur: <CURRENT>]
[left]
[right]

Enter the desired justification for the field or select the current value to leave it
unchanged. Typically, string data is left-justified while numeric data is right-justified.
No. of characters for field (<title>)?
[cur: <number>]

Enter the width of the field, specifying the number of characters required to handle the anticipated data. Information wider than this value will be truncated.
No. of decimal places for field (<title>)?
[cur: <number>]

This prompt is displayed only for numeric fields and allows the number of decimal places to be specified. For example, enter 2 for a field which represents
dollars and cents.
When all prompts have been answered, the revised field specification will be displayed on the list. Repeat the procedure to modify all required field formats.
Note 1: Once a field has been placed (discussed below), the format may not be
modified. To redefine these fields, first REMOVE them, make the
required changes, then re-place the field where desired.

Placing Fields on the Report
Once the field formats have been adjusted, the fields are ready for placement on
the report. Make sure that the BODY button is pressed to display the various
fields in the scrolling list located in the upper-right corner of the menu. To place
an individual field, select the desired title from the list and the cursor will change
to a rectangle representing the overall length of that field. Move to the appropriate location along the ruler and press B1 to insert the field. Repeat this operation
for all fields desired to be placed on the report, being sure to leave space between
2

the fields for readability . As fields are inserted, their title on the list changes
from white to black. Be aware that a field may only be placed in a location having sufficient space to accommodate the field width. Also note that it is not necessary to place every field on a report.
As a convenience, the AUTOMATICALLY PLACE ALL FIELDS button may be
selected to quickly locate the remaining unplaced fields. This will insert the
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fields in the order that they appear in the list, with a single space between each
one. Only those fields that will fit within the current report width (NUMBER OF
COLUMNS) will be placed. If additional fields are required on the report, either
reduce the widths of the existing fields or increase the report width as required.

Editing Field Locations
Once fields have been placed, they may be edited as follows:

REDRAW: If the central display window becomes garbled or erased for some
reason, use this command to redisplay its contents.

MOVE: Use this command to reposition a currently placed field. When
selected, the cursor chances to a small square with crosshairs. Move to the field
to be relocated and press B1. The cursor changes to a rectangle indicating the
size of the field. Move to the new location and press B1 to deposit the field at
that position. The command repeats allowing multiple fields to be relocated.
When finished, select another command or press the MOVE button again to terminate the operation.
REMOVE: Use this command to remove a currently placed field and return it
to the list where its display will change from black back to white. When selected,
the cursor chances to a small square with crosshairs. Move to the field to be
removed and press B1. This command repeats allowing multiple fields to be
removed. When finished, select another command or press the REMOVE button
again to terminate the operation.
Advanced Field Operations
Once the basic fields have been properly positioned, the following commands
may be used to custom tailor the report.

FILTER: Exactly one field may be selected for filtering. This allows data
records to be included or rejected from the report based upon whether the indicated field data meets certain requirements. When selected, the following
prompts are displayed:
Select field to filter:

Use the mouse to locate the field to be filtered and press B1.
Filter type?
[remove]
[range]
[table]

•

remove - If the indicated field already has a filter associated with it,
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this option can be used to delete it. If there is no current filter, this
option is not presented.

•

range - If the field contains numeric data, this option can be used to

specify a minimum and maximum value. Only records having field
data falling on or between these two values will appear in the report.

•

table - A table filter is simply a list of acceptable field values. If this

option is specified, a series of string or numeric values may be
entered, forming the table. When the report is run, only records with
field data exactly matching one of the table values will be included in
the report.
Once the filter criteria has been set, the word FILTER appears above the field
name in the central display window and the filtering parameters are shown
above the window. In the example pictured above, notice that the FLOOR
field has a filter assigned with a range between 15 and 30.
Note 1: Since filtering is limited to a single field, assigning a filter to a new
field will cause the previous filtering parameters to be discarded.

SORT: This option allows the report data to be arranged in ascending order.
When prompted, specify one or more fields to be sorted. The first field selected
will be tagged S1, the second S2, etc. This means that the records will be sorted
using the S1 field. If there happen to be multiple identical entries in that field,
then field S2 will be examined to further refine the order, and so on. In the example pictured above, note that the OCCUPANT and FLOOR fields have been
tagged for sorting.

EXT FLD: This option allows new extended fields to be created which show
mathematical results based upon other numeric field data. When this option is
selected, the following prompts are displayed:
Select first field for computation:

Use the mouse to indicate the first field for the mathematical expression.
Simple math function?
[multiplied by]
[divided by]
[plus]
[minus]
[abort]

Indicate the type of math operation to be performed.
Select the second field for computation:

Use the mouse to indicate the second field for the mathematical expression.
New extended field NAME>
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Enter a descriptive name for the new computed field. When deciding on the
name, keep in mind that it must fit within the width for that field.
Field width for: <name>?
[1] [2] [4] [8] [15]
[OTHER]

Specify the width for the new computed field.
Place extended field (<name>) above the ruler :

The cursor changes to a rectangle indicating the size of the new field. Place it on
the report where desired.
In the example pictured above, the AMOUNT field is an extended field representing the unit cost (UNIT $) field multiplied by the quantity (QTY) field.

LINK: This option can be used to join together two sets of data files which
share a common field. For example, assume one set of files contains count data
for chair RIs which have a location attribute while another set of files has count
data for desk RIs which also have a location attribute. These two data sets could
be linked together using the common location field to create a report which contains combined data. When this option is selected, the following prompts are displayed:
Select field to LINK:

Use the mouse to indicate the desired field within the central display window.
Fd filename?
[MENU]
[EXIT]
[OTHER]

Enter the new field descriptor .fd filename , or select the [MENU] option to search
for the required file.
Count filename (tx)?
[Def: <name>]
[MENU]
[EXIT]
[OTHER]

Enter the associated count .tx filename, or select the [MENU] option to search for
the required file.
At this point the specified field will have the word LINKED: displayed above it
and the field titles from the new linked file will be displayed in the scrolling field
list. Follow the normal procedures to select and place any of these fields onto the
report.

SUB-TOT: This option allows subtotals to be calculated for a single field
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using the following method. When the report is being generated, the field tagged
for subtotaling is monitored. Whenever the value in that field changes, a subtotal
is computed and printed. This means, in order to produce meaningful results, the
subtotal field is usually the same as the first (S1) sort field. When this option is
selected, the following prompt is displayed:
Select field to SUB-TOT by:

Use the mouse to indicate the field to be monitored for subtotals. The selected
field will have the words STOT BY display above it and subtot will be shown in
all of the current total columns (see TOTAL below). The subtotal can be reassigned to another field at any time, or removed altogether by reselecting the currently tagged field.
In the example pictured above, the OCCUPANT field (which is also the first sort
field) has been selected to be used for subtotals. See the sample output below for
an example of subtotal results.
Note 1: The subtotal results are displayed in each of the totaled fields. If no
field has been identified for totaling, then no subtotal results will be displayed.

TOTAL: This option allows a total to be calculated for any or all numeric fields.
When selected the following prompt is displayed:
Select field to TOTAL:

Use the mouse to select the desired numeric field and the word TOTAL will be
displayed below the field title. The command repeats allowing multiple fields to
be selected. To remove totaling from a field, simply reselect it. To terminate the
command, reselect the TOTAL button or execute another command.
In the example pictured above, the AMOUNT field has been tagged for totaling.

Defining the Report Header
The next step in producing a report is to define the report title and page headings.
Press the HEADER button and the screen will change as shown:
Use the following options to custom tailor the page title and headers.

HEADING: The heading is a single line which appears near the top of each
page of the report. It consists of a description followed by the current date and
time, the name of the user generating the report and the pathname of the count
(data) file. The contents of this line may be truncated if there is insufficient room
to display all of this information. The description portion of this line may be
changed. When this option is selected, the following prompt is displayed:
New page heading or <cr> no chg>
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Enter the text of the desired description or press <CR> to leave it as-is. The new
description will be shown in the display window. In the example pictured above,
"WORKSTATIONS:" has been entered.

TITLE: A report title consisting of up to seven lines maybe defined and will
appear only at the top of the first page. When this option is selected the following prompts are displayed:
Title text for line #1?
[<current text>]
[OTHER]

If a title has already been defined, then the current text will be displayed. Select
this string to leave the title as-is or else enter a new title. The command repeats
seven times allowing up to seven lines of text to be entered. At any point the
command may be terminated by immediately pressing <CR> at the prompt. The
new title will be shown in the display window. In the example pictured above, a
three-line title has been entered.

Saving and Loading a Report Format
SAVE: Once a reporting format has been fully defined, it may be saved for
repeated use at a later time in a report format .fr file. When the SAVE button is
selected, the following prompt is displayed:
Name for report format file>

Enter the desired filename and the report specifications will be stored in the
project (WRK:) directory in a file with a .fr suffix.

LOAD: Use this option to load an existing report format definition. When
selected, the following prompt is displayed:
Name of format file to load?
[EXIT]
[MENU]
[OTHER]

Enter the appropriate filename or select the [MENU] option to search for the
desired file. The report specifications will be loaded into the Report Designer
and work may proceed.

Producing the Report
Once the format has been fully defined, use the following two steps to generate a
report.
TEXT SOURCE (COUNT) FILE:
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An ASCII text .tx file containing the actual field data is generated by executing a
count operation. This file must be defined in order to run a report. To set or
change the count data file, select the filename box and the following prompt is
displayed:
Count file name (tx)?
[Def: <current>]
[MENU]
[EXIT]
[OTHER]

Enter the name of the appropriate data file or select the [MENU] option to search
for the desired name. Selecting the down-arrow icon adjacent to the name box is
a shortcut to the [MENU] option.

OK: Select this button to generate a report. A pop-up scrolling text window will
appear and the following prompt will be displayed:
Output on s:screen, p:printer, or [filename] :

Enter a s to display the report in the scrolling window. The report will be presented a page at a time, pausing between pages until <CR> is pressed. To send
the report to the printer, enter p. Any other input will be assumed to be a filename and the report will be placed in the project (WRK:) directory with a .rp suffix. When completed, control will return to the Report Designer to allow work to
continue.

Exiting from the Report Designer
When all work has been completed, select the CANCEL button. The following
prompt will be displayed:
Exit?
[def: NO]
[yes]

Select [YES] to exit the Report Designer and return to BuildersCAD.

See Also
Attributes, Count, Repeated Items, Reports, and Zones.

REVEAL
Refer to the Estimating Formulas portion of the Materials Application topic for more
information.
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RGB
RGB refers to the 3 components which define a color - Red, Green, and Blue. These 3
elements represent the primary color dots of computer screens. Each element has a
value from 0 to 255, 0 being none of the color element and 255 being the most of a color
element possible. All colors are mixed using a combination of these three elements. The
number of combinations in BuildersCAD is 256 values for each of the 3 elements or
256 X 256 X 256 (256 to the 3rd power) or 16,777,216 different colors.
In BuildersCAD, the values of the 3 elements or RGB value of a color may be found
by selecting color on the toolbar, selecting the Color Mix button, and selecting the
desired color. The RGB values of the color will be shown on the RGB mixer portion of
the COLOR MIX pop-up menu.

Configure Color RGB Menu
The CONFIGURE COLOR RGB menu is used to graphically select a color by
RGB elements for a calling program that uses RGB input such as the DEFINE
PENMAP menu. This menu has presets for basic colors plus individual displays
of the Red, Green, and Blue element numbers 0-255 and a sample box showing
the resulting color. With this menu you can visually determine the desired Red,
Green, and Blue element values. When the desired color is selected, the resulting
RGB elements are passed to the calling program.

Commands

CANCEL: Selection of this button cancels the color RGB configuration and
clears the menu from the screen. No command is sent to the calling program.

OK: Selection of this button finishes the color RGB configuration. The CONBuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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FIGURE COLOR RGB menu is cleared from the screen and the resulting RGB is
added to the end of the command string provided when the Configure RGB function was started. This command string is then passed to the command buffer. In
this way the resulting RGB values are passed back to the calling program.

RGB Displays and Arrows
Red Display - This box displays the value of the Red color element 0-255.
Selection of this box allows you to set the Red element. The Color Sample
box below will be updated accordingly.
Red Up Arrow - Selection of this box adjusts the value of the Red color element up 1. A right click selection of this box adjusts the value of the Red
color element up 10. The Red Display and Color Sample boxes will be
updated accordingly.
Red Down Arrow - Selection of this box adjusts the value of the Red color
element down 1. A right click selection of this box adjusts the value of the
Red color element down 10. The Red display and Color Sample boxes will
be updated accordingly.
Green Display - This box displays the value of the Green color element 0255. Selection of this box allows you to set the Green element. The Color
Sample box below will be updated accordingly.
Green Up Arrow - Selection of this box adjusts the value of the Green color
element up 1. A right click selection of this box adjusts the value of the
Green color element up 10. The Green Display and Color Sample boxes will
be updated accordingly.
Green Down Arrow - Selection of this box adjusts the value of the Green
color element down 1. A right click selection of this box adjusts the value of
the Green color element down 10. The Green display and Color Sample
boxes will be updated accordingly.
Blue Display - This box displays the value of the Blue color element 0-255.
Selection of this box allows you to set the Blue element. The Color Sample
box below will be updated accordingly.
Blue Up Arrow - Selection of this box adjusts the value of the Blue color
element up 1. A right click selection of this box adjusts the value of the Blue
color element up 10. The Blue Display and Color Sample boxes will be
updated accordingly.
Blue Down Arrow - Selection of this box adjusts the value of the Blue color
element down 1. A right click selection of this box adjusts the value of the
Blue color element down 10. The Blue display and Color Sample boxes will
be updated accordingly.
Mouse Scroll Wheel - Scrolling the mouse scroll wheel up or down while
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the cursor is over a color element display box or up/down arrow will adjust
the color element up or down 1 for each click of the mouse scroll wheel.
Color Presets

BLACK: Selection of this box sets the current RGB values to 0,0,0 which is
pure black. The Red, Green, and Blue element displays and Color Sample box
will be updated accordingly.
80%: Selection of this box sets the current RGB values to 51,51,51 which is
80% gray. The Red, Green, and Blue element displays and Color Sample box will
be updated accordingly.

60%: Selection of this box sets the current RGB values to 102,102,102 which
is 60% gray. The Red, Green, and Blue element displays and Color Sample box
will be updated accordingly.

40%: Selection of this box sets the current RGB values to 153,153,153 which
is 40% gray. The Red, Green, and Blue element displays and Color Sample box
will be updated accordingly.

20%: Selection of this box sets the current RGB values to 204,204,204 which
is 20% gray. The Red, Green, and Blue element displays and Color Sample box
will be updated accordingly.

WHITE: Selection of this box sets the current RGB values to 255,255,255
which is pure white. The Red, Green, and Blue element displays and Color Sample box will be updated accordingly.

RED: Selection of this box sets the current RGB values to 255,0,0 which is
pure red. The Red, Green, and Blue element displays and Color Sample box will
be updated accordingly.

GREEN: Selection of this box sets the current RGB values to 0,255,0 which is
pure green. The Red, Green, and Blue element displays and Color Sample box
will be updated accordingly.

BLUE: Selection of this box sets the current RGB values to 0,0,255 which is
pure blue. The Red, Green, and Blue element displays and Color Sample box will
be updated accordingly.
Calling Programs
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The programs that call the CONFIGURE COLOR RGB menu are:
The DEFINE PENMAP menu to set the Color RGB values of lines in a penmap.
The SMART REPEATED ITEM PDF REPORT menu to configure the Color
RGB values of text in a Smart Repeated Item Data PDF report.

See Also
Color, Colormap, Color Mix, Hue, Chroma, Intensity, Penmaps, and Smart
Repeated Items.
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ROOFS APPLICATION
With the BuildersCAD Roofs application you can:

• Generate a 3D system of intersecting roof surfaces based on slope, edge,
and other parameters you specify.

• Use plane editing tools to further refine the generated roof planes to conform to even the most complex designs.

• Frame the roof system, adding ridge boards, rafters, fascia, and other
boards.

• Report Details about the roof design, including surface information, roof
material requirements and a board piece list generated by the BuildersCAD Materials application.

Ceiling surfaces and framing may also be created using the same tools and menus as
used to work with roofs.
Creating a system of roof surfaces with BuildersCAD Roofs involves a unique process. Instead of performing difficult and tedious calculations to determine how and
where roof surfaces intersect, you simply specify the position, slope, and other parameters for each surface plane, and BuildersCAD does the rest.
The Roofs Application topic is divided into the following sections:
Introducing Roofs - An overview of the design process using BuildersCAD
Roofs.
Creating Roof Surfaces - Instructions for creating roof surfaces.
Editing Roof Surfaces - Instructions for modifying and adding roof surfaces.
Framing Roofs in 2D - Instructions for framing roof surfaces using 2D tools.
Framing Roofs in 3D - Instructions for framing roof surfaces with 3D boards
and editing 3D boards. Also information on generating roof framing output and
the roof framing connection to the Materials Application.
Examples - Some specific examples and tips.

Introducing Roofs
Designing a roof system in BuildersCAD consists of the following steps:
3.

Establish an outline for each independent part of the roof system. The outline typically corresponds to the walls that support the roof along the eaves
and rakes.

4.

Place markers on each segment of the outline. Each marker defines a roof
plane: its pitch (or slope), elevation, overhang, and other details.

5.

Direct BuildersCAD to generate the roof planes that correspond to the
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markers you have placed. These planes form the 3D surfaces of your roof.
6.

If you wish, you can edit the planes generated by BuildersCAD to conform to a complex or special design. Through planes editing you can
reshape an existing plane, add new planes, cut openings in planes, and
change plane elevations.

7.

With the BuildersCAD Framer, you can choose to frame the roof with
3D framing members, and pass the framing information on to the Materials Application.

R o o f s Te r m i n o l o g y
Before proceeding into more detail about the steps described above, we will summarize some key terminology that you will encounter in working with the Roofs
Application. Read through these definitions now, and refer back to them for clarification as you read more about working with Roofs.
Plane - A plane is a single flat surface that is part of your roof.
Edge - Each plane is bounded by a connected series of three or more edges. Each
edge has a type, such as a ridge, valley, hip, etc.
Closed System of Planes - Though technical sounding, this is a simple concept,
and important grasp to successfully design a roof with BuildersCAD. Briefly,
a closed system of planes is a set of roof planes that intersect to form an independent part of your roof.
Surface Generator - The surface generator is the part of the BuildersCAD
software that automatically calculates and draws a closed system of roof planes.
Alternatively, you can use the Roof Plane Edit tools to create planes one at a
time.
Outline - An outline is a multi-sided boundary that defines a closed system of
roof planes. The surface generator uses outlines as a baseline to generate planes.
The outline can be as simple as a three-sided triangle or as complicated as a 30 or
more sided polygon. Generally (but not necessarily) an outline will follow the
exterior walls on which the roof system rests. Each outline has an elevation associated with it, typically the elevation of the top of the walls it is derived from.
The roof surface overhang extends outside the outline, while the rest of the surfaces are within the outline. Each segment of the outline is used to attach a plane
marker. An outline is different from an edge: Outlines are used by the surface
generator as a guide to create a number of planes. Once created, each plane is
bound by edges.
Levels and Sub-Roofs - Like the walls of your building, a roof system can be
divided into as many as ten levels, designated with the upper case letters A
through J. Additionally each Level can have up to 26 Sub-Roofs designated with
the lower case letters a through z. Levels and Sub-Roofs provide a convenient
way to break up a complex roof system into simple parts. Typically each sub-roof
will contain a single closed system of planes. Note that your roof Levels need not
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correspond to your wall levels in any way.
Class - A given outline, marker, or plane can be a roof class or ceiling class.
Within BuildersCAD, ceiling surfaces are created and framed using the same
tools and menus used to work with roofs. The Application difference is the class
that is designated for a roof.
Plane Marker - Plane markers (identified as Eave Styles) are the fundamental
tools for defining planes for the surface generator. A plane marker defines the
parameters for a roof plane: pitch, construction method, parameters for calculating elevation, soffit offset, overhang, etc. Each plane marker is attached to one
segment of an outline to indicate its orientation in space. The point where a
marker is attached to the outline segment is the heel point, i.e., the point where
heel height of the surface would be measured. The surface generator calculates
the way the planes defined by the markers will intersect to form a roof.
Edge Marker - Edge markers are placed to indicate where edge boards (e.g., fascia, edge joists, hop, and king rafters, etc.) will be generated when framing the
roof.
Surface Marker - Surface markers are placed to indicate where surface boards
(e.g. rafters and sheathing) will be generated when framing the roof.
Piece Specifications - A piece specification contains details about a particular
type of board used in the framing of the roof. These details include width, depth,
and length, Piece specifications reference a menu of board types, which are utilized by the Materials Application to determine what grade of lumber and board
lengths to use.
Opening - You can define an opening of any shape in one or more of your roof
planes. The opening is considered when the program calculates framing layouts
and surface areas.
3D Boards vs 2D Layout - On the ROOFS Application Main menu, you will see
a group of selections under 3D BOARDS and a button 2D Board Layout. The
functions under 3D BOARDS allow you to generate detailed roof framing, view
the framing in 3D, and pass the framing data on to the Materials Application. The
functions available through 2D Board Layout can be used to create a simple 2D
graphics only framing layout.
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We will now see how these concepts are applied to design,
edit, and frame a roof design. The figure to the right is the
ROOFS Application menu. In this chapter, we will not
focus on menus and mouse picks (that comes later in this
section). Here we will concentrate on the important concepts behind designing a roof system with BuildersCAD.
S t e p 1 : T h i n k A b o u t Yo u r D e s i g n
The all-important first step in tackling a roof design is to
think about how your roof will go together. Do not worry
about exact plane intersection angles and hip lengths, the
program will handle those details. Consider where you
want sloped surfaces and vertical surfaces, gables, and
hips. Are there completely detached sections (e.g. first and
second floor)? Is a complex, rambling design actually composed of a central "section" with attached "sub sections"?
These thoughts should lead you to identify a number of closed system of planes
that make up your entire roof system. Each such system of planes should meet
the following criteria:

• Imagine each plane trying to extend infinitely in space in all directions. In
each direction, each plane must be stopped by either intersecting another
plane, or reaching it’s eave line.

• Vertical planes receive special consideration. Vertical planes are not actually drawn as roof surfaces by BuildersCAD. Instead they are used as
"stopping planes" to create an edge (or rake) for pitched or horizontal
planes. Vertical planes are most commonly used at gable ends.
From this, you can visualize that one or two planes alonw could never form a
closed system of planes. At minimum three planes are required to form a closed
system. Two pitched planes and two vertical planes can form a simple gable roof.
Note 1: Keep in mind that you can create one or more planes that do not form a
closed system of planes by using the planes editor. It is easier however
to first create as much of your roof as possible with the surface generator, and then use the planes editor to add and edit planes.
In general, the most efficient way to design your roof is to generate each closed
system of planes in a separate Sub-Roof. Therefore in the rest of this section, we
will often refer to a closed system of planes as a Sub-Roof or simply a Roof.
Up to 10 levels may be defined, each level containing up to 26 sub-roofs. BuildersCAD Materials reports can report framed roof materials by level. In planning your design therefore, consider using a level for each part of your roof
system that you wish broken out in material reports. Note however that in using
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the surface editing tools, you cannot tie the roof planes on two different levels
together.
Step 2: Create An Outline
You will put each closed system of planes in your roof design in a separate SubRoof. Each Sub-Roof requires an outline that defines the outside extents of the
planes making up the Roof. In general, each segment of the outline will correspond to an eave edge of a roof plane, or to a vertical plane (e.g. gable end). An
elevation is associated with each segment of the outline (e.g. the elevation of the
top of a wall).
The outline will provide positions for placing markers, which are described in the
next step.
You can draw outlines in any position manually, and edit any outline segment
with commands found on the ROOFS Application sub-menu under the Perimeter
and Eave Properties headings. Outline segments drawn manually do not have to
create continuous closed shapes nor do they necessarily have to correspond to
walls. The manual draw and edit tools therefore give you complete freedom in
the placement of outlines, and ultimately in the position of your roof planes.
Step 3: Place Plane Markers
For the surface generator to calculate the position of all the planes in a module, it
must know some details about each plane. It must know the orientation (up-slope
direction), its slope (or pitch), the elevation at some point on it’s surface, and the
amount of overhang beyond the heel point (point where heel height would be
measured) in the down-slope direction. This information (and more) is provided
by the markers, which are placed around your outline.
There are three general types of plane markers, described separately below: single-slope markers, multi-slope markers, and hole markers.
Single Slope Markers
Each marker is placed at the midpoint of one segment of your outline, and
corresponds to one roof plane. The orientation of the outline segment congrols the orientation of the roof plane. The upslope direction is perpendicular
to the outline segment, in a direction away from the side of the segment
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where the marker symbol appears (see figure below).

The elevation of a point on the plane is determined by the plane marker specifications established for the marker, along with the elevation of the outline
segment to which it is attached. These specifications are used to calculate the
elevation of the plane at the marker point, where the marker is attached to
the outline segment. The specifications can include details such as construction method (Rafter, Truss, or None), heel height, rafter seat cut, rafter depth,
truss butt cut, and truss top chord depth. These values are used to determine
the heel height, i.e. the distance from the top of the plane surface (without
sheathing) to the outline at the marker point. This distance is added to the
outline elevation to get the absolute elevation of the plane at the marker
point.
Other marker specifications influence the way a plane’s extents will be calculated and drawn. Overhang indicates the horizontal distance from the
marker point (heel point) to the eave overhang. Soffit offset indicates the
plumb distance from the eave edge of the roof plane to the soffit surface.
This value also governs the outline of the fascia drawn around the roof
edges.
In addition to specifying sloped planes, a marker can indicate that a corresponding plane is vertical or horizontal. Vertical markers are typically placed
to model a gable end, or to "stop" another pitched or horizontal plane at a
particular location.
Multi-Slope Markers
A multi-slope marker is similar to the single sloped variety except that it
defines a series of connected planes with differing slopes. For example a
two-slope marker might be used to model one side of a modified gambrel
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roof. A plane can start with a 14/12 surface that rises for 6 feet, and then
switches to a 5/12 plane before meeting at the ridge. In effect the one marker
defines two consecutive planes, oriented the same direction.
Multi-slope markers are very useful for creating effects such as gambrels,
Victorian turrets, and barn roofs. In the BuildersCAD menus, each plane
of a multi-slope marker is called a tier. For each tier, you can specify a pitch
and either a rise or run distance. Up to 5 tiers can be defined for a single
marker. The specifications for the marker (overhang, heel height, etc.) apply
to the first tier. The second tier adjoins and follows the first, the third follows
the second, and so on.
Hole Markers
A special type of marker named hole on various menus is used to form openings in a generated roof surface. By placing hole markers on each segment of
an outline, the resulting roof planes will be cut to correspond with the outline when the roof is generated. The hole outline can extend across more
than one roof plane.
Marker Placement
BuildersCAD provides a number of alternatives for selecting and automatically placing markers. A group of particular marker specifications (e.g.
pitch, heel height, overhang, etc.) can be saved under a name that you supply, so the values can be easily recalled and reused. After establishing a
marker specification, you can choose to place markers on all outline segments in a lievel or in a roof, or place a single marker on an outline segment.
You can easily change the specification of a marker that has already been
placed.
After placing markers for a particular roof, each segment of the outline
should have a marker attached to it. You will then be ready to create planes
from the markers.
Step 4: Create Roof Planes
After markers have been placed all around an outline, you are ready to direct the
BuildersCAD surface generator to create planes. When you select 3D under
the Generate Roof heading, the surface generator examines the information associated with the markers and outlines, and calculates the intersections of the
planes they define. When the calculations are completed, the resulting planes are
drawn, both as 3D outlines and as shadable surfaces.
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After the surfaces are generated, you will
be viewing the plane outlines in plan view.
You can select Isometric View from the
VIEW CONTROL BAR to see your design
more clearly in isometric view. You can
opaque (shade) the surfaces of the planes
by selecting the Shade button on the VIEW
CONTROL BAR. When viewing the shaded
surfaces, you will also see fascia surfaces
(which exist only as shadable surfaces, not
as outlines).
The figures shown to the right illustrate the
roof planes that might be generated for the
marker layout illustrated in step 2 above.
Both a plan and isometric view are shown.
If your roof plane system looks the way
you intended, you are finished and can
move on to framing if you wish. If your
roof is not exactly what you expected (perhaps a ridge line did not form where you wanted it, etc.) you can try breaking up
your design into a number of smaller, simpler roofs, and / or modifying your
marker parameters (pitch, elevation, etc.). Through the Roof box on the CYCLE
menu you can review which outlines are assigned to which Roofs. You can alter
the roof assignments of the outlines you have already created, or add and edit the
outlines through the edit commands (Scissors Icon). After editing, remake the 3D
planes as needed.
If your roof is still not exactly what you want, you can use the planes editor to
modify your design to meet your exact requirements.
Step 5: Edit Roof Planes
This is an optional step. You do not have to use the roof planes editor for most
straightforward roof designs. Usually the results of the surface generator will suffice. The planes editing tools will however allow you to create almost any roof
plane configuration you can imagine. You can also cut rough openings in a plane.
Usually it is easiest to start with the planes created by the surface generator and
use the planes editor to modify these planes to fit your design. You can also however start from "scratch" with the editor, creating new planes as required by your
design.
Note 1: If you modify or create planes with the planes editor, and subsequently
run the surface generator (3D button under the Generate Roof heading)
on the module that contains the edited planes, the edit changes will be
lost. Only the planes created by the surface generator from markers will
be left in the module. Therefore it is recommended that you place edited
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planes in different modules than the modules containing planes you
might recreate with the surface generator.
All of the planes editing tools are accessed from the ROOFS Application submenu under the Utilities heading.
Editing Existing Roof Planes
Redefining an existing plane with the planes editor consists of the following
steps:
1.

Create a new or modified series of edges to define the extents of the plane.

2.

Select the Remake command from the ROOF PLANE EDIT pop-up menu
to recreate the plane from the edges you have defined.
Once created, a plane’s surface is defined by three or more connected edges.
Keep in mind that edges are not the same as outlines. The planes editor does
not use outlines. Your first task in modifying a plane is to establish a new set
of edges for the plane.
Editing Edges
In working with an existing plane, you can modify its edges, delete selected
edges, and add new edges. Tools are provided to trim/extend an edge until it
intersects another edge, plane, or wall, by a specific distance, or until it
reaches a specific elevation. You can also break an edge by a specified
amount.
With the Add Edge command, you can add a completely new edge, defining
it as a "freehand" line constrained to lie within a particular plane, a line created by intersecting two existing planes, or the projection of an existing line
or wall into an existing plane. These new edges can then be edited with
Trim/Extend as needed.
By editing existing edges, adding new edges, and deleting old non-required
edges, you re-create the boundaries of your plane.
Remaking a Plane
Once you have created a new series of edges for the plane, the Re-Make
command is used to recreate the plane based on the new edges. This command will allow you to verify each edge in sequence and will prompt you if
it cannot recreate the plane from the edges you have defined.
Creating New Planes
When creating a new plane using the Add Plane command, you begin by
defining a base line for the new plane. The base line is an arbitrary line that
runs along the surface of the new plane, and is perpendicular to the plane’s
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upslope direction. By drawing a base line and specifying the new plane’s
pitch, you effectively define a unique, infinite plane in space.
When you run the Add Plane command, you will be prompted for the new
plane’s pitch and the end points of the base line. Next you will be prompted
for a series of edges, drawn in plan view, that define the extents of the new
plane. BuildersCAD then creates the plan by forcing all the new edges to
the proper elevations so they lie on the surface of the plane.
Note 1: The base line is only a reference line used to uniquely define the new
plane’s unique orientation in space. Once the edges have been drawn
and the plane created, the base line is erased. Therefore you can draw
the base line at any elevation or length convenient for locating the new
plane.
A plane created with the Add Plane command is complete. You do not need
to use Re-Make to finish it. You can however edit its edges and remake it
like any other plane as described above under Editing Existing Planes.
Step 6: Frame The Roof
You have several options for framing the finished roof surfaces:
1.

2.

Don’t do it if you are not interested in an exact, stick by stick materials
count for your roof. You can move on other parts of your design. You can
however use the BuildersCAD Materials Application to estimate roofing materials without framing the roof planes. Refer to the Materials
Application topic for more information.
Frame the roof using the commands in the 3D Boards group on the
ROOFS Application menu. With 3D boards, you can generate accurate

materials requirements for your roof design, down to the cut board. The
resulting framing can be viewed in 3D if desired.
3.

Generate 2D framing layouts using the commands in the 2D Board Layout
group on the ROOFS Application menu. With 2D Board Layout, you can
create simple framing layouts showing truss or rafter placement in plan
view.
Framing With 3D Boards
Generating framing for your roof surfaces consists of the following steps:
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1.

Insure that all your roof plane edges are designated as the proper type (e.g.
hip, ridge, fascia, etc.)

2.

Place the edge markers and then generate edge boards that surround roof
planes (ridges, fascia, king rafters, etc.).

3.

Place the surface markers and then generate surface boards (e.g. rafters,
sheathing) that fill in the surfaces between edge boards.

4.

View your framing in 3D to verify correctness.
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5.

Generate detailed reports of your framing boards.
E s ta b l i s h E d g e Ty p e s
Each edge on a plane (or shared by two planes) is assigned a pre-defined
edge type. Edge types include fascia, hip, valley, ridge, rough opening, tier
(between planes created for multi-slope marker), and undefined (i.e. an edge
with some unique function). The 3D Boards feature contains tools to automatically place boards along these edges based on the edge types. To make
the most of this feature, you should make sure your edges have the proper
type assigned to them before proceeding.
The BuildersCAD surface generator makes a "best guess" when assigning edge types as it generates surfaces. When you use the planes editor to
create or modify planes, you can establish each edge type as you edit your
edges. Before proceeding with framing, make sure these "guesses" and your
assignments are really what you want.
If you select the Display Edge Types prompt after selecting the Query (question mark icon) button under the Utilities heading, a pop-up menu of edge
types will appear. When you select one of these types, the program will highlight all the edges currently assigned to that type. This is a quick way of verifying that your edges are typed properly. If you want to change the type for
an edge, select the Query button and then select Query Edge at the prompt
line. Next select the edge you want to modify and change the type in the
QUERY EDGE pop-up menu.
Place Edge Boards
Once you have established proper edge types, the next step is to assign edge
markers to them. Assigning a marker to an edge involves a process similar to
generating planes with the surface generator.
Place edge markers on the edges where you want boards.
Select the Generate Edge Boards button to direct BuildersCAD to generate boards for the edges where you placed markers.
Each edge marker contains details about the boards you want placed on the
edge. When you assign edge markers, a pop-up menu allows you to select
one or more Piece Specifications for the edge. Each Piece Specification
(which you can edit and add to) defines the detailed characteristics of a particular board or group of boards. Piece specifications reference a menu of
framing board types, which you can also edit and expand. The piece specifications along with other edge marker parameters provide extensive control
over the positioning, components, and dimensions of the edge boards. The
first time you frame a roof, you will need to spend some time setting up
piece specifications that match your needs.
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Once you set up the parameters for an edge marker, you can place it in many
convenient ways: on all edges of a particular type, on all edges of a given
type in an area, on a single edge, etc. After placing markers, you can edit the
contents of any of them as needed.
Selecting the Generate Edge Boards command will calculate and draw your
edge boards according to the parameters in the edge markers and the geometry of the edges and planes to which they are attached.
These edge boards are plan view representations. To view the boards in 3D,
you will use the Create command (discussed below) on the 3D BOARDS
Application sub-menu, found by selecting 3D View on the ROOFS Application menu.
You can edit your generated boards using commands found on the BOARD
SETUP Application sub-menu such as Trim/Extend, Erase, Move, Split, and
Merge. You can also change the dimensions and type of a board.
Place Surface Boards
After you have generated edge boards, you are ready to fill in surface
boards, such as plywood sheathing and rafters, between the edge boards.
Surface boards are generated much like edge boards, except that rafters and
sheathing are generated in separate steps:
1.

Place surface markers on the planes where you want boards.

2.

Select Generate Rafters to generate fill rafters.

3.

Select Generate Sheathing to generate sheathing on your roof surfaces.
Each surface marker contains information about the rafters and the sheathing
that will be applied to the attached plane surface. When you Assign surface
markers, a pop-up menu allows you to select one or more surface marker
specifications for the plane surface. Each marker specification (which you
can change or expand) references a piece specification to govern rafter
placement, and sheathing specification to govern sheathing placement. You
can add and change piece specifications and sheathing specifications
through the Piece Spec selection on the BOARD SETUP application submenu.
Once you set up a surface marker, you can place it on one or more surface
planes. After placing markers, you can edit the contents of any of them as
needed.
Selecting the Generate Rafters command will calculate and draw your rafters
according to the parameters in the surface markers and the geometry of the
planes to which they are attached. You have extensive control over which
planes and plane areas are filled with rafters, providing precise control over
the rafter offsets relative to other roof boards.
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The Generate Sheathing command will calculate and draw the sheathing on
your roof according to the parameters in the surface markers and the geometry of the planes to which they are attached.
The generated surface boards are plane view representations. To view your
rafters in 3D, you will use the Create command on the 3D BOARDS Application sub-menu which is discussed below.
View Boards
When Create is selected on the 3D BOARDS Application sub-menu, BuildersCAD will generate true 3D, shadable boards for all of your framing
members except sheathing. Once generated, you can view the boards from a
number of angles and perspectives to validate your design.
Viewing your framing in 3D is an optional step. It is not necessary to generate the actual 3D boards before getting accurate framing reports.
Report Boards
In addition to the board reports available through the Materials application,
a formatted board count report can be created while in the Roofs application.
The board count report lists each individual roof framing component by
board type, along with the board’s length, width, and depth. You can control
the header, footer, and destination of this report through commands on the
REPORTS Application sub-menu.
Using 2D Layout
If you do not need a detailed board by board takeoff of your roof framing,
you can use the 2D layout tools instead of 3D boards. The 2D layout tools
allow you to create a simple plan view representation of a truss or rafter layout. The board positions are created using crosshatching, which you can
"freeze" and edit as needed. These "boards" are graphics only; the can’t be
automatically tabulated for materials takeoffs.
Creating a 2D Layout requires the following steps:
1.

Generate the 2D roof surface outlines.

2.

Fill in the 2D surfaces with framing crosshatching.

3.

If desired, freeze and edit the crosshatching, and add additional annotations using Drawing Tools.
Create Surface Outlines
To create the 2D roof select 2D under Generate Roof heading on the ROOFS
Application sub-menu. The 2D ROOF SURFACE pop-up menu will display
that allows you to define 2D outline characteristics. Select the Create button
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to generate the 2D roof outline.
Draw Framing Crosshatching
Once 2D surface outlines have been created, you can use the Auto-Frame or
Manual Frame commands on the Layout 2D Framing Application sub-menu
to fill these outlines (or portions of the outlines) with parallel lines representing rafter or truss placements. You control the spacing, orientation, and initial offset of these framing members.
Edit Framing
Since 2D framing is generated as crosshatching, the lines cannot be individually edited. You can however use the Freeze Framing Crosshatch command
to turn the crosshatching into individual editable lines. Once frozen, these
lines can then be edited with numerous drawing tools, such as Trim/Extend,
Move, Erase, Split, etc.
Select Drawing Tools on the ROOFS Application menu to access extensive
commands to support Dimensioning, Line drawing and editing, RI insertion,
Text, and Notes. With these commands you can work with your 2D layout to
complete a detailed roof layout drawing. Refer to Drawing Tools for more
information.

Creating Roof Surfaces
The first step in modeling your roof system is to organize the roof layout into one
or more roof levels. Each level can have its own set of roof planes. The roof
planes model the actual location of the roof in your building design. Each plane
can have its own color and Z-axis elevation. Roof plane geometry can be as simple or complex as your needs require.
Selecting or Creating a Roof Level
BuildersCAD allows you to organize your roof system by level. The roof
level does not have to correspond to a particular wall level; for example you can
have a roof on levels A, B, and C even if you have only one wall level. Before
any roof editing can begin, you must first select which roof level you wish to
edit. Any editing done while in the Roofs application applies only to the currently selected level. To specify a roof level for editing, select the layers icon

from the ROOFS Application menu. This brings up the ROOF LEVEL CREATION / MANIPULATION menu.
The Roof Level Creation / Manipulation Menu
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ROOF
From
the
LEVEL CREATION /
MANIPULATION

menu, you can select a
level to edit or display,
individually
select
which layers of a roof
level are visible, and
create a new roof level.
The functions available
on the ROOF LEVEL
CREATION / MANIPULATION menu are

described below.

DESCRIPTION:
Selecting a button
from the Description column does one of two things. If you have selected the
Description field for an existing roof level, you will be prompted to enter a
new Roof Level Description. If you have selected the Description field for a
non-existing roof level, a new level will be created when you enter a Roof
Level Description.

LVL: Selecting a button in the LVL column does one of two things: If you have
selected an existing roof level, that level becomes the current roof level. All
roof editing will apply to the newly selected level until you select a new
level. If you have selected a non-existing roof level, you wll be prompted to
enter a roof level description. A new roof level will be created.

LAYERS: You can toggle all the layers of a particular level by selecting the
appropriate button in the Layers column. With each selection, the displayed value
will toggle between On and Off. If set to ON, all the layers for the selected roof
level will be visible. If set to OFF, none of the layers for the selected roof level
will be visible. When you make a selection from the LVL column, all levels
except the selected level will be turned OFF.

LEVEL LAYERS: When you select Level Layers from the bottom of the
ROOF LEVEL CREATION / MANIPULATION menu, the pop-up menu will
change to the CURRENT ROOF LEVEL / LAYER MODES menu. From this

menu, you can manipulate the layers of the current roof level as described below.

ALL LAYERS: The Layer Modes menu is displayed. From this menu you can
access layer functions for the entire database.
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CLEAR LEVEL: All data for the current roof level is cleared.
RE-DISPLAY: Tne current roof level is redisplayed on the screen.
The Current Roof Level / Layer
Modes Menu
This menu is accessed by selecting Level Layers at the bottom of the ROOF
LEVEL CREATION / MANIPULATION menu as described above. From the CURRENT ROOF LEVEL / LAYER MODES menu, you can manipulate the layers of
the current roof level as follows:

DESCRIPTION: When you select a roof description, BuildersCAD will
prompt to clear the layer. If you want to clear all work from the selected layer,
select Clear from the prompt line, otherwise select Cancel.

MODES: You can control the editing modes of individual layers by selecting
the appropriate buttons in the Modes section of the menu. The modes are as follows:
E - Selecting E for a layer allows a layer to be edited, searched, and displayed.
You can add, change, and delete work from an editable layer.
S - Selecting S for a layer allows the layer to be searched and displayed, but not
edited. Searchable layers can have work copied from them, but no changes may
be made to them.
D - Selecting D for a layer allows the layer to be displayed, but not searched or
edited. A layer with only display permission cannot have work copied from it,
nor can any work be added or changed.
OFF - Selecting OFF for a layer does not allow a layer to be edited, searched, or
displayed.

SELECT LEVEL: Returns the pop-up menu to the ROOF LEVEL CREATION /
MANIPULATION menu.

ALL LAYERS: The Layer Modes menu is displayed. From this menu you can
access layer functions for the entire database.

ALL ON: Turns on all layers of the currently selected roof level.
ALL OFF: Turns off all layers of the currently selected roof level.
CLEAR LAYER: Selecting this button will prompt you to select the layer to
clear from the Descriptions list. See the Descriptions command above.
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EXIT: Clears the pop up menu from the screen. Select Exit when finished with
Roof layer manipulation.
The Roofs Status Menu
When you enter the Roof application, the STATUS menu will change to provide
several Roof related functions. These are as follows:

JOB: The current job (database) name will be displayed in the Job portion of
the STATUS menu. Selecting Job from the STATUS menu brings up the BuildersCAD File pull down menu.

ROOF LEVEL: The current Roof Level will be displayed under Roof Level on
the STATUS menu. Selecting Roof Level from the STATUS menu brings up the
ROOF LEVEL CREATION / MANIPULATION menu, described above.
EAVE MARKER: The current marker is displayed in the Eave Marker box on
the STATUS menu. The Eave Marker designates the pitch or slope of the roof
plane, and a number of other characteristics such as Heel Height (vertical distance from the Outline to the surface of the roof plane.
CLASS: There are two classes of markers in BuildersCAD - Roof and Ceiling. You can generate roof and ceiling class planes on the same level. The current
class is displayed in the Class box.

ROOF: You can generate multiple Sub-Roofs on one level of a roof plane system. Each Sub-Roof is identified by a letter from a to z (You can create up to 26
Sub-Roofs on each level). The current sub-roof is displayed in the Roof box.
SOFFIT: BuildersCAD will use the current Soffit setting when you generate (or regenerate) 3D roof planes. When the Soffit button is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the Soffit Mode - NONE, FASCIA / WALL, or ALL.
If the Soffit setting is NONE, when roof planes are generated BuildersCAD
will only generate the vertical surface where a fascia board would go.
If the Soffit setting is ALL, when roof planes are generated in addition to the vertical surface where a fascia board would go BuildersCAD will generate a
plane parallel to the roof plane that runs from the bottom of the surface/fascia
edge to the wall.
If the Soffit setting is FASCIA / WALL, when roof planes are generated in addition to the vertical surface where a fascia board would go BuildersCAD will
generate a plane perpendicular to the fascia surface/edge that extends from the
bottom edge of the fascia to the wall.
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WALL LEVEL: The current wall level is displayed under Wall Level on the
STATUS menu. The current wall level and roof level do not have to be the same.
If you select the Wall Level button, the WALL LEVEL CREATION / MANIPULATION menu will appear. This menu will allow you to toggle to different wall lev-

els for reference in inputting the roof. Refer to the Walls Application topic for
more information on wall levels.
Creating and Editing Planes
Once you have defined the Roof Level(s) you will be using, you can begin to create roof planes. An outline defines a particular area where you will be constructing a roof system. Markers are assigned to each segment of the outline. The
markers define the roof plane that will be generated from that segment of the outline. After a roof plane system has been generated, you can attach framing to it or
use it in the Materials Application to help determine quantities of roof decking
and roof finish materials.
The Roof System Outline
To create an outline of the area you want to cover with
a roof plane system, select Roof Geometry on the
ROOFS application menu. This action will generate
the ROOFS application sub-menu with outline tools
under the Eave Perimeter heading. On the STATUS
menu you will see the currently loaded database displayed under JOB, as well as the Roof Level and the
current setting for the Elevation of the Outline you are
about to draw (this is not the elevation of the current
level). Additionally on the STATUS menu you will see
the Class of the roof planes you are about to create
(either Roof or Ceiling), the Roof (on the current
Level) of the outline you are about to create, and the
Wall Level currently displayed.
There are two methods for outlining the area to be covered by a roof - Using the Quick Roof feature, or using
the Outline tools available under the Perimeter heading on the ROOFS application sub-menu.
Quick Roof
Quick Roof allows you to outline an area and simultaneously assign a marker that will define the roof plane
system. Since Quick Roof assigns the same marker to
all edges, by default Quick Roof will generate a hip roof system.
Select the Quick Roof button on the ROOFS Application sub-menu to display the QUICK ROOF pop-up menu.
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This menu allows you to set the parameters of the marker Quick Roof will
assign and set the elevation of the outline. These parameters are covered in
detail later in this section under Eave Properties.
The QUICK ROOF pop-up menu provides three methods of input for the roof
outline.
Place Running Outline allows you to manually outline the area
you want to cover with the roof. You can pick points using the
F1 (left) or F11 (right) mouse button. When an F10 is enetered
to close the outline BuildersCAD will automatically adssign the marker
you defined in the QUICK ROOF pop-up menu to all outline edges and generate the roof plane system.
Place Box Outline allows you to define a rectangular area by
picking two opposite corner points using either the F1 (left) or
F11 (right) mouse button. After the second point is selected
BuildersCAD will automatically assign the marker you defined in the
QUICK ROOF pop-up menu to all outline edges and generate the roof plane
system.
Chase Outline will locate and use the outside edge of Exterior
Load Bearing Walls to generate the roof outline. BuildersCAD will then automatically assign the marker you defined in
the QUICK ROOF pop-up menu to all outline edges and generate the roof
plane system.
Drawing an Outline
Below the Perimeter heading on the ROOFS application sub-menu are three
buttons that provide you with tools to manually draw a roof outline. These
tools are very similar to basic line drawing tools.
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Runing Outline allows you to input a "run" of lines each connected
to the previous end point. When you select Running Outline,
BuildersCAD will prompt to make a new roof, add to an existing roof, or cancel.
Again you can have multiple Sub-Roofs (roofs) (up to 26) on each Level.
Before you start to draw an outline BuildersCAD is asking if you want to
add the outline you are about to draw to an existing roof or if you want to
create a new roof.
BuildersCAD will prompt for points which make up the outline. You can
continue inputting point after point until you have outlined the area you want
to cover with a roof. At any time you can select F10 and exercise either of
three options. If you select cancel, the system will leave the lines you have
input whether or not you have "closed" the outline by connecting to the
original starting point. Another option you will be offered is to create closure. When you select this option the system will connect the last point you
entered to the first point you entered, thus "closing" the outline of your roof
plane system. The third option, continue, allows you to go back and continue
to input lines.
Box Outline allows you to input a closed square or rectangular outline by picking two opposite corner points. After you pick the first
point, you will see the box outline you are drawing size dynamically with the cursor on the screen until you pick the second point.
Single Outline when selected will prompt you to make a new roof,
add to an existing roof, or cancel. If you are starting a new roof on
the current level, or adding to an existing roof, BuildersCAD will
prompt for the first point, then the second point of the outline. The
message line remings you that the current elevation will be used. With this
tool you can manually draw an outline inputting one line after another,
choosing both end points of each line.
Outline Edit
To edit an outline select on the scissors icon below the Eave Properties heading on the ROOFS application sub-menu. This will display the ROOF OUTLINE EDIT pop-up menu.
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The ROOF OUTLINE EDIT pop-up menu is divided into three sections under
the headings Perform Edit By:, Utilities, and Single Edit.
Perform Edit By:
Here you select whether you want to perform the edit on either a
Single outline edge, a number of edges you can define within an
Area, a specific Roof on the current Level or All outline edges.
Utilities
You find edit options under the Utilities heading that allow you to
modify the outline edges you have already placed and the roofs you
have already defined. These edits you can perform using any of the
Perform Edit By: options.

ERASE OUTLINE: Erase Outline deletes one or more outline edges as determined by your selection under Perform Edit By:

FLIP DIRECTION: The direction (of slope) of a plane BuildersCAD will
generate from an outline edge is determined by which side of the
edge the marker is on. The marker points to an outline edge. The
roof plane generates up and away from the opposite side of the edge
from the marker. Flip Direction allows you to flip the marker from
one side of the outline edge to the other thereby changing the direction of slope of the roof plane BuildersCAD will generate.

CHANGE ELEVATION: The elevation of roof planes is determined by the
elevation of the outline edges they are generated from. The elevaBuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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tion of the outline edges you enter is determined by the current elevation (indicated on the STATUS menu) at the time you enter or
draw the outline edges. If you determine you need to change the
outline edge elevation after you have drawn the outline you can use
the Change Elevation tool. Change Elevation will prompt to change
to current value, to matching value, cancel or other. Your selection
here determines the elevation that the outline edges will be changed
to.

ADD ROOF AND REMOVE ROOF: You may need to break a complex roof
plane system into multiple roofs on a single level. It may be necessary to enable you to deal with multiple plate heights and various
complex roof shapes.
An outline edge is assigned to the roof that is currently displayed on
the STATUS menu when you draw the outline. At times you might
inadvertantly draw an outline edge, assigning it to an "incorrect"
roof. You may decide in the process of generating a roof plane system you need to change roof assignments for some outline edges.
You can make this edit by selecting the appropriate action under
Perform Edit By: and then selecting Add Roof or Remove Roof.
Single Edit
You can use these edit tools only on a single outline edge.

MATCH EAVE: You sometimes use a different pitch on roof surfaces in the
same roof or roof plane system. When generating from the same
outline elevation this will cause the fascia edge to be lower on one
roof plane than another. For example you might use an 8/12 slope
roof on the front to back surfaces but use a 10/12 pitch on the roof
planes on each side of a house. The top of the fascia will be lower
on the 10/12 roof planes than on the 8/12 roof planes.
The Match Eave tool allows you to match the top of the fascia edge
of one roof plane to that of another. BuildersCAD accomplishes
this by adjusting the heel height of one of the planes.
When Match Eave is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the
roof outline edge to modify, followed by the roof outline edge to
match. BuildersCAD will give a message indicating that the
match is complete and giving the new heel height of the marker of
the first outline edge selected.

OFFSET OUTLINE COPY: This feature allows you to copy an
existing edge, creating a new outline edge that is the same length
as the edge copied at a user defined distance from the original line.
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When this tool is selected BuildersCAD will prompt for the side
of line to copy the new outline. Select an existing roof outline segment on the side toward which the new outline segment is to be
copied. Next BuildersCAD will prompt for the distance between
the line you selected and the new line. After you enter a distance the
system will generate the new parallel line with the specified distance between the two lines.

TRIM / EXTEND: The Trim / Extend button allows you to trim
or extend an outline line segment to a line or a specific distance.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the outline edge to be trimmed or
extended. Next the program will prompt to select from the trim/
extend options Cancel, Auto-Extend, Auto-Trim, Extend to Line,
DBL REF, Dist, and DBL INT. With these options you can autoextend or trim one outline edge to another. You can select the edge
to trim or extend an outline edge to. You can trim or extend an outline edge to a double reference point or you can trim or extend an
outline edge to another edge and then have BuildersCAD automatically trim the line you intersected.

BREAK: With Break you can break an outline edge erasing an

interior portion of an existing line. When Break is selected BuildersCAD will prompt for the outline edge line to break. After the
outline edge is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the first,
then the second break point. If a second break point is selected, the
system will automatically erase the section of the line between the
two points. If you simple press <enter> at the second point prompt,
the system will break the line into two lines, breaking it at the one
point y ou selected. Then either of the two lines can be erased or
otherwise edited.
Query under the Eave Properties heading on the Roofs application
sub-menu may be used to determine an outline edge elevation or to
actually edit the marker. When Query is selected, BuildersCAD
will prompt for the outline edge to query, and then display the Query/Edit
Eave pop-up menu.
A s s i g n i n g M a r k e r s To T h e O u t line
BuildersCAD uses a combination of the roof Outline and Markers to
determine the pitch and shape (hip, gable, clipped hip, etc.) of the roof plane
system. You outline the area to be covered with a roof and then assign a
Marker to each line of the Outline. The Marker designates the pitch or slope
of the plane, the direction of the slope and a number of other characteristics
such as Heel Height (vertical distance from the Outline to the surface of the
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roof plane). If you have a rectangular Outline and assigned markers to all
four sides that dictates a sloped plane at an 8/12 pitch sloping up and in
toward the center of the rectangle, BuildersCAD would generate a hip
roof. If the parallel long sides of the rectangle had the 8/12 pitch Markers
assigned to them but the short end lines had Markers dictating a vertical
pitch plane, the system would generate a gable roof.
After the Outline is complete you are ready to assign Markers to each edge
of the Outline. Select Set Up under the Eave Properties heading on the
ROOFS application sub-menu. This will display the DEFINE EAVE pop-up
menu.

You can select a marker from this menu to assign to the Outline. You can
also use this menu to create a new marker or edit an existing Marker. The
menu is divided into 3 sections across the width of the menu. The left section
is a window that shows a picture of the marker selected. The center section is
made up of a list of characteristics including the Marker Name, Description,
Pitch, etc. The third section (below the Eave Styles heading) is a list of the
Markers already created. You can select Markers from this list to assign to an
Outline. There are also 7 buttons across the bottom of the menu which are
commands to place and edit Markers.
The roof plane characteristics for the Marker shown in the center of the
DEFINE EAVE pop-up menu are as follows:
Name: The Marker name.
Desc: A description (up to 20 characters) of the Marker.
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No. of Slopes: Indicates
the number of slopes this
plane will have. You can
define up to 5 slopes for
each marker. The marker
might start with a 14/12
surface that rises 6 feet,
and then switches to a 5/
12 plane before meeting
the ridge. If you select
the box next to No. of Slopes a prompt will ask for the slope count. After you
enter the number of slopes the MULTI SLOPE pop-up menu will appear. This
menu contains the Marker Name of the Marker you are reviewing or editing
and a list of the number of slopes by number with either the Pitch and/or
Rise and Run.
Pitch: (Rise/12) Refers to the slope (as a ratio of a number to twelve, for
example 6/12) of the plane this Marker will generate.
Method: Either Rafter, Truss, or None, the Method you select will influence
some of the other characteristics. If you select Rafter, you will have a chance
to specify Seat Cut and Rafter Depth. If Truss is selected, you will specify
the Butt Cut and Top Chord Size.
All of the other characteristics (dimensional) are illustrated in the figure on
the left side of the DEFINE EAVE menu. Going back to the rectangular roof
Outline example, if you wanted to create a gable roof, with an 8/12 pitch
using 2x6 rafters, you would first create the following Marker:
Select New below the Eave Styles list. BuildersCAD will
prompt for the Surface spec name. If you have already selected a
Marker, the name of the Marker you selected will display next to
CUR on the prompt line. If you continue and enter a new name you
will not lose the current Marker.
Enter a name for the 8/12 Marker, for example we can call it 8/122x6. Next select the space next to Desc. BuildersCAD will
prompt for a description up to 20 characters. For our example enter
8/12 w/ 2x6 rft. Select No. of Slopes and enter 1. Next to Method
enter 1. We only want one slope for this Marker. For Seat Cut enter
3 1/2". We are assuming that this rafter will sit on a 2x4 wall. Skip
over Heel Height, with the Rafter Method selected, BuildersCAD will determine the Heel Height based on the other criteria
we enter. At the prompt when you select Rafter Depth enter 5 1/2"
(key it in if it is not offered as a choice on the prompt line). This is
the actual depth of a 2x6 rafter. After selecting Overhang you can
enter the amount of overhang (how far the rafter will extend beyond
the outside edge of the wall). For this example, enter 1’-0". Last
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select Soffit Offset. Enter here the vertical size of the fascia you
plan to use. For this example we will assume a 1x6 fascia, actual
vertical dimension - 5 1/2". The default Marker Size and Marker
Color are displayed at the bottom of this column. These refer to the
graphic Markers which are added to your drawing. You can select
and change either of these parameters.
Next select Save on the DEFINE EAVE pop-up menu. BuildersCAD will prompt to save your marker. When saved, the Marker
will still be displayed and will be added to the Eave Styles list on
the right side of the DEFINE EAVE pop-up menu.
You are now ready to assign this Marker to your Outline. At the bottom of
the DEFINE EAVE pop-up menu, there are three buttons Level, All on Roof,
and Single Eave. With a simple four sided Outline it may be easiest to assign
the Marker to each line, so select Single Eave. BuildersCAD will prompt
you to select the outline to which it will assign the marker. Move the cursor
near one of the Outline edges (one of the long legs of the rectangle) and
select it with an F1. The Marker will appear pointing to the edge. The plane
will slope up and away from the side of the Marker so to generate the gable
roof the Marker should be on the outside of the box. If it does not appear this
way select Single and Flip Direction from the ROOF OUTLINE EDIT pop-up
menu (see Outline Edit above).
After assigning the 8/12-2x6 Marker to both parallel long edges of the rectangle we are ready to assign a gable end Marker. Select Setup under the Eave
Properties heading on the ROOFS application sub-menu and scroll to the
bottom of the Eaves Styles list and select the gable Marker. As you assigned
the 8/12-2x6 Marker to the two long legs of the rectangle you can now
assign the gable Marker to the two short legs of the rectangle.
Generating Roof Planes
The next step in creating the roof planes system is to generate the roof
planes. This means executing a command that tells BuildersCAD to use
information contained in the Outline and assigned Markers to generate the
roof planes. In our rectangular Outline example the system would generate a
plane with an 8/12 pitch from a point (determined by the heel height)
directly above the line the Marker is assigned to. The plane will be generated
the full length of the line and will extend up and away from the side the
Marker is on. It will extend down and toward the side the Marker is on for
the horizontal distance of the overhang.
Select the icon 3D under the Generate Roof heading on the ROOFS application sub-menu. BuildersCAD will prompt to make the planes on all roofs
or just the current roof. Since we have only one roof on this level, it makes
little difference. If All is selected, BuildersCAD immediately goes into
the process of creating the roof planes. If Roof is selected, BuildersCAD
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will prompt for the Class - Roof or Ceiling. If this Outline was create as Roof
Class, you would select Roof. BuildersCAD will then prompt for the
roof. Again assuming that this Outline was created in the default roof a, you
would select a. The system would then go into the process of developing the
roof planes. In either case the end result would be 3D roof planes.
You can understand the look of the roof system you have created by viewing
the roof planes from either an isometric view or different perspectives. Using
the view tools available with mouse gestures or various commands you can
view the 3D roof planes.
The next step in completion of the roof plane system is to edit, if necessary,
the planes the system generates. If roof planes from 2 wall levels need to be
tied together or other edits need to be performed, BuildersCAD has editing tools available to complete even the most complex roof design. See the
next section Editing Roof Surfaces for more information.
Generating Roof Planes Summary
The complexity of the roof design will dictate whether or not editing is
required. If you are not going to use the BuildersCAD Framer or Materials Application to generate framing or other material takeoffs, you may not
need to do the same amount of editing. In other words do not worry about
details of the design that do not affect the output you want to generate. You
may find it quicker or easier to "finish out" a drawing with Drawing Tools
rather than actually editing the roof planes.
Generating Roof Profiles
If you want to cut a cross section through the roof planes or provide a roof profile
to a truss manufacturer there is a tool available to generate multiple roof profiles.
Select Roof Profiles on the ROOFS Application menu to display the PROFILE
application sub-menu. Select Make from the top of the PROFILE application submenu to display the ROOF PLANE PROFILES pop-up menu.
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With this function you can
generate a series of dimensioned profile drawings. You
determine the beginning profile number by entering a
number next to Beginning
Profile. The Layer Name
tells you which layer the profiles will be drawn on. Under
the Display Parameters heading you can elect to have the
system dimension the profile
drawings (Dimension - Yes)
or not dimension the profile
drawings (Dimension - No).
Also you can set the Text Size by modifying the default setting in the box.
Beneath that portion of the menu you can select and change the display Color and
Pen for the Profile or Dimensions. With Profile Commands you can either Create, Clear, or Display profiles.
If Create is selected on the Roof Plane Profiles pop-up menu, BuildersCAD
will prompt for the number of profiles to cut. It will then prompt for the beginning point of the first profile. BuildersCAD will cut these profiles at any angle
so you must be careful to select the points for the first profile exactly as you want
it. If you want the profile to be cut perpendicular to a roof edge you need to use
either XYF (XY Forcing) or key in X and Y coordinates do draw a perpendicular
line. Refer to the XY Forcing topic. After the first profile line is entered, BuildersCAD will prompt for the beginning point of the next profile. The distance
between the first profile and second profile is what BuildersCAD will use to
space all remaining profiles. All profile lines will be displayed and BuildersCAD will prompt to proceed.
The system will scroll through an elevation view of each of the profiles you specified, with or without dimensions depending on how the Display Parameters were
set. The profile lines will be displayed on the plan view of the roof planes in the
Display Parameters color with numbers assigned.
You can erase the profiles by selecting Clear on the ROOF PLANE PROFILES
pop-up menu. Also you can review the elevation views of the profiles by selecting Display on the ROOF PLANE PROFILES pop-up menu. You continue to hit
the <Enter> key to scroll through them from lowest to highest number. After
viewing the last profile elevation drawing you will be returned to a roof planes
plane view with the profile lines layer turned on.

Editing Roof Surfaces
This section describes the tools you can use to precisely form and edit roof surface planes. Before review of this section, be sure you understand the general
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concepts presented in the section Introducing Roofs, and the section on Creating
Roof Surfaces.
From the ROOFS application sub-menu, the 3D command is selected to generate
planes based on Outlines and Markers using the surface generator. This was discussed in the section Creating Roof Surfaces. The commands under the Utilities
heading, available on the ROOFS application sub-menu, are used to edit planes
and plane edges, query planes and edges, and cut openings in planes. There is
also a Dormer Tool that allows you to place a dormer after defining the dormer
parameters. We will cover all of the Utility tools in this section.
Editing an existing plane involves redefining the plane’s edges, then re-making
the plane. We will start therefore with a detailed look at edge-related commands.
Next we will examine commands for working with surfaces, then commands for
editing fascia. Finally we will look at query commands, the commands for adding openings, and the Dormer tool.
Note 1: In this text and in the BuildersCAD menus, the terms plane and surface are often used interchangably.
Edge Commands
To access the Edge
Commands, select the
Scissors icon under
the Utilities heading
of the ROOFS application sub-menu to
display the ROOF
PLANE EDIT pop-up
menu. This menu is
divided into three
sections - Edit Plane,
Edit Plane Edge, and
Edit Fascia. The
menu selections for
working with plane edges include Erase Edge, Add Edge, Trim/Extend, and
split or Break.

ERASE EDGE: Erase Edge under the Edit Plane Edge heading
allows you to erase single edges, all edges in a module, or all edges
in a level. Erase Edge will eliminate the visible edges associated
with the edge you select. The Outlines of the opaquable surfaces associated
with a plane however may remain. This can be confusing, appearing as if the
edge was not really erased. These opaquable outlines will go away when the
plane is remade or erased with Erase under the Edit Plane heading.
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ADD EDGE: Add Edge is the primary way to add a new edge.
When you select Add Edge on the ROOF PLANE EDIT pop-up
menu, the ADD EDGE pop-up menu appears.
This menu contains the same fields
as the QUERY EDGE pop-up menu.
First fill in the Add Edge fields to
indicate a new edge’s type, class,
module, and bordering planes(s).
Next create a new edge by selecting
one of the three commands at the
bottom of the menu. Following is a
discussion of the action taken by
these three choices.
Tip 1:

Add Edge is the "workhorse"
command for building a new
series of edges and offers great
flexibility in forming edges.
Keep in mind however that
there are also edge Trim/Extend and Break commands that can be used
to clean up a "roughed in" series of edges created through Add Edge.
Single Plane
Single Plane selected from the ADD EDGE menu adds an edge that
is forced to lie in an existing plane. You select the plane it will lie
within through the Plane 1 and Tier 1 fields of the ADD EDGE
menu.
After selecting Single Plane, you are prompted for the two endpoints of the edge, which you pick in plan view. The program will
then ask if you wish to elevate the new edge to match the plane you
have designated in the Plane 1 field (you should almost always
respond yes). The new edge will then lie within the plane you designated. In essence the program adjusts the Z coordinates of the edge
endpoints you picked so that the edge will lie in the plane.
Plane & Plane
Plane & Plane is used to add a new edge at the intersection of two
esisting planes. You select the two planes to intersect through the
Plane 1, Tier 1, Plane 2, and Tier 2 fields of the ADD EDGE menu.
After selecting Plane & Plane the program displays a red line across
the screen, representing a line of infinite length where the two
planes (designated in the Plane 1 and Plane 2 fields) would intersect. You are then prompted to pick two endpoints on this red line,
to convert it into a finite length edge. After picking the endpoints,
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BuildersCAD will draw the resulting edge. The Plane & Plane
method of adding an edge is very useful when you are adding edges
to reform a plane so that it will intersect another plane.
Plane & Line
The Plane & Line command provides a convenient way of creating
a new edge from an existing line or wall. The line or wall is projected so that it lies within a selected plane, forming the new edge.
You select the line or wall from the screen. You select the plane
through the Plane 1 field of the ADD EDGE menu.
After selecting Plane & Line, the program will ask if you wish to
intersect the plane with a line or with a wall. If you respond with
line, you will be prompted to select any line on the screen. If you
respond with wall, you will be prompted to select a wall side. You
will have the opportunity to confirm your choice, select the other
side of the wall, or select a different wall.
After confirming your choice of a line or wall side, BuildersCAD will display a red line across the screen, representing a line
of infinite length where the plane (designated by the Plane 1 field)
and the selected line or wall would intersect. You are then prompted
to pick two endpoints on this red line to convert it into a finite
length edge. After the endpoints are selected, BuildersCAD will
draw the resulting edge.

TRIM / EXTEND: You can select Trim Extend under the ROOF
PLANE EDIT pop-up menu to change an edge’s end point in a
number of ways. After selecting an edge to change, the prompt displays a list of trim/extend methods you can choose from. These methods
allow you to graphically build edges that intersect other edges and planes,
without manually performing calculations to determine how different edges
and plane surfaces intersect. Each of these methods and their operation is
discussed below. In all cases, the end of the selected edge that is affected is
the end that is closest to the point where you picked the edge.
By Distance
Enter a positive or negative distance to extend or trim the selected
edge. The actual length of the 3D edge is changed by this distance,
regardless of its orientation in space.
To E d g e
Select another edge, to which the end of the first edge is trimmed or
extended. When determining the trim/extend distance, BuildersCAD treats the two edges as if they were flat, 2D lines, though
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the modified edge is still a true 3D edge after trimming or extending.
To P l a n e
Select a plane by picking with F1 somewhere inside the plane. The
edge will then be trimmed or extended so that it intersects with the
surface of the plane in 3D space. This option is very useful for
determining where a ridge or eave will run into an existing surface.
To Wa l l
Select one side of a wallto which the edge will be trimmed or
extended. When determining the trim/extend distance, BuildersCAD treats the edge and wallas if they were flat, 2D lines though
the edge is still a true 3D edge after trimming or extending.
Z-Height
Selecting this option will trim or extend the end of the edge so that
it ends at a specific elevation (z height). When prompted, you can
either enter a specific elevation, or select a point on the screen. If
you select a point, BuildersCAD will use the elevation of the
point to set the z height of the end of the edge. Typically you will
use the F11 key to pick a point on another edge, thus forcing the
modified edge to end at the same elevation as the referenced edge.

BREAK: Upon selecting Break you can break a selected edge
into two edges. After selecting an edge to break, BuildersCAD
will prompt you for the first break point. Select a point with F1 or
select the end of an edge near the line with a F11. In response to the next
prompt, you can just press <Enter> to break the edge into two edges at the
point you picked. Alternatively, you can enter a second point on the edge,
which will cause a gap to be formed between the two resulting edges.
Keep in mind that you can be "sloppy" in specifying your break points, then
use Trim / Extend to clean up the broken edges so they end exactly where
you want.
Surface Commands
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To access the Surface Edit commands
select the Scissors
icon under the Utilities heading on the
ROOFS application
sub-menu to display
the ROOF PLANE
EDIT pop-up menu.
This menu is divided
into three sections Edit Plane, Edit Plane
Edge, and Edit Fascia.
The menu selections for working with surfaces are found under the Edit
Plane heading and include Erase Plane, Add Plane, Change Elevation,
Remake, and Trim/Extend.

ERASE: Use Erase under the Edit Plane heading to completely
erase one or more surface planes. Erasing a plane also erases its edges
that ar not shared by other planes. Edges that are shared with other
planes are not eliminated but are designated as only belonging to a single
plane after the erasure is complete.
ADD PLANE: Add Plane can be used when you wish to create a
completely new plane. Contrast this command with Re-Make, which
is used to re-form a plane after modifying its edges. Creating a new
plane using Add Plane requires the definition of a base line for the new
plane. The base line is a horizontal line that runs along the surface of the new
plane, and is perpendicular to the plane’s up-slope direction. In responding
to the Add Plane prompts, you will pick two end points of a base line. You
will also enter an elevation for the base line and a slope for the new plane,
using the ADD PLANE pop-up menu. This slope, base line, and base line elevation are used internally by BuildersCAD to represent a unique infinite
plane in space. Finally you will draw the edges of the new plane.
The direction that you draw the base line is important. The up-slope direction is to the left side of the line as you draw it from first to second point.
Note 1: There is no requirement that the base line be oriented in any particular
way, relative to the plane edges, nor does its length have to match any
final plane dimensions. The base line is only a temporary construction
line used to determine the new plane’s orientation in space. Once the
plane is created, the base line is deleted and only the edges redisplayed.
In practice however your base lines will typically correspond to some
feature such as a wall or other plane edge.
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Add Plane also provides an alternative to the base line method for defining a
plane. Using this alternative you pick (or specify) the actual points of the
plane.
Select Add Plane on the ROOF
PLANE EDIT pop-up menu to display the ADD PLANE pop-up menu.
The top half of the ADD PLANE
menu contains the parameters you
set before creating the new plane.
The bottom half contains commands
to draw the new plane through three
methods. First, we will review the
parameters.
Plane - This field indicates the number that will be assigned to the new
plane. It defaults to the next highest unassigned plane number, and therefore
can usually be left as is.
Tier - Displays the tier number of the plane that will be created. Usually this
value is left at the default value of 1.
You should not set the Plane and Tier fields to match a plane / tier that currently exists. If you want to use Add Plane to redefine an existing plane / tier,
erase the old plane / tier first.
Class - Indicates either Ceiling or Roof as the new plane class. Selecting this
field or its label will toggle between Ceiling and Roof.
Roof - Indicates which Roof, on the current Level, will contain the new
plane. The roof is designated by a letter from a to z. By selecting this field
you can specify the Roof to which the new plane will be assigned.
Pitch - Shows the pitch as rise over run. When this field is selected, you can
enter a new rise vilue (assumed over a run of 12) or choose a horizontal
pitch.
Base Elev - Indicates the elevation of the base line you will draw. Typically
this value defaults to your wall height, but you can enter any value appropriate for the base line and plane you are creating.
Once you have filled in the Add Plane parameters, you can select one of the
three boxes at the bottom of the ROOF PLANE EDIT pop-up menu described
below.

APPLY PITCH: Selecting Run or Box under the Apply Pitch heading will create a new plane based on the parameters you have entered (pitch, base elevation, etc.) and a run or box outline that you draw. After selecting any of these
choices, BuildersCAD will prompt for the two endpoints of the base line.
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Remember that the upslope direction is to the left of this line as it is drawn.
Next you will be prompted for two box end points (if you selected Box) or a
series of end points (if you selected Run). The lines created from the endpoints you enter will become the edges of your new plane. Though these
lines are drawn in plan view, they are transformed into true 3D lines. You
can verify this by changing to an isometric view.

ACTUAL: When you select Run under the Actual heading you enter exact 3D
coordinates or pick 3D points for the endpoints of the edges of your new
plane. The Add Plane values in the Pitch and Base Elev fields are ignored, as
is the base line.
Tip 1:

Be sure that the endpoints that you specify are coplanar when using
Actual. BuildersCAD does not prevent you from forming an "impossible" plane, with points and edges off the plane.

The Actual command is useful for creating a new plane when you know its
exact 3D coordinates, for creating vertical planes (which cannot be created
using the Apply Pitch commands), or for "filling in" planes that can be
drawn most easily by selecting existing points on other planes.
For new planes created by Add Plane, whether by Apply Pitch or Actual, all
edges are assigned a type of undefined. You can use the Query command and
select the Query Edge option to change these edge types after adding the
new plane.

CHANGE ELEVATION: Change Elev can be used to change the
elevation of a selected plane by a relative distance. After selecting a
plane to elevate, you will be prompted for a relative distance. Enter a
positive amount to raise the plane, or a negative amount to lower the plane.
Upon changing a plane’s elevation, any edge that the moved plane shared
with another plane will be duplicated at the new plane elevation.
RE-MAKE: Re-Make builds a plane from a series of connected
edges. It is typically used to re-form an existing plane after modifying
the plane’s edges. Upon selecting Re-Make, you will be prompted to
select a plane by pressing F1 while the cursor is somewhere within the
plane’s original edges. After you have selected a plane, you will be prompted
to verify each edge. If you respond No, the plane will be remade immediately. If you select Yes, BuildersCAD will successively turn off and highlight each edge that is assigned to the plane you are remaking. Press <Enter>
to advance from edge to edge. Viewing the edges this way is useful in verifying that your modified edges form a closed, continuous boundary, without
duplicate or extraneous edges. Note that the edges will not necessarily be
shown in a clockwise or counterclockwise sequence. After each edge has
been highlighted, BuildersCAD will remake the plane.
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Tip 1:

If the program fails to remake the plane, it may signal so with the error
message "Edges to not define a complete boundary". If you get this
message, carefully check all the edges that are assigned to the plane.
Make sure edges truly intersect where you think they do (i.e. two edge
endpoints may appear equal, but are actually just barely different). Also,
be sure that you have erased any old plane edges that ar no longer part of
the plane’s new boundaries.

TRIM / EXTEND: You can use the Trim/Extend command under
the Edit Plane heading to trim or extend one plane into another
plane. BuildersCAD will trim or extend roof plane edges, add
an edge along the intersection of the two planes and remake the modified
plane.
Select Trim/Extend under the Edit Plane heading on the ROOF PLANE EDIT
pop-up menu. BuildersCAD will prompt for the plane to project. Select
the plane using the F1 key (left mouse button) and the plane will highlight.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the leading edge to project. Select the plane
edge that is nearest to the plane to which you want to trim or extend the
selected plane. This edge will highlight. BuildersCAD will then prompt
for the plane to project to. Select the plane to which you want BuildersCAD to trim or extend the first plane you selected. The selected plane will
highlight and BuildersCAD will trim or extend edges, add an edge
between the chosen planes, and remake the plane you trimmed or extended.
BuildersCAD will then prompt for another plane to project. The plane
edges that BuildersCAD adds will be assigned the edge type undefined. If
you want to change the edge type use the Query -> Query Edge tool.
Fascia Commands
To access the Edit
Fascia
commands,
select the Scissors
icon under the Utilities heading on the
ROOFS application
sub-menu to display
the ROOF PLANE
EDIT pop-up menu.
This menu is divided
into three sections
Edit Plane, Edit Plane
Edge, and Edit Fascia.
The menu selections for working with Fascia include Erase Fascia, and Add
Fascia.
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Fascia in this instance refers to a vertical plane that simulates the depth of
the vertical fascia board that attaches to the 3D roof plane to simulate the
look of fascia on the roof plane. These fascia planes do not tie to framing or
materials. BuildersCAD represents fascia as the outlines of shadable triangles. Ususally these display elements are visible only when you work with
an isometric or perspective view of your roof design.
The Soffit Offset parameter in the Eave Marker determines a default value
for the Fascia and is generated automatically when you generate the 3D
planes. You may however erase the existing fascia after roof planes are generated and replace it with a fascia of a different size. It is often easiest to
work with these fascia commands while in ISO view, since the fascia is not
visible from plan view. Use the CYCLE menu or the VIEW CONTROL BAR
to change between ISO and Plan views.

ERASE: With Erase under the Edit Fascia heading on the ROOF
PLANE EDIT menu, you can eliminate the fascia for a plane that
you select. Upon selecting Erase you are prompted for a plane
number. Select the default (the last plane you worked with), or enter the
number of a new plane. You may wish to use Query under the Utilities heading of the ROOFS application sub-menu to determine plane numbers before
starting the Erase command. After verifying your choice, the program will
remove all fascia lines associated with the plane.

ADD: Add can be used to draw new fascia for a selected plane.
Upon selecting the Add button you are prompted for the plane to
which fascia will be added. Next, you are prompted for the start
and end points of the fascia. You should specify the 3D points at each end of
the "top" of the fascia. Using F11 to select a plane corner is a good way to
get a starting point. Select another corner, or enter relative coordinates for
the other fascia endpoint. Finally BuildersCAD will prompt for a fascia
depth. Enter a depth and BuildersCAD will draw the fascia.
Query
The Roof Query function may be used to query planes, edges,
and display edge types. Select the Query icon under the Utilities
heading on the ROOFS application sub-menu. BuildersCAD
will prompt for the query function - Query Plane, Query Edge, or Display
Edge Types.
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QUERY EDGE: Select Query Edge
and BuildersCAD will prompt to
select an edge to query. When the
desired edge is selected, BuildersCAD will display the QUERY
EDGE pop-up menu. This menu
contains information about the edge
you select. You can optionally
change some of the information
shown on the menu to update the
edge. Following is a description of
the QUERY EDGE menu.

Ref Number - Contains a reference
number for the Edge. This number is
assigned by BuildersCAD and
cannot be changed. Edge reference
numbers can be useful to know when using edge editing commands, though
in most situations you can just pick an edge from the screen without knowing its number.
Type - Indicates the Edge Type: fascia, tier, hip, valley, ridge, king, rough
opening, or undefined. Edge types become important when creating 3D
boards, and are discussed in detail in the section on Framing Roofs in 3D.
Edge types are also important when generating material takeoffs with the
Materials Application. If you select the Type label or field, a pop-up menu
will appear allowing you to select a new edge type.
Class - An edge is designated either a CEILING or ROOF, as indicated in
the Class field. Selecting this field or its label will toggle between CEILING
and ROOF. You will rarely need to change the class of an existing edge.
Roof - Indicates the specific Roof on the current Level containing this edge,
by a letter from a to z. By selecting this field, you can change the Roof to
which an edge is assigned.
The next four items on the QUERY EDGE pop-up menu show which planes
are on either side of the selected edge. A particular edge can be bound by
either one plane (e.g. at the eave) or two planes (e.g. at a hip or ridge). These
two planes are designated as 1 and 2 on the QUERY EDGE menu.
Plane 1 and Plane 2 - Contains the plane number of the plane(s) on either
side of the edge. If an edge only involoves one plane, the Plane 2 field will
contain 0. If you select one of these fields or their label, you will be
prompted to enter a new plane number. You can also simply pick a plane
from the screen (F1 somewhere in the plane interior) and the program will
get its plane number for you. The two planes referenced by an edge must be
on the same level.
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Tier 1 and Tier 2 - Contains the tier number of the surfaces on either side of
the edge. For single sloped planes, this number is always 1. Like the plane
number fields, you can select thetier number fields or labels and change the
assigned number. You will rarely need to change the plane and tier numbers
of an edge through the QUERY EDGE menu. This ability is most useful for
correcting errors left after creating a new edge, or if you are rebuilding a new
plane with edges from an old plane. If you exit the QUERY EDGE menu by
selecting the Update Edge command, the edge you had selected will be
updated with any changes you made on the pop-up menu.

DISPLAY EDGE TYPES: Selecting the Query
icon and then Display Edge Types at the Select
Function prompt produces the DISPLAY EDGE
TYPES pop-up menu, containing a list of edge
types (fascia, hip, valley, etc.). When one of
these types is selected, all edges of that type are
temporarily highlighted in red. Using Display
Edge Types is an excellent way to verify that
edge type assignments are correct before framing a roof. The last choice on the DISPLAY
EDGE TYPES menu is Duplicate Edges. When
selected this will cause BuildersCAD to
highlight edges that lie on top of each other.
These edges are typically left over from an editing session where you created
new plane edges, but did not delete the old edges. After highlighting duplicate edges, you should erase the unneeded ones.
Tip 1:

Duplicate Edges can cause the Remake command to fail, and can result
in duplicate edge boards being placed when using the 3D BOARDS
menu commands.

QUERY PLANE: Select Query Plane
and pick a plane using the F1 key
(left mouse button) to display the
QUERY PLANE pop-up menu. This
menu contains information about the
selected surface plane. The following is displayed on the QUERY
PLANE pop-up menu.
Plane No.
Tier No.
Class - Roof or Ceiling
Roof - The roof (a-z) in which the plane occurs.
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Pitch - The pitch (X/12) or slope of the roof plane.
None of the information displayed on the QUERY PLANE pop-up menu may
be modified in this menu
Openings
There are two ways to create an opening in roof surfaces:
1.
2.

Create an opening using the roof generator, by drawing an opening outline
and marking it with "hole" plane markers.
Use the Place Opening command under the Utilities heading on the
ROOFS application sub-menu to add an opening to a single plane.

The first method is recommended for creating complex openings that cut
across multiple planes.
The second method discussed below, is useful for adding simple openings
that involve only a single plane. Both methods of creating an opening allow
you to define the opening as a projection of a flat, 2D outline onto the roof
surface. The Place Opening method also allows you to dimension an opening
relative to the plane surface. This relative dimensioning is often more convenient than using projections when sizing openings such as skylights.
Upon selecting Place Opening, you will be
prompted to select a plane for the new
opening. Once a plane is selected, the
PLACE OPENING pop-up menu will display.
If you select either of the options under the Projection heading, the outline
you draw in plan will be projected vertically to cut the opening into the
plane. Choose Box to conveniently create a four sided opening. Choose Run
to create an opening of any shape and number of sides.
If you choose the Relative option under the Surface heading, you will key in
a series of relative coordinates to define the outline of the opening. These
coordinates are all treated as if measured along the plane’s surface, regardless of its pitch. In this "surface coordinate system" the positive Y axis is
assumed to correspond to the upslope direction and the X axis is horizontal.
The first prompt after selecting Relative is for a reference location on the
plane. Typically, you will choose some selectable point, such as a corner of
the plane, with F11. Next you will be prompted for the first point in the
opening, relative to the reference location. You will then be prompted for a
succession of points, each relative to the last. Press F10 when you are finished (Pressing F10 will close the shape if not already closed). The opening
will be formed.
T h e D o r m e r To o l
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This tool allows you to define the parameters of a dormer through a pop-up
menu and then with a single mouse pick, cut an opening in the roof, generate
the dormer walls with a window opening and generate the roof for the dormer.
BuildersCAD will assign the dormer walls to the Wall Level displayed on
the Roof STATUS menu at the time the dormer is generated. The dormer elevation will be determined measuring from the elevation of the Wall Level
you have selected, and considering the elevation and slope of the roof plane
you select for the dormer.
You will most likely want to designate a Wall Level as Dormer Walls and set
the elevation onthe WALL LEVEL CREATION / MANIPULATION menu
before you place or generate a dormer.
Select Dormer under the Utilities heading on the ROOFS application submenu. BuildersCAD will prompt you to select the position on a roof
plane for dormer placement. The point you pick will be the center of the outside face of the front dormer wall. You will most likely need to select the
point using the New Reference tool. After you pick a point the DORMER
DESIGNER pop-up menu will display and show you a dormer on the plane
you selected using the default dormer parameters.

Via the DORMER DESIGNER menu you are able to define a range of dormer
roof and wall properties. When the menu first displays, it will show Dormer
Roof Properties.
Dormer Roof Properties
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At the top of the
DORMER
DESIGNER menu

the Roof box indicates which Roof
on the current Roof
Level will be used
for the dormer you
are about to place.
The Dormer Type
options include the
roof styles available
Gable,
Hip,and
Shed.
When you select
any of the three
options you will be
prompted to select
a value for the
slope of the dormer; either a pitch
(in degrees) or a rake (e.g. 8/12).
The Soffit options are: None; Fascia Wall, or All and behave the same as the
Soffit settings on the STATUS menu (discussed earlier in this section).
Under the Dormer Dimensions heading are displayed parameters that allow
you to set the dormer Width, Top Plate Height, and Finish Floor Height. The
Width is the Width of the dormer. Top Plate Height is the height measured
from the finish floor of the Wall Level displayed on the STATUS menu to the
top of the top plate of the dormer walls. Finish Floor Height is the floor
height of the current Wall Level displayed on the STATUS menu.
The Plan and Isometric buttons toggle the view of the dormer and roof plane
in the DORMER DESIGNER menu to Plan and Isometric views respectively.
Cut Opening can be either set to yes or no and determines whether or not
BuildersCAD will cut a hole for the dormer in the roof plane on which
the dormer is placed.
Eave Properties toggles the dormer displayed to outline mode and allows
you to select a dormer outline edge and modify properties such as Overhang
and Heel Height.
Reset Origin allows you to select a new location for the dormer.
After you have adjusted the various parameters you can select Update Display at the top of the DORMER DESIGNER pop-up menu and the dormer
displayed will update according to your changes.
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Dormer Wall Properties
Select on Dormer
Wall
Properties
and the right portion of the DORMER

DESIGNER

pop-up menu will
change to display
these properties.
At the top of the
menu you can set
the Wall Width,
Wall Color, and
Wall Pen.
Select on Window
Type to display the
OPENING
SELECT menu and

you can select the
window
that
BuildersCAD
will insert into the dormer. You can also set the Window Color and Window
Pen.
To the right of these parameters you can toggle between Yes and No to either
display the Walls and / or Windows or not.
Auto Size toggles from Yes to No. If it is set to Yes, you shoudl input dimensions for the From Top, From Sides, and Sill Height fields. BuildersCAD
will automatically adjust the window size to the values you input. The
parameters Width, Height, and Head Height will display N/A and have no
effect. If Auto Size is set to No, the Width, Height, and Head Height become
user definable and From Top, From Sides, and Sill Height default to N/A.
After you have adjusted the various parameters you can select Update Display at the top of the Dormer Designer pop-up menu and the dormer displayed will update to reflect your changes.
Place the Dormer
After you have made all parameter adjustments select Place Dormer and
BuildersCAD will automatically place/generate the dormer with walls,
and roof planes that can be framed and are materials ready.
P u t t i n g I t A l l To g e t h e r
Following are some hints for using the editing commands discussed in this
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chapter. Refer to the previous material in this tipic for details about the commands mentioned below.
Change the Shape of a Plane:
1.

Use the Add Edge command and Trim/Extend, Break, and Erase commands to create a new boundary for the plane.

2.

Select the Remake command to reform the plane.
Extend a Plane (A) so it intersects another Plane (B)

1.

Use Trim/Extend to extend one plane to another or to extend the appropriate ridge and or eave edges of plane A so they intersect plane B. Use To
Plane as the trim/extend method.

2.

Use Add Edge to add a series of edges in Plane B where the two planes
will intersect. Use the Plane & Plane method to add edges where the
planes intersect.

3.

Use Erase under Edit Edge to eliminate old edges no longer involved in
plane A.

4.

Select Remake to remake Plane A.
To D e t e r m i n e a P l a n e ’s N u m b e r :
Use Query under the Utilities heading on the ROOFS application sub-menu.
To Q u i c k l y D e t e r m i n e E d g e Ty p e
Assignments:
Use Display Edge Types via Query under the Utilities heading on the
ROOFS application sub-menu to highlight all edges of a selected type.

Use Query under Utilities to determine the type of a particular edge.
To C h a n g e a n E d g e ’s Ty p e :
Select Query under the Utilities heading on the ROOFS application submenu, then Query Edge. Change the Type on the Query Edge pop-up menu
and select Update Edge to update the edge and clear the pop-up menu.
To C h a n g e a F a s c i a D e p t h :
Use Erase under Edit Fascia on the ROOF PLANE EDIT pop-up menu to
eliminate the fascia with incorrect depth. Next use Add Fascia to add a new
fascia of the desired depth.

Framing Roofs in 2D
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The 2D framing function of the Roofs Application allows
you to make simple rafter or ceiling joist layouts using
crosshatch patterns and roof plane geometry. The output of
the 2D framing functions cannot be used in a material takeoff. The 3D framer is required if you want to include roof
framing materials in a material take-offs. See the next section on Framing Roofs in 3D.
2D Roof Outline
You can automatically generate a roof outline by
selecting the 2D icon under the Generate Roof heading
on the ROOFS Application sub-menu. When you
select this option BuildersCAD will present you
with the 2D ROOF SURFACE pop-up menu. From this
menu, you can select the color, pen, and line type for
the lines of the roof outline. When you select the Create button BuildersCAD will produce a 2D "projection" of the roof planes.
The 2D Framing Functions
There are two methods for generating 2D roof framing. One is the "auto
frame" method in which BuildersCAD frames the entire roof level for
you. using some default settings. The other method, "manual framing"
allows you to define individual joist spacing and orientation for each roof
plane. Select 2D Board Layout on the ROOFS Application menu to display
the LAYOUT 2D FRAMING application sub-menu.

AUTO FRAME: Select Auto Frame on the LAYOUT 2D FRAMING application
sub-menu. This will generate the 2D AUTOMATIC ROOF FRAMING pop-up
menu.

Here you establish a number of criteria that BuildersCAD will use to create the 2D roof framing layout.
Color - The color the system will use to display the crosshatching.
Pen - The pen BuildersCAD will select to draw the crosshatching.
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Offset - The distance from the plane or surface corner point to the first crosshatch pattern line.
Line - There are a number of line styles you can select from the 2D Line
Types pop-up menu you will see after selecting Line. Some line types may
require that you specify a board width.
Spacing - The distance between crosshatch pattern lines. For example if you
wanted a crosshatch pattern that would create a layout for a rafter system
with rafters at 16" o.c., you would enter spacing of either 1’-4" or 16".
Angle - While you can specify an angle, BuildersCAD will use the
knowledge it has of roof plane edges to decide on the direction of the crosshatch framing.
Select Create and you will get a prompt asking if the Class of a plane is Roof
or Ceiling. After you select the correct class, BuildersCAD will prompt
to select a plane. After the plane is selected you will be prompted to select a
point to start the crosshatch "framing". After you select a point BuildersCAD will ask you to confirm the framing of the surface. Selecting Yes will
cause the plane to be filled with crosshatching beginning at the specified offset from the point you selected. You will again be asked to select a plane so
that you can proceed "framing" the level plane by plane.

MANUAL FRAME: The Manual Frame function allows you to specify crosshatch patterns on a plane by plane basis. When you select Manual Frame, the
2D MANUAL ROOF FRAMING pop-up menu will appear.

From this menu, you can select the following parameters:
Color - The color the system will use to display the crosshatching.
Pen - The pen BuildersCAD will select to draw the crosshatching
Offset - The distance from the plane or surface corner point to the first crosshatch pattern line.
Line - There are a number of line styles you can select from the 2D LINE
TYPES pop-up menu which displays after selecting Line. Some line types
may require that you specify a board width.
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Spacing - The distance between crosshatch pattern lines. For example if you
wanted a crosshatch pattern that would create a layout for a rafter system
with rafters at 16" o.c., you would enter a spacing of either 1’-4" or 16".
Angle - This field determines the angle of the roof joist pattern. An angle of
0 degrees or 180 degrees will place horizontal joists; an angle of 90 degrees
or 270 degrees will place joists vertically. To specify a new angle, select
Angle on the 2D MANUAL ROOF FRAMING pop-up menu. The FRAMING
ANGLE pop-up menu will appear. From this menu, you can select one of the
arrow icons that sets the angle you want or you can select Rot or Angle and
enter a value from the keyboard.
When Create is selected BuildersCAD will prompt for the boundary
method - Box, Point to Point and End. Selecting Box allows you to outline
an area to fill with a two-point box. Selecting Point to Point allows you to
enter a series of points for defining an area to fill. Selecting End fills the
boundary with the crosshatch pattern. BuildersCAD will prompt to place
the pattern as shown on the screen. Select Yes to accept the pattern, No to
reject it. You can use more than one method to define a particular area. The
area will not be filled until you select End.

ERASE FRAMING CROSSHATCH: Whether the crosshatching was created
with Auto or Manual Framing you can delete the crosshatch patterns by
selecting Erase Framing Crosshatch on the LAYOUT 2D FRAMING application sub-menu. BuildersCAD will prompt for a corner of the crosshatch
to delete. Use the F1 key to pick an area filled with crosshatch. BuildersCAD will erase the crosshatch pattern from the screen and prompt to verify the deletion. If you select Yes, the crosshatch pattern will be deleted. If
you select No, the pattern will be retained.

FREEZE FRAMING CROSSHATCH: The Freeze Framing Crosshatch function allows you to convert a crosshatch pattern into a group of lines. Once a
pattern is frozen, you can use the line editing tools to edit the roof joist pattern. When Freeze Framing Crosshatch is selected, BuildersCAD will
prompt for the framing crosshatch corner. Pick a crosshatch corner using the
F1 key. BuildersCAD will erase the crosshatch pattern from the screen
and prompt to freeze the roof crosshatch. If Yes is selected, BuildersCAD
will convert the crosshatch pattern into lines. If No is selected, the crosshatch
pattern will be retained.

EXTRACT DASHED WALLS: Frequently it is helpful to show the wall layout along with the roof system layout. BuildersCAD provides you with
the ability to include "dashed" walls with your roof framing layout.
The Create Dashed Walls Menu
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When you select Extract Dashed Walls on the LAYOUT 2D FRAMING application sub-menu, the CREATE DASHED WALLS pop-up menu is displayed.

From this menu you can determine how BuildersCAD will generate the
dashed walls.
Color - The Color field determines the screen display color for the dashed
wall lines. To specify a new color, select Color on the CREATE DASHED
WALLS menu, then select a new color from the SELECT DESIRED COLORpop-up menu.
Pen - The Pen field determines which plotter pen will be used when plotting
the dashed walls. To specify a new pen, select Pen on the CREATE DASHED
WALLS menu. You can type a new pen number at the keyboard or select on
from the prompt line.
Search - The Search field determines which walls will be included in the
dashed wall outline. This value can be set to either BEARING or ALL. If set
to BEARING, only load-bearing walls will be extracted. If set to ALL, all
walls on the selected wall level will be extracted.
Level - The Level field determines which wall level BuildersCAD will
search. To specify a different level, select Level on the Create Dashed
Walls menu. BuildersCAD will prompt for the desired wall level. Select
the wall level you want BuildersCAD to extract walls from.
Create - Select Create when you want BuildersCAD to extract dashed
walls. If you have already extracted dashed walls for this roof level, they
will be replaced automatically.
S e l e c t i n g R o o f L a y e r s To D i s p l a y
BuildersCAD automatically places roof information on a variety of layers. You may find that there are times when you don not want a particular
layer or set of layers to be displayed or editable. BuildersCAD provides
the 2D ROOF LAYERS menu for this purpose. From this menu you can individually select which layers are on and off for the current roof level.
The 2D Roof Layers Menu
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The 2D Roof Layers menu pops up
when you select Display 2D Levels
on the LAYOUT 2D FRAMING application sub-menu. This menu has 2
sections - 2D Roof Layers and Functions.
From the 2D Roof Layers section,
you can determine which layers will
be affected by the Function you
choose to execute. If a particular
layer is highlighted, it will be
affected by the chosen function. If it
is not highlighted, it will not be
affected. To highlight or unhighlight
a layer, simply pick that layer on the
menu. With each pick, the chosen
layer will alternate between being highlighted and being unhighlighted. To
quickly highlight or unhighlight all the level layers, select All at the bottom
of the Layers section. Each pick of All will alternatively highlight or unhighlight all the layer names.
The Level field of the 2D ROOF LAYERS menu displays the current roof
level. This value cannot be changed from the 2D ROOF LAYERS menu.
The Functions section of the 2D ROOF LAYERS menu determines what
action is taken on the highlighted layers. There can be only one Function
executed at a time. The available functions are:
Display On - Turns the highlighted layers On to be displayed and edited.
Display Off - Turns the highlighted layers Off, preventing them from being
displayed and edited.
Clear Layer - Removes all information from the highlighted layers. The
Clear Layer function cannot clear layers that are not turned on for editing.
You must use the Display On function first.
When you choose a function on the 2D ROOF LAYERS menu, the function
name is highlighted. You can make multiple picks in the Functions section,
but only one function name will be highlighted at a time. The selected function will not be executed until you select the Execute button at the bottom of
the 2D ROOF LAYERS menu.

Framing Roofs in 3D
The BuildersCAD Framer allows you to "frame" roofs with BuildersCAD.
When BuildersCAD frames roofs it models every board in the roof to an exact
width, depth, and length. To do this the Framer utilizes the criteria entered in the
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BOARD TYPE and PIECE SPECIFICATION menus.

Functioning as framing rules, with each Piece Spec you have the opportunity to
designate many aspects of how a roof is framed. You use Piece Specs (utilized in
a Roof Board Spec) to "frame" the edge of roof planes and the roof plane area.
For plane edges a Piece Spec can specify the size and board quantity, and location relative to the roof edge. For plane surfaces, a Piece Spec (as utilized in a
Surface Marker) can "fill" a surface with boards of a designated size at a specific,
on-center spacing and cover the roof frame with decking or sheathing.
Piece Specifications, similar to framing rules for walls, are set up inside the
Roofs Application with each Piece Spec designated by a name. The Piece Spec
can be assigned to a Roof Edge or Surface via the 3D BOARDS menu, accessed
from the ROOFS Application Menu. With BuildersCAD, when you create a
plane, you are creating a surface with edges to which you will apply Roof Board
or Surface Specifications.
Below is a list of the instruction sets that together make up the "Roof Framing
Rules"
Board Type - Every board that is used to frame a roof has a name. A board might
run along the edge of a roof plane, or span and fill the surface of a plane. Regardless of its location or use, every board must be generated utilizing one of the user
defined Board Type names.
Piece Specification - Piece Specification is a "roof framing rule" that allows you
to define certain characteristics about a board including width, depth, quantity of
boards, relative elevation, and other characteristics. When this Piece Specification is assigned to a plane edge or utilized in a Surface Marker it dictates what
size board, relative elevation, etc. is created ("framed") at that location.
Roof-Board Specification - The menu that allows you to assign a Piece Specification to a roof plane edge.
Roof Surface Marker Specification - A menu that allows you to create a Surface Marker. When a Surface Marker is assigned to a roof plane surface, it dictates what size board, at what on-center spacing and what type of roof sheathing
(decking) to use to fill the plane (surface).
Roof Framing Rules
Roof Framing rules consist of four instruction sets: Board Type, Piece Specification, Roof-Board Specification, and Roof Surface Marker Specification.
Board Type is the most basic component of the roof framing rules. In Board
Type, the name, default size, repeat length and a user defined label is given to
every type of board you will use in framing roofs. A Piece Specification is a set
of characteristics attached to a name. This name can be assigned to a roof plane
edge or utilized in a surface marker to determine how a roof plane will be framed.
You can assign Piece Specs to roof plane edges using the Roof-Board Specifica800
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tion menu. The fourth instruction set is accessible through the ROOF SURFACE
MARKER SPECIFICATION menu. This menu allows you to utilize a Piece Specification in generating roof joists to fill a roof plane surface or to generate roof
decking (sheathing) to cover the roof surface.
B o a r d Ty p e
Every board you need to frame foors must be set up and saved in the BOARD
TYPE DEFINITION menu. Here you create Board Types assigning names and
characteristics that you will use to help identify boards in roof framing output and labeled framing drawings. To create or review existing Board Types,
select ROOFS on the BuildersCAD main menu and then select Roof
Level on the ROOFS STATUS menu.
When working in roofs, you must select a level first. BuildersCAD will
not allow work in any roof function before you select a Level.
After a Level is selected, select Board Edit, under the 3D Boards heading on
the ROOFS application menu. The STATUS menu will change across the
bottom of the screen. Select Board Type at the left end of the STATUS menu.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Board Type name. Select Menu at this
prompt to display the BOARD TYPE DEFINITION menu. The left side of the
menu displays the Board Parameters of the board last selected. The right side
of the menu displays a list of the Board Types already created.

The parameters you establish when you create a Board Type include:
Board Type - In this case Board Type refers to a name. When you select on
Board Type BuildersCAD will prompt for a Board Type name up to 12
characters. You can enter lower or upper case letters for the name, but do not
enter spaces part of the name. For example if you wanted to call a Board
Type "Edge Board" you would enter the name as "Edgeboard". This name
will be displayed under the Name heading on the right side of the menu.
Description - A description you can enter that will display on the right side
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of the menu along with the name. When Description is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for a board description.
Width - Refers to the default width of the board (Board Type). The width
can always be modified either from the STATUS menu or from the PIECE
SPECIFICATION menu.
Depth - Refers to the default depth of the board (Board Type). The depth can
always be modified either from the STATUS menu or from the PIECE SPECIFICATION menu.
Repeat Length - Is the standard length for the Board Type. If you create a
board type "Blocking" with a repeat length of 14’-0", and you add a board
that is 31’-0" long, BuildersCAD will create the board as 2 boards 14’-0"
long each and one board 3’-0" long.
Color - Is a user defined parameter. When you draw or add this board to the
database, it will be displayed in the color you select here. Select on the color
to generate a pop-up menu. You can select any color although you will probably want to select a shadable color (33-63) for 3D display purposes.
User Label - Is a user defined 2 character designation. This label will be
used by BuildersCAD to label this Board Type when you generate a roof
framing plan with a member list.
After the parameters are set up to your preference, select the Save button on
the bottom right of the BOARD TYPE DEFINITION menu. If you want to
delete a Board Type, select it to make it the current display, then select
Remove.
Under the Board Types heading on the right side of the BOARD TYPE DEFINITION menu, a list of Board Types already created is displayed.
Piece Specification
Piece Specifications are the core of the roof framing rules. In a Piece Specification you associate a Board Type and specific characteristics with a Piece
Specification name. In conjunction with other BuildersCAD menus, this
Piece Specification can be assigned, for example, to a roof plane edge. This
would cause a board or boards with the assigned characterisics to be generated along that roof plane edge.
Piece Specifications are set on the PIECE SPECIFICATION menu. This
menu is accessed by selecting the Piece Specs button on the BOARD SETUP
application sub-menu.
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The characteristics associated with a Piece Specification are listed below.
The first four simply indicate the current Piece Spec. selection.
Name - The name of the Piece Specification. It is by this name that you will
recognize the Piece Spec. For example you can create a Specification using
the Board Type "HipRafter" that will be used to generate the board along the
hip plane edge. You may want to create several sizes with different names
such as "hr08", "hr10", and "hr12" to designate 2x8, 2x10, and 2x12 hip
rafters.
Piece Type - This can be toggled to either roof or sheathing and will toggle
the list under the Existing Pieces heading. Piece Specifications are used to
determine parameters of roof boards, those used on roof plane edges or to fill
roof planes, or Piece Specifications are used to determine paramters of
sheathing, the decking used to cover roof planes.
Board To Use - Refers to the Board Type associated with the Piece Spec.
Every Piece Spec. is associated with a Board Type and when a framing drawing is generated, boards will be labeled based on their Board Type.
Desc. - Is a description that will display along side the Piece Spec. names on
the Piece Specification list. It is user definable up to 20 characters including
spaces.
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Displayed under the Piece Characteristics heading:
Width - The width of the board or individual boards (if more than one).
Depth - The depth of the board or individual boards (if more than one).
Repeat Length - Is the longest length board that will be generated by the
Piece Spec. For example, if the repeat length of the Piece Spec. is 16 ft. and
it is assigned to a roof plane edge that is 20 ft., when the BuildersCAD
Framer generates the boards, you will get one board 16 ft. long and one
board 4 ft. long.
Board Count - Is the number of boards associated with the Piece Spec. For
example, if the board count is 2 and the Piece Spec. is assigned to a roof
plane edge that is 20 ft. long, when you generate the boards the BuildersCAD Framer will generate 2 boards 20 ft. long (if the Repeat Length is 20
ft. or more).
Gap Between - Is a gap that will be created between the graphic display of
the boards in 2D or 3D displays. This characteristic is not relevant if the
Board Count is not 2 or more.
Start No. 1 (3) - Is the distance from the end of the edge to the starting point
of the first board (assuming the board count is more than one). This characteristic along with Start No. 2 (4) allows you to create staggered lap, multipiece beams.
Start No. 2 (4) - See Start No. 1 (3).
Extend > Bearing - Can be set to Yes, No, Lengthen To Nominal, or Distance. Yes will cause the board that is generated (if perpendicular to a load
bearing member) to extend to the far side of the bearing member.
Bearing Member - Toggles from YES to NO. Select YES if the board you
want to generate with the Piece Spec. is a load bearing member and NO if it
is not a load bearing member.
End Cut - Toggles from PLUMB to SQUARE. Because roof planes will
probably be sloped, you have the option to create a display of the roof boards
with either a square end cut (a cut perpendicular to the length of the board)
or a plumb end cut (a cut perpendicular to the "ground").
Relative Elev - Is the elevation, relative to the roof plane, at which the
boards(s) will be generated. For roof boards, the relative elevation will be
the elevation of the top of the board. When you select Relative Elev. you are
prompted to enter the relative elevation in inches. A negative distance puts
the board below the plane and a positive distance puts the board above the
plane.
Move Sideways - Causes the board to shift sideways relative to the plane
edge. When you select Move Sideways, you are prompted to enter a distance
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to move.
Behavior - Dictates how the board(s) behave regarding the plane edge.
When you select Behavior, you cause a pop-up menu to display with the
selections None, Centered, Inside, Outside, Hip, Ridge, Fascia, and Stacked.
Stacked is not relevant for roof boards.
End 1 Cut Bk - Causes the end of a board to be cut back or extended by the
value entered here. A negative value causes the board to be cut back while a
positive value causes the board to be extended.
End 2 Cut Bk - Causes the end of a board to be cut back or extended by the
value entered here. A negative value causes the board to be cut back while a
positive value causes the board to be extended.
Collision - Can toggle from YES to NO. When set to YES, the board will
"break" automatically when it crosses another board. For example, if you
assign the Piece Spec. to an edge that is crossed by a run of rafters, the board
generated will break into lengths running between the rafters.
Color - Is a user definable selection. When you select Color, the system will
display the SELECT DESIRED COLOR pop-up menu. The color you select
will be used by BuildersCAD to display the Piece Spec. marker.
Roof Spec - Is a button you can use to toggle between the PIECE SPECIFICATION menu and the ROOF-BOARD SPECIFICATION menu.
Under the Operational Commands heading reading horizontally is a list of
commands:

NEW: Select New to create a new Specification. Selecting New will generate a
prompt asking for the new Piece Specification name.

SAVE: After you have selected the Board Type and have the other characteristics set correctly, select Save to save the new Piece Specification.

CLEAR: If you want to select a different Piece Specification (other than the
one currently displayed) select Clear. This will clear the Name and Description settings and allow you to select a Surface Marker from the list.

REMOVE: If you want to delete a Piece Specification, select it so that it displays as the current Specification, then select Remove. You will be prompted
to confirm that you want to delect the selected Spec.
Roof Board Specification
BuildersCAD utilizes the ROOF-BOARD SPECIFICATION menu to
assign Piece Specifications to roof plane edges. Typically, roof plane edges
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occur on the outer edge of a roof (the fascia or gable edge), or in the interior
of a roof system (the ridge, hip, or valley edges). On the outer edge of a roof
system you would want to generate (or frame) a fascia board. You might
want to generate a ridge beam or hip rafter on a plane edge that occurs in the
interior of a roof system.
Piece Specifications allow you to specify the size and number of boards to
generate. The ROOF-BOARD SPECIFICATION menu gives you the means
to assign a Piece Specification to a roof plane edge.
On the BuildersCAD main menu, select ROOFS to display the ROOFS
application menu. Next select Edges under the 3D Boards heading on the
ROOFS application menu. This will display the EDGE BOARDS application
sub-menu. Select Assign Markers under the Markers heading on the EDGE
BOARDS application sub-menu to display the ROOF-BOARD SPECIFICATION pop-up menu. The menu consists of six sections, Parameters, Overrides, Available Boards, Roof Edge Type for Selected Boards, Selected
Boards, and Edit Function / Execute. Note that the 3D roof must be generated first before this menu is accessable.

Parameters - Include Text Size, Pen, and Color, here refer to the Roof Board
Specification Marker. On your drawing, after you assign the Piece Specification, you will see a Marker pointing to the roof edge. The marker will dis-
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play the Piece Spec. and pointer to the roof plane edge. The Text Size, Pen,
and Color parameters set how this marker is displayed on your drawing.
Overrides - Allow you to modify Behavior (relative to the plane edge). You
can also modify the amount the board is "cut back" from the end of the plane
edge with End 1 CT B or End 2 CT B. Selecting on End 1 CT B or End 2 CT
B will generate a prompt asking how much to cut back the board, in inches.
Available Boards - Under this heading is a list of the Piece Specifications.
Under the Entry and Description headings is a list of the Piece Spec. names
and descriptions. Roof Piece Specifications begin with an "r.". A name for a
2x10 hip rafter could be "r.hr10"
Roof Edge Type for Selected Boards - Below this heading is a row of the
available roof edge types that you might find in a roof plane system. They
include Fascia, Ridge, King, Hip, Valley, Rough Open, Tier, and Gable. In
addition there is an entry (box) called Any Type. You can assign a Piece
Specification to this Edge Type and assign it to any roof plane edge.
Selected Boards - Below the Selected Boards heading you find 4 rows that
line up under the edge types in Roof Edge Type For Selected Boards. This
matrix allows you to assign up to 4 Piece Specifications to each roof plane
edge type. Select an Edge Type under Roof Edge Type for Selected Boards
so that it is highlighted. Next select up to 4 Piece Specs. from under the
Available Boards column.
Edit Function / Execute - Allows you to select whether to assign Specifications to either the entire Level, a specific Roof, a user defined Area, or to a
Single plane edge.
Execute - Your selection under Execute determines whether you are going to
Erase or Place Piece Specs to the Level, Roof, Area, or a Single plane edge.
Piece Specification - This button allows you to flip conveniently to the
Piece Specification menu to review a setup or modify a Piece Spec.
Roof Surface Marker Specification
The ROOF SURFACE MARKER SPECIFICATION menu allows you to
select a Piece Spec. (and the boards(s) that it specifies) and create an instruction set that will generate the boards (as directed by the Piece Spec.) at a user
defined spacing.
Access the menu by selecting Surf’s under the 3D Boards heading on the
ROOFS main menu. This will display the SURFACES and BOARDS application sub-menu. Select Assign Markers under the Surfaces heading to display the ROOF SURFACE MARKER SPECIFICATION pop-up menu.
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On the right side of the ROOF SURFACE MARKER SPECIFICATION menu
under the Surface Marker Specifications heading is a list of the Surface
Markers already created, with descriptions.
On the left side of the menu is a list that displays the current Roof Surface
Marker characteristics. Included are:
Name - The name of the Surface Marker.
Desc - A description of the Surface Marker.
Rafter to Use - Displays the Piece Specification, that is the board(s) that will
be generated to fill the plane surface.
Spacing - The dimension measured from center to center of the boards.
Rafter Offset - The offset from the starting layout point to the first joist,
measured in inches.
Boards Offset - Not implemented for the current version of BuildersCAD
Sheathing Spec - Displays the Piece Specification, that is the sheet that will
be generated to cover the plane surface.
Text Size - The size of the text used in the Surface Marker.
Color - The color used to display the Surface Marker on the screen.
Pen - The pen number that will be used for the Surface Marker.
Under the heading Operational Commands, reading horizontally, is a list of
commands:
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NEW: Select New to create a new Surface Marker. BuildersCAD will
prompt for the new Surface Marker name.

SAVE: After you have selected the Piece Specification and have the other characteristics set correctly, select Save to save the new Surface Marker.

CLEAR: If you want to select a different Surface Marker (other than the one
currently displayed) select Clear. This will clear the Name and Description
settings and allow you to select a Surface Marker from the list.

REMOVE: If you want to delete a Surface Marker, select it so that it displays
as the current marker, then select Remove. You will be prompted to confirm
that you want to delete the selected marker.

PLACE SINGLE AND PLACE LEVEL: When you have selected the correct
Marker and are ready to place the Marker on a roof plane, select either Single or Level under the Place heading. If you select Single, the ROOF SURFACE MARKER SPECIFICATION menu will clear and BuildersCAD will
prompt for the Surface Marker position. You should position the Surface
Marker somewhere within the surface of the plane, inside the plane edges. If
you select Level, BuildersCAD will place the selected Surface Marker on
all planes on the current level.
Framing Roofs
The roof framing system for a house can be simple or very complex. It can be a
simple gable with rafters running in a single direction, perpendicular to the ridge
and fascia. A roof system can also consist of multi-pitch roof planes, on multiple
levels with rafters running in all directions.
The approach the BuildersCAD Framer takes to roof framing allows you to
frame a roof of any degree of complexity. This approach allows you to utilize a
number of different stategies in accomplishing the task of framing a roof system.
No particular strategy is right or wrong. The strategy that works best for you is
the right strategy.
You create roof planes by creating an outline, assigning markers (to determine
pitch) and "making" the planes. When you frame a roof plane, assign a Surface
Marker and generate rafters, the rafters will be generated perpendicular to the
ridge or fascia edges.
Roof plan edges define the size and shape of a roof plane system. You will assign
Piece Specs, utilizing roof plane edges, to create the ridge, hip, and valley rafters
or fascia and gable boards. Next you will place Roof Surface Markers that will
determine the size and spacing of rafters, fill the roof plane surface with rafters
and cover the roof plane surface with decking.
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Framing a Roof System
You begin framing a roof system by assigning Piece Specifications to the
plane edges. Next you generate the edge boards. Next you place a Surface
Marker Specification that will determine rafter size and spacing and roof
decking size and layout, then generate the rafters and roof sheathing. Then
you may use board editing tools to add, trim, extend, etc. boards as necessary
to finalize the roof framing system.
We will assume here that the roof planes are already created and you are
ready to begin framing. Select Edges under the 3D Boards heading on the
ROOFS application menu. This will bring up the EDGE BOARDS application sub-menu. To assign Piece Specifications to roof plane edges select
Assign Markers on the EDGE BOARDS application sub-menu. This will
bring up the ROOF - BOARD SPECIFICATION pop-up menu.
Under the Available Boards heading is a list of the Piece Specifications.
Under the Entry heading is a list of the Piece Spec. names and descriptions.
Below the Roof Edge Type for Selected Boards heading is a row of the available roof edge types that you might find in a roof plane system. They include
Fascia, Ridge, King, Hip, Valley, Rough Open, Tier, and Gable. In addition
there is an entry (box) called Any Type. You can assign a Piece Specification
to this Edge Type and assign it to any roof plane edge.
Below the Selected Boards heading you find 4 rows that line up under the
edge types in Roof Edge Type for Selected Boards. This matrix allows you
to assign up to 4 Piece Specs. to each roof plane edge type.
Select an Edge Type under the Roof Edge Type for Selected Boards heading
so that its highlighted. Then select up to 4 Piece Specs. from under the Available Boards column so that you select a Piece Specification to assign to
every applicable Roof Edge Type.
Select Place to assign Edge Markers to either the entire Level, a specific
Roof, a user defined Area, or to a Single plane edge. You can also use the
Erase option to delete Specs on the Level, Roof, in an Area, or a Single plane
edge.
You will see the edge markers appear (the marker is a Piece Spec. name
pointing to a plane edge). After all edge markers have been asssigned, select
Generate Edge Boards under the Boards heading on the EDGE BOARDS
application sub-menu. BuildersCAD will generate 2D "boards" on the
screen according to the criteria set up in the Piece Specs.
After edge boards have been generated, select Surfs under the 3D Boards
heading on the ROOFS application menu. This will bring up the SURFACES
application sub-menu. Select Assign Markers to display the ROOF SURFACE MARKER SPECIFICATION pop-up menu. Select the Surface Marker
Specification you want to use to generate the size rafters at the correct spacing. Select Single or Level under the Place heading on the ROOF SURFACE
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MARKER SPECIFICATION pop-up menu and use the F1 key to "place" the

Surface Markers on the roof plane in your drawing (if you selected Single).
If you selected Level, BuildersCAD will place the Surface Markers for
you. You are now ready to generate the rafters.
Select the Generate Rafters button under the Boards heading on the SURFACES application sub-menu. BuildersCAD will prompt for the surfaces
to fill with the choices of Level, Roof, Single, Area, and Cancel.
If you select Single, BuildersCAD will prompt for the desired Surface
Marker. When you select a Surface Marker, the BuildersCAD Framer
will generate all of the rafters for the plane you select.
If you select Area, BuildersCAD will prompt for the desired Surface
Marker. After you have selected the Surface Marker, the program will
prompt for a point within the boundary to begin. You can select a point on an
outer edge or corner or you can select a point somewhere in the interior of
the roof plane. After you select a point, you will be prompted for the beginning offset in inches. This is the offset from the point you selected to the center of the first rafter. After you select the beginning point, BuildersCAD
will prompt for the point within the boundary to end. Again the point can be
on an outer edge or corner or can be within the interior of the roof plane.
After the second point is selected, the program will prompt for an ending offset, that is the offset from the ending point to the center of the last joist. After
you have entered an ending offset, the BuildersCAD Framer will generate the rafters between the beginning and ending points.
You may next generate the roof decking (assuming that the Surface Markers
placed include a Sheathing Spec). Select Generate Sheathing near the bottom
of the SURFACES application sub-menu under the Sheathing heading.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the surface fill method with choices of
Edge Location, Single, Roof, Level, and Cancel.
If you select Level, the BuildersCAD Framer will use the Surface Markers placed on all roof planes on the Level to generate all roof decking
(sheathing) at a system determined offset from the roof plane ends.
If you select Roof, the BuildersCAD Framer will use the Surface Markers placed on all roof planes in the chosen Roof to generate all roof decking
(sheathing) at a system determined offset from the roof plane ends.
If you select Single, BuildersCAD will prompt for the desired Surface
Marker. When the Surface Marker is selected, the BuildersCAD Framer
will generate all of the roof decking for the plane you selected.
If you select Edge Location, BuildersCAD will prompt for the desired
Surface Marker. When the Surface Marker is selected, BuildersCAD will
prompt for the board to locate the edge. What ever board you select, the
BuildersCAD Framer will start a decking layout there with a full sheet,
beginning on the "arrow" side of the plane and laying out decking in both
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directions.
Editing Roof Framing
After you have framed a roof system there are several ways to edit the framing.
With the editing tools you can modify the boards already generated, or add and
delete boards. Editing tools are available on the ROOFS application menu under
the 3D Boards heading in the EDGES, SURFACES, and BOARD EDIT application sub-menus.
After you have completed editing, it’s a good idea to view the boards in 3D to
confirm that correct board specifications were assigned and all boards have been
generated at the correct elevation. Viewing options are available under the 3D
Boards heading on the ROOFS application menu, under 3D View.
Warning: You should never use the general editing commands such as Move
Area, Copy Area, or Undo while working on roof boards. Using editing tools
other than those available under the ROOFS menu Board Edit button will likely
cause corruption in the Board Extract File, making roof board output unreliable.
Edit Edge Boards
Select Edges under the 3D Boards heading on the ROOFS
application menu to display the EDGE BOARDS application sub-menu. Near the bottom of the menu select the
Erase icon. BuildersCAD will prompt to erase edge joists and offer the
choices Level, Roof, Single, and Cancel. Here you can select to erase the
edge boards on the entire Roof Level, on a single Roof Plane, or you can
erase a single joist.
Edit Surface Boards

ERASE JOISTS: Select Surfs under the 3D Boards heading on the ROOFS application menu to display the SURFACES / BOARDS application sub-menu. Select the
Erase Rafters icon from near the bottom of the SURFACES / BOARDS
application sub-menu. BuildersCAD will prompt to erase the rafters, giving the choices of Level, Roof, Single, Area, and Cancel.
If you select Level all of the roof joists on the current level will be erased
immediately. You will also lose any editing that has been done on roof joists.
If you select Roof all of the rafters in all of the planes in the selected Roof
will be erased.
If you select Single, BuildersCAD will prompt for the Surface Marker to
erase the rafters. When you select a single Roof Surface Marker, all of the
rafters in tha single roof plane will be erased.
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If you select Area, BuildersCAD will prompt for the beginning and end
locations of an intersect line. Using either the F1 or F11, you can select
beginning and end points to a line intersecting all of the rafters you wish to
erase.
If you select Cancel, the Erase Rafter routine will end.

TRIM / EXTEND RAFTERS: You can use the Trim/
Extend Rafters selection to trim or extend either one or
multiple rafters. BuildersCAD will prompt for Multiple or Single rafters. If Multiple is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for
the beginning location of an intersect line. You should place the cursor near
the end of the joists you want to trim or extend and select a point with an F1
or F11. You then be able to see a "rubber band" line connecting to the first
point which you can stretch across the rafters you want to trim or extend.
After you select the ending point of the line, the boards that intersect the line
will highlight. BuildersCAD will then prompt to trim/extend the selected
ends to a Board, Dist, DBL REF, Length, or Cancel. Selecting Board allows
you to trim/extend all of the joists intersected to a board you select. Selecting
Dist allows you to trim/extend the joists by entering a negative or positive
distance. Negative distance trims the boards, positive distance extends them.
If you select DBL REF, you will be able to trim or extend the rafters to a
double reference point you select. If Length is selected, BuildersCAD
will prompt for the new board length. You can select or enter the nominal
length of lumber you want and all of the rafters will trim or extend to the
specified nominal length. Select Cancel to exit the multiple trim/extend routine.
If you want to trim or extend a single rafter you should select Single at the
first prompt. BuildersCAD will prompt for the board to trim / extend
which should be selected using F1 near the end of the board to be trimmed /
extended. BuildersCAD will prompt to trim the selected board to Board,
Dist, DBL REF, Length, or Cancel, similar to to the multiple trim/extend
selection. The various methods work the same way for a single joist as for
multiple joists.

GENERATE SHEATHING: Selecting the Generate Sheathing button will

cause the BuildersCAD framer to generate the sheathing on the roof per
the parameters in the Roof Surface Markers.

ERASE SHEATHING: When Erase Sheathing is selected,

BuildersCAD will prompt to erase the sheathing by
Level, Roof, Single, or Cancel. You can select to erase the
sheathing for the entire roof Level, for all of the planes in a specific Roof, or
on a Single plane.
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Board Edit
Under the 3D Boards heading on the ROOFS application menu, select the
Board Edit button. This will display the ADD / EDIT application sub-menu.
Through this menu you can add a board of any Type. You can also perform a
number of edits to existing boards.
Add Board
To add a board, first select Board Type on the STATUS menu and
select MENU from the prompt choices. Choose the type of board
you want to add from the BOARD TYPE DEFINITION pop-up
menu.You can then change other characteristics of the board before
you add it to the roof plane. The width, depth, and relative elevation
of the board can be modified on the STATUS menu. You can also
select a Square or Plumb cut for the board you add. The last characteristic you can set on the STATUS menu is whether Break is ON or
OFF for the board you add. If Break is ON and you draw a board
that crosses one or more other boards, the board you add will automatically "break" at each board you cross, essentially putting in
blocking.
After you have selected the Board Type you want to add, select Add
Board under the Add heading. BuildersCAD will prompt to
select the plane for the board.
Edit Boards
Under the Edit heading on the ADD / EDIT application sub-menu
you will find the following ten functions:
Type - When Type is selected BuildersCAD will prompt to
select the board to change type. The board you select will be
changed to the current Board Type.
Depth - When Depth is selected BuildersCAD will prompt to
select a board to change the depth. After the board is selected,
BuildersCAD will prompt for the new board depth in inches.
The current board type depth in the prompt choices will be the
depth of the Board Type that is currently displayed on the STATUS
menu. You can either use the current display or enter the depth you
want for the board you selected. The board will remain at the current elevation and the bottom of the board will adjust up or down to
the new depth.
Thick - Select the Thick button to change the "thickness" of the
board. Thickness here is the width of the board in the face that is
parallel to the roof plane (this is the width you see looking at the
board in plan view). When Thick is selected, BuildersCAD will
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prompt to select a board to change thickness. After a board is
selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the new board thickness
(width) in inches. You can either select a width from the prompt
choices or enter the width. The centerline of the board will not
move. The outside edges of the board will either expand or contract
to the new width (thickness).
Copy - This function allows you to copy an existing board to a new
location. When Copy is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for
a board to copy. Next BuildersCAD will prompt for a reference
point for the copy, and then a new reference point to place the
board.
Move - Use this function to move or relocate an existing board.
When Move is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt to select the
board to move. Next BuildersCAD will prompt for a reference
point for the move, and then a new reference point to position the
board.
Split - This function can be used to "split" or divide a
board into two sections. When Split is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt to select a board to split. After a
board is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for a distance in
feet from the reference point which shows on the screen as an "X"
located on one end of the board, or to select the Measure option. If
Measure is selected you can select two other points anywhere on
the roof level. The distance between those two points will be used
as the distance from the reference point in determining the point to
split the board.
Merge - Use the Merge function to joint two separate
boards that are in line and adjoining. When the Merge
icon is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt to select
the board to merge. When a board is selected, the board you select
and the collinear board that it will be merged with will both be
highlighted. Confirm the merge by selecting Yes at the prompt.
Trim / Extend - Use Trim / Extend to trim and/or
extend existing boards. When the Trim / Extend icon is
selected BuildersCAD will prompt for the board end
to be trimmed or extended. When the board is selected it will highlight and a reference point ("X") will appear near the end you
selected. BuildersCAD will prompt to trim / extend the selected
end to Board, Dist, DBL REF, Length, or Cancel. Selecting Board
allows you to trim or extend the board to another board you select.
Selecting Dist allows you to trim or extend the board by entering a
negative (to trim) or positive (to extend) distance. If DBL REF is
selected you will be able to trim or extend the board to a double refBuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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erence point you select. If Length is selected BuildersCAD will
prompt for the new board length. You can select or enter the nominal length of lumber you want to use and the board will trim or
extend to the specified nominal length. Select Cancel to exit the
Trim / Extend function.
Erase a Board - Erase a board by selecting the Erase
Board icon. BuildersCAD will prompt to select a
board to erase. When you select the board it will immediately be erased without asking for confirmation of your selection.
Clear User Boards - Use this function to clear or erase all of the
boards you have added using the Add Board function. When Clear
User Boards is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt to confirm
the boards are to be cleared. Select Yes to clear the boards.
Note 1: If you turn the Verify function located on the CYCLE Menu to ON, the
functions described above will behave differently. Specifically the system will usually ask you to verify an action or selection before the program executes.
Viewing Boards in 3D
To view the boards in 3D, on the ROOFS application menu select the 3D View
button under the 3D Boards heading. BuildersCAD will display the 3D
BOARDS application sub-menu.
You may want to change to an isometric view on the screen by selecting the Isometric icon on the VIEW CONTROL BAR. See the View Control Bar topic for
more information.
Select Create on the 3D BOARDS application sub-menu to generate the 3D
boards. They will be generated at an elevation based on the plane elevation the
Piece Specs. were assigned to.
If the boards or the elevation of any of the boards does not look to be correct, you
may want to go back into Board Edit, Edge Board Edit, or Surface Board Edit to
regenerate the board in question.
Roof Framing Output
Roof Framing output may come from inside the Roof Application or from inside
the Materials Application. Available reports in the Materials Application include
Roof Board Report (a list of the boards by board type and length), a Pull List of
the nominal lengths of lumber needed to frame the roof, and a Cutting Report that
shows how the framer is cutting the Pull List to frame the roof. Graphic output
includes a Roof Framing Plan with piece marks and cut list and a Roof Decking
Plan with piece marks and cut list.
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Roof Framing Plans
When you "framed" the roof in BuildersCAD, you created boards that
reside on specific layers in the database. First roof (Level A) edge boards
reside on layer number 1407, roof joists are on 1408, user boards are on
1409, and roof decking is on 1412. You have the ability to generate labels for
all of the boards on a given level and a cut list of the exact length of all the
boards on that level.
To generate a labeled Roof Framing Plan, select the Reports button under the
3D Boards heading on the ROOFS application menu. Next select Label
Boards under the Labeling heading on the REPORTS application sub-menu.
The Board Label Setup menu will display.

The right side of the BOARD LABEL SETUP menu contains settings that
affect the appearance of a drawing either plotted or on the screen. From top
to bottom these are:
Label Planes - The boards that have been generated belong to specific roof
planes. The cut list also indicates which plane or planes a board belongs to.
The function toggles from Yes to No. If Yes is selected, each plane will be
labeled with its plane number. If No is selected the planes will not be
labeled.
Pen - Indicates the Pen number that the system will use to draw the labels.
You can change the pen number by selecting the box and selecting a new pen
number.
Text Size - Indicates the size of the text that the system will use to generate
the label text. You can change the text size by selecting the box and selecting
a new text size.
Color - Indicates the color the system will use to display the boards labels
and cut list on the screen. You can change the color by selecting the box and
selecting a new color.
Roof Level - Indicates the current Roof Level. This cannot be changed on
the BOARD LABEL SETUP menu. To change the Roof Level you must leave
the BOARD LABEL SETUP menu and change the level via the ROOF
BuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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LEVEL CREATION / MANIPULATION pop-up menu.

The left side of the BOARD LABEL SETUP menu controls where the board
labels and member list are displayed or saved. Starting at the top:
Place Board Label - Toggles from Yes to No. This setting determines
whether or not board labels will be generated and displayed on the screen.
Place Member List - Toggles from Yes to No. If set to Yes, this setting will
cause the system to generate a Roof Member List (a cut list). All roof boards
will be identified with a label (determined in the BOARD TYPE SETUP
menu), the quantity of boards on the level, the Piece Spec. and board size,
the exact cut length, and the roof plane(s) where you will find the board.
Print Member List - Toggles from Yes to No. Generates the same Member
List described above and sends it to the default printer.
Save Member List - Toggles from Yes to No and causes the Member List
described above to be saved in a text file located in the database directory.
The text file for the roof boards on Roof Level A would be named
rf_Amlst.tx.
Also located under the Labeling heading on the REPORTS application submenu is the Display Board Labels button. After you have once generated the
labeled roof framing plan you can turn the labels (layer number 1428 for
Level A board labels) on for display by selecting Display Board Labels.
To generate a labeled roof decking plan select Reports under the 3D Boards
heading on the ROOFS application menu. Next select Label Sheathing under
the Labeling heading on the REPORTS application sub-menu. This will display the SHEATHING LABEL SETUP menu.

The right side of the menu contains settings that affect the appearance of a
drawing either plotted or on the screen. From top to bottom:
Label Planes - The sheathing that has been generated belongs to specific
roof planes. The cut list also indicates which plane or planes a sheet belongs
to. The function toggles from Yes to No. If Yes is selected, each plane will be
labeled with its plane number. If No is selected, the planes will not be
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labeled.
Pen - Indicates the Pen number that the system will use to draw the labels.
You can change the pen number by selecting the box and selecting a new pen
number.
Text Size - Indicates the size of the text that the system will use to generate
the label text. You can change the text size by selecting the box and selecting
a new text size.
Color - Indicates the color the system will use to display the boards labels
and cut list on the screen. You can change the color by selecting the box and
selecting a new color.
Roof Level - Indicates the current Roof Level. This cannot be changed on
the Board Label Setup menu. To change the Roof Level you must leave the
Board Label Setup menu and change the level via the ROOF LEVEL CREATION / MANIPULATION pop-up menu.
The left side of the Sheathing Label Setup menu controls where the board
labels and member lists are displayed or saved. Starting at the top:
Place Sheathing Labels - Toggles from Yes to No. This setting determines
whether or not sheathing labels will be generated and displayed on the
screen.
Place Member List - Toggles from Yes to No. If set to Yes, this setting will
cause the system to generate a Roof Sheathing List (a cut list). All roof
sheathing will be identified with a label (determined in the BOARD TYPE
SETUP menu), the quantity of sheets on the level, the Piece Spec. and sheet
size, the exact cut length, and the roof plane(s) where you will find the sheet.
Print Member List - Toggles from Yes to No. Generates the same Sheathing List described above and sends it to the default printer.
Save Member List - Toggles from Yes to No and causes the Sheathing List
described above to be saved in a text file located in the database directory.
The text file for the roof sheathing on Roof Level A would be named
fl_Amlst.tx.
Also located under the Labeling heading on the REPORTS application submenu is the Display Sheathing Labels button. After you have once generated
the labeled sheathing drawing you can turn the labels (layer number 1421 for
Level A sheathing labels) on for display by selecting Display Sheathing
Labels.
Roof Board Report
A Roof Board Report is a list of all of the boards in a Roof Level listed by
Board Type, length, board width and depth, and quantity. You have the ability to create a report format with a title block, headers and footers (text headBuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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ers and footers that show up on the report). You can also determine whether
the report will be sent to the printer, to a file, or to the screen.
Report Style
To set up the report style select the Reports button under the 3D
Boards heading on the ROOFS application menu. The style of the
report is set up using the tools at the top of the Reports application
sub-menu.

HEADER & FOOTER: Select the Header & Footer button on the REPORTS
application sub-menu to display the REPORT HEADERS pop-up
menu.

The top of the REPORT HEADERS menu allows you to enter the
"header" that will be displayed on the Left, Center, or Right, at the
top of the page. You can select on Left, Center, or Right and enter a
text string for a Header.
The center section of the REPORT HEADERS menu allows you to
enter up to 6 lines of text to be included in the Title Block. The
lower portion of this menu allows you to enter text to be displayed
on the bottom Left, Center, or Right of the page as a Footer.
Across the bottom of the REPORT HEADERS pop-up menu under
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the Commands heading are commands that may be used to enter
data for the Header, Title Block, or Footer. Each of these commands
may be used to enter data for any of the menu sections.
You may select New Data before or after you select a line to enter a
new text string. If you want to add text to an existing line, select the
line first, then select Append To Data. This allows you to add to an
existing line. When Clear is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt
to clear All, Header, Title Block, Footer, or Cancel. Using this command you are able to clear all lines from the Header, Title Block, or
Footer.
If you want to insert a page number for a Header or Footer, select
the line and then select the Use Page button under the Commands
heading.
If you want to insert the date for a Header or Footer, select the line
and then select the Use Date button under the Commands heading.
Select Use Project if you want to use the Header or Footer Project Level, where the word will be followed by the letter level designation for the boards you are reporting. For example, if you are
reporting the boards on Level A and you select Use Project, the text
Project A - will be inserted.
Report Output
After you have set up the style you can further control the output of
the report by selecting Report Output on the REPORTS application
sub-menu. This will display the REPORT OUTPUT pop-up menu.

Menu functions are as follows:
Round Boards To: - This function controls board length rounding.
When this button is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the
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board increment in inches, and offer the choices of Actual, 3, 6, 12,
Other. Selecting Actual will cause the boards to be reported by
actual lenght. Input of the specific inch rounding factor will cause
the boards to be rounded to the nearest 3, 6, etc. inches.
Output to: - This part of the menu deals with where the report output is to be sent. You can choose to send the report to either the
Printer, File, or Screen.
If you select Printer, BuildersCAD will prompt for the printer
device. Selecting Queued will send the report to the default printer.
If there is a printer on another port, you can enter the destination
here.
Next to File is a selection indicating the file name the report will be
saved in. The default file name is rpout30e. If you select on the
report name, BuildersCAD will prompt for the output file name.
You can enter a different name for the report file and after the report
has been generated you can find the file in the database directory.
At the bottom of the REPORT OUTPUT pop-up menu is a section
under the heading Format. Under Format you can specify the number of Lines Per Page and the Spacing, either Single or Double. You
can also specify the starting page number and the ending page number.

GENERATE REPORT: After you have completed the setup through the
REPORT HEADERS and REPORT OUTPUT menus, select Gener-

ate Report. BuildersCAD will prompt to create the report for
Current Level, All Levels, or Cancel. You determine whether to
create the report on boards for the entire database or for just the current level.
Pull List

A Pull List is a list of the nominal lengths of lumber needed to frame the
roof. Roof Board Report, already discussed, gives you a list of the cut roof
boards. The Member List, generated as part of the roof framing drawing, is a
list of the exact length boards needed to frame the roof. The Pull List is a list
of the nominal (stock lengths you will purchase) lengths needed to provide
enough material to cut all of the boards needed.
To generate a Pull List, select MATERIALS on the BuildersCAD main
menu. This will display the MATERIALS Application menu.
Pull List Setup
Before you can generate it, you must "set up" the Pull List. Select
Setup at the top of the MATERIALS Application menu to display
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the SETUP application sub-menu. At the bottom of the SETUP
application sub-menu under the Framer heading select the Pull List
button. This will display the PULL LIST SETUP pop-up menu.

The first task is to select a Cutting Class of lumber for each Application (Floors, Roofs, Ceilings, and Walls) for each Level (A, B, C,
etc.). BuildersCAD default setups include only one Cutting
Class of boards called Standard. The Cutting Class determines
what grade of lumber will be selected for the different Board Types
or wall Piece Names. It also determines what lengths of lumber the
BuildersCAD Framer will have to choose from when generating
the Pull List. Cutting Classes are set up using the Piece Usage
Table. Setup of the Piece Usage Table is covered in the Materials
Application topic in the Framing Connection To Materials section.
For now we will assume that you have a Cutting Class for each
Level and Application.
Next you determine how the boards will be grouped in the Pull List
report. Near the bottom of the PULL LIST SETUP menu is a box
labeled Group By with another box adjacent. By selecting on the
adjacent box you can toggle from ALL, to LEVEL, to CATEGORY,
to LEVEL/CATEGORY. The selection here determines whether the
boards in the Pull List will be grouped by either Category (Walls,
Roofs, Ceilings) or Level (A, B, C, etc.) or by Category and Level.
By selecting ALL you can also choose to report all framing lumber
in one big group. By choosing this method of reporting however,
you will not know if for example the 2x10x16 is being used in the
Wall, or Roof.
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You must determine the Scrap Length when setting up the Pull List.
When BuildersCAD "cuts" nominal lengths of lumber into the
boards called for in the cut lists, you determine at what length the
BuildersCAD Framer can discard the waste. If you set the Scrap
Length to 1’-0", then you will never have a board of less than 1’-0"
in length, in the Walls, Roofs, etc. unless the faming conditions call
for it. For example, if an opening is placed in a wall and the location of the sill dictates that 8" cripples be used then you will have 8"
long boards cut by the Framer.
When you have completed setup of the Pull List, save the setting
and clear the pop-up menu from the screen by selecting the title bar.
Running The Pull List
To run the Pull List, select the Materials button under the Reports
heading on the MATERIALS application menu. BuildersCAD
will display a new application sub-menu titled REPORTS MATERIALS. Select the Pull List button on this menu. BuildersCAD will
prompt for the destination for the report, giving the choices of
Screen, External Editor, Disk File, Printer, and Cancel.
The Cutting Report
The Cutting Report will tell you how BuildersCAD is cutting the material
reported on the Pull List into the material shown on the Member List or in
the Roof Board Report. To run the report, go into the Materials Application
from the BuildersCAD main menu. Select the Materials button under the
Reports heading to display the MATERIALS REPORTS application submenu. Select Cutting Report on the MATERIALS REPORTS application submenu. BuildersCAD will prompt for the destination for the report, giving
the choices of Screen, External Editor, Disk File, Printer, and Cancel. After
you make your selection the Cutting Report will be generated.
The Cutting Report groups boards by Category (Walls, Roofs, etc.). An entry
on a line giving a nominal length size and quantity of boards is followed by
an entry on several lines indicating the type of board (Roof Board Type, Wall
Piece Name, etc.), the cut length, and where the board is used (what level
and wall panel number for example).
The nominal length line entry lists the Stock Item Number, a Description
(Lumber Subcategory), the size of board (e.g. 2x4x10), the quantity used, the
quantity cost, the unit cost, and the total cost.
The cutting direction entries include the quantity of the board, the usage (if
the board is used in wall framing the Piece Name will be indicated), the cut
length of the board, and the area (where the board is used). If a board is cut
into more than one piece several Piece Names might be listed under usage.
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See Also
Materials Application, View Control Bar, Drawing Tools, XY Forcing, Cycle
Menu, and Walls Application.

ROOF EDGES
See the Roofs Application topic for more information.

ROOF FRAMING
See the Roof Framing section of the Roofs Application topic for more information.

ROOF PLANE
See the Roofs Application topic for more information.

ROOF PROFILE
See the Roofs Application topic for more information.

ROOF SURFACE
See the Roofs Application topic for more information.

ROTATION
Positive rotation in BuildersCAD is counter-clockwise about the specified axis on
the current work plane. Angle 0 (zero) depends on the axis specified (see table below).
Table R:2

Rotation Zero for Various Axes

ROTATE ABOUT THE:

0 (ZERO) BEGINS AT:

Z-axis

positive X-axis

Y-axis

positive X-axis
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Table R:2

Rotation Zero for Various Axes

ROTATE ABOUT THE:

0 (ZERO) BEGINS AT:

X-axis

positive Y-axis

HINT: BuildersCAD rotation is based on the right hand rule. You can
quickly determine the rotation direction about any axis by grasping the axis in
question with the right hand pointing the thumb in the positive direction. The natural curl of the fingers indicate the positive rotation.
Specifying Angles
Rotation angles may be specified in either positive or negative (clockwise) angle
in a decimal format.

RELATIVE / ABSOLUTE: Some commands (e.g. views) measure the angle
of rotation absolute to the to the zero axes. Other commands (e.g. Edit:movescale/rotate) measure the angle of rotation relative to the current rotation of the
selected object.
ABOUT AN AXIS: The defualt axis of rotation is the Z-axis. Any angle specified is assummed about the Z-axis. As illustrated in the table below,another axis
of rotation may be specified by separating the angle with commas or by prefixing
the angle with (uppercase) X, Y, or Z characters.
Table R:3

Specifying an Angle about any Axis

X

Y

Z

--

--

90

90,0,0

0,90

0,0,90

X90

Y90

Z90

Note 1: Multiple axes and angles may be specified by using commas to separate
the angles in the form (X,Y,Z). Example for an isometric view:
(-54.72, 0, 45)

Note 2: Commands (e.g. views) which measure the angle of rotation absolute to
the to the zero axis, the (uppercase) character “I” may be prefixed to
indicate an incremental (or relative) rotation. Example: IY90

CURSOR INCREMENTAL ROTATION: When placing repeated items or
text, the rotation of the cursor indicates the current rotation parameter for the
above objects. The square bracket keys control the cursor rotation, where “ [ “
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rotates counter-clockwise and “ ] “ rotates clockwise.
The amount of rotation is determined by the Cursor Increment parameter.

See Also
Repeated Items, and Text.

ROUNDING
Rounding is an environment setting which assigns the maximum number of decimal
places or the smallest acceptable fraction to be displayed. See Output Units for setting
the desired rounding factor. Rounding is utilized in screen displays, queries and dimensioning. All values of greater precision will be rounded up to this specification for display purposes only.

See Also
Axis, Dimensioning, Dot Grid, Output Units, Snap Rounding, and Query.
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SAVE
Data from a file on the hard drive is loaded into the computer's memory, manipulated in
memory with BuildersCAD, and returned (saved) to the hard drive.

Miscellaneous Files
Many BuildersCAD files require saving to the hard drive, see Catalog, Colormaps, Image, Plot, Repeated Items, Style, Text, View, Viewport, Winports, and
Work Plane.

Drawings and Sheets
To save a drawing or sheet, select the
Save button (floppy disk icon) on the
DESKTOP menu to invoke the SAVE
pull-down menu. The following options
are available:

SAVE: This function saves changes
made to the current drawing or sheet to
the hard disk. When selected, it prompts:
Save database?
[def: YES]
[yes]
[no]
Selecting [yes] causes a full save to be performed, updating all of the layer
(“.ly”) files as well as updating the drawing or sheet register.
It is important to always perform a full Save whenever any layers have been
added, deleted, or had their display-list regenerated or whenever the layer (ESD)
modes have been changed.

SAVE DRAWING THUMBNAIL: Selection of this button saves the current
layer settings as a layer style and adds a thumbnail which will appear in the open
menus to load the current drawing and layer settings. This button has no effect if
a sheet is loaded since the thumbnails for sheets are saved automatically when
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the sheet is saved. See Preferences, Thumbnails, and Open for more information.

SAVE AS NEW DATABASE: This function saves the current drawing or
sheet register to a new database. When selected, the following prompts are displayed:
Layers to include?
[def: all in {drawing/sheet}]
[displayable only]
[entire database]

• Selecting [def:
•
•

all in {drawing/sheet}] causes only layers listed in the current drawing or sheet registry to be copied.
Selecting [displayable only] (drawings only) causes only
the layers currently turned on for display to be copied.
Selecting [entire database] will create a complete copy of
the current database, including all drawings, sheets and associated files.

New database name?
[EXIT]
[MENU]

Enter the name for the new database, which will be created in the same project/
working directory as the current database. Use the [MENU] option to invoke the
File Manager to specify a different location.
Create new database <name>.db?
[yes]
[no]

Select [yes] to confirm the creation of the new database. If the current drawing
or sheet has any external layers (references to layers in other databases) and if the
new database is located in the same directory as the current database, then this
prompt be displayed. Indicate what action should be taken regarding these layers:
Option for external layers?
[include all as RO]
[include all with current perms]
[remove all]
[CANCEL]

• Selecting [include
•
•
830

all as RO] (the default) includes all
external layers, setting them to read-only (RO) in the new database.
Selecting [include all with current perms] includes all
external layers, preserving the existing read-only (RO) or readwrite (RW) permissions.
Selecting [remove all] excludes all external layers from the
new database.
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• Selecting [CANCEL] operation terminates the save operation.
When all prompts have been answered, the new database is created and the copied drawing or sheet is automatically loaded for work.

RENAME DATABASE: This function changes the name of the current database. When selected, the following prompts are displayed:
New database name for: <name>.db?
[Menu]

• Type the new database name and return. The MENU option
allows the user to see the names of other databases in the current
directory to avoid duplication.

COPY SHEET: This function makes a copy of the current sheet within the
current database. When selected, the following prompts are displayed:
Layers to include?
[all in drawing]
[displayable only]

• Selecting [all
•

in drawing] (the default) copies all layers
listed in the current drawing registry.
Selecting [displayable only] copies only the layers currently turned on for display.

The above prompt is displayed for drawings only. Indicate which layers are to be
copied into the new drawing:
New name for {sheet}?
[EXIT]
[MENU]

Enter the name for the new sheet which will be created in the current database
directory.
Save as <name>.{sht}?
[yes]
[no]

Select [yes] to continue. The new sheet is created and is then automatically
loaded for work.

RENAME SHEET: This function changes the name of the current sheet.
When selected, the following prompts are displayed:
New name for {sheet}?
[EXIT]
[MENU]
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Enter the new name for the sheet.
Rename to <name>.{sht}?
[yes]
[no]

Select [yes] to continue. The renamed sheet will be renamed and automatically
loaded for work.

BRIEFCASE - TAKE OUT: Selection of this button invokes the

BRIEF-

CASE - TAKE OUT Menu. See Briefcase for more information.

Shortcuts
• Making a B3 (right-click) selection on the floppy-disk icon on the DESKTOP menu immediately performs a full save operation (see Save above)
without prompting for confirmation.

See Also
Autosave, Briefcase, Thumbnail, Preferences, Open, and Translation.

SAVE FILES
In order to provide automatic backup of ongoing work, BuildersCAD creates a save
file in the autosave.dir sub-directory of the database directory. These files have a ".sv"
extension and are created for each layer having RW (read-write) permission at the time
when a sheet or drawing is loaded. Layers with RO (read-only) permission cannot be
modified and therefore do not require save files. Thus, if there were an editable layer
named “walls” (with a layer file named “walls.ly”), the corresponding save file would
be named “walls.sv”.

Autosave
Initially all save files are empty, but as work progresses the graphical changes to
the layers are periodically stored in these files by an automatic process known as
autosave. This process is activated on the PREFERENCES menu by specifying
an autosave period in minutes. If for example a 10 minute interval has been indicated, BuildersCAD will automatically save all modified layers to disk every
10 minutes, storing this information in the save files (.sv). Select a time interval
appropriate to your work style keeping the following in mind:

• As you work, all changes made to various layers are stored in the computer's active memory (RAM). If there were a catastrophic failure or if
BuildersCAD were to terminate prematurely, all modifications in
active memory would be permanently lost.
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• Periodically, depending upon the interval specified, autosave looks at all
RW layers to see if there have been modifications, and if so, stores the data

for those layers in the corresponding save files.

• When a save operation is performed, the current state of all layers in memory is written to the corresponding layer files (.ly) and the save files (.sv)
are cleared.
Therefore, in the worst case, the greatest amount of work that can be lost is equal
to the autosave interval (10 minutes in this example).

Automatic Recovery
When a sheet or drawing is unloaded in normal fashion, all save files are
removed. If during loading, BuildersCAD finds one or more save file (.sv) in
the database, it assumes that they were left due to a serious problem which previously occurred and will prompt:
Recover from autosave?
[yes]
[no]

If you respond [yes], the layer display lists will be recreated from the data in the
save files. If you respond [no], then the save files will be erased and the last
saved version of the sheet or drawing will be loaded.
If there is any doubt about the state of the autosaved data, answer yes and take a
look at the graphical information that is loaded. Then do one of the following 3
things:
1.

If the autosaved data is determined to be correct, work with this version
and save these modifications, overwriting the old layer files.

2.

If the autosaved data is determined to be incorrect, discard it by reloading
the sheet or drawing without performing a save.

3.

If there is still some question as to which version of the data is correct,
perform a save as operation and create a new database for the autosaved
data. Then the original sheet or drawing may be loaded and the two version compared to determine which is correct.

Manual Recovery
Unwanted save and lock files can be cleared from within BuildersCAD by
following the procedure discussed under Lock Files.
For system administrators familiar with the file system, it is possible to manually
recover from an autosave. The procedure is as follows:
1.

With Windows Explorer, navigate to the autosave.dir sub-directory under
the desired database directory.
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2.

Using Windows Explorer in Detail mode, list all of the save files (.sv) with
their file sizes.

3.

Delete all of the save files (.sv) which are empty (have a file size of 0).

4.

For each of the remaining save files, rename the save file to have a .ly
extension, making it a layer file. For example, if there is a “walls.sv” file,
rename “walls.sv” to “walls.ly”. There should be no remaining save files
when this step is finished.

5.

Move the newly renamed layer files up 1 directory level to the database
directory, overwriting the old layer files.

6.

Delete any stray lock files (.lk) which exist in the database autosave.dir
directory.

At this point, the database should be ready to load into BuildersCAD.

See Also
Autosave, Display Lists, Layers, Lock Files, Preferences, and Save.

SCALE
BuildersCAD is a virtual world. Any geometry that represents the building is drawn
at full scale, a 10 foot wall is entered as a 10 foot wall - no matter what scale or scales
are used later to fit it on paper.
Therefore, scale is the relationship between the building geometry in the virtual world
and drawing of the building on a plotted sheet of paper. The primarily purpose of scale
is to properly size a drawing for plotting or for display through a viewport on a sheet.
Every sheet or drawing has a scale associated with it. For sheets, the scale is set to full
size (1:1) and cannot be changed. For drawings, the scale can be set to any desired value
(e.g. 1/8" = 1'-0", 3" = 1'-0", 1:40).
Do not confuse this drawing scale with the secondary plot factor scale. The temporary
plot scale factor is added on at plot time.

Scale and Objects
Scale does not affect the size of geometry objects which are expressed in geometry units. This includes such things as lines, curves, walls, Repeated Items, doors/
windows, slabs and solids. In a given drawing, it does not matter whether the
scale is 1/16" = 1'-0" or 1" = 1", a 15' line will always be created with the same
overall length.
Scale does affect notational objects which are expressed in paper units. This
includes dashed lines, text, dimensions, labels/markers, patterns and notes. As
the scale is reduced, the actual size of these items will be increased, and vice
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versa. This is done so that when the drawing is scaled for plotting or sheet viewing, the object will be of the desired size.
Therefore, the scale plays no role in BuildersCAD when drawing the building
geometry, but once notation begins - the scale must be properly defined for the
drawing to fit on the sheet of paper.
When working in model space, the scale may be changed at any time. However,
it is recommended not to change it once notational objects are added.

Commands
The scale may be defined on the DRAWING SCALE pull-down menu. This menu
is accessed from the DESKTOP menu by selecting the Scale Display box in the
Project Information area. The DRAWING SCALE menu may also be accessed by
selecting the Drawing Scale box on the SETTINGS menu or the Drawing Scale
box on the DATABASE FORMAT menu.

DRAWING SCALE: The current Drawing Scale will be highlighted on the
DRAWING SCALE menu. A new scale may be set by selecting the desired scale.

For convenience the most common scale settings are shown in groups - Imperial
Scales divided into Architectural and Engineering scales, and Metric or Ratio
scales. Selection of a scale sets the current Drawing Scale to the selected value
immediately. A second click on the highlighted current scale will clear the
DRAWING SCALE menu from the screen.
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CURRENT SCALE RATIO: All scales may be expressed as a ratio of drawing unit to real world unit. For example, the scale 1/4"=1’-0" can also be
expressed by the ratio 1:48 (there are 48 quarter inches in 1 foot). When a scale is
selected on the menu, the actual scale setting is being set as a ratio.
The Scale Ratio is shown for the current scale in the box in the lower left corner
of the DRAWING SCALE menu. The current scale may also be set by selecting
this box and at the prompt, entering the desired scale ratio (i.e. "1:48" for 1/
4"=1’-0" or "1:96" for 1/8"=1’-0"). Since the first number in the ratio is always 1,
just the second number of the ratio (i.e. "48" or "96") is also accepted at this
prompt. In this way any scale including odd or unusual scales may be set.

EXIT: Selection of this button clears the DRAWING SCALE menu from the
screen.
WARNINGS: When setting a scale, BuildersCAD may display the following warnings. These are informational messages only and may be ignored if this
is in fact the desired results.
LARGE SCALE (only ### units/plotter inch)

If the scale is too small, then there may be insufficient increments per inch of
plotter paper to provide reasonable plotter accuracy. This message is displayed
any time the increments per plotter inch falls below 1000.
SMALL SCALE (## plotter inches in db)

If the scale is too large, the maximum overall size of the drawing will become
small. This warning is displayed whenever the overall length of the plottable
image falls below 100 inches.
See Geometry Units for additional information concerning Increments.

Shortcuts
• The DATABASE FORMAT menu may also be accessed directly by using
B3 (right-click) to select the scale display box in the project information
area. on the DESKTOP menu.

See Also
Database, Drawings, Geometry Units, Model Space, Sheet Space, Sheet, and
Viewport.

SCHEDULES
See the Materials Application topic for more information.
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SCREEN
The screen is the display area in the BuildersCAD graphical user interface. The
screen can contain a single display window or multiple winports, with each displaying a
different view of a drawing or model.
There are several commands that affect the display of the screen.

Screen Modes
The SCREEN MODES menu is
accessed via the screen grid button on
the OBJECT SNAP menu or by selecting the Coordinate Display immediately
to the right of the message line.

SNAP ROUND: When the Snap
Rounding is set point inputs are
rounded to the nearest distance set. A
distance of 0.083 will round a point
snap to the nearest 1" (This is based on
database units of feet - 1"=0.083/ft).
The Snap Rounding may be set separately for the X and Y axis.
Note 1: When Snap Rounding is on, the Coordinate Display to the right of the
message line is shown in deep red, signifying that Snap Rounding is
active.

DOT GRID: A grid of dots can be displayed in the display window or winport.
The grid spacing for the X and Y axes can be set independent of each other. The
dot grid is for visual reference only and cannot be snapped to unless snap rounding is activated and set to the same distance.
Note 1: The dot grid will appear in the display window or winport as long as the
current view is a plan view.

AXIS: Reference marks can be displayed along the left and bottom sides of the
display window or winport. The spacing between marks on the X and Y axis can
be set independent of one another.
Note 1: The reference marks will only appear in the display window or winport
as long as the current view is a plan view.
Note 2: The reference marks may not be immediately visible even in plan view
depending on the relationship between the spacing of the marks on the
X and Y axis and the extent of zoom in the current view.
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Display
Display of the screen is controlled by functions found on the Display Menu and
the View Control Bar. See Display, View, and View Control Bar for more information.

Winports
The screen area can be split into multiple winports, which can display different
views of the same drawing or model. These multiple winport configurations can
be saved as styles and recalled for later use. Winport functions are set on the Winports Menu which is invoked by selecting the Winports button immediately to
the left of the Prompt Line. See Winports for more information.

Screen Objects
FENCE: A fence is a user defined area that sections off a portion of the drawing or model for a specific purpose. It can be used as a search method for performing edits or to define an area for BuildersCAD to zoom into and
redisplay.
REFERENCE BLIP: The Reference Blip is a small white “x” that represents
the last point entered in the database. In order to be visible, the Show Reference
Blip parameter must be set to On in the Preferences menu.
Wide Screen Monitors
The BuildersCAD menu system is designed for a standard monitor aspect
ratio of 4x3. It may be adjusted for wide screen monitors (wide aspect ratio) by
the Wide Screen Menu Adjust setting in the PREFERENCES menu. Refer to the
Preferences topic for more information. When this preference is set, as the
BuildersCAD window is adjusted to a wider proportion, the menu system will
shift to the wide screen mode, allowing more space in the drawing window and
maintaining the proper proportions of the menus themselves.

See Also
Display, View Control Bar, Pan, Preferences, Winports, and Zoom.

SEARCH METHODS
Search method, a subsection of the EDIT and COPY menus, is used to determine which
area of the database is to be searched by the editing or copying actions. The name of the
method currently selected is displayed, as seen with Area In in this example.
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Fence is a term used to describe an area of the database which has been cordoned

(fenced) off to limit the extent of a search. Some of the following search methods can be
thought of as a type of fence which sets the boundary within which all actions will take
place. This will be discussed more fully below
In the following descriptions it is important to understand the difference between the
concepts of SOME IN versus ALL IN versus ALL OUT.

SOME IN: requires that at least one, but not all of the construction points for
an entity be included within the specified search area.
For example, if one endpoint of a line were within the boundary, then the line
would be a candidate for selection regardless of where the other endpoint was
located.

ALL IN: requires that all of the construction points for an entity fall within the
specified area. In this case, both endpoints of a line would have to be included
within the boundary for the line to be considered for inclusion. Some confusion
may arise when it is not clear how a specific entity is constructed.
For example, Repeated Items are placed with a single data point. If that point is
contained within the search area then the RI is considered to be All In, even
though a portion of the graphics may extend beyond the boundary. Another
example would be a circle or arc which is constructed with either two or three
points. All of these points may fall within the area while a portion of the curve
still crosses the perimeter. To be on the safe side, when using the All In method, it
is best to ensure that all visible portions of the desired entities are included within
the indicated area.

ALL OUT: the opposite of All In, requires that all of the construction points for
an entity fall completely outside of the specified area.

Search Methods
SINGLE ENTITY: Restrict search to a single entity. When prompted, select
the desired entity.

ALL ENTITIES ENTIRE DB: Search the entire database. No additional
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input is required to further define this area.

GROUP: Create a group of entities to be operated upon. Selected entities are
highlighted (if the HILITE option is on) as they are added to the group and previously selected entities may be deselected by picking them again, at which point
they become unhighlighted.
Pressing F10 (or <Enter>) causes a special GROUP
DEFINITION menu to be displayed which offers
additional group options.
Here, a set of options allow entities to be added to
or removed from the group using the AREA IN,
AREA SOME IN or AREA OUT methods.
If the screen display was disturbed or if HILITE
was turned off, all entities currently in the group
may be highlighted by selecting the [HILITE] button.
To cancel a group selection which is in progress, select [CANCEL].
When all entities have been properly grouped together, select [EXECUTE] from
the pop-up menu to initiate the pending copy or edit action.

LINE INTERSECT: This search method only works with the entity filter set to
LINES and will not work with any of the move edits. All lines are selected which
intersect the specified linear fence.

AREA IN: Search for entities which are completely within (All In) the specified
rectangular fence area defined by two opposing corner points. For additional
options see Special Fences below.
COMPLEX AREA: Search for entities partially within (Some In) a set of one or
more irregular fence boundaries. The initial prompt reads:
F10 to end, F2 to define an included box

To define a rectangular area, first press F2 and then use B1 to indicate two opposing corners of the rectangle. To define an irregular boundary, use B1 to indicate a
series of connected points, closing the boundary by pressing F10 (or <Enter>).
Continue to define as many areas as desired. Holes may be cut within larger areas
to define regions to be excluded from the search. When all desired boundaries
have been defined, press F10 (or <Enter>) to end the definition of the complex
area and perform the specified operation.

AREA SOME IN: Search for entities which are partially within (Some In) the
specified rectangular fence area defined by two opposing corner points. For addi840
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tional options see Special Fences below.

SCREEN DISPLAY: Search for entities partially within (Some In) the area
currently displayed on the screen.

AREA OUT: Search for entities which are completely outside (All Out) of the
specified rectangular fence area defined by two opposing corner points. For additional options see Special Fences below.

ZONE: Search for entities partially within (Some In) an existing zone. The zone
may be identified by specifying either the display point (identifying text location), a boundary point, or by entering the name and type of the desired zone.
AREA IN SELECT: Select one entity located partially in (Some In) the specified rectangular fence area defined by two opposing corner points. For additional
options see Special Fences below. This method can be useful for selecting a particular entity in a very dense area where picking it with the mouse would be difficult.
If the entity filter is set to ANY, then the first prompt will be to specify the desired
entity type by picking an entity (e.g., line, text, curve, etc.) from the screen. Once
this is done, the fence area may be defined.
BuildersCAD will cycle through all of the matching entities within the indicated boundary, highlighting them one-by-one and asking whether the highlighted entity is the desired one. Respond by indicating yes or no. At any time a
new fence boundary may be defined and the search started anew.

3D BOX: Search for entities which are partially within (Some In) the specified
three-dimensional rectangular area defined by two opposing corner points of the
box. For additional options see Special Fences below. This method is most useful when working with models in an isometric or other three-dimensional view.

Workplane
When the current workplane is set to a plane other than the normal XY plane, the
normal rectangular fence will be defined relative to the current workplane,
regardless of the current view. This can be useful whenever the screen is not perpendicular to the work plane - such as when working with models in an isometric
view. Once the rectangle has been defined, the fence extends perpendicularly in
either direction and includes all entities which fall partially within (Some In) this
area.

Special Fences
As noted above, certain commands require that a rectangular fence be specified
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to define the search area. In these cases, watch for the following message to be
displayed on the message line:
F10 options for special fence types

This indicates that there are other fence options available. Press F10 (or <Enter>)
to display the prompt menu seen here. These options provide additional methods
for defining a fence boundary.

ALL: This is identical to the All Entities Entire Db search method discussed
above.

LAST: Assuming that a previous fence was defined, this option selects the last
fence area used. This is convenient when a previous command has been interrupted or when multiple edits are required for the same region.

SCREEN DISPLAY: This is identical to the Screen Display method discussed
above.

SCREEN COMPLEX: This is identical to the Complex Area method discussed above.
LINE INTERSECT: This is identical to the Line Intersect method discussed
above.
3D BOX: This is identical to the 3D Box method discussed above.
ZONE: This is identical to the Zone method discussed above.
See Also
Copy, Edit, Entity Filters, Entity Types, and Workplane.

SECTION
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BuildersCAD provides a parametric routine to automatically generate sections. Sections may be generated either directly from a
BuildersCAD 3d model, or by importing a
section from Sigma Design’s eZ. Both functions are controlled from the SECTION GENERATOR Menu which is reached by selecting
the Section Gen button on either the SOLIDS
or the SLABS & PATHS Application SubMenu of BuildersCAD 3D.

Section Parameters
The top portion of the SECTION GENERATOR Menu contains parameters
which control the type of section that is
created from a BuildersCAD 3D
model, and the layer to which it is
drawn in BuildersCAD.

OUTPUT LAYER: This box displays the layer name in the current drawing
where the section is to be drawn. Selection of the box allows you to set the
desired layer name.
TYPE OF VIEW / CUT: This box displays the type of view or cut for the section. The choices are Plan, Section, Birdseye, and Elevation. Selection of the box
allows you to set the View / Cut.

SHOW ELEVATION LINES: This setting determines whether lines for things
which appear beyond the section cut plane are drawn in the section. If set to Yes
lines will be drawn for objects which appear beyond the section in the pen/color
specified below as well as objects cut by the section plane. If set to No, only the
lines of things which are cut by the section plane will be drawn.

ALLOW TRANSPARANCY: This setting allows lines defining surfaces
which are seen through transparant surfaces to be shown.
Line Parameters
PEN / COLOR: The Pen and Color parameters display the pens and colors
with which the section is drawn. The pen and color may be set independantly for
objects which are cut by the section plane, and objects which appear in elevation
beyond the section plane. Selection of the boxes allow you to set the parameter.
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Create Section Commands
ASSIGN NAME: A name may be assigned to a particular section cut, allowing
the section to be regenerated and updated at a later time. The name of the section
appears in the box and may be set by selecting it. If the section is assigned a
name, a file will be created for regenerating this same section and placed in the
section.dir directory under the current database.

CREATE SECTION: Selection of this button allows you to create a 2D section (elevation) drawing on the layer specified above, using the pens/colors specified above. The user is prompted to define the section plane by input of 2 points
defining the cut line. The direction of view is then determined by input of a point
on the correct side of the cut line. Note that the location of the direction point is
important as it also defines the location of a back plane which is parallel to the
cut plane. No surfaces which are beyond this back plane will be considered in the
section, or shown in elevation on the resulting section/elevation drawing.

REGEN SECTION: Selection of this button regenerates a named section
which has been previously created.
Import Section from eZ
A section which is defined in Sigma Design’s eZ software may be imported into
BuildersCAD. The section is saved as a .cgm file in eZ. When the Import Section from eZ button is selected, BuildersCAD will allow the user to browse
and select the .cgm file for the section to be imported. When selected, the section
will be brought into the output layer set above. Note that for the import of sections from eZ, only the section cut lines are imported. No lines for objects seen in
elevation beyond the section cut are generated. The pen and color settings on the
Section Generator are ignored and the current pen and color settings are used for
the lines showing objects cut by the section plane.

See Also
eZ.

SECTIONS APPLICATION
This topic is forthcoming. Please refer to the BuildersCAD web site at www.builderscad.com for the latest update of the BuildersCAD Encyclopedia. Updated documentation may be downloaded free of charge from the BuildersCAD web site.
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SELECT
The BuildersCAD Select feature allows the user to select entities for placement
including Lines, Circles, Text, Dimensions, Patterns, Repeated Items, Walls, Doors,
Windows, and Stairs from a menu with visual thumbnails using pre-saved parameters.
The Select button is found at the top of the Application Sub-Menu for each entity which
uses this feature. Selection of this button invokes the SELECT Pop-Up Menu, which
varies slightly depending on the entity. There are 4 basic types of Select Menus which
correspond to the three different types of catalogs - ENTITY SELECT, REPEATED ITEM
SELECT, NOTE SELECT, and BuildersCAD DESIGNER SELECT.

Menus
The Select Menus all have the same basic structure. The left side of the menu
contains data about the catalog, or library which contains the entity styles or entities, and the right side contains either graphic thumbnails or a list of the styles or
entities available for selection. The bottom of the menu contains action buttons
which tell BuildersCAD what to do with the entity once it is selected.

ICON MODE: This button is found along the top of the

SELECT

Menus and is highlighted when Icon Mode is in effect. When in Icon
Mode, the various styles or entities are shown on the right side of the
menu with graphic thumbnails. The name of the style or entity is shown below
the image.

LIST MODE: This button is found along the top of the

SELECT

Menus and is highlighted when List Mode is in effect. When in List
Mode, the various styles or entities are shown on the right side of the
menu in a list form by name, with descriptions which are stored in the catalog
shown next to the name.
Slidebars
The menu slidebars contained within the SELECT Menus allow the user to
quickly browse through the lists of entities/libraries/catalogs when the list is
longer than the menu available to display it. These slidebars are located on
the menu on the right side of the list for which they function. A slidebar consists of an up arrow at the top, a down arrow at the bottom and a slidebar in
between. The slidebar shows the proportion of, and relative location within
the entire list of the portion of the list currently displayed in the menu. Refer
to the Slidebars topic for more information. Slidebar commands are as follows:

UP ARROW: A left click selection on the Up Arrow moves the display of the
list up 1 item. A right click selection on the Up Arrow moves the display of
the list up 1 menu page.
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DOWN ARROW: A left click selection on the Down Arrow moves the display
of the list down 1 item. A right click selection on the Down Arrow moves
the display of the list down 1 menu page.

SLIDEBAR: Selecting on the Slidebar moves the portion of the list displayed
in the menu to the relative position of the selection on the slidebar.

MOUSE SCROLL WHEEL: Scrolling the mouse scroll wheel up or down
while the cursor is over the slidebar or the list will page the list up or down 1
line for each click of the mouse scroll wheel.

Entity Select
ENTITY SELECT menus include the Select Menus for LINES, CIRCLES, TEXT,
DIMENSIONS, and PATTERNS. In addition to the functions listed in the Menus
section above, ENTITY SELECT menus also have the following features.

Entity Styles Catalog
The current Entity Styles Catalog is shown at the top left of the menu. Below that
on the left side of the menu in a list are shown all of the Entity Style Catalogs
which are available, located in the current project (working) or standards (std:)
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directories. The current catalog is highlighted on the list. A new catalog may be
made current by selecting it from the list.
Thumbnails / List
The current entity styles contained in the catalog for the entity are shown on the
right side of the menu. The current style may be selected by clicking on the
thumbnail, name, or description on the menu. The current selection is highlighted
and the name and description are shown on the menu above the thumbnails or
list. Once an entity style is selected the parameters for the entity are set to those
saved in the style and it may be placed using any of the placement commands for
the entity. The number of thumbnails shown on the menu at one time depends on
the entity type. There is a slidebar to the right side of the thumbnails or list menu
which allows for paging through the thumbnails or list.
Commands

EXIT: Selection of this button cancels the ENTITY SELECT menu and clears it
from the screen.
PREVIEW <ENTITY>: Selection of this button shows a larger thumbnail of
the selected style on the right side of the ENTITY SELECT Menu. A second click
on the Preview button returns the right side of the menu to the icons or list.
Selecting the Return button below the preview also returns the menu to the icons
or list. Selecting the Next or Previous buttons below the preview pages through
the catalog forward and backward showing a preview of each style in the catalog.
Clicking on the preview image invokes the default placement command as if the
Place button had been selected. See Place Entity below.
Note 1: Selecting the thumbnail, name, or description on the icons or list with a
right-click (B3) makes the entity style selected current and invokes the
Preview function as if the Preview button had been selected. A rightclick (B3) on the preview image returns the display to the icons or list.

PLACE <ENTITY>: Selection of this button places the selected entity using
the parameter style selected. The Place button uses a default placement command
of placing a single occurrance of the entity.
Note 1: Selecting the highlighted thumbnail, name, or description again invokes
the default placement command, as if the place button had been
selected. In this way a "double click" on the desired style will select the
style and start the placement command in one quick sequence.

ADD TO TOOLBAR: Selection of this button allows you to place the selected

entity style on the User Toolbar. BuildersCAD will prompt for the placement
command to be used when the User Toolbar box is executed, and then for the box
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on the User Toolbar in which to place the entity style. Once the entity is placed
on the toolbar, when the toolbar box is selected, all parameters for the given
entity are set to those saved in the entity style and the specified placement command is started. See the User Toolbar topic for more information.

CREATE <ENTITY>: Selection of this button invokes the ENTITY CREATE
Menu for the current entity type. The parameter settings saved for the currently
selected Entity Style are shown in the ENTITY CREATE Menu. From this menu,
the current entity style may be updated or deleted, and new entity styles created.
See Create for more information.

REGENERATE ICONS: Selection of this button regenerates the icons in the
current Entity Styles Catalog used for the thumbnails in the ENTITY SELECT
menus. The icons are Repeated Items stored in a special library. This command
may be used to regenerate icons which have been accidentally deleted, or to
update Entity Style catalogs from previous versions of BuildersCAD which
did not support thumbnails.

Repeated Item Select
The Repeated Item select menu is specific to the Repeated Item entity. There are
slight variations in the Repeated Item Select Menu, depending on whether the
Repeated Item is being selected from a library library or from a catalog. In addition to the functions listed in the Menus section above, the Repeated Item Select
menu also has the following features.
Repeated Item Catalog or Library
The current Repeated Item Catalog or Library is shown at the top left of the
menu. Selection may be made either by Catalog or by Library. The current mode
is highlighted on the buttons in the top left corner of the menu. The mode may be
changed by selecting the appropriate button.
Catalog Mode
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If the current mode is Catalog, the current catalog Categories and Headings
are shown on the left side of the menu below the catalog name. Categories
are shown in dark blue (standard color map), Headings are shown in green.
The categories may be expanded or collapsed to show the headings within
them by selecting the box containing the category name. When a heading
box is selected, it is highlighted and all Repeated Items contained in the catalog under that heading are shown on the right side of the menu in either
thumbnail or list form. All categories in the catalog may be expanded or collapsed at once using the appropriate buttons below the catalog list. There is a
slidebar to the right of the catalog listing which allows the user to page
through the list.
A new Repeated Item catalog may be made current by selecting the open
box next to the catalog name at the top of the menu. A list of available catalogs in the current project and standards directories as well as any loaded
plug-ins and the BuildersCAD default catalog will be shown on the left
side of the menu. Select the desired catalog.
Library Mode
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If the current mode is Library, the current Repeated Item library is shown in
the box at the top left of the menu. The left side of the menu below shows a
list of available Repeated Item libraries. The list is divided into 5 categories
corresponding to the logical locations for a Repeated Item library. They are
the BuildersCAD program lib directory, any currently loaded plug-ins,
the standards (std:) directory, the current project (working) directory, and
any other libraries which are loaded. The categories may be expanded or collapsed as described for catalogs above.
The box next to a library name indicates whether the current library is
loaded. Repeated items in a library are not available for use unless the library
is loaded. An "X" in the box indicates the library is loaded. Selecting the
library name will load the library and make it the current Repeated Item
library. Selecting the "X" in a loaded library box will unload the library. A
Repeated Item library in a location other than shown on the menu may be
loaded by selecting the current repeated item library name at the top of the
menu or the "Open" box next to it and navigating on the pop-up menu to the
library to be loaded.
Note 1: It is strongly recommended that RI library names not be duplicated on
your system anywhere. Only one library of the same name may be
loaded at any given time, even if the paths are different.
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Thumbnails / List
The Repeated Items contained in the catalog heading or library selected are
shown on the right side of the menu. The current Repeated Item may be selected
by clicking on the thumbnail, name, or description on the menu. The current
Repeated Item is highlighted and the name and description are shown on the
menu above the thumbnails or list. Once a Repeated Item is selected it becomes
the current Repeated Item for any of the Repeated Item placement or edit commands in BuildersCAD. There is a slidebar to the right side of the thumbnails
or list menu which allows for paging through the Repeated Item thumbnails or
list.
Commands

PLAN / ISO VIEW MODE: If the menu mode is Icon, Repeated Item thumbnails in the menu may be viewed in either Plan or Isometric view. This is particularly useful for 3D Repeated Items. The buttons to select the view mode are
found in the top right of the REPEATED ITEM SELECT Menu. The button for the
current menu view mode is highlighted.
EXIT: Selection of this button cancels the selection process and clears the
REPEATED ITEM SELECT Menu from the screen.

PREVIEW RI: Selection of this button shows a larger thumbnail of the
selected Repeated Item on the right side of the REPEATED ITEM SELECT Menu.
A second click on the Preview button returns the right side of the menu to the
icons or list. Selecting the Return button below the preview also returns the menu
to the icons or list. Selecting the Next or Previous buttons below the preview
pages through the RI catalog heading or library forward and backward showing a
preview of each Repeated Item in the catalog heading / library. Clicking on the
preview image invokes the default placement command as if the Place button had
been selected. See Place RI above.
Note 1: Selecting the thumbnail, name, or description on the icons or list with a
right-click (B3) makes the selected RI current and invokes the preview
function as if the preview button had been selected.
Note 2: If the Repeated Item is a Smart Repeated Item, this is indicated with
"<SMART RI>" next to the name at the top of the menu. If the Repeated
Item is a legacy Attributal RI, this is indicated with <ATTRIBUTAL>
next to the name at the top of the menu.

PLACE RI: Selection of this button places the selected Repeated Item. The
Place button uses a default placement command of placing a single Repeated
Item.
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Note 1: Selecting the highlighted thumbnail, name, or description again invokes
the default placement command, as if the place button had been
selected. In this way a "double click" on the desired Repeated Item in
the menu will select it and start the placement command in one quick
sequence.

SWAP RI: Selection of this button allows the user to replace an existing
Repeated Item occurance in the database with the Repeated Item selected in the
menu. The user is prompted to select the existing Repeated Item in the database.

ADD TO TOOLBAR: Selection of this button allows you to place the selected

Repeated Item on the User Toolbar. BuildersCAD will prompt for the box on
the User Toolbar in which to place the Repeated Item. Once this is done when the
toolbar box is subsequently selected, the Repeated Item placed there becomes the
current Repeated Item and the default placement command is started. See the
User Toolbar topic for more information.

EDIT RI: Selection of this button invokes the DRAW / EDIT REPEATED ITEM
Menu with the current Repeated Item shown for edit. See Repeated Item for more
information.

CREATE RI: Selection of this button invokes the DRAW / EDIT REPEATED
ITEM Menu with no current Repeated Item shown. See Repeated Item for more
information.

Note Select
The NOTE SELECT menu allows the placement of Notes from Note Catalogs.
Refer to the Notes topic for more information.

BuildersCAD Designer Select
BuildersCAD DESIGNER SELECT menus include the Select Menus for WALLS,
DOORS, WINDOWS, and STAIRS. In addition to the functions listed in the
Menus section above, BuildersCAD DESIGNER SELECT menus also have the

following features.
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BuildersCAD Designer C a t a l o g
The current BuildersCAD Designer Catalog is shown at the top left of the menu.
Below that on the left side of the menu are the entity specific categories of a
BuildersCAD Designer catalog. Selecting the category will show the current BuildersCAD Designer entity styles contained under that category of
the current catalog.
There are two catalogs possible for each database. One for the project and one for
the individual database or job. The user may toggle between the two by selecting
the display next to the Load From button at the top of the SELECT Menu.
Thumbnails / List
The current BuildersCAD Designer entity styles contained in the catalog
are shown on the right side of the menu. The current style may be selected by
clicking on the thumbnail, name/number, or description on the menu. The current
selection is highlighted and the name and description are shown on the menu
above the thumbnails or list. Once a BuildersCAD Designer entity style is
selected the parameters for the entity are set to those saved in the style and it may
be placed using any of the placement commands for the entity. The number of
thumbnails shown on the menu at one time depends on the entity type. There is a
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slidebar to the right side of the thumbnails or list menu which allows for paging
through the thumbnails or list.
Commands

PLAN / ISO VIEW MODE: In the OPENING and STAIR SELECT Menus if
the menu mode is Icon, thumbnails in the menu may be viewed in either Plan or
Isometric view. The buttons to select the view mode are found in the top right of
the BuildersCAD DESIGNER SELECT Menu for Openings and Stairs. The button for the current menu view mode is highlighted.
EXIT: Selection of this button cancels the BuildersCAD Designer entity

placement and clears the BuildersCAD Designer ENTITY SELECT menu
from the screen.

PREVIEW: The preview function is not available for BuildersCAD
Designer styles.
PLACE: Selection of this button places the selected entity using the parameter
style selected. The Place button uses a default placement command of placing a
single occurrance of the entity.
Note 1: Selecting the highlighted thumbnail, name, or description again invokes
the default placement command, as if the place button had been
selected. In this way a "double click" on the desired style will select the
style and start the placement command in one quick sequence.

TOOLBAR: The toolbar function is not available for BuildersCAD
Designer Styles.
EDIT: Selection of this button invokes the CREATE / EDIT menu for the entity

type selected. If a current BuildersCAD Designer style is selected, the
properties saved with the current style are filled in on the Properties Menu for
editing. See Walls, Openings, and Stairs for more information.

CREATE: Selection of this button invokes the CREATE / EDIT menu for the

entity type selected. BuildersCAD will prompt for the new BuildersCAD
Designer style type number to be created. See Walls, Openings, and Stairs for
more information.

See Also
Lines, Circles, Text, Dimensions, Patterns, Repeated Items, Notes, Walls, Openings, Stairs, Create, Catalog, Thumbnails, Slidebars, Select Entity, and User
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Toolbar.

SELECT ENTITY
BuildersCAD includes the ability to select an entity from the display window with
no other command currently active, and then determine the action to be taken. This
function as sometimes been referred to as "Match Entity", but it actually does much
more than simply match the parameter settings of the selected entity.

Selecting a Single Entity
Selecting one entity with the left mouse button will produce an entity specific pull-up
menu. The selected entity is highlighted. If
the entity is on the work layer, the pull-up
menu will offer basic edit, query, and match
tools.

If the entity is on a layer which is editable or
selectable other than the work layer, the title
bar of the pull-up menu will reflect the entity
type and the layer where it resides. The
selected entity is highlighted. The menu will
offer basic edit, query, and match tools, and
also contains tools to turn the search, edit,
and display properties of the layer on and off
as well as make it the work layer.

If the entity selected is a Smart Repeated
Item, an additional menu will pop up which
gives information on the Smart RI and allows
additional options for viewing the Smart
Repeated Item data.
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If the entity is a wall or opening, the entity type an
the level on which it occurs are displayed in the
title bar of the pull-up menu. The edit functions
found on the EDIT WALLS AND OPENINGS
Application Sub-menu are duplicated. The layer
for the selected entity type and level is automatically set as the current work layer.

Selecting Multiple Entities
There are two distinct windowing selection options for selecting multiple entities:
1.

For entities completely enclosed in the window fence, start to drag a window left to right while holding down the left (B1) mouse button. Left click
again to set the window fence and all entities totally enclosed inside will
be selected. See the "All In" section of Search Methods.

Press and release B1

Press and hold B1

OR
Press and release B1

Press and hold B1

2.

For entities partially enclosed in the window fence, start to drag a window
right to left while holding down the left (B1) mouse button. Left click
again to set the window fence and any entity partially enclosed inside will
be selected. See the "Some In" section of Search Methods.

Press and hold B1

Press and release B1

OR
Press and release B1
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In both cases above, the selected entities are
highlighted. Selecting multiple entities will
produce a pull-up menu which has several
edit actions as well as query. Those buttons
with functions which do not apply to the particular situation will be greyed out.

Commands
MATCH ENTITY PARAMETERS: Selecting this button resets all of the current parameters which apply to the selected entity, to the values contained within
the selected entity. The appropriate Application Sub-Menu for the selected entity
is also displayed, allowing the user to select a desired placement command. In
this way, drawing more of an existing entity as it appears on the screen is made
quick and easy, without having to know what the particular parameter settings of
the drawn entity are.

EDIT ACTIONS: Most of the edit actions found on the EDIT Menu are duplicated on the SELECT ENTITY Pull-up menus for basic entities. Once the entity is
selected, the edit action may be performed on that entity. See Edit Actions for
more information. For walls and openings, the edit actions found on the EDIT
WALLS AND OPENINGS Application Sub-Menu are duplicated.

See Also
Select, Parameters, Search Methods, Edit Actions, Walls, and Openings.

SELECTION AIDS
Selection aids defines general preferences in BuildersCAD that assist in identifying
entities. The built-in BuildersCAD selection aids are cursor drag and highlighting.
Cursor drag and highlighting belong to a class of BuildersCAD environmental settings called preferences enabled through the customize button (checklist icon) on the
DESKTOP menu. See Preferences for more information.
Note 1: Drag and highlight display options can also be set from the EDIT and COPY
menus as part of the actions.

See Also
Copy, Drag Mode, Edit, and Preferences.
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SEPARATOR
See Display Output for more information.

SETUP
Before most commands can execute, they may require parameters be set to desired values. Entity setups are done in the CREATE Menu for the respective entity type. See Create for more information. Other setups (drawings, viewports, sheets, plots, layers, etc.)
are discussed in their respective topics.

See Also
Create, Parameters, Presets, and Styles.

SHADOWS
See Opaque for more information.

SHEET
In BuildersCAD, a sheet is a composition tool for plotting. Once a sheet is composed, it can also be used for project navigation to access individual drawings (or portions of) through its viewports.

Definitions
SHEET TEMPLATES: are boiler plates (e.g. 42x30, 36x24, fax, etc.) for the
creatation of future project sheets. They contain a set of standard fields which can
be easily edited and used to generate list or reports.
There are 2 types of sheet templates:
1.

Master Sheet Template - are archived in the styles.dir/sheetlib
directory. They are office standards for sheet layout, but do not contain
project specific information.

2.

Database Sheet Template - are associated with a specific database. They
contain additional project-specific information (project name, number, and
address) which will appear on every sheet. A database can have multiple
sheet templates.

Each sheet template is comprised of 2 layers; the border layer and the viewport
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layer. Every sheet template is assigned an identifying name with a maximum of 6
charactersWhen a sheet template is created, the following files are created:
Table S:1

Sheet Template Files

FILENAME

DESRIPTION

DEFAULT

_bdr<name>.ly

border layer

_bdr.ly

_sht<name>.ly

viewport layer

_sht.ly

_sht<name>.fd

field descriptor file

_sht.fd

_sht<name>.sht

sheet register file

_sht.sht

Regardless of the total number of database sheet templates in a database, they all
share the following 3 files (see Fields for additional information):
_sht.fd - sheet template field descriptor file
_sht.in - sheet template field data index (Sirgen) file
_sht.tx - sheet template field data file

DATABASE: a normal database is used to store at least one sheet template and
project sheets. Sheets can reside in the same database as drawings.

PROJECT SHEETS: are created from a sheet template (A1.0, A2.0,
A2.1, A2.2, A3, etc.). Each project sheet is comprised of only 2 layers, the
shared border layer (from the sheet template) and a unique viewport layer for
every project sheet created.
A project sheet is defined in a sheet registry file having a “.sht“extension, which
lists the layers making up the sheet, all of the model layers accessible through the
viewports, as well as a variety of other related information.

BORDER LAYER: contains shared information, such as the title blocks,
office logo, project name and other common elements shared among all sheets
based on the same sheet template.
The border layer name is appended with the "_brd<name>.ly" and the layer
number is always -100.

VIEWPORT LAYER: contains specific information, such as the viewports,
assignable fields, text and graphics specific to each individual project sheet.
The viewport layer name is appended with the "_sht<name>.ly" and the layer
number is always -10.
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VIEWPORT: from a sheet point of view, it is the composition tool for plotting.
Viewports (or sheet cells) can be pasted, moved, stretched, removed, and repasted on any project sheet.
From a drawing point of view, it is the navigation tool for a project. A viewport is
a window into a drawing.
From BuildersCAD’s point of view, it is an object that can only be placed on
the viewport layer of a project sheet. See Viewports for more information.

ENVIRONMENTAL MODES: A sheet operates in sheet space which means it
is limited to a two-dimensional space (plan view only) and is fixed to a full scale
of 1:1.
A drawing and working in viewports operates in model space which means it is a
three-dimensional space, with any view or scale.
See Environmental Modes for more information.

General Commands
Before a working project sheet can be created, a database and a sheet template
must both exist.
N e w S h e e t Te m p l a t e
In order to create a project sheet for a specific database, a database sheet template must first have been created or copied from the master sheet templates into
that database. To create a new sheet template, follow the steps below.
1.

Select the file button (flat file icon) on the DESKTOP menu to invoke the
FILE pull-down menu. Select the New button (folder with star icon) to
invoke the NEW pop-up menu. Select the Sheet button. The SHEET CREATE menu is displayed.

2.

Select the Template Create Menu button at the bottom of the SHEET CREATE menu to invoke the SHEET TEMPLATE CREATE MENU. Sheet templates may be created by either copying an existing master sheet template
or by starting from a new blank sheet. If a copy of an existing master is
desired, the left side of the menu allows the user to navigate to the database which contains the sheet template and the right side displays the sheet
templates contained within that database.
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3.

Select the existing sheet template to copy or Blank Sheet from the right
side of the SHEET TEMPLATE CREATE Menu then select the Create
Sheet Template button at the bottom of the menu.

4.

BuildersCAD will prompt to for the new sheet template designation or
name. The default is “_sht”. The template is created in the current database and is a sheet file which will have the .sht extension. When finished,
the new sheet template will be loaded.
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5.

Draw the title block, logo, etc. on the border layer (-100). If the firm’s title
block was created in a repeated item, it may be placed. Remember, this is
only general information.

6.

Save the sheet template as you would any drawing. BuildersCAD will
prompt to copy the template to the archive library. Answering Yes to this
prompt will archive the sheet template in the std:\styles.dir\sheetlib for
access to all projects. If No is selected, the sheet template will only be
saved as a local template in the current database. If a master sheet template
with the current name already exists, BuildersCAD will prompt to
overwrite the existing files.

7.

If this is a database sheet template only, the project specific information
can be added to the border layer (-100) and sheet specific information
(fields) can be added to the viewport layer (-10). Save the sheet template
as you would any drawing and select [no] when prompted to copy the
template to the archive library.

E d i t S h e e t Te m p l a t e
All changes made to the sheet template's border (_bdr) layer will automatically
be reflected on any project sheets associated with that sheet template.
All changes (fields) made to the sheet template's viewport (_sht) layer will not be
reflected on the any project sheets until the Load Fields button on the SHEET
INFO / TITLE BLOCK LAYOUT pop-up menu is selected.
1.

First open the desired database sheet template.

2.

Make modifications.

3.

Save the database sheet template as you would any drawing and select No
when prompted to copy the template to the archive library. There is currently no direct method for editing a master sheet template. To effect
changes, save a revised database sheet template and, when prompted,
overwrite the existing library template.

New Project Sheet
To create an new project sheet, use the following proceedure.
1.

Select the File button (flat file icon) on the DESKTOP menu to invoke the
FILE pull-down menu. Select the New button (folder w/star icon) to invoke
the NEW pop-up menu. Select the Sheet button to invoke the SHEET CREATE Menu.

2.

On the left side of the SHEET CREATE Menu, select the database which
will contain the sheet. The database must contain at least one sheet template. On the right side of the SHEET CREATE Menu, select the sheet template to use in creating the new sheet. Select the Create Sheet button at the
bottom of the menu.

3.

BuildersCAD will prompt to unload the current drawing/sheet. Build-
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ersCAD will then prompt for the new sheet name. Specify a short name
for the new sheet. This might be something like the sheet number ("a1",
"a2", etc.) or a descriptive name such as "plans" or "elevation" which
clearly identifies the sheet’s purpose. The name is limited to a maximum
of 9 characters and will automatically have an underscore ("_") prefix and
a ".sht" extension added.
4.

BuildersCAD will prompt for the sheet title or description. Enter a
descriptive title for the sheet. This is limited to a maximum of 32 characters and will be assigned to the title1 field where it may be edited at a later
time. At this time the new project sheet is created and loaded.

The border layer (-100) for the new project sheet is actually a shared reference to
the sheet template and is set read-only (RO). The contents of this layer may only
be edited by loading the sheet template, and any changes made there will be
reflected on all sheets based upon that template.
The viewport layer (-10) for the new sheet is editable and is intended to receive
all sheet-specific information as well as the placement of all viewports (see
Viewports). If fields were assigned to the template, then they will exist on this
layer for the new sheet and may be edited and updated (see Fields). When all
work on the sheet has been completed, save the sheet.
Open Project Sheet
Project Sheets may be opened from either the DATABASE DRAWING/SHEET/
THUMBNAIL SELECT or PROJECT & PROJECT PAGE SELECT menus. See
Open for more information. They may also be opened from the RECENT DOCUMENTS Menu. See Recent Documents for more information.
Delete Sheet
To delete an existing database sheet template or project sheet, the following steps
should be followed:
1.

Select the File button (flat file icon) on the DESKTOP menu to invoke the
FILE pull-down menu. Select the Delete button (red X icon) to invoke the
DELETE pop-up menu. Select the Sheet Reference File button.

2.

BuildersCAD will prompt for the database name containing the sheet
to be deleted. The current database is the default.

3.

BuildersCAD will prompt for the sheet to remove. Type the sheet name
or select Menu to invoke a pop-up menu listing sheet names to select
from.

4.

BuildersCAD will prompt to verify the removal of the sheet. To continue, select Yes or press <cr> to accept the default. The sheet will then be
erased from the disk.

Note 1: Deleting a project sheet is a permanent operation and cannot be undone,
so be sure that this is the desired result prior to executing this command.
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However, as the DELETE menu indicates, this operation erases only the
sheet registry file (.sht) and the sheet viewport layer, leaving all model
layer files intact.
Note 2: Deleting a database sheet template is a permanent operation and cannot
be undone, be sure that this is the desired result prior to executing this
command.

Sheet Info Commands
Sheet information commands relating to Fields are found on the SHEET INFO /
TITLE BLOCK LAYOUT Menu. See Fields for information on these functions.

See Also
Database, Drawing, Environmental Modes, Fields, Layer, Open, Sheet Register
File, and Viewport.

SHEET REGISTER FILE
A BuildersCAD Sheet Register file is a text file having an “_” (underscore) prefix
and a “.sht” extension which records a set of layer and library information associated
with the particular sheet. When the sheet is loaded, the information contained within the
register file is used to set the graphic environment to the proper state. Here is an example of a typical register file for a small sheet “_a02.sht”.
*@*dw

;_a02.sht;*dw;;_a02.sht;Windows 95;MMSW May 8 1998;Composite Floor Plan
*@*ac 0.00;_a02.sht;*ac;0.00;;1;jlb Jun 08 1998 11:35:53;7
*@ly -100;_a02.sht;ly;-100;_brd.ly;ro;sd;sheet border
*@ly
-10;_a02.sht;ly;-10;_a02.ly;rw;sed;sheet template
*@ly
0;_a02.sht;ly;0;plans096.db/common.ly;rw;sed;COMMON LAYER
*@ly
2;_a02.sht;ly;2;plans096.db/grfa11.ly;rw;sed;SHEET GRAPHICS A1.1
*@ly
11;_a02.sht;ly;11;plans096.db/a1plan.ly;rw;sed;FLOOR PLAN 1
*@ly
12;_a02.sht;ly;12;plans096.db/a1wall.ly;rw;sed;PLAN 1 WALLS
*@ly
13;_a02.sht;ly;13;plans096.db/a1fixt.ly;rw;sed;PLAN 1 FIXTURES
*@ly
14;_a02.sht;ly;14;plans096.db/a1rmnm.ly;rw;sed;PLAN 1 ROOM
NAMES & NUMBERS
*@ly
15;_a02.sht;ly;15;plans096.db/a1dimn.ly;rw;sed;PLAN 1 DIMENSIONS
*@ly
16;_a02.sht;ly;16;plans096.db/a1mark.ly;rw;sed;PLAN 1 MARKS
*@ly
17;_a02.sht;ly;17;plans096.db/a1note.ly;rw;sed;PLAN 1 NOTES
*@ly
18;_a02.sht;ly;18;plans096.db/a1poch.ly;rw;sed;PLAN 1 POCHE
*@ly
19;_a02.sht;ly;19;plans096.db/a1grid.ly;rw;sed;PLAN 1 STRUCTURAL GRID
*@*wk
;_a02.sht;*wk;;_a02.ly;256;;
*@sy
z;_a02.sht;sy;z;comm:z_comm.sy;l;;
*@lt
h;_a02.sht;lt;h;hlc.lt;l;0;
*@lt
i;_a02.sht;lt;i;block+.lt;l;0;
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*@lt
*@ri
*@ri
*@ri
*@ri
*@ri
*@ri
*@ri
*@ri
*@df
*@***

z;_a02.sht;lt;z;hlv2.lt;l;0;
4;_a02.sht;ri;4;comm:z_comm.ri;l;;
5;_a02.sht;ri;5;util:j_util.ri;l;;
6;_a02.sht;ri;6;rilib.sys;l;;
7;_a02.sht;ri;7;fpln:y_std3d.ri;l;;
8;_a02.sht;ri;8;fpln:y_std.ri;l;;
9;_a02.sht;ri;9;fpln:y_fpln.ri;l;;
10;_a02.sht;ri;10;fpln:y_std3D.ri;l;;
11;_a02.sht;ri;11;jlb.qsys:qsys.ri;l;;
;_a02.sht;df;;master.df;b;;
;_a02.sht;***;;;;;

The register file has a very specific format conforming to the Sirgen database
syntax, easily identified by the “*@” character sequence at the start of each line.
In database parlance, each line is known as a record with the individual fields of
each record are separated by a semi-colon. The “*@” notation is a part of the key
located in field #0. The key identified the type of record on that particular line.
As can be seen above, all records in the file indicate the name of the sheet
(_a02.sht) in field #1. Field #2 repeats the key identifier. The rest of the fields,
(#3 through #7) contain the remaining record data.
Note 1: Although it is not generally recommended, the sheet register file can be
manually edited. However, remember that BuildersCAD expects
each record in the file to adhere to a very specific format. Careless
errors, as simple as including one too few or one too many semi-colons,
can cause serious problems.
The sheet file is essentially identical to the drawing file. For information on the
various types of records found in these files, see Drawing Register File.

See Also
Drawing Register File, Files, Layers, Sheets, and Sirgen.

SHEET SPACE
BuildersCAD operates in 2 environments: sheet space and model space. See Environmental Modes for more information.

SHEET UNITS
See Paper Units for more information.

SHORTCUTS
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The Shortcut – Right Mouse Button (B3) command is found under the Customize button (checklist icon) on the DESKTOP Menu. It allows the user to map a custom command to override the default action that would normally occur with a B3 over a menu
button. Good candidates for B3 are commands that are nested under several menus or a
series of commands that are strung together.
Most of the BuildersCAD menu buttons can have the B3 action pre-customized.
Notification will occur if an invalid menu button is selected for modification.
Customizations performed are saved and will be present the next time BuildersCAD
is executed. Changes are kept in the file mn_rc.st which is in the config.dir directory.

Finding the name of a command
5.

Select the menu button that performs the desired action.

6.

Immediately type <Ctrl> R at the keyboard (Press and hold the <Ctrl>
key and press the "R" key).

7.

The command string that was executed for that button will appear on the
prompt line.

Note 1: Preceed any command with a colon to cancel all active commands and a
semicolon to string commands and user responses together. For example, the command string under the top view command in the MCI menu
is:
:mn_view;plan;:mn_grid;on

Customize B3 via Customize pull-down menu
1.

Select the right mouse button.
Select menu button - <ESC> to exit:

The cursor will appear as a rectangular bullseye. Select a menu button to be
modified with B1 or B2. The RIGHT CLICK (RC) COMMAND SETUP menu
will be invoked.
2.

Select description field (optional).
Enter RC description?

Describe command action. This is optional and not necessary for new action
to work. This text string will be displayed on the message line when the
shortcut command is executed.
3.

Select command field.
Enter RC command string?
[CANCEL]
[USE DEFAULT]
[OTHER]
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Note 1: [USE DEFAULT] removes any changes and reverts back to the default
right click action if [ACCEPT] is selected.
4.

Type via the keyboard a valid BuildersCAD command string.

5.

Select the [ACCEPT] button.

Note 2: Selecting [ACCEPT] will save changes. Selecting [ANOTHER] or
[EXIT] by themselves do not.
6.

Select the [EXIT] button.

Customize B3 via Contextual Help menu
1.

Select F2 or B3 over the desired menu button.
The HELP pop-up menu will appear.

2.

Select the Default Right Click Command String field

3.

Proceed as above.

Note 3: Using a command from a plug-in is perfectly acceptable but if the particular plug-in is not loaded at the time the shortcut is executed an error
message will occur.

See Also
Customize, Help, and Load.

SHP
See Expert Translator for more information.

SHX
See Expert Translator for more information.

SIGMAC
The sigmac programming language provides a facility for creating commands which

operate within the BuildersCAD environment. These sigmac commands can be
called from within other sigmacs, assigned to menu buttons or they may be entered
directly from the keyboard. Sigmac commands begin with an initial colon, but this is
usually optional when entering the command from the keyboard.
Example: The sigmac command :dll deletes lines. If :dll (or simply dll) is typed,
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BuildersCAD will begin prompting for the line(s) to be deleted.
Many sigmac commands prompt for additional information once they are started. If
desired, these arguments can be entered with the command using a semicolon as a separator.
Example: The sigmac command :mn_view set the view based upon the type entered at
the prompt. Entering the command ":mn_view;iso" would cause the display to be
redrawn in an isometric view, while entering ":mn_view;plan" would cause the dis-

play to be reset to plan view.

Sigmac Creation
It is possible to create new sigmac commands an add them to the BuildersCAD system. A sigmac is described in a text file having a “.ff” extension. This
is then compiled into an executable file (with a “.gg” extension) and is then
archived into a sigmac library which has a “.sm” extension (see Libraries). When
the sigmac library is loaded into BuildersCAD, the new commands contained
in the library are available for use. For comprehensive information on creating
and using custom sigmacs, see the software developer's documentation and the
Developer topic in the ARRIS Encyclopedia.

Commands
There are two commands in BuildersCAD which are used to load and unload
sigmac libraries. These commands are typed at the keyboard, and are not found
on the BuildersCAD menu system.

:SMF : This command loads the specified existing sigmac library into memory.
The compiled sigmac commands contained within the library will then be available for use.
:SMUL : This command unloads the specific loaded sigmac library from memory. The compiled sigmac commands contained within the library will no longer
be available for use.
If two sigmac commands of the same name exist in two separate libraries, the
command contained in the most recently loaded library will be the one executed
if the command is called.
Any custom sigmac which is named the same as a BuildersCAD command
will be executed instead of the BuildersCAD command. This may be overridden if the BuildersCAD command is typed at the keyboard preceeded by two
colons. Example:
If a custom command :dpe (Re-display the screen) is created, typing dpe or
:dpe at the keyboard followed by the enter key will execute the custom version of the command. Typing ::dpe followed by enter will execute the
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BuildersCAD version of the command.

See Also
Libraries, Macros, Mnemonics, and Menus.

SIRGEN
Sirgen, the Sigma Report Generator, is a utility which offers a character-based interface
to an underlying database management system (DBMS) for non-graphical (i.e., textural)
data. The data is stored in text files having associated index key files (.in) which provide an indexed-sequential access method (ISAM) to the data.
BuildersCAD uses the Sirgen system to automatically manage a wide array of information related to a project and provides the Report Designer tool to make the generation
of custom reports convenient and easy.
The Sirgen system creates file with the following extensions:
Table S:2

Sirgen Filenaming Conventions

EXT

FILE
TYPE

.fd

Text

File descriptor - defines the field format of a data file

.fr

Text

Report format - defines the fields of a report

.in

Binary

.op

Text

.rb

Binary

.rd

Text

Report descriptor - Sirgen program source code

.rp

Text

Report output

.sf

Text

User customizations (with an associated *.in file)

.tx

Text

Text - ASCII data file

DESCRIPTION

Index keys - provides indexed access to a data file
Field options
Compiled report - generated from a *.rd file

See Also
Report Designer.

SITE DESIGN
BuildersCAD Site Design is a plug-in which enhances the capabilities of
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BuildersCAD to create site plans and construction documents, as well as to prepare
site studies and marketing proposals for potential clients. Use BuildersCAD Site
Design to enter survey information provided by a civil engineer or land surveyor,
draw existing contour lines or spot elevations, and lay out proposed contour lines. Site
plans can then be completed by adding detail information such as vehicles, trees, shrubs
and people. Following the completion of site drafting work, BuildersCAD Site
Design enables users to generate a 3D model or contour section.

SKETCHUP
SketchUp is a simple to use 3D sketch modeling tool from Google which allows the user
to generate 3D geometry. SketchUp also has nice presentation tools which allow you to
add textures to the model, and display it in several different modes. BuildersCAD
can easily import models which are saved in SketchUp’s native .skp file format, and
export BuildersCAD models to the .skp file format for use in SketchUp.

I m p o r t S k e t c h U p To B u i l d e r s C A D
The import .skp to BuildersCAD function is found on
the IMPORT menu, which is opened by selecting the File
Icon ont the DESKTOP menu, then selecting Import on
the FILE pull-down menu. Select the SKP-> ARRIS button to bring up the IMPORT SKETCHUP DRAWING
menu.

SketchUp .skp files may be imported in 4 different ways. The method of import is
set under the Import SketchUp Layer Mode heading.
The Drawing With Layers option will import the SketchUp .skp file into the
current database. Layers will be created in the BuildersCAD database to
correspond to the layers in the SketchUp file.
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The Work Layer option will import the entire SketchUp .skp file into the current work layer of the BuildersCAD database.
The New SKP Layer option will import the entire SketchUp .skp file into a
new Read Only SKP layer as set with the layer button. The new layer name
may be set in the box below the Import Modes or may be named automatically.
The New RW Layer option will import the entire SketchUp .skp file into a
new read/write layer created during the import. The new layer name may be
specified in the box below the Import Modes or may be named automatically.
Select the SketchUp file to import by selecting the box under the File To Import
heading. BuildersCAD will prompt for the SketchUp .skp file. Selecting
MENU on the choice menu at the prompt line will allow you to browse your
computer file system for the .skp file desired. The #PROMPT# option will have
BuildersCAD prompt for the file name as it is imported. The file name/path
may also be entered directly at the keyboard.
When the Import button is selected the SketchUp 3D data will be translated and
brought into the currently loaded database using the mode as specified in the
menu. If the Drawing With Layers import option is selected, layers will be created in the database to correspond to the SketchUp layers. If the New SKP Layer
or New RW Layer option is used, the specified layer will be created during the
import. SketchUp Components will be translated into BuildersCAD Repeated
Items and stored in a new RI library inside the current database. Textures within
SketchUp will be remembered in BuildersCAD and may be displayed. They
are also used if the model is exported back out to SketchUp.
Note 1: It is suggested that you first create and load a clean empty database
(other than noname.db) to receive the import data when this function is
executed. SketchUp files may not be imported into noname.db.

E x p o r t B u i l d e r s C A D To S k e t c h U p
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You may easily export the current BuildersCAD 3D
model to a SketchUp .skp file. The Export function is
found on the EXPORT Menu, which is opened by selecting the File Icon on the DESKTOP menu, then selecting
Export on the FILE pull-down menu. Select the 3D ->
SKP button to export the currently loaded model to
SketchUp.
When a BuildersCAD model is exported to a
SketchUp .skp file, BuildersCAD will first allow you
to set textures to be used in SketchUp based on BuildersCAD colors. If you have a model that was previously imported from SketchUp, the textures used in the
model from SketchUp will be remembered and used.

The IMPORT TO SKETCHUP menu is
shown to the right. On the left side of
the menu, the BuildersCAD colors
found in your model are listed. Click
on a color to highlight it, and then
select a corresponding SketchUp texture on the right side of the menu.
SketchUp textures are broken down
into categories for easier selection. The
menu also has options to overwrite
existing textures, heal surfaces, and
automatically open the model in
SketchUp when the conversion is complete.
BuildersCAD will allow you to
browse and select the file name and location for the .skp file to be written.

See Also:
Import, and Export.

SLABS
A slab is a polygonal surface which is defined by a boundary similar to the definition of
a pattern. It has the additional property of depth. BuildersCAD uses the surface
entity to define the volume of the slab. The surfaces can be modified by editing the
boundary or depth and then regenerating the slab.
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Table S:3

Slab Properties

PROPERTY

DESCRIPTION

Color (TBSO)

The color for the surface side (top, bottom, side, other). If
the color is set to none, the surface will use the current
color. If the current color is set to none, the surface will use
the default color of the layer it is placed on. (See Color)

Pen

See Pens

Surface

See Surfaces

Parameters
Table S:4

Slab Parameters

PARAMETER

OPTION

DESCRIPTION

Closure

solid

The slab side to be generated and displayed
when opaqued.

none

The slab side will not be generated or displayed when opaqued.

Value

Sets Z-axis height of extrusion.

prompt

Prompts the user for Z-height of extrusion.

none

No opening will be created in the slab.

prompt

Prompts for points to define opening to be
cut in slab.

vertical

Extrude vertically along the Z axis.

normal

Extrude normal, perpendicular to the boundary plane.

roof

Extrude to a roof surface.

as input

Z value of the boundary points are as
entered.

zero

Z value of the boundary points = 0

match first
point

Z value of the boundary points match the Z
value of the first boundary point entered.

plane

Z value of the boundary points lie on a given
plane.

Height

Openings

Extrude

Z values
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Table S:4

Slab Parameters

PARAMETER

OPTION

Name

DESCRIPTION
Name assigned to a slab. When extruding
smart walls and columns to a roof or floor
slab, the name must match the "extrude to"
parameter of the smart wall or column.

Polygon sides

<number>

See Polygon.

To o l s
Table S:5

Slab Tools

TOOL

RESULT

Clear Surfaces from
Slab

Removes the surfaces from the selected slab, which
allows for editing of the boundary

Regenerate Slab

Regenerates the slab after editing the boundary

Remake Slab

Remakes the slab to the current parameters

Surface Tools

See Surfaces

See Also
Surfaces, Solids, Extrusions, Rotations, and Patterns.

SLIDEBARS
There are two types of slidebars in BuildersCAD - Screen Display Slidebars, and
Menu Slidebars.

Screen Display Slidebars
Screen Display Slidebars are optional bars found on the right side and bottom of
the display window. These bars show the proportion and relative location of the
current screen display to the overall displayable area. By selecting on either the
right or bottom slidebar, the user may adjust the current display position relative
to the overall display. The current display relative to the overall will be proportional to the selected position on the slidebar relative to the overall slidebar. The
zoom area of the display will remain the same. The Screen Display Slidebars
may be turned On and Off in the PREFERENCES Menu. See Preferences for
more information.

Menu Slidebars
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Menu Slidebars found within some pop-up menus allow the user to quickly
browse through lists of items in menus when the length of the list is longer than
the menu available to display it. These slidebars are generally located on the
menu on the right side of the list for which they function. A Menu Slidebar consists of an Up Arrow at the top, a Down Arrow at the bottom, and a Slidebar in
between. The Slidebar shows the proportion of, and relative location within the
entire list, of the portion of the list currently displayed in the menu.
Slidebar Commands:

UP ARROW: A left click selection on the Up Arrow moves the display of the
list up 1 item. A right click selection on the Up Arrow moves the display of
the list up 1 menu page.

DOWN ARROW: A left click selection on the Down Arrow moves the display
of the list down 1 item. A right click selection on the Down Arrow moves
the display of the list down 1 menu page.

SLIDEBAR: Selecting on the Slidebar moves the portion of the list displayed
in the menu to the relative position of the selection on the slidebar.
Note 2: The function of menu slidebars varies somewhat depending on the specific menu and slidebar. Generally the newer menus, including Catalog
Managers, Project, and Page List Managers, function as noted above.
On other menus, a Left Click selection on the slidebar Up and Down
arrows will move the menu list 1 page with no separate right click functions.

MOUSE SCROLL WHEEL: Scrolling the mouse scroll wheel up or down
while the cursor is over the slidebar or the list will page the list up or down 1
line for each click of the mouse scroll wheel.
Note 1: The Mouse Scroll Wheel function is incorporated in BuildersCAD
on a menu by menu basis. Not all menu lists with slidebars support the
mouse scroll wheel function yet.

See Also:
Preferences.
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SMART REPEATED ITEMS
Smart Repeated Items are special Repeated Items that carry additional text data. They
are essentially the same as a standard Repeated Item, only with the Smart RI data added
to them. The Smart Repeated Item data consists of 5 attributes which are one or more
lines of text.
Description - A description for the Repeated Item. The title "Description" is
fixed and the data may be only 1 line of text.
User Attribute 1 - A user defined attribute. The title (1 line of text) may also be
user defined. The data may be multiple lines of text.
User Attribute 2 - A user defined attribute. The title (1 line of text) may also be
user defined. The data may be multiple lines of text.
User Attribute 3 - A user defined attribute. The title (1 line of text) may also be
user defnined. The data may be multiple lines of text.
User Attribute 4 - A user defined attribute. The title (1 line of text) may also be
user defined. The data may be multiple lines of text.
Datalinks - A user defined list of links to external files associated with the
Repeated Item. The title "Datalinks" is fixed. The link data must appear in a specific format which is controlled by the function in BuildersCAD that creates
and edits them. Refer to the Datalinks topic for more information.
Note 1: Smart Repeated Items and Smart Repeated Item data (attributes) should not be
confused with legacy Attribute Repeated Items. They are two completely separate things.
Smart Repeated Item data is stored in a library that is in .csv format. The library for
Smart RI data supplements a specific Repeated Item library. The Smart RI library has
the same base name as the corresponding Repeated Item library with a .sri extension,
and must be located in the same directory on the computer file system as it’s corresponding RI library.
It is important to note that the Smart Repeated Item data is defined with the Repeated
Item in the library, not with the individual placement of the RI in the drawing. This
means that the data for each placement of the RI is exactly the same - just as the graphics for the RI is the same for each placement. At this point there is no provision for variations of data for the individual RI placement other than creating a separate Repeated
Item.

Creating A Smart Repeated Item
Smart Repeated Items are created by adding the Smart RI data to an existing
graphic Repeated Item. The Repeated Item must be created first. The Smart
Repeated Item data is added to the RI using the Repeated Item Library Manager.
Refer to the Repeated Item Library Manager topic for more information.
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In the Repeated Item Library
Manager, open the library
containing
the
desired
Repeated Item. Select the
desired Repeated Item and
then select the PREVIEW
button. In the Repeated Item
Library Manager preview,
select the CREATE/EDIT
button in the Smart RI Data
box.

A left click selection of this button will bring up the SMART REPEATED ITEM
DATA menu. The functions of this menu are described in the Smart Repeated
Item Data Menu section below. A right-click selection brings up the SMART
REPEATED ITEM ATTRIBUTES dialog. This is a Windows dialog which performs the same functions as the SMART REPEATED ITEM DATA menu and is
described in the Smart Repeated Item Attributes Dialog section below.

Smart Repeated Item Data
The SMART REPEATED ITEM DATA menu in ARRIS is an ARRIS menu
system version of the SMART RI ATTRIBUTES dialog menu. This menu is the
default used in Smart Repeated Item functions. Depending on the function, the
menu has a Full Edit and a View Only version.
Smart Repeated Item Data Edit
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REPEATED ITEM THUMBNAIL - A thumbnail image of the Repeated
Item for which Smart Repeated Item data is being viewed or edited is displayed in this box. The box is not selectable.
REPEATED ITEM NAME - The name of the Repeated Item for which
Smart Repeated Item data is being viewed or edited is displayed in this box.
The box is not selectable.
REPEATED ITEM LIBRARY - The name of the RI Library containing
the Repeated Item for which Smart Repeated Item data is being viewed or
edited is displayed in this box. The box is not selectable.
DESCRIPTION - The 1 line description for the Smart Repeated Item is displayed here. Click into the data field to edit the description. The description
may be 1 line. The title "Description" may not be changed.
USER DEFINED ATTRIBUTE 1 - The user defined title of the first Smart
Repeated Item attribute is shown in the box to the left. Click into the title
field to edit the title of the first Smart Repeated Item attribute. The title may
be 1 line. The data field for the first Smart Repeated Item attribute is displayed in the large box to the right of the title. Click into the data field to edit
the first Smart Repeated Item attribute data. The data may be multiple lines.
Selecting the CLEAR button below the first Smart Repeated Item attribute
title will clear the data for the first Smart Repeated Item attribute.
USER DEFINED ATTRIBUTE 2 - The user defined title of the second
Smart Repeated Item attribute is shown in the box to the left. Click into the
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title field to edit the title of the second Smart Repeated Item attribute. The
title may be 1 line. The data field for the second Smart Repeated Item
attribute is displayed in the large box to the right of the title. Click into the
data field to edit the second Smart Repeated Item attribute data. The data
may be multiple lines. Selecting the CLEAR button below the second Smart
Repeated Item attribute title will clear the data for the second Smart
Repeated Item attribute.
USER DEFINED ATTRIBUTE 3 - The user defined title of the third
Smart Repeated Item attribute is shown in the box to the left. Click into the
title field to edit the title of the third Smart Repeated Item attribute. The title
may be 1 line. The data field for the third Smart Repeated Item attribute is
displayed in the large box to the right of the title. Click into the data field to
edit the third Smart Repeated Item attribute data. The data may be multiple
lines. Selecting the CLEAR button below the third Smart Repeated Item
attribute title will clear the data for the third Smart Repeated Item attribute.
USER DEFINED ATTRIBUTE 4 - The user defined title of the fourth
Smart Repeated Item attribute is shown in the box to the left. Click into the
title field to edit the title of the fourth Smart Repeated Item attribute. The
title may be 1 line. The data field for the fourth Smart Repeated Item
attribute is displayed in the large box to the right of the title. Click into the
data field to edit the fourth Smart Repeated Item attribute data. The data may
be multiple lines. Selecting the CLEAR button below the fourth Smart
Repeated Item attribute title will clear the data for the fourth Smart Repeated
Item attribute.
Datalinks
If the Datalinks button is selected, the menu displays the datalinks associated with the Smart Repeated Item being edited.
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All Datalinks associated with the Smart Repeated Item are shown. Refer to
the Datalinks topic for more information on creating and using Datalinks.
Commands

CLEAR ALL: Selecting this button clears the title and the data field for the
Description, all 4 of the Smart Repeated Item attributes, and the Datalinks.

APPLY: If the

SMART REPEATED ITEM DATA menu is in EDIT mode,

selecting this button accepts all changes to the Smart Repeated Item data and
writes them to the library. If the bar on the left side of this button is yellow, this
indicates that changes have been made to the Smart Repeated Item data which
have not yet been saved to the library.
If the bar on the left side of this button is red, changes are not allowed to the
Smart Repeated Item data. Selection of the button will do nothing.

EXIT: Selection of this button exits the Smart Repeated Item Data View/Edit
function and clears the menu from the screen.
View Only
For functions where the data is to be viewed but not edited, the SMART
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REPEATED ITEM DATA menu has a "View Only" mode. In the "View Only"
mode, all of the edit functions are disabled.

Smart Repeated Item Attributes Dialog
The SMART REPEATED ITEM ATTRIBUTES dialog is a MS Windows dialog
version of the SMART REPEATED ITEM DATA menu. It is available as a rightclick selection on most buttons which call the SRI DATA menu. Like the SMART
REPEATED ITEM DATA menu, this dialog has both an Edit and View Only version. The View Only of this dialog is the default used when querying a Smart
Repeated Item. Using the Edit version of this dialog may be preferred in some
cases.
The SMART REPEATED ITEMS ATTRIBUTES dialog is a little more limited
than the ARRIS SMART REPEATED ITEM DATA menu in that the Repeated
Item must exist, and the lines of data in the Datalinks attribute must be added or
edited properly formatted by hand. Great care should be taken if you are adding
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or editing Datalinks using this dialog.
Smart Repeated Item Attributes
Dialog Edit

Description - The 1 line description for the Smart Repeated Item is displayed here. Click into the data field to edit the description. The description
may be 1 line. The title "Description" may not be changed.
User Defined Attribute 1 - Click into the title field to edit the title of the
first Smart Repeated Item attribute. The title may be 1 line. Click into the
data field to edit the first Smart Repeated Item attribute data. The data may
be multiple lines.
User Defined Attribute 2 - Click into the title field to edit the title of the
second Smart Repeated Item attribute. The title may be 1 line. Click into the
data field to edit the second Smart Repeated Item attribute data. The data
may be multiple lines.
User Defined Attribute 3 - Click into the title field to edit the title of the
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third Smart Repeated Item attribute. The title may be 1 line. Click into the
data field to edit the third Smart Repeated Item attribute data. The data may
be multiple lines.
User Defined Attribute 4 - Click into the title field to edit the title of the
fourth Smart Repeated Item attribute. The title may be 1 line. Click into the
data field to edit the fourth Smart Repeated Item attribute data. The data may
be multiple lines.
Datalinks - Click into the data field to edit the Datalinks attribute data. Each
datalink is 1 line in the field and must be formatted correctly. The line contains the Datalink Type, Datalink Description, and Datalink URL/file pathSQL Database Macro each separated by a semi-colon. The title "Datalinks"
may not be changed. Refer to the Datalinks topic for more information.
Style File
Smart Repeated Item Data style files are files which contain SRI data for 1
Repeated Item. They are saved directly on the disk (not in a library) and have
a .srs extension. These files may be used to set up template data for Smart
Repeated Items. The current SRI Style File name is displayed in the lower
left corner of the SMART RI ATTRIBUTES dialog, along with buttons to load
and save SRI Style Files.
Commands

REVERT: Selecting this button reverts the Smart Repeated Item data back to
the last saved.

OK: Selecting this button accepts all changes to the Smart Repeated Item data
and clears the dialog from the screen. The Smart Repeated Item data for the current Repeated Item is saved to the library.
CANCEL: Selecting this button cancels the edit of Smart Repeated Item data
and clears the dialog from the screen. No data is saved.
Smart Repeated Item Attributes
Dialog View Only
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The View Only or Query version of the SMART RI ATTRIBUTES dialog is similar
to the Edit version and is used to display the Smart RI data in situations where the
data is not editable. The only function on the View Only version of the SMART
RI ATTRIBUTES dialog is the OK button which clears it from the screen.

Smart Repeated Item Query
Smart Repeated Items may be queried and the SRI data viewed in two ways.
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The first Query method is
through the ENTITY SELECT
menu. With no other command in progress, select the
Repeated Item. In addition to
the ENTITY SELECT menu,
the SMART REPEATED
ITEM menu will pop up.
Refer to the Select Entity
topic for more information.

The second Query method is to
select the SMART REPEATED
ITEMS icon on the REPEATED
ITEMS Application Sub-menu.
BuildersCAD will prompt for
the Smart Repeated Item to query.
Select the desired Smart RI. This
brings up the SMART REPEATED
ITEM menu similar to the Entity
Select process described above.
The SMART REPEATED ITEM
menu shows the Smart Repeated
Item Description, Name, and Tag.
It also has a section which shows
the Datalinks available on the
selected Smart Repeated Item.
Refer to the Datalinks topic for
more information.

VIEW SMART REPEATED ITEM DATA: Selection of this button brings up
the View Only version of the SMART REPEATED ITEM ATTRIBUTES dialog.
Refer to the Smart Repeated Item Attributes Dialog section above.
OK: Selection of this button clears the SMART REPEATED ITEM pop-up
menu from the screen. A right-click selection of this button also clears the
SELECT ENTITY menu from the screen if it is present.
Smart Repeated Item Reports
Smart Repeated Item data for Smart Repeated Items in the current drawing may
be reported in 3 formats - PDF, HTML, and CSV.
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Selection of the SRI REPORT button on the REPEATED ITEMS
Application Sub-Menu brings up
the SRI REPORT menu. The 3
types of SRI reports may be
selected from this menu.

PDF Reports
The PDF report for Smart Repeated Item data is the most versatile of the
reporting methods. The data is output into a .pdf file which may be viewed
using Adobe Reader or any other PDF viewing/edit software.
To set up and create a PDF report, select the PDF button on the SMART RI
QUERY/REPORT menu. This will bring up the SMART REPEATED ITEM
PDF REPORT menu.
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A PDF report consists of 11 fields. These fields together comprise the overall look of the report. A sample is shown in the lower left corner of the
SMART REPEATED ITEM PDF REPORT menu. All fields except the actual
data title (Column) and text (Table) are optional. The PDF report fields are
as follows:
LOGO - A logo which appears in the top/bottom left/right corner
of the report. The logo itself is a raster image file. The
Logo field is optional.
TITLE - A 1 line title text which is at the top of the report. If the
Logo is also at the top of the report, the title is integrated
with it. The Title field is optional.
HEADING - A 1 line heading text which appears below the Title.
The Heading field is optional.
INTRODUCTION - A multiple line paragraph which appears
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below the Heading. The Introduction field is optional.
IMAGE - A raster image which appears in the report below the
Introduction paragraph. The Image may be any supported
raster file type including .jpg, .png, and .bmp. The image
may also be set to "<ARRIS SCREEN>" which places an
image of the current BuildersCAD screen in the report.
The Image field is optional.
CAPTION - A 1 line Caption text which appears in the report
below the image. The caption is designed to describe the
image if used. The Caption field is optional.
COLUMN - The Attribute Titles for the 5 Smart Repeated Item
data attributes. The Smart Repeated Item data is formatted
as a table with the attribute titles horizontally across the
top as column titles. The titles include "Description" plus
the 4 user defined attribute titles for the other 4 Smart
Repeated Item attributes. The Column field of the report is
mandatory.
TABLE - The Attribute data. The Smart Repeated Item data is formatted as a table with the attribute titles horizontally
across the top as column titles and the data for each
Repeated Item found in the drawing vertically down the
table. The Table field of the report is mandatory.
BODY - A multiple line paragraph which appears below the data
table. The Body field is optional.
TRAILER - A multiple line paragraph whic appears below the
Body. The Trailer field is optional.
FOOTER - A 1 line footer text which appears at the bottom of
each page of the PDF report. The Footer field is optional.
Note 1: If the text %DATE% is used in one of the fields the current date will
replace the "%DATE%" in the report when it is generated. This is used
to add the date to the report and is usually found in the Heading or
Trailer fields.
Note 2: If the text %PAGE% is used in one of the fields, the current page number of the report is substituted for the "%PAGE%" text. If the text
%PAGET% is used in one of the fields, the total number of pages in the
report is substituted for the "%PAGET%" text. This is normally used in
the Footer field in the format "Page %PAGE% Of %PAGET%". When
the report is generated this will put the current page and the total number
of pages at the bottom of each page in the format "Page 1 Of 3".
Commands
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EXIT: Selection of this button clears the

SMART REPEATED ITEM PDF

REPORT menu from the screen.

CREATE PDF REPORT: Selection of this button creates the PDF report.
The report is created in the location given and the parameters for the report
as currently set in the menu are used.
Sample
Selecting in the SRI PDF Report Sample brings up the SRI PDF
REPORT SAMPLE menu with a larger sample image. Select the
OK button on this menu to clear it.

Fields
Logo
This box displays the Logo raster image file path and name if one is
specified. Selection of the box allows you to set the Logo path and
name either by entering the path directly or browsing for it. A rightclick selection of this box sets the Logo to the default value of
<None>.
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Title
This box displays the Title text to be used in the report. The Title
text is a single line of text. Selection of the box allows you to set the
Title text. A right-click selection of this box sets the Title to the
default value of <None>.
Heading
This box displays the Heading text to be used in the report. The
Heading text is a single line of text. Selection of the box allows you
to set the Heading text. A right-click selection sets the Heading to
the default value of <None>.
Introduction
This box displays the Introduction text to be used in the report. The
Introduction may be multiple lines of text. When this box is
selected, the default text editor is started which allows you to enter
the text. A right-click selection of this box sets the Introduction text
to the default of <None>.
Image
This box displays the Image raster image file path and name if one
is specified. Selection of the box allows you to set the Image path
and name either by entering the path directly or browsing for it. A
right-click selection of this box sets the Image to the default value
of <None>. If the <ARRIS SCREEN> choice is selected, an image
of the current ARRIS screen will be placed in the report at the
time the report is generated.
Caption
This box displays the Caption text to be used in the report. The
Caption text is a single line of text. Selection of the box allows you
to set the Caption text. A right-click selection sets the Caption to
the default value of <None>.
Body
This box displays the Body text to be used in the report. The Body
may be multiple lines of text. When this box is selected, the default
text editor is started which allows you to enter the text. A rightclick selection of this box sets the Body text to the default of
<None>.
Tr ailer
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This box displays the Trailer text to be used in the report. The
Trailer may be multiple lines of text. When this box is selected, the
default text editor is started which allows you to enter the text. A
right-click selection of this box sets the Trailer text to the default of
<None>.
Footer
This box displays the Footer text to be used in the report. The
Footer text is a single line of text which appears at the bottom of
each page of the report. Selection of the box allows you to set the
Footer text. A right-click selection sets the Footer to the default
value of <None>. If the "Page %PAGE% Of %PAGET%" option is
selected, the footer at the bottom of each page will consist of the
page number and total number of pages in the format "Page 1 Of 3".
Field Slidebars
The Introduction, Body, and Trailer fields which allow multiple
lines of text have slidebars in their display which allow you to page
through the text if it is longer than 3 lines (the menu display). Selection of the up arrow pages the field text up 1 line. A right-click
selection of the up arrow pages the field text up 1 page (3 lines).
Selection of the down arrow pages the field text down 1 line. A
right-click selection of the down arrow pages the field text down 1
page (3 lines). Selection of the slidebar pages the field text to the
portion of the overall text selected. Scrolling the mouse scroll
wheel up or down while the cursor is over the slidebar or the field
display will page the field text up or down 1 line for each click of
the mouse scroll wheel.
Page Setup
When the PAGE SETUP button is selected, the SRI PDF REPORT
DOCUMENT / PAGE SETTINGS menu is displayed. This menu
contains the basic report document settings of Author and Subject
as well as all of the parameters to set up the page size and margins.
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OK: Selection of this button accepts any changes made on the

SRI PDF
REPORT DOCUMENT / PAGE SETTINGS menu and redisplays the SMART
REPEATED ITEM PDF REPORT menu.

CANCEL: Selection of this button cancels any changes made on the SRI PDF
REPORT DOCUMENT / PAGE SETTINGS menu and redisplays the SMART
REPEATED ITEM PDF REPORT menu.

Report Author
This box displays the Report Author. While this information is not
displayed in the actual report, it is carried in the .pdf file and may
be displayed by selecting the Properties of the .pdf file in the PDF
reader software. Selection of the box allows you to set the Report
Author.
Report Subject
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This box displays the Report Subject. While this information is not
displayed in the actual report, it is carried in the .pdf file and may
be displayed by selecting the Properties of the .pdf file in the PDF
reader software. Selection of the box allows you to set the Report
Subject.
Page Size - Width
This box displays the Paper Size Width for which the .pdf is configured. Selection of the box allows you to set the Paper Size Width. A
right-click selection of this box sets both the Paper Size Width and
the Paper Size Height to the default of 8 1/2" X 11" if the Output
Format is an Imperial unit and 210mm x 297mm if the Output Format is a Metric unit.
Page Size - Height
This box displays the Paper Size Height for which the .pdf is configured. Selection of the box allows you to set the Paper Size
Height. A right-click selection of this box sets both the Paper Size
Width and the Paper Size Height to the default of 8 1/2" X 11" if the
Output Format is an Imperial unit and 210mm x 297mm if the Output Format a Metric unit.
Page Margins - Left
This box displays Left margin size for the report. The left margin is
the distance from the report text/image to the edge of the paper on
the left side. Selection of the box allows you to set the Left Page
Margin. A right-click selection of this box sets the Left Page Margin to the default of 1" for an Imperial unit Output Format and
30mm for a Metric unit Output Format.
Page Margins - Right
This box displays Right margin size for the report. The right margin
is the distance from the report text/image to the edge of the paper
on the right side. Selection of the box allows you to set the Right
Page Margin. A right-click selection of this box sets the Right Page
Margin to the default of 3/4" for an Imperial unit Output Format
and 20mm for a Metric unit Output Format.
P a g e M a r g i n s - To p
This box displays Top margin size for the report. The top margin is
the distance from the report text/image to the edge of the paper at
the top of the paper. Selection of the box allows you to set the Top
Page Margin. A right-click selection of this box sets the Top Page
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Margin to the default of 3/4" for an Imperial unit Output Format
and 20mm for a Metric unit Output Format.
Page Margins - Bottom
This box displays Bottom margin size for the report. The bottom
margin is the distance from the report text/image to the edge of the
paper at the bottom of the paper. Selection of the box allows you to
set the Bottom Page Margin. A right-click selection of this box sets
the Bottom Page Margin to the default of 3/4" for an Imperial unit
Output Format and 20mm for a Metric unit Output Format.
Ta b l e C o l u m n W i dt h - R I N a m e
This box displays the width of the column in the data table which
reports the Repeated Item Name. Selection of the box allows you to
set the RI Name Table Column Width. A right-click selection of
this box sets the RI Name Table Column Width to the default of 1 1/
2" for an Imperial unit Output Format and 40mm for a Metric unit
Output Format.
Ta b l e C o l u m n W i dt h - R I
Description
This box displays the width of the column in the data table which
reports the Repeated Item Description. Selection of the box allows
you to set the RI Description Table Column Width. A right-click
selection of this box sets the RI Description Table Column Width to
the default of 1 1/2" for an Imperial unit Output Format and 40mm
for a Metric unit Output Format.
Ta b l e C o l u m n W i dt h - R I
Attribute 1
This box displays the width of the column in the data table which
reports the Repeated Item Attribute 1 data. Selection of the box
allows you to set the RI Attribute 1 Table Column Width. A rightclick selection of this box sets the RI Attribute 1 Table Column
Width to the default of 1 1/2" for an Imperial unit Output Format
and 40mm for a Metric unit Output Format.
Ta b l e C o l u m n W i dt h - R I
Attribute 2
This box displays the width of the column in the data table which
reports the Repeated Item Attribute 2 data. Selection of the box
allows you to set the RI Attribute 2 Table Column Width. A rightclick selection of this box sets the RI Attribute 2 Table Column
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Width to the default of 1 1/2" for an Imperial unit Output Format
and 40mm for a Metric unit Output Format.
Ta b l e C o l u m n W i dt h - R I
Attribute 3
This box displays the width of the column in the data table which
reports the Repeated Item Attribute 3 data. Selection of the box
allows you to set the RI Attribute 3 Table Column Width. A rightclick selection of this box sets the RI Attribute 3 Table Column
Width to the default of 1 1/2" for an Imperial unit Output Format
and 40mm for a Metric unit Output Format.
Ta b l e C o l u m n W i dt h - R I
Attribute 4
This box displays the width of the column in the data table which
reports the Repeated Item Attribute 4 data. Selection of the box
allows you to set the RI Attribute 4 Table Column Width. A rightclick selection of this box sets the RI Attribute 4 Table Column
Width to the default of 1 1/2" for an Imperial unit Output Format
and 40mm for a Metric unit Output Format.
Parameter Setup
When the PARAMETER SETUP button is selected, the SRI PDF
REPORT PARAMETER SETTINGS menu is displayed. This menu
contains the available parameter settings for each of the various
fields in the report.
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OK: Selection of this button accepts any changes made on the

SRI PDF
REPORT PARAMETER SETTINGS menu and redisplays the SMART
REPEATED ITEM PDF REPORT menu.

CANCEL: Selection of this button cancels any changes made on the SRI PDF
REPORT PARAMETER SETTINGS menu and redisplays the SMART
REPEATED ITEM PDF REPORT menu.

Logo File
This box displays the Logo raster image file path and name if one is
specified. Selection of the box allows you to set the Logo path and
name either by entering the path directly or browsing for it. A rightclick selection of this box sets the Logo File to the default value of
<None>.
Logo Height
This box displays the Logo raster image height on the page in
inches or millimeters. Selection of the box allows you to set the
Logo Height. A right-click selection of this box sets the Logo
Height to the default value of 2" for Imperial Output Format units
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and to 50mm for Metric Output Format units.
Logo Justification
This box displays the Logo raster image justification on the page.
The image may be justified either Upper Left (UL), Upper Right
(UR), Lower Left (LL), or Lower Right (LR). Selection of the box
allows you to set the Logo Justification. A right-click selection of
this box sets the Logo Justification to the default value of UL
(Upper Left).
T i t l e Te x t F o n t
This box displays the Title Text Font - the font in which the Title
text appears in the report. The font may be any MS Windows font
(not BuildersCAD font) which is installed on your computer.
Selecting the box allows you to set the Title Text Font. A right-click
selection of the box sets the Title Text Font to the default of Times
Roman.
T i t l e Te x t S i z e
This box displays the Title Text Size setting - the size of the Title
text in the report in points (a point is 1/72 inch high). Selecting the
box allows you to set the Title Text Size. A right-click selection of
the box sets the Title Text Size to the default of 24.
T i t l e Te x t W e i g h t
This box displays the Title Text Weight setting - the weight or
"boldness" of the Title text in the report. The weight may be
expressed as a number from 100 (Light) to 1000 (Extra Bold),
including the settings of Normal (400) and Bold (700). Selecting
the box allows you to set the Title Text Weight. A right-click selection of the box sets the Title Text Weight to the default of Bold
(700).
T i t l e Te x t J u s t i f i c a t i o n
This box displays the Title Text Justification setting - the location
of the Title text horizontally on the report page. The justification
may be either Left, Center, or Right. Selecting the box allows you
to set the Title Text Justification. A right-click selection of the box
sets the Title Text Justification to the default of Right.
T i t l e Te x t I ta l i c s
This box displays the Title Text Italics setting. The italics setting
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may be either On or Off - making the Title text appear italicized in
the report or not. Selecting the box allows you to set the Title Text
Italics. A right-click selection of the box sets the Title Text Italics to
the default of Off.
T i t l e Te x t C o l o r
This box displays the Color in which the Title Text will appear in
the report. The color is expressed in RGB format - each of the color
elements Red, Green, and Blue as a number from 0 - 255. Selecting
the box allows you to set the Title Text Color by selecting one of
the pre-defined choices, entering the desired color RGB at the keyboard as element numbers 0-255 each separated by commas, or by
selecting <MENU> and defining the color RGB visually on the
CONFIGURE COLOR RGB menu. A right-click selection of the
box sets the Title Text Color to the default of Black (RGB 0,0,0).
Refer to the RGB topic for more information.
H e a d i n g Te x t F o n t
This box displays the Heading Text Font - the font in which the
Heading text appears in the report. The font may be any MS Windows font (not BuildersCAD font) which is installed on your
computer. Selecting the box allows you to set the Heading Text
Font. A right-click selection of the box sets the Heading Text Font
to the default of Times Roman.
H e a d i n g Te x t S i z e
This box displays the Heading Text Size setting - the size of the
Heading text in the report in points (a point is 1/72 inch high).
Selecting the box allows you to set the Heading Text Size. A rightclick selection of the box sets the Heading Text Size to the default
of 16.
H e a d i n g Te x t W e i g h t
This box displays the Heading Text Weight setting - the weight or
"boldness" of the Heading text in the report. The weight may be
expressed as a number from 100 (Light) to 1000 (Extra Bold),
including the settings of Normal (400) and Bold (700). Selecting
the box allows you to set the Heading Text Weight. A right-click
selection of the box sets the Heading Text Weight to the default of
Normal (400).
H e a d i n g Te x t J u s t i f i c a t i o n
This box displays the Heading Text Justification setting - the locaBuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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tion of the Heading text horizontally on the report page. The justification may be either Left, Center, or Right. Selecting the box
allows you to set the Heading Text Justification. A right-click selection of the box sets the Heading Text Justification to the default of
Center.
H e a d i n g Te x t I ta l i c s
This box displays the Heading Text Italics setting. The italics setting may be either On or Off - making the Heading text appear italicized in the report or not. Selecting the box allows you to set the
Heading Text Italics. A right-click selection of the box sets the
Heading Text Italics to the default of Off.
H e a d i n g Te x t C o l o r
This box displays the Color in which the Heading Text will appear
in the report. The color is expressed in RGB format - each of the
color elements Red, Green, and Blue as a number from 0 - 255.
Selecting the box allows you to set the Heading Text Color by
selecting one of the pre-defined choices, entering the desired color
RGB at the keyboard as element numbers 0-255 each separated by
commas, or by selecting <MENU> and defining the color RGB
visually on the CONFIGURE COLOR RGB menu. A right-click
selection of the box sets the Heading Text Color to the default of
Black (RGB 0,0,0). Refer to the RGB topic for more information.
I n t r o d u c t i o n Te x t F o n t
This box displays the Introduction Text Font - the font in which the
Introduction text appears in the report. The font may be any MS
Windows font (not BuildersCAD font) which is installed on
your computer. Selecting the box allows you to set the Introduction
Text Font. A right-click selection of the box sets the Introduction
Text Font to the default of Times Roman.
I n t r o d u c t i o n Te x t S i z e
This box displays the Introduction Text Size setting - the size of the
Introduction text in the report in points (a point is 1/72 inch high).
Selecting the box allows you to set the Introduction Text Size. A
right-click selection of the box sets the Introduction Text Size to the
default of 12.
I n t r o d u c t i o n Te x t W e i g h t
This box displays the Introduction Text Weight setting - the weight
or "boldness" of the Introduction text in the report. The weight may
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be expressed as a number from 100 (Light) to 1000 (Extra Bold),
including the settings of Normal (400) and Bold (700). Selecting
the box allows you to set the Introduction Text Weight. A rightclick selection of the box sets the Introduction Text Weight to the
default of Normal (400).
I n t r o d u c t i o n Te x t J u s t i f i c a tion
This box displays the Introduction Text Justification setting - the
location of the Introduction text horizontally on the report page.
The justification may be either Left, Center, or Right. Selecting the
box allows you to set the Introduction Text Justification. A rightclick selection of the box sets the Introduction Text Justification to
the default of Left.
I n t r o d u c t i o n Te x t I ta l i c s
This box displays the Introduction Text Italics setting. The italics
setting may be either On or Off - making the Introduction text
appear italicized in the report or not. Selecting the box allows you
to set the Introduction Text Italics. A right-click selection of the box
sets the Introduction Text Italics to the default of Off.
I n t r o d u c t i o n Te x t C o l o r
This box displays the Color in which the Introduction Text will
appear in the report. The color is expressed in RGB format - each of
the color elements Red, Green, and Blue as a number from 0 - 255.
Selecting the box allows you to set the Introduction Text Color by
selecting one of the pre-defined choices, entering the desired color
RGB at the keyboard as element numbers 0-255 each separated by
commas, or by selecting <MENU> and defining the color RGB
visually on the CONFIGURE COLOR RGB menu. A right-click
selection of the box sets the Introduction Text Color to the default
of Black (RGB 0,0,0). Refer to the RGB topic for more information.
Image File
This box displays the Image raster image file path and name if one
is specified. Selection of the box allows you to set the Image path
and name either by entering the path directly or browsing for it. A
right-click selection of this box sets the Image File to the default
value of <None>. If the <ARRIS SCREEN> choice is selected, an
image of the current BuildersCAD screen will be placed in the
report at the time the report is generated.
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Image Height
This box displays the Image raster image height on the page in
inches or millimeters. Selection of the box allows you to set the
Image Height. A right-click selection of this box sets the Image
Height to the default value of 2" for Imperial Output Format units
and 50mm for Metric Output Format units.
Image Justification
This box displays the Image raster image justification on the page.
The image may be justified either Left, Center, or Right Selecting
the box allows you to set the Image Justification. A right-click
selection of the box sets the Image Justification to the default of
Center.
Image Background Color
This box displays the Image Background Color - either Black or
White - for BuildersCAD screens. If the Image File parameter is
set to <ARRIS SCREEN>, the BuildersCAD screen image may
be displayed with either the normal black background (default) or
with a white background. Other colors on the BuildersCAD
screen image will remain as they are in BuildersCAD. Selecting
the box toggles the Image Background Color setting between Black
and White. Note that this setting only affects the image generated
by the <ARRIS SCREEN> setting in the Image File parameter.
Any other image is not affected.
C a p t i o n Te x t F o n t
This box displays the Caption Text Font - the font in which the
Caption text appears in the report. The font may be any MS Windows font (not BuildersCAD font) which is installed on your
computer. Selecting the box allows you to set the Caption Text
Font. A right-click selection of the box sets the Caption Text Font
to the default of Times Roman.
C a p t i o n Te x t S i z e
This box displays the Caption Text Size setting - the size of the
Caption text in the report in points (a point is 1/72 inch high).
Selecting the box allows you to set the Caption Text Size. A rightclick selection of the box sets the Caption Text Size to the default of
10.
C a p t i o n Te x t W e i g h t
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This box displays the Caption Text Weight setting - the weight or
"boldness" of the Caption text in the report. The weight may be
expressed as a number from 100 (Light) to 1000 (Extra Bold),
including the settings of Normal (400) and Bold (700). Selecting
the box allows you to set the Caption Text Weight. A right-click
selection of the box sets the Caption Text Weight to the default of
Light (100).
C a p t i o n Te x t J u s t i f i c a t i o n
This box displays the Caption Text Justification setting - the location of the Caption text horizontally on the report page. The justification may be either Left, Center, or Right. Selecting the box
allows you to set the Caption Text Justification. A right-click selection of the box sets the Caption Text Justification to the default of
Center.
C a p t i o n Te x t I ta l i c s
This box displays the Caption Text Italics setting. The italics setting
may be either On or Off - making the Caption text appear italicized
in the report or not. Selecting the box allows you to set the Caption
Text Italics. A right-click selection of the box sets the Caption Text
Italics to the default of On.
C a p t i o n Te x t C o l o r
This box displays the Color in which the Caption Text will appear
in the report. The color is expressed in RGB format - each of the
color elements Red, Green, and Blue as a number from 0 - 255.
Selecting the box allows you to set the Caption Text Color by
selecting one of the pre-defined choices, entering the desired color
RGB at the keyboard as element numbers 0-255 each separated by
commas, or by selecting <MENU> and defining the color RGB
visually on the CONFIGURE COLOR RGB menu. A right-click
selection of the box sets the Caption Text Color to the default of
Black (RGB 0,0,0). Refer to the RGB topic for more information.
C o l u m n s Te x t F o n t
This box displays the Columns Text Font - the font in which the
Data Table Columns text appears in the report. The font may be any
MS Windows font (not BuildersCAD font) which is installed on
your computer. Selecting the box allows you to set the Columns
Text Font. A right-click selection of the box sets the Columns Text
Font to the default of Times Roman.
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C o l u m n s Te x t S i z e
This box displays the Columns Text Size setting - the size of the
Data Table Columns text in the report in points (a point is 1/72 inch
high). Selecting the box allows you to set the Columns Text Size. A
right-click selection of the box sets the Columns Text Size to the
default of 14.
C o l u m n s Te x t W e i g h t
This box displays the Columns Text Weight setting - the weight or
"boldness" of the Data Table Columns text in the report. The weight
may be expressed as a number from 100 (Light) to 1000 (Extra
Bold), including the settings of Normal (400) and Bold (700).
Selecting the box allows you to set the Columns Text Weight. A
right-click selection of the box sets the Columns Text Weight to the
default of Bold (700).
C o l u m n s Te x t J u s t i f i c a t i o n
This box displays the Columns Text Justification setting - the location of the Data Table Columns text horizontally on the report page.
The justification may be either Left, Center, or Right. Selecting the
box allows you to set the Columns Text Justification. A right-click
selection of the box sets the Columns Text Justification to the
default of Center.
C o l u m n s Te x t I ta l i c s
This box displays the Data Table Columns Text Italics setting. The
italics setting may be either On or Off - making the Columns text
appear italicized in the report or not. Selecting the box allows you
to set the Columns Text Italics. A right-click selection of the box
sets the Columns Text Italics to the default of Off.
C o l u m n s Te x t C o l o r
This box displays the Color in which the Data Table Columns Text
will appear in the report. The color is expressed in RGB format each of the color elements Red, Green, and Blue as a number from
0 - 255. Selecting the box allows you to set the Columns Text Color
by selecting one of the pre-defined choices, entering the desired
color RGB at the keyboard as element numbers 0-255 each separated by commas, or by selecting <MENU> and defining the color
RGB visually on the CONFIGURE COLOR RGB menu. A rightclick selection of the box sets the Columns Text Color to the default
of Black (RGB 0,0,0). Refer to the RGB topic for more information.
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Ta b l e Te x t F o n t
This box displays the Data Table Text Font - the font in which the
Data Table text appears in the report. The font may be any MS Windows font (not BuildersCAD font) which is installed on your
computer. Selecting the box allows you to set the Table Text Font.
A right-click selection of the box sets the Table Text Font to the
default of Times Roman.
Ta b l e Te x t S i z e
This box displays the Data Table Text Size setting - the size of the
Data Table text in the report in points (a point is 1/72 inch high).
Selecting the box allows you to set the Table Text Size. A rightclick selection of the box sets the Table Text Size to the default of
12.
Ta b l e Te x t W e i g h t
This box displays the Data Table Text Weight setting - the weight or
"boldness" of the Data Table text in the report. The weight may be
expressed as a number from 100 (Light) to 1000 (Extra Bold),
including the settings of Normal (400) and Bold (700). Selecting
the box allows you to set the Table Text Weight. A right-click selection of the box sets the Table Text Weight to the default of Normal
(400).
Ta b l e Te x t J u s t i f i c a t i o n
This box displays the Data Table Text Justification setting - the
location of the Data Table text horizontally on the report page. The
justification may be either Left, Center, or Right. Selecting the box
allows you to set the Table Text Justification. A right-click selection of the box sets the Table Text Justification to the default of
Center.
Ta b l e Te x t I ta l i c s
This box displays the Data Table Text Italics setting. The italics setting may be either On or Off - making the Table text appear italicized in the report or not. Selecting the box allows you to set the
Table Text Italics. A right-click selection of the box sets the Table
Text Italics to the default of Off.
Ta b l e Te x t C o l o r
This box displays the Color in which the Data Table Text will
appear in the report. The color is expressed in RGB format - each of
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the color elements Red, Green, and Blue as a number from 0 - 255.
Selecting the box allows you to set the Table Text Color by selecting one of the pre-defined choices, entering the desired color RGB
at the keyboard as element numbers 0-255 each separated by commas, or by selecting <MENU> and defining the color RGB visually
on the CONFIGURE COLOR RGB menu. A right-click selection of
the box sets the Table Text Color to the default of Black (RGB
0,0,0). Refer to the RGB topic for more information.
B o d y Te x t F o n t
This box displays the Body Text Font - the font in which the Body
text appears in the report. The font may be any MS Windows font
(not BuildersCAD font) which is installed on your computer.
Selecting the box allows you to set the Body Text Font. A rightclick selection of the box sets the Body Text Font to the default of
Times Roman.
B o d y Te x t S i z e
This box displays the Body Text Size setting - the size of the Body
text in the report in points (a point is 1/72 inch high). Selecting the
box allows you to set the Body Text Size. A right-click selection of
the box sets the Body Text Size to the default of 12.
B o d y Te x t W e i g h t
This box displays the Body Text Weight setting - the weight or
"boldness" of the Body text in the report. The weight may be
expressed as a number from 100 (Light) to 1000 (Extra Bold),
including the settings of Normal (400) and Bold (700). Selecting
the box allows you to set the Body Text Weight. A right-click selection of the box sets the Body Text Weight to the default of Normal
(400).
B o d y Te x t J u s t i f i c a t i o n
This box displays the Body Text Justification setting - the location
of the Body text horizontally on the report page. The justification
may be either Left, Center, or Right. Selecting the box allows you
to set the Body Text Justification. A right-click selection of the box
sets the Body Text Justification to the default of Left.
B o d y Te x t I ta l i c s
This box displays the Body Text Italics setting. The italics setting
may be either On or Off - making the Body text appear italicized in
the report or not. Selecting the box allows you to set the Body Text
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Italics. A right-click selection of the box sets the Body Text Italics
to the default of Off.
B o d y Te x t C o l o r
This box displays the Color in which the Body Text will appear in
the report. The color is expressed in RGB format - each of the color
elements Red, Green, and Blue as a number from 0 - 255. Selecting
the box allows you to set the Body Text Color by selecting one of
the pre-defined choices, entering the desired color RGB at the keyboard as element numbers 0-255 each separated by commas, or by
selecting <MENU> and defining the color RGB visually on the
CONFIGURE COLOR RGB menu. A right-click selection of the
box sets the Body Text Color to the default of Black (RGB 0,0,0).
Refer to the RGB topic for more information.
Tr a i l e r Te x t F o n t
This box displays the Trailer Text Font - the font in which the
Trailer text appears in the report. The font may be any MS Windows font (not BuildersCAD font) which is installed on your
computer. Selecting the box allows you to set the Trailer Text Font.
A right-click selection of the box sets the Trailer Text Font to the
default of Times Roman.
Tr a i l e r Te x t S i z e
This box displays the Trailer Text Size setting - the size of the
Trailer text in the report in points (a point is 1/72 inch high). Selecting the box allows you to set the Trailer Text Size. A right-click
selection of the box sets the Trailer Text Size to the default of 12.
Tr a i l e r Te x t W e i g h t
This box displays the Trailer Text Weight setting - the weight or
"boldness" of the Trailer text in the report. The weight may be
expressed as a number from 100 (Light) to 1000 (Extra Bold),
including the settings of Normal (400) and Bold (700). Selecting
the box allows you to set the Trailer Text Weight. A right-click
selection of the box sets the Trailer Text Weight to the default of
Normal (400).
Tr a i l e r Te x t J u s t i f i c a t i o n
This box displays the Trailer Text Justification setting - the location
of the Trailer text horizontally on the report page. The justification
may be either Left, Center, or Right. Selecting the box allows you
to set the Trailer Text Justification. A right-click selection of the
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box sets the Trailer Text Justification to the default of Left.
Tr a i l e r Te x t I ta l i c s
This box displays the Trailer Text Italics setting. The italics setting
may be either On or Off - making the Trailer text appear italicized
in the report or not. Selecting the box allows you to set the Trailer
Text Italics. A right-click selection of the box sets the Trailer Text
Italics to the default of Off.
Tr a i l e r Te x t C o l o r
This box displays the Color in which the Trailer Text will appear in
the report. The color is expressed in RGB format - each of the color
elements Red, Green, and Blue as a number from 0 - 255. Selecting
the box allows you to set the Trailer Text Color by selecting one of
the pre-defined choices, entering the desired color RGB at the keyboard as element numbers 0-255 each separated by commas, or by
selecting <MENU> and defining the color RGB visually on the
CONFIGURE COLOR RGB menu. A right-click selection of the
box sets the Trailer Text Color to the default of Black (RGB 0,0,0).
Refer to the RGB topic for more information.
F o o t e r Te x t F o n t
This box displays the Footer Text Font - the font in which the
Footer text appears in the report. The font may be any MS Windows font (not BuildersCAD font) which is installed on your
computer. Selecting the box allows you to set the Footer Text Font.
A right-click selection of the box sets the Footer Text Font to the
default of Times Roman.
F o o t e r Te x t S i z e
This box displays the Footer Text Size setting - the size of the
Footer text in the report in points (a point is 1/72 inch high). Selecting the box allows you to set the Footer Text Size. A right-click
selection of the box sets the Footer Text Size to the default of 12.
F o o t e r Te x t W e i g h t
This box displays the Footer Text Weight setting - the weight or
"boldness" of the Footer text in the report. The weight may be
expressed as a number from 100 (Light) to 1000 (Extra Bold),
including the settings of Normal (400) and Bold (700). Selecting
the box allows you to set the Footer Text Weight. A right-click
selection of the box sets the Footer Text Weight to the default of
Normal (400).
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F o o t e r Te x t J u s t i f i c a t i o n
This box displays the Footer Text Justification setting - the location
of the Footer text horizontally on the report page. The justification
may be either Left, Center, or Right. Selecting the box allows you
to set the Footer Text Justification. A right-click selection of the
box sets the Footer Text Justification to the default of Right.
F o o t e r Te x t I ta l i c s
This box displays the Footer Text Italics setting. The italics setting
may be either On or Off - making the Footer text appear italicized
in the report or not. Selecting the box allows you to set the Footer
Text Italics. A right-click selection of the box sets the Footer Text
Italics to the default of Off.
F o o t e r Te x t C o l o r
This box displays the Color in which the Footer Text will appear in
the report. The color is expressed in RGB format - each of the color
elements Red, Green, and Blue as a number from 0 - 255. Selecting
the box allows you to set the Footer Text Color by selecting one of
the pre-defined choices, entering the desired color RGB at the keyboard as element numbers 0-255 each separated by commas, or by
selecting <MENU> and defining the color RGB visually on the
CONFIGURE COLOR RGB menu. A right-click selection of the
box sets the Footer Text Color to the default of Black (RGB 0,0,0).
Refer to the RGB topic for more information.
Report Styles
Smart Repeated Item PDF Report Styles are files which save all settings involved with a Smart RI PDF report. The files are saved in
the \SRI Reports.dir subdirectory under the Standards or User
Home directory. The SRI PDF Report style files are user named and
have a .srr extension.
When the REPORT STYLES button is selected, the SRI PDF
REPORT STYLES menu is displayed. This menu allows you to
select, create, and delete Smart RI PDF report style files.
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EXIT: Selection of this button clears the SRI PDF REPORT STYLES menu and
redisplays the SMART REPEATED ITEM PDF REPORT menu.

OPEN REPORT STYLE: Selection of this button opens the SRI PDF Report
Style file selected in the Report Style list above. All Smart Repeated Item
PDF Report settings will be set as they were saved in the Style file.

DELETE REPORT STYLE: Selection of this button deletes the SRI PDF

Report Style file selected in the Report Style list above. BuildersCAD
will prompt to verify the deletion and the style file will be removed from the
disk.

SAVE REPORT STYLE: Selection of this button saves the current SRI PDF
Report settings to the SRI PDF Report Style file selected in the Report Style
list above. The Report Style file is resaved to the disk.
Style Directory
This box displays the directory which contains the SRI PDF report
styles listed below. The directory may be either USER (User
Home), STANDARDS, or PROJECT. Selecting the box allows you
to set the Style Directory for the SRI PDF Report Style list.
Note 1: The SRI PDF Report Style files are actually stored in a subdirectory \SRI Reports.dir - under the User, Standards, or Project directory indicated in this box.
Style File List
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This portion of the menu displays a list of Smart Repeated Item
PDF Report Style files found in the Style Directory indicated
above. The style files have a .srr extension and contain all Smart
Repeated Item PDF Report settings and parameters. Selection of a
box highlights the box and selects the file listed in it for the Open or
Delete function noted above. A second click on a highlighted box
opens the style file as if the OPEN REPORT STYLE button below
had been selected.
The SRI PDF Report Style slidebar allows you to view the style file
list for the selected Style Directory if there are more than 8 style
files. Selecting the up arrow pages the Style File list up 1 line. A
right-click selection of the up arrow pages the Style File list up 1
page. Selecting the down arrow pages the Style File list down 1
line. A right-click selection of the down arrow pages the Style File
list down 1 page. Selecting on the slidebar pages the Style File list
to the portion of the list selected. Scrolling the mouse scroll wheel
up or down while the cursor is over the slidebar or Style File list
will page the list up or down 1 line for each click of the mouse
scroll wheel.
New Style Name
This box displays the name that will be used when a new Smart
Repeated Item PDF Report Style is made. Selection of the box
allows you to set the New Style name.

CREATE NEW STYLE: Selection of this button creates a new Smart
Repeated Item PDF Report Style file. The name as set in the New Style
Name box above will be used and the new SRI PDF Report Style will be
placed in the Style Directory as currently set. The Report Style File list will
be updated to reflect the new addition. All Smart Repeated Item PDF Report
settings and parameters as they are currently set will be saved to the new
Style file. A New Style Name must be set before the new style may be created and any duplicate Style file name already on the Style File list will be
overwritten.
HTML Reports
The HTML report for Smart Repeated Item data is useful for viewing or adding the report data to web pages. The data is output into a .html file which
may be viewed by any web browser.
To create a HTML report, select the HTML button on the SMART
REPEATED ITEM REPORT menu.

CSV Reports
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The CSV Report for Smart Repeated Item data is most useful for importing
the information into spreadsheets and databases once it is reported. The data
is output into a .csv spreadsheet format which can be read by other programs
including Microsoft Excel.
To create a CSV report, select the CSV button on the SMART REPEATED
ITEM REPORT menu.

See Also
Repeated Items, Repeated Item Library Manager, Repeated Item Catalog Manager, Select Entity, Datalinks, and RGB.

SNAP
Snap is a feature which assists in grabbing key geometric points in a drawing or sheet.
Locating key points can be performed from within many of the drawing commands as
well as from the OBJECT SNAP pull-down menu on the DESKTOP menu, function
keys and the POINT INPUT pop-up menu.

See Also
Function keys, Object Snap, and Point Input.

SOLIDS
The SOLIDS sub-menu includes all objects needed to draw 3 dimensionally in BuildersCAD. Solids are composed of individual triangular surfaces, which can be opaqued
(shaded).

Properties
Table S:6
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PROPERTY

DESCRIPTION

Color (T,B,S,O)

The color for the surface side (top, bottom, side,
other). If the color is set to none, the surface will use
the current color. If the current color is set to none,
the surface will use the default color of the layer it is
placed on.
Be sure to enter a shadable color (33-63)

Pen

See Pens

Surface

See Surfaces
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Parameters
Table S:7

Solids Parameters

Closure

Sets the closure of the surface sides to
Solid or None. Selecting Solid causes the
surface side to be generated and displayed
when opaqued. Selecting None causes the
surface side not to be generated or displayed when opaqued.

Height

Sets the Z-axis height of the solid. Selecting
Prompt will invoke a prompt for a height
when drawing a solid.
Warning: setting the height to 0 will result in
only the base of the solid to be drawn.
as input

Z Value of point as input.

zero (workplane)

Z value of point = 0 on current workplane.

match first
point

Z value of point matches 1st point input.

plane

Z value of point lies in a given plane.

Z value

Curved Solid Parameters
ARCH SIDES: The number of segments in the arch, based on 360 degrees.
BASE SIDES: The number of segments in the circular base, based on 360
degrees.
BEGIN ANGLE: The angle in the current work plane at which the rotational
sweep begins.

SWEEP ANGLE: The number of degrees through which the rotation occurs. A
360 degree sweep angle generates a complete cone or cylinder.
Note 1: Entering a negative value can cause unpredictable results.

SECTION SIDES: The number of segments in a cross-sectional circle or arc.
Table S:8

Curved Solid Parameters
Object Type
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Triangular Surface

SURFACE CREATED

Z VALUES

SWEEP ANGLE

SECTION SIDES

HEIGHT

BEGIN ANGLE

BASE SIDES

Curved Solid Parameters

ARCH SIDES

Table S:8

B

Triangular Extrusion

X

Continuous Line Extrusion

X

T,B,S
X

Rectangular Surface

S
B

Rectangular Extrusion

X

T,B,S

Pyramid (Rectangular Base)

X

B,S

Circular Surface

X

Cylindrical Extrusion

X

X

X

X

T,B,S

Cone

X

X

X

X

B,S,

Dome

X

X

X

X

B,S,

Sphere

X

X

X

X

B,S,

Arch
Roof (Hip)

X

B

X

T,S

X

T,S

Roof (Shed)
Pyramid (Polygonal Base)

T,B,S
X

B,S

Commands
The Placement commands for Solids are found on the SOLIDS Application sub-menu. This menu is invoked by select-

ing the Solids icon on the BuildersCAD Draw or
BuildersCAD 3D Application menus.

TRIANGULAR SURFACE: Selection of this button
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allows you to input a triangular surface by input of three points to define the triangle.

TRIANGULAR EXTRUSION: selection of this button allows you to input a
triangular extrusion by input of three points to define the base. The height is
determined by the Solid Height setting on the STATUS menu.

CONTINUOUS LINE (RUNNING) EXTRUSION: Selection of this button
allows you to input a continuous running extrusion by input of the points along
the base of the extrusion. The height is determined by the Solid Height setting on
the STATUS menu.

RECTANGULAR SURFACE: Selection of this button allows you to input a
rectangular surface by input of two diagonal points to define the rectangle.

RECTANGULAR EXTRUSION: selection of this button allows you to input a
rectangular extrusion by input of two diagonal points to define the base. The
height is determined by the Solid Height setting on the STATUS menu.
PYRAMID: (Rectangular Base) Selection of this button allows you to input a
rectangular base pyramid by input of two diagonal points for the base and the
apex point.

CIRCULAR SURFACE: Selection of this button allows you to input a circular
surface by input of the center point and a point on the rim to define the circle.

CYLINDRICAL EXTRUSION: selection of this button allows you to input a
cylindrical extrusion by input of the center point and a point on the rim to define
the circular base. The height is determined by the Solid Height setting on the
STATUS menu.

CONE: selection of this button allows you to input a cone by picking a center
point for the base, a point on the rim, and the apex point.

DOME: selection of this button allows you to input a dome by picking a center
point and a point on the rim.

SPHERE: Selection of this button allows you to input a sphere by picking a
center point and a point on the rim.
ARCH: selection of this button allows you to input an arch by selecting the
center point for each side and entering the radius.
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ROOF: (Hip) Selection of this button allows you to input a hip roof shape by
selecting two diagonal points for the base and the apex position of each end of
the roof.
ROOF: (SHED) Selection of this button allows you to input a shed roof shape
by entering the height of the ridge and/or eave, the rise and run if only the ridge
or eave height is known, selecting the first and second points of the ridge, and
selectiong the first and second points of the eave.
PYRAMID : (Polygonal Base) - Selection of this button allows you to input a
polygonal pyramid by selecting the points for the base and the apex point.
S o l i d s To o l s
The SOLIDS TOOLS Menu contains
additional tools to place and edit
solid surfaces as well as to edit other
entities to Surfaces.

See Also
Extrusions, Rotations, and Surfaces.

SPECIAL KEYS
Special keys or control keys are preprogrammed to perform specific actions in BuildersCAD. There are two setting maps of special keys, the standard set and the MS Windows emulation set. The functions of the keys in the two sets are shown in the tables
below. The desired control key map may be set by selecting MS Windows CTRL Key
Mapping under Miscellaneous in the PREFERENCES menu. The standard special keys
are set by default.
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Note 1: Ctrl = hold down
designated letter key.

Table S:9

the

control

key

and

press

the

Special Keys - Standard Set

KEYS

ACTION

ESC

Cancel the active command.

TAB

Toggle the cursor lock - ON/OFF.

\

Toggle the cursor lock - ON/OFF.

[

Rotate the graphic cursor in the counter-clockwise direction.

]

Rotate the graphic cursor in a clockwise direction.

!

Display the value of a variable or calculation to the message line.

Ctrl A

Toggle the display of on-screen reference axes ON/ OFF.

Ctrl C

ABORT the current command. Use with caution, temporary layers
may remain.

Ctrl D

Toggle the Coordinate Display - ON/OFF.
Available when POINT INPUT is set to either ON or OFF.

Ctrl E

Invoke the EXTENDED CHARACTER SET menu.

Ctrl H

Performs backspace operation on keyboard entry.

Ctrl I

Equivalent to the TAB key.

Ctrl J

Equivalent to the ENTER or RETURN key.

Ctrl K

Redisplay menus if they have become obscured.

Ctrl M

Equivalent to the ENTER or RETURN key.

Ctrl N
Ctrl O

Toggle the XY forcing (XYF) - ON/OFF.

Ctrl P

Toggle input point rounding ON/OFF.

Ctrl R

Display the name of the last sigmac command executed.

Ctrl U

Clear command line.

Ctrl V

Paste text from MS Windows clipboard to the command line.

Ctrl W

Toggle the display of the on-screen reference grid ON/OFF.

Ctrl X

Sheet Mode: cycle forward through the viewports.
Model Mode: cycle forward through the winports.

Ctrl Y

Toggle the graphic cursor ON/OFF.

Ctrl Z

Sheet Mode: cycle backwards through the viewports.
Model Mode: cycle backwards through the winports.
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Special Keys - MS Windows Emulation Set

KEYS

ACTION

ESC

Cancel the active command.

TAB

Toggle the cursor lock - ON/OFF.

\

Toggle the cursor lock - ON/OFF.

[

Rotate the graphic cursor in the counter-clockwise direction.

]

Rotate the graphic cursor in a clockwise direction.

!

Display the value of a variable or calculation to the message line.

Ctrl A

Toggle the display of on-screen reference axes ON/ OFF.

Ctrl B

Snap On / Off.

Ctrl C

Copy - (Windows platforms only).

Ctrl D

Toggle the Coordinate Display - ON/OFF.
Available when POINT INPUT is set to either ON or OFF.

Ctrl E

Invoke the EXTENDED CHARACTER SET menu.

Ctrl F

Continuous Object Snap On / Off.

Ctrl G

Grid On / Off.

Ctrl I

Toggle the cursor lock - On / Off.

Ctrl K

Redisplay menus if they have become obscured.

Ctrl L

Toggle the XY Forcing (XYF) On / Off.

Ctrl N

New Project / Database / Drawing / Sheet.

Ctrl O

Open a drawing or sheet.

Ctrl P

Plot / Print.

Ctrl Q

Toggle Viewport / Winport Cycle Forward.

Ctrl R

Repeat last command line.

Ctrl S

Save current drawing / sheet.

Ctrl T

Toggle Cursor On / Off

Ctrl U

Clear command line.

Ctrl V

Paste.

Ctrl W

Toggle Viewport / Winport Cycle Backward.

Ctrl X

Cut.

Ctrl Y

Redo.

Ctrl Z

Undo

Break

ABORT the current command. Use with caution, temporary layers
may remain.
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See Also
Function Keys, Keyboard, and Point.

STAIRS
BuildersCAD Designer provides automated functions to
design and save 2D/3D stair types. The routines for 26 stair configurations and the ability to modify and customize each of these
configurations are available in the STAIRS Application SubMenu
Once designed, stairs may be saved as a Stair Style in the current
BuildersCAD Designer Catalog. See Catalog for more
information. Stairs which have been saved in this manner may be
selected for placement from the STAIR SELECT menu which is
invoked by pressing the Select button on the STAIRS Application
Sub-Menu. When the STAIR SELECT menu is first activated a
directory stair.dir is created under fpln.dir/arris_prj. A copy of
the BuildersCAD preset stair types is copied to the current catalog and will be used in the Stair Designer.

Stair Designer
The Stair Designer allows you to select a stair type and define the various parameters of both the stair itself and how it is drawn. The design and drawing parameters may be changed at any time. This stair designing tool may be used simply to
design and place any stair or save the style to the current BuildersCAD
Designer Catalog. The Stair Designer Menu is reached by selecting the Stair
button under the Create section of the STAIRS Application Sub-Menu.
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Design Parameters
Four types of stairs are defined at the bottom of the STAIR DESIGNER Pop-up
Menu. They are straight stairs, U-shaped stairs, curved stairs, and circular stairs.
The parameters available vary depending on which type of stair is chosen. The
actual Riser Height, Tread Width, and Total Treads are calculated by BuildersCAD based on general industry values. It should be noted that the user must
verify that the stair design conforms to local building codes.
The other design parameters are shown in the STAIR DESIGNER by selecting the
Design Params button in the group at the bottom right of the menu. The button
will be highlighted and the design parameters will be shown on the right side of
the STAIR DESIGNER Menu.

STAIR RULE: Tread length + 2(riser height)
FLOOR HEIGHT: The floor to floor height or total rise of the stair.
RISERS: The number of risers (vertical component of each step).
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TREAD LENGTH: The length of each tread (horizontal component of each
step).

TREAD
3D stair.

THICK: The thickness of the tread (step). This is shown only in the

NOSING: The distance from the riser to the front edge of the tread.
FLIGHT WIDTH: The width of the stairs.
FLIGHT
3D stair.

THICKNESS: The thickness of the risers. This is shown only in the

LANDING LENGTH: The length of each landing.
LANDING THICKNESS: The thickness of the landing. This is shown only in
the 3D stair.

Drawing Parameters
The drawing parameters are shown in the STAIR DESIGNER by selecting the
Drawing Params button in the group at the bottom right of the menu. The button
will be highlighted and the drawing parameters will be shown on the right side of
the STAIR DESIGNER Menu.
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The drawing parameters are used when placing the 2D and / or 3D graphics. The
drawing parameters include line type, pen, and color for each appropriate 2D or
3D stair component. There is also an option to designate and generate railing
construction lines for 3D stair placement. If this parameter is set to Yes the 3D
Handrails routine available on the STAIRS Application Sub-Menu can be used to
generate 3D railings, balusters, and newels. See the section on 3D Handrails
below.

Commands
Other commands found at the bottom of the STAIR DESIGNER menu are as follows:

SAVE: Selection of this button saves the existing parameters to the current

Stair Style name. If there is no current stair style, BuildersCAD will execute
the Save As as noted below. All straight stairs will be prefixed with an "S" and
winding stairs will be prefixed with a "W".

SAVE AS: Selection of this button allows you to save the existing parameters
to create a new Stair Style. BuildersCAD will prompt for the stair number to
be created. All straight stairs will be prefixed with an "S" and winding stairs will
be prefixed with a "W".
SET ORIGIN: Selection of this button allows you to set the origin point from
which the stair will be placed in the drawing. The origin is set by selecting a point
in the STAIR DESIGNER Menu sample window on the left side of the menu
using a B1 or B3.

EDIT NOTES: Selection of
this button invokes a small popup menu in the lower right corner of the STAIR DESIGNER
menu which allows the user to
add notes pertaining to the description, material, and remarks which will be saved
with the stair type.

PLACE: Selection of this button places the stair as described below.
Status Menu
Although the stair parameters for both the 2D and 3D stair placement is defined
in the STAIR DESIGNER Menu, the actual placement is controlled from the STATUS Menu at the bottom of the screen.
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JOB: This box displays the current BuildersCAD Database name. Selecting
this box opens the FILE Pull down menu from which another database may be
opened. See Open for more information.
FLOOR LEVEL: This box displays the floor level on which the entities for a
stair are placed. Selection of the box allows you to set the desired floor level.
WALL LEVEL: This box displays the wall level on which the entities for a
stair are placed. Selection of the box allows you to set the desired wall level.
WALLS: This box displays the walls parameter which determines whether wall
layers for the selected level are to be turned On or Off. Selection of the box toggles the Wall Parameter between On and Off.
STYLE: This box displays the current Stair Style. Selecting this box invokes
the STAIR SELECT menu, from which a new stair style may be chosen.
STAIR TYPE: This box displays a description of the current stair type. The
box is not selectable.

ROTATION: This box displays the current Stair Rotation parameter. When
stair parameters are being defined in the STAIR DESIGNER menu, you can modify the placement orientation by selecting this button.
HAND: The hand parameter is used in U-shaped, L-shaped, curved, and winding stairs to determine which direction the stair turns. The current setting is displayed and may be changed by selecting the box. The options of Left and Right
Hand indicate the direction of turn as one travels down the stairs.
DRAG: This box displays the current drag setting. If the Drag setting is Yes the
stair image will be reflected in the cursor to assist in confirming the orientation
settings and exact location during placement. Selection of the box toggles the
Drag setting between Yes and No

PLACE: The Place parameter determines whether the stair will be placed only
as a 2D stair, only as a 3D stair, or Both 2D and 3D.

Place Stair
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The current stair style with all parameters as either selected from the STAIR
SELECT menu or as set up in the STAIR DESIGNER Menu may be placed in one
of four ways:
1.

Select Place Stair on the STAIRS Application Sub-Menu

2.

Select Place on the STAIR SELECT menu after selecting the desired stair
style.

3.

Select the highlighted stair style again on the STAIR SELECT menu.

4.

Select Place on the STAIR DESIGNER Menu.

If the Drag property is set to Yes on the STAIR STATUS menu, the current stair
style will be reflected in the cursor. BuildersCAD will prompt for the stair
location. The location input should correspond to the Origin location on the stair
style.

2D Stair Handrails
Once a stair has been placed, a routine
is available to design and place 2D
Handrails on any 2D stair design.
Selecting the 2D Stair Handrail button
from the STAIRS Application SubMenu brings up the 2D HANDRAILS
menu which contains the tools for
designing and editing the custom 2D
handrails.

PLACE HANDRAIL: BuildersCAD will prompt for points defining the
stair circuit where the handrail is to travel. Select the points on the stair using the
F3 (B3) key. Next BuildersCAD will prompt for a side from the first defining
point. This determines which direction from the defining line the handrail is offset. The offset is set in the Grip Offset parameter on the menu. A special line type
is placed which is the width specified in the Rail Width parameter on the menu
and masks off the display of stair lines underneath the railing.

3D Stair Handrails
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Once a 3D stair has
been placed with the
3D
construction
lines set to On (See
the Drawing Parameters section above),
a menu is available
for developing 3D
handrails. Selecting
the 3D Stair Handrail button from the
STAIRS
Application
Sub-Menu
brings up the 3D
STAIR

RAILING

menu which contains the tools for
designing and editing the custom 3D handrails.
Each of the railing construction lines is uniquely identified so that different elements can be used for each component. There are 3 components to 3D handrails Railings, Balusters, and Newels. Each of the three components can be assigned
to various 3D shapes.
Table S:11

3D SHAPES

RAILINGS

BALUSTERS

NEWELS

Rectangular

X

X

X

Tubular

X

X

X

Extruded 2D RI

X

X

X

Extruded 3D RI

X

X

Unscaled 3D RI

X

X

After setting the type of 3D elements the making, remaking, and swapping of
each of these elements can be performed.
There are railing Repeated Items available for newels and balusters in the
BuildersCAD Designer catalog and library. The user can also design / create their own railing profile / RI for the sxtruded 2D RI elements for the railings,
balusters, and newels.

See Also
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Catalog, and Repeated Items.

STAIR HANDRAIL
See the 2D Stair Handrail and 3D Stair Handrail sections of the Stairs topic for more
information.

STAIR RULE
Refer to the Stair Rule discussion in the Design Parameters section of the Stairs topic for
more information.

STANDARDS DIRECTORY
BuildersCAD requires a directory on the computer file system be designated as a
Standards Directory. The Standards Directory is designed to be a directory or "folder"
in which Office Standard files and data common to all projects are stored. In a network
environment, it is important that the Standards Directory be a shared directory seen by
all workstations on the network so that common office standard data may be found and
used by everyone on the network.
The Standards Directory is defined in BuildersCAD by the Environment Variable
GRSTD. This variable may be set using the ENVIRONMENT DEFAULTS MANAGER
menu. Refer to the Environment Defaults Manager topic.
This variable may also be set manually in the arris.ini file located in the /etc directory of
the BuildersCAD Program installation. This is a simple text file which may be edited
using any text editor. To set the Standard Directory, add a line to the arris.ini file as follows:
GRSTD=C:\standard
In this example the Standards Directory is set to C:\standard (syntax for MS Windows) a directory (folder) named standard on the C: drive. This directory must exist.
See Environment Variables for more information. If the GRSTD Environment Variable
is not otherwise explicitly set, the Standards Directory is set to the same directory as the
User Home Directory.

See Also
Files, Environment Variables, Environment Defaults Manager.
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START UP
BuildersCAD provides a method for executing routine tasks on startup automatically. Tasks which are to be performed each time BuildersCAD is started, such as
loading Plug-Ins, or loading custom user toolbars may be executed automatically by
including them in a startup sigmac. A sigmac is a compiled BuildersCAD program
which is archived in a library. All sigmacs contained in a library which is loaded in
BuildersCAD are available for use. See Sigmac for more information.
When BuildersCAD is started, it searches for a sigmac library named file.sm in the
standards (std:) and user home directories. If found, this sigmac library is loaded automatically. It then searches the file.sm library for a program or sigmac named ustart.gg.
If found, this program is executed automatically. Any tasks compiled in the ustart.gg
program will be done.

See Also
Sigmac, and the documentation for the ARRIS Developer.

STATUS
Status refers to the current parameter settings for the current entity. The current parameter settings are displayed in the STATUS menus, which are located across the bottom of
the BuildersCAD menu system.
Starting from the left, the first 4 parameters (XYF, REL, PEN, & COL) are commom to
all objects. The remaining parameters vary according to the entity command selected.

STL
A .stl file is a Stereolithography 3D Model Description file. It is a common standard 3d
model format used in engineering applications.
BuildersCAD models may be exported to .stl format by selecting the File (flat file
icon) button on the DESKTOP Menu, which invokes the FILE Menu. Select the Export
button which brings up the EXPORT Pop-up menu. Select the 3D>STL button. BuildersCAD prompts for the a name for the .stl file and a fence to define the surfaces to be
included in the export. The included surfaces are exported to the named .stl file.
Note 1: The .stl files are are grayscale only (no color) so the color properties of the
exported surfaces are not considered.
Note 2: The .stl file type is also supported by Sigma Design’s eZ product so models
may be exported to .stl format for use in eZ. This is particularly useful for the
compare feature found in eZ. See the documentation for eZ.
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STOCK FILE
Refer to the Stock File portion of the Materials Application topic for more information.

STYLES
Styles are files that store parameter settings for later recall. There are 2 types of Styles.
Entity Styles are used for quickly setting up entities (lines, circles, text, etc.), and are
stored in style Catalogs. See Catalogs for more information. Drawing Environment
Styles are used for storing BuildersCAD drawing environment settings (layers,
views, work planes, etc.), and BuildersCAD environmental controls (Toolbar, MCI,
colormaps, etc.).

Commands
LOAD: Loads a style which immediately updates the current parameters to
match those in the specified style. Special loads include:
1.

Layer style include: Normally, loading a layer style will turn off all layers
prior to loading the specified layer style. This special load does not turn
off the existing layers prior to loading the specified layer style.

2.

Layer style exclude: This special load turn off turns off any layers listed in
the specified layer style.

3.

Layer style with view: This special load loads the specified layer style with
a view. This special layer style must be saved with the view option.

4.

Colormap: This special style will load the specified colormap.

SAVE: Saves the current parameters for the current command to the specified
name. Special saves include:
1.

Layer styles with view: This special save will save the current layer mode
configuration and the current view.

2.

View with a clip: Normally, saving a view will clip the view at the extents
of the drawing window. This special save allows the user to specify a rectangular fence to define the clip.

MAKE: Saves the current parameters for the current entity to the specified style
name.

REMAKE: Saves the current parameters for the current entity over an existing
style name.
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DELETE: Deleting a style will remove the file from the hard drive but will
have no effect on existing entities in the drawing/sheet.

S t y l e Ty p e s & F i l e L o c a t i o n s
There are 5 types of styles:

1. ENTITY STYLES:
Entity styles are stored catalogs which consist of 2 files. The first file (mn_xx.sf,
where xx indicates the entity type) stores the individual parameters values and a
second file (mn_xxn.sf) maintains a list of style names. Entity catalogs are created in a sub-directory styles.dir in the standards directory (std:) but are searched
in both standards and the current project (.pj) directories. Styles Catalogs are
directories having the .prj extension. The BuildersCAD style catalog which is
located in bcad:\styles.dir\arris.prj is also always available for use but may not
be edited.

Table S:12

Entity Style Locations

BASIC OBJECTS

STYLE PARAM FILES

STYLE NAME FILES

Curves

mn_ln.sf

mn_lnn.sf

Dimensions

mn_dm.sf

mn_dmn.sf

Lines

mn_ln.sf

mn_lnn.sf

Patterns

mn_xh.sf

mn_xhn.sf

Text

mn_tx.sf

mn_txn.sf

Surfaces

<name>.db\r_<name>.st

Note 1: Surface styles are stored in the current database directory.

DRAWING ENVIRONMENT STYLES:
Drawing environmental styles are stored in the following locations (where
<name>.db represents the current database directory):

Table S:13

BuildersCAD Environmental Style Locations

CONTROL

STYLE FILE LOCATION

Layers

<name>.db\ly_<name>.st
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Table S:13

BuildersCAD Environmental Style Locations

CONTROL

STYLE FILE LOCATION

Surfaces

<name>.db\r_<name>.st

Views

<name>.db\views.dir\<name>.vw

Work Plane

<name>.db\wk_<name>.st

BuildersCAD

ENVIRONMENT STYLES:

BuildersCAD environment styles are stored in the following locations (where
usr: represents the user’s home directory):

Table S:14

BuildersCAD Environmental Style Locations

CONTROL

STYLE FILE LOCATION

Colormaps

wrk:\<name>.cm

Function Keys,
Mouse Buttons,
& Preferences

usr:\<name>.sp

MCI

usr:\dg_<name>.st

Shortcuts

usr:\config.dir\<mnlib>.rc

(right-click)

Plots

wrk:plot.dir\pl_param.st

User Toolbars

usr:\config.dir\<name>.utb

Winports

usr:\config.dir\wn_<name>.st

Note 1: Function Keys and Mouse Buttons styles can be loaded through the
Preferences pop-up menu.

SHORTCUT STYLE FILES:
Shortcuts style files maintain the user customized shortcuts. They are saved in
Mnlib.rc, where mnlib represents the menu library base name.

PARAMETRIC ROUTINES STYLE FILES:
Parametric Routine Style files are saved in application sub-directories in either
the standards or project directories. See the topic for the individual parametric
routine.
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See Also
Layer Manager, Colormap, Penmap, Catalog, Roof, Opening, Stairs, Wall, and
User Toolbar.

SUBCATEGORY
Refer to the Stock File portion of the Materials Application topic for more information.

SUBCOMPONENTS
Refer to the Subcomponents section of the Walls Application topic for more information.

SUBGROUP
Refer to the Estimating Formulas section of the Materials Application topic for more
information.

SUBPACKAGE
Refer to the Estimating Formulas section of the Materials Application topic for more
information.

SURFACES
Surfaces are comprised of BuildersCAD triangle entities. Triangles are the basic
components which make up surfaces in solids and slabs. The surface object allows for
easier control of an entire surface, rather than the individual triangles. In addition, a surface can be named to assist in extrusion to that surface and assigning materials in
BuildersCAD 3D.

See Also
Extrusions, Solids, and Slabs.

SURVEY UNITS
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See Coordinate System for more information.

SYMBOLS
All points have an associated symbol which gives the point its graphic identity. Symbols
are numbered and grouped into tables or fonts. Currently, there are three symbol fonts
used in BuildersCAD named "0" (Zero), "Z", and "_" (underscore).
Symbol number 0 (not font 0) is a special invisible symbol which is typically assigned to
the construction points for entities such as the end of a line or the origin point for a text
string.
The other visible symbols are used for a variety of special purposes such as marking the
center-point of circles, arcs and polygons (see Circles and Polygons) or the arrow-point
of leader lines (see Text and Notes).

Properties
Table S:15
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PROPERTY

DESCRIPTION

Pen & Color

each point (symbol) has an associated pen and color
number assigned to it. New points assume the current settings displayed on the STATUS menu.

Symbol Font

each point has an associated symbol font. .

Symbol Number

each point has a symbol number. Refer to the table below
for a list of the symbols in font 0.

Size

each point (symbol) has an overall size specified in actual
plot units.

Rotation

each point (symbol) has an angle of rotation specified in
degrees, measured in a counter-clockwise direction, with
0 being the normal, non-rotated orientation.

Sigma Design
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Table S:16 Symbol Table 0 (zero)

SYM #

SYMBOL

SYM #

0

none

14

28

1

15

29

2

16

30

3

17

31

4

18

32

5

19

33

6

20

34

7

21

35

8

22

36

23

37

10

24

38

11

25

39

26

...

none

27

63

none

9

12
13

none

none

SYMBOL

SYM #

SYMBOL

Symbols number 9, 12 and 40 through 63 are currently not used.

See Also
Circles, Coordinate Systems, Display Lists, Origins, Points, Polygons, Dimensions, Text and Notes.
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T
TE E L O K U T I L I T Y
This topic is forthcoming. Please refer to the BuildersCAD web site at www.builderscad.com for the latest update of the BuildersCAD Encyclopedia. Updated documentation may be downloaded free of charge from the BuildersCAD web site.

TE M P L A T E
Refer to the Materials Application topic for more information.

TE M P L A T E S
Templates refers to databases or sheets which are pre-configured as desired and used as
a standard to create other databases or sheets.
See Database and Sheets for more information.

TE X T ( S T R I N G S A N D P A R A G R A P H S )
Text string objects are unique entities within BuildersCAD.
Paragraphs are text string objects which are grouped together. All
text strings are defined by 1 or 2 data points, although 2 input
points may be requested in some commands.

Properties
PEN & COLOR [COL]: The pen and color properties
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are common to all objects.

Text parameters are displayed and may be set on the TEXT STATUS menu.

TEXT SIZE: Character height is specified in paper units. In the example below,
the height of each character is equal to the text size property.

Lp
Figure T-1: Text Size

If the Output Display Format units are Imperial (feet, inches) and the Output Display is set to Fractional, the Text Size parameter will be expressed in fractions of
an inch (i.e. 1/8"). If the Output Display Format units are Imperial and the Output
Display is set to Decimal, the Text Size parameter will be expressed in decimal
inches (i.e. .125). If the Output Display Format units are Metric, the Text Size
parameter will be expressed in decimal millimeters.

TEXT JUSTIFICATION: This determines the placement of the text strings relative to either 1 or 2 data points. The actual setting is a 1 or 2 letter code which
indicates the placement horizontally and vertically. There are 18 options for text
placement.

Table T:1

One Point Text Justification Setting

LEFT

CENTER

RIGHT

ul

uc

ur

UPPER
ABC
ml

MIDDLE
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Table T:1

One Point Text Justification Setting

LEFT
l

LOWER

CENTER

RIGHT

c

r

ABC

ABC

ABC

Two point text justifications evaluates the distance between the 2 points and
adjust the characters or spacing accordingly.

• Justified will deform the spaces between words to align both the left and
right edges of a paragraph.

• Spaced will deform the spaces between characters to align both the left
and right edges of a paragraph.

• Forced will deform the characters to align both the left and right edges of
a paragraph.

Table T:2

Two Point Text Justification Setting

JUSTIFICATION

SPACE

FORCE

uj

us

uf

UPPER
ABC

A

mj

MIDDLE

ABC

ABC

C

ms

A

B

A

B

j

LOWER

B

mf

C

s

f

C

Note 1: When 1-point text justification is specified, text objects with 1 data
point are added to the drawing, else, when 2-point text justification is
specified, text objects with 2 data points are added to the drawing
Note 2: Two point text justification only applies to the 2 point paragraph commands.

CAPS: This parameter performs similar to the Caps Lock on the keyboard for
all text string entry. If set to ON, text will be placed in all upper case. Unlike the
keyboard option, this parameter applies only to text entry does not interfere with
executing BuildersCAD commands on the BuildersCAD prompt line.
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TEXT FONT: A text font is an individual character set stored in a library file.
Multiple library files may be loaded, but only one font is current at any one time.
Text will be placed using the currently set Text Font. For more information see
the Font topic in this Encyclopedia.

TEXT ROTATION: Text rotation is the angle at which text is placed in the
drawing. A rotation of zero is horizontal. Positive rotation turns the text counterclockwise, negative rotation rotates it clockwise.
Text rotation can also be set relative to the current text rotation value by rotating
the graphic cursor with the square bracket keys ( [=counter-clockwise and
]=clockwise). The cursor increment (ci) determines the relative rotation.
Selecting the =0 box next to the Text Rotation sets the rotation to the default
value of 0.

CURSOR INCREMENT: The Cursor Increment parameter is used in conjunction with Text Rotation. It is the number of degrees the cursor is rotated each time
one of the bracket ([ or ]) keys is pressed during the text placement process. If the
left bracket ([) is pressed, the cursor is rotated counter-clockwise the number of
degrees of the Cursor Increment setting. If the right bracket is pressed, the cursor
is rotated clockwise the number of degrees of the Cursor Increment setting. The
default is 15.00 meaning the cursor will rotate 15 degrees each time the bracket
key is pressed. When the cursor is rotated, at the time the text is placed the rotation of the cursor will be added to (or subtracted from) the Rotation setting to
determine the actual angle at which the text is placed.
TEXT SLANT: Text slant deforms the text string by leaning the characters.
The setting is the amount of slant in degrees from -89 to 89. Negative slant values
lean the text characters to the left, positive slant values lean the text characters to
the right.
Table T:3

Text Slant Values

VALUE

ACTION DESCRIPTION

0

No slant

1 to 89

Slant to the right (forward)

-1 to -89

slant to the left (backward)

TEXT UNDERLINE: This parameter determines whether or not a line is drawn
under the string of text. If the Text Underline parameter is ON, the text (including
spaces) will be underlined. This is not a line object, therefore it can not be edited
independently.
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LINE SPACING FACTOR: For paragraphs only, this parameter determines
the physical spacing between lines of text. The parameter is factor by which the
Text Size parameter will be multiplied in order to space multiple lines of text. If
the Text Size is 1/8" and the Line Spacing Factor is 1.5, the lines of text will be
spaced 3/16" (1/8" x 1.5) apart in paper space units.

BOUNDARY LINE EXTENSIONS: For paragraph text with extended borders only, specified in sheet units, this parameter determines the length of the
border extensions.
LEADER LINES: For text with leader line commands only. These parameters
specify the leader angle, the leader type (straight or curved), and the pointer size
and type.
The leader angle can be specified with an angle or by 3 points.

• If an angle is specified, the leader line be generated at the specified angle
(degrees) from the arrowhead point, intersecting a horizontal line (or
curve) from the text position point.

• If 3 point is specified, a third bend point is requested. This bend point will
be dropped perpendicular to the intersection of the horizontal line (or
curve) from the text position point.
Angle

3 Points
p3
p2

p2

45 deg
p1

p1

The leader type can be either straight lines or a combination of lines and arcs.
Straight

Curved

The pointer size is specified in sheet units. If the database units are Imperial and
the Output Display is set to Fractional, the pointer size display is shown in fractions of an inch. If the database units are Imperial and the Output Display is set to
Decimal, the pointer size display is shown in decimal inches. If the database units
are metric, the pointer size is shown in decimal millimeters.
The pointer type is the symbol that is used at the end of a text leader to point to
BuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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the object being noted. The box displays the symbol that will be used. Selection
of the box allows you to select from the pointer symbols available. The pointer
symbol can also be toggled by selecting the title [POINTER] on the TEXT STATUS menu or by scrolling the mouse scroll wheel up or down while the cursor is
over the Pointer Type box.

BOX TEXT DISPLAY: Box Text if set, will display text as a rectangle if the
height of the text display in pixels in the current zoom falls below the setting
number. For example, if Box Text Display is set to 10, any text that displays 10 or
less pixels in height on the screen with the current zoom factor will be displayed
as a box instead. This speeds up display by simplifying display of text which is
unreadable at the current zoom. The default setting is OFF. This parameter is set
on the TEXT CREATE menu.
BITFONT DISPLAY: This parameter will display text in fonts which have
solid fill, as either Solid or Outline. The default is Outline. This parameter is set
on the TEXT CREATE menu.

Create
TEXT: This button brings up the TEXT CREATE menu.

From this menu, the various parameters for Text may be set. They may also be
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saved here as Styles in an Entity Styles Catalog. Refer to the Catalog topic for
more information. The entity styles (text parameter settings) saved by name may
be selected for placement using the TEXT SELECT menu. Refer to the Select
topic for more information. This menu also shows the currently loaded text
Fonts. From this menu the current text font may be selected. Refer to the Font
topic for more information.

CATALOG: This button brings up the

STYLES CATALOGS

menu. From this menu the current Entity Styles Catalog may be
selected, or a new one created. Refer to the Catalog topic for more
information.

Keyboard Commands
Text insertion commands for both single and paragraph allow moving the insertion/cursor location for adding to and modifying strings prior to placement.
After locating the text placement point(s), the User Input Line will automatically
place a carat ‘^’ as a reference point for typing. This carat reflects the cursor location on the display window.
The following keys may be used to modify strings prior to terminating the text
placement:

<ENTER>: Terminates a line of text and inserts the string into the work layer.
For paragraph text commands, the <Enter> key opens the next line of text. In
these commands two <Enter>’s terminates input and inserts the string into the
work layer. If an <Enter> is used in the middle of a line, it will push the text from
the cursor location to the end of the line onto a new line of text below. All other
lines of text will be pushed down.

BKSP: Deletes one charcter to the left. In paragraph commands, if the cursor
is at the beginning of a line, the text on that line is pulled up to the end of the previous line and all lines below ar pulled up as well.

INS: Terminates a line of text and inserts the string into the work layer. This
can be used with any cursor location on the line.

DEL: Deletes one character to the right of the cursor.
TAB: Toggles a PAN/ZOOM mode on or off. Selecting <Enter> will also toggle this mode off.
Pan: After selecting the TAB key the left, right, up, and down arrow keys will
pan the drawing or sheet.
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Zoom: After selecting the TAB key the +/= and - keys will zoom the drawing or
sheet in or out.

<LEFT ARROW>: Moves the cursor one character to the left.
<RIGHT ARROW>: Moves the cursor one character to the right.
<UP ARROW>: Moves the cursor up one line of text. The cursor will remain
in relative position in the line of text as it moves up. The cursor cannot be moved
beyond the top of the file.
<DOWN ARROW>: Moves the cursor down one line of text. The cursor will
remain in relative position in the line of text as it moves down. The cursor cannot
be moved beyond the end of the file, thus opening new lines of text.
HOME: Moves the cursor to the beginning of the line of text.
END: Moves the cursor to the end of the line of text.
PAGE UP: Moves the cursor to the top of a paragraph of text.
PAGE DOWN: Moves the cursor to the bottom of a paragraph of text.
CTRL-A: Merges (Adds) the text from the cursor position to the end of the
line to the beginning of the line below.

CTRL-D: Deletes the text from the cursor position to the end of the line.
CTRL-E: Invokes the Special

CHARACTER SET pop-up menu. Some text

fonts contain characters beyond those typically entered from the keyboard. These
special characters are stored in the extended ASCII number range of the font
from 127 to 255. Examples of these types of characters include characters used in
foreign languages which are not found in english, mathematical symbols, etc.
In BuildersCAD when placing or editing text the extended character set for
the current font may be accessed by entering CTRL-E at the keyboard. The
extended CHARACTER SET menu will pop up which shows the full character set
for the currently selected font. Characters selected from the menu will be added
to the buffer as if they were typed at the keyboard.

CTRL-F: Copies the text from the cursor position to the end of the line and
places it into a copy buffer.
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CTRL-V: Pastes the text in the copy buffer at the current cursor location.
CTRL-X: Deletes (Cuts) the text from the cursor position to the end of the
line and places it into a copy buffer.

CTRL-R: Reformats a paragraph of existing text based on the new wrap margins. All lines of text from the start of the paragraph to the end of the paragraph
will be reformatted.
Text in the copy buffer can be recalled from the re-initialization of a command to
the re-initialization of a command; i.e., you can cut/copy and paste between paragraphs.
When commands such as BKSP, PASTE, and MERGE, which add new text or
join lines of text together, are used in WRAP mode, all lines of text from the
insertion point and below will be wrapped accordingly.

Te x t P l a c e m e n t C o m m a n d s
SINGLE TEXT: This command adds the specified string of text at
the specified location. This text is not a part of a paragraph.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the location of the text. Select
the desired point using the F1 or F2 key.
Note 1: The square bracket keys ( [ and ] ) may be used to rotate the text (shown
by the rotation of the cursor) before the point is placed.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the text to be placed. Type the desired text
at the keyboard (or select from the special character menu by entering ctrl-E). As
the text is typed at the keyboard, it will be indicated on the screen at the selected
location. The Keyboard Commands outlined above may be used at any time during the entry of the text string. Pressing the <Enter> key will end the text input
and place the text in the drawing.
Note 2: Pressing a function key at the keyboard (not a mouse button) after typing the desired text string will cause the text to be shown as a box on the
cursor and allow the user to re-place the text at a different location.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another Text Location. An <Enter> or F10 input at this prompt will exit the command.

MULTIPLE TEXT: This command adds multiple occurrences of the
same string of text at various locations. This text is not a part of a paragraph.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the location of the text. Select the desired
point using the F1 or F2 key.
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Note 1: The square bracket keys ( [ and ] ) may be used to rotate the text (shown
by the rotation of the cursor) before the point is placed.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the text to be placed. Type the desired text
at the keyboard (or select from the special character menu by entering ctrl-E). As
the text is typed at the keyboard, it will be indicated on the screen at the selected
location. The Keyboard Commands outlined above may be used at any time during the entry of the text string. Pressing the <Enter> key will end the text input
and place the text in the drawing.
Note 2: Pressing a function key at the keyboard (not a mouse button) after typing the desired text string will cause the text to be shown as a box on the
cursor and allow the user to re-place the first occurance of the text at a
different location.
The cursor will form a box representing the specified text string and ARRIS
will repeatedly prompt for a Multiple Text location. Select the desired location(s)
using the F1 or F2 key. Selection using F10 or <Enter> key at this prompt will
end the multiple text placement.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another Text Location for a new text string. An <Enter> or F10 input at this prompt will exit the
command.

PARAGRAPH TEXT WITH LEADER LINE: This command adds
a paragraph of text with a leader line - with no word wrap, meaning an
<Enter> key is required at the end of each line of text to advance to the
next line in the paragraph.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the Arrow Point location of the leader line.
Input the desired point using the F1 or F2 key.
Note 1: The text rotation is determined by the current work angle.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the leader position at the text. Input the
desired point using the F1 or F2 key. If the leader paramter is set to 3 Points, the
cursor will change to a drag line anchored at the two points just input and BuildersCAD will prompt for the bend point of the leader.
BuildersCAD will now prompt for the first line of text to be placed. Type the
desired text at the keyboard (or select from the special character menu by entering ctrl-E). As the text is typed at the keyboard, it will be indicated on the screen
at the selected location. The Keyboard Commands outlined above may be used at
any time during the entry of the text string. Pressing the <Enter> key will end the
line of text input. BuildersCAD will repeatedly prompt for the next line of
text until the Enter key is pressed again after no text has been entered. This will
end the text input and place the paragraph text in the drawing.
Note 2: Pressing a function key at the keyboard (not a mouse button) after typ-
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ing the last line of the paragraph will cause the text to be shown as a box
on the cursor and allow the user to re-place the paragraph text at a different location. The leader will also be adjusted accordingly.

p2

p3 p2

p1

This is a paragraph text with
a leader line.

p1

Arrow (p1) &
Text Position (p2)

Bend Position (p3)

1 Point Paragraph

Note 3: The leader lines are line objects, requiring line edits to modify them.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another Arrow Point
location for a new paragraph with leader. An <Enter> or F10 input at this prompt
will exit the command.

PARAGRAPH TEXT

WITH

LEADER LINE

AND

BORDER:

This command adds a paragraph of text with a leader line and borders with no word wrap, meaning an [Enter] key is required at the end of
each line of text to advance to the next line in the paragraph.
This command works exactly the same as the Text With Leader Line command
noted above except that the paragraph text is placed with a box around the text.

1 POINT PARAGRAPH: This command adds a paragraph of text
with no word wrap, meaning an <Enter> key is required at the end of
each line of text to advance to the next line in the paragraph.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the location of the text. Select the desired
point using the F1 or F2 key.
Note 1: The square bracket keys ( [ and ] ) may be used to rotate the text (shown
by the rotation of the cursor) before the point is placed.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the text to be placed. Type the desired text
at the keyboard (or select from the special character menu by entering ctrl-E). As
the text is typed at the keyboard, it will be indicated on the screen at the selected
location. The Keyboard Commands outlined above may be used at any time during the entry of the text string. Pressing the <Enter> key will end the line of text
input. BuildersCAD will repeatedly prompt for the next line of text until the
<Enter> key is pressed again after no text has been entered. This will end the text
input and place the paragraph text in the drawing.
Note 2: Pressing a function key at the keyboard (not a mouse button) after typBuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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ing the last line of the paragraph will cause the text to be shown as a box
on the cursor and allow the user to re-place the paragraph text at a different location.

1 Point

Paragraph
p1
This is a paragraph
without word wrap.
Text placement depends
on current text justification.

This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another Text Location. An <Enter> or F10 input at this prompt will exit the command.

2 POINT PARAGRAPH: This command adds a paragraph of text
with word wrap, meaning no <Enter> key is required to change lines in
the paragraph.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the location of the left end of the text.
Select the desired point using the F1 or F2 key.
Note 1: The text rotation is determined by the current work angle.
The cursor will form a Rubber Band line and BuildersCAD will prompt for
the right end of the text. Select the desired point using the F1 or F2 key.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the text to be placed. A ghost margin bar
will be indicated on the screen showing the range between which the text will be
placed. Type the desired text at the keyboard (or select from the special character
menu by entering ctrl-E). As the text is typed at the keyboard, it will be indicated
on the screen at the selected location. The Keyboard Commands outlined above
may be used at any time during the entry of the text string. The text will be
entered with word wrap, with the text continued on the following line when the
end of the margin (indicated by the second point entered) is reached. Pressing the
Enter key once will end the line of text input and continue on the next line.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the input of text until the <Enter> key is
pressed twice (with no text entered between). This will end the text input and
place the paragraph text in the drawing.

2 Point

p1

Paragraph

p2
This is a paragraph with
word wrap. Text placemnt
depends on current text
justification.

This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another Text Loca944
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tion. An <Enter> or F10 input at this prompt will exit the command.

TEXT FILES: This command invokes the TEXT FILES pop-up
menu, which specifies the external ascii text file to load, delete, or edit.
See Text Files for more information.
• Load will import the content of the specified ascii file to the specified
location in the drawing as a paragraph of text.

• Delete will remove the specified ascii file from the hard disk.
• Edit will load the specified ascii file in the Text Editor (or word processor)
as specified in the environmental variable GEDCOM. Specify the full path
to the executable or if not defined, BuildersCAD defaults to the following:
Table T:4 Default Text Editors

OS

DEFAULT TEXT EDITOR

Microsoft
Win95, 98, ME, NT,
2000, XP, Vista

Notepad

Sun Microsystems
Solaris

Textedit (X11 or Sunview)
VI editor (fullscreen)

Silicon Graphics
Irix

Jot

Note 1: If a word processor is used, save the file as an ascii file.
Note 2: If a text editor other than the default is specified for the environmental
variable GEDCOM in the arris.ini file, the arris.ini file entry should be
as follows:
GEDCOM=C:\Program Files\Command\command.exe
The correct path for the text editor used should be substituted in the example.
Refer to the Environment Variables topic for more information.

1 POINT PARAGRAPH WITH BORDER: This command adds a
paragraph of text and borders - with no word wrap, meaning an
<Enter> key input is required at the end of each line of text to advance
to the next line in the paragraph.
This command works exactly the same as the 1 Point Paragraph command noted
above except that the paragraph text is placed with a box around the text.
Note 1: Borders are line objects, requiring line edits to modify them.
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1 POINT PARAGRAPH

WITH BORDER AND A TARGET:
This command adds a paragraph of text with borders and a target - with
no word wrap, meaning an <Enter> key input is required at the end of
each line of text to advance to the next line in the paragraph.

This command works exactly the same as the 1 Point Paragraph command noted
above except that the paragraph text is placed with a box around the text and a
target symbol to the left of the first line of the paragraph text. The point input on
the first prompt is the location of the target.
Note 1: The borders are line objects, requiring line edits to modify them.
Note 2: The Target placed within the paragraph with the text is a Repeated Item
named "z_nt3".
Note 3: Text input using the 1 Point Paragraph with Borders and a Target command is always left justified.

Te x t S t r i n g E d i t s
TEXT - EDIT SINGLE: This command edits an existing text string
(or portion of) to the new specified text string.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the location of the text to
change. Select the desired text in the database using the F3 key.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the Text String to Replace. The text string
found at the point selected will be given as the default. Selecting the current text
string on the Prompt Choice menu or pressing just the <Enter> key will enter the
complete text string found as the text to be replaced. If only a portion of the full
text string is to be replaced, type the portion of the text at the keyboard.
Note 1: For the Text String to Replace: prompt, all or a portion of the existing
text string may be specified for replacement. The specified string must
be unique, since all occurrences of this string will be replaced.
BuildersCAD will now prompt for the New Text to replace the old text specified. The text string (or portion of) selected will be replaced by the new text
entered.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will prompt for another Text Location to change. An <Enter> or F10 input at this prompt will exit the command.

TEXT - EDIT AREA: This command edits multiple existing text
strings (or portion of) in the specified area to the new specified text
string.
BuildersCAD will prompt for a fence defining an area containing the text
which is to be changed.
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Note 1: Both fence points must be entered in the same winport window.
Note 2: At the 1st fence point: prompt, special fences may be specified. Refer to
the Search Methods topic for more information.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the Text String to Replace. Type the old
text string to be replaced at the keyboard. The default is Entire String. If this is
chosen at the Prompt line choice menu or a the <Enter> key only is pressed at
this prompt, the entire string of all text contained within the fence specified will
be changed.
Note 3: For the Text string to replace: prompt, all or a portion of the existing
string may be specified for replacement. The specified string (s1) must
be unique, for all occurrences of this string will be replaced.
Note 4: For the Text string to replace: prompt, the options, *INSERT* and
*APPEND* will add the new string either before the first or after the
last character (respectively) of all existing string(s) in the defined area.
BuildersCAD will now prompt for the New Text to replace the old text specified. All old text strings (or portions of) within the area specified will be replaced
by the new text entered.

TEXT - EDIT MULTIPLE: This command allows you to select
noncontiguous text strings and either Append, Replace, or Insert text
for only those selected strings. It works very similar to the Text Change Area command described above except that multiple text to be changed
are individually selected (using the F3 key) instead of defined by a fenced area at
the beginning of the command.
EDIT PARAGRAPH - 1 POINT: This command allows you to
edit text within a 1 point paragraph using the text insertion commands
described in the Keyboard Commands section of this topic. Refer also
to the 1 Point Paragraph placement command above.

EDIT PARAGRAPH - 2 POINT: This command allows you to
edit text within a 2 point paragraph using the text insertion commands
described in the Keyboard Commands section of this topic. Refer also
to the 2 Point Paragraph placement command above.

EDIT PARAGRAPH - EXTERNAL EDITOR: This

command
edits a whole paragraph by temporarly exporting it to an external text
editor (or word processor) and then returning the modified paragraph
in the same location on the drawing.
For more information on the external text editor or word processor, refer to the
Text Files command above.
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Te x t U t i l i t i e s
ALIGN TEXT: This command edits existing 1-point text strings by
moving their text justification points to align with specified point.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the point with which to align the text.
Select the desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key.
BuildersCAD will then prompt for a fence defining an area containing the text
which is to be aligned.
Note 1: Both fence points must be entered in the same winport window.
Note 2: At the 1st fence point: prompt, special fences may be specified. Refer to
the Search Methods topic for more information.
Text contained within the fenced area will be moved to align vertically with the
point entered in the first prompt. The X (horizontal) components of the points of
the text will all be the same as the alignment point and each other. The Y (vertical) components of the text points will not change.
Note 3: This command does not align 2-point text.
Note 4: Caution should be used to avoid editing paragraph text with borders
and/or targets with this command as it will move only the text and not
the border lines or targets.

CHANGE CASE: This command edits existing text by changing
the case of the selected text.
This command relies on the Search Method definition on the EDIT
pulldown menu, therefore the selection prompts will vary. Refer to the Search
Methods topic for more information.
The user is given the option to convert the text case to Upper, Lower, or Swap.
Upper - Convert all a-z or A-Z characters in the selected text to upper case A-Z.
Lower - Convert all a-z or A-Z characters in the selected text to lower case a-z.
Swap - Convert all lower case a-z characters to upper case A-Z, and convert all
upper case A-Z characters to lower case a-z in the selected text.

GROUP INTO PARAGRAPH: This command edits existing text
objects by grouping them together into a Paragraph Text object.
The Paragraph Text object groups multiple single text entities into a
single object. The Paragraph Text is seen as a single object by BuildersCAD
for edits using the EDIT pull down menu, making it more convenient to move,
delete, etc.
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BuildersCAD will prompt for a fence containing the text which is to be
grouped into a paragraph.
Note 1: Both fence points must be entered in the same winport window.
Note 2: At the 1st fence point: prompt, special fences may be specified. Refer to
the Search Methods topic for more information.
Note 3: This command does not align, or alter the line spacing between the
selected existing text objects, or move them in any way.
This command may also be used to ungroup an existing paragraph by only selecting 1 text object inside the paragraph. Once ungrouped, pack the drawing.

C o n s t r u c t i o n To o l s
The TEXT CONSTRUCTION TOOLS Menu contains additional tools
for the placement and editing of text. This menu may be accessed by
selecting the Tools (Compass, T Square, Protractor) icon below the
TEXT application sub-menu. Note that all placement commands on the TEXT
Application sub-menu are duplicated on the TEXT TOOLS menu.

PLACE TEXT

SINGLE TEXT: Refer to the Single Text command in the Text
Placement Commands section of this topic.

MULTIPLE TEXT: Refer to the Multiple Text command in the Text
Placement Commands section of this topic.

PARAGRAPH TEXT WITH LEADER LINE: Refer to the Paragraph Text With Leader Line command in the Text Placement Commands section of this topic.
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PARAGRAPH TEXT

WITH

LEADER LINE

AND

BORDER:

Refer to the Paragraph Text With Leader Line And Border command
in the Text Placement Commands section of this topic.

1 POINT PARAGRAPH: Refer to the 1 Point Paragraph command
in the Text Placement Commands section of this topic.
2 POINT PARAGRAPH: Refer to the 2 Point Paragraph command
in the Text Placement Commands section of this topic.
1 POINT PARAGRAPH WITH BORDER: Refer to the 1 Point
Paragraph With Border command in the Text Placement Commands
section of this topic.

2 POINT PARAGRAPH WITH BORDER: This command adds a
paragraph of text and borders - with word wrap, meaning no <Enter>
key input is required to change lines in the paragraph.
This command works exactly the same as the 2 Point Paragraph command noted
above except that the paragraph text is placed with a box around the text.
Note 1: The borders are constructed of line objects, requiring line edits to modify them.

1 POINT PARAGRAPH

WITH BORDER AND A TARGET:
Refer to the 1 Point Paragraph With Border And A Target command in
the Text Placement Commands section of this topic.

2 POINT PARAGRAPH

WITH BORDER AND A TARGET:
This command adds a paragraph of text, borders, and a target - with
word wrap, meaning no <Enter> key input is required to change lines
in the paragraph.

This command works exactly the same as the 2 Point Paragraph command noted
above except that the paragraph text is placed with a box around the text and a
target symbol to the left of the first line of the paragraph text. The point input on
the first prompt is the location of the target.
Note 1: The borders are constructed of line objects, requiring line edits to modify.
Note 2: The Target placed within the paragraph with the text is a Repeated Item
named "z_nt3".
Note 3: Text input using the 2 Point Paragraph with Borders and a Target command is always left justified.
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TEXT FILES: Refer to the Text Files command in the Text Placement Commands section of this topic.
UTILITIES

ALIGN TEXT: Refer to the Align Text command in the Text Utilities section of this topic.

CHANGE CASE: Refer to the Change Case command in the Text
Utilities section of this topic.

GROUP INTO PARAGRAPH: Refer to the Group Into Paragraph command in the Text Utilities section of this topic.

ASSIGN TRUE TYPE FONTS: This command brings up the
ASSIGN TRUE TYPE FONTS menu. From this menu, any True

Type font which has been loaded on your computer may be
imported to create a BuildersCAD .lt font file. Refer to the Font topic for
more information.

SPELL CHECK: This command allows you to check spelling of
Text entities in BuildersCAD by importing them into MS Word
where you can use the Spell Check feature there. Once finished the text
is brought back and updated in the BuildersCAD drawing. This feature
requires MS Word to be installed on your computer.
BuildersCAD prompts for the editable text to be checked - either Single,
Area, or All. Once this is defined the text is placed in a text file and opened in
MS Word. The Spell Check utility in Word may then be used to check the spelling. When complete, the text file is saved and closed. The corrected text will be
placed back in the BuildersCAD database in the same location. The current
CAPS setting is taken into account for replacing the text strings in BuildersCAD.
Note 1: The Spell Check function currently works on on Text entities (not
Notes).
Note 2: When checking text in MS Word, the "Ignore words in UPPERCASE"
function should be turned off. This is done in MS Word by selecting
Tools -> Options, then the Spelling & Grammar tab on the Options dialog. Uncheck the "Ignore words in UPPERCASE" box. Text and notes
in architectural drawings are generally upper case, therefore this must
be turned off in order for the spelling to be checked. Other settings such
as "Always suggest corrections" may also be set as desired at this time.
Note 3: When saving a text file, MS Word may give a message that some things
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may not be saved in the current format and prompt to save anyway. The
"Yes" option should be selected for this. The file going to and from
BuildersCAD is an ASCII text file and not a MS Word .doc file whic
causes Word to make this check.

Special Edits
There are 3 Special Edits for each entity type, found on the EDIT pull
down menu at the bottom of the menu. As the entity type is selected under the
Entity Filter heading, the 3 Special Edit buttons at the bottom of the menu will
change, reflecting edits appropriate for the new Entity Filter selected. Refer to the
Edit and Entity Filters topics for more information.

ALIGN TEXT: Refer to the Align Text command in the Text Utilities section of
this topic.
CHANGE TEXT CASE: Refer to the Change Text Case command in the Text
Utilities section of this topic.

GROUP INTO PARAGRAPH: Refer to the Group Into Paragraph command
in the Text Utilities section of this topic.
Shortcuts
A B3 (right mouse button) selection on the Text button (ABC icon) on the DRAW
application menu invokes a fly-out menu with common text commands. Selection of a command from this menu will automatically display the TEXT application sub-menu and Text STATUS menu.

A B3 (right mouse button) selection on one of the placement commands under
the Place heading on the TEXT application sub-menu invokes a fly-out menu
with common Find tools. Refer to the Object Snap topic in this Encyclopedia.
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Notes
The Notes feature in BuildersCAD is a specific function designed to address a
specific architectural construction documentation need. While Notes contain the
Text entity and some (but not all) of the Text parameters are used in Notes, Notes
are not Text and therefore will behave somewhat differently. Refer to the Notes
topic for more information.

See Also
Catalog, Select, Font, Search Methods, Text Editor, Text Files, Edit, Entity Filters, Object Snap, and Notes.

TE X T E D I T O R
The text editor is an external program (supplied by other software producers) used to
edit text files. BuildersCAD uses these programs in editing paragraph objects, Notes,
and external ascii text files.

Editors
The default external text editor used by BuildersCAD is specified in the
arris.ini file, located in the \etc directory in the BuildersCAD Program installation. It is stored in the GEDCOM environment variable.
The external Text Editor may be easily set in the ENVIRONMENT DEFAULTS
MANAGER. Refer to the Environment Defaults Manager topic for more information.
The external Text Editor may also be set manually. To do this, in the arris.ini file
add a line similar to the following:
GEDCOM=C:\windows\notepad.exe
where C:\windows\notepad.exe is the path to the text editor program you wish to
use.
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DEFAULT: If not explicitly set, BuildersCAD assigns a default external
text editor. The default text editor used will vary depending on the computer
operating system. The default external text editors are indicated below for the
various Operating Systems.
Table T:5

Text Editor Setting

DEFAULT
EDITOR

EXAMPLE
GEDCOM

ENVIRONMENT
VARIABLE FILE

WINDOWS
(WIN95, 98, NT,
2000, XP,
VISTA)

notepad

C:\windows\notepad.exe

$ARRIS\etc\arris.ini

SUN
(X11 OR SUNVIEW)

textedit

/usr/openwin/bin/textedit

$GRUSR/.cshrc

SUN
(FULL SCREEN)

vi

/usr/bin/vi

$GRUSR/.cshrc

SGI

jot

/usr/sbin/jot

$GRUSR/.cshrc

PLATFORM

Note 1: If a word processor is used, be sure to save the file in a text-only format.

See Also
Text, Text Files, Notes, Environment Defaults Manager, and Environment Variables.

TE X T F I L E S
Text files are ascii files comprised of just text information. Any file created within a
word processing program can be inserted into a BuildersCAD drawing or sheet, but
must first be saved as text only. This means that the file cannot contain control characters.

See Also
Files, Text, and Text Editor.

TE X T U R E S
Textures are graphic representations of materials which are mapped to 3D surfaces.
When a texture is mapped to a 3D surface and the surface is displayed in Builder954
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sCAD with the Textures feature of OpenGL turned on, the surface will display with the
defined texture.
Textures are assigned to 3D surfaces in BuildersCAD using the ASSIGN TEXTURES
dialog. This Windows dialog menu is accessed in the 3D module by selecting the
Assign Textures button on the 3D Application menu. The ASSIGN TEXTURES dialog is
an MS Windows floating menu. It will remain on the screen until cleared using the "X"
in the top right corner.

Textures are assigned to surfaces by BuildersCAD Color number. BuildersCAD
can use up to 256 different colors in a given model - therefore up to 256 different textures may be assigned in the model. Textures are displayed in BuildersCAD when
the OpenGL View mode is set to Textures. Refer to the OpenGL topic for more information.

Te x t u r e M a p
A Texture Map is a list of textures that are assigned for each BuildersCAD
color used in the model. The current Texture Map is shown in the box at the top
left of the ASSIGN TEXTURES menu. Each color used in the current model is
shown, along with the texture name assigned to it if any. Texture assignments for
a given model may be saved as a Texture Map Style.
The Texture Map Style file is a simple ascii text file and has a .sus extension. The
file stores each color number in BuildersCAD and the corresponding texture
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name used. It is highly recommended that the Texture Map Style file for a given
3D model be stored in the model database directory.
Te x t u r e M a p C o m m a n d s

TEXTURE MAP STYLE - LOAD: Selecting this button allows you to
browse for a texture map style file saved on the disk. The texture map style file
has a .sus extension. The selected file will be loaded, allowing display of textures
as defined in the file.

TEXTURE MAP STYLE - SAVE: Selecting this button allows you to save
the current texture map to a style file on the disk. The texture map style file has a
.sus extension. It is recommended that the style file be saved in the database
directory of the 3D model so that it stays with the model if moved.

A v a i l a b l e Te x t u r e s
The Available Textures portion of the menu displays textures, organized by category which are available for assignment to surfaces. The current category is
shown at the top of the list and may be changed by selecting the down-arrow box
to the right of the category name and then selecting the desired category from the
pull-down menu. All available textures within the current category are displayed
below the category name with the name of the texture and the sample image.

A s s i g n i n g A Te x t u r e
To assign a texture, scroll and select the BuildersCAD color number to which
the texture is to be assigned under the Texture Map portion of the ASSIGN TEXTURES menu. The color number and a sample of the color will be displayed in
the Selection portion of the menu.
Next, under the Available Textures portion of the menu, select the Category and
Texture of the material to be assigned. The selection will be displayed in the
Selection portion of the menu. Information about the particular texture selected
will be displayed including the name, the Opacity of the material, a sample image
of the texture, and the Width and Height of the sample as it would be applied to a
surface. The selected Texture name will also be added to the Texture Map list
next to the selected color.
Click on the Apply button to assign the texture.
Note 1: When the Apply button is selected, the Texture Display OpenGL View
Mode will be turned on if it is not on already, allowing the new texture
assignment to be displayed in the model.
The Reflectivity button for the assigned texture allows you to set how reflective
the texture is when applied to a surface. This setting is for future enhancement in
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supporting reflective surfaces. Currently the only choice is Default.
A texture may be unassigned from a color in the model by assigning a texture of
"None".
Other Assignment Commands

CLEAR ALL: Selection of this button clears all texture assignments in the current Texture Map.

OVERRIDE EXISTING TEXTURES: When this box is checked, assignment
of a texture to a color will override any previous texture assigned to that
color.

Tr a n s l a t i n g Te x t u r e s To S k e t c h U p
Textures which are assigned in BuildersCAD will carry over into SketchUp
when the .skp file is created. Conversely, textures in a SketchUp model will be
brought in when the model is translated into a BuildersCAD database. Refer
to the Import, Export and SketchUp topics.

Te x t u r e D e f i n i t i o n s
Textures may be customized and new textures added by editing the Texture Definition file. The Texture Categories are stored in the \MatLibrary sub-directory
under the $ARRIS\lib directory of your BuildersCAD installation. Each category is stored as a .skm file with the name of the .skm file the same as the name
of the category. The .skm file is a simple ascii text file which contains the definitions of the textures contained in that category.
The actual textures are .jpg images which are stored in the \Materials sub-directory under the $ARRIS\lib directory of your BuildersCAD installation. The
.jpg image represents 1 "repeat" of the material as it is displayed on a surface.
The texture must be defined in the texture definition file described above.

See Also
View, OpenGL, Import, Export, and SketchUp.

THUMBNAILS
Thumbnails are small screen images which represent either a drawing / sheet or a particular entity style type, BuildersCAD Designer Wall type, door, window, stair, or
Repeated Item. They are used in BuildersCAD selection pagers to visually aid in the
selection of the desired drawing or object. They are also used in the selection of screen
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images from the menus.

Drawing / Sheet
When a sheet is saved in BuildersCAD a screen image is always automatically saved to *.db/thumbnail.dir/*.png. The image will reflect the sheet name,
current layers, and display modes which will be used by the drawing/sheet open
pager.
Drawings do not necessarily automatically generate screen images when saved.
There are two options:
Drawing Thumbnail
Selecting this button from the SAVE pulldown menu will save the thumbnail
and reflect the present layer and view settings.
Autosave
To automatically save the thumbnail every time the drawing is saved, set the
Drawing Thumbnail Save Mode in Preferences to either Auto Current View
or Zoom All. With Auto Current View the thumbnail reflects the current view
and layer settings. With Zoom All the thumbnail reflects the current layer settings, but the view is zoomed out to include all displayable entities.
In all cases a screen image of a drawing will be saved to *.db/thumbnail.dir/*.png
where the database name is the current database and the screen image name will
correspond to the drawing or sheet name. The default Preference setting for
drawing thumbnails is Auto Current View.

Database /Master Drawing / Layer
Style
The term Thumbnail is also used in BuildersCAD to represent a layer style
within the master drawing in a database. Particular layer mode settings within a
drawing may be saved as a style and given a name. A graphic thumbnail image
for the style is also saved. These thumbnails may later be selected from the
DATABASE DRAWING/SHEET/THUMBNAIL SELECT and PROJECT PAGE
SELECT menus. When selected, the drawing file will be opened and the layer
modes will be set to the configuration saved. Refer to Open, Select, and Project
Page List Manager for more information.

Entity
When an Entity Style, BuildersCAD Designer Wall, Door, Window, or
Stair is saved in a Catalog, a thumbnail is automatically generated for that entity.
These thumbnails are actually repeated items which are stored in a hidden library
reserved for this purpose. For the Repeated Item Library and Catalog selection
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pagers, the repeated item itself is used as the thumbnail.
Note 1: If updating a database from a version prior to BuildersCAD 8.0,
previously created entity styles may be updated and catalog thumbnails
created for them automatically by selecting the Regenerate Icons button
on the ENTITY SELECT menu.

See Also
Open, Preferences, Catalog, Select, Project Page List Manager, and Screen.

TO O L B A R
BuildersCAD uses two types of toolbars - the User Toolbar which is found below the
BuildersCAD display screen and Windows Toolbars which are found across the top
of the BuildersCAD window below the Windows Menu Bar.
The USER TOOLBAR menu is a repository for frequently used commands that is customizable by the user. Refer to the User Toolbar topic for more information.
Note 2: The CYCLE Menu occupies the right end of the base USER TOOLBAR menu,
leaving 8 buttons on the left end which may be user defined if the CYCLE
menus are used. Refer to Cycle Menu for more information.
The WINDOWS TOOLBARS are toolbars that duplicate BuildersCAD functions
found in the BuildersCAD menu system in a MS Windows format. Refer to the Windows Toolbars topic for more information.

See Also
User Toolbar, Cycle Menu, Windows Toolbars, Customize, Files, Help, and
Styles.

TR A N S L A T I O N
See Import, Export, and Expert Translator for more information.

TR I A N G L E S
See Surfaces for more information.
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TR U S S E S
This topic is forthcoming. Please refer to the BuildersCAD web site at www.builderscad.com for the latest update of the BuildersCAD Encyclopedia. Updated documentation may be downloaded free of charge from the BuildersCAD web site.
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U
UNDO/REDO
These BuildersCAD commands reverse the previous actions performed. The actions
peformed can be grouped into steps that will be reversed each time the undo or redo buttons are selected.

UNDO: This will undo the last step/action. Undo can be selected multiple
times up to the value of the undo buffer stack.
REDO: This will undo the last undo. Once any command is executed the redo
stack is cleared.

UNITS
There are 3 basic measurement units in BuildersCAD: geometry unit, output (display) unit., and paper units

Geometry vs Output Unit
The geometry unit is the default measurement system for a database. This value
must be set in an empty (no objects or layers) database and can not be altered
once the database is modified in any way.
The output unit is the measuring system for a drawing. It converts the distances
from the specified input unit to the output unit and displays them on the screen or
in plots. This value can be altered at any time.

Geometry vs Paper Unit
The geometry unit is used in documentation referring to a distance measured in
input units.
The paper unit is used in documentation referring to distances measured in either
inches (imperial databases) or millimeters (metric databases) on the plotted
paper.

See Also
Geometry Units, and Output Units.
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UNLOAD
Unloading is the term that refers to the removal of an active BuildersCAD system
module or data module from active memory. Unloading disables a system or data module from immediate use in any BuildersCAD session. The functions and/or resources
available in a previously loaded module are in effect deactivated for the remainder of
the session or until the same module is subsequently loaded.
The concept of unloading can be applied to the following topics:

•
•
•
•
•

DRAWING

(Data module)

LIBRARY

(Data module)

PLUG-IN

(System module)

SHEET

(System module)

VIEWPORT

(System module)

DRAWING: There is no icon or menu button to explicitly unload a drawing.

Opening an existing drawing, creating a new one or ending a BuildersCAD
session unloads a drawing. Unloading a drawing removes the entity information
currently displayed on the BuildersCAD screen from active memory. The
user is therefore required to perform a SAVE operation that permanently records
any changes performed on the drawing that is about to be unloaded by the action
of loading new work.

LIBRARY: The option to unload can be performed when working with font,
Repeated Item, and sigmac libraries. Unloading these libraries is performed in
the context of maximizing the performance of the BuildersCAD system.
Unloading unneeded libraries improves the performance of the system and
decreases the number of libraries the user must manage.
Note 1: The pop-up menus highlight the location of the button that allows
unloading of the respective libraries. Libraries can be unloaded only if
they have been previously loaded in the current session or in a prior one.
A library that is not loaded will not appear in the scroll list of available
library names.

PLUG-IN: Selecting the Plug-In icon which was used to load available plug-in
modules unloads a desired module. Unloading a module, disables any overwrite
menus that contain the functions of that module. Unloading plug-in modules does
not in any way affect the current drawing or sheet and its content. When
unloaded, module functions are no longer available until a subsequent re-load is
performed.
To unload a plug-in, select the Plug-In icon on the DESKTOP menu. This activates the PLUG-IN MODULES pull down menu. This menu indicates any active
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modules with a checked off box to the left of the module name. Selecting the
check-box disables the module immediately and removes it from active memory.
The application sub- menu associated with the chosen plug-in is no longer available.
Tip 1:

Unloading plug-in modules is advised as a way to remove rarely or
never used functions which utilize the resources that BuildersCAD
provides more efficiently and expediently.

SHEET: There is no icon or menu button to explicitly unload a sheet. Opening

an existing sheet, creating a new one or ending a BuildersCAD session
unloads a sheet. Refer to the section above that discusses unloading drawings.

See Also
Open and Query.

U S E R TO O L B A R
The User Toolbar is a user customizable menu for frequently used commands located
below the Prompt Line and Point Input boxes near the bottom of the BuildersCAD
menu system. It contains boxes which can be defined by the user for left-click command(s), right-click command(s), and box icon/text display.

BuildersCAD has 2 special System User Toolbars used by default. These toolbars
use 2 specific menus, the right portion of which have fixed (non-customizable) commands. These are referred to as the Cycle menus. Refer to the Cycle Menu topic for
more information. The Cycle Menus may also be used in the creation of custom User
Toolbars. The first 9 boxes on the left end of user defined (not BuildersCAD System) User Toolbars that use Cycle Menus for the toolbar may still be customized like
any other User Toolbar.

The User Toolbar is designed as an easily accessed place where the user can place their
favorite and/or most used commands. Once placed on the User Toolbar, these freBuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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quently used commands are immediately available may be selected directly on the User
Toolbar instead of having to navigate through the BuildersCAD menu system to
find them each time they are needed.
The User Toolbar itself is a file which stores the Toolbar name, the menu name used for
the toolbar display, and the display and command data for each box in the toolbar. User
Toolbars are created, loaded, altered, and saved using the User Toolbar Manager as discussed in this topic below.

U s e r To o l b a r C o m m a n d E x e c u t i o n
When a User Toolbar box is selected, the command(s) which are mapped to the
box are executed.

LEFT-CLICK: If the box is selected using the left mouse button or F1 key (left
-click), the primary command(s) assigned to the User Toolbar box is/are executed. If no left-click command is assigned to the box, no command is executed.
RIGHT-CLICK: If the box is selected using the right mouse button or F3 key
(right-click), the secondary or "shortcut" command(s) assigned to the User Toolbar box is/are executed. If no right-click command is assigned to the box, the
left-click command(s) assigned to the box is/are executed.

<CTRL> CLICK: If the box is selected by pressing the <CTRL> key and
then clicking the box, the USER TOOLBAR MANAGER menu is displayed in
Toolbar Boxes mode with the selected User Toolbar box highlighted and current
in the menu. This allows quick and easy access to the USER TOOLBAR MANAGER to edit the command(s) or display of the selected User Toolbar box. Refer
to the discussion of the USER TOOLBAR MANAGER below.
U s e r To o l b a r M a n a g e r
The USER TOOLBAR MANAGER is accessed by selecting the User Toolbar icon
on the CUSTOMIZATION pull-down menu. It may also be accessed by pressing
and holding the <Ctrl> key and clicking on any User Toolbar box.
The USER TOOLBAR MANAGER menu is divided into two parts - Toolbar Files/
Menus and Toolbar Boxes - as indicated and selected by the buttons in the lower
left corner of the menu.
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Basic Commands

EXIT: Selection of this button will exit the USER TOOLBAR MANAGER and
clear the menu from the screen. If the toolbar has been altered but has not
been saved, ARRIS will not prompt to save the toolbar on exit.
Note 1: Because User Toolbar buttons are sometimes mapped for temporary
use, the USER TOOLBAR MANAGER may be exited without saving the
toolbar. If the USER TOOLBAR MANAGER is reloaded, the save status
of the toolbar (as described in the Save Current Toolbar discussion
below) is still accurately indicated. If the User Toolbar itself is
reloaded, the box definitions as they are saved in the User Toolbar file
will be displayed.

SAVE CURRENT TOOLBAR: Selection of this button will save the currently loaded User Toolbar to disk. The name and location (User or Standards directory) of the User Toolbar file will be as defined for the Toolbar
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when it was created.
If the bar on the left side of the Save Current Toolbar button is illuminated in
yellow, this indicates that changes have been made to the current User Toolbar. The toolbar as it is displayed in BuildersCAD is different than what
is in the file on disk. This serves as a reminder to save any changes.
If the bar on the left side of the Save Current Toolbar button is illuminated in
red, this indicates that the current User Toolbar is a System toolbar and may
not be altered (saved).

TOOLBAR FILES / MENUS: If this button is highlighted, the Toolbar Files /
Menus portion of the USER TOOLBAR MANAGER menu is displayed. This
section allows you to create, load, and delete User Toolbars and define the
menu used in them. Selection of the button toggles the USER TOOLBAR
MANAGER to Toolbar Files / Menus mode.

TOOLBAR BOXES: If this button is highlighted, the Toolbar Boxes portion
of the USER TOOLBAR MANAGER menu is displayed. This section allows
you to define the display and commands for the individual boxes in the currently loaded User Toolbar. Selection of the button toggles the USER TOOLBAR MANAGER to Toolbar Boxes mode.
List Slidebars and the Mouse
Scroll Wheel
Slidebars are used on the Existing User Toolbars list, the User Toolbar
Menus list, the Toolbar Boxes list, the Current Toolbar Box Left-Click Command list, and the Current Toolbar Box Right-Click Command list.
If the number of items in the list exceeds the number of boxes in the menu to
display the list, the list slidebar is invoked. The slidebar is located to the
right of the list and displays the size and location of the portion of the list
displayed in the menu relative to the entire list. Similar to other slidebars in
ARRIS, a left click on the up or down arrow on the slidebar pages the list
up or down 1 line. A right click on the up or down arrow on the slidebar
pages the list up or down 1 page - the number of lines the menu is able to display at one time. Selection on the slidebar pages the list to the portion of the
list selected. Scrolling the mouse scroll wheel up or down while the cursor is
over the list or slidebar will page the list up (scroll up) or down (scroll down)
1 line for each click of the mouse scroll wheel.
C u r r e n t U s e r To o l b a r
The Current User Toolbar portion of the menu is found in the top left corner
of the USER TOOLBAR MANAGER menu in both Toolbar Files / Menus and
Toolbar Boxes mode.
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TOOLBAR NAME: This box displays the current User Toolbar name. The
name of the toolbar is also the file name used to save the toolbar data. This
box is not selectable.

TOOLBAR MENU: This box displays the name of the menu used in the current User Toolbar. The box is not selectable.

NUMBER OF TOOLBAR BOXES: This box displays the number of boxes
available in the current User Toolbar. The box is not selectable.
N e w U s e r To o l b a r
The New User Toolbar portion of the menu is found in the lower right portion of the USER TOOLBAR MANAGER menu in the Toolbar Files / Menus
mode.

NEW USER TOOLBAR NAME: This box displays the name that will be
used for creating a new User Toolbar, or renaming an existing User Toolbar. Selection of the box allows you to set a New User Toolbar Name.
Note 1: If the name that is set exists in the User or Standards directory as set in
the Save Toolbar In: setting below, BuildersCAD will give a warning
at the time the name is set. If the New User Toolbar name exists at the
time a toolbar is created or renamed, the old User Toolbar file will be
overwritten.
Note 2: A right click selection of the New User Tolbar Name box clears the
name to "<None>"

SAVE TOOLBAR IN: This box displays the location where a new User Toolbar will be saved - either User or Standards. Selection of the box will toggle
the Save Toolbar In: setting between User and Standards.
Note 1: The toolbar file is actually saved as a file <name>.utb located in the
\config.dir subdirectory under either the User or Standards directory.
Note 2: Toolbars that are renamed are stored in the same location where they
previously existed.

CREATE NEW BLANK TOOLBAR: Selection of this button creates a new
blank User Toolbar using the New User Toolbar name as set and stores it in
the Save Toolbar In: location. The new toolbar will become the current User
Toolbar and will be added to the Existing User Toolbars list shown in the
menu. All boxes in the new User Toolbar will be blank, with no display or
command definitions.
If a menu is selected in the User Toolbar Menus list on the right side of the
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menu, this menu will be used in the new User Toolbar created. If no menu is
selected, the default UTB23 (23 box) menu will be used.
Note 1: A New User Toolbar Name must be set before this command may be
executed.

SAVE SELECTED AS NEW TOOLBAR: Selection of this button creates a
new User Toolbar using the New User Toolbar Name as set and stores it in
the Save Toolbar In: location. The new User Toolbar is created as a copy of
the existing toolbar selected in the Existing User Toolbars list on the right
side of the menu. The new toolbar will become the current User Toolbar
and will be added to the Existing User Toolbars list shown in the menu.
Note 1: A New User Toolbar Name must be set before this command may be
executed.
Note 2: An existing toolbar must be selected on the Existing User Toolbars list
on the right side of the menu before this command may be executed.
Note 3: The toolbar menu used in the existing toolbar being copied will also be
used in the new User Toolbar.

RENAME SELECTED TOOLBAR: Selection of this button renames the
existing User Toolbar selected in the Existing User Toolbars list to the name
as set in the New User Toolbar Name setting. The renamed User Toolbar
remains in the same User or Standards location where it was previously
stored. The Existing User Toolbars list on the right side of the menu will be
updated to reflect the change. All other settings including the Toolbar Menu
used and all Toolbar box display and command definitions remain the same.
Note 1: A New User Toolbar Name must be set before this command may be
executed.
Note 2: SYSTEM User Toolbars may not be renamed.

CONVERT OLD FORMAT TOOLBAR: Selection of this button creates a
new User Toolbar using the New User Toolbar Name as set and stores it in
the Save Toolbar In: location. The new User Toolbar is created by reading
an existing old format (pre- BuildersCAD 9.5) User Toolbar file and adding
the box display and left-click command definitions to the boxes in the new
User Toolbar. The USER TOOLBAR MANAGER will prompt for the old format toolbar name and allow you to select from old format files that are
found.
If a menu is selected in the User Toolbar Menus list on the right side of the
menu, this menu will be used in the new User Toolbar created. If no menu is
selected, the default UTB23 (23 box) menu will be used. Note that all old
format standard User Toolbars were 23 boxes.
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The box displays in the new User Toolbar created will be foreground black
text / icons, similar to the way they looked in the old format toolbar. Toolbar
box displays may be enhanced with background / color once the new User
Toolbar is created.
The commands in the new User Toolbar will be all left-click commands as
they were defined in the old format toolbar. This is because only 1 set (leftclick) command sequence was allowed in old format User Toolbars. Toolbar boxes may be enhanced with additional right click command(s) once the
new User Toolbar is created.
Note 1: A New User Toolbar Name must be set before this command may be
executed.

PURGE OLD FORMAT: Selection of this button purges (deletes) all old format User Toolbars from the disk. This function is provided as a convenience
to clean out old unused files once any desired old format User Toolbars
have been converted. BuildersCAD will alert you to the location of any
old format toolbars found and prompt to verify the deletion.
Note 1: This command removes the mn_ik.sf and mn_ikn.sf files from the \config.dir subdirectory. The deletion is permanent and once deleted, old
format User Toolbars may not be recovered.
E x i s t i n g U s e r To o l b a r s
The Existing User Toolbars list is found in the top right portion of the USER
TOOLBAR MANAGER menu in Toolbar Files / Menus mode. This list displays all existing User Toolbars along with their location in the User, Standard, or System directory.
Selection of an existing User Toolbar on the list will highlight the selection.
It is now selected for use by the Save Selected As New Toolbar, Rename
Selected Toolbar, Delete Selected Toolbar, or Load Selected Toolbar commands. A second selection ("double click") of a selected and highlighted
toolbar on the list will load the toolbar as if the Load Selected Toolbar button
(described below) had been selected.
A <CTRL> Click selection of a selected and highlighted toolbar on the list
will unselect and unhighlight it.

LOAD SELECTED TOOLBAR: Selection of this button will load the
selected User Toolbar from the disk and make it the current User Toolbar.
The Current User Toolbar information on the USER TOOLBAR MANAGER
menu will be updated to reflect the change, as well as the User Toolbar itself
being loaded to the BuildersCAD menu system.
Note 1: An existing User Toolbar must be selected on the Existing User ToolBuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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bars list before this command may be executed.

DELETE SELECTED TOOLBAR: Selection of this button will delete the

selected User Toolbar from the disk. BuildersCAD will prompt to verify
the deletion. The Existing User Toolbars list will be updated to reflect the
change.

Note 1: An existing User Toolbar must be selected on the Existing User Toolbars list before this command may be executed.
Note 2: If the currently loaded User Toolbar is deleted, the BuildersCAD
System User Toolbar will be loaded.
Note 3: BuildersCAD System User Toolbars may not be deleted.
U s e r To o l b a r M e n u s
The User Toolbar Menus list is found in the lower right portion of the USER
TOOLBAR MANAGER menu in Toolbar Files / Menus mode. This list displays all available User Toolbar menus in currently loaded libraries.
Selection of a User Toolbar Menu name on the list will highlight the selection. It is now selected for use by the Create New Toolbar, Convert Old Format Toolbar, or Set Selected Toolbar Menu To Current Toolbar commands.
A thumbnail view of the selected menu will be displayed in the box below
the Toolbar Menu list. A second selection ("double click") of a selected and
highlighted menu name on the list will set the selected menu as the Toolbar
menu used in the current User Toolbar as if the Set Selected Toolbar Menu
To Current Toolbar button (described below) had been selected.
A <CTRL> Click selection of a selected and highlighted toolbar menu name
on the list will unselect and unhighlight it.
1.

BuildersCAD has 2 special User Toolbar menus that may be used to
create custom User Toolbars. These are IU_UTIL1 and IU_UTIL2 and are
the Cycle Menus. These two menus have only the 9 boxes at the left end of
the menu available for customization on the User Toolbar. The remaining
portion of the menu is fixed (not changable) and contains the Cycle Menu
functions. Refer to the Cycle Menus topic for more information.

SET SELECTED TOOLBAR MENU TO CURRENT TOOLBAR: Selection of this button will set the selected User Toolbar menu as the menu used
in the current User Toolbar. The Current User Toolbar information on the
USER TOOLBAR MANAGER menu will be updated to reflect the change in
menu name and number of available toolbar boxes, as well as the User Toolbar itself being updated in the BuildersCAD menu system.
The different menus available for User Toolbars offer a variety of toolbar
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box numbers, size, and layout for the user to choose from.
The menu naming convention of the basic toolbar menus available in
BuildersCAD consists of the letters "UTB" followed by a number, which
indicates the number of boxes available on the toolbar. You can preview the
menus by selecting the menu name to see the layout of the boxes in the toolbar menu.

U s e r To o l b a r B o x e s L i s t
The User Toolbar Boxes list is found in the lower left portion of the USER
TOOLBAR MANAGER menu in Toolbar Boxes mode. This list displays a
series of numbers from 1 to N where N is the number of available boxes in
the User Toolbar. User Toolbar Boxes are generally numbered from left to
right as they are laid out in the User Toolbar menu.
This list is used to indicate the Current Toolbar Box (for editing) and for
selecting the Current Toolbar Box . Selection of a box number on the list
highlights the number on the list and sets the selected box number as the
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Current Toolbar Box. The Current Toolbar Box Display, Current Toolbar
Box Left-Click Command, and Current Toolbar Box Right-Click Command
data will display on the right side of the menu. The Current Toolbar Box will
also be highlighted on the User Toolbar itself.
The Current Toolbar Box may also be selected by selecting the box on the
User Toolbar while the USER TOOLBAR MANAGER is active. The box
number on the Toolbar Boxes list and the box on the User Toolbar itself will
both highlight (as described above) and the Current Toolbar Box information
will display on the right side of the USER TOOLBAR MANAGER menu.
C u r r e n t To o l b a r B o x
The Current Toolbar Box data is displayed on the right side of the USER
TOOLBAR MANAGER menu while in Toolbar Boxes mode. The Current
Toolbar Box data consists of 3 parts - the Box Display, the Box Left-Click
Command(s), and the Box Right-Click Command(s).
C u r r e n t To o l b a r B o x D i s p l a y
The Current Toolbar Box Display determines what is displayed in the User
Toolbar box to represent the commands stored there. The display may be
either Text or Icon, and may use color. A Sample of how the box will look on
the User Toolbar is shown on the right side of this section of the menu.

DISPLAY TYPE: This box indicates the Display Type of the Toolbar Box either Text or Icon. If Text is used, the User Toolbar box displays 1 or 2 short
lines of text. If Icon is used, the User Toolbar box will contain a Repeated
Item which is used as a graphic icon to represent the box command(s). Selection of the box toggles the Display Type setting between Text and Icon.

DISPLAY TEXT: This box indicates the Display Text or Icon RI name for the
Toolbar Box. If the Display Type is Text, the text string as is appears in the
User Toolbar box is displayed. If the Display Type is Icon, the Repeated Item
name for the RI used as the box icon is displayed. Selection of the box
allows you to set the text or icon name.
Note 1: If the Display Type is Text, the text used in the User Toolbar box may
be broken into two lines by using the Carat character (^) at the point
where the text is to be broken.

DISPLAY COLOR: This box indicates the color to be used for the Text / Icon

/ Background in the box. The Display color consists of a color (or BuildersCAD Colormap number) and a Foreground / Background designation.
Selection of the Display Color box allows you to set the color to be used for
the Text / Icon / Background. Basic colors used in BuildersCAD menus
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are given in the Choice menu when BuildersCAD prompts for the color,
however any color in the BuildersCAD colormap (from 1-255) and the
extended menu color range (256-287) may be used.
Selection of the Foreground / Background box toggles the Display Color setting between Foreground and Background. When set to Foreground, the Box
Display Text is displayed using the given color on the standard ARRIS menu
background. When set to Background, the Box Display Text is displayed in
white on a background of the set color which fills the User Toolbar box.
Color is used primarily for Text boxes since the colors of Icons are determined by colors in which the Repeated Item is drawn, however a color may
be used for the background of an Icon type of box.
Note 1: For text displayed in foreground color, only colors in the extended menu
range of the BuildersCAD High Color Colormap (colors 256-287)
may be used. All colors in the standard range (1-255) display in black.
Any color may be used and will correctly display if the Display is set for
Background.
C u r r e n t To o l b a r B o x L e f t - C l i c k
Command
The Current Toolbar Box Left-Click Command list displays the command
line string(s) that will be executed when the User Toolbar box is selected
using a Left-Click. Command line strings appear and should be entered in
the same format as they would be entered if the command were executed
from the keyboard.
More than one command may be entered. Multiple commands should be
separated onto different lines on the Left-Click command list, or if on the
same line be separated by a semi-colon (;) character.
Selection of a line which contains a command line string allows you to
replace the string on that line. Type the command line string at the keyboard
followed by the <Enter> key.

CLEAR: Selection of this button clears the Current Toolbar Box Left-Click
Command(s).

INSERT LINE: Selection of this box allows you to insert a line in the list of
command line strings. Select the line on which you want the new command
to appear. Any command line strings after (below) the insertion line will be
moved down one line. Type the command line string at the keyboard followed by the <Enter> key.
Note 1: The left click and default right click command line strings for any menu
button may be viewed on the HELP menu. Select the menu button using
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the middle mouse button or F2 key.
Note 2: For any BuildersCAD menu button, the command line string which
is executed when the menu button is pressed (either left-click or rightclick) may also be retrieved by selecting the button and then immediately after the selection pressing and holding the <Ctrl> key and pressign the "r" key at the keyboard. The command line string will be
displayed on the message line of the BuildersCAD screen.
C u r r e n t To o l b a r B o x R i g h t - C l i c k
Command
The Current Toolbar Box Right-Click Command list displays the command
line string(s) that will be executed when the User Toolbar box is selected
using a Right-Click. Command line strings appear and should be entered in
the same format as they would be entered if the command were executed
from the keyboard.
More than one command may be entered. Multiple commands should be
separated onto different lines on the Left-Click command list, or if on the
same line be separated by a semi-colon (;) character.
Selection of a line which contains a command line string allows you to
replace the string on that line. Type the command line string at the keyboard
followed by the <Enter> key.
Note 1: If there is no Current Toolbar Box Right-Click Command for the Toolbar Box, The Left-Click command will be executed when the box is
selected with a right-click.

CLEAR: Selection of this button clears the Current Toolbar Box Right-Click
Command(s).

INSERT LINE: Selection of this box allows you to insert a line in the list of
command line strings. Select the line on which you want the new command
to appear. Any command line strings after (below) the insertion line will be
moved down one line. Type the command line string at the keyboard followed by the <Enter> key.
Note 1: The left click and default right click command line strings for any menu
button may be viewed on the HELP menu. Select the menu button using
the middle mouse button or F2 key.
Note 2: For any BuildersCAD menu button, the command line string which
is executed when the menu button is pressed (either left-click or rightclick) may also be retrieved by selecting the button and then immediately after the selection pressing and holding the <Ctrl> key and pressign the "r" key at the keyboard. The command line string will be
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displayed on the message line of the BuildersCAD screen.
C u r r e n t To o l b a r B o x G e n e r a l C o m mands

CLEAR BOX: Selection of this button clears all data on the Current Toolbar
Box, including the Toolbar Box Display, Box Left-Click Command(s), and
Box Right-Click Command(s).

SWAP LEFT / RIGHT COMMANDS: Selection of this box will swap the
Command Line Strings in the Current Toolbar Box. The Left-Click Command(s) will become the Right-Click Command(s) and vice versa.

SWAP CURRENT WITH ANOTHER BOX: Selection of this box will swap
the settings in the Current Toolbar Box with those of another box in the current User Toolbar. ARRIS will prompt for the box to swap with the current box. Select the desired User Toolbar box either on the Toolbar Boxes
list on the USER TOOLBAR MANAGER menu or on the User Toolbar itself.
This effectively switches the position of the two User Toolbar boxes in the
current User Toolbar.

ASSIGN CURRENT TO ANOTHER BOX: Selection of this box will assign
the settings in the Current Toolbar Box to another box in the current User
Toolbar. BuildersCAD will prompt for the box to assign the settings to.
Select the desired User Toolbar box either on the Toolbar Boxes list on the
USER TOOLBAR MANAGER menu or on the User Toolbar itself. Any toolbar data in the selected User Toolbar Box will be overwritten. This effectively copies the current Toolbar Box to another location in the current User
Toolbar.
U s e r To o l b a r M a n a g e r C l i p b o a r d
The USER TOOLBAR MANAGER Clipboard allows you to copy the current
Toolbar Box data so that it may be later "Pasted" to another location on the
current User Toolbar, or to another User Toolbar.

COPY CURRENT TO CLIPBOARD: Selection of this button copies all of
the Current Toolbar Box data including Toolbar Box Display data, Toolbar
Box Left-Click Command(s), and Toolbar Box Right-Click Command(s) to
the USER TOOLBAR MANAGER Clipboard. The Toolbar Box display is
previewed in the USER TOOLBAR MANAGER Clipboard Preview box.
Note 1: Any toolbar box data that was previously in the USER TOOLBAR MANAGER Clipboard will be overwritten.
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Note 2: The USER TOOLBAR MANAGER Clipboard is it’s own entity and is
not related to the MS Windows Clipboard or any other BuildersCAD
clipboard function.

PASTE CLIP TO CURRENT: Selection of this button copies all of the Current Toolbar Box data in the USER TOOLBAR MANAGER Clipboard
including Toolbar Box Display data, Toolbar Box Left-Click Command(s),
and Toolbar Box Right-Click Command(s) to the current User Toolbar box.
The Current Toolbar Box display in the USER TOOLBAR MANAGER will
be updated to show the settings, and the box in the User Toolbar itself will
also be updated.
Note 1: Any toolbar box data that was previously in the Current Toolbar Box
will be overwritten.
Note 2: The USER TOOLBAR MANAGER Clipboard is it’s own entity and is
not related to the MS Windows Clipboard or any other BuildersCAD
clipboard function.

CLEAR CLIPBOARD: Selection of this button clears any and all Toolbar Box
data from the USER TOOLBAR MANAGER Clipboard.
Note 1: The USER TOOLBAR MANAGER Clipboard is it’s own entity and is
not related to the MS Windows Clipboard or any other BuildersCAD
clipboard function.

U s e r To o l b a r B o x D e f i n i t i o n F r o m T h e
HELP menu.
Any command in the BuildersCAD menu system may also be mapped to a
box in the currently loaded User Toolbar by using the contextural HELP menu.
The HELP menu maps both the regular command (B1 or left-click), and the
default shortcut command (B3 or right-click) from a BuildersCAD menu button to the USER TOOLBAR menu. Knowing the exact command string is not
necessary since the HELP menu provides it. To map a BuildersCAD menu
box to the User Toolbar:
1.

Place the cursor over the desired BuildersCAD menu button and select
using the F2 key or middle mouse button.

2.

from MENU HELP pop-up menu - select Add to Toolbar on the menu from
either the Left-click Command String, or Default Right-click Command
String menu buttons.

3.

The available boxes on the USER TOOLBAR menu will highlight. Select
the desired USER TOOLBAR box on which to place the command.
Note that any command(s) and box display that was previously mapped to
the selected box on the User Toolbar will be overwritten. Also, the current
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User Toolbar must be saved for the change to become permanent.

U s e r To o l b a r C o m m a n d s
Selecting the USER TOOLBAR button on the CUSTOMIZE pull-down menu with
a right-click provides the following options:

LOAD: Loads an existing User Toolbar. The System toolbar is given as a
choice.
SAVE: Saves the current User Toolbar configuration to the current user Toolbar
File.

DISPLAY: Refreshes the display of the User Toolbar.
S p e c i a l U s e r To o l b a r N a m i n g C o n v e n tions
There are several special features to User Toolbars which are made available by
naming your User Toolbars in a particular way.
A u t o m a t i c L o a d i n g O f A U s e r To o l bar on BuildersCAD Startup
Normally when BuildersCAD starts, the BuildersCAD System User
Toolbar will be loaded. You can specify a custom toolbar to be loaded automatically when BuildersCAD starts by settng the User Toolbar base
name in the USER PREFERENCES Menu under the MENU heading. Refer
to the Preferences topic for more information. The default for the Startup
User Toolbar Basename in User Preferencs is your computer user login
name. The toolbar may be stored in either the User or Standards location.
While the toolbar does not need to exist in order to set the base name in User
Preferences, it must exist to be loaded on startup.
Special variations of the toolbar name that will also load on startup are the
base name followed by the digit "1" or a space and "1"
Example:
If your toolbar base name is "basename", the User Toolbar names
that will load automatically when BuildersCAD starts are:

• "basename"
• "basename1"
• "basename 1"
BuildersCAD will search for the examples in the order given, looking
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first in the \config.dir subdirectory in the User Home directory, then the
\config.dir subdirectory in the Standards directory.
C y c l e U s e r To o l b a r s
Often it is useful to have more than one User Toolbar, either because you
want more commands available than will fit on a single toolbar, or it is convenient to divide up the commands by task - such as working with construction drawings vs working on a 3D model. The User Toolbar feature
provides a system where multiple User Toolbars may be loaded in a "cycle"
pattern by placing the cursor over the USER TOOLBAR menu and scrolling
the mouse scroll wheel.
Note 1: This function is not to be confused with the Cycle Menus which are special menus that may be used in the creation of User Toolbars. The
default BuildersCAD User Toolbars using the Cycle Menus however do in fact cycle due to their naming (SYS:bcad1 and SYS:bcad2)
The User Toolbar Cycle feature is based on a naming convention for the
toolbars. If more than one User Toolbar are located in the same location i.e. either the User or Standards directory, and have the same base name followed by a single digit number, the User Toolbar feature will consider them
as a group and allow you to cycle through them using the mouse scroll
wheel.
Example:
You have 4 User Toolbars in your User Home directory named
"mytoolbar1", "mytoolbar2", "mytoolbar3", and "mytoolbar4".
Once any of them are loaded, you can scroll through all 4 using the
mouse scroll wheel. If "mytoolbar1" is currently loaded, placing the
cursor over the User Toolbar menu and scrolling the mouse scroll
wheel down 1 click will load "mytoolbar2". Scrolling the mouse
scroll wheel down again will load "mytoolbar3", and so on. Scrolling down while "mytoolbar4" is loaded will load "mytoolbar1"
again. Scrolling the mouse scroll wheel up will scroll through the
toolbars in reverse order, going from 4 to 3, to 2, to 1, to 4 again.
Limitations:

• You can have up to 9 toolbars - <basename>1 through <basename>9.

• A space may be used between the <basename> and the number.
• Numbering must begin with 1 and have no breaks - i.e. having 3
toolbars named "<basename>3" through "<basename>5" will not
work. If you have "<basename>1", "<basename>2", and "<basename>4", The User Toolbar cycle function will only see the first
2 and ignore "<basename>4".
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• The toolbars are created independently and may use any available Toolbar menus, commands, etc.
Note that you can combine the User Toolbar Cycle feature with the
auto-load feature by specifying <basename> in the USER PREFERENCES menu. The toolbar "<basename>1" will load automatically on startup and then the remaining "<basename>2" through
"<basename>n" toolbars will be available in the cycle.

C u s t o m U s e r To o l b a r M e n u s
Several User Toolbar menus which may be used to create User Toolbars are
included with BuildersCAD "out of the box". These include menus with varying numbers of boxes with varying box sizes and configurations.
For those who wish to write their own custom User Toolbar menu using the
ARRIS Developer, and are familiar with custom menu creation, User
Toolbar menus are fairly easy to do. It is highly recommended that you use an
existing User Toolbar menu source code file as a template. Specifications for
user created custom User Toolbar menus are as follows:

• The menu must be 46 menu units wide by 2 menu units high.
• The menu may have as many boxes as you wish from 1 to as many as will
practically fit on the menu (96 or so).

• All menu boxes which are considered User Toolbar boxes must be in
menu box group 201.

• No Box Text or Icon information for the User Toolbar boxes is to be
included in the menu source file.

• The Command string for each menu box is ":mn_utb;select;N", where N is
the incremental number of the toolbar box.

• Functions other than User Toolbar boxes may be included on the menu
(for custom applications), however boxes for these functions may not use
menu group 201. Only menu boxes in group 201 will be considered User
Toolbar boxes, and only these boxes will be included in the Number Of
Toolbar Boxes for the menu.

• The menu name must begin with "UTB". This is so that it will be read and
listed in the User Toolbar Menus list in the USER TOOLBAR MANAGER
menu. The library containing the compiled menu must be loaded.
Custom user toolbars may be as simple -
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as you like.

See Also
Cycle Menu, Customize, Files, Help, Sigmac, and Styles.

UTILITIES
j_ Utilities
There are several Utility programs in BuildersCAD which are very useful for
performing cleanup and administrative tasks. Some of these utilities perform system administration tasks and are not intended for general operator use. Caution
should be used when executing these utilities, and the user should be very familiar with each command and it’s use and results before it is used.
All of these utilities are executed as mnemonic commands only, and are not
available on the BuildersCAD menus. These utilities are designated by the
"j_" at the beginning of the command name. Refer to the ARRIS Developer
documentation for more information on these utilities

$Utilities
BuildersCAD Sigmac programming Utilities are internal C++ compiled programs which each perform a very specific function within BuildersCAD.
They are designed to be used within Sigmac programs to perform their designated function. They are often referred to as $ (Dollar) Utilities because in the
Sigmac syntax, the utility name is always preceded by a $ character. BuildersCAD $ Utilities are not interactive, meaning that all arguments needed for the
utility must be provided when the utility is used. Some utilities return values,
either a calculated result of the specific utility task, or an error code. Refer to the
Sigmac topic in this Encyclopedia and to the ARRIS Developer documentation.

See Also
Mnemonics, Environment Variables, Patterns, Repeated Items, and Sigmac.
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V
VIEW
The graphic objects that
make up your current
drawing can be displayed
in a variety of ways. The
BuildersCAD
workspace is 3-dimensional,
and any model can be
rotated around 3 axes or
displayed in any user
defined perspective projection.
You can work in any view
(including
perspective
views). All pan and zoom
commands work with any
view .
There are two general
methods of setting a view Static Views which jump to
a specific view such as a
front or top view, and
Dynamic Views which are
reached by dynamically
moving the view on the screen.
The VIEW menu is accessed by selecting the View (Camera icon) button on the VIEW
CONTROL BAR BuildersCAD menu or VIEW CONTROL BAR Windows Toolbar,
or by selecting View Menu on the View pull down from the Windows Menu Bar.
Various view commands are also found on the VIEW CONTROL BAR, including some
commands which are duplicated on the VIEW menu. See the View Control Bar topic for
a description of view commands found on the VIEW CONTROL BAR. The commands
found on the VIEW CONTROL BAR BuildersCAD menu are also duplicated on the
VIEW CONTROL BAR Windows Toolbar. Refer to the Windows Toolbars topic for
more information. Many view commands are also duplicated on the View pull down on
the WINDOWS MENU BAR. Refer to the Windows Menu Bar topic for more information.
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Static Views
View Orientation
Any Static view you select will be based upon one of two possible modes.

STANDARD DATABASE: All new static views are set relative to the default
database XYZ coordinate system.

RELATIVE TO WORKPLANE: All new static views are set relative to the
current workplane, as modified by the current work angle.
The view orientation mode is set in the Static View section of the VIEW
menu. When setting a static view, BuildersCAD will set the view respective to this setting.
Note 1: You cannot set an axonometric or perspective view relative to workplane.
Static View Commands
Each of these commands will clear the screen and redraw your current view.
All displayable entities on all layers turned on for display will be shown as
large as possible to fill the display window at the selected view. The view
will be centered in the display window and then zoomed out an additional
5% to provide clear space between the entities and the edge of the display
window.
Note 1: The VIEW commands do not apply to sheet space.

PLAN VIEW: Displays the top, or "plan" view. This is the standard,
default view.
FRONT
90,0,0).

ELEVATION: Displays the front side view. View rotation (-

REAR ELEVATION: Displays the back side view. View rotation
(90,180,0).

LEFT ELEVATION: Displays the left side view. View rotation (90,0,90).

RIGHT ELEVATION: Displays the right side view. View rotation (90,0,-90).
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REVERSE
180,0,0).

PLAN: Displays the bottom view. View rotation (-

SPECIFY XYZ ROTATIONS: Displays an orthographic view using
the X, Y, and Z axis rotations as input by the user.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the view rotation angles. The OPTIONS menu
offers several choices.
XYZ Rotations
You can enter the desired view rotation angles around the X, Y, and Z axis.
The rotations must be entered in degrees and decimals of a degree. The
"right hand rule" applies. Picture your right hand clasping an axis line with
your thumb pointing in the positive direction along that axis. Your fingers
curve around the axis in a positive direction. Positive values rotate counterclockwise, negative values rotate clockwise. The new rotation angles can be
entered in any of the following formats:

• Enter a single number to indicate a rotated plan view. Example: 45<Enter>
will display a plan view rotated 45 degrees around the Z axis. (Resulting
View rotation 0,0,45).

• Enter two numbers separated by a comma to indicate a view rotated
around the X and Y axis only. Enter the X rotation angle, a comma, and
then the Y rotation angle. The Z rotation angle will be set to 0. Example:
30,60<Enter> will display a view rotated 30 degrees around the X axis, 60
degrees around the Y axis and 0 degrees around the Z axis. (Resulting
View rotation 30,60,0).

• Enter three numbers separated by commas to indicate a view rotated about
all three axes. Enter the X rotation angle, a comma, the Y rotation angle,
another comma, and then the Z axis rotation angle. Example: 28.5,67,135<Enter> will display a view rotated 28.5 degrees around the X
axis, -67 degrees around the Y axis and 135 degrees around the Z axis.
(Resulting View rotation 28.5,-67,135).

• To incrementally rotate the current view about a single axis, enter the
lower case letter "i" followed by the lower case letter "x", "y" or "z" to
indicate which axis to rotate about, followed by the angle to add to the current rotation about that axis. Example: If the current view rotation angles
are (-54.72,0,45) enter:
iz15

will rotate the view 15 degrees around the Z axis. (Resulting View rotation
-54.72,0,60).
The view will update and the screen will redisplay. The updated view rotations will be displayed in the OPTIONS menu which remains up for further
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rotation.
Incremental Rotations
You can select either the positive or negative incremental rotation on the
choice menu. This will rotate the view in either the positive or negative
direction the number of degrees shown in the menu. Selecting the Set Rotation Increment choice allows you to set the number of degrees for the positive and negative incremental rotation. When either the the positive or
negative rotation is selected, the view will be updated and the screen redisplayed. The OPTIONS menu will remain up for further rotation.
EXIT
Selection of this choice on the OPTIONS menu will clear the menu indicating that you are finished resetting the view rotation angles.

ISOMETRIC: Displays a standard Isometric view. View rotation (54.72,0,45).

AXONOMETRIC 20 / 30: Displays an anxonometric view with
the view rotation 20 degrees from 0 around the Z axis and 30 degrees
above the horizon (XY Plane).
Perspective Views
The PERSPECTIVE VIEW menu allows you to set the parameters for generating a perspective view in BuildersCAD
and then displaying the view. The perspective is generated by
viewing from an Oberver Point, looking toward a Look Point,
using a View Angle, and a Z Clip Plane.
The Observer Point height, Look Point height, Z Clip Plane and View Angle
parameters must be set before the view is generated.
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Perspective View Parameters

Z CLIP PLANE: The Z Clip Plane is a vertical plane perpendicular to the line
from the Observer Point to the Look Point. This parameter determines the distance along the line from the Observer Point to the Look Point where the plane is
located and the view is clipped off. Anything between the Observer and the Z
Clip Plane is cut off from the view - like looking through a window. The setting
can be anywhere from 1% to 99%. The default setting is 10% (10 % of the distance from the Observer Point to the Look Point). The default setting is good for
exterior views. For interior views you might try 1%.
To set the location of the Z Clip Plane, click on the box where it is displayed and
then enter the percentage distance from 1 to 99. You can also set the Z Clip Plane
location graphically by selecting the button below the display. For this method
the Perspective View menu will clear and the Observer Point and Look Point will
be displayed with a line between them in plan view. The cursor will be a line perpendicular to the line of sight of the view. Select a point along the line from the
Observer to Look point for the location of the Z Clip Plane. BuildersCAD will
calculate the percentage of the distance from the Observer Point to the selected
point relative to the distance from the Observer Point to the Look Point and redisplay the PERSPECTIVE VIEW menu with the selected value.

VIEW ANGLE: The View Angle determines how much of the model is seen
from side to side in the current view. It is an angle measured in degrees looking
from the Observer Point toward the Look Point. The larger the angle, the wider
the view and the more is seen. This parameter is much like the lens setting of a
camera. The default is 60 degrees. A wider setting of 90 degrees will give results
similar to a wide angle lens when the view is generated.
To set the View angle, select the box where the value is displayed and enter or
select the desired angle.
Perspective Points
The perspective points consist of an Observer Point and a Look Point. The
Observer Point is the point where you are standing in the model - from
which the view is generated. The Look Point is the point you (the observer)
are looking toward and determines the direction of the view. The current
XYZ coordinate values of these points are remembered and displayed in the
PERSPECTIVE VIEW menu. If the points have not been set or have a value
of 0, the XY coordinates are displayed in the Observer / Look Point box in
red.

OBSERVER HEIGHT: The Observer height determines the Z height coordinate of the Observer Point. This value is displayed in the Observer Height box
and represents the observer’s height above or below the XY plane. The value is
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displayed in database units. A negative number indicates the observer is below
the coordinate system XY plane. To set the height, select the box and input the
desired height. This parameter should be set before the Observer/Look Point XY
coordinates are set

LOOK HEIGHT: The Look height determines the Z height coordinate of the
Look Point. This value is displayed in the Look Height box and represents the
height above or below the XY plane of the point the observer is looking at. The
value is displayed in database units. A negative number indicates the look point
is below the coordinate system XY plane. To set the height, select the box and
input the desired height.

SET OBSERVER / LOOK POINTS: This button allows you to graphically
set the Observer and Look Point XY coordinate locations. The PERSPECTIVE
VIEW menu will clear from the screen and your model will be displayed in Plan
view. BuildersCAD will prompt for the Observer Point. Enter the desired
location using the F1 key. The cursor will become a rubber-band line and BuildersCAD will prompt for the Look Point. Stretch the cursor line to the desired
location and enter the point as before using the F1 key. The perspective view will
be generated and displayed on the screen. For this reason, it is suggested that all
other parameters be set before setting the Observer/Look Points.

DISPLAY OBSERVER / LOOK POINTS: Selecting this button will clear
the Perspective View menu from the screen and display your model in plan
view. The current Observer Point will be shown as a red square and the current
Look point point will be displayed as a red circle, with a red line drawn between
them. This graphically displays where the current perspective view will be generated relative to your model. BuildersCAD will prompt to continue. When the
<Enter> key is pressed the previous view and the PERSPECTIVE VIEW menu
will be restored to the screen.

SET PERSPECTIVE VIEW: Selecting this button will clear the PERSPECTIVE VIEW menu from the screen and display your model using the perpective
view as defined by the Observer / Look Point, Z Clip, and View Angle parameter
settings from the PERSPECTIVE VIEW menu.

Dynamic Views
The Dynamic View portion of the VIEW menu contains commands that allow you
to change the view in BuildersCAD dynamically. There are 6 dynamic view
commands.
For all Dynamic View commands BuildersCAD is placed in a viewing mode
which allows you to change the view by moving the mouse. Click and hold the
left mouse button to move the view. With all Dynamic View commands, to exit
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the viewing mode and lock in the current view, click on the right button of the
mouse.

ORBIT: The Orbit command allows you to orbit around the model in
all directions - left, right, up, and down. Click and hold the left mouse
button and move the mouse in any direction to change the view.

Z AXIS SPIN: The Z Axis Spin command allows you to move
around the model, rotating around the Z axis. Click and hold the left
mouse button and move the mouse to the left or right to rotate around
the model counter-clockwise or clockwise respectively.

WALK: The Walk command allows you to move the Observer Point
in a perspective view closer or further away from the Look Point. Click
and hold the left mouse button and move the mouse up to "walk" closer
to the look point (move forward) or down to "walk" backward, further away from
the Look Point.
SWIVEL: The Swivel command allows you to move the Look Point
in a perspective view, rotating it side to side or up and down (relative
to the Observer Point), similar to moving your head. Click and hold the
left mouse button and move the mouse left, right, up, or down to adjust the direction you are looking for the view.
PAN: The Dynamic Pan command allows you to move the view side
to side or up and down. The zoom factor is not changed. Click and
hold the left mouse button and drag the view to the desired location.
Note that the Dynamic Pan feature can also be used at any time in BuildersCAD by pressing and holding the <Ctrl> key, pressing and holding the left
mouse button and dragging the view to the desired location.

ZOOM: The Dynamic Zoom command allows you to zoom the view
closer or further away. In perspective views, the Observer and Look
Point locations are not changed. The view is zoomed similar to using a
zoom lens on a camera. Click and hold the left mouse button and drag up to zoom
in or down to zoom out. Note that the Dynamic Zoom feature can also be used at
any time in BuildersCAD with a scroll wheel mouse by rotating the scroll
wheel.

TOOLBAR: Selection of the Toolbar button will load the

DYNAMIC VIEW

Windows toolbar to the screen.
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The Dynamic View commands are all found on this menu. The use of the MS
Windows Toolbar allows multiple view changes and dynamic viewing without
having to return to the BuildersCAD VIEW menu. The MS Windows toolbar
may be floating on the screen or it may be docked to any location along the sides
of the BuildersCAD window.
The Dynamic Pan, Dynamic Zoom, and Toolbar commands discussed above may
also be accessed from the Windows Menu bar by selecting View on the menu.

OpenGL
Refer to the OpenGL topic for descriptions and commands found in the OpenGL
portion of the VIEW menu.

Zoom
Zoom refers to magnifying or shrinking of the image in the display window. This does
not alter the drawing scale.
Parameters
Zoom commands and parameters can be selected from the Zoom portion of the
VIEW menu.

ZOOM FACTOR: Zoom factor determines the percentage that the image will
either magnify or shrink when executing one zoom (in or out) step. The valid
range of possible zoom factors is : 0.01 - 1.00. For example, if zoom factor is set
to the default value of .75: Zoom In would redisplay 75% of the current view.
Zoom Out would redisplay an additional 25% of the current view.
ZOOM LIMIT: The smallest display window that BuildersCAD will display
(closest zoom) is set by a system flag - #vzmlimit. The default zoom limit flag
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value for BuildersCAD is 2.0. This means that BuildersCAD will zoom in
up to a point 2 times past the database increment setting. Refer to the Increments
topic for more information. Higher values in this system flag will allow zooming
in closer. Refer to the ARRIS Developer documentation for more information
on System Flags. Modifying the value of this system flag is not recommended.
View Menu Zoom Commands

ZOOM IN: Selection of this button magnifies the current view image
one step. One step of magnification is determined by the zoom factor.
ZOOM OUT: Selection of this button reduces the current view
image. One step of reduction is determined by the zoom factor.

2 POINT ZOOM: Selection of this button allows you to define the
extent of the zoom window by specifying two opposing corners.
First zoom point:
Second zoom point:

ZOOM OUT ALL IN ALL WINPORTS: Selection of this button
zooms the view in all winports out to include all displayable objects.

QUADRANT ZOOM: Selection of this button sections the whole
drawing/sheet into 9 cells. The AREA ZOOM menu will be displayed.

Selection of a button on the AREA ZOOM menu zooms the current view to the
portion of the previous view selected and redisplays the screen.

LAST ZOOM: Selection of this button redisplays the previous zoom
window. The screen is redisplayed. There are 8 steps backward
allowed.
View Control Bar Zoom Commands
Refer to the View Control Bar topic for Zoom commands found on the VIEW
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CONTROL BAR menu.

Shortcuts

• Zoom Window and Last Zoom are found on the default set of Mouse
Motion commands. Refer to the Motion Command Interpreter topic.

Special Display
The Special Display portion of the VIEW menu contains commands to display
specific things such as only a certain layer or pen, or to clear the screen.

DISPLAY LAYERS: This command will display only the specified

layer to the screen. BuildersCAD will first prompt if the screen
should be cleared before the layer is displayed. Select Yes or No as
desired. BuildersCAD will next prompt for the layer to display. Enter the
layer name or number to display. If so specified in the first prompt, the screen
will be cleared and then the given layer will be displayed to the screen. The command repeats so BuildersCAD will again prompt if the screen should be
cleared. Selecting EXIT at this prompt will exit the command. This command
can be used to display your drawing or model one layer at a time by choosing No
to each screen clear prompt and entering each layer between redisplays.

DISPLAY PEN: This command will display only entities drawn
using the specified pen to the screen. BuildersCAD will first prompt
if the screen should be cleared before the layer is displayed. Select Yes
or No as desired. BuildersCAD will next prompt for the logical pen number to
display. Select or enter the pen number to display. If so specified in the first
prompt, the screen will be cleared and then entities drawn using the given logical
pen number will be displayed to the screen. The command repeats so BuildersCAD will again prompt if the screen should be cleared. Selecting EXIT at this
prompt will exit the command. This command can be used to display your drawing or model one pen at a time by choosing No to each screen clear prompt and
entering each pen number between redisplays.
DISPLAY REPEATED ITEMS: This command will display only
Repeated Item entities to the screen. BuildersCAD will first prompt
if the screen should be cleared before the Repeated Item(s) are displayed. Select Yes or No as desired. BuildersCAD will next prompt for the
Repeated Item name or All to display. Enter the RI name to display or select All.
If so specified in the first prompt, the screen will be cleared and then only
Repeated Items with the given name (or all Repeated Items if so selected) will be
displayed to the screen. The command repeats so BuildersCAD will again
prompt if the screen should be cleared. Selecting EXIT at this prompt will exit
the command.
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DISPLAY
ports.

ALL WINPORTS: This command will redisplay all win-

DISPLAY DATA POINTS: This command will display a small
white "X" on the screen where there is a point in the database. This
command is very useful in determining things such as wall or text justification, and location of points which will be found with the F3 key as opposed to
display list points which would require an F11 selection.
DISPLAY RETAIN: This command will redisplay the screen using
the current view without clearing the screen first, thus retaining anything currently shown on the screen.

CLEAR SCREEN: This command will clear the screen.

Screen Image
The Screen Image commands are used to save the screen to a raster file, load a
raster file image to the screen, or remove a raster image file from the disk.

GET SCREEN IMAGE: This command will display a raster file
image to the screen. The image is painted on the screen only and will
disappear when the screen is redisplayed. The image is not placed as an
entity in the BuildersCAD database. Refer to the Raster Entity topic for placement of Raster Entities.
BuildersCAD will prompt to load a Single or Multiple image. If Single is
selected, you will have a choice of providing the file name directly or choosing it
from a standard Windows browse menu. Any supported raster image file type
may be chosen. Once the image is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for a
lower left and upper right point on the screen to locate and size the image. The
raster image will be displayed on the screen. If Multiple image is selected,
BuildersCAD will prompt for the directory containing the images and then for
the base name of the file. The base name is a portion of the file name common to
all of the multiple image files. The different portion of the image file names
should be a number which orders the images for recall.

SAVE SCREEN IMAGE: This command will save the current
screen to a raster file. The image may be saved to any supported raster
file type. The image will be saved at the resolution of your screen. For
higher resolution images, use the Plot to Raster feature. Refer to the Plot topic for
more information. When the Save Screen Image command is executed, BuildersCAD will prompt for the Directory to Use or MENU. If you choose or type
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in a directory where the image is to be stored, BuildersCAD will then prompt
for the file name. Enter the name for the raster file using the correct file extension
for the raster file format you wish to use. The MENU choice at the first prompt
will bring up a standard Windows browse menu which will allow you to select
the location, file name, and file type for the image to be saved.

REMOVE SCREEN IMAGE: This command will remove a raster
image file from the disk. When the Remove Screen Image command is
executed, BuildersCAD will bring up a standard Windows browse
menu which will allow you to select the location, and file name for the image to
be deleted from the disk.
View Files
The View Files commands are used to save the current view, load a saved view,
or remove a saved view file from the disk. BuildersCAD View files are given
the ".vw" extension and stored in the views.dir directory inside the current database.

OPEN VIEW FILE: Opens an existing view file. BuildersCAD
will display a menu showing the view files saved for the current database. Select the desired view and then select the OK button on the
menu. The screen will reset to the stored view and redisplay.
SAVE VIEW FILE: Saves the current view shown in the display
window to a file. The file will be given the ".vw" extension and stored
in the views.dir directory inside the current database.

DELETE VIEW FILE: Deletes an existing view file. Builder-

sCAD will display a menu showing the view files saved for the current
database. Select the desired view to remove and then select the OK button on the menu.

See Also
Winports, Plan, Workplane, OpenGL, Plot, Windows Menu Bar, Windows Toolbars, and View Control Bar.

VIEW CONTROL BAR
The most commonly used view commands are found on the view control bar which is
located at the lower right of the graphics window.
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Commands
DYNAMIC PAN: Selection of this button pans the view of the drawing up,
down, left, and right on the screen. The zoom factor stays the same. After selecting the Dynamic Pan button, click and hold the left mouse button and drag the
view on the screen to the desired location. A right click exits the Dynamic Pan
mode. This function may also be executed by pressing and holding the <Control>
key and click-hold the left mouse button and dragging the view.
ZOOM WINDOW: Selection of this button allows you to zoom the view as
defined by two point inputs and redisplays the screen. The command will prompt
for the two points to define the view, which will be two opposite corners of the
view desired.

PREVIOUS WINDOW: Selection of this button allows you to zoom the view
as defined by two point inputs and redisplays the screen. The command will
prompt for the two points to define the view, which will be two opposite corners
of the view desired.
ZOOM IN: Selection of this button zooms the current view in by a set zoom
factor and redisplays the screen. The zoom factor is set on the VIEW Menu. See
View for more information.
ZOOM OUT: Selection of this button zooms the current view out by a set
zoom factor and redisplays the screen. The zoom factor is set on the VIEW Menu.
See View for more information.
ZOOM ALL: Selection of this button zooms the view to include all displayable
objects in the current drawing and redisplays the screen.
PLAN VIEW: Selection of this button sets the current view to the top or "plan"
and redisplays the screen. This is the standard, default view.
ISOMETRIC VIEW: Selection of this button sets the current view to standard
isometric and redisplays the screen. All displayable entities will be included in
the view. The standard isometric view is view rotation (-54.72,0,45).

RE-DISPLAY: Selection of this button redraws the screen using the current
view. A right click selection of this button redraws surface entities on the screen
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opaque using the current view.

VIEW MENU: Selection of this button displays the VIEW Menu. See View for
more information.
EZ 2D: Selection of this button launches the current view of a 2D drawing into
Sigma Design’s eZ if it is installed on your computer. From eZ the drawing may
be viewed, marked up, and shared with others over a network or the internet. The
current drawing is written to a .hpg file which is placed in a directory markups.dir located inside the current database. See Markup, eZ, and the eZ Learning
Guide for more information.
EZ 3D: Selection of this button launches the current view of a 3D model into
Sigma Design’s eZ if it is installed on your computer. From eZ the model may be
viewed, marked up, dynamically sectioned, and shared with others over a network or the internet. See Markup, eZ, and the eZ Learning Guide for more information.

See Also
eZ, View, Plan, Workplane, Markup, and Zoom.

VIEWPORT
A viewport is a basic BuildersCAD entity which behaves as a portable window on a
2-dimensional sheet, with a view into a 3-dimensional drawing. To understand viewports, one must also understand environmental modes, drawings and sheets.
Once assigned a location on a sheet, viewports serve the project in 2 ways:

• From a sheet point of view, a viewports provides a composition tool for plotting.
Viewports can be pasted, moved, stretched, removed, and re-pasted on any
project sheet. Once composed, a sheet can be plotted.

• From a drawing point of view, a viewports provides a navigation tool for a
project. A viewport is a window into a drawing and that drawing can be opened
via the viewport on a sheet. Once opened, the layers in the viewport are the same
as those in the original drawing.

Properties and Parameters
When a viewport is placed on a sheet, several of its properties are determined by
the information stored in the viewport definition file (.vp) or if defined directly on
the sheet, from a series of prompts. Other properties are determined by the current parameter settings at the time of placement.
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VIEWPORT NAME: Unique identification per database. Viewports from different databases may have similar names and subsequently placed on the same
sheet (although this may be confusing to manage).
When assigning a viewport definition file (.vp) to a sheet, the viewport object
assumes the name of the viewport definition file. There is a maximum of 11 characters if the viewport was cut from a drawing.
Note 1: If the viewport is created directly on a sheet (discussed later), the name
is not limited to BuildersCAD’s file naming conventions. It is limited to the O/S file naming conventions. It is recommended to use
BuildersCAD’s file naming conventions. See File for more information.

VIEWPORT ORIGIN: The coordinates of the lower-left corner of the viewport
border on the sheet.

MODEL LAYER LIST: The list of layers referenced by a viewport is determined at the time a viewport is cut (defined) in a drawing. All layers with their
layer mode’s set to a display (minimum) will be included in the list.
Viewports that are defined directly on a sheet will include all layers registered in
the sheet registry file (.sht). Use the LAYER menu to modify the list.

VIEWPORT SCALE: This is the scale at which the graphic content is viewed
and plotted on the sheet. Once a viewport is made active, it is also the drawing
scale for that viewport, regardless of the scale for the originating database.
VIEWPORT BORDER DISPLAY: Toggles the viewport border for plotting.
If on, the viewport border will be plotted, else if off, it is only displayed.
VIEWPORT BORDER COLOR/PEN: logical color/pen number for the
viewport’s border. The pen parameter is only applicable if the viewport border
display (discussed above) is on.
VIEWPORT PENMAPS: Normally, viewports are plotted with the current
penmap. Viewports can be assigned up to 2 special penmaps, one for layers with
their layer mode set to display only and another penmap for all other layers. This
allows for screening background layers, etc.
VIEWPORT OPACITY: If the viewport’s opacity is set to opaque, the viewport will hide any viewports placed behind it. If the viewport’s opacity is set to
transparent, viewports behind will display through.
Note 1: This opacity feature requires using the software penmap and a plotter
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that supports it (not pen plotters).
Note 2: The order of overlapping viewports is determined by the order of placement. This can be changed using the [CHANGE STACKING] routine
(discussed later) on the VIEWPORT LAYOUT menu.

VIEW ORIENTATION: A viewport is portable window on a 2-dimensional
sheet, with a view into a 3-dimensional drawing. The viewport’s orientation is
relative to the drawing it is associated with, such as; plan view, elevation (left,
right, etc.) view, isometric view, or perspective view. The viewport’s orientation
also determines how much of the view is displayed (zoom factor and clipping
information).
2 Phases of a Viewport
UNASSIGNED VIEWPORTS: The first phase of a viewport is cutting (defining) one from an existing drawing. Before a viewport is placed on a sheet, it only
exists as a viewport definition file (.vp). This file is located in the database subdirectory called vports.dir and the file name will correspond to the viewport name
with a .vp extension. A sample viewport definition file:
VPDRAW;master
VPVAR1;1.04167e-002;1.01595;-0.270062;12.5926;62.4691;0.
VP_LAY;0;0;d;-1
VP_LAY;1;1;d;-1
VP_LAY;2;2;d;-1
VP_LAY;3;3;w;-1
VP_LAY;4;4;e;-1
VP_LAY;5;5;e;-1

ASSIGNED VIEWPORTS: The second phase of a viewport is placing the
contents of the viewport definition file (.vp) on a project sheet. The viewport
object can only be placed on a sheet. Once placed, it becomes a viewport object
on the viewport layer of the target project sheet. It is defined by 2 data points and
a string representing the viewport name. The viewport file (.vp), which was created in the first phase, remains in the database subdirectory; vports.dir.
Another type of an assigned viewport is one that is defined (not cut) directly on a
sheet and the existing model layers, scale, and view can be adjusted afterwards.
This method does not create a viewport definition file (.vp).

Defining & Assigning Viewports
Viewports can be defined (cut) in a drawing or defined (created) on a sheet.

CUTTING A VIEWPORT: defines a viewport definition file (.vp), which contains information describing its size, view, and layers. This information is used
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later in placing (assigning) the viewport on a sheet.
1.

Open a drawing with graphical data already drawn.

2.

Select the viewport button (VP icon) on the DESKTOP menu to invoke the
CUT VIEWPORT pull-down menu. Select the [NAME] button to specify the
viewport name (required). Next, specify a scale factor (optional) and cut
method, and select [OK].

3.

Fence in the desired area on the current drawing and answer [yes] to the
verification prompt.

Note 1: See [CUT NEW VIEWPORT] routine on the MODIFY VIEWPORT menu
for cutting a viewport within a viewport.

CREATING A VIEWPORT: both defines and assigns a viewport on a sheet.
1.

Open a project sheet.

2.

Select the viewport button (VP icon) on the MAIN menu to invoke the
VIEWPORT LAYOUT pull-down menu. Select the [CREATE] button to
specify the viewport area on the project sheet. Next, specify a viewport
name and view type.

ASSIGNING A VIEWPORT: adds a viewport to the current sheet from the
specified viewport definition file (.vp).
1.

Open a project sheet.

2.

Select the viewport button (VP icon) on the DESKTOP menu to invoke the
VIEWPORT LAYOUT pull-down menu. Select the [PLACE FILE] button
to specify the unassigned viewport file (.vp). Next, specify a location on
the project sheet.

Viewport Menus
There are 4 context sensitive VIEWPORT pull-down menus, depending on what
is currently active; drawing, sheet, or viewport. All 4 VIEWPORT pull-down
menus are invoked by selecting the viewport button (VP icon) on the DESKTOP
menu.
Table V:1

Viewport Menus

VIEWPORT
MENU

CURRENTLY
ACTIVE

ENVIRONMENTAL
MODE

VIEWPORT CUT

drawing

Model Space

VIEWPORT LAYOUT

sheet

Sheet Space

MODIFY VIEWPORT 1

viewport (on sheet)

Model Space
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Table V:1

Viewport Menus

VIEWPORT
MENU

CURRENTLY
ACTIVE

ENVIRONMENTAL
MODE

MODIFY VIEWPORT 2

viewport (full screen)

Model Space

Viewport Cut Menu
If a drawing is currently opened, the VIEWPORT CUT menu is invoked for
cutting viewports.

[NAME]

Specify a unique name for the new viewport.

[SCALE FACTOR]

Scale the resulting viewport relative to the drawing scale.

[CUT METHODS]

Select the method to use in defining the viewport border:

• Dynamic - drag a rectangular fence from the lower
left to the upper right. Used only with plan and iso
views.

• Fixed Size - specify sizes in paper units.
Viewport Layout Menu
If a sheet is currently opened, the VIEWPORT LAYOUT MENU menu is
invoked for selecting, placing, and editing viewports.
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[FULL SCREEN]

Activates the specified viewport to fill the display window.

[IN VIEWPORT]

Activates the specified viewport while maintaining the
current view of the sheet. See shortcuts at the end of this
topic.

[PLACE FILE]

Assigns a previously cut viewport definition file (.vp) on
the current sheet by specifying the database and viewport
definition file name. Next, the graphic cursor will assume
the size of the specified viewport and select a location on
the current sheet.
BuildersCAD reports an error if the user attempts to
place a viewport on the border layer. See Sheets for more
information.

[DELETE FILE]

Deletes a viewport definition file (.vp) from the hard disk.
Note 1: To remove a viewport on the sheet use [ERASE]
described below.

[CREATE]

Creates a new empty viewport on the current sheet. After
defining a rectangular area, specify the viewport name and
view type: Plan, Isometric, or Front, Left, Right elevation.
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[EDIT]

Modify viewports placed on the current sheet.

[ERASE]

Delete the specified viewport from the current sheet.
Note 1: It is recommended to copy the viewport’s information to a viewport definition file (.vp) prior to
erasing it from the sheet, if this viewport is to be
assigned to another sheet.

[PAN]

Pan the view in the specified viewport. Specify a reference
point for the pan and a new point for the pan to slide the
view to.

[ROTATE]

Rotates the specified the view within a viewport on the
current sheet. The user is prompted to rotate the viewport
border also. Next, the user specifies the degree of rotation
(90, -90, 180) or enters an angle from the keyboard.

[RESCALE]

Changes the scale of the specified viewport. The user is
asked to indicate if the border and graphic objects should
be re-scaled. A yes response re-scales both border and
objects while no re-scales only the objects. The user has
the option to indicate a scale factor or by stretching the
corner of a resize window.

[MOVE]

Repositions the specified viewport on the current sheet to a
new location on the same sheet.
Note 1: To move a viewport to another sheet, first, copy
the viewport’s info to a file, erase it, and re-assign
it.

[STRETCH]

Re-sizes the borders of the specified viewport on the current sheet. The user indicates two points for the stretch
fence. Next, specify a reference point for the viewport.

[CHANGE STACKING]Brings an underlying viewport to the top. Stacking is

noticeable if the opacity property is set to opaque.
[RENAME]

Renames the specified viewport on the current sheet.

[DEFINE IRREGULAR BORDER]Defines an irregular border shape. The actual

viewport is rectangular to the farthest extents with the
desired areas masked off.
[DELETE IRREGULAR BORDER]Deletes an irregular border shape. The actual

viewport is rectangular to the farthest extents with the
desired areas masked off.
[RELOAD REFERENCE LAYERS]This routine changes the sheet register to

include only the layers that are referenced by the viewports
on the sheet.
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[COPY INFO TO FILE]Copy the specified viewport properties and model layer

list to a viewport definition file (.vp).
[QUERY]

Print the status for the selected viewport on the current
sheet. A menu displays the scale, view, origin, database,
penmap, viewport display parameters and layer (number
and mode) included in the specified viewport. See Query
for more information.

[VIEWPORT REFERENCE TO CURRENT DATABASE]This function searches the

current sheet for viewports and checks the name. If a
viewport file of the same name exists in the current database, the viewport is deleted and the one from the current
database is placed in the same location. This function is
designed to update databases that were created as a copy
of another database, where database references in viewports are still linked back to the original database. The
viewports will be linked to those cut from the current database.
[BORDER]

Toggles on/off the display of viewport border display for
the specified viewport on the current sheet.

• On will plot the viewport border. This is set when the
viewport is placed.

• Off will only display (not plot) the viewport border.
Note 1: Existing viewports borders can be changed to the
current settings with the [REMAKE] option.
[OPACITY]

Toggles the viewport’s background from opaque to transparent.

• Transparent - will display and plot the graphics from
an underlying viewports.

• Opaque - hides the contents of a underlying viewports, but will not hide their borders.
Note 1: Some plotters will not support opaque mode.
Note 2: Existing viewports’ opacity can be changed to the
current settings with the [REMAKE] option.
[REMAKE]

Redefines the specified viewport on the current sheet to
the current parameter settings, i.e., display names, display
borders, pen, color, opacity and penmaps.

[ASSIGN PENMAPS] Assigns the special penmaps as specified in [PENMAP
ASSIGNMENT] (discussed next) to the specified viewport

on the current sheet.
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See Viewport Penmaps under Properties (discussed earlier) for more information.
[PENMAP ASSIGNMENT]Attaches a penmap to the specified viewport according

to layer modes.

• Edit/Search - Identifies the penmap file name (.pm) to
use for plotting all layers in the viewport that are set to
search and/or edit.

• Display Only - Identifies the penmap file name (.pm)
to use for plotting all layers in the viewport that are set
to display only.
[SHOW DRAWING]

Toggles between complete and outline modes for all viewports on the current sheet.

• Complete mode shows the graphic objects in all viewport.

• Outline mode shows only the viewport border.
[SHOW VIEWPORT NAME]Toggles on/off the display of viewport names for all

viewports on the current sheet.

• On will display the viewport name inside the viewport
border’s lower-left corner.

• Off turns off the display of the viewport name.
Modify Viewport Menu(s)
The MODIFY VIEWPORT menu for an active viewport on a sheet differs slightly
from the MODIFY VIEWPORT menu for an active viewport in full screen.

[RESTORE VIEW]
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fied in the viewport’s properties.
[RESTORE VIEW]

(sheet) Saves the current view parameters to the selected
viewport’s properties.

[REDEFINE VIEW]

(full screen only) Redefined the viewport’s border while
the viewport is active. This function invokes the CUT
VIEWPORT menu, it can be used to change the origin,
size, scale, and/or rotation of a viewport.
The current viewport borders are displayed if the viewport
is within the current display window and the view rotation
is the same.

[RESTORE LAYER MODES](both) Restores the current layer modes to match the

model layer list of the current viewport.
[APPLY LAYER MODES](both) Updates the viewport’s model layer list to match

the current layer mode configuration. The user can turn
layers on and off as well as load additional layers then set
the viewport list to match.
[INCLUDE ALL LAYERS](both) Updates the viewport’s model layer list to

include all layers.
[CUT NEW VIEWPORT](full screen only) A new (unassigned) viewport can be

cut from within another viewport, when expanded to full
screen. See VIEWPORT CUT menu discussed earlier)
[CREATE AREA MASK](full screen only) Area masks within a viewport masked

off or hide content from the plotter (and from view). This
is accomplished by setting the logical pen/color to zeros
and using pattern commands with fill set to solid color.
In order for this to work properly, a layer should be designated for area masks only. All layers with geometry
(walls, doors, soffit line, etc.) data for the building should
have lower layer numbers than those layers used to embellish (text, dimension, etc.) the drawings, and the area mask
layer must have a layer number in between.
This routine will first zoom the current viewport to the
edges of the display window and then prompt whether to
erase previous area masks from the current work layer,
which fall partly in the viewport border. Next, it prompts
to define the boundary for a new area mask. As soon as the
boundary closes, the area mask is generated.
The new boundary must fall completely within the viewport’s border. If the viewport border is resized, all area
masks must be re-made.
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[RETURN TO SHEET](both) Returns to the project sheet.

Shortcuts
• In Sheet Space, the [Ctrl-Z] and [Ctrl-X] special keys activate a
viewport by toggling between all viewports. [Ctrl-X] circulates forward
through the viewports in the order as they were placed. [Ctrl-Z] circulates backward.

See Also
File, Environmental Modes, and Sheet.
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W
WALLS A PPLICATION
The BuildersCAD Walls Application is the core of the entire BuildersCAD
program. Most of the other BuildersCAD applications "expect" to find walls in
place, so you will usually begin work on a new design by laying out walls. To enable
you to lay out walls, the BuildersCAD Walls Application provides a wide variety of
wall layout and editing tools.
The Walls Application topic is divided into the following sections:
Wall Concepts and Terminology: Introduces you to concepts and terminology used in
the Walls Application.
Wall Layout: You can easily and quickly place walls of varying heights and widths and
at a variety of angles. You also have a range of edit tools for walls. The Wall Layout section describes these functions.
Opening Placement: BuildersCAD comes with a catalog of typical openings you can
use in your designs immediately. You can also create your own opening catalog/s so
BuildersCAD can utilize custom openings you use. The Walls Application provides
several methods that make opening placement easy and fast.
Wall Utilities: BuildersCAD provides a variety of tools to make plan editing easier.
These utilities include Copy Wall Level (to reverse a floor plan or create a second floor),
Rotate and Move Area, Display Intersects (to verify frameable intersections) and other
utility functions.
Wall Framing: The BuildersCAD Framer enables you to frame walls using rule sets.
The rule sets determine how walls will be framed (header size, stud spacing, etc.) The
Framer will also generate wall panel elevation drawings, bottom plate drawings, and
panel length reports.
Wall Framing Rules: The BuildersCAD Framing Rules can be customized or you
can create new rule sets either by copying existing rules or starting fresh. You can create
multiple framing projects that enable you to frame the same database according to a
variety of rule sets.
Subcomponents: BuildersCAD allows you to custom frame around an opening then
save that framing as a special type of opening called a Subcomponent. Subcomponents
you create can be placed in walls in the same way as the default catalog of openings.
Foundation Drawings: BuildersCAD can automatically place foundation and footing outlines based on your wall layout. Additionally, you can add interior or exterior
footings to any drawing.
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3D Modeling: BuildersCAD can create a 3D model of your building, based on your
2D wall layout. Once created, you can view the 3D model in a variety of ways, including perspective views.
The remainder of this section presents concepts and terminology helpful to understanding the use of BuildersCAD Walls functions.

Wa l l C o n c e p ts
Wall Panels and Intersections
When drawing walls with BuildersCAD, you are laying out the position of
wall panels. A wall panel is typically framed as a single unit. It can be as long as
a single house, or as short as a few inches. A wall panel can contain one or more
openings, such as doors and windows. There are intersections where one wall
panel touches another, creating corner intersections and, where one panel
touches the middle of another, partition intersections. Two panels can also intersect end to end to form a longer wall (though the program will still treat them as
separate panels for framing and material applications).
Wall Laps
Whenever two wall panels intersect at a
corner, on panel can overlap the other in a
wall lap, in that it extends to the far surface
of the intersecting panel (see figure). If you
plan to apply materials or frame your walls,
it is important for accuracy that the wall laps be established the way you intend to
build.
BuildersCAD allows you to specify which panel will be the overlapping panel
at any wall intersection. You can also hide wall laps entirely if you wish to generate an architectural view of the floor plan.
Inside and Outside Surfaces
Every wall you lay out has an inside surface and an outside surface, even if the
wall is an interior wall. BuildersCAD knows that interior wall types will not
receive such finishes as siding or brick veneer, but it is vital for BuildersCAD
to be able to identify which is the outside surface of exterior walls. Consequently,
when you are laying out walls, you must make sure that the outside surface is
placed as you intend.
Sometimes you will see the outside of a wall called the "exterior" or "right" side
of the wall, and the inside of a wall called the "interior" or "left" side of the wall.
BuildersCAD can place a wall label along the outside surface of each wall
panel visually indicating which side is outside. If the wall label appears on the
wrong side, you can "flip" the wall using wall editing tools.
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Wall Parameters
When a wall panel is drawn, BuildersCAD keeps track of a number of wall
parameters for that wall. These parameters include:
Wall Type: A pre-defined type indicating whether the wall is interior, exterior,
load bearing, non-load bearing, concrete, etc.
Rules Set: Name of the framing rules set that control the way this wall panel wil
be framed.
Height: The height of the wall.
Width: The width of the cross section or thickness of the wall.
These parameters and others are used by BuildersCAD to maintain the intelligence behind your floor plan, so framing, material take-offs, 3D modeling, elevations, and other information about your design can be generated with little
additional effort.
There are additional wall parameters that control the appearance of the wall such
as line type, pen and color assignment, and drawing offset. These and the parameters above may be established in the Create/Edit Wall Menu, and accessed in the
Wall Select Menu.
Rule Sets
When you use the optional BuildersCAD Framer to frame your walls, the program will calculate precise framing for each wall based on the rule set you have
assigned to it. Each rule set consists of a large number of parameters and values
that control the way a wall should be framed in a variety of situations. You can
create as many rule sets as you need for unique framing conditions. A typical
minimum set might include rules for:

•
•
•
•
•

Exterior load-bearing walls
Interior load-bearing walls
Interior non-load-bearing walls
Exterior wall types with a treated bottom plate
Interior wall types with a treated bottom plate

Details for setting up your rules are covered in the Wall Framing Rules section of
this topic.
Raked Walls
BuildersCAD by default assumes each wall you lay out will have a rectangular shape. Initially, each wall has the same height at each end and a flat top plate.
To accomodate alternate wall shapes, BuildersCAD allows you to add rakes
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to either or both ends of a wall panel at any pitch. If a rake is added to both ends,
you will get a five-sided panel (as in a gable end wall). Additionally, you can rake
the bottom plate. These changes can be made after the wall is in place in plan
view using the Alter Wall menu.
Opening Catalogs
BuildersCAD comes with an opening catalog of numerous standard openings
(doors, windows, etc.) that you can place in your walls. Each opening in the catalog includes data about the opening such as rough opening dimensions, dimensions to control vertical placement relative to the wall, the 2D and 3D symbols to
be used for the opening, and an opening name. You can add the openings you use
to build to the catalog, and even create alternate catalogs.
Project
When working with BuildersCAD, a project is a set of files containing wall
catalogs, framing rule sets and opening catalogs. In the Windows Explorer, wall
projects may be identified as sub-folders inside a graphic user folder that end
with the suffix *.wf. When you are working with a database, there is always one
active, loaded project that governs your wall and opening data. The default
project loaded is called pn_std.wf. Note that the term project is also used in
BuildersCAD along with the term job to describe the building being worked
on. The project directory is the directory or folder on your computer which contains all of the databases which pertain to an individual construction project.
Definitions
Refer to the following definitions as you read through the Walls Application
topic.
Wa l l Te r m s
Back: The inside or interior surface of a wall panel.
Catalog: The list of walls available in a particular project.
Front: The outside or exterior surface of a wall panel.
Height: The framed height of a wall panel, measured from the bottom of the
bottom plate to the top of the very top plate.
Inside: The interior or back of a wall panel.
Job: The current database or floor plan.
Label: A graphic symbol placed on the exterior surface of a wall panel by the
BuildersCAD Walls Application during wall layout.
Lap: Describes the geometric configuration at the intersection of two or
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more wall panels.
Level: A general description for the location of a group of walls, as in "first
level" or "second level", etc. These areas are generally thought of as being
separated by vertical elevation. While all walls on a level are based at the
same vertical elevation, different levels may have the same or different elevations. BuildersCAD supports up to 10 levels, designated by letter from
A to J.
Offset: When laying out a wall, the distance between the reference line
drawn for the new wall and the exterior surface of the wall.Ooutside: The
exterior or front surface of a wall panel.
Outside: The exterior or front surface of a wall panel.
Project: A set of data containing wall setups, opening catalogs, and framing
rules to be used with one or more databases.
Rake: A slope applied to a top plate, such as with a gable or vaulted wall.
Rules Set: A set of framing rules that specify common framing conditions for
a group of walls.
Symbol: A user-defined label that can be assigned to each wall. Symbols are
used to label and sequence wall reports and graphics.
Type: A label used to describe the general characteristics of a wall, such as
interior, exterior, concrete, etc.
Wall Definition: A set of data that defines how a wall panel of a particular
type and rules set will be represented in a job.
Wall Panel: A section of a wall framed as a single unit.
Width: The thickness or cross section width of a wall measured from the
exterior surface to the interior surface.
O p e n i n g Te r m s
Casing: The width of the wall framing required to surround a rough opening.
Catalog: The list of openings available in a particular project.
Existing Opening: An opening that is part of the current catalog.
Hand: The direction a door will open, from left or right. The hand controls
the locations of the hinges as related to the left and right sides of the rough
opening.
Height: The height from top to bottom of a rough opening. The height does
not include the width of the surrounding casing or other framing.
Name: The name used to label an opening in a floor plan. The name is also
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used by the Materials Application to identify openings.
Placed Opening: An opening that has been placed in the current job.
Rough Opening: The opening framed into a wall for accommodating a window, door, or other fixture.
Subcomponent: A custom opening that specifies exactly what boards to use
for framing the opening and where they are placed.
Swing: The direction a door will swing, in or out. The swing controls the
location of the hinges as related to the exterior or interior surface of a wall
panel.
Symbol: The particular graphic symbol (Repeated Item) used to represent an
opening in a floor plan.
Width: The width from left to right of a rough opening. The width does not
include the width of the surrounding casing or other framing.
F o u n d a t i o n Te r m s
Exterior Footing: A line defining the location and orientation of a footing
placed under an exterior wall or load-bearing member.
Outline: A line defining the boundaries of a foundation.
Interior Footing: A line defining the location and orientation of a footing
placed under an interior load-bearing object.
3 D Te r m s
Hidden Line: A view of a 3D object where lines that would be hidden behind
a 3D surface are removed.
Isometric View: A non-perspective view of a 3D object, typically looking
down upon the object at an angle.
Opaquing: The process of shading solid objects.
Perspective View: A view of a 3D object utilizing vanishing points to simulate depth.
Solid: An entity capable of being shaded and casting shadows
Wall Extrusion: A three-dimensional wall generated from two-dimensional
wall data.
Wire Frame: A view of solid objects where only the edges of the objects are
shown and the surfaces are "transparent".

Wa l l s L a y o u t
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This section describes the methods of using BuildersCAD for wall layout and editing. It includes instructions
for:

• Selecting an existing wall level or creating a new
wall level.

• Selecting and setting wall parameters, such as
height, width, and framing rules.

•
•
•
•
•

Using BuildersCAD wall layout functions.
Editing existing walls.
Using the Alter Wall menu.
Using the Global Edit menu.
Selecting and using Custom Wall Lines in BuildersCAD.

The PLACE WALLS Application Sub-menu contains the
wall insertion and editing tools. Each of these is described
in detail in this section.
Additional wall editing functions may be selected from the STATUS Menu.
When you select Walls from the BuildersCAD Main menu, the PLACE
WALLS Application sub-menu containing the Wall Layout functions will come
up by default. Once you are in the Walls Application, you may return to the
PLACE WALLS menu by selecting Place Walls on the WALLS Main Application
menu.
The Walls Status Menu

Several functions are available on the Walls STATUS menu. Below is a
description of each.
Project
Selecting Project on the Wall STATUS menu brings up the PROJECT
SETUP Application sub-menu. From this menu you can manipulate
Projects. in this case "Project" refers to a set of Wall Framing Rules and
Opening Catalogs. Refer to the Framing section of this topic for specific
information.
Job
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Selecting Job on the Wall STATUS menu brings up the FILE pull-down
menu. This menu has several functions including Save, Save As, Make
Thumbnail, Import, Export, and others as described in other topics of this
Encyclopedia, as well as the BuildersCAD Learning Guide.
Level
Selecting Level on the Wall STATUS menu brings up the LEVEL CREATION
/ MANIPULATION menu. From this menu you may select which wall level to
edit, edit the elevation of Wall Levels or create additional levels as needed.
Selecting a Level
To select an existing level, move your mouse pointer to the column
labeled LVL and pick the level name for the desired level. Choosing a new level turns off all layers except the wall layer and additional graphics layer for that level.
The currently selected level determines which wall level will be
affected when you inser, edit, or delete walls.
You may turn additional wall levels on by setting the layer modes
for those levels. Do this by making menu selections from any column under Layer Modes.
Changing a Level’s Description
To change the description of a wall level, move the mouse pointer
to the level description you wish to change and select it with the
mouse. Type a new description with the keyboard.
Changing a Level’s Elevation
To change a wall level’s base elevation, move the mouse pointer to
the level elevation you wish to change and select it with the mouse.
Type a new value for the base elevation. The value displayed in the
ELEV column determines the elevation of the bottom of the bottom
plate for a wall layout. Note that changing the elevation of a wall
level will NOT affect the elevation of walls already entered on the
level.
Creating a new Level
To create a new level, move the mouse pointer to a blank row under
the column labeled LVL. When you pick a row, BuildersCAD
will insert a wall level name. You will be prompted to define a base
elevation and level description. When you create a new level, that
level becomes the current level. Wall insertions, deletions, and edits
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will default to the new level until you change the current level.
Level Layers
Selecting Level Layers brings up the ADDITIONAL WALL LAYER
MODES menu. From this menu you may determine whether individual layers of the current level are On or Off. If a wall level layer
has not been edited yet, its description will not appear on the menu.
Select Select Level to return to the LEVEL CREATION / MANIPULATION menu.
All On
Selecting All On turns on walls (wall layers only) for all levels.
All Off
Selecting All Off turns off walls for all levels.
Clear Level
Selecting Clear Level if you wish to erase all layers for the current
wall level. BuldersCAD will prompt you to verify you wish to
clear the current layers in the level. Select Proceed at this prompt to
clear the current level.
Exit w/ Disp
Selecting Exit w/ Disp exits the LEVEL CREATION / MANIPULATION menu and redraws the screen.
Exit
Selecting Exit exits the LEVEL CREATION / MANIPULATION
menu without performing a screen redraw.
Label
Selecting Label on the Wall STATUS menu toggles the wall labeling function On or Off. If labels are Off, BuildersCAD will neither display wall
labels nor update wall labels when walls are edited or deleted. If labels are
On, BuildersCAD will display the current wall labels. Whenever a wall is
inserted, a wall label will be inserted as well. Editing walls will cause the
associated label to change also.
When walls are edited or inserted with labels Off,
you will need to run the Wall Labeling utility in
order to update the wall labels. Access this menu
from the WALLS Application menu by selecting
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the Walls Layout / Wall Label icon. Wall labeling is discussed later in this
section.
Height
The value displayed under Height on the STATUS menu is the value BuildersCAD will assign to a wall as it is drawn. This value is automatically set
whenever you select a wall from the WALL SELECT menu. To override the
default wall height, select Height from the STATUS menu. You may select a
new height from the prompt line or type one at the keyboard.
Width
The value displayed under Width on the STATUS menu is the value BuildersCAD will assign to a wall as it is drawn. This value is automatically set
whenever you select a wall from the WALL SELECT menu. To override the
default wall width, select Width on the STATUS menu. You may select a new
width from the prompt line or type one at the keyboard.
Note 1: Certain wall types will not allow you to change the width. If a wall uses
a wall line other than W0, you will not be permitted to change the wall
width. Use another wall definition instead.
Ty p e
A wall type is a general classification, grouping walls into different categories such as interior, exterior, and concrete.
The Framer and Materials Application modules treat different wall types differently. The value displayed under Type on the STATUS menu is the value
BuildersCAD will assign to a wall as it is drawn. This value is automatically set whenever a wall is selected on the WALL SELECT menu. To override the default wall type, select Type from the STATUS menu and then
select the desired wall type from the pop-up menu that appears.
Rules
A Rules Set is assigned to each wall so that the BuildersCAD Framer will
know how the wall is to be framed. Rules sets determine parameters such as
stud spacing, and plate usage. The value displayed under Rules on the STATUS menu is the value BuildersCAD will assign to a wall as it is drawn.
This value is automatically set whenever a wall is selected from the WALL
SELECT menu. To override the default rules set, select Rules on the STATUS menu. You may type the name of a new rules set or select Menu on the
prompt line to choose one from a menu.
Line
The value displayed under Line on the STATUS menu is the value Builder1014
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sCAD will assign to a wall as it is drawn. This value is automatically set
whenever you select a wall from the WALL SELECT menu. To override the
default wall line, select Line on the STATUS menu. You may type a new wall
line name or select from the prompt line. See Custom Wall Lines later in this
section for additional information.
Note 2: You will not be able to override the Width when a line type other than
W0 is used.
Offset
When entering points during wall layout, BuildersCAD places the exterior surface of a wall along the line that connects each pair of database points
entered. By specifying a non-zero value for Offset, you can make BuildersCAD place each wall such that the wall is moved toward the interior of the
house by the distance specifed in the Offset. The exterior surface thus is
placed Offset feet and inches from the straight line between the pair of database points entered. The Offset value is automatically set whenever you
select a wall from the WALL SELECT menu. To override the default setting
for Offset, select Offset on the STATUS menu. Key in a new offset value.
Outside
The value displayed under Outside on the STATUS menu is the side of a wall
BuildersCAD considers to be the exterior surface as the wall is drawn.
This value is set indirectly by selecting either CCW (Counter Clockwise) or
CW (Clockwise) under the Place button on the PLACE WALLS Application
sub-menu. To change the current exterior side, select Outside on the STATUS menu. The value of Outside will toggle between Left and Right with
each selection.
Laps
Selecting Laps allows you to toggle the current state of Wall Laps. When
Wall Laps are On, wall intersections are drawn with one wall overlapping
the other wall(s) at the intersection. Wall lines do not "break" at wall intersections. When Wall Laps are Off, wall lines "break" at wall intersections.
Generally, you will want wall laps off only when plotting floor plans. Wall
Laps must be on in order to move, insert, or delete walls or to place openings.
Place Walls
The Wall Select Menu
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Select Place Walls on the WALLS Main Application menu to display the PLACE WALLS Application Sub-menu. Pick the Select icon at the top of
the PLACE WALLS Application Sub-menu to
bring up the WALL SELECT pop-up menu. From this menu, you may select,
create, or alter predefined wall definitions.
BuildersCAD stores your wall definitions in a group of files called a
Project. You may have multiple Projects, each with its own set of wall definitions. The exact number and assortment of wall definitions initially displayed on the WALL SELECT pop-up menu varies with the Project that is
currently loaded. Projects are discussed in the Wall Framing Rules section of
this topic.
Selecting a Wall for Layout
You may select a wall from the WALL SELECT menu. On the column to the
left is a list of the various wall Types. Walls are defined and grouped by Type.
When you pick one of the wall types, you will see a graphic image of the
existing walls of that type in the matrix to the right side of the pop-up menu.
To place the wall either double click your selection or select a wall and then
select the Place button at the bottom of the menu. If you select a wall and
then pick the Edit button, the right side of the pop-up menu will toggle to the
CREATE / EDIT WALL menu, a display of the parameters for that specific
wall. The parameters include the wall Type, Height, Width, Rules Set, Reference, Wall Line, Offset, Pen, and Color. Note that when you pick a wall on
the WALL SELECT menu the current values (displayed on the STATUS
menu) change to correspond to the values of the wall you selected. The values displayed on the STATUS menu are what BuildersCAD will use when
you lay out walls.
The STATUS menu will display the current wall definition values. You may
override values displayed on the STATUS menu by selecting a value you
wish to change and specifying a new value.
Wall Parameter Fields
A wall has nine parameters. They are:
Type: One of the system wall types.
Height: The default height of the wall.
Width: The default width of the wall.
Rules Set: A user-defined rules set used by the BuildersCAD Framer.
Wall Line: The wall line type for graphically displaying the wall.
Offset: The offset from the wall layout reference line to the exterior surface
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of the wall.
Pen: The plotter pen used for the wall when plotting.
Color: The on-screen display color.
Each of these is described in more detail below:
Ty p e
Each wall definition must be a member of one of several predefined system
wall Types. Available types are:
EXTLB: Exterior load-bearing walls. Walls of this type are framed
with load bearing headers by the BuildersCAD Framer.
These walls will appear in exterior elevations.
EXTNLB: Exterior non-load-bearing walls. Walls of this type are
framed with non-load-bearing headers by the BuildersCAD Framer. These walls will appear in exterior elevations.
INTLB: Interior load-bearing walls. Walls of this type are framed
with load-bearing headers. These walls will not appear in
exterior elevations.
INTNLB: Interior non-load-bearing walls. Walls of this type are
framed with non-load-bearing headers. These walls will
not appear in exterior elevations.
CONCRETE: Concrete walls. Concrete walls are not framed and
will not appear in exterior elevations.
STEEL: Steel walls. Steel walls are not framed and will not appear
in exterior elevations.
RFRNC: Reinforced concrete walls. These walls are not framed
and will not appear in exterior elevations.
BEAM: Beams. These walls are not framed and will not appear in
exterior elevations.
You may not add, delete, or change any system wall types.
Rules Set
Each wall definition must be assigned a Rules Set for use by the BuildersCAD Framer. BuildersCAD comes with several predefined rules sets.
You may change these and create new rules sets in the PROJECT SETUP
menu. For more information on Projects, see the Wall Framing Rules section
of this topic.
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A rules set specifies how the BuildersCAD Framer will frame a wall.
Specific framing data, such as stud spacing, and header construction is contained in each rules set.
Height
The value specified in the Height field will be the default height assigned to
walls that use the selected definition during wall layout.
Width
The value specified in the Width field will be the default width assigned to
walls that use the selected definition during wall layout.
Wall Line
BuildersCAD provides you with the ability to create complex line types
for drawing walls in floor plans. The value specified in the Line field will be
the default wall line used for drawing a particular wall. For information on
editing and creating your own custom wall lines, see the Custom Wall Lines
section of this topic.
Offset
When entering points during wall layout, BuildersCAD places the exterior surface of a wall along the wall layout reference line you draw when
positioning the wall. By specifying a non-zero value for Offset, you can
make BuildersCAD place each wall such that the distance specified in
Offset moves the wall toward the interior of the house. The exterior surface
thus is placed Offset feet and inches from the reference line.
Pen
The value in the Pen field defines the default plotter pen for a wall definition. When you select a wall from the WALL SELECT menu, BuildersCAD sets the current pen type to match the value specified here.
Color
The value in the Col field defines the default color for displaying the walls of
a particular wall definition on the screen. When you select a wall from the
WALL SELECT menu, BuildersCAD sets the current color to match the
value specified here. BuildersCAD uses the value in the Col field for both
plan view and 3D walls so it is best to use a shadable color.
Wall Select Menu Functions
The Wall Select pager menu is a pop-up menu that consists of a left and right
half plus a menu bar across the top and function buttons in the bottom right
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of the menu.

The left half consists of a list of wall groups segregated by wall Type. The
right half consists of a matrix with either a graphic image of each wall or a
list of walls of the selected Type.
The menu bar across the top consists of icons that display the parameters of
the specific wall you select.

Also this menu this menu bar has icons that control the way the walls of the
selected Type are displayed. You can display walls either graphically
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or as a list.
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The Load From button toggles between Project and Job. Wall definitions can
be stored in a Job as well as in a Project. For more information on Wall
Projects, see the Wall Framing Rules section of this topic.
The function buttons in the bottom right of the menu allow you to create new
walls, edit existing walls, place a selected wall, or exit the WALL SELECT
menu.

Create A New Wall
To create a new wall, select the Create button. The right side of the WALL
SELECT menu will toggle to the CREATE / EDIT WALL option.
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This menu displays all of the wall parameters displayed on the Wall STATUS
menu (covered earlier in this section). In addition to these parameters you
see one additional parameter that does not appear on the STATUS menu, Reference (see explanation below). Select and edit each parameter as desired.
When all are properly set, select the Save button. BuildersCAD will
prompt to save in the Project (or Job). Select Yes to save the wall. Pick the
Select button on the CREATE / EDIT WALL option to toggle back to the display of all walls of the current type.
Edit an Existing Wall
To edit an existing wall select the wall you wish to edit and select the Edit
button. The right side of the Wall Select menu will toggle to the Create / Edit
Wall option.
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This menu displays all of the wall parameters displayed on the Wall STATUS
menu (covered earlier in this section). In addition to these parameters you
see one additional parameter that does not appear on the STATUS menu, Reference (see explanation below). Select and modify each parameter as
desired. When all are properly set, select the Save button. BuildersCAD
will prompt to save in the Project (or Job). Select Yes to save the wall. Pick
the Select button on the CREATE / EDIT WALL option to toggle back to the
display of all walls of the current type.
Delete an Existing Wall
To delete an existing wall, select the wall you wish to delete and select the
Edit button. The right side of the WALL SELECT menu will toggle to the
CREATE / EDIT WALL option. Select the Delete button. BuildersCAD
will prompt to verify the delete.
Reference
Reference is a wall parameter that displays in the CREATE / EDIT WALL
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menu that doesn’t display on the STATUS menu. The value in the Reference
field tells the BuildersCAD Framer what the Width field is measuring.
Since the Width specifies the overall width of the wall, the framer subtracts
from the width according to the reference method specified in Reference.
A particular reference method describes the outside reference surface first,
then the inside reference surface. For example, choosing Side-Stud tells the
framer that the value in the Width field of a wall includes the depth of the
exterior siding, sheathing, and wall framing. Thus the depth of the wall framing is width minus exterior siding depth minus exterior sheathing depth.
Siding and sheathing depth are defined in each rules set. These values may
be set or changed from the PROJECT SETUP menu. See the Wall Framing
Rules section of this topic for more information.
ST-ST Stud - Stud. Exterior stud surface to interior stud surface.
ST-SI Stud - Siding. Exterior stud surface to interior siding surface.
ST-SH Stud - Sheathing. Exterior stud surface to interior sheathing surface.
SH-ST Sheathing - Stud. Exterior sheathing surface to interior stud surface.
SH-SI Sheathing - Siding. Exterior sheathing surface to interior siding surface.
SH-SH
Sheathing - Sheathing. Exterior sheathing surface to interior
sheathing surface.
SI-ST Siding - Stud. Exterior siding surface to interior stud surface.
SI-SI Siding - Siding. Exterior siding surface to interior siding surface.
SI-SH Siding - Sheathing. Exterior siding surface to interior sheathing surface.
Wall Layout Methods
BuildersCAD provides a variety of methods for wall layout in a database.
The exact method you use will depend on the circumstances that exist for the
particular wall set you wish to lay out. In general, you can follow these
guidelines:
If the current wall level is empty, or if no walls exist in
the area you will probably want to lay out walls using
DRAG, XYZ or the Box method. Before you select one
of these methods you must select either CCW (Counter
Clockwise) or CW (Clockwise). The option you select
tells BuildersCAD which side of the wall will be
the outside surface.
If you wish to add walls that intersect with some exist1024
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ing walls, use the insert options.
DRAG
The DRAG function allows you to lay out a series of wall panels at specific
angles. When you complete one wall panel, you will be prompted to enter
another. This cycle continues until you tell BuildersCAD to terminate the
run. With DRAG you will "draw" the walls with the mouse. Graphically this
method reminds you of a rubber band because as you drag the mouse you
can see the wall stretch across the screen. You will see a reading of the wall
length and angle on the prompt line. The angle reads with the positive X axis
at 0 degrees, positive Y axis is 90 degrees, negative X axis is 180 degrees
and negative Y axis is 270 degrees.
When DRAG is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the first point of
a wall. Type a point value (key in a distance relative to the last point
selected) or pick a point location with F1. After you enter the first point, a
rubber band cursor will appear to assist you in placing the second point.
Again, as you move the mouse across the mouse pad, you will see the rubber
band cursor stretch the wall across the screen. As this happens you see a
reading on the prompt line of the length and angle of the wall.
BuildersCAD will also give
the message "F1 for menu
choices:". Drag the wall in the
direction desired until the feet
portion of the length desired is
displayed on the prompt line.
Pick with the F1 (left mouse button) to display the WALL INPUT
pop-up menu. This menu has a
number of options and is broken
into three sections; Mode, Feet &
Inch input, and Placement. When
the menu is displayed, the cursor
will be located over the Place
Wall button under the Placement
heading.

Mode
Drag - Clear the WALL INPUT menu from the screen and continue
to drag the wall using the cursor.
BuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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Double Reference - Use a double reference point to determine the
wall length. The distance applied to the wall is the same as the distance from the first point of the wall to the double reference point in
a direction parallel to the wall direction.
Drag Angle - Allows you to set the drag incremental angle. Tis is
the incremental value you can use for rotating the cursor for input
of walls at an angle.
Input X and Y Component - Allows you to determine the length
of the wall and angle by entering the X and Y component distances.
The X and Y component distances are selected in the Feet & Inch
section of the WALL INPUT menu.
Clear - Clears the wall length specified in the WALL INPUT menu,
and allows you to re-enter or modify the distance before the wall is
placed.
Calculator - Produce the BuildersCAD Calculator. Use the calculator to figure out a distance and write the results of your calculation to determine the wall length.
Feet & Inch Input
Selections under the Feet & Inch heading allow you to specify the
length of the wall in feet, inches, and/or fractions of an inch.
For example if you are drawing a wall, and know the precise length
the wall is to be, drag the mouse in the direction the wall is to be
drawn and select using the F1 key. to bring up the WALL INPUT
pop-up menu. Select the length of the wall on the Feet & Inch input
portion of the menu, then select the Place Wall button.
If you make a selection for feet, inches and/or fractions of an inch
on the Feet - Inch - Fraction portion of the WALL INPUT pop-up
menu, the feet, inches and/or fractions selected will determine the
length of the wall you have "dragged". Select Place Wall on the
WALL INPUT menu to place the wall the length shown on the
WALL INPUT menu and on the prompt line. If feet, inches, and/or
fractions of an inch are input on the WALL INPUT pop-up menu,
this input will override the length that is "dragged" by the cursor. In
all cases the length of the wall which will be input is shown on the
prompt line, and the direction of the wall will be as dragged by the
cursor.
Placement
Stop - Select the Stop Sign icon and wall input will terminate. The
wall you were in the process of entering will not be placed.
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Create Closure - Draws a wall from the end of the last wall drawn
to the starting point for the wall run.
Undo Wall - Will erase the most recently placed wall and return
you to the WALL INPUT menu. If you Undo the first wall of the run,
the Drag function terminates.
Place Wall - Places the wall as defined. The current wall becomes
part of the database.
Run XYZ
The Run XYZ function allows you to lay out a series of walls keying in specific X and Y coordinates. When you define one panel, you will be prompted
to enter another. This process continues until you tell BuildersCAD to
terminate the run.
When you select XYZ, BuildersCAD will prompt for the first point of the
wall. Enter a point where you want the wall to begin. You may type a coordinate value with the keyboard or pick a point with the mouse. If you press
F10, the Run XYZ function will terminate.
After the first point is entered, BuildersCAD will prompt for the next
point of the wall. Enter a point for the end point of the wall. You may type a
value from the keyboard, entering the X and/or Y coordinates, or pick a
point with the mouse.
When you have entered all the walls of the run, press F10. BuildersCAD
will prompt for an option to Cancel, Create Closure, or Undo Wall. If Cancel
is selected, the Run XYZ function will terminate. If Create Closure is
selected, BuildersCAD will draw a wall from the end of the last wall to
the starting point of the run. If Undo Wall is selected, the last wall entered
will be erased. You may then enter another wall or press F10 again.
Wall Insert Options
The wall insert options, located under the Insert heading on the PLACE WALLS Application sub-menu,
provide several methods for inserting walls that intersect with existing walls in the database. There must be
at least one wall on the current level for these functions to work.
Perp vs. Angled
Each of the wall insert methods is affected by the current angle settings. If
Perp is selected, walls may be laid out perpendicular to existing walls. If
Angled is selected, walls may be laid out at any angle. The angle is specified
individually for each wall, and may be designated as a specific angle or as a
BuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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change in X,Y distance. Which ever option is used remains in effect until
another method is selected.
Selecting a Reference Wall
When you select one of the five insertion methods, BuildersCAD
prompts you to select a reference wall, near one end. When you select a wall
with an F1 pick, BuildersCAD determines the starting point of the new
wall in the following manner:

• The end of the wall nearest the F1 pick becomes the reference point
for the wall insertion.

• The side of the wall closest to the F1 pick determines the direction for
the new wall.
Thus where you pick the reference wall controls:

• Which wall is selected.Which end of the wall is used as a reference.
• Which side of the wall will intersect with the new wall.
The figure below illustrates reference wall picks, showing a wall with four
imaginary boundaries as dashed lines. If you pick with F1 anywhere within a
given boundary, the end and side of the wall emcompassed in the boundary
will be used for new wall placement. Tis makes it easy to choose new wall
locations relative to an existing wall with a single pick.

Usually you can be "sloppy" when picking reference walls, and still pick the
wall you intend. However, when selecting a wall that intersects with other
walls, be sure to pick close enough to the wall you want to avoid having the
program inadvertantly pick a different wall. The following figure illustrates
how the imaginary pick boundaries of two intersecting walls can interact.
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Backside Wall Entry
This option inserts a wall panel flush with the end of the selected
wall. The length of the new panel is subtracting the current wall
width from the length you set for the new panel. Use this option
when a wall panel must extend a known length from the opposite
side of the reference wall
Near-Face Wall Entry
This option inserts a wall panel flush with the end of the selected
wall. Use this option when a wall panel must extend a known
distance from the near side of the reference wall.
Off-End Wall Entry
This option inserts a wall panel off the end of the selected wall.
The near surface of the new wall panel will be flush with the end
of the selected reference wall.
Co-Linear Wall Entry
This option inserts a panel off the end of the selected wall in
the same direction (co-linear) as the selected reference wall.
Use this option when you need wall panels running in the
same direction with differing heights or rules sets.
Reference Point Wall Entry
This option allows you to insert a wall anywhere along the
length of an existing wall panel. After you select a reference
wall, BuildersCAD will prompt for and provide options
for where the new wall is going to be inserted, using the near
side of the end of the selected wall as a reference point. You may select a disBuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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tance from the prompt line or type a value with the keyboard. Selecting
Other also allows you to enter a value with the keyboard. If Menu is selected
at this prompt, you will be presented with the INSERT OPTIONS menu. You
may then select a new insert method or select the Reference Point icon again.
This enables you to start over if you grab the wrong wall or the wrong wall
end. If you select Drag, BuildersCAD provides a rubber-band cursor that
you can use to determine the new wall’s location. The rubber-band cursor
will not allow you to move past either end of the reference wall.
Reference Point - New Reference
Select New Reference when you wnat to measure from a point
other than the end of the selected wall. You will be prompted for the
point to measure from. You may enter a value from the keyboard or
pick a point with the mouse. You do not have to select a point that
lies directly on the reference wall. BuildersCAD will "project"
your selected point to the reference wall. In order for BuildersCAD to be able to insert a new wall, the reference point must not
exceed the length of the reference wall.
After selecting a new reference point, BuildersCAD will prompt
for the distance from the new reference point to the near face of the
new wall and present options for input - Drag, Point/Meas, Menu,
Cancel.
If Drag is selected, BuildersCAD will give you a rubber-band
cursor that you may use to determine the location of the new wall.
If Point/Meas is selected, BuildersCAD will ask two questions.
First, you must specify on which side of the reference point the new
wall is to be inserted. Do so by picking with F1 on either side of the
displayed reference "blip". Second, you must specify a distance
from the reference point to the near face of the new wall. You may
type a distance on the keyboard or select a distance from the prompt
line.
Once the reference point has been established BuildersCAD will
prompt for the wall length. You may type a length for the wall or
select an insertion method from the prompt line.
If Drag is selected, BuildersCAD will give you a rubber-band
cursor for determining the new wall’s length.
If Auto-Extend is selected, BuildersCAD extends the wall to the
nearest existing wall that can be intersected. If no intersection is
possible, BuildersCAD will tell you.
If Man-Extend is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt to select a
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wall you wish the new wall to intersect. Choose a wall using F1. If
the walls to not intersect, this option behaves like DBL-REF.
If DBL-REF is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for a double
reference point. The new wall will be extended to where the double
reference point would be if it were "projected" onto the wall.
If Calc is selected, BuildersCAD will display the Calculator for
use in calculating the distance.
If Menu is selected, you will be presented with the INSERT
OPTIONS menu. You may then select a new insert method or select
Ref/Point again. This enables you to start over if you grab the
wrong wall or wrong wall end.
If Cancel is selected, wall input will terminate.
After entering a wall with the Reference Point icon you will be
asked to select a new wall. If you wish to insert another wall panel,
you may do so. Press F10 when finished inserting walls to exit the
command.
Labeling Walls
A wall number and a wall symbol may be added
to identify each wall panel. Both can be useful for
identifying panels when matching up panels in
framing elevations, panels on a floor plan, panels
reported in a pieces report, etc. BuildersCAD primarily controls wall
numbers, since they are critical to proper program operation. Should you
want to re-sequence wall numbers according to a scheme useful to you, you
will find it difficult to do with wall numbering. On the other hand, wall symbols are completely under user control. A wall symbol can be used wherever
a wall number could appear in graphics, in a report, or in sorting output.
Labeling Walls
BuildersCAD provides wall labels as a means of displaying information
about wall panels during layout and editing. Each wall can be tagged with its
own wall label, showing the wall panel’s length, wall symbol (if applicable),
and system wall number. Wall labels also allow you to visually determine the
exterior surface of a wall panel.
Wall labels are automatically generated and updated whenever the Label button on the STATUS menu is set to On and are drawn using the current parameters as set from the LABEL WALLS menu.
If walls are edited or inserted with labels Off, the wall labels are not updated.
When labels are subsequently turned On, various labels may be missing or
display "old" wall data. Under such circumstances, it is necessary to regenerBuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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ate the wall labels.
The BuildersCAD Label Walls function on the PLACE WALLS Application sub-menu provides an easy way to create and update wall labels. When
the Label Walls icon is selected, the LABEL WALLS pop-up menu appears.
The Label Walls Menu
The LABEL WALLS menu is divided into four areas: the Search Mode area
where you select how BuildersCAD will search for walls to be labeled;
the Label Parameters area, where you determine what parameters will appear
in each label; the Label Type area, where you determine a symbol shape that
BuildersCAD will fill with wall label data; and the Command Execution
area, to select commands to either generate Wall Labels or Wall Symbols.
Search Mode
From the Search Mode area, you may select the method BuildersCAD will use when looking for walls. Note that BuildersCAD
will search the current wall level only. Available methods are:
Single - Label individually selected walls.
Area In - Label all the walls in a specified area.
Area Out - Label all the walls outside a specified area.
All - Label all the walls on the current level.
Labels will be drawn according to the current settings of the Label
Parameters and Label Type buttons. Wall labeling occurs when you
select Create Wall Labels or Wall Symbols under Command Execution at the bottom of the Label Walls menu.
Label Parameters
The various parameters under the Label Parameters heading determine what information is contained in each label, as described
below. The parameters on the LABEL WALLS menu will be
retained for the entire BuildersCAD session.
Label Symbol
The value for Label Symbol determines whether a wall panel’s
user-defined symbol is included in the wall label. Selecting the Wall
Symbols button at the bottom of the LABEL WALLS menu generates wall symbols. Using Wall Symbols is discussed later in this
section.
With each pick on Label Symbol, the displayed value will toggle
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between Yes and No. If set to Yes, wall symbols will be included as
part of the wall label. If set to No, wall symbols will not be included
in the wall label.
Label Number
The value for Label Number determines whether a wall panel’s system-defined wall number is included in the wall label.
With each pick on Label Number, the displayed value will toggle
between Yes and No. If set to Yes, wall numbers will be included as
part of the wall label. If set to No, wall numbers will not be
included in the wall label.
Label Length
The value for Label Length determines whether the length of a wall
panel will be included as part of the wall label.
With each pick on Label Length, the displayed value will toggle
between Yes and No. If set to Yes, wall lengths will be included as
part of the wall label. If set to No, wall lengths will not be included
in the wall label.
Te x t S i z e
The Text Size parameter determines the text size for all text portions of the wall label. This value is specified in "paper" units in
that you specify the height for the text as it will appear when plotted
at the current database scale. BuildersCAD will use the currently selected text font for all label text.
To change the text size, select Text Size. You may type a new value
or select from the choices on the prompt line.
Clear Layer
The value for Clear Layer determines whether BuildersCAD
will erase all of the wall labels on the current layer before placing
any new labels. Each time you select Clear Layer, the displayed
value will toggle between Yes and No.
If set to Yes, labels will be cleared when you select Execute. If set to
No, the current labels will remain in place. When you place a label
for a wall panel that already has a label, the old label will not be
erased.
Color
The value for Color determines the screen display color for all comBuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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ponents of the wall label. To change the default color for wall
labels, select Color, then select a color from the pop-up menu or
type a color number at the keyboard.
L a b e l Ty p e
You may select a label type that will be drawn around the wall number and wall symbol text entries. The size of the symbol will be set
dynamically for each wall panel.
Using Wall Symbols
A wall symbol can be any string of letters, numbers, and symbols, up to a
maximum of eight characters. Usually a symbol will consist of three parts.

• An optional prefix.
• A number, to provide a unique symbol for each panel.
• An optional suffix.
The prefix and suffix, if used, are useful for identifying a group of similar
panels. More than one panel can safely have the same symbol, though in
most schemes this will be undesirable.
Assigning Wall Symbols
To start the wall symbol labeling command, select Wall Symbols on the
LABEL WALLS pop-up menu. This will produce the small WALL SYMBOLS pop-up menu. Select Ascending from this menu, meaning you want to
assign a group of ascending wall symbols. This will produce the CREATE
WALL SYMBOLS pop-up menu.

Create Wall Symbols Menu
When Create is selected from this menu, the program will prompt to pick
one or more panels in sequence. It will assign new wall symbols to each
selected panel, automatically incrementing the numeric portion of the wall
symbol as the symbols are assigned. Before selecting Create, you should
decide which range of panels you want to assign the symbols to, and fill out
the following menu parameters.
Starting Number
Enter the number you want to use as the numeric portion of the first
symbol you will assign.
Prefix
If you want a prefix, enter any string. To assign a "blank" prefix
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after having entered a non-blank string, select the field and type a
space.
Suffix
If you want a suffix, enter any string. To assign a "blank" suffix
after having entered a non-blank string, select the field and type a
space.
Minimum Digits
Enter the minimum number of digits to be used in the numeric portion of the symbol. If you entered 3 here, the numeric portion of a
symbol incremented to 7 would appear here as 007. If 2 is entered,
it would appear as 07. This is useful for insuring successively
assigned symbols will sort correctly, as in PRE08SUF, PRE09SUF,
PRE10SUF, PRE11SUF, etc.
If you have more than 9 walls you should use a minimum number
of 2 digits. If you have more than 99 walls you should use a minimum number of 3 digits.
If you wish to Save the menu parameter values you entered as a default in
the currently loaded project directory, select Save. It is not necessary to
select Save before selecting Execute, but doing so can speed setup if you
later need to resequence your wall symbols.
Assigning Symbols to Wall Panels
Select Create from the CREATE WALL SYMBOLS menu to begin assigning
symbols. When prompted, successively select the panels to receive ascending symbols. BuildersCAD will display on the prompt line the next wall
symbol that will be assigned. As you pick walls, BuildersCAD will highlight each wall to aid you in assigning symbols for the entire level. If Verify
is turned On (via the CYCLE menu), you will be asked to confirm each panel
selection.
Once you have finished selecting all the panels you want to name, select F10
to stop, then choose Apply to make the actual symbol changes, or Cancel to
exit without changes. Be sure to save your database after changing wall symbols. Also, you should re-frame each level on which any symbols are modified.
Changing Wall Symbols
After initially setting wall symbols, you may need to make changes to the
assignments, such as after removing wall panels or adding new wall panels.
To change wall symbols, select the Label Walls icon on the PLACE WALLS
BuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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Application sub-menu. This will produce the small WALL LABELS pop-up
menu. Next select Wall Symbols. You can change existing symbols in any of
three ways:

• Ascending - With this selection, you can simply reassign symbols to
one or more panels using the technique described in the previous section.

• Swap - With this selection, you can swap the symbols assigned to one
or more pairs of panels.

• Re-Assign - With this selection you can re-assign symbols currently
assigned to a group of sequentially labeled panels. BuildersCAD will
re-sequence the numeric portion of the symbols automatically.
Changing Symbols with Swap
Upon selecting Swap, the program will prompt for the first symbol
name to swap. Select Done when finished, otherwise type the symbol name of the first panel. The program will then prompt for the
second symbol to swap. Enter the symbol name of the second symbol. BuildersCAD will begin building a list of panels to swap
and will add to it with each pair of symbol names you type. After
typing a second wall symbol, the program will again prompt for a
first symbol, so you can swap another pair if needed. Once you
select Done, the program will prompt to apply the changes. Select
Apply to apply all of your swaps or Cancel to exit without making
symbol changes.
Be sure to save your database after changing wall symbols. Also
you should re-frame each level on which symbols are modified.
When typing symbol names, BuildersCAD will not check
whether the symbol actually exists. This allows a list of wall symbols to be entered as quickly as possible. If a non-existent symbol is
specified, the program performs no action for that symbol pair.
Changing Symbols with ReAssign
When using re-assign, the program will allow you to enter new
symbols for any number of existing symbols. After doing so, you
can direct the program to act in one of two ways:
Assign the new symbols "as is" - Whatever you entered for the
new symbols are simply assigned to the panels you identified by
their existing symbols.
Re-sequence - When you request this action, you will indicate a
range of symbols to be re-sequenced (usually including the symbols
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you just re-assigned). The program will alphabetically sort the symbols in this range, then re-sequence the symbols in this range, incrementing the numerical portion of the symbol.
Re-sequencing is very useful when you need to insert wall symbols
somewhere in the middle of your existing symbol sequence, and
have all the following wall symbol numbers increased to maintain a
continuous, ascending sequence. It is also useful for removing a
symbol or group of symbols and renumbering to "fill in the gap".
When using this technique, you can treat the new symbols you
assign before starting re-sequencing as merely "dummy" symbols,
created to force panels in the proper alphabetic sequence.
Auto re-sequencing uses the prefix, suffix, starting number, and
minimum digits last saved in the CREATE WALL SYMBOLS popup menu. Therefore, if you plan to use the re-sequencing technique,
make sure your symbol prefix, starting number, and suffix are set
correctly on the CREATE WALL SYMBOLS pop-up menu before
you begin the re-assign function. If you have not executed the Save
function from the CREATE WALL SYMBOLS menu, the resequence function will revert to the "old" values that were most
recently saved.
To use the re-assign function, select Re-Assign from the WALL
SYMBOLS pop-up menu. At the Old symbol prompt, type an existing symbol name to be substituted. At the New symbol prompt,
enter a new symbol to replace the existing one. You will return to
the Old symbol prompt where you may specify another panel or
select Done.
Once Done is selected, the program will prompt to apply changes
and present several choices:
Apply As-Is - Causes the re-assignements to be made without auto
re-sequence. Scans the entire database, not just the current level.
Auto Re-Sequence - Causes the re-assignments to be made, the
new symbols are sorted in ascending alphabetical order, then an
auto re-sequence is performed. You will be prompted for more
information described below.
Cancel - Aborts the entire process, discarding the list just entered.
If Auto Re-Sequence is selected, the program prompts for the resequence extent with the following choices:
All Levels - Causes all panels on all levels to be auto re-sequenced.
Current Level - Causes all panels on the current level to be auto resequenced.
BuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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Range Of Symbols - The program will prompt for "First Symbol"
and "Last Symbol". BuildersCAD will re-sequence all symbols
that lie between the selected symbols alphabetically. When specifiying a panel for which a new symbol has been entered, use the
new symbol, not the old one. The program will look on all levels
for the specified range.
Cancel - Aborts the entire process, discarding the list just entered.
Auto re-sequence uses the prefix, suffix, starting number, and minimum digits last saved in the Create Wall Symbols pop-up menu.
Should you forget to set these values properly before starting resequencing, start over, or to preserve the substitutions already specified, do the following:

• Perform the Apply As-Is function.
• Correct and save the automatic data by selecting Wall Symbols followed by Ascending.

• Re-enter the Re-Assign function.
• Select Done without entering any symbols to be re-assigned.
• Select Auto Re-Sequence again.
No check of validity of symbols selected is done during the input
phase so that you will not have to wait on the computer while it
scans the database with each symbol you enter. If a non-existent
symbol is specified, the program performs no action.
Re-Sequencing Examples
Example 1 - Suppose an entire building having 70 panels has had
ascending symbols applied using the Ascending function. Assume
that the Prefix and Suffix are both empty (blank), the starting number is 1 and the minimum digits are 3, thus symbols are "001",
"002", etc., through "070". A new panel is added on level A that is
to receive the designation "003", and the existing "003" is to be
bumped to "004", and so on up through "070" becoming "071".
Re-sequencing would be done as follows. Change the symbol of the
newly added panel to a "dummy" symbol of "002a". This establishes alphabetically that the new panel will fall between the existing "002" and the existing "003". Next select Auto Re-sequence for
all levels. BuildersCAD will do the rest, renumbering "002a" to
"003", "003" to "004", and so on.
Example 2 - Suppose an entire building has had ascending symbols
applied using the Ascending function, and currently has symbols
"001" through "070". Panel "002" is deleted. To close the gap,
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select the Re-assign function, specify no panels to receive new
names (i.e. select Done at the first prompt), but select Auto Resequence. The program will change "003" to "002", and so on.
"070" will become "069".
Be sure to save your database after changing wall symbols. Also
you should re-frame each level on which any symbols are modified.
3D Walls
Two dimensional walls of your floor plan can be extruded into three-dimensional walls. Below the Wall icon on the PLACE WALLS Application submenu there are two buttons - 3D Walls and All. The 3D Walls button allows
you to extrude one wall, walls by area, or all walls on a level with a single
command.
When the 3D Walls button is selected, the 3D WALL EXTRUSIONS pop-up
menu will display. Pick a search mode, either Single, Area, Level, or All.
Next select the Create 3D Wall Extrusions button to generate the 3D walls.
Other options on the menu allow you to Clear the 3D extrusions layer when
you generate the 3D Walls and/or pick the Color to use for the 3D walls.
When All is selected on the PLACE WALLS Application sub-menu, BuildersCAD will generate 3D walls on all levels without additional prompts.
Wall Editing
There are two ways to access the wall edit tools. First you can simply pick a
wall with the left mouse button while you are in the Walls Application. You
will get a pop-up menu with all of the edit tools of the EDIT WALLS Application sub-menu except Global Edit. To display the EDIT WALLS Application sub-menu, Select Edit Walls at the bottom of the PLACE WALLS
Application sub-menu. The following functions are available on the EDIT
WALLS Application sub-menu:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Erase a wall.
Move a wall.
Trim (shorten) or Extend (lengthen) a wall.
Reverse a wall.
Split a wall into multiple walls.
Merge multiple walls into a single wall.
Modify a wall with the Alter Wall menu.
Edit characteristics of multiple walls with a single menu pick using
Global Edit.

• Display a specific wall by Wall Number.
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• Edit Wall Laps
Erasing a Wall
Walls can be erased one at a time, within an area, or all walls on
the current level. To begin erasing walls, select the Erase icon on
the Edit Walls Application sub-menu. The program will prompt
for the method of erasing walls, Single, Area In, All, or Cancel.
If Single is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the wall to be erased.
If Area In is selected, prompts will ask for a two point window around the
area of walls to be erased. If either end of a wall is included within the area
boundary, that wall will be erased. If All is selected, BuildersCAD will
prompt to confirm that you want to erase all walls on the current level. Cancel exits the erase wall function.
Moving a Wall
The Wall Move function always move walls in a direction perpendicular to the wall itself. A horizontal wall can be moved up
or down while a vertical wall can be moved left and right. To
move a wall end in a direction parallel to the wall, use the Trim/
Extend function.
To begin moving walls, select the Move icon on the EDIT WALLS Application sub-menu. The program will prompt for the wall to move. Move the cursor and select the desired wall with F1. The program will highlight the wall
closest to the cursor. At the midpoint of the wall, the program will display a
(+) symbol on one side and a (-) symbol on the other. BuildersCAD will
prompt for the distance + or - or for another option. To move the wall, type
the distance you wish to move it, or select one of the default options on the
prompt line. Note which side of the wall is tagged as the positive (+) side
and which is the negative (-) side. Type or select a positive or negative number based on the direction you wish to move the wall.
Select Calc to bring up the BuildersCAD calculator to calculate a distance.
Select Align With Wall to move the wall to line up with another wall. A
prompt will ask you to select the wall to align with. Select a wall that runs
parallel to the wall being moved and BuildersCAD will align them.
When a wall is moved, any openings placed within the wall will be mvoed
with the wall. If automatic opening labeling is On (see the section on Wall
Opening Placement - The Openings Status menu), the opening labels will be
redrawn in their new locations and old opening labels will be erased. In addition, any wall that intersects the wall being moved will be trimmed or
extended accordingly.
After a wall is moved, you will be prompted to select another wall to be
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moved. If you want to move another wall, pick it with F1. When you are finished moving walls, press F10 at this prompt.
Tr imming / Extending a Wall
Wall length can be adjusted through the use of the Trim/Extend
function. Trimming, which makes walls shorter, and extending,
which makes walls longer, are both performed by the same function. You may trim and extend walls in any order, but only one
wall end can be trimmed or extended at a time. To begin trimming and
extending walls, select the Trim / Extend icon from the EDIT WALLS Application sub-menu.
BuildersCAD will prompt you to select the wall near the end to be
trimmed or extended. Move your cursor to the end of the wall you wish to
change and pick that wall with F1. There are two things to consider when
making your F1 pick.

• The wall closest to your cursor when you make the pick will be the
wall that gets modified.

• The end of the wall you were closest to when you made the pick will
be the end that is modified.
Generally it is best to get "inside" the wall you wish to change and make
your F1 pick nearest the end to be changed. When you have selected a wall,
BuildersCAD may show a white "X" at the end of the wall that Trim/
Extend will change. This feature is controlled by the Show Reference Blip
option on the preferences menu. BuildersCAD will prompt for the distance to trim or extend and offer several options on the prompt line. You may
type a distance to trim or extend the wall or select one of the options.
If you choose to type a distance, the selected end of the wall will be lengthened or shortened accordingly. If you type a positive distance, the wall will
be lengthened by that amount. If you type a negative distance, the wall will
be shortened by that amount. If one of the options is selected from the
prompt line, the wall end will be changed as described below.
Auto-Extend - By selecting Auto-Extend, BuildersCAD will look for the
closest wall beyond the end of the current wall that can intersect the selected
wall. The selecte wall is then lengthened to the intersection. When using this
command, avoid situations where the extended wall will intersect with
another co-linear wall.
Auto-Trim - By selecting Auto-Trim, BuildersCAD will look for the
nearest existing intersection along the selected wall. The selected wall will
be shortened to the intersection.
DBL REF - Selecting DBL REF causes BuildersCAD to use a double
reference point to determine how to trim or extend the wall. Refer to the RefBuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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erenc e Points topic for more information on Double Reference Point. When
a double reference point is selected, it is "projected" to where it would be if it
were located along the wall you are editing. The new end of the wall is
placed at the location of the projected point.
If a new wall intersection is possible after the trim/extend operation, it is not
created. You must the use auto extend, auto trim, or manual intersect to create the intersection.
Manual Intersect - If you select Manual Intersect, you will be asked to
select a wall to trim or extend to. Select a wall with an F1 pick. BuildersCAD will trim or extend the first wall to where it would intersect the second wall. If the trim/extend makes an intersection here possible, an
intersection is created. Note that with manual intersect you can cause walls
to be extended "through" existing walls. The framer will not recognize intersections where walls pass through each other, and wall lap editing on those
intersections will not be possible.
Meas - You will be prompted to enter two points. BuildersCAD will
determine the straight line disteance between the two points, and will extend
the chosen wall by that amount. MEAS always extends a wall.
CALC - Will bring up the BuildersCAD calculator. You can calculate the
distance and write the results to the prompt.
Cancel - Selecting Cancel will exit the Trim/Extend function.
Reversing a Wall
The reverse option performs two functions.

• It swaps which surface of a wall is considered the "exterior" surface.

• It reverses the observed left and right sides of the wall.
After selecting the Reverse icon, BuildersCAD will prompt to select the
wall to be reversed. Move the cursor to the wall you wish to reverse and pick
it with F1. BuildersCAD will then highlight the selected wall and prompt
to confirm the reverse of the selected wall. Selecting YES or pressing Enter
will reverse the wall. You may then select another wall to reverse, or press
F10 to terminate the Reverse function. Selecting NO will return you to the
previous prompt. Selecting Cancel terminates the Reverse function.
The wall labels, when displayed always appear on the exterior side of a wall.
When generating elevations, the exterior surfaces of exterior walls are used
to create a 3D solid for use in hidden line generation. The exterior and interior sides of exterior walls are also treated differently during materials application.
The "left" and "right" side of a wall can be determined based on the location
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of each wall’s wall label. BuildersCAD always places the wall number
portion of the wall label on the exterior side of a wall. If you imagine yourself standing at the location of the wall number and looking at the wall, the
left end of the wall will be to your left and the right end of the wall will be to
your right.
After a wall is reversed, you will be prompted to select another wall. Choose
another wall to reverse, or press F10 to terminate the Reverse Wall function.
Splitting A Wall
The split wall function allows you to split a wall into two panels.
Height and rake data are mainteined across both panels, so that
the over-all shape of a raked panel when split will be retained.
Whe you select Split from the EDIT WALLS Application submenu, BuildersCAD will prompt you to select a wall near one end. Move
your cursor to the wall you wish to split and pick that wall with F1. Make
sure your cursor is nearest the end of the wall you wish to measure from to
make the split. The wall will highlight and you will see a potential split mark
at 4 ft., 8 ft., 10 ft., 12 ft., 14 ft., and 16 ft. You will be prompted for the distance to the split in feet. The potential split marks are just a visual indicator
along the wall of where these various dimensions occur. For example, you
will be able to see if the 8 ft. split occurs on an opening.
If you select a number from the prompt line or type a distance and enter, the
wall will be split at that distance from the selected end.
If you select Meas, you will be prompted to enter two points. When the wall
is split, the first panel will be the same length as the straight line distance
between the two points you entered.
After a wall is split, you will be prompted to select another wall. Choose
another wall to split or press F10 to terminate the Split Wall function.
Merging Walls
The Merge function takes two wall panels and forms a single
wall panel from them. The two walls must be co-linear and be of
the same width to be merged. The new wall will assume the wall
type, rules set, and height/rake of the wall that has the lower system-defined wall number.
To merge two wall panels, select the Merge icon on the EDIT WALLS Application sub-menu. You will be prompted to pick the merge point. Move the
cursor near to the point where the two panels intersect and pick there with
F1. If the panels can be joined, the walls will highlight and BuildersCAD
will prompt to verify the merge. Select Yes to merge the two walls. If the
panels cannot be joined, BuildersCAD will inform you why and what you
might do to make the merge possible.
BuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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If more than two panels intersect at the same location, BuildersCAD will
be unable to merge wall panels. Use the Trim/Extend function to trim the
third wall panel away from the intersection before using Merge. Once the
panels are merged, you may extend the third panel back to its original position.
After two panels are merged, BuildersCAD will prompt to select another
merge point. Choose another wall intersection point or press F10 to terminate the Merge Wall function.
Alter Wall
The ALTER WALL menu allows you to make specific changes to the characteristics of an individual wall. While the ALTER WALL menu is active,
it displays a graphical representation of the shape of the wall and the location
of any openings placed within the wall.
You can access the ALTER WALL menu by either selecting a wall and picking Alter Wall from the SELECT ENTITY pop-up menu or by selecting the
Alter Wall button on the EDIT WALLS Application sub-menu. Either of these
actions will cause BuildersCAD to prompt for the wall to alter. Move the
cursor to the wall you wish to edit and pick it with F1. The ALTER WALL
pop-up menu will appear, and the sub-menu within it will contain the Alter
Walls function buttons.
In the main window of the ALTER WALL menu you will see an outline of the
wall you selected to edit. Dashed lines within the wall indicate the location
of any openings placed in the wall. Along with the wall you will see dimensions indicating the height and length of the wall and the rise and run lengths
of any raked edges. Inside each opening outline you will see the rough opening height and width of that opening.
The ALTER WALL menu provides the following editing functions:

• Wall data changes related to wall type, rules set, width, and several
other parameters.

• Height and rake changes for applying slopes to the top and bottom
plates of a wall.

• Framing rule changes for overriding individual framing rules.
• Opening changes related to moving or replacing specific openings,
changing hand and / or swing, and individually specifying 2D and 3D
symbols.

• Custom framing and 3D framing previews.
Each of these is described below.
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Wall Data Changes

The WALL DATA menu appears on the ALTER WALL menu when
you select Wall Data. It is also the default menu that appears the
first time you access the ALTER WALL menu after starting BuildersCAD.
Wall Number
The button next to the Wall Number heading displays the current
wall level and number. Each wall on a level has a unique number
that BuildersCAD assigns during wall layout.
To change a wall number, select Wall Number. The program will
prompt you to enter an new wall number. You may select Current or
press Enter to retain the current wall number. Typing an integer and
Enter changes the wall number to the specified value.
If you need to exercise control over the identifiers assigned to your
wall, we recommend you use wall symbols instead of wall numbers
for your wall identifiers. Wall numbers are critical to correct program operation and should not be changed arbitrarily. On the
other hand, wall symbols can be completely controlled by the user.
BuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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See Labeling Walls in this topic for more information.
Ty p e
The button next to the Type heading displays the current wall type.
To change a wall’s type, click on Type. A pop-up menu will appear
from which you may select the new wall type. It is not possible to
enter a wall type name from the keyboard. Note that selecting a new
wall type also changes the wall’s default framing rules set.
Rules Set
The button next to the Rules Set heading displays the current rules
set that the BuildersCAD Framer will use when framing this
wall. To change a wall’s rules set, select Rules Set from the menu.
The prompt line will display the current rules set. Selecting this
name or pressing the Enter key will cause the rules set to remain
unchanged. If you type a new rules set name, that name becomes
the new rules set for the wall. Note that BuildersCAD does not
check on whether a rules set exists by the name you type here. If
you use a non-existent rules set name, when the wall level is framed
the BuildersCAD Framer will generate an error and not frame
the wall.
Symbol
The button next to the Symbol heading displays the current symbol
for this wall. If no symbol has been assigned, this button will be
empty. Symbols can be assigned to individual walls through the
ALTER WALL menu, or automatically on a per-level basis by using
the Label Walls functions discussed earlier in this section.
A wall symbol may be up to eight characters in length, and typically consists of an optional prefix, a wall number, and an optional
suffix. The symbols can be used for framing and for wall reports as
an alternate method of referencing walls. Wall framing output can
be sorted by wall symbols instead of by the system-defined wall
number.
Outside
The button next to the Outside heading displays which wall surface
is considered to be the exterior surface. If you select the Outside
button, the displayed value will toggle between Right and Left. The
ALTER WALL menu will redraw the current wall as it would appear
from the new exterior side.
Width
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The button next to the Width heading displays the width, our outside-to-inside thickness of the wall. To change the wall’s width,
select the Width button. The prompt line will display a set of common values. You may select one of these defaults, or type a new
value. Typed values are assumed to be in inches.
Sort Order
This field is reserved for future use. It currently has no effect.
Reference
The button next to the Reference heading displays which wall components (studs, sheathing, siding) are referenced by the measurement in the Width field. To change the Reference value, select
Reference, and then select a new reference configuration from the
pop-up menu. Refer to the discussion on Reference in the Labeling
Walls section of this topic. Note that only the BuildersCAD
Framer uses this value.
Wall Line
The button next to the Wall Line heading displays the wall line used
when viewing a plan view of this wall. A wall’s line type is
assigned during wall layout. To change the default line type for this
wall, select Wall Line. Select a new wall line value from the choices
presented on the prompt line, or type a new value and Enter. If you
type a new value, be sure to include the "w" prefix.
Height and Rake Changes
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The HEIGHT AND RAKE CHANGES menu appears when you
select Hgt/Rake Changes on the ALTER WALL menu.
Left and Right Wall Height
The buttons next to the Left and Right headings under the Wall
Height heading define the height of the wall along the left and right
sides. Depending on how the wall rakes are set, these values may be
overridden. To change the height of one side of the wall, select Left
or Right. You may select one of the default values on the prompt
line or type a new value at the keyboard. Wall units are assumed to
be in feet. Left and right end designations are as if viewing the wall
from the outside, or the side of the wall where wall labels are
placed.
Left and Right Wall Rakes
The buttons next to the Left and Right headings under the Wall
Rakes heading define the slopes for the top plates at each end of the
wall. If both left and right rakes are set to zero, the top of the wall
will be flat. To change the rake of a wall, select the wall rake button
for the side of the wall you wish to change. You may select from
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one of the default values on the prompt line, or type and enter a new
value at the keyboard. The value you specify will determine how
many inches of rise occur across a one foot run. Fractions are permitted (e.g. 5.5 inches of rise across a one foot run).
The starting point for the rake is the left or right end of the wall,
depending on which rake is selected. The rake is applied toward the
center of the wall. A positive rake will increase the height of the
wall as you approach the center, and a negative rake will decrease
the height of the wall.
Note 1: A wall outline can have only five sides. If the wall panel geometry you
are trying to model has more than five sides, you must split the wall into
two or more panels.
Wall Base Offset
The button next to the Offset heading under the Wall Base heading
displays the current vertical offset for the bottom plate of the wall.
A wall may be moved to an elevation above the base floor level by
changing this value. When doing so, the height of the panel remains
constant (i.e. the top moves with the bottom). To change the Offset
of the wall base, select Offset on the ALTER WALL menu. You may
select a new value from the choices on the prompt line, or type a
new value and Enter at the keyboard. A positive value raises the
wall above the current floor level, and a negative value drops the
wall below the current floor level.
If you select a non-zero offset, a dotted line will appear in the wall
display window to indicate the base floor elevation for the current
level.
Wall Base Rake
The button next to the Rake heading under the Wall Base heading
displays the current wall base rake value. This value determines
whether the base, or bottom plate, of the wall will be flat or sloped.
To change the wall base rake, select the Rake button. You may
select a new value from the choices on the prompt line, or type and
enter a new value at the keyboard. The rake is always applied from
the left side. A positive rake causes the right side of the wall to be
raised above the level of the left side and a negative value lowers
the right side below the level of the left side.
Framing Rule Changes
For directions on how to modify framing with the Override Functions option on the ALTER WALL menu, see the Wall Framing secBuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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tion of this topic.
Opening Changes

You can make changes to individual openings within the selected
wall by selecting Opening Changes on the ALTER WALL menu.
When you make this selection, BuildersCAD will prompt for a
line of the opening. Move the cursor to one of the dotted lines that
outline the opening you wish to modify and pick it with F1. The
ALTER WALL menu will display the current settings for the
selected opening.
Once you have made the desired changes, select Exit W/Changes.
BuildersCAD does not update the wall opening until you make
this selection. At any time you may select Reset Values to reset the
opening values to their initial settings when an opening line was
selected. To edit another opening, select Opening Changes again.
Each of the Opening Changes menu fields and functions is
described below.
Ty p e
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The button next to the Type heading displays the selected opening’s
type, as in Interior Door, Window, etc. This value cannot be
changed through the ALTER WALL menu. You must erase the opening and place a new opening to change an opening’s type.
Name
The button next to the Name heading displays the name of the
selected opening. Changing an opening’s name will change all
other opening parameters to the default values associated with the
new opening name. To change an opening name, select Name on
the ALTER WALL menu. You may type a new name at the keyboard
or select the current name from the prompt line. You may also
select Menu from the prompt line to get a menu of the openings in
the current Project that are of the same type. If you select a different
name than the current name, the new opening replaces the existing
one, while maintaining the centerline position. After selecting a
new opening name, you must select Exit W/Changes for the change
to take effect.
Left
The button next to the Left heading displays the distance from the
left end of the wall to the left side of the rough opening. You can
move an opening by changing its position relative to the left end of
the wall. To move an opening, select Left on the ALTER WALL
menu. Type the new value for the distance to the left end of the
wall. The value next to Right will change accordingly. You must
select Exit W/ Changes for the change to take effect.
Right
The button next to the Right heading displays the distance from the
right end of the wall to the right side of the rough opening. You can
move an opening by changing its position relative to the right end
of the wall. To move an opening, select Right on the ALTER WALL
menu. Type the new value for the distance to the right end of the
wall. The value next to Left will change accordingly. You must
select Exit W/ Changes for the change to take effect.
Width
The button next to the Width heading displays the rough opening
width for the selected opening. The rough opening width may not
be changed in the ALTER WALL menu.
Height
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The button next to the Height heading displays the rough opening
height for the selected opening. The rough opening height may not
be changed in the ALTER WALL menu.
Symbol
The button next to the Symbol heading displays the name of the
Repeated Item that is drawn to represent a plan view of the opening.
To change the plan view symbol, select Symbol on the ALTER
WALL menu. You may then type a new RI name or select Menu on
the prompt line to get a menu of Repeated Item names. If you type
an RI name, note that BuildersCAD will not check to see if the
RI exists. You must select Exit W/ Changes for the change to take
effect. Refer to the Repeated Items topic for more information on
RIs.
Sill Height
The value displayed next to the Sill Height heading tells BuildersCAD what the distance is to the bottom of the opening. You can
change this dimension causing the opening to shift up or down in
the wall. To modify the distance, select Sill Hgt on the ALTER
WALL menu. Type the new value for the distance to the bottom of
the opening and Enter. The value next to Header Hgt will change
accordingly. You must select Exit W/ Changes for the change to
take effect.
Header Height
The value displayed next to the Header Height heading tells
BuildersCAD what the distance is to the top of the opening. You
can change this dimension causing the opening to shift up or down
in the wall. To modify the distance, select Header Hgt on the
ALTER WALL menu. Type the new value for the distance to the top
of the opening and Enter. The value next to Sill Hgt will change
accordingly. You must select Exit W/ Changes for the change to
take effect.
Swing
The button next to the Swing heading displays the current swing
orientation for a door symbol. If swing is set to Outswing, the door
symbol will be shown opening from the outside with hinges on the
exterior side of the wall. If Swing is set to Inswing, the door symbol
will be shown opening from the inside with hinges on the interior
side of the wall. To change the swing associated with an opening,
select Swing on the ALTER WALL menu. The value next to Swing
will toggle between Inswing and Outswing.
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Hand
The button next to the Hand heading displays the current hand orientation for a door symbol. If hand is set to Left, the door symbol
will be shown as being a left-hand door. If hand is set to Right, the
door symbol will be shown as being a right-hand door. To change
the Hand associated with an opening, select Hand on the ALTER
WALL menu. The value next to Hand will toggle between Left and
Right.
Sub Comp
The button next to the Sub Comp heading displays whether the current opening is a subcomponent, which is a special user-defined
opening. Refer to the section on Subcomponents later in this topic
for detailed information about subcomponents. The value for Sub
Comp cannot be changed on the ALTER WALL menu.
Rules
The button next to the Rules heading displays whether or not the
default rules set has been overridden. If this button displays No, the
BuildersCAD Framer will use the default rules set for this wall
to frame the opening. This button will display Yes when the default
rules have been overridden. To override the default rules for the
opening, select Rules on the ALTER WALL menu. Next select Set
from the prompt line. Details about the individual parameter
changes you can make from this menu are in the section on Wall
Framing Rules later in this topic. When finished overriding the
rules set. select Return To Previous Menu to return to the ALTER
WALL - OPENING CHANGES menu.
3D Framing and Custom Frame
For information on the 3d Framing and Custom Frame options, see
the Wall Framing section of this topic.
Global Editing
With the GLOBAL EDIT menu you can change
one or more parameters of a wall or group of
walls. Changes can be applied to walls in a particular area and/or of a particular type. When Global Edit is selected on the
EDIT WALLS Application sub-menu, the GLOBAL EDIT pop-up menu
appears. Each field in the GLOBAL EDIT menu displays the current wall values, such as wall type, rules set, pen, color, etc., as set on the WALLS STATUS menu.
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The GLOBAL EDIT menu has two modes.

• Select Item mode, in which you select which parameters wil be
changed for the edited walls.

• Change Value mode, in which you specify new values for the parameters you want to change.
The GLOBAL EDIT menu defaults to Select Item mode. After selecting the
parameters you wish to change (see Selecting Parameters to Update below),
set Search Wall Type to match the wall types you wish to edit. Next, select
All, Area, or Single to specify how BuildersCAD is to locate walls to
change. If you select Area, you will be prompted to set two fence points to
define the search area.
BuildersCAD will next prompt to confirm the edit. Selecting No at this
prompt terminates Global Edit. If Yes is selected, BuildersCAD will
begin searching walls according to the method specified in the Global Edit
menu. If All was selected, all walls on the current level that match the
selected wall type will be changed. If Area was selected, all walls with at
least one end point in the defined area that match the selected wall type will
be changed. If Single was selected, you will be prompted to choose a wall to
edit. Pick each wall with F1. If the Verify function (found on the CYCLE
menu) is set to Yes, BuildersCAD will ask you to verify the selection of
each wall before it is changed. Global Edit will begin its execution when All,
Area, or Single is selected.
Selecting Parameters to
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Update
Only those Global Edit menu parameters that are highlighted will
be updated for selected walls when performing a global edit.
When the Change Value button is active (highlighted), you will be
prompted to enter a new value for any parameter that you select.
Also, that parameter will remain highlighted, indicating it will be
changed during the global edit.
When the Select Item button is active (highlighted), any parameter
you pick will toggle between being highlighted and non-highlighted. Use the Select Item mode to highlight the parameters you
want updated, and un-highlight the parameters you don’t want to
update.
For convenience, selecting the Select All button causes Global Edit
to highlight all parameters. Selecting the Clear All button un-highlights all parameters.
Wall Parameters
You may select all, some, or none of the parameters from the GLOBAL EDIT menu for updating. Following is a detailed description of
each parameter.
WL Type - Selecting WL Type on the GLOBAL EDIT menu
instructs Global Edit to change each selected wall’s wall type. Wall
types are predefined by BuildersCAD. A wall may be a member
of only one wall type.
Rules Set - Selecting Rules Set on the GLOBAL EDIT menu
instructs Global Edit to change the framing rules set for each wall.
Framing rules sets are user-defined and give the BuildersCAD
Framer instructions on how to frame walls.
Symbol - Selecting Symbol on the GLOBAL EDIT menu instructs
Global Edit to change the wall symbol for each selected wall. Wall
symbols are user-defined and can be assigned to each wall individually. BuildersCAD Framer wall output can be sorted according
to wall symbols rather than by the system-assigned wall numbers.
Note 1: Global edit will not automatically assign unique wall symbols. Global
edit will assign the symbol shown on the GLOBAL EDIT menu to each
and every wall edited during a particular Global Edit.
Width - Selecting Width on the GLOBAL EDIT menu instructs Global Edit to change the width, or outside-to-inside thickness of each
selected wall to the specified value.
Note 2: The length of intersecting walls will change accordingly when a wall
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width is changed.
Reference - Selecting Reference on the GLOBAL EDIT menu
instructs Global Edit to change each wall’s thickness reference. The
value in this field defines how a wall’s thickness is measured for
framing.
Custom - Selecting Custom on the GLOBAL EDIT menu instructs
Global Edit to change whether or not the BuildersCAD Framer
will refer to the custom wall framing file for each selected wall.
Turning custom framing Off for a wall does not delete the custom
wall framing board file, it merely causes the BuildersCAD
Framer to use standard framing instead. Turning custom framing
On does not create a custom board file, but if one already exists, the
BuildersCAD Framer will reference it by default. Custom framing can be created and edited via Alter Wall Custom Framing. Refer
to the Wall Framing section later in this topic for more information.
Color - Selecting Color on the GLOBAL EDIT menu instructs Global Edit to change the color of all selected walls. This color is used
for both plan view and 3D view walls.
Pen - Selecting Pen on the GLOBAL EDIT menu instructs Global
Edit to change the pen to use for each selected wall when that wall
is plotted.
Line - Selecting Line on the GLOBAL EDIT menu instructs Global
Edit to change the line type of the wall. BuildersCAD provides a
library of custom line types that are useful for representing various
walls when viewing a floor plan.
Note 3: Changing a wall’s line type to any type other than W0 will also change
the wall’s width to match the width of the line type.
The length of intersecting walls will change accordingly if a wall
width is changed.
Wall Height - Selecting Left or Right under the Wall Height heading on the GLOBAL EDIT menu instructs Global Edit to change the
height of the left or right side of each selected wall. The combined
values for Wall Height and Wall Rakes must be such that the overall
shape of a wall outline will not have more than five sides.
Wall Rakes - Selecting Left or Right under the Wall Rakes heading
on the GLOBAL EDIT menu instructs Global Edit to change the
slope applied at the top of a wall panel. The starting point for the
rake is the left or right end of the wall, depending on which rake is
selected. The rake is applied toward the center of the wall. A positive rake will increase the height of the wall as you approach the
center, and a negative rake will decrease the height of the wall.
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Wall Base Offset - The value defined in Offset determines the current vertical offset for the bottom plate of the wall. A wall may be
moved to an elevation above or below the base floor level by
changing this value. Selecting Offset under the Wall Base heading
on the GLOBAL EDIT menu instructs Global Edit to change the offset for each selected wall. A positive offset raises a wall above the
current floor level and a negative offset drops a wall below the current floor level.
Wall Base Rake - Selecting Rake under the Wall Base heading on
the GLOBAL EDIT menu instructs Global Edit to change the rake of
each selected wall’s bottom plate. The bottom plate rake is applied
beginning at the left side. A positive value causes the bottom plate
to rise from left to right; a negative value causes the bottom plate
todescend from left to right.
Display Wall
Display Wall will allow you to view a specific
wall on the current level by keying in the wall
number. When Display Wall is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt to display the wall by Number, Symbol, or Cancel.
Pick either Number or Symbol and then key in the number or symbol you
wish to view. The corresponding wall will immediately be centered in your
monitor screen. If you key in a wall number or symbol that doesn’t exist,
BuildersCAD will give a "Wall Not Found" error message.
Editing Wall Laps
When two walls intersect, one of two conditions
applies:

• One wall "overlaps" the other (one wall is
cut back by the width of the overlapping
wall).

• The walls are joined with a mitered cut.
By selecting one of the two wall lap buttons, you may specify which of the
above conditions applies at any wall intersection. In the case of a right angle
wall lap, you may also specify which wall overlaps the other.
To edit wall laps select the button corresponding to the type of corner you
wish to have, right angle or mitered. BuildersCAD will prompt to select
the wall to change. Move the cursor to the wall intersection you wish to
change and pick with F1. If you are applying a mitered corner, the walls will
be redrawn with a mitered intersection. If you are applying a right angle corner, the wall closest to your F1 pick will be lengthened to overlap the other
wall(s) at the wall intersection. After changing a wall lap, BuildersCAD
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will prompt for another wall. Choose another wall to change or press F10 to
exit the wall lap edit function.
Custom Wall Lines
A typical framed wall is usually drawn as a simple pair of parallel lines. In
many instances a designer may want to show brick veneer, sheathing, footings, or other information when drawing the wall. To address this issue,
BuildersCAD provides you with the ability to define custom wall line
styles, which may contain up to twelve parallel lines. These lines may be
drawn as a solid line, dashed line, or poche pattern.
A custom wall line is a user-defined line style that may be used to represent a
particular wall configuration in floor plans. BuildersCAD includes a
number of predefined line styles that can be modified to suit your own needs.
You may also define additional line styles if you desire.
Each wall line style is named wn, where n is a unique integer for each line
style. Line style w0 is a special line style in BuildersCAD since it can be
adjusted to any specified wall width. Do not modify line w0.
Selecting a Custom Wall Line
You may select a custom wall line style in one of two ways:

• From the WALL SELECT menu select a wall and then select the Edit
button. Next select the Wall Line button on the CREATE / EDIT WALL
menu. Next select a line style as indicated below.
Note 1: You cannot access the Modify / Create option from the WALL SELECT
menu.

• From the STATUS menu during wall layout, select Line, then select a
line style as defined below.
When you select a line type using one of the methods above, the program
will prompt for a Wall Line type and offer the options Current, View Menu,
Modify / Create, w0, w1, w2, w3, and Other. If you select Current or press
Enter, the current wall line style will be retained.
You may select a line style from the prompt line, or specify a new style by
typing "w" followed by the line style number you wish to use. If you select
View Mode from the prompt line, BuildersCAD will present you with a
menu with a display of each existing line style name and a preview of how
that line will look when drawn.
Creating and Modifying Wall
Line Styles
If you wish to make a new line style or change an existing line style, select
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Line from the STATUS menu, then select Modify / Create. Type the name of
the wall you wish to create or modify, or select a name from the prompt line.
BuildersCAD will display the CUSTOM WALL LINE DEFINITIONS
menu. From this menu, you may define the set of lines that will compose
your new line style.
The Custom Wall Line Definitions Menu
The CUSTOM WALL LINE DEFINITIONS menu is divided into threee distinct areas.

• Setup functions, which are across the top of the menu.
• Left, center, and right zone definitions, which compose the main body
of the menu.

• Commands, which are along the bottom of the menu.
Custom Wall Line Setups
The following describes the Custom Wall Line setups:
Line
The button next to the Line heading displays the current custom
line style number. This value cannot be changed in this menu.
Mode
This button is always set to Wall and cannot be changed in this
menu.
Name
You may assign a name to the current line style by selecting Name.
Names are optional and are only visible in the CUSTOM WALL
LINE menu.
Prop
Prop may be set to Norm or Prop. When set to Norm, wall line offsets display in database units from the reference line. This is the
recommended setting. When set to Prop, line positions are defined
as a percentage of the total wall width.
Wall Width
The wall width defines the width of the core of the wall, which is
the distance from the reference line of the left zone to the reference
line of the right zone. The core zone between the left and right sides
is the only part of the wall "seen" by the BuildersCAD Framer,
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Materials Application, and automatic dimensioning routines. Custom line styles always have a single, fixed width. If you wish to use
the same line with different wall widths, you must create a separate
line style for each wall width. You will not be allowed to change the
width of a custom line type on the STATUS menu or the WALL
DEFINITIONS SETUP menu.
Units
If Prop is set to Norm, Units may be set to DBASE or Paper. When
set to DBASE, line positions ar reported in database units. When set
to Paper, line positions are reported in non-scaled inches, which is
the distance between lines on paper when plotted at the current
database scale. DBASE is the recommended setting.
Custom Wall Line Zones
Each custom wall line style consists of three parallel zones; Left
(the "inside"), Center, and Right (the "outside"). Within each zone
you may specify up to four lines, numbered 1 through 4. Each line
may have its own set of parameters as described below:
Ref
Each zone must have a reference line. There may be only one reference line per zone. The Wall Width parameter defines the distance
between the left and right zone reference lines. The center reference
line is always midway between the left and right reference lines.
Selecting the button in the REF column for one of the lines in a
zone makes that line the reference line for the zone. The offsets
specified in the POS column for each line in a zone are referenced
from the reference line in the same zone.
Type
The type parameter defines the overall appearance of an individual
line. Specifics of each line, such as dash length, or poche pattern
width, are defined by selecting SET, which is described below.
Each line in a zone may have its own type, which may be any one
of the following:
None - No line is displayed.
Solid - Solid Line
Dash - A dashed line using a single dash length and a single space
length.
DSH2 - A dashed line using two dash lengths and two space
lengths.
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POC-// - Poche pattern of slanted lines
POC-XX - Poche pattern of X’s
POC-VV - Poche pattern resembling a sawtooth pattern.
Pos
The value defined in Pos specifies how far the selected line is
drawn from the reference line within the same zone. Offsets can be
positive or negative. Lines of a lower number than the reference
line will appear to the "left" of the reference line (think "towards
the interior of the house"), while lines of a higher number will
appear to the "right" of the reference line when positive offsets are
used. For example, if line 2 is the reference line for a zone, line 1
will be on the "left" of line 2, and lines 3 and 4 will be on the "right"
of line 2. Negative offsets will place the line on the opposite side of
the reference line.
Sub Layer
The Sub-Layer field for each line allows you to utilize the sub-layer
functions. Each line in a zone may be assigned to either the lines
sub-layer or the line poche sub-layer. If Sub-Layer is set to All, that
line is placed on the lines sub-layer, as a normal line would be. If
Sub-Layer is set to Cust Ln, the line will be assigned to the poche
sub-layer. Using the layer modes menu, you may individually prevent certain components of your custom line style from being displayed or plotted by turning off the associated sub-layer.
Col
The value specified in Col determines the displayed color of the
selected line. If CUR is selected, the line color will be set dynamically to the current color when the line is drawn.
Pen
The value specified in Pen specifies the pen to use when plotting
the selected line. If Pen is set to CUR, the pen value will be set
dynamically when the line is drawn. If Pen is set to 0, the line will
not be plotted.
Set
Selecting Set provides access to the CURRENT LINE SETTINGS
menu, from which you can define specific display parameters for a
single line of a zone.
If you are creating a new line style, select Save from the CUSTOM
WALL LINES menu before selecting Set.
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Settings for Dashed lines are:
Dash 1 - Defines the length of the dash portion of a line.
Space 1 - Defines the length of the space portion of a line.
Dash 2 - Defines the length of the second dash portion of a line, if
the line type is DSH-2.
Space 2 - Defines the length of the second space portion of a line, if
the line type is DSH-2.
A line of type DASH is drawn with a dash of length Dash 1, followed by a space of length Space 1, followed by a dash of length
Dash 2, followed by a space of length Space 2, followed by a dash
of length Dash 1, and so on.
Settings for poche lines are:
Angle - Specifies the angle at which the poche pattern is drawn.
Spacing - Defines the spacing between the individual elements of
the poche pattern.
Width - Defines the width, measured from "outside" to "inside", of
the poche pattern.
Rel/Abs - If set to Relative, the value in Angle is added to the angle
of the wall line. If set to Absolute, the angle remains constant
regardless of the angle of the wall line.
Break At Opening - Specifies whether a poche pattern will break
at openings, and which openings will cause a break.
Offset Each End - Defines the distance at each end of a wall for
which the poche pattern will not be drawn.
Name
The Name field allows you to specify an optional name for each
line in a zone. It may be viewed on the CUSTOM WALL LINE menu
only.
Custom Wall Line Menu Commands
There are four commands on the CUSTOM WALL LINE menu.
Reset
Selecting Reset returns the values of the current style to their initial
values when the CUSTOM WALL LINE menu was initiated.
Cancel
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Selecting Cancel terminates the CUSTOM WALL LINE menu function. Any unsaved changes you made before selecting Cancel will
not be saved.
Save
Selecting Save causes BuildersCAD to save the current line
style values. You must select Save if you want your line style
changes to be retained.
Return
Selecting Return exits the CUSTOM WALL LINE menu. If you have
not saved your changes, you will be prompted to do so.
BuildersCAD will then prompt to update the database with the
changes you have made and offer options for which walls are to be
updated. If All is selected, all walls drawn using the style you just
edited will be updated to reflect the changes you just made. If Window is selected, BuildersCAD will limit its line update to a certain area of the database. You will be prompted to define the area by
entering two fence or "window" points. If None is selected, no wall
lines will be updated.

Wa l l O p e n i n g P l a c e m e n t
This section deals with the following concepts related to
openings:

•
•
•
•
•

Parameters and functions on the Status menu.
How to select an opening for placement and place it.
How to edit existing and create new openings.
How to edit openings after they are placed.
How to move openings after they are placed.

To begin opening placement select Place Openings on the
WALLS Main Application menu. The application submenu will change to display the PLACE OPENINGS

Application sub-menu.

The Openings Status Menu
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The OPENINGS STATUS menu displays information about the currently
selected opening. It is this opening that will be placed if you select one of the
opening placement commands. The fields on the STATUS menu function as
follows:
Name
The name of the currently selected opening is displayed under Name on the

OPENINGS STATUS menu. If Name is selected, BuildersCAD will

prompt for a new opening name. You may type a new name, select the current name or select Menu on the prompt line. Selecting Menu brings up the
OPENING SELECT pop-up menu.
Symbol
The plan view symbol used to represent the currently selected opening
appears under Symbol on the OPENINGS STATUS menu. This value is set
when you select an opening name and cannot be changed on the STATUS
menu.
Description
A description of the currently selected opening is displayed under Description on the OPENINGS STATUS menu. The description may be changed
from the OPENING SELECT menu, but not from the STATUS menu.
Label
Opening labels can be turned On or Off by selecting Label on the OPENINGS STATUS menu. If labels are On, openings will be labeled automatically as you place them. If labels are Off, openings will not be labeled
automatically, nor will any opening labels be visible.
Any openings placed while Label is Off will not
have an opening label assigned to them. Turning
Label On will not display labels for openings
placed while Label was Off. To label these openings, use the Label Opening function by selecting the Label Openings icon at
the bottom of the PLACE OPENINGS Application sub-menu. This will display the LABEL OPENINGS pop-up menu. BuildersCAD uses the current text font when labeling openings. Label size, color, and relative location
may be set from the LABEL OPENINGS menu. For more information on
how to label openings, see the Label Openings section later in this topic.
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Width
The rough opening width of the currently selected opening is displayed
under Width on the OPENINGS STATUS menu. This value can be changed
only from the OPENING SELECT menu.
Height
The rough opening height of the currently selected opening is displayed
under Height on the OPENINGS STATUS menu. This value can be changed
only from the OPENING SELECT menu.
Sill Height
The value displayed under Sill Hgt on the OPENINGS STATUS menu is the
distance measured from the bottom of the wall (bottom of the bottom plate)
to the sill (bottom) of the current opening. If the opening is a door, the Sill
Height is 0’-0". This value can be changed only from the OPENING
SELECT menu.
Header Height
The value displayed under Header Hgt on the OPENINGS STATUS menu is
the distance measured from the bottom of the wall (bottom of the bottom
plate) to the bottom of the header (top of the rough opening). This value can
be changed only from the OPENING SELECT menu.
Swing
The setting displayed under Swing on the OPENINGS STATUS menu
describes the swing direction (either inswing or outswing) for the currently
selected opening. Ths value can be changed only from the OPENING
SELECT menu.
Hand
The setting displayed under Hand on the OPENINGS STATUS menu
describes the hinge location (either right or left) for the currently selected
opening. This value can be changed only from the OPENING SELECT
menu.
Casing
The value displayed under Casing on the OPENINGS STATUS menu
describes the distance BuildersCAD will insert between the edge of the
rough opening and the end of a panel or the edge of an intersecting panel.
The current Casing value is used during Interior Minus Casing (Int-Casing)
and End Minus Casing (End-Casing) opening placement, described later in
this section.
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To change the casing value, select Casing on the OPENINGS STATUS menu.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the width of the casing. You may type a
new value at the keyboard and enter or select a default casing width from the
prompt line.
Opening Placement
BuildersCAD provides a variety of methods for placing openings in a
drawing. The general procedure is as follows:
1.

Select an opening you wish to place.

2.

Choose a placement method.

3.

Pick the wall in which to place the opening. Repeat this step for each
occurrence of the opening in the plan.

4.

Select a new opeing and repeat the two previous steps.
Selecting an Opening to Place.
To place an opening use the left mouse button to
pick the Select icon on the Place Opening Application sub-menu. The Opening Select menu will
display. An opening may be one of the following
types:

•
•
•
•

Exterior Door
Interior Door
Beam Pocket
Window

The opening type Window is broken into 5 groups. Window 1 through Window 5.
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You may select an opening from the OPENING SELECT menu. On the column to the left is a list of the various opening types. Openings are defined
and grouped by type. When you pick one of the opening types you will see a
graphic image of the 2D symbol of the existing openings of that type. in the
matrix to the right side of the pop-up menu if the display mode on the menu
is set to Icon. If the display mode is List, the openings of the selected type
and their descriptions will be listed on the right side of the menu. To place
the opening either double click your selection or select an opening and then
select the Place button at the bottom right of the menu.
Edit an Opening Before Placement
If you select an opening and then pick the Edit button at the bottom of the
OPENING SELECT menu, the right side of the pop-up menu will toggle to
the CREATE / EDIT OPENING menu, a display of the parameters for that

specific opening. The parameters include the Type, Name, Description,
Width, Height, Sill Height, Header Height, Swing, Hand, Plan RI Name, 3D
RI Name, Color, and 3D Justify.
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Note that when you pick an opening on the OPENING SELECT menu, the
current values displayed on the STATUS menu change to correspond to the
values of the opening you selected. The values displayed on this menu are
what BuildersCAD will use when you place an opening.
Opening Parameter Fields
An opening has thirteen parameters, listed below. The parameter description
indicates whether it is editable or not.
Ty p e
The type of the currently selected opening is displayed in the box next to the
Type heading. You cannot edit the opening Type.
Name
The name of the currently selected opening is displayed in the box next to
the Name heading. You cannot edit the opening Name.
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Description
A description of the currently selected opeining is displayed in the box next
to the Description heading. You may edit the description for any opening.
Width
The rough opening width of the currently selected opening is displayed in
the box next to the Width heading. You may edit the width for any opening.
Height
The rough opening height of the currently selected opening is displayed in
the box next to the Height heading. You may edit the height for any opening.
Sill Height
The value displayed in the box next to the Sill Height heading is the distance
from the bottom of the wall (bottom of the bottom plate) to the top of the sill
(bottom of the rough opening) of the current opening. If the opening is a
door, the Sill Height is 0’-0". You may edit the Sill Height of any opening.
Header Height
The value displayed in the box next to the Header Height heading is the distance from the bottom of the wall (bottom of the bottom plate) to the bottom
of the header (top of the rough opening) of the current opening. You may
edit the Header Height of any opening.
Swing
The value displayed in the box next to the Swing heading describes the
swing direction (either inswing or outswing) for the current opening. You
may edit the Swing of any opening.
Hand
The value displayed in the box next to the Hand heading describes the hinge
location (either right or left) for the current opening. You may edit the Hand
of any opening.
Plan RI Name
A Repeated Item is used to represent the plan view appearance of an opening
when the wall is viewed in 2D / Plan view. The Repeated Item name used to
represent the selected opening in plan view is displayed in the box next to
the Plan RI Name heading. The default opening Repeated Items are stored in
a system RI library. You can create your own custom Repeated Items to use
for plan view representations of openings. You may edit the Plan RI Name
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for any opening.
3D RI Name
A Repeated Item is used to represent the 3D view appearance of an opening
when the extruded wall is viewed in isometric or perspective view. The
Repeated Item name used to represent the selected opening in 3D views is
displayed in the box next to the 3D RI Name heading. The default opening
Repeated Items are stored in a system RI library. You can create your own
custom Repeated Items to use for 3D view representations of openings. You
may edit the 3D RI Name for any opening.
Color
The value displayed in the box next to the Color heading indicates the color
BuildersCAD will use for the window symbol. This value may be edited
for any opening.
3D Justify
The value displayed in the box next to the 3D Justify heading indicates the
way BuildersCAD will locate the center of the 3D Repeated Item you
have chosen to represent the window in extruded walls (the 3D view). This
value may be edited for any opening.
Create or Delete an Opening
If you select an opening Type on the OPENING SELECT menu and then pick
the Create button, the right side of the menu will toggle to the CREATE /
EDIT OPENING menu. Define the opening parameters as desired for the new
opening and then select Save on the CREATE / EDIT OPENING menu to create it
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You can also create a new opening by selecting an existing opening similar
to the one you want to create. Select the opening similar to the one you wish
to create on the OPENING SELECT menu, select the Edit button on the
OPENING SELECT menu, edit the opening parameters as desired, then
select Save As on the CREATE / EDIT OPENING menu to save the new
opening.
If you wish to delete an existing opening from the catalog, find and select the
opening on the OPENING SELECT menu. Next pick the Edit button to toggle the right side of the pop-up menu to the CREATE / EDIT OPENING
menu. Select the Delete button on the CREATE / EDIT OPENING menu.
BuildersCAD will prompt to confirm the deletion of the opening.
Placement Methods
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After you have chosen an opening and selected Place
on the OPENING SELECT menu, BuildersCAD
will prompt you in accord with the current placement
method. In addition, the current method will be highlighted on the PLACE OPENINGS Application submenu. If you wish to use a different placement
method, select that method on the PLACE OPENINGS
Application sub-menu.
The various placement methods function as follows.
For all methods except Multiple, you will receive
additional prompts after you have picked a location for the opening. These
additional prompts are described with each placement method.
Point
The Point method places an opening at any location you pick
along a wall. You can pick a location with F1 or use other
methods (e.g. New Reference) to select a point along a wall.
When you select Point, BuildersCAD will prompt for the
point of the opening.
When this point is entered, BuildersCAD will show the opening in the
wall and prompt to place the opening and give the options to Place, Rev
Hand, Rev Swing, Move, Edit, or Undo. Select Place to place the opening at
the selected point or utilize the other options to either reverse the hand
(applies to doors only) or swing (applies to doors only), or move the opening. Select Undo to cancel placement of the opening. One opening of the
current opening name will be placed for each location you pick. If the opening overlaps an existing opening or wall intersection, or there is not enough
room for the framed opening to fit in the wall, BuildersCAD will warn
you.
2 Point Center
The 2 Point Center method enables you to center an opening
between any two points. Select the points by snapping to
existing points in the database (using the right mouse button,
the F11), by typing values at the keyboard, or any other convenient method. When 2 Point Center is selected, BuildersCAD will
prompt for the First, then Second point for centering. When both points are
entered, BuildersCAD calculates the midpoint between the two points
and places an opening at that point. If the midpoint does not lie on a wall,
BuildersCAD uses the nearest wall to the midpoint.
When the midpoint is determined, BuildersCAD will show the opening in
the wall and prompt to place the opening and give the options to Place, Rev
Hand, Rev Swing, Move, Edit, or Undo. Select Place to place the opening at
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the selected point or utilize the other options to either reverse the hand
(applies to doors only) or swing (applies to doors only), or move the opening. Select Undo to cancel placement of the opening. One opening of the
current opening name will be placed for each midpoint location. If the opening overlaps an existing opening or wall intersection, or there is not enough
room for the framed opening to fit in the wall, BuildersCAD will warn
you.
Drag
The Drag method provides you with a rubber-band cursor for
dynamically determining where to place an opening. It is
somewhat line "pulling a tape" from the end of a wall to the
opening location. When Drag is selected, BuildersCAD
will prompt for the wall in which the opening is to be placed. Pick a wall by
moving the cursor to the desired wall and pressing F1. The point you pick
should be near the end of the wall you wish to measure from. BuildersCAD will prompt to measure from either the Current Reference or New
Reference. You will see a small "X" at one end of the selected wall. This reference blip indicates the reference point for rubber band placement. If the
reference blip is in the right place, select Current Reference. Otherwise,
select New Reference. BuildersCAD will ask for a new reference point.
Once the reference point is established, a "rubber-band" cursor
will appear. Moving the mouse
will cause the rubber-band cursor
to move in one foot increments.
The distance from the reference
point to the cursor location will
appear on the prompt line. When
the cursor reaches the desired distance in feet, press the left mouse
button and BuildersCAD will
place three white bars at the
selected location. If you press the
middle mouse button or F2,
BuildersCAD will present the
DRAG REFERENCE pop-up
menu with the following options:
Start Placement - Ends the rubber-band mode and uses the current cursor location as a reference point to place the opening.
Feet - Causes the rubber-band cursor location to change in one-foot increments when the mouse is moved.
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Drag Inch - Causes the rubber-band cursor location to change in one-inch
increments when the mouse is moved.
Select Inch - Displays a pop-up menu displaying inch choices from 1 to 12.
Select 16th - Displays a pop-up menu from which you may select a fractional inch value.
If you need to add inches and/or fractional inches to the distance you have
pulled so far, select Drag Inch, Select Inch, or Select 16th accordingly. When
the distance shown on the prompt line is correct, Select Start Placement on
the DRAG REFERENCE pop-up menu.
When Start Placement is selected, BuildersCAD will place three white
bars at the selected location. These bars represent the location of the left side,
center, and right side of the rough opening. BuildersCAD will prompt to
select the bar to align on the reference point. By selecting the appropriate
bar, you may decide whether the left side, center, or right side of the rough
opening ends up at the chosen location. Move the cursor to the desired bar
and pick it with F1.
When the entry is determined, BuildersCAD will show the opening in the
wall and prompt to place the opening and give the options to Place, Rev
Hand, Rev Swing, Move, Edit, or Undo. Select Place to place the opening at
the selected point or utilize the other options to either reverse the hand
(applies to doors only) or swing (applies to doors only), or move the opening. Select Undo to cancel placement of the opening. If the opening overlaps
an existing opening or wall intersection, or there is not enough room for the
framed opening to fit in the wall, BuildersCAD will warn you.
If the Stop Sign icon is selected on the DRAG REFERENCE menu, opening
placement will be canceled.
Reference Point
The Reference Point method allows you to specify a reference point and then place an opening at a certain distance
from the reference point. When Ref Pt is selected, BuildersCAD prompts to enter the reference point. Frequently, a
reference point will be the end of a wall or a wall intersection. Move the cursor to the desired reference point and pick it with the mouse. You may find
that a pick with F11 is most useful.
After the reference point is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the
wall in which the opening is to be placed. Move the cursor to any point along
the wall in which the opening is to be placed and pick with F1. BuildersCAD will place a (+) and (-) sign on either side of your reference point and
prompt for the distance. You may type a distance at the keyboard or select
one of the choices on the prompt line. If you use a positive distance, the
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opening will be placed at the specified distance fro the reference point in the
direction indicated by the (+) sign. A negative distance will place the opening on the other side of the reference point.
When you have chosen the opening location, BuildersCAD will place
three white bars at the chosen location. These bars represent the location of
the left side, center, and right side of the rough opening. BuildersCAD
will prompt to select the bar on which to align the reference point. By selecting the appropriate bar, you may decide whether the left side, center, or right
side of the rough opening ends up at the chosen location. Move the cursor to
the desired bar and pick it with F1.
When the entry is determined, BuildersCAD will show the opening in the
wall and prompt to place the opening and give the options to Place, Rev
Hand, Rev Swing, Move, Edit, or Undo. Select Place to place the opening at
the selected point or utilize the other options to either reverse the hand
(applies to doors only) or swing (applies to doors only), or move the opening. Select Undo to cancel placement of the opening. If the opening overlaps
an existing opening or wall intersection, or there is not enough room for the
framed opening to fit in the wall, BuildersCAD will warn you.
End - Casing
The End-Casing ("End Minus Casing") option enables you
to place an opening at a minimum distance from the end of a
wall. This distance is specified under Casing on the Openings Status menu. It defaults to 3", though you can change it
by selecting Casing on the STATUS menu. When End-Casing is selected,
BuildersCAD will prompt for the wall in which the opening is to be
placed, near the end where it is to be placed. Move your cursor to a location
near the end of the wall in which you want to place the opening and pick it
with F1. BuildersCAD will place the opening at the end of the wall that is
closest to the cursor, offset by the Casing distance.
When the entry is determined, BuildersCAD will show the opening in the
wall and prompt to place the opening and give the options to Place, Rev
Hand, Rev Swing, Move, Edit, or Undo. Select Place to place the opening at
the selected point or utilize the other options to either reverse the hand
(applies to doors only) or swing (applies to doors only), or move the opening. Select Undo to cancel placement of the opening. If the opening overlaps
an existing opening or wall intersection, or there is not enough room for the
framed opening to fit in the wall, BuildersCAD will warn you.
Int - Casing
The Int-Casing ("Intersection Minus Casing") option
enables you to place an opening at a minimum distance from
a wall intersection. This distance is specified under Casing
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on the Openings Status menu. It defaults to 3", though you can change it by
selecting Casing on the Status menu. When Int-Casing is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the wall in which the opening is to be placed.
Move your cursor to the wall in which you want to place the opening and
pick it with F1. The location of your F1 pick will determine on which side
of the wall intersection the opening will be placed. BuildersCAD will
then prompt for the intersecting wall. BuildersCAD will place the opening at the specified minimum distance from the wall intersection. The location of the first F1 pick determines on which side of the intersection the wall
will be placed.
When the entry is determined, BuildersCAD will show the opening in the
wall and prompt to place the opening and give the options to Place, Rev
Hand, Rev Swing, Move, Edit, or Undo. Select Place to place the opening at
the selected point or utilize the other options to either reverse the hand
(applies to doors only) or swing (applies to doors only), or move the opening. Select Undo to cancel placement of the opening. If the opening overlaps
an existing opening or wall intersection, or there is not enough room for the
framed opening to fit in the wall, BuildersCAD will warn you.
Multiple
The Multiple option enables rapid placement of
multiple openings. When you select Multiple, the
Multiple Placement Method Selection pop-up
menu will appear. There are four placement
options on this menu. Each is described below.
1.

Equal Spacing, from opening center to opening center between two points
that you specify.

2.

Equal Spacing, from rough opening to rough opening, between two points
that you specify.

3.

Equal Spacing, from opening center to opening center, beginning at a certain distance from a reference point. You supply both the starting distance
and the distance between openings.

4.

Equal Spacing, from rough opening to rough opening, beginning at a certain distance from a reference point. You supply both the starting distance
and the distance between openings.
Options 1 and 2 work in the following manner:
BuildersCAD will prompt for the number of openings. Type the desired
number, or make a selection from the choices on prompt line. Next, BuildersCAD will ask you to select a start point followed by an end point. You
may press F10 instead to abort the Multiple placement function.
Once both points are entered, BuildersCAD automatically calculates the
proper opening locations and places the desired number of openings accord-
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ingly. If an opening overlaps an existing opening or wall intersection,
BuildersCAD will warn you and give you the opportunity to abort the
opening placement.
Options 3 and 4 work as follows:
BuildersCAD will prompt for the offset. Enter the starting distance to the
location of the first opening. Next, BuildersCAD will prompt for the distance. Type the desired distance between rough openings. When you have
done so, BuildersCAD will prompt for the number of openings. Type the
desired number or select one of the choices from the prompt line. Next,
BuildersCAD will prompt for the start point. Choose a start point with
the mouse, or press F10 to abort. When a start point has been selected,
BuildersCAD will prompt for a wall for direction.. Pick a wall with F1.
The openings will be placed in the wall on the same side of the reference
point as your F1 pick. If an opening overlaps an existing opening or wall
intersection, BuildersCAD will inform you and allow you to abort the
opening placement.
Label Openings
The Label Openings function enables you to label
or regenerate the labels for one, some, or all openings. The function is started by selecting the Label
Openings icon found near the bottom of the
PLACE OPENINGS Application sub-menu. Selection of this icon will display the LABEL OPENINGS pop-up menu.
The Label Openings pop-up menu has two main areas:
1.

Search Mode area, where you select how BuildersCAD will search for
openings to label

2.

Label Parameters area, where you determine the opening label color,
placement, and size.
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Search Mode
From the Search Mode area, you may select the method BuildersCAD
will use when looking for openings. Note that BuildersCAD will search
the current wall level only. Available methods are:
Single - Pick individual openings for labeling.
Area In - Label all the openings within an area you specify. Note that an
opeing is only "in" the selected area if its center point lies within the area.
Area Out - Label all the openings outside of an area you specify.
All - Label all the openings on the current level.
Labels will be drawn according to the current settings of the Label Parameters buttons as described below. Opening Label placement does not occur
until you select Create Labels at the bottom of the LABEL OPENINGS
menu.
Label Parameters
You may modify label appearance and location by changing the parameters
on the Label Parameters portion of the menu. BuildersCAD will save the
parameter settings automatically.
Te x t S i z e
The Text Size parameter determines the opening label text size. The
size is specified in "paper" units. Opening labels will appear at the
defined size when plotted at the current database scale.
To change the opening label size, select Text Size on the LABEL
OPENINGS menu. You may type a new value or select from the
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choices on the prompt line.
Clear Layer
The Clear Layer parameter determines whether BuildersCAD
will clear the opening labels layer before placing new opening
labels. When set to Yes, the opening labels for the current wall level
will be cleared before new opening labels are placed. When set to
No, previously placed labels will be retained. With this setting, it is
possible to assign multiple labels to the same opening.
To change this setting, select Clear Layer on the LABEL OPENINGS menu. With each selection, the value in Clear Layer will toggle between Yes and No.
Color
The Color parameter determines the display color for the opening
labels.
To change the opening label color, select Color on the LABEL
OPENINGS menu. Select a color from the COLOR SELECTION
menu, or type a new color number and enter.
Window Label Placement
Labels for window openings may be placed on either the inside or
the outside of the window. Labels on the outside of the window can
interfere with dimension witness lines, while labels on the inside
may interfere with electrical symbols or other graphics data.
BuildersCAD allows you to specify your preference for window
label placement.
To change the window label placement, select Window Placement
on the LABEL OPENINGS menu. The displayed value will toggle
between Inside and Outside.
Schedule
The Schedule feature will generate an opening
schedule of all placed openings. When you select
the Schedule button, the OPENING SCHEDULE
pop-up menu will display. There are 3 parameters to set before you generate
the schedule.
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Schedule Type allows you to toggle between ALL, DOOR, and WINDOW
determining which openings will be in the schedule. Schedule Level toggles
between CURRENT and ALL determining which openings will be included
in the schedule, either only current level or all openings on all levels. The
third parameter, Clear Schedule Layer toggles between YES and NO determining whether or not BuildersCAD will clear the schedule layer before
generating the new schedule.
Select Create Schedule and the cursor will assume the shape of a rectangular
box. The box will be the size of the opening schedule. BuildersCAD will
prompt for the position for the opening schedule. You can move and position
the schedule dynamically and place it with the left mouse (F1) button. The
schedule contains the following values: Name, Type, Quantity, Swing, Hand,
Width, Height, Header Height, Sill Height, and Description.
Editing Placed Openings
There are 2 ways to edit existing openings.
You can use the F1 button to select an opening and a pop-up menu will display with the
Erase icon, Move icon, Color icon, Pen button, and Edit Parameters button. These edit
features are explained below.
Another way to edit existing openings is to select on
the Edit Openings button at the bottom of the PLACE
OPENINGS Application sub-menu, to display the
EDIT OPENINGS Application sub-menu. Edit Openings is located on the same sub-menu as Edit Walls,
below the Edit Walls portion. The tools located on the
Edit Openings Application sub-menu enable you to
make changes to existing openings in the database.
Each tool functions as described below.
Erase
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Select the Erase icon if you wish to erase an existing opening. BuildersCAD will prompt to erase either a Single
Opening, all in an Area, All on the current level or Cancel.
Erase Single
If Single is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the opening
to erase. Move your cursor to the desired opening and pick it with
F1. BuildersCAD will erase the opening, and if Opening Labels
are ON (see the Status Menu portion of the Openings section of this
topic), the associated opening label will be erased as well. When
the opening is erased, you will be prompted to select another opening. Press F10 at this prompt to exit the Erase function.
Erase Area
If Area is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt to enter two "window" or fence points to define the area for erasing openings. All
openings inside the selected area will be erased.
For an opening to be considered "in" the selected area, you must
include the center point of the opening. If part of the opening symbol is inside the selected area, it will not be erased unless it’s center
point is inside the edit window as well.
If Opening Labels are ON (see the Status Menu portion of the
Openings section of this topic), labels associated with the erased
openings will be erased also.
Erase All
If All is selected, BuildersCAD will immediately delete all
openings on the current wall level. If Verify on the CYCLE Menu is
set to On, all openings will highlight and BuildersCAD will
prompt to confirm the erase of all openings.
Cancel
If Cancel is selected, the erase function will terminate.
Move
Select the Move icon if you wish to move an opening by a
known distance. Move will not allow you to take an opening
from one wall panel and place it in another. For this you must
erase the opening and then place a new one in the new wall.
When Move is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the opening to
move. Select an opening. BuildersCAD will next prompt for a reference
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point for the move. Enter a reference point. You may snap to the center of the
opening by using F3. When the reference point is entered, BuildersCAD
will prompt for the Distance (+ or -). BuildersCAD will indicate the positive and negative directions by placing a (+) and a (-) sign next to the opening. You may type a distance and enter or select one from the prompt line.
If Meas is selected from the prompt line, BuildersCAD will prompt you
to enter two points. The straight line distance between these points is used to
move the opening. Note that this method always moves an opening in the (+)
direction.
When the distance has been specified, BuildersCAD will place white bars
at the left, center, and right of the selected opening and prompt for a reference point on the opening. Selecting one of the bars tells BuildersCAD
which part of the opening to place at the new location.
If Opening Labels are ON (see the Status Menu portion of the Openings section of this topic), the associated opening label will be moved as well.
Color
Color allows you to change the color of an existing opening
or openings. When the Color icon is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt to edit the color by Single, Area, or Cancel.
When you select Single or Area, you will change the color of existing openings to the current color shown on the Status menu. BuildersCAD will
prompt for the Single opening or points to define the Area, in a manner similar to the Erase function described above.
Pen
Pen allows you to change the pen of an existing opening or
openings. When Pen is selected, BuildersCAD will
prompt to edit the pen by Single, Area, or Cancel.
When you select Single or Area, you will change the pen of existing openings to the current pen number shown on the STATUS menu. BuildersCAD will prompt for the Single opening or points to define the Area, in a
manner similar to the Erase function described above.
Edit Parameters
Select Edit Params to change the individual
parameters of an opening. The EDIT OPENING
menu allows you to change an opening’s symbol,
location, color, and framing conditions. You may also replace one opening
with another, even if the openings are different Types.
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To edit an opening, select Edit Params and
a prompt will ask for the opening to
change. Pick an opening with F1 and the
EDIT OPENING pop-up menu will display. Each menu field is described below.
If you want to change values for a single
opening, you will enter your changes and
select Current Single. If you want to
change values for a group of like openings, you will enter your changes and
select In Area.
Ty p e
The current opening type is displayed next to the Type heading.
If you wish to change the Opening Type, select on the type name
and select Change Type from the
prompt line.
Name
The current opening name is displayed next to the Name heading.
To place an opening of a different name in the same location or
change opening types, select Name. BuildersCAD will prompt
for the current Opening group name. You may type a new opening
name (up to 8 characters) or select a name from the CHOOSE
OPENING menu. Also you can change Opening Types by selecting
from the Opening Types and then picking from the CHOOSE
OPENING menu. For example you can replace a door with a window.
Left
The value displayed next to the Left heading indicates the distance
from the left end of the wall to the left side of the rough opening.
If you wish to move the opening, you may do so by selecting Left.
BuildersCAD will ask you for a new value. You may type a new
value or select one from the prompt line. The value indicated for
Right will also change accordingly.
If you later select Current Single or In Area, BuildersCAD will
test the new opening location to make sure the opening will fit. If
the new location overlaps an existing opening or wall intersection,
BuildersCAD will inform you and prompt to Continue or Abort
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the Interference Check. If you select Continue, BuildersCAD
will place the opening at the new location. If you select Abort,
BuildersCAD will delete the opening.
Right
The value displayed next to the Right heading indicates the distance
from the right end of the wall to the right side of the rough opening.
If you wish to move the opening, you may do so by selecting Right.
BuildersCAD will ask you for a new value. You may type a new
value or select one from the prompt line. The value indicated for
Left will also change accordingly.
If you later select Current Single or In Area, BuildersCAD will
test the new opening location to make sure the opening will fit. If
the new location overlaps an existing opening or wall intersection,
BuildersCAD will inform you and prompt to Continue or Abort
the Interference Check. If you select Continue, BuildersCAD
will place the opening at the new location. If you select Abort,
BuildersCAD will delete the opening.
Width
The value displayed next to the Width heading is the rough opening
width of the current opening. This value may not be changed from
the EDIT OPENING menu.
Height
The value displayed next to the Height heading is the rough opening height of the current opening. This value may not be changed
from the EDIT OPENING menu.
2D Symbol
The value displayed next to the 2D Symbol heading is the Repeated
Item name BuildersCAD will use when representing the
selected opening in a plan view.
To change the plan view symbol, select 2D Symbol. BuildersCAD will prompt for the new 2D Symbol name. You may type a
symbol name and enter or select MENU to see a menu of 2D Symbols.
3D Symbol
The value displayed next to the 3D Symbol heading is the Repeated
Item name BuildersCAD will use for this opening when creating
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wall extrusions. If no symbol name is specified, BuildersCAD
will not assign a 3D symbol for the selected opening.
To change the 3D symbol of the opening, select 3D Symbol.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the new 3D Symbol name. You
may type a symbol name and enter or select MENU to see a menu
of 3D Symbols. If you press the Enter key by itself, BuildersCAD will leave this field blank. Consequently, BuildersCAD
will not generate a 3D symbol for this opening during wall extrusions.
Color
The value displayed next to the Color heading is the color BuildersCAD will use to display both the 2D and 3D symbols for this
opening. To change the color BuildersCAD will use, select
Color. Next select the desired color from the Select Desired Color
menu.
3D Justification
The value displayed next to the 3D Just heading defines where the
origin point of a 3D symbol will be placed within a wall. This field
toggles between Outside, Center, and Inside.
Outside places the 3D symbol so that its origin is flush with the
outside surface of the wall.
Center places the 3D symbol so that its origin lies on the centerline
of the wall.
Inside places the 3D symbol so that its origin if flush with the
inside surface of the wall.
To change the 3D justification, select 3D Just until the desired value
appears.
Sill Height
The value displayed next to the Sill Hgt heading is the distance
from the bottom of the wall to the bottom of the opening.
Header Height
The value displayed next to the Header Hgt heading is the distance
from the bottom of the wall to the bottom of the header (top of the
opening) of the current opening.
Swing
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The value displayed next to the Swing heading shows the current
door swing direction. You may toggle this value between Inswing
and Outswing by selecting Swing.
Hand
The value displayed next to the Hand heading shows the current
hand orientation for a door. You may toggle this value between Left
and Right by selecting Hand.
Sub Component
The value next to the Sub Comp heading shows whether or not the
current opening is a sub-component. This value may not be
changed in the EDIT OPENING menu. Refer to the Sub-Components section of this topic for more information.
Rules
The value next to the Rules heading shows whether or not any
framing rules for this opening have been overridden. If Rules shows
No, the BuildersCAD Framer will frame this opening in the
standard manner as described by the wall’s rules set. If Rules shows
Yes, the BuildersCAD Framer will override the wall’s rules set
for the current opening, based on overrides for the opening.
To view or set overrides, select Rules, then select Set. BuildersCAD will display a list of framing overrides. The value None for
any framing condition means that no override has been specified
for that condition. To change an override, select the override and
type the appropriate value. For a detailed description of overrides
and their meanings, consult the Wall Framing section of this topic.
Rese t Va lues
When the Reset Values button at the bottom of the Edit Opening
menu is selected BuildersCAD restores the values in all fields of
the EDIT OPENING menu to the values they contained when the
EDIT OPENING menu was opened.
In Area
Selecting In Area at the bottom of the EDIT OPENING menu
enables you to edit all openings of the same name within any area
of the database. Any opening that both has the same name as the
one currently displayed in the EDIT OPENING menu and is in the
selected area will have all of its parameters changed to match the
current settings of the EDIT OPENING menu. Note that all parame1086
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ters are changed to match, not just the ones you have changed on
the menu.
Current Single
Selecting Current Single at the bottom of the EDIT OPENING menu
causes the parameter values of the currently selected opening to be
updated to match those displayed in the EDIT OPENING menu.
Editing an Opening Catalog
The opening catalog is the complete list of openings that BuildersCAD
recognizes. All of the openings in the catalog display in the OPENING
SELECT pop-up menu. The opening catalog exists as part of the current
Project (the default project is Pn_std.wf). Each Project may have its own
catalog.
Within each opening type you may define subcomponents, which are special
openings that to not conform to the BuildersCAD Framer’s "standard"
framing methods. Special cases, such as stacked openings, must be created
as subcomponents for the BuildersCAD Framer to handle them properly.
You must create subcomponents from the PROJECT SETUP menu. This
procedure is explained in the Subcomponents section of this topic.

Wa l l U t i l i t i e s
BuildersCAD includes utilities that have the following capabilities:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Copying wall levels.
Rotating or "reversing" a floor plan
Moving a wall area.
Displaying wall intersections.
Re-numbering walls.
Checking for duplicate walls.
Displaying custom walls and openings.
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The WALL UTILITIES menu is accessed from the WALLS
Main Application menu. Select Wall Utilities. The submenu will change to display the WALL UTILITIES Application sub-menu.

Copy Wall Level
The Copy Wall Level function on the WALL UTILITIES Application sub-menu provides a quick
means for copying walls on one level to another
level or to the same level. When you select Copy
Wall Level, the COPY WALL LEVEL pop-up menu will appear. This menu
provides five copy options below the Copy Action heading.

1.

Normal

2.

Mirrored about the X axis.

3.

Mirrored about the Y axis.

4.

Mirrored about both the X and Y axis.

5.

Other User defined rotation.
Before you select a copy action, confirm that
the Level designations next to Copy From
Level and Destination Level are correct. For
example the default will copy from Level A
to Level B but to change those select either
box and pick the level you want from the
prompt.
Also note that you can toggle the button Copy Parts Level from Yes to No
depending on whether you want to include BuildersCAD Parts along
with the walls in the copy. Refer to the Parts topic for more information on
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Parts.
Now select one of the Copy Actions listed above. You will be asked to
define the area you wish to copy. BuildersCAD will provide a rubberband box while you set two points to define the area. When the second point
is entered, BuildersCAD will prompt to specify a reference point for the
copy.
After selecting a reference point, BuildersCAD will prompt to select a
new reference point. Your response to this prompt tells BuildersCAD
where the original reference point should be placed in the new copy. All
other points in the copy will be located relative to the new reference point,
the same location as their original position relative to the old reference point.
You can move the wall area and copy it at the same time by placing the new
reference point in a different position from the original reference point.
When the new reference point is placed, BuildersCAD will copy the wall
panels that lie within the selected area. If walls already exist on the destination level, BuildersCAD will append the copied walls to the destination
layer. If other wall level layers are on, such as wall dimensions or foundation
outlines, the Copy function will append information on those layers to corresponding layers on the destination level.
If the copy area you define does not include the entire level, you should be
aware that it is possible to copy "segments" of wall panels that lie between
openings or wall intersections. You should verify that the "segments" that
end up on the destination level have the proper height and rake data if the
source walls were not "flat" walls.
When defining an area you may define special window types by pressing
F10 before entering the first window point. Refer to the Special Fences portion of the Search Methods topic.
Rotate Area
BuildersCAD provides several methods for
rotating selected areas of a floor plan. By rotating
the entire database, you can "reverse" a floor plan.
The rotation functions perform similarly to the
Move and Copy functions described above.
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To rotate an area, select Rotate Area on the
WALL UTILITIES Application sub-menu. A
small ROTATION TYPE pop-up menu will
appear. You may select one of four options.
1.

Rotation about the X axis.

2.

Rotation about the Y axis. This function is
commonly used to "reverse" a floor plan.

3.

Rotation about both the X and Y axis.

4.

Other values; define the angular rotation
about each axis.
After you select the type of rotation you wish to perform, BuildersCAD
will ask you to define the area you wish to rotate.
Once the area is defined, you will be asked to enter a reference point followed by a new reference point location. The new reference point location
determines where the reference point of the rotated area will be moved to.
All other points will be relocated relative to the new reference point, based
on their original location relative to the old reference point, with the specified axis of rotation applied.
The Rotate Area function works on all layers that are currently On for editing. Once rotation is performed, the original entities are deleted, thus the
rotated copy replaces the original database entities.

Note 1: Wall framing, roof framing, and floor framing become invalid for areas
that are rotated. If you want to generate a materials list, you should do so
before rotating a database.
Note 2: If you rotate the entire database, you will not be able to perform 3D roof
editing. Make sure to rotate a backup copy of your database only.
Move Area
BuildersCAD provides a Move Area function
that gives you the ability to "stretch" and move
walls.
When you select Move Area on the WALL UTILITIES Application sub-menu, BuildersCAD will prompt to define the area
you wish to move with a 2 point window (fence). Once the area is defined,
you will be asked to enter a reference point followed by a new reference
point location. The new reference point locaton determines the new location
of the outlined area. All points will be moved to their new location relative
to the new reference point, based on their old location relative to the old reference point.
If both endpoints of a wall lie within the selected area, the wall will be
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moved in its entirety. If only one endpoint lies in the selected area, only that
endpoint will be moved causing the wall to be "stretched".
When defining an area, you may define special window or "fence" types by
pressing F10 before entering the first window point. Refer to the Special
Fences portion of the Search Methods topic.
Display Intersects
It can be difficult to determine whether two walls
intersect based on visual inspection alone. When
wall laps are on, a wall that ends flush with a wall
panel surface will look identical to a wall that
actually intersects the same wall.
Select Display Intersects on the WALL UTILITIES Application sub-menu.
BuildersCAD will prompt to use a 2 point window to define an area.
BuildersCAD will then display a white "X" at each point where a valid
wall intersection occurs. If after executing the Display Intersects function
two walls that appear to intersect are not marked, there is no intersection
present there. The BuildersCAD Framer will not frame an intersection at
that point.
If two walls that should intersect do not, use the Trim / Extend function on
the PLACE WALLS menu to extend the necessary walls to make a valid
intersection.
After intersections have been displayed, BuildersCAD will prompt to
restore the display. Pressing the Enter key or selecting Yes will cause BuildersCAD to redraw the screen. Selecting No retains the current screen.
Renumber Walls
When laying out walls, BuildersCAD assigns
each panel a wall number. Walls are numbered
sequentially by wall level. As additional panels
are added, they are typically assigned sequentially
higher numbers.
Certain operations can cause gaps and duplicates in wall numbers. For example, when wall panels are erased, BuildersCAD does not renumber higher
numbered panels, causing gaps in the number sequence. Gaps are not critical, but you may prefer not to have "missing" numbers.
The Renumber Walls function can be used to eliminate gaps and duplicate
panel numbers. This function instructs BuildersCAD to reassign wall
numbers. All panels on the current level will be renumbered automatically.
It is not adviseable to attempt to re-order wall panels using wall numbers. If
you wish to generate panel output in a different order than the systemBuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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defined wall numbers, use the Wall Symbol functions, which are described
earlier in this topic.
To renumber wall panels, select Re-Number on the Wall Utilities Application sub-menu. BuildersCAD will prompt to verify the renumber of walls
on the current level. If you press the Enter key or select Yes, BuildersCAD will begin renumbering panels on the current level. When numbering
is complete, BuildersCAD will update the wall labels if Labels are turned
On. If you select No, BuildersCAD will not renumber any wall panels.
Duplicate Wall Check
When Duplicate Check is selected on the WALL
UTILITIES Application sub-menu, the program
will search for wall panels that have the same wall
number and highlight them. Having two walls
with the same number can cause program problems, particularly with framing. You can use this command to see if you have duplicate number assignments. If you do, you should renumber your walls using the Re-Number
function described above. Having duplicate numbers should be a rare occurance.
Option Manager
Option Manager is a feature of BuildersCAD not implemented for this
release and is documented separately.
Displaying Custom Walls and Openings
Since it is impossible to discern from a 2D floor
plan when walls or openings have been "customized", BuildersCAD provides the Display Custom function for helping you locate the following
conditions:

• Custom Walls - Wall panels that have been modified and saved with
the Custom Framing option.

• Wall Overrides - Wall panels where default framing has been overridden.

• Opening Overrides - Openings where default framing has been overridden.

• Custom Openings - Also called subcomponents, openings that
include custom framing.
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When you select Display Custom on the
WALL UTILITIES Application sub-menu,
BuildersCAD redraws the current wall
level, showing standard walls and openings
in gray. A small pop-up menu appears at the
lower right of the drawing area showing a
color key for identifying custom features.
Custom walls and openings are displayed in
different colors, according to the color key
pop-up menu. After displaying custom features, BuildersCAD will prompt to restore
the display. Pressing the Enter key or selecting Yes from the prompt line will
restore the wall lines to their default colors. Selecting No causes the current,
highlighted display to be retained.
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Wa l l F r a m i n g
Overview
A framed wall is made up of vertical and horizontal framing members. Vertical members provide the main support
of the wall (studs) and horizontal members cap the vertical
members (plates), and brace (blocking). There are also
framing members around openings (including headers,
etc.) and sheathing (could be classified as either vertical or
horizontal), a sheet product applied to either or both the
inside and outside face of the framed wall. Most of these
framing members have a predictable function, location,
and orientation.
The BuildersCAD Framer utilizes Wall Framing Rules
to allow you to select the size of lumber to use for each of
these framing members. Wall Framing Rules allow you to
determine how you want to frame certain wall configurations such as corners, partition intersections, etc. Through
Wall Framing Rules you can determine stud spacing, and
how many vertical support members to use under opening
headers. Through Wall Framing Rules you can control, to a
high degree, how BuildersCAD will frame walls.
If you are unable to achieve the results you want with Wall Framing Rules, there
are a number of other tools available in the Framer to help you frame special
conditions. You can custom frame around openings using Subcomponents, you
can add special blocking in walls using Custom Framing, and you can control the
stud layout using the Stud Start utility. Using the custom framing tools available
in conjunction with Wall Framing Rules you can control wall framing to a very
high degree.
Introducing Wall Framing
Wall Framing Rules
When BuildersCAD frames walls it models every board in the wall, each
board modeled to an exact width, depth, and length. To do this the Framer
utilizes the criteria established in the Framing Rules.
For each rule set you have the opportunity to designate many aspects of how
a wall is framed. You can select the framing method to use at partition intersections and corners (whether to use a stud-block-stud or ladder assembly).
You can designate stud spacing, the number of top plates, the header size and
many other aspects of how walls will be framed.
Framing rules are set up inside the Walls Application with each Rules Set
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designated by name. The rule set can be assigned to a Wall Type when you
edit a wall in the WALL SELECT menu. With BuildersCAD when you
draw a wall, the system already knows which wall framing rule set to use
when you frame that wall.
Common names for rule sets might be extlb to designate the rule set for exterior load bearing walls, or intlb to designate the rule set for interior non-load
bearing walls. When you look at the WALL SELECT menu, you see a list of
wall types on the left side of the menu. As you select on various wall types
you see them displayed in a matrix of boxes on the right side of the menu.
When you select on a wall, the assigned rule set displays in a box in the
upper right corner of the WALL SELECT menu. If you want to change the
assigned rule set, select the wall and then select the Edit button near the bottom left of the menu. The WALL SELECT menu will toggle to the CREATE/
EDIT WALL menu.
Wall Framing Rules are saved in a directory called a Project. This directory
is separate from, and not to be confused with the construction project (work),
or project directory where databases are stored. It is possible to create multiple sets of Framing Projects (or rules). Be aware that the Framing Project
that is loaded at the time the command to frame walls is executed is the
Framing Project, with its rule sets, that will be used by the Framer to determine how to frame the walls. The default Framing Project is called
pn_std.wf and is loaded automatically when you load the default database
pn_std.db or any other database created by executing a SAVE AS from
pn_std.db. If you want to use another Framing Project, you need to Save the
database with the other Framing Project loaded. Then every time you load
that database, the other Framing Project will be loaded automatically.
See the section on Wall Framing Rules for additional information.
Subcomponents
If you are unable to frame openings the way you want with the control given
in Rule Sets you may need to build Subcomponents. Framing Rules Sets
allow you to determine the header size, the number of jacks (vertical supports for the header), whether or not to use a header shim and other opening
framing criteria. However if you want to frame an opening for a radius window with diagonal blocking you will have to "tell" the Framer exactly how
to frame this opening by creating a Subcomponent.
When you create a Subcomponent you manually create the special framing
around an opening, adding or deleting boards as you choose. When the opening is framed exactly the way you want, Save the Subcomponent, giving it a
name.
Subcomponents are placed with the OPENING SELECT menu, accessed on
the PLACE OPENING Application Sub-menu, just like any other opening.
The difference is that when you place a Subcomponent you are also placing
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instructions on how to frame the opening. When that wall is framed, the
BuildersCAD Framer will look at the framing rule set to determine how
to frame the wall, but will ignore what the rules set says and follow the
directions of the Subcomponent when it comes to framing around the Subcomponent opening.
Subcomponents are necessary to frame stacked openings (openings that are
located one on top of the other in the same wall panel), radius openings, and
other instances where the framing rules set does not give you adequate control.
See the section on Subcomponents for additional information.
Custom Wall Framing
The control offered by framing rule sets does not give you the ability to add
some framing members you might need, for example horizontal 1x4 blocking turned on edge (blocking you might add to support wall cabinets). For
that you will need the ability to edit wall framing the way the Subcomponent
feature allows you to edit framing around openings. Custom Frame offers
tools similar to the tools you found available to create a Subcomponent; tools
that will allow you to delete or add boards of any size, in any direction. On a
wall-by-wall basis, Custom Frame enables you to customize the wall framing to a higher degree than a framing rules set allows.
You access Custom Frame through the ALTER WALL menu (see the section
on Wall Layout) where you would first create the 3D frame, and then convert
the standard framing to Custom Frame. You can add, delete, or trim and
extend individual boards of any size.
After you have completed the framing edit, Save the wall framing. This
information is saved as a file ending with the suffix .cw. For every Custom
Framed wall, you will find a file name.cw, where name is a system assigned
name that identifies the wall by Level and Number. The file is saved in the
database directory.
After the Custom Frame file is saved and you execute the command to
Frame Walls, the BuildersCAD Framer will use the rule set criteria for
framing the wall until it comes to the wall with the Custom Frame file. Then
the Framer will use the instructions in the .cw file to determine how to frame
this wall.
Note 1: Once a wall has been Custom Framed and Saved, wall edits won’t affect
the wall framing. If you edit a wall after it has been Custom Framed,
you must go to the ALTER WALL menu and select the Std Frame button
(you will lose the custom framing) and then reframe the level.
Opening Edit
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Edit Params, accessed from the EDIT OPENINGS Application Sub-menu
allows you to modify opening framing rules. Header size, number of pieces
in the header, whether or not you use a header plate, the number of jacks, etc.
can all be modified through the OPENING EDIT pop-up menu.
After you select the modifications you can choose to modify the framing
rules on only the opening you are currently editing, or edit all of the openings in an area.
Wall Framing Utilities
Included here are features you will find in the Walls Application. On the
WALL FRAMING Application sub-menu you will find Overrides and Stud
Start. On the WALL UTILITIES Application sub-menu you will find Display
Intersects and Display Custom.
Framing Overrides
Accessed from the WALL FRAMING Application sub-menu, this feature
allows you to override specific aspects of framing rules on a wall by wall
basis, on walls in an area, or on walls on a single Level.
Specifically you can use Framing Overrides to modify the number of plates,
bottom, top, or very top plate, and the starting and stopping point of the very
top plate. You can modify stud spacing, the starting stud offset, stud width,
or stud depth. You can modify the distance to the start of fire blocking and
the space between the fire blocks. Finally you can modify the size of the
headers in a wall.
For example, you might want to change the size of headers in a specific wall
to 2x10 when the rule set used for that wall called for a 2x8 header. Using
Framing Overrides you could select 9 1/4" as the header size and then select
the wall you want to change. When the walls on the level are framed, all
aspects of the framing rules set would apply in generating the framed wall
except the header size. The Framing Override utility would tell the framer to
use 2x10 headers.
In a similar manner you can change selected aspects of the framing on individual walls, walls in an area, or walls on an entire Level, through the use of
Framing Overrides.
Stud Start
Stud Start, found on the WALL FRAMING Application Sub-menu, allows
you to designate the starting point for stud layout for a single wall, walls in
an area, or walls on an entire level. If you want to stack ceiling joists and/or
rafters over studs, it is important to control the stud layout.. You can control
the stud layout on either hoizontal (as you look at the screen) or vertical
walls or both. You can set one starting point for the entire level or set a start1098
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ing point for each wall.
You have the option of setting the Stud Start on only specific wall types
(exterior load bearing for example) or on all Wall Types. The end result can
be that studs line up on walls all the way through the building either front to
back, side to side, or both.
Display Custom
Located on the WALL UTILITIES Application Sub-menu, Display Custom
enables you to do a visual check to verify if the framing rule set on any walls
on a level have been overridden by Custom Frame, Framing Overrides, the
placement of Subcomponents or modification of opening framing through
Edit Params.
This can be a helpful tool when you are reviewing a plan before generating
the framing output to make sure all edits are complete.
Display Intersects
When a plan is "drawn" or entered with BuildersCAD, using the proper
methods, a Framer recognized intersection is formed between each wall.
With a "proper" intersection, the Framer will use the rule set designated
framing method at the intersection.
It is possible for two walls to look like they meet and are intersecting on the
screen when in fact they do not form a valid intersection. You can do this
intentionally or unintentionally by extending a wall to a double reference
point or by a distance.
If you do not have valid intersections, then BuildersCAD will not frame
the walls properly and might leave out material that is needed for framing.
Of course this material would also not be included in Pull Lists or Material
Reports.
A feature on the WALL UTILITIES Application Sub-menu will enable you to
check and confirm that wall intersections are valid. When you select Display
Intersects you will be prompted to window around an area of your plan.
Within that area valid intersections between walls will have an X at the intersection. If you do not see an X, the intersection is not valid and you should
use wall trim and extend tools to cause a valid intersection to be formed.
Framing Walls
To frame the walls in a database select Walls from the BuildersCAD
MAIN menu to display the WALLS Main Application and STATUS menus.
Select under Level on the STATUS menu to display the LEVEL CREATION /
MANIPULATION pop-up menu. Under the column labeled LVL select the
level that you want to frame then select Exit W/ Disp on the bottom of the
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pop-up menu. This will turn off all layers except for the Wall layers on the
Level you selected.
Select Wall Framing from the WALLS Main
Application menu to display the WALL FRAMING
Application Sub-menu. Midway down the submenu, under the Wall Framing heading, select the
Framer icon. The FRAMING DATA pop-up menu will display.

Select the letter of the level or levels you wish to frame on the pop-up menu
and then select Generate Framing Data.
When walls are framed, the BuildersCAD Framer generates a text file in
the database that contains the wall framing information. A separate text file
is generated for each level of walls.
Note 1: Wall laps should be turned on before framing. If they are not you will be
prompted to turn on laps.
If you have framed a wall level but decide you do not want to include framing data from that level in the material take-offs you can clear framing data.
Select the level you wish to clear and then select Remove Existing Framing
Data on the FRAMING DATA pop-up menu.
Framing Error Messages
After you execute the command Generate Framing Data you will see messages on the prompt line about walls being extracted and framing level.
Depending on the database you may get a message on the prompt line for a
Framing Alert, with the choices View File, Print File, and Ignore.
If View File is selected, the Framing Alert pop-up menu will display. On the
menu will be a list of messages about problems the framer encountered
while it was trying to frame the walls according to the rule set.
One very common error you might see is "ERROR: Subcomponent framing
does not permit start stud in Panel number ?" where "number ?" refers to a
specific panel number (not panel symbol) in the database. If you haven’t
already labeled the walls, you may want to do so now so that you can see
which wall panel has the problem. This particular error message is typically
not cause for concern. When the BuildersCAD Framer frames a wall, it
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"thinks" that it should be able to start every wall panel with a stud. It also
thinks that every opening in a wall should be framed with a header, jack, and
jack stud (see the section on Wall Framing Rules regarding Piece Names
later in this topic). With 2x4 studs (1 1/2" wide) you must have 4 1/2" from
the rough opening of the door to the end of the wall to allow the framer to
put in all three pieces. In reality you may not care if there is no room for a
start stud so long as there is room for a jack and jack stud, but the framer
"thinks" that an error has been made. Even though the opening has been
framed "properly" in this case, you still have a framing error message.
You will need to review each error message to determine if a real problem
exists. If genuine errors are encountered you may need to modify opening
locations, or even the wall layout. When any necessary modifications are
made, reframe the walls without the error messages.
When the FRAMING ALERT pop-up menu appears with a list of messages,
BuildersCAD will prompt to CONTINUE or PRINT OUT the messages.
If you select CONTINUE, you will get either another "page" of messages on
the pop-up menu, or the menu will disappear if you have seen all of the
errors. Select PRINT OUT to send the error messages to the printer.
If you have completed framing the walls on the current level you can proceed to reporting functions, either in the Materials application or under
Framer Output on the WALL FRAMING Application Sub-menu.
Viewing 3D Boards
To investigate framing errors you may want to view the boards in 3D. You
may also want to review the framing in 3D to confirm that the rule sets are
framing the way you intended.
After framing the current level, select the Framer
Display icon. BuildersCAD will display the
DISPLAY WALL BOARDS pop-up menu.
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From this menu you can display the 3D boards or display the 2D sheating
layout. On the left side of the pop-up menu you determine what will be displayed by setting the parameters:

DISPLAY 3D BOARDS: Toggle to YES to display the 3D boards.
DISPLAY INSIDE SHEATHING: Toggles from YES to NO.
DISPLAY OUTSIDE SHEATHING: Toggles from YES to NO.
USE TEMPORARY LAYER: Toggles from YES to NO. If you select YES
the 3D boards will be put on a temporary layer. If you select NO the boards
will be generated on a layer that will become a permanent part of the database.

CREATE SHADABLE BOARDS: Toggles from YES to NO. If you want to
be able to opaque the boards (make them appear as solid boards) set to YES.
After the parameters are set select Create 3D Boards on the DISPLAY WALL
BOARDS menu. You will see the Framer generate the 3D boards.
Once generated, 3D boards may be viewed in plan view or isometric view.
You can zoom in or out on the boards. You can also opaque the boards to
make them appear as solids. Generating the 3D boards is not necessary to
generate wall panel drawings or material takeoffs. It only allows a visual
check of the framing, which can be helpful in complicated structures. You
may wish to review the 3D wall boards in conjunction with roof and/or floor
boards to determine if walls are supported properly, etc.
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If you wish to generate a plan view display of the walls with sheathing
applied select Create 2D Sheathing on the DISPLAY WALL BOARDS pop-up
menu.
Custom Wall Framing
Custom Frame is a feature within the Walls Framer Application that allows
you to customize the way you frame a wall. Wall framing rule sets offer control over how walls are framed to an extent, but you may need results you
cannot achieve by modifying the rule set.
You may wish to put a stud "turned flat" in the wall, where handrailing connects to the wall. There is no way to tell a framing rule set to put a flat stud in
the wall at any location. Using Custom Frame, through the ALTER WALL
menu you can modify the framing for one specific wall, either adding, deleting, or modifying boards generated by the default rules set.
Access Through Alter Wall
To Custom Frame a wall you should select the Construction Tools icon at the
bottom left of the PLACE WALLS Application Sub-menu, the PLACE
OPENINGS Application Sub-menu, or the WALL FRAMING Application
Sub-menu. You can also access the Alter Wall function by selecting Alter
Wall on the EDIT WALLS Application Sub-menu or you can just use the left
mouse to select on a wall and pick Alter Wall on the SELECT ENTITY popup menu. Once the wall to be altered is selected, BuildersCAD will bring
up the ALTER WALL pop-up menu.
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Wall functions you can access through the ALTER WALL menu (you will see
them across the bottom of the pop-up menu) include Wall Data, Hgt/Rake
Changes, Override Functions, Opening Changes, 3D Frame, and Custom
Frame. For more information on Wall Data, Hgt/Rake Changes and Opening
Changes see the Wall Layout section of the Walls Application topic.
Overriding Framing Rules
With the Override functions you can override the framing rule set for the
selected wall. When Override Functions is selected a new sub-menu on the
Alter Wall pop-up menu is displayed. Starting at the top of the sub-menu,
you can change the number of Plates; either VTP (Very Top Plate), Top or
Bot (Bottom). If Top is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the number of top plates. The default is the number of plates the current rule set
specifies.
Below Plates is the function VTP Location. You can specify a specific Start
and Stop point for the Very Top Plate in this wall panel.
Next, Stud Params, allows you to set specific parameters for wall studs. You
can set Spacing for studs and the Start point measured from the end of the
panel to the center of the first stud. Stud Width and Depth can also be modified.
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The starting Height and Spacing (between rows) for Blocking can be modified. You will see the default setting on the menu. The last function, the
Header size, may be set through the Override Functions feature.
3D Frame
After you make needed changes with the Override Functions, select the 3D
Frame button under the Wall Functions section on the ALTER WALL pop-up
menu. This will cause BuildersCAD to generate an elevation drawing of
the 3D boards for this wall panel.
Here you can visually verify the results of how the wall panel will be framed
utilizing the default rule set as modified by the Override Functions. You can
view the wall panel in isometric view or zoom in and out as necessary.
Custom Frame
To Custom Frame a wall select the Custom Frame button under the Wall
Functions title on the Alter Wall pop-up menu. The Framer will regenerate
the wall panel elevation drawing. The drawing will be a 2D elevation and all
of the boards will be one color (the current color as shown on the STATUS
menu).
BuildersCAD will also change the sub-menu on the ALTER WALL popup menu. The Custom Frame function offers a variety of editing tools for
editing the framing.
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The CUSTOM FRAME sub-menu is broken down into 4 sections, Add for
adding boards, Change for changing the thickness, depth, offset, or Type of a
board, Trim / Extend for trimming and extending individual boards, and Edit
for other functions.
Add
Add is a function that allows you to add a board to the wall in either
a horizontal (Horiz) or vertical (Vert) direction, or at an angle
(Angle). The board Location, Type (Piece Name), Thickness,
Depth, and Offset are determined by the current display on the STATUS menu. You can modify the criteria on the STATUS menu by
selecting on the parameter you wish to change.
Selecting on Board Loc will cause a toggle from LEFT to RIGHT,
indicating the board will go in the left or right of the points you
input for board location.
Selecting on Board Type will bring up the BOARD TYPES pop-up
menu. This menu is a list of the Wall Board Piece names with the
board number and description fields displaying on the menu. The
default size and offset (set up in the Wall Piece Name menu) will
replace the current display for the board thickness (THICK), depth
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(DEPTH), and offset (OFFSET).
Last on the STATUS menu is BD Int (Board Intersection). Board
Intersection will toggle from ON to OFF, and relates to boards you
add that cross several other boards. If BD Int is ON, the board you
draw will be broken into blocks and added between the boards it
crosses. If BD Int is OFF, the board will run continuously "through"
the boards it crosses, the way blocking that is notched into a wall
would run.
To ADD a board, select either Horiz, Vert, or Angle.
If Horiz is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the location
of the board. When the location is entered BuildersCAD will
prompt for the Length in inches, Meas (Measure) 12, 24, 36. If you
input a length with a positive value the board will be drawn from
left to right, beginning at the selected point. If Measure is selected,
you will be prompted to enter the first reference point for the
length. After selecting a point you will be prompted to enter a second point. The second point should be added at a horizontal distance with no change in the vertical direction. If you select one of
the offered lengths (12, 24, 36) the board will be added from the
point selected drawing from left to right horizontally.
After you have input or selected a length for the board you are adding you will be prompted for the Board Offset, 0", 1.5, 3.5, or
Other. If the OFFSET on the STATUS menu is set to OTHER, the
offset refers to the location in terms of the depth of the wall. A 0
(zero) offset will place the front (or nearest) face of the board you
are adding in line with the front (or nearest) face of the wall. If the
OFFSET is set to FRONT, the board will be added without the Offset prompt.
After the Offset has been determined, the board will be added or
"drawn" based on your input. Again, the Framer will only ask for
the offset if the offset for the Board Type you are adding is set to
OTHER.
You will be asked to respond to similar prompts if you add a board
using the VERT or ANGLE function selections.
Change Custom Frame
If you need to change some characteristic of an existing board, you
may need to utilize one of the Change functions. Utilizing the
Change functions you can change the Type of board, the Depth or
Thickness of a board, or the Offset of a board.
The Type of a board refers to the Piece Name that is assigned to a
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board. Whether a system generated or user added board, all boards
are assigned a Piece Name. The Piece Name is the label you will
see assigned to a board in wall panel elevation drawings (see the
section on Wall Framing Output).
To change the board type select TYPE under the CHANGE heading
on the CUSTOM FRAME menu. BuildersCAD will prompt for
the board to change type. Use the cursor and the F1 button to select
a board in the wall. BuildersCAD will highlight and prompt to
verify the selection. At the same time, on the Message Line, you
will see a report of the current Piece Name assignment of board
name, offset, and depth.
Note 1: Although we are looking at a 2 dimensional drawing of the wall, the
BuildersCAD Framer recognizes it’s depth and the boards that make
up the wall. To edit a three piece header (2-2x framing members and a
header shim) you will have to perform the edit three times, once on each
piece. When you select the board, you can tell by looking at the off:
(offset) reading on the Message Line which board you have selected. If
you have not selected the correct board, pick the SELECT NEXT option
from the verify prompt and you will see the offset change and possibly
the board type and depth.
If YES is selected (this is the board you wish to change), the Framer
will assign the current board type, as shown on the STATUS menu
to the board you have selected.
For example - you have added a vertical 2x4 to the wall when the
current board type was stud. You want the board to report on the
wall panel drawings as a vertical block. First set the desired board
type by selecting Board Type on the STATUS menu and picking
VERTICAL BLOCK from the BOARD TYPES menu. Next select
Type under the CHANGE heading of the CUSTOM FRAME menu
and select the vertical board you wish to change. Answer YES to
the verify prompt to change the board type to Vertical Block.
Note 2: BuildersCAD recognizes certain boards as vertical boards and others
as horizontal. For example, studs and jacks are vertical boards and headers and plates are horizontal boards. The Framer will not allow you to
change a board recognized as a vertical board to a horizontal board. If
you attempt to do this, BuildersCAD will give an error message.
To change the thickness or depth of a board, use the functions
THICK or DEPTH. Here thickness refers to the dimension you see
on the Custom Frame menu. For an opening with a 2x4 jack supporting the header, the board thickness would be 1 1/2" and the
depth would be 3 1/2".
To change the thickness or depth of a board select the appropriate
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function and select a board. BuildersCAD will prompt to verify
the board selected, displaying the selected board’s Piece Name, offset, and depth on the Message Line. If YES is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the new board thickness or depth in inches.
Offset here refers to the board location in terms of the depth of the
wall. In a 2x4 wall (3 1/2" in depth) a 0 (zero) offset means that the
near face of the board is flush with the near face of the wall. If you
are adding a board with a depth of 1 1/2" inches and an offset of 2",
the far (or rear) face of the board will be flush with the far (or rear)
face of the wall.
To change the offset select OFFSET under the CHANGE heading
on the CUSTOM FRAME menu and then select the board you wish
to change. BuildersCAD will prompt to verify the board selection. If YES is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the offset,
giving the defaults of the CURRENT offset of the selected board,
FRONT, REAR and OTHER. The selections FRONT and REAR
are not implemented for the current version of the BuildersCAD
Framer. To change the offset you should select OTHER and enter
the specific offset you want for the board.
Tr im / Extend
If you want to trim or extend an existing board in a wall you have
four options under the Trim / Extend heading.
The first option allows you to enter the number of inches you want to trim a specific
board. You should select the board near the
end you wish to trim.
The second option allows you to enter the
number of inches you want to extend a specific board.
The third option allows you to trim a board to
an intersection with another board.

The fourth option allows you to extend a
board to the intersection with the nearest
board.
Edit Custom Frame
Listed under the EDIT heading on the CUSTOM FRAME menu are
several functions you may find helpful in creating custom framing
for a wall. Use COPY to copy an existing board, MOVE to move or
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relocate an existing board., ERASE to erase or delete a board,
SPLIT to split or divide a board into two pieces, MERGE to join
two boards or make two boards into one board, CLEAR to clear or
erase all boards, and TOGGLE EXTEND to determine whether
some vertical boards will extend to the top or bottom plate (based
on wall height) or will be inserted at the length as shown in the
CUSTOM FRAME menu.
To COPY a board, select COPY under the EDIT heading on the
Custom Frame menu. BuildersCAD will prompt for the board
to copy, and then will prompt to verify the selection. The next
prompt is for a reference point. Select a reference point that will
facilitate placement of the copied board. The final prompt is for a
new reference point. When the new reference point is selected, the
board selected will be copied to an X and Y distance from the new
reference point that is equal to the original X and Y distance from
the first reference point.
To MOVE a board, select MOVE under the EDIT heading on the
CUSTOM FRAME menu. BuildersCAD will prompt for the
board to move, and then will prompt to verify the selection. The
next prompt is for a reference point. Select a reference point that
will facilitate placement of the moved board. The final prompt is
for a new reference point. When the new reference point is selected,
the board selected will be moved to an X and Y distance from the
new reference point that is equal to the original X and Y distance
from the first reference point.
To ERASE a board, select ERASE under the EDIT heading on the
CUSTOM FRAME menu. BuildersCAD will prompt for the
board to erase, and will then prompt to verify the selection. If YES
is selected at the verify prompt, the board will erase from the wall
panel drawing on the screen. BuildersCAD will return to the
board selection prompt to erase another board. Select using an F10
to exit the ERASE function.
If you wish to SPLIT a board into two sections, select SPLIT under
the EDIT heading on the CUSTOM FRAME menu. BuildersCAD will prompt for the board to split, and will then prompt to
verify the selection. If YES is selected at the verify prompt the program will prompt for the distance in feet, giving the choices of
MEAS, R-BAND, 4, 8, and OTHER.
If MEAS is selected, you are telling the Framer that you want to
measure the length to the split. After Measure is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the First and Second Reference points for the
length. These points may be selected anywhere in the display window. BuildersCAD will look at the change in distance along the X
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axis, and take that dimension and measure from the left (or bottom)
end of the board to be split toward the right (or top) end and generate a split in the board.
If R-BAND is selected a large arrow will display at the left (or
bottom) end of the board. You will be able to move this arrow
toward the right (or top) and as you do, you will get a reading at the
Location Line (top right of the screen), in feet of the distance you
are moving the arrow along the length of the board. When you get
to the correct lenght in feet, select with an F1 and the system will
display a pop-up menu from which you may select to measure in
inches, 16ths, or START.
If START is selected here the system will split the board at the
distance you have currently measured.
If INCH is selected here you will be returned to the moving arrow
and you can change the length in inches.
If 16ths are selected a pop-up menu will display with 16th inch
readings between 0 and 1 inch. You may select any one of the 16th
inch increments and you will be returned to the START pop-up
menu.
If you select a number from the prompt or enter a dimension, the
program will split the board at that distance measuring from the left
or bottom of the board toward the right or top.
If you wish to JOIN or merge two boards that are co-linear you
may do so by selecting JOIN under the EDIT heading on the CUSTOM FRAME menu. BuildersCAD will prompt for the board to
join and then prompt to verify the selection. If YES is selected at
this prompt, the board which is co-linear to the selected board will
highlight and the system will prompt to join the two boards. Select
YES to merge the two boards into a single board.
If you wish to erase or delete all of the boards in a wall, select
CLEAR under the EDIT heading on the CUSTOM FRAME menu.
BuildersCAD will prompt to clear all boards. Selecting YES
will cause all boards to be erased.
Some of the vertical boards you add when Custom Framing a wall
will extend automatically to the nearest top or bottom plate regardless of the wall height. They will do this if Toggle Extend is set to
ON. If for these same boards, Toggle Extend is set to OFF, they will
be generated as part of the wall panel at the exact length that they
are shown in the Custom Frame wall panel drawing. When TOGGLE EXTEND is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the
board to change. You should select the board near the top or bottom
depending on whether you want to change the setting for either top
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or bottom. After the board is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt
to verify the board selection. When YES is selected, the Toggle
Extend setting will be changed and you will again be prompted to
select a board to change. When the Toggle Extend is set to Yes, an
arrow will be displayed at the top pointing up or at the bottom
pointing down indicating the board will be extended.
After all framing edits have been completed, select the SAVE button. The custom framing for the wall will be saved in a file in the
database directory. If you forget and exit the ALTER WALL menu
without saving you will lose all editing you have done. After the
work has been saved, every time the wall is selected using the Alter
Wall feature, the custom framing will load automatically.
If at any time you decide you want to revert to the standard framing
you can do so by selecting the Std Frame button. When this button
is selected, the system will load the 3D boards from when the wall
level was last framed. It may be necessary to reframe the level after
Std Frame is selected so that BuildersCAD will account for any
changes in the structure since the level was last framed.
To o l s To M o d i f y Wa l l F r a m i n g
There are several utility features available in the Wall Framing application.
You can influence the way the BuildersCAD Framer will generate wall
framing with Edit Opening, Framing Overrides, and Stud Start. These are
tools you can use to modify the default rule set to frame the structure.
Opening Edit
To edit the framing that will be generated around an opening, select Place
Openings on the WALL Application Main menu. This will display the
PLACE OPENINGS Application Sub-menu. At the bottom of the sub-menu
select Edit Openings to display the EDIT WALLS / OPENINGS Sub-menu.
To edit an opening select Edit Params at the bottom of the Edit Openings
portion of the sub-menu. BuildersCAD will prompt for the opening to
change.
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When the opening is selected the EDIT
OPENING pop-up menu will display.
Information about the opening will be displayed on the pop-up menu including
whether or not the opening is a subcomponent. Near the bottom of the menu is a setting for RULES. When the opening is first
selected, the RULES setting will be set to
NO. If RULES is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt to set the Rules Overrides, giving the choices of SET, YES, and
NO. If SET is selected, the pop-up menu
will be replaced by a list of framing overrides.
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Through this menu you may control how
an opening will be framed.
At the top is Header Size. To modify the
default header size select Header Size and
input the size header you wish to use. Just
below you can also designate how many
pieces you want in the header (3 for a double header with a shim). Select on
PIECES IN HEADER to specify the number of pieces. The last setting relating to
headers is HEADER PLATE DEPTH. If
you specify 0 (zero) the Framer will not
put in a header plate. Otherwise you can
specify the depth of the plate and the
width will default to the wall thickness.
Just below the header settings, Edit Opening will allow you to specify the number
of CRIPPLES, either below the end of
the sill or above the end of the header.
When you select on BELOW END OF
SILL, BuildersCAD will prompt for
cripples below the sill with the options of
No Override, Yes, No, and Other. NO
OVERRIDE will allow the default rule set to determine whether or not to put
cripples below the sill. YES will tell the Framer to put cripples below the
sill. NO will tel the Framer to not put cripples below the sill. The OTHER
option is not implemented for the current version of BuildersCAD.
The next option, Number of Jacks, Left and Right allows you to specify the
number of jacks to go under the header, either to the left or right. When
LEFT under the Number of Jacks heading is selectd, BuildersCAD will
prompt for Jack Studs and offer options of No Override, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
Other. Select or enter the number of jacks you want the Framer to use under
the left end of the header (facing from the direction of the Wall Number
Label). No Override will allow the framer to use the default rules set in
determining the number of jacks.
Double Sill allows you to determine whether or not to use a double sill under
the opening (assuming it is a window opening with a sill).
Break Bottom Plate allows you to delete the bottom plate under the opening (assuming the opening is a door). YES allows the bottom plate to break
under a door. NO tells the Framer to not delete the bottom plate under a door.
NO OVERRIDE allows the default rules set to determine if the bottom plate
is to be broken. The OTHER option is not implemented for the current version of BuildersCAD.
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After all of the Opening Framing Overrides have been set, select Previous
Menu from the bottom of the EDIT OPENING pop-up menu. The original
EDIT OPENING pop-up menu will be redisplayed. The RULES setting near
the bottom will now display YES. This is an indicator that the framing rules
have been modified.
To apply the changes you have made, select from the bottom of the pop-up
menu to apply the changes to the openings either IN AREA (an area you will
be prompted to window around) or to the CURRENT SINGLE (the single
opening you selected for edit).
If RESET VALUES is selected in the bottom left of the EDIT OPENING popup menu, the opening framing overrides you have made will be cleared and
the default rule set will control how the opening will be framed.
Framing Overrides
The Framing Overrides feature allows you to override specific aspects of
framing rules on a wall by wall basis, walls in an area, or walls on a single
level.
You can use Overrides to modify the number of Plates, bottom, top, or Very
Top plate, and the starting and stopping point of the Very Top Plate. You can
modify stud spacing, the starting stud offset, the stud width or stud depth.
You can modify the distance to the start of fire blocking and the space
between fire blocks. You may also modify the size of headers in a wall.
You can change the size of headers in a specific wall to 2x10 when the rule
set used for that wall called for a 2x8 header. Using Framing Overrides you
can select 9 1/4" as the header size and then select the wall you want to
change. When the walls are framed, all aspects of the framing rule set will
apply in generating the framed wall except the header size. The Framing
Override utility will cause the Framer to use 2x10 headers.
To access the Framing Override feature, select Wall Framing on the WALLS
Application menu, then select Overrides on the WALL FRAMING Application Sub-menu. The FRAMING OVERRIDES pop-up menu will display.
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Across the top of the
menu are the options
Change Value, Select
Item, Select All, and
Clear All. To use the
Framing
Overrides
feature, select Change
Value, then select and
modify each of the
values you wish to
change. Next press
the Select Item button at the top and then
select each of the
modified values to be
changed. As each is
selected, it will highlight. The wall framing values that may
be modified by Framing Overrides include Plate Counts, some Stud parameters, Block location, and Header size.
Under the Plates heading are VTP (Very Top Plate), Top, and Bot (Bottom).
By selecting on any of these three, you can set the number of plates the
Framer will use. Under the VTP LOCATION heading are Start and Stop.
Here you may specify a specific starting or stopping point for the Very Top
Plate.
The editable Stud Parameters are on the left side of the menu. Spacing
allows you to set the on-center spacing for the studs. Start allows you to
specify how far from the start of the wall panel to the center of the first stud.
Width and Depth of the stud may also be modified here.
Under the Blocks heading, Height and Spacing may be set. That is the height
from the bottom of the wall to the bottom of the row of fire blocking. The
Spacing refers to the space between rows of blocking, measured from bottom of block to bottom of block.
The last wall framing value you may modify with Framing Overrides is the
header size. Under Header on the Framing Overrides menu select size and
key in the desired header size in inches.
After all of the values you wish to modify have been changed, you will need
to decide which wall types you want to consider updating. Just above the
bottom of the menu is a setting for Search Wall Type. When this setting is
selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the wall types to be included
when overriding the framing. If ALL is selected, all wall types will be modified by the framing overrides. If you select MENU, you will get a pop-up
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wall type menu with all wall types listed, EXTLB, INTLB, INTNLB, etc.
Select the wall type you want the Framer to search for to perform the Override edit.
Across the bottom of the FRAMING OVERRIDES pop-up menu are the
options VERIFY, ALL, IN AREA, and SINGLE. If VERIFY is set to YES,
the Framer will ask you to confirm the edit for each wall that may be modified by the edit. If VERIFY is set to NO, the Framer will perform the edit on
all walls of the prescribed Type without giving you the opportunity to confirm the edit wall by wall.
The next step is to execute the edit.
If ALL is selected at the bottom of the FRAMING OVERRIDES menu, the
Framer will search all of the designated Type walls on the current level to
perform the prescribed override edit.
If AREA is selected at the bottom of the FRAMING OVERRIDES menu, you
will be prompted to window around an area for the Framer to perform the
prescribed edit.
If SINGLE is selected at the bottom of the FRAMING OVERRIDES menu,
you will be prompted to select a wall (it must be of the prescribed Type) to
be modified by the prescribed override edit.
Stud Start
This feature allows you to determine where the stud layout will begin on a
wall level. STUD START allows you to designate the starting point for stud
layout for a single wall, walls in an area, or walls on an entire level. If you
want to stack ceiling joists and / or rafters over studs it is important to control the stud layout. You can control the stud layout on either horizontal (as
you look at the screen) or vertical walls or both. You can set one starting
point for the entire level or set a starting point for each wall.
Select Stud Start on the
WALL FRAMING Appli-

cation Sub-menu to display the STUD START
pop-up menu. This menu
is divided into two areas
or functions - Edit to
Perform and Define
Search
The edit you can perform is to either Set
Custom Stud Start or
Reset To Standard Start. To Set Custom Stud Start is to tell the Framer
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where to start the stud layout for a particular wall or for some walls or for all
walls. If you Reset To Standard Start, you are telling the Framer to use the
default stud layout for a particular wall, for some walls, or for all walls.
To set the layout point, select Current Origin next to the Set Custom Stud
Start button on the STUD START pop-up menu. The menu will disappear
and BuildersCAD will prompt for the Origin Location. Use the F11 button to select a layout start location on your plan. The pop-up menu will
redisplay.
The next step is to define which walls are to use this layout start point. Select
the Search Wall Type button on the STUD START menu. BuildersCAD
will prompt for the Search Wall Type and offer the choices of ALL, MENU,
and OTHER. If ALL is selected, the Framer will look for all Wall Types
when it goes out to select walls to use the layout start point. If MENU is
selected, a pop-up menu will display from which you may choose a wall
type. Only this wall type will be considered when the Framer goes out to
select walls to use the layout start point you have chosen.
Next select Search Wall Orientation on the STUD START menu. BuildersCAD will prompt for the wall orientation to include in the search with the
choices of ALL, HORIZ, VERT, and ANGLED. You can tell the Framer to
select walls of only a specific orientation to use the layout start point you
have chosen. Either ALL walls, walls that run in a HORIZ (Horizontal)
direction on the screen, walls that run in a VERT (Vertical) direction on the
screen, or walls that run in an ANGLED direction on the screen.
After the desired wall type(s) and wall orientation have been determined to
use with the layout point selected, you are ready to execute the command to
actually perform the edit. Across the bottom of the STUD START menu are
the options ALL, IN AREA, and SINGLE.
Select ALL to direct the Framer to use the layout point you have determined
on all of the walls on the current level, of the prescribed Wall Type and Wall
Orientation. If you select IN AREA, BuildersCAD will prompt for two
area window points and the Framer will select all eligible walls within this
area. If SINGLE is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt to select the wall
to change. For the SINGLE selection, it does not matter which Wall Type or
Wall Orientation has been chosen. With the SINGLE option the layout point
you have chosen will be utilized to lay out any wall you select.
In the bottom left corner of the Stud Start pop-up menu, the VERIFY button
will toggle from YES to NO. If NO is selected, the Framer will perform the
prescribed edit without additional prompts. If the VERIFY button is set to
YES, the Framer will prompt to confirm your walls selection.
To o l s t o R e v i e w Wa l l F r a m i n g
There are other features that relate to framing but do not directly influence
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framing output. To verify that there are valid intersections between walls
(necessary for framing), DISPLAY INTERSECTS allows you to graphically display intersections. DISPLAY CUSTOM allows you to review
which walls have been modified in the way they are framed by an number of
editing features. Another feature, WALL SYMBOLS, allows the operator to
assign symbols (or numbers) to walls in a user defined order.
Display Intersects
When you enter a plan with BuildersCAD an intersection is formed
between each wall. With a "proper" intersection, the Framer will use the
framing method that the rule set designates at the intersection.
It is possible for two walls to look as if they meet and are intersecting, when
in fact they do not form a valid intersection. If you do not have valid intersections, then BuildersCAD will not frame the walls properly and might
leave out material that is needed for framing. Of course this material would
also not be included in Pull Lists or Material Reports.
Display Intersects is a feature that will enable you to check or confirm that
wall intersections are valid. Select Wall Utilities on the WALL Application
Main menu to display the WALL UTILITIES Application Sub-menu. Select
the Display Intersects button on the WALL UTILITIES Application Submenu. BuildersCAD will prompt for a 1st and 2nd fence point to define
an area. A large "X" will be displayed at every "valid" intersection. BuildersCAD will prompt to restore the display. If YES is selected at this
prompt, the screen will immediately redraw and the X’s will disappear. If
NO is selected the X’s will remain until you change view or redraw the
screen. If you do not see an X where you expect to see a valid intersection
you may need to use the Wall Edit Tools (trim and extend) to create a valid
intersection.
Display Custom
The way a wall is framed is determined by its rule set. You can override or
modify the rule set with a number of features. Custom Frame, Framing
Overrides, and Stud Start will override the rule set determining how a wall
will be framed. Subcomponents and Opening Edit can override the way
openings will be framed.
To review the floor plan and determine where any of these features have
been used you can use Display Custom. To access Display Custom, select
Wall Utilities on the WALL Application Main menu to display the WALL
UTILITIES Application sub-menu. At the bottom of the WALL UTILITIES
Applictation sub-menu, select Display Custom. This will display the DISPLAY CUSTOM pop-up menu.
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As the pop-up menu is displayed, the walls
on the current level floor plan will change to
a medium gray. Any wall or opening that has
been modified by any of the framing override
features will highlight in one of four colors.
Reading from the top of the menu, first is
Custom Walls. Any wall that has been modified by the Custom Frame feature will highlight in red. Next are Wall Overrides. Any
wall modified by either the Framing Overrides or Stud Start features will highlight in
yellow. If you have used Opening Edit to modify any opening, Opening
Overrides will highlight it in blue. The Custom Openings display will highlight any Subcomponent in green.
Wall Symbols
As you enter a wall layout BuildersCAD assigns a number to each wall
panel. It is a number BuildersCAD uses to track the wall panel and framing material. You can see this number by Labeling Walls or turning wall
labels ON.
This number is assigned as you enter a plan, so you may end up with what
appears to be very random numbering after wall layout editing is complete.
If you are using Wall Panel Elevation Drawings, this may be very confusing
to shop or field workers using these drawings.
You can assign user defined wall panel numbers
called Wall Symbols. To assign Wall Symbols,
select Place Walls on the WALLS Main Application menu, then select the Wall Label icon at the
bottom of the PLACE WALLS Application sub-menu. This will display the
WALL LABELS pop-up menu.
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the Label Parameters heading on the
left side of the popup menu, select on
the box next to
Label Symbol. It
toggles from YES
to NO. Toggle it to
YES and then
select Wall Symbols at the bottom
of the menu. The
WALL SYMBOLS

pop-up menu will
display. If you are
assigning
Wall
Symbols for the
first time select
Ascending from the pop-up menu.
This will display the CREATE
WALL SYMBOLS pop-up menu.
There are four options to set or
select; the Starting Number for the
Wall Symbols, an alphanumeric
Prefix and/or Suffix, and the Minimum Digits. The maximum number
of characters, including Prefix,
panel number and Suffix is eight (8).
If you have more than 99 walls on a
level, the maximum number of characters available for a Prefix and Suffix is
5.
After the options are set you can select Save to save the setup. If you save
the setup, every time you select Wall Symbols and Ascending this setup will
come up. To assign the Symbols, select Create. BuildersCAD will prompt
to select a wall for "A01" where "A01" is the first symbol number when the
Create Wall Symbols setup is Starting Number = 1, Prefix = A, Suffix =
Not Selected, and Minimum Digits = 2.
After a wall is selected, the wall will highlight and BuildersCAD will
prompt to select a wall for "A02". At the same time you will see on the message line "Panel number nx will get symbol ’A01’", where is the system
assigned panel number. When you select the wall for number A02, the wall
you select will highlight. You can continue assigning Wall Symbols and as
you do, the message line will tell you which Wall Symbol you assigned and
the Wall Number you assigned the Symbol to.
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After all walls that you want labeled with a wall symbol have been selected,
select the F10 button. BuildersCAD will prompt to apply the symbols.
Select Apply and a Wall Symbol will be applied on the drawing to every wall
you selected and the Create Wall Symbols pop-up menu will reappear.
Select EXIT to leave the Wall Symbols function.
If you have already applied Wall Symbols but want to swap one Label Symbols for another, select Swap on the WALL SYMBOLS pop-up menu.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the First Symbol To Swap. If you wanted
to swap panels labeled "A1" panels labeled "A10" and vice versa, you would
enter "A1" at this prompt. BuildersCAD will then prompt for the 2nd
Symbol To Swap, where you would enter "A10". The program will then
return to the ’1st Symbol’ prompt. If you only wanted to swap these two
Symbols, select Done from the prompt choices. BuildersCAD will
prompt to apply the changes. When Apply is selected here, BuildersCAD
will apply and/or modify the existing label. When entering Symbols to swap
it is necessary to enter the full Wall Symbol including Prefix and/or Suffix.
The last option available with Wall Symbols is to RE-ASSIGN Wall Symbol
numbers. Using this option you can assign wall panels a new Symbol number. Select Re-Assign from the WALL SYMBOLS pop-up menu. BuildersCAD will prompt for the OLD Symbol. Enter the existing Symbol name/
number you wish to change. BuildersCAD will then prompt for the NEW
symbol. Enter the new Symbol name/number. If you wish to re-assign additional numbers, you may enter them. Select DONE when finished re-assigning Symbols. BuildersCAD will then prompt to Re-sequence with the
options to Apply As-Is, Auto Resequence from 01 or Cancel. Apply As-Is
will simply substitute the new number for the old number. Auto ReSequence will insert the prescribed panel number and resequence all of the
wall panels accordingly.
Wall Framing Output
Overview
The output available from the Walls portion of BuildersCAD comes in
two forms: graphics output (drawings) and text reports (board or material
reports). The graphics output is available through the Walls Application and
the reports are available through the Materials Application. Even if you
have not purchased the Materials Application you will still generate the
framing material reports through the Materials Application menus.
Graphics Output
There are two types of graphics output, or drawings, available from the
BuildersCAD Framer - Panel Drawings and Labeled Floor Plans. A
panel drawing can be generated for each wall panel with size and individual
board piece information including individual board lengths. A labeled floor
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plan will simply tell you the location on the floor plan of each wall panel.
Wall Panel Elevation Drawings
A wall panel elevation drawing consists of an elevation view of the framed
wall with each board labeled with a piece mark. Below the elevation of the
wall is a list of the piece marks with the quantity of each piece and the
length.

Note 1: The Wall Panel Elevation Drawing is drawn as though you are standing
on the label side, looking at the wall.
To generate Wall Panel Elevation Drawings, select
Wall Framing on the WALLS Application Main menu
to display the WALL FRAMING Application sub-menu.
Near the bottom of the WALL FRAMING Application
sub-menu under the Framer Output heading, select the Elevation Drawing
icon.
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The WALL DRAWING OPTIONS pop-up menu will display. There are five
sets of drawing parameters you can set on this menu. You see them across
the top of the menu under the Drawing Parameter Selection heading. As each
is selected, the pop-up menu display will change to reflect the parameters
selected.
Border Setup
The first set of parameters is Border Setup.

From the top of the menu the first parameter is Border which may
be set ON or OFF. If set to ON, a single line border will be drawn
around the Panel Elevation Drawing. Similarly, Title Block if set
to ON will put a Title Block across the top of the Panel Drawing.
Below Title Block is information that is entered in the Title Block
on the drawing. If Title Block is set to OFF, the following fields do
not apply.
Unit No - An arbitrary number the user can enter (up to 10 characters).
Last Revision - A user definable field.
Name - A user definable field (up to 14 characters).
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Company Name - A user definable field (up to 28 characters).
Project - A project name (up to 16 characters).
Border Pen - The pen number that will be used to draw the border.
Text Pen - the pen number that will be used to draw text.
Stud Start - A dimension that will be listed in the Title Block under
ST. STRT. Stud start can be toggled from left to center. If set to
CENTER, it will list a dimension from the left end of the panel to
the center of the first stud. If set to LEFT, the dimension will be
from the left end of the panel to the left side of the first stud.
Dimension Layout
The next set of parameters is for Dimension Layout.

From the top:
Opening - Toggles between LEFT, CENTER, RIGHT, and OFF.
This setting will cause a dimension to be displayed to the LEFT,
CENTER, or RIGHT of an opening.
Subassembly - Toggles between LEFT, CENTER, RIGHT, and
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OFF. This setting will cause a dimension to be displayed to the
LEFT, CENTER, or RIGHT of the subassembly. The subassembly
may or may not be for an opening.
Opening Width - If turned ON will display the opening width. If
turned OFF will not display the opening width.
Opening Height - If turned ON will display the opening height. If
turned OFF will not display the opening height.
Overall Top - If turned ON will cause the overall top of the Panel
length to be displayed.
Overall Bottom - If turned ON will cause the overall bottom of the
Panel length to be displayed.
Overall Sides - Will toggle to LEFT, RIGHT, BOTH, or OFF. It
will cause a dimension of the panel height to be displayed on either
the Left, Right, or Both sides of the Wall Panel Drawing.
Angled - If set to ON will put a dimension that runs parallel to the
raked top (if there is one) to be displayed. If the top of the panel is
flat the setting of this parameter will have no effect.
Slope / Symbol - The Slope Symbol toggles from RISE/RUN to
PITCH to OFF. If the top of the wall is raked, the parameter will put
either a Rise/Run symbol (e.g. 10/12) or a Pitch symbol indicating
the rise per 12" and the degree of slope.
Dimension From - Toggles from LEFT to RIGHT and the setting
determines whether dimensions will be pulled from the left or right
side of the wall panel. The setting is indicated on the Elevation
Drawing by a (+) in a circle on either the left or right end of the
panel elevation.
Dimension Setup
The middle set of parameters on the Drawing Parameter Selection
is Dimension Setup, which set several dimension display criteria.
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Text Readout - Sets to display dimensions in either Feet & Inches,
or Inches Only.
Text Location - Sets to display the dimension text either Above,
Center, or Below the dimension line.
Symbol - Select to set the dimension line terminator symbol to
either a solid dot, a slash mark or one of two styles of arrows.
Dimension Pen - Sets the pen number to be used when drawing the
dimension components set up on this menu.
Label Layout
Label Layout allows you to set parameters determining how a
panel drawing will be labeled.
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Board List - Can be set to ON or OFF. The Cut List with lengths
for every board is set to display.
Sheathing List - Can be set to ON or OFF. The Cut List with
lengths for every piece of sheathing is set to display.
Board Labels - Can be set to ON or OFF. Board labels will not be
displayed unless the Cut Parts List is displayed. If the Cut Parts
List is displayed, set this feature to ON to label every board with a
letter (e.g. A or L). The letter will correspond to a letter on the Cut
List with a length.
Label Pen - Allows you to set the pen number with which labels
will be drawn.
Label Bubbles - If set to ON, will cause the Panel Number or Symbol of adjoining walls to be displayed below the wall panel elevation drawing on each end of the drawing
Opening Name - If set to ON will put the Name from the Opening
Library in the Walls Setup menu in the upper left corner of the
opening.
Label Panel - Will display either the NUMBER, SYMBOL, or
NUMBER+SYMBOL on the Wall Panel Elevation Drawing. The
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Title Block must be set to ON to display the Panel Label.
Sort Method - Determines how the Panel Elevation Drawings will
be sorted by the BuildersCAD Framer if an entire level of walls
is sent to the printer. They will be sorted by N (number), S (Symbol), or SN (symbol and number).
Drawing Layout
The final set of parameters on the WALL DRAWING OPTIONS
menu allows you to set specific drawing criteria.

Top Plate View - When set to ON will cause a top plate view of the
wall panel to be displayed above the elevation drawing.
Bottom Plate View - When set to ON will cause a bottom plate
view to be displayed below the elevation drawing.
Wall Boards - May be set to either ON or OFF. When set to ON,
framing boards will be displayed (the same boards that can be
labeled and a cut list generated).
Outside Sheathing - May be set to ON or OFF. When set to ON,
outside sheathing will be displayed (the same sheets that may be
labeled and a cut list generated).
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Inside Sheathing - May be set to ON or OFF. When set to ON,
inside sheathing will be displayed (the smae sheets that may be
labeled and a cut list generated).
Wall Outline - May be set to ON or OFF. If Wall Framing is ON,
this will automatically set to OFF (the reverse is also true). If Wall
Outline is set to ON, only a single line outline will be displayed on
the elevation drawing.
Framing Pen - Sets the Pen number that the BuildersCAD
Framer will use to draw the Layout components of the elevation
drawing.
Reverse Horiz - When set to ON, this feature will cause the elevation drawing to be drawn looking at the wall from the opposite side
from the label.
Reverse Vert - When set to ON, this feature will cause the elevation drawing to be drawn upside down, however still looking at the
wall from the wall label side.
Plot Factor - Sets a scale multiplying factor for plotting the elevation drawing, or scale to fit sheet.
Sheet Size - Selecting Sheet Size will display a Sheet Size pop-up
menu from which you may select from a matrix of sizes in either
English (8.5x11, 11.17, etc.), Architectural (18x24, 24x36, etc.), or
Metric (210x297mm, etc.).
Wall Selection
Before making the Output Selection you must select whether you
want to generate the Panel Elevation Drawings for All Walls, Single Level, or a Single Wall.
Output Selection
There are three choices for output, Plot, Drawing, and View.
Plot - When Plot is selected and Wall Selection is set to Single, a
prompt will ask if you want to make the drawing layer temporary
and then ask you to select a wall. After you select a wall the BuildersCAD Framer will generate the drawing and immediately send
it to the plotter. If you have selected Single Level under Wall Selection, a prompt will ask if you want to make the drawing layers temporary and then will ask for the level to plot. The Framer will
generate all of the panel drawings for the entire level and send them
to the plotter. If you have selected All Walls, the prompt will ask if
you want to put the drawings on temporary layers. The Framer will
then generate all of the Wall Panel Drawings for all Levels and send
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them to the plotter.
Note 1: Whether you select yes or no when the prompt asks if you want to make
the drawing layers temporary you will find the panel drawings on layers
beginning at layer number 30,000. If you have selected YES (temporary), the layers will not be saved (even if you save the database) when
you exit the database. If you have selected NO (not temporary), the layers will be saved when you Save the database.
Drawing - When Drawing is selected and Wall Selection is set to
Single, a prompt will ask if you want to make the drawing layer
temporary and then ask you to select a wall. After the wall is
selected the Framer will generate and display the drawing. If you
have selected Single Level under Wall Selection, a prompt will ask
if you want to make the drawing layers temporary and then will ask
for the Level to draw. The Framer will generate all of the panel
drawings for the entire level on layers, beginning at layer 30,000. If
you have selected All Walls, then the prompt will ask if you want to
put the drawings on temporary layers. The Framer will then generate all of the Wall Panel Drawings for all Levels, putting them on
layers beginning on layer number 30,000.
View - When View is selected, the prompt will ask you to select a
wall. Once selected, the Framer will generate and display the drawing that has already been created. If the drawing has not been created, BuildersCAD will create the drawing on a layer in the
30,000 series. Before the drawing is created BuildersCAD will
prompt you and ask if you want to make the drawing layer temporary. If you have selected Single Level under Wall Selection, a
prompt will ask you for the Level to View. The Framer will generate all of the panel drawings for the entire level and will allow you
to view them one at a time, hitting the <Enter> key between drawings. If you have selected All Walls, the Framer will generate all of
the Wall Panel Drawings for all Levels and will allow you to view
them one at a time, hitting the <Enter> key between drawings.
Note 2: Wall Framing Output, whether Wall Panel Elevation Drawings, Bottom
Plate Drawings, or other output, will reflect the wall framing at the time
the Level was last framed. Wall framing will not reflect the edits made
to walls (through Alter Wall, Custom Frame, etc.) until the entire level is
framed again, after the wall edits are complete.
Bottom Plate Drawings
A Bottom Plate drawing is a view of the bottom plate of
a Wall Panel from the perspective as though you were
standing on the label side of a wall looking down at the
bottom plate of the framed wall.
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To generate a Bottom Plate Drawing select the Bottom Plate icon under the
Framer Output heading on the WALL FRAMING Application sub-menu. This
will display the BOTTOM PLATE OUTPUT pop-up menu.

Across the top of the menu is information to fill in that will be used in the
Title Block of the Drawing: Job - The Job name, Date - The current date,
Version - A user defined version, label or number, Company Name - A user
defined company name.
Displayed on the center portion of the BOTTOM PLATE OUTPUT pop-up
menu are various statistics that may be displayed on the Bottom Plate Wall
Panel Drawing.
Wall Statistics
Wall Type - Set to ON or OFF, displays the Wall Type.
Wall Level - Set to ON or OFF, displays the Wall Level.
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Wall Size - Set to ON or OFF, displays the wall stud size.
Wall Length - Set to ON or OFF, displays the overall wall length.
Start Block - Not implemented.
Stud Spacing - Set to ON or OFF, displays the center to center
dimension between studs.
Wall Height - Set to ON or OFF, displays the wall panel height.
Stud Height - Set to ON or OFF, display the length of studs in the
wall panel.
Stud Start - Set to ON or OFF, displays the dimension from the
layout end of the panel to the center of the first stud.
Sheathing Overlap - Not implemented for the current version of
the Framer.
VTP Length - Set to ON or OFF, displays the overall length of the
combined segments of the Very Top Plate.
VTP Extensions - Set to ON or OFF, displays the amount the Very
Top Plate extends beyond each end of the wall panel.
VTP Segments - Set to ON or OFF, displays a horizontal list of all
Very Top Plate segment lengths.
Subassembly Statistics
Opening Names - Set to ON or OFF, displays the name (from the
Opening Select menu ) of an opening.
Jack Studs - Set to ON or OFF, displays the quantity and length of
Jack Studs.
Jacks - Set to ON or OFF, displays the quantity and length of Jacks.
Headers - Set to ON or OFF, displays the quantity and length of
Headers.
Sills - Set to ON or OFF, displays the quantity and length of Sills.
Cripples - Set to ON or OFF, displays the quantity and length of
Cripples.
Plates - Set to ON or OFF, displays the quantity and length of
Plates.
Shims - Set to ON or OFF, displays the quantity and length of
Shims.
Panel Labels
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Panel Number - Set to ON or OFF, displays the Panel Number on
the Bottom Plate Panel Drawing.
Panel Symbol - Set to ON or OFF, displays the Panel Symbol on
the Bottom Plate Panel Drawing.
Sort Method - Determines the way the Framer will sort the Bottom
Plate Drawings, by either S (Panel Symbol), N (Panel Number), or
SN (Panel Symbol then Number).
Dimensioning Methods
Left End Of Sub - Set to ON or OFF, displays a dimension to the
left end of a Subcomponent.
Center of Sub - Set to ON or OFF, displays a dimension to the center of a Subcomponent.
Right End Of Sub - Set to ON or OFF, displays a dimension to the
right end of a Subcomponent.
Left End Of Open - Set to ON or OFF, displays a dimension to the
left end of an Opening.
Center Of Open - Set to ON or OFF, displays a dimension to the
center of an opening.
Right End Of Open - Set to ON or OFF, displays a dimension to
the right end of an Opening.
Left End Of Partition - Set to ON or OFF, displays a dimension to
the left edge of an intersecting partition.
Center Of Partition - Set to ON or OFF, displays a dimension to
the center of an intersecting partition.
Right End Of Partition - Set to ON or OFF, displays a dimension
to the right edge of an intersecting partition.
Dimension From Right - Set to ON or OFF, will cause the Framer
to dimension the wall panel from the right end.
Plotting Options
Plot Factor - A scaling factor applied to the drawing when it is
plotted. BuildersCAD will prompt for the scale factor, either
Scale To Fit Sheet, 1, 0.5, etc.
Sheet Size - Selecting Sheet Size will display a SHEET SIZE popup menu from which you may choose from a matrix of sheet sizes,
either English (8.5x11, 11x17, etc.), Architectural (18x24, 24x36,
etc.), or Metric (210x297mm, etc.).
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Wa l l Ty p e s
When you have elected to generate multiple Bottom Plate Drawings, as indicated by your Selection Mode choice, you must select a
Wall Type. Bottom Plate Drawings will be generated for the Wall
Type or Types selected, for the range of Wall Panels selected.
Selection Mode
Your selection here will designate which range of Wall Panels will
be searched for Bottom Plate Drawings to be generated. Utilizing
the Wall Type selection you may limit the Bottom Plate Drawings
generated to a specific Wall Type or Types.
Output Selection
There are three choices for output Plot, Draw, and View:
Plot - When Plot is selected and Wall Selection is set to Single
Wall, a prompt will ask if you want to make the drawing layer temporary and then ask you to select a wall. After you select a wall , or
enter a Panel Number or Symbol, the BuildersCAD Framer will
generate the drawing and immediately send it to the plotter. If you
have selected Single Level under Wall Selection, a prompt will ask
if you want to make the drawing layers temporary and then will ask
for the level to plot. The Framer will generate all of the panel drawings for the entire level and send them to the plotter.
With the Selection Mode set to Range, a prompt will ask if you
want to make the drawing layers temporary and which Wall Level to
search. After a Wall Level is selected, prompts will ask for the First
wall number of the range and for the Last wall number of the range.
When you have entered the last number, the Framer will generate
all of the Bottom Plate Drawings and sent them to the plotter.
With the Selection Mode set to Multiple Walls, a prompt will ask if
you want to make the drawing layers temporary and then ask which
Wall Level to search. After a Wall Level is selected, a prompt will
ask for the wall numbers, separated by commas. When you have
entered the last numbers, the Framer will generate all of the Bottom
Plate Drawings and send them to the plotter.
With the Selection Mode set to All Walls, the prompt will ask if you
want to put the drawings on temporary layers. The Framer will then
generate all of the Bottom Plate Drawings for all Levels and send
them to the plotter.
Note 1: Whether you select yes or no when the prompt asks if you want to make
the drawing layers temporary you will find the bottom plate drawings on
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layers beginning at layer number 30,000. If you have selected YES
(temporary), the layers will not be saved (even if you save the database)
when you exit the database. If you have selected NO (not temporary),
the layers will be saved when you Save the database.
Draw - With the Selection Mode set to Single, when you select
Draw a prompt will ask if you want to make the drawing layer temporary and then ask you to select a wall. After a wall is selected or a
Panel Number or Symbol is entered the Framer will generate the
drawing on a layer in the 30,000 series.
If you have selected Single Level under Wall Selection, a prompt
will ask if you want to make the drawing layers temporary and then
ask for the level to draw. The Framer will generate all of the panel
drawings for the entire level.
With the Selection Mode set to Range, a prompt will ask if you
want to make the drawing layers temporary and which Wall Level to
search. After a Wall Level is selected, prompts will ask for the First
wall number of the range and for the Last wall number of the range.
When you have entered the last number, the Framer will generate
all of the Bottom Plate Drawings.
With the Selection Mode set to Multiple Walls, a prompt will ask if
you want to make the drawing layers temporary and then ask which
Wall Level to search. After a Wall Level is selected, a prompt will
ask for the wall numbers, separated by commas. When you have
entered the last numbers, the Framer will generate all of the Bottom
Plate Drawings.
With the Selection Mode set to All Walls, the prompt will ask if you
want to put the drawings on temporary layers. The Framer will then
generate all of the Bottom Plate Drawings for all Levels.
View - Regardless of the Selection Mode, when you choose View
as the Output Selection, BuildersCAD will prompt for the Sheet
No. to view. If you select a sheet number that has already been created ("drawn") the drawing will be displayed. If you enter a Sheet
Number that has not been created, BuildersCAD will give an
error message that the layer for sheet number X has not been created.
Panel Length Report
Panel Length Report is a feature that allows you to run a list, in report form,
of all of the wall panel lengths. There are five controlling variables to set
before generating a report, the Destination, Panel Label, Sort Options, Level,
and Format.
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The Destination toggles between Printer, Screen, and File. When you generate a report it will be sent to either the Screen, a Printer, or to a file.
Panel Label determines how the Wall Panel will be identified or listed in the
report. You can label panels with either the Panel Number (the internal system assigned number), the Panel Symbol (the user assigned symbol), or the
Panel Number and Symbol.
The Sort Options allows you to control how the list of panels will be sorted.
You can sort the list of panels by Number, Symbol, Length, Exterior and Interior Wall Type, and by Bearing and Non-Bearing Wall Type.
Level can be set to either CURRENT or ALL. Your Panel Length Report can
include the panels on either the Current level of Walls or it can include All of
the walls in the database.
Format For can be set for PRINT or PLOT, formatting the report to send to
either the printer or plotter.
The variable can be set by selecting on the variable name or the space to the
right of the name in the menu. After the report is set up the way you want,
you may save the setup by selecting the Save button at the bottom of the
menu. You may simply leave the routine by selecting the Exit button, or you
may select Create to generate the report and send it to the screen, file,
printer, or plotter.
Board Reports
If Boards is selected under Reports, on the Materials Application MAIN
menu, the REPORTS - BOARDS Application Sub-menu will display. From
this menu you may generate one of four reports.
1.

Piece List - A summary of the boards grouped by usage (stud, jack, etc.).

2.

Wall Report - A list of boards needed to build each wall you specify.

3.

Component Report - A list of the pieces required to build each component (opening) in each wall.

4.

Opening Report - A summary list of the openings in the database (not
including boards).
For each report you must select a Wall Filter and Piece Filter. The Pieces
fileter allows you to include or exclude any of the available pieces in your
reports. The Wall filter allows you to customize your report by including or
excluding wall types, building levels, and wall categories (raked or nonraked).
Filters
Walls Filter
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Use the Walls Filter to customize a board report by including or
excluding Wall Types, Wall Categories, and / or Building Levels.
When you select on Walls under the Filters heading on the
REPORTS - BOARDS Application Sub-menu, the system will display the WALL FILTER pop-up menu.

To modify or create a
Wall Filter, select on
Name at the top of
the menu to display
the WALL TEMPLATES
pop-up
menu. On this menu
is a list of all of the
existing templates.
The templates shown
are pre-created and a
part of the default
setups. You may
select one of these
then execute Save As, creating a custom Wall Filter.
You control sorting of Wall Panels on the report by selecting on
Wall Labeling on the WALL FILTER pop-up menu. You may sort
walls by Panel Number, Panel Symbol, Number/Symbol, or Symbol/
Number.
You may delete a Wall Filter by selecting the filter so that it displays as the current filter, then selecting Delete on the WALL FILTER pop-up menu.
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Piece Filter
Use the Piece Filter to include or exclude any of the available
pieces in your reports. Select Pieces on the REPORTS - BOARDS
Application sub-menu to display the PIECE FILTER pop-up menu.

To select or create a
Piece Filter, select
on Name to display
the PIECE TEMPLATES
pop-up
menu. The templates
displayed here are
part of the default
setups.
After selecting a template, you see a list of
all wall board Piece
Names and adjacent
to each, either a
blank box or a box with an "X". All Pieces marked with an "X" will
be included in the report if you use this Piece Filter.
You may select one of the pre-created templates and execute a Save
As to create a new template. You may delete a template by selecting
it, making it the current template, and then selecting Delete on the
PIECE FILTER pop-up menu.
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Reports
Piece List
Select Piece List under the Reports heading on the REPORTS BOARDS Application sub-menu to display the BOARD REPORTS
pop-up menu (Report - Piece). This report will generate a list of
boards grouped by Piece Name (stud, jack, etc.), as allowed by the
Wall and Piece Filters you have selected.
The Display Option on the pop-up menu allows you to designate
how board length will be displayed. Board lengths may be reported
in either feet, inches and fractions of an inch, or just inches and
fractions of an inch.
After you have selected a Wall Filter, Piece Filter, and Display
Option, you can generate the report by selecting Start Report.
Wall Report
Select on Wall Report under the Reports heading on the REPORTS
- BOARDS Application sub-menu to display the BOARD
REPORTS pop-up menu (Report - Wall). This report generates a
list of boards needed to build each wall you specify, as allowed by
the Wall Filter and Piece Filter you select.
The Display Option on the pop-up menu allows you to designate
how board length will be displayed. Board lengths may be reported
in either feet, inches and fractions of an inch, or just inches and
fractions of an inch.
After you have selected a Wall Filter, Piece Filter, and Display
Option, you can generate the report by selecting Start Report.
Component Report
Select on Component Report under the Reports heading on the
REPORTS - BOARDS Application sub-menu to display the
BOARD REPORTS pop-up menu (Report - Component). This
report generates a list of boards needed to build each component
(opening), as allowed by the Wall Filter and Piece Filter you select.
The Display Option on the pop-up menu allows you to designate
how board length will be displayed. Board lengths may be reported
in either feet, inches and fractions of an inch, or just inches and
fractions of an inch.
After you have selected a Wall Filter, Piece Filter, and Display
Option, you can generate the report by selecting Start Report.
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Opening Report
Select on Opening Report under the Reports heading on the
REPORTS - BOARDS Application sub-menu to display the
BOARD REPORTS pop-up menu (Report - Opening). This report
generates a summary list of openings (not including boards), as
allowed by the Wall Filter and Piece Filter you select. The report
will list the Quantity of each opening, the Rough Opening dimensions, and the Wall Panel Number and Symbol of the opening. This
report will also list the Subassembly, Symbol, Quantity and Panel
Number for assemblies at panel ends and at partition intersections.
The Display Option on the pop-up menu allows you to designate
how board length will be displayed. Board lengths may be reported
in either feet, inches and fractions of an inch, or just inches and
fractions of an inch.
After you have selected a Wall Filter, Piece Filter, and Display
Option, you can generate the report by selecting Start Report.
Framing Material Reports
If Materials under the Reports heading on the MATERIALS Application
menu is selected, the REPORTS - MATERIALS Application sub-menu will
display. There are four reports on this menu: Materials Report, Quantities
Report, Pull List, and Cutting Report. The Quantities Report generates a
report that relates only to materials applied with the Materials Application.
This report is discussed in the Materials Application topic.
The Materials Report and the Pull List contain a list of lumber (nominal
lengths) that you need to cut all of the various pieces generated by the
BuildersCAD Framer when you "Frame" walls. For example if the openings you framed with the Framer call for 4 pieces of 2x10 @ 7’-6", the Material Report or Pull List might report the requirement for 2-2x10x16’s.
The Cutting Report generates a list of nominal lumber and what pieces
should be cut out of those nominal lumber lengths. Using the example above
the Cutting Report would indicate the need for 2-2x10x16’s and listed below
would be the quantity of 2x16x7’6" pieces and the Wall Panel Numbers
where they are used.
Materials Report
If you select Materials Report on the REPORTS - MATERIALS
Application sub-menu, BuildersCAD will display the MATERIALS REPORT pop-up menu and the TEMPLATE NAMES pop-up
menu. Select one of the pre-created templates (Report Formats) to
fill the MATERIALS REPORT pop-up menu. If you wish to create a
custom template, select Save As, give the template a new name,
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modify the settings as needed, then Save the template. In the figure
below, the default setups template Purchase_Order has been
selected.

On the left side of the pop-up menu is a list of fields. This is a way
to designate what information you want to include on the report and
the order of the fields in the report. A description of the fields may
be found in the Materials Application topic.
On the right side of the MATERIALS REPORT pop-up menu is a list
of options. By controlling the settings of the options, you control
information that is presented on the Material Report. Below is a
brief description of the options.
Sort - Sorts you reported part data by Part or by Package.
Include Levels - Reports on the database levels you specify.
Part Rounding - Reports the rounding information from the Stock
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File (ROUNDED) or Actual Quantities (ACTUAL).
Page Breaks - Breaks the pages of your report by PACKAGE,
SUBPACKAGE, BOTH, or NONE. For boards generated by the
BuildersCAD Framer, the default Package is Boards. The Subpackage is either Walls, Roofs, or Floors segregated by level.
Display Subtotals - Displays the totals for PACKAGE, SUBPACKAGE, BOTH, or NONE.
Title Block - Prints a Title Block on the report if set to YES and will
not print a Title Block if set to NO. To set up the Title Block, select
SETUP at the top of the MATERIALS Application menu and then
TITLE BLOCK under the GENERAL heading on the MATERIALS
SETUP Application sub-menu.
Quantity Rounding - Displays the number of decimal places you
specify (1, 2, 3, etc.).
Include Boards - Includes board counts from the Framer if set to
YES. If you are not reporting applied materials (from the Materials
Application) you must set this option to YES to report Wall Framing Boards with the MATERIALS REPORT.
Include Parts - Applies only if you have the Materials Application. See the Materials Application topic.
Include Stairs - Applies only if you have the Materials Application. See the Materials Application topic.
After fields and options are set, you may generate a Materials
Report by selecting Create Report on the MATERIALS REPORT
pop-up menu. You will have the option of sending the report to the
Screen, the Printer, a File, or to an External Editor. The External
Editor is a text editor program on your computer such as Wordpad
or Notepad which is set by the GEDCOM environment variable.
Refer to the Environment Variables topic for more information.
You may delete a template by selecting it on the TEMPLATE
NAMES pop-up menu, making it the current template, and then
selecting Delete. If you have modified one of the default templates
you can select Save As and give the modified template a new name.
Pull List
The Pull List is a report listing all of the lumber necessary, in nominal lengths, to cut all of the pieces required for the number and
length of the pieces in the framing extract files. The Pull List selects
lumber according to the Piece Usage Table and Pull List Setup in
the Materials Application on the SETUP Application sub-menu.
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See the Piece Usage Table and Pull List Setup sections of the Materials Application topic.
For every piece in the framing extract file, the BuildersCAD
Framer looks in the Piece Usage Table for the appropriate size and
grade of lumber. If the Framer finds the correct size in the Piece
Usage Table, the Framer "pulls" the appropriate nominal length
lumber. If the correct size lumber is not available in the Piece
Usage Table, the piece is reported by quantity and length as a Piece
with no Piece Usage Rules. You should review the Piece Usage
Table setup and the sizes of pieces of lumber in the extract file to
locate the problem.
If you select Pull List on the REPORTS - MATERIALS Application
sub-menu the system will display the DESTINATION? pop-up
menu. You may elect to send the Pull List Report to either the
SCREEN, EXTERNAL EDITOR, DISK FILE, or PRINTER.
Cutting Report
The Cutting Report lists the nominal lengths of lumber, including
Part Number, Description, Size, Quantity Used, the Quantity Cost,
the Unit Cost, and the Total Cost (per nominal length). After the
nominal length for each nominal length piece, the report lists the
Quantity of the Nominal Length, the Usage (Stud, Header, etc.), the
Cut Length, and the Area used (or Wall Panel). For example the
Cutting Report might report 2 lengths of 2x10@16’-0" each. For
the two pieces, 1 is used as a Header, cut into two pieces at 7’-6"
each and used in wall panel W-A-2 (in a Wall on Level A, Panel
Number 2). The other piece is used as a Header, cut into two pieces
at 7’-6" each and used in wall panel W-A-4 (in a Wall on Level A,
in Panel Number 4).

Wa l l F r a m i n g R u l e s
The walls in a framed house serve different functions. Some walls are located on
the outside of the house and support the roof. Some walls are on the interior and
also support a floor above or the roof, and some walls are on the interior and do
not support a load at all. A wall may be framed differently, depending on the
structural load it is going to carry.
BuildersCAD allows you to set up rules that the the Framer how to frame
each wall. The Framing Rule Set which is currently set at the time a wall is drawn
will determine how that wall will be framed. You may have one rule set that
determines how exterior load-bearing walls are framed. A different rule set may
determine how interior load-bearing walls are framed. Still another rule set may
determine how interior non-load-bearing walls are framed.
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With BuildersCAD there is no limit to the number of framing rule sets you
can create. You may create as many rule sets as are needed to accomodate the
number of framing methods or styles you use in building. As you create rule sets,
they should be organized in such a manner that you can recognize the framing
method by the rule set name.
Wa l l Ty p e
If Place Walls is selected on the WALLS Application Main menu, BuildersCAD will display the PLACE WALLS Application sub-menu. From here
pick the Select button to display the WALL SELECT pop-up menu. Here you
will find a list of walls, each with a range of attributes, grouped by Type.
BuildersCAD recognizes eight Wall Types - Exterior Load Bearing
(EXTLB), Exterior Non-Load Bearing (EXTNLB), Interior Load Bearing
(INTLB), Interior Non-Load Bearing (INTNLB), CONCRETE, STEEL,
RFRNC and BEAM. The last four Wall Types are not recognized and therefore will not be framed by the Framer. The have other purposes and may be
utilized if you are using the Materials application. The first four, EXTLB,
EXTNLB, INTLB, and INTNLB are recognized and the Framer will attempt
to frame these walls.
To determine how to frame a wall the Framer will look at the associated Rule
Set. Select a wall on the WALL SELECT pager menu and the Rule Set will
display in the upper right corner of the WALL SELECT pager menu. To edit
parameters, pick the desired wall then select the Edit button on the bottom
right of the menu.
Through the WALL SELECT pop-up menu you have the ability to associate a
framing rule set with a Wall Type (and other criteria established on the WALL
SELECT pop-up menu). When you pick a wall off the WALL SELECT popup menu and draw a wall, that wall will have a particular framing rule set
associated with it. This rule set will determine how the wall will be framed.
Wall Framing Projects
You may frame differently from one city to another or from one subdivision
to another. Specifically, you might frame exterior load bearing walls differently in one location than another. Therefore, BuildersCAD allows you to
save multiple rule sets in Wall Framing Projects. You can save a rule set
called extlb in multiple framing projects.
When you draw or create a database you input the exterior walls using the
Wall Type EXTLB that has an associated rule set called extlb. The Framing
project that is loaded will determine which of your extlb rule sets the Framer
will use to frame the exterior walls.
When you are working in the Walls Application you see the heading Project
on the STATUS menu (just to the right of the color setting). When you first
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load BuildersCAD you see pn_std under this heading. This is the default
Wall Framing Project. Select this box and the PROJECT SETUP Application sub-menu will display. At the top of this menu you see New, Load, and
Copy. If you select New you will be prompted to enter a new project name.
Enter a name and BuildersCAD will create a new framing project using
the default framing rule setups. If you select Load the FRAMING PROJECT
FILE pop-up menu will display with a list of the Framing Projects already
created. You may select to load any one of these.
If Copy is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the name of the project
to copy to. If you enter a new name, BuildersCAD will copy the currently loaded Framing Project under the new name.
Which ever Framing Project is loaded when you save the database is the
Framing Project that will be loaded automatically the next time you load
that database.
Framing Rules Sets
Select on the Wall Framing Rules button on the
WALLS Application Main menu to display the FRAMING RULES Application sub-menu. This menu is bro-

ken into three sections, Standards and Piece Names at
the top, Rule Sets in the middle, and Edit Rules at the
bottom.

Standards
Selecting Standards will display the FRAMING STANDARDS pop-up menu
shown below.
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Some of the Standards are not currently implemented in the BuildersCAD Framer and therefore may be disregarded. Reading the list from top
to bottom:
Stud Nailing Surface for Sheathing/Siding - Not implemented.
Drop Stud Within Given Distance From Subassembly - The BuildersCAD Framer recognizes the jack with jack stud at an opening as a subassembly. Also the studs that are part of a stud-block-stud assembly of lumber
at a wall intersection are recognized as a subassembly. This function in the
Framer allows you to drop (or eliminate) a stud that falls within the specified
distance of a subassembly. For example, if your normal stud spacing is 16"
O.C. and you decide to drop a stud within 6" of a subassembly, you could
have as much as 22" from the subassembly to the first stud. If a stud would
have occurred at 6" from the subassembly but the Standards tell the Framer
to drop that stud then it would be 6" plus 16" to the next stud.
Minimum Length of Cripple - The cripple is the vertical piece of lumber
that supports the sill plate of a window opening or runs vertically between
the top of a header and the underside of the top plate. Here you may specify
the minimum length you would want to cut a cripple. If you set this length
for 4" and the wall and opening height call for a cripple that is 3", the opening will be framed without cripples.
Minimum Length of Fire Blocks - Stud spacing combined with subassembly location might dictate a small distance between studs. Here you can
specify the minimum length you would want to cut a fire block. For example
if two studs were only 2" apart you might not want to put in a fire block so
you could specify a Minimum Length of Fire Blocks as 3".
Minimum Horizontal Dimension of Sheathing - Not Implemented.
Minimum Vertical Dimension of Sheathing - Not Implemented.
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Minimum Horizontal Dimension of Siding - Not Implemented.
Minimum Vertical Dimension of Siding - Not Implemented.
Stud at Peak of DBL Raked Wall - Refers to a condition where you have a
wall that is raked on both sides, like a gable wall. You are making a decision
on whether or not you want a stud at the peak of the double rake or gable.
Selecting on this Standard will cause the system to toggle from NONE to 1
to 2. You can select to have either 1 stud, 2 studs, or no studs at the peak of
the gable. If you select NONE the standard stud spacing will determine how
close to the gable peak a stud will be located.
Start Top Plate at Floor - Refers to a condition where a wall is raked all the
way to the floor instead of to the top of the bottom plate.
Side Raked w/1 PL on side and 2 PL on top - Refers to a condition where
part of a wall is raked and part is flat on top. Selecting YES for this Standard
tells the Framer to put only one top plate on the raked portion of the wall but
to have the standard 2 top plates on the flat portion.
Modular Stud Start - Not Implemented
Piece Names
When BuildersCAD frames a wall the Framer models every board in the
all according to a rule set and every board in that wall is identified by a
name. The Framer assigns names based on location, function, and orientation. If you add a board, using one of the editing tools such as Custom
Frame, then you select the Name of the piece you are adding. When you
frame walls with BuildersCAD the Framer produces an extract file that is
a list of lumber of specific length, depth, and width with every board identified by name. The Framer uses this file to produce framing output such as
Wall Panel Elevation drawings.
When Piece Names is selected on the FRAMING RULES Application submenu, the PIECE NAMES pop-up menu will display.
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There are 49 available Piece Names. The function of thirty four of these are
"hard wired", they are permanently connected to a specific function or location in the wall panel. For example Piece Name number 1 has the Name
"VTP" in the default rule setup. The Description is also "VTP". This refers
to the Very Top Plate in a wall with a double top plate. You can change the
Name and Description but the Framer will always assign the Piece Number 1
as the very top plate in a wall panel with a double top plate. The other "hard
wired" Piece Names, with descriptions are as follows:
1. VTP - Very Top Plate
2. TP - Top Plate
3. BP - Bottom Plate
4. SILL - Sill
5. NBHEAD - Non-Bearing Header
6. SHEAD - Solid Header
8. HBLK - Horizontal Block
10. FBLK - Fire Blocking
12. TBP - Tr. Bottom Plate
16. STUD - Stud
17. JSTUD - Jack Stud
18. JACK - Jack
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19. CRP - Cripple
20. VBLK - Vertical Block
26. HSHIM - Header Shim
29. LADBLK - Ladder Block
34. 1/2PLYx8 - 1/2" 4x8 CDX Plywood
35. 1/2OSBx8 - 1/2" 4x8 OSB
36. 1/2PLYx9 - 1/2" 4x9 CDS Plywood
37. 1/2OSBx9 - 1/2" 4x9 OSB
38. 1/2Fmx8 - 1/2" 4x8 Foam Board
39. 1/2Fmx0 - 1/2" 4x9 Foam Board
40. 1/2DWx8 - 1/2" 4x8 Drywall
41. 1/2DWx12 - 1/2" 4x12 Drywall
42. 1/2DWx8 - 1/2" 4x8 Drywall
43. 1/2DWx12 - 1/2" 4x12 Drywall
44. 1/2ibx8 - 1/2" 4x8 Insulation Board
45. ISHT4 - In Sheath 4
46. ISHT5 - In Sheath 5
47. ISHT6 - In Sheath 6
48. ISHT7 - In Sheath 7
49. ISHT8 - In Sheath 8
In the default Framer setups, the vertical board that supports a header is
referred to as a Jack. If you call this board by another name you may not
understand how the BuildersCAD Framer is using this board or others.
You may want to enter and frame a few walls and review the Wall Panel
Drawings to understand how the "hard wired" boards are used by BuildersCAD.
The other 15 piece names are definable. You may give them any name and
description you choose but they will not be used by the Framer or placed in a
wall automatically. You will only see these in wall panels if you elect to add
one of these boards through an edit routine.
On the PIECE NAMES pop-up menu, in addition to the assigned Number,
Name, and Description, there are four more columns. In these columns you
set up the default board size for Custom Wall framing or Subcomponents.
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When you build or create a Subcomponent any board you add must be
selected from these Piece Names. In the PIECE NAMES pop-up menu you
can set up the default width and depth of the boards. In this case Width refers
to the width of the face of the board that you see when you are looking at an
elevation drawing of the wall. Here the Depth refers to the face that runs perpendicular to the Width, usually the same depth as the wall. For example a
STUD would have a width of 1 1/2" and a depth of 3 1/2".
Note 1: If you set the depth to 0" the piece will automatically assume the depth
of the wall. If you are placing the stud in a 2x4 wall the default depth
will be 3 1/2", in a 2x6 wall the default depth will be 5 1/2".
Offset refers to the position in terms of the depth of the wall. This column
toggles back and forth from FRONT to OTHER.
The fourth column, Col on the PIECE NAMES pop-up menu displays the
color assigned to the Piece Name. You may modify the color by selecting it.
This will display the SELECT DESIRED COLOR pop-up menu. You may
select a color from the menu or type a color number and enter. When boards
are displayed in the elevation drawings or as 3D boards they will be displayed on the secreen in the color assigned here.
Rule Sets
Below Standards and Piece Names on the FRAMING RULES Application
sub-menu is Rule Sets. Using the selections under this heading and under
Edit Rules on the FRAMING RULES Application sub-menu you can create
and edit wall framing rules sets. As noted earlier each Framing Project contains several rule sets. A Framing Project would contain the rules sets you
want to use for a particular "style" of framing. If you always frame walls the
same way then you may only need to set up rules in one Framing Project. If
you frame walls with similar function differently from one location to
another, then you will need to create rule sets in multiple Framing Projects.
To select a set of rules to edit select Set under the Rule Sets heading on the

FRAMING RULES Application sub-menu. BuildersCAD will prompt for

the rule set and give the rule set name currently loaded as the default. If
MENU is selected the SET RULE pop-up menu will display with a list of the
rule sets saved in the current Framing Project. The default rule sets you will
find in the default pn_std.wf Framing Project include SUBCOMP, conc,
extlb, extlb_tr, intlb, and intnlb.
Rule sets can be copied under a new name or deleted. To copy a rule set
select Copy under the Rule Sets heading on the FRAMING RULES Application sub-menu. BuildersCAD will prompt for the rule set to copy from.
The default is the currently loaded rule set as reflected on the STATUS menu.
If you want to copy the rule set for interior load bearing walls (intlb) and
modify it to use for interior non-load bearing walls (intnlb), select intlb as
the rule set to copy from. BuildersCAD will next prompt for the rule set
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name to copy to. You may type in intnlb or select intnlb from the menu if one
already exists (BuildersCAD will overwrite the existing).
To delete a rule set select Delete from the FRAMING RULES Application
sub-menu under the Rule Sets heading. BuildersCAD will prompt for the
rule set name to delete. The default is the currently loaded rule set. Select the
rule set you wish to delete. BuildersCAD will prompt to verify the deletion.
Select Yes at this prompt to delete the rule set.
Edit Rules
The BuildersCAD Framer allows you to set or define specific criteria
about how walls will be framed. Decisions about the user definable criteria
must be made for every rule set. Under the Edit Rules heading on the FRAMING RULES Application sub-menu there are seven sections of criteria to set
up for every rule set.
Miscellaneous
Framing Method
Studs
Plates
Header
Block
Beam Pocket
Sheathing
One additional selection on the menu, Siding Thickness is not implemented
in this version of BuildersCAD.
Miscellaneous
When you select Miscellaneous under the Edit Rules heading on
the FRAMING RULES Application sub-menu, the MISC FRAMING
RULES pop-up menu will display.

There are two decisions to make here. The first entry on the pop-up
menu is Use DBL>Part Framing When Single Part> Falls on
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Stud. The space to the right toggles from YES to NO. If you choose
YES, the Framer will use the Framing Method (See Framing
Method below) you selected to use at a double partition intersection, for the single partition intersection if the intersection happens
to fall on a stud. The second entry is Square Cut Studs When
Rake is Less Than or Equal to. This option allows you to specify
a pitch, 6/12 for example. If the rake on a wall is less than or equal
to the pitch specified, the BuildersCAD Framer will square cut
the studs in the wall panel. This is seen in the Wall Panel drawings.
Framing Method
The Rule Type pop-up menu is displayed when you select the
Framing Methods button on the FRAMING RULES Application
sub-menu. In this section settings determine how walls are framed
at Single Partition Intersections, Double Partition Intersections,
Corners, at the end of a Freestanding wall, and how a Ladder
assembly is framed (if you use them).
Single Partition
When Single Partition is selected on the RULE TYPE pop-up menu
the SINGLE PARTITION - UPDATE FRAMING METHOD pop-up
menu will display.

You choose a method for framing at the intersection of one wall
with another, forming a Tee. On the menu are choices 1, 2, and 3,
for instance, where the wall is either a 2x4 or 2x6 and the intersecting wall is either 2x4 or 2x6. For choice number 1 the assumption is
that you have unlimited space on either side of the wall intesection
for subassembly lumber (lumber used to make the connection). For
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choice number 2 the assumption is that you have the width of the
intersecting wall plus 1". As an example, if the wall is 2x6 and the
intersecting wall is 2x4 then the assumption for the 2nd choice is
that you have 4 1/2" of space in the 2x6 wall to fit the subassembly
for making the connection. For the 3rd choice the assumption is that
you have only the width of the intersecting wall. In the previous
example you would have only 3 1/2" (the width of the 2x4 intersecting wall) to fit the connecting subassembly.
Reading across the SINGLE PARTITION UPDATE FRAMING METHOD menu, after
Wall Size, Int. Size and Choice, is the
Method. If a button is selected in this column, the FRAMING METHOD pop-up menu
will display.
There are 14 methods to choose from. For
each method, except LAD (Ladder), a
"block" Width and Depth must be specified.
Here the Framer is referring to the width and
depth of a single block inside the assembly.
The Length information may or may not be
applicable depending on whether the Method
chosen is using a block or blocks, or full
length studs in the assembly. The Symbol
column allows you to specify what "symbol"
(upper or lower case letters) to use to indicate the Method you have selected. This
symbol will only appear on bottom plate drawings.
For the Framing Method, for the Single Partition intersection situation you must make selections to fill in the matrix, covering the 1st,
2nd, and 3rd choices for the various combinations of 2x4 and 2x6
wall intersections.
Double Partition
You will fill in a similar matrix, choosing the framing method for a
Double Partition intersection and for a Corner intersection.
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Free Standing
If Freestanding is selected on the FRAMING METHOD pop-up
menu, the FREE STANDING - UPDATE FRAMING METHOD popup menu will display.

Here you decide how to frame the free standing end of a 2x4 or 2x6
wall. You may select any of the 14 Framing Methods but there is no
1st, 2nd, and 3rd Choice. The assumption is the amount of space
available for subassembly lumber is not limited.
Ladder
The last decision in the Framing Method section is how to frame
LADDER assemblies. Selecting LADDER on the FRAMING
METHOD pop-up menu will display the LADDER - UPDATE
FRAMING METHOD pop-up menu.
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Again there is a matrix to fill in. You decide on the Top to Bottom
dimension of the ladder block, the Depth of the ladder block, the
Spacing between blocks, whether to measure from the Top or Bottom of the wall to start the ladder blocks and whether to use Double
Blocks (only applies to ladder blocks when the 3 1/2" block dimension is vertical and the 1 1/2" dimension is horizontal).
Studs
The next section of rules set setup involves studs. Select the Studs
button under the Edit Rules heading on the FRAMING RULES
Application sub-menu to generate the STUD - SET RULES pop-up
menu.

There are four rules you establish here for studs.
Standard Stud Spacing - Determines what the stud spacing dimension is, measured center to center.
Standard Stud Start - Determines the default dimension from the
start of the wall panel to the center of the first stud.
Standard Stud Width - Determines the width of the standard stud,
1 1/2" if you are using 2x studs.
Standard Stud Depth - Determines the depth of the standard stud,
2 1/2" if you are using a 2x4 wall. If the Standard Stud Depth is set
to 0" the depth of the stud will default to the wall depth. By setting
the Standard Stud Depth to 0" you eliminate the need to create a
separate rule set for 2x4 and 2x6 walls.
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Plates
In the Plates section you are able to set up rules that govern how
many plates are used to frame a wall. Select Plates under the Edit
Rules Heading on the FRAMING METHODS Application sub-menu
to display the PLATES - SET RULES pop-up menu.

The menu is broken into 3 sections. At the top you designate the
Plate Condition given the wall conditions. In the middle you designate the Plate Count and Size, and in the bottom section you
address various Plate Factors.
Plate Condition refers to the VTP (Very Top Plate) condition at wall
intersections, either Co-linear, Corner or Partition intersections.
You can specify that the VTP will end either Flush, that it will be
Cut Back, or that it will Overlap the adjoining wall.
In the section addressing Plate Count and Size you can set the
count, the number of Bottom, Top, and Very Top plates. You can set
the plate thickness, 1 1/2" for 2x4 or 2x6 plate material. Maximum
Plate Length refers to the longest length of lumber you want to use
for plate material. If you specify 16 feet, the longest piece of lumber the BuildersCAD Framer will use in a 2x4 wall is a 2x4x16.
Minimum Length refers to the shortest length the plate will be cut.
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1.

Be careful with the Minimum Plate Length. The Minimum Plate Length
should be at least as short as the shortest wall you will likely have in the
building. If you specify a Minimum Plate Length of 2 feet but have a wall
in your design only 6" long, the BuildersCAD Framer will put a 2 foot
long plate on the wall.
The Std First Break refers to the dimension to the first break in the
top or bottom plate in a wall over 16 feet (if the maximum plate
length is set to 16 feet). By staggering the break you can insure that
the top and bottom plate will never break at the same place.
The last section in the PLATES - SET RULES pop-up menu
addresses various Plate Factors. First addressed is the Length of
VTP Overlap / Cutback. If in the Plate Condition section you set
the VTP to Cutback or Overlap adjoining walls, you specify the
dimension from the wall joint to the overlap or cutback. Minimum
Top & Bottom Plate Split refers to the minimum distance between
where the top and bottom plate joints are in a wall. The VTP
Adjustment refers to the amount of "play" in the VTP joints. For
example if plate conditions call for a notch to be cut out of the VTP
in a wall to allow the VTP of an intersecting wall to overlap, the
actual dimension of a 2x4 VTP is only 3 1/2" and would therefore
only call for a 3 1/2" notch to be cut. If you specify VTP Adjustment of 1/4" the BuildersCAD Framer will cut a 3 3/4" notch in
the VTP.
The next Plate Factor is Apply VTP Corner Adj. to Corner Overlap.
This option toggles between YES and NO. Either you apply the
VTP adjustment to the Corner Overlaps or you do not.
Custom VTP Start and Custom VTP Stop allow you to specify the
distance to the VTP start or stop measured from the start of the wall
panel. Treated Bottom Plate Count allows you to enter the number
of treated bottom plates (if you specified only 1 bottom plate in the
Plate Count section you can not specify more than 1 treated bottom
plate).
Finally, Break Bottom Plate at Opening will direct the BuildersCAD Framer to break out or delete the bottom plate at door openings. At a door opening in the wall panel where the opening
measured 3’-2", the 3’-2" piece of the bottom plate would be
deleted from the bottom plate of the wall panel.
Header
Size and questions concerning how a header is supported are
answered in this section. Display the HEADERS - SET RULES popup menu by selecting the Header button under the Edit Rules heading of the FRAMING METHODS Application sub-menu.
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The Header setups addressed are from the top of the menu:
STD Size (Top to Bottom) of Header - Allows you to specify the
default header size. If for example you want the BuildersCAD
Framer to use 2x6 material as the default header you should specify
5 1/2"
Build Multiple Header When Size Reaches - Determines at what
size the BuildersCAD Framer will build a multiple piece header.
For example if you want the Framer to use two 2x8’s for a header
you need to enter a value of less than 7 1/2". The typical setup here
is a value of 1 1/2". This allows you to specify a 1 1/2" high header
(2x4 turned flat, a single piece header) in a non-load bearing wall.
If the header is more than 1 1/2" (even 3 1/2" for a 2x4 on edge), the
Framer will generate a multiple piece header.
Use Single Jack When Header Longer Than - Allows you to
specify at what length you want the BuildersCAD Framer to put
single jacks under a header. If you always use at least a single jack
you should enter a value of 0. If you enter a value of 1’-0" and you
"frame" an opening of less than 1’-0", the Framer will not put in
jacks at all.
Use Double Jack When Header Longer Than - Allows you to
specify at what length you want the BuildersCAD Framer to put
double jacks (two on each end) under a header.
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Use Triple Jack When Header Longer Than - Allows you to
specify at what length you want the BuildersCAD Framer to put
triple jacks under a header.
STD Size of Bearing Header Plate - If you enter a value of 0 the
BuildersCAD Framer will not use a header plate. Entering 1 1/
2" will cause the Framer to use a 2x plate (2x4, 2x6, determined by
wall size).
Use End Cripples Under Sill - Toggles between YES and NO.
Select YES to use cripples under the end of a sill plate, NO to not
use them.
Use End Cripples Above Header - Determines whether or not the
BuildersCAD Framer will use cripples above the ends of a
header. Select YES if you want to use cripples and NO if you do
not.
Use Shim in Multiple Piece Header - Determines whether or not
the BuildersCAD Framer will use a shim (a thin piece of wood,
usually 1/2" plywood between the two 2x Header members) in
multi piece headers. This entry toggles between YES and NO.
Use Triple Header on 2x6 Wall - Toggles between YES and NO
and determines whether or not to use a triple member header in a
2x6 wall. Because a 2x6 wall is 5 1/2" wide there is room for 3+ 1
1/2" members. You could have 3 members at 1 1/2" each plus 2
shims at 1/2" each.
Use Double Sill - Allows you to determine whether to use a single
or double sill under window openings. The entry toggles between
YES and NO.
Header Plate Inside Jack - Allows you to control the header plate
if you have one. If you select NO here but you are using a header
plate, the BuildersCAD Framer will run the plate the full length
of the header so that the header plate is between the header and the
top of the jacks. Selecting YES here would cause the Framer to run
the header plate under the bottom of the header but between the
jacks.
The Header Matrix allows you to specify up to four different
header sizes based on opening sizes. If Header Matrix is toggled to
OFF the STD Size you selected at the top of the HEADER - SET
RULES pop-up menu will apply for all headers. If it’s toggled to
ON then the sizes set in the matrix will be used by the current rule
set to determine header size.
For each of the four entries in the matrix you set a value for:
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Opening Size Range - From what dimension to what dimension
will the adjacent board size be used. For example you set the range
from 2’-0" to 3’-11".
Board Size - The size, measured from top to bottom of the board
you want to use. To use a 2x12 for the header set the board size to
11 1/4".
Plate Depth - The thickness measured from top to bottom of the
header plate. Typically the depth would be set to 1 1/2" and the
BuildersCAD Framer would use a 2x4 or 2x6 for the plate.
Count - The number of boards to use in the header. If you want to
use a double 2x for the header set the count to 2.
Block
This section deals with fire blocking. Selecting Block under the
Edit Rules heading on the FRAMING METHODS Application submenu will display the BLOCKING - SET RULES pop-up menu.

STD Height of Fireblocks in Walls - Allows you to specify at
what height you want the BuildersCAD Framer to automatically
put in fire blocking. If you want fire blocking to start at the 8’-0"
elevation, regardless of the wall height, enter 8’-0" here.
Maximum Space Between Fireblock Rows - Refers to the distance between the first and second rows of fire blocking, or second
and third rows, etc. You might want to start fire blocking at 8’-0"
but after 8 feet install blocking every 4’-0".
Stagger Fireblocks - Selecting YES here instructs the BuildersCAD Framer to alternately offset the fire blocks between the
studs so that the bottom of one block lines up with the top of the
next block. This is only evident in looking at 3D boards or wall
panel drawings and is done to make it easier for the framing subcontractor to nail the blocks. If NO is selected, the tops of all blocks
will be at the same elevation.
Beam Pocket
The Beam Pocket settings allow you to establish the default number
of jacks under a beam in a beam pocket and also the orientation of
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the boards and whether to break the top plates.

Number Of Jacks - Set to the exact number of boards you want to
support a beam.
Jack Width (Left to Right) - Set to 1 1/2" if you want the jacks to
be oriented the same as studs in the wall.
Jack Depth (Front to Back) - Similar to studs, you can set the Jack
Depth to 0" and the BuildersCAD Framer will use the wall depth to
determine the jack depth.
Number of Left Studs - Determines how many studs will be supporting a beam pocket when the width of the pocket is greater than
the total width of the jacks underneath the pocket.
Number of Right Studs - Determines how many studs will be supporting a beam pocket when the witdh of the pocket is greater than
the total width of the jacks underneath the pocket.
Break Top Plates - Toggles to BOTH, TOP, or NEITHER. Set to
BOTH to break both top plates. Set to TOP to break the top plate
but not the VTP (Very Top Plate). Set to NEITHER and the BuildersCAD Framer will not break either of the top plates.
Sheathing
This table in the rule set contains entries for interior and exterior
sheathing.
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Outside Board - Refers to the exterior sheathing that will be
applied to the outside surface.
Inside Board - Refers to the interior sheathing that will be applied
to the inside surface.
Horizontal Dimension - Refers to the horizontal dimension of the
sheet of sheathing material, typically 4’-0".
Vertical Dimension - Refers to the vertical dimension of the sheet
of sheathing material, typically 8’-0".
Vertical Stagger - Refers to the dimension or distance stacked
sheets of sheathing material will be offset and will only apply if the
wall is taller than the vertical height of the sheet.
Thickness - Is the thickness of the sheathing material sheet applied
to the wall surface. This is the distance from the face of the wall
stud to the outside face of the sheathing surface.
Top Extension - Refers to extension of the sheathing material
beyond the top of the wall panel.
Bottom Extension - Refers to extension of the sheathing material
beyond the bottom of the wall panel.
Standard Method - Toggles from ROUTE to EDGE to NO when
the box is selected. If you select ROUTE, the BuildersCAD
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Framer will cover openings with sheathing. Selecting EDGE will
cut out the sheathing at openings. If NO is selected, the Framer will
not put sheathing on the selected surface of the wall. If you are
changing the setting under the Inside Board heading, then you
won’t get sheathing on the inside surface of the wall using this rule
set.
Maintain Modularity - Toggles from YES to NO.
Extend - The specifications under the Extend heading are selections that apply to both the interior and exterior sheathing.
Extend Sheathing On Outer Edge of Long Wall to: - This setting
may be set to END OF LONG WALL, SIDING OF SHORT
WALL, SHEATHING OF SHORT WALL, and FACE OF SHORT
WALL.
Extend Sheathing On Inner Edge of Long Wall to: - The options
are similar to Outer Edge of Long Wall above.
Extend Sheathing On Outer Edge of Short Wall to: - The
options are similar to Outer Edge of Long Wall above.
Extend Sheathing On Inner Edge of Short Wall to: - The options
are similar to Outer Edge of Long Wall above.
When a corner is formed by two wall panels, one panel is the "long"
panel and one the "short" panel. The long panel overlaps the short
one as seen in plan when Laps is turned on. The object here is to
designate how the BuildersCAD Framer will lap or cut back the
sheathing at corners.

Subcomponents
Introduction
The ability to create Subcomponents is a feature within the Walls Framer Application that allows you to customize the way BuildersCAD frames around
openings. You can also create an assembly of boards to support columns, provide
backing, etc. by creating a Subcomponent of boards.
The user definable criteria in rule sets aloow the operator to determine how openings are framed to a degree. The user definable criteria include header size, number of jacks, whether or not to use a header plate, etc. The rule set does not allow
you to tell the BuildersCAD Framer how to frame stacked openings (a window is "stacked" in the wall above a door). Framing Rule setups also do not
allow you to define criteria that will put diagonal blocking around a window with
a radius head. By creating a Subcomponent you can create the custom framing
you want for either example.
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It is possible to do this "custom framing" with other features in the BuildersCAD
Framer. By creating the opening as a Subcomponent however, the custom framing will be generated "automatically" when you place the subcomponent. You
select and place subcomponents from the WALLS, LAYOUT, OPENINGS Application Sub-menu the same way you place other openings.
O p e n i n g Ty p e s
When you create a Subcomponent it must belong to one of four categories. To
determine the Subcomponent type, select Sub-Components, on the WALLS
Application menu. This will generate the SUB-COMPONENT EDIT pop-up
menu.

Select the space next to Type in the upper right corner of the menu to generate the
Opening Types pop-up menu.
Subcomponents are created and saved as on of the
Opening Types, INT (interior doors), windows (see
window icon), EXT (exterior doors), or BEAM
POCKET.
After Subcomponents have been created you can
place them through the PLACE OPENINGS Application sub-menu. If you want to place a Subcomponent, saved in the Interior Door group, select the INTERIOR DOOR type on
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the OPENING SELECT pop-up menu. In the upper right corner you will see an
entry Sub Comp set to No. If you select on the entry it will toggle to Yes. At this
point a matrix of the saved Subcomponents will replace the default opening
matrix. You can select and place a Subcomponent just like you select and place
any Opening. Subcomponents saved in the INTERIOR DOOR group will be
accessible through the Opening menu.
Creating a Subcomponent
To create a Subcomponent go to the WALLS Application menu and select SubComponents to display the SUB-COMPONENT EDIT pop-up menu. There are six
functions used to create and save Subcomponents. They are listed horizontally
across the bottom of the pop-up menu, also vertically on the application submenu under Subcomponent. The first is Setup.
Setup
Through the Setup function you establish very basic criteria for the Subcomponent. Reading vertically along the right side of the pop-up menu, first
establish the Type. Select on Type to display the OPENING TYPES pop-up
menu. You can select any of the four types displayed: INT (Interior Door),
(Window), EXT (Exterior Door), or BEAM POCKET.
You can enter the name you want to use for the subcomponent by selecting
on the space next to the Name box. BuildersCAD will prompt for the
Subcomponent name which may be up to 5 characters.
Height and Width are next. You should enter the exact
height and width of the overall opening. This would
mean the width and height to the outer extents of
stacked openings. The height and width here define the
space that the BuildersCAD Framer will frame
around when you begin to create this Subcomponent.

The next two entries are tied together, Measure From and Offset. You can
select to measure from the top or bottom. Then enter the Offset dimension,
the distance from the top or bottom of the wall the Subcomponent is placed
in, to the top of the rough opening.
Border Top and Border Side establish how much defined space the system
will draw around the rough opening.
After all of the criteria above have been addressed select Generate Outline to
generate an outline of the rough opening specified with the border you estab1166
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lished.

Overrides
After you have completed the Setup of the new Subcomponent you can
review and modify some of the default framing rules before you create the
default framing. Select Over-rides from the bottom of the SUB-COMPONENT EDIT pop-up menu or from the SUBCOMPONENT application submenu. This will replace the Setup selections on the pop-up menu with the
framing Override selections. If the Subcomponent Type is set to Beam
Pocket, BuildersCAD will display a different set of Override parameters
than BuildersCAD displays for other opening types.
First we will review the Overrides for the Opening Types, Window, Interior
Door, and Exterior Door.
Opening Overrides
Header Size allows you to specify the size header in inches you
want for this subcomponent.
Pieces in Header allows you to specify the number of pieces in the
header (three pieces for a double header with shim).
Header Plate Depth allows you to specify whether or not you want
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to use a header plate and what size plate to use. If you specify a
plate depth of 0 (zero), the BuildersCAD Framer will not put in
a header plate. A plate depth of 1 1/2" will caus 2x (2x4 or 2x6)
material to be used by the Framer.
Cripples, Below End of Sills allows the choices of No Override,
Yes, No, and Other. No Override will allow the default framing rule
set to determine whether or not to use cripples below the sill. Yes
will cause the BuildersCAD Framer to put cripples below the
sill. If No is selected, the Framer will not put cripples below the sill.
Entering a number of cripples by selecting Other is an option not
currently implemented for the BuildersCAD Framer.
Cripples, Above End Of HDR offers similar choices to those for
Below End of Sills, listed above, with similar results.
Number of Jacks to either the Left or Right of the opening allows
you to specify None, or the number of jacks that you want the
BuildersCAD Framer to install under the header.
Double Sill allows the choices No Override, Yes, No, and Other.
No Override will allow the default framing rule set to determine
whether or not to use a double sill under the opening. Yes will
insure that a double sill will be used. No will insure that a double
sill will not be used. Other is not currently an implemented choice.
The Break Bottom Plate parameter is not available for Subcomponent Overrides.
Beam Pocket Overrides
No. of Jacks Under Beam allows you to specify the number of
jacks BuildersCAD will put in below the beam pocket. You
should make sure the combined width of the jacks doesn’t exceed
the width of the beam.
Jack Width should be set to 1 1/2" to match the jack orientation to
the typical stud orientation.
Jack Depth enables you to specify a width and depth to completely
control jack size and orientation.
Jack Orientation is a setting not implemented for this release of
BuildersCAD. The setting should remain None.
The Number of Studs parameter with options for Left and Right
allows you to specify the number of studs to the left and right side
of the beam pocket.
Break Top Plates is a setting not implemented for this release of
BuildersCAD. The setting should remain None.
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Create Frame
Selecting Create Frame at the bottom of the SUB-COMPONENT EDIT popup menu will cause the BuildersCAD Framer to generate a 2D elevation
view of the Subcomponent framing. Framing will be based on the default
rule set, as the rules have been modified by Overrides.
Edit A Subcomponent
Selecting the Edit button at the bottom of the SUB-COMPONENT EDIT popup menu will cause the Override Selections on the pop-up menu to be
replaced with tools you can use to modify the framing already generated.
The Edit portion of the menu is broken down into 4 sections: Add for adding boards, Change for changing the thickness, depth, offset, or Type of a
board, Trim / Extend for trimming and extending individual boards, and
Edit for other functions.
Add
Add is a function that allows you to add a board to the Subcomponent in either a horizontal (Horiz) or vertical (Vert) direction, or at
an angle (Angle). The board Location, Type, (Piece Name), Thickness, Depth, and Offset are determined by the current display on the
Status menu. You can modify the parameters on the STATUS menu
by selecting on them.
Board Loc will toggle between Left and Right, indicating the board
will go in to the left or right of the points you input for the board
location.
Selecting Board Type will display a BOARD TYPES pop-up menu.
The menu is a list of the Wall Board Piece Names with the board
number and description fields displaying on the menu. The default
size and offset (set up in the WALL PIECE NAME menu) will
replace the current display for the board thickness (Thick), depth
(Depth), and offset (Offset).
Last on the STATUS menu is BD Int (Board Intersection). Board
Intersection will toggle from ON to OFF, and relates to boards you
add that cross several other boards. If BD Int is OFF, the the board
will run continuously "through" the boards it crosses, the way
blocking that is notched into a wall would run.
To Add a board, select either Horiz, Vert, or Angle. BuildersCAD will prompt for the location of the board. After placing the
first point, BuildersCAD will prompt for the length of the board
in inches. If you input a length with a positive value, the board will
be drawn from left to right, beginning at the point you selected. If
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the Meas option is selected at the length prompt, BuildersCAD
will prompt for the first and second points to match the measurment
in the direction selected.
After the length has been input or selected for the board you are
adding, BuildersCAD will prompt for the Board Offset. If the
Offset setting on the Status menu is set to Other, the offset refers to
the location in terms of the depth of the wall. A 0 (zero) offset will
place the front or nearest face of the board you are adding in line
with the front or nearest face of the Subcomponent. If the Offset is
set to Front on the STATUS menu, the board will be added in line
with the front of the Subcomponent without the Offset prompt.
After you have determined the offset, the board will be added or
"drawn" based on your input. Again the BuildersCAD Framer
will only ask for the offset if the offset for the Board Type you are
adding is set to Other.
Change
If you need to change some characteristic of an existing board you
may need to utilize one of the Change functions. Utilizing the
change functions you can change the Type of board, the Depth or
Thickness of a board, or the Offset of a board.
The Type of a board refers to the piece name that is assigned to a
board. Whether a system generated or user added board, all boards
are assigned a piece name. The piece name is the label you will see
assigned to a board in wall panel elevation drawings. Refer to the
Wall Framing portion of this topic for more information.
To change the Board Type, select Type under the Change heading
on the SUB-COMPONENT EDIT menu. BuildersCAD will
prompt for the board to change type. Use the cursor and the F1 button to select a board in the subcomponent. When selected, BuildersCAD will prompt to verify the selection. At the same time on
the message line of the screen you will see a report of the current
assignment BD: Current Name off: current offset dp:
current depth where Current Name is the current board type
(piece name) assignment, current offset is the offset of the board,
and current depth is the current depth of the board.
Note 1: Although we are looking at a 2 dimenisional drawing of the Subcomponent, the BuildersCAD Framer recognizes the depth of the Subcomponent and the boards that make up the Subcomponent. To edit a three
piece header (2 2x framing members and a header shim) you will have
to perform the edit three times, once on each piece. When you select the
board you can tell which board you have selected by looking at the off:
(offset) reading on the Message Line. If you have not selected the cor1170
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rect board, select the Select Next option in the verify prompt and you
will see the offset change and possibly the board type and length.
If Yes is selected at the verify prompt (this is the board you wish to
change) the BuildersCAD Framer will assign the current board
type, as shown on the Status menu to the board you have selected.
For example, let’s say you added a vertical 2x4 to the subcomponent when the current board type was a stud. Instead you want the
board to report on wall panel drawings as a vertical block. First
select Board Type on the STATUS menu and pick Vertical Block
from the BOARD TYPES pop-up menu so that Vertical Block will
be displayed on the STATUS menu under Board Type. Next select
Type under the Change heading and select the vertical board you
want to change. Answer Yes to the verify prompt to change the
board type to Vertical Block.
Note 2: BuildersCAD recognizes certain boards as vertical boards and others
as horizontal. For example, studs and jacks are recognized as vertical
boards and headers and plates are recognized as horizontal boards. The
BuildersCAD Framer will not allow you to change a board recognized as a vertical board to a horizontal board. If you attempt to do this
BuildersCAD will display an error message on the Message Line of
the screen.
To change the thickness or depth of a board use the functions
Thick or Depth. Here thickness refers to the dimension you see on
the SUB-COMPONENT EDIT menu. For an opening with a 2x4 jack
supporting the header, the board thickness would be 1 1/2" and the
depth would be 3 1/2". Select the appropriate function and select a
board. BuildersCAD will prompt to verify the change in the
board, while the message line displays the current name, offset, and
depth. If Yes is selected at the verify prompt, BuildersCAD will
prompt for the new thickness or depth.
Offset refers to the board location in terms of the depth of the wall.
In a 2x4 wall (3 1/2" depth) a 0 (zero) offset means that the near
face of the board is flush with the near face of the wall (or the Subcomponent) as it is viewed in the menu. If you are adding a board
with a depth of 1 1/2" and an offset of 2", the far (or rear) face of
the board will be flush with the far (or rear) face of the wall or Subcomponent).
To change the offset select Offset under the Change heading on the
SUB-COMPONENT EDIT menu. Select the board to change the offset. BuildersCAD will prompt to verify the selection. If Yes is
selected at the verify prompt, BuildersCAD will prompt for the
new offset and offer the choices of CUR (current offset), FRONT,
REAR, and OTHER. The selections FRONT and REAR in this
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prompt are not implemented for the current version of the BuildersCAD Framer. To change the offset, select OTHER and enter
the specific offset desired for the board.
Tr im / Extend
If you want to trim or extend an existing board in a Subcomponent
you have four options under Trim / Extend.
Option A allows you to enter the number of inches
you want to trim a specific board. You should select
the board near the end you want to trim.
Option B allows you to enter the number of inches
you want to extend a specific board.
Option C allows you to trim a board to the intersection with another board.
Option D allows you to extend a board to the intersection with the nearest board.
Edit
Listed under Edit on the SUB-COMPONENT EDIT menu are several functions you may find helpful in creating custom framing for
a Subcomponent. Use Copy to copy an existing board, Move to
relocate an existing board, Erase to erase an existing board, Split to
split or divide a board into two pieces, Join to merge two boards or
make two boards into one board, Clear to clear or erase all boards,
and Toggle Extend to determine whether some vertical boards will
extend to the top or bottom plate (based on wall height) or will be
inserted at the length as shown in the SUB-COMPONENT EDIT
menu.
To Copy a board select Copy under the Edit heading on the SUBCOMPONENT EDIT menu. BuildersCAD will prompt for the
board to copy, and then prompt to verify the selection. Next BuildersCAD will prompt for a Reference Point and then a New Reference Point. When the new reference point is picked, the selected
board will be copied to an X and Y distance from the original board
that is equal to the X and Y distance from the first Reference Point
to the New Reference Point.
To Move a board select Move under the Edit heading on the SUBCOMPONENT EDIT menu. BuildersCAD will prompt for the
board to move, and then prompt to verify the selection. Next
BuildersCAD will prompt for a Reference Point and then a New
Reference Point. When the new reference point is picked, the
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selected board will be moved an X and Y distance from it’s original
location that is equal to the X and Y distance from the first Reference Point to the New Reference Point.
To Erase a board select Erase under the Edit heading on the SUBCOMPONENT EDIT menu. BuildersCAD will prompt for the
board to erase, and then prompt to verify the selection. If Yes is
selected at the verify prompt, the board will disappear from the
SUB-COMPONENT EDIT menu screen. You will be prompted to
select another board or you can exit the Erase routine by pressing
F10.
If you want to Split a board into two sections you can select Split
under the Edit heading on the SUB-COMPONENT EDIT menu.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the board to split. After the
desired board is selected it will highlight and BuildersCAD will
prompt to confirm this is the board you want to split. If Yes is
selected at the verify prompt, BuildersCAD will prompt for a
distance in feet and give the options MEAS, R-BAND, 4, 8,
OTHER. If MEAS is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for the
First, then Second points of a measure distance. BuildersCAD
will look at the change in distance along the X axis, take that
dimension and measure from the left (or bottom) end of the board
to be split toward the right (or top) end and generate a split in the
board.
If R-BAND is selected at the verify prompt, you will see a large
arrow appear at the left (or bottom) end of the board. You will be
able to move this arrow toward the right side (or toward the top)
and as you do, you will get a reading of distance on the Message
line of the screen, in feet, of the distance you are moving the arrow
along the length of the board. When you get to the correct length in
feet, select with an F1 and the system will display a pop-up menu.
You can select to start measuring in inches, 16ths, or START. If you
select START the system will split the board at the distance in feet
you already measured. If you select INCH, you will be returned to
the moving arrow and you can watch the dimension change in
inches on the Message Line. If you select 16th, you will get a popup menu with 16th inch readings between 0 and 1 inch. You can
select any one of the 16th inch increments and you will be returned
to the START pop-up menu.
If you select a number from the verify prompt, or enter a dimension, the system will split the selected board at that distance measuring from the left of the board toward the right, or from the
bottom of the board toward the top.
If you want to join or merge two boards that are co-linear, you may
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do so by selecting Join under the Edit heading on the SUB-COMPONENT EDIT menu. BuildersCAD will prompt for the board to

join. BuildersCAD will then prompt to verify the selection.
When this board is selected, the co-linear board will highlight and
BuildersCAD will again prompt to verify the joining of the two
boards. If Yes is selected at this verify prompt, the two boards will
be merged and become one board.
If you want to Erase or delete all of the boards in a Subcomponent
you can select Clear under the Edit heading on the SUB-COMPONENT EDIT menu. BuildersCAD will prompt to clear all boards.
Selecting Yes to this prompt will cause all boards in the Subcomponent to be erased.
Some of the vertical boards you add when creating a Subcomponent
will extend automatically to the nearest top or bottom plate regardless of the wall height. They will do this if Toggle Extend is set to
ON. If, for these same boards, Toggle Extend is set to OFF, they
will be generated as part of the Subcomponent the exact length that
they are shown in the SUB-COMPONENT EDIT menu.
When Toggle Extend is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt for
the board to change the Toggle Extend setting. You should select a
board near the top or bottom depending on whether you want to
change the setting for either the top or the bottom. After the board is
selected, BuildersCAD will prompt to verify the selection. If
Yes is selected at the verify prompt, The Toggle Extend setting will
be changed and you will again be prompted to select a board to
change.
If the Toggle Extend setting is turned on for a board you see
"arrows" at the top or bottom of the boards, pointing up or down.
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Save
After you have completed editing the Subcomponent you will need
to Save the changes. If you neglect to Save the Subcomponent, any
editing you have done will be lost. To save the edited Subcomponent, select the Save function at the bottom of the SUB-COMPONENT EDIT menu. BuildersCAD will prompt for a description.
The prompt line will show the current description, which is the
description of the last loaded Subcomponent. If you are creating a
new Subcomponent you will want to enter a new description.
After the description is entered, the system will prompt to save the
Subcomponent in the Project (Catalog), (pn_std.wf) or in the Job
(currently loaded database). If you expect to want to use this Subcomponent in other projects, then you should save it in the project.
If you had already created and saved the Subcomponent in a previous work session BuildersCAD will prompt to substitute the old
framing file. If Yes is selected here, the newly edited version of the
Subcomponent will be saved overwriting the old version.
Load
When you bring up the SUB-COMPONENT EDIT menu you can
load an existing Subcomponent by selecting the Load function.
When Load is selected, BuildersCAD will prompt to lose the
active Subcomponent (Unload it from the menu). To select another
Subcomponent, select Yes at this prompt. BuildersCAD will
prompt for the Subcomponent name to load with an option for
MENU. Select MENU and BuildersCAD will prompt to list
Subcomponents from the Project or Job. When a Menu is selected,
BuildersCAD will generate a pop-up menu with a list of available Subcomponents.

Foundation Drawings
Introduction
This section deals with the following concepts:
Generating a Foundation Outline
Adding Exterior Footings
Adding Interior Footings
The BuildersCAD Foundations menus provide a convenient way to generate
foundation plans. You can have BuildersCAD automatically generate a foundation outline, or you can draw your own. BuildersCAD can automatically
generate exterior and interior footings according to your specifications.
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Typically, a session with the Foundations module proceeds as follows:
1. Generate the exterior footings.
2. Generate the interior footings if applicable.
3. Add dimensions, text, and additional graphics as needed.
To create a new foundation drawing, or edit an existing foundation drawing,
select Foundations on the WALLS Application menu. This displays the Foundations functions on the FOOTINGS Application sub-menu.
Each wall level may have its own foundation drawing. Before inserting or editing
a foundation drawing, set the wall level to the desired level. Do this by selecting
Level on the Foundation STATUS menu and pick the desired level on the LEVEL
CREATION / MANIPULATION menu.
Note 1: You cannot include the foundations produced by the Foundations module in the materials takeoffs.
Generating Exterior Footings
To generate exterior footings, select Exterior Footings on the FOOTINGS Application sub-menu. The EXTERIOR FOOTINGS pop-up menu will display.

The Exterior Footings Menu
The EXTERIOR FOOTINGS pop-up menu is divided into three sections.
Across the top are the footing line types, which are styles for drawing foundation outlines and exterior footings. Down the left side of the menu, underneath the Dimensions heading, are the settings for the line spacing and
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overall width. Down the right side, underneath the Placement Method heading, are settings for automatic vs. manual placement as well as line pen and
color.
F o o t i n g L i n e Ty p e s
Across the top of the EXTERIOR FOOTINGS menu are six footing
line styles. Choose a line style that matches the way you want to
draw the exterior footings.
Dimensions
Once a line style is selected, you can vary the spacing between the
lines by selecting the appropriate buttons in the Dimensions section
of the EXTERIOR FOOTINGS menu.
In the center of the Dimensions section you will see a graphic representation of the line style you have chosen. To the left, you may
set the distance between the lines representing the exterior wall and
slab offset, if applicable. To the right, you may specify the overall
width of the entire line style.
Placement Method
Specify automatic or manual footing placement by picking directly
under the Placement Method heading on the right side of the EXTERIOR FOOTINGS menu. The displayed value will alternate
between Search EXTLB walls and manual with each pick.
If you select Search EXTLB walls, you must also specify the relative location of the reference line for the exterior footing. (The reference line is shown on the Dimensions pictorial as the line
between 1 and 2.) Select the field under Side of Wall for Placement.
The displayed value will cycle through outside, center, and inside.
If you select outside, exterior footings will be drawn so that the reference line lies on the outside surface of the walls BuildersCAD
locates.
If you select center, exterior footings will be drawn so that the reference line lies along the centerline of the walls.
If you select inside, exterior footings will be drawn so that the reference line lies along the inside surface of the walls.
Under Placement Method, if you select manual, you must also
specify the layout direction so that BuildersCAD can place the
footing lines on the proper side of the reference line. Each pick
below the Direction heading will toggle the displayed value
between counterclockwise and clockwise.
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Color
All of the exterior footings BuildersCAD draws will be drawn in
the color specified on the EXTERIOR FOOTINGS menu. To use a
different color, select Color on the EXTERIOR FOOTINGS menu.
You may type a new color number or select a color from the
COLOR pop-up menu.
Pen
All of the exterior footings BuildersCAD draws will be assigned
the pen value specified on the EXTERIOR FOOTINGS menu. To
use a different pen value, select Pen on the EXTERIOR FOOTINGS
menu. You may type a new pen value or select one from the prompt
line.
Level
All of the exterior footings BuildersCAD draws will be associated with the current level. The current level is displayed next to the
Level label on the EXTERIOR FOOTINGS menu. The current level
cannot be changed from the EXTERIOR FOOTINGS menu. Use the
STATUS menu if you need to change level.
Automatic Footing Placement
BuildersCAD will place footings automatically if you set the
Placement Method on the EXTERIOR FOOTINGS menu to
Search EXTLB walls and then select Place Footing. BuildersCAD will prompt to verify that you want automatic footing
placement. If Yes is selected at the verify prompt BuildersCAD
will search the database for walls of type EXTLB (Exterior Load
Bearing) and will place foundation lines along those walls.
Manual Footing Placement
If you want to enter footing lines manually, set the Placement
Method on the EXTERIOR FOOTINGS menu to manual. Set the
layout direction, then select Place Footing. BuildersCAD will
prompt to enter points. Typically, you will outline the foundation by
snapping to existing wall intersections using F11. As you enter each
point, BuildersCAD will draw the foundation outline.
When you finish outlining the foundation, you may snap to the first
point you entered, thus "closing" the foundation outline, or press
F10. In either case BuildersCAD will draw footing and additional wall lines according to the line style you selected in the
EXTERIOR FOOTINGS menu.
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Generating Interior Footings
To generate interior footings, select Interior Footings on the FOOTINGS Application sub-menu. Some of the footing types will require that you generate exterior
footings first.

The Interior Footings Menu
Across the top of the Interior Footings pop-up menu are five footing types.
Choose the type for the footing you want to place. The "Type" box will
change to reflect the footing type you choose.
One of the footing types run under an interior wall and intersect an existing footing line at each end. You will need to
generate exterior footing lines before executing this function.
You may specify the following parameters for this footing
type:
Width - Width of the footing.
Color - Display color.
Pen - Plotter pen.
When you select Place Footing on the INTERIOR FOOTINGS menu, BuildersCAD will prompt for the wall for the footing. Move your cursor to the
wall under which the footing is to be placed and pick it with F1. BuildersCAD will highlight footing lines at each end of the chosen wall and will
prompt you to break the foundation lines shown. If Yes is selected, BuildersCAD will draw footing lines along the wall and will break the footing
lines at each end. If No is selected, BuildersCAD will allow you to specBuildersCAD Encyclopedia 9.5
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ify the existing footing lines you wan the interior footings to intersect. Press
F10 when finished placing footings.
Another of the footing types runs under an interior wall and
intersects an existing footing line at one end only. This function assumes that some footing lines have already been created. You may specify the following parameters for this
footing type.
Use Wall Length - BuildersCAD calculates the footing length based on
the wall you select.
Key in Length - Defines an exact length. If you select Key in Length, you
must specify a measurement for Length.
Length - Length of the footing line if Key in Length is selected.
Width - Width for the footing line.
Color - Color for the footing line.
Pen - Plotter pen for the footing line.
When you select Place Footing on the INTERIOR FOOTINGS menu for this
footing type, BuildersCAD will prompt for a wall for the footing. Move
your cursor to the wall under which you want to place the footing lines and
pick it using F1. If a single footing line intersects the selected wall, BuildersCAD will highlight that footing line and ask you whether you want to
break it. If more than one line intersects the selected wall, BuildersCAD
will alert you and will ask which footing line is to be intersected. Press F10
when finished placing footings.
Another footing type represents a rectangular pad. You may
place this footing type anywhere in the database. It is not necessary to generate exterior footings before placing footings of
this type. You may specify the following parameters for this
footing type:
Footing X Width - X direction width, in database units, for the footing.
Footing Y Width - Y direction width, in database units, for the footing.
Color - Color for the footing line.
Pen - Plotter pen for the footing line.
When you select Place Footing on the INTERIOR FOOTINGS menu for this
footing type, BuildersCAD will prompt for the center of the pad. With
each point you enter, whether by mouse picks or by keyboard entry, BuildersCAD will draw the specified footing with the point you entered as the
center of the footing. Press F10 when finished placing footings.
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The next footing type represents a rectangular pad with a circular column. You may place this footing type anywhere in
the database. It is not necessary to generate exterior footings
before placing footings of this type. You may specify the following parameters for this footing type:
Footing X Width - X direction width, in database units, for the footing.
Footing Y Width - Y direction width, in database units, for the footing.
Color - Color for the footing line.
Pen - Plotter pen for the footing line.
When you select Place Footing on the INTERIOR FOOTINGS menu for this
footing type, BuildersCAD will prompt for the center of the pad. With
each point you enter, whether by mouse picks or by keyboard entry, BuildersCAD will draw the specified footing with the point you entered as the
center of the footing. Press F10 when finished placing footings.
The last footing type represents a rectangular pad with a circular column. You may place this footing type anywhere in
the database. It is not necessary to generate exterior footings
before placing footings of this type. You may specify the following parameters for this footing type:
Footing X Width - X direction width, in database units, for the footing.
Footing Y Width - Y direction width, in database units, for the footing.
Column X Width - X direction width, in database units, for the column
symbol placed within the footing.
Column Y Width - Y direction width, in database units, for the column
symbol placed within the footing.
Color - Color for the footing line.
Pen - Plotter pen for the footing line.
When you select Place Footing on the INTERIOR FOOTINGS menu for this
footing type, BuildersCAD will prompt for the center of the pad. With
each point you enter, whether by mouse picks or by keyboard entry, BuildersCAD will draw the specified footing with the point you entered as the
center of the footing. Press F10 when finished placing footings.
The Foundation Layers Menu
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The Foundation Application provides
the FOUNDATION LAYERS menu to
simplify the tasks displaying the layers
relevant to a foundation drawing. From
the FOUNDATION LAYERS pop-up
menu, you can turn on, turn off, and clear
the layers for the current foundation
level.
To access the FOUNDATION LAYERS
menu, select Display Foundation Layers
on the FOOTINGS Application submenu. The FOUNDATION LAYERS
menu is divided into two sections: the
Layers section and the Functions section. A particular function, when executed, will act on only those layers
selected in the Layers section.
Selecting Layers
The FOUNDATION LAYERS menu allows you to work with the following
layers of the current level:
Walls - Walls for the currently selected level.
Foundation Outlines - Outlines drawn with the Exterior or Interior Footings functions.
Dimensions - Drawn with the Foundation Dimension drawing tool.
Miscellaneous - Entities drawn with the Foundation Draw drawing tool.
Notes - Drawn with the Foundation Text drawing tool.
Layers are selected or deselected by moving the cursor to the appropriate
layer description and picking with F1. Each pick alternately selects or deselects a layer. Selecting All alternately selects or deselects all the layers.
Foundations Layers Menu Functions
Specify the particular layer function you wish to perform by selecting the
appropriate button in the Functions section of the FOUNDATION LAYERS
menu. These functions perform as follows:
Display On - Turns on the selected layers.
Display Off - Turns off the selected layers.
Clear Layer - Clears the selected layers.
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The selected function does not execute until you select Execute at the bottom
of the FOUNDATION LAYERS pop-up menu.
A d d i n g D i m e n s i o n s , Te x t , a n d
L i n e s - D r a w i n g To o l s
To insert or edit dimensions, text, and miscellaneous graphics, select Drawing
Tools on the FOUNDATION Main menu. BuildersCAD will display the
DRAWING TOOLS - FOUNDATIONS pop-up menu, from which you may select
the type of tool you want to use.
BuildersCAD will automatically place any dimensions, text, and graphics you
add with the Drawing Tools on their own separate layers that will be associated
with foundations and the current wall level.
M a t e r i a l s Ta k e o f f s
Foundations drawn with the tools described in this chapter are "graphics only"
representations of your foundation walls. The optional BuildersCAD Materials Application cannot directly take off the materials required for these foundations.
If you do want to use the Materials Application to take of your foundation
walls, you can draw "real" walls on a separate level, giving these walls the proper
dimensions to represent your foundations. You can also create Part Repeated
Items to represent footing pads and link these parts to material application formulas. The Materials Application can then use the geometry of these walls and formulas associated with the pad RI’s to calculate foundation material requirements.
If you use this technique to take off foundation materials, you can still make use
of the drawing tools described in this section to generate foundation drawings.
There is no danger of "doubling" your material take-offs if you do.

3D Modeling
Introduction
Once you have performed wall layout and opening placement, BuildersCAD
can take your floor plan and generate three-dimensional walls, complete with 3D
opening symbols. Typically the 3D walls are referred to as wall extrusions.
When you select the 3D Walls button on either the PLACE WALLS or PLACE
OPENINGS Application sub-menu, you will be presented with the 3-D WALL
EXTRUSIONS pop-up menu. Using the functions on this menu, you can generate
3D wall extrusions for a single wall, an area, a level of walls, or for all walls on
all levels.
Generating Wall Extrusions
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BuildersCAD can generate 3D walls automatically
from your wall layout. The
wall extrusion process begins
when you select 3D Walls on
the PLACE WALLS or
PLACE OPENINGS Application sub-menu. This brings
up the 3-D WALL EXTRUSION pop-up menu.
The 3-D Wall
Extrudsions Menu
Search Mode
You can generate extrusions of some or all of your walls by selecting the
appropriate mode under the Search Mode heading on the 3-D WALL EXTRUSIONS pop-up menu. The various search modes are:
Single - Extrude any wall you pick with the mouse.
Area - Extrude all walls inside an area you specify.
Level - Extrude all walls on a selected wall level.
All - Extrude all walls on every level.
Clear Layer
The Clear Layer parameter determines whether or not BuildersCAD
will clear the Wall Extrusions and Opening Extrusions layers before generating new extrusions. With each selection of Clear Layer, the displayed value
will toggle between Yes and No.
If set to Yes, wall and opening extrusions for the selected level will be erased
before BuildersCAD generates any new extrusions. You may want to use
this option when you have made extensive changes to a floor plan since you
last generated 3D walls.
If set to No, the new extrusions will be appended to the existing wall extrusions for the selected level. You may want to use this option when you have
made changes to a single wall panel and when using the Single or Area
search modes.
C o l o r To U s e
This parameter determines what color BuildersCAD will use for the 3D
extrusions. Each time you select Color To Use, the displayed value will toggle between DBASE and CURRENT.
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If set to DBASE, BuildersCAD uses the same colors for 3D walls and
openings as were used in the two-dimensional plan view for each wall and
opening. If the default values have not been overridden, these colors will be
as specified on the WALLS DEFINITION SETUP menu and OPENING
SELECT menu.
If set to CURRENT, BuildersCAD will use the color display on the STATUS menu for both wall and opening extrusions.

Command Execution
Select Create 3-D Wall Extrusions on the 3-D WALL EXTRUSIONS menu to
begin the 3D wall creation process. Depending on the search mode you have
selected, BuildersCAD will perform as follows:
Single Mode - BuildersCAD will prompt you to select a wall to extrude.
Move your cursor to the wall you wish to extrude and pick it using F1.
BuildersCAD will extrude that wall immediately and prompt for another
wall to extrude. If you have Clear Layer set to Yes, BuildersCAD will
clear the wall extrusions layer with each wall pick. When finished extruding
walls, pick using F10.
Area Mode - BuildersCAD will prompt you to enter two window (fence)
points to define the area of walls you wish to extrude. BuildersCAD will
extrude all walls that have both endpoints contained in the selected area.
When wall extrusion begins, BuildersCAD will change the view mode to
an isometric view automatically.
Level Mode - BuildersCAD will prompt you to enter the level for the
walls you wish to extrude. Select the desired level on the prompt line. When
wall extrusion begins, BuildersCAD will place you in an insometric view
and turn off all layers except the extrusion layers for the selected level.
All Mode - BuildersCAD will extrude all the walls in the current database.
There is also an All button on the PALCE WALLS and PLACE OPENINGS
Application sub-menu. If this button is selected, BuildersCAD will
immediately generate wall extrusions for all walls on all levels.
3D Opening Symbols
When BuildersCAD generates 3D walls, it simultaneously generates 3D
opening symbols on a separate layer. For each opening, BuildersCAD will
leave a "hole" in the 3D wall panel for each opening.
Each wall opening has a specified 3D symbol and color, which may be edited on
an individual basis from the OPENINGS EDIT Application sub-menu, using the
Edit Params function. BuildersCAD uses the opening symbol RI specified in
the OPENING SYMBOL field of each placed opening for creating 3D opening
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symbols. Opening RI’s are scaled to fit the rough opening "hole" left in the wall
panel.
For custom openings, BuildersCAD will create a wall opening based on the
Height and Width fields of the Subcomponent, not the opening outline as
defined by any custom framing you have performed.
Wall Laps: On or Off?
The current state of Wall Laps on each level affects how BuildersCAD will
generate wall extrusions for that level.
If Wall Laps are On, BuildersCAD will generate wall panels using the wall
lap condition at each wall intersection.
If Wall Laps are Off, BuildersCAD will generate wall extrusions with
"mitered" intersections.
If you generate hidden line drawings from the extruded walls, they will be more
natural in appearance if the 3D walls are generated with the Wall Laps off.

See Also
Lines, Reference Points, Search Methods, Repeated Items, Environment Variables, and
Materials Application.
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WALLS 3 D
Refer to the 3D Modeling section of the Walls Application topic for more information.

WALL F R A M I N G
Refer to the Wall Framing section of the Walls Application topic for more information.

WALL F R A M I N G RU L E S
Refer to the Wall Framing Rules section of the Walls Application topic for more information.

WALL U T I L I T I E S
Refer to the Wall Utilities section of the Walls Application topic for more information.

WASTE C ODES
See the Materials Application topic for more information.

WINDOWS
The term window is generically used to refer to both an actual window objects (RI) that
are placed into a drawing and a selection fence boundary that is used when commands
require an area to be specified.

Edit Fence
The edit fence is a boundary that defines the area that can be modified when an
edit command is executed. See Search Methods for more information.

Plot
A plot window defines an area within a drawing to be plotted. There are two different plot windows that can be used. See Plot for more information.

Viewport
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A viewport defines an area within a drawing that will be incorporated into a
sheet. It is a window into a drawing that remains dynamically linked to that particular area and will reflect any subsequent edits that occur. See Viewports for
more information.

Generic Windows
The generic window is one of three simple types of openings found in basic
BuildersCAD. It is defined by a limited set of graphical parameters and contains no attribute data.

BuildersCAD Designer Windows
The Window object is a basic BuildersCAD Designer entity and is one of
two types of Wall Opening. It is a special type of Repeated Item and is defined by
one data point (origin), its name, its properties, and attribute values. These
attribute values can be used in reports and schedules. Refer to Openings for more
information.

See Also
Catalogs, Closure, Repeated Items, Schedules, Openings, and Walls.

WINDOWS MENU BAR
On Microsoft Windows platforms, BuildersCAD has a standard Windows Menu Bar
across the top of the BuildersCAD Window. This bar allows selection of many of the
functions of BuildersCAD from a standard MS Windows interface. The Windows
Menu Bar duplicates most of the functions found on the BuildersCAD Desktop
menu.
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Enable / Disable
The Windows Menu Bar may be turned on or off in the PREFERENCES menu.
The setting is in the Windows Menu Bar setting on the second page of the PREFERENCES menu. Refer to the Preferences topic for more information.
The Windows Menu Bar may also be turned on and off manually using the
$menubar utility.
$menubar(’load’) - Will turn the menu bar on or reload the menubar from the
definition file.
$menubar(’unload’) - Will turn the menu bar off.

Customization
The Windows Menu Bar is defined in a file sysmenu.txt which is located in the
$ARRIS\lib directory. This file may be copied to the Standards, User Home, or
Project directory and customized. If the file exists in either the Standards, User
Home or Project directory, it is read from there and the customized version of the
Windows Menu Bar is used. For customization to be used office-wide, locate the
file in the Standards directory. For customization to be used by an individual,
locate the file in the User Home directory. For customization to be used by everyone working on a particular project, locate the file in the Project directory.
The Windows Menu Bar definition file sysmenu.txt is a simple ascii text file and
may be edited by any text editor such as Notepad. You can add selections and
submenus and also control the look of the submenus with separators and conditional selections. This is a field delimited text file so caution must be taken to
preserve the formatting of each line.
A sample portion of a Windows Menu Bar definition file is shown below:
# Name;ID;Command or Submenu
&File;;%submenu%
&New;;%submenu%
&Project;;:mn_newpj;init
&Database;;:mn_newdb;init
D&rawing/Layers;;:mn_dbnew;draw
&Sheet;;:mn_dbnew;sheet
%end%
&Open...;;:mn_pjselect;init
%sep%
&Save;;:save
Save &As;;%submenu%
%gray%;%path%wrk:;not;%path%usr:
Save As New Project;;:mn_pjcopy;init
%gray%;%none%
Save As New Database;;:mn_drcopy;newdb
%gray%;#dbnam;not;noname.db
Rename Database;;:mn_dbnew;dbase;rename
Copy Drawing/Sheet;;:mn_drcopy;copy
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Rename Drawing/Sheet;;:mn_drcopy;rename
%gray%;%none%
Briefcase - Take Out...;;:mn_takeout;initcur
%gray%;#dbnam;not;noname.db
Briefcase - Check Out...;;:mn_takeout;initcur
Save Drawing Thumbnail;;:mn_mkthumb
%gray%;%none%
%end%
%sep%
&Plot/Print...;;:mnlq;PLOT
PD&F...;;:mnlq;MN_PDF
%sep%
Settings...;;:mnlq;DBSETUP

Menu Entry Line
A menu entry is of the form:
Name;ID;Command

Name is the text that appears on the menu. If the name has an
ampersand, it is used as a "menu accelerator", meaning the user can
sometimes type in the letter immediately following the ampersand
to execute that line of the menu.
ID can be blank unless you are going to modify the menu entry in a
sigmac using the $menubar utility.
Command is the BuildersCAD command to run when the button
is selected. The command may be either a sigmac command (preceeded by a colon), or a $ utility.
Sub-Menu Entry Line
A submenu may be started as the command by placing the syntax
%submenu%

in the command field.
A submenu must have an end line:
%end%

in order to return to the previous level. Submenus are nested within the lines
of the calling menu, the entire submenu following the line of the calling
menu that calls the submenu. The main Windows Menu Bar must also end
with the %end% line.
Note 1: When defining a sub-menu it is helpful to indent the lines defining the
buttons in the sub-menu for clarity in reading the definition file. This
makes multiple sub-menus that are nested easier to read and also helps
insure that the %end% statement is included for each one.
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Grayed-Out or Checked Entries
You can specify that a menu entry be grayed out with the %gray% function
or have a check mark next to it with the %check% function. These two functions work similarly.
%gray%;Parameter 1;Operator;Parameter 2
%check%;Parameter1;Operator;Parameter 2

The button will be grayed out or checked according to the condition of the
logical string - Parameter 1;Operator;Parameter 2 - which follows it.
%gray% items will be grayed out if the condition is False.
%check% items will be checked if the contition is True.
The Operator can be:

•
•
•
•

equals - True if Parameter 1 equals Parameter 2
not - True if Parameter 1 does not equal Parameter 2
gt - True if Parameter 1 is greater than Parameter 2
lt - True Parameter 1 is less than Parameter 2

Parameter 1 and Parameter 2 can be:

•
•
•
•

A system variable such as #dbnam
A number (integer or real) such as 10 or 1.234
A text string such as "Yes" (quotes not required)
%path% followed by a file system path that the $getnam utility would
understand. This includes BuildersCAD shortcuts such as std: or
usr:. For example:
%path%std:

would be recognized as the path to the Standards directory.

• %glob% followed by the name of a Sigmac global variable. The value
of a global variable may be checked in this way, for example:
%glob%imn_projmode;equals;0

The Gray Out or Check condition will apply to all entries that follow it. The
Gray Out or Check condition must be ended by the line:
%gray%;%none%

or
%check%;%none%

In the example:
%gray%;#dbnam.not.noname.db
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the button that follows will be grayed out when the database name is not
noname.db.
Separator Bar
A sub-menu may contain a separator bar by adding the %sep% function
between the lines defining buttons to be separated. This allows you to visually organize buttons on the sub-menus for clarity.
Comment Lines
A line in the Windows Menu Bar definition file which begins with the Pound
sign (#) is a comment line and is ignored when the file is read for loading the
menu bar.
M e n u B a r Te x t C o n v e n t i o n s
By convention, on sub-menus the command text which calls another submenu is followed by dots in the form:
New...

This indicates that this selection will pull up another sub-menu. Text without
the dots indicates that a function will be executed directly.

See Also
Preferences.

W I N D O W S TO O L B A R S
On Microsoft Windows platforms, BuildersCAD uses standard Windows Toolbars
for access to many commands and functions. These toolbars allow selection of many of
the functions of BuildersCAD from a standard MS Windows interface. They are
dockable, and customizable.

To o l b a r s
BuildersCAD currently has 4 standard Windows Toolbars available.
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D e s k t o p To o l b a r
The DESKTOP toolbar duplicates most of the functions found on the
BuildersCAD DESKTOP menu. It is loaded by default and its default
location is docked at the top of the BuildersCAD window.

Functions found on this toolbar include:
Create New Database - Refer to the Database topic for more information.
Open - Refer to the Open topic for more information.
Save - Refer to the Save topic for more information.
Plot - Refer to the Plot topic for more information.
PDF - Refer to the PDF topic for more information.
eZ - Refer to the eZ and Markup topics for more information.
Undo / Redo - Refer to the Undo topic for more information.
Entity Selection - Refer to the Select Entity topic for more information.
Query - Refer to the Query topic for more information.
Edit - Refer to the Edit topic for more information.
Copy - Refer to the Copy topic for more information.
Object Snap - Refer to the Object Snap topic for more information.
Workplane - Refer to the Workplane topic for more information.
Viewport - Refer to the Viewport and Sheet topics for more information.
Layer - Refer to the Layer Manager topic for more information.
Color - Refer to the Color and Color Mix topics for more information.
Customization - Refer to the Customize topic for more information.
Plug-Ins - Refer to the Plug-Ins topic for more information.
V i e w C o n t r o l To o l b a r
The VIEW CONTROL toolbar duplicates most of the functions found on the
BuildersCAD VIEW CONTROL BAR menu. It is loaded by default and its
default location is docked at the top of the BuildersCAD window.
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Functions found on this toolbar include:
View Menu
Dynamic Pan
Dynamic Zoom
Zoom In
Zoom Out
Zoom Window
Last Zoom
Redisplay
Plan View
Isometric View
Top View
Bottom View
Front View
Left View
Right View
Back View
Opaque Display
Refer to the View and View Control Bar topics for more information.
D y n a m i c V i e w To o l b a r
The DYNAMIC VIEW toolbar duplicates all of the functions found in the
Dynamic View section of the BuildersCAD VIEW menu. It is not loaded
by default. It may be loaded by selecting the Toolbar button under the
Dynamic View heading of the VIEW menu, or by selecting Toolbars on the
BuildersCAD WINDOWS MENU BAR and clicking on Dynamic View.
It’s default location is free floating.
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Functions found on this toolbar include:
Orbit
Spin (Z Axis)
Swivel
Walk
Dynamic Pan
Dynamic Zoom
Refer to the Dynamic View section of the View and topic for more information.
O p e n G L To o l b a r
The OPENGL toolbar duplicates all of the functions found in the OpenGL
section of the BuildersCAD VIEW menu. It is not loaded by default. It
may be loaded by selecting the Toolbar button under the OpenGL heading of
the VIEW menu, or by selecting Toolbars on the BuildersCAD WINDOWS MENU BAR and clicking on OpenGL. It’s default location is free
floating.

Functions found on this toolbar include:
OpenGL Off
OpenGL Solid Mode
OpenGL Edge Highlight Mode
OpenGL Wire Frame Mode
OpenGL Hidden Line Mode
OpenGL Settings
Refer to the OpenGL and View topics for more information.

Enable / Disable
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Windows Toolbars may be turned on or off in the PREFERENCES menu. The
setting is the Windows Toolbars setting on the second page of the PREFERENCES menu. Refer to the Preferences topic for more information.
Individual toolbars may be turned on and off by selecting Toolbars on the
BuildersCAD WINDOWS MENU BAR and then checking or unchecking the
desired toolbar name on the Toolbars Pull-down.

Customization
BuildersCAD Windows Toolbars may be customized to individual needs and
new toolbars created.
To o l b a r D e f i n i t i o n F i l e
Each BuildersCAD Windows Toolbar is defined in a Toolbar Definition
file. This file is an ascii text file which contains general definitions for the
entire toolbar, and definition lines for each individual toolbar button. The
Toolbar Definition file is named the same as the toolbar with a .tb extension,
for example Dynamic View.tb. Custom Toolbar Definition files must be
stored in a \toolbars sub-directory in either the User Home directory or the
Standards directory. The BuildersCAD Windows Toolbars are stored in
the
BuildersCAD
program
directory
under
\lib\toolbars
($ARRIS\lib\toolbars). When loading toolbars, BuildersCAD will search
the User Home directory first, then the Standards directory, and finally the
BuildersCAD library.
To o l b a r L i s t F i l e
In addition to the Toolbar Definition file for each toolbar, there is a Toolbar
list file. This file is a text file named toolbars.txt and it contains a list of all
Windows Toolbars available. The BuildersCAD "out of the box" version
of this file is located in the BuildersCAD program directory under the \lib
sub-directory ($ARRIS\lib). If any custom toolbars are added, a custom version of this file will need to be placed in either the User Home or Standards
directory. When reading this file, BuildersCAD will search for it in the
User Home directory first, then the Standards directory, and finally the
BuildersCAD library.
Refer to the ARRIS Development documentation on Windows Toolbars for
specific Toolbar Definition file and Toolbar List file syntax.

See Also
View, View Control Bar, and Preferences.
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WINPORTS
A winport is a BuildersCAD display window. Usually the
drawing area is one large winport but it can be divided into
several smaller winports, with each having a different view.
This can be very useful, especially when working in 3D as
different views of a model, such as an isometric, a plan and
an opaqued view, are available for viewing simultaneously.
Note 2: Winports should not be confused with viewports.
Winports have absolutely no impact on scale or
plotting. They are simply a means of viewing a
drawing from different perspectives and seeing
those views at the same time.

Properties
There is always a current winport in BuildersCAD and it has properties that
differentiate it from the other winports.

Table W:1

Winport Properties

OBJECT/EVENT

CURRENT
WINPORT

REMAINING WINPORTS

Border

White

Gray

Cursor

Regular cursor

“X” cursor

Viewing
(Zoom, Isometric,
Shade, etc.)

View updated

Retain current view.

Modify Layer Mode

Display updated

Not updated unless made current and redrawn or Redraw All
Winports command issued.

Characteristics that apply to all winports are:

• Can draw and reference points across winports.
• Borders can be moved and winports added or deleted.
• To activate a winport either move the cursor into the winport area or toggle the active winport with [Ctrl-X] or [Ctrl-Z].

Commands
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STYLES: A winport configuration can be saved as a style. The file will be
named wn_<name>.st and reside in the users config.dir. The style retains information about the view displayed in all winports at the time the style was saved.
Note 1: The style does not save either the layer configuration or which winport
was set to active.
Selecting the winport button provides options to:

• Load an existing winport style.
• Save a winport style.
• Delete a winport style.
See Also
Pan, Zoom, Files, and Special Keys.

WORK ANGLE
See Workplane for more information.

WORKPLANE
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A Workplane is defined by an origin point and two additional points. The work plane origin point temporarily
redefines the absolute coordinate origin (0,0,0). Any absolute coordinate entered while the workplane is on will be
measured from the workplane origin point.
Work angle is a subset of the workplane. The work angle is
measured from the positive X-axis on the current workplane. Positive angle values rotate the work angle counterclockwise. The work angle can be toggled on/off without
affecting the workplane.
Note 1: Workplanes can be used in conjunction with
views for working in a rotated drawing as if it
were not rotated.
Note 2: When the workplane is on, the Workplane button
on the DESKTOP menu remains depressed.

Workplane Menu
SHOW WORKPLANE: Displays the current
workplane, and the location of the workplane origin
point.

ANGLE: Selecting the box toggles the work angle on/off.
OFF - displays work angle setting in red.
ON - displays the current work angle in a light blue (if using the standard

system colormap). The work angle can be changed by selecting this box and
entering an angle value.

WORK ANGLE: Three options are available to set the work angle:
2.

angle - enter an angle value from the keyboard to define the work angle

3.

line - select a line in the display window to define the work angle. The
closest endpoint determines the midpoint of the angle, and the farthest
endpoint determines the positive X-axis

4.

2 points - select 2 points to define the work angle. The first point deter-

mines the midpoint of the angle, and the second point determines the positive X-axis.

PLANE: Selecting the box toggles the workplane on/off.
OFF - displays in red.
ON - displays the current workplane type in blue/green ( if using the standard
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system colormap).
horizontal-rotated
vertical
skewed
Origin - displays the coordinates of the work plane origin point

WORKPLANE: Nine options are available to set the workplane:
1.

reset to database default - resets the workplane back to the database ori-

gin.
2.

3 points -sets the workplane with 3 points.
Origin for workplane:
New X axis:

Select the positive X-axis direction.
Point in plane:

Select a point about the first two selected points to determine the workplane
rotation.
3.

specify XYZ rotation - sets the workplane with X, Y, and Z values.
Origin for workplane:

Select a workplane origin point.
Rotation:

Enter in the rotation values from the keyboard.
4.

set to current view - set the workplane relative to the current view.
Origin point of view workplane:

Select a workplane origin point.
5.

invert XY axes - rotate the workplane 180 degrees about the Y-axis (flips

the positive and the negative X-axis)
6.

triangle - select a triangle entity to define the workplane. The closest ver-

tex point determines the workplane origin.
7.

top - define the top surface as the workplane.

8.

right side - define the right side surface as the workplane.

9.

left side - define the left side surface as the workplane.

SET Z VALUE: Sets the position of the workplane origin on the Z-axis.
ABSOLUTE - set the Z value for the workplane origin relative to the current
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workplane.
RELATIVE - set the Z value for the workplane origin by adding to the current
Z value of the current workplane.

LOAD: Loads a workplane style file as the current workplane.
SAVE : Saves the current workplane as a style file. The file will have a “wk_”
prefix, a “.st” suffix and will be saved in the views.dir directory inside the current
database directory.

DELETE: Deletes a workplane style file from the hard disk.
Short Cut
B3 toggles the workplane and/or work angle on/off. The [WORKPLANE/ANGLE]
button on the DESKTOP menu will appear highlighted when the workplane is on.

See Also
Coordinates, Styles, and Views.
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X
X-REFERENCE FILES
See external Layers for more information.

XY-FORCING
When working graphically with the mouse in a sheet or drawing, there are situations
when it is important to be able to freely place a point at any location while at other times
it is critical that points be precisely aligned along either the X or Y axis (otherwise
known as orthogonal input). BuildersCAD provides a tool to accomplish these
goals, called XY-Forcing or XYF for short.

XYF
Located at the left end of the STATUS menu is a box titled [XYF].
Selecting this box causes the lower display to toggle between on (not
highlighted) and off (highlighted), and this will determine whether
XY-Forcing is currently in effect.

OFF: points may be graphically entered using F1, at any location on the screen
with no restrictions. When entering multiple points (such as for a running line),
the cursor will operate in rubberband mode, displaying a temporary connecting
line between the reference point and the current location of the graphic cursor.

ON: restricts F1 point placement to a straight horizontal or vertical location
(relative to the current work plane) from the current reference point (typically the
last point entered). When entering multiple points (such as for a running line), the
cursor will operate in orthogonal mode, displaying a line, parallel to either the X
or Y axis, which extends from the reference point to the axis coordinate corresponding to the cursor's current location. This means that you can enter orthogonal points while the cursor is located anywhere on the screen.
The following 2 diagrams show how the single line command would be drawn
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differently based upon the current XYF setting, given the same four input points.
p3

p4

p1
XYF on

p2

p3

p4

p1
XYF off

p2

Occasionally, when working with XYF set to on, there may be a need to enter one
point which is non-orthogonal. It would be inconvenient to have to toggle the
XYF mode off, enter the desired point and then have to toggle XYF back on. The
simpler solution is to use F2 which automatically overrides the current XYF setting and allows any point to be entered. Similarly, other function keys may be
used to select existing points in the database or display list without restriction.
(See: Function Keys). Once the desired point has been entered, continue using F1
to enter additional orthogonal points.

XYF-LOCK [TAB-KEY OR \-KEY]: XYF-Lock is a feature that applies
only when the XYF mode is set to on.
One typical drawing task requires the location of points which are in orthogonal
alignment with 2 other existing points. For example, while drawing an enclosure
with a running line, consider the problem of locating the missing corner:
Reference Point

Desired Point

Double Reference Point

To locate the Desired Point, a Double Reference Point is required in addition to
the current Reference Point. As the cursor is moved to the right of the Reference
Point, press either the TAB or the backslash ( \ ) key. A small square will appear
on the free end of the orthogonal cursor which indicated that XYF-Lock is in
effect. This is a toggle, so if this mode is activated accidentally, it may be canceled by pressing the backslash key again. Next, move the cursor down to the
location of the Double Reference Point and select the endpoint of the existing
line using F3. Immediately the Desired Point will be located and a line will be
drawn between the Reference Point and the Desired Point. Once this operation
has been completed, the XYF-Lock will be cleared and additional points may be
entered as before.
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WORK ANGLE: In the previous discussion it has been assumed that drawing
work was being performed in normal plan view and that XY-Forcing restricted
point input to either the horizontal or the vertical directions. However, if a work
angle has been set which establishes a rotated coordinate system, XYF will continue to function, enforcing alignment of points parallel to the rotated X or Y
axes.

Shortcuts
You can toggle the XYF mode from the keyboard by entering Ctrl-O when using
the standard Special Key set. Refer to Special Keys for more information.

See Also
Coordinate System, Function Keys, Mouse, Reference Points, Rounding, Work
Angle and Special Keys.
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The Y section is empty.

Y
T H E Y S E C T I O N I S E M P T Y.
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ZONES
The zone object is a basic BuildersCAD entity. Zones are predefined areas that can be used to pattern and/or do an area calculation. They are defined by one data point, a type, a name and at
least one boundary circuit.
A circuit is a closed loop consisting of boundary line segments.
Multiple circuits can define one zone. Circuits within circuits
have a negating effect on patterns and area calculations (e.g. the
area of the inner circuit will be subtracted from the outer circuit).

Properties
When placing a zone it will assume all of the current line
and text properties along with Zone properties listed
below. Selecting the Select button on the ZONES Application Sub-menu will display the TEXT SELECT menu,
allowing the user to select the text parameters used in the
Zone from a catalog. The Zone properties are set on the
ZONE STATUS menu at the bottom of the screen.

PEN & COLOR [COL]: The pen and color properties are common to all
objects.

ZONE TYPE: The Zone Type is typically a main category for Zones. It is used
along with the Zone Name property to define a given Zone. An example would
be "ROOM". Both the Zone Type and Zone Name parameters must be set for
placement of a Zone. If the Zone Type parameter is not set, the Zone Type box on
the ZONE Status menu will display in red.

ZONE NAME: The Zone Name is typically a sub-category for Zones under the
Zone Type, for example "CLASSROOM". It is used along with the Zone Type
property to define a given Zone. Both the Zone Type and Zone Name parameters
must be set for placement of a Zone. If the Zone Name parameter is not set, the
Zone Name box on the ZONE Status menu will display in red.
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ZONE DISPLAY: This parameter determines how the Zone will display its
type and name.
Table Z:1

Zone Display Properties

DISPLAY MODE

RESULTING DISPLAY

TYPE:NAME

Both the Zone Type and Zone Name will display.

TYPE

Only the Zone Type will display.

NAME

Only the Zone Name will display.

<NONE>

Neither the Zone Type or the Zone Name will display.

ZONE DISPLAY LOCATION: The Zone Display Location setting determines how the Zone Display is located at the time the Zone is placed. The Zone
Display Location setting may be either Prompt or Center.
PROMPT - BuildersCAD will prompt for the Zone Display Location
after all boundaries are entered as the Zone is placed. This is the default.
CENTER - BuildersCAD will automatically locate the Zone Display at
the centroid of the first Zone boundary circuit. Note that depending on the
shape of the boundary, the Zone Display at the centroid may not be inside the
boundary.

TEXT PARAMETERS: The Zone entity uses the Text Size, Text Justification,
Text Font, Text Rotation, Text Slant, and Text Underline parameters to define how
the Zone Type and/or Name is displayed on the entity. It also uses the Text Caps
parameter to determine whether the Zone Type and Zone Name text strings are
automatically converted to upper case. These parameters are set on the ZONE
Status menu and are documented in the Text topic. Refer to the Text topic for
more information.

Zone Placement Commands
Zones may be placed using one of the placement tools found on the ZONES
Application Sub-Menu. A zone is placed by defining a boundary, similar to a pattern, and then placing the data point which may display the Type and Name. The
Type and Name for a Zone must be defined before it is placed.

DEFINE ZONE BOUNDARY BY POINTS: This

command
defines the boundary for the Zone by adding continuous boundary segments, point by point.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the first Zone boundary point. Select the
desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key. The cursor will form a rubber band
line to visually aid in selecting the next point.
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BuildersCAD will next prompt for the next Zone boundary point. Select the
desired point as above. This prompt will repeat, allowing you to enter each successive boundary point. As points are selected a boundary line segment will be
drawn on the screen. Remember that a zone boundary must have at least 3 segments. This prompt will continue until the first boundary point is selected again,
thus closing the boundary, or an F10 input is given at this prompt causing the
boundary to close from the last point input to the first point.
When the boundary is closed, BuildersCAD will prompt to Define the Boundary Further, with options of End Boundary Input and Place, Continue Boundary
Input, or Cancel.
If End Boundary Input and Fill is selected, the boundary definition is finished and the Zone is placed in the drawing.
If Continue Boundary Input is selected, the program will prompt for another
first boundary point, allowing you to input another closed boundary area as
above, which will be included in the Zone.
If Cancel is selected, the boundary definition is deleted and the command
ends.
After the boundary is input, BuildersCAD will prompt for the Display Location. This is the point where the Zone Type and/or Zone Name will be displayed
if the Display parameter is set. Select the desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or
F11 key.
This command repeats allowing you to input several Zones. An F10 selection or
<Enter> input at the First Boundary Point prompt will exit the command.

DEFINE ZONE BOUNDARY BY RECTANGLE: This

command defines a rectangular boundary for the Zone by entering the two
opposite corners of the rectangular boundary.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the first Zone boundary point. Select the
desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key. The cursor will form a rubber band
box to visually aid in selecting the next point.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the second Zone boundary point. Select
the desired point as above. The boundary rectangle will be drawn on the screen.
BuildersCAD will prompt to Define the Boundary Further, with options of
End Boundary Input and Fill, Continue Boundary Input, or Cancel.
If End Boundary Input and Fill is selected, the boundary definition is finished and the Zone is placed in the drawing.
If Continue Boundary Input is selected, the program will prompt for another
first boundary point, allowing you to input another closed boundary area as
above, which will be included in the Zone.
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If Cancel is selected, the boundary definition is deleted and the command
ends.
After the boundary is input, BuildersCAD will prompt for the Display Location. This is the point where the Zone Type and/or Zone Name will be displayed
if the Display parameter is set. Select the desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or
F11 key.
This command repeats allowing you to input several Zones. An F10 selection or
<Enter> input at the First Boundary Point prompt will exit the command.

DEFINE ZONE BOUNDARY BY CIRCLE: This command adds
a series of boundary segments in a circular shape by specifying 2
points, the center and a radius point of a circle. The number of boundary segments used to define the circle is set by the Polygon Sides parameter.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the center point of the circle. Select the
center point of the circular area desired using the F1, F2, F3, or F11 key. The cursor will form a rubber band box to visually aid in selecting the next point.
BuildersCAD will next prompt for the radius point of the circle. Select a point
on the radius of the circle similar to above. The boundary circle will be drawn on
the screen. Regardless of the Polygon Sides setting, a boundary point will always
align with the radius point given.
BuildersCAD will now prompt to Define the Boundary Further, with options
of End Boundary Input and Fill, Continue Boundary Input, or Cancel.
If End Boundary Input and Fill is selected, the boundary definition is finished and the Zone is placed in the drawing.
If Continue Boundary Input is selected, the program will prompt for another
first boundary point, allowing you to input another closed boundary area as
above, which will be included in the Zone.
If Cancel is selected, the boundary definition is deleted and the command
ends.
After the boundary is input, BuildersCAD will prompt for the Display Location. This is the point where the Zone Type and/or Zone Name will be displayed
if the Display parameter is set. Select the desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or
F11 key.
This command repeats allowing you to input several Zones. An F10 selection or
<Enter> input at the Center of the Circle prompt will exit the command.

DEFINE ZONE BOUNDARY BY EXISTING 2D POLYLINE:
This command adds boundary segments by tracing a previously placed
2D Polyline. Refer to the Polylines topic for more information.
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BuildersCAD will prompt to select the Polyline for Zone placement. Select an
existing Polyline using the F1 key. The Polyline will be read and the new Zone
boundary will be highlighted on the screen.
Note 1: If the Polyline is not closed, a closing segment will be added from the
last Polyline point to the first for the purposes of the Pattern since a
Zone must have a closed boundary.
Note 2: If a Repeated Item is selected, the RI will be checked and if it contains a
Polyline, the first Polyline found inside the Repeated Item will be
selected as the boundary.
BuildersCAD will now prompt to Define the Boundary Further, with options
of End Boundary Input and Fill, Continue Boundary Input, or Cancel.
If End Boundary Input and Fill is selected, the boundary definition is finished and the Zone is placed in the drawing.
If Continue Boundary Input is selected, the program will prompt for another
Polyline, allowing you to input another closed boundary area as above,
which will be included in the Zone.
If Cancel is selected, the boundary definition is deleted and the command
ends.
After the boundary is input, BuildersCAD will prompt for the Display Location. This is the point where the Zone Type and/or Zone Name will be displayed
if the Display parameter is set. Select the desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or
F11 key.
This command repeats allowing you to input several Zones. An F10 selection or
<Enter> input at the Polyline for Zone Placement prompt will exit the command.
Note 1: If a Repeated Item is selected at the Existing Polyline prompt, BuildersCAD will check inside the Repeated Item for a Polyline entity. If
one is found, the first Polyline found will be used as the selected Polyline.
Note 2: If an Ellipse entity is selected at the Existing Polyline prompt. BuildersCAD will find and use the Polyline inside the Ellipse as the
selected Polyline.

DEFINE ZONE BOUNDARY BY EXISTING PATTERN: This
command adds boundary segments by tracing a previously placed Pattern. Refer to the Patterns topic for more information.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the existing Pattern for the Zone Boundary.
Select the desired pattern using the F1 key. The boundary will highlight in white.
BuildersCAD will now prompt to Define the Boundary further, with options
of End Boundary Input and Fill, Continue Boundary Input, or Cancel.
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If End Boundary Input and Fill is selected, the boundary definition is finished and the Zone is placed in the drawing.
If Continue Boundary Input is selected, the program will prompt for another
Pattern, allowing you to input another closed boundary area as above, which
will be included in the Zone.
If Cancel is selected, the boundary definition is deleted and the command
ends.
After the boundary is input, BuildersCAD will prompt for the Display Location. This is the point where the Zone Type and/or Zone Name will be displayed
if the Display parameter is set. Select the desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or
F11 key.
This command repeats allowing you to input several Zones. An F10 selection or
<Enter> input at the Pattern for Zone Placement prompt will exit the command.

DEFINE ZONE BOUNDARY BY EXISTING CIRCLE/ARC/
ELLIPSE/POLYGON: This command adds a series of boundary
segments by tracing an existing Circle, Arc, Ellipse or Polygon. For
Circles and Arcs, the number of boundary line segments used to define the Zone
boundary is set by the Polygon Sides parameter. For Ellipses, the number of
boundary line segments used to define the Zone boundary is the number of segments in the Ellipse, which is the Polygon Sides setting at the time the Ellipse
was placed (minimum 72). For Polygons the number of boundary line segments
used to define the Zone boundary is the same as the selected Polygon. If an Arc is
selected, the boundary is closed with a line segment which is the chord of the arc
from the end point back to the beginning of the arc sweep.
BuildersCAD will first prompt for the existing Circle / Arc / Ellipse / Polygon
to define the Zone boundary. Select the Circle, Arc, Ellipse, or Polygon desired
using the F1, or F11 key. The boundary will be drawn on the screen with the segments and vertex points highlighted. A Zone boundary point will always align
with at least one of the principal entity points of a Circle.
BuildersCAD will now prompt to Define the Boundary Further, with options
of End Boundary Input and Fill, Continue Boundary Input, or Cancel.
If End Boundary Input and Fill is selected, the boundary definition is finished and the Zone is placed in the drawing.
If Continue Boundary Input is selected, the program will prompt for another
first boundary point, allowing you to input another closed boundary area as
above, which will be included in the Zone.
If Cancel is selected, the boundary definition is deleted and the command
ends.
After the boundary is input, BuildersCAD will prompt for the Display Loca1214
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tion. This is the point where the Zone Type and/or Zone Name will be displayed
if the Display parameter is set. Select the desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or
F11 key.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for a Circle/
Arc/Ellipse/Polygon to define boundary points. An F10 selection or <Enter>
input at the Existing Circle/Arc/Ellipse/Polygon prompt will exit the command.

DEFINE ZONE BOUNDARY BY CHASING EXISTING LINES/
ARCS: This command adds boundary segments by tracing existing
line/arc segments which are connected.
BuildersCAD will first prompt to select the first existing line segment for the
boundary definition. Select the desired point using the F1 or F2 key.
Note 1: Select the beginning line/curve segment nearest the end with the desired
beginning point. Selecting the line/curve segment slightly to one side or
the other is important as this determines which direction the chase will
follow if it encounters an intersection with more than one connecting
line/curve segment. If the line/curve is selected to the right (in the direction of travel) side of the line, the chase will bear right at a multi-segment intersection. If the line/curve is selected to the left (in the direction
of travel) side of the line, the chase will bear left at a multi-segment
intersection.
Note 2: All existing line/arc segments must close (come together) on a single
point.
Note 3: Zone boundaries are defined by all linear segments. When an arc is
chased, it is broken down into linear segments using the Polygon Sides
setting to determine the number of segments used to define the arc.
BuildersCAD will auto-chase the boundary until it finds the closure point.
This option will work if the existing lines/curves form a simple boundary.
BuildersCAD will now prompt to Define the Boundary Further, with options
of End Boundary Input and Fill, Continue Boundary Input, or Cancel.
If End Boundary Input and Fill is selected, the boundary definition is finished and the Zone is placed in the drawing.
If Continue Boundary Input is selected, the program will prompt for another
line/arc segment to chase, allowing you to input another closed boundary
area as above, which will be included in the Zone.
If Cancel is selected, the boundary definition is deleted and the command
ends.
After the boundary is input, BuildersCAD will prompt for the Display Location. This is the point where the Zone Type and/or Zone Name will be displayed
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if the Display parameter is set. Select the desired point using the F1, F2, F3, or
F11 key.
This command repeats so BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for beginning
line/curve segments to define a boundary. An F10 selection or <Enter> input at
the First Line or Curve Segment for Chase prompt will exit the command.

BACK 1 POINT: This command is used to undo a single point
placement while placing a Zone boundary. Selecting the Undo button
on the DESKTOP menu while placing a Zone boundary will also undo
the last Zone boundary point placed.
Note 1: You cannot undo the first point of a Zone boundary. Use the Cancel button instead to cancel and restart the Zone boundary placement.

PLACE: This command ends boundary definition at the current
point and places the Zone using all unfilled boundary circuit(s)
which exist.
Two or more of the boundary definition commands above may be used together
to define a complex Zone occurance. Once a boundary circuit has been closed
using one method of boundary definition, another may be selected to define
another boundary circuit. For example a rectangular boundary may be defined
using the Rectangular Boundary command. Once the rectangular boundary is
input (but before selecting the Place option at the Define Boundary Further
prompt), you may select the Point Boundary command to input an irregular shape
boundary that is to be a part of the same Zone occurance in the database. Once
that boundary is defined, select Place to end the boundary definition and place
both Zone areas that have been defined using the current Zone parameters.

CANCEL BOUNDARIES: This command removes any unfilled
boundary circuit(s) placed and exits the command.
Note 1: Always cancel any unfilled boundaries or unexpected Zone areas may
result.

Create
TEXT: This button brings up the TEXT CREATE menu. From this
menu, text styles may be created and saved to the current Entity
Styles Catalog. Refer to the Text topic for more information.

CATALOG: This button brings up the

STYLES CATALOGS

menu. From this menu the current Entity Styles Catalog may be
selected, or a new one created. Refer to the Catalog topic for more
information.
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Geometry Edit
Selection of the Geometry Edit button
brings up the ZONE GEOMETRY EDIT
menu. The functions on this menu allow you
to edit Zones, Zone boundaries, and Zone
Sub-boundaries.
ZONE SELECTION
The Zone Selection box displays the
selection method for Zones. Existing
Zones may be selecte in the drawing
either byt selecting a point inside the
zone area using the F1 key, by selecting
a point along the Zone boundary line
using the F1 key, or by entering the
Type and Name of the Zone. This setting is used in all Zone Geometry Edit
commands where an existing zone must be selected. The default setting is
Boundary Line. Selection of the Zone Selection box allows you to choose the
desired setting.
ZONE EDIT

DELETE ZONE: Selection of this button allows you to delete
an existing Zone from the drawing.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Zone to delete. The selected Zone will
be highlighted so that you can confirm the delete.

MOVE ZONE: Selection of this button allows you to move an
existing Zone from one location in the drawing to another.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Zone to move. The next prompt will be
for a reference point for the move. The selected Zone boundary will then be
placed on the cursor and BuildersCAD will prompt for a new reference
location for the move.

COPY ZONE: Selection of this button allows you to copy an
existing Zone.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Zone to copy. The next prompt will be
for a reference point for the copy. The selected Zone boundary will then be
placed on the cursor and BuildersCAD will prompt for a new reference
location for the copy.
ZONE BOUNDARY
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ADD VERTEX: Selection of this button allows you to add a vertex to an existing Zone boundary.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Zone in which to add the boundary vertex. Select the desired Zone by selecting a Zone boundary line, point in the
Zone, or by entering the Zone Type and Name. - depending on the Zone
Selection method. An <Enter> key or F10 entry at this prompt will exit the
Zone Geometry Edit. The selected Zone boundary will highlight.
BuildersCAD will then prompt for the boundary line within the Zone to
break with the new vertex. Select the boundary line using the F1 key. The
cursor will change to a rubber-band anchored to the adjoining vertex points
and BuildersCAD will prompt for the new vertex location. Select the
desired new location.
BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for boundary lines to break and
new vertex locations allowing you to add multiple vertices on the 1 selected
Zone. An <Enter> key or F10 entry at the Boundary Line to Break prompt
will take the program back to the Zone To Add Boundary Vertex prompt.

DELETE VERTEX: Selection of this button allows you to
delete a vertex from an existing Zone boundary.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Zone in which to delete the boundary
vertex. Select the desired Zone by selecting a Zone boundary line, point in
the Zone, or by entering the Zone Type and Name - depending on the current
Zone Selection method. An <Enter> key or F10 entry at this prompt will exit
the Zone Geometry Edit. The selected Zone boundary will highlight.
BuildersCAD will then prompt for the boundary vertex within the zone to
delete. Select the desired vertex using the F3 key. The vertex will be deleted
and the boundary will heal to the new configuration.
BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for Vertices to Delete allowing you
to delete multiple vertices on the 1 selected Zone. An <Enter> key or F10
entry at the Vertex prompt will take the program back to the Zone To Delete
Boundary Vertex prompt.
Note 1: A Zone boundary or sub-boundary must have at least 3 sides (3 vertices). This command will generate an error if you try to delete a vertex
within a boundary that has only 3 vertices.

MOVE VERTEX: Selection of this button allows you to move a
vertex in an existing Zone boundary from one location to
another.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Zone in which to move the boundary
vertex. Select the desired Zone by selecting a Zone boundary line, point in
the Zone, or by entering the Zone Type and Name - depending on the current
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Zone Selection method. An <Enter> key or F10 entry at this prompt will exit
the Zone Geometry Edit. The selected Zone boundary will highlight.
BuildersCAD will then prompt for the boundary vertex within the zone to
move. Select the desired vertex using the F3 key. The cursor will change to a
rubber-band anchored to the adjoining vertex points and BuildersCAD
will prompt for the new vertex location. Select the new location.
BuildersCAD will continue to prompt for Vertices to Move allowing you
to move multiple vertices on the 1 selected Zone. An <Enter> key or F10
entry at the Vertex prompt will take the program back to the Zone To Move
Boundary Vertex prompt.

MERGE 2 ZONES: Selection of this button allows you to
merge two existing Zones in the drawing into a single Zone.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Zone to merge a second zone into. The
next prompt is for the Zone to merge into the first. The display point of the
first Zone is used for the new merged Zone.

DIVIDE ZONE BOUNDARY BY POINT INPUT: Selection
of this button allows you to divide an existing Zone into two
Patterns by drawing the division line using point input.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Zone to divide. Next BuildersCAD
will prompt for the first point of the division line. BuildersCAD will then
continue to prompt for points which define a running line dividing the Zone
boundary. An F10 input ends the division line input and the Zone will be
divided into 2 separate zones along the division line. BuildersCAD will
highlight the first new Zone and prompt for the Zone Display point. BuildersCAD will then highlight the second new Zone and prompt for it’s Zone
Display Point.

QUADRILATERAL DIVIDE/SPLIT: Selection of this button
brings up the QUADRILATERAL ZONE DIVIDE / SPLIT menu.
The functions in this menu allow you to divide into an existing
quadrilateral (4 sided) Zone into two or more Zones, or split a quadrilateral
Zone into 2 Zones at a specific division point along opposite sides.
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Divide Zone into 2 - Selection of this button divides the selected Zone into 2
zones by dividing two opposite sides into equal lengths. BuildersCAD will
prompt for the Zone to divide, the boundary line along which to divide the Zone,
and for the display points of each of the new Zones created.
Divide Zone into 3 - Selection of this button divides the selected Zone into 3
zones by dividing two opposite sides into equal lengths. BuildersCAD will
prompt for the Zone to divide, the boundary line along which to divide the Zone,
and for the display points of each of the new Zones created.
Divide Zone into N - Selection of this button divides the selected Zone into a
number of zones by dividing two opposite sides into equal lengths. BuildersCAD will prompt for the Zone to divide, the number of new zones to create,
the boundary line along which to divide the Zone, and for the display points of
each of the new Zones created.
Split Zone @ 1/3 Point - Selection of this button splits the selected Zone into 2
zones by dividing two opposite sides at the 1/3 point along each side. BuildersCAD will prompt for the Zone to split, the boundary line along which to split
the Zone, and for the display points of each of the new Zones created.
The 1/3 point is determined along the path of travel from first point to second
point on the Zone boundary line selected to split as it was originally placed.
BuildersCAD will display the split and prompt to confirm it before the change
is actually made. To split the Zone with the 1/3 portion opposite from the way it
is displayed, select Stop at the verify prompt and then selecte the opposite side of
the boundary to make the split.
Split Zone @ 1/4 Point - Selection of this button splits the selected Zone into 2
zones by dividing two opposite sides at the 1/4 point along each side. BuildersCAD will prompt for the Zone to split, the boundary line along which to split
the Zone, and for the display points of each of the new Zones created.
The 1/4 point is determined along the path of travel from first point to second
point on the Zone boundary line selected to split as it was originally placed.
BuildersCAD will display the split and prompt to confirm it before the change
is actually made. To split the Zone with the 1/4 portion opposite from the way it
is displayed, select Stop at the verify prompt and then selecte the opposite side of
the boundary to make the split.
Split Zone @ 1/N Point - Selection of this button splits the selected Zone into 2
zones by dividing two opposite sides at a fraction point along each side that is
input by the user. BuildersCAD will prompt for the Zone to split, the fraction
(1/N) of the zone that is to be split off, the boundary line along which to split the
Zone, and for the display points of each of the new Zones created.
The split point is determined along the path of travel from first point to second
point on the Zone boundary line selected to split as it was originally placed.
BuildersCAD will display the split and prompt to confirm it before the change
is actually made. To split the Zone with the 1/N portion opposite from the way it
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is displayed, select Stop at the verify prompt and then selecte the opposite side of
the boundary to make the split.
ZONE SUB-BOUNDARY

APPEND SUB-BOUNDARY: Selection of this button
allows you to add a sub-boundary to an existing Zone. If
the sub-boundary is within the existing Zone boundary,
the area within the sub-boundary is subtracted from the Zone. If the subboundary is outside the existing Zone boundary, the area within the subboundary is added to the Zone. The Zone sub-boundary may be added by
specifying either point to point input, a rectangular area, or an existing Zone
boundary.

DELETE SUB-BOUNDARY: Selection of this button
allows you to delete a sub-boundary from an existing
Zone. If the sub-boundary is outside the main Zone
boundary, the area of the sub-boundary is subtracted from the Zone. If the
sub-boundary is within the main Zone boundary, the area of the sub-boundary is added to the Zone.

MOVE SUB-BOUNDARY: Selection of this button allows
you to move a sub-boundary within an existing Zone. If
the sub-boundary position relative to being inside or outside the main boundary is changed, the area of the Zone will be affected.
Sub-boundary areas outside the main Zone boundary are added and subboundary areas inside the main Zone boundary are subtracted.

DETACH SUB-BOUNDARY: Selection of this button
allows you to detach a sub-boundary within an existing
Zone, making the sub-boundary it’s own separate Zone.
The same zone parameters including Type and Name is maintained.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Zone to detach the sub-boundary, the
sub-boundary to detach, and for a display point for the new Zone created.
GENERAL

HIGHLIGHT ZONE: Selection of this button allows you to select a
Zone to highlight the zone boundary lines and vertices. It is particularly useful in locating the boundary vertex points where
boundary lines are colinear and their intersection is not immediately apparent.
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EDIT: Selection of the Scissors Icon button on the ZONE GEOMETRY EDIT menu brings up the BuildersCAD EDIT menu with
the Entity Filter pre-set to Zones. This allows you to edit Zone
parameters.

Utilities
QUICK REPORT: Selection of this button allows you generate
a Quick Report of Zones either within an area or individually. The
Quick Report includes the Zone Type, Zone Name, the Zone area,
and the length of the Zone boundary perimeter. The Quick Report may be output
as either a text file or a .csv file for spreadsheets and may be saved, printed, or
just viewed and closed as required. In text outputs, areas and perimeters of Zones
of the same Type are subtotaled on the report and a grand total of all Zone areas
and perimeters is given at the end of the report. Refer to the Quick Report topic.

Special Edits
There are 3 Special Edits for each entity type, found on the EDIT pull
down menu at the bottom of the menu. As the entity type is selected under the
Entity Filter heading, the 3 Special Edit buttons at the bottom of the menu will
change, reflecting edits appropriate for the new Entity Filter selected. Refer to the
Edit and Entity Filters topics for more information.

CHANGE TYPE: This command allows you to edit an existing zone type.

BuildersCAD will prompt for the Zone to Edit Type. Select the desired Zone
using the F1 key. The Type parameter on the selected Zone will be changed to the
value currently set on the Zone STATUS menu.

CHANGE NAME: This command allows you to edit an existing zone name.
BuildersCAD will prompt for the Zone to Edit Name. Select the desired Zone
using the F1 key. The Name parameter on the selected Zone will be changed to
the value currently set on the Zone STATUS menu.
CHANGE DISPLAY: This command allows you to edit the Type/Name display parameter on an existing zone. BuildersCAD will prompt for the Zone to
Edit Display. Select the desired Zone using the F1 key. The Type/Name Display
parameter on the selected Zone will be changed to the value currently set on the
Zone STATUS menu and the Zone display will update.

See Also
Patterns, Polylines, Text and Quick Report.
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ZOOM
Zoom refers to magnifying or shrinking of the image in the display window. This does
not alter the drawing scale. Refer to the Zoom portion of the View topic, the View Control Bar topic, and the Motion Command Interpreter topic for more information.

See Also
Extents, View, View Control Bar, Winport, and Motion Command Interpreter.
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